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ADVERTISEMENT.

This Lexicon, projected by the late Thomas Kerchever Arnold, in

conjunction with Dr. Fradersdorff, has occupied not less than seven

years in its preparation, and more than four in its progress through the

press. The following brief statement will explain what has been at-

tempted in the present Work, and what parts have been severally taken

in it by those whose names it bears on its title-page.

To Dr. Fradersdorff was assigned the preliminary labour of trans-

lating, adapting, and arranging the entire materials of Dr. Host's

Deutsch-Griechisclies Worterbuch (ed. 6, 1847, gr. 8vo, pp. 798). It was

an arduous and laborious task, and was performed by that gentleman

with scrupulous care and fidelity. Indeed, had it been the design of the

present Lexicon only to render Dr. Rust's labours available to English

students not acquainted with German, the work produced by Dr. Fra-

dersdorff had attained this object with a completeness which left little to

be desired.

By Mr. Arnold the work was prepared for the press and edited as far

as page 184. At that point, his part in it was transferred to the writer

of these lines. The change of Editors took place in November, 1852.

Hence in the list of works announced shortly after Mr. Arnold's decease

as left by him in a more or less finished state and designed for comple-

tion, the English- Greek Lexicon was not included. It had passed, several

months previously, into the hands of the present Editor, by whom,

without aid or co-operation from any other quarter, it has been com-

pleted.

By the preparatory labour of Dr. Fradersdorff, the late and the

present Editor were furnished with a vast mass of materials carefully

translated and judiciously digested in the order of the best English
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IV ADVERTISEMENT.

Dictionaries. This was intended to form the basis of their work. Yet

to describe the present Lexicon as " founded" on the work of Rost,

without further explanation, would convey an erroneous notion of its

nature. It must not be supposed that the Editors contented them-

selves, even for the most part, with simply revising, condensing, or

recasting the materials collected and arranged by Dr. FradersdorfF.

To obviate any such misconception of the nature of the work, and the

extent of the labour involved in the term " editing," the Writer must

be allowed to state what has been done in the part edited by himself,

amounting, in number of pages, to about five-sevenths of the whole.

Of the editorial labour of his predecessor he cannot, of course, speak

with equal certainty ; but it may be confidently assumed that the

practised hand of Mr. Arnold wrought with at least equal eifect and

with far greater facility.

First, then, the materials collected from Eost have been collated with

the German-Greek Lexicon of Dr. Joh. Franz (1838, 2 vols. 8vo, 1419

and 1185 columns), and the present Lexicon has profited by the very great

improvements, in copiousness of matter, critical accuracy, and scientific

metliod,
J
oy which the work of that eminent scholar and accomplished writer

and speaker of Greek is distinguished from that of his predecessor. The

more compendious manual of Dr. W. Pape (1845, 8vo, pp. 818), based

on the works of Rost and Franz, and on his own Greek-German Lexicon,

has been also used with advantage. And the French-Greek Dictionary

of M. Ozaneaux (1847, 8vo, pp. 1204) has been eminently serviceable,

especially in those parts of our vocabulary and phraseology which are

common to us with the French. The earlier work of MM. Alexandre,

Planche, and Defauconpret, which is the French-Greek Dictionary

" authorized by the Council of Public Instruction," had passed through

several editions before that of 1849, pp. 997; it is, however, by no

means equal to that of M. Ozaneaux, and little use has been made of it

in these pages.

To the materials obtained from the sources which have been indicated,

much has been added from collections, made for the purposes of this work

by the present Editor, as also from good English translations of the clas-

sical authors, and, above all, from the Greek-English Lexicon of Liddell

and Scott, to which indeed he has so constantly referred, that, besides

the check upon renderings derived through the German or French, the

present volume, it is hoped, will serve as a tolerably complete Index to

that invaluable work, and, in fact, may be said to be based upon it at

least as much as upon the foreign lexicons which have been mentioned.



ADVERTISEMENT. \

In this respect, namely, as a medium of reference to Liddell and Scott,

the present Editor has occasionally been aided by the English-Greek

Lexicon of Mr. Yonge (1849, 4to, pp. 536), especially in poetical words

which might otherwise have escaped his own search in their pages.

Further than this, he has but rarely, and, he trusts, with due forbear-

ance, availed himself of Mr. Yonge's meritorious labours.

It remains to be observed, that numerous articles have been written

quite independently of works already in existence. This has been done,

frequently, in those words of most common use and extensive significa-

tion in which the characteristic idioms of our language are most con-

spicuous; always, in the so-called "relational" or " form -words,"

whether verbs auxiliary of tense and mood, or pronouns and pronominal

words, conjunctions, negative and other adverbial particles, and preposi-

tions. If in some of these articles the length to which they have been

carried may seem more suitable to a Grammar or Manual of Greek

Composition than to a Lexicon, the Writer can only plead his desire to

make this work as 'practically useful as possible. If this be a fault, at

any rate he has consulted the advantage of the student at the cost of no

slight trouble to himself, which might have been spared by sending the

learner to seek out in the pages of Arnold, Jelf, or Madvig, the informa-

tion which is here brought together at one view.

On the whole, it is hoped that this English-Greek Lexicon will be

found to embody all that is most useful in similar works of foreign

scholars, and at the same time to be free from the disadvantages which

would obviously attach to a system of renderings made through the

medium of a third language. A " complete " Lexicon it does not pre-

tend to be. The English, as every other language, has its untranslatable

words ; in its copious array of synonymes, with their modulations of

force and emphasis, their gradations of dignity and elegance or of homely

vigour, it possesses, for poetry and eloquence, an expressiveness which

eludes the resources of other tongues. Moreover, even in living lan-

guages, the words which render each other are rarely coextensive through

their whole range of acceptations ; and to mark clearly the extent and

limits of the equivalence, is seldom easy, often impossible, at least with-

out such disquisition as would be out of place in a mere Dictionary.

But between an ancient and a modern, a living and a dead language, the

disparity immensely widens. Far from being confined to the terms

denoting sensible objects and having reference to the arts and inventions

of modern life—in respect of which it is clearly idle to suppose that

the ancient Greeks had the words where they had not the things—it



VI ADVERTISEMENT.

pervades the whole representation of life and society, morals and man-

ners, feelings and modes of thought. In all these regards, a complete

English-Greek Lexicon, if that means a lexicon which shall furnish the

means of rendering into Greek the entire vocabulary of the English

language, is an impossible thing. But the Editor is far from flattering

himself that the imperfections of the present work are only those against

which it was impossible to contend. He cannot doubt that other faults

exist in it, errors, omissions, inequalities, sins of negligence, of ignorance,

which might, with more pains, have been avoided. Who can vouch for

himself that he has done his best, that he has taken all possible pains ?

If the work itself bears witness that it has been performed in no slight

and perfunctory manner, its faults and imperfections will meet with due

indulgence from those who can estimate the difficulties of a task at once

harassing and, by comparison with many others, thankless and unprofit-

able. The zeal and industry of the most willing and conscientious

workman will sometimes flag in a labour, in which, perpetually baffled,

he finds it impossible to satisfy his own wishes and purposes, and which

he feels to be out of all proportion, not only to any praise or profit that

can redound from it to himself, but to the degree in which it is wanted

or will be appreciated by those for whom it is intended.

. B.

23rd October, 1855.



ABBREVIATIONS.

I., absolute, absolutely.

aby, anybody.
ace, acnisative ; c. ace, cum ac-

cusative ; c. ace. cogn., cum
accusativo cognato; ace. c. inf.,

accusativus cum infinitivo.. to, according to.

act., active.

adj., adjective.

adv., adverb.

affirmat., affirmative.

Aeol., Aeolic.

agst, against.

anatom. t., anatomical term.
antcdt, antecedent.

aor., aorist.. ., .
art., article.

astron. t., astronomical term.

athg, any thing.

Att., Attic.

attrib., attributive.

bot. t, botanical term.
empd, compd, compound, com-

pounded.
colloq., colloquial.

comp., compare.
comparat, comparative.

con/., cf., confer, compare.
conj., conjunction.

corresp., correspond, -ing.

crcl., circumlocution.

cstr., constr., construction.

dat., dative ; c. dat., cum dativo.

dep. mid., deponent middle.
dept, dpt, dependent ; dpt stce,

dependent sentence.

Dor., Doric.
e.g., exempli gratia.

eccl. t., ecclesiastical term.

edd., editors, editions.

ellipt., elliptical.

Eng., English.

ep., epic.

epith., epithet.

esp., esply, especial, especially.

fern., feminine.

fig., figurative.

fin, from.

Fr., French.

freq., frequent, frequently.

fid., future.

g. t., general or generic term.

gen., genitive ; e gen., cum geni-

tivo
;
gen. abs., genitive abso-

lute
;
gen. mat., genitivus ma-

teria.

geogr. t., geographical term.

geom. t., geometrical term.

Germ., German.
Gr. , Greek : Gr. Eng. Lex. , Greek

English Lexicon (of Liddell

and Scott).

gram, t, grammatical term.

Heb., Hebrew.
imperat., imperative.

imperfi., imp/., imperfect.

improp., improper.

indecl., indeclinable.

indefi., indefinite.

indie, indicative.

inf., infinitive ; c. inf., cum in-

finitivo.

interrog., interrogation, interro-

gative.

intrans., intrs., intransitive.

Ion., Ionic.

irreg., irregular.

jud., jurid. t., judicial, juridical

term.

Lot., Latin.

lyr., lyric.

masc., masculine.
math, t., mathematical term.

med., mid., middle.

med. t., medical term.

metapli., metaphorical.

meton., metonymy.
mly, mostly.

mod., modern; mod. Gr., modern
Greek.

mus. t., musical term.

neg., negat., negative, negation.

netd., neuter.

obsol., obsolete.

opp. to, opposed to.

opt., optative.

or. and orat. obi. and red., oratio

obliqua, oratio recta.

orat., oratorical; oratt., orators.

partcp., ptcp., participle.

pass., passive.

pi., plur., plural.

plupfi, pluperfect.

poet., poetical.

pres., present.

pron., pronoun.

prop., proper.

prov., proverb, proverbial.

prps, perhaps.

q. d., quasi dicas.

q. v., quod vide.

refi, refce, reference.

reg., regular.

relat., relative.

rendg, rendering.

rhet. t., rhetorical term.

s., substantive.

s. v., sub voce.

sc, scilicet.

seq., sq., sqq., sequens, sequentia.

seq. inf., sequente infinitive

sim., similar, -ly.

sing., singular.

spec, t., special or specific term.

stce, sentence.

str. t., stronger term.

sts, sometimes.
subj., subjunctive.

syll., syllable.

synon., synonyme.
trag., tragedy.

trans., trs., transitive.

transl., translate.

u. s., ubi supra.

usu., usual, usually.

v., vb, verb.

v. I., varia lectio.

icch, which.

ABBREVIATED NAMES OF AUTHORS.

Ml., ^lian.
JEsch., JEscIiyl., ./Eschylus.

JEschin., iEschines.

Ale, Alciphro.

Alcce., Alcseus.

A/cm., Alcman.
(vii)

Antliol., Anthology.
Antiph., Antipho.

., Ar., Aristoph., Aristophanes.

Aristid., Aristides.

Aristot., Aristotle.

Arr., Arrian.

Aih., Athenams.
Babr., Babrius.

Baccii., Bacchylides.

Bas., St. Basil.

Chrys., St. John Chrysostom.
Cie, Cicero.



ABBEEVIATIOjSTS.

Clem. ., St. Clement of Alex-
andria.

D., Dem., Demosthenes.
Dio Cass., Dio Cassius.

Diod., Diodorus Seculus.

Diog. L., Diogenes Laertius.

Dion. Hal., Dionysius of Hali-
earnassus.

Diosc, Dioscorides.

Diphil., Diphilus (comedian).

Epid., Epictetus.

Eur., Eurip., Euripides.

Eustath., Eustathius.

Gal., Galen.
Geopon., Geoponica (tracts on

husbandry).

H, Herod., Hdt., Herodotus.
Heliod., Heliodorus.

Hies., Hesiod.
Hesych., Hesychius.

Hipp., Hippocr., Hippocrates.

Horn., Homer; Horn, h., Homeric
hymns.

Isce., Isseus.

Isocr., Isocrates.

Jos., Josephus.

Linn., Linnaeus.

Luc, Lucian.

Lye, Lycurgus (orator).

Lys., Lysias.

Max. Tyr., Maximus Tyrius.

Menand., Menander.
Nemes., Nemesius.
. T., Novum Testamentum.
Paus., Pausanias.

Phil. Jud., Philo-Judaeus.

Philem., Philemon.
Phot., Photius (comedian).

Pind., Pindar.

Plin., Plinius.

P., PL, Plato; PI. com., Plato
comicus.

Pint., Plutarch.

Pol, Polvbius.
Poll, Pollux.

Ptol., Ptolemaeus.

Sapph., Sappho.
Simon., Simonides.
Sol., Solon.

Soph., Sophocles.

Stob., Stobaeus.

Strab., Strabo.

Suid., Suidas.

Themist., Themistius.
Theoer., Theocritus.

Theogn., Theognis.

Theophr., Theophrastus.

T., Th., Time., Thucydides.
Vitruv., Vitruvius.

X., Xen., Xenophon.



ENGLISH-GREEK LEXICON.

A. % Letter of the Alphabet,,, indecl.

A, B, C, ,. To be learning one's

A, B, C, -
or ?. Impropr. = the first

elements'] , ai.
A, AN. ^f Indefinite article]

For this the Greeks have no
distinct form, when only some
one object out of an indefinite

multitude is signified by it ; but

in this case they use the noun
without an article : e. g. Man is

a two-footed animal,. ^ But if this

article signifies a certain one, that

is, if by it is signified that a defi-

nite, though unnamed, individual

out of the indefinite multitude is

meant, the Greeks denote this by
the indefinite pronoun, tis,

(which is enclitic), e.g. A man
came up and said, Tts/. ^| If =
such () toioDtos (e. g. ).
^f When a is used distributively

(= each), it is sometimes ex-

pressed by the definite article
;

sometimes by with ace.

(with or without/, -).
Cyrus promises to give three half-

darics a month to each soldier,

KCpos -
: so much a man, -

or : (the

penaltywas so much) a stake,'
(.). When

a is used generically, it is trans-

lated by the definite article :
' a

soldier'' does so and so, -( ). ^[ The
indefinite article is also trans-

lated by the definite one in Greek,
when a substantive denotes a pro-

perty, possession, &c, which the

(1)

ABA
thing in question is known or as-

sumed to possess, but is con-
nected with an adjective express-
ing the kind, state, or degree of
that quality, so that the informa-
tion given is conveyed rather by
the adjective than by the substan-

tive. Thus: (He came) with a
bright or cheerful countenance,

(the speak-

er does not want to tell us that

he had a countenance, but that

his countenance was bright, not
gloomy). The adjective will then
either precede both article and
substantive, or follow them both[ or]. ^[ A is

sometimes translated by tis (in-

def.) when the substantive, ex-
pressed or understood, has an ad-

jective with it, and the a might
be resolved into a kind of— , a
sort of —, but a —. It often

occurs in this way with expres-

sions of real or affected self-de-

fireciation : I make but a ridicu-

ous sort of physician, Tts$ (P.) : but I am
a dull sort of person,*
Tts

—

. % So when the

indefinite article denotes any
given individual of a class : An
old man ought to be treated with
respect, '
{mid.) : even a slave ought
to partake of the good things

of life, rod .
ABACK. 1 Backwards) Vid.
ABAC US. 1 A counting table], /cos, ..—. ^| In architecture)

(Strab. q. t.).

ABAFT. H Behind] Vid.

TJ Nautical t. t.].
ABANDON. 1 To'leave] Vid.

H To desert] and Mid., (to give

ABA
up, whether a thing possessed, or

thoughts, expectations, &c.) :-,, -
(to betray, e.g., friends,

country, ^c. or athg to wch duty

binds us). TJ To give up] iav,
and (an in-

tention, an employment; also a
thought or pla7i).

and (customs

and occupations), -
(rights and claims). To a.

a plan, : hopes,', :

the thoughts of a thing, -
or : the

thoughts of doing athg,-. To a.

athg to aby,— : to a.

oneself entirely to athg,' : to a.

oneself to easy indifference,-
or.. [ (='), Hdt., 1, 12, did

not a. his purpose]. See to Give
oneself up to.

ABANDONED, if As partcr,.

See to Abandon, ,-,. ^[ Abandoned to]' (delivered up to). % Re-
jected]. H Corrupt,

esply of persons morally]-,, (abomin-

ably wicked, polluted with guilt,

only of persons), (only

ofpersons — perditus).

ABANDONMENT. ^T

Trans.) Act of leaving] -. (P.).-
(ofproperty, D.)..

[ Intrans.) State of destitu-

tion]..
ABASE, TO HUMBLE, -, , -

. To a. oneself],. -



ABA ABJ ABO.-
vtiv. To a. oneself to do athg,

: to

a. oneself to athg,,'. (See to

Lower.)
ABASEMENT.

^
f Tr.) -,. If INTR.).

ABASH. IT Make ashamed]
troittv . (See

Ashamed (to be), to Shame.)
ABASHMENT,

(Horn. : in prose Plut.).
{shame), {despondency).

ABATE. «H Tr.)
(

To lower

price, make abatement] or. Tf Intr.)
To become Iess~\,

(pass.),, -
(to cease), (to

be lightened: of diseases, &c).
(to retire gradually

:

of floods. . . .)."
(of a wind, H.,of a flood, .).
Anger a.'s, -

: aby's an-

ger.a.'s, :

a fever a.'s, (6).
ABATEMENT. H Lessening-},,,

(easement). ^[ Abate-
ment in price] To make an a.,

or -.
ABBESS (Eccl),-.
ABBEY,, -.
ABBOT,.
ABBREVIATE. Tf Shorten,

abridge, contract] Vid. I a. in
writing,. -

or,.
ABBREVIATED. [ Partcp..
ABBREVIATION, f Short-

ening, contraction, abridgement']

Vid. Tf Abbreviation in writing]
a) as an action,, b) as a thing,-.
ABDICATE, «ft Renounce,

resign] ,'. . To a. the
government, -, ,

(pub-
licly to a. a distinguished, office).

ABDICATION, if Of the

government] r) -.
ABDOMEN, f Lot. the lower

belly], (the

outer part). ,'
(the inner part),
(both outer and inner parts). See
Belly.
ABET, orv-( or :

to work with him).

(to be of service to him),.
(to act under him : to help

(2)

Mm), (to

give him an impulse : all of per-

sons). I am abetted by aby.

or .
ABETTOR, 6 .,-.—'. Cf. AC-

COMPLICE.
ABEYANCE. To have athg

in ., or. In ., {of
things. .).
ABHOR,.. and-. (ofpersons and

things),,,.. -
and-

(all of things only).

^
ABHORRENCE,,. To hold in a. (See

to Abhor.) An object of a.,

(Lex.).

t

ABHORRENT. A. to or fm]
(d. g.). (g.

D.).
ABIDE. 1 Stay, dwell at, last

or endure] Vid. I cannot abide
him, t\»jtos. H To a.

by a thing, (v. pr. to a.

byoatL•, treaties, Qc, ,,, &c.
seld. . ~ .
. absol. also = to

last), (e. g.. .). We must
a. by, (). ^\

abide by the consequences of
athg, * . Sts -

(to bear
whatever happens).

ABILITY. 1 Nature, dispo-

sition],. % Capacity,
cleverness].,,. [[ Talents]
Good a.'s,,,a,or-a (power of learn-

ing quickly. P. rvho joins it with, memory) : bad a.'s,-
: want of a.'s,. -
(sloivness in learning. P.) :

of good a.'s,,,. -
(quick at learning and with

a good memory. P.). Without
a.'s, of bad a.'s,..

(P.).

To have poor a.'s (for learn-

ing), ,
: to have good a.'s,. Property, income]

Vid.
ABJECT,,-

(low-minded
and illiberal), (fit

to be spit upon), ,
(bad). If Wretched] ,.
ABJUDICATE,, or, or-,, or

',.
ABJURATION,..
ABJURE. % To deny on

oath] and,

. -. [ To renounce on oath],.
ABLATIVE, f Caseingram-

mar] ().
ABLE,,,-, . ^[ To be a.,,. ,. Not to be a.,, () , or. See Can.

t

ABLE-BODIED,,, ,
(. to, t. t. for one
able to work, and so not entitled

to any support from tlie state.

Lys., &c).
ABLUTION,, -.
ABOARD. See on Board.
ABODE. 1 To foreshow]

(Obsol.), Vid.

ABODE, s. See Dwelling,
Residence.
ABOLISH,.

{formally), {late),-
pov (to weaken its autlio-

rity, to destroy its validity), -,(
a vote of the assembly),

(to a. with violence, to do away
utterly) ; also

(laws, customs, compacts, Sfc).
(to erase,, P.).

(to put a stop to).

To a. the recollection of athg,'.
ABOLITION, (D.

Hal.).... . Often. Crcl. with the verbs.

ABOMINABLE,.
(of persons or things),, (esply ofpersons).

Often, will do.

(despicable),-
(accursed).

ABOMINATE. See to Ab-
hor.
ABOMINATION,

(loathing, X.). To be an a.,

{)
(.).
ABORIGINAL,

(as subst.). As adj. 6 (,)'
or .

ABORTION. As act, see

Miscarriage. ^[ As thing,
produce of an untimely birth]-, .,.
Ion.' (so St.Paul),-

(Hipp.). Also
(.). if As monstrous],, n. (monstrum). To bring an
a. into the world, .

(.).
ABORTIVE. H Propr., (untimely, g. tt.

doubtful). "ff Im-
PROPR. (empty),

(vain). To make an a. attempt,, (-) .
(not to succeed in effecting one's

object, . X.). To prove
a.,

: all our a. attempts,



ABO ABS ABS
' .

: to

cause an attempt to prove a.,-
(Aristoph.).

ABOUT, m Adv. ,. il Prep. 1] To denote

local relations (a) : with the notion

ofmotion, {ace.) : less com-
monly in prose . A. the
city, : to be a.

aby, ,. , .
It is often denoted by verbs com-
pounded with. To go a. the
city, : to

Btand a. aby, :

to throw a cloak a. one,-: to have aby
a. one, ',
(b) With the notion of rest,

(c.dat.). (dat.poet.). Brace-
lets a. their arms,

: to be em-
ployed a. athg, or. "[J About= nearly (ofnu-
merical approximation)] or

with ace. ; (adv.).-, or .—. . fifty stadia, -. .
(/* approximate time), a. noon,,-

: ;
a. midnight, -

: a the same time,. ^[.— concerning

(an object feared or cared for).
To be afraid a. athg,

: to care a. athg,-, -
: to be grieved, vexed a. athg,

, : the
question is a. athg, 6. %. z=zde]. To dispute

a. athg, ,
or only. Often

before verbal partcp. ,.
inf. A. avenging himself on his

enemies, -. ^[ In circuit].

That is a long way a.,.
ABOVE,, c. gen. The

sun pursues his course a. us,: a.

his head, . ^[. = more than], c. ace.

;

. . 100, (=) or (neut.)

: men who are a. fifty years
old, --

: the raven lives a. 200 years,

6

. % . = beyond],-, gen. See Beyond. If De-
noting excess] Athg is a. the

strength of man,
: to honour

aby a. all men,
: a. his power,, .

ABRIDGE, () in space]-//.!/ : (b) in

duration, (as in -). Then also-
(3)

: to a. a speech,-, or ,
or ().

In writing] -, -( -. Luc.)
ABRIDGEMENT,,. Ofa book]-
(Plut., , Cic).

ABROACH. Tosetacaska.,
(Theocr.), or

(lies.).

ABROAD. *ft In a foreign
land] . To travel

a., ( ) : ab-

sence a., : to be re-

siding a.,

(PI.) : to be all a., see not to

Understand.
ABROGATE. See to Abol-

ish.

ABROGATION. ^Aboli-
tion.
ABRUPT,, -

(. D.). "If Sudden]
vid. (•)[-

prob. only late],

(.),.
ABRUPTLY,.
ABRUPTNESS, -

(e. g. , Plut.),. -
propr. = Suddenness, Vid.

ABSCESS,, n.,,
n. An internal a. (e. g., in the

lungs), : afflicted with
an a. (of this kind),, 2

:

an open large ulcerous a.,-, n.

t

ABSCOND,(.).(..
3, 393, c. but not in this sense),(-: to run
away).
ABSENCE, (D.,but

very rare in prose). Sts

(e. g., , D.). .
from one's country,(, Eur.) : in his a.,,
partcp. : in my a., -.
ABSENT, (, ).

(from one's country) :

also (in Trag. poets.).

POET,. (JEs.).

To be a.,,
esply in the past tenses(.-). Sts

(to fail in attending at: e. g.,. P.) : also by '-
if tlie person has been present,

as -, P. More POET,-, JEs.' To be a. from one's

country,,,.,, also

(D•)• -
PROPR. In mind]
(P.). (Sch. onLye).

(Crat.). To be

a. from any subject (i. e., in one's

thoughts), -
: to be a.,

(but not of the habit).

ABSENT'oneself. See toStay
awav.
ABSIST. See Desist, Ab-

stain.
ABSOLUTE, (un-

mixed : e. g.,), ^f In
philosophy], 2.. The a.

(. to what is relative).. ().
Sts . .

(P.). Abo compounds
with-(, the a.

good. .). In later philos.,-, 2. f[ Unconditional, vid.

U Unlimited inpower],-
(— imperiosus) .-

(as adj. or subst.).-
(irresponsible), -

(P.).

(relating to the

right of issuing commands by one's

own authority. P.).
(unmixed). A. rulers,.

(.). . power,-
: to have a. power in a

state, Ty
: an a.

monarchy,.
ABSOLUTELY,.. . necessary,-..

With negatives,.
(as in -', D.).

ABSOLUTENESS. Tf Inphi-
losophy] . -. . Also.
ABSOLUTION, f Acquittal]

vid. *\\ In the ecclesiast. sense]

(f) or^. (Lit. Basil.).

ABSOLVE. <\\ Acquit] vid.

"[[ Release (from an engagement)]
vid. % In the ecclesiast. sense].-

(Lit. Basil.).

Accomplish, finish] Vid.
ABSORB, (•-,- : fut.-).

(Hipp..). ^[-
PROPR.,
(consume by spending). U To oc-

cupy the whole attention].
State affairs a. his whole atten-

tion,

: I am quite a.'d

by

—

, .
ABSORPTION,,

f
ABSTAIN, '' (fm

athg,) : fm doing athg,, or , or. Not to a. fm doing
something,

: 1 could not a.

fm going in,.
ABSTEMIOUS, (.

not drinking wine),(, or,.). (drink-

ing little, .),', eating

2



ABS ABU ACC
noderately, Plierec). To be a.,

(Hipp.).

ABSTEMIOUSNESS,
(temperance),-

( Hipp., moderation in

drinking), (modera-
tion in eating. .).
ABSTERGE,. -.
ABSTERGENT, ABSTER-

SIVE, |,\(5.
ABSTINENCE,\ Tt, e. g., .). A day

of a., (fast-day,

Eccl.).

ABSTINENT, ,. See
Abstemious. To be a.,-(? or ).
ABSTRACT, . «ft To take

away].» (e.g.). See Take away. ^J

To separate ideas], also'.
(

ABSTRACT, ',*',, later.
Also compounds icith- (e. g.

(A. Eth. Ar
ic. 1.

14. «SO,, &C,. Stob.). The pure a. notion,

: a. notions, -
or iv (^4.).

ABSTRACT.'*.&.
ABSTRACTEDLY. Crcl.

To think a ,'.
ABSTRACTION. If Act of

taking away],,
(e. g. of money, ),, (sepa-

ration),,, (act of
separating or distinguishirig).-,, (the plundering

ofproperty. P.) % In the logical

sense],, . By a.,

(.).
ABSTRUSE,-

(hidden, P.).

(hidden, recondite, .), -
(only for the initiated or

selectfew: opp.). Sts,,, (•)• An
a. investigation, (P.).

ABSURD, (misplaced:
hence strajige). {unsea-

sonable), (unreasonable).. (ridicu-

lous. Via.). (exceed-

ingly unusual ; monstrous, strange).

§• All both of things and per-

sons. It is a.,, or by
the adjectives with. It is

a. to —, ;
(c. inf.). It would probably ap-

pear excessively a. (to—)," (.).
Not a., '

(or by the preceding
adjj. c. neg.). For excessively
absurd, vid. height ofAbsurdity
ABSURDITY,., . aXoyia.

This is the height of a.,. It is the
height of a. to think— ,

(4)

,
(.).

ABSURDLY,,-.
ABUNDANCE, ,

(superfluity), -
(Pol. Plut. ). (quan-

tity, e.g. of money),
(a large supply,) :

often Crcl. with or (stro?ig-

er),,-. To have a. of athg,,
(e. g. , .) :

or
(e.g. ),'

(to be filled to excess with

it).

(e.g. gold and silver, .), -
(e. g., .).

(late). To have money
in a., .
To supply aby with athg in a.,

or (.). Living in a.,-. To live in a.,.
ABUNDANT, .- (offeasts, ^c).

(X.). Often,-
/s, &c.
ABUNDANTLY,—,..

A city a. supplied with every
thing, -

(.). To be a. supplied

with, (,,
Sec). .
ABUSE, v. "ft Use improperly], -, , or. Not

alone, which is to use any thing (all

up), make a (full) use of it. Ast
gives it the meaning o/'abuti in PI.
Menex., 247, A, tjj -]' : but

this is not necessary as the-
shores. It may however

be used for ' abuse,' when it is

implied that the purposefor which
athg is used is an abuse : e. g.-

(D.). 1 To malt:z*1() (P.).

1 To revih] Vid.
ABUSE (subst.). « Misuse,

s. (as an action), -, 2. (as a thing)]-,. To bring in

an a., . An
abuse = a corrupt practice, &c,

(a bad custom). A.'s,'. He has re-

medied all these a.'s,

(I). To re-

form the a/s in a government,
(I.).

So deeply seated are these a.'s,.
This is the worst a. of all,-, '. ^[ Rail-
ing, reviling] Vid.

ABUSIVE. ^ Scurrilous•],.
ABUSIVENESS. -See Scur-

rility.
ABUT, .,

or ., ..
ABUTTING (on), ',.
ABUTMENT, in itsnoiv prin-

cipal meaning ofthe pier or mound
at the end of a bridge,,
AB\ SS,,,

f (the latter with Uie notion of bot-

tomless depth, theformer indicating

ratlier the steep and frightful),, (yawning fissure).

The earth opened and an a. was
formed,

(P.). H IMPROPR. An
a. of miseiy, (C.) :

mly Crcl., e. g., -. An a. of destruction,

: to throw into the a.,, : to

plunge (another) into the a. of

destruction, / : to

plunge aby into an a. of misery,
(poet.

.), (to sitik

him, e. g. , in an a. of
grief (X.). To plunge (oneself)

into an a. of destruction,.
ACADEMIC, ACADEMI-

CAL,.
ACADEMICIAN, ACADE-

MIST,', or.
ACADEMY. ^ School of

Plato at Athens'] ',. if School, univer-

sity] Vid.
ACCEDE (TO),. (a per-

son or thing : ], ,, &c).
(to an opinion), (to ac-

cept, e. g. a proposal of alliance,). (a
proposal).

ACCELERATE. (Trans.)
See to Haste

n

t
.

ACCELERATION. SeeHas-
tening.
ACCENT,,

(properly marking with the a.,

accentuation), (the little

stroke, as such). The acute a., 77() : the grave a.,() : the cir-

cumflex a.,.
ACCENT, v..-. To a. a word

on the last syllable, or.
ACCENTUATE. See

A PPFT^T
ACCENTUATION,

(Tr.)., (Intr.).

ACCEPT. 1 Receive]-,, -
(something offered :. im-

plying favorable acceptance) :

(a proposal, assur-



ACC
ance): (a person),

{proposals, Sec.)—
(A. and late). To

a. athg from a person,

or . To a.

bribes, . To a.

persons (in the Bible sense),-. -
(Test.).

ACCEPTABILITY, AC-
CEPTABLENESS, -
/, (rare), -, f. often, f.
ACCEPTABLE, ,, better by the verb

(P.) : also

(P.). It is a. to me,
(-).

ACCEPTABLY,.
ACCEPTANCE, (g.t.

for taking), (e. g. -, .),,., .
ACCEPTATION. See

Meaning.
ACCESS,,.
. to a person,

: I have a. to a person,,
or : you have free a. to

me, ,, : to afford

a person a.,',',
: to withhold a person

from a., , '-
: to debar a person a.

to athg, ,, or, is rather way
of a., an approach.'' if An a. of
fever,, =

(.
D.). Periodical a., (D.).

ACCESSARY. See Acces-
sory.
ACCESSIBLE,,, (. 2, 41).

(that can be climbed.

.). Easily a..,?,-
(of places), {of

places and persons). Hardly, not

easily a.,,-
(of places),

(of persons) : a. to every body,

(ofplaces: in a religious

sense), (ofper-

sons). A. to bribes,.
(Plut.).

ACCESSIBILITY, -. . . to

bribes,.
ACCESSION. if Approaclq, (?).

• if Coming to] (to

a party),,
(to a party or opinion),-

(to an opinion only).

if Arriving at], /.
(accession to power). A. to the

throne,

(.). if Growth, increase]-,,.
ACCESSORILY,«-, .
'ACCESSORY. See Added,

(5)

ACC
Joined, Additional. if A
sharer] ( Vide Accomplice.)

(to athg) : to be
a., : to be
a mere a., /':

(D.).

ACCIDENCE.
^ if Elements

of grammar],.
ACCIDENT. if Chance],. See CHANCE.

*\ An event, the cause of which
is unknotvn]. (),... (sudden
reverse), , -,. An a. hap-
pens tome, ,

: an unlucky a.,-, : by a lucky a.,?.
ACCIDENTAL,, -.,-. . circumstances,.
ACCIDENTALLY, -,. ..
ACCITE. See Summon.
ACCLAIM. See to shout Ap-

plause.
ACCLAMATION. See shout

of Applause ; and with one
A POOR. T)

ACCLIVITY, .
ACCOMMODATE, if To

a. to],,,. ,. if To adjust, settle (a
dispute)], ,,-

or. if.].-. or, .
ACCOMMODATION. ^Ad-

justment, suitableness].
See also Lodging, Dwelling.
ACCOMPANIMENT. ^At-

tendance, following |.
Solemn accompaniment,,,. if As
a musical t. t.] To the a. of a
flute, ' : to whistle an
a.," (Theoph.).

ACCOMPANY,
or ,-. .

(d. impropr. P.).
To a. in a procession or train,, :

to a. on a journey (especially in

a?i undertaking),. .
to a. on a sea voyage,

: to a. one on a
march, -

: fortune a.'s aby by
land and sea, . Various
compounds with express in

this way tlie idea of accompani-
ment, if In music] To a. with
the flute,,.

: e. g. a
song, : 'icith

whistling, (Hipp.).

ACCOMPLICE, ,

ACC, 6 ,( . .).. or.,.
To be an a. with a person,-.',( or
), ./,. The mur-
derers and their a.'s,' (.).
ACCOMPLISH,-.. -,,,. -. See Effect, v.

ACCOMPLISHED, if Com-
pleted],, -,, if Of cultivated

mind, fyc] ()-, (opp..
P.)., -

(JE. ). In Att. often-
= a pileasing person, of po-

lished manners, agreeable wit, <%c.).

(having learnt much
or many thgs. P. I.)

ACCOMPLISHMENT. if. The conception in-

deed is fine, but the a. impossible,',', if Finish (of
a work),,-,,,
if State of perfection or comple-
tion],,-, if Issue or event]-.
ACCORD, if In music]-, (),, if Agree-

ment],. In a.

with, (having the

same judgement and views) :-,, (oflike
mind and opint07is) :

(consenting). With one a.,, ,-
: of one's own a.,

(ofpersons) : (ofpersons
and things) : ,

: they determined
with one a., .
ACCORD, v. a. if Attune to

(mus.)] and.
if Consent, alloiv].., v. n. if To
agree ivith] (in mus.
and in ivhat is said) :.

(in meaning and
sentiment).

t

ACCORDANCE, ,,. In a. with,

(with d. or g.),

with ace, and with g.

ACCORDING (),
(ace), (g.) : lessfrequently
with g. A. to my opinion,,., : a. to

one's power, :

: to judge a. to

law, or

: a. to agreement



ACC ACC ACC
or previous understanding,, -•} : a. to aby.'s wish,,' :

a. to circumstances, -, -.
ACCORDING (as),

(=' a, Pol. late),,.
ACCORDINGLY, (not

at the beginning of tlie sentence),

{.only at tfie beginning of
the sentence), and (not

at the beginning of the sentence).,, , .
ACCOST,,,

IV.
ACCOUCHEUR,

(late),?.
ACCOUNT, ACCOMPT, *

*i\ Reckoning],?,,. .
rendered by public officers on quit-

ting office, : a. rendered,. To give or render
a., ,,, or-, or (of an of-

fice) ; to ask, demand, or take
a. of athg,. or -,

; to require a. from a person
of athg, or -,,, -, :

the requiring of a.', :

to bring one to a., :

to bring one to a. before a court

of law,,,
: to have to

give a.,/, or -, ,
(L.) : to prove or revise

a.'s,, : to

deceive by false a.'s,-
: to put athg to a person's

a., ' ,' ,'
: to set athg to athg's a.,

: the a.'s

agree, 6 : I take
no a. of this, -, :

to make a. of getting athg, -: to find

one's a. in athg,, or, or, .
An a. that is cleared off; a clear

a. (the credit and debit side ba-

lancing each other),

(D. 303, 22). f Infor-
mation, intelligence].
A. by writing, : his-

torical a., (generally in
tJve pi.) : the a.'s that came in

from all sides,

: to

furnish a person with an a. of
athg, ' , or,

(6)

: all a.'s agree,7rai/T£s,. 1 List,

catalogue],-,. % Respect or refer-

ence (vid.). On another a., 7rpos?, 7rpos ,. On
a. of, see Because of, for the

SAKE of. On no a., :

on this a., : on all a.'s,. ^[ Esteem, value, worth]

Vid.
ACCOUNT, v. «IT Holdfor,

',, U7ro-,,,,. *[[ .
for athg], . See to render

an Account. Tf Ejcplain~\'.
ACCOUNTABLE, -, ('. X.). Not a.,

/7/09. See Answerable.
ACCOUNTANT, AC-

COMPTANT,,-. A good a.,?.
ACCOUTRE, -,,,,,-,,.
ACCOUTREMENT. «ff Act

of accoutring],-,,.
Accoutrements'],-.
ACCREDIT,. or-.
ACCREDITED,?.
ACCRETION, ?, -,,. See

Growth.
ACCRtTE,'

(to be added to). Often
only. Any advantage a.'s to aby,' : from
which no advantage will a. to me,' ().).
ACCU,.
ACCUMB,, -. Accumbent,-.
ACCUMULATE,,',,-, (gradually).
ACCUMUL,

(e.g.,. .),,
n. as thg (P.). po(Tph.).

(e. g. of similar words,

.).
ACCUMULATIVE,

or,. To deter-

mine a cause upon a. evidence,-
(aft. ., .).

ACCUMULATIVELY, -
(of things without life) :

(of things tvith life).

ACCURACY. 1 Careful-
ness],. *[

Exactness] , -. With a.,, -
: with the greatest a.,, .

ACCURATE. ^Careful,
exact]"*, (ofper-
sons and things) :

(of things).

ACCURATELY, adv.-,, or, P. To do athg a.,.
ACCURSED or ACCURST,,,.* (espy blood-guilty,. .). An accursed

object,.
ACCUSATION,,,, -

(especially blame, complaint

of any one) : (in a couH of
law) : (in regard to an of-

fence openly committed, and with a
certain penalty imposed) :

(information of, in regard to a se-

cret offence) :,-
(reproach, blame) :,

(formal accusation or
indictment) : (in general) :

(agamst a state criminal)

:

To bring an a. agst aby ; see to

Accuse, and to bring an Action.
ACCUSATIVE. If Case in

grammar] ().
In the a.,'.
ACCUSE. «fl To a. at law,

generally to bring a charge against

one,' ',-
and ,' ,
(formally to sue a person,

to revenge a wrong on him), -', and-
(ivith g. ace.

of a partcp. which expresses the

offence) : ,, and

(only of state offences, and other

great crimes) :'
(to impeach, for offences to ichich

the laiv has not attached any fixed
punishment). To a. a person to

another,

: to a. falsely, -, ,' : to

a. maliciously or of some secret

infringement of the law, -
: to a. an absent person,(): to

be a.'d by any one,, .
I am a.'d of an offence by a per-

son,. *[ To blame, make
a thing an objection]' ,
or ,- .

(by aspersions

on his character). You accuse

me of folly,.
ACCUSER,, -

(informer). 6, 6, (of
any one) /. A malicious or

false a., : to act the

a., : to be one's own
a., : false a.'s,.



ACC
ACCUSTOM, v. . To a.

a person to a thing,, -,, ,-
or

or

. To a. oneself,",
pass. ; {design-

edly). . yourself to, '
(c. inf. I.) : a.'d to do

athg, : a.'d to

that,?///05(?«.):
a.'d to fatigue,

(Plut.) : a.'d to stay at

home,' (-)
(P.). If" I am a.'d,'

implies this to be tlie result of na-

tural disposition, () may be used (c. inf.).

We must a. them to . . ,

(e.g., , I.). To
a. a person to be moderate,-

: I a.

myself to a thg, -' ,
: I am a.'d to a thg,

, ,
/os {. Plut.),' ; to be a. to

athg by education,

: to what one is a.'d,.
>

ACCUSTOMED,',',, (c. g.,

e. q. -, . 2, 44). To be a., '-,', ,
{):

am a., , or
: I am not a. to

athg, ,.
ACERBITY. See Bitter-

ness.
ACHE, v. n. My head, teeth,

side, &c, a., ,, : to

a. with fatigue, -.
ACHE. H Pain, smart] Vid.

See also Headache, Tooth-
ACHE $ZC

ACHIEVE. See Accom-
plish, Attain.
ACHIEVEMENT. ^Accom-

plishment] Vid. U Warlike deed,

&c. (late, Plut.),(-) : aby's a.'s,{) . See
Exploit.
ACHROMATIC, f Colour-

less'] ".00"?,.
ACID, adj. See Sour.
ACID, s. , n. See Sour-

ness.
ACIDIFY. See to Sour.
ACIDITY. See Sourness.
ACKNOWLEDGE, «li To

recognize athg and alloro it to be

who.t it is or is said to be]-,, -, (for recog-

nizing what a thing is),

(to admit as rightful or valid),

e. g.,,,), (an asser-

ACQ
Hon, claim, debt) :

(a service, benefit). To a.

one as a son, or ava-
: to a. aby

as king,

(oftlie people) :

(of other kings) : to a. a
person's merits,

(towards any
one) : to a. a person's bravery,

: a
person's excellencies are a.'d,. ^j To confess](^ .
Aho,. Not to

a., (): to a.

in my heart, :
I a. this, : I

a. that I am a sophist,. Acknowledged,
(6) (opp.-).
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT.

Recognition as true].
Tf Admissio?i as afaci\,,.
A. of receipt or quittance,,

(noteof'hand, Pol.).

ACME. 1 Edge, highest

point or degree]. See Top.
ACONITE. A plant].
ACORN,,-: also u-ith the addition. Eatable acorn,-.
ACQUAINT. % To a. a

person zvith a thing],, -, ,
: to a. by

writing, :

to become acquainted, to make
oneself a.'d with a person or
thing, -, ,

/os,-,-, ; to be a.'d.

with a thing, ',-, (well, tho-

roughly,):
or :

(D.). Not to be a.'d

with, ,
or , and by a
negative with theprecedingforms:
to be a.'d with a person,-, ,-,'

(to be intimately acquainted
u-ith him) : aby is a.'d with aby,,' (D.) : to make a

person a.'d with another, -,
(P.).

ACQUAINTANCE. 1
Knowledge],,

(ivithathg):-
(also of a. ivith a person,

P.). Want of a. with,,
(P.) : to

have any a. with a thing,,-
or .

% Intercourse, familiarity] -

ACR,. To make a.

with a person,

: to have a. with a person,
or' .

A.'s,,,,
: an a.,,,' : friends and a.'s,, -, :

to have many a.'s,' -: to be an
old a. of aby,

(2),.
ACQUAINTED. Possess-

inga knowledge of]'( /.),, .
To be a.'d with a thing,'

: not to be a.'d with a thing,

and the partcpp. of the verbs in

to Acquaint, see to Acquaint.
A. with aby, : he
has been a. with me for a long

time,

(D.).

ACQUIESCE,-.
or.

ACQUIESCENCE. See Con-
sent, Assent, Resignation.
ACQUIRE, (to

earn by labour),

(by trade or business) :,
and the mid. ; also,

(by sparing or saving). % To
learn],,,,-. To have a.'d tho-

roughly,.
ACQUIREMENT,-,,, -. [ Acquired knowledge],,

and.
ACQUISITION. See Ac-

quirement.
ACQUIT. 1 Absolve] -, ,-

: of a charge or

blame,, or, or,. To be a.'d,-,,-, : not to be

a.'d,, (),,
: not to be a.'d of a thg,. T{ To a. oneself

ofa debt] see to Discharge, Pay.

ff In the sense of'to Discharge,
Fulfil, Vid.

ACQUITTALand ACQUIT-
TANCE. H Release] ,,,,.
ACRE, of land, is

used to translate the Latin ju-

gerum, which supplies a wordfor
the English acre,, nearly

= I acre, jugerum = § . .

ACRID, to the taste,,, and.
ACRIDNESS,,-.
ACRIMONIOUS,,,. —ly, adverbs

of the above.



ACR
ACRIMONIOUSNESS, A-

CRIMONY,,-.
ACROSS. % From side to

side] . if Crosswise]. To set, place, lay a.,, '/.
ACROSTIC,'/.
ACT, . «. f 7b «dopi cer-

faira behaviour or conduct]-
arec? (Syn. in Do),. To a. against law,», ?, or : to a. wrongfully,

: to a. impiously, :

to a. ill, : to a. incon-

siderately, unreasonably,-
: to a. indiscreetly,-. if Behave one-

self towards] ,
with an adverb,

with an ad-
verb. Often Crcl., with,
and the d. of a subst. ; often also

by verbs formed from adjec-

tives, e. g. to a. pliilanthropically,,-
: to a. openly,

straightforwardly, :

to a. well towards any one,,?-
: to a. unjustly towards

any one, ,
: to a. inso-

lently towards any one,

: to a. impiously, im-
morally towards any one,

: to make a man a.,

(to stir him) : -( ) : not to a.,,. To a.

from a desire of gain,() (D.).

To a. bravely, honorably,-. if To act on]

Something a.'s on me,
: something

a.'s on me well, ill, ,, or .
See to Affect, and Medicine.
if To act a part or character]. See to Play. if

To pretend, feign, dissemble]-,,-
, .

(specie uti

dolosa, P. ).

ACT, s. if Deed, performance],,,
(especially in theatrical pieces),

(Pol. 487).

(thing done : opp., P.).

In the a., , ', '
or : to catch in

the a.,' ,
: to be caught in the

a., ' ,. if Decree, re-

solution] {as of parliament) -,, if Academical
disputation],,-.
ACTION. See Act. To per-

form an a., :

to complete an a.,!/ or

(8)

ACT
or :

a prudent, sensible a.,-
: a noble a.,(,) : noble a.'s,, -

: not by his words but
by his a.'s, (-),'(-) : a disgraceful a.,'' : a daring a.,-

(, audacious a.) : a vo-
luntary, involuntary a.,, : to perform
an a., ,-,: to perform
a.'s that will never be forgotten,

() -" : to be in a.,

{.): a beneficent a.,,: in all his a.'s,,. If . at

law],,
(in private matters), (in

public matters), , or
only (the written complaint

lodged, as the commencement of a
suit with tL• archon). An a.

against a person,',,
: an a. for debt,, later : to bring, com-

mence, &c, ana., or' or,,,,
or, against aby,' (= intendere litem alicui ;

prop, to get leave to commence tL•

actioji):():
(in a public

action): against a person,for
a thing. I bring this a.

against him, '. if Sutyect

of a play], b (e.g.).
If An orator's movement of tlie

Jiands, S[C.~\ (postures

of the body). if An a. in war.
See Fight, Battle.
ACTIONABLE,-

(that will be allowed to be

brought into court : e. g. to declare

the receiving of bribes an a. of-

fence,. D.) : (li-

able to punishment. P. JE.) :

or . To
be a.,'.
ACTIVE. If Considered as

in movement and operation]-,,. To
be a., or ,,,
pass. To take an a. part in athg,^/ /os : to

show oneself a., -: to be a. in good,-
: a. obedience,,. If Inclined or dis-

posed to activity], -,,,.,
f, and -, : to be a.'ly

engaged about a thing,, : to be
a. in aby's cause,

or : to be

ADA
a. in a thing,. If In Gr.. A
verb a., . If

Opp. contemplative,.
A. life, 6 .
ACTIVENESS,ACTIVITY.

if Movement and operation], , ,,,.
A person's a. is directed to athg,/?

: to be in a state of a.,,,,, ,-: being in a state

of a.,, if Inclination

or disposition to work],,,,, -,.
ACTOR, if Doer]

or,,
or, 6.
if Stageplayer] ?}?, .

the a.'s,.
ACTRESS, -,,

v. (Both ex-

presses are without ancient au-
thority, for the Greeks employed
only males on the boards.

)

>

ACTUAL, if Peal],,, . actually,

adv., ,, . The a. things,. if Present, noiv exist-

ing] , , : also

or,,,
(of circumstances at tL• time).
The a. time, 6 :

the a. relations, .
f

ACTUALITY, if
f

Reality], , , -,.
ACTUALLY, . See

Really, Indeed.
ACTUARY,,.
ACTUATE, if Influence,

move. Vid.
ACUATE. See Sharpen.
ACULEATE, if Sharp-point-

ed], .
ACUMEN, if Sharpness of

mi7id] ,,,. A thing
does not escape a person's a.,.
ACUMINATE. See to Point,

to Sharpen.
ACUTE. See Sharp, Clever.

Acute accent, see Accent. Acute
angle, see Angle.
ACUTELY. See Sharply,

Pointedly, Painfully.
ACUTENESS. See Sharp-

ness, Acumen.
" AD INFINITUM,".
ADAGE,. See Pro-

verb.
ADAMAMT,(-),

°' ADAMANTINE,-
(propr. and also fig. = very



ADA
hard, #c, P.). See Indisso-

luble.
ADAPT. If Fit, suit] trans.

(-, earlier At-

tic),,,.-- {in pass., P.)..
be a.'d to,»(-, .) or .

(/.).

Well a.'d {for atlig ; to do athg),, (' ,
: also with dot. and inf., '. P. : espy c. inf. of a verb

compounded with : -,&.' forriding

in).

ADAPTATION,',(.)

,

(Tim.Locr.).-
(id.).

ADAPTED, (,,
sufficient, adequate),

(by natural qualifications),-'().-
(by careful adaptation,' or

. .), (D.
. .). Often (good, c.

inf. , a.'d

for planting). Sts adjectives in, will serve,,
fyc. See Well adapted in Adapt.
ADD, v. .,-,,. To a.

action to words,
(Plut.) : a. that,

&c., ' ' : to a. some-
thing from myself,'

: to be a.'d,-,. ^[ In
arithmetic], -.
ADDENDUM (Lat.). See

Addition.
ADDER,.,,.

(.). Stung by an a.,.
ADDER-WORT (plant),

apov.

ADDICT, v. a. 1 To de-
vote oneself to] Vid. In the bad
sense, which is the usual one, see to

Abandon oneself to.—To a. one-

self to, to be a.'d to,

. ' (to

have a bent towards any bad or
vicious habit). Addicted to may
also be translated by adjectt. in, or by adjectt. compounded
ivith \-. A.'d to wrangling,: a.'d to wine,.
See to be Inclined to.

ADDICTION. To a person
or thg, () or, : to a vice, fyc, (pro-
pensity,, P., or

, Luc).
ADDITAMENT. See Ad-

dition.
ADDITION. IT Act of add-

ing to],,, (P., increase,

advance,', I., P.). In a., c. dat. :

in a. to this, .
(9)

ADE
Operation of a. in arithmetic]. % What is

added],. As
an a., . ^J

Groicth or increase],,.
ADDITIONAL,

(added).

ADDITIONALLY, -.
ADDLE, ADDLED. An a.

egg, 7'
(.), but if used (incorrectly) in

the sense of Wind-egg, Vid.
ADDRESS, v. a. 1 Accost,

speak to],-,.,.
To a. a man by name,

: to a. a
hymn to aby,

(i. e. to begin it to him, X.
Cyr. 3, 5, 18) : to a. a person
about athg,/?,

: a person a.'s

a word to me, *-'
: this fable

is a.'d to those who —, b,. : to a. a request
to any one,

: to a. a letter to a person,» or.
ADDRESS, s. Manner]

Vid. if Dexterity, readiness](.),(.).
(bodily and

mental), (facility of
motion). ^[ Speech to]-,,. To
make an a. to any one,. % . of
a letter] -. Wooing]
( Plut. ) , ( poet. ) .

To pay one's a.'s to a person,.
ADDUCE. II To state, recite],,,

(examples, speeches,

arguments ).

(facts),,-,{8^,proofs),, (argu-

ments and proofs). To a. exam-
ples,, -, -.
ADDUCTION. IT Statement,

recitation] (ofexamples,
speeches, arguments), -

(of facts),

(of quotations in proof), -
(of witnesses).

ADEPT, or-. (in

mysteries).

ADEQUACY.ADEQUATE-
NESS,,,.
ADEQUATE, adj. 1 Ex-

actly answering the intention] -. TT Proportional],. ^T Suitable]-, (6, , , that

can vie with on equal terms : opp.?).

ADJ
ADHERE, v. n. To a. to athg,

(P.).-
{P.),. ^ To be attached, devoted

to] {P.).
(e. g. to virtue,), (to

let oneself be directed by a per-
son), ,

(not to quit a person),.' (to

be of one's party). *fT To abide by]

(Vid.) ().,.
ADHERENCE,-

{also impropr. of attached

a., Jos.), [Hipp.
Theoph.). TT Attachment] Vid.
ADHERENT, and

(ofpersons and thgs).

(acompanion).
(an imitator in senti-

ment and action), (in

war). The sense of this word is

commonly expressed in Greek by
the following terms:

(). oi (asso-

ciates in undeHakings) .

or (attendants, com-
panions, suite),

(members of one's sect or school).

oi (agreeing

with him in feeling, and support-

ing his cause). An adherent to

the head of a party in public

commotions is. To
be aby's a., ,. :

to be aby's zealous a.,.
ADHESIVE, ..,',.
ADH ESIVENESS,-. .
ADlAPHANOUS,ou-.
ADIEU, , .. See F-AREAVELL.
ADJACENT,,. (of

places), (2).),

{Plut. coiiterminous).

(. to each of two countries, .).
ADJECTIVE,,-.
ADJECTIVELY, -.
ADJOIN. (Trans.) -.. To a thg,, .-.,. /-.
ADJOIN. (Intrans.)
. or-. To a. immediately,. Adjoining,,-.. See ADJACENT.
ADJOURN, v. n.-.. To be

a.'d, or

ADJOURNMENT,,.
ADJUDGE. Appropriate

by sentence] ., -



ADJ ADM ADO
.. .-. ^\ To fix as

a punishment]
or\\ /os .
ADJUDGEMENT,-,. [ Of

fine].
ADJUDICATE. See Ad-

judge, Adjudication, Ad-
judgement.
ADJUNCT. Associate in

employment].
ADJUNCTION. See Addi-

tion.
ADJURATION,.^.. With a.'s,..
ADJURE. *f[ To swear to]. See to CONJURE.
ADJUST. [ Place right

again] ,,,. TJ

Set in due order], -,. *ft Apply,

fit to],..'
: to a. outgoings to in-

come,
: to a. every thg

to one's own advantage,--. TJ Appease quarrels and
s] (by judicial

\ (amicably).

(strife, war). And when
the disputes are one's own,-,, mid.

ADJUSTMENT, f Setting

right],.
Setting in order],,. ^[Settling

quarrels].
ADJUTANT. «ff Assistant

officer],.
ADMEASUREMENT,/caTa-,, -.
ADMENSURATION. See

Admeasurement.
ADMINISTER, f Manage,

superintend'] ,-,. -.. ,.. To a. the state or govern-
ment, .,. .

(to take a share in

the administration of affairs). To
a. property, -. Tj To supply],,. ^j Distri-

bute (as sacramental elements)'],. ^j To a.

an oath] .
ADMINISTER. (Intrans.)

Tf To contribute to]-, mid.,,,
: to aihg, ' or

ADMINISTRATION. ^Ma-
nagement, superintendence]-..,-.,.
. of the state,. %

(10)

Presentation, supply],. .. Distribution]-,,.
ADMINISTRATOR, 1 Ma-

nager, superintendent].., -. . of the kingdom, -
: to he

a. of athg, .-. .
ADMINISTRATRIX, -.
ADMIRABLE, ?,, ,-, -, ,. See (1) WONDERFUL, (2)

Excellent.
ADMIRABILITY, ADMI-

RABLENESS, or.
ADMIRABLY,,.
ADMIRAL, « Naval com-

mander], or. To he a.,. .
\ Commander's ship]. . A.'s flag,.
ADMIRALSHIP. f Office of

admiral]..
ADMIRALTY, f Board of

navalgovernment]ovapovv.
ADMIRATION,.

(both to denote the act),

(the state of a.). To
excite a., or

: to he struck with a.,(-) : I

was struck with a.,

(P.), -
(An.), A note of a.

(in punctuation)].
ADMIRE, . a. If Wonder at]

and. (Both
with accus. of object of admiration
when it is mentioned simply in and
for itself, e.g. I a. you,

.) I a. the good order,

: who would not a. ?

(.);
If the occasion of the admiration

be specially stated, and if it be in

the first place a quality resting in

the object, the Greeks then use either

the accus. ofthe cause, and the gen.

of the object ; or the accus. of the

object, and add the cause in the

dot. with , e.g., I a. your
goodwill, -

: I a. your wisdom,-. If the object

is a neut. pron. (or,,
&c. ) denoting the object or objects

which are admired in a person,

ace. obj. c. gen. personae, which is

really partitive: (, &c.), ',. Sts a partcp., as or, may be used to introduce the

circumstancefor wch a person ad-

mires aby or athg, e. g. I a. your
care,, -. Besides the two

verbs given, there may also in this

significationbe noticed, in wch the accessory idea

of emulation or envy is implied.

ADMIRED, ...
ADMIRER,, -

»;9,,.
ADMISSIBILITY, -.
ADMISSIBLE,, -,. It is a.,,,.
ADMISSIBLY,, -.
ADMISSION. [ Letting in],. •|| Re-

ception], ^f Grant, con-
cession],.
ADMIT. Afford access]

(to a person),'-
and ,

(to a place),,-, -
(to oneself),,

and (to

endure athg, and let it work on
oneself as, e. g., admonition, com-
fort, fyc). Not to a. athg,-

or ','. ^[ To allow, grant],,,-. with a partcp.,,. Not to

a., ,,.
ADMITTANCE. See Admis-

sion, Access, Entrance.
ADMIX. See Mix.
ADMIXTION, ADMIX-

TURE,,.
Without a. with athg,

: to he without a. with athg,.
ADMONISH,///..

(when the subject is a person).

To let oneself be a.'d,-
(pass.): by a person,-, and. One who

will not let himself he a.'d,

: to he a.'d hy athg,. See ADVISE,
Warn.
ADMONISHER^apaii/iVjjs.
ADMONITION,...,.

listen to aby's a.'s,.
: my a.'s are fruit-

less, I do no good hy them,\ :

one whom no a. benefits,-.
ADO. « Toil, trouble] e. g.,

to make much a. about a thg,

or .
or .. ^[

Bustle, turmoil] ,,
ADOLESCENCE,. See

Youth.
ADOLESCENT ( be),,.



ADO ADV ADV
ADOPT, "ft TaUasachild]'. or

or '.
To get oneself a.'d, or

: to get

one a.'d by a person,'.
is TIVOS.

ADOPTED, ',,. IT Take, choose,

prefer]. To a. an opinion,

: to a. a person's

opinion, or

» : to a. a cus-

tom, ..
ADOPTION. [ As child],, and simply, where the context pre-

vents mistake ofmeaning. Tf Choice]'.
ADOPTIVE. See Adopted.

A. father, . 6

: a. son,

or .
ADORABLE,..
ADORATION,,.
ADORE, .. '

{to pay divine worship), -
(metaphor.). It is

generally to be rendered by
(to offer sacrifice), as that was the

principal mode in which the worship

of the Deity teas expressed among
the ancients. Worshipt,-

(prop.),,
( %.).

ADORER, 6, -
(prop.), (met.).

To have many a.'s,. or-
(fig.).

We are the worshippers, she is

the worshipt, -, .
ADORN,,,,. -"....
ADORNING, ADORN-

MENT. (1) As act,,. (2) As object (or-

nament),.-...
ADOWN,, icith

gen.

ADRIFT ( be). 1 To be

moving to and fro on the tvater].. The ship
is a. on the sea, .
if At a loss, at hazard] ,.
ADROIT. See Dexterous,

Clever,,,,.
AD ROITL,, andother

adverbs of the above.

ADROITNESS,,,,. See
Dexterity, Cleverness.
ADRY. See Dry, Thirsty.
ADSCITITIOUS. ! Added,

inserted],,.
(11)

ADULATE, ADULATION,
ADULATORY. See Flatter,
Flatteryv Flattering.
ADULT,.. 6. . -.
ADULTERATE. 1 Corrupt,

falsify],
and . To a. wine,.
ADULTERATED,-...
ADULTERATION,-...
ADULTERER,, 6-.
ADULTERESS,,.
ADULTEROUS, .

(of the man), --
(of the woman).

ADULTERY,. In-

clined to a., : to seduce

to a.,, : to com-
mit a.,, (with awoman)

: (of the

woman). To he taken in a.,.
ADUMBRATE. ^ Sketch in

shadow] (P. in

pass.).

ADUMBRATION, -
(P.).

ADUNCITY,, v
(ofa bird's beak), (tlie

same, and of the nose).

ADUST,,-,.
ADVANCE, v. a. Tf Move

on],,-
(e. g. a hedge, Src. D.).

ff Bring forwards]'
(by word of'mouth),

(an opinion, : , P.),. or,. To a. an opinion,-. if Tohasten,

accelerate] Vid. if Raise, increase]

e. g. to a. the value of a thg,

: to a. the

price of a thg,. or ,. : to

a. a person (in respect to state),.." (to

cause any one to getforward : e.g., P.). If To pay
before it is due].. To a. the costs,-

: to a. taxes, contri-

butions for a person,-
: the sums a.'d by me,'

(2).
ADVANCE, v.n. (Intrans.)

Move on] To a. as a general or

army,..-...: to

a. far, (-
.) : without a.-ing any further,

es

(.) : to a. slowly,

(X. An. 5, 2, 30) : to a. agst

the enemy,

(of the general),-
(absol. . of the general). Tf

Getforwards, makeprogress]-, pass. :...-
, and pass. The undertaking

does not a.,: thework,thing,
affair, does not a.,

(Aristoph. ., also with
or , Pol.) : to be a.'d

to a more honorable place,-
:

to be a.'d in age,

or Trj : a.'d

in age, or'
or.. if Pise]

As the price a.'s, or
: athg a.'s in

price, ..
ADVANCE. Progress in

space\ ,. . towai-ds a per-

son,,. if

Increase in extent and power],. % Act of
moving] ,. U Payment in ad-
vance] (at Athens
the sum paid down by farmers of
the revenue at the beginning of
their term).

ADVANCE-GUARD, -..-.
ADVANCEMENT. Act

of, to higher dignity].
if As a thg].".
ADVANCER, 6,

(to further improve-
ment), (to attainment of
a purpose).

ADVANTAGE,
or,.,

(in general every further-
ance to our ends) ..
(gain, wch a person appropriates

to himself), (utility wch
arisesfrom a thg)..., -

(a. over others),-, n. (benefit, use of, P. D., Sec.)

A. offered by circumstances,-: obtaining an a.,,
: a.'s springing

from athg,, :

to watch and catch an a.,-.
or : to

look only to his own a.,..
:

calculationof a., -: to his own a.,.
: to the common a. of all,

Koivrj -: to be to one's a.,

: athg happens to

one's a
,, -. '



ADV ADV ADV
: to ttrrn athg to one's a.,

Is .
:

derive a. from athg,-
(pass.) or ,

or., ,.
: I derive a. from a per-

son, : to

derive more or greater a.,

or/ or :
what a. have you had from phi-

losophy?; I am in pos-

session of many natural a.'s for a

war, --
: I derive a. from athg..

or :

ahy will have no a. whatever,'
(fm athg, /os. D.). Ahy has
an a. (great a.'s),-()' (tow-ards athg,. ).). What an a. it is

!

(D.). Athg hrings me a.,-. .
: to afford

one a., .
'.

: to afford one
a slight, small a.,

: to procure oneself a.,-
or -, -

: there is an a. in, or joined
with, athg,. : to seek
one's own a., '.. to seek
a. in a mean, low way,-, : to he
always seeking some fresh a.,: to have
an a. over, .-.. -, :

to have a. in athg,. .
ADVANTAGE, v. a. See to

he Advantageous.
ADVANTAGEOUS, -,,,,.,,, .

To he a. for a person,. or. '.. .: it would have
heen more a. if peace did not take
place, h .
ADVANTAGEOUSLY,.. -.—.
ADVECT1TIOUS,-

TOS.
ADVENE,,.
ADVENT, ()

(the second Advent of
(12)

our Lord to judgement). *\[ Sea-

scm of ] -.
ADVENTITIOUS. 1 Ac-

cidental, imessential]

(having a property infused into it

ab extra, P.). (earlier

--). , , .
ADVENTURE. 1 Accident,

event]. .-, (esply afortunate
event). ^J Act of'daring],.. To un-
dertake an a., : a

strange a., : to

look about for a.'s,

(I.) : he is sure

to meet with some unexpected a.,-.
ADVENTURE, v. a. See

Venture, Risk, Dare.

t

ADVENTURER,./..-..-.
ADVENTUROUS,To\/xt,oos...-..
ADVENTUROUSLY, -..
A DVE NT UR USNESS,

or,, -. . -'.
ADVERB,.
ADVERSARIA. Tf Note-

book'].,.
ADVERSARY,,, ,-,. % Op-

ponent at law]. To be
a person's a., .' .-

: to have aby for an a.,

: to

raise an a. agst a person, -.
ADVERSATIVE. 1 In

Gram.].
ADVERSE. 1 Contrary],. SeeCONTRARY.

Ti Against intention and wish],,. A. for-

tune, .
ADVERSELY,.
ADVERSITY, ,-, . Domestic a.'s,

: to he in a.,

: to fall into a., or: to cause

one a., or or.
ADVERT. T[ To attend to]

(with or without), (to athg) '.
ADVERTENT, ADVERT-

ENCE. See Attentive, At-
tention .

ADVICE. % Information],,. To
bring one a.,

/. Counsel], -,.,. . Good a.,, : to give

or impart a. to one,.

'.
Tivi(alltcithi7?fin.). &e Counsel.
ADVISABLE,, 2.,, 2.,. ,*!,. It

is a.,. .
(), (),, : I consider it

a. to, (c. inf. or verb,

in) : It was thought a. to

make the attempt, -
(.) : more than

a., or -
: further than is a.,-

: to do what
is a., or, : to consider
athg a., or. . .

: the most a.

thg for you to do is —,

: it was not a. that
you — , (c. inf.) :

when it was by no means a.,. Also ", esply in negative sen-

tences. It did not seem a. to give

in,

(.) : when they decided that it

was a. to do so,

: to look upon athg as a.,.
(c. inf.) : it seems to me

that the most a. thg for you to

do is — , -, .
See Expedient.
ADVISABLENESS,-. ", , but

mly by Crcl., I doubt the a. of
doing this,().
ADVISE. 1 To inform of]

Vid. To a. to,...-
: to a. to athg, ..-' or .

.
: to join in a.'g athg,

: not to a. athg,

.
.

: not to let oneself

be a.'d, : he will

not be a.'d by aby, -
: to a. aby well or ill,', .'

or : I often strongly a.'d

him to go abroad, -
().

ADVISED. Well a.,-,.-
(P.)..-(,

D.). Ill a.,,-,.
ADVISEDLY,.-,. ,.. -. To act a.,-

(pass.), -.
ADVISEDNESS, .

See Deliberation.



ADV
ADVISER,?,-. {Often partcp.) 6-,?, -. . to good,

: to be a. in athg,-.
ADVOCACY,

(JE.). (P. Legg., 11,

extr. ; the being or),.-. .
ADVOCATE,., {defender

at law). (who en-

treatsfor aby).,-. To be aby's a.,

/os.-, . -.
ADVOCATE, v. To a. aby's

cause, (c. dot. of
person or thg, T. D.). or.-, {e. g. ,
J3.), (as
champion). See to be an Advo-
cate.
AERIAL,,.

>

AERIFORM, ,..
AFAR. A. off, »|,

: from a.,.-..
AFFABILITY,-
(.),.

AFFABLE,,,-. {conversable :.),.
AFFABLY,...
AFFAIR,,.

or

{that has taken place). Generally

the word is not expressed in Greek,

e.g., the public a.'s, :

my a.'s, : the a.'s of the

Athenians, :

the present a.'s, ,, : to

have transacted his a.'s as ambassa-
dor, ' a tis

tis : to

busy oneself about other persons'

a.'s, ,
: a.'s of state,, icith or without

the addition of,, or, : to be en-
gaged in a.'s of state,, -

: to arrange aby's a.'s

well,

: that is no a. of mine,..
AFFECT. IT Work on, in-

fluence] .
.

(to exert influence on a person),

(to decide a person's

will). TI Cause, feeling, or sen-

sation] .
to be.',,.

: we were all of us

a.'d in nearly the same way,
(13)

AFF -
(-). II Aim at, imitate],. H Pretend].'.

Sts , -.
AFFECTED,,. Sts-..-. An a. gait, -.
AFFECTATION,-

(pretence,. reality),-.. .
(overdone attention to

minute points : . to ichat is

simple), . -
\1/ (ofwhat is ostentatio?is,preten-

tious), (attempt to

overload with ornament),
(what is opposed to simplicity of
living, fyc). A. in the use of

newwords,
(P.).

AFFECTING. <ft Moving,
excitingfeeling"].-,.,,.

_
AFFECTION, Strong emo-

tion and its expression].. . % Inclination of
mind towards an object]-,.
AFFECTIONATE,,,.-,.
AFFIANCE. 1 Trust, con-

fidence] id. ^[ Betrothing],.
AFFIANCE, ..-. See Betroth.
AFFIDAVIT. See Oath.
AFFILIATE, AFFILI-

ATION. See Adopt, Adop-
tion.
AFFINITY,, .. ^[ As used of objects,

states, and ideas, which in their

essence have great likeness one to

another] , ,. To stand in a. with
athg, ,

: the soul has some
a. to the divine nature, ).

: to stand in no a.

with a thg,.
AFFIRM,,,,-. To a. by a nod,-.
AFFIRMABLE,-.
AFFIRMATION, -., ' or..
AFFIRMATIVE,-.
AFFIX,

or . With the needle,

: with nails,-\.
AFF1XION,.
AFFLATUS,,. Divine a.,.
AFFLICT, . -

AFO
and

(to set in a bad state, to op-
press outicardly). .

(to cause pain to),

(to enfeeble by

excess of toil), .
or

(to molest, burden).

AFFLICTION. % Distress-

ful circumstances],.,,, also,",'. To cause a. to aby,. :

to be in a., ,-. -. a?id-. .: to suffer much a.,. See Grief.
H Ofmind]..-,.
AFFLICTED. In cir-

cumstances],,. I am a., .. See to be in

Affliction. II In mind]...
AFFLICTIVE,, -.
AFFLUENCE. If Properly

flowing to],,. ^\ Figur., abundant
wealth].. \1/-.
AFFLUENT, .,, -. To be a., ,..

See Rich.
AFFLUX, AFFLUXION.

See Affluence.
AFFORD,. -.. -.. To a. pleasure, joy,, .

or-.
AFFRANCHISE. See En-

franchise, Free.
AFFRAY, (-),. To begin an a.,

: to stop an a.,\1/.
AFFRIGHT. See Frighten,

Fright.
AFFRONT, v. a.

^
-

and ,'.'
or or .
AFFRONT,, (as

act and thg).,
(as thg).

AFFUSE,,,.
AFFUSION, (act),

(thg).

AFIELD, ,
or.

AFIRE. See on fire in Fire.
AFLOAT, e. g., to set a.,, .
AFOOT,,. To go

a., £?7 : to set a.,.
AFORE. See Fore, Before,

Forwards, Previous, and for
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the compounds with Afore, the

same with fore or before.

AFOUL. 1 Entangled]-.
AFRAID,,'-. To be a.,,-, ,

: ofa thg, or :

to make aby a.,( or),. See to

Fear ; Fear.
AFRESH, ,,.
AFRONT,,-'. . See OPPOSITE,

Against.
AFT. % Inaship,fromproiv

towards stem]. The
a. part or stern,.
m

AFTER, prep, f Following
in place] c. ace. :

c. gen. Next or immediately a.,

c. dat., e. g., to follow a. aby,

: to follow or

come next a. aby, or -
: to speak, come

forwards a. aby,, '. one
a. another,\\',,. ^[ Posterior in time]

c. ace. (of the succession of
one event to another) : c. gen.

(of the distance of one eventfrom
another ; also of t/ie return of an
event at another time, for wch
also is used,

and , in stating the

interval of time by numerical ex-

pressions) . A Iso by past paricp. :

a. the victory of the Athenians,' : to

see aby a. a long time,

: immediately a.,

, : a. a long time,..
: a. a short time,

or -
: a. some time, .

: a. one year,, -
: the day a. the battle,

:

on the day a. the battle,

: a. three

hundred years,. . ^[

For: as to send a. aby,-. Tf With verbs

denoting mental action, to ask,

seek, search, <^c., ace. without a
preposition, e. g. to ask a. aby or

athg, '. [ With verbs denoting a
mental emotion, such as to strive,

to long, the GreeL• only employ
the gen. ivithout a preposition, and
also the ace, e. g. to strive a. a

thg,, ., : to long a. a
thg, : the longing a., or
for, one's country, 6 -

: the striving a., or

for, glory, . ^[

For signifying agreement or con-
formity to] c. ace. A. the

()

manner of, c. gen., e. g.. See ACCORDING to.

To be named a. a person,

or .
AFTER, AFTERWARDS,

adv.,, ,.— .—.
(= then, next),.

AFTER, conj. «ff Since]

and, c. indie, or opt. :

and c. conj. (stibj.).

The GreeL• very frequently avoid

tlte use of this conj. by the construc-

tion participial : a. the Athenians
had conquered,.
AFTER -AGES. See Pos-

terity.
AFTER ALL. See Finally.
AFTER-BIRTH,., ..
AFTER-COMER. See Fol-

lower.
AFTER- ,- or.
AFTERNOON,.

^
The

first hours of the a.,

: the last—, .
AFTERPAINS,. -.
AGAIN,. . ,

(all to signify re-

peated action) .,.
(to express thepass-

ing into an opposite state).

(also to signify repeated action),

(to express reciprocal

effect), e. g. to sail away a.,

(of such as
have already sailed away once L•-

fore) : (ofsuch
as leave a place at wch they had
arrived). To lay down a.,-

(of thgs wch one
had previously taken up) : I re-

cover myself a., ., . Whenivithcor-
relatives, as well as with numerical

definitives, and with all definitives

of predicates, wch are applied in

equal degree to different subjects,

again is to be translated by'
or, e. g. such a one a. (=
such another),' or

: to the first he gave ten

talents, and a. to the second just

as much,,' '. In compounds,

(for signifying repeated ac-

tion), (for signifying opposi-

tion and reciprocity), (for ex-

pressing giving or receiving back).

TI Moreover, next (to signify that

to what has been said, something

more istobeadded)].,- . ,
..
AGAINST, c. ace. :

c. gen. : c. gen. (to ex-

press wider, adverse treatment) :

c. ace. (to express opposition

to athg sid)sisting) : ' and
c. ace. (to express direction toivards

a point). Witnesses a. aby, -

: suspicion a.

aby, : to swim
a. the stream,.

: a. the wind,
or , -

: to run
a. athg, ' '. to

make war a. aby,

: to speak a. aby,

: to move a. the enemy,
: a

complaint (at law) a. aby,

: a. nature,: a. right and reason,,
: a. truth, -: a. expectation,',.
or.'

: a. decency, :

to act a. the laws,,.-
: to sin a.

aby, : a.

one's will, ,, /os. In compon-
tion the Greeks generally express

a. by : to pronounce sentence

a. aby, :

to vote a. aby,'
: to act a. aby,

(pass.).
AGAPE,. To

stand a.,..
AGARIC. 1" Tinder-sponge].
AGATE,. White a.,.
AGE. 1 Time of life (setas)]. To be of a. for a thg,

or c. infin.

following : to be of a. to marry,
: youthful

a.,. ()
: vigorous, manly a. (about

fm 20—50 years), '. :

to enter on that a.,. : a. for

bearing arms, ;

the male population of a. to bear

arms, ot, : old

a.,, : of great a., -. .
: like or

same a., : one who is of

the same a.,.,
(fern.) : to be of the

same a. as aby, :

of what a. ? ; of such
an a., : a man of my
a., : to attend

or nurse in old age,.
Majority] . Of a.,. (sc.). I come of a.,,

: they handed this

over to me on my coming of a.,-
(Dem.). ^f Era, orportion

of time, generation].-,. Thegoldena.,^): the present a.,

'. the men of
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the present a., oi '.

: the a. (con-

temporaries) of a person,

or : the

a. of a thg, . *H

Antiquity, length ofexistence]-.. -.
AGED,, (fern.).... ?) -. Yerya..,,-.
AGENCY. See Work, Ac-

tion, Deed. «ft Action by depu-

tation or commission].
AGENT. 1 WorL•^ doer]

Vid. *H Deputy or commissioner]. 6. To be aby's a.,^»., or.
AGGLOMERATE, «ff GatUr

together ina ballor lump] Trans.... *ff INTR.
(pass.) .
{pass.).

AGGLUTINATE,-
"aGGLUTINATION, -.
AGGRANDIZE. «ff Make

greater]!£/0.-(8^).'
(of number),. a'ipaiv.-.. (to am-

plify, overdraw in description).

To a. or magnify athg pompously,.-" . *H To be aggran-
dized].-.^ or ,, -/.
AGGRANDIZEMENT,. (trans, and

i?itr.). (intr.).

AGGRAVATE. H Make
heavier] or
or or

. *ft Make worse] To
he a.'d, or
(pass.) , (of dis-

eases).
<

AGGRAVATION,.. "ft Of
a disease]. *fl Excess
in description],-..
AGGREGATE. See to Col-

lect.

^
AGGREGATE, adj.,,. or,.
AGGREGATION. «II Collect-

ing],. f[

Mass or multitude ofthgs brought

together],,,,-.
AGGREGATOR. See Col-

lector.
AGGRESS, v. a. See to At-

tack, to commit an Aggres-
sion.

(15)

f

AGGRESSION,,.,. To
be guilty of, commit, &c, an
a., or .. .

Tift,

(of unprovoked
violence).

AGGRESSOR, -,.
AGGRIEVANCE, AG-

GRIEVE. See Grievance,
Grieve.
AGHAST,,-. To be a.,-..-

: to set a.,,,,.
AGILE,,,.,.
AGILITY,,-
(of persons),,-,, (of

persons or thgs).

AGIO. *Jf In commerce, pay-
ment for change],~,.
AGITATE. «ff To put_ into

brisk motion, sliake],,,,,,. *!

To disturb, disquiet],,,. * .
politically],,&, -,',&,

(d. or ace. or absol. c.

inf. oro'0' . . . iftlie agi-

tation is successful. D.). TI Bring
on for discussion], -, ».
AGITATION,.-,,. Continual

a.,. (metaphor.)-,. *H . of mind]. ^\ Political .]..
AGITATOR (political),-..-. To bean a.,/. ' -.
AGNAIL,.-.
AGNATE,, .
AGN1TION,.
AGO. Long a., -, : very

long a., ..
: a short time a.,. : two days a.,-

: four days
a., , $£C. : two
or three years a.,/ -.
AGOG,.-. For athg, /os. To be

a. for athg, , -
: to make

abya.^Triet/juiai/.
See to Desire, to be in eager

Expectation.

AGONIZE. «II Intr. To be
in agony]'. *fl Tr.
To inflict acute pain]..
AGONY,. ().,. See Pain.

To be in a.,... : the last a.'s,

(late), also, : to be
in the last a.,.. .// (.) :

to be in the last a.'s, xj/
(poet. Eur. adj.)..
AGRARIAN. An a. law, 6.
AGREE. Be in concord

and harmony]. -..-..-
(pass.), . With

a person or thg, /. To a. with
aby

1

s opinion,. : to a.

with aby'sdecision,•7pocrt
] : to a. with aby
in sentiment, views, &c,. .-.,

: not to a. with a thg,. *H To a.

with a person] ..
: we are a.'d,. : thatabout

wch persons are a.'d, -
: to a. with a thg,.' .-

(to be like),. (to

suit, fit),.
(stand in unison). See Unite,
United. % To concede to]

or .. *fl Assent
to, or approve of],.

(to consent to an offeror pro-
posal). II To suit tvilh, be bene-

ficial to]... . How
has his journey a.'d with him ?

or
or ; it (a thg) a.'s

well with me,
or,
AGREEABLE. TT A. to, in

accordance with],-,. To be a. to

aby, (.).
*H Pleasant],..,.
AGREEABLENESS. 1 Qua-

lity of accordance with]-,.,-. *if Quality of pleasing], (the former
word rather signifies the quality

resting in the object, the latter tlie

state which cheerful feeling pro-
duces).

AGREEABLY. % A. to, in

with] c.
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dot. or gen.., c. ace,
and c. gen. if Suitable to]^.,. dot.

if Pleasantly].-...
AGREED. if Resolved on by

consent].. It

was a. on by all, :

to be a. about athg,

or : people are

a.,. : tbis

being a. upon, .
AGREEMENT, f Consent,

harmony]..,. By univer-
sal a., .
if Compact, covenant]... -. Mutual a., :

to make an a., see to Agree. To
make a mutual a.,-

(with a person,), if Reconciliation]-...
AGRICULTURAL,-.
AGRICULTURE,,, or. pursue a.,-. -...
AGRICULTURIST,

^
-,..

AGROUND. if As a ship]. To run a.,.. with
or without ...
AGUE. [ Intermittentfever]

or-
(tertian or quartan). Hot

fit of a., ,: cold fit of
a,,: shivering fit

of a.,, : to have
an a., : to have a ter-

tian or quartan a., or.
AGUISH,.-,.
AGUISHNESS,.
AH (interjection. 1.)] IT Of

pain. See Oh, Alas. 2.] if Of
surprise. See Ha, Ho. 3.] if Of
pity. See Alas. 4.] if Of de-
sire. See Oh that, Would
that.]
AHEAD, if Furtherfonvards]. ,. if Beyond, in advance

of]. To get a. of
another in athg, -..
AID, v. See to Assist.
AID, s. See Assistance.
AIDE-DE-CAMP,U7r»,p £Vtjs.

(in a Laced, army,
), (JPlut. 2, 268.
D.). In pi. -.
AIDER. See Helper.
AIDLESS. See Helpless.
AIGRET. if A bird: the

white heron]. if In
(16)

botany : downy plume offlowers]..
AIL, AILMENT. See Pain,

Disease, Illness.
AIL. if v.a.,,. What ails thee ?

(ifone looL•

sad) ; ; :

' ' '
»

or ;

; what ails you that you
{do so and so) ? () ; if Intr..
or '..
He is always ailing,,.
AILING,,,..
AIM, s. if Point of direction]. To miss one's a.,-

or

: to take good a.,-. .-
(.), if Purpose, intention,

objeef]TtXoi..,. To miss aby's a.,-
or,..

AIM, . if Direct toivards]

To a. at athg,, , .. -' .
(to lay claim to, g. ).
To a. at a person in speaking,.,

: athg aims at

athg, or .
if Have for object or purpose]

. .. .
AIM-SIGHT. If On bows and

fire-arms] (perhaps).
AIR, . (cool, breezy

a.). Open a.,, -
: in the open a.,

(TL). (X. Hipp.) :

to sleep in the open a.,

(.) : to keep in the
open a., or. -.: to mount
into the a.,

( pass.) or : to go out into

the a., :
to exclude the a. from athg,

: the
upper a.,' : mild, harsh a.,

or : un-
wholesome a., : good,
bad, temperature of a., -, -,

: pure, fresh a., .' : thick, heavy a., :

foul, corrupt a.,

: to tread the a.,-
: pass or travel through the

a.,. :

fallen from the a., 7/;5 :

to feed on a. (fig.), -, : to beat the

. (fig.),. damp a.,, '. dry a.,

: castle in the a.,,. : to

build castles in the a.,-

with or without the addi-
tion of , if In mu-
sic] ,. .. if Appearance, man-
ner, style],,,. To give oneself?$,...
AIR, . ..,.. To a.

linen, &C,. -.
AIR-BALLOON,-
(modern Greek).

AIR-HOLE,. Sia-..
AIRING, if Exposure fo air]-.. if A drive

for exercise]..
To take an a. (in a carriage),..
AIRLESS, .
AIRY, if Belonging to, or

in, the air],, if

Of the form or nature of air]... If
Flippant, empty, vain].,,,.
AISLE, if Ofa church]

and (merely a member or
portion of the building).

AKIN. See Related to.

i

ALABASTER, s. and adj., and fem. dXa-,.
ALACK. See Alas.
ALACRITY,,-

(cheerfulness),

(readiness). With a.,-
().

ALAMODE. if In the pre-
sentfashion]..
ALARM, if Call to arms]

To sound an a.,. if Disturbance, tumult,

uproar],,.. There is much false a.

(empty noise) about athg,

: a false a.,

or , if

Terrour]..
ALARM, . .... -. or. To a.

the enemy exceedingly, --
: the whole city wasa.'d,

: to be
a.'d,..().

: don't be
a.'d,.
ALAS, (to signify pain

and disgust). ". '. . !

(the expression of sudden pain).

, (general exclamation of
grief). An English noun after

this interjection, with orwithotit the

preposition for, is expressed in

Greek in tL• gen., e. g., a. (for)

my misfortunes,'
: a. the folly,: a. for shame!..

ALBEIT. See Although.
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ALBESCENT,.
ALBUGO,. See

Cataract.
ALBUMEN,.
ALCOVE,.
ALDER,,.
ALDERMAN,,. if Councillor].
ALE. See Beer.
ALERT, f Watchful, vigi-

lant].,. To be on the a.,.. if

Brisk, lively, ready ] .-. if Cheer-

ful],,.
ALERTNESS, f (In the same

three senses as the adjective Alert.

1.)],. 2 if.. 3.,.
ALEXIPHARMIC, -.
ALGA,..
ALIAS. See Else, Other-

wise.
ALIBI, . To prove

an a.,.
() .
ALIEN, adv. if Strange,fo-

reign, belonging to others] -. 6, ft, . if

Not allied to, <$£C] (g.
or d.), sts,.
ALIEN, (foreigner).>1., -.
ALIENATE, if ^

To transfer

property to another]... if

To a. from, estrange or withdraw
from (as one person fm another),

or. :

to be a.'d from aby,-
: — a thg,. if Alienated in

mind] see Crazed, Insane.
ALIENATION. if Transfer

ofproperty],-.. if State of
estrangement]. -. if A. of mt7id],,,
ft .
ALIGHT. if To a. from]

: from athg, as horse

or carriage,, or ,
or . if To a. on,-

and /,' . if .
at (a person's house),..
ALIKE, adv.,,. if A dj. as Alike

in strength, weight, &C•] -,. To be a., iv' , :

nearly a.,, -
: to make a.,,.

: to esteem a.,.
ALIKE-MINDED,.

(17)

. : to be a.

with aby, ..
ALIMENT. See Food, Nou-

rishment, Maintenance.
AL IMENTAL,,, -.
ALIMENTARY,.

See Alimental. . passages

(swallow, gorge, gullet),.,.
ALIMENTATION. % Act

of giving sustenance]- -. if Food or sustenance]..
ALIMONY,, -,.

or.
ALIVE. if 'Living, not dead]. ,,, ..

Tomake a.g&V,vaa.". : to be-

come a. again,(). : to

take (capture) a.,".
: to bring a. or dead,

ft : to

eat up a., :

still a. (of one about to die),

(. .) : to be still a.,,. -
: as long as aby is

a.,". See Lifetime.
if Lively, distinct]?. VlD.

if Brisk, vigorous], -. To be a. to athg,,
or, or .
ALL. if Whole in number,

quantity, duration, extent] ,,. A . together, one and
.,,. .
without exception, .

. . and
every (persons), '.
. and every (thgs), .
. ivho or that (persons),.
. which or that (thgs),. .
whoever,,.
. whatever, , e. g. a. the meat
and drink there was, '
ft fjv : of a. sorts,-,: in a. points,, : to be a. in a.

to aby, : they
look upon him as their a.,

: to

do a. in my power to —,, c. infin., or

c. indie, fut. or c. s?%".

ALL, adv. if Wholly].,,
(), . ..., (utter-

ly). Once for a.,.
ALL, as a sub., .

or.
Among the compounds of all

are—
ALL-ABHORRED - ALL-

HATED, -. .
ALL-CHEERING,-.
ALL-EMBRACING, -.. An

a.-e. law, -

: a.-e. knowledge, ft

: a.-e. know-
ledge of a thg, ft-.
ALL-FOURS, e. g. to go on

a.-f.'s, .
ALL-HAIL,.
ALL-HONOURED,

or-.
ALL-KNOWING,.
ALL-POWERFUL, AL-

MIGHTY,.-, ,-
or .

ALL -RULING,. .
ALL-SEEING, ALL- BE-

HOLDING,..
ALL-SUSTAINING,, (or, JV. .) .
ALL-WISE,..
ALLAY. Trans, if To mix

metals. See alloy, if To abate,

weaken, repress]. -... if

To soften, mitigate]... if To
quiet, appease, stop].-. ( disturb-

ances), (-,
toextinguish,,.,,
.). To a. a tumult,...:
to a. thirst, hunger,, : to a. anger,

or '. to

have one's desire a.'d,. if INTRANS...
ALLAY, if Mixture of me-

tals, aho abatement, repression.

See Alloy.
ALLAYMENT. if Abate-

ment, mitigation].-.-.,-.
ALLEGATION, if Produc-

tion or citation] (of ex-

amples, sayings, arguments), if

Assertion, affirmation].. if Pretence, pretext]. if Thg1^].
or'. False

a., or .
ALLEGE, if Produce (as ex-

ample, proof, S[C.)]... if As-
sert, affirvi],. -... if Pretend]-.,-

£

AT?LEGIANCE. if Fidelity

to one''s sovereign or state]..?. To cause

aby to take an oath of a.,.
ALLEGORICAL,-.
ALLEGORICALLY, iv-

or'. To ex-

press a. (allegorize),.
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ALLEGORY,,.
ALLEVIATE, f Lighten].. -

. % To relieve from a
burden, also to soothe]. See to Allay.
ALLEVIATION,,,. -.. . of grief,

pain, &c,- : to procure

or afford abya., ,
or', Tivi.-.
ALLEVIATIVE, s. IT That

whichalleviates]TrpavvTiKOv-
( prop. ) :

and {metaphor.).

ALLEY. H Walk between

trees]. *[[ Narrow street].
ALLIANCE. In war]

{solemnly concluded trea-

ty of peace, as the termination of
a war).,8
(offensive and defensive. Cf. X.
Cyr. 3, 2, 11). {defen-

sive only, is foundfor, but not vice versa). To
make or conclude an a.,..-. In the higher

style, or
{Horn.) -

: to agree to a proposed a.,. %
Relationship by marriage] -'., n.

(.). When their families were
mixed by new a.'s,

(Plut.) : he fell a victim to his a.

with Dionysius,

{.): to

form an a. with aby,-..
ALLIED. By treaty for

war]. Tf By relation-

ship] ,. See Related.
ALLIGATE. See to Bind

to.

ALLIGATION,.,.
ALLIGATOR, f Species of

crocodile].
ALLISION,..
ALLOCATION,..
ALLOC UTION.,.
ALLODIAL, perhaps.
ALLOT,.-. {.),.... To have

athg allotted to aby,-., .
ALLOTMENT,-..,,. ^\ A por-

tion of land allotted].
ALLOW.

(

«[I Permit, &c.]. ..
(18)

ALL
(all these of permission sought

and granted),

or (to empower),. .
and

(to permit, make lawful). It is

a/d,..,. .
: it being a.'d,. :

to a. oneself to do athg,. % Confess, acknow-
ledge].-..-...-, , (to ac-

cept asjust, valid, &c). U Grant,
yield, concede].-.... . Appoint
(as money for support)] -

or.
ALLOWABLE,, -.,,, .

An a. excuse, or-
: it is a., see Al-

lowed under Allow.
ALLOWABLENESS,. . ..
ALLOWABLY,/?.-,.
ALLOWANCE, Admis-

sion, sanction, concession]-.. .,,.
To make a. for aby,

or'. "U -Ap-

proval, consent, accordance]-. ,.. Confession,

avowal],.
Appointed portion, ration].. ^[ Com-

pensation for loss or damage]-,..
ALLOY. U Mixture of baser

metal ]..
Without a.,. H Debase-
ment].
ALLOY, v... .. H Debase] -.
ALLUDE. To a. to,-, less frequently ...
ALLURE,. -..

^
ALLUREMENT,,.
ALLURING,,.
ALLURINGNESS,-, .
ALLUSION,'.-,,.

thg,. With a. to a thg,.
ALLUVION, ALLUVIUM,..
ALLY, . « To tie together,

unite] ( ). -. ,. fff Join

ALR
in war] :

with one, or .
ALMANACK. See Calen-

dar.
ALMIGHTINESS, -, ,.
ALMIGHTY,,, or.
ALMOND. 1 Fruit]-,. Bitter a.,. *[[ Tree],. ^[ Made

of almonds]. H
Glands on both sides of the steal-

low, tonsils],.
ALMOND-LIKE, -.
ALMOST. Nearly][,. , ', (as infin.

absol.)., . '
. . like, : a. as,

c. dut.

ALMS,, .. . received,-
: to give aby a.,. -

or .
: to obtain or receive a. from

one, .
ALMSHOUSE,-..
ALOE,.
ALOES-WOOD,.
ALOFT,. .
ALONE. * Adj. (witlo-

out the presence of others),,
, 6 {without the help or suppoti

of others). % Adv.. To
leave a.,..-

: to be a.,.-, : we are

a. (i. e. without witnesses),

: as we were a., '
: one who

is not afraid when he is a., 6
: not a.,

but also —, , .
ALONG, adv. and prep. TJ

Lengthwise, through the length]

and c. ace. ^] All

along = throughout].
ff Along with] c. gen. ^J

Along of= because of] c. ace.

ALOOF,,. To
stand a. from a thg,

or . See APART
from, Removed.
ALOUD. See Loud. To cry

a.,..
ALPHABET. II Letters of]

or -. ^[ Table of
letters, hornbook] : (in

modern Greek).
ALPHABETICAL,. Alphabetically ar-

ranged, -
or.

ALPS (mountains so named),", " or-. Inhabiting the .,.
ALPINE,",-.
ALREADY,.



ALS
ALSO, ecu., .,,. ,

, . , e.g. the Per-

sians a. armed, -. See Too,
Likewise, Moreover.
ALTAR, {raised struc-

ture, in reference to the form),
and (in

reference to purpose and use) . To
be found on the a., :

standing at the a., :

having an a. in common,-.
ALTER, v. .. -/.. -.... ^[ Intrans. (to be

altered), the passives of the verbs

above given, esply...-
(mly to the worse).

To a. athg in a writing or letter,

: to a. one's

opinion, -. .
pass,.

:

(= to a. one's opinion and assert

that —, c. ace. ei inf.) : to a. aby's

intention or resolution, -..
: not to be altered,,.

ALTERABLE,... -?.
ALTERABILITY, -,.-

\f/ia. .
ALTERATION,,..

plan an a. in aby's relations to a

person or thg, eh. .
ALTERCATE. «f[ To dispute

With aby about athg,..
(aor. pass.) .
>

ALTERCATION,.
or. To have

an a., .
yiyvovTai..
ALTERNATE,. It

is generally to be expressed by

means of the reciprocal pronoun. A. angle,.
ALTERNATE, v. H Trans...-

. Intrans.-..-. One thg a.'s with another,.
ALTERNATELY,,..-.

^
ALTERNATION, ",,.-.,-.
ALTHOUGH, c. indie.,, in connexion with a

partcp., e. g. I will remind you,

a. you know it well,. It

(19)
]

is often expressed by the partcp.
alone, in ivch case the particle,
and by the poets, also, is in-

serted in tlie sentence, e. g. they
attacked the enemy, a. they were
inferiorin number, -: a. thou art brave,

(.). The partcp. may
be strengthened by (ivch sts

precedes it) ; to do them, a. know-
ing they are sinful,,

(P.).

ALTITUDE. See Height.
ALTOGETHER. U Entirely,

wholly].,-, (), .. Every one, all]-,,,. See
Together.
ALUM,.-.
ALUMINOUS,-. A.-schist (alum-state),-.
ALUM-MINE,.
ALWAYS, .,, 7rai/Tos ().

See Ever.
AMADOU,.
AMAIN, ,, .
AMALGAMATE. To a. with

athg, : to be a.'d

with athg, : to

a. itself with athg,

or .
AMANUENSIS, b-.
AMARANTH,.
AMARANTHINE,-.
AMASS, v.. -..
AMATEUR, in com-

position, e. g. a. of music,-
: a. of literature,-, Sec.

AMATORY,.
AMAUROSIS. e

f[
>

Disease of
the eyes, loss ofsight].
AMAZE, v.. -. .. -.
AMAZED,, -.. To be

a. at athg, (pass.), more rarely .. .
AMAZEMENT, '...
AMAZING,. -,.
AMAZINGLY,...
AMBASSADOR,-

(in thepl. is used).

% One who haspower to negotiate]

{at public religious solem-

nities, e. g. a coronation). When
the business of the ambassador is

stated, it is expressed by the fut.

partcp., and no word is used esply

answering to ambassador, e. g. the

Lacedaemonians sent a.'s to treat
about an alliance, -' -

: to be a.,..
AMBER,..
AMBIDEXTER, AMBI-

DEXTROUS,. -.
AMBIDEXTERITY, -

BIDEXTROUSNESS, -.
AMBIGUITY,,.,. .
AMBIGUOUS,,

(of thgs and persons),. (of thgs).

(of words and expres-
sions), (not to be
made out ; of an oracle, dark).
AMBITION. % Desire of ho-

nour], .. .
Without a.,.
AMBITIOUS,., .

be a.,. -
: to be a. of a thg,-.-.

: not to be a.,. Tf Ambitious
ornaments (in style)]

(P.).

AMBLE, s..
AMBLE, v. ~.
AMBLER, -.
AMBROSIA,.
AMBROSIAL,.
AMBULATORY,-.
AMBUSCADE, AMBUSH,,. .

To lay or set an a., -. ,
: an a. is laid for

me,. : to
set soldiers in a.,, -

: to lie in a. for aby, iv-/.,. : aby
wholies in a.,.-

: to draw into an a.,

: to fall into an
a.,' . -, pass. : to start out
from a.,.
AMELIORATE. ^ To bet-

ter]..-... or.
AMELIORATION,-.... "[[ So be it]. In Ecc. Gr..
AMENABLE. 1 Responsible]

(ofpersons and offices),

(of persons only). *^

Docile, tractable]..
C 2



AMEND, « Trans. To clear

from,faults, make better].. (of thgs).

or {of
persons), ^f Intrans. To be-

come better] ,.
{of moral improvement),.. pass,

(of the sick). Athg amends,.-.
AMEND, AMENDS, f Re-

compense], -..
AMENDER,,.
AMENDMENT. ^Correc-

tion],,,,-
(moral .), ,

(of a sick person).

AMENITY,.-. .
AMERCE. Punish byfine]

or,.
AMERCEMENT, »5. -, or

only.

AMETHYST,.
AMIABLE. TJ Lovely] -,... -. H Deserving love,

engaging affection ],, &. -.... An a. character,-.
AMIABILITY, AMIABLE-

NESS, ,,.
AMIABLY,.-..,.
AMICABLE, AMICABLE-

NESS. See Friendly, Friend-
LINESS
AMID, AMIDST, iv.. A. the enemy,

or. When this word is

used of states or conditions, it is

to be translated into Greek by,
e. g. a. the bloom of youth,. See -
MONGST.
AMISS, (offend-

ing against rule). and
(defective, unserviceable),

and
(spoiled, out of order).

AMITY. See Friendship.
AMMUNITION,' . -.
AMNESTY,. In Plut.

and writers after him,.
To obtain an a., -, : to grant
an a., : to de-
clare an a.,.
AMNION. 1 Membrane co-

vering thef&tus],-.
(20) ,

AMCEBEAN. "[ Interchang-

ing].
AMOSBEUM. ^ Poem in dia-

logue] .
AMONG, AMONGST.m#wr-

rounded by, or comprehended in]

c. dat., or c. gen.,

c. dat. A. men, -
: to be found a. robbers,

: a. otber thgs

also, : e. g. a.

other tbgs they also made propo-

sals for an alliance, -. Generally, when a-

mong is used to denote the relation

ofa single member to the collective

whole, the Greeks put the collective

word in the gen., without a prep.

This is the case with adjtt. ofquan-
tity, as well ofspecial as ofgeneral
extentofmeaning, e. g. one a. them,
\: many a. men,

: not one a. us,. Also with superl.,

e. g. the strongest a. all,

: the oldest a. four

brothers, 6. Tlie prep, is

bid rarelyprefixed to the gen. after

the superl. To be a. (i. e. one of)

a number or kind of thgs,. In expressions wliere among
is used to denote reciprocal rela-

tions, it is to be transl. into Greek
by c. ace. ; or by the dat. with-

out a prep., e. g. to be at variance

a. one another,. -
/s. (pass.)dX-

or : to

contend a. one another,-»5 or -.
or : to agree a.

one another, or -.
AMOROUS,.-.
AMOROUSLY,.
AMOROUSNESS, -. ..
AMORPHOUS. If Shapeless]:
AMORPHY,.
AMOUNT, . To amount

to, make up the sum of],....
or. This verb is generally

expressed by the simple gen. of the

sum, e. g. on calculation I found
my means to a. to five talents,

/os: to what num-
ber do the soldiers a.?

;-
: it a.'s to the same thg,.
AMOUNT. 1 Sum].. . -.. The proper,

true a.,.
AMOUR, '. -. A.'s, ', -.

AMPHIBIOUS,..
animals,

(. . 6, 11, of the seal.

This meaning is not given in the

Lexicons, but the passage proves
it.)

AMPHIBOLOUS. See Am-
biguous.
AMPHIBRACH. If Metri-

cal foot,
v " w

].
AMPHILOGY, AMPHIBO-

LOGY. 1 Dispute, debate]-.
AMPHIMACER. ^Metrical

foot,~^ ].
AMPHISBiENA. «tf Serpent

capable of moving in each direc-

tion of its lenqth].
AMPHITHEATRE, -.
AMPHORA. Oreek and

Roman jar].
AMPLE. TJ Spacious, roomy],. TJ Generally

large].. *SIeeGREAT.

Sufficiently large].
AMPLENESS, AMPLI-

TUDE,,,..
AMPLIATE, AMPLIA-

TION. See Amplify, Ampli-
fication.
AMPLIFICATION,-...-. and(,).

See Enlargement, Increase.
AMPLIFY,, -.... See Enlarge, Mag-

nify.

AMPLY. 1 Greatly]-,,-. % Sufficiently, plentifully]..
AMPUTATE,,-..
AMPUTATION,.
AMULET,, -. and-.
AMUSE, and

(to arrest the attention), -. -
(pass time), -,,-, (to delight), -

(of
sight that a.'s, D.). H To hold
out pleasing but fallacious hopes]
To a. aby with speeches,: — with hopes,.
AMUSEMENT. «[} Enter-

tainment, pastime],-, (delight). To af-

ford a.,• or-.
AMUSING,,-,.
AN. See A, An.
ANABAPTISM,.
ANABAPTIST,.
ANACHORITE.

CHORET.

--
See An-



ANA
ANACHRONISM,-, ,. To commit

an a., -.
ANAGOG1C,

(eccl.).

ANAGRAM,.
ANAGRAMMATISM, -.
ANAGRAMMATIZE, -.
ANALOGICAL, ANALO-

GOUS,, 2 : also,
{like). . conclusion,,.

ANALOGY,.
ANALYSIS,.
ANALYTICAL,.
ANALYZE,. -. Later also.
ANAPEST. «ft Metricalfoot,.
ANAPESTICK,-.
ANARCHICAL,, 2.

ANARCHY,,. (lawlessness).

ANATHEMA, (.
.). To anathematize,-.
ANATOMICAL, -.
ANATOMIST, 6, 6 -.
ANATOMIZE,.
ANATOMY, (sc.

"ancestors, ancestry,,,,.
ANCESTRAL,,-,. See Heredi-

tary, Paternal.
ANCHOR. 1 A ships an-

chor]. To cast a.,-,, -. : to weigh a.,, or '. : to come
to a., ', .

to bring to a., : —
at a place, '

: to ride at a., '-
or' , also

alone: — at a place,-
: — in open sea,' . -. '. 2) Metaphor,.

ANCHOR, .,. See to cast

Anchor.
ANCHORAGE,,-...
ANCHORET, ANCHO-

RITE,,,.
ANCHOVY,..! .?..
ANCIENT. If Long existing,

of old time],-, (with the notion of
veneration attached). 6, v, to

or or.
The a.'s, oi, .

(21)

ANG. Aged],^.^
the idea of experience and worth),. See Old.
ANCIENT. 1 Ensign or

standard] Vid.
ANCIENTLY,.
ANCILLARY. See Subser-

vient, Conducive.
ANCLE or ANKLE, -.
AND, . . —

(encl.). —. When to one

predicate several subjects or objects

are prefixed, or to one subject seve-

ral attributes or predicates are
added, the Greeks unite every indi-

vidual to the rest by, wch also

they generally set at once before

tfie first ; whereas in English the

last only is connected by and with
tlie foregoing one, e. g. stags, ga-

zelles, wild sheep, and wild asses

are harmless.—Cyrus is said to

have been by nature very kind,
very fond of learning, and very
fond of honour,,\ ,, -. If negative sentences

are connected with one another by
and, this is effected in Greek by the

negativeparticles,,,, e. g. I will not pursue the

fugitives, a. nobody shall say —

,

' ,. —. The Greeks
often avoid the use ofthe copulative
particle ; thus, when several states

or conditions of the same subject,

wch stand in actual connexion with

one another, are presented together,

in Greek that condition only, wch
is to be regarded as the hading
one, is stated as predicate, and the

rest as its attributes, by means of
a partcp. in agreement with the

subject, e. g. he came forward a.

spoke, : all rose

up a. declared, -
: the Greeks sallied

out a. attacked the enemy, oi" -
: take the

book a. read,

: A a. not ,
, or ' , or

: a. also, . :

. likewise, : a. yet,. ' .,,' (introducing what
seems inconsistent). U And that

too] (heightening what
was said).

ANDANTE (in music), ava-.
ANDROGYNOUS,-,.
ANECDOTE,..
ANEMONE,,-.
ANEW.
ANGEL. Superhuman be-

ing],. Fair as

an a., or -
,

ANG
\ : wise as an a.,

: my a. !

! an a. is flying through
the room,'. ^[
Heavenly messenger] (.
and . .).
ANGELIC,..

^
ANGER. 1 Wrath, rage]., (mly= ' bile'

in prose),, poet,, (late in prose, except

Hdt.). Violent a.,

or : less vehement a.,-
: to provoke aby

to a., excite aby's a., or
or'.. -'. -

or : to

soothe aby's a.,

: to have one's a.

kindled,, pass,-
().., pass,-

( pass.) . -
(late in prose, Luc.) : to

feel a. agst aby,. : to

vent one's a., :

to vent one's a. on aby,

or '. :

to let aby feel one's a.,-/ (lit. osten-

dere) : to be beside oneself with a.,' : to sup-
press one's a., -. -

: to become the object ofaby'

a

a., :

aby's a. is kindled agst me,-
:-

: a.

cools,

: to lay aside one's., or-
: disposed to a.,

: disposition.,: to restrain one's

a., or.
ANGER, v. II Enrage] -,,'.,. -

'. To be a.'d,-.,-',, pass. : to be
a.'d with aby,. . -..
/.
ANGERED,..
ANGINA,.-

'•
ANGLE. 1 In geometry]. Right a., ,. acutea.,o£uyo>i/ioi/:

obtuse a., : interior

a., : exterior a.,

: plane a., -
: solid a.,. IT Corner] Vid.

ANGLE,.
ANGLE, v... To a. for athg,, . :



ANG ANN ANO
an a.'d fish, 6 '.
ANGLING,.
ANGLING-LINE,.
ANGLING -ROD,().
ANGRILY,. '......
ANGRY. Enraged] >..-.,. To be a.,,, -

(all, ').
(to be vexed ; , ,). See Anger, s. and v.

ANGUISH,, -,. (). To bedn
a.,..
ANGULAR,. -..
ANIGHTS,, .,.
ANILITY, ..
ANIMADVERSION.

Jf
Cen-

sure]..
(. P.).. -
(the taking hold of a ifig,

I.). T[ Punishment] Vid.
ANIMADVERT (to a. on), f

To censure, find fault with],' .''. .' . U Chastise,

punish] Vid.
AN1MADVERTER, -.,. -.
ANIMAL, (any living

creature), (brute without
reason ; also wild beast, e. g. that
is hunted ; and beast opp. man

;

venomous creature),

(beast that pastures, pecus, AT.), (cattle ; seld. in sing.,

and tlien as collective, X.). Tame
a., . See BEAST.
ANIMAL, adj., -

(Plut). The use of a. food,

(A.) : not to eat
or touch a. food,

(Porphyr.) : not to permit
the use of a. food,

(Neanth. Cyz.. eund.).

ANIMALCULE,,-
oapiov.

ANIMAL1TY,.
ANIMATE. TI Vivify, make

alive].,-. Tf Enliven, cheer] -...
ANIMATE, adj., '.

,.
ANIMATING. 1 Giving life],.,. TJ Enliven-

ing].
ANIMATION,\.-. % = Ufe, spirit] Vid.
ANIMOSITY. See Hatred,

Malignity.
ANISE,,. Made

With a.,,^..
ANNALIST, -.

(22)

ANNALS,, -'.
ANNEAL, (perhaps)-.
ANNEX. 1 To append, hang

on], : to athg,

or . |
add],. .
To be a.'d to athg,-' (pass.).-

or .
ANNEXATION,,..

>

ANNIHILATE, »...-.,.-..
ANNIHILATED,-,.

>

ANNIHILATION,,, ',-..,.
ANNIVERSARY, adj. '-. See Yearly, Annual.

Tj Yearly festival] or.
ANNOTATE,

(-as).
(Gramm.).
ANNOTATION, -

(marginal note, ), -...
R, -,.

(Gramm.).
ANNOUNCE,

(ofone'sown impulse).-,' (by commis-
sion from another).-,.-. (to make known
publicly). To a. oneself, -, pass,-.
ANNOUNCEMENT,-, (as act and

thg)., (as

thg). A. in writing, ;

previous a., : without
previous a., .
ANNOUNCER,,, b and-..
ANNOY, v. 1 Harass, mo-

lest],,, or. If Vex,
tease],,.. To be a.'d at

athg, or .., also , .
ANNOY, ANNOYANCE,

subs,,,, .
and.

ANNUAL, 6, 17, '-
or .,

2, also,.
ANNUALLY,'.' . .
ANNUITY,^', '.
ANNUL,..,,.-. (. .).

ANNULAR, ANNULARY,,,-.
ANNULATED,.

>

ANNULMENT, ....
ANNUMERATE, -....
AxNNUNClATE. See An-

nounce.
ANNUNCIATION,-,,.
ANODYNE,, 2.

ANOINT,... ( With costly, scented

oils, SfC.) and.
AKOINTED,...
ANOINTING, ANOINT-

MENT,..
ANOMALOUS,,?.
ANOMALY,,.. ^[ Instantly, present-

ly].,,. % Now and then, at

whiles]. Ever and a.,..
ANONYMOUS,, 2

(of persons), (of
writings), (of asser-

tions and sayings).

ANOTHER. H In general,

for signifying any object whatever
out of the indefinite multitude, with
the exception of, and in opposition

to, some single one,. A.
did it, not ,, : a., and again
a., : hence
to a. place,. : in
a. way, ';., :

in a. case, : a. time,-, : one time—a. time,— : one

—

a., . . . 6 (more fully 6
. . . ),

... . . . . -

. 6 tis . . . 6

or « (in pi. . .

.

. . . .

[/?]). One says this, a. that,

: one one way,
a. another, :

one this way, a. that, :

one hence, a. thence, -
: thus then one calling in

the assistance of this man, a. of
that ; now for one purpose, and
now for a.,' -'-, '' (P.):
one helps a., -», ;-. One more] by (still)

tvith the subst. in question ; add a.

drachma, .
Reciprocal] one a.,,, sts. If The other or

second of two isproperly rendered
by, but this word sts serves

for transl. into Greek of expres-

sions wliere another is used in

English, e. g. to become a. man,. See Other,
The other, and One another.



ANS
ANSATED, or.
ANSWER, v. 1 Reply]-

(aor. mid.),-, : to athg,

/oos. and (with

the citation of the a. itself),-
(of alternate singing), -. (of oracles). To

a. a letter, or in writing,-, : to a.

an objection, rots'-: to a. beforehand, or by
anticipation,. if

Requite, return] This idea is mly
eoq>ressed bycompounds with.
Vid. to Return.

1J
To corre-

spond with, agree with]-
or .-

or .. .
: to answer

aby's wishes,

: not to a. expectation or

opinion,.
ANSWER, subst.

(given orally), (short

andfull ofmeaning),
(communication in reply). A. to

a letter, in writing,,
: a.

ofan oracle,, :

to give or make a., or
or -., e.g. justly,

: to bring a. from aby,

or

: an a. is contained in the

letter, ?}.
ANSWERABLE. «H Capable

of an answer].
"H Responsible],-. See Accountable. T[

Corresponding, proportionable ]
Vid.
ANSWERABLENESS, '-,.
ANSWERABLY,,.
ANT,.
ANT-EGG,
.
ANT-HILL,.
ANTAGONISM, -..-.

t

ANTAGONIST, ',, ,-,.
ANTAGONISTIC,.
ANTANACLASIS,-.
ANTARCTIC,-.
ANTECEDE, ,-,.
ANTECEDENT, -, .
ANTECEDENTLY, -.
ANTECESSOR,.' .
ANTECHAMBER, -,..

(23)

ANTELOPE,,, 6.,, .
t

ANTEMERIDIAN,.
, , . 6, ,.
ANTENNA,.
ANTENUPTIAL,

and.
ANTEPAST,.
ANTEPENULTIMATE,().

S

1

,-.
ANTERIOR, 6, , -
or',,..-..

ANTE-ROOM. See Ante-
chamber.
ANTE-STOMACH,-..
ANTE-TEMPLE,.
ANTEVERT. See to be Be-

forehand with.

ANTHEM, . ,.
ANTHEMIS,.
ANTHOLOGY, -^' (St.) FIRE,.
ANTHRAX,,-..
ANTHROPOLOGICAL,-.

>

ANTHROPOMORPHOUS,.
ANTHROPOPATHY, -.
ANTHROPOPHAGOUS,.
ANTHROPOPHAGY, -.. ^f In composition, sig-

nifying against, opposed to, reverse

ofJ.
ANTI-BACCHIUS. f Me-

tricalfoot ].
ANTIC, adj. *ft = antique]

Vid. Ludicrous, grotesque],,.
ANTIC, s. 1 Grotesque or lu-

dicrous trick],... H One who
plays antics], -. 6.
ANTICHRIST/AvTt'vpiaTos

(JV. .).
ANTICHRISTIAN,,.
ANTICIPATE.

J[
Take be-

forehand], -. U Prevent],. H Per-
ceive or suspect beforehand]-..

Taste or enjoy beforehand]-.
ANTICIPATION. 1 Taking

beforehand],-. ff Presentiment] -
(Plut.). ^[ Foretaste]. To do athg by a. is

generally expressed in Greek by

a compound of the prep,

with the verb that denotes the

action.

ANT
ANTICIPATORY, -.
ANTICLY.

«JT = antiquely],. Tj Ludi-
crously, absurdly]. -.
ANTI-CONSTITUTIONAL,..
ANTI-CONVULSIVE,.
ANTIDOTAL, ANTIDOTI-

CAL,, 2.-, 2..
ANTIDOTE,, -..

To use a.'s,.-.
ANTILOGY,, -.
ANTIMETABOLE,-.
ANTIMONY,,.,,.
ANTINOMY,.
ANTIPATHETIC,-, 2., 2.

f

ANTIPATHY,,. To feel an a., see

to Dislike.
ANTIPERISTASIS, -.
ANTIPHONAL,.
ANTIPHONY. f Return of

sound],.
% An antiphon, anthem] -

(Eccl.).

ANTIPHRAS1S,-.
ANTIPHRASTIC,-.
ANTIPODES,.

Land of the a.,.
ANTI-POISON,2-

KOV.

ANTIPTOSIS,.
ANTIQUARIAN,-.
ANTIQUARIAN IS, -.
ANTIQUARY,.
ANTIQUATE,v..,. To become a.'d,

and-, pass, (of thgs and circum-
stances), (ofper-
sons).

ANTIQUATED (obsol.),ap-,. dva-.
ANTIQUATEDNESS, dp-,.
ANTIQUE,,-,.-, 2..
ANTIQUITY,,. A's (oZrf rarities),

or.
ANTISPASTIC,-.
ANTISPASTUS or ANTIS-

PAST. f Metrical foot ].
ANTISTROPHE,-
ANTITHESIS,. ,.. >



ANT APO APP
ANTITYPE, .
ANTITYPICAL,?.
ANTLER. See Horn.
ANTCECI,.
ANTONOMASIA, -.
ANVIL,.

(

ANVIL-STOCK,,?.
t

ANXIETY.
«IJ

Carefulness],?,. %
Fearfidness, distressful apprehen-
sion]. ?. ?,,. If Distress],?.
ANXIOUS, t Careful]-?, 2. ?. If Fear-

ful, distressed in mind]?. ?.'?.-?. To be a. about athg,

(pass.) ?.? ? or. . ? :

to make aby a., . -, followed by
with the sub), or optat. To

become a.,.
t

ANXIOUSLY. ^ Carefully]?,?. Tf With
fearfulness or distress]?,?.
ANXIOUSNESS. See An-

xiety.
ANY. % Some one indefi-

nitely] ? (enclitic). 6
{any one, no matter who ; any or-

dinary person). A. one who,?. = a. one who pleases, 6?. U Any, with advs.

(where, how, Qc.)]. A. where,
(enclitic, used principally of

place, but also of kind and man-
ner) : at a. time, (enclitic,

used of time) : a. how,? and
(both enclitic, used only ofkind

and manner) : in a. way or man-
ner whatever = in some way or

other,?. :

in a. other way tz in some other
way, ? : in a. place
whatever= in some place or other,

(enclitic),.
AORIST,?.
AORTA,.
APACE, ?. .}.
APAGOGE,.
APART, ?. . ', ?. $' -». To set every one a.,-/ arid : to sit

a.,~ : a. from,,?,?, all c. gen.

APARTMENT,,?,.,,-
?. Dwelling a.,,-

: men's a.,, -?: women's a.,,? : visiting or recep-
tion a., : eating
a.,'..

>

APATHETIC,?, 2.?, 2.?,?. To
be a. in regard to athg,-? ? .
APATHY,,-.

(24)

,?.-? (a tame ape). A young a.,? : to play the a.,-
!/.
APE, v. ".".
APING,?, 2.

APEAK,,-.
APEPSIA,.
APER,?.
APERIENT, ?,?, 2.

APERTURE,,,.
APETALOUS,?, 2.

APEX,,,.
APHjERESIS,?.
APHELION, (mo-

dern).

APHIS, ?.
APHONY,, -.??.
APHORISM,?.
APHORISTIC,?.
APHRODISIAC,-
?, ?, -?.
APIARY,.^/.
APIASTER,.
APIECE. See under .
APISH. II Monkey-like]-?. % Absurdly imitative],?.
APISHNESS,?

(chiefly of ufeedling ways. Aris-

toph.). Impropr. to /,?.
APOCALYPSE,-
APOCALYPTIC,-?.
APOCOPATE,.
APOCOPE,.
APOCRUSTIC,-

?.
APOCRYPHAL,-

?. 2. ?, 2.

APODICTIC,'?.
APODOSIS (. to Protasis),?.
APODYTERIUM,-.
APOGEE, (-).
APOGRAPH,,.
APOLOGETIC,,-

?.
APOLOGIST, 6-?.
APOLOGISE, . -.
APOLOGUE, aVOXoyos (P.).

See Fable.
APOLOGY,,-? -yos.

APONEUROSIS,-
?.
APOPHLEGMATISM,-?.
APOPHTHEGM, -.
APOPHYGE,.
APOPHYSIS,?.
APOPLECTIC,-

KOS.

APOPLEXY,.
To be seized with a.,-

: seized with a., -?.
APOSIOPESIS,-.
APOSTASY,. To

be disposed to a.,?,.
APOSTATE,? :

fern,?.
APOSTATICAL,-

ko's.

APOSTATIZE,() : from aby,?
or ? : to one,?.
APOSTEMATOUS,a-nwTI;-?. See Ulcerous.
APOSTEME,/. See

Abscess, Ulcer.
APOSTLE,'*.
APOSTLESHIP, »}

{. .).
APOSTOLICAL,-

ko's {j£ccl.).

APOSTROPHE,,?().
APOTHECARY,-?.?.-?.? (adj. The-

oph.). . 's- shop,

(P.). (a word
not used by the more ancient

writers) : art of the a.,-.
APOTHEOSIS,?.
APOTREPSIS,?.
APOZEM,,-.
APPAL (Trans.),,. -.
APPAL ,?..
APPANAGE, ?.

? -, ?. To receive as a.,

: to be as-

signed as a., ?.
APPARATUS,,, ,.
APPAREL, ?. ,., ,,, ',.

Mean a., .
APPAREL, .,. (c. double ace.

of person and thg).

APPARENT. IT Manifest]?,?,?. *\

Seeming]. A. existence,.
APPARITION,,-,,.. To be afraid of a.'s,?.-.
APPARITOR,? or -?.
APPAY, . = appease].
APPEAL, . In law] dva-..

To a. to aby,?.?.
: a process in

which one may a.,?.
APPEAL, s. 1 In law]-
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,,, -,'. . to aby,, : sen-

tence agstwch there lies an appeal,

: court of a.,. T[ Invoca-
tion],. ,. Under a. to the gods,.
APPEAR, v. 1 Become vi-

sible],,,,-
(pass.), or,

(pass.),,
(with splendour or pomp). To a.

in public,,
: of writings, -, (pass.),

(pass.) ;
to a. suddenly,,-,(^/
also ofghosts and spectres). % To
present oneself],

: at a place,

: before a person,.-..-. To a. before a
court of justice,.
(of both plaintiffand defendant).

Tl To seem] Vid.
APPEARANCE. IT Coming

in sight],,, (production
or edition of a writing). By
his a. he scattered the enemy,-. *ff The object which ap-
pears],,,,. A singular a.,. U Seem-
ing]. According to a.,, ,. ' (e.g. tojudge
from outward a.) : according to

all human a., -
: to all a. athg will be,.
.
or : to all

a. aby will do athg,

tis or :

tis, : to

have the a. of athg,

/os. ' : the good
a. of athg, .
APPEASABLE,-,,2.

or .' or., 2.

APPEASABLENESS,, -. . -..
APPEASE, . ,

(an angry per-

son). (to soothe an excited

and passionate one),

anda(onevhow^shes
to avenge a past injury), -

(those esply who are

found in tumult and uproar),

(to quiet, X.).,/?,.
(25)

APP
APPELLATION. See Name.
APPELLATIVE,-.
APPEND, v._ Hang to], : to athg,

or ,
or . ^•7/. Add to],..

APPENDAGE, APPEND-
ICLE,,.. .
^
APPENDANT, ',-.
APPENDIX,,-,,.

make an a. to athg,. : in

writing,.
APPERTAIN, ,, ..
appertainment* -

PERTENANCE, or APPUR-
TENANCE, .. . -. .-.
APPERTINENT, ',.
APPETENCY, -, . ,.,..
APPETITE. IT Desire in ge-

neral], ',, 6.. IT Desireforfood].
To give a.,',

: giving a., : to

whetthea.,£'7rieij ,yeii/T»}i/op££/i/:

to have a good a., to eat with a.,

or :

having a good a., eating with a.,

: to eat without a.,

: having no a.,,, 2 : want of a., -. : I have an a.

for athg, :

I have no a. for athg,. :

to satisfy one's a., »'?: the a. is allayed,.
APPETITIVE, /^-..
APPLAUD. IT To approve

by hand-clapping, S[c.]-,, Tifi.

—

-
(.), but only-

(/. D. ./£.), to signify

one's approval by gestures, fyc).

TT To praise in general].,.-
,,.
APPLAUDER,,

^c, or,.
APPLAUSE,

and absol.',-, (, -). To raise

shouts of a., (absol.,

or , £{C., . .
So , D.).

(•). -
I .

APPLAUSIVE,,.
APPLE,.
APPLE OF THEEYE,.
APPLE-TREE, or.
APPLE-WINE,.
APPLIABLE. See Appli-

cable.
APPLIANCE. IT Use, em-

ployment] ,,. % Instrument, means, aid].,
(resources or meansfor beginning,

or ).
APPLICABILITY, APPLI-

CABLENESS,..
APPLICABLE,,. To be a. to athg,.. - (to fit),

(to be befitting). See to

Apply.
APPLICANT, . 6.
APPLICATION. % Act of

applying or laying on, also tkg ap-
plied].,-, (of a plaster,

Aretce.). (of a salve,

<§-c, Strab.). *|T Employment of
means]. If Solicitation].,.'.
^\ Attention, ^ntensethought]po-. "[ Diligence],-.. ^f Inference

for use],,-. Reference ofa fable, ?.]
To make the a. of athg to —

,

: to make
a false a., (to per-
vert ")

APPLY. (Trans.) IT To lay

on],,-
and .

To a. ladders to the walls, tois/ :

to a. (a plaster or medical prepa-

ration,)(-) or (.
Theoph.), or (I, Gal.,

of an ointment) : to a colours,: to a. leeches

to the foot, &c,'
( Gal.) : to a. cupping-glasses,. TT Make use of]-. Adapt, fit] ---/ Trpos .. Quote, adduce in

speaking or writing]-.. IT Direct, turn

to],.
or . To a. one's

(own) attention to athg,-. To busy

oneself with athg]

or .
or ,, , .-

(e.g. -
— naval affairs. F. ),-' . *i[ =ito askfor]

VlD.
APPLY. (Intrans ) -
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(to relate to),

(to be referred to),

(to look to : of a fable),

(ofafable).
APPOINT. TI To fin, decree],. »,.. -...

f[ Make agreement ivith aby]-
or .

Furnish, equip'],»,.
APPOINTER,.-

/s.

APPOINTMENT. % Order],,. -.. Decree],. * Thing
ordained], -,. % Stipula-

tion],. % Equip-
ment],. IT Post
of office]...
Pay, hire].
APPORTION,..
APPORTIONED-..
APPORTIONMENT, -,.,.
APPOSE,. -..
APPOSER,*.
APPOSITE,,-,..
APPOSITELY,-,..,.,-.
APPOSITENESS,-., ,.
APPOSITION,,. (In gram.)-.
APPRAISE,~

%
.. -.

t

APPRAISEMENT,....
APPRAISER,, -.
APPRECIABLE,,,.
APPRECIATE. «| To esti-

mate,fix value],-. % Esteem, prize],,.
APPRECIATION, «fi Value,

estimation],.,. If Increase in

price].
APPREHEND. % To lay hold

On] ,-,. To arrest as a prisoner]»,.
or .

To conceive by the mind]-. ..
«ft To think on with

fear or anxiety]. -
or. *[ To

th^nk,^magine]o'a,a.
I a.,.

(26)

APPREHENDED, lici-.
APPREHENSIBLE,,,.
APPREHENSION. 1 Lay-

ing hold on]. .. TT Arrest],,. '.
* Perception]'..
Quick a.,. -.. (•).

Suspicion]. Fear,
an-xiety]..
APPREHENSIVE. Tf Sen-

sitive]. Quick in

understanding], -
*. TT Fearful, anxious] -,..
APPREHENSIVELY. If

Fearfully]. *JT Suspi-

ciously].
APPREHENSIVENESS.

Quickness of mind] see quickness
of Apprehension. Sensitive-

ness]To'. TT Fearful-
ness]. % Suspicion] -.
APPRENTICE, b-.
APPRENTICEHOOD, AP-

PRENTICESHIP, APPREN-
TISAGE,. Generally

is to be used in Greek to com-
plete the expression of the modern
notion.\>%\%.,: to serve one's

a. under aby, -
: to have served one's

a., -
(P.) : to put a boy (out as) a.,, -

: to serve an a. to the art

of war, -
: the chase is an a. for -war,

(Athen.) : one who is still

serving his a. (i. e. is not master
of his art), b

(Athen.) : tears were the
entrance to my a.,.
APPRISE,. .
APPRIZE,<,\

or,.
APPRIZEMENT, APPRIZ-

ING,,, -,.
rYPPRIZER,.
APPROACH, t (Intrans.)

To come near] or,,.,-, .-7 (in navigation),

and (of drawing
near in time),

and (to be like). TT
(Trans.) Tobringnear], or

or .
APPROACH, APPROACH-, s.

f
Drawing near]..

Access],.

APPROACHABLE, -,. Easily a.,-. (of places),

(of places and per-
sons),,,.
APPROACHLESS,,,,-, 2..
APPROBATION, f State of

being satisfiedwith a person'swords
or actions, with athg],

(Plut.),, : also

{e. g. I appear to meet
with your a.,, P.). But we shall

withhold our a., -
: to bestow one's

a. on athg, : it

has not my a.,.
(do not assent to). Ap-

proval, praise as gained]-, b. , .', .-, v. To meet with aby's a.,, -, P. : to bestow one's a.

on athg, : to do athg
with aby's a., -. TT Ouhvard ma-
nifestation of a.] See Applause.
APPROPRIATE, v. -, (to make itpro-

perty). To oneself,-
(mid.).

(mid.), and , also, (mid.),. -. IT Devote to].
(mid.),,

also..
APPROPRIATION, f The

devoting athg to] .. The art of a., jj'. *fT Laying claim to].. b-, or Orel, with the verbs.

APPROPRIATE. IT Suitable], 2., -
(agreeing with the peculiar

nature ofathg), also (equi-

tably .),, 2 {propor-
tionable), 2 (well-

suited). To be a., or, ,
also.

(worthy). Often by
c. ace.( ,).
APPROPRIATENESS, h,, oi-,. , -, or by the neuter adjj.

in preceding article, or by verbs.

APPROVE,, also. (mid.),

or .
(after testing, proving). To join

in a.'ing, : to be a.'d

even by the most fastidious,-
(Plut.) : not to a.,

(to reject), -
(to blame).

APPROVAL, .
b, or by the verbs, e. g.
he went away with the a. of his
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commander, aVj/-? . See Appro-
bation.
APPROXIMATE, adj.-, 2., 2 (like),, to (re-

lated to). See Proximate.
APPROXIMATE, v. See to

make to Approach.
APPROXIMATION, -, 6 (approach, .). To

make an a. to athg,

(e. g. , the

truth).

APPULSE,, ., -
APRICOT, -.
APRIL = nearly the Greek

month of.

APRON, , ., (espy worn by

slaves, Longus).

APSIS,,, fi
%APT,, 2.-

(simple partcp.)., also

(befitting),,,, : also, 2., .
"be a. (to do so and so),

(= solere). See to be Wont;
to be Inclined.
APTNESS, ,.,,, or ,-. ayad.,

(Gr•).

AQUARIUS, 6 or.
AQUATIC,. . bird,

() () or (=
sea-bird): a. plant,

() .
AQUA VITjE. See Brandy.
AQUILINE, or -

(having an a. nose). An
a. nose, (g.).
ARABESQUE,

(espy in pi.), ". -. To paint with a.," :

painted with a.'s,.
ARABLE,,-, 3., 3. . land,, .
ARBITER,, also

6 and or- (reconciler). To be an a.,

or act as an a., : in aby's

case,' and : also-
and (to recon-

cile) : to have sentence given agst

one by an a., :

belonging to an a., :

the office of an a., ,-
: Strato who was a. between

US, 6

(D.) : to choose aby to be a.,' : to be
chosen a., -

(pass., Luc): to refuse

to act as a., -
(Luc.).

<

ARBITRATION, f,.<. Belong-
ing to a.,,-
uos : to give the a. agst aby,

(27)

ARC( or 67-) : to give the a. in aby's fa-

vour,, or
: a. given in aby's

favour, :

he said that it was by my means
that the a. was given agst him,

(D.).

ARBITRARILY,,.
^
ARBITRARY,?., (irrespon-

sible). See Despotic.
ARBUTUS, (the

tree), or
(the fruit).

ARC,, or, .

ARC-BOUTANT,.
ARCADE, f Arched walk

in gardens] -. Portico in architecture].
ARCH. Curve in building']

(fig•)• {).-,...
To rest on, or be supported on a.'s,. ^[• A
triumphal ., ..
ARCH, v. a. % To give the

form of an .]. "[[ To
a. over, cover with an .]-.
ARCH, adj.

(playful). See Sly.
ARCHAEOLOGICAL, -'?.
ARCHEOLOGY,-.
ARCHAISM,.
ARCHANGEL,

(. .).
ARCHBISHOP,apxi£'7riV/co-

ttos (Eccl.). would,
according to the religious notions

of the ancient Greeks, be the more
correct expression.

ARCH-CONSPIRATOR,
or or-.

ARCHDEACON,-
(Eccl.).

ARCHED,,-.
ARCH-ENEMY, '?.
ARCHER,.
ARCHERY, £'. Skill

in a.,, : to ex-

ercise oneself in a.,. .
ARCHETYPAL,-.
ARCHETYPE,.
ARCHFLAMEN,.
ARCH-HYPOCRITE, -.
ARCHIMANDRITE,-

(Eccl.).

ARCHITECT,,,.
ARCHITECTIVE, ARCHI-

TECTORICAL. See Archi-
tectural.
ARCHITECTONICS. See

Architecture.

ARE
ARCHITECTURAL, -.
ARCHITECTURE,-,.
ARCHITRAVE,.
ARCHIVES. 1 Records],,-,. % Record-

office],-,.
ARCH -LIKE,.>,.
ARCHLY,,..
ARCH-MAGICIAN, t Chief

of the Magi] . *ff

Consummate conjuror].
ARCH-MARSHAL, perhaps.
ARCHNESS,

(playfulness).

ARCHON,. To be a.,.
ARCHONSHIP,^toCSpxov-

to? /»}. In aby's a.,.
ARCH-PASTOR,.
ARCH-PONTIFF,-..
ARCH-PUBLICAN,'-

(. .).
ARCH-ROGUE,/-.
ARCH-ROOF,.
ARCH-TREASURER,-.
ARC -VILLAIN,-,,,.
ARCHWISE. See Archlike.
ARCTIC, and -. A.-pole,'/co??., .
ARCTURUS,?.

^
ARCUATE, adj.,.
ARCUATE, . ...
ARCUATION,.. | Ingardening, plant-

ing by layers].
v
ARDENT. *H Fiery] prop,,. % Fig. =

very lively, passionate],. . ,.
ARDOUR, f Heat] prop,. If Fig. = warmth of

mind orfeeling]... See Heat.
ARDUOUS. TT High, lofty,

steep],,-. if Hard, difficult],,-.
ARDUOUSLY,..
ARDUOUSNESS,-..
AREA. Flat, open surface;

clear space],,. II Superficial

measurement] or-.
AREFACTION,.
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AREFY, v. ..

ahaivi.iv.

ARENA, , . To
descend into the a. (impropr.),.

, ARENACEOUS,..
AREOPAGITE, subs.-.
AREOPAGITE, adj.-.
AREOPAGUS, "-
and.

AREOTIC,.
ARGENT,',....
ARGENT, subs. -.
ARGILLA, or -

(.)
ARGILLACEOUS,-

or.,.
ARGOSY. -See Ship.
ARGUE. 7[ To infer, conclude]... 1 To debate, dispute],.. : -

bout athg, : against or
with aby,' or . %
Discuss a case],-,.
ARGUER,.
ARGUMENT. % Proof],.-.. % Inference, con-

clusion],.
Abstract of contents},.. % Cause,

occasion'] ,, -. ^\ Discussion, disputa-
tion]..-. -.
ARGUMENTATION. See

Argument.
ARGUMENTATIVE, if

Tending to proof],. Tf Disputatious].
ARGUTATION,-.. (Jug-

glery).

ARGUTE, .,
(metaph.).

ARGUTENESS, ,
£7))5 (metaph.).
ARIA. See Am.
ARID, ,...
ARIDITY, ARIDNESS, -,,.
ARIES,.
AR1ETATE,.
ARIETATION,-. ?.
ARIGHT, adv., -,,..
ARISE. % ^ get up, stan

up],
(in reference to what one sits or
lies on, e. g.,,). To a. from sleep,-.,

: to a. at early

(28)

dawn, : to a. from
one's seat to a person,-. -

or'
(to resign it to him), -

{as mark of respect) :

to a. agst aby,. . If To
spring up, come to light]<paiv£,

(e. g. of persecutions,

N. T. : differences, :

storms, S[C.).

(from a source),-(-, of a question,, P.). T[ As the sun] ava-.. *[[ As va-
pour or smoL•].
A mist a.'s, :

the clouds a., -. IT To a. from the dead]. -, JV. . : = to

cause to arise, .
ARISTOCRACY,-, or

has, in theolder

and letter writers, the sense wch
we attach to aristocracy. See re-

marks under Oligarchy, and
T., in. 62. The a. = aristocrats,, .
ARISTOCRATIC, ARIS-

TOCRATICAL,-,. To have an
a. constitution,-.
ARITHMETIC,,

' ARITHMETICAL,-.
ARITHMETICIAN,-,. An expert a.,?.
ARK,,..
ARM. Limb of the tody]. (the bent a.).

if Tke lower a., fm the elbow to

the hand] or (wch
word often denotes the a. in gene-
ral). To take into one's a.'s,. -. To carry in one's a.'s,

or ' or-
: with the a.'s bare,-

: short in the a.,-
: to have under one's a.,

or. %
A. ofa tree].. %
A. or branch of a river]... IT Pig. : power,
force].
ARM, v. .,-, .-. To a. oneself,.

or .
: to a. oneself

agst athg,

. : to oppose aby
with a.'d hand,'.-.
ARMADA, .
ARMAMENT,, or.

ARMAMENTARY,,,-.
ARMATURE,,,.
ARMED,, '-,, 2., . Well a.'d,-, 2 : heavy-a.'d soldier,-

: light-a.'d soldier, xj/.,.
ARMFUL,, , .

(e. g. of grass or hav,,
PluL).
ARMHOLE, ARMPIT,,.
ARMIGEROUS,.
ARMILLARY, ARM1LLA-

T D,. A. - sphere,..
ARMIPOTENT,-.

_
ARMISONOUS,07rXooOu<n-os,.
ARMISTICE,. -,,. -. See Truce.
ARMLESS, f WitUut the

limb]. ^[ Without weapons].
ARMLET, •7£>/.
ARMORIAL,.
ARMORY,,-,.
ARMOUR, ', .,. Body-a., : full, heavy

a., : to put on a.,-,,-
: a.-bearer,.

Ensign, insignia],,..
ARMOURER, t Armour-

maker]. [ His art or

craft]. To practice

the same].
ARMPIT. See Armhole.
ARMS,,.,.

In poetry, ,, .,. . for close com-
bat, : under a.,, : with
a., ottXois, ', -

: with a. in one's hands,,, : in a.,: to bear &., ,. : to

take up a.,. -
: to lay hold

on one's a., or'
or : to put on
a., : to lay down
a., or

: to throw away one's a.,vorov:
to remain under a.,

: fortune is favor-

able to aby's a.,.
ARMY, (an a. on

march or on service),,
and

(an a. stationed or encamped) . An
a. despatched on an expedition,?,? : an a. for

relief or agst sudden attack,-
: with the whole a.,-
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: to set out with an a.,., -

: to lead an a.,- or :

to command an a.,,, and
C gen. -

: to raise an a.,

or : to

review the a.,'/ : to set (the a.) in battle

array, or-
is. if A great mul-

titude].
ARNOT,..
ARNUTS,'.
AROMA. *ff Spice].

if Fragrance].
AROMATIC,.

To have an a. scent or flavour,' : wood wch has an
a. scent, '.
AROMATICS,.
ARON, ARUM,.
AROPH. See Saffron.
AROUND,,. See

Round.
AROUSE. II To excite,

awaken],.. if To stimulate].
AROYNT, or AROINT,,.
ARPENT, perhaps.
ARRAIGN. See to Accuse.
ARRAIGNMENT, ,'.,.
ARRANGE. if To put in or-

der],,-
(generally in the mid.

voice), ,/,-
(according to certain

rule), (to set in right

place)..^
reference to outward decency). if

To appoint, command] ,,.
ARRANGEMENT,,,..
ARRANGER,. 6.
ARRANT,, -,.
ARRANTLY,.
ARRAY. "(I Order, position],..

put an army in battle a., see

Army : to stand in battle a.,:
to march in battle a.,-

: to lead

the army in battle a. agst the

enemy, --
: to put one's forces in a.

agst the enemy,. if apparel].,,-,.
ARRAY, . . if To arrange]

Vid. To put in military a.,-
/, : also Mid.,

(X. Hell. 7, 5,

23, al.). In pass. (-)-(-). if To clothe]..
c. dupl. ace. of the person and thg.

(29)

ARR!/, .-, . To a. with
ornaments, : to a. one-
self (the mid. voice).

ARRAYER, 6,.
ARREAR, ARREARS, AR-

REARAGE, ARREARANCE,,',.
The remaining in a. with athg,() (. =
V (.
Suid.). To be in a. with athg,

: in a.,,, . :

to be in a. with taxes, &c,-,.
ARRECT, adj. and . See

Erppt
ARREST. To stay, stop],.,-..-,. if To seize and

detain by law or authority] -
(persons and thgs)., (to lay

hands on, D.). (to carry

off), ,' or-
(persons).

ARREST. Stoppage, hin-

drance]. , -. Legal seizure and de-

tention]. After his a.,

they proceeded to scourge him,'-
: after his a. he was beheaded,-.

ARRESTATION. See Ar-
rest.
ARRET,,.
ARRIERE. See Rear.
ARRIVAL,,: at a

place, ' , -: at home, : of
a ship,, . At
a.,, :

after a.,.-.
ARRIVE. Come to] -..-.: at a place,

: at a person's house,, : of thgs

withoutlife,.'.. if To a. at, to at-

tain to] .-. -.
ARROGANCE, ARROGAN-

CY, ARROGANTNESS,-.,.. See Pride.
ARROGANT,,, . .

behaviour, -
: to be a., ..

ARROGANTLY,-.
ARROGATE, if To claim

vainly or unjustly]

or . To a. the credit

of athg,

Ifor . To shew arrogance]

ART...
ARRONDISSEMENT (Fr.),..
ARROW,',.... (Poet. ,.

also -, . and Trag.., as a Lac. word,
., Trag.,,, ).
shoot a.'s,. or
(poet.) : to shoot (hit)

with a.'s,.
ARROW-HEAD, -. , ,, ,.
ARSENAL,,-. Keeper of the a.,

: naval a., :

keeper of a naval a.,.
ARSENIC,.
ARSON, //,-.
ART,. In the mention

ofparticular arts, the word
is generally not introduced, but an
adj., with the termination of,
is usedfor denoting the idea, e. g.
the a. of horsemanship, :

the a. of gaining friends for one-
self, :

the liberal a.'s, course of instruc-

tion, . ~, -
: a man who professes the

same a. as another,,2:
a lover of the a.'s,, 2

:

to work at an a.,

: to practice an a.,. ,-.. if Trick, ar-

tifice]..-. Evil a.'s,. -
: to practise such,-
: one who does so,-

: curious a.'s, 7/-
(. .).

ARTERIAL, ARTERIOUS,,.
ARTERIOTOMY,-.
ARTERY, (in later

medical writers).

ARTFUL. IT Skilful in art,

ingenious], ',. if Artificial, per-
formed with art].
See Artificial. if Cunning],.
ARTFULLY. if Skilfully-]. if Cunningly] -.
ARTFULNESS. if Skilful-

ness],. if Cun-
ning],.
ARTHRITIC, ARTHRITI-

CAL,.
^
ARTHRITIS,?,,
ARTICHOKE,..
ARTICLE. 1 As a joint,

member, or portion]. If

As a grammatical term].
As diplomatic expression,

a point mentioned] .
In this sense it often remains un-
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trend., e. g. it was an a. in the
treaty, ,' -rats : the
a.'s of the treaty, .

As a commercial term] ?.. An a. of faith, -
CTEoit : without the
a., : with the a.,-.
ARTICLE, v. a. «ft To make

a list or catalogue],". TT Stipulate,

make conditions]

or .
ARTICULAR,*.
ARTICULATE, adj. ^ Pos-

sessing articulations or joints] -,. Tf Distinctly

tittered]..-
(of speech, Plut.).

ARTICULATE, >..,
(e. g. ,

Hipp.).
ARTICULATELY,.. To speak a.,.
ARTICULATENESS,-, , .

^
ARTICULATION, ,.
ARTIFICE. II Art, ingenuity],.*\ Contrivance,

invention],.
\\ Trick, deception] . -..-.,,-. To employ every kind of
a., ,.
ARTIFICER. % Artist]. Workman]-,..

The a.'s, -
or'.

ARTIFICIAL, «If Made by
art],, '-,,.
. light, : a.

Work,... Tf Ficti-

tious],.
ff Contrived, studied, not natural]..
ARTIFICIALITY, ARTI-

FICIALNESS, , -.
ARTIFICIALLY,*.
ARTILLERY, ai.

(Plut., the nearest

to our notion). Science of a.,

:

the a. (= the soldiers icith the

a.), oi : to

hring the a. up to the walls,-. -
or

: fire of a., ai

(according
to the conceptions qftlie ancients) :

commander of a.,

: aparkofa.,

: a.-wagon,. :

the a. service, -
: an a. man,.

ARTISAN. See Artificer.
(30)

AS
ARTIST, ?, fern,.. A skil-

' ful a.,, or fern,,.
ARTLESS,,-, 2. /7??<55, 2., 2., 2..
ARTLESSNESS,..
ARUNDINACEOUS, -

RUNDINEOUS,..
ARUSPEX, ARUSPICE

(Latin),..
ARUSPICY,.,.
AS. As a relative = in

tlie manner that or which] .. y. . (late,

Polyb.)... As—
as or so — as, y. . .,. . . : as many, as

great, : as old, as great,

: such as, olos. After
words of likeness, 'as' is, [=
similis atque, Src] or a correlative

pron.( . ., tantus . .

quantus : . .
'-), or the dat. is used. I

entertain nearly the same opinion
as you,

(.) : he has just such clothes

as his brother,

: his fate was
just the same as that man's,

: he must toil just

as the meanest,, or ',
: he gets as much pay

as a soldier,. At-
traction generally takes place in

this construction, e. g. I gladlycom-
ply with such a man as you,' (instead

of , ) :

the citizens, as far as I see, are

at variance, oi

(instead of, .) : our assertion,

as you confess, is true, -, : as

quick as possible, or, .» : as good as pos-

sible, or or. H As a particle of
time rr when] , : but the

Greeks generally use a present
partcp. to denote this relation of
sinudtaneous progress ; sts ivith

or : or. As if, .
and with, a partcp. [[ As
soon as] , (or)

or. Also. Less cmly) (or) (".),

(.), (D. 978).

Sts• or '
(e. g..).

As being (= since lie, it, S[c,

teas)] () c. partcp. Cyrus,

as being a boy (was delighted),

ASC
Kvpos . Less cmly

(). oTov (P.). Gr. 1145.

Jdf § 704 : e. g. -. . . (.).
As also, in the same manner as]. . Al-

though, however] c.partcp.,

e. g. I donot give way to you, strong
as you are (i. e. though you are
strong, orhowever strongyou are),

: the worthless man gets no
praise, handsome as he may be,,

or .
ASAFCET1DA, perhaps-.
ASARABACCA,.

^ASBESTUS,, ., .
ASCARlS,, ,

(.).
ASCEND, v. a. and n. -.. .

See Mount.
ASCENDABLE,,
'ASCENDANT. What is

uppermost] , , . Su-
pertor, suipassing], 2./7'5. To be in the a.,

: to begin to

be in the a., (D., to

come to the top).

ASCExNDANT. 1 Ascend-
ency, superiority, influence over],..
ASCENDANTS. Relations

in ascending line] oi.
ASCENDENCY. See As-

cendant. To have a great a.

over aby's mind, -..
ASCENSION. II Rising,

mounting]..
The .] -, -, ()~

(Eccl.). In, astr. : of a star].
ASCENT. See Ascension.
ASCERTAIN. TI Learn

surely] or. (by en-

quiry : espy in aor. ). TT Fa-, de-

fine] ',.
ASCERTAINABLE,-.
ASCETIC,

(' ), (P., and as

t. t. Eccl).
ASCIAN,.
ASCITES,.
ASCIT1TIOUS,..
ASCRIBABLE. Crcl. by

or c. infinn. ofverbs signifying

to ascribe, refer, Qc, or by verbal

adjj. of the same.

ASCRIBE, .. -
.., ,
or,. . To a.



ASC
athg to oneself,

. . -
: to a. the

victory to oneself,. : to a.

to oneself the good success of the

undertakings,£-7riyp,.
ASCRIPTION,..
ASH. The tree}. %

Of its wood]. if Moun-
tain ash] or .
ASH, v. . ',. -. . 'd to he,'

(c. partcp. to be a.'d of doing it ; c.

inf. to be a. to do it, and therefore

not to do it), at athg, .. -,(, . ; , Pint.), -
(D. 798; absol).

feel a.'d hefore ahy,',.
ASH AMED,. ai-, /. -.
ASHEN,.
ASHES,,, »';..

Of a burnt corpse,..
Hot, glowing a., :

to turn (convert) to a.,,
: to bum to a.,-,: to become or

turn to a.,,-
(pass.),

(pass.) : to cover with a.,-
: rest to thy a. !

!

ASH-COLOUR, -.
ASH-COLOURED,,,.., 2. To he a.-c.'d,.
ASH-HEAP,.
ASHORE, ,

or . To go a.,-, :

to set a., '. to haul a

ship a., or: to run a ship a.,,,.
ASHY. See Ash-Coloured.
ASIDE, ., -. To lay a., :

to take one a., -, :

to call one a.,,-.
ASININE, ASINARY, -., 2..
ASK. To a. a person about

athg,, (-,)/ . -..-',, (.).
To a. particularly about athg,-

or ,
or : to a. again,: to a. in turn,-

: it is to be a.'d,() :. :

to a. aby for advice,-,
(31)

ASP. if To request, beg]

or . To a.

for what is due, : to a.

more, : the soldiers

a. more pay, -.
ASKANCE, ASKAUNCE,

ASKANT, ASKAUNT, -,. To look a.,. (metaplior.).
ASKER. U Enquirer] -,. "'. If

One who requests or entreats],,.
ASKEW. See Askance.
ASKING. «If Question, in-

quiry],. if

Request, entreaty]. -.
ASLAKE. See Slake.
ASLANT. See Askance.
ASLEEP,. -,,. %

To fall .] (pass.).,-
(pass.),.,. -

: of the members of the body,

(pass.). To fall

a. over athg, .. If To set a.],, -, : to lull a. (as

infants),,-.
ASLOPE. See Askance and

Slope.
ASLUG,,..
ASOMATOUS,.

m
ASP, ASPIC,,, rj.,, . (viper).

ASP. If The tree] See Aspen.
ASPALATHUS,.
ASPARAGUS,

and. The latterform
with is more usual with the

Attics.

ASPECT, ,... All,
. See Appearance, Look,
Sight. if To have a good a.]. if

The manner in wch athg shows it-

self]..
ASPEN,,, .
ASPERIT,/s.-. Both, .
ASPERNATION, -..
ASPERSE, u . If _

2b be-

sprinkle],-
: athg with athg, . if

To defame, traduce].,,.
ASPERSER,,. -.
ASPERSION. Besprinkling]. i| Defama-

tion]-.
ASPHALT,.
ASPHALTITE, ASPHALT-,»)?, (fern.)-,.
ASPHODEL,.

ASS
ASPHYXY,.
ASPIC. ^ The asp] VlD. If

Spike-lavender] ?
or.
ASPIRANT, ».-.
ASPIRATE, s. .
ASPIRATE, ..
ASPIRATION. If Aim at

or desire for], , .,. *ff Rough breath-

ing in uttera?ice] See Aspirate.
ASPIRE. H To desire or aim

at] ,», or .. .,-. To a. to do athg,

(claim it as my
due). Tf To breathe on or in],,,. .
If To soar, mount]..
ASPIRER. See Aspirant.
ASPORTATION,,,.
ASQUINT,. See Squint.
ASS. If The animal] .,. A young a.,

: the wild a.,

: the a. brays, -. A. -driver,. Tf

Fig.: a blockhead,simpleton],.
ASSAIL, v. a. f To attack]

1) with arms, or. .-. ..»
or . 2) with wwds,

(pass.). -.
ASSAILABLE,,.
ASSAILANT,ai/Tay£i>i/iffT»7?,

e.g. bothmy a.'s and my defenders,
'

: they snatched

up the arms of their hitherto a.'s,.
ASSAILMENT. See As-

sault.
ASSASSIN,

(

ASSASSINA-
TOR,,,-.,.
ASSASSINATE, . . £-,,.
ASSASSINATION, -,,-.
ASSAULT, S.,-•
ASSAULT, . .-

or . -. .
ASSAULTABLE, AS-

SAULTER. See Assailable,
Assailant.
ASSAY,,.,,.
ASSAY-MASTER, -
?•
ASSAY, . .",-
7£/,,-



ASS ASS ASS: athg,,-
or , -. .-. To let aby a. athg,?.

ASSAYER, oo/ci/xaffTfjs.

ASSAYING,.
ASSEMBLAGE,?,.-,,., (of persons).

ASSEMBLANCRIMjqpear-
ance] . ..
Assemblage] Vid.
ASSEMBLE, . ....,..
ASSEMBLE, . . -, (pass.),(): at a place,. When all were a.'d,.
ASSEMBLER,..
ASSEMBLY,, -. . of a single or,, of well the regular

a. (), and the extraordinary

a.(), are to be distin-

guished. A solemn festive a. of
the people,,, : to

call an a., Tivas.-/ , -,.-
: to hold an

a., : to dis-

miss or break up an a.,

or or -
: to speak in an a.,

or
or . See As-
semblage.
ASSENT, . .., and. ,

(in regard toexpressed

sentiments and assertions), -
and (in

an opinion or conclusion), -. and-
(to a proposal or

plan), or
tlvai (in voting).

ASSENT, s., -..-. With the a. of all,-. -
: to gain aby's a.,

or .
ASSENTATION,,.
ASSENTATOR,, .
ASSENTER,/? .

AS S G L,-.
ASSERT, v. . % To affirm],..',-. . %

maintain] ..-.-. ^[ To claim].
ASSERTION,, -, ... To make an a., -..-.

(32)

t

ASSERTIVE,..
(

ASSERTIVELY,,.
ASSERTOR. 1 One who as-

serts] . "j[ One who de-

fends or protests],•.
ASSERTORY,-.
ASSESS, v. a. if To estimate

payments'] or-
'. To fine]

or ",.
>

ASSESS, ASSESSMENT,
and -

(of a person),

(oftJie thg assessed).

ASSESSABLE, ^-., 2. -,.
ASSESSION,,.
ASSESSOR. H One who makes

an assessment]. %
An abetter or assistant],. To be an a.,-.
ASSEVER, ASSEVERATE,. To a.

with an oath,,-, .
ASSEVERATION,-. 5..
ASSIDUITY, ASSIDUOUS-

NESS, (D.). -.,.
ASSIDUOUS,,,,.

To be a. about athg,

'. .
ASSIDUOUSLY,,,.
ASSIGN, . . [ To appoint

as a portion, place, c\c]-.,. "ff

To state, declare].-.. If To
fix, determine].-.. % To give tip, make
over] .
ASSIGN, ASSIGNEE, -

T007T0S.

ASSIGNATION. State-

ment, declaration], -
(determination), -.. Appointment],..

ASSIGNER,.
ASSIMILATE, _«. . %

make like],.
To incorporate with]',..
ASSIMILATE, . . 1

become like, or to become incor-

porated] Passives of the above
verbs.

ASSIMILATION. H Render-
ing like],-. T| Incorporation] Crcl. by
the verbs in the cognate sense under
Assimilate.
ASSIMILATIVE,-.
ASSINEGO or AS1NEGO

(Shahp.),.

ASSIST, v. a. and n. U To
be at, by, or near]. .-. % To aid, help]

(to

Join in performing athg).

(to suppoii with necessary

means). .....-
(to afford assistance in dis-

tress and danger, chiefly in war),
(one unjustly treated),

(in sickness and misfor-
tune), and-' ,',-. ',

(all these signify to lend a
helping hand in any undertaking),

(to aid, be of ad-
vantageto). Toa. one with advice,

'.
: to a. aby in an un-

dertaking, is

: to a. in athg,".. or'(' or , or absol.).».
ASSISTANCE, s. ,

(what is afforded to

the distressed), (defence

fin hostile attacks), (re-

dress, helpfor the injured),-
(chiefly support),,,-.-

(help for accomplishing a bu-
siness), (working to-

getherfor an ofject).

(the a. afforded),
and (means to relieve

a dist?-ess). With a person's a.,. : to lend
aby a., .. (in a dis-

tressed condition ).. . -.
(for the attainment of an ofject)

:

to afford aby a. in athg,-/ .,: to use the a. of athg,-. .: to avail oneself
of aby's a.,..-. : to
apply to aby for a.,,'' : to promise aby.,:
to call for a., to entreat for a.,

and
: to run or hasten

ina.,..-.: a. coming
up, : to need no a.,

: to
find a. in one's need,' Trj : athg becomes
a great a. to a person,.
ASSISTANT,, /-.,-.



ASS AST AST
ASSIZE, ASSIZES. Thea.'s

(e. e. time ofjudicial proceedings),, -
: a.'s are held, -

: a. -court,. If

Regulation by authority ofweights,
measures, fyc.], -.
ASSIZE, v. a. See Appoint,

Tax.
ASSIZER,.
ASS-LIKE, prop.,.
Fig. : stupid, clownish]-.?.
ASSOCIABILITY. See So-

ciability.
ASSOC IABLE, ', -.
ASSOCIATE. (Tr. ) 1 TotaL•

as companion or partner]-.. 1[

To a. to or with, attach, or annex], (ofper-
sons),,
(of thgs).

ASSOCIATE. (Intr.) ^ To
consort, or keep company with]

or ., -. ?. ^f To unite or be confede-

rate ivith] .. or.
ASSOCIATE, adj. — ASSO-

CIATED. Connected} -,. *[ Confederate], 2. (,
).
ASSOCIATION, f Society,

union ofpersons]. -, or. ^[

Confederacyfor war].
Partnership in trade or busi-

ness] , if Con-
nexion, concatenation],.
ASSOCIATOR. See Asso-

ciate.

ASSOIL, v. a. 1 To solve,

loosen] VlD. % To absolve, ac-

quit] Vid. ^1 To soil] Vid.
ASSONANCE,,.
ASSONANT,, b-<.
ASSORT, v. . Distribute

into sorts or kinds] '
it.
ASSORT, v. a. and n. U To

suit, fit] iv (TRANS ).,,-
(TRANS, and INTRANS.).

ASSORTMENT. T[ Classifi-

cation].. -. *[[ Selection].
*\\ Supply].
ASS AGE, v. a. t To soften,

soolhe, allay], -..-..-
!/.
ASSUAGE, v. n. t To drop,

abate]..
ASSUAGEMENT,Trpa.ui/o-is..,-.

(33)

ASSUAGER, partcp. ofverbs
under Assuage, v. a.

ASSUASIVE,., 2..
ASSUME. II To take to one-

self]. To a. a
behaviour or air,

: — a form or shape,-
or -

: — aname, ,
or'. [[&],.

To suppose, take for granted].. -. and
(mid.). To a. a story as true,

: I a.

th t you confess it, -: it is a.'d,.
% To claim] .

and-, .
To appropriate]-...^.
ASSUME, v. n. f To he ar-

rogant],.
ASSUMING, partcp. and adj.,, 2. -. aXa^uw.
ASSUMING. See Assump-

tion.
ASSUMPTION. 1 Assuming,

taking to]/. ^[ Taking
up]. *[[ Supposition].. Tf Thg
supposed],. ^Ar-
rogation, appropriation] -. Tf Arrogance,forward-
ness].. ^f

Taking up to heaven (Eccl.)]-,.
ASSURANCE, f Actofas-$•],.

If Security, certaifity],,. % Con-
viction, belief]. *R Evi-
dence] .. ^|

Confident boldness] or-,. % Impudence],. If Undertaking of
compensation or restoration] -.
ASSURE, v. a. 1 To make

sure or safe] .. .
m̂ Toassertsolemnly]aoa,. "...
To be a.'d,.-.' : be a.'d,.. To undertake the

making compensation for the loss

of a thg]. *[[ To a. oneself

(make oneself sure) of athg,-. ..
ASSURED, ASSUREDLY.

See Sure, Surely.
ASSURER, partcpp. of verbs

under Assure.
ASTER,?.
ASTERIAS,?.
ASTERISK,?.

ASTERISM. See Constel-
lation.
ASTERN. 1 In or on (he

hinder part of a ship] or. *U In other
senses, such as towards the stern,

and as a sea-term signifying be-
hind, use Crcl. with.
ASTHMA,,.
ASTHMATIC, '?... To be a.,..-
ASTIPULATION. See A-

gree, Agreement.
ASTONISH,. .

be a'd., (pass.):

at a thg,, less frequently.. or
. (with others,

together) : to be excessively

a.'d,7) (pass.),

: I am a.'d that,, —

.

ASTONISHED, ?.
ASTONISHING, ,-

kos,]?.'?.. To make a. progress,.
ASTONISHINGLY,-,. Both also with

? : e. g.

(Gr. 1240).

ASTONISHMENT, --^,.,,
(P.).

ASTOUND. See Astonish.
ASTRADDLE. See Astride.
ASTRAGAL,?.
ASTRAY, adv. 1 To be or

go .].,,
(pass.), -

or .
To lead .], -. ,.,.
ASTRICTION. 1 Drawing

tight, contraction]', as by

the action of astringent substances,.
ASTRIDE, -•»)!/.
ASTR1FEROUS,-.
ASTRINGE,...
ASTRINGENCY,-, »;?, .
ASTRINGENT,?..
ASTROLOGER,-

?.(••8).
ASTROLOGY,/-,..
ASTRONOMER, /'-

pos.?.
ASTRONOMIC,ASTRONO-

MICAL,,-.
ASTRONOM1ZE,-..
ASTRONOMY,,.
ASTRUT,,,.,, .
ASTUTE. See Cunning.

D



ASU ATT
ASUNDER,,. To

cut, saw a., , :

to tear a.,,-
: to split, part, bebroken

a., ',...
ASYLUM,. -.
ASYMMETRICAL, -, 2.

ASYMMETRY..
ASYMPTOTE,,

2.

ASYNDETON,.
AT, prep. Tf Coexistence or

nearness, at rest, in place = in,

c. dat., c. gen. and dat.,

c. ace, c. dat., c. dat.

and ace, c. dat. At Rome,
iv T}7', ','? : at Athens,

', : at home,' : the battle at Mantinea, at

Marathon, at Salamis, -, , -, and -
: to be at table,

or
: to have at hand,

or :

to be at a person's house,-, .
or

: to dwell at a person's

house, . ^Arrival
at, movement in] ,,,,, all c. ace. To ar-

rive at Rome,' : a report is spread at

Rome, '' : to halt or land at a
place, ,-

or ,, . -, .
When the verb precedes, at denotes
subsequent stay as well as arrival;
the Greeks employ the prep, in

this comprehensive sense, as to at-

tend, to meet, at a place,-,
: to be present at a place,

: to seek
lodging at a person's house,-

or .
*[ Direction or aim towards a
point or object] , ,,, all c. ace. To shoot at a
mark,

: to
aim at a thg, or.

:

to place oneself at table,-
: to go

at, or be at, a person or thg {col-

loquial expression — to attack),..: to look at (=
have regard to),, tv,. ^[ Coinci-
dence or concurrence in time]
c.dat., c. gen., , c.

ace, At that time,,
:

he was well reputed' by all who
lived at (in) his time, ?

: at morning,
: at

(34)

noon, , -
: at evening,',', -

: at the appointed hour,

or : at

the right time, , '
: at another time, :

at no time, (of Viefu-
ture),,>
(of the past) : at times,,' : at the first, second, &c,
time, , ,. : at the beginning, at the

first, , ,,, : at

the end, at last, ,,,, : at inter-

vals, c. gen. ^[ Accompany-
ing circumstance, occasion] c.

dat., and c. gen., c.

ace. ; also by a dat. without a
prep., or by a partcp. At a given
signal, , :

at the word of command,
: at (on) this

intelligence they proceeded to man
the fleet, 7'

: at your bidding,

or. ^ Engagement, occu-

pation, manner, concurrent event]

c. dat., and in some eocpressions

gen., ,. At supper,, : at the

sight of him, :

at leisure, : at (in)

perfect rest, :

But the G?'eeks,i?i sentences of this

kind, instead ofan abstract subst.,

generally employ a partcp., e. g. at

the sight of a thg, or
: at the passage of the

river, :
at the capture of the city,

: to begin at athg,

or :

to stop at athg, or-
: I am well at

heart,, : I

am not well at heart,. : at all events,-
: at the public cost, :

at one's own cost, : at once
(= together with), : two,
three, &c, at a time,,,.: at best,,, : at most,

: at least, »,
: at least = at all

events, ... (after
', <Jfc.) : at first, at the begin-
ning, : at last,/, orpartcp.(, S[C.) : at all (after a nega-
tive), or ) : not
at all, . Often ivithout a
prep., e. g. to aim at athg,-,//? () : at once . . . and,
. . . .
ATHEISM, ?}5, tjjtos,

. .
ATHEIST, s., 2.-, 2.

ATHEISTIC, ATHEISTI-
CAL, adj. See Atheist.

ATHIRST. 1 Thirsty].
% A. for = eagerfor]/ or,,, ().
ATHLETE,, -,.
ATHLETIC. 1 Relating to

an athlete],-. "U Strong, robust] -...
ATHWART, prep,.

Adj.,.
ATILT,.
ATLAS. ^Collection ofmaps). ^[ Cross-beam in

building]. Tj Generally,

bearer or supporter].
ATMOSPHERE,

(with or without ).
ATMOSPHERICAL,.
ATOM,, v.

ATOMIC, ATOMICAL, -, 2.

ATOMY, f Minute object=z

atom] Vid. ^f Corruption of ana-
tomy, skeleton, wastedform]..
ATONE, v. . *J To accord,

be in unity).»,. % To a. for, to be

equivalent as a recompense, to re-

pay] or,. ^
remedy, rectify, expiate).. ,

or'., . a. f To reconcile,

reunite] and-
or ,.-. ^[ To ap-

pease],.
To propitiate],. ^| To expiate]

See to for, v. n.

ATONE, adv. ..
ATONEMENT. % Agreement,

concord],.
A.for: a) compensation)-.., b) Expia-],.',,,,

or
(
-

).
ATONER, »;?,-. .
ATONIC,, 2.

ATONY,.
ATOP,.. '.
ATRABILARIOUS,-,.
ATRABILARIOUSNESS,.
ATROCIOUS,, '-.,.
ATROCIOUSLY, advv. in 5s

fm adjj. under Atrocious.
ATROCIOUSNESS, ATRO-

CITY, ,,,.
ATROPHY,,-
(sc., Hipp.).
ATTACH. «[J To bind, make

fast] or, .
or ,



ATT
or ... *f[ To arrest , detain

on account of claims]-
(0/ persons), .. -. .' (of thgs and

property). *\\ To engage or the

affections, gain over].. -. To a. aby to oneself, -
or only,

TlVCt.

ATTACHABLE,*
{of persons).

ATTACHMENT, «fl Tie,

fastening].. -. ^[ Arrest, detention]

{ofpersons),

{of things in general), -
{of property) To have a

right of a. on a person's property,

: to give

aby such a right,. ^| Affection,

inclination of mind] . -...
ATTACK, v. a. ^ To assault:

a) with arms and violence]

or .... .-
or {chiefly

of a place, but also of persons,).' or -
{chiefly of irrup-

tions into countries). To a. aby
by sea, ,, , -

{the last is used only

in regard to an enemy posted near
by), b) With words and argu-
ments] {pass.).. To a. a per-

son's honour, .
"[[ To undertake] and. .

. ,.
ATTACK, s. f Assault, on-

set],. -.. Sudden a.,-
: with a fleet,,, : an a. on aby takes place,

{by sea,)-' : to make an a. on
aby or athg, {by sea,) or. or. {mid.),-, and .
. is frequently to be transl. by
means of the partcpp. of the verbs

given under to Attack, and to

make an Attack, e. g. the a.

failed, :

at the a.,,...
{the requisite case of

tJiese partcpp. is determined by tJie

context) : to stand the a. of the

enemy,
: to give the signal for

a., :
at the first a.,.
ATTAIN, v. a.; and v. n.

with. H To reach, arrive at,

(35)

ATT
equal] , ' ,, .' and-' {of space, $[C.).,. {in re-

spect to space, and also to acquiring
possession, the first two will also

signify to match, or come up to).' Ti (only of space),

{to gain pos-
session). To a. one's object, wish,

&C, ,-. .. % To gain, procure].' (by endeavour and
effort).

(of what one obtains as tcell by
chance as by design).

. . If To compre-
hend, understand]-,,.
ATTAIN, s. See Attain-

ment.
ATTAINABLE, ., .

. by the understanding,..
ATTAINABLENESS,. .
ATTAINDER. 1 Attaint,

taint] Vid. Tf Criminal convic-

tion],, .
ATTAINMENT, 1 Act of

attaining, or arriving at] -. A. of an object,-. ^[ (Trans.) Gain, ac-

quisition], Xrjxj/. (In-
TRANS.) , . %
Knowledge acquired by study]-,.
ATTAINT, v. a. ^ To stain,

defile] iv..-
(outwardly), and

(with atrocious

crimes). "\\ To disgrace]-. % To convict of crime]. *[[ To spoil]-.'' .
ATTAINT, ATTAINTED,

partcp. and adj. *\ Stained, pol-

luted].. %
Convicted].
ATTAINT, ATTAINT-

MENT, ATTAINTURE, -,., -
(moral a. through guilt).

*TT Conviction] See Attainder.
ATTEMPER. To suit to,

adapt] Vid. ^[ To moderate, re-

strain] Vid. if To mix, blend]

Vid. 1 To soften] Vid.
ATTEMPT, v. a. ; and v. n.

with at or on. *H To try, endea-

vour]. If To essay, un-

dertake],., Venture on],-.
ATTEMPT, ATTEMPT-

ING, s. 1[ Trial]. H
Undertaking, attack].. [[ Venture].
To give up an a.,.
ATTEMPTER,.

6 .
ATTEND, v. a.; and v. n.

ATT
with , on, at. ^[ To apply
the^ mind, to athg].. % To wait
on, to serve] .., -. ^[ To take care of].
or . •[[

accompany] or.... . *\{ To pre-
sent oneself on summons] -,,-. To await, stayfor],,,. % To follow,
be consequent on] -,.-. (to re-

sultfm it).

ATTENDANCE. 1 Atten-
tion] Vid.. If Waiting
on, service],.
*\l Care of]... . on the sick, -. r) -

: to leave aby without a.,

: to lie

without a., .
"[f Suite, train] ,

(servants),, , or
(fiends, companions).

Presence].
ATTENDANT, adj. f Pre-

sent, concomitant],-. Consequent] -
(g.)..,

or-
(likely to result).

ATTENDANT, s. «ff Waiter,
servant],,, (fern.).-. Companion, follotver]. *f[ Expectant] 6-.
ATTENTION, f Applica-

tion of the mind]. ^| Re-
gard and notice of athg] -, (reflection).

(careful observance of
duties to others) : to a person,, , .

(civility) : to one,.
To direct one's a. to athg,-. (-) or or, , -

: to draw off

the enemy's a.,

: to show a person a.,.
: to regard with a.,.

ATTENTIVE,,,.
(with outstretched expectation). To
make one a.,

(to faults) : and
(to lead to

reflection) : to make aby a. to

athg, Ti (to

lead him to notice it) : to be a. to

athg, (to observe,

to direct the thoughts to it), -,
2



ATT AUC AUG
(to be listening to, or observ-

j

ing).

(to be earnestly engaged in it) :

to be a. to oneself,.
ATTENTIVELY,-,..
ATTENT1VENESS. See At- i

TENTION.
ATTENUANT, '?..
ATTENUATE, v. a. 1[ To

make thin (as juices and liqtiids)]

. If 2b ?e-

c/zice tra size], -.. If To con-

tract].
ATTENUATE, adj., and

ATTENUATED, partcp., by
partcpp. of verbs under Attenu-
ate, v. a.

ATTENUATION,
(of liquids), (lessening

in thick?iess).,-. (diminution of
bulk). Generally by Crcl. with

verbs.

ATTEST, v. a. 1 To bear

witness of testify],-
or.,. ^[ To call to wit-

ness] .,.
ATTEST, ATTESTATION,

S.,, -.
ATTESTER, ATTESTOR.

See Witness.
ATTIC, ATTICAL. 1 Re-

lating to Attica] 'Att£kOs. *jf Re-
fined, elegant],,,,.

Ingenious, tcitty~\,. .
ATTIC, s. 1 A chamber in a

roof] (sc.'),-.
' ATTICISM. Tf Imitation of
what is Attic],-. Tf Refinement in speech].
ATTICIZE, v. n. -.
ATTIRE, v. . . -..-.
ATTIRE, ATTIRING, s. %

Clothing].--.,,-,. Mean or bad a.,. If Especially
head-dress] -. *\\ In hunting : a stag's

horns]. TJ In botany],.
ATTIRED,.
ATTIRER,.
ATTITUDE, }. ...
ATTOLLENT..

t

ATTORN, ATTURN, v. a./ ..
ATTORNEY. ^ Deputyfor \

business] ,. An a -at-law, -
j.,.

(36)

act as a., or'^ (in business),

(to pay in aby^s

stead),.(
law).

ATTORNEY, v. a. 1 To em-
ploy or appoint as a.] See to At-
torn, v. n. ^[ To act as a.] Vid.

ATTORNEYSHIP, -• (in a law-

suit).

ATTRACT, v. a. 1 To draw
towards], (as the

magnet),.. U
Metaph. : to allure, fascinate],, -..
ATTRACTER. See -

TRACTOR.
ATTRACTABLE, -

(pass.).

ATTRACTION, f Physi-

cally]-.-. Power of a., -. f) or -. Charm, allurement].
ATTRACTIVE, ATTRACT-

ING,77•09,-
(only prop.),,-,, 2 (prop,

and fig.),, 2. -
(only fig.).

ATTRACTIVELY,-..
ATTRACTIVENESS,,•
ATTRACTOR,.
ATTRIBUTABLE, by Crcl.

with verbs under Attribute and
Ascribe.
ATTRIBUTE, v. . -,,.,, (all)/ . ^ To a. athg to oneself],. To a. athg to aby, '.
ATTRIBUTE, s. 1 Thing

attributed] ' or.,, .,, .-, tijtos, . Mly by neuter
article without a subst. His in-

visible a.'s,

(Rom. 5.). ^[ In Gramm. and
logic : predicate] (),,.
ATTRIBUTION,..
ATTRIBUTIVE, s. and adj.

See Attribute.
ATTRITE. TF Rubbed, worn]..

^ Sorry],,2.
ATTRITION. % Rubbing],, .,-,, ., , .

1 Sorrow', remorse].-,.
ATTUNE, or-.

To be a.'d to,.
AT WAIN, ATWO, adv..
ATWEEN, ATWIXT, -. See Between.
AUBURN, perhaps.
AUCTION,,

'.

in later writers, (Roll.).

, Goods sold by a.,, -
' (..)\
j

to sell by a.,. -
!

: to sell the

bootv by a.,77>/.
AUCTIONEER, 6-

(g. t. for one icho is sell-

ing).

AUCTIVE,.
t

AUCUPATION. m Fouling],. ^f Eager
and cunning pursuit] < .
AUDACIOUS, if Daring

(generally in abad sense)],
(bold), (bold,

licentious),,.
(impudent). % (Sis in

a good sense) spirited, confident],.
AUDACIOUSLY,...
AUDACIOUSNESS,-...
AUDACITY,,-. See AUDACIOUSNESS.
AUDIBLE,, -,.,.
AUDIBLENESS, -. .
AUDIBLY, ;7,.
AUDIENCE, t Act of hear-

ing],. II Recep-
tion, hearing granted, permission
to speak].,. To give aby a.,, :

to have a.,, (pass.)

: to obtain a.,-
: I ask for a.,-. -'.. "if Assembly of

hearers] , -, . In orations

often only.

AUDIENCE-CHAMBER,. 6-.
AUDIT, S. , -. The a. of (public) ac-

counts, or (more
cmly in pi.) : at the a of his ac-

counts, .
AUDIT, v. ..-.
AUDITIVE, AUDITORY,.
AUDITOR, «ft Hearer]-. *H Examiner of accounts],.
AUDITORSH1P. 1| Office of

auditor]. ^| Act of
auditina].
AUDITORY, s. t Assembly

of hearers] See Audience. *j

Place for hearing or lecturing]..
AUGER.AUGRE,.

A. -hole or bore,.
AUGHT. 1 Anything] Vid.
(enclit.)..
AUGMENT, v. If (Trans,)



AUG
To increase] or,

(in size and quality).

(in multitude). %
(INTRANS.),-. or •-, ,.
AUGMENT,,-. (intrans.).

AUGMENTATION. ^ Act

of increasing],-. Both, . U Quantity of
increase]..
AUGMENTATIVE,-.
AUGMENTER,.
AUGUR, s. ^ diviner by

birds]',,
oi . Ij Diviner or sooth-

sayer in general],-,.
AUGUR, .'. and n. If To

practise augury],''. % To divine, fore-
tell, forebode]. -..-..
AUGURAL, AUGURIAL,'..
AUGURY, f Omen],,. Tf Fore-

boding, prophecy],-,.
(of evil). If Act of divination]. Art of a., '-.
AUGUST, adj. H Magnificent,

dignified],-..
AUGUST, s. IT Name of a

month] ..
AUGUSTNESS,-,..
AULIC,.
AUNT, . .

or .
AURA,,,-.
AURELIA,,,

' AURICLE,.
AURICULAR, f Belonging

to the ear]. ^[ Relating

to liearing],-..
AURICULARLY,-

>.
AURICULATRD. ^ Having

ears] /»]?. IT Long-eared].
^ AURIFEROUS,
or.
AURIGATION,

and.
AURIPIGMENT. See Or--.
AURISCALP,..
AURORA,.
AURORAL,.
AUSCULTATION. See Lis-

tening.
AUSPICATE. See Augur

and Inaugurate.
AUSPIC 10 US,,,..
AUSPICIOUSLY, ,

(37)

AUT
and adverbs of adjj. under Auspi-
cious.

AUSPICIOUSNESS, -,.
AUSTERE. 1 Harsh ; prop,

in taste, and fig. in manner] -. See Harsh, Stern.
AUSTERELY,.
AUSTERENESS, AUSTER-

ITY,,.
See Harshness, Sternness.
AUSTRAL, AUSTRINE.

See Southern.
AUTHENTIC, AUTHEN-

TICAL,,,, (in later writers)-.
AUTHENTICALLY, -..
AUTHENTICATE, -,. */-

or.
or /.
AUTHENTICATED, -,,, -.
AUTHENTICATION, -,, .
AUTHENTICITY, AU-

THENTICALNESS, -,. .
AUTHOR. IT First cause,

originator, producer, inventor], 6 or;/, or,, 6 -,,..
6. 6.
6. To be the a.

of athg, ,-
or tivos. -

. The writer ofa book], 6 -
. 6 .. of many writings,. -.

AUTHORESS (fern, of au-

thor),. (andfemm.
of participial expressions under
Author).
AUTHORITATIVE, f

Having legal power or due autho-

rity] ,'. H Arbitrary,

imperious], -,..
AUTHORITATIVELY. 1

With due autliority]. IT

Arbitrarily]. -.
AUTHORITATIVENESS., and by Orel, with words

signifying AUTHORITY.
AUTHORITY, t Fullpower,

lawful power]. To have
a.,', -

: to give a.,

or, having unlimited

a.,. If Commission,
permission]. : to

have it, (c.

ace): to grant it,. If

Respect, influence],.
: to have it, .. Men of

a., or : a

AUX
man of much a., -. T| Support, coun-
tenance],,

(fig.). Tf Example, testi-

mony],,-,. U Govern-
ment, magistracy] . The
supreme a., : the
a.'s, ,,.
AUTHORIZATION. ^Au-

thority],. ([

Ratification],-.
AUTHORIZE. IT To em-

power] ,.
I am a.'d, .

', or'. % To ratify, legalize,

establish],.-. ^ To approve, justify].. %
accredit].

or .
AUTHORLESS. 1 Without

authority], -. IT Without knoivn or ac-

knowledged author]
(in later writers).

AUTHORSHIP, f Produc-
tion,co7nposition].-,. ^[ Ofabook],.
AUTOCHTHON,.
AUTOCRACY,-.
AUTOCRAT,.
AUTOCRATIC^UTO/cpaTjfr,.
AUTOGRAPH, adj

%

-, 2 : subst. -.
AUTOMATIC,,

2.

AUTOMATON,.
AUTOPSY,.
AUTOPTICAL,.
AUTOPTICALLY,

or -.
AUTOSCHEDIASTIC, -.
AUTOSCHE DIASTICAL-

LY,.
AUTUMN,,. To be in the a. of

life, or
: a.-gathering (= au-

tumnal crops or fruits),,
.
AUTUMNAL,,, b, , or. . equinox,

or-.
AUXILIAR, AUXILIARY,

adj., 2.,
(of the Deity). See

Helping.
AUXILIARY, s..

See Helper, Ally.
AUXILIATION,,,. See

Helping.
AUXILIATORY,-. See Auxiliary.



AVA AVO AWA
AVAIL, v. a. ^[ To make use/]'. To profit], .-. ^J To promote, fur-

tlier] -.
AVAIL, v. (Intr.).

(

IT To be

of use or service] or

or . H
To suffice] ,,, ' . Not
to a., .
AVAIL, s. «ft Use, benefit}....

Of what a. is it? ; it

is of no., (c. inf.),. See to

Profit.
AVAILABLE. Jf Useful], 2..-,, 2., 2.

*\\ Valid],.
AVAILABLENESS,AVAIL-
MENT, f Utility].

Efficacy],, (force,

strength). Validity],.. .
AVANT = », . -guard,. .

: &.-

courier, .-.
AVARICE. Tf Covetousness

in general],
or. or. Base, filthy a.,-

: insatiable a., :

from a., ,. ^| Specially the love

of money] ,
and-. . is the root of all evil ,-. *ft Parsimony] -. Dirty, miserly a.,-,-, .-..

AVARICIOUS,..,,, 2...
AVARICIOUSNESS. See

Avarice.
AVAST ! ! !

!

AVAUNT, inter}. ^ Away !

begone!], ..
AVE! (Lat.).
AVENGE,, or. See RE-

VENGE.
AVENGEMENT, . -. See Vengeance and

? - - Ttff*"

AVENGER,AVENGERESS,, , .,.
AVENUE, ij Approach, en-

trance], ., .. ^[ Alley of trees],, ).

AVER, v. a. IT To assert po-
sitively],-.,-..
AVERAGE. *$ An arithmeti-

cs)

cal mean] . On an
a.,, ' .. .
to take the a., -( -, -) -

(- -) -
{. ; with ref. to size).

AVERAGE, v. (Intr.V Crcl.

with ' , Sec.

AVERMENT,,. Both, .
AVERSATION. See Aver-

sion.

AVERSE, adj. (with to or
from),,.-,. To be a. to athg,....
.: to a person,...
AVERSELY, ..
AVERSENESS. See Aver-

sion.

(

AVERSION,,,.
AVERT, v. a. H To turn aside

or away].-..-. | To estrange],,. ^[

To ward of],-.. ^|

depreciate].
AVERT, v. n. «f[ To turn one-

self aivay fin]
and , -

.
AVERTER,, 2.

AVIARY,,, 6..
AVIDITY,,... With a.,-..-.
AVILE, . . '.-,.
AVISE, AVISO, AVISE-, AVIZE. See Advice,

Advise.
AVOID, v. . \ To make

void, vacate] ... ^[ To annul, can-
cel]... ^|

To escape],-.{.).-, ,,,. To try to

a., (P., to endea-
vour to get out of the way : e. g.

kui -. ).
AVOID, . . * To retire,

withdraiv].-. . ^|

become void]..
AVOIDABLE, f To be

shunned],. %
To be removed].
AVOIDANCE, f Emptying,

vacating],. ^[

Annulling] ,.

. *fi Voidance, removal],• Drain-
age],. ^f

Withdrawal from, caution of]-,.
AVOIDLESS,, -..
AVOIRDUPOIS, -
or .
AVOUCH, AVOUCH R.

SeeA vow, andVouch,Vo uch er.
AVOUCHABLE,-.
AVOUCHMENT,..
AVOUTER,AVOUTRY,and

AVOWTER, AVOWTRY =
adulterer, adultery] Vid.
AVOW. ^ To say openly]..-. if To declare oneself].

admit, confess], -,.
AVOWAL. Assertion, open

declaration]Xo. '.. ^[ Confession] -,,-.
AVOWEDLY, -.
AVOWER,-

.

AVULSION,..
AWAIT,», . f To abide,

attend on],,-
(all /). ^j To expect].

AWAKE, AWAKEN, v. a. ;

and AWAKE, v. n. See Wake.
AWAKE, adj.

(partcp.),..
AWAKENER,.
AWAKENING, ,. Both, .
AWARD, v. a. f To judge,

adjudge, assign],-,,, (all)

. .
AWARD, v.n. 1 To judge,

decide] ".. -..-.
AWARD, s. ,-,..
AWARDER,, -,,.
AWARE, adj. To be a.,, : of

athg, or , that,, or a.
partcp., : of athg, ,
that,, or a partcp.,. I am not a. of it,

, : they were
not a. of him,.
AWARE! «ft Cry of caution]. .
AWAY, adv., adj., and interj.

•ft Absent, gone],-. To be a., ,.' : a!=:
begone !, .

: a. with thee, -
: a with it, .

: a. with such thgs, \.'
: a.



AWE BAC BAC
with care, or.

; Ti To denote con-

tinuance or perseverance]-,.
AWE. Reverential fear], , ., {poet.,

also, loo's), : of a

person,. Childlike a. of aby,,, :

ti) be in a. of aby, .. '. . -
(pass.) . Fear

in general]. See Fear,
Dread.
AWE, v. . or\vorvv.-> or.
AWEARY. See Weary.
AWED,.
AWFUL. Ti Inspiring aive], ,. To

put on an a. look,-
: to speak in an a. voice,. Ti Feeling awe].

AWFULLY. Ti Formidably]. Ti Reverentially]'.
AWFUL-EYED,,, 2., 2.

AWFULNESS, Dignity,

solemnity],, .. Fearfidness]

See Awe.
AWHILE, .
A WHIT, .
AWKWARD, and in old En-

glish, its root, AWK. If Ill-

shaped, uncouth, clumsy (both of
persons and thgs)], -. (ill-propor-

tioned, '.). Unapt, witless] -
(by nature) : at atlig,. .,,

(untaught, untrain-

ed) : at athg, or ' .
Inconvenient, unseasonable] -,. Perverse, res-

tive].
AWKWARDLY,

(e.g ,) and advv. ofadjj.

under Awkward.
AWKWARDNESS,

(natural), (want ofdex-
terity), , (want

ofeducation). ',-' (ill manners),,
(rusticity),,

(unseasonableness).

AWL,K£i/T?';piov.,,.. ?.
AWLESS. Irreverent] -.. Unfeared].
AWNING,,-

1

AWORK, AWORKING,aift>.
and adj..
AWRY. Crooked, distorted],,.. Perverse]-., () . pavov(for

lopping), (broad, as that

of a butcher or carpenter),

(39)

(for trimming and smoothing).

A. for wood-chopping,
: a.-shaped,-.

AXIL, AXILLA, ,.
AXIOM, (in science),

(in morals).

AXIOMATICAL,-,.
^
AXIS,AXLE, AXLE-TREE,,, .
AXLE-PIN,.
AY,. See Yes.
AYE,. See Ever.
AYGREEN,.
AYRY. Ti Eyry] Vid.
AZURE, (dark and

deep).ovo(ratherl^ghter).
AZYME, (sc.).

The a.'s (festival), .

. , ,, indecl.

BAA. See Bleat.
BABBLE, v. n. Ti To prate

like a child, utter imperfectly]-'..-. To prate idly and sillily']..-.... As brooks of
water] See Murmur.
BABBLE, BABBLEMENT,

BABBLING, s. Ti Prate, chat-

ter].. -. Empty silly prate],..,.-...
BABBLER,... -..,-,. A she-b.,-.
BABE, BABY, (in age

or understanding), (un-

born, and at the breast), -. The b. cries,

(Lys.) : new-born b.'s,-
(P.).

BABEL. See Confusion.
ABISH, ABYISH,-,,..
BABYHOOD,, -(.
BACCHANAL, s. Devotee

ofBacchus],-,. Ti Tippler, re-

veller, boon companion],.
BACCHANALIAN, adj.,,,,.

Revelling].
BACCHANALS, BAC-

CHANALIA,, ., . (at -
ihens).

BACCHANTE,»,,-,..

BACCHIC. See Bacchana-
lian. To be in a b. frenzy or
inspiration,,-..
BACCHIUS. Metricalfoot,

" " "] (sc.).
BACHELOR, (young),

(). The life or state

of a b., (Plut.),

or (Luc).
BACK, s. masc, and

neut., in pi. (wch pi.

is often used as the English sing.,

back),, (b.-bone ; also b.

of a mountain, [Hdt.] or
' o,nd of a leaf,,

Thcoph). The b. of the hand,7'.,,
(Hipp., back of the palm) :

to lie on the b., -
(ofpersons),-
(of thgs) : to lie down on

one's b., :
to swim on the b.,

: to fall on one's b.,

: to strike aby on
the b., :
to fasten aby's hands behind his

b., -.
to tie the hands behind, the b.,.-,

: to turn one's

b. on aby, or -.
(pass.) : to carry on the b.,.:
to take athg on the b.,

: carrying on the b.,-, 2., 2 : in the b.

(of), and -,, : to

have behind one's b.,

: to put athg behind one's

b., : a horse

lets a rider get on its b.,

'-
(.) : to do athg behind aby's

b., .
or :

a charge or accusation behind
aby's b.,. The hinder side

of athg] , .
. of the head, :

b. of a house, : the

b. (of a chair,)-
or pov : written on

the b.,. Ti A vat

or large tub],.
BACK, adj., 2 (opp.

fore ; in front).

BACK, adv.,., .,. And by verbscompounded
with -, -.
BACK, v. . To put or drive

backwards].-.. To mount
on the b. (as ofa horse)] -

..
allow a rider to b. him,'

(X.). Ti To place on
the b.]' .
To assist, befriend],-,,-



BAC BAF BAI
,' nut. If To strengthen,

support]. -.
BACK. (Intr.) IT To recede,

retreat]',.-..,. (pass.).

BACKBITE, . .-.....
BACKBITER, 6.,.
BACKBITING,,-,,.
AC G LY,-..

BACKBONE,, . (-
Tiuia) (spine).

BACKDOOR, .. (garden-
door)..
BACKGROUND, .

To be in the b.,..~AC S I D. f Of athg]

See Back. Of the body], 6 (the anus, and g. t.).. (Ep. and Hdt.).
BACKSLIDE, v. n.-£ or.-.
BACKSLIDER,.
BACKSLIDING,-. In later writers,-.
BACKWARD, BACK-

WARDS, adv. t Towards the

back], ,, . To go b.,. (metaphor.)-. {pass.) : athg is go-
ing b. (— declining), or

: going b.,, 2 : pulled or drawn
b., , 2: to bend or pull
b.,. : to

bow oneself b., .
Tf On or in the back, fin behind]

or . %
Perversely]. -.
BACKWARD, adj. ^ Un-

willingly, averse].-, 2. T| Slow],-. [ Dull of understanding,
or at learning]. -. ^f Late].-.
BACKWARDLY. Tf Unwill-

ingly].,.
Perversely].
BACKWARDNESS. 1[ Slow-

ness]...
Unwillingness] .. ^\ Lateness]..
BACON, -.

l>--liog,-? : to save
one s b., .

or -.
BAD. Faulty or defective

in quality ; also physically or mo-
rally evil], (comp., superl.),-,. Ab. road,-

(40)

: b. pay, or

: a b. meal,

: a b. soldier, or

: b. circum-
stances, condition, -

: to be in b. circumstances,. b. times,

: b. business,

: a b. (= low) race or

family, : to be in

b. odour, ,
: to bring aby into b. odour

or reputation, or -.
: to make aby

b., . Bad is often

to be expressed by in composi-

tion, as b. temper, : a
b. form, : a b. smell,

: b. treatment,' :

to have b. eyes,,.:
b. news, : 'tis b., but
might be worse,

: b. as it is, it is not the

worst,oi!7rt») ,
ov : and what is worse,

: in the worst case,. : to

make b. worse,

or ( pro-
verbial expression). H In a moral
sense], (comp., superl.),-. The best way to gain over
b. men is to give them some-
thg, , '

: b. actions, : b.

companionship,. % Bad in health, sick]

or,.. ^[ Badfor athg= pre-
judicial to] (e. g., for the shoots ofa tree,

PL),,
(most prejudicial, PL, Prot. 334).
BADGE,.,..,. Withoutab. or badge-

less,. See Token, Mark.
BADGE, V. .,-,.
BADGER,, (.).
BADINAGE,,-...-

(late),.
BADLY, III in general]. To be going on badly,-

or.-. % Defectively].
% Morally ill]. % Se-
verely, distressfully].-. % In health],.
BADNESS, and

(bad, defective, worth-
less quality), ,,

(moral depravity). .
of character,.
or ,.
BAFFLE, v. a. and n. 1 To

elude,frustrate, defeat]..-
(tofalsify expectation),-

(to circumvent) .-, ..

. To b. aby's schemes
or plans,. or-. ciu-

: to b. a
hope, ,: to b. aby's

hopes, -: to be b/d, -, ,
: I am b.'d in

athg, ,-
(pass.) : I see my

hopes b.'d, -
: to see aby's plans b.'d,-.

BAFFLING, s.,-.,..
BAG,, 6. , 6,, . (purse).

BAG, v. a. TJ To put into a
bag (prop.)] it's/, . -. ^[

seize and secure (metaph.)]-
.

BAG, v. n. if To sicell as a
stuffed bag] ', ',-, and.
BAGATELLE,,-. or -.
BAGGAGE. ^ Package, lug-

gage], (pi•). To carry
b., : carrying b.,. % loose woman]. pert, lively girl].
BAGNIO. II bath-house].. ^J broth-

el],.
BAGPIPE, 09..
BAGPIPER,.-

(a comic word).
BAGUETTE,.
BAIL, s. % Legal security or

caution],. To
give b., see to Bail, v. To re-

quire b., . -
: to free on b., see to

Bail out. if A surety]-,. To be b. for, see to

Bail. Good, sufficient b.,

or .
BAIL, v. .. Athg

or person, or.,-,
(= give bail for aby). To

b. out, or set free on b.,.
BAILABLE,.
BAILIFF. 1 Subordinate

officer]. ^J Overseer,

steward],,.
BAILIWICK, BAILY,-

Tp07TJJ.

BAILMENT, f Deposition

of pledges or goods],. U Bestoration

or surrenderofsecurity] (perhaps).
BAIT, s. IT Food to tempt

or ensnare] , , ... TJ Tempta-



BAI
Hon, allurement],• '. if Refreshment].

J

BAIT, v. a. if To allure ani-

mals with food]», if To
entice generally]» and. if To refresh man
or beast] »,.». if To teaze, irritate], ». To
attack an animal with dogs'] -. if

(INTR.) To halt, fyc]»
(at aby's Iwuse,- ).
BAKE. if To cook in an oven]

(mly with : also of
pottery, £[c).. To b.

bread, or »,,». if To
dry in tlie sun] »».
BAKED,,

(, ov). (e. g. on the

coals, '). . in the

oven,, (e. g.) : b. on the hearth,-.
BAKER,, -.
BAKERY, (thebu-

siness),' (tlie place).

BALANCE. if Beam and
scales for weighing].. , 6 (mly, but not always. Syn. 240V, (Plut.).

To put in the b., see to Balance.
if Equality in weight, counterpoise]..», if Comparison]-,.. if

Adjustment of an account] -,. if Overplus,

excess],-. if Suspense, indecision]..
BALANCE, v. a. if To weigh]. » ivith or

without.. -
(in the hand), -.. if To

equalize iceights, counterpoise] -.. if To b. or

weigh arguments]..» (Luc). if To com-
pare, adjust], »,.
BALANCE, . n. if To be

equal in weight or effect]-» or» .
To b. another in power,-» » . if

Vibrate].-
». if To be in suspense, doubt]»,.».

ALANCER, (prop,

the beam of a balance).

BALANCING, s. ",',. All twv,

h.

BALANCING, adj. -,.
BALCONY,.

u (Heracl. ).

BALD. if Bare] (in

general). (only of the

head: in Antliol.). To
(41)

BAL
make b., ».»:
to become b.,. A b.

head,, .,., : to be b.,» (Ar.),».
BALDERDASH,.
BALDLY, xl/.
BALDNESS, (inge-

neral).,
(of tlie head)..
(in a slight degree ; prop, of the

eye-brows).

BALDPATE, s..
BALDPATED,,, : in a

slight degree,.
BALDRICK,,»,

.
BALE, s. if A bundle, pack-

age],» -». if Harm. SfC.l

VlD.
BALE, v. a. if To pack into

a bale] ' -». »». if To throw
out water by jerks or jets] -»,.
BALEFUL,, -,.
BALK. if A beam, timber], . if A hindrance, stoppage],». if Fail-

ure, disappointment],,,.
BALK, v. (Trans.) if To

cross, frustrate]», -.... (INTRANS.) if

iniss, fail of an object]-,,-.
BALL, s. if A round or sphe-

rical body] (in general).

Dimin.,» and-
'. Ab. of differently-coloured

pieces ofleather,'-
: to play at b.,»,,-»,» : to hit

the b.,»» : to

strike it back,». if

Ball for voting by ballot].
A black b. (in respect to voting),. if Musket-
b.], (= glans). To
face the b.'s,».
if Dancing assembly]., , (sc. ),
Callim. But mly Orel.

BALL, v. (Trans.) If To
make into a ball]»,-
». (INTRANS.) If Of snow]

(Franz, but ?).

BALLAD, and its compounds,
see Song, Poet, &c.
BALLAST, s.. Without

b.,.
BALLAST, v. »

(Hipp.), and more only-
(Franz, ?).

BALLET,, (),.
BALLET-DANCER, -,,, .
BALLOON,, (-

tyll. Oribusii,p. 124, erf. Matthcei).

See Air-balloon.

BAN
BALLOT. If Secret voting by

balls]. To vote by
(secret) b,»» -

(P. Legg. 766)..
BALM, s. If A plant]-»,,-»..

or.. *[f

Healing or soothing juice] See
Balsam, if Soothing application

in general] -
(prop.),.-» (metaph.).

BALMY, adj. % Balsamic].. If Sofi,
soothing], or.,.-.
BALSAM. If The plant]-,, Tf Its fra-

grantjuice]». If Salve]», ». Fig.,-»,, -. Scented like b.,-.
BALSAMIC, BALSAMI-

CAL,..
BALUSTRADE,

or.
BAN, s. Tf Public proclama-

tion],.-. If Prohibition, inter-

dict],.. if Proscription],.
BAN, v. if To proclaim in

general] »,-
», if Prohibit by proclama-
tion] iv c. infin.

following, if To curse, denounce], -.
BAND, s. if A tie, connexion

(prop, and fig.)],-, (alio),,,. if A bandage,
girdle],. if A com-
pany of confederates, troops] -,,.. ?,.
BAND, v. if To bind, band-

age] Vid. if Toform into bands
or companies], -.. -..-» (seditiously), if Toban,ban-
ish] Vid.
BANDAGE,*,,-

(for winding round), -,.... To put on
a b., see to Bandage. The put-

ting on a b., : not to

allow ab. to be put on, -.
BANDAGE,.,-. To b. a wound,

or',:
having his eye b.'d,-' » (Satyri

Fr.,-p. \\,.).
BANDELET,».
BANDIT,.-.
BANDOG,» -.



BAN BAR BAR
BANDY, v...

To b. words,"'•
BANDY-LEGGED, -.. (with

legsbentinivards)..-
(with legs bent outwards).

BANE, S. 1 Poison] -. See Poison. if Harm.
destruction].,-.
BANE, v.. -».
BANEFUL. if Poisonous). if Destructive in

general].,.
BANEFULNESS, -. .
BANEWORT. See Night-

shade.
BANG, s. if Violent blow]

?}... -, if Zowrf, sudden noise], xf/.
BANG, v. /...

'. if To maltreat]'.
BANISH,,-, (ofper-

sons only).,-,» (of thgs and cir-

cumstances also), e. g. to b. free-

dom of speech,» : to b. sobriety, /c-» : to

b. ungodliness,» »». To b. foreigners out
of the country, -. if To be banished
(be in banishment)]». To
be banished (undergo banishment),» (e. g. ),.
BANISHER, ,. 6».
BANISHMENT,. Per-

petual b., : to send into

b.,» : to go into b.,» », » : to

punish with b., .
;

BANK, s. if Edge of a river]. if Mound, or wall ofearth],., 6. if Seat] See
Bench. B. of oars, », "-,,.
(pi.), if Place of deposit and
exchange of money]. To
o\ve, to pay to the b.,»,» :

the sum that stands at the b.,

: debt to the b.,» : to

have borrowed of the b.,.
BANK, . To inclose with

banks],». if To de-
posit money]». To b. with aby,.
BANKER,*. A

b.'s account, -
: to call for a b.'s account,»»»

(Hyperid. fr.).

BANKING, -.
(42)

BANKRUPT, adj. and sub.. To become b.,-,-
(of a private person),-

(ofa banker), -» or». -
or ,, .

BANKRUPTCY,.
or -, -.

BANNER, (generally

in the pi.). To follow or enlist

under aby's b.,. -. See Flag, Colours.
BANQUET, s.,. In poetry,,, &c.
BANQUET, v. ...
BANQUETER,.
BANQUET-ROOM,-..
BANTER, .,-..-.»,».
BANTER, s. (the act

ofbanteHng)..-, (the jesting and
the jest),,.

(the jest only).
" BANTERER,,-., -. fem.,..
BANTLING,&^-., .
BAPTISM, (Eccl),, (. ),

also (Eccl.). Of
heathen usages among the Greeks,

those wch most correspond to our
baptismare the (pi.)

and the.
BAPTISMAL. The b. water,

(Eccl.) : b. font,» (Eccl.), 6, : b. register, *-
().

BAPTIST. if One who bap-
tizes]. if One of the

sect of Anabaptists]-.
BAPTISTERY,-

(Eccl.).

BAPTIZE, », -. To b. again,-
».
BAPTIZER,. See

Baptist.
BAR. if A rail or beam to

stop passage] or,,».
A bolt] VlD.,. -.. if Hindrance

or obstruction],-.. if An impedi-
ment in law],... if .4

cross beam or tie].-. If Oblong piece or rod of
metal].. if A
placefenced off with rails]..,, (can-

celli). if Court ofjustice]-». "If A trial at law]. If The profession of an
advocate] . If

A counter or side table at an inn]». if Sandba?ik at the

mouth ofa river].,, , .
BAR, v. if To stop with bar

or bolt],-,».».'»,. To b. the

way to aby, .' or. / .
if To stop or hinder in general],. »
(prop.),».,.»,-. v{prop.andg.).
BARB, s. if The beard] Vid.

if Ofan arrow or harpoon]-.. if Horse-trap-

pings] Vid.
BARB, v. if To point with

barbs]».
BARBACAN,.
BARBARIAN, if Not a

Greek],, -
(in speech, Luc), if

A savage (prop, and fig.)]-, , -
(poet, ).

BARBARIC,,.
BARBARISM, if As state], if Barba-

rous eocpression],. To commit b.'s,».».
BARBARITY, BARBAR-

OUSNESS, », .. wuoVijs.

^
BARBAROUS, if Uncivilized], 2., 2.,2.. . state or

feeling,.,..-.} (all-, f).
Syn. in Cruelty, if Savage, in-

human].,,,.
(.).

BARBAROUSLY, .. To treat aby b.,-. -().
BARBED,.
BARBEL, or.

(the sea-barbel).

BARBER,, , ., (late) . B.'s

basin, : b.'s shop,: b.'s cloth,,,
.: b.'s apparatus,-,.
BARD, if Celtic singer or

rhapsodist] (with a quali-

fying 6), if Singer

or poet] Vid.
BARDED,.
BARDIC, BARDISH,pa^o)-.
BARDISM, (sc.).
BARE, adj. if Naked],



BAR. "With a b. Lead,}
»}. Plain, simple]. % Alone, mere],, or.' -. ( With of) de-

stitute of], Attice,' or -
(P.).

BARE, ., -.
BAREFACED, Open, un-

disguised], 2. ^[

Impudent],-.
BAREFACEDLY,-...
BAREFACEDNESS, -,.
BAREFOOT, BAREFOOT-

ED,., 2.(,, Poet.).

To go b., , -.
BAREHEADED,, .
BARELY. 'See Bare.' f

Scarcely] Vid.
BARENESS. IT Nakedness]. . ^f Pover-

ty, destitution],.
BARFUL,.
BARGAIN, s. 1 Buying],. U Treatingfor purchase],, . H Agreement]. ^[ Object bought].. Both.
BARGAIN, v. To agree

aboutprice]. % To b. away =
sell, dispose of].-.
BARGE,,,...
BARGEMAN,, -,.
BARGEMASTER,-.
BARK, s. 1 Rind of trees]. ^1 Small ship] See Ship.

T[ Voice ofdogs],,.̂
BARK, v.

J|[

Strip of bark],. -. To cry as dogs]. ',
{fig.). To b. at, (c.

dat.). and -
(c. gen.). H To scold,

abuse],. -.
BARKER,,.
BARKING, f Oftrees]-. H Of dogs] See Bark, s.

BARLEY,, (the

sing, to denote the species, the pi. a
quantity or supply ofit). Parched
b., : made of b., :

to feed or fatten with b.,-
: pearl-b., or b.-groats, -. : b.-beer,-

: b.-bran, -
: b.-bread, .

: b.-broth, -
: b.-corn, :

b.-groats, or:
bread of the same, :
b.-mcal,.

(43)

BAR
BARM,. See Yeast.
BARMY,..
BARN,,, 6.

ovulate. Pandect.),.
BARNFLOOR,, gen. ,
(— area).

BAROMETER,
{mod. Gr.).

BARRACK,.
ai .
BARRATOR, «ft A litigious

person]. *JI A fraudu-
lentperson],-.
BARRATROUS, adj. See

Barrator.
BARRATRY. TI Litigious-

ness]. ^ Fraud].
BARREL. TT Cash], 6.

(earthen wine-vessel), -, ( — vas). H Tube],. "H Cylinder] -.
BARREN. 1 Unfruitful], 2 (of plants and soil),, 2 (of the soil),,

2. (of living creatures,, also ofplants and ofpro-
ductions of the mind),, 2.

(only of the female sex),, (ineffectual,

useless). A b. poet, -
: to be b.,.-.

BARRENLY,.-. \)..
BARRENNESS, (of

plants and the soil), (of
the soil), (of living crea-

tures).

BARRICADE, s..., -..
BARRICADE,^,,,..
BARRIER. 1 Obstacle, stop-

page].. ^J

Border, extremity, boundary]., ^f Fortification to stop

advance],,.,.
Boundary-wall orguard]-.,.
BARRING, s. If Shutting,

closing].,. . of the gate,

: after the b.

of the gates,

: b. of the haven,. *fl Hin-
drance]..
BARRISTER,,,.
BARROW, « A small car-

riage, tray, or bier],. Wheel-b.,-. *\\ A hog].
Tumulus, burial-mound] -,...
BARTER, s., -,- (sc. -
BARTER, ..

BAS .
See Exchange.
BARTERER,. 6-.
BARTIZAN,. -.
BARYTONE,.
ASANILE,, . -.

BASE, adj. *\[ Low in place]. If Mean, vile].,,
(of a low turn of mind). %
Worthless]. II Not genu-
ine], 2., ^f
Deep or in sound]. See
Low.
BASE, s. 1 The bottom or

foundation],,.,,...-
(of a column). In geom.,.

BASE, . To place on a
foundation]. tv,. *[f To debase] Vir>.

BASE-BORN,. See
Bastard.
BASE-COURT,,,

•
BASELY,.-.
BASEMENT,.-. See Base.
BASE-MINDED (andequiva-

lent compounds, as base-hearted,

base -spirited, base-souled), -.
BASENESS, «ft Lowliness]. ^f . of birth or

conditio?)] . *H B. of
disposition]- .
of quality, or spuriuusness]-..
BASENET. See Helmet.
BASHAW = pacha,-.
BASHFUL,',.. To be b.,-

: he was so b. that he
blushed if he but met elder per-

sons,',, -.
A S F U L LY,','.

BASHFULNESS,-
,,.
BASIL,., .
BASILICA, (sc.

).

BASILISK,.
BASIN. A semi -globular

vessel, also any cavity ofthatform].,, 6.'.
. for washing]. -. *H A dock or receptacle

for ships]. See Har-
bour.
BASIN-SHAPED,,-.
BASIS. See Base.
BASK (Trans.),.,.
BASK (Intrans). Passives

of to Bask {trans.).

BASKET, {g.t.,b.fot



BAS BAT BAY
*ruit, dung, S^c.) and
{large andfan-shaped),
{deep and pointed for fruit, A. :

often for cheeses), (any
wicker or plait-work, without re-

gard to particularform),
{pointed at the bottom),

(ornamental, particularly as used,

in solemn processioiis) .,
dim. (a hand-b.).

/») {small, of rush, osier, or
lime-tree bark: espy for provi-

sions; alsofor clothes [Syn. 288]).

TI B. in military matters,for pro-
tection fin missiles'].
(This is, at least in purpose and
use, — our basket, though tliey

differ inform).
BASKET-BEARER (infesti-

vals at Athens),, .
BASKET-CART,.
BASKER-MAKER,-. b or or.
BASKET-SHAPED,-..
BASS. IT A fish] SeeBARSE.

i[ A rush mat] /.
BASS-RELIEF, adj. -

TU7ros. A work in b.,-' : to represent in b.,.
BAST,. {of

the lime-tree).

BASTARD,, 2.-.
BASTARDIZE,.
BASTARDLY,.
BASTARDY,.
BASTE. T[_ To beat with a

stick]..-. If To drip on roasting

meat].-.
BASTINADO, s..
BASTINADO,..
BASTING-LADLE,.

See Ladle.
BASTION,. -... [ A cudgel or club]... [ The animal]-,, .
BATABLE,-

?.
BATCH. 1 Prop, bread, $c,

of one baking ; but used metaph.

of a sort or kind], .
Of one b.,.
BATE, v. a. and n. See -.
BATEMENT. See Abate-

ment.
BATH, (the waterfor

bathing, place of bathing, and the

bathing itself). (the

place of bathing). Warm b.'s,, : to use warm b.'s,

or/ :

the use of warm b.'s,-
and : to take

cold b.'s,
: taking

cold b.'s, : to go
into a b., .

: an establish-

ment of b.'s,. -
(44)

: a (medicinal) course of

b.'s, r, /5 : to

take a course of b.'s,

: visit to the b.'s,-.
BATH-CLOTHESorDRESS,,

(mod. Gr.).

BATH-MASTER,.
: and—

BATH- or BATHING-WO-
MAN,, .
BATHE, v. ..
BATHE, v. n..
BATHING, .
BATHING-TUB, ..()..
BATING,.,,

c. gen.

BATLET,...
BATON,.
BATRACHIAN, -.
BATTAILLOUS,.
BATTALIA,.
BATTALION,. \•.
BATTEN, . f To growfat,

to fare plentifully]...
BATTEN,*. 7[ In carpentry, a

lath],, : a rafter,.
BATTER, v. f To beat re-

peatedly or continuously]-.. 7»/.-. [ To beat so as to disfi-

gure or break],-.. '-. To assault a town with
engines of war] -

or .
BATTER, s. if In cookery], or..
BATTERER,.
BATTERY. H Act of beat-

ing or crushing, and the blow it-

self]...
U Apparatusfor warlike assault]..
BATTLE, s. II Fight].,, 6 (combat)... Pitched b.,

or : b. by land,

: b. at sea, :

it came to a b., or
: to give b. to aby,-

or 7rpos. -. -. -. '.

a b. must first be fought,

: to venture on a b.,

: to begin the

b , , -: to win the b.,.. -. : to lose the
b., or or

: to fall on the field

of b., or. /.
BATTLE, .. -. With one another,

or :

about athg, , -
or . See to

give Battle.
BATTLE-ARRAY, -.
BATTLE-AXE,,,

., , (Scythian : =
: cf. Hdt. 5, 7, 64).

BATTLEMENT,..
BATTLING. See Battle, s.

BATTOLOGIST,-
BATTOLOGLZE,-.
ATTOLOGY,.

BAWBLE,... .
BAWBL1NG (Shaks.),-. or'..
BAWCOCK,.
BAWD, S., -, 6 .
BAWD,..-..
BAWDILY,'.
BAWDRY, s. J Acting as

a bawd].-. If Obscenity].',. ai-

(in language).

BAWDY. Obscene] -, 2. 7'«• -, 2.. . talk,,: totalkb.,aiaxpo-
: b. -house, see Brothel.

BAWL,. .
or.-

,. . To b.

aloud,. .-
: to b. as little children,\..

BAWLER,. -.
BAWLING,..
BAY, s. t Inlet of the sea]. . '. 1J A

pond-head or dam], 6.

Tf Portion or wing of a barn or
similar building].
BAY, s.

f

% The tree].
. -leaf, : b.-

berry, : b.-crown or gar-

land, the b.'s,.. Pig-, .
BAY, s. Stoppage in ex-

pectation]. ^f Con-
straint, distress].. If Compulsory defence].. To be or stand
at b., , -

(impropr.).

(of a stag de-

fending itself, . ).

BAY, adj. ^1 Reddish brown].. ,

BAY, v. n. To bark, yelp]..
BAY, v. a. f To bark at]

c. dot.,

and c. gen. ^J To
inclose, encompass].,.
BAYARD. U Bay horse]

or '. T[ A
stupid starer], {with



BAY
gaping mouth ; partcp.). ..
BAYARDLY,.
BAYONET, s..
BAYONET, v. -,, -.
BAZAAR,, .

\ BDELLIUM,.
BE, . . {simply be).• (become), (be

already),.-,, , e. g. most
ofthem were yet fasting,-
vov oi. This verb is to be iransl.

by when the natural
properties of athg are stated, by

when the position and rela-

tion of one thg to another are de-

scribed, e. g. Cyrus is said to have
been very handsome in person,

ami very kindly in disposition,

6 KOpos?, xl/ -
: the bad seem to me

to be (by nature) rather enemies
than friends to one another, oi-

: to be well-disposed

towards a person,

: I am well, healthy,

or : I am
ill-disposed towards a person,' or :

to be (engaged) about athg,

or- : to be by
chance, or happen to be,-

c. partcp. : he happened to

be with me, :

to be oneself or in oneself (i. e.

in right state of mind), »
: to be beside oneself,

: to be among, in,

or of (t. e. a member of a whole),

: he also was among
the factious,

: to be one of a

person's friends,

/os : to be of, part of, athg,, : be
it SO ! ~ ! !

be it SO, . -
: who- or whatever it be,,, : be

it that ... or that,' . . ..
. . . . . .

: it is all over with me, or all

up with me,.
: to be absent, sit

a distance, : to be be-

tween,.
: to be ever, always, conti-

nually,. !/, -
c. partcp., e. g., he has

always been my benefactor,-
: to be

with a person, .* : to be at

or about athg,',: itis(seeins)

to me as if, c. infin. The.

verb be, with tL• prep, to, or infin.

of another verb, forms a peculiar

future, expressing duty, obligation,

or necessity, to be rendered by,
(45)

, or a gerundive, or by Orel.,

e.g. suchpeople are to bepunished,
:

men are to serve the gods, oi

or. Sts to be expresses a simple

future, answering to tv, as,

ask not what is to be,. Often in con-

ditional clauses, ti, e. g.

if the proof is to be complete,«'
(P.).

BE, as aprefix to English trans,

verbs, is generally to be rendered
by in composition.

BEACH, (steep, rough,

and stony), (smooth and
fiat).

BEACHY,. '-, 2.

BEACON, if Signal],. if Especially by fire]:.,.-,, (Suid.). To com-
municate by b. fires, -

(., according to Kruger
and Hertlein).

(Pol.), -.
BEAD,' and-'..
BEADLE, or-(), (staff-

bearer), (crier).

BEADLESHIP,.
BEAGLE,"\aywwt/ca, (mod.

Gr•)•

BEAK, (of birds in ge-

neral),,, both

(the Iiooked b. of birds of prey).

The b. of a ship,

: to cany in the b.,-.
BEAKED,.
BEAKER,. -.( [?]).

BEAL, s. if A pustule or
boil],-.
BEAL, v. if To become tumid

or ulcerous]..
BEAM, s. if Long timber], dim. '. if B. of a

balance)", if Pole ofa car-

riage]. if Weavers .].
BEAM, s. if Ray of light]... See Ray.
BEAM,!),.-,.,.
BEAMING, s.,, ..
BEAMLESS,, 2.,, 2.

BEAM-TREE, .
BEAMY, if Emitting beams,

glittering),,, if Resembling beams
or rays].
BEAN, (the plant and

the fruit ). To appoi t (by lot ot

ballot) with the b.,

/ui : appointed by theb.,

: appointment by the
b., .
BEAR, v. (Trans.) if To

support, sustain (as a weight or
burden)].. if

To carry, convey].. if To wear].
if To prop]'. if To en-

dure].'. -.. (^sus-
tinere: in neg. sentences: c. inf.).

To b. labours, -
: to b. a misfortune,-.. if To

b. in mind or memory]
or . To b. friend-

ship to a person,. -. if To suffer or
undergo (aspunishment)],, . if To suf-

fer, allow, pass over, patiently].. partcp. independ-
ent sentence, or. . if To
admit or be capable of],.. if

To bringforth orproduce]., (of
the soil and of plants),

(of the soil) The tree b.'s fruit,. -,
or (of

animals), if To give birth to (as

a native place)].-.. if To possess]-... .-. To b. a name,. . if To b.

awayoroff: prizes, S[C. (i. e. togain
orwin)]a., a'i-.. To b. away
the victory,..*-. .

: to b.

away the prize, ..-
: to b. the credit, or. if To b. part

(i. e. to contribute or share)]-.. if To
relate, state as testimony] -.. if

To take consequences].. if To b. cost, sus-

tain expense] .-
or

or , if To b. one-

self, behave], e.g. to b. oneself decorously,

: to b.

oneself towards another, -. -» with an adj., e. g. obe-

diently,. if To b. back,

repel)..-. if To b.down (trans.),

depress] : (intrans.)

sink, (pass.), if

To b. out, support or defend^-., .
To b. through,.-

: to b. up,, -. .
BEAR, v. (Intrans.) if To



BEC
endure]»,. if Be
patient] ». if To be

productive']. if To suc-

ceed] or .?,.
if 7b oe situated]. if 7b
. wpo??, reZafe ],. if 7b have effect

on] .. if 7b press].
if To imply, signify].». if To . up]-»,.
BEAR. The animal and

tJie constellation], . The
male b., : the great and
the little b. (constellations), oi.
BEARABLE,,-

ffxos,.
BEARABLY,. -.
BEAR'S-BREECH, -.
BEAR'S-EAR,.
BEARDS-HIDE or BEAR-

SKIN, .,.
BEAR-LEADER, 6 -».
BEARD,,, (on

the chin and about the mouth), -
(on the chin), (on the

upper Up),, (poet.),, , 6 (of barley, <Jfc).

To get or have a b., or: also --' (P.) : to let the b.

grow, -.: thehair
of theb.,6pi^77 :
having a long, thick, red, &c., b.,-,-,-,--

: the first b., (poet.),, , , also', 6.

BEARD, . if Fig. : to defy
openly] .
BEARDED,. -, , ... To be b.,.

t

BEARDLESS,, 2...2. ,2.
BEARER. if One who bears

or carries] 6. 6-, b. b. if A bier

or frame on ivch athg is carried]. if A supporting
beam]•
BEARING. if In all the senses

of carrying] .. if
Behaviour},, '
(pi.), if Situation],.. if Relation],-,.
BEAR WORT,.
BEAST, (dim. only in

form), (animal), -» (b. ofburden),,
(b. that pastures. .),
(of gnats, serpents, S[c., in late
prose : of ivorms, P.). The b.'s

(= thebrute creation),

(P.): b.'s of burden,. Poet., (atpasture),, » (venomous b.).

(fera). See_Brute. To keep
b.'s,» : to become the

(46) '

prey of wild b.'s,.
BEASTLIKE, BEASTLY.

if Resembling beasts],, . if Coarse, dis-

gusting, filthy]--.
BEASTLINESS, if Resem-

blance to beasts], jjtos,

. , if Filthiness]'.
BEAT, v. (Trans.) iT To

striL• repeatedly] '.-
»,.», if

7b strike so as to produce sound].. if 7b break

or crush by blows],»,»,-.. if 7
spread or extend by blows]-.», if Toforce
out by shaking or striking] .», if 7b thresh com]». if 7b . up (as an egg or
mixture)].-

or or Ty, if 7b rub to pieces]-.. if To dash
against (as water)], (as

wind). if 7b tread (as

a path)]. if 7b over-

come, conquer] . -
or . '-. To b. back,-.. -. : to b.

down,. -..», if

7b b. into (as a lesson : fig.)]-. if 7b b. up, at-

tack suddenly]

or . if 7b b. time]-».
BEAT, v. (Intrans.) if 7b

move with pulsation, throb]-
(of the pulse).(.

q. /, .).' (of the heart), 'if 7b b.

agst,dashon],-. »,,. . if

7b knock at (as a door)].. if 7b b. about, be in

agitation] '. ... if

7b b. up (for), as soldiers]-».
a?id.

BEAT, s. if blow],, (of the pulse),, . if . in music]. if . or stroke of a
clock or bell], if B. of
drum] 6 -.
BEATER, if Person who

beats; by partcp. if Instrument
for beating]», .,..
BEATIFICATION,-..
BEATIFY,», -.
BEATING, if Pulsation^aX-.,. if .

or striking of a clock or bell]-

,, if Scourging]-..
BEATITUDE..if Blessedness],. if Beati-

fication].
BEAU, -,.

(Hesych.).

BEAUTEOUS = beautiful.

BEAUTEOUSNESS = beau-
ty.

BEAUTIFIER,..
BEAUTIFUL, (in gene-

ral),. (in per-
son), (in youthful perfec-
tion), , (in

trimness and decoration),,. (agreeable), -
(distinguished). . in face,

: b. in figure,. ?: exceedingly
b., : a b. action, -»» : it is ab. spot,

S
, 6 : b. wea-
er,.
BEAUTIFULLY,,.
BEAUTIFULNESS=6eairfy.
BEAUTIFY, », -»,»..».
BEAUTIFYING,,..

^
BEAUTILESS,,,.
BEAUTY, if As a property],.•.. -.

Prize of b., ,-
: to show aby all one's

b.'s,<: '. if As an object]

and a) of persons, ».
' b) ofthgs,,.

BEAVER,,, 6.

BEBLOT, v. (Trans.)-..
BEBLUBBERED,., 2.

BECALM, v. (Trans.)-,».,-.
BECALMING, n. ..
BECATJSE,conj.a?idprep. if

Conj. : causative] ,,,,, or

c. infin. . he was not there,

:

they were overcome, b. they were
not succoured in time».
Frequently it is to be expressed

merely by the partcp. to which
or ola is annexed, when the reason

is to be assigned, as according with

experience ; and general, for the

class of circumstances spoken of,

e. g. b. they are of no considera-

tion, they need a protector,-, :

we must die, b. we are mortal,, .
if Prep., with of, to signify the

cause or origin]' c. gen.,

c. ace, c. dat., c. gen.•,



BEC BED BEE
c. gen. To be talked, b. of

athg, :

to be alarmed b. of athg,,
(pass.) . With the verbs, to

praise, blame, scold, and the like,

the Greeks sts use also ,,
with the ace, e. g. to praise aby b.

of his modesty,
: also,. With the verbs,

to reward, to punish, S[c., this

prep, is often c. gen., or gen.

without a prep., e. g., to reward
aby b. of his services, --

or' :
to get a beating b. of athg,-. H For the

sake of] c. gen., c.

gen. B. of our friendship,, ^f

In reference to, as to what concerns]

c. gen., c. ace. To be
alarmed b. of athg,

: b. of this man,.
BECCAFICO (),,, . Epich.,, metri

gratia.

BECHARM, v. (Trans.) «fl

By sorcery or incantation]-. .
Tofascinate by attraction]-...
BECK, s. «ff wink, nod],,.
BECK, BECKON,. (Trans.

ancilNTRANS.).,,,,-.'. To b. aby with
the hand, : to b.

to aby, and so to signify somethg,

.
BECLIP, v. (Trans.)-..
BECLOUD, v. (Trans.)-,.
BECLOUDED,/•/»,

and, 2.,
2. A b. brow, .
BECLOUDING, n.-.
BECOME, v. (INTRANS.)-,.-

or. To b. a

soldier, -
: to b. a king,

: to b. aby's friend, -
: to b. aby's

enemy,. : to

b. weak, forgetful,, -
: to b. an old

man, ,-: tliink what would b. of

you, if

—

, ,
si : what will b. of the state, if—

?

(.) ;

(.) : 1 know not what is to b. of

me, ' ,
: what is to

b. of him ? ;; to b. a beggar, 7-
: to b. stone,' : from a

(47)

king to b. a beggar, -; it is be-

coming day, or day is coming on,

or .
or : night,

&c.,-. -
: summer, &c,,

b., with an adj., is often transl.

by a (inly compound) verb. To
b. rich, : to b. deaf,

: to b. blind, -
: to b. great,().

BECOME, v. (Trans.) 1 To
suit, fit, be proper fur].. Athg b.'s me,-' . , or
c. infin. following; also-

c. ace. and infin. It b.'s you
( it is your duty), :

it b.'s the noble (it is their duty),. or-,.
BECOMING,, 2.,.,,. -, 2.,,

(of ease and good man-
ners),,(
expression of inward worth by
outward behaviour).

BECOMINGLY,,.,-.
BECOMINGNESS,-. , .,, -.
BECRIPPLE,.
BED. [ Couch, somethg to lie

or sleep on], (rare in

prose, P. Polit., 272, ),

f'.e

bedstead),.
spread or prepared ; bedding,

,)., (athg laid

down to serve as .). Poet.,

and. (Ep.
and Pind.).,,
(Att., a small sorry bed ; a pal-
let). A stuffed under-b., -

(also a horse's b.) : a b.

of straw, leaves, rushes, or the
like,,, : marriage-
b., .: the
legs of a b.,

(.) : to make a b.,

or : to put to b.,. .
: to go to b.,-

(pass.),

(pass.), (pass),

or : to keep
one's b., see to be Bedridden : to

be in b., & : to

bring to b. (deliver of a child), Xo-, : tobe brought
to b. (delivered of a child), Xo-

(pass.),. -. ^f Lodging , sleeping

-

room],. ^j Layer,
stratum],. ^f

Place ofdeposit].-, il Foundation].. if Channel ofa river],. (the last

of a torrent). The b. of sand

over wch the river flows,.
f[ Plot in a garden], av-

(raised b. ; mly in the pi.).

BED, v.J Trans.) «jf To put
in b.] .. . if To go
to b. with].
BEDABBLE, v. (Trans.),.
BEDAFF, v. (Trans.) -. .

f

BEDAGGLE, v. (Trans.)..
BEDCHAMBER,,,.

(the last in later writers only).

BEDCLOTHES, BEDDING,
s. . -,.
BEDECK, v. (Trans.)-,,,.
BEDEHOUSE, s. See Alms-

house, POORHOUSE.
BEDEW, v. (Trans.)-,..
BEDFELLOW,,..-.
BED-HANGINGS,.
BEDIZEN, v. (Trans.)-..
BEDLAM, -. -. To b. with him !.'' : the man is ripe

for b.,' .
BEDLAMITE,.
BEDMOULDING,.
BEDPOSTS,,.
BEDRIDDEN,

(Hipp. .), (Plut.).

To be b., (pass.)

or , -.
BEDROOM. See Bedcham-

ber.
BEDROP,,-..
BEDSTEAD,.
BEDSTRAW,,,

.
BEDTIME,(,.), .

come at b., .
BEDUCK, v. (Trans.) -,.
BEDUNG. See Dung, . t.

BEDUST, v. (Trans.)-.
BEDYE. See Dye.
BEE,. (the

last only poet.). Wild b.,-
: a swarm of b.'s,,, : queen-b.,-
or

BEE-BREAD,. -.
BEE-EATER,,,
(merops apiaster) : also,, (.).
BEE-GLUE,.
BEEHIVE, /-



BEE... -. To set up b.'s,

or'iSpvaUcu.

BEE-MASTER,-,,-.
?

BiiECH. f The tree],. The ivood as timber'],'. B.-mast,.
BEECHEN,.
BEECH-WOOD orGROVE,

or .
BEEF, f TL• animal] See

Ox. *ff Itsflesh] .
BEEF-EATER. «U One of

the body-guard].. U A fat, heavy per-

son],.
BEER, s. , -

{in .),
(in Strab.). and.'..
BEET, s..
BEETLE, *. 1 Tlie insect]. [ Heavy hammer or

mallet]..
BEETLE, v. a. ^ Tojut out],.
BEFALL, v. (Trans, and

INTRANS.).-,,-. and-
(of unexpected, sudden oc-

currences). To b. by chance,-..
BEFIT, v. (Trans. ) v,,. Athg

b.'s aby well, ..
BEFOAM, . (Trans.) -.
BEFOOL, v. (Trans.)-...

lefoneself be b.'d,,
(pass.).

BEFORE. 1 To denote pri-

ority in space or time] c yen.

In denoting space, the advv. -
(what is b. aby, -) and. gen.

are also used, zvhen the near co-

existence of both the objects is to be

exj>ressed ; and in denoting time,

sometimes c. gen. B.
the town, : b.

the door, (at some
distance fin it).\, (immediate-
ly by it) : to be b. the door (= to

stand close b. it),.-
: to stand b. athg,, -, ,. : to have

aby b. oneself, or-
: b. this war,

: a year
b. the capture,

: b. sunrise,
or

:

shortly b.,. : an age
b., long b., 7«: two days b.,, and so
universally for definite and num-

(48)

BEF
hered portions of time, as, e. g.

four days b., :

two or three years b. this,. In re-

gard to time, the Greeks use also

c. ace, and sis c. infin.,

e. g. b. the Persian war,

: b. sunset,

: b. day-break,

: b. aby's feet (eyes),.. U In sight

of, in presence of] c.

gen., kv c. dot., and c.

ace, c. gen., c. gen.,

c. gen. To stand b. the

glass, to step b. the glass, -'() : to speak b. the people,

or
or or

: to speak b. well-

informed persons, <5-
: to strip in

the sight of the public,{):
to exhibit athg b. the eyes of the

world, is 7/
or

: to float b. the eyes,

: to show
oneself b. witnesses, -

or -
: b. a court of justice,, ,, -

: just b. God and men,. ^[

To denote preference] c. gen.,

c. gen., and more
rarely by c. gen. To choose

somethg b. every thg else,

: b.

all thgs, ,-
: b. all others (more than

all others),

: to be distin-

guished b. all, /c -. U To denote direction

towards the fore part, in the pre-

sence or sight of athg] c.

ace, c. ace, e gen.,

e gen., e gen.,

c. ace (this of places only).

To set b. a person or thg, '-
or <-

: to bring a matter b. the

judge,

: to lead the army b.

Troy, ".
BEFORE, adv. f In advance,

in front, forwards, previously],,.. .,.-. Long b.,. : a little b.,. or-
: to stand b.,

or-
: to go b.,,. Where this adv.

is joined to verbs, the Greeks cmly

form compounds with, or use

the verb in connexion with

a partcp., e. g., to die b.,-
j

: to take, possess,

BEG
b.,.

: to signify b.y

: to think b.,-
: to define b.,-

: to notice b.,-
: to know b.,-.

BEFOREHAND,,
and, in

composition with verbs, e. g. to

consult b., to discuss b.,-
: to choose b.,-

: to proclaim b.,-.
BEFORETIME, .

or . or,. .
(enclit.).

BEFOUL, v. (Trans.) -...
BEFRIEND, v. (Trans.).. ).. -
.
BEFRINGE, v. (Trans.).
BEG, v. (Trans.) To ask

for earnestly] and-
or .,.. -.. To b. sup-

pliantly or imploringly,

or .-
: to fall down and b.,-. -

: to b. for life,7«-
: to b. pardon,.-

: to b. one of,-). ^[ To ask alms]-.,.
To collect by begging,

. Tf ), the question,

takefor granted]..
BEGET, v. (Trans.)... To b. children,^./''..
BEGETTER, s.

and.. 6 -, . (fern.)-
and, -.

BEGETTING, s. ,.. . of chil-

dren,..
BEGGAR, s.. 6-.,,..
BEGGAR, . ^ To impover-

ish], LXX. ^}

exhaust, surpass].-
and .

BEGGARLINESS,.
BEGGARLY, t Mean, sor-

did],. ^f Con-
ditioned as a beggar]..
BEGGARY,/. -.. To come to

b., \
or.: to bring
to b , , -



BEG
or.

BEGGING (act of), s. -,,.
BEGGINGLY, adv. t In-

treatingly]. ^[ As a
beggar].
BEGILT, -7_/5,2.-, 2..
BEGIN, . (Trans, and In-

trans.) T[ (TV.) To make a be-

ginning] and
TLvo'i (ike Act., when one of a num-
ber is the first to do athg, the Mid.,
on the contrary, when one for the

first time undertakes athg, or en-

ters into a condition),,, Tit/os. -. To b.

war, b. as aggressor,, :

to b. a quarrel, a faction,-
•;, : to b. the

song, : athg is

begun, .. The circumstance

wch is begun is variously stated

tvtth, either in the infin.

or in the partcp., according as an
event is to be indicated, either

merely at its first commencement,
or at its point of beginning with

further respect to its progress and
end, e. g., I b. to learn,

(I acquire thefirst ideas

ofa sulject).

( make the beginning of a study

to be continued). "Ij To undertake,

set about] c. gen.,-
C dat. (e.

y., /), .,,-
c. infin. ^[ (Intr.)] -, ,, e. g. the dis-

ease, the winter, b.'s, ,
: to

b. with athg,, or

: to

I), at or by athg,, : to b. to,

c. infin., . e. g.
I b. to totter, .. The Greeks
occasionallyform inchoative verbs,

or compounds with the prepp.
and, to denote the beginning

if a circumstance, e. g. to b. to

have a beard, : to b.

to burn, : to b. to

cry out, : the day b.'s,

(underst. ), -.
BEGINNER. ^ Originator,

one who begins].,, One engaged in the

rudiments of athg],-
: in athg,.

BEGINNING,,-. . (occasion) of athg,, : b. of a

speech or of a treatise, :

in the b., ', -, ,, ,
: from the b., ,

: from b. to end, £
(49)

BEH,,
(proverb) : by, at, with

the b. of any circumstance,
'. -, e. g., at the b. of spring,' : at the b. of

summer, :

1 make the b., i. e. 1) take the
lead, : 2) I am the first

to do,. : I make
the b. with or by athg,,,
(pass.) or :

to do athg, or
. without b.,,

2 (in time, or as to origin),, 2 (as to matter or con-

tents) : a speech without a b.,

: to have or get

a b., or, -, .
BEGIRD, f To girdle]-. ^[ To surround, en-

circle]...
BEGIRT. Partepp. of Be-

gird.
BEGONE, interj., -. .
BEGRAVE. See Bury.
BEGREASE. See Grease.
BEGRIME,.
BEGRUDGE,.

?

BEGUILE. 1 To trick, cheat], (lead astray),,..
if To cause to pass unheeded (as

time, 8rc.)],-.
BEGUILER,, -. See Deceiver.
BEHALF or BEHOOF, s.,,,.

In b. of, and c. ace,

c. dat., c. gen. In b. of

what? ; ; to be
engaged in b. of,.
BEHAVE, v. (Trans.).,-

and..
BEHAVE, v. (Intrans.), '.. To b. towards aby,..

(pass.), or c. adv.

:

to b. oneself well (mannerly),.
BEHAVIOUR,?,-, . Outward b.,.

See Manners. Disorderly b.,

: rude b.,, u-. .
BEHEAD, v. (Trans.) To

b. a person, or-, -
: they were b.-d,-.

BEHEADING, s.-.,. It is mly to be expressed

by means of a partcp., e. g. on

BEL
the b. of the robbers, --.
BEHEST, s. Command, or-

der, bidding] VlD.. At
thy b., .
BEHIGHT (obsol.) See Call,

Name, Promise.
BEHIND, prep, and adv.-

c. gen. (ofplace only), -
c. gen. (of place and time),

c. ace, c. dat. (ofplace
and time), c. dat., and
c. gen. (of place only). To stand
b. a tree, or

: to put one-
self b. athg or person,'

or : to be b.

athg, :

to leave b. oneself, -
(to get in advance of),

(to quit, abandon) :

to stay b. aby, :

one b. another, ,,'. Adv.,,,, .
. and before, .'.
BEHINDHAND, adv. (= in

arrear).,, .
To be b. in paying taxes,-7/9,.
BEHOLD, v. (Trans.)-

or,
or ..' . .

. ..
BEHOLD, interj.,'.
BEHOLDEN, adj. To be b.,

: I am b.,..
BEHOLDER, s. ,,,.
BEHOLDING. «[ Seeing-],. "R Obligation],,.
BEHOOF, s.. See BE-

HALF.
BEHOVE, v. (Trans.)-.,. -. . .
BEING, s. if Essence, pecu-

liar quality, individual existence]

., , ,. All the b.'s in the world,-.
BEING (partcp. pres. /),, , . It b. so, ,- ..
BELABOUR, v. (Trans.)..
BELAY, To overspread?

bestreiv]. To over-

lay]. } To beset,

beleaguer] ,. "(| To block

up, close]. ',-. "\\ Lie in ambush for]. ^j To decorate]-..
BliLCH, v. (Intrans.)-,, .•*.



BEL BEL BEN
,.. -.
n
BELCH, BELCHING, s., , and, and*.
BELDAM, s. if Graudam,

old woman] or .
if Witch]?., .
BELEAGUER, v. (Trans.)

if To besiege'] ,
and-, (all

these of regular and continued

siege). and -
(to enclose, in-

vest), (nietaph. :

to urge, press on).

BELEAGUERER, s. Use
partcpp. of verbs under Be-
leaguer.
BEL-ESPRIT, s. (perhaps).
BELIE, f To charge with,

or convict offalsehood],.. if To contradict]
e. g. to b. oneself,/. if To counterfeit]

and,. if To misrepre-
sent, calumniate, tell lies against]/.
BELIEF. if Faith, conviction,

and its object],, . if
Opinion]. if Creed, con-
fession of faith] /s, -, ,.
BELIEVABLE,, -,, 2.

BELIEVE, v. (Trans, and
Intrans.) if To receive as true
on authority]. '-...
if To hold (practically)] -. To b. in the gods (i. e. re-
gard as gods), : b.

me (colloquial expression), :
to b. a person, :
not to b. athg, , -

: they
b. me,, if To adopt
a conviction on argument and evi-6].. lb. con-
fidently,. iJ Tofancy,
think]. .... Aslb^l^ot. Tf To suppose, suspect].. -. . I do' not
h that he will come,

: I b. (colloquial ex-
pression),.
BELIEVER, s. , 3.. In t/ie religious sense,.
BELIEVING, 5. See Belief.
BELIEVINGLY,7nar£ s.£U-.
BELIKE, adv.., '. .
BELL, s. .

(only a small instrument of metal
to clink or rattle, the large bells of
the moderns having been unknown
to the ancients). '

and

may serve as a general

expression for this instrument, al-

though tliese words were not used
in that sense by the ancients. To
pull or ring the b.,..-. Cup of aflower],, . if To bear the 6.]-.
BELLIED,,. }.-. A b. vessel,, .
BELLIGERENT,,, . (,).
BELLOW, . (Intrans.) IT

As a bull]. Tf To cry
aloud]. .
if As tlie sea].
BELLOW, BELLOWING,

s. if Of cattle],-. 1 Loud cry]. it Of
the sea].
BELLOWS,.
BELLY. 1 Of man and

beasts],, (ca-

vity of the abdomen), (g.
t.). ,, (in prose, Lu-
cian.). if Of the human body
only]. (i?te

outer pait). (tlte in-

ner), (both outer

and inner), "ft Of inanimate thgs],. if TJie womb]
VlD. (e. g. ',).
BELLY, . (Trans.)

make to sivell],.
BELLY, v. (Intrans.) if To

become swollen].. See Puff.
BELLYACHE,, -.
BELLYBAND,.
BELLYBOUND,.
BELLYFUL,,-. See Enough, Glut.
BELLY-PINCHED, -

),, 2.

BELLY-SLAVE, 6 y..
BELLMAN,,, 6.

BELONG, v. (Intrans.)
To relate to a person or thg (as

property, quality, attribute, busi-

ness)] , ',,,-. . -. ... It b.'s to me,-
or c. ace. and

infin. ,. .', or.-. : to b. to a sort or

kind, : to b. (as an
essential quality),'

: to b. (as in connexion
with), : to b. to

an order or condition,

//. :

thereto also.',. :

thgs belonging to,

(viz.) : it does not b.,

(), . >

: it b.'s to me (I

have a right) to do athg,

: athg b.'s to such
a place,.
BELONGING, partcp. and

adj..
BELONGING, s. u Quality,

property] .
BELOVED, partcp.-.
BELOW, prep.= beneath, un-

der, u In place] c. gen. and
dat., c. gen. if Inferior to,

in rank, merit, dignity] e. g., to be
b. me in any point,

or .. ^[ Unworthy of] as

to be b. (unworthy of) aby, -, if Less in

number or value] c. gen.

See Within, if In time= after].
BELOW, adv.,= down-

wards, . From b.,

: to sit b.,;. In reference to the

contents of a speech or book, the

more ancient Greek winters express

below by and, the

later ones, on the contrary by-
and (comp. Phry-

nich., ed. Lobeck, p. 11), e.g. as

will be stated b.,

: Ave shall speak of
it b., :

further b.,.
BELT. IT Girdle]. -,, 6. \.,

{breast .). if Sword-
.],, 6.,, 6. ij Bandage], if

Of a planet]. if Narrow
strip of land or other surface],.
BEMA {Greek), if Raised

steps (asa speaker'spulpit), chancel

of a chirch].
BEMIRE,,-..
BEMOAN,. -.. ',.
BEMOANER,, and

partcpp. of verbs signifying be-
moan.
BENCH, s. if Long seat]-, ., . . of row-

ers, or bank of oars,, ., 6.,..,: topmost b. (of three,

one above the other),, 6.

if Court ofjustice].
il The judges collectively] -.
BENCH, v. (Trans.)-.
BENCHER (when it means a

judge),.
BEND,v. (Trans.) To curve,

make crooked].....
To b. down,,-: to b. backwards,-,, -, : to b. sidewards,,,



BEN
: to b. the knee,

j, : to b.

one'snecktotheyoke,, : to b. the fist,-
: to b. the eyes down-

wards,..
!

if To draw to an arch {as a bow)]
or or -

\

tint iv . if To direct

towards] ,,, or ,,. If

bend the mind] !., ,, ' or
J. if Fig. = to subdue the I

will] {T. -P.).

(P.)•

(jEsch.). (rrfrangere,

J3.). / {),
{make humble),

jBEND, v. (Intrans.) - !

(of trees, ^c, also of
persons),. To b. for-

wards,. if To stoop]...
j

if Submit to] or-. -.
BEND, BENDING, s. -.., .-,, 6.

BENDABLE,, -
j,,-

,2. Fig.,,.
BENEATH, if Under, be-

low (in reference to ivhat is imme-
diately above)] .
{also c. gen.). From b., -

{P.). if Below in rank,

merit, consideration]. if B.
r= unworthy of, unsuitable to].
BENEATH, if Opp. to above]. if On earth, as opposed

to in heaven] ' .
BENEDICTION.' if Pro-

nunciation of or prayerfor, bless-

ing], ., . -, . if Giving thanks] -, , if

Solemnity of institution or dedica-

tion]..
BENEFACTION, if Doing

good]. if A good
deed],.
BENEFACTOR,,, 6. 6 or-. 6 ,. The

greatest b., 6 -
: to be aby's b.,-. ..

BENEFACTRESS,-
tis,, . or.
BENEFICE,,

(g. t. for tlie usufruct of a pro-

verty). Sis (church) or
(parish) will serve, -.

BENEFICED, prps(-)
or. b{) -

{aft Epiph, Hcer, 69).

(51)

BEN
BENEFICENCE, -. ... To be surpassed

by af^>-in b.,.
BENEFICENT,'?,, 2 (ofpersons).
BENEFICIAL,, -

{g. tt. = good),, 2., 2., 2 {of
things). To be b. for aby,-, 2. .-. : it

is b.,.
BENEFICIALLY,-..
BENEFICIALNESS, -,..
BENEFIT,*,,-, .,. A b.

for or to aby, :

to confer a b. on aby,. .-' or. or
: to confer many and

great b.'s upon aby,

: I have
already rendered aby b.'s,-

or. :

to lavish b.'s on aby,

: to receive a b.

from aby,, ,
or

: to submit to receive b.'s,

: to al-

low aby to confer b.'s upon one,

:

to repay b. with b.,-. -
: a b. is returned (to me),. -

: to lay a person

under obligation by b.'s,

: to be
indebted for a b. received,-. if Utility, ser-

vice], ., ., 6. ,., .,.
BENEFIT, v. (Trans.), .,

or . or-,
, , -, {— confer o.'s

). See in Benefit, s.

BENEFIT, v. (Intrans.)
{pass.),.

BENEVOLENCE,-, , ., .
(JEscMn.). . towards aby. See

Goodwill.
BENEVOLENT,-,., -. To be b.,-. .
BENEVOLENTLY,-..-..
BENIGN, adj., 2. -. . or

BES, , . ', 2. See
Kind.

t

BENIGNITY,,
., .,, .
BENIGNLY,.,.
BENISON. See Benediction.
BENT, s. if Curvature]-,.,,

.,. if In-
clination towards] a) prop.,-,,. b)fig.,-,,..
if Tendency],-,. if Determina-
tion],. if Hu-
mour, turn ofmind] ?.
BENT -GfiASS,, 6

and 17. , .
BENUMB, v. (Trans.) vap-

{Hipp.),, -.
BENUMBED, partcp. and

adj.,, 2. vap-.
BENUMBEDNESS, .(.)..

^
BEQUEATH, . (Trans.)

or
or .

. .-.
BEQUEST. ^ Act ofbequeath-

ing],.-, if Thing bequeathed]-.
BEREAVE, v. (Trans.) if

Rob of] and -
and -

vos. and
or>? (both in gene-

ral to take away ; the first more
in reference to the person robbed,

the latter to tJie robber),

and {to strip

a person entirely of athg). op-
{principally to b. a pa-

rent, but also others).

BEREAVED or BEREFT,
(e. g.' also-, P.)., and thepartcpp.

of tJie verbs given above. I am
b. of athg, .-

or.
BEREAVEMENT,

and,.
BEREFT. See Bereaved.
BERRY,, 6. ,-, 6 {espy of the grape). B. of

the bay or laurel, ,, .
BERYL,, 6 and ., .
BESEECH, v. (Trans.)

^
-,.-. .

To b. aby for protection,-
!/, or

//, -
: I b. you,

(often parenthetical in poet, only

pres.).

BESEEM,. -.
BESET, v. (Trans.)-

E2



BES
kf?v (Jit. besiege : fig. pester, 8[c.).. .. To beb.,-.. 7-.. -. if Tab. a road, pass,

$£C. }()
(e.g. ), -

(if the place is sur-

rounded).
BESHREW. See to Curse.
BESIDE, prep, if By, at the

side of, near] c. dot.,

c. dot. of the person, but c. ace. of
the thing. See By. To shoot b. the

mark, -
: to go (i. e. speak) b. the,'

or . if Over and
above] c. dot. ?,? . . . if

Except} (all c. gen.—'
also as conjunction with verb to

be supplied fin the other clause),, . In comparisons,

c. ace., e. g. b. this there is

no other remedy,. if Out
of],. To be b. himself,? .
BESIDES, adv. if Moreover], ..
. <. The

Greeks often form verbs com-
pounded with, in which the

idea of the English word besides

is contained, e. g. to obtain b.,

: to give or be-

stow b.,,-
: to owe b.,,

and the like, if Except] See Be-
side.
BESIEGE, v. (Trans.) See

Beleaguer. The besieged, ol. tij

or : the besieging

army, ol.
77.
BESMEAR, if To daub on}.,-.. if To

befoul, stain~\',-..
BESOM = broom,,, ., 6.

BESOT,..
BESOTTED,.
BESOTTEDLY,.
BESOTTEDNESS,irapa<&>-

BESPATTER, v. (Trans.).
BESPEAK, if To order be-

forehand} or-
or-. -. To b. a pair of shoes,, if To speak^^.-

if To indicate, show] -..'
BESPECKLE, v. (Trans.),.-.
BEST, if In reference to the

: pleasantest, loveliest] )-
(52)

BET,?,?. The
b. scent, . if In
reference to the nature, purpose, or

use ofan object= the most perfect,

most useful},,.,-,. The b.

fruits, : the b.

remedies, -
: the b. speaker, -

or or -
: it is b.,

: to advise for the b.,-, -
: as may appear to be b.,

: the b.

of athg,, (^flower), if

In reference to moral quality}

if'/*
b. to. Sec.} (videtur).

..
().

do one's b., -
or' (c. fit. in-

die.) or (c. inf.).

BEST,ao?v.,,, if Greatest in qua-
lity} See Greatest, Most.
BESTEAD, v. (Trans.) See

Profit, Help.
BESTIAL. See Beastly.
BESTIALITY,
BESTIR, : oneself, -

(pass.),.
BESTOW, v. (Trans.) if To

give, supply] .
b. a favour on aby,.... if To apply to] -, ' or . if
To spend, lay out on}
or or

or .' '.' .. if To store, lay up]-...
BESTOAVAL, BESTOW-. MlyCrcl. with the verbs.

See Gift, Disposal.

t

BESTOWER, 6.
6.
BET, s. if Wager],, ., .
BET, . (Trans.) if Towage?•],. To b.

with aby, .
BETAKE, v. (Trans.) if To

commit, deliver},...
if To b. oneself to]

or ., ,. . -.-.
BETHINK, v. (Trans.) -,.
BET HUMP,,,.
BETIDE,, -., -

7-7/..
BETIMES, , .. To rise b.,' -

BET
: to come b., »?/.

BETOKEN, if To signify}...
if To foreshoiv]..
BETONY,.
BETRAY, v. (Trans.) if To

surrender treaclierously]-,. if To re-

veal treacherously or injuriously]..-. if To reveal generally] -...
if To mislead]. -.
BETRAYER,, 6. 6

or,.
BETROTH, . (Trans.) -...-. To b. one's daughter to

a person, -
: to be b.'d to a man,-

: to b. oneself to

a young woman, or.
BETROTHED,?., 2.

BETROTHING, BETROTH-
MENT. if Act of], -. if Celebration of]-, ., ., .
BETTER, adj. compar. The

most general t. is. if in
reference to tlie outward senses —
pleasanter]..-. A b. look, :

a b. scent, . if In
reference to the nature, purpose,

or use ofan object= more perfect,

more suited, more useful, more
wholesome] ',,.,-,,-. To be b. than another in

athg, or. : he
is a b. orator than Lysias,: to make
athg b., : to

become b., ,,
(of moral improvement) : to be
getting b., ,,

(pass.),-
(of the sick) : athg is be-

coming b., 7 -.. if In reference to moral
quality},. if

In reference to the state or rela-

tions of men]. He finds

himself in b. circumstances,-, : to

get into b. circumstances,. ,
(pass.).

BETTER, adv.,-. and.. That pleases b.,-
: thgs go b.

with him, : that

suits you b., :

it is b. so,?: to

know b., or-' : to do athg b.

than another, or-



BET
iroiiiv , -

or .
BETTER, s. 1 That wch is

superior], .-,.,.
have the b. of,. : to

get the b. of,. -,-. .. or

: aby's b.'s, -, .
BETTER, v. (Trans.) «

make b., bring to a b. state]-,, (of
ihgs). or-

(of persons). Reflexive

and intr. : to b. oneself or simply

to b.] (pass.) and-
(of means and

outward circumstances).

BETTER, 6.
BETTERING, s.,

(the making better)

.

BETWEEN, BETWIXT,
prep, and adv. c. gen.,

c. gen., kv c. dot., C.

ace. Space b., ,
: b. ourselves,. ,

BEVEL, s.,,
. .
BEVEL, v. (Trans ) f To

make oblique or slanting] -,'.
BEVERAGE, s., ., . See DRINK.
BEVY. See Troop, Band,

Flock.
BEWAIL, v. (Trans.) -,,-,. -.
BEWARE, v. (Intrans.)

(e. g. ).. -. To b. of doing

atlig,, followed by

or , ivith the subjunct. or

optat. or

, or' with the subjunct. or

optat. or fid. indie.

BEWILDER, «ft To mislead],.,.. U Tocon-

fuse],..
BEWILDERED,., .
BEWILDERING,-,.
BEWITCH, v. (Trans.) 1

To affect by witchcraft]-, . -. .() (P.).

Also (. [?] and. ). 1 To get hold of a per-

son by means of superior charms].?^.
BEWITCHER,^,

6. ,, , ., .
BEWITCHERY. See Witch-

ery
(53)

BID
BEWITCHING,BEWITCH-

FUL,., -,.-.
BEWRAY,. -..
BEYOND. 1 On the further

sideoffurther offthan]'
or , c. gen.,

c. gen., and c. gen. *\[

Out ofreach of, apartfm\,. Above, more than, sur-

passing].
BEYOND, adv..
BIAS, s. Inclination side-

ways], .,
., •, ).

Impulse toivards], .-, . To have a . in favour
of, (/.),

(P.).

BIAS, v. (Trans.) H To turn
sideways]..

To impel].-
v.

BIBBER,, 6. -, ..
BIBLE, S. ,

ui . .
To study one's b.,.
BIBLICAL,, -.
BIBLIOPOLIST,-,.
BIBULOUS,.-,, 2.

BICKER, v. (Intrans.) II

To quarrel]',. if To quiver]

(pass.).

BICKERER,,, . -, 6.

BICKERING, , , ., .
BICORN, BICORNOUS, -,, gen..
BICORPORAL,, 2.

BID, v. (Trans.) «II Tocall,in-

vite],,-. To order]

(the ace. subject

being often to be supplied fin the

context, c. inf. prces. or aor.). A Iso

in pass. To do what one is b.,. See to

Order, to Command. To b.

aby good morning,. -.,...
To offer a price] To b. a price,

',
: I would not b. any thing

for it, /^/ -
: to b. agst aby,-, (D.) : to b. more,(-, ,-. ^| . defi-

ance] See to Defy,. — dangers,

or .
BIDDEN. II Invited].
Commanded].
BIDDER, partcp. of Bid.

BIL

|

BIDDING. 1 Invitation],,-. Command],., . -, .,. "^

Announcement, declaration^ -,, .
BIDE, v. See Abide.
BIENNIAL, ?,. , ,. ,,.
BIER,,. ,

., .
BIFID, BIFIDATE, -?, 2.

BIFURCATE,, -,., 2. -, 2.

BIG, adj. if Having size] See
Great, Large,. "H Preg-
nant] and,-, or. If Full of]

/os. Vain, pompous]-,.
BIGAMIST,, 2.

BIGAMY,.
BIG- BELLIED,-.. A b.-b. vessel,, .
BIGHT,, . ,

' BIGNESS. See Size, Great-
ness.

BIGOTRY. 1 Blind, unthink-

ing devotion] . ^[
Obstinacy] .
BIGOT,, -..
BILATERAL,,

2.

BILE, s.. To stir aby's

b., : my b. runs

or boils over,..
BILIARY,,-, 2..
B1LINGUOUS,,

2.

BILIOUS,,',
2. To be b.,.
BILK, v. (Trans.),..
BILL, s. II The beak ofa bird], . , . ^[

Hooked axe or chopping knife]. if Battle-axe],, ., .
BILL, s. *\\ Any written paper],, V-,, . % A written

accusation],,, . H Memorial of
debt], •-, . if Short written ac-

count],,., .,,
. il Reckoning].
BILL, v. (Intrans.) H Kiss

as doves]". -..
BILLET. Short note or

letter]. il Small

logofivood], , ..,, .,.



BIL
BILLET, v. (Trans.) IT As-

sign quarters for soldiers]-,.-, (also=z

to be billeted, Plut.). % A bil-

hted sohiier~\ b,, b.

BILLOSV, s., . -,, . See WAVE.
BILLOW, v. (Tntrans.) kv-

(pass),.
BILLOWY, adj...
BIN, s.,.
BINARY, ',.
BIND, v. (Trans.) 1 Tofas-

ten or tie about athg]. .-. To b. aby's sandals

to his feet, -. % To fasten to athg by a
band] , or,,-. ,. % To fetter,

to restrainfree movement by bonds].. -.. To b. the hands behind
the back, .

To b. together into one whole]..., -. To b. with
chains, or ropes,: to b.

a chaplet or garland,

or : to b.

sheaves, . %
Fig.= to restrainfreedom of ac-

tion] .
To b. aby by oaths,-

: to b. by a law,

or'
(c. infin.) : to b. aby's tongue,

: to be
bound by athg,",. ,

(to be

unable to do otherwise) : to be
bound to do athg,

or : to b. one-
self to do athg, ..

: to be bound to athg, -. :

not to let oneself be bound to

athg, . *\\

To b. up (as a wound)]
or '. Tf To lay

underobligation] ,. ^[ To constipate]. *H To b. out (as ap-
prentice)](). U To b. oneself],.
BIND, v. (Intrans.) IT

become thick or stiff],
(pass.),-, pass, (to become costive).

BINDER, s. «ft Who or what
binds] Use parfcpp. of Bind. ^|A band or bandage] Vid. Book-
b., « .
BINDING, s. See Band,

Bandage.
(54)

BTR
BIOGRAPHER,.
BIOGRAPHY,,..
BIPAROUS,, 2.

BIPARTITE,,-, 2.

BIPARTITION,.
BIPED, s..,, gen..
BIPEDAL, adj. and.
BIPENNATED,,

2.

BIRCH. IT The tree]-
, as, 17. The wood]. B.-twigs,

-rod, -broom,&.
BIRD, s.,, and ,

ace.- and, Plur. reg. ; and
.poet,,., .,. ., from the flight

of which auguries are taken,, b : to catch, chase, b.'s,, : relating

to b.'s, or.
: treating of b.'s,-

: a b.-fancier,,, : to be a b. -fancier,-': to become a b.,-,.
BIRD, v. (Trans.) f To

catch birds].
BIRD-CAGE,,,

b., . See A-
VtARY.
BIRD-CATCHER,-, a, b., , b., , b.

BIRD-CATCHING,-, ., v. The art

of b., : relating to

b.,.
BIRD-FANCIER. See in

Bird.
BIRD-LIKE,,-.
BIRD-LIME,, , .
BIRD-LIMED,*.
BIRD'S -NEST, ('), . —with the young ones,, .
BIRTH. IT Propr.], ., , .,,

. From aby's b., or, (poet.) :

at his b., : im-
mediately after his b., -

or () : be-

fore his b., ,
: from the

day of his b.,

(aft. neg.). "}[ Race, lineage],, ., . Illustrious,

noble b.,, : by b.,

(ace. of closer specifica-

tion) : noble by b.,, ,
b : of illustrious b.,,-, -

(.), -
(P.) : to be of noble b.,

: of low b.,.. ^]

That weh is born, produce, issue], .,
., . , . Un-

BIT

timely b.,,-, . IT Parturition],
. ., . *\

Origin].. MlSCELL.
New b., : to have
two at a b., : to give

b. to,. : an unna-
tural b.,,-' : to produce an unnatural

b.,. -.
BIRTHDAY,, ,. (), . .

feast,, , : to keep
a b., ../.
^
BIRTHPLACE,,,

. , .
BIRTHWORT,/,

V.

BISCUIT, or -, .
BISECT, .

and (also in

geom.)..
BISECTION,.
BISEGMENT. See Half.
BISHOP,, b.

BISHOP, v. (Trans.) 1 To
do the office of a b.],

(Eccl.).

BISHOPRIC,
(Eccl).
BISON,,,-. .
BISSEXTILE. See Leap-

Year.
BISTORT,,.
BISULCOUS,, 2.

BIT, s. 1 Ofa bridle]-, b. To champ the b.,-».
BIT, v. (Trans.).
BIT. Morsel].-,.,. ^\ Small

piece~\ . .. Not even a b.,,' : abywho
has the least b. of sense,

: to wait a b.,.
BITCH,,, . -,, . .-wolf,,

V.

BITE, . (Trans.) :

as snakes and insects, -, : as snow and
cold, : as smoke,-, e. g. the smoke b.'s the
eyes,

: to b. into athg,

: to b. the lips,

: to be able to b. athg,

: to b. off,7/, : to b.

at,.
BITE, s., b., .

TT Injury caused by biting],. U Painful impression]-..,, .
BITING, adj., -, (fig. ofwords).. to the taste,.,,
(the last also of smoke and cold).

^[ Having power or pi-opensity to

bite], 2.

(neut. ov, gen.).



BIT
BITTER, and-? {prop, and fig. ./

pungent, . of an astringent

bitterness),? {onlyfig.). To
be b., {)./ : b. hatred,

or : to assail aby
with b. reproaches, -

: very b.,-
{.) : to make very b., -

{Hipp.) : to grow very
b., {Hipp. A.) :

to be b., {with ref.

to the bitterness of anger).

BITTERISH, u-rroVi/cpos.

BITTERLY, *, -.. To laugh b.,-
{Aristoph.) : to weep

b., .
: to la-

ment b., {) -
BITTER-GOURD,-,, h.

TERN, ,
., .
BITTERNESS,,, both, ?';. Syn.

in Bitter, {prop,
and metaph.). {embitter-

ing, harsh treatment).

BITTERSWEET,-, 2.

BITTERWORT,.
BITUMEN,, f,.

BITUMINATE,.
BITUMINOUS,-.
BIVALVE,, 2.

BIVIOUS,, 2.

BIVOUAC,, . To
b.,,.
BLAB, v. (Trans, and In-

trans.) If To prate foolishly]..-..-. if To tell or reveal indis-

creetly or treacherously]... -.
BLAB, s. 7\ Silly prate]-.. % A prater].. -., , .
BLACK. 1 In colour],, . To be b., ,. :

to make b.,,:
clothed in b.,, 2., 2.

and,2: tobeclothed

in b.,.-
and : of b.

complexion or hue,,
, , , and,,
, : b. spot,, , - : to

have athg in b. and white, -//. if Gloomy, or

sullen in look] and. To look b.,-. H . {fig.)] See Hor-
rible, Direful, Unutter-
able.
BLACKAMOOR,,, . .
BLACKBTRD,/a;«// 1 xos,/coV

and<•
>
.

(£5)

BLA
BLACK-BREAD,, t'j.

BLACKEN,,-. if {Fig)!.
BLACKENING,, ., .
BLACK-EYED,-,, 2. -, 6, ., ,

h.

BLACK-FOOTED,,, .
BLACK-FOREST, ' -, .

^
BLACKGUARD,,

6.,, 6. -, 6.

BLACK-HAIRED,-,-, 6, .
BLACK-HEADED,-, , 6., 6., , 6.

BLACK-JACK,, .
BLACKING, . -, . Shoe-b.,-, ., .
BLACKISH,,,., , .

look b.,.
BLACKNESS,, ..
BLACK-PUDDING, -, V• ,,

°' BLACKSMITH,-, .
BLACKTAIL,, 6., .
BLACKTHORN,, .
BLADDER. if The urinary]., . if Vesicle on the

skin], . % Bubble],.,,
?';. if Blister],,
. ',,.
BLADDERED,.
BLADE. if Long, narrow

leaf {as ofgrass)], .
if Thin plate of metal]., . if Cutting part of
a weapon],,. if Flat

expanded surface] {espy

blade of an oar). Shoulder-b.,

: breast -b.,, .
BLADED,.
BLAIN,,,. .
BLAME, $..

{tlie last more poetical),,., -. To incur b.,-
or : to

be exposed to b., or: to be subject to severe b.,

: to deserve b.,

: that is

deserving of b. from them,. if

Fault],., .-, . Without b., , 2.,,.
BLAME, v. (Trans.) -

or .. .-, .-. To b. harshly, se-

verely, or -

BLA. .
£7ri7r\jjTT£ti> : to b. athg in
a person, ' ... :

to b. a person for athg,' .. :

to b. aby for his faults,

:

to be b.'d,... or
: 'tis easier to b. than to

mend,. ^[ To dishonour,

shame].
BLAMEABLE,,', 2., 2., 2. .

To be b., '.
BLAMEABLY,-.. .
BLAMEABLENESS,</>ai/\o-, , ., .,.
BLAMELESS,, 2., 2., 2.

BLAMELESSNESS, -, . .
BLAMER,, .', . Alsopartepp. ofverbs

under Blame.
BLAMEWORTHY, -INESS,

See Blameable, Blameable-
NESS.
BLANCH, v. (Trans.) f To

whiten],,-. % To cleanse] -. If To b. by sun and air]. ^T To peel, skin] -,. "f[ Toslight,

pass by, overlook] Vin. Ti To
evade, shift] Vid. ^f To cover

metals icith tin]..
BLAND. If Soft, mild] -.. *H Kind, cour-

teous] or, , .
r/..
BLANDILOQUENCE,-,, •
BLANDISH,&.'.. -. .
BLANDISHER. See Flat-

terer.
BLANDISHMENT, BLAN-

DISHING,, . -, ., ., .,
6.,.
BLANK, adj. f White] Vid.

if Empty, void],., 2.. If Pale, co-

lourless], 2..
BLANK, s. 1 What is empty

or valueless] .
BLANK, v. (Trans.) If To ef-

face, destroy]. '-
>.'.
BLANKET,,,

' BLANKLY, *.
BLASPHEME, v. (Trans.

and INTRANS.) sis, .



BLA BLI BLI
BLASPHEMOUS,-, 2.

t

BLASPHEMY,,
V-

. BLAST. «|J Violent wind, or
gust of wind]?, 6., . -

or.
«if Sound of a trumpet or otlier

wind-instrument] ( ). «if Pestilential air]-,. % De-
structive infliction]..
«if Fire-flash],.
BLAST, v. (Trans.) -(?.).{

dry up by fire, Alan.),
(to parch up ; either of heat or
excessive cold,, Theoph.).

(g. t. of injuring

crops). B.-d by the wind,-
(LXX). «ff To destroy

hopes, <$£C.]. To see one's hopes b.-d,, -
(or ). "R Blow

up rocks, &±c] (prps)().
BLASTER. See Spoiler,

Destroyer.
BLAZE, s. iT Flame] Vid.

«if Rumour, fame] VlD.
BLAZE, «.(Intrans.)-,..
BLAZE, v. (Trans.) f To

publish abj-oad] See Divulge.
BLAZING,.
BLAZON, v. (Trans.) {prps),.
BLAZON,, ., (device on a

shield, &c.)

BLEACH, v. (Trans.) if To
make white]...
BLEACH, *>. (Tntrans) «jf

To become white] Passives of tlie

above.

BLEACHING, .. .
BLEACHING-GROUND,.
BLEAK. if A small whilefish].
BLEAK. «IT Cold, Sec Vid.

- BLEAKNESS. % Cold] Vid.
If Coldness of air].
BLEAR, v. (Trans, and In-

trans.) «if Dim] Vid.
BLEAREDNESS,.
BLEAR-EYED,.., 2.

BLEAR-EYES,
or. To

have b.,..
BLEAT, v. (Intrans.)-..
BLEAT, BLE ATING, s.-, ., 6.,.
BLEB. See Blister.
BLEED, v. (Intrans.)

or or.'-. The wounds still b.,

:

my heart b.'s, (pass.)>. «Jf Metaph. = die\

(56)

(pass.),. .
BLEED, v. (Trans.) «fl To

let or draw out blood]-. or -,.
BLEEDING. If Passively,

flowing of blood]', .
. at the nose,' -, . -. «If Actively, letting blood], .
BLEMISH, s. «if Stain, im-

purity],, ., 6.

«If Defect, detriment], .,. «If Disgrace, disfigure-

ment], ., ,
and, . To hide a b.,

: without
b.,, 2.,-, 2..
BLEMISH, v. (Trans.) -...-. '.
BLENCH, v. (Intrans.) See

Flinch.
BLEND, v. (Trans, and In-

trans.) See Mix.
BLESS,. (Trans.)

(to eocpress

wishesfor aby'sgood)..
(to cause aby^sgood).

To b. athg (prosper it),

: God b. your
efforts !.

: to b. a person with athg

(grant it abundantly),
: to be blest,

: to be
blest with athg,

: b. me ! (interj. of astonish-

ment), ]
BLESSED, BUE&T.HHappy,

divinelyfavoured], 2. -
,'2.,,
2. . state,, 6.-

: b. year,, : b.

day,, n. «ff Solemnly
and thankfully praised]-

(. .). See Holy.
BLESSEDLY,.-.̂
BLESSEDNESS, S.,

.,, . -, .
BLESSER, -.
BLESSING. If Wish orprayer

for good], .,., ). % Prosperity, happy
issue] God's b., , .

: through
or with God's b., ,

: it brings a b.,

. : it brings

no b., . «If (In
pi. =) prosperity, well-being]

VlD.
BLIGHT, s. «ff On plants],. . «if Pestilen-

tial influence in general ] See
Blast.
BLIGHT, v. (Trans.) See

Wither. To be blighted (as

plants),,.

BLIND, adj. «if Deprived rf
sight] (prop, and fig.),, with or without the addi-
tionofToh?,-. To be
b., ,.

: to be b. to athg,,. : then
suppose I am b. ?' -

; though you have eyes, you
are b., .

: born b.,

or ,-
: to be born b. (specially of

bears and other animals),-
: a b. man may

see it, ) : b. hope,

: b. trust,

: b. fear,. *ff Dark, undistinguish-

able] Vid.
BLIND, v. (Trans.) «ff To

make blind, deprive of sight].. -. «if To hinder temporarily
the use of the eyes].. «if Fig. : to

deprive of mental insight and
rightjudgement]. -...
*}f To shade, conceal]..
BLIND, s. «ifA curtain, screen], ., . -, ., . «if

Pretence], .-, .
BLINDFOLD, adj.-.
BLINDFOLD, . (Trans.).
BLINDLY,,

(adj.)..-...
BLINDMAN'S-BUFF,-, (Hesych.). -

or . play
b.,^ or -.
BLINDNESS,,, . -, . To smite with b., -

(both

prop, and fig.) : smitten with b.,

(only fig.).
BLINK, v. (Intrans.)-.''.-

(to move the eyelids rapidly),, (to shut the eye-

lids). Without blinking,-
or.

BLINK, s. If Hasty glance,

glimpse], , .
BLINKING, S.-, . Adj..
BLINK-EYED. See Blink.
BLISS. See Blessedness.
BLISSFUL. See Blessed.
BLISSFULNESS. See Bless-

edness.
BLISSLESS. See Unblest.
BLISTER, s.

(raised on the ski?i).,, , and ', (by

burning).



BLI BLO BLU
BLISTER, v. (Intrans.) if

To sicell as a blister]-.
BLISTERS. If Excoriating

plasters] (sc.),
.
BLITHE. BLITHEFUL,

BLITHESOME. See Cheer-
ful.
BLITHELY. See Cheer-

filly.
BLITHENESS, BLITHE-

SOMENESS. See Cheerful-
ness.
BLOAT, v. (Trans.) See to

Swell, to Puff up.

BLOAT, v. (Intrans.) if To
be puffed up] ', or passives

if the above verbs.

BLOATED,(-• of a sow, Aristoph.)...
BLOATEDNESS,

(trans.), , 6.,
(intrans.}.

BLOB, BLOBBER. See
Bladder.
BLOCK, s. if Ofivood, stone,

4"'-"•], ., ., (of icood only), -
(chopping-block) .-, (anvil -block). if Case

for a pulley (as in ships)]-, . if Obstacle, stoppage]. % Mould], 6.

BLOCK, . (Trans.) if To
hinder],, -.
BLOCK UP,. -. (.),

(.), or (P., e.g.

T<is ), {e. g.

beat/, Datr.). See Blockade, v.

To b. up all the entrances,

.
BLOCKADE, S.,

»j., (by sea),-, ),, .-. (by land),,. (the cutting off by a ivall).

BLOCKADE, v. (Trans.)
and-

(by laud),^ (
cut off' by a icall, .),..-
' (by sea),

(by land and by water).

To b. a port, ..
(--, .) : to b. both by land and

sea at once, '.
BLOCKHEAD,,,
BLOCKING UP.

(»';• e. g. . .).
BLOCKISH,.-, 2.. 2.

BLOCKISHNESS,)?, .
BLOOD, if In animal bodies], . Circulation of the b.,', : b. shed

from the slain,, : to shed

(57)

b., : much b. is shed,

: athg

costs much b.,

: to stop b.,

or .
if Progeny, lineage], ., . To come of one b.,:
related by b.,, 2 : rela-

tionship by b.,o/xat^oT?js,i/Tos,»'?.

BLOOD, v. (Trans.) See

Bleed.
BLOOD-BESPOTTED. See

Blood-stained.
BLOOD-GUILTINESS,-, ., .,.
BLOODLESS,, 2.

BLOOD-LETTING. See

Bleeding.
BLOOD-PUDDING^i^-ri-,,, .
BLOOD-RED,.'.
BLOODSHED,, ., . Without b., -.
BLOOD-STAINED, BLOOD-
BESPOTTED,
(oidivardly) ., 2 (as a
murderer).

BLOOD-STONE,, .
BLOODTHIRSTY, -'. ,,.. To be b.,/' or.
BLOOD-VESSEL, ,, .
BLOODY, (con-

sisting of blood, or stained with

blood), (1)-5).
(looking like blood).,2 (murderous). To make

b.,',', -, : a b.

war, .
BLOODY-FLUX,, .
BLOODY-MINDED. See

Blood-thirsty.
BLOOM,, . , ., ., (all in

the proper signification, also

in the fig.),, (fig.). . of

manhood, . ',
: b. of life (= flower of age),

: in the b. of

one's years, : to be in

the b. of one's years, :

tobe past one's\).,.
if Season of b.], .
BLOOM, t•. (Intrans.)

(of flowers ; also fig.),

(of frees)." (more fig-).

BLOOMING, BLOOMY,-,.,,. ..
BLOOMINGLY,.
BLOSSOM, s., . See

Flower.
BLOSSOM, v. (Intrans.) if

Bloom] Vid.
BLOT, s. if Stain],, »)., (later). Of

ink, , if Pig. :

on character, Sfc], ., ., ..

,,. (Intrans.) if To
stain] Prop.,...,.. if To
strike out or cancel],,.
BLOT, v. (Intrans.) if As

paper] . (-) .
BLOTCH (on the skin),-, : (on the face,), .
BLOTCH, v. (Trans.) if To

blacketi].
BLOW, s. if Stroke with the

hand or with an instrument]-, . To give one a b., 7»7-
or : to

stop a b.," or -'. if Misfor-
tune, calamity],.-,., . if Sudden,
bold deed] -, ., ., . ', . if Punc-
ture by afly in meat]-,.
BLOW, v. (Intrans.) if As

tcijid],.
BLOW, v. (Trans.) if To put

air in vwvement]. To b.

the flute,. :
to b. the fire, or -, or)-

: to b. on or agst,. .
and . if To pant].. if

. up (as by an explosion)]-.
BLOWER, s., .
BLOWPIPE, -.
BLUBBER, s.,. -, .
BLUBBER, if To sicelQ oi-. if To weep profusely].
BLUBBER-LIPPED =thick-

lipped, .
BLUDGEON,. -.
BLUE, (light-b.)., contr., ,

(dark-b.).,, (dark

and deep b.)., or (Ait.)

(.), or (D. :

livid). Sky-b.,.
BLUE, v. (Trans.) if To

stain .] or.
BLUE-EYED,-,, 2

BLUENESS, S.,, ?).,. . of the

sky,, .
BLUFF, «', if;],, ., if Rough in man-

ners], 2., if

Precipitous], -.
BLUFF, s. if A steep or pre-

cipice] . -.
BLUFFNESS. if Clumsy

thickness],, tj. if

Roughness of manners],
.,), . -.
BLUISH,, 2..



BLU BOD BOI
BLUNDER, S.,

?';. ,.,.,.. .
BLUNDER, v. (Intrans.)
Make mistakes]. tivos or. or

. ^[ Act giddily] -.. -.
BLUNDERER,.-.
BLUNDERING,...
BLUNDERINGLY, -..
BLUNT. "| Dull in edge or

point], , . A b.

sword, . Tf Unman-
nerly], 2. . ^[

Dull in intellect, unapt]-, 2., 2.,, 2. To become b.,/ (pass.).

BLUNT, v. (Trans.) < /3-,,-.
BLUNTLY,.

f

BLUNTNESS. if Of edge],, . % Ofman-
ne)'],, .
BLUR. See Blot.
BLURT (n-ith out), v. ^ To

titter inconsiderately] To b. out,, -.
BLUSH, v. (Intrans.) -

(pass.), .
Easily made to b.,

(Pint).
BLUSH, s., -, ., rj. To

spread a b. over the countenance,-.
BLUSHING, BLUSHFUL,

BLUSHY,, 2. -,, 2.,, .
BLUSTER, v. (Intrans.) %

As the wind]... | As persons enraged].(8).
.

BLUSTER, s.
f
[ Noise and

uproar] ,,
6., 6. H Of wind]/. ^[
Boisterous rage].,.
BLUSTERER. See Boast-

er.
BLUSTERING, BLUSTER-

OLTS,,.
^ BLUSTERINGLY,-.
BOAR,, 6. 6. Wild-b.,, 6., 6.

BOARD, .s. [ A plank],, .,, b. A co-
vering of b.'s,,: to

see througb a b., .
H A ialtle], (for
meals),, 6 (tabletfor writ
ing, paintina, reckoning), ,

(53)

, ., (for count-

ing),,.,
(b.'sfor advertising). If Coun-

cil], .,. U
Deck ofa ship],., . To go on b.,' ,: to be on b.,. :

to put on b., ( or), ()
: to bave athg on b.,,

} : to throw
over b., &c, see Overboard. H
Maintenance in food], ., 6., .
BOARD, v. (Trans.) 1 To

cover uith boards]. B.'d,. H To maintain in

food] or. or. .. [ To b. ( ship)]-.-
(both = to grapple).

BOARD, v. (Intrans.) f Be
maintained for pay]..
BOARDER, 6.
BOARISH. See Swinish.
BOAST, v. (Intrans.) -, {to claim

what aby does not deserve),-. and-
(to vaunt some past

merit), and-
(to be pompous and vain-

glorious).

BOAST, BOASTING, -,, .,
6., .,
., .
BOASTER,,, 6., , .,
BOASTFUL,, 2., or-, 2., 2., 2.

BOASTFULLY or BOAST-
INGL,.-.
BOASTLESS,. -,.
BOAT, A small vessel for

going on tlie water], ., ., . If

Small croft attacMd to a larger
ship for landing and coming
aboard],., .
To get out the b ,.
BOATMAN,, 6. -,, , .
BOB, v. (Trans.),.
BOBTAIL,

or., (
stumpy tail),, 2 (beast

with a stumpy tail).

BOBBIN,.
BODE, v. (Trans.)-,.
BODE, BO DEMENT, s., .,.

BODICE, s.,.,, .
BODIED,.
BODILESS, *, 2..
BODILY,, 6, ,, ,, -.
BODILY, adv..
BODKIN,,.
BODY. ^ Animal frame],., (poet., ana

used only as a nom. or ace). A
deadb^i^K/oos, .,

: to regard tbe b.,-. :

caring for the b.,,
2. ^f Material substa?ice],.,. U A person], generally icith a prefix, as any
body, some body, every body, Qc.
Vid. Tf A collection or associa-

tion ofpersons orthings],., ., . ^[
The community, tlie public] ,. ^1 The main army] -, .

The whole] ,.. or-. ^1 The principal por-
tion] ,. Of a church,
or (the nave) : of a tree,, (the trunk). ^[
The substance or contents (as of a
book, letter, <$£c] ,.
BODY, v. (Trans.) 1 To give

sensiljle form],-.
BOG, S. ', ., ., . -land, .

: b. -plant, -, : b.-bird, -, : b.-water,-,.
BOGGLE,...
BOGGLER,, .-, , .
BOGGY, and.

and,-.
BOIL, v. (Intrans.) % As

icater by heat] or.. Boiling,.
BOIL, v. (Trans.) .

Boiled,..
BOIL. TJ A tumour].,, .

t

BOILER. 1 One u-ho cooks], , . H Vessel for
boiling],, .,, .
BOILING. 1 State of ebulli-

tio?i], . % Act of cooking].
' BOISTEROUS,,-, (of things, as wind,

(fjfe.). -os. , ,
(of things and persons), -, (of the

BOISTEROUSLY,.,.
BOISTEROUSNESS,-



BOL
... \-. All, f).

BOLD. If Daring]?
(ofpersonsand actions),,
2. 6<! and? (ofper-
sons and qualities of the spirit).(/actions).

A b. deed,, : to be
b.,. : to be
madly b., :

to make b. (embolden),/
or .

: a b. man,-/, OU, . >)5, », 0.

(See Brave. «ft Foncard, impu-
dent].,.
To make (be) b.,. "ft

Prominent (as in a picture)] -,, ov. "If -Stee/) (as

roc&)]?, 2.,, , »j.

BOLD-FACE, BOLD-
FACED. See Impudence, Im-
pudent.
BOLDLY,.-,..
BOLDNESS, or-, ., .,, .,, (the

latter in P., but more definitely

afierwards, in a bad sense). See

Courage.
BOLE. «ft Stem ofa tree] Vid.
EOLL, s. , 6...
BOLL, v. (Intrans.)-. ".

(In LXX.)
BOLSTER, s. «ft For a bed]

(L.). , ,
more Att., was rather the

matt)-ess. «ft Compressforsurgery],, .,.
BOLSTER (with up), v. (In-

trans.) To b. up, see to Prop
up.

BOLSTERED, «ft Swollen].. "ft Sup-
ported] Vid.
BOLT. ^ An arroio],., 6. *H Door-bar] -, , . , .

Syn. tinder Bar. "ft A pin or
peg], . or

(of wood). "ft Thun-
der-b], .,, (tlie b. -stone). *fr A sieve or
strainer] See Sieve.
BOLT, v. (Trans.) «ft To

fasten wi'h a b. (as a door)] See

Bar, v. "ft With pins or pegs]. "ft To thrust or throw
out].. «ft To
sift] Vid.
BOLT, v. (Trans.) «ft To

staH forth suddenly].
and. -
( pass.).

BOLTER. 1 Miller's sieve

or strainer],, .
i/ or, ., .
BOLTING = barring], . <[>, .
BOLUS, «ft Large pill] See

Pill.
BOMB, s. "ft Sudden loud

sound], . «ft Stroke ofa

(59)

BOO
bell], ., .,.
BOMB, v. (Intrans.) -.
BOMBARD. To b. a town,

Trj..
BOMBARDMENT^jjxa/viJy" or.
BOMBAST,, ^-, (either ivith ),.,, .
BOMBASTIC,.. -

(Aristoph.).

BONA FIDE,, -.
BONASUS,, .
BOND, s. «ft Band] Vid. «ft

Cliain for confinement],
. (pi.). In b.'s

(pi. = imprisonment), -., ., «ft

Connexion, zinion],-,, ., ., . B.'s of duty,, «ft Written obligation], (g.t.).

(nilypl. acknowledgementofmoney
lent):

BOND, adj. «ft Opp. free]
(e. g., ), «ft

Bound under obligation]-,', 2.

BONDAGE,, .
^

be in b.,.
: to bring into b.,,

(and mid.) : to suf-

fer b., .
BONDMAN, -WOMAN,

-SLAVE,, . , .
Also (D. 624, 12 =
delivered into bandage). Bonds-
men (= enslaved subjects),-, ol : to be bondsmen to aby,.
BONDSERVICE. See Bond-

age.

^
BONDSMAN, «ft A surety], , .
BONE,, , (dim.). Small b. (in the el-

bow, &c.), : to break a b.,. «ft Spine of
fish and serpents], . «ft

Bones = dice] Vid.
BONE, v. (Trans.) «ft To taL•

old the bones].
BONELESS, oi/oVr£os(i7(?s.),

2., 2 (of reptiles).

BONNET. See Cap, Hat.
BONNY,,, ., , , .,, ..
BONUS,, .
BONY, «ft Made of bone]

and '. «ft Re-
sembling bone] and, or.

or .
BOOBY,.

(Aristoph.).

BOOK, s. 1 In wch to read
or write], .,.

BOO
Dim.,,.
«ft With reference to the written
contents], .,. To write a b.,,
or . "ft Part
of a work], . «ft For ac-

counts], . -, . To keep b.'s of ac-

counts,. "ft With-
out b.] See by Heart, "ft To
bring to p.] See to call to Ac-
count.
BOOK, v..
BOOK-KEEPER,

_
-,, . -( ).

BOOKBINDER,. In mod. Gr. -, , .
BOOKCASE,-, .
BOOKISH,, 3.-, .
BOOKISHNESS. See Book-

learning.
BOOK-LEARNED,-, .
BOOK-LEARNING,-, •
BOOKLESS,, , ., 2.

BOOKMAKER, BOOK-
MAKING. See Author, Au-
thorship.
BOOK-ROOM,,

. See Library.
BOOKSELLER,-,, .
BOOK- STORE,-

(for sale),

(repository),,
. , (library).

BOOK -TRADE,-, (without authority).

BOOKWORM,, ., gen., (prop, and fig.).

BOOM, s. See Spar and
Beam.
BOOM, v. "ft To swell (as

waves)]. "ft To
sound].
BOON, s. «ft Gift] Vid.

BOON, adj. «ft)/]., 2. A b. companion,?, . "ft Bounteous] VlD.
BOOR, "ft Farmer],

. "ft Countryman] .
"ft Rustic], .
BOORISH,, 2.. To beb.,-.̂
BOORISHNESS,,
'BOOT, v. &<?Help. What

b.'s it ? ;

BOOT, s. See Gain. To b.,.
BOOT, s. 7\ Covering for the

leg],, (legging).

BOOTED,, 2..
BOOTH,, .,. set up a b.,.
BOOTLESS, "ft Useless],,,. "ft Fruitless, without



BOO
success"], 2. ,.
BOOTLESSLY,, -.
BOOTY,, ., {property takenfm

the enemy).,.,
{weapons and apparel taken

[.] fm the living,[]fm
the slain),,,,

{by the chase),., {by robbery). To
make b., ,-, ../..-

: to take great b. from aby,

: to

grant leave to make b.,

: to be aby's b.

(prey), : to be
an easy b. (prey) to aby,.
BOPEEP {to play at),-.
BORACHIO,, 6.

BORDER, s. 1 Edge or mar-
gin],, and -, also, .,,
, and, loos, {raised b.

round a fat surface). U Boun-
dary], 6. ',.,, ., . ^[ Hem
or seam],. Purple
b. of a robe,, h, and,. Tf In gardens], 6.,.
BORDER, v. (Intrans.),

or' .. Tf To be near to]

TliH.

BORDER, v. (Trans.) -. or' or.-. Bordered,...
BORDERER,,-..,

6.

BORE, ...
BORE, s. II Hole bored]-,.,. % Tire-

some perso?i\.
BOREAS,, , and, , .
BORER {instrument),-,.
BORING {act of),,, .
BORN, by passive partcpp. of
, to bring forth ; and in

composition by-, ivith accent

on antepenult. Tf By orfm birth].
BORNE,.
BOROUGH,, . -, .
BORROW,,

{money at interest), '-, or
(to ask a loan). To

b. on (the security of) athg,oWi=i-{ also of the
rate of interest) : to b. of one
another,. % Fig.], .

(60)

BOT
BORROWER, -.
BORROWING,, b.

BOSCAGE,?, .,.
BOSOM. % Prop.],

6. Breast offemales]., . [ Feeling, Mart,
desire], 6., .
BOSOM-FRIEND,-

tos, ?, 6.

BOSS. Protuberance]-,, Loth.,. ,, 6. ^[ On
shield], 6.

BOSSED, BOSSY,,,.
BOTANIC, BOTANICAL,.
BOTANIST,.
BOTANIZE, -,.
BOTCH, s. 1 Boil, sore], 6. , •,

{all these of callous o.'s). or,. See BoiL. U Clumsy
patch] ',,,.
BOTCH, .. -.
BOTCHER,,. Fern,, h {prop, patcher of old

clothes, S[C.) , 6. -, {improp.).

BOTCHINGLY,..
BOTCHY. 1 Full of sores]. ^[ Full of patches].
BOTH. [ Two together]

{a dual form), gen. and
dot... See
Two and Each. On b. sides,

: b. ways, ' -, (to),-
(from).

BOTH, conj. Both . . . and,

. . . . . . . . . ..
BOTHER, . ?!/, -. .
BOTHER, s.,,, 6., •,.
BOTS,, .
BOTTLE, s. 1 Flask] -

or, .,., .),. ^[

Bundle ofhay or stich],, b.

BOTTOM, f The lower part
ofathg]TO , .
IT . of a river or a vessel] -, .,, 6.,
, and,. [ Foundation,
groundivork {prop, and fig.)]

-, .,, . "[[

Low ground],.,, . H The deepest part of
a thing], . . "f[

Dregs, settlement],., .,.
BOTTOM, v. (Trans.)-.,.-
and.

BOTTOM, v. (Intrans.)-

BOU
. or-'.'

or .
BOTTOMLESS,, 2

{of unfathomable depth in space),., 2
(inscrutable).

BOTTOMRY. 1 In naval
commerce] ,. To lend on b.,

: capital put out on b.,,.-,/3,., v. See Abyss.
BOUGE. See Bulge.
BOUGH, ,, b., b.,. To break

b.'s from trees, -.
BOUGIE,,, b.

BOUILLON,", b.

BOUNCE, v. f To strike vio-

lently agst a thing]

'. ^1 With noise].
U To springforth suddenly]-,. % Boast]-.
(

BOUNCE,*, t Violent blow], - ^ Sudden sound],,, b. ^[ False
boast], •
BOUNCER,, ..
BOUNCING (ofpersons),-,, 2.

BOUND. «ff Limit] , .', . , . ,, ., .,, {the object wch forms the

b. between two countries), -, 77 {the due measure or
contents of athg), e. g. to exceed
the b. agreed on as preliminaries,}-

tois : the extreme
b.,, : to fix the b.,...
to sever and part by a b.,-, : over the b.,. :

to set b. to a thing,, ,. : to over-

step the b. of a thing,

or

{proverb borrowed fm the ditch

loch was drawn as a boundary

-

line infront ofthe stadium) : with-
out b., '75., 2 :

it has or knows no b.,-
: one's folly has

no b., . ^[

Leap], ., -.,.
BOUND, . (Trans.) f To

limit]. or -
or .. '. kut-.

BOUND, v. (Intrans.) %
leap]...
BOUND, adj.,-,. To arrive where

aby is b., (of
persons) :

(of things).

BOUNDARY. See Bound.
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BOUNDED, adj. if Obliga-

tory]?, if Subject]-?.
BOUNDER,?, od, .
BOUNDLESS,?,?,, 2. . ambi-

tion,?.
BOUNTEOUS,?,?. ?, 2. -?.
BOUNTEOUSNESS,-, .?, .-

^BOUNTIFUL, BOUNTI-
FULNESS. See Bounteous,
BOUNTEOUSNESS.
BOUNTY, _if Kindness, good-

ness of disposition],
., tj. ?, tj. if

Liberality, generosity] -, if Benefit],. % Gift, premium],.
BOUQUET, , tj.?, . -,.
BOURGEON. See Sprout.
BOURN or BORNE, f

Bound] Vid. if Burn= brook]

Vid.
BOUSE or BOOZE,...
BOUT. At one b., : (in

drinking), : a drinking b.,, .
BOVINE, ? or ?,?.
BOW, v. (Trans.) if To bend

archivise]... if Oneself, i. e. to

stoop in submission or respect],.-
:fig..-.. if To bend aby's will,

QC.] (), -
().

BOW, v. (Intrans.). See to

Bow (v. tr.) oneself.

BOW, s.
^

if Bend, or arched
line], ., ?,
6.,. To make a b.,

(mid.), -
(pass.). if Implement

for shooti?ig],. To draw
tbe b., or

: to use a b., : to

bring down by b. -shot, -. if . for musical in-

struments],.
BOW-LEGGED,-

?. ?.? (with legs

bent inwards), ?,-?,, b (icith legs bent

outwards).
BOWMAN,?, , 6.

BOW-SHOT,,.
BOW-STRING,,.
BOWABLE, ?. -?.?.
BOWED, ?. -
?.
BOWELS,,,, (the abdominal in-

testines),, (the

nobler viscera. The supposed seat

of emotion ; and fig., emotion it-

self).

(61)

BOWER, if Arbour, screen],, -. if Chamber]?, 6.. Lady's
b.,, ?, .-?, ?, . if Small dwelling],.
BOWER, v. (Trans.)-. See Embower.
BOWERY,?,?.
BOWL, s. it Vessel ivith spheri-

cal cavity],.,
• if Ballfor rolling],
v. if The hollow of athg],, .
BOWL, v. if To roll]-. If To play ivith b.'s and

pins] -?.
BOWLING,, ., . These words,

ift. the analogy of other

s really to be found in

Greek, may be used to denote a
game unknown to the Greeks.

BOWYER. 7[ Archer]-
?, , 6. if Maker of boivs]?.
BOX, s. ^f A tree and its

wood] ?, . Made of b.-

wood, ?. A chest or
case] ?, ?, (ofb.-icood)., ., . ,
?, .. . ^ In a theatre]

(raised seatfor vietv-

™g)• II Retired nook in a room]?, 6. if Small dwelling-

house], . if Money-
chest], . if B. of
a wheel], ?, . -
'?, ?, -. , ., . ?, . ^B.for
throwing dice]?, 6. .
ofa coach (driving seat)]?,
6, and later tj. % A blow (espy

on the ear or cheek)],. ?, b. See Ear and
Fist, if To be in the wrong b.].
BOX, v. (Trans.) if To put

in a b.] c. dat., or
'? .
BOX, v. (Intrans.) If To

fight with the fists]..
BOXEN,?.
BOXER,?, 6. -
?, . Skilful b.,?, 6.

BOXING, s., tj., .
BOY, s. ?,?, 6.-,, .,.?, . ?, 6.

be still a b.,' : from
the time he was a b., ?,

(so, ),? -? ?, : to be no
longer a b., or.
BOYHOOD,, ), -, . ?, ?, .
BOYISH,?. -?. ?, (as

gen.).

BOYISHLY,?.-?.
BOYISHNESS,??, .

.

TOY'S -PLAY,, ., .
BRABBLE, s. ?, ?, ., .
BRABBLE, .,-.
BRABBLER,Xo^opos.-?, .
BRACE, s. if What holds to-

gether], . ?, 6.,. See Band, Bandage.
H Thong or strap] ?,?, 6.

if Stretcher or tightener] ?,
6. if Bearer or coupler in build-

ing] ?, .,. IT Fastening in dress],
h. Tf Tension, stretch] ?, 6.?, . If Couple of animals]?,. *\ Decorationfor the

arm] See Bracelet.
BRACE, v. if To bind to-

gether]. . if

To stretch, draw tight] '..
BRACELET,,-,,. To

wear b.'s, ,?.
BRACER. H Binder] See

Brace, if Tonic medicine]-
, (sc.).
BRACKET, if Prop under

a board or table]?, .
if For containing or including]

S$pp "Rtlape

BRACKISH, ?, -
?. To be b.,.
BRACKISHNESS,-

?,?, ?, .
BRAD. See Nail.
BRAG, v... -. See Boast.
BRAG, s.,-

?,. ?, .,
., .-
?, .
BRAGGADOCIO. See Brag-

gart.
BRAGGARDISE, BRAG-

GARDISM. See Brag, v. and
n.

^
BRAGGART,,, ?,

.?, , .?,, .
BRAID, V.,-,. 5.-,\?,?.?. if Up-

braid] Vid.
BRAID, s., .,
(athg braided), ?,

?, .?, (of hair).

BRAIN, s. ?, .
Small or hinder b. (cerebellum),?, ?, .,.
if Brains — understanding] ?,, . See Understanding.
BRAIN, V..
BRAINISH,?.
BRAINLESS, ?, ,, 2. ?.
BRAINPAN,, .
BRAINSICK,,?, ?, 2.

To be b.,.-.
BRAINSICKNESS, -



BRA BRA BRE, ., .-, .
BRAKE,, 6•,

. .?-.
BRAMBLE, f The bush]

[with or without the addi-

tion of), . Tf Tlie

beri-y],.
BRAM IN. See Brachman.
BRAN,, .,.,.
BRANCH, s. ^ Of trees and

plants'] , '., (all = -, Tkeoph.

5, 3). Phot, makes a?id

more Att. than.
und, but P. uses tlie tico lat-

ter. Prot. 334, 6. ,
(vine b.). (fig-b. or ticiy)., 6 (plive-b. ; i?i Tlieoph.,

also. apparently of tlie ex-

tremity}. % Bent part or limb of
a river, an implement^ <|"C.] <*Y~, , . {horn =
b. of a river). ^ Offset of a fa-
mily],, . "[[

Division of a race], -
Process or offset of a mountain
range],, v. TJ Di-
vision,portion].,.
BRANCH, v. (Lntrans.) %

To spread in branches] -
(pass.),

(pass.),.
(generally).

BRANCH, v. (Trans.) m To
divide into parts]. -

.
BRANCHY,.,, .-, 2.

BRAND, s. 1 Burning stick),-, 6. ,, .
•H Sword] ViD. Thunder-
bolt], . Mark made
byburning]'iy, .,. and,.
BRAND, v. Prop,-

,,,. Pig.,' (to disho-

nour). A b.-d slave,-, 6 : to have been b.-d,-
(Luc.).

BRANDING,, .
BRANDIRON,,,

, and, .
BRANDISH,/./-...
BRANDISHING,-, .. .
BRANDY,,, (but

observe that this expression is only

borrowed, and does not denote the

thing itself wch tlie Greeks were
not acquainted with, a?id therefore
had not occasion to name). ,

(mod. Greek).

BRANGLE, BRANGLER.
See Wrangle, Wrangler.
r
BRANKURSINE,,

V-
BRANNY,-. -, 2.

BRASEN or BRAZEN,-
(62)

, ,., 2. »,

vessel,, ,.
BRASIER. Worker in

brass],, .-, , ., . H
Brasen vessel],.-,.
BRASS,, . Corinth-

ian b.,? : to

work in b.,-.-
: made of b.,, ,. TJ Pig. : impudence]-, .

BRASS-COIN or BRASS-
MONEY, or.
BRASS-FLOORED or B.-

PAVED,, 2. -, 2.

BRASS -FOUNDRY, -,.
BRASS-PLATE, -,. -, -.

BRASSY,, , ., , .,
BRAT,,,.
BRAVADO,, .//,.,, . To utter a b.,, -.
BRAVE, adj. fl Courageous], ,,,, 2. Ab. deed,, : to be b., show

oneself b.,,-. or- : to be bravest,. % Virtuous, noble-

minded, generous] -.,. To act

bravely, .
U Fine, stately, magnificent]-,. .
Bravely clad,.. Tf Excellent],, , -..
BRAVE, s. ^[ A venturous

perso?i], , . -, . A boaster]-, , . See Braggart.
U One who contemns or de>, , .
t

BRAVE, v. J To defy aby]. ^f To
hold out stubbornly]..
BRAVELY,, -.,,-.
BRAVERY. % Courage] Vid.

or, . '»;, .
H Worth, excellence],
., . % Finery,

splendour], .,, .
BRAVO,, .-, .
BRAVO ! adv. (,, .).
BRAWL, v. (Intrans.)-

"..
BRAWL, s. H Quarrel],, ., ., .

Round dance] -, .
BRAWLER,, ., , .
BRAWLING, s., ., . ,, .
BRAWLING, adj.-, 2.?.
BRAWLINGLY,.
BRAWN. 1 Boar] Vid. %

Muscular flesh] See Muscle.
BRAWNINESS,, {,., .
BRAWNY, f Muscular], 2. *H Strong]. 2.

BRAY, . (Trans.) %To
pound to pieces]',.,-. To b. a fool in a mortar,» (prov.).

BRAY. TI Generally to utter

a loud Jiarsh sound]. %
As an ass].
9
BRAY. 1 Voice of the ass], ., . ^

A mound], .,
.
BRAYER.

^
f Shrieker] -, , ., . .

^[ Mortar for pounding] See
Mortar. *JI One who grinds]^ , .
BRAZE, v. (Trans.) % To

solder metals].-..
(fasten with b)'ass).

BRAZEN. See Brasen. Tf
Fig. : shameless] Vid.
BRAZENNESS. SeeSHAME-

LESSNESS.
BRAZIER. See Brasier.
BREACH. « Act of break-

ing], . % State of being
broken], ., . IT
Gap made in a wall or fortifi-
cation] ', ., . To make a b., see

Breach, v. To enter by the b.,.
Separation, discord],

. There is a b. between friends

or-. ^f Dissolution

of treaty, allegiance],
. Violation, infraction]-, ., e. g.-

(), (.). . of a
law,, : b. of a treaty,, .
BREACH, v. \ To batter

through a wall, Qc] ..
Bread, ?, (of wheat)., (of barley). To bake b.,7. ^ Food in general\, ., . % Sus-

tenance at large], .,
]. Daily b., ', ' -: to earn one's daily b.,' . The
chief compounds are—
^
BREAD-BAKER,,

6.

BREAD-BASKET,-
pov, TO.



BRE
BREAD-BOXorB.-CHEST,, .
BREAD-CHIPPER (= but-

ler),, 6.

BREAD- CORN, *, 6., .
^
BREAD-CRUMB,. .-crumbs,/..

^
BREAD -KNIFE,,

' BREAD-LEARNING,-.
BREAD-MEAL,,-,.
BREAD-SHOP,-,\.\,.
BREADLESS, .

or? . State of

being b., , ., .
BREADTH,, {extent

in width),,, and-
/s, tj-ros, j) {extent in width

with flatness ofform). In b., to, .
BREADTHLESS. See Nar-

row.
BREAK, v. (Trans.) ^ To

part by violence'].-. . ,,,. To b. one's

chains, .
H To burst or open by force],. ^[ To
pierce through (as, the sun b.'s

through the clouds)] ' -. ^[

destroy, annul],.. ^1 To reduce the strength

of body or mind]. or. H To appul abfs spirit]. ^[

dismiss fin office], . ^[
Violate an agreement, fi[c]-, or. To b. tbe law,-

v. ff To tame an animal],.-
tiv. To b. a horse, '-. TJ Lessen the violence of a
fall, S[C.],. ^[
To stop, interrupt],-. See INTERRUPT. To
b. ground, see Plough. Fig. :

see Begin. To b. the ice (fig.),,'.
: to b. wind,-. ^[ To b. doivn] -...

^[ 6. off, a) separate fm].: b) dis-

continue], . -
( ), ,,. To b.

off speaking, doing, &c, -,,. *\\ To b. open a house, door]

o'ikiuv,.
BREAK, v. (Intrans.) 1

To become parted, burst]-
(puss.), (pf).-
(pass.).(-) ofvessels, Qc. ^j Fall,orbe

(03)

BRE
daslied in pieces],. Tj To become

opened (UL• a tumour, ?.)]-. % Expand]-. To b. of itself,-. ^f To open
(as the morning)]
(pass.) and. Day
b.'s, or-, '. ^[ To be-

come bankrupt] or
iv .

or, ,. TJ To decline in health,

strength, or force]
and (g. t.). -

and (to pass
into decay),. and

(to abate). ^[ To
b. away fm] or-,. *ft To b. forth or out]

and : as
boils and pustules,. ^[

To b. in, a) as thieves] ,'.-. ':
b) as enemies,, -

: c) enter

suddenly,... ^J To b. off]
and, also' or. ^ 6. out = commence]

An illness is breaking out, -
: a war

b.'s out,

or : to b. out into

laughter, , -
: — into complaints,-

or ' : —
into tears, : — into

screams, : — into tumult,

: — into anger, -
(pass.). % To b.

through].,-,..
b. through the enemy's ranks,,, -
?, ,,-

(of tL•

cavalry) : to b. through the line

of the enemy's ships,. ^[ To transgress]. ^[ To b. up] -, (and — b.

off .). 1 To b. with, part
friendship] .
U To open one's mind to a per-
son].-

(pass.) or .,,.
BREAK, f Broken state,

opening], ., .
P>iyw, h• IT Pause, interruption],.,.,
., . [ At daybreak]'. »;...
BREAKAGE,. f =

thi?igs broken], .,.

BRE
BRE R. % One u ho breaks]

Partcpp. active of verbs under to
Break. TJ Rocks or sa?ids on
wch waves break, and the breaking

of the waves tliemselves], .
(the breaking

of the waves),,, 6. A
coast with b.'s, -.
BREAKFAST, s. ,.,. To take b

,

see Breakfast, v. To make b.,: onewho has taken
no b.,.,
2 : the taking a slight b.,-, : at b. they conversed
together, or--

: after b. they parted,

or-, ?/ :

to give aby b., .
BREAKFAST, v....

They began the battle without
having b.-d,.
BREAKFASTING,-, 6.

BREAKFAST-TIME, , 5.
BREAKING, f Dissolution],, . If Bank-

ruptcy] Vid. . in, incursion], . B.-upofaschoo(\
See Holidays.
BREAKWATER,,., .
BREAST, s. H Upper part

of the body infront],., (poet., and of the b.

of beasts), ,, 6 (only

in later writers and physicians).

To strike oneself on the b. (as a
sign of grief),, -, : to

press the b.,.. Dug or udder],, .,, ., . To put to the b.,", " : to

give the b., .: to lie at the b.,

: a child at the b.,-, . The heart (as

the seat offeeling)], ., 6., .
BREAST, v. H To meet in

front] .-.
BREAST-BAND,,.
BREAST-BONE, -, . ,,

(collar-bone).

BREAST-BOX = cliest ofthe
body,,, b.

BREAST-CLOTH= stomach-

er,,.
BREAST-HEIGHT,-, .
BREAST-PLATE,,. , also with the addition of

or. — for horses, -
or ,.
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BREAST-STRAP {for horses

= martingale),, .
BREAST-WORK,Iiro\gte,tj.
BREATH,,.,, . To fetch b.,,

: to recover b., -
: short, bard b.,,. , :

to draw hard b., : to

stop b.,'.
: in a b., :

to the last b., -. "|J Rest, pause] -,,, .
BREATHE, v. (Trans, and

INTRANS.),, in

nearly the same uses as the English
verb, to breathe into, inspire, -. To b. out, expire, -

: to b. on,. If To
live] Vid. To be still b.-ing,

: to b. one's

last,.. [ Ut-
ter in the least degree].
BREATHING, s. 1 Breath]

Vid. "Jf Orifice for admission of
air], . If Rest, refresh-

ment],, .
If Place for rest], ,
., . *|f De-
gree of aspiration in grammar], .
BREATHING, adj.,

' BREATHLESS,,
2., ? {put of
breath after exertion).

BREATHLESSNESS, a-. . .
BRED, adj. «ff Born of]-. if Brought up].
BREECH. *If Hinder part of

the body], ., .
if Hinder part in general], . If Back-
strap or crouper in horse-harness],, .

t

BREECHES,, ol., 6, (both loose trou-

sers of the Orientals), ,. [tighter trews of the Gauls).
BREED, v. (Trans.) if To

procreate, generate]. -. {of females ; all

prop, and fig.), {ofland).
See Beget, if To bring up, nur-
ture],, -,. if Edu-
cate]. Bred,-,
{begotten), (edu-
cated).

BREED, v. (Intrans.)
or. {be preg-
nant),. {of
birds).( rear young
ones), (to b. a fa-
mily).

BREED. 1 Distinct hind of
things bred],., ., (nature), , ,
and. (tribe).

BREEDER. ^ One u-ho gene-
rates or produces], ,
6 ,,]
*\ Educator], . -, . ", )«,.

(04)

BREEDING. «IT Procreation,

production],, .
The b. of cattle,

(.) : a country fit for the b. of

cattle, . II

Bringing up, education],,,. II

Manners, behaviour], b., ., . Good b.,

: a man of good

b., or -
: without b.,-, 2.

BREESE,, b.,, b.

BREEZE,, . SeeWlSD.
BREEZELESS,,

2.

BREEZY,,-, 2.

BREVIARY, BREVIATE.
See Abridgement, Abridge.
BREW, V. ..

To b. beer," (icithout

authority), if Fig. : to be coming
on],. A
storm is b.-ing,.
BREWER,, b (icith-

out authority).

BRIBE, s., {gift; the

purposefrom the context). Inac-

cessibility to b.'s,.
BRIBE, v., with

or icithout or.." and
(esply judges). To

let oneself be b.-d,,
(pass.),-. One who

cannot be b.-d,.
BRIBER, partcpp. active of

verbs signifying to Bribe.
BRIBERY. (1] Trans.), . ,.., ., . (2] Pass.)-, -.,.

or .
convict aby of b.,

: to be convicted of b.,-
: in-

dictment of b., .
BRICK, s., . Burnt

b.,07TT»7: unburntb.,. Dim., , and, ,
. A course of b.'s,

(.) : to shape or make
b.'s, ,-. : — of earth,

>// : to burn
b.'s, .
BRICK (as adj.),..
BRICK,*;. ir\ivBevtiv(toform

b.'s ; also to cover with, or build

of h.).

BRICK -BUILT,,
(poet.).

BRICK-BURNER, BRICK-
MAKER,, -, b.

BRICK-CLAY, BRICK-
EARTH, , .., .
BRICKDUST,Tr\iVeoi/caTa-.

BRICK-KILN, ,., .
BRICKLAYER. See Mason,
BRICK-LIKE. B.-SHAPED.,,2. Adv..
BRICKMAKER^Xu^utj}?,, ., , .

t

BRICKMAK1NG,,
.,, .
BRICK-TROWEL. See

Trowel.
BRICKLE, adj. = brittle. Vid.
BRICKLENESS. See Brit-

TLENESS.
BRIDAL, adj.,

2., 2.,-.
BRIDAL, s. (thenuptial

ceremony), , (the feast).

See Marriage, Wedding.
BRIDE,, ., .
BRIDE- BED,, b.

or, .
BRIDE-CHAMBER,-, ., .
BRIDEGROOM,, .
BRIDEMA1D,,

., .
BRIDEMAN,,

., .,, .
BRIDEWELL,,, .
BRIDGE,, .

throw a b. over a river,. "
: there is a b. over the

river, -.
BRIDGE, v. See to throw a

Bridge over a river.

BRIDGE-BUILDER,-,, , .
BRIDGE-BUlLDING,7 £(/)u-, .
BRlDLE, s.,.,

. See Bit, Rein.
BRIDLE, v.. — a

horse, ". See to Rein.
BRIDLE, v. (Intrans.) To

b. up, or. .-.
BRIEF, adj. See Short.
BRIEFLY. See Shortly.
BRIEFNESS. See Short-

ness.

BRIEF, s. if Abstract, sum-
mary], .,. A papal b., -.
BRIER,, ., .

Sweet b.,, . -, .
BRIERY,.
BRIG «ff Prop. : two-masted

vessel],, .,
(small swift vessel).

BRIGADE,
tc££is, »;'.

BRIGADIER,, .
BRIGHT. *H Clear, shining],. *U Distinct,

conspicuous],,. *j| Illustrious] -.



BRI
BRIGHTEN, v. (Trans.) •[[

To make to shine],. H To enlighten'], '. ^| To
cheer] or/ or. . *ff

To polish {as metals)],. ^J To make illustrious]. or. ^[ To sharpen the

wit or intellect] -.
BRIGHTEN, v. (Intrans.)

(pass.). The sky
or weather b.'s, ',..
BRIGHTLY,*,-,.
BRIGHTNESS. ^ As qua-

lity],, . -,, ., .
As appearance], »/•-
U/is, »;.,. ^f Fig.:for
splendour of character or action],, . -,,-, . The b. of honour,<. ^] Smooth
polish offurniture, 8.],/,, .
BRIGHT-EYED, -.
BRILLIANCY, f Shine,

glitter] ], . , ., .,, .
Magnificence, dignity]-, ?). .
BRILLIANT,

«fl Glittering,

shining], and. Syn. in BRIGHT. *\[

Splendid (fig.)],..
BRILLIANT, s. ^Sparkling

jewel, diamond],, .
BRILLIANTLY. See

Brightly.
BRILLIANTNESS. See

Brilliancy.
BRIM, s. f Outer edge]-, (the edge of a cavity or

vessel), , also,
. IT Brink] Vid.
BRIM, v. (Trans.) f To

make a b. or edge].
H Tofill to tlte top]-.,.
BRIM, v. (Intrans.) If To

befull to the top or overful]-',
Til/09. '77?711'.
BRIMFUL,,-, . (only of

'vessels

)

BRIMFULNESS,,, .
BlilMLESS,, 2.

BRIMSTONE (= sulphur),, .
BRIMSTONY,.
BRINDED. 1 Prop.: burnt-

colour, reddish]. H
Streaked] .,-, 2.

BRINDLE, BRINDLED. See
preceding word.
BRINE, s. f Salt water]

(65)

BRI, .,, - To
steep in b.,. 1J The
(salt) sea], ?, jj. % Fig.:
tears] Vid.
BRINE, V..
BRINY, BRINISH,-,,,-,.
BRINE -PAN or . -POT,, . , .
BRINE-PIT,,.
BRING, v. (Trans.),

(the latter indicating

the reception of what is brought,

of thingsfor the conveyance ofwch
the simple power of the bearer is

sufficient, and for welt no special

appliances are needed, viz. of or-

ders, gifts, news, £[C.). ',
(of things for the

conveyance of wch care or special

means are requisite), (of
the transport of living beings or
large masses),,-, or .
To b. towards, to, a place,,' : to b. up to

the citadel,,
: to b. over,' (over a river or any

extended level),

(over a height) : to b. a person to

another, (in

localcontiguity),

(into personal intercourse) :

to b. intelligence, -.,:
to b. a person another's salutation

or compliments,() .
Improp. : to produce, cause]. . The land b.'s

fruits, or
: to b. income,
or : wrong doing

b.'s punishment,
: tob. advantage, disadvan-

tage, , , ,, : a thing b.'s

me benefit, harm,, ; to

b. honour, shame,,-,,, :

to b. great dangers,

: to b. vexation,. % In con-

nexion tvith prepp. and advv. =
to effect that a person or thing ar-
rives at a place or at a state, or is

removedfm a place or state]-, tvith a prep, or
partcp. c. infin. following.
To b. to a dwelling,, : — to a
new dwelling,

: to b. to day, to light,

or ' .
or or..: to

b. a thing to a person,

(a proposal, a de-

cision) : to b. aby to beggary,

: to b. over to aby's side,

(to b. into

connexion) :

(to b. to the same mind)

:

BRI
to b. aby over to one's own side,

: to b. on the
tapis (start or set forward a sub-
ject),',,-

: to b. a mat-
ter against aby, .,' ai-

: to have nothing to
b. ngainst aby, -

: to b. aby over to an
opinion, ,: to
b. aby to another opinion,-

: to b. into a state,, e. g. into slavery,.' , or with a partcp., e. q.
into perplexity,

or.-', e.g. into danger,
misfortune, perplexity, fear, -',,, : to b. into sus-
picion, :

with aby,. ,
e. g. into shame, misfortune, dan-
ger, expense,,,,. , e.g.
into anxiety, grief, terrour,-,,.

c. infin.following, e. g., -
into danger, distress. To

b. to order,/...:
to b. to an end,/. -. :

to b. to oblivion,.. : to

b. to remembrance, -,, :

to b. with oneself (be accompanied
by), or. .

or :

to b. under aby's power, '.-
: to b. athg before the judges,-
: to b. together, or
(disunited members), -

WTavai(individualpersons)^uX-~,,', -, (masses) :

to b. things about, that,

or, : to en-
deavour to b. it about, that,-, (c. fut.) : to b.

into the world, : to b.

(a woman) to bed, :

to b. again or back,,
: to b. away,',
: to b. down,,,,-, ([sc. ] in

price or value) : to b. off" (rescue),

: to b. up, see Educate.
RINGER (= bearer, Vid.),

6, 6, 6,
6•,.
BRINK,, (edge of

cavity),,, (brotvofa
precipice), , (bank of a
river). To stand on the b. of the

grave, or-



BRI BRO BRO
uceti : I stand on
the b. of the grave,

: a

iickness which brought me to the

b. of the grave, ,
or

?)s7 -.
BRISK. «fl £t«e&, cheerful'],? ?26?/?, 2.

Active, vehement]. -. ^| Nimble, stirring]-?.
>

BRISK, w. (tna up). (Trs.)..
BRISK, v. (Intrans.) '-

{pass.),

(pass.).

BRISKLY,...,,-.
(

BRISKNESS,, ,,
.,, ?) (liveliness,

activity), ,
(cheerfulness).

BRISTLE, S., .
^
-

and,, .
BRISTLE, . -. .-...». To b. up against,.
BRISTLY, (furnished

with bristles), (like bristles).

BRIT or BRET,-, 0.

BRITTLE,.-, (.), -. and.
(P.).

BRITTLENESS,,
?/tos, . .
BRIZE. See Breese.

>

BROACH. spit],. *ff A pricker or awl], . , ,
. *jj Pin for fastening dress], . and,, .
BROACH. If To fix or pierce

ivith a spit] ' thence

to pierce, g. t.,-,. *JT To tap]..' ivhence fig. to

begin athg,'. Tf
To divulge].-..
BROACHER. «ff Spit} See

Broach, s. % Divulger] b-.
BROAD. *T[ Extended in space

as distinguishedfrom long,,
also as opposed to narrow,

«ft

Large or great],.
H Extended and flat].
In statements of measure connected
with numbers tL• Greeks use the
ace., and ,
e. g., the river is three stadia b.,

6: as b. as long, (, )
: to make

b., : to speak b.,»,. ^[
Coarse, indecent].

(66)

,

BROAD-BREASTED,-..
BROAD-HORNED,-

pWS, 60TOS.

BROAD-LEAVED,-?, 2.

BROADLY, «fl Extensively], (flatly). *TT

Openly]. If Indecently].
BROADNESS. ^Breadth.
BROAD-SHOULDERED,.
BROAD-SPREADING, -,, 2.

BROAD-TAILED,-.
BROCAGE. 1[ Broker's gain

or payment], .
IT Trade in all sorts of small

zvai-es], . *§ Pan-
dering],-, rj.

BROCK. See Badger.
BROGUE. «ff Shoe] Vid. «ff

As g. t.for bad accent]-, r\.

BROID, BROIDER, BROID-
ERY. See Braid, Embroider,
Embroidery.
BROIL, s. «ft Quarrel] ,, . ^[ Meat cooked by broil-

ing] . -
vov.

BROIL, v. (Trans.) 1 To
cook over coals] and...
BROIL, v. (Intrans.) U To

be in scorching lieat]

(pass.).

BROILER. «TT A quarrelsome
person].. *[

An instrument for broiling]-.,.,.
BROKE, v. 1 Toactasbro-

ker] (to do businessfor
otliers). (be a gene-
ral dealer),,-

(to pander).
BROKEN. Partcp. pass, of

Break. Vid.

BROKEN-BELLIED or B.-
BODIED (== ruptured),--, , , or-, 6.

BR0KEN-HEARTED,7r£pi-, 2.

BROKENLY, ,.
BROKENNESS,,. ., .
BROKEN-WINDED,-/,, .
BROKER,, , 6.

(one who negotiates for others),

, , 6 (a general
dealer), ,,, 6 (a pander).
BROKERAGE,BROKERY.

See Brokage.
BROME- GRASS,,.
BRONCHOCELE,-, .
BRONZE,, 6, with or

without the addition.
Made of b.,, rj,.

BRONZE, v. (Trans.) «-.
BROOCH. 1 Spit]

t

See
Broach. % Breast-pin],
.,.
BROOD, v. (JNTRANS )-

(to sit on eggs),

(to nestle over young birds). *1T

Fig. : to b. over athg] ...
BROOD, v. (Trans.) '-, .
BROOD, s., ., ., 6.,., .
BROOK,, . ,, . A wild b. swollen by

rain or melted snow,.
BROOK, v. (Intrans.) «IT To

endure, put tip with]. . Not
to be able to b. an injury,-.
BROOM (for sweeping) ,-,, ., .
BROTH,, .,, . Particular kinds

offine broths among the Greeks
were, (of high-fla-

voured herbs) : , (of
salted fish), and, -.

BROTHEL,,-,,. -,.,.
keep a b.,.
(

BROTHELRY^op^oaK/a,
., .
BROTHER,,.-,. Full or whole b.,-, 6 : b. on the father's side,

: b. on the
mother's side,? --

: b.- in -law,,,,.
BROTHERHOOD. IT As a

state], (the rela-

tionship of brothers),,
(intimacy), «ft Union of

persons] ,, ?;.

BROTHERLESS,ai/ao £/̂ os,

'brotherlike, BRO-
THERLY, Adv.,
-.
BROTHERLOVE,-, .
BROW, «ft Of. the eye] See

Eyebrow. IT Theforehead] Vid.
To knit the b.'s.,. : to draw
up or raise the b.'s, or' . «fl The coun-
tenance] Vid. IT B. of a hill],,-. In Herod,,
.
BROW. IT To form an edge

or boundary].
BROWBEAT,, ,-7?;/ (ivith the addition

ofwords to signify by look, speech,

&c).
BROWBOUND (= crowned),, 2.

BROWLESS (= shameless),



BRO BUC BUG, 2., 2. aoV, 2.

BROWN, ". <j!)«ios (bright-

b.).. ,, .
(dark and dull 6.).

BROYVN, s. {inclin-

ing to brightness), or

{inclining to black).

BROWN, v. .. To make b. by roast-

ing or baking,.
BROWNBILL, , ., .
BROWNISH,,2.,, 2.

BROWSE, s. -.
BROWSE, .'.-. To b. on,-.
BRUISE, .,-.. ,-.,. -

(to b. theflesh).

BRUISE, s.,, .,, 6.,., .
BRUISED, ?, -.. (.

in flesh).

BRUISER, «ft Toolfor crush-

ing], , 6. A
boocer], 6.

BRUIT, s. [ Noise] Vid. «U

Report] Vid.
BRUIT, v. 1" To spread a

report ]. -.
BRUMAL,*, 3.

BRUNT,, .,,.,, ., . , . ,
. The b. of the battle,.
BRUSH, s. *\[ For cleansing]

( prps), 6. For po-
lishing shoes], (Ar.
Vesp., 600). T[ A sudden fight or
skirmish],, 6.,
h.

BRUSH, v. (Trans.)... '.
BRUSH, . (Tntrans.) IT To

slink away]. -.
BRUSHWOOD, -.
BRUTAL,, 2. -, , , gen. . .

behaviour,,, .
BRUTALITY, *,

tjTOi, . (e. g., P.)., -,, .
BRUTALIZE, v. (Trans.),. -. B.-d,. -,, ., 2., 2 : to be b.-d, -,.-' (P.).

BRUTALLY,, -..
BRUTE, adj. IT Senseless]., 2.,

2. if Irrational], 2.-, 2., 2. The b. ci'ea-

(67)

I

tion, , "ft As animals]
',, 2. % Rough,
uncultivated].., 2..
BRUTE, s. ,,, - also

fig. for a stupid or rude person.

(Fig. ; irrational ani-

m
BRUTISHNESS. See Bru-

tality.
BRUTISH, BRUTISHLY.

See Brutal, Brutally.
BRUTIFY. See Brutalize.
BRYONY,, i,- also

and,, .
BUBBLE, s. 1 On water, $c], ., , .,.,.

. •[[ Empty, worthless appear-
ance or thing], 6.,
., 6.. ^ A trick or deceit]-,, .,
.
BUBBLE, v. (Intrans.) 1

As water]..-. To b. up,

(P.)..-
(Diosc): to make athg b.,

(.).
BUBO,,, 6.

BUBONOCELE,-
\

BUCANIERS. U Prop.: pi-
rates in past times in theA merican
seas], ., or only

(9- *)
BUCK, s. Male of the deer

and some other animals]
(with the name of the animal ex-

pressed or understood),, 6., '. (the buck- or he-

goat). 1[ Waterfor washing linen], . if Fop, $c] See
Coxcomb.
BUCK, v. if To copulate as

deer]. ^T To start or
spring aside].
BUCKET,, , 6., .,, .
BUCKING, and its compounds,

b.-tub, b.-stool, ^-c, see Wash-
ing, &c.
BUCKLE, s. TI Forfastening], .,.,

. "If Curl of hair],, ., 6. See Lock
of hair.

BUCKLE, v. % Tofasten with
a b.]. or, ^j .
to, fig. zz to prepare : and b. with,

fig. = to engage with or attack]

Vid. T[ To form into curls]-.
BUCKLER. See Shield.
BUCKMAST (= beech-nut),.
BUCKSHORN PLANTAIN

(= crowfoot, a weed),-,, 6.

BUCKSKIN, s. -
(of deerskin), , ., (ofgoatskin).

Of b., see Buckskin, adj.

BUCKSKIN, adj.,

or gen. (e. g. -
[Long. 3. 15]).

BUCKTHORN,, ?.

U C W AT, ( perhaps)

(aft.Lin-
nmus).

BUCOLIC, BUCOLICAL,. . poem,-
(with or with or without-
).

BUD. If In vegetation],, ., 6. -,.,. % Young
steer or heifer], 6, .
BUD, v. (Intrans.)-,,-..
BUD, v. (Trans.) To inocu-

late in gardening]...
BUDGE, v. (Intrans.)

stir oneself]. Not to

b., and :

without b. -ing,' adj.. Budge ! (= get a-
ivayl),.
BUDGE, BUDGY. See Fur,

Furry.
BUDGET,, .,

, and, (a bag,

wallet, or scrip),, 6 (a
case or chest).

BUFF, s. IT Leather of buf-

falo's hide] , .
In b. (rr naked),. ^T B.
coloured (light yellow)]
(honey-coloured)

.

BUFF, v. See Buffet.
BUFFALO, (), 6.. 6 (late).

BUFFET, v. avvor. '
'. See Beat, v. *\ To strug-

gle with]. -.
BUFFET, S., 6. -, 6., 6.

BUFFET', s. IT Cupboard], .
BUFFETER,, 6.

BUFFETING,, 6., . See BEATING.
BUFFLE, s. See Buffalo.
BUFFLE,acZ/. ct7ropos,2.-, 2.

BUFFLE, v. See to Puzzle.
BUFFLE-HEADED. f Bull-

headed], 2. \ Block-

head],, .
BUFFOON, s.,

b., .,-, 6., , b. TtoOtt-, . 6 (a jester).

BUFFOON, BUFFOONIZE,
v. IT To play tlie buffoon]-.. . — with

a person, ..
BUFFOONERY,BUFFOON-
ING,, .,
., .
BUFFOONISH,.. (Luc.

Herm. 58\
BUG,,, .
BUGBEAR,, , ., . or

F2



BUG,.,.-, ., .
BUGLE, BUGLE - HORN.

See Horn.
BUGLOSS(^6oi.),j8oU7\o)ff-, .
BUILD. TI To construct,form]..-.' {poet, and Hdt.: inly

= to found [], or colonize.,

$"<?.). Of smaller objects,-, (esply of nests).... To
b. up, {Hdt. : also

= to close by masonry, S[c.) : to

b. upon, {also to

build agst) : to b. round,-. If To build on (=
trust to athg)] .

or.
BUILDER. 5. of houses,

0£C ] ?, '/, «PX l~, ,-,, all

6. Tf Maker in general] b-, ?, -.̂
BUILDING. 1 7%e aei /.])?, ',, . If Structure built]-,,.'-', . 1 -4?"£ / .] «See AR-

CHITECTURE.
BUILT, partcpp. of verbs un

der Build. Tf ^ks subst.: form
of construction (Sir W. Temple)],,,
V.

BULB, s. % Bulbous root], 6. ^T Any puffy, rounded,
mass], 6., .
BULBOUS, or..
BULGE (with out),,..

{of soldiers, when the line swells

out).

BULGING,.
BULIMY,,-', ., . To suf-

ferfrom.,,-.
BULK. % Size, quantity]-,,, . *ft

Content or measurement],
V. II Unwieldy size], b.

Whole or chief part] ,
{u'hole). ,, (chiefpart) . |

Cargo of a ship], . %
Projection in a building],
fj., .,.
f

BULK, v. f To project] £-..
BULKINESS. See Bulk.
BULKY,,,-,. (in

body, of persons and animals).
BULL. • The animal]-, (also the constellation),,, . Like a b.,-

: of or relating to a b.,-
: born under (tbe sign of

)

the bull, /fliaMo's, 2. ^Absurd
blunder in speech],-, .
BULL -BAITING,

(68)

BUM, b. , h {bull-

hunt).

BULL-BEEF,,.
BULL-BEGGAR. See Bug-

bear.
BULL-CALF, prop,,

b : improp. = simpleton,,, b., b.

BULL- DOG, -, .
BULL -EYED,, b

(late),,, (Horn.).

BULL-FACED,«/,2.,.
BULLFIGHT,,

(fight of men with

bulls), (fight of
bulls with one another), -

(g. t., inscr.). To exhibit

a b.,?.
BULL-FLY. f Gadfly] -, 6. % homed beetle],, .
BULL-HEAD. ^ Tadpole], b. 1 Stupid fellow],, b., b.

BULKS-HIDE, (),
. , .
BULKS-PIZZLE,, ., (rather a whip of

hide).

BULLACE,-, .
BULLET,, (as round

ball), (as shot fm fire-

arms).
BULLION,, b.-, b (gold or silver unwrought).

BULLOCK,,, .
BULLY, s., , ., .
BULLY, .,.
BULRUSH,, and .
BULRUSHY. ^ Made of

bulrushes]. % Like
Uiem, or abounding in them]-

or.
BULWARK, s. 1 A defensive

fortification],,., ., ., \., . 7-, . To fortify with b.'s,-.:
to erect a b., -' : — against aby,-. If Im-
prop. .-protection, support],, .
BULWARK, .. See

phrases under Bulwark, s.

BUM,, v., b.

^
BUM-BAILIFF,, b., b.

BUMBLE-BEE,,
' BUMBLE-KITE,, .
BUMP, S., (a

blow, and the swelling fm it), -, ., (the swelling).

IT A loud but dull sound],
b.

BUMP, v. H To hit or thump
against], -
,. ^| To utter

a loud dull sound].

BUR
BUMPER. TJie name of the

drinking vessel, as ,, b.,, &c; with the epi-

thet,, , or-, ov.

BUMPKIN,,.-
1

:, .
BUMPKINLY,..
BUNCH, s. Tumour],

.,. H Protuberance,

hump], ., ., ., . H Knot], ., .
Collection of things tied toge-

ther] See Bundle. U Cluster], , . (of
grapes), (of ivy).

BUNCH, v. (Intrans )-
and (pass.),.

BUNCH-BACKED,,,.
BUNCH I NESS,,, .
BUNCHY. ^ Asa cluster]. H Bumpy] See

Bunch-backed.
BUNDLE, s. , . -, b. , . ,, ., .,

(esply of wood).
BUNDLE, v. '...
BUNG, S.,.,.,.
BUNG, ....
BUNGLE,.//..
BUNGLE, BUNGLING, s.

% As quality],,
., . *H As act]-',.
BUNGLER,, , .

To be a b. in athg,, or , or , or
. .

BUNGLING, adj.,.
BUNGLINGLY,,.
BUOY, . ',,

{prop, and improp.).

BUOYANCY,
(

.,?,, ., .
BUOYANT, (sivim-

ming)., 2 (floating

on the surface),,
(light).

U R S I S,,, .
BUR (in hot.),,.
BURDEN, s. % Load],
{prop, and metaph.). ?,

., . ,
(prop. only). , {metaph.

only),, (. of a ship),, {pressure), ,
[weight).

BURDEN, v. To load]' . -.,-
(to weigh on), (to

press), (to



BUR BUR BUR
overfill), (to over-

load). To be b.-d with athg,

: — with debts,-.
BURDENSOME,?, ',

..,,,... To find athg b.,-
{pass.).

: to be or become b. to a per-

son, (-ST.).. .
or .

: athg is b. to me,, or (.),.
BURDENSOMENESS, -, . , .. . -.
BURDOCK. See Bur.
BUREAU. ^ As place of de-

posit] (prps), . IT

As public office (asfar as it serves

for police or administration ofjus-
tice)], .
BURGHER,, , 6.

See Citizen.
BURGLAR, toi,, , 6

BURGLARY,,
., . To commit
b.,.
BURIAL,, (rarely,). .,

fi., (carrying out the

body), (the rites), -, (funeral solemnity). To
give b. to a person, -, or-.

: to deny a person b.,

: to attend a person's

b., .. '.
BURIAL-PLACE,-,.,.-, .
BURTER,, 6., , . 6 -, 6.
BURIN,,. -,.
BURLESQUE, adj..•.
BURLESQUE, s. ., (atra-

vesty).

BURLESQUE, . -. (to travesty).

BURLESQUER,-, 6.

BURLINESS,,,
., .
BURLY. Huge, corpulent],, . . .,2. Noisy, violent]..
BURN, v. (I. Intrans.) II

1) To give out light and heat]

or (pass.),

(pass.). '
(pass.). The lamp was b.-ing,

: torches are

b.-ing, or

(69)

: b.-ing torches, -
. if Metaph. : a) to shine], e. g. the eyes b.,, b) To be moved

by violent passion] as e. g. to b.

witli desire for athg, -
: to b. with love for

aby,' (pass.) -, (pass.).
2) To be combustible] or. . (II.

Trans.) H 1) To cause a burn-
ing painful feeling]. -" (esply of the nettle). B.-ing,,,-

: b.-ing heat,,-, : to b. with red-hot
iron,. 2) To con-

sume with fire],-. , '.. To scorch and b.,-
: to b. coals, :

to b. to coal,. 3) To
dry in an oven or kiln].
Burnt,, e. g. burnt bricks,. *[j (With advv.)

To b. away: 1) Trans.] -,..
H 2) INTRANS.]

( pass). (pass. :

of the light).

( pass.). U To b. out or up : a)

Trans. To consume by b.-ing],. b) Tocleanse
by b.-ing]: e.g. an ulcer,' : e. g. a vessel,

a furnace,,.
II 2) Intrans. To cease b.-ing]

(pass.). To be burnt
out (i. e. to lose home and goods
by fire), -,-,.
BURN, s. Injury or sore

from burning],,
.,, .

or.
BURNABLE,, 2., 2.

BURNER. Person who
burns] 6,. 6,. "H Instru-

mentfor burning],.
BURNING, partcp. and adj.

1) Intrans. a) Prop.] -,..,. b) Me-
taph.]. % 2) TRANS.], , .
(prop, and improp.).

BURNING, s. and
»j (trans.), .,, f)., (in-

trans.).

BURNING-GLASS,,' (Ar.

Nub. 766).

BURNISH>. (Trans.)<-,,.
B.-d,.
BURNISH, v. (Intrans )

(pass.), -,.

BURNISHER,,,
6 (smoother, person and tool),, , 6 (polisher),, (tool).

BURNISHING,, ., (bath smoothing).-, (brightening).

BURNT-OFFERING,-, . To present a b.,

and.
BURR,, 6.

BURROW. H Underground
hole ofan animal] .. That lives

in b.'s, (opp.-. A. Hist. An. 1, 1). -
(but this of serpents,

lizards, Qc). To live in a b.,

(but these principally

of torpid animals).

BURROW, v. «ft To make a
b.] (A.) or

only (both of moles. A.
Hist. An. 8, 26, and pseud.-A.
Mir. Ausc. 124)...
BURSAR, 6., .-, (steward).

BURSARSHIP,, ., .
BURSARY,,.
BURST, v. (Trans.)-,,-... -,. To b. the gates,

or or -
: to b. a door,

a lock, .
BURST, v. (Intrans) 6-,,-,,-,

(pass.),. To b. with

envy, :
— with anger, rage,',. %
b. away fin]. -. To b. upon,-

: to

b. out or forth, and -. ', -
(pass.),,
: — as a fountain,

: to b. into (suddenly
begin), : —
a laugh, , -. : — tears,

' -.
: to

h. out into a cry, or
: — anger,

(pass.).

BURST, S. ,,
(act of breaking), , ., (broken place),,, (sudden breaking out).

BURSTEN. See Ruptured.
BURSTER,, , 6.

BURTHEN. See Burden.
BURY, v..

(to carry to the grave),

(to inter : in the higher style),

and -
(to per-

form a funeral for aby). To b.



BUR BUT BUT
aby alive,"/ : to b. athg in oblivion,' /os. if

To dig in the earth]

(a treasure, #c).
BURYING-GROUND. See

Burial-Place.
BUSH, if A spreading shrub], 6. and,. if Thicket], .,

.,.
or,?.
spread like a b.,.
BUSHEL,, 6 {as the

nearest Attic measure). Holding
a b., : to measure
money by the b., -.
BUSHY,,, -.
BUSIED. See Busy.
BUSILY,. -.

>

BUSINESS,, ., (. leisure),, ., {task),, ., - (oc-

cupation),, (affair).

Proper, regular b., 7;5,
., : to make
atbg one's b.,. : b. about
athg, or. ,, 6 (money .). Sts

the Greeks do not express it by a
particular sttbst., but merely join
to the verb the gen. of the

person to ichom the b. properly be-

hngs, e. g., it is the b. of a soldier,

: urgent b.,

: daily b.,'
: to go about

one's b., 7rpos .
:

it is my b., . -
: I have nothing to do

with a b.,, -: to take a journey on any b.,

or- or -/ : to follow a b.,-..
: thefollow-

ing a b.,, : to do
much and various b.,-

: to do b. (in trade, im-
plying to gain),. -

: to do b. (in trade)
with a person, and

: to have
b. to do with a person,-, : b. is concluded,

: to make
fitter for b., -

: without b.,, 2,
opp.

: to mind one's own
b.,

: to med-
dle with other^'.,',-

: that is no b. of mine,. :
the b. of the state, see Affair :

to _set about the b.,. ,
: to

(70)

make an end of a b.,.
BUSKIN,, , .

Tragic b.,, .
BUSK, BUSKET, BUSKY.

See Bush, Bushy.
BUST, if In statuary], or simply',,

., .,.
if Pile oficood] , 6., ?].

BUSTARD (in ornith.),,, .
BUSTLE, .,-

">. . ...
BUSTLE, s. if Restless ac-

tivity],-,,-
, . if Tumult, uproar] -,,,.,

. To be in a b., see Bustle, v.

To make a b., or..
BUSTLER,., 6.

BUSTO. .See Bust.
BUSY, «*.,.-, 2., 2 (occupied),,, -. (all

of the habit). To be b.,, : to be very
b., /:
to be b. about athg,

(pass.) , . -
or

, , tlvi,, tlvi. or, or or .. To be very b.

about athg," .. if Curious,

meddling, inquisitive],
BUSY, v. or

or .
or-. To b. oneself with

many things, orwith other people's
affairs, : to be
always b.-ing oneself,

: to be very b.,

or.
BUSY-BODY, -,,.
BUT, conj. and adv. if Ex-

cept] (as conjunction, when
a verb must be supplied ; or
as prep. c. gen.), .. After negative expressions,' and ' ?;' e. g.
money 1 have none, but a small
sum, '. See Except, if Yet,

nevertheless] (only in objec-

tions). B. yet, .. . ' : b.

now, . : b.

nevertheless, . .. if On the contrary,

moreover, besides, also ; and in-

troductory particle as now, then,

in connexion of sentences] (ex-

cept at the beginning ofa sentence,

has inly a corresponding in

theforegoing sentence), (al-

ways at the beginniyig of the sen-

tence expresses tJie opposition more
sharply and strongly than ), if

OtJiericise, than],,. if Unless] . See
Unless, if Unless that].., if If it were not

that] See But = Except, if

Only, merely].
BUT, a•, if End], .

if Thick stumpj], . if

Mark for aiming at], 6.

See Butt.
BUT, v. See to Abut.
BUTCHER, .<?., ., , ., .

if A murderous, blood-thirsty mait], .
BUTCHER, ....
BUTCHER'S-BROOM,-, .
BUTCHERLINESS,

or , .
BUTCHERLY,,-,,.
BUTCHER. if Business of

a butcher], . if

Slaughter], . , .
if Butcher s shop],.
BUTLER,, (cup-

bearer), ,-",, ." .
BUTMEJST (inarchit.),-,,,.
BUTT, if End] ,,, . if Point

of aim], . See Mark.
if Blow orpush by a beast],
., . if ¥-€],

(a- t. for vessel).

BUTT, v. if To push (as

beasts)].
BUTTER, s.,-, . Of or relating to b.,.
BUTTER, v. -.
BUTTER-BUMP. See Bit-

tern.
BUTTER-BUR, ,,?,, .
BUTTERFLY,, f,.

BUTTERY, adj..
BUTTERY, s.,.
BUTTOCK,, .-

va, ,.
BUTTON, s. if For fasten-

ing clothes],,
(buckle, our b.'s being unknown
to the ancients), if Round knob
in general]o ,.,., . if Ball at the

end of athg], .
BUTTON, v.. •-...
BUTTRESS, s.,,

. ,, -, .
BUTTRESS, V... -.
BUTWINK. See Lapwing.



BUX BY CAB
BUXOM, « CTieerfuT],, •ff Frolicsome],.
BUXOMLY, IXapZs. -,.
BUXOMNESS, ., .
BUY,/ mly with-

acrdaias aor.,-
(in the market, e. g., .), -. or-. .,

(to traffic). To have bought athg,

: to b. dear,

or

: to b. cheap,

: to b. with one's life,

: to b. the

victory with much blood, -' :

bought,.,.
«" To b. of] (redeem),.
(mid.) : (to get rid of by bribes). (e. g.. Lys.)..
BUYER,,, 6. -,, 6., -, ..., 6 (the five last as

partcpp. c. ace. ofthe object bought).

To find a buyer, iWijtoC -.
BUYING, s. , .-, 6.

BUZZ, s. «^ Of bisects, #c]
., b. *[f In-

distinct sound], .-, 6., .
BUZZ, . ,'-. My ears b., -

uoi.

BUZZARD. if Prop. : a spe-

cies of hatch]', . "fl Im-
prop. : a stupid blunderer]-,,, .
BUZZER,, od, b., b., , .
BY, prep. *\\ Of place (near,

close to)] c. dat., c.

dat. of person, ace. of thing, '
c. dat. To be by athg or aby,

or

: to lie by athg,

or : to stand

by aby, .-
(when

placed in rank) : to sit by aby,?} : by aby (i.e.

in aby's hands, possession),: to stand by (adhere to),, ' (by a
thing, e. g. a treaty ; also by aperson,, App.). «if Oftime

(at or ichen)] By night,,, : by
day,' : -, , C.dat.: by
break of day, , .
«If Going past in movement]

c. ace. To pass by the town,: to shoot

by (beside) the mark,-. *[f To denote

(71)

cause, instrument,' means, agent], , c. gen. or ace,

c. gen, , and often dat. alone.

To be excited by passion, or

: to

be overcome by aby,

or : to be
admired by all, ' or

: to

know by the voice,

or :
to say, ask, by a messenger,, '. to

gain by much labour, -
: to per-

suade by (means of) athg,-
or : to be

persuaded by athg,

or : by cunning,
or],-

: by good fortune, -
or : by

force,, : by na-
ture, : I am by nature,

: I have by nature,-
: to compel

by blows, :

to compel to surrender by starva-

tion,: to meet
one's death by athg,

or . *ff From, ac-

cording to] ,,, c.

ace. By appearance, looks, words,,, : to judge
by athg, or

: to see, learn, by athg,

bpav, :

by law, ,' aho by ace. of closer speci-

fication. By race, (ace.) :

a Syrian by country,'' and by dat. only icith-

out prep, {[ Measure of space,

time, and quantity in general] By
so much, by how much,
...: by a hair's breadth,. '., or :

by a great deal, : by
far, .,
(c. compar. and superl.) : to be
taller by a head,,
T?j: to be higher by
ten feet,. ff To denote succession

or distribution] , (c.

ace.). Man by man,',
: year by year,', : day by

day, ' : bit

by bit, or point by point, '
. ' : by little

and little, ,, : by the

whole, or by the great, -,: by threes,-, also (P.
Tim. 54, e). «ff In oaths] To
swear by, ,

: by the gods,?. , .
(in oaths of affir-

mation) : .
(in oaths of negation). If Mis-
cell, phrases] To lay hold of or

lead by, .

: by the hand,, : tohold
by the hope, :

to hang by a peg,

or : to

think or consider by oneself,

or '
or ' : by it-

self,,'. '. : by chance,

or : by
name, : going by the

name of

—

, :

by way (instead) of, : by
land and by water,

: a battle by
land,/, tj : a battle by
sea,, .
BY, adv. *ff Near],. *ff Present] To be by,,,-. *ff Soon] By and by,., : by

the by, , .
^l Past (in space or time)] By,

(in composition) : to begone
by,,-

: the danger is gone by,.
BY-CONCERNMENT,-, .
BY - DESIGN, BY - END,;, . To have a by-

d., ..
BY-GONE. See Past.
BY-INTEREST. See By-end.
BY-LANE. See By-way.
BY-NAME,. See SURNAME.
BY-NAME,?'. ^Surname.
BY-PATH, BY-ROAD. See

By-way.
BY-STANDER, /'-. See SPECTATOR.
BY-VIEW.

>

See By-end.
^BY-WAY, , .

BY-WEST, Trpos.
BY-WORD. See Proverb.
BY-WORK,, .

or. To treat athg as a

by-w., '' .
or: as a by-w.,, .

BYE (in good bye). To bid

good b., '.
BYGONES,

or .
BYSSUS,, ., s.

(sc.),.

CABAL, s.,-,, . ... See INTRIGUE,
Faction.
CABAL, v..
CABBAGE,,. Dim.

or (Hipp.),, . White c,-



CAB CAL CAL
: to grow c.'s,

(g. t. to groto vegetables) : a c-
Stalk, .
CABBAGE, v. {slang term).

See to Steal.
CABIN. % Of a ship] -, ioOs, . ,., ., . %

hut] Vid. if A small room] See
Cabinet.
CABINET. ^ A small room], ., . "|f A re-

positoryfor artistical objects] -, ., .
if Meton. = ministry], (Diod. . 5).
/JoiAfi, tj (the place where a coun-
cil is held). A c. minister, tVi

: a c. order,,., .
CABINET-MAKER,-
?, 6. (lit. maker of
beds and couches).

CABLE,^,,.,
(g. t.)., (for the

anchor), or/,
(any rope to fasten a vessel on

shore),, (stern-

ropes tofasten a ship with).

CABRIOLET. See Car-
riage.
CACHINNATION,-, 6. See Laughter.
CACKLE,.-. if Metaph. = to gossip]..
CACKLING, ,, .

Metaph., .,.
CADAVEROUS, or?, 3 (pale as a corpse).

C. smell, ,, (of a corpse), or.
(JADE,, 2.-, 2.

CADE, . or..
CADENCE. See Rhythm
CADET, ().
CADGER,, . -, .
CjESTUS,, pi. (-, to put, lit

bind on the c. P.).,
(armed with metal studs).

CAGE, (a cage or
coop ; also lock-up house for pri-
soners), (to keep any ani-
mals in),' (lock-up-house),, Qc. = poultry-
yard. TJ A prison] Vid.
CAGE, .,-,.,,.-

,. If To imprison] Vid.
CAJOLE. See to Flatter.
CAJOLER. See Flatterer.
CAKE,,, ., ., .

thin c.,, : the baking
of c.'s, ,
V.

CAKE, v. See to Congeal.
CALAMINE, or, .

(72)

CALAMITOUS,,, (poet.),-..,,., 3., 3. See Un-
fortunate.
CALAMITY, , or

simply,, (g. t.).

(misfortune), or,
(stronger term), also,, (ill success,failure),, (wretched or mi-
serable condition),,
(contrary or untoward event),, (suffering),,
(evil), also or-, (tribulation, bad luck).

To bring c. upon aby,-. : to suffer

C, ., and-. .
or.

CALCULATE,,
(prop.), -, (prop,

and metaph.). and-
(metaph. only). To

c. athg minutely and impartially,' . -:
to c. the time,

(Hdt.) : to c. athg by athg,

: athg
cannot be c.-d,

: to C. the

gain and expenditure,-
:

to c. the revenues,

(2.). if To c
(safely) upon]/ .

.
. ' . I can

upon aby's assistance,

: I may safely c.

upon athg, . See
to Reckon upon.
CALCULATED,

and, 3 (suitable, ftfor the

puipose).

CALCULATION,,, . By way of c,, , : to give a

rough c. (of athg),, xj/ '
(Aristoph.). See Ac-

count.
CALCULATOR^,, ., , . An ex-

perienced c, .
CALDRON,,, .,, .,

(of copper).

CALENDER,,., , . -, (a tablet on wch laws,

astronomical and chronological

calculations, &c, were written).

To mark out in the c,-.
CALENDS,, , ., , .
CALF. A young cow] -, 6., , and,, (of'other animals),,
(ofa stag and roe). if Of the

leg], ., .

CALIX,, , (of
flowers and plants).

CALK,
(Strab.).

CALL. if Sound of the voice], ., . -, ., . if A call-

ing], . , .
come at aby's c, or' (pass.) ,

or-.
(if one kas been

sent for). if A visit],
., ., 6.

To make a c, .. -.' •70-'.
or (') : to re-

ceive a c, -
or : I shall

be glad to receive a c. from you,,. See
Visit, s.

CALL, v. if To name]-, (g. t.)., -
and (to give athg a

predicate), (to impose
any name upon),
or (to give a name).
Bywhat name are you really c.-d ?-

; to (aby) with a loud
voice, : to c. aby by
his name, :

to c. athg one's own,'
: c.-d, or that is c.-d,, 3.',, ., ,

: the so-called,

or : the A as it is

c.-d, : to be
c.-d,,(-)... . ^[

raise a sound (intr.)] (to

sound),. Toe. loud,,. ( Trans.) :

to call aby to one's assistance,. % To c. after].. ^[ To c.

aside],. "[[ To c. back]

(e. g. from exile ; the dogs), ^f
To c. away],.

(to anotherplace). ^[
To c. for (i. e. to take away tviih

one), a) To go to fetch]() or.
(to go to a placefor

the sake of fetching),

and ., (to

take with one). I have called for

aby, . b) To re-

quire] ,. VlD.

"II To c. forth]. -. "ff To c. in (prop.)]'.. To c. in a
physician, . Fig.:
to make a c]. If To c. off]
(e. g. hounds, P. ). If To c. out
(prop.)],.
Fig. :^6^] :

(of troops),-
> : (to exclaim)



CAL,. , -.. "H

c. on or upon, a) To visit] -, (to visit a

friend, S^c, to see how he is, or to

inquire after him),, and-
(for the sake of asking

athg).' ,, , .
and/ (to visit). To c. frequently

upon aby, ..-" its (at anyplace),
b) To appeal, urge, fyc, a man
to do athg] To c. aby to do athg,.. ^[ To c. together].. If To C.

up],. -. % To c. over]-,^.-,
(; recitare). ^[ Miscellaneous]
To c. names (= to revile),-,. ... : to c. athg
in question or doubt,/, or c. infin. seq. : I call

athg in question,

or .-
: to c. aloud, see

to Call out : to c. to aby's

mind, or
: to c. athg to a person's mind,. -

or
or.

CALLER. See Visitor.
CALLIGRAPHY, -, (Plut.).

f

CALLING. « Prop.] ,
., 6. , .. The sphere of aby's

duty] , .,,. . See
Condition, Station.
CALLOSITY, or

(Hipp.).,..-., ., 6., . , . To produce
or bring on c, see to render Cal-
lous.
CALLOUS,, 3., 2., 3.-, 2. To render c,,. .,,. ^|

Trop. = insensible], 3., 2., 2. -, 2.

CALLOUSNESS,-., .,
ijtos, (trop.)., ., . See INSENSI-
BILITY.
CALLOW,, 2. also,,2. C. young.,-,.
CALM. If The state of the sea

when there is no storm],
. ,., . "ft Tran-
quillity], . ,
(absence of motion as well as of

(73)

CAL
noise). , (peace), -, (inner tranquillity), also, . , .,
., ., (ab-

sence of noise or disturbance),, ^j Fig. : of the mind]
See Tranquillity.
CALM, adj., 2 (g. t.)., 2 (without motion),, 2 (without inner emo-

tion),, 3 (without exer-

tion),, 2 (without noise),

(without energy), -, 2 (without losing one's

composure),, 2 (not dis-

turbed by passion),, 2., 2., 3 (without

fear or anxiety),, 2. -, 2 (offirm disposition). ^[

Ofair, weather, and the sea],
2. — of the sea,, 2., 3. , 3. % A c.

mien or countenance] or

:

a c. temperament,, : a
c. or peaceable life,'.

(without business):

a c. disposition,, .
: c. speech, language, or

words, (speaking
sedately), (fearless
expressions), (ut-

tered without passion) : to be c,
or.

: be c. ! ! '
(do not excite yourself),, (be silent),

(do not disturb, do not ut-

terdisapprobation) : to be c. under
athg, ..

(to look things coolly in theface),
or.,. (tokeep quiet).

CALM, v.,-,,
(of violent emotions in general),, (aby
who is in a rage),

(aby afflicted or in distress).

(aby who is excited or in apassion).
and

(one who is about to revenge him-
self).

CALMLY, and -
(g. t.). ()..

To expect athg c,.
CALMNESS. See Calm, s.

CALORIFIC,
(P. .). (Hipp.),, 3., 2
(glowing with heat).

CALOTTE. See Cap.
CALTROP,, (Po-

lycen.).

CALUMNIATE,.,,,.-
(all c. ace),. or. To c. aby (to aby),/ /.

CALUMNIATOR,-, , . ..,

CAN
CALUMNIOUS,-, 3., 2.-, 3., 2.

CALUMNY,, . -, ., .-,, .,
., .
CALVE, . (g. t.).

CAMBRIC. See Linen.
CAMEL,, b (usually

). C.Vskin or -hide,, .
CAMEL-DRIVER,-, , ., .

(the person

who had the care of the camels).

C L A R D,-,, .
CAMELOT. See Syn. in

Cloth.
CAMOMILE,, ,

.,.
CAM,, .,.-, .,.,

. ,. To pitch a c, )
on the part of the general]-. -, , b) With ref.

to the army] and.-. -
or... To break

up the c, or.-. : to pitch

the c. at a place,-
: to pitch the c.

opposite the enemy's,-.-.-
: to make the army

pitch their c, -.
CAMPAIGN. 1 The time

during wch an army keeps thefield], ., or more exactly

(Polyb.). To
have already served five c.'s,-

(Pol. 6, 19) or --
(ib.) : to serve twenty c.'s

in the infantry,}. See
Expedition. The c. is over,. To have served
in many c.'s, -. Sts',year

(), ivill serve.

CAN, s. , , ., . , (a measure

for liquids), gen. and
(the latter composed of fin
a nom., used by the Ionians).

CAN. TJ I) To possess power,
the faculty, S[C.].-, , .. C. you tell me ?'

; I can't help or avoid
(doing athg), ,
e. subjunct. or optat. I could say
much more,, as much as aby possibly

c, , -, ,



CAN CAN CAP. Tf II)= To be possible

or alloiced] ,..,. One
(= people) can, ... : it can hap-

pen or be. a) There is nothing

contradictory in it],. b) It is not impro-
bable that, Sfc]'. If
subjective possibility or probability

is expressed by tlie verb can (a rare

use in English), the Greeks iise in

independent clauses the optat.

mood, in connexion with the par-
ticle av : but in depe?ident or sub-

ordinate clauses either the optat. or
conjunct., and after the infin.

You can [/ dare say] hit upon
many expedients,' : a man could

not find a blacker dog,. So
of objective possibility : what c. be
the reason of this ? -' ; who could

maintain ? ; Since

we as frequently say, " I could
not have thought," " Who could
have thought it ?" as " I should
not have thought," "Who would
have thought it?" could, could
have, are sts to be transl. by av,

with the imperf. or aor. of the

indicat. To say " I could not
have thought it !" " Who could
have expected?" &c,'" '" "

;" -, ipjr• Verbal adjtt. in

and imply physical possi-

bility, e. g. that c. be conquered,, 3., 2 : that C.

be passed or traversed,,
2. In other instajices, the notion

of can is sup/pressed in Greek and
rendered by periphrasis, e. g. I

can't praise those (persons),

: 1 cannot dis-

approve of it, -
: aby cannot find fault with cvr

blame, . ^f III)

To have gromids or reason (for
athg)] ,. He
can't find fault with or blame
us, or. If IV) Topos-
sess dexterity, skill, the requisite

knou-ledge, ?.] (c.

inf.).

(e. g.). I c. make
speeches of enormous length,-
(.) : I cannot count,

{P.). i
[f Miscell.]

I cannot help it,

: no man can say
it was my fault, -. See to be
Able.
CANAL,, .,.,, .,

and, (ifdrawn offa river).
To conduct by c.'s,,,.
CANARY-GRASS,,, h.

(74)

CANCEL,,-,,. Easy
to be c.-d.,, 2. Syn.

Annul.
CANCER, t Prop.-] See

Craavfish. if Meton. : a viru-

lent sore], b. g^ Also
= tlie constellation Cancer. For
sore also () is used.

To bring on a c,.
CANCEROUS,.
CANDID,, , .

and, 2. -, 3 (of persons and things),, 2 (ofpersons only),,,2 (of different

objects, e.g. ,,. ,-). To be c, and. See Syn. in Sin-

CANDIDLY. ^Sincerely.
CANDIDATE, .

.,,, tiro's (g. t.). A C
for a post or office,-

: a rival c,-.-,-., ,
(all in the sense of competitor) :

to be a c. for post or office,-
: — for a prize,, or sim-

ply (pass.) : a c. for

a prize, &c,, , .
CANDLE,, (esply in

plur.). ,, .,, . To light a c,. . SeeSyn.in
to Light.
CANDLE-LIGHT,

or . Bye,. ..
CANDLE -SNUFFER, -;, .

(

CANDLE-STICK,,
(Lucian ; a stand on wch the

was placed. Matt. 5, 15.

Lob. Phryn. 313).,
(Ath.). To put a candle on a c,

(St.

Matt.).

CANDOUR. See Sincerity.
CANE,, . ., ., . ,

(all theproduce ofnature),,
(artistical produce). See Reed

and (for walkinq-c. ) Stick.
CANE -CHAIR,, .
CANE, v. See to Beat with

a stick.

CANINE,, 3.-., 2.

CANISTER,, . -,.,, (of box-

tvood). See Box.
CANKER. See Cancer.
CANKER-ROSE,,.
CANKER-WORM,

(Joel. 1, 4. Nahujn 3, 15).

CANKER, v. (Diosc.

Arr. St. James Ep. 5, 3). To

be c.-d, (, Jam. 3, 15).

CANNON,, (aft.

the notion of tlie ancients ; to wch
may be added). To

range or point the c.'s, -.
t

CANNONEER,, ,
.
CANOE. See Boat.
CANON,, . ,, . See Syn. in Rule.
CANONICAL,.
CANONIST,, oZ

(Eust).
CANOPY, , , ., ., . Prps

also, (cf. Heindorf on
Hor. Sat. 2, 8, 54).

(was a bed with a c. or curtains of
fine gauze as a defence agst gnats).

If Fig. : c. of the heavens], ,
, or prps ,
(oft. , .
Athen. ii. p. 48).

CANT. Ac. term,, (a technical term),
or ,.
CANTER, s. and v. See Syn.

in Gallop.
CANTHARIDES (sing.),,, .,

(g. t., a blister).

CANTICLE. See Chant.
CANTO, ?, n. , b.

See Song.
CANTON,, . See Dis-

trict.

CANTON, v...
CANTONMENT,-, . To retire into c.'s,

: to order
or send into c.'s,-.
(

CANVASS,, n (g. t)., (for packing). [ Sail-
cloth], .,, .
If = sail] e. g. to sail with all the
c. set, or to set all the c,-. if An askingfor votes], . §§2* More usu-
ally by the partepp. of verbs under
to Canvass.
CANVASS, V.

(e. g.,
Isocr.). If To investigate] Vid.
See to be a Candidate for.

CAP,, . , (of
dogskin),, .-,(for afemale),-, .

ttj or

(afemale liair- or head-
dress). To take off aby's c,-.
CAP, v. if Fig. : to top with

athq]..
CAPABILITY. See Syn. in

Capacity.
CAPABLE,, 3. -, 3., 3 and 2. olos,, , e. g. otos or

or,.-, 3.



CAP CAP CAP
. (2) Trpos

{susceptible of an emotion, &c.),

or () (.). &• °f

learning,, 2 : to be c,, : to be c.

of doing, &c, or

{to be able to do),. ,
(to feel an inclination

for) : to be c. of committing a

crime, ,-
: to be C. of athg,. $g§* Many

adjj. implying capacity or fitness

for tlie act wch the verb expresses,

areformed in Greek with the term-

ination, e. g. c. or fit to go-

vern,, 3 (fm) :

c. of comprehending,,
3 (fin,).
CAPACITY,, >9, ., . ', ?, . Good

(bad) c.'s, see Abilities. % Size,

room], ., .
See Circumference. *U Condi-
tion, character] e. g. the political

C. of aby,. In otJier cases it must be

rendered by periphrasis with ,, . or ,,. . e. g. as (= in his c.

of) king he gave the law,

: in his c. of
general he enforced it,' .
CAPARISON,,.
CAPE. ^1 Promontory]-, . , . \ Of*

cloak], .,.,.
CAPER, .. -, (to jump -

bout), : also -. {by way of
merriment orjoy).

CAPER,, , .
"[[ Ajump]a,.,
., .,., ., .
cut c.'s,.
CAPER-SAUCE,,

.
CAPER -TREE,,, .
CAPILLATRE,

(adiantnm, Plin. 22, 21, 30; a
plant called Maiden-hair).

CAPITAL. Chief city]-,, . ,
. Principal laid out at in-

terest] -
(the original stock of a

business)., . -
(a sum of

money),,,.,, (c. lent out). •, {. interest),,
(put into some business). To pay

both the c. and the interest,\
{.) : we cannot reco-

ver even our.,
(D.).

CAPITAL (ofa pillar),-
or (.), -
is the architrave.

(75)

CAPITAL, adj., 2., 3.,, ., 3., 2. -, 3. The most c,,.,
{no second like it, Sec).

IT Chief, principal] VlD. ^f A
c. article], .,, .,. *([

c. letter] or. *[[ Having the penalty

of death attached to it],
and Crcl. with. A c.

cause, , ., . , .-. To bring a c. charge
agst aby,

or : to

make athg a c. crime,

. , or" : c
punishment, ", , or
simply, (e. g.) : any one has
committed a c. offence,.,

: to inflict c. punishment on
aby, : to

accuse aby of a c. offence,-. ^[ Capital!]
See Bravo !

t

CAPITALIST,, od,

6., , b., .
CAPITALLY,.....
CAPITATION,-,,. To pay

a c. tax, '-.,/...-..
(

CAPITULATION,OM<Aoyia,
..,
.,, ., .
To conclude a c, -. with or with-

out, or' :

the town surrendered on c,-
: to receive a town by c,. -

: to offer terms
of c,' : accord-

ing to the terms of c,. '
:

contrary to or agst the articles of

a c, . '.
CAPON,, , 6..
CAPRICE, -, (fancy),, ., . -., (whim),, . ',

(characteristic peculiarity). To
act fm c,. -,

: fm the c. of

the moment, (P.
D., fm a momentary impulse) :

the c. of fortune,,
or .
y

CAPRICIOUS,, 2., 2., 2.

or,
2., 2., 2.

To be C,. -..
CAPRICIOUSLY, -

(fm impulse). To act c,..
CAPRICIOUSNESS,.
CAPRICORN,, ,

or, 6.

CAPSTAN,,.
CAPSULE,,, .

;,., .,., .
CAPTAIN.

1J
Of landforce], ., . -

and,, (a c. ofor over one hundred).

Tf A sea-c], b (of a
man-of-war),, b (of a
merchantman). % The post or

office ofa c], . -, .
CAPTAINCY,, ., .
CAPTAINSHIP,,

., {relatively to the

commander-in-chief), -.), (relative to tlie talents

orqualificationsofthe commander).
See Captaincy.
CAPTIOUS, ?, 3., 3. A c. question,

: to put a c.

question, or. -. f[ Quarrelsome] -, 2. To be C,-.
CAPTIOUSNESS, -/,. , ., ., {in-

clination for quarrel).

CAPTIVATE, To prepos-

sess in favour of (enchain the af-

fections)] (by

daily intercourse. A.^.

or, and.
(to soothe byivhat appeals

to the sense of beauty). C.-ing,,, , .,
2 (cliarming), also, 3., 3. A c.-ing charm,. or,
., . {the

act of captivating).

CAPTIVE, s. and adj. ^,, .,, ?. -, 3., 3 (reduced

to aby''s power) . ,, ., , . -, 3 {thrown into prison).», 2 : fern,-,, .,,
., 3 (prisoner of
war). To make a c,

or./.{. -



CAP
: to retain c,"

or" (of pri-

soner of war), iyj.iv

(in a prison) : to be made a c,
{in war, Qc). -
{to be carried away

c.) : to be a c, \\:
to deliver oneself up as a c,-

or .
CAPTIVITY,., ? (in consequence of a

war)., . ., oi {in consequence of in-

carceratio?i) . To be reduced to

C, - {in

war), -. at, pass, {to be put into

prison) : to «lead into c,-
or. '-

{to make
aby a prisoner) : to be in c. with-

out a chance of escaping,-.
CAPTURE. f The act of

talcing or capturing], .. ", {in
war)., ems, h {arrest,

T, JR.). Also by the verb-
{to arrest: e. g.-, after the

c. of his father). {to

be taken in war: of ships, ?•)-
Tf Prey],, .
See Booty.
CAR. See Carriage.
CARAVAN, , h

(Strab.).

CARAWAY,, ., .,.
CARBUNCLE. «fl gem],, ., .,, . II A tumour]

VlD.
CARCASS. See Corpse.
CARD, {for

play)., (juicket, or
visitors c). ^J A wool-comb

]

,.
CARD, v..
CARDER,, , 6. 6.
CARDINAL,,,
^CARDINAL NUMBERS,,, .
+CARDINAL VIRTUES,.
CARE. [ Anxiety, affliction],, , and (poet, and. .), , . , .

See Anxiety. To be full of c.'s,, ^j Care-
fulness, careful attention]-, .,, . -, ., . C. of or for

atbg, : the c.

to effect athg,, '
: to take c. that &c,,. ,

(c. indie, fut. or subj. or
optat.) : to take all possible c. that,,' : to take c. of athg, -, or ,
or , -. -. ,

(76)

CAR
or : to

take c. of aby, -, ,
: to take great c. of atbg,

: to take great c. of aby, iv

: to

take the greatest c. of athg,--
: to take c. that

&c, ,
{c. indie, fut. or subj. or optat.) :

to charge aby with the c. of athg,-
: to share aby's c.,-, -

{to take or engage

any to assist one),

{to assist aby in athg) :

to bestow c. upon athg,-.
.

. or

. See to Care for. Free fm
C,, 2., ,
gen..,2.,
2., 2., 2: to live

free fm c, -
'. ' :

let me take c. of that,

Xoyov .
C AR E, v. Tf To be concerned]. ,. {pass. ).

Not to C, .
: not to c. for the

next day,.. [ To c. for athg, at-

tend to it] and-. -,'. or, also, and with indirect in-

terrogatives{,. , .).
It is also used personally, -

. . . {.) -, ,. Whoever
c.'s for his brother c.'s for him-
self, 6

: not to c. for athg,

or ., . --
: c. for nothing,

{Lys.) : those who c. at

all for their souls, ols

{.) ' dost

thou note, that . . .?

...; {A.F.).
CAREEN, v. It must be ex-

pressed by {to haul high

and dry), or {to

repair it), or {to pitch it.

Schol., Aristoph.).

CAREER,, 6. To finish

one's c, .
CAREFUL, »5<?,2.-, 2., 3

(ofpersons),, 3. -, 2 (of persons and things),, 3 (of things)., 3., 2., 2.

CAR
CAREFULLY,.. Also., or fm adjj. in

Careful regularly formed with. To do athg c,-
or .. -

(to act c). Also
(c. aor. pass.),. To
act c. in athg,.
or / : to set about athg c,.-. -

: to con-

sider atbg ,
: to investigate or examine ,.
CAREFULNESS, -, ., .,

},, .,,
•
CARELESS,, , gen.., 2., 3., 2., 2. -

(slighting). To be , to

show oneself c., ....: to be c. about athg,.
or .

{.).( ).
CARELESSLY, e.g. to act

C, ./, or , or : to

do athg C,. .
(

.CARELESSNESS,,
., . , , ., . (negli-

gence. VlD.). Great c,.
CARESS,, . -, 6., ., .,

., .
CARESSES. See Caress.
CARESS, v. ,.,.. -.
CARESSING,', 2. -., 3.

CARGO,, 6.,
(generally inpl. only). The c.

of a ship, .
CARICATURE,, .
CARK. See to Care.
CARLE. See Churl.
CARMAN,, , 6.)\, , 6.

CARNAGE,,.,
. Dreadful c, or

(with or without -), e. g. -.
CARNAL,, 3. C.

pleasures, ul

: c. desires,

or.
See Sensual.
CARNALLY, e.g. to be c. in-

clined, .
(

CARNATION, f TL• colour]. ^f
A flower], .



CAR
CARNIVOROUS,-,,,
CAROL. See Song.
CAROL. See to Sing.
CAROUSAL,?, 6 {revel,

as party or the festive procession

after it. H.P.X.).,
TO. 7TOTOS, 6. TOIS TTOTOIS, (feasting).

CAROUSE,. -. or (.) tv

(of a city).

CARP,, 6 (A. and
Ath. ; but it is doubtful whether

this fish was our c).

CARP AT, V. {to

blame), (c. dat. pers. v.

rei ; to reprove, Jfrc), to wch-
may be added.

CARPENTER,,,
6., 6. A c.'s axe,, ., '. C.'s

work, , : c.'s

trade or profession,, h•

CARPENTRY. See the com-
pounds in Carpenter.
CARPER,

(P.) or, 6. See Cen-
sorious.
CARPET,, , 6.

or,, .,. To bring athg on the c,/ - ,
or -,.

CARRIAGE. «[[ The act of
conveying or carrying by any c],, . i^* Also ex-

pressed by verbalforms. H Money
paid for c] or, ^j Vehicle]-, (of any description), "-, (hvo-horsed)., .
See WAGGON,, (a
covered travelling c, a chaise).

A four-horsed c,, :

to ride in a c, or-
(
pass.) ' or. or',.

(to be conveyed in a
c. and pair. Hdt.) : to drive a c,
see to Drive : to get into a c,

or

: to put (horses) to

a c, ' : to

draw a c. {ofpersofis yoking them-

selves to it),

: to build a c,-.,
: a small c. (a toy

for children),, , .,. See Car, Cart.
^1 The part on wch a vehicle rests,

the c] .
CARRIER, f Bearer] By a

partcp. of the verbs to Carry in

connexion xvith the article, e. g. 6, , 6, 6,. See Bearer, if

A waggoner] 6 -,,, .
CARRION, .,.., , ., {foodfor beasts of prey).

(77)

CAR
—Poet.],, ,.
CARROT,,.-, .
CARRY, (in the most

extensive meaning). % To sup-

port by carrying].. (the latter with

collateral notion of design ; to

fetch, bring). To c. on one's

shoulders, ' :
to c. on one's arms or in one's

hands,

{prop, and metaph.) : to c. home,' : to c. to the
grave,. : to

c. about oneself or by oneself,. ' :

to c. the day (= victory),... -.
: to off the prize,..

or (to c. off the

honours or glory of athg) : to c.

{of missiles, &[C.), :

to c. far, :

not to c. far, -
: to c. a point,, : not to

c, &c, or -,,-
: to a sword, -

: to c. to account,-', .
: to c. oneself, &c,

see to Conduct oneself. To c.

to an excess or to extremities,. -
: to c.

every thing to an excess,

: to c. ambition
to excess, -. ^| To c. -
way] with.. '. -,. -.. To c. off (=
destroy)] Vid. To be c.-d off by
a disease, or-

{pass.) ' or. % To c
off (== to c. away)] Vid. 1 To
c. out],-. £ to Accomplish. TI To
c. on (= to continue)] Vid. To
c. on a business,

. (of a
merchant),'. -

: to c. on business with
aby," or-. ^f To c. over]-..-

(to transport),.
{to convey aby over

athg).

CART, or, , or sim-

ply. See Waggon.
CART-LOAD,, ., .
CART-WRIGHT,-,.-,, 6.

CART-HORSE, or', 6.

CAS

u
CART-GREASE,,.
CART-HOUSE, -.
CARTE-BLANCHE, -

(permission). To give aby
c.-b., or-

: to have c.-b.,-, {).
: e. g. aby who

has c.-b.,,, 6.

CARTEL. See Challenge.
CARTER. See Carrier.
CARTILAGE,, 6.,.
CARTILAGINOUS,-, 2., 2.

CARTULARY,-,, .
.
CARVE,..,. See to ENGRAVE.

(to CUT out. VlD.). ^[

To c. (athg) in metal, stone, wood,

#],.,. ^[

c. meat] or{, Horn.). ^[

Fig.} To c. oneself a passage

with one's sword,,
{of cavalry).

CARVED -WORK, ,., .
CARVER, £/5, .,,. «See ENGRAVER.
CARVING,,. -, . See ENGRAVING.
CASCADE, or, , .
CASE. 1 Covering, £c], ., {g. t.). 5

Sheath], 6. , . "H

Book-c] VID.
CASE. « State of things, %c], ., .,,.,., . An unfortunate

c,, : a c. happens, so

as to &c, {c. infin.).

(c. partcp.) : in case

that &c, {, ), ' (c.

subj.). (c. optat.) : to suppose

a case, &c, and.
: I will suppose the c. that

he has committed himself,.
: let us suppose the c,' . : in either c,

: in neither c,-
: in c. of need, .

: I am just in your c,.
: we

find ourselves in the very c. that

we before spoke of,-
:

am afraid that this is your own c,, :

an unprecedented c,,
'. that is the c.

with both of them,.
CASE. i\ To surround with

a coat or envelope] To c. athg



CAS CAS CAT
with athg, ., ,

(icith gold, silver,

copper) : to c. athg in athg,

Tti/ {eg. ). See
to Coat, to Cover.
CASEMENT,, , h

{window).
CASH,, . -,.,. C.-box,, .,.,
(of a money-changer) : to pay

, . See
ready money.
CASH-KEEPER or CASH-

IER,? (tvith or without-, steward,

comptroller),, (re-

ceiver), (trea-

surer. Diod.). (audi-

tor).

CASHIER, {to dis-

miss), / t^s -} or. ,
e. g.. See to Dis-
miss.

CASK,, 6. ,,., 6. Half a c. of wine,: the opening
of a c. to taste the wine,,
V : like a c,, 2.

CASKET,,. -,, .,, .
CASQUE. See Helmet.
CASSATION,, ,

and, , and,
V {of things),, (of
persons).

CAST. See to Throw. To
c. a shadow, : to c.

one's eyes on athg,: to c. anchor,, \-,\ . -
: to c. lots,-,, about or

for athg, '. and-(,fur athg)

:

to c. lots with aby,-.
(of several persons) : to c. athg
in aby's teeth,. -..

or : to c.

nets into the sea,

or //£/ : — the anchor, plumb-
line, &c, or,. %
Toe. about].-

(to c. hither and thither),

(to scatter). f[ To consider]
Vid. Tf To c. agst] See above,
" To c. in aby's teeth." ^[ To c.

away] See to Throw away. To
be c. away (= suffer shipwreck),..

To c. down]... — one-
self before aby,'/.

: — one's
eyes, .-

(pass.),. if Fig.].. /.-/. .
He was not cast down (or down-
cast), .

Toe. forth] See'to out. *l

(78)

To c. in or into], -. (). To bee.

into prison, see Prison. — in

one's mind, (pass.),,-..,,,.. To C. off]-, (g.t.). See

to Throw off. To c. off (as a
garment),,
(-), also. See
to Dismiss. — the dogs, -. U To c.

out] '..,. To be
c. out, : to c. aby out

of doors, or out of the house,

:

— out of an occupied place, -. See to Drive out. %
To c. up] e. g. an account,-.: to c. up,-, (a mound or wall, a
tomb, $£C., or).

To vomit],. %
To c. upon],-.
CAST, v. ^-To losefeathers,

horns,] To c. its horns,-
(.): — its

feathers,: to c. their

skin (of serpents, fyc),
or only (fm

the context. A. Hist. An. 8, 19).

Their whole skin is cast in little

more than a day and a night, iv-.
CAST, v. If Out of a fused

mass]. To c. silver

statues,

: c.-work in alto-relievo,, : c,?, -
v, 3.

CAST, s. , . , 6., ., (a hurling).

make a c, (either with a
weapon or die) : to make a lucky
c. at dice, .-

: a stone's c,, -., .
CAST. 1 Moulded figure], , and, (that

has been c)., (a c.

figure), , , and,
(a casting, the act of casting). %
C of the eyes], ., .
have a c. with one's eye, see to

Squint.
CASTANET,, ., ., .,.
CASTAWAY,,-, ., 3., 3.,, 3., 2.

CASTER, One who throics]

Crcl. with verbs under to Cast.
U A small bottlefor vinegar, oil,

gc] e. g. ,
'or vinegar), ,.,

n (for oil),,.
Wheel under furniture] (prps)

and, .

CASTIGATE,, -....
CASTIGATION. % The act

of castigating], . -, ., . '-, ., . As thing

or mutter],. ',
ii. To be subject to c,-

(pass.), .
CASTIGATOR,,, . See Punisher.
CASTING-NET. «See Net.
CAST-IRON, -, 6.

CASTLE,,.-,, (on an elevation),, .,.,. ^| Fig.] C. in the air,, . ,-, : to build c.'s in the

air,, with or without

?;-.
CASTOR,,, .
castrate,. -..
CASTRATED,, ., and, (of

persons),, , .
CASTRATION,, .., ).

CASUAL. See Accidental.
CASUALLY. See Acciden-

CASUALTY,, v.,.,,., ., .
CASUISTRY. See Sophis-

try.
CAT,, -. }, rj.

% Three-footed support] ,, .,, and -,, (to put a pot
on).

CATACHRESIS,-,, -.

CATACOMBS,,, .
CATALOGUE, ?,

.,, .
CATAMITE,,, .
CATAPLASM,,

(Aristoph.).

(id.).

CATAPULT,,
, .
CATARACT. 1 = Water-

fall] Vid. In the eyes] -
(.).,-

(suffusion ofhumours over the

eye. Foes.).

CATARRH,, ,
., ., .
have a c,' : suf-

fering from a c,, 2.

CATARRHAL,KaTct|opo'ifcos,
3.

CATASTROPHE,-, (the point where athg

takes aturn)., (sud-

den change offortune in a play).

CATCH,. (to

c. toild beasts by hunting, .
also of fish). ',-

and (to re-

duce to or bring under one's

power), iv (to c, e. g. a



CAT
ball). To c. a ball,,
or, or, or, : to be
caught, : to c. with

a bait, : to c. in a net,

: to c. with a fishing-

hook,: toe. thieves,

: to C.

alive, : to c. aby (fig.),.
: to try to c. aby (fig.),: to c. athg that

has been thrown in the air,-
: to c. a cold,

(pass.),

: that has

caught a cold,, 2 :

liable to c. cold, , 3

:

to c. a disease, or

: a disease

that is c.-ing, ,
: to C. (a thief,

&c) in the act, '.
: toe. aby (metaph.) suddenly,, ..-, . '-. : to c.

fire, (pass.),,-, .
H Fig. : to c. (the meaning of
athg), to comprehend].. -, •, ]7.
can't c. the meaning of athg,].-

(pass.). ^[

c. at] (e. g.,, an opportu-

nity, pretext). See to Seize (an
opportunity).

CATCH. 1 Act of catching], . ^T That wch is caught], 77, and, . *ff

Gain] Vid. [[ Of a door]-,, b (the handle),, 6. See Latch.
CATCHING (ofdisorder). See

Contagious.
CATCHPOLE,,

6. See Bailiff.
CATECHETICAL,-

and, 3
(Eecl).

CATECHISM,,
6 (Eccl).
CAT EC 1ST,

and, , 6 (Eccl.).

CATECHISE, and
(Eccl.).

CATECHIZING, /«xTvjYiiats,

V (Eccl).

CATEGORICAL,-
(mly used in the sense of

'
positive''),, , (sim-

ple),, 3 (affirma-

tive), or,.
CATEGORICALLY (e.g. to

explain, define, or set forth),() or
or.

CATEGORY, «, v. To
belong to a certain c,. .
CATER (for),

(79)

CAU...
(to purvey, to

furnish tviihfood or provision).

f

CATER (at dice),,, .
CATERER,, , b., 6. To be c,-.
CATERPILLAR,, v.

A nest of c.'s,.
CATERWAUL, and

Mid. (ofanimals),.-, (of men).

(

CATERWAULING,,
., (ofanimals), -, ., (of men).
CATES, pi. of. -,.
CAT-GUT,, . ',

v. To make c.-g. strings,-
: a maker of them, -, b.

CATHARTIC,, 3., 2. A c. (medicine),, .
CATHEDRAL,. See

Church.

t

CATHETER,,,
'CATHOLIC,, 3

(that relates to the whole ; univer-

sal).

CATTLE,, (animals),,. Like C,
". .
*fl Tame animals kept by manfor
his use], . ,. A head of c,, (of
larger or smaller size),,

(of greater size),,
(of small size). To keep c,.. -: a herd of c,,

(of larger size), ',
(of smaller size) : like c,-, 2., 2. , 3
and 2. •[[ — oxen] See Ox.
CATTLE-DEALER,-, , b.-, . .
CATTLE -MARKET, -, .
CAUL,, .
CAULIFLOWER,

(as g. t.for cabbage).

CAULK,
(Strab.).

CAUSAL,, 2.

CAUSALITY. See^ Cause.
CAUSE,, .,., . — of a person,',

b : a co-operating c,,
, and, : to be the c.

of athg, , -' ,
: to say that aby is the c.

of athg,. :

for this , : for many
c.'s, , ,, : many
c.'s have conspired to bring mat-
ters to this pass,, '

CAU

: was he not more than
any one else the c. of it ?' , -

; (.) : without any c,., , 3. See Reason
=: cause. TJ C. (in law)] ,
. ,.., ., . A C.

about athg, .
: to have or to com-

mence a c, see an Action (=
suit at laiv) . I am the defendan t in

a c, (in civil mat-
ters), (in criminal

matters) : to gain a c,. .
: to lose a c, -. : the

loss of a c,, : to decide

a c, : to give up a
C,. :

to renew or take up again a c,
: the c. or suit is

going on all right, takes its proper
course,

. See Action. ^[ Side,

party] MlyTac.gen. To espouse

aby's c, : to

attach oneself to aby's c,-
: he will

not desert their c, --.
CAUSE, . -,...",.. To c. athg, to aby,.

: to c. aby, trouble,

pain, &c, or-
: toe. disgrace,. ai-

: to c. fear,ovovorvv'^
to c. a disease,

: to c. envy, -
vov (of a thing) : to c. laughter,

: to c. the cramp,
: to c. a

noise, silence, &c.,,-
: to c. joy, grief, &c,, or -

: to c. aby to do athg,,
:

or ' .
or' .-

: to

c. athg to take place,

or (c. infin.).-, : to

aby to, &e., (seq. in-

fin., e. g.,) : he
c.-d meat to be distributed among
the people, -

: he c.-d some
stones to be carried to the spot by
slaves, -. gU= If ' to c. athg
to be done or made' conveys the

notion of ordering it to be executed

by a person to ivhose profession

the execution of the object belongs,

the Greeks use the Middle of the

principal verb, and the notion <f
to c. is not expressed, e. g. to c.



CAU
weapons to be manufactured or

made, (at a
smith's) : to c. images to be made,

(by the artist)

:

to c. a meal to be prepared,-, (by a cook).

TI To excite],,. ,-
», /..
To c. atbg in aby, '
. or '

(e.g., ^/, -,, .),-' (e. g.,,). To c. disturbances

among tbe people,,
or : to c.

desire or cupidity, or

: — admira-
tion, compassion, &c, ,

TivL : — pity,.
CAUSELESS, (but

mly— guiltless, S[c)., 3., 3., 2.

CAUSEWAY, 6 -, .
CAUSTIC,, 3. 1

Fig.], 3., 3, and, 3 (of words). C.
(relative to taste),,,, (tlie latter also ofsmoke and
cold) : c. "words, a., : c. remark (in censures,

£[c),, 6.

CAUTION,,-, ., .,
V- With c,. -

: to use , to set to work
"with c, . -

(aor. pass.), -. : to

adopt measures of c,
or : to re-

commend c, -
or : with as much c.

as possible,

: without any c,, 2., 2.

*\[ C. = money Security] Vid.
CAUTIOUS,, 2.,, 3., 3., 2., 2. To be ,-

(aor. pass.),-. .
CAUTIOUSLY,-. : and by

advv. regularlyformedfm the adjj.
~ lUTIOUS, with termination.

To act c, .
(aor. pass.), -

: to manage athg

c, to go c. to work,
: to act c. in athg,. -

or :

to set about athg c ,. -. -.
^
CAUTIOUSNESS,,

., .
CAVALCADE, (prps)-

or.
(80)

CEA
CAVALIER. SeeHorseman,

Knight.
(in the sense of the

middle age).

CAVALRY,,. '-, .,, .,
. Well-exercised c,-

: wretched c,
: abody

of c. consisting of a thousand men,'. : my
c. consists of nearly a thousand

men, : a

general or commander of c, '-, 6 : the post or office,, : to command the

c, : ground (fit) for

c, : ground

not calculated for c,

: a c.-transport,-
or,-: to be stronger in c,

: a c. engagement,, : victory in an en-

gagement of c,, :

a body of c,

or, : a company or

squadron of c, ?, -
', . ,. , : to serve

in the ,
or .

CAVALRY- CLOAK, -,, .
CAVALRY-HORSE,-

or ',
°' CAVALRY-REGIMENT.
See Cavalry.
CAVE. See Cavern.
CAVERN,,,.,, (any excava-

tion or concavity), ,
(an excavation in the ground), -, (in a rock), (a

shelterfor wild beasts). To hide

itself in a c,: like a

c,, 2.

CA VIARE,>-
yos, .
CAVITY, f Hollow] See

Cavern. % Concaveness and con-

cavity],, . ,, .,, ., ., . That has

c/s,, 2.

CA\V,, and.
CAWING,, .
CEASE. % To leave of, discon-

tinue],,, (c.

gen. or partcp., e.g. he c.-d speak-

ing, or to speak,

or),,-
(c. gen. or partcp.), e. g.

he c.-d hunting or to hunt,, (c. gen.).

e. g. he c.-d to have the adminis-

tration of the state,'
: to cause to c,,

(c. gen. or partcp.).

In some cases the Greeks render

the notion of ceasing by compound
verbsformed with, e. g. to c.

working or to work, :

to c. weeping or to weep,-. Tf Tohaveanend]av.

CEL,...,-,,-. The aor. and fut.
are formed, in the second sense

of the word, by the passive, whilst

in the first sense the mid, and the

pass, are respectively used, the

mid. denoti7/g a ceasing or cessa-

tion resulting fm subjective voli-

tion, and the pass, a cessation

causedby external influeuce, e.g. the
danger c.-d, 6 :

they c.-d to work,
: they c.-d to be ill

(= their illness c.-d),-. ggp The above
distinction, however, is not always
adhered to, since the mid. is fre-
quently met icith, esply in later

writers, where strictly speaking the

pass, would be more correct. The
cough c.-d, b : his

anger c.'s, :
the malady c.'s, r).
CEASELESS,, -,, 2., 2.?, 2.-, 2. ,,. ,, .
CEASELESSLY,,, . .

To do athg .,;«-. ,.
CEDAR,, .
CEDAR-WOOD,, ,. Made of c.-w.,, 3:

utensils of c.-w.,, : laid
in with c.-w.,, 3. -

(, ).
CEDAR-WOOD (= forest),,, 6.

CEDAR-OIL,, with
or without.,., . To anoint with
c.-o., : anointed with c-
O., KtOpWTOS, 3.

CEDE. See to Yield. 1 To
make over to aby] or,
or ',-' ..
CEIL or CIEL, (to

board), (with compart-
ments), (with or with-
out. Plut.).

CEILED or CIELED, '-
(Eust). and, 3. C.-d-WOrk,,.

CEILING or CIELING,-, ( -
), , (with com-
partments), {beams. LXX).
CELEBRATE, f To give

praise to].,
and . — on account of

athg, or

.. -
or.

or .. -,. *ff To solem-



CEL
nize]/..., e. g.,-

(a birth-day, a day ofthanks-
giving). To praise or laud,

S[C.].?. See

to Praise.
CELEBRATED,?,,, 2. -
?, 3 (of whom much is said),,,, 2

(of whom a high opinion is en-

tertained)., 3. -, ?,,
2., 3 (bright, brilliant,

distinguished). C. for or on ac-

count of athg,, , , :

to become c,,',, ,, -. : a re-

public celebrated for its wisdom
and power, 7ro\ts.> (P.) : to ren-

der or make aby c,, -, .
Sofcauor ,-,, -

: to be ,.
or .'. or-.

t

CELEBRATION,,., . At the c. of the

Olympic games,. "f[ Act ofpanegyriz-
ing, #£c] Crcl. with theformsgiven
for to make Celebrated.
CELEBRITY,, -,, .,, . , .

To acquire C, .
: — for athg,.-

: c. acquired in the
course of aby's life,-.
CELERITY. See Quickness,

Spffh
CELERY, (g. t. for

apium, <$"c.).

CELESTIAL,, 3., 2., 3.

CELIBACY,, -, . (with ref. to

avoiding the expense of an esta-

blishment. P.). To live in c,
(or ).

CELL,, (of bees and
wasps)., . ,,
., 6 (.). To build

their C.'s, .
CELLAR,, 6. -

or, . , .,. Wine-c,,. 6 (•)• '
(Geop.). Thec.-door, -.
CELLULAR, (Att.- :

porous, spongy), (nearly

the same ; rarus, e. g.,-. P.). (Anth.).

CEMENT,, .., ., .-..
CEMENT, . «fl Prop.]-

(81)

CEN,.(). , (,
to fasten together),
' (to join, unitefirmly). To
c. athg,, -, (to give ad-
hesion and firmness of position).

1[ Fig.~\, (to

afford or give consistency, secure,

establish firmly). Not to be c.-d,.
CEMENTING (prop.),-, .
CEMETERY,,., .
CENOTAPH. See Grave.

Tomb.
CENSER,,.
CENSOR,,, b. To

be c, : the office of
a C,. ,
. [ Pig.], , 6., 6. ,,
6.

CENSORIOUS,,
2.,, 6.-. 2., 3.

CENSORIOUSNESS,-, .. (.)., .
', (propensity for censur-
ing).

CENSORSHIP,'.-, .
CENSURABLE. See Blam-

ABLE.
CENSURE, CENSURER, v.

and s. See Blame.
CENT, (hundred),, (a hundred). One

per c,, : two per c,, : five per c,-, : ten per c,, :

to charge one per c. interest,--
: to pay ten per c. interest,:

to lend at twelve per c,
(i. e. so that

one drachma per month was paid
for every mina) : to lend at six-

teen, eighteen, per c,,' -
$611/.

CENTAUR,* and, 6. ,,
CENTENARY,-, 2. (aged or

lasting a hundred years), -
(that occurs or

takes place every hundred years).

CENTESIMAL,,
3.

CENTO, (prps)

(oft.

Phot, de Stobcei Eclogis).

CENTRAL,. To be c,.
CENTRE, ,,. The c. of a disc, a circle,

&c,, b : hence the c. of

the earth, (terra?

umbilicus) : the c. of a circle,, b : the c. of an

army, .

CER
: thee, ofgravity,, . or,.

CENTRE, v. (Tr.)... See the next word.
CENTRE, v. (Intr.), or to be

Centered. To c. in aby or
athg, or,. or

: every thing is c.'d in you,.
CENTUPLE,-, 2.

CENTURION, -, , and
(. Hdn.). ',,
(St. Mark),, b and, (both Polyb. for
Rom. Cent.).

CENTURY,,, . ,, b (the latter

=r age, in general).

CERATE,, . -. .
CERE-CLOTH, -, .
CEREMONIAL, -

(e. g., Hdt.). See Ce-
remony.
CEREMONIOUS, e. g. to be

c,.-. See Ceremony. ^For-
mal] ViD.
CEREMONIOUS ESS,., (in

speaking),, (exactness,

punctiliousness)

.

CEREMONY. 1i Festivity].., . To perform
the usual c.'s, -

(Hdt.). if Cere-

monious behaviour] e. g. to make
c.'s,.-. : without

any c.'s, ,,. .
CERTAIN. U Sure, to be de-

pended on], 2, and -, 2 (as well of external se-

curity as internal assurance), -, 2, and, 3 (with-

out deceit or deception, of persons
and things). , 3.-

and, 2, and,
3 (clear, evident), and, 2 (settled),,
3 (determined). To know athg

for c, or '
. : it is c,. (but-

is usually employedperson-

ally. See Gr. Gr.) : e.g. it is c. that

he has accomplished the act,-
or

: to believe

(athg), to be c,. -
: to have C.

news respecting athg,

: to be c. of athg,' .
(seq. infin.) : to take the c. for

the uncertain,. H A c. (per-

son) = some one (generally speak•

G



CER CHA CHA
ing)~\ , {end.). In a c.

manner, : there are

c. (= some) people, ' :

at a c. time, (end.) : in c.

respects,. . . {all

end.). Tj Adverbially — without

donht\ See Certainly.
CERTAINLY, -,,. -,. . .

Then you c. will experience,

: if not the whole,
yet c. a part, ,

: c. if,' : quite

C,, : c. not,.. (c. conj.).

Before an emphatic assertion, ,, e. g. c. he would have
heen lost, . U
Ironically {implying doubt)]

(end.),. ..
You will c. (I presume, or, I dare
say,) set to work about it,.
CERTAINTY,, ., . , ., . With c,,

: to know athg with c,
or .

: I know athg
with absolute c,.
CERTIFICATE, -
, .

CERTIFY,}. .
CERULEAN,, 3. -, 2., 3.

CERUSE,, . -, 6. To paint with ,-.
CESS. See to Rate, to

Levy.
CESSATION,, . -, ., (

ceasing entirely). "Without any
c, ,-. If cessation ofarms or
hostilities] , , or (pi.), ., (de
facto, not based on any truce or
agreement). To agree on a c. of
hostilities, or^
or. .

: to propose a c. of hostili-

ties for the sake of carrying away
the dead,'

: to grant a c. of
hostilitiesforcarryingoff the dead,.
CESSION,, ., .
CETACEOUS,, .
CHACE. See Chase.
CHAFE. 1 To rub],.. ^ To inflame

with rage] or
or .

or .
CHAFF,, . -, ., .,

. A heap of c,, ],, : full of c,-
(82)

*

, 2 : to put c. among athg,

.
CHAFFER, -

or .
CHAFFINCH,, 6.

>

CHAFING-DISH,.,, ., .
CHAGRIN,, .-, ., . See GRIEF.
CHAGRIN, v. See to Vex,

to Grieve.
CHAIN. 1 I) = catena]-, (both in the sense of orna-

ment and fetter) . , 6 {pi.

usually,fetters). Tied with
c,, 2. -, 3 : the c.'s of a captive,, , ai : to put in c.'s,,, : to

lie in c.'s, : the

c.'s fall off, -
: to carry athg suspended by

a c, -
: a small c,, .

^f ^ torques], 6.,., 6.,
. [ connected series] -, .,,
., v. They hold to-

gether indissolubly like a c,-
(Luc): a

c. of mountains, ,
. ,. -,.
CHAIN, . ,,.... To be c.-d,

: c.-d,, 2., 3 : to c. to

athg,,,
or

: to c. together, -." : to be
c.-d together, -.
CHAIN-ARMOUR, CTioV us

(Diod.
xiv. 2). , 6

(Polyb., Diod., £c).
CHAIR, ,, ., 6 (for kings and magis-

trates), , (of a judge).

A large c,, 6. ,
(with a back to it),, 6.,, : a c. at table,, (according to the custom

of the ancients) : to move from
one c. to another,

: the leg of a
C, , 6. , .
See Sedan.
CHAIRMAN,, 6.

CHAISE,, . }}-
or {a post-

c).

CHALICE. See Cup.
CHALK, .,
{lime or chalk),, {plas-

ter of Paris). To draw or paint
with c, : as diffe-

rent as c. from cheese, -.
CHALK, ..
CHALLENGE,. ,'. or

. . To c. a

person, : to c. for

single fight or a duel,-'. ^[ To claim
as due] See to Claim.
CHALLENGE,^,

rj. To accept a c,.
CHAMBER,,. -,.,
(for keeping utensils, <§•£•). A

small c,, . See
Apartment, % C. (Meton. in

abstracto) = assembly], ., , .,.
CHAMBER-COUNCIL. See

Chamber.
CHAMBER-FELLOW, -, 6. To be aby's c, -..
CHAMBERLAIN, ,, 6.

CHAMBERMAID,-, . ., ., .
CHAMBER-POT,,,

?;.,, .,
' CHAMELEON,,, 6.

f

CHAMFER,. C.-d,, 3.

CHAMFER,, .
CHAMOIS,, , .

or, . A c
hunter, 6.
CHAMOIS-CHASE,.
CHAMP,. To c

the bit,/ (P.).

(A horse) that c.'s the bit,-
(Callim.).

CHAMPIGNON. See Mush-
room.
CHAMPION,,, , 6. The c. of

athg (of any cause), -.
CHANCE. 1 Fate, acddent], . . -,. Athg was not the

result of (mere) c, -
: to consider

athg (a matter of) mere c,

: the power of

c, : c. does a great

deal (in effecting athg), -
: by c. ,. -, {P.).

(P.) : that happens by c,-, 2 : by c, : athg hap-
pens quite by c, (c.

infin.). ^p In most cases, how-
ever, it is rendered by periphrasis

with in connexion with

a partcp., or by with

infin., e. g. by c. the matter did

not come to his knowledge, -.
: I submit

or act according to c,
(sc. ),



CHA, ,
or : to trust to c. in one's

undertakings, -
\. H To stand the c] I.,-
\

. ] An event whose cause is
j

unknown], .,,.,,.
|, ..-7, . , -
\,. Exposed

to c,, 3 : an un-
favorable C,, .-, . Tf Game of e.],
V. To play it,.
CHANCE. ^ To happen},.-,. Often ,, (e.

g. ).
Often or
(accidentally) may be used: or
Crcl. with. He c.-d to

be present, : it hap-
pens by c. that, (ace.

c. infin.).

CHANCELLOR, {prps)-,, , or,
?, (Ezr. i. 4, transl. " Chan-

cellor"'' in E. B.). ( -) (Hesych.,

as keeper of the great seal), or

(as managing the

affairs of icards in chancery).

CHANCE-MEDLEY, 6
or() . See
Homicide.
CHANCERY. No ancient

term.

CHANDELIER,, h., .
CHANDLER,, 6.

CHANGE. (Intrans.)-!/, -. (pass.),, (mly
for the worse, e.g. sis -). To C.

incessantly,? : to c. for the
better, iivai (mo-
rally), (of
circumstances),,-

(pass.), !/
(with regard to Jiea/th) : athg c.'s

for the better,.
: to c. for the worse,, -

or ,
(of illness) : the

state of affairs having c.-d,

().
CHANGE. (Trans.) To

c. one for anotlier]..,-,.
C. one's clothes,,.. -

: to c. one's dress, -
>/ : to c. one's

place, or-: to c. colour,. (pass.)

: to c. horses,-
(83)

CHA
"-

: to c. masters,

: to c. one's beha-
viour, (pass.). (--, aor.) (.) :

they have c.-d their country not
their character,

(JEsch.) : to change one's opinion,. -. -7 (pass.),:
to c. one's mind or resolution,, -: to change one's residence,./. -

or :

he was so c.-d,

(I.) : the form
of government was entirely c.'d,

(.). ^[ money],. %
To c. by way of mistake]-.
CHANGE, s., -,., .,

., -.,., . ,, -. A c. of circum-
stances or fortune, 77

: of weather,7 : c.'s of the sea-

sons, ' : a c.

affects me, or I am affected by a
C, : to be sub-

ject to C, .
or ,

: c. of sentiment,-, : c. of residence,-,, .-, : to undergo a c,-
or . -, :

to undergo a favorable c. or a c.

for the better,

: to experience

no great c, -. % So many "c.'s of rai-

ment" in the . T. are so many. If C. = ex-

change] Vid. C. — small
coin],. To get c,', .
CHANGEABLE,-,, 2. -, 2., 3. -, 2., 3. — of

men, or -, 2. , 3 : c. in

one's tastes and habits,,
2.

CHANGEABLENESS,to £ u-.. -, . .. .,, . C. in taste

and inclination,, .
CHANGER. See Money-

changer.
CHANNEL,?, . -,.,, 6 (pipe-

like), , and,
(turned offfm a river). To con-

duct by c.'s,,-,. ^Fig.:

CHA
means for attaining athg],
6. A strait], .
CHANT. See to Sing.
CHANT, ', .
CHAOS,, .
CHAOTIC, -•?, 2., 2.

CHAP, v. (Intrans.)-, (pass.),. To have c.-d

hands,. See Chap, s.

CHAP, s. f On the hands], , (prop. : on the

hand, also on the foot). To have
c.'s, (also written -
). % Chink, cleft] Vid.
CHAPEL,, 6.,. , . or, . To build a c,.
CHAPMAN. See Dealer.
CHAPTER,, .

1 Clergy ofa cathedral as a body]

(prps) -
or (mod. Greek)-.

CHARACTER. H Mark, im-
pression],, 6. -, 6. Written c.'s bearing a
mystical sense,,.

Mark of distinction between
objects],, . -, ., ., ?;.

Individual c], . ,, and, , 6 (usually in

plur.). Sts (e. g.-
]).

harsh, morose c, -, : an amiable c,-, (with adj.) : a
bad c,, (ivith adj., 2) : in c, tous -, . :
it is a peculiar feature of his c,.,

: to remain
faithful to one's c,. :

a feature of c, , r, :

fortitude of c,
: weakness of ,

(tvith or without , ),, : the description of

aby's c,?, . 7-, : peculiarity of c,
: want of c,

)?, : without C,

»?>?, 2. ?, 2. ^j

Personage on the stage],. % Title, official dignity],
. ??, .
CHARACTERISTIC, s.

'. *[ As gram, term].
CHARACTERlSTJCor-AL,', 3., Dion.

Hal., e. g. the most c. mark
of Lysias's style,

(Dion. Hal.) : it is c. of aby,' (person or thing)

:

it is c. of women, 7?/.
CHARACTERIZE, -

G2



CHA CHA CHA," {prop, and

fig.).. -
(improp.).

CHARACTERIZING,-,, .
CHARCOAL, /0/,,

6.

CHARGE. If 4*satZ] '/
oropaai' . ..'
Tii/i. .

tlvl or .
or tlvl

(to fall upon), tlvl

(suddenly). Of cavalry mly-. They c. each other,/? (.). T[

To c. = load] VlD. 1 To c.

with (a commission, task, §•<?•)]

{ofa superior)

.

.
tlv'l. t'l tlvl (if in

writing). To c. aby with the exe-

cution of athg, T»ji» -
iiri tlvl : to c. with a

task, : to

be c.-d with athg,-
tl : I am c.-d with,-

tl.. {),-' : I am c.-d to tell you,' : he
c.-d his relatives to inscribe on
his tomb, toTs'.
ft To entrust with] VlD. «JJ To
put to aby's account]-,,-

: — aby for athg,

tl, e. g. to c. aby a small sum for

his clothing, tlvl. %
To put a price on] e. g. to c. a
high price,/

: to c. a reasonable price,

: to C.

too little,. ^ To accuse],
or (c. infin.), or ',. or. or-, ' or ?.. , or. (before

court). To be c.-d by aby (with
athg), .

tl :

to be c.-d with athg,. : to c.

aby wrongly, -. ,
or.
CHARGE.

^
\ Attack]-... -, (. P.). A c. is made

upon aby,
tlvl : to make a c, see to Charge.
fir ft is fequently rendered by
the partcpp. under to charge, e. gthe c. was repulsed,

: having made a c,, »,.. ' (the
necessary case is determined by the
context) : having made a furious
c, -

(84)
H

(of cavalry) : to stand

a c, t»;i/ (P.).-
: to give the signal for a c,

or-. 1 Cost] See Expense.
At one's own c,. -. or.. % Office] VlD.

^[ Oversight], . -, ., . have
the c. of athg,»/,

. tl. -
(pass.), \-. Accu-

sation],',-, . ',,, . A c. is brought
agst me, .

or : to bring

a c. upon oneself, -
or.

(seq. infin., e. g.

of having brought on or caused a

war, -
CHARGEABLE. H Expen-

sive] Vld. II On wch athg can
be charged] e. g. c. with a tax,, 2, or simply, 2 : not c. with tax,

?79, with or without.
CHARGEABLENESS. See

EXPEXSIVENESS.
C ARGEFUL. See Charge-

able (— expensive).

CHARGER, m Large dish], .^, . -, . ^[ War-horse]', .
CHARIOT. See Carriage.

^
CHARIOT-RACE,-, .
CHARIOTEER,, 6., , .
CHARITABLE,»,-, 3. /;5, , . -, 3., 2. -, 2., 3.

CHARITY,, -., , . in the

highest Christian sense,.
See Kindness. An act of c,, ..

(a noble act). If Love towards
one's neighbour orfelloic -creature], ?;. ^f Alms] \.
CHARITABLY. Fm verbs

under Charitable.
CHARLATAN,,, 6.,, . Empty

boaster]',, 6.-, 6.

CHARLATANERY, -, ., .. To carry on c,-. % Empty boasting]-
//..-, , ., .
CHARLES'SWAIN,,

. (the greater and
lesser bear).

CHARM. TT incantation]-, ., .
allure by c.'s,. En-
chantment], .-

, ., .,
(a charming, as act). Not to be
able to resist the c,. The means
of effecting c], .,.,.
entice or captivate by a c,-

or-. U Attraction],,
. ,., ., .
Graced or gifted with c.'s, -, 2 : to possess personal

C.'s, or<
: the c.'s of nature,

: the c.'s of aby's

beauty, 7 -
: that pos-

sesses c.'s,, neut. , gen..,, '. without
C.'s,, 2.

CHARM. To restrain by
a c] or-. (to allure

or entice by incantation), ^j To
produce an effect by a c]-. . -/. tlvl.

To be c.-d with aby,{) . % To sicay

by one's or its c.'s.].
and. That

is capable of c.-ing,-,, 3. , 3., 3. improp..-
( or. P.). *\

delight] .
(Horn. P.)... {to at-

tract to oneself).

CHARMED. By past partcp.

of verbs under to Charm. T[
Delighted, ravished]',. ov., 2.

CHARMER. % Magician']
Vid. Tf An attractive beauty]

or . -
{aby's beloved).

CHAR MING,,-, 3. ', 3., 3., , .,
neut. , gen. ., 3.; fm.
(= soothing every mind,,
Anih. 7, 24).

CHARMINGLY. Formedfm
adjj. under Charming.
CHARNEL-HOUSE,-, (fnscr.).'

{burial vault, ffdt.). -
(for the bones of the dead).

CHARTER,,
(as g. t. with for royal
c.'s) : g. t. for any document,
prps, ( Inscript. Sue-
ton.), -,. ^[ Privilege]-, {Plut.).,
{. Suid.).

CHARTER. %E.f. Char-
tered rights], .-,. ^[ Tofreight a vessel]

{g. t. to hire).

CHASE, v. See to Hunt; to

Pursue.
CHASE,, , and -

{of game and also^ inetapk ,



CHA
ofotter tilings) . and-, (a going out or setting out

for hunting or catching),-. and, r\

(a hunt, or following the hounds),

and, (
hunt, as object). See Hunt, s.

CHASM,,.,,.,.,
.,, (in rocks

and mountains). To be separated

by a c, -. T[ A cavern],.,, .
CHASTE,, 3.,

3. (D.) : also, 2. ', 2. To be
C,.. -

(poet.).

CHASTEN. See Chastise.
CHASTISE,.-

vtiv....
CHASTISEMENT. ^Asact], ., .-, ., .,

V. ^J As object], .', . To receive c.,-" (pass.), .
CHASTITY,. -, -.,, (modesty).

CHAT,.... -/. To c. with aby,-. -. .,,-.
CHAT, s., .-, ..-., . To have a

C. with aby,,-,.
CHATTELS,, .

or., f).

H Moveable goods], ,. or -.
CHATTER, //, -..... -

(to talk useless things

or stuff).

CHATTERER, ffiT£pMo\oyos,
., 6.,., , .
CHEAP,, 2.,

2. •, 3., 3,

also . To make ,' : to sell C,.
: c. times,

: to make things

cheaper for aby, -
yetf/: you will have (or buy)
corn c.-r,

(L.) : to get athg c,;
: to live c,\

: to hold aby c,'
(Pint.). See to Despise.

CHEAPLY,...
CHEAPNESS, ,. -, fj.

CHEAT,,
(85)

CHE
(to deceive),,,

(by craft and cun-

ning),'
(through false pretence). To c.

aby out of athg,, or,
: that can easily be c.-d, -, 2.

CHEAT, s.,,
6. 6,.,, .,, 6., 6.

CHEATING (substantively),, ., 6., rj (as act),,, , and,
(as thing).

CHECK,,.
(prop. only),.,., (prop,

and metaph.).,,,. -..
(c. gen., metaph. only). If To
put aby in c. (in chess)]-.
CHECK,,, ),, -., • -, ., • To put

a c. upon (=.put a stop to),-.. .,,
(all c. ace). *& Blow, loss],
•. , ., .
To meet with a ,.

(pass.),

: — by or fm the enemy,,. -
: to keep in c,

(), -. ^ C. on aby for payment],, V- A writ-

ten ,, . "[[ In chess]

e. g. to give c,.
CHECKER, v..

(with mosaic work).. *\ Improp.]-,,.
CHECKERED,-

to's, 3.

CHECKERWORK. -See Mo-
saic.

CHEEK,, .,
. To strike (aby) on the c,

(on the

temples orface generally), [-. .
.]. To blow out one's c.'s,.
CHEER. Fare, provisions]

See Syn. in Food, % State of
the mind] See Cheerfulness.
To be of good C,. -

(to be cheerful, <§"c).

(to be without fear or

anxiety) : of good c,,, ., 3. ^[

Loud applause] (cla-

mour, . «»7, are

poet.; so,.).-
(X., of c.-ing on hounds).

(.),•

CHE.
(ofsoldiers cheering each other on,
T. ; also iiipl., X.j.
( exhortation, encouragement, I.
jEsch.). (Plut). -(-

or -, D.)., . -, (shouts ofjoy).
CHEER, v. If To enliven]-

or or.. To c. aby up,

: to c.

up aby's spirits, .
^f To encourage] or-

or or~. -. .
See to Encourage. To cheer
up(•8.).,,
(pass.), "d To encourage by cries

ofapprobation] or-, -
(poet, and Plut.). -

(to incite),-
or

(in order to do orperform athg;. also absol. by shout-

ing, H. 8, 15, S[C.).

(in any undertaken perform-
ance). fHf* For the difference be-

tween and -
see Plat. Phced., p. 61,

A.

CHEERFUL,, 3 (of
countenance),. 3.,
3, and, 2 (of the mind).
To be c, (pass.) :

to have a c. mien,
: to render c,-. . -.

CHEERFULLY,.. (willingly) . Form-
edfm, adjj. under CHEERFUL.
CHEERFULNESS, -

and, ,
(of the countenance),,, .,,
(oftemper, mind, or disposition)

.

, .
CHEERLESS, *, , . , 2., 2.

A c. life, .
CHEESE,, : dim.-

(jEL)., . Fresh
or newly- made c, ?,, : to make ,. -. : to sell c,/ : like c,,
2 : the making of c,,
.,, ' the rind

of c, c.-parings, (Aris-

toph.) : a c.-grater,

(Arist.) : c.-racks,.
(Poll.).

CHEESE-BASKET^u/oojSo-, TO.

CHEESE-CAKE,9 (sc.), . (Ath.

647, ).
CHEESE-MARKET,,

^'CHEESE-MONGER, -, , .



CHE
CHEMICAL,, 3.

CHEMISE. See Shift.
CHEMIST,, (cf.for

Che.aiist and Druggist). See

Druggist.
CHEMISTRY, {prps)

or, .
CHEQUER. See Checker.
CHERISH,. or-, -, -

Tivaand (to love): also

and .
and .

(stronger term),. (= fovere. Theoc.

and . and . ., ).
c. hope, : to c. vain

hopes, -
: I am c.-ing some hopes,

: to c. aby's me-
mory, -
?. For to c. ill-will (had
passions), &c, see to Harbour.
CHERRY,, .
CHERRY-TREE,, 6

(Theoph.)
CHERUB.,

(), pi.. See ANGEL.
CHERVIL,,.,, also,,

.
CHESNUT,, .,.

or,,. -. ,
., .
CHESNUT -TREE,-, .
CHESNUT-WOOD,-,, 6.

CHESS, e. g. to play at c,
(Achm. Oneir.). ^»

To offer or put in check, and si-

milarphrases relating to the game,
see under to Check and Check.
A game at c,,
(Anna Comn.).
CHESS-BOARD,,

al.

CHEST,. , ), -, ),,.,, ),,. C. of
drawers,, ). ^[ Breast], ., (poet.,

and also of the breasts ofanimals),,, (lute, and chiefly
a medical term). Complaints of
the c, -.,.- or.
CHESTNUT. SfeeCHESNUT.
CHEVALIER. See Knight.
CHEW,..

or -
co . is not usual in
Attic prose.

CHICANE, CHICANERY,, ),, ), -, 6. One who practises
c, see Chicaner : full of c, -, 3.,'.
OHICANE, v.. '.
CHICANER,,, 6. 6.

CHI
CHICKEN,, ., 6. , . C-

hearted, see TlMtD : c.-pox,-,.
CHIDE. See to Blame ; to

Scold.
CHIEF, adj., 3 (the

first),, , 6 (that

occupies the first place) ., 3., 3., 3. -, 3 (fiead= principal),,, (as to rank or

dignity),, 2. C. object,, : c. command,, ., ) : C. point,, ., :

C. cause, or-, ) : C. loss, ,
) : c. intention, -, ) : my c. intention is,-

: the c. good,,
(in a philosoph. sense =

summum bonum, e. g. to con-

sider pleasure the c. good, -}) : com-
mander-in-c, see Chief : c.-jus-

tice,, ov, 6. -
6 : to be com-

mander-in-c.,to have the c. com-
mand,..
CHIEF,,,.-, .,, .-, , 6.,, .

Without c., 2. -, 6., (a captain)

:

the c. of a party,,, b. -, 6.. ^[ Commander-
in-c] See Commander.
CHIEFLY,. -., .,, .

or (for the

most part).

CHIEFTAIN (—chief). Vid.
CHILBLAIN, and,., ). To

have c.'s,.
CHILD, ,, , 7/

(with re/, to the parent and age),

(merely with ref. to parents,

and fig. of men, who, with respect

to a king or a deity, are what chil-

dren are with regard to their pa-
rents),,, .,, and,,
(only with regard to age : a little

child), , , and, b
(ivith ref. to mode of acting), -, b (relative to the right of
succession, and metaph. = off-

spring, e. g. of cowardice, injus-

tice, , ).
Without children,,,
b, ),, 2 : that has good
children,, 2., b,

: the happiness arising fm having
obedient children,, ) :

to be blessed with good children,

: the collective num-
ber of children,, ):
to beget children,

and mid.. -
vav : fm a c, ,,

CHI
: to act like a c,

: a young c,,,.,
: without children, see Child-

less : c.Vplay (fig.), -.
: it is no c.'s-play,,. % C. (= off-

spring, product)],. [
With c]' and, 2.

To be with c, or and. ,,
(pass.), also : — by
aby, : to get with
C, or ... ^[ To have
many children] See to have a large

Family.
CHILDBED, ., . To be in c,-
CHILDHOOD, , ),, . Fm aby's c,, , :

as may be expected considering

his c,' Trals : the years of
c, ', or simply
as above,, , or, : to be in one's c,, : to

have passed one's c, or
: to (begin

to) be in one's second c,-.
CHILDISH,, 3

(suited to the age, $c, of a child,

e. g. ofgames, studies, <$£C.). -, 2 (suited to the age and
character of children ; also in a
depreciating sense, asfoolish, <§"c).

(A. Eth. 7, 7 ; after
the manner of laughter-loving little

children). C. manners, -
or.

CHILDISHLY,-. C. easy, -.
CHILDISHNESS,, ., . , b. To dis-

play uncommon c,..
CHILDLESS,,,

, . (2) (both

with respect to the loss of a child

orneverhavinghad any),,
2., 2 (that never had chil-

dren), (3)
(that has lost his children).

CHILDLESSNESS,,, . , ., .
CHILDLIKE,

(that is usual or common
in children),,, 2 (relative

to sentiments entertained toivards

the parent). ^~ It is usually

expressed hoivever by Crcl., e. g., or ola ,
or by the gen. or.
CHILL, adj. See Colo, -

(coldish. See Cold). To
make or render c, (or,, xj/).
See to make Cold.



CHI
CHILL, v.. See

to make Cold.
CHILL, s. , (pi.

usually),,,., . (aguish shiver-

ing ore. Hipp.). See Cold, s.

With the c. taken off,?,
3., 2.,
2.

CHILLINESS,, ai
{chills, shivers), or,.
CHILLY. See Chill.
CHIME,,,

ft.

CHIME, V. (prps)

(c. dat. P.). See to Harmonize,

CHIMERA,, , f,

(the monster so called). % Fig.
(= a fable)], b.-,.,.
CHIMERICAL,-, 2., 2.

(empty), (vain). Fools
have their heads filled with c.

notions,

(Sol.).

CHIMNEY,, ft., -. , .
CHINA,, 6. Made

of c,, 3.

CHINE,,, ft. (-.), . Belonging to

the c.,, 3.

CHINK,, .,, n (Anth. and Diod.).-, . To stop up c.'s,. T[ A jingling], 6. , 6. -, 6.

CHINK, . To crack or
split] Vid. ^[ To jingle]..-" or.
CHINKY,,, 6,

17.

CHIP,, . -,.,.
CHIP-, (for

hewing and smoothing the trunks

of trees). See Axe.

>

CHIPPINGS,oiroppiv»i/xa,, . See Chip.
CfilRP,,-

,.. (ofa swal-
low) : also .
CHIRPING,, 6., .
CHIRURGEON. See Sur-

geon.
CHIRURGERY. See Sur-

gery.
CHISEL,,,, 6, and,, (for

rough tvork)., , and, , 6 (for more
delicate work), ,, (of
a broad slope, for polishing off).

To work with a c,.,,. -
CHISEL, ..-. ,,.

Si/n. in Chisel, s.

'CHIT. See Child.
CHIT-CHAT,,\i>n,oL-, ., .

(87)

CHO
CHITTERLINGS. See Bow-

els, Guts.
CHIVALROUS, b, ft,. In the sense of the mid-

dle ages, -, Adventurous] VlD.
CHIVALRY,.,, ft (as condi-

tion or dignity), ,
{the knights). To belong to the
order of the c, or. '.
CHIVES, ,.,., ft.

CHOICE,', ft (a choos-

ing fm inclination or motives),, (a balancing or weigh-
ing tlie circumstances attending our
choice), , ft., (a

fixing upon the better), -, ., (adeclaring

one's opinion by stretching out tlie

hand, or by sujfragium or tablets).

To give aby his c.,'-
or or-
/, or simply

(seq. infin.) : leave them no c,

(prov.) : athg is left

to my c., I have my c.,' or'.'. ' :

I have no c. in the matter,' -
: there is no c. (in the mat-

ter), ' ' : to offer

a c,' : a c. is

proposed or offered,' -
: to make one's c.,-

: to offer aby a c.,'
or :

if the c. were offered me, '' (.) : without
c., (icithout selection) :

athg is left to my own c, '' . .
Selection], (a choosing

or selecting),, ft. -, ft. % The result of c. =
that is chosen], . -, (chiefly of selected pas-
sages).

CHOICE, adj.,3.-,,,, 2. , -, 2. ?, 3. Athg e.,

or very c., ,, : c. dishes,..
: c. wine,. ^j The best], , . ,

(the flower). In a c. manner,.... ..
CHOICENESS,,.-,, .
CHOIR, e. g. the chanting in

the c.,,., ):

the chant of the c,, ft.

CHOKE (Intrants.),!/,,',-
(pass.). Toe, or be c.-d

by, , or.
Tf To stop up],-

CHO
,.,-,. -. up or block (i.e.

build) up a passage,

or '.
CHOLER. If Bile. Fig.:

anger] Vid.
CHOLERIC,, 2.

To be c, to be of a c. temper,.
CHOOSE,.-.. Stronger terms

are,,. To c.

for oneself,,-, : to c. aby as

a leader, -,
(to appoint) : to c. (aby) by raising

or lifting up hands, :— by voting,,, -
: that has been chosen,'?, 3 : to c. athg in pre-

ference,

or , -
or : I c. this in

preference,

(seq. infin.) : to c. athg oefore any
other thing, 7rpo -..
CHOP,,

and (to c. up or cut

into small pieces, e.g. meat), -" and (of wood), c.'d

meat,, (= a
hache) : to c. into pieces or in

two, . -."..
To c. of] (ofivood

a?id other solid bodies),,
(chiefly of the head

and other members of the body),

. To c. off the ends or

points of athg, :

aby has his head chopt off,-. *H

To exchange] Vid. % Toe. round

(of the 7i'ind)] See to Change.
CHOP, f A piece cut off

(g. t.)], 6. ,
(tlie latter only used bygood ivriters

offish ; comp. Lobectts Phrynich.,

p.2l,S[c.). Ac,,., (a small piece

of meat in general).

CHOP,,, .., ., ft.

CHORAL,. C. song,, (.)., ft.

CHORD,, ft.

and, . The highest c,

: the lowest c, :
to strike or touch the c.'s,-, or -

:' the melody of c."s,.
CHORISTER, (. Aristoph.). ,-. and, 6 (g.t.

for singer), , b. The
leader of the c.'s,, b., b.

CHORUS,, b. To lead

the c, (also to defray

tlie expense of the c).

CHOUGH,,.
CHOUSE. See to Cheat.
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CHRISTENDOM, ol.
CHRISTEN. See to Baptize.
CHRISTENING. See Bap-

tism.
CHRISTIAN,*.*, 6. The C."s, ol.
CHRISTIAN, adj.-*, 3.? '*.
CHRISTIANITY,-*, 6..
CHR1STIANLY. Tobeformed

with the adjj. under Christian.
CHRISTMAS, -,.
CHRISTMAS-BOX,

iv * -.
CHRISTMAS - DAY. See

Christmas.
CHROMATICS,*, {the mixture of tints

in a painting).

CHROMATIC, adj.-*. 3

CHRONIC,* {e.g.-*, opp. *).
CHRONICLE,,

{annals : but rather rationes tem-
porum. Them.),, at.

In Eccl. Hist " the Book ofChron-
icles" is, and
the c.'s of a given king

( of Israel,

S[C.) are* -
(c. gen. of the king's name).

See Memoirs, Annals.
CHRONICLE, v. See to Re-

cord, to Register.
CHRONICLER, * {opp.*. .),* {.),* (. . ; these two of

the old 'chroniclers'' before H.).*, 6 (Strab.).

CHRONOLOG-ER, -1ST,*, 6 (Strab.)-*, 6.

CHRONOLOGICAL, -LY,*.
CHRONOLOGY,-
CHRYSALIS, *,

*, .
C RYS L ,,.* *, 6. -*. .
CHUB,, .
CHUBBY,, 2. *,

3. <*. 3.

CHUCK, v. (of a hen),-
,. {ofa partridge).

To touch lightly] Vid. %
To throw] Vid.
CHUCK, s.* and*, 6.

CHUM,*,*,
. To be aby's c.,,).
CHURCH. t The c. 'in con-

creto,
1

or the visible c],
(a temple). *,,.,
V (of the oriental c"s, fm their
being built by Constantine like the
colonnades so called). % Divine
sej-vice] , ,.,
V, . S. To be in c. to perform

(83)

divine service, .'.
to go to c, *. Thee, 'in abstracto'

(as a sacred institution or a body)],, {the congre-

gation). The c. of Christ, oi, ^f = clergy]

Vid.
CHURCH-HISTORY,.
CHURCH-TOWER, 6*.
CHURCH-YARD, *,. . 1 Burial

ground], . -,.
CHURL,*.**, .
CHURLISH,*, 3.-*, 2. *, 2. C.

behaviour,*, jjtos, .
CHURLISHLY, *. -*.*.
CHURLISHNESS,*, *, .
CHURN, *, 6 (g. t. for

any wooden vessel).

CHYLE,*, 6.

CHYMIC or CHYMICAL,*, 3.

CHYMIST,*, 6.

CHYMISTRY, (prps) -
or/', h.

CICATRIZE {of a wound),
e.g. or

Tpuu/ma.
CIDER, olvo* 6 .
CIMETER. See Sword.
CINCTURE. See Girdle.
CINDER. See Ashes.
CINNABAR,., eos, . — of a c.

colour,*,-*, 3.

CINNAMON, and, also, {the

wood), and,
{the rind). C.-oil,,.
CINQUEFOIL,-

*, 2.

CIPHER,, . -, ., . -
*, . Nothingness]*,
6., *, .* -* *. To be a mere
c, /* ,. ^[ Conventional or oc-

cult writing] , .
The art of writing in c.'s,-, .
CIRCLE

(
prop.), *, 6

(g. i.). *, 6 (a circular

motion ). A c. of surrounding
objects, *, 6 : in a c,

: to move in a c,-.. to turn or move
in a c, (pass.), -

(pass.),

(pass.) : to

form a c. round athg,

.. -: a c. is formed,* : to place
onself in a c, (pass.),

: to describe a c,
(= trace it).

. * -
{with ref. to motion) : a c.

in argument or reasoning, -** {Sedt. Empir.),also* : to draw up the ships

in a c, -
{). \\ Friendly orfa-

miliar c] *, b. *,
., ]. A number of per-

sons sitting in a c,, .
"[[ Metaph. : a division {relative

to some countries = department,
province, as in Germany of old)]*, 6. % Province (fig.)

=
sphere],. The c. ofaby's

occupation or duty,** : to limit aby
to avery narrow c. in practical life,/ '*-'.
CIRCLE, v. If To move round

in a c.] (pass.),. .().-
{to go round athg).

(to fly round). To
c. round athg,. T| To have its direction round
a place] See to Encircle.
CIRCUIT, Compass]-

*, . *, 6. Circum-
ference] See Revolution, -*, . % Of a judge], ., .** (matters refative

to the administration ofjustice in

general), or
(the province of the judge

in the abstract, i. e. that comes or
falls within the limit of his admi-
nistration).

CIRCUITOUS, e.g. ac.road,*, . *, - : to

take or use a c. way, -.. -
(pass.) : by c. ways,-*.

CIRCULAR, *, 2.*, 3. *, 2.-*, 2. *, 3. A c. mo-
tion,*, ., . -, .
CIRCULAR (letter), --* '.

To send c.'s,. -.
CIRCULATE. 1 (Trans.)]

e. g. to c. a report,

or. -: the report has been c.'d,*, *
6* : to c. a report every-

where, or -. .
CIRCULATE, f (Intrans.)]

(pass.),-
",..
(pass.; to move in a circle), also

(pass.),

(pass.). To c. round
athg, .
CIRCULATION,-

*, ., . *,
V. *, . *, -



CIR, ., . The
c. of the blood,

: to set a report in

C, or,
also / : a report is

in c, ,.
CIRCUMCISE,

{prop.).

CIRCUMCISION,,, ri.

CIRCUMFERENCE, -, (. .). In a wider
sense,, ., ., . , . -, (the circumscribedspace).

The c. of a circle, tj

(pseud.-A.).-
(id.),

{id.). % Compass] Vid. C. of

an empire, or.
CIRCUMFLEX, 77-. To place the c. (over a

word), (c. ace).

C1RCUMFLEXED, -
(-).

CIRCUMLOCUTION,-,,'-, . To render athg by a

c,»,,. :

to use a long c, :

what is all this c. about ?

; to speak without
c, or

or or .
ff A beating about the bush]-, .. To].''$,/ (pass.),

prps -.
CIRCUMLOCUTORY, e. g.

to speak c. See phrases under
Circumlocution.
CIRCUMNAVIGATE,-. (-). One who has c.-d

the w»rld. See thefollowing art.

CIRCUMNAVIGATOR,
or -.

CIRCUMNAVIGATION,,, .
CIRCUMSCRIBE,-

or. or-'vorv.-
. '.-...-. To be c.-d within a small

space, -. C.-d,, 3 (of
time and number), , 3 (of
space),,, 3
(limited, bound),

2., 2 (opp. unlimited,

boundless). A c.-d. mind, a man
of c.-d capacity, .: to possess only

c.-d faculties, -.
CIRCUMSCRIPTION, -, ., . -, ., .,

. Syn. under to Circumscribe.
or, jjtos,

CIR
V (relative to space),,, (relative to number
or measure).

CIRCUMSPECT,-,, 3. , 2.,.
be c., (pass.). See
Cautious.
CIRCUMSPECTION,-,,,. -, ., . -, . (caution). With.,. : to

act with c, .
(aor. pass.), -. :

with as much c. as possible,-
: without any c,-, 2., 2.

CIRCUMSPECTLY, . g. to

act c, . See
CIRCUMSPECT,,£[.,. (e.g.).
CIRCUMSTANCE,,., . -,. .

(accident,occurrence).

C.'s (== condition, state),, ., -. II Tlie Greeks do
not, generally speaking, render t7ie

notion ofc. bya subst.,but use some
general expression to convey it, e.g.

the present c.'s, ,
: aby's c.'s,(), : the

c.'s attending athg, .: as c.'s

may happen to be, -
: under present or similar

c.'s, ' -, ,' .
: under such c.'s,. '

: fa-

vorable c.'s,, . ([ Pe-
cuniary condition] See Wealth,
<£c. To be in good c.'s,,. . -

: to be in

bad c.'s, . :
to improve in one's c.'s,

: aby's c.'s

are very good, or -
: to

live in straitened c.'s,-: to fall into bad c.'s,

(pass.) .
CIRCUMSTANTIAL,-
(exact), 2 (Ptol.).

To give a c. account,'
: a c. account,.

CIRCUMSTANTIALLY,-., '.
Most c, : to relate

most c,' .^ : to set forth , -.
CIRCUMVALLATE. See to

surround with a Rampart.
C1RCUMVALLATION. U

The act], . -, ., .

CIT, (trenches or
ditcltes). [ C. (in the concrete)

\, .,, .,.,, .,.
To surround with lines ofc,-. See to

CIRCUMVALLATE.
CIRCUMVENT,..-. -,-.
CIRCUMVENTION,-, .
CIRCUMVOLUTION,-.. -, .
CIRCUS,, .
CISTERN,, .-, .
CITADEL,, ,
(ofa town),,.-,.
CITATION. 1 A summoning

a person],, .
If Quotation] Vid.
CITE, if Summon],', (before

ajudge)..., and Mid. (of the

plaintiff). "If To quote] Vid.
CITHERN,, .
CITIZEN,, (as mem-

ber of the state),, (as in-

habitant of a town), ,, , (in contradistinc-

tion to a civil officer and a noble).

A patriotic c, :

to be a c. of a state,

: to live as a c. in a

state, -
: female c,, . -

-rts,, . , , :

the right of a c,, : to

acquire the rights of a c.,-
vtiv ,-.-: I am a c. of
Athens,. -

: to confer upon aby the

rights of a c,. :

that has had the rights of a c. con-

ferred upon him, -
: the faith or loyalty of a c,. -: a c.'s daughter, -

, . , .
CITRON,, ., .,.
CITY,,, (as place

and as collective sum of the citi-

zens),, .,,
(as place). A fortified c,

7ro\ts. -
: a rich c, 7roXts

: fm c. to c,, ' -
: to found a c, or' : to live in the c,

: to frequent

the c, be very often in the c,

., : an
fortified c. or town,



CIT CLA CLA7 or

: to carry or

send utensils or implements fm
the country to the c,--: a small c,,',.,: the

territory belonging to a c,
oi . 7

: the men of the c,,, oi. oi : the C.

wall,, 6. -
: c. ditch.,

: c. gates, ai

: c. police,, : c. school,-
or

: the news of the c,.
:

the magistrates of the c, oi

: the life in

the c. or town,. :

c- or town-council,, . oi.
CITY, adj. e. g. c. -magistrate,

c.-school, &c. See compounds un-
der City, s.

CIVET {the animal). In mod.
Greek,,, m.
CIVIC. See Civil. C. crown,, 6.

CIVIL. H Belonging to the

state, civic'], 3. C.
affairs,, : c. conten-
tions and disturbances,,, ai : c. war, -

or, 6., ai : c. officer,,,
.,, ,
6 : the c. officers, or

(sc. ).
: to choose a

c. officer, : c.

rights,, : to obtain c.

rights or privileges,,.
: I enjoy c. rights at

Athens,. -
: to confer c. rights upon

aby, .
: c

list, (prps) ' or, . -.
CIVIL. Polite, £] See

Courteous.
CIVIL-LAW, oi .
CIVILIAN, -

or -,' , ,
. 6 .

-., , 6
CIVILITY. SfeeCouRTEOus-

ness, Politeness.

<

CIVILIZATION,,
., (relative to man-
ners, a raising out of a state of
ivildmess ; cultivation), ,
6, and', (the state
of mentalcultivation or refinement).

(90)
'

, (a forming or culti-

vating, the state of culture or mo-
ral training).

CIVILIZE,. -
povv (to train, to humanize) : also, (to

raise fn a state of barbarity),

(toform morals. Plut.).

C.-d, and-, 3.

CLACK, s., 6.-, 6..,
(the sound).

CLACK,,.. (to pro-
duce such a sound) : also-

tv.

CLAIM, V. -, (seq. infin.). -,
or . To c. athg

as one's property,-
: to c. athg (fm aby),,

: I can athg le-

gally, : to

c. legally or in a court,-.
CLAIM, s., -, . To lay c. to athg,-, (seq. in-

fin.). , -
or :

to urge one's c.'s on aby,, -
: to have a c. upon

aby, :

I have a c. upon athg,' ,
: my c. is better than . . .,.

CLAIMANT. Fm verbs in to

Claim.
CLAMBER. See to Climb.
CLAMMINESS, -,, .
CLAMMY,, 3. -,2.,,

2., 2.

CLAMOROUS,,, 2., 3.

CLAMOUR,, , and, 6 (noise of any descrip-

tion), , , 6 (of voices),, 6, and, (of a
multitude). To raise a c,-..

(the latterstronger

term). See Cry, s.

CLAMOUR, v. See Cry =
to shout out. . .

or. -.-.-, .). (stronger

terms) : also. -
or (ii'ith

all one's might). They all c.-d at

the same time, -.
CLAMP, (prps),

V•

CLAMP, v. (to

join together), (to

bind with iron. Heracl.).
CLAN. See Tribe.
CLANDESTINE,-

, 3., 2.,
3., 2.

CLANDESTINELY,,. To do athg,
: to take c,/ or.
CLANG,, 6. -,., .,,

6.

CLANK,, 6.

CLANK, ..
CLAP (g. t.). f To strike']. . .. To c. hands,-.

or : —
(by way of applause),... %
To join to] See to Join.
CLAP, s. ^[ Sound]-, 6 (also of the sound of thun-

der),, ., b
(also the sound of thunder). A c.

of thunder,, h.,
6 (thunder-bolt), or-

(the roar and
crash of thunder. .). U Mark
ofappj-obation (byclappinghands)], 6.

CLAPPER, f Of a bell, &c.]

Prps Crcl. by, (i.e.

the stick icith tech any instrument is

beaten),,, and,
' CLAPPING (of the hands),, ., .
CLARIFY,.

(P.).. (by

melting. P. F., but ?).

CLARIFYING or CLARI-
FICATION. A c.-d liquor,-

(Gal.), , ,
(Eccl.).,, (Tlieoph.).

CLARION. See Trumpet.
CLASH, (Trans.),-

(g. t).

CLASH, (Intrans.). -. (pass.) ?
(g. t.).,

(pass. ; of bodies

which produce a sound). % In a
hostile manner] .. ^\ To be op-

posed to] or-/. ..-. (pass.),.
CLASH, -ING,-;, .,.,., (trans.),,

). ^ Discrepance, hostile oppo-
sition] or.
CLASP, S. , , ., . To fix with a c, 7-. ^[ Embrace] -, .
CLASP, . [ To fix with a

c] See Clasp, s. TJ To embrace]..
(c. ace),-(88.; c.dat.). % To

grasp] Vid.

CLASS, Tii£ts, . , .,. To belong to the c.

of animals, : to

put or arrange in c.'s,,



CLA
9. -

or. ^[ Sta-

tion (in life)], . The bet-

ter or higher c. of people, oi-
: the lower c,

™X'li "h '• one of the lower c.'s,.
CLASS, CLASSIFY. See to

arrange in c.'s under Class, s.

CLASSIC,
(old writers), -, 6 (select, £{C.). C. writers,

oi, : the

c.'s, .
CLASSICAL, *, 2.

To put down or establish as c,.
CLASSIFICATION, -, '. -, .
CLATTER,. H Chat-

ter]..-
(to talk nonsense).

CLATTER, s. , -, b., 6.,., 6., 6. -, 6.

CLAUSE. 1 Of a sentence],., . % Con-
dition] Vid.
CLAW,,, 6 (sharp

and pointed, e.g. of birds, fyc).
Crooked c.'s,,,
b, rj., 2.

CLAW,/,
(to wound with t/ie nails or

c."s).

CLAY, or

yv, h.

CLAYEY, CLAYISH, -, 2., 2.

CLEAN, v. See Cleanse,
e.g. a room,.,,.
CLEAN, adj. , 3., 3 (also = free fin mix-

ture). To be c,.. See Pure, if Free

fm moral impurity] See Pure,
Clear.
CLEAN, adv. '.,,().' or . ,. ,
CLEANLINESS,Koeapto'T»js,, . .,, .
CLEANLY. See Clean.
CLEANNESS. See Clean-

liness. TI Moral purity] -, . .
CLEANSE,, -. (-

),.'. —
fm sins, '. :

that has a c.-ing effect, c.-ing,,, 3.

CLEANSING,, b.,, . —
of sin or guilt,, .
CLEAR. 1 Transparent (of

fluids)], 3., 2.

Of the air],, 2.

A c. sky, , .
Perspicuous, intelligible], 2., 2.,-

(91)

CLE
, 2., 3., 2.

c. voice, : to make
(athg) c,.

: it is c,,-
: it is c. that I, that

thou, &c, or ',, or ,
(a?id =zpartcp.). ^J Free

(fm), unimpaired] See Free. C.
of crime,, 2. -, 2., 3 (innocent) :

to get c. of athg,

(andpass.) : also, (pass.) :

to come off c, -
: to keep or steer c. of,,-, .

CLEAR, . To make clear,

bright, <$c] or -. (-
),.'.

oneself of athg,

(of suspicion, Qc, e.g.,, <$£c). To gain by
athg] ,. I c. some-
thing by it, '

or : to c. one
hundred talents in fifty, or to c.

two hundred per cent.,-. To remove,
<$£c] To c. (athg) out of the way,.. -

: to c. off a debt,-
or , also. [ To c

up (fig.)],-. The sky is c.-ing up,',. -.
CLEAR, adv. See Clean,

adv.

CLEAR-HEADED,,
2. A c. person, , b., 2., 2. -, 2.

CLEAR-SIGHTED, -,. ., 2.

CLEARSiGHTEDNESS,ay-, fj., .-, V.

CLEARLY,, -. (visiblu, manifestly).

(openly before all men.
P.). One sees c. that . .

.,
-

. . . : he is c. doing so and
so, (or )( ).
CLEARNESS. IT Transpa-

rency, brightness ],, ., . -
(of the sky), , ., . <\[ Perspicuity]-,, . .

With c,,.
(

CLEAVE (). (Intrans.).
(pass.),,

(pass.),. .. -
(pass.),,-,' or .

c. or cling to life,

CLEAVE. (Trans.),.. To c. (e. g. wood),. : —

CLI
aby's head, '

: cleft or cloven,?, 3.,, e. g. -
: that has cloven feet,,

2 : to have cloven feet,,.
CLEAVER. See Hatchet.
CLEMENCY,7rpaOTtis,»jTos,

., , also,
(towards offenders),,
(kindness),, (chari-

ty). C. of weather, of climate,, .
CLEMENT, orpa,, .,, 2., 2., 2, also-, 3., , .
CLENCH, e. g. one's fist,-. with one's c.-d

fist,. *ff To grasp in one's

hand] See Grasp.
CLERGY,'.,, oi. That belongs to

the c,, 3.

CLERGYMAN, , 6
(priest), (presby-

ter),, b (t. t.).

CLERICAL,, 2. -, 2.

CLERK. *1 Clergyman] Vid.

H A writer],, b (the

author ofathg as well as secretary)

.

,, b (in the pub-
lic service). To be a c,-.
CLEVER,, 3. ,,

2 (esply of bodily dexterity), -^,, 2.,,,, 3 (with

refi to art and science). I am
very c. in athg,

CLEVERLY,.-... -. To manage athg c, -.
CLEVERNESS,,, .,,, . , . -,, , also, (good

abilities).

CLEW,, .,, .
CLIENT,, , ., b. The class of

c.'s, . (.)•, , -- The body of c.'s,, .
CLIFF,,. C.'s,.
CLIMACTERIC, -AL, -, . -, .
CLIMATE,, . ,, . .

mild or fine c,

or , .
CLIMAX,,, •
CLIMB, -. . To C

precipices, '. to G.

up,. -..
or-.

CLING, t To cleave to] See

to Cleave (to). *ff Improp.:



CLI

to be attached to or in favour of]
(e. g. ).

To c. to an opinion,

(
puss.)- : — to a person,

(pass.),,
: to c. to life.

".
". (P.) : to c. to

old customs,)'.
CLINIC,,-, 2.

CLINK,.
CLINK, s., , or -, (if repeated or lasting).

CLIP,, -,..
(oftrees and plants in ge-

neral), (ofgrapes).

To c. the branches of trees,-.
CLIQUE,, r). -

?, . To belong to aby's ,.
CLOAK,, (or with

crasis)'.,., . An old shabby
,,, .,

: to put on one's c,-
: wrapped up in a

C, .
CLOAKorCLOKE,t>. «f To

conceal by a pretext],,.-
(the Mid. ifsubjective)

.

.
CLOCK,.-, .,, .

<

CLOCK-MAKER,.
In modern Greek,.
CLOD,,.
CLOD.

_
IT Cloum] Vid.

CLOG,,.
(only prop.), .//, /., (prop,

and metaph.)..,, (only

metaph.). "[[ To burden] See to

Burthen or Burden.
CLOG. ^Fetter] Vid. f

hind of wooden sfoe],.
CLOISTER,, ., ., . -, . To shut up

in a c,..
H A walk supported by columns]

or, ., .
CLOISTRAL. See Monas-

tic.* l.

CLOSE,,,
e.g. to c. the gates,\. (to shut ; esply
of the mouth or eyes): also -,,

(to c. one's eyes), or. To
c. the mouth and eyes of a corpse,

(P.).() or
(Horn.) • to c. one's hand,-

: to c. (intr.),

(pass.),

(92)

CLO
(of (he mouth and eyes). % To
bring to a close] .. -. To c. a procession,, : to c. a
letter, .
to c. with (the enemy),

or .,, .
or .'.

To c. in] See to Enclose.
CLOSE, s. Tf The end]-, -. ?,.,

. , ., (the

end of a drama). See End. At
the c. of the year,. U Small enclosed

field, &c] See Field.
CLOSE, adj., 3.?, 3. ?, 2

(enclosed),, 3., 2
(crowded). H Of the atmosphere],, 2. -, 3. Tj Secret]-, 3, arid, 3. ^[

Saving], 2.-, 2.

CLOSENESS,, ., . ,. %
Savingness], .
CLOSET,,..

V-

CLOT,, (esply of
any coagulated mass).

CLOT, v.,-. To cause to c,-
or : c.-d,

: a c-ing (ofa mass),-, .
CLOTH,, (stuff,

materialfor dress), ,
(woven materials), , ., (of linen),,,
h (cotton). U As object (e. g.
table-C.)] ,
(unknown to the ancients). &$* Ap.
Lucian. is used to

express the notion in accordance
with a later custom.

CLOTHE,.,..-..
bec.-d,

;
u7}^0t,-, : — in

athg, , also :

well c.-d, see Dressed under
Dress: poorly c.-d,, 2:
to be poorly c.-d,(/.
CLOTHES, »?, .,
(both as act and thing), ,, ., .,

(as thing). A stock of c,, . -
: to furnish aby with c,. 0} It may

also be rendered by Orel., as-, , ov, e. g. Cyrus
made his appearance in the same
c. or dress as his soldiers,

: simple c. or

dress, , : to put
on (one's) c,.-,.-\. : to

wear c, to have on c,

CLU
or , -
or.-' or : to

wear expensive c, -
Ttots7
CLOTHIER,, ., , .
CLOTHING. See Clothes.
CLOUD,, . ,

: also with or
without. A thick or
dense c,7 : a dark
c. (metaph.),"

(Lucian) : surrounded with
c.'s,, 2. /', 2

:

without a c,, 2.

CLOUD, v.. -'. C.-d, and-, 2., 2 : a
c.-d sky,, : the sky
is c.-d, : to be c.-d,. .
CLOUDINESS,..,0,,2.-, 2. The sky is c,-. II Dark] VID.
CLOUT,, (a rag).

CLOVE. See Spice.
CLOVEN -FOOTED, -, 2. To be c,.
CLOVER,, ., (a peculiar kind,

which smells like honey).

CLOWN,, . -, ., .
CLOWNISH. See Rustic., 3., 2.-, 2.?, 2. C. man-

ners, see Clownishness.
CLOWN1SHNESS,, ., .-, -•

CLOY, .-. C.-ing,, ., .
CLOYING, adj. ^,

(Plut.). Prob. (tho'

notfound).
CLUB. ^ As means of de-

fence or weapon]. ~, .., .
To strike with a c

, :

in the shape of a c,,
3., 2. .,2.

Society], , or-, -. To form or establish a

C, () : a
c. is formed, -
CLUB-LAW,,.

According to c.-l.,

: c.-l. prevails, -.
CLUB, .

(Mid.),,, -
(to contribute to an object),', (to pay a

share towards athg). To c. to-

gether, : — for athg,

or .' (to

put in, contribute),- (to join or meetfor any
purpose) : also .
CLUCK,.-.
CLUCKING, and, .



CLU
CLUE. Mly by ?,

{trace), or,
{sign). To follow a c,',
TlVt.

CLUMP. See Lump, Clot.

if -4 #/> (e. g. of trees)] -, ?, .
CLUMSILY,?. '-

?..
CLUMSINESS,,

tjtos, . ,.-, ., .-
?, ?, ., ..?, ?, tj.?, . SeeSyn. zkClumsy.
CLUMS,,2.?,, . ?, 3 (/ are unshapen

mass), ?, 2. --
Aos, 2. ?,, .,
2 {unmannerly), •;. 3.?, 2. -atos, 3( /
persons). C. manners,/,
• .,, >'/. : to be c," : in a c. manner,.
CLUSTER, s.' {ofgrapes),-?, uos, ., . A

dried c, /s. ?.-?, ?, : the c.'s are be-

ginning to form,? -. if A heap, swarm]
Vid.
CLUSTER, . [of a vine),-?. if To collect,

congregate] [pass.),

(pass.),

(pass.), {).
(pass.),

or . In c.'s,

(of things).

CLUTCH, if To seize, grasp]

or .-?.?. ?. .?. .
To c. aby, and-

(inthe act of athg)?. ??.
CLUTCH, s. See Grasp. To

fall into aby's c.'s,. ?? -
(. . Cyr. 7, 4, 10).

CLYSTER,,?, 6.,, . ,. To apply a c,, -".':
to have a c. applied,

(pass.) : the act of applying a
C.,?, 6.

COACH,.,
v. See Syn. in Carriage. The
box of a c, ?, ?, 6.?? : to drive a c,..
COACH-HORSE,? '-? (draught-horse). A pair of

C.'s,' "?, .' (c. and horses).

COACH-HOUSE, , i,.?, - (Polyb.), or?.
COACH-MAKER,-?.?.-

?, .
COACHMAN, ?, .

(93)

COA?, , . The C.'s

box,?, ?, .
COADJUTOR,?, .,?,6.-,? (partcp.). ?, .?, . To be

aby's , -
?. / . -

or,.
COAGULATE. (Trans.)-.. if (INTR.)],

(pass.). C.-d,?, 3.

COAGULATION,?.-?, .?, .
COAL,, ?, (mly

in pi. ?, g. t. but esply

charcoal: to define pit-c. we must
use ? or ?
?. A small c, : a
live C, ? or-? : to burn or reduce to a c,-, : like c,
or of the nature of c,?,
2.* , . (fern.)-?, ?. : of the colour
of c.?, 2 : a heap of

C s,, . -, : a dealer in c.'s, -?,, : the smoke of
c.'s, ? :

hot c.'s,, .
COAL-BLACK, '?,
(a c.-b. man. Luc).
COAL-FIRE,, .

To make a c. under athg,-
: prepared over

a c,'?.
COAL-DUST,?-

VI?, ., .
COAL -VESSEL,?

?.
COALESCE, or,.-.
COALESCENCE,,

-
COALITIOJi, ?, f,., ., .-

?, . or, .
between parties,., : a c. having been

brought about, ,,?.
COARSE,, 3.-

?, 2. ?,, (. fine,
tender). — of the voice, ?.
if Ill-mannered] ?, 2.?, 2. ?, 3. -
?, 3., 2.

COARSENESS,, ..?,, .?, . if Rough-
ness]?, ?, . -?, ?, .
COAST,, .-

?, . :
also? ,
(Diod.). The inhabitants of a c,, , or »;?.? : the land along the

c. (pi.),,-
: a town on the c,? ?, : that navi-

gates along the c,,?, .

COC
COAST, . (-

or ),.
or (Diod. Strab. ; oram le-

gere). A c.-ing voyage,-?, .
COASTER,.
COAT,,, . -, . Covering of theflesh]

See Hide. U Rind) Vid. A c.

of dirt,?, (Eupol.). if

layer of athg] See Coating.
COAT OF ARMS,-,, ., ., .
COAT, .,-. To c. athg with

athg, (to ex-

tend or spread around athg). -
(to cover an ob-

ject tvith athg).

(to do over with athg). To c. with
gold, silver, copper, &c,-,, -

: — with leather, skin,

&C, . ?
: to c. with clay

or loam.~ :
athg is c.-d with slime,?-.
COATING, if A layer of

athg] e.g. to lay on a c. (of gold,

silver, &c),,-, : to co-

ver with a c. of clay or loam,-
: to put on a

c. of athg (e. g. ofslime or mud),? .
COAX, . -. .. .
COAXING,, -, ., : also-., . Syn. in

Flattery.
COBBLE,. -, (g. t. to mend,

repair), -
(of shoes).

COBBLER,, .
COBWEB,, . -?, . Like c.'s,, 2 : as thin as a c,?, 2 : to be like a c,. : to

spin a c. (of the spider),-.
^
COCK, if A male bird] ap-, ? (g. t.).,

?, ., ?, (seldom

and chiefly poet.). Of or belong-

ing to a c,?, 2: the

c. is crowing, .
if C. ofa tube, Qc],. ?, ., -
?, . if Of a gun] ^§° Prps, though the thing was un-
known to the Greeks ; but bracelets

and necklaces of that shape were
called by them by thai name.
COCKFIGHT, -, .
COCKER. See to Fondle,

Indulge.
COCKLE,, .,

., . A small c,



coc COI GOL
and, : in

the shape of a c,, 2., 2.>, 2.

COCKLE-SHELL,,
. .
COD, v. See to Husk.
COD,, ids, and, .
CODFISH, , . ya<5os,

.
CODE, -

or. .
CODICIL,-, .
CODLE or CODDLE, -,, -.,,.. -..
COERCE,,-

(c. ace),

(c. ace), (p. yen. and ace).

viKav(c.acc.). (.€).
(c. ace.).

COERCION. See Compul-
sion.

COERCIVE. See Compul-
sory.
COEVAL,, -, 2. ,, .-, 3., 2. C.

with, .
COFFEE, (pips) 6':
COFFEE-HOUSE,-,.
COFFEE-ROASTER, -, (used by the ancients

for roastiny barley) . ,,
6 (for shaking beans).

COFFER,,
f,.
-, . , . , 6

(chest),.-.. "\-. (treasury). 1J C?s
(meton. for treasures)] See Trea-
sury.
COFFIN,, . -

6?j/oj, ., b and ..
COG. t Flatter] Vid.
COG (of a wheel), prps,, b (y. t.for anyprong, spike,

COGENCY,, ,
(y. t. =z efficiency, force, power,
cf-c, both physical and mental),

(the poiver of overcominy
or prevailing). To give c,. . -

(to yive validity) :

to have C, or. .
(to be valid, have consistency)

:

to have no c.,.
COGENT, , ,

(weighty), , 3., 3
(powerful),, 3.,
"COGENTLY. Formed with

the adjj. under Cogent.
COGITATE. See to Medi-

tate, Think
COGITATION,, ., . «See Thought.
COGNATE, , ,

or,, .
(94)

, 3. ', 3.-, 2 and 3. To be c. with,,.
COGNATION. See Affinity.
COGNITION. See Know-

ledge.
COGNIZANCE. See Know-

ledge, ^f Judicial notice or
decision], -. To take c. of
athg, or. -

or (judi-

cially), or -
(philos. only).

(judi-

cially). To come to, or arrive

at, the c. of athg,

COGNOMEN. SeeSuRNAME.
COGNOSCIBLE,, 3..
COHABIT, f To dwell to-

gether] .. (88.). ^[ To dwell
together as husband and wife]-.. (pass.).
COHABITATION,,, .
COHEIR, or-

: to bee,
or/.

COHERE, .
(pass.),,

(pass.) . H To ayree

with] See Agree.
COHERENCE, -ENC,-, ., .,

., ., .
C. of a speech, -

or (conteod). -, , and, (the

connexion of ideas) . To have c,
see to Cohere.
COHERENT,, 2. -, 2. TJ Of speech]-, 2. To deliver a c. discourse,.
COHESION,, (con-

nexion),, b. Syn. in

Connexion. To have no c.,/ .
COHESIVE. See Coherent.

TI Glutinous], 3, or, 2., 2. -, 2., 2.

COHORT, -
or.

COIF.
>

See Cap.
COIL,,. -.
COIL,, . ,, ?7.

COIN,, .
and, .,. Copper c,, b.-

: good C, -
: bad c, .,.

COIN, . Prop.]
or , -. To c. bad money,.:
c.-d metal or silver,

or. ^f Fiy. :

to invent].,, or.
COINAGE. It Coined money]

See Coin, if Whatever relates

to coininy] (e. y.), . -, -
(the stamp or impression of a

coin). % Invention] Vid.
COINCIDE,.. ,. -. .. To c. with athg,-

(relatively to time),-
(to accord) : also. ".

(to be equal) : our opinions c.,: to c. in

point of sentiment, ..
: not to c.

with, .
COINCIDENCE,,

., ., .
Ayreemeni], . -, ., .
COINCIDENT,,

2., 2., 2.

Syn. Coincide.
COINER, '7?, .

[ Counterfeiter],
. ^-SP= the director of a mint.

COITION. See Cohabita-
tion. *ff Act oftwo bodies coming
toyether].-, 77.

COLANDER,, -, b. or, b. -, b. To strain or pass through
a C,,.
COLD,, 3 (prop, and

fig.)•, 3 (producing c).,2 (offood),, 3 (of
sentiments or affections). C. re-

past, : to render

C,,, :

it is getting c, :
it is c, : it is very c,. -

: to bathe

in c. water, : a

bath, or bathing in c. water,-, : to drink c. beve-

rage, : the drinking

of c. water,, : c-
water-drinker, ?}?, :

with c. blood,.,'. : to re-

main c, or or

(pass.) : to be c. agst

athg, ,: a c. fever,?', .
COLD, s. 1 Prop.],
(chiefly plur. ), ,,., . A violent

or intense c, -, Metaph.],, . (/rigidity ;

also, coldness of heart). U An ill-

ness produced by c], b., . That brings on



COL
a c,, 3 : to take

c, (pass.), -
: liable

to take c,, 3: that

has taken or caught a c,-, 2.

COLDISH,, 2., 3.

COLDLY,. -. To treat aby c.,. .
COLDNESS. See Cold, s.

COLE, COLEWORT. See

Cabbage.
COLIC, or-, t)., . Apt to

suffer fin c.,, 3.

COLLAPSE. «IT Prop.]-. (pass.),

or (pass.),-
(pass.), (pass.).

COLLAR,, •-,.,.
seize aby by the c,. ^f Necklace].,., 6.,
6 (the latter only for dogs). To
put on a c., .
if Neck-iron] and,
6., . ,, 6. To put a c. on,.
COLLAR, v.

(to seize by tlie c).

COLLAR-BONE,,. PI. .
COLLATE,-

: — &thg, .
C.-ing,, .
COLLATERAL, e. g. a c.

line (prop.), , ).

if Pig : of relations],. C. direction,,
., .
COLLATERALLY,, .
COLLATION,-, (a comparing of documents

or writings). if A slight repast], .
COLLATOR, 7• :— of athg, . .

6 . 6.
COLLEAGUE,' or , -, 6. i$gr Sts by Crcl. with

the partcp. of a verb compound
with , e. g. 6

(in t/ie field). 6

(of a consul).

COLLECT. II To gather], and Mid.
(to c. what is scattered) . ., (to c. into

a body or mass), (to

store tip). To c. the materials or

facts for athg,. if To
compose oneself or one's ideas]

(pass.),-., if (INTRANS.)]-'. (pass.).

To c. taxes,.-. or-.. if

c. (persons)] See Congregate.
(95)

COL
COLLECT. 7[ Of money] See

Collection. if Church prayer]
See Prayer
COLLECTION, if A collect-

ing (as act)], . -, ., 6.-, . if The result or pro-
duce of a c], . -, ., . -, ., . if

An assembly (of persons)] -, ., . if
c. of arlistical objects],. if C,
e. g. ofmoney (for any given pur-
pose)] ', 6. , ., . To make a c.,-' : to be supported by a c,.
COLLECTIVE,.,,. or,

3. ?, 3., 2. C.
force, : with the
c. force,, 3 : c. sum or
number, : also,,., .
COLLECTIVELY,,,. ''.
COLLECTIVENESS,,. . ol

or, or with
adjj., e. g. .
COLLECTOR,,, . or,,, 6.,, 6 (g. t.). if Of taxes, %[c],, 6..-, , 6.

COLLEGE. if An assembly

of persons tvho follow the same
pursuit], (of official

persons in the state), , ., . if The place of
assembly]. -, . , . if For
students],. -, . See also University, if

Lectures], . To go
to c, ' ,
or .
COLLEGIAN,,-.
COLLEGIATE, e.g. c. school,

see College.
COLLIER,,, .

As black as a c,, ,
.
COLLIERY. Not known to

the ancients.

COLLIQUATE. SfeetoMnxT.
COLLISION. (Trans.)-, . , . If

(INTRANS.)], .
come into c, or

(pass.), -/.
(of things). If To come hostilely

in contact (of persons)]-.,-
(to come to blows),

(fig. : to

fall out).

COLLOP,,.

COL
COLLOQUY,, , and, ol. . -, . To have a c. with aby,

or .
: —

about athg, tiios.-
(on a philoso-

phical topic).

(

COLLUSION, ,
., ., .
COLLUSIVE,,

2., 2.,
COLLUSIVELY, e.g. to act

C,.-.
COLLYRIUM,Ko\\upioi/,TO.
COLON, »], .

put a c. after a word,/.
COLONEL,, (of

infantry),, 6 (ofcaval-
ry). See Chief.
COLONIAL, e. g. c. settle-

ment, see Colony.
COLONIST,,-, 6.,, 6. '-,, 6., . -, 6. To go out as a e,-

(pass.) . -
(pass.).-

and ..
COLONIZATION, ,, (g. t. for popu-

lating) : also, 6.-, ., . The c. of
a place is going on,

: to send out persons
for c., . See
Colony.
COLONIZE,' or-

or
/. ?;5-

(c. dat.).

COLONS, or, .,.
COLONY, or-, ., .-, ', (the former ivith

respect to the mother country, the

latter relative to the new settle-

ment),, b. To found
or establish a c,' or-

: the founding
of a c,, jj.? :

the founder of a c,, b.

b ?, : to send out a
C, .-.. -'.
COLOR. See to Colour.
COLOSSAL, and, 3., 2.

COLOSSUS,, b., b.

COLOUR. 1 The property of
abody],.,. Fine,

healthy, beautiful c,,
: to nave a healthy or fresh c,. ofahealthyc.^uypoi»?,

2.,, , : to change
one's c, '7«
or : to get

C,.-
: to give a c, or

: artificial c., h.



COL COM COM
If Paint], To. -, . , .,, . Without c, -?,?. % Metaph.],., ., . 1 Pretext] Vid. U
Character] e. g. a man s true co-

lour, see Character.
COLOURS [military), ,

(chiefly in plur.)., h.

To plant up the c,': to follow aby's c.'s,-.? . % Na-
val],.,?,
6. ,.
vessel with black c. displayed,? . See
Flag.
COLOUR, v. (ofa

dyer). See to Dye. To c. with
blood, or '-. : C-d or

dyed with purple,-
<3.?. *ff Intr.
(e. g. of grapes)] To c,-
,. To palliate, make plau-

sible] . -.-. .-. -. J To blush] VlD.
COLOURING, f = colour]

VlD. A fine or bright c,,
. Embellishment (e. g. in rhe-

toric)] 6 . To
give any c. to a speech.,-?? : to give

a.thg a c, ?. ^J

Pretext]?, .-,,.
useathgas ac,

: under some false c,-?.?.
COLOURLESS, ?, -?, 2.

COLOURM,-
?, , 6.

COLT,, 6.,.
An ass's c.,.
COLTER,?, -

?, . ? or ?, ?, .
COLUMN,,, (dim.?),. See PlLLAR.

H C. of soldiers] ?, . -, . ?, 6. ?
or??. 1

c, ?, '?. -? ?? : to move
(troops) in c., '??( -? or ?). -? ?? : to

march an army in c.'s,? ? -? : to charge or attack in c.'s,? ??-? .
COMB, ?,?, 6. The

c. of a bird,&.,?, 6.,
. 1 C. of a mountaiti]?, .
COMB,.

(onlyofwool),.
and ?? (to c.

one's hair).

COMBAT,, ?, 6 (c.

of emulation or any exertion to

(96)

overcome). (zeal),,
., (in war),-, (a coming to blows or close

fight, a closing of two armies),?, 6 (a ghting for a prize)., , and, (a

wrestling),, (with fists).

A c. for life, ?
or : to engage

in a c. for one's life,?, or simply? '. to

engage in a , '? or
: single c,, : to challenge aby

to single c, '?
: to engage in a single

C,. .
COMBAT, v. See to Fight

(against).

COMBATANT, ?,?, 6 (in war), -?, , 6 (in any contest),? (in public games), -? (= wrestler), ?,, 6 (pugilist).

COMBINATION, ?,,, .,
.?, 6., . U
Metaph. : association] VlD. To
be in c. with,' .

(pass.) ?., (pass.)? :

a secret c, see Conspiracy.
COMBINE. (Trans.) -()..,(, to fasten toge-

ther),.
(to bring in contact with

each other), ?
(to possess several qualities com-
bined). To c. men,? : to c. energy with
knowledge,: C.'d,?,
2. ?, 2 : to be c.'d with,

(pass.)? (in place
or room), .? (in place and time),' .. ',-

(to be associated

with an object collaterally or ac-

cessorily). ..' (to result asa consequence).
To be c.'d with danger,. or -. See Connect, ^f

(Intrans.)] To c. with or to-

gether, (trans.).?.-.
: to c. agst aby,.

COMBUSTIBILITY,-.
COMBUSTIBLE, ?,

2. ?, 3. ?, 3.

COMBUSTION,5?,/«-?, .?, . %
Metaph. : commotion] Vid.
COME. Of animate beings](), (-); (-)..-. . To c. on

, ( ) '.

to c. on horseback, -. : to c. by
water, : to c. late,

: to c. too late,,
: to c. to a place,

'? or': toe. as far as, &c,-? : to c. to town,
or

'? : to c. in aby's way,
or or

:

: to c. home, ol-

: ,-
: to to aby,-

or?. -
: to c. often (to see

aby), : to order
aby to c, .. ..-/ : to c.

among the people, ?
or '??? :

to c. fm aby,' ?
or ? : to c. fm (a place),?.? (the latterfm athg, e.g.

an occupation). C. here !

! ! c. with me,. % Of in-

animate objects].. . -. . and, also

(to c. to pass or occur). The time
c.'s, ? : a
share c.'s to aby,

: summer is c.-ing, ?
: I see the thing c.-

ing, :
athg c.'s to hands,/ : athg c.'s into my head,. :

athg c.'s to my ears,,. ,-, :

athg c.'s before aby,?. ?. [ To c or get into various
conditions, or to experience changes]

/. To c. in mo-
tion, (pass.): toe. into (

=

get into) prison,-
(pass.) ti?.
'? :

to c. to harm, -?, '?? : to

c. to light (=.to be divulged),-
(pass.), (pass).

: it c.'s to

blows, to a fight,, : that

c.'s to the same,
or : how c.'s it?

; ; how may
it c. that ? ; how does
that c? ; ^[ To c.

about (rr to happen)] See Hap-
pen, il To C. after]

or .. . '-? (ofpersons),. cr
(pass.),

(of



COM
tilings), ^f To c. again]-,,-. . -..

or or

(all ofpersons, but-
and also

of abstract things). -
(of things only). % To c.

along].,
: and

(pass.). C. along!. i
U To c. asunder]-

(pass.). IT To c. at], tij/os, '/s ,, . (only

relative to place), and-
(of place and

time). ^[ To c. away](). -< (fm a place), -
(pass.) (fm a

person). "\\ To c. back],, ().
(pass.), -, or simply

and (of persons and move-
able objects),,-'' (of seamen),• (of circumstances). To
c. back the same day,-. U To c. by (= to OB-
TAIN, <£c)] Vid. H = to c. past](),. : —
atlig, : of things,-

or (pass.).

If To c. down].-.. Metaph.
(pass.),-

(pass. ).

(pass.), .
to c. down in the world,-. ^J To
fall in]. -. (pass.). ^[

To c. for (aby, i. e. to fetch him)]
See to Call for. Tf To c. forth]. and-.,-, (pass.), -,.-. (to spring

up, germinate), ^j To c.forivard]() '.-also,-
vtiv. (pass.),-

(to make itsappear-

ance). To c. forward as plaintiff,

&c, ',: to c.

forward (— make one's appear-

ance), .; or-. or-
(i. e. by offering

one's service or support) : to c.

forward (to speak: ofan orator),() sts with. (to rise

to speak). i[ To c. in (prop.)]' ('). '.. also'.
or ' . '.

Not to allow (aby) to c. in,-» ' or: c. in! '.
(97)

COM. il Melon.: toe. in (for
a share)] ,

: — for an equal
share, or(, with aby).

: I c. in for a por-

tion,/ , -, . |
c. near]\ or -

or.-
(with ref. to place),

or (in essence

and proportion), (of
navigators). ^[ To equal]

and . %
To c. of (= be born of, descend

fm)] or
or ,, ' .

If To be the consequence of]
This c.'s of, &c., -. ,
or simply . ^[ To C.

off (= deviate)]. -. (pass.)., (-. To separate itself, fall

off] See under to Fall. To c.

off (of colour or paint),-. Fig. : to c. off] '-
(pass.), (and

pass.), also -
(= to c. offivith impunity; in

neg. clauses). To c. off pretty well,

:— badly,, S[C. If To c. on]-, ().-..-. See also

To c. near.
1 % To thrive] -

(pass.). See to Get
on. C. on ! ! " ! (as

term of encouragement). % To
c. over].
(pass.),. To c. over
(or cross) a river,. (pass.). ^f To c. out (prop.)]().().. ^[

Fig. : of writings (=. to be pub-
lished)],
(pass.). If To be discovered] -,. -

(pass.),. Athg
c.'s out, .. . %
c. to].

or .,, or simply. -. TT Fig: to amount to],. I found
on calculation that my property

came to five talents,-
: athg c.'s to a good

deal,; or. Tf To C.

to pass] See to Happen. To c. to

oneself,, and, also

(after ter-

rour,S£C. ), also ,
or : to

come to hand, (g. t.).

.

COM
(ofthings that are sent or brought)

:

to c. to an end, -.,.
: to c. to light,-, (pass.),

(pass.), -
: to c. to one's or aby's

knowledge,.-.. ai-.
or : to c. to one's ears,. -: toe. to the throne,-.-

or or,
(onlyprop. = to ascend

[i. e. seat oneself on] the throne) :

to c. to nothing,.-. (pass.).

(pass.) '.
% To c. together]., (pass.)..
(pass.) : — with aby,^-. % To c. up]()./'/^oWse,
e.g. on the horizon),

e. g. an elevation),

(pass. ; to occupy a higher place),, (to

rise on high),. Fig.

(to get on, prosper).

T| To c. zip to] ,
(to be equal)' (in

athg, Tiui). Not to come up to

(in athg), or-, or-. *f[ To c. up with]' (with or without).,-. . ^[

To c. upon]' or-
or .-

(of persons and
things, §c.). (of ill-

ness, £[C.). (pass.)

and (as an enemy).

To c. upon aby (for the perform-

ance of athg), -
. . ^[

To come (of future time)] See
Coming.
COMEDIAN,, b. TJ

Actor] Vid.
COMEDY,, . The

representation of a c,-, .
COMELINESS,-
, . ,. -.,,
., . With c,-,, :

to observe ,. See

also Decorum.
COMELY, adj., 2

(chiefly of external objects, as rela-

tive to dress, action, <$fc).,
3., 2 (of behaviour, com-
portment),,-, 2 (bearing the expression or

type ofinward dignity) .,, ov (behoving, becoming). C.
conduct or behaviour,,,: it is c,:
in a c. manner, see Comely, adv.



COM
COMELY,, -,.
COMET,,, . The

appearance of a c, -.
COMFIT,,. -, .,.
COMFORT, . U To console]

VlD. To refresh, Qc] -., -.^ (to revive

failing strength).,-,, (to

delight), or

or {to impart
strength), also or-. To c. aby,. (both

sensuouslyand spiritually) .

(sensuously),-
or

(spiritually) : to be c.-d by athg,

(pass.).
(pass.). .
COMFORT,*. [} Consolation]

Vid. "tf Comfortable position or

condition],, ., . ', ., (objective pleasantness),,.,., ., (c. in

the abstract),,.,
(trie comforting thing). A c. (as

object or thing),, ., . , : far

aby's ., ;
hope affords c. in danger,', there

is some c. in athg,

: with , ' -,, : to

procure aby some c,. .. .
See also to Comfort.
COMFORTABLE,-, 3., 3 (g. t.)., 3. , 3.-,, 2 (pleasant,

agreeable, 8[c.)., -\ ',, . ',-, 3., 2., 3., 2.,,
2., 2.,-, 2, and, 2 (all in

tlie sense of affording comfort).
To be c, (objective),

": c. things, .
: to make aby

C, ..
COMFORTER,-,, 6. In the Bible, 6-.
COMFORTLESS,a/3on0»,Tos,

2 (of circumstances),-. (ofpersons).,2. a»joYis,2. -,, . , 3., , gen.., 3., 2 (affording no com-
fort; of things). To be c,..
COMIC,, 3. -

and, 3. A c
actor,, .-, ., . -

(98)

COM,, ., .,
. A c. play, see Comedy. A
c. poet orwriter,., .
COMING, , -,. See Future.
COMMA,, . -,. To put a C,-" : — after a wold, 7rpos :

we should place a c,
(sc. ).€,.,

(to give a pre-

cept to be followed),

(less strong term, e. g. of parents
relative to their children),-

(to demand, order, enjoin

;

also, to order strictly. (Haf* The
construction is that of jubere,

with ace. c. infin., although the

infin. pass, is not used, if the per-

son who is ordered to do athg is

notnamed). (by writ-

ing or by an envoy),-
(by an edict),

and (of the military

word or command, wch is passed

fm man to man ; and-
alsoofthecommandsofmagis-

trates), (given by a sign

orsignal), or

(to give orders for
athg). To be c.-d to do athg,

: without
being c.-d,,-, 2. .

To have the chief c. (in the

army)],,-' (all c. gen.). To c. a
vessel, fleet, or naval force,-

: but mly
for the c. of an Athenian fleet.

U To be master of], ,
and ,-, . I have
to c., '. ^ Of
places situated on an eminence],

(relative to afortress and its

artillery). To c. or govern one's

passions, or

or -,' .
COMMAND, s.,,.,.-, ,

(relative to the position of the infe-

rior to the superior),-, ., (of a
magistrate, and chiefly of a gene-

ral),, (an order or com-
mission),, . -, (encouragement, impulse).

A written c. or order,-,, : at the c,. , , or,, (ab-

sol. c. gen.) : by c. of the people,

(sc.) : to send
or give aby a c,

or. (Of the general)-, e. g. he gave the c. to take
up arms, 4' : I send aby a c., -.

COM
Trpos : to

execute a c,
or or.

: to follow or

obey the c, -.
: to subject

or submit oneself to the c,. ^J

Chiefcommand (milit.)], ., .,.-. The c. of the fleet or
naval force,, : to have
the c. of a ship, the fleet, &c,

: — of an army,-
: to be under aby's c.,

: under aby's c,, -, e. g. they sent an army under
the c. of —

, '
or-

: to have the c. of athg, -
or ,-. (of tlie horse),

(of a navalforce) : to

take the c. fm aby,--;.
: to place oneself un-

der aby's c, -
: to be under aby's

c, . ^[ The
order or c. given to the soldier

(= word of command)]-,.,.
or-. At the c, or
or-

: to follow strictly the word
of c, -

: by or at aby's c,
e. g. or

or :

athg is at my c. (or disposal),.. . '-
: to obey aby's com-

mands, or.
COMMANDER,, -, .,, . -, , (ofan army), -

apxov,o(ofthefoof).',
(of the horse),, (of

a naval force), and, (of separate divi-

sions of the army), ', .
In Persia,,, : with
the Lacedaemonians,,, (the governor of a town or
province). To be c,,, (c. gen.),

(of the horse), -
(of a navalforce) : the c.

of a stronghold or fortress,-
and, , :

a c. in chief, ,
or

(chief leader, liead in general),, , ., : the post or rank
of a c,,. -, (in the province).

COMMANDING,-,.,3.
(a), 2 (ofpersons),-, 3 (of circumstances). A c.

disppsition,, , also-



COM
3.,, . ?, ,.

COMMANDMENT, -,, . -,, .,.,.,.
At our c,
or or-

: to execute aby's c.'s,

or -.
COMMEMORATE,(/os). -

( : to preserve the re-

collection of it). To c. by a yearly
festival, (prps) }. Often,, willdo: e.g. the

anniversary of athg, &c, e. g.,, SfC. To
C. a victory, .-. = Relate, Qc]
VlD.
COMMEMORATION, -,, . ,., {any festivity).?» (g. t. for yearly

festival also). The c. of a victory,

or (sc. ),
: also , :

games in c. of a victory,-,.
COMMEMORATIVE, -.
COMMENCE. 1 (Intrans.)

To make the beginning] See to

Begin. An illness, winter, &c,
c.'s, , 6

: to c. with athg, ap-
(c. gen. or partcp.).-

atiai(c.gen.). (c.dat.),

or (or c. infin.)..
H See to Begin (Trans), t To
undertake athg] .,,

(or c. infin.). To c. business,.,. : to c.

hostilities, -, or :
to c. the war,/. or.
COMMENCEMENT. See

Beginning.
COMMEND. U To deliver

over to notice* protection, &c]-
(of persons ana things),

and-
(only ofpersons,

to recommend tofavorable notice),' (onlyofthings), -

/. '
(seq. infin. ; to encourage aby to

do athg, to recommend, athg to

aby). Athg c.'s aby (procures him
praise), '../ : to c. oneself by athg,

or , -,
: to c. oneself

to aby's favour or protection,

/. -
: to endea-

vour to c. oneself,

(99)

COM
(
pass.) .-

(pass.).
COMMENDABLE,-, 3. , 3. -, 3 (worthy ofcommendation),, 3.,-,, 6, . ,2.

be very or highly c,.
COMMEND,,

., . See Recom-
mendation.
COMMENDATORY, e.g. a

c. letter or writing,, . See COMMEND-
ABLE. Beauty is the best c. in-

troduction, .
COMMENDER. To beform-

ed with the resp. verbs in to Com-
mend.
COMMENSURABILITY,

(-, -) -. To reduce them to c.

with each other,()-' (P.).

COMMENSURABLE,-ATE,, 2., 2./,
(P.). (-, -)

(, ).
(homogeneous). To be c,-( oMjjXous, -as,

-a) : athg is c,: to be C,, e.g..
COMMENT (on or upon), v.

% Annotate],-,.,. To remark, cen-

sure] See Comment, s.

COMMENT, s.,., .,
(the annotation in the abstract) , also, (to an author),,. or ,

(the mark or note itself placed
at any passage to be commented
upon). To make or write a c.

upon (an author),,,-. "[ Remark, cen-

sure] ', . \1/, (as

mark of dissatisfaction). To c.

upon (by way of disapprobation),

(c.dat.).', (to point

out as morally wrong),
(to disapprove of as incorrect),

(to castigate) : to make
c.'s upon aby's doings,/ .
(or ' ),. . -/ /os.

COMMENTARY,-, 6., .
write a c. on an author, see Com-
ment, s.

COMMENTATOR, -, .,, 6. The
art or profession of a c,-

(sc., n) : the writings

of a C,, ., .
COMMERCE, s. «fl Transac-

COM
Hon relative to interchange ofgu< ids], (esply wholesale uvd
colonial),, .-, (retail),,
6 (in species or bullion, Qc). -, (any transaction in gene-
ral),, (commer-
cial intercourse or connexion),, (a turning over one's

capital),,
(business,

or a carrying on commercial trans-

actions). To carry on c,-. : to carry

on c. (= do business in athg, trade,

deal in), : to carry

on c. with foreign nations,-
: a

country that has no c, -
: to carry on c. or bu-

siness (with aby), -..
COMMERCE, v. See the pre-

ceding article.

COMMERCIAL. If Belong-
ing or relating to commerce] e. g.

c. transactions, --
: c. association or conigpx-

ion,, .,
., : law,, also-, 6. 6: . liberty,-, : c. partner,, 6,

or 6 :

c. business,, 6., ., :

to go abroad for c. purposes,',,-
: to have

c. business to transact with aby,

.
: society,, : C. consul,-, 6 : c. town,-,: c. place, t. q. c. town.

COMMINGLE,.,. -,. §§ Also -, the latter, however, only

denotes the coming into contact of
the component parts, whereas -

expresses tlte fusion of
such parts into one compound sub-

stance. See also Syn. to Mix.
COMMINUTE. See Syn.

COMMISERATE, /,,, -. To c. aby on account

of athg, and. .
See to Pity.
COMMISERATION,,

., . , 6., 6. To have or show

C. for aby,,. ',
and . See

phrases in Compassion.
COMMISSARIAT,-.

(Pol.). To establish or regulate

the c,
(Pol.) . Often phrases



COM COM COM
with (=: commeatus
will do). To be in thee,-.̂
COMMISSARY,,

b., , 6., 6., 6. To appoint c.'s,.
COMMISSION,^ ^ Appoint-

ment of an officer in the army'], . To give a c,-
tlvi . *\\ A

trustor warrant],.-, . To give aby a c,

(ofa superior),.. ().
: to

be charged with a c, to have a c.

to perform, (pass.) :

I have a c. to perform,-. () :

to have a c. to give to aby,

: to perform or exe-
cute a c, -, (by

word of mouth),, or-
(by the

act itself) : to perform aby's c,
or. - II A number of persons

appointed for any given transac-].,,.-, ., ,
. "Tf Act of comm itting a crime]
To be rendered by Crcl. with-,,- (e.Q.). ,,. See Syn. to Com-
mit.
COMMISSION, v. m To en-

trust ivith, charge with the execution

of athg] (seq.

infin.) : also.-.. To c.

aby with athg,,-
: to be c.-d with

athg, Civa'i ..
: to c. aby with the execu-

tion of athg, -.
COMMISSIONER^-, ., , 6. -, 6. To appoint c.'s, -: also,, , 6. (-) (the manager, superinten-

dent, Qc, of athg) : a custom-
house C,, , 6 : to
be aby's c, ,-.

: to appoint aby to be one's
c, '. .
COMMIT. 1 To entrust to

aby's care, <$c], -, .
and-. To c. the perform-

ance of an office to aby, '
(Xen. An. 1. 4. 15) : to c. my-
self to the care or protection of
aby, and -

or:
athg is c.-d to my care,-

(100)

(c. ace. ret), -' : one to

whose care or protection athg has

been c.-d, or -
. To imprison]. or '-, also or-, or -. To be c.-d to prison,

or -. [ To be guilty of (e. g. a
wrong)]. -. To c. a great wrong,-

: to c. an act, 7-' : to c. a vile deed,

: to

c. a crime, -, : to c. a fault,,, -
: to c. an errour, -: to c. a folly, -

: to c. an act of impru-
dence,. -.
COMMITMENT,,

h. See Arrest.
COMMITTEE,,-, . ', .

(fm among the people).

COMMIX. See Commingle.
COMMIXTURE, «r^ts,-,, .,-, .
COMMODIOUS. 1 Fit and

proper for the accomplishment of
a purpose], , ov., 3.,, ov.,, ov. , 3. -, 3., 3. To be
C for, .-«. .

Affording convenience and com-
fort], ',, .,, 3. -?, 2., 3. -, 2. ,, 2., 3. To be ,. : — for athg,

or : at a c. time,

: a c. place, -
: in a c. manner,.

COMMODIOUSLY, ., ... To ar-

range or furnish c, -.
COMMODITY, Whatpos-

sesses the quality of ease, comfort],, . -, . ',. For aby's

c, . ^[

Profit] See Syn. in Gain. [
Merchandize] (g. t.

relative to any one individually),,, or pi., . -, .
COMMON. That in wch

persons or objects participate]-, 3 (g. t.)., 3 (public,

belonging to the state),,
3 (concerning the whole), -, 2 (comprising the several

members ofa whole or community).

^sp It may also be rendered in

certain cases periphrastically, by

adverbial phrases, e. g. ,, , S^c.

To have athg in c. with aby,,. -, (with ref
to an existing fellowship between
persons), or :

at c. expense,, : to

make c. cause with aby,-
: to possess athg in

c. with aby, :

to have a c. purse,

(Aridoph.) : to submit athg to

c. consideration,

Koivrj or : to take
c. counsel with aby,-

(, . ; or ,
Th.) : to have nothing in c.

with aby,., or -
: the c. weal or good, -,. U C to the greater

number of individuals generally
met with], 3 (of persons,

things, and circumstances), -, 2., 3 (that is

met with every where, ofactions and
circumstances)., 3 (to be

found in great number, esply of
animals and plants), ,, (without pro-
minent characteiistic or quality).

This custom is very c, outos: to

become or grow c. (of fashion
and customs),. -

(of things that are put
in circulation, e. g. money, Sec.),

\qf say-
ing and reports) : a c. saying,, b.

: to become a c. say-
ing, : af-

ter a c. saying, ?;-
: .

That is usual or takes place in
most cases]',3. ',
via, os, 3. , 3., 2. A c. disease, -, : it is c,-,..

: athg quite c,7 : e. (good) sense,

or, : of
c. sense, : to

have c. sense,

or : c. food, ". U Of inferior
rank], 3., 2,
also ,,, , 6. The c. herd,, . 6

: a soldier,,,
: the c. soldiers,.

6 . *[[

Uncultivated, unrefined]-, 2., 2.-, 3., 3., 2.

To be or grow , : e.

language, c. expression, c. place,, ./, . ^[ Generaf] VlD.
COMMON-COUNCIL, -., . .



COM COM COM,.,.
(c.-c. or court. Pol.).

COMMON CRIER, ,, 6.

COMMON-GOOD,, -,. -.. To establish

athg with a view to the c.-g.,--
: tending to

the C.-g.,,-
(P.) : for the c.-g.,-..

COMMON-LAW, *, .. , .
COMMON-PLACE (expres-

sion),, .-, h. ^[ In rheto-

ric] (., — Cicero's

loci communes), (a pas-
sage to be worked up. =
collections of bon-mots, &c).
COMMON-PRAYER {book

of),, (g. t. for
prayer-book, after Suidas).

COMMON-PROPERTY,-,. or-, r). To intro-

duce a law concerning c.-p., -.
COMMON-SENSE. See un-

der Common.
COMMONWEALTH,-, (the repub-

lic) : also, r). .
and,, r) only (= a city

with a republican constitution).

COMMONALTY,y\^ s,To'., , 6. One of

the c, ' or., , 6. , b (the

great mass).

COMMONER. See Common.
C NTS. ^ The people in

their relation to the state], 6.

Belonging to the c,, 3.

Tf Dailyfare or allowance] (prps)

r)' .
COMMONLY. To beformed

with the adjj. under Common
;

but in most cases by Crcl., e. g.
(in the sense of gene-

rally) : also or,,,
S[C ; e. g. to be c. admired,'.. ,-

(usually, in most cases): also, .-
: to be c. known, -, : it is c.

acknowledged, -
: as it c. happens,, -.

COMMOTION,, ., . . The whole
city was in a c, r)

or -
: to put the people in c, or

produce a c. among them,-: to cause a c.

among the citizens,'
or .

or

: also ' -
: to be in

a state of c,, -: to take an active part

in a c,: to quell

a c, /. Tf C.

of tJie mind], . To be
in a violent c, .
COMMUNE. See to Con-

verse, to Talk.
COMMUNICABLE, -.
COMMUNICATE, f To im-

part] ,
or

(to grant, allow, or cause aby to

have), if To reveal, impart know-
ledge],. '-

(by word of mouth), -
(e.g. , his plan,. .), or-, also (

thought, a plan, £[C.)..
(by narrative) . To c. wi th-

out reserve,. % To c. with]. -..
or . . -

or. *!} Partake of the Lord's
Supper] or-

or.
COMMUNICATION,-, r) (of athg concrete, or of'

any condition),, (bywords)., (of thoughts or
plans). To make a c. to aby,. «See to Com-
municate. C. of one's thougbts

by words,, : to make
c.'s to one another without re-

serve, -
: c.'s by word of mouth,, v : fm c.'s received fm

others, : to know fm
c.'s received fm others, -. or-. H Conversation, con-

ference],, r).(), .,
., ., . -, jj. To have a c. with

aby, see to Communicate with.

"[[ Connexion, intercourse, Sfc], .,.
To have or be in c,-

or -,
: to have no c. with

aby, : to

cut off the c,, ' : to

cut off (the enemy's) c,-,-. ^f Passage

for c], .,, ., . -, ., 6.

COMMUNICATIVE,-
(.; disposed to give a

share),, 3., 3., 2., 2
(condescending, affable, Qc). -

, 2 (ready to talk
or to enter into conversation), -, 2 (that speaks a great
deal).

COMMUNICATIVENESS,,-
pta, ., .
COMMUNION,, .,, r)., ., r). That belongs or

relates to a c. of persons,-
: to have or maintain c.

with aby,,-. . -
: to have no c. with

aby, .-. . "f[

Lord'sSupper] ,., r) (Eccl.)

COMMUNITY, f The state]. See State. H Com-
mon possession] ,

(with ref. to the state), -
or , r)

(with ref. to private affairs or in-

dividuals, opp. -. .).
COMMUTABILITY, -, . ., r).

CO MUTABLE,-
or, 2. -, 2.

s

COMMUTATION, ,,,-, ),, (c. gen. of the

thing exchanged, e. g. -). See CHANGE.
COMMUTE, and.. •,,-,. -. See to Change,

Exchange.
COMPACT,, 3. -, 2., 3., 3

(tight), and, 3

(firm, staunch).

COMPACT, ... . -..
COM'PACT, s.,

(usually inpi.),, r).-, . ,., , and-, ., . Syn.

in Contract. A written c,, ., ai :

to enter into or conclude a c. with

aby, or. or
: a c. is

drawn up or concluded between
parties, : to

sign a c,
: to abide by the terms of

a C, .
or -

: to violate the terms of a

c, .
or:

to act contrary to the terms of a

c, .-.
COMPACTLY. Tobeformed

with adjj. under Compact.
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COMPACTNESS,-

tjjs... -, jjtos, . .
COMPANION, *, 6

{he who partakes or shares in athg)

.

, 6 {in an undertaking),*, 6 {afriend),-, 6 {on a journey),,., 6 {all

three of inferiors who accompany
asuperior, attendants),

or, b {at sea), -, , 6., , 6.,, 6 {one who keeps

one company). A c. for life,-, , 6 : one's c.'s, -. '.. /. -
: to be a good c,-,

: a drinking or

pot-,, , 6 : a tent

,, 6 '. to be aby's tent

C, / or-
: a c. in arms,

{aby's, ') :

a travelling , 6 -
*,, , 6 {the latter

at sea only) : to be aby's c,-..
: a in misfortune, for-

tune, &C, {),,: to choose
aby for one's c, to be aby's c,, . -.-

'. . -' . ', or
{stronger term)'.'

: be, as well as his c.'s,

or
or .

COMPANIONABLE,-. 3.,^,-, 3., 2.-, 2. That is not ,-, 2., 2.

COMPANIONABLY. Fmthe
adjj. above.

COMPANIONSHIP, f Con-
nexion among comrades'],
., .,,

{the latter implying the notion of
greater intimacy). To make or
establish c. with aby,. *[[ The per-
sons whoform c], .-, , or. See So-
ciety.

COMPANY. T[ Society, con-
nexion],.-,, ., -, . Worthless or bad ,

:

to keep (aby) , :

to keep aby c. at dinner, -
: in c. with,.

: to be in c.

with aby,
: to live

in c., . : to re-
tire fm aby's c, leave aby's c.,

: to be
good c. {fig.),

{of a person), or

: good
(102)

*

, or

{. , bad c.) : to

keep bad c, -rots -
: we usually like the c.

of those of our own age,/
(.) : in the c. of the wise you
will grow wise yourself,

{Prov. Iamb.). [ A collection or
association of persons for a com-
mon purpose],.-., ., ., . arid-, . , . To belong
to, or be one of, the c.,

: there was a large

c., -,
or : to go

into , : the
c. is breaking up,. %
A commercial company], . If Division ofinfan-
try], ., .-,, .
COMPARABLE,-

{Plut.). {equivalent,

equal),, 2 and 3.

COMPARATIVE,
{i.e. ifone compares) .., {,) /.

{the gender to be determinedfm
tlie content ; all = in comparison
with athg). Grammat.]{), -

{sc. ).
COMPARATIVELY, £'#c.
COMPARE,

or .
or or. ..

or . -. C.-d with,

or if one c.'s, lis 7rpos : to c,
writings, or,.. $* In later au-
thors the latter notion is conveyed
by and
{comp. Lobeck ad Phryn., p. 217,
$c.).

COMPARISON,,
., ., .,, . To make.,.-

: in with,. {,).. : that bears ,, , .,
2 and 3 : that admits of no c,,,
2., 2. -,, .. 2 :

beyondallc.,(5ia<££pdi>Tws.-
{P. . ; excessively).

COMPARTMENT, ,
, and, {on tapestry

or carpets),, {in a build-

ing).

COMPASS, v.,,

, {expansion with ref.

to space, also with ref. to

quantity),,, and -, {with ref. to quantity

;

also implying qualitative

relation),, .,
., ., .-, (tlie place or room oc-

cupied by athg). The c. or extent

of power, -. ^1 The instrument {a pair

of C.'s)], , 6. To
draw with a pair of c.'s,-.
COMPASS, v. 1 To enclose

with] See Enclose. 1J To go<]{),. | Encompass],,
and. Syn. ENCOMPASS.
COMPASSION. See Pity.

C. for aby, or*
: to feel c. for,,,, all' :

to feel c. for the unfortunate,

toIs .
COMPASSIONATE, -, 2.'', 2.,

2.,, . -, 2 {inclined towards
compassio?i).

COMPASSIONATELY. See
' with Pity.'

COMPATIBILITY,^-. Crcl. icith COMPATIBLE.
COMPATIBLE,, 3.,, .,, . C. with,' : not ,,-, 2., 2 : to be

c. with,' :

not to be c. with,, .
/.. or. .

COMPATRIOT,, ., ., {of
slai-es). Our ,, :

your ,, . {pi.)-, , .
COMPEER. See Companion.
COMPEL,,-^/ {c. ace. ; to place in

the necessity), (c. ace. ;

to c. by force), {c. gen.

and ace.) {c. ace.),-
{c. ace), {c. ace.;

to overpower, subdue, submit to the

will ofthe oppressor). I am c.-d,, or-
: I am inevitably

c.-d, : one
who must be c.-d,.
COMPELLABLE. Circl. by, Src.

COMPENDIOUS, ,, {g. t. = short, brief), ,
oY,*, 2. -, 3. Syn. in Brief.

To make a c. abstract,

: to give a c. view of the
heads of a subject,.

: to set

(the matter) forth in a very c.

manner, -
or.



COM
COMPENDIOUSLY,-. ,. To

state it c, ? .
? . See

Compendious.
COMPENDIUM,, .* . To make or give

a c. of a work, :
by way of a c, ,.
COMPENSATE,...-. .-

(all in tlie sense

of making up for athg). '-
[any deficiency or want). To

c. aby for athg,

or ' . -/ .
C S AT ,-, . (

giving or gift in return), -, , and,
(motiey or athg to pacify a person
for any suffered injury),-' (D. ; c.for property toasted).— for athg,. To give or of-

fer (athg) as a c ,; : to re-

ceive athg as a c,
: to be a c. for athg,-
or ,-

: to make a c. for

the expenses, -
: to offer or make aby a c.

for athg, and. .-
(to return ivhat is

his) : — for a loss inflicted, &c,.-.
COMPENSATORY, -

(counterbalancing).

COMPETE (with),-
(pass.).

(pass.).'
or . To be in a position

to c. with aby,. . -
(pass.) : to c. with

aby for athg, see Competitor,
Candidate.
COMPETENCE, -ENCY. H

What one can live on]' ?7
?, , . To have a c,-. :

U Sufficiency] >..-,, .«, . See
Sufficiency, Ability.
COMPETENT, 3., 2. To be c,,,. Suf-

ficient, possessing the necessary

qucdification (for any given pur-
pose)], 3., 2., 2. C. to perform an
office or the duties of it,

(,),
: to be c. to perform

athg, or' "
: to possess c. knowledge

of athg. .-> : a c. judge (of

athg = connoisseur),.. : a C.

knowledge of things,, .
(103)

COM
COMPETENTLY, .

or.
(enough).

COMPETITION,-, (g. t.). The c. for a

prize,, : athg is still

open to c,
: to enter into c. (with* aby),

or,
or .-

: — for a prize,-.
COMPETITOR,-, , . ', ,

(these three only if the post in ques-

tion is an). To enter one's

name as a c,^
() or :— for a prize,, or simply
(pass.) : c. for a post or public

function, see ' to enter into Com-
petition.'
COMPILATION, (ex-

tract), -
(cf. under to Com-

pile), '-
(Franz),', (collected se?i-

tences, collectanea),,
(a copyingfmothers),,
(an extract).

COMPILE, or' (i. e.

to collect contributions, e. g.-. Phot.),

(e. g. -. Id.). Franz gives -, -, ??.
and Mid. (g. t. to collect). To
c. by way of extracts,.
COMPILER,'(,-, ).,

(Aristoph. Com.).
COMPLACENCE or COM-

PLACENCY. See Pleasure,
Satisfaction,, ., . I regard, view, &c,
athg with great c,. . -. Self-complacency],, (the

latter as reproach),,
(in a qood sense).

COMPLACENT. &e Civil,
Affable, Soft.
COMPLACENTLY,-.
COMPLAIN. 1 To express

lamentation] ( -, , about athg). -.. -. . §•
Ifjudicially, see Complaint. [
To blame (ivith complaint ofwrong
orpain inflicted)]

(of a person), ..

COM. To have
(reason) to c. of aby,

or :

to have no reason to c. of aby,, or
: to C.

of one's fate, sufferings, &c,, : he
c.-d of his brother's injustice,:
to c. to a person or agst aby,-

: to c. bitter-

ly,,,.
COMPLAINANT. H = Ac-

cuser, prosecutor] Vid.
COMPLAINER. Partcpp.of

the verbs under Complain.
COMPLAINT. 1 Utterance

of affliction, Qc], .-., .,
. To break out in c.'s,-. . "fl C.

of or about a person or thing],., .,
.,, . '

or : — about aby,, or
(about at/ig). To make c.'s,-

: — agst aby,

: — about athg,7 , or with , ' : also

or..» or :

I have a c. to make about or agst

aby,

: a c. is made concerning
athg, : to

have a c. to make agst aby,. -. ^[

C. before a court] See Action,
Charge.
COMPLAISANCE,,
., . To act with
c, see Complaisant.
COMPLAISANT, ',

(itos)., 3. /---, 3., 2. To show
oneself c. towards aby,-

or :

to behave in a c. manner, -. ()
(.).

COMPLEMENT,/,-, .,,,. Full c ,-? : to furnish

athg with its full c,
(e. q., .).
COMPLETE, adj..•:, 2., 2 (g. tt.\., 3., 2 (of the col-

lective 7nass or sum of component
parts),, 2 (of the compo-
nent parts of a multitude or great
number),, 3 a?id 2.-

(that comprises all the inci-

dents of any given state or condi-

tion),, 3 (corresponding in

every respect ivith itsfinal purpose),, 3., 2 (entire,

perfect). To make (athg) c, -
or ,':

to be c. in every respect,
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: a c. victory,

or : to be c,-/ or , e. g.
-.

COMPLETE,^ % To bring to

an end\,,-.,.,.-,,-". ,-. To c. what has been begun,: c.-d,, 3. '?,
3.?, 3 : athg has

been c.-d, . If 7b
fill up what would otherwise be

deficient].-
povv (ivith ref. to vacuity),-

(ivith ref. to imperfection).

COMPLETELY,*. -, and-.., ,
(entirety, fully), also -., (to the very

foundation), e. g. to destroy a town
c, or-.
COMPLETENESS,-,, ., .
COMPLETION,-, .,,

(a supplying what
is wanted toivards completeness).

Ti A state of perfection]-,,, • 1
In the abstract (afinishing)]-,.,.-, .,.-, ., . He died
after the c. of important acts,

or.
COMPLEX,, 2. To

be c,... See also CON-
CRETE. % Metaph.] ,
, (not simph).
(embroiled).

COMPLEXION. t Colour
of theface], . A good,
healthy, fair c,, : to

have a healthy c, : of
healthy, good c,, 2. -,, 6, . Temperament
of the body], . , ., 6. See Temperament.

>

COMPLEXITY,,, - : also, ., -., (of out-
ward conditions),, (of
inner quality),, ,
(of a discourse).

i

COMPLIANCE,,
h., .,, -.., .
To force aby to c,

: to secure aby's c,
: in c.

with, (c. ace., e. g., inc. with his written
orders, ). See
Assent. Accord.

f

COMPLIANT,, 2.,^ 2., 2. -, 3. See also to Com-
ply.
COMPLICATE. H To Join]

(104) ^ J

-'7'/(/). % Toentangle,],,.,-, (to em-
broil, confound). C.-d (prop.),,-, 3.,,.-, 2. Fig.], 2. ,2.-, 2., 2. A c. cause
or law-suit, ..
COMPLICATED. See Com-

plicate.
COMPLICATION, f Prop.],, . U Fig.],, 6.,

h. See Confusion.
COMPLICE. See Accom-

plice.
COMPLIMENT, s. f Saluta-

tion, greeting],, and, 6 (theact).., (the salutation

itself) : also, -. To
make one's c. to aby,. , also.: tosend
one's c.'s to aby,

or .
: the king sends you his c.'s,

6 () :

to request aby to give one's c.'s

to aby, -
: to present aby's

c.'s to aby,

: he sends or presents

his c.'s to you, ,
or . U

Demonstration of civility] '-
(praise),, (

flattering speech). To make aby
a c, (to say
something flattering},

(to praise),-
(toflatter) : it is

quite a c,.
COMPLIMENT, v. «R By

wayofsaluting] .
By way ofpraise, flattery, fyc]. See COM-

PLIMENT, s. To c. a person upon
athg, see Congratulate.
COMPLIMENTAL, -ARY,, 3. or., 3.

To be c. towards aby,-
: a c. speech,-, 6, or,.

COMPLIMENTALLY. See
Civilly.
COMPLOT, s., ., ., . See

Conspiracy.
COMPLOT, v. See to Plot,

to CONSFIRE.
COMPLOTTER. See Con-

spirator.
COMPLY (with athg), e. g.

with aby's wishes, desires,-. (both dot.),

(ace),

(dat). (c. gen. or dat.).

(dat.). or.

(to yield to aby's wishes, £[c).

a(toaby,
sremonstrances).

To c. with aby's commands,.-
or -
: I shall with every one

of your wishes,,
-, ' : to c. en-
tirely with aby's wishes,-

:

to c. with athg, ',
(. e. to yield to it), also-..-.

COMPONENT. «II . g. C.
parts ofa thing] Sing,

(element),,.
(of a thing, or ).
Blur, .
be, form, or constitute a c. part of

a whole, or. .
COMPORT, f Agree with]

Syn. in Agree. Tj Reflex. : to c.

oneself] See to Behave. To c.

oneself in a friendly manner to-

wards aby, -.
: — in a very rude manner,.

COMPORTMENT. See Be-
haviour.
COMPOSE. II To form a

compound] See to Compound. 1J

C. as a musician] ,
or simply,. *H To c. as a
writer or an author]

or : also

(to be a
writer). To c. athg in a very
flowery style, :— in a very pure style,. if Mechanically (as

a printer)] (prps) -, . To set-

tle amicably (e. g. a difference)]. (e. g. -, ). -. $$* In
case of differences of ones own,

or
Mid. are used. To c. matters
amicably,. U To arrange] -...(). ^[ To be

composed of, or formed of, S[c],, or, ifconveying a nume-
rical notion, , e. g. the
army is c.-d of five hundred men,
h

: whatever it be c.-d of,

rj : the parts a thing
is c.-d of, £ .
H To calm, appease],-,,-

(of'emotions, passions),-, (a person in

a passion), (one

who has been injured oris afflicted).

To become c.-d, ,
or :

to c. oneself, -,
(to come to oneself),
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(aflerterrour,S[C.). -

{after anger),

(in affliction) : a c.-d

air or countenance, or:
a c.-d speech (i. e.freefm passion),.
COMPOSEDLY. See Calm-

ly.
COMPOSEDNESS.See Com-

posure.
COMPOSER, or. 6-

: — of a literary work,-, 6. 6 ().
^1 Of music], b. To
be a ., , or, fin the

context, simply. % Com-
positor] Vid. U C. of differences]

Crcl. ivith verbs in Compose.
COMPOSITE,*.
COMPOSITION. II The act

of compounding] (), ., . %
The mass composed (= mixture)],, or by partcp., e.

g. /cos, 6. See
Mixture. "j[ Act ofcomposing], : — of

a literary work,. ^|

Agreement by way ofcompromise], ., .-, ., . ^[ A mu-
sical c] , .

and, : to

write a musical c,.
C POSITO R. TT In aprint-

er's office] b -.• //.
COMPOST,, . -,.
COMPOSURE. f Arrange-

ment of words with ref. to style]

See Arrangement. "f[ Adjust-
ment ofa difference] See AdJ ust-
ment. U Mental tranquillity], 6, and,( )., ., . To make aby lose

his C,,,. :

to lose one's C,,
(pass.) :—about

athg, .
(pass.; ,,) : also

(pass.),.
tlvai : to preserve one's c,

(pass.) : to recover

one's c, -. , SfcC

See to Compose (oneself).

COMPOUND, v. ! Tojoin
Iter].... C.-d,, 2 : to be c.-d,-..-. 1 To adjust differences]

See to Compose. To c. with aby
about athg, or,-.. See also Compact.
"fi To be c.-d of] See Composed
in Compose.
COMPOUND,, 2.

(105)

To be c,.-..
(.) : c. words, -. TJ C. interest], 6. If we add to-

gether the principal and the c. in-

terest for twelve years,//? ' .
COMPOUND, s. , .,., (com-

position. Vid.).

COMPOUNDER. Crcl. with
verbs.

COMPREHEND, f To com-
prise (with ref. to space)] See to

Comprise, "ff With ref. to mental
comprehension] -, , .,. :

also (to be

able to follow what a person sets

forth),' (to see clearly,

perceive, S[c). (to

infer or conclude by refection).

To c. a doctrine or argument, -
: I c. athg, ,. ..

: I cannot c. athg,

;;,-
(pass.), : to readily,: to be slow

in c.-ing, : easy
to c,, 2.

: difficult to c,
: I can't c. how or why,

&c,, or (i. e. I
am surprised, or at a loss) : one
who c.'s athg easily,, 6,

'• — slowly,, 6, .
COMPREHENSIBLE. f By

the mind],,-, 3. , 2 (only

with ref. to the mind), ,
2., 3, and, 3 (with

ref. to the senses, char, not hidden).

That is perfectly c,: athg is c. tome, see Com-
prehend : that is not c,-,, 2.

COMPREHENSIBLENESS,,,,.
COMPREHENSIBLY. See

Clearly.
COMPREHENSION, f As

act of embracing mentally]-, ., .,
(the latter with accessory notion of
ready c)., (the mental ca-

pacity of comprehending, intelli-

gence), , (the sum or total

of thought, as result ofmental c).,, (a comprehend-
ing or embracing with the under-

standing). The power of c,-, -, also, b : a quick c,, : of quick c,-, b, : of slow or dull c,, b, : athg is beyond
my c,' : to

be within the reach or limits of

human c, ai-.
COMPREHENSIVE,,,.-, 3 (of space). Fig.,

,. . Very
c, : to be very c,, -: possessing c. know-
ledge,, 3, or-. See also Exten-
sive.

COMPREHENSIVENESS.
See Syn. in Compass.
COMPRESS (in surgery), s.,, b.,.

To put a c. on,.
: the putting on, or the

application of, a c,-, b.

COMPRESS, .,-.. -
(with or without ,

.).. ( .).

To be closely c.'d, -
(.):— In,(). 1J

To condense, contract] Vid.
COMPRESSIBLE,'

(A. Mel. 4, 9, 19,.).
COMPRESSION,, .

To be capable of c,

(., as defin. of).
COMPRISE,.-

and.
c. athg (in other things),-,. .-, also

: to be c.-d in athg,-, /(,, or .
(to be reckoned among

a certain class) :.
COMPROMISE, v. ^ Tosettle

by arbitration]. ^[ To c. a person]. -. . -. -
(ofpersons and things),-.

COMPROMISE, s.,
.. A c, -

(= concessa) : to yield

something in the way of c,-
(D. ;

of volunteering to accept less than

one's strict right).

COMPTROLLER,-,, b (checking-clerk). To
act as a c,. -, b. See Superintend-
ent.
COMPULSION,, h., . Free fm c,,

2., 2. ,,
., 3 : by c, fm ,., ' or-.,-, . ,,
. ' : a means of c,, : to have re-

course to c,

(). : virtue re-

jects any c, :
(athg) amounts to c, is

: friends are not

made by c, -



COM
let there be no c,*-' {P.).

COMPULSORY,* {P.).*.* {hav-

ing a c. power, coercive). Crcl.

in., '*,*. A c. loan,*, : c. measures,, ., :

to resort to c. measures (agst aby),* : it is

c,* ().
COMPUNCTION, *, {,.* (. Test.), . To have

compunctious visitings,-
: to feel c. (about athg),. -
(pass. ; with or without).* *.'.

COMPUTATION. See Cal-
culation.
COMPUTE. See Calculate.
COMRADE. See Companion.
CON, v. See to Study.
CONCATENATE,-...
CONCATENATION, -,, V-

CONCAVE,*, 3.*,
3.

CONCEAL,, or

simply.,,. -. (e.g.). To c. athg fm aby,

and
(the Mid. is used with ref. to

inner states or conditions) : also

»/ or* : to c. fm aby, that

&C, , * :

you will not be able to c. from
your father the wrong you have
committed,* *

: to c. oneself be-

hind athg, .
: to be

c.-d,. -. : — fm aby,/:
to c. oneself in a place,-

'* or :

c.-d, *, *, -
*, 3. *. 2 : in a c.-d

manner,,,..
t

CONCEALMENT, *,*, *, -*, . A place of c,*, *.*, :

fm or out of a place of c,*.
CONCEDE. 1 Grant] -,.-...-.. If we were not to

C this, )) : this

being c.-d, -
: but even c.-d that &c,-, (c. optat.). %

To confer upon, consent to]-... Not
to c, (pass.).. rii//* .. *
or *. .

(106)

CON
Athg is c.-d to me, -
*,' .

: to c. to aby's re-

quest, *.
CONCEIT, S. Notion]-,., v. A witty

c,** or*: to

have a witty ,.
Self-c. (or ' great c. of oneself)], . *, b.-, ., .-, 6. Vain or empty c,-, (i- e. imagination), or, ),, (arro-

gance) : to be full of c,-.. -
: to have a great

deal of c, or -, also.
and (pass.)

: full of c, see Conceited
;

to be out of c. with athg,*. ..
(pass.) : I am out of c. with

aby,* * :

— with athg, .* *.
(pass.), also**.
CONCEIT, v. See to Fancy.
CONCEITED, (

), *,*, 2.

To be C,.-. .-
: to be somewhat c,-

: to be very

c. (about athg),

(pass.),. Mid., also -
and (pass.)

: a very c. person,*.
CONCE1TEDNESS. See Con-

ceit.

CONCEIVABLE,*, X v -

*,*, 3. *,
2 (capable of being comprehend-
ed), *, 2.* and ?~•

Xo*, 3 (that may be seen, clear),

also *, 3. Athg
is not c, .

: athg is c,'.'
(sub intelligentiam cadit).

CONCEIVE, f Compreliend],
(P.). ,. -.,.
"f[ Toform an idea (of athg)] -*. *.'., also. .. . I can well
C, .*

: not to be able to c,. or
: easy to be c.M,

or*,* (Hipp.),-* : difficult to be c.'d,-* (Marc. Ant.) : dif-

ficult to, &c, :

I can'tc^ai/iua^tu (Iamsurprised
at or wonder how), ' or . ^f

/ c. (= am of opinion, mean)]

CON
. . See also Be-

lieve. H To become pregnant]
or and.,. (pass.), also

(to have c.-d).

or.*. ().
To draw up writings, §c.)] See

to Write. The oath is c. -d in

these terms,*
(D.). *i\ To have a

feeling orsentiment] See to Think,
to Imagine.
CONCENTRATE. H (Trs.)]*. ',. To c. troops,-

or ororpv : to be c.-d

(of troops), (pass.)

and : to c. at one
point, * or
* : to c. one's thoughts,

. H (INTRS.)],
(pass.),.

CONCENTRIC, -AL, -* (Ptol., Strab.).

CONCEPTION. If Act or
power of comprehending]-
*,,* (comprehension:
term of'the Stoic philosophy),-, . *, . *, . -*, . Ready ,,

: quick c,, : athg
surpasses my c,'

: slowness of ,.
(Diog. Laert.). % A

notion, idea], rj.,
. , . , tj.,
»';. A c. of athg, or-* : a wrong c,-, ., : a cor-

rect C, * or, :

to have a c. of athg, -* : to have no c. of athg,

: to form a c. of
athg,',: -. .-: to form a correct

C, . * or. :

to have a clear c. of athg,-
: I have no c. (= am at

a loss to conjecture) how &c,, or . ^[ The act

of c.-ing (of women)]*,
., n., ).

CONCERN, v. t To regard]. '* or* . * .* or* .. As far as I am c.-d,'. * : C.-ing a
matter, * or or. * *: that

does not c me,, : how
does that c. me?

; % To c. oneself

about, to be c.-d about]

or *.-. -
*. * (to take

an interest in, turn one s attention

to), *.



CON
or -, .

or (pass.),

{to trouble oneself, be c.-d about
athg) : also -
/os. or. . To be little

c.-d about athg, -, /os./ /os : not
to be c.-d about athg, -;•: or. : I am c.-d about
athg, or. -, -,/ : that

does not c. me, ye., or
: c.-d, , 3., 2.,-, 2.

CONCERN, s. H -Negotium], ., e.g.-, but in other

cases it is expressed in Greek by
Crcl., e. g. {my c.'s).'. To meddle with
or mix oneself up with other peo-
ple's C.'s.. ^[

Care, anxiety] See Care. Athg
is aby's own c, -

: the rest is my c,: athg
gives me c, : that

gives or causes me the least c,. -.
CONCERNING. See About.

The things c. myself, ttoo's or
or , is/. C. myself or me,

to or .
CONCERNMENT. SeeCoN-

'CERN.
CONCERT, s. 1 Agreement], h-, .-, . That is in c. with athg,/* i/'/s, 3.: in

c. with, :
to act in c. with aby,}-. % Musical per-

formance], . -, . To give a c,-
: to sob a piece

in C, {Arist.

Equ. 9).

CONCERT, v. i[ To agree

upon or to settle],-,. To c.

athg with aby,. or-
or .-

: a

c.-d signal, .
% To deliberate'] :

— about athg, : to c.

athg with aby,,.
CONCESSION,,

..,
[thing conceded. Polyb.). Also

by Crcl. with the verbs under Con-
cede. With or by aby's c,-,

<
(107)

CON
out c, or /-, : we
must make a (the) c,-.
CONCILIATE,

or {, i. e.

to c. the hearts ofmen),-
{lit. to place or range by

one's side ; to win by kindness,,. Th.). Sts-
{to bring them

to the same mind),

{, adjungere, a state, Qc). To
try to c. the friendship of persons,, : we
cannot c. men by force but only
by kindness, -,-

?;:
to c. a person by money,-

{with or without

or). .
See to Bribe.
CONCILIATION,-
{reconciliation),

{the attracting of men's mi?ids.

P.). {the bringing
over ; e. g. of allies. T.). Means
of c,', or,.
CONCILIATOR,^

or, , . -,.,.
CONCILIATORY,"7r,oo ffayw -. {attractive, per-

suasive), {easy to

deal with. Plut.).

(propitiatory).

{Dion. H. ; having a tendency to

reconcile), {P. ;

winning the mind). C. disposition,

»7 irpos , -, .
CONCISE,, 3.

or. {of style in

writing). A c. style,,
. .
CONCISELY, ,. See BRIEFLY.
CONCISENESS,,, . . C. in writing,, f}. : —

in speaking or expression,-, . -
: to apply oneself to or study

c. in speaking, &c,
: to communicate

or say athg with the utmost c,
(is/ -

or.
CONOLAMATION. SeeSyn.

in Call, s.

CONCLUDE. 1 To end]. '
/os. . To c. a

speech, {a speech; e.g.

c. as you began,. P.)., or-
: to c. a letter,

: to c. a
letter with these (= thefollowing)

words,/ Ttj}. TT To bring about]

e. g. to c. a contract with aby,

or : — an al-

CON
liance, &c,. '.

peace with aby,'-
: — a bargain,. ^J

draw an inference]... -
{a term techn.,esply of the

Stoical logic; but also A. An.
Prior. 1. 25). To c. fm athg,

or /os

or ,, : to
c. fm present (events) or things to

come, -. % (INTR.)].{8.).
v. IT To determine, decide]

Vid.
CONCLUSION. 1 Theclosing,

finishing] »}, rj. , .
To bring to a c, .» .,-, .

Tlte end] »}, . «,., ., .
The of a writing, a letter, a
verse, &c,/, :— of a speech, a treatise, a drama,
&c,, : at the c, -. : at the
c. of the year, /Tos too

: to be at the c. of athg,/^/ .
Determination, decision]-, .,.,., -. H C. of a syllogism], {.).,, .,
{the necessary consequence) :

also, fi. -, {short of a demonstrated
conclusion). To draw a c,-. : from
athg, or, ,, -, {the

latter of a mathematical c). -
{of an attempted proof) :

to draw a false or wrong c,
: the c. of a sen-

tence or writing, -
: — of a

syllogism [i. e. in sensu strictiori),, : words at the

c, , .-,. -.
CONCLUSIVE,,, 2 {that necessarily

follows),, 3..
C. proof, . *

: to show or demon-
strate athg in a c. manner,: to give or offer a

c. proof of athg,/
/os. Jf'==• decisive, Vid.

CONCOCT. «|f To digest]

Vid. IT To striL• out {a plan)]

or {D. ; e. g.). See to CONTRIVE.
CONCOCTION. IT A liquid

boileddown]--,,. IT Digestion] Vid.
C0NC0"M1TANT, adj.-

orapaooa,



CON CON CON.
(bothpartcp.).. 6() . Chiefly rendered by com-
pounds formed with , or by
Crcl., e. g. c. cause, -, ,, : to

be c,' or
{i.e. collateral or secondary) :

c. circumstance,, , or -, (of second rate

importance) : to be c. (of things),.. -. (of
circumstances ; e. g. fortune, dis-

eases, <$£C. D.).
( t)dss ^

CONCOMITANT, s.-, or the partcpp. under Con-
comitant, adj. All sort of evils

are the c.'s of old age,.
CONCORD,, -. -, ?;., (-

greement). To live in c,-
or . -" ; to establish c. among

the citizens,

: the temple of c,, . TJ H~armo?iy]-,, . To promote
or produce c. between, --

(of persons),

(of
things) : to be in c, :

not to be in c. with,
or .-. Conf. HAR-

MONY.
CONCORDANCE. See A-

greement. Biblical c, (prps), .
CONCORDANT,,

2.,'2 (agreeing injudg-
ment),, 2 (agreeing
in opinion), (ge-

nerally agreed upon),,
2., 2 (corresponding,
agreeing),, 2. -, 2 (harmonizing). To
be c, : not to be C
with athg,.
CONCORDAT, ai'-.
CONCOURSE,, .-, or simply -, . , ., b (the mass) : also-, , or, . There is a

c. of people, -
: aby attracts a great c. of

people, -
or

(at any performance or exhibition),

(to aid in an undertaking).
CONCRETE,,

' CONCRETION,, {,

(mixture).

CONCUBINAGE, -
(108)

', v. To live in c,-
: — with aby, (of

the woman),}
(of the man).

CONCUBINE,.,, .
CONCUPISCENCE, 77• ..
CONCUR. To agree].

% To meet together]-
(accidentally), -, .-

(ivith ref to time), -, (to flow or
haveflowed together ; fig.), -

or
(to happen or have happened ; of
occurrences, fyc. P.). All these

causes c. to make him beloved by
his subjects, --
^CONCURRENCE. «H Prop.], . Cf. to CONCUR.
See Concourse (fig). H Agree-
ment], ., fj., . By a general c,

: through
or by aby's c, -, /o's. TJ

Assent], . -, .. To se-

cure aby's c, -.
: with aby's c,

: with the c.

of all, (ace. ab-

sol.) : without aby's c,
: I am doing atbg without

aby's c,.
CONCURRENT. See Con-

comitant.
CONCURRENTLY,

(gen. or dat.). (dot.),.
^
CONCUSSION,,

., .,-, .
CONDEMN, -, .-

(of the judge), -
(of an assem-

bly or the people),

(of an arbiter), (of things

weft prove aby's guilt). To c.

aby to athg, -
.\ .' . -

: I am
c.-d to athg,

(by juridical sentence) : to c.

to death,: to be c.-d,,
and by the pass, ofthe above verbs,

e.g. to be c.-d for a theft,-
or : aby

is c.-d to death, -
: to be c.-d to

(such or such) a punishment, -
or : to be

c.-d to pay a fine of twenty minas,
: to be c.-d

in the costs or to pay damages,
: c.-d, or, a per-

son c.-d,,,

2 : — to athg,. if To cen-

sure, disapprove of]*. .
or.. . See also

to Blame, Censure.
CONDEMNABLE. % Prop.], 3.

and, 2. *[ Fig], 3., 2., 2., 3. -, 2 (to be rejected), also. See CENSURABLE.
CONDEMNATION, -, ., . -, 6.,.,

. A sentence of c,,

.,.-, () : to pronounce
a sentence of c. on aby (*. e. of
death),. Blame, censure]

VlD.
CONDEMNATORY,-, 3. or, 2. A c. sentence,, -.

().
CONDENSE,. -

: also '. (iNTRANS.)j-
(pass.)',, (pass.),. After evaporation to

be c.-d again into a liquid form,

(-, -)' (Theoph). ^[

Fig. (of words, thoughts, ?.)]. C.-d,, 3.

or, 2. (Of style),. A c.-d style or mode
of writing,, .
CONDESCEND, -, .

c. to aby, (c. ace.; to

be complaisant), (c.

dot.), (e. gen. and
dat).

CONDESCENDING,,
3.,.,
2., 2. A c. de-

meanour,,, ..', .-, : to be c, or act in a c.

manner towards aby,. .
CONDESCENDINGLY,-, orformed with tfie adjj.

in Condescending. To act or

behave very c. towards aby,-.
CONDESCENSION, -,, . .-, ., .

act or behave with great c. towards

abv, .
CONDIMENT,, .,. gfs^ A favorite c.

with the Greeks was prepared of
fine fierbs,, : or of

fish,, , and, .
A good appetite is the best c, 7-.
CONDITION. II State] ',

, and (inner state, and
the circumstances resulting fin it),, (the external state of



CON
an object), , (involving

the notion of external influence by

ivch an object is affected or liable

to),,, (ar-

rangement, mechanism of athg).', (an attending event,

circumstance). ^* In many cases

the neuter article is simply used,

without a substantive, to convey the

above notion: e. g. the c. of the

state, ,, :

the present c, ,: ourc, ,': a nourishing c,,. , ., ., : being

in a flourishing c,,,
ov., 2 : to be in a pros-

perous c, . or.. -. : to be or find

oneself in a c, or

(with advv.): to be in a

wretched c., .
and-

: to be in a most distressing

C, : beiugin

such a C, ,, ., 3.

or , 3.

: his c. is hope-

less,? : they will not

be able to get out of this c. be-

fore . . ., -', to place in., (c. adv. orpartcp.,

e. g. to place in the same c.

as ourselves, ,) : to place in a mi-

serable c, : to place

in a good c, or-' ' : to

place in, or restore to, its former

c, : to restore

to a good c, : to keep

in a good c, or-
: to be in a c. to do, &c,

athg, ( ) :

to pass fin one c. into another,

:

to be in a terrible c,

: to be in a worse c.

than any one,

Tifos.. tivos : to be in

a better c. than aby,

: I see in what
c. we are, ' : to

be satisfied with one's c,-
or -

: to be discontented with one's

C,. )
: not to be in a c. to do (or

to suffer) athg,

(c. infin. fut.) : to be in the same
c. as &c, Civai .

'. '' : I find myself

placed in the same c. as yourself,

e. g. . -
. % Rank, position in society], ., ., .-,. High, superior c. or rank,, : people of high c. or

(109)

CON
rank, '. See CLASS.
Of high c,, 2.,
2 : a person of low c,, il Natural disposition]

See Disposition. If Stipulation], .,,
(agreement), ,' (a single point or clause

of an agreement),,
(that has been assumed or accepted).
The c.'s, (as

agreed upon) : to fix or establish

a c, : to

make a c, :

to make athg a c,,
: it has been

made a c,. :

to make or prescribe c.'s, -
: to accept c.'s,-

or
or (.), : to

accept all the c.'s,-.
: to observe or fulfil the

c.'s, or.-
: not to fulfil

the c.'s,.. §f$* Very fre-
quently also by Crcl. with an adj.,

e. g. under (or on) the express c,
: at this, or at the

following c.'s, : to

agree to all the c.'s,

: on c. of the ships

being delivered up, -
: on very equi-

table c.'s, tois "
: to be the bearer of the

c.'s onwhich peace will be granted,'' : on c. that or to, '
and' (by attraction, in-

stead of , wch is

also met with ; mly with infin.,

seldom with indie,fut.). (seq.

infin.)

CONDITION, v. f To pro-
vide with a c] See Condition, s.

If To stipulate] Vid.
CONDITIONAL. Crcl. with

verbs. In a philosophical sense,. % The c. (mood)].
CONDITIONALLY, £-, ,

(on expressed terms), -
(according to the terms of a

treaty).

CONDOLE (with aby), -' (pass.) . -. .
CONDOLENCE,, ...

A letter of , (prps),.
CONDUCE,

(mid.),,,-
: — to athg, ' or

: toe. towards,

(to co-operate towards it.

X. Cyr. 7, 1, 33). See to be Con-
ducive.
CONDUCIVE,'

(prop.), (mly adverb-
ially, but also adjectively used.

More c,, 3). -

CON
,2. ,2.-, 2., 3. To be c. to
athg or object, . -

/u : this is very c. to

happiness, -
(.) : not to be at all

c. to the safety of the state,' -
(Lys.).

CONDUCT, s. 1 Behaviour,
manners], ., .,,., (outward
demeanour), (aby's

doings). Becoming or gentlemanly
C,,, : gentle,

friendly, &c. c, see Behaviour :

one's c. towards a person, ottos

6 .. Escort], .,, . -, (the act of escorting).

If Administration], .
(of domestic matters).

But generally by Crcl. with verbs

under to Conduct. If Safe-c]
See Escort.
CONDUCT, v. If Lead] &-

(g. t.). To c. aby (to a place),

/. : to

c. or lead aby to the king, '-

(Jm the antechamber),

or

(fin the province) : to c. aby to

prison, -.
: — to the scaffold,

: — aby
over a river, : —
across a mountain,.
See more in to Lead, "[f To ad-
minister] (g. t.). -

and (to

be the leader of athg). To c. the

affairs of the state,, -, , also

: to

c. the business of the house or the

domestic affairs,' or-. If To c. by ivay

of escort] See Escort. % Toe.
on one's way (as afriend)]-, /. -

: to c. aby to athg,/ '. — on a jour-

ney, (pass.).
Tf To c. oneself] .. To c. oneself

well in athg,

or .' : to c. one-

self (so and so) towards a person,, seldom '. (pass.).. $^F The manner
of aby*s conduct is expressed in the

first instance by an adj., and in the

second by an adv. To c. oneself

with impropriety towards aby,

:— respect-

fully, .
CONDUCTOR, (g. t.

one who hads). 6 (of
aby, )., (an at-

tendant, follower). To have aby
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for a c, '.
See Companion. The c. or ma-
nager of any undertaking, &c,,. jjt?7S,,
6., , 6 : to be the c.

of athg, . -
// .
CONDUCTOR {of lightning),

prps or -, .
CONDUIT,, , 6.,, 6. , . -

?, : also ,
6.

CONE,, 6 {asmathematic
body), e. g. ,-\. The form of a c,, : in the shape of a c,, 2., 3. -, 2.

CONFABULATE. See to

Chat.
CONFABULATION. See

Chat, s.

CONFECTIONARY, -,.,. 7-. .
CONFECTIONER,-, 6., .

6 .
CONFEDERACY,,.,.,-, . See ALLIANCE. To

conclude or enter into a c,-,- : to receive
aby into the c,-

:

to exclude fin the c,
: to enter into a c, '-

: to break
the terms of the c,-. : a
member of the c, //?, :

the Achaean c,.
CONFEDERATE,,

6{g.t.)..,
(theforme?• chiefly ofan offensive,

the latter with ref to a defensive
league). To be aby's c,-. .

: to strengthen
one's cause bye's,.-

: a c. army, -
or.., ; the

c. army of the Greek states,-, : c. state or
town, or^, . TJ Of a conspiracy]
(as subst.), , 6. (In
crime, vice, S(C.),, 6., ., , 6.

(pi.), ;
or Crcl. ivith verbs, e. g. 6-,.
CONFER, To discourse

with] See Discourse. 1 To con-
tribute] Vid. m To compare] Vid.

^ To bestow upon],-
and (g. t ). -, (as aby's due

share), (of any out-
ward condition, e. g./,£

(110)
c

). (of an in-

ward and outward quality, e. g.,).-
(as a common pos-

session, c\c.,e. g.). To
c. a public post upon aby,)
(see Xen. An. 1, 4, 15).

CONFERENCE, -, . To have a c,. -.. Com-
parison] Vid.
CONFESS,,-.-,. -,. Not to c,.,-

(aor. pass.), ,
: to c. without

constraint, or of one's own accord,. H To c. to a
priest] -

or (^.

).
CONFESSEDLY,,, or by Crcl., e. g.

or , -
(tlwu c. hatesl me).

CONFESSION,,-, ., .
By your own c, -

: after every body's c,
or- : athg is an open

c. of aby's weakness,;-
: is it not

plain fm your own c. that &c. ?-
; to make a C,-

and : to

force aby to a c,-/. *[[ . in

eccl. sense] or-, (.
). To make a c, see to Con-
fess.

CONFIDANT,- tis.. Aby's c,-.'. or

: to be aby's,'
or.'.
CONFIDE (in aby or athg),

'.. .
or.

(to place one's hope upon). To c.

in athg, /; .
(to put faith in): not

to c. in,.
(pass.), : not to c. in a

person,7>.. % To entrust (athg

to aby)],-, ' . -
and

. To c. oneself to aby,.-
: I c. myself to

aby's faith, and
or-

: athg is c.-d to me (or to my
care), . -

/os : a person

c.-d in or with,/ or

: to c. a se-

cret to aby, /,: to c. oneself to aby's

protection, .
CONFIDENCE,,,

. or,. ', . To have c,
and : to have c. in aby,

'.
or : — in athg,

: to have the greatest c. in aby,

: to

place one's c. in aby,

: our c. is in you,. -: to tell aby athg in confidence,'' . -' ' : unlimited

C, : my c. is not
entirely ungrounded, -

or
: to favour aby with one's

c, ' : I do
not possess aby's c, -

(pass.) or
(pass.) : c. in oneself,,

: proud or haughty self-c,, : to have or possess

self-c, .-. :

full of c,, 3.,,., 3 : to have
C, 77. -. . -

(all c. infin.).

CONFIDENT,ir/ ffTOs, 3.-, , oij., 3
(without disquietude)., 3., 2., 2. C. hope,. %
Convinced] To be c,... -. (c. gen.

absol. and ), e. g. you may be
c. that I shall set to work the

same way as you, ,
: to be c. of

the correctness of athg,-
: to be per-

fectly C, : be
c, . Bold] and, 3. C. in speaking,-, 2 (as reproach), -

(in acting) : to be c,.
CONFIDENTLY,,.. -.
CONFIGURATION,,.
CONFINE, . See Border

(upon).

CONFINE, s. See Border, s.

CONFINE, v. (Trans.) H
To limit by boundaries].

or -
or'.. -

(to separate by a border),

also. (to fix
the boundary). C.-d,,, 3., 2., 2 (. the infinite).

TJ To restrain]' -, . ~'...



CON..-. To be c.-d to athg, -/ . "fl

confine in a prison],-, -,,-.. H To be c.-d to

one's bed] (pass.)

or . -\. ^[ To be in child-

bed] or.
CONFINEMENT,-, ti., V-, .

^f Imprisonment] Vid. To put

a person in c, : to

be put in c, (illegally,, D.). % Childbed],
. To be close to her c,-

: to be in

her c,.
CONFINES. See Border., (neut. adj.). To be

on the c. of Argolis and Laconia,.
CONFIRM. 1 To render

valid], (to give

legal force),, -
(to give one's assent to),, (localise

it to be believed),,-
(to bear witness to),, and -

(togive it solidity orforce),
also (to give stabi-

lity). (to strength-

en), '
(to give solidity or in-

ward strength). To c. by an oath,., or simply (-) (): to c.

by one's testimony,-. and-.: to find

an assertion c.-d by the fact,-: c.-d by the fact,.
t

CONFIRMATION,,, ., (ratifi-

cation, t/ie rendering valid), -, ?., . -, (c. of reports, S[C.).',, (P. ; the accre-

diting) . H The Church ordinance]

V .
(mod. Greek). ?)() -¥,.-

(both to c. for the

state), (mid.).

To be C.-d,.,
or '. to c.

aby's property or estates,-, or-
: also -

: c.-d goods,,
(publicly offered for sale).

CONFISCATION,,
. (Plut.).

CONFLAGRATION,-, h-, 6 (g. t.)., (a burning), ,

CON, (the fame). To cause a
c, . -

(to set fire to) : also-
or : to put

out a c, -
: damage caused by a c.

or.
CONFLICT, v. t Combat]

Vid. To be at variance with]

(pass.).-
or,...,.

CONFLICT,*. '^Battle, en-

gagement] See Combat, ^f Dif-
ference, contest, strife] Vid.
CONFLUENCE,, v., . C. of two rivers,, . [[ Fig. : assembly,

concourse (of persons) ] See Con-
course.
CONFORM, v. IT (Trans.)](. .),-

(St. Bas.). -
CONFORM (oneself), or C.

(intrans.),' or --
(intrans. , also ,

P. .)."/ (to

the will, &e., of aby) and
(pass.) .. -

(with aby's requests

or commands),
(to follow aby's example),

(pass.) . -, also-. .
oneself to every thing,--

: to refuse to c. with
athg, .-

(pass.).
: to c. to athg (e.g.

oftime, circumstances) ,
'

.. :

to c. one's mode of living to one's

pecuniary circumstances,--.
CONFORMABLE,', 3., , . -, 2 : also, 2., 3, and, 3 (c. gen.),,,-,, ., 2 (c.

dat.). To be c. to a thing,, ,. : c. with
the size, .
CONFORMABLY,-

(c. dat. and gen.), (c.

ace), and (c. gen.) "ft in
conformity with (e.g. tlte law, S[c.)]

(c. dat.). (c. ace.),

(c. gen.). C. with the law,, e. g. -
(to pronounce a sentence). ^|

Suitably] (c. gen.), -
(c. dat). Entirely c.

with the object,.
CONFORMATION, -
.,, . ..., ., 6 (the act ofform-

CON
ing, of concrete objects), ,
.,, (the externalform
at/ig assumes),, 6 (the type).

The c. of the body, 77 -, -. Syn. in Figure.

t

CONFORMITY,, ., ry., . In
c. with, see Conformably.
CONFOUND. 1 To mix to-

gether in confusion],,,,.. . (c.

dat.). (c. ace.), -. To c. aby's plan,. -
or

: to c. aby's hopes,

:

see my hope c.-d,

: to see one's projects

c.-d, -. Tf To take in a wrong
sense] . -,

(to comprehend
in the wrong sense), also-. [ To abash] -.
(to produce a feeling of shame or
repentance), (fm
his conviction of guilt).

or (by proving or
convincing him of any defect or
fault).,-

(stronger terms). % To de-

stroy] Vid. To c. a person's

plans, hopes, &c, see the beginning

of this A rticle.

CONFOUNDED,,
3., 2., 3.,,. -, 3. To be ,,.:
to be c. about athg,

Tivior .
or. :

a c. rascal or knave,, 6., .,
' CONFRATERNITY. See
Fraternity.
CONFRONT, t To stand op-

posite to aby or athg]-, (of per-
sons),' (of things). ^[

To hold together in order to com-
pare] See Compare. U To place

opposite each other]-..
CONFRONTATION, -, .
CONFUSE,.

or.. (to mix up
together),,-,.-,.. -

(c. dat. ; to put into con-

fusion). If To throw into con-

sternation (of persons)] See to

Confound. U To abash] -..
and.

CONFUSED,, 3., 2., 3.-
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ktos, 2 [intricate, not properly

arranged) : also, 2
(mixed up together),,
2 (thrown into disorder),,
2 (of a speech). This is rather

a c. affair, ?. H Mentally (ofpersons)],, .-, 3. To be C.,-
or.-

: to make (aby) , -
or'.-.: to be-

come or get c.j,
(
pass. ; about

athg, ),
(pass.;, , )..
CONFUSEDLY,

(without order).

(Strab.). (D.).

CONFUSION,, -, ),,,
6., ., . -, -., .-,. Gene-
ral c. in a state,.-, : a great c. takes place,-

: to throw
into c,,-. : to fall into c,

(pass.) : my mind
is in great c,: to remove the c,-

: to be
exposed to c, -. TJ Blushing],
77., . ,, ,
and, ?';. U Mental]

and,-, ., . Fm C,, or -,, : to be in great
c. about athg,

or .
or. :

to put into great c,-
or.

t

CONFUTATION,,
., -., ., . Fit for c,-, 3.

CONFUTE,, l£-/ and .-/./,,,' . To c. an ac-

cusation, suspicion, errour, &c,,
or . , -, : to c. athg (re-

lating to ourselves),,oaoropa-,, : that
cannot be c.-d,, -, 2 : that can be c.-d,, 3.

CONGE'. ^[ A bow, compli-
ment] Vid. il Discharge] VlD.
H Leave] See Farewell.
CONGEAL, m (Trans.)].. U (In-

TRANS.)],-
(pass.). C.-d,,

3. See to Freeze.
(112)

CONGELATION,.-, -., .
CONGENIAL, , ,

or (closely related) : also, 3., 3., 3.,-,, 2 (of the same
kind or nature),,
2 and 3. To be c. to, -, , also

: not to be c,.
CONGENIALITY, ., . ,, . or.
CONGLOMERATE, f (Tr.)]. (to make

up in the shape of a ball),-
(pass.).. -

(pass.) : also-
(pass.),-

(pass.).

CONGLOMERATION,-, or Crcl. with the verbs.

CONGLUTINATION, -,, r/.

CONGRATULATE,-
(pass.) . -.-. C.-ing,-

or, 3.

CONGRATULATION,-, ., (a demon-
stration of joy),, 6.

To offer aby one's c,
(pass.).
CONGRATULATORY,-

or, 3.

CONGREGATE. % (Trs.)
To collect at one point] See Col-
lect, v. If To assemble orform
themselves into an assembly]-

(pass.),

(pass.), (pass.), -() : — at one
place, : when they had
all c.-d, -.
CONGREGATION,-, 6 (a coming together, assem-

bling, and thepersons congregated),, ., 6., ., . See
Syn. and phrases in Assembly.
CONGRESS,, 6., .

t

CONGRUENCE,, f,., .
CONGRUENT. See Con-

gruous.
CONGRUITY. See Congru-

ence.
CONGRUOUS, and,2 (inproportion with).

(to the purpose) .-, , ov, 2. , 3
(suitable) : also (proper,

becoming),,, ov
(agreeing with). C. with athg,

: to be c. with,-. ,
: not to be c,.

CONGRUOUSLY, (c.

gen.), (c. dat.).

(c. dot. or gen.),
(c. ace).

CONIC, CONICAL,-, 2., 3.,
2. A c. form or shape,, : c. section,, . ,. -, 6 : to make c. sections,-.
CONJECTURABLE. See

Conjectural.
CONJECTURAL, _-

/cos, 3.,,.
CONJECTURALLY,

or., '. .
CONJECTURE, . '.'..-.. -

(toconceive).-. (implying suspicion)

.

. To c. right,-
or . -

: to c. fm (a cir-

cumstance), :

one may c, : they
c.-d fm the traces that there must
have been nearly two thousand
horse, '' 6': the faculty
of c.-ing, : skilful

in c.-ing,.
CONJECTURE, s.',

., .,
6. Poet.,, .

(JEsch. Choeph., 742). —
founded on signs,, :

with the collateral notion of sus-

picion,,, -.-, ., (expecta-

tion),, (opinion). .After or
according to (my,&c.).,',

: to have some c,. '. : I
should wish my c. to prove false,',-

: athg gives rise to many c.'s,-
: by way of mere c, -, ' : contrary to

aby's c, . -.
CONJOIN. See Connect.
CONJOINT, 3.

CONJOINTLY, Koivy. To
act c, .
CONJUGAL,, 2., 3. $fjp But generally

by Crcl., e. g., ,, -, . The c.

connexion or life,, .,, : c. couch,, : c. peace or
happiness,, : or matrimonial
affairs, : c
blessing,,,
n (wedlock blessed with children) :

c. compact, -
(i. e. promise of marriage)

:

c. rights, , . oi.
CONJUGALLY. See Conju-

gal.
CONJUGATE,

(Grammat.).



CON
CONJUGATION,,

),, (Grammat.)
CONJUNCTION. II Asso-

ciation, connexion] Vid. *JI Gram-
mat.~\?, 6.

CONJUNCTIVE,-
, (sc., Grammat.).
CONJUNCTURE, f With

ref. to time or affairs].
See Condition. Crisis.

CONJURATION. H Conspi-

racy] Vid. TJ A charm (for
spirits] , (a

calling spirits to appear),,
(a banishiiig of spirits, as well

as the formula). To practise c,
or (in

calling spirits), (in ban-

ishing them).

CONJURE. U To entreat ear-

nestly] See to Protest, to En-
treat. % To enchant] See
Charm, v. *\[ To evoke the spi-

rits qftlie dead] -
(to call their assistance, also

simply), '
(to c. away). % As a juggle?•].,-.. -, (tlie

two last with pebbles).

CONJURER,, 6 (g. t.).,, ., ., , .-. and-, , . To play as a ,, &c. See Conjure.
CONNATE,,'!,-,,. 5eelNNATE.
CONNECT,.-..,. .

: — athg, ' .
To be c.-d with,'. , -. (pass.), (pass.) ,
also .

(in space or time), -
' . ' .',-

(to be joined to

athg as collateral). \. . -
(to result as a

consequence), .
To be c.-d with danger,, -

: to be c.-d by relationship,, -. See also Combine.
CONNECTEDLY,.-

vrj. ,,, (all together).

CONNEXION,,-,, ., ., ., .
be in c. with athg, .

(pass.),. (pass.)

(with ref. to space, the latter

also of causal c).. .
(form a community),-

{to have community),
(to

be connected ivith aby i\

(113)

CON
To he inno c. with athg, -. -

: to enter into c. with aby,-
:

: to establish a c. with aby,.
or :

to bring into c, effect a c,-()..,( ). Tf Similitude], ,-, . To be in c. with,, ':
there is a c. between the soul

and the divine essence, h
: to

be in no c,. //-. % Coherence], .,, .-, ., . ^| In speech,

or the words of a speech]

or., , and,
(the context). If Intercourse with}•8]. Intimate

c,,, '• to have c.

with aby, or-, also -
: to have an intimate

C,'' .
: persons

with whom we keep up a c, oi. oi : tojudge
of aby by the c. he keeps,-,?. ^[ Re-
lations and cSs] ', oi().
CONNIVANCE. Crcl. with

verbs in Connive.
CONNIVE,,-
.

CONNOISSEUR, f Relative

to fine arts, Src], ,
.,, ., .

or? .
i0p It is also rendered by Crcl.

ivith adjj. in i\os, e. g , a c. in the

art of painting,,
(a judge of rhetoric).

T| A c, in a general sense] -,, ., . -, b (of athg, /os)., (of athg, '). -, (of athg, ),,
(of athg, '). A profound c,,, .-, : to examine athg as a c,. -: the

opinion or judgement of a c,-, .
CONNUBIAL. See Conju-

gal.
CONQUER, (g.t.).-. ,-. ..

or -
or . To be

C.-d, : to c. a coun-
try and retain it in one's posses-

sion, .' :

difficult to c,, 2

:

CON
easily or easy to c,?, 2:
to c. entirely, -

: to c. together,

: to c. aby,-
or. .

: to c. in a
battle, : — in the
Olympic games, -

: to be c.-d,, ,() . ^\ To re-

duce to ones poicer by moral
influence] . To
c. one's passions,

: to c. or overcome
(all) difficulties, obstacles, &c,.

: to c. or sub-
due one's anger, hatred, &c,-

or -, . -,: to c. one-
self, , also. -. Tf To C
towns, countries, &c] See to Take.
CONQUERABLE. Fmverbs

in Conquer. That is not c,, or -,,-.
CONQUERED. By the past

partcpp. ofverbs in to Conquer.
CONQUEROR, ,-. ,. -. ,. -,.,, .

(in a battle).

Fem. . . ^|

Of towns, nations, S[c] -\ or. -
or-. -..

CONQUEST, (victory),',, (act oftaking).
To make c.'s,

: great c.'s, -,-, -. ^gp• It isfrequently rendered

by tlie partcpp.,, ,
and,, . See VIC-

TORY. The c.'s of Alexander,-
: he extended his c.'s to

Asia, '
: the c. of Persia

paved the way for that of India,

f] -.
CONSANGUINITY, -, , .,, rj. There is or exists c,

between persons,.
CONSCIENCE,,

. ,. A good c,, .,,
: with a good, clear c,-, 2. , 8 : I have a

good C.j \[,]'.
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:

my c. tells me, (c.

partcp.) : to be c. of athg,-( or/?= have
a perception of it) : for c. sake,' : to make a c.

of athg, .
: he called

upon him to state on his c.,? .? : I ask you on
your c.,? (parentheti-

cally used) : to the best of my
knowledge and c, -

: without c, ?,
2.?, 2 : to act without
c,. : want
of c,, : to make
athg a matter of c, or a case of c,

: ahy's c.

stings him, (pass.)

with or without . -
Xjjv ? -?..

CONSCIENTIOUS,,
2. '?, 3 ?, 3.??, ?, 2 (esply of the

judge, but also in a more extended
sense). To act in a c. manner,. See CON-
SCIENTIOUSLY.
CONSCIENTIOUSLY, e. g.

to act c, see above Art. To keep
the oath c,: to admi-
nistrate C,?
or ? : to ob-
serve c, .

: to

keep the tieaty c,??.
CONSCIENTIOUSNESS,-, . ?, ?, ...
CONSCIOUS. To be c,-? (or with partcp.).

(or with
partcp. in nom. or dat.), e. g. I

am not c. of any guilt,? or-
: I am c. of the wrong I

have done,

: I am in possession

of athg without being c. of it,' : with-
out the others being c. of it,-? ? ? (Plut.),

better\adu>v(??) : with-
out being c. (of athg),.? : I am c. that I must
die, ? .
CONSCIOUSNESS,-

?, . . ?,?. . Whosoever has the c.

of having lived a holy life, enjoys
a sweet hope, ?

: he who lias the
c. of having acted rightly,???.
VjU.NoCRIP ,-

?. 6 . ('?)? {.).
The c.'s,

: a
list of c.'s,?, : raw
c.'s, (== tirones.

App.). f The c. fathers (z=Ro-
(114)

man Senate)] ? : as
distinguishedfm the otherfathers,?.
CONSCRIPTION,-

yia, . ?, 6. Those
who are subject to the c,

: those who have passed
or are beyond the age of c, oi

: the c-
list,?, .
CONSECRATE. H To make

holy by ceremony]
and ? (of pro

-

fanething*).,,, (with reli-

gious ceremonies),

or ? (to c. or

dedicate athg to a deity). To c.

(= offer up) as holy,./'/: — to a god,-
'. to

c. the premises to a deity,-
: to c. a spot for

a sanctuary,':
c.-d to a god,? ?
(or by tlie partcpp.). U To dedi-

cate] Vid.
CONSECRATION,-

?,. ?,6.-
?, ?, h• ,
(the ceremony), ?, 6.

Dedication] Vid.
CONSECUTIVE, •?.

For several c. days,???.
t

CONSECUTIVELY, ?,? (often after ?, av-

?). ?. ? -.? '.
CONSENT, .,-

(. .) .
c. ace. ; (. An. 7, 3, 36). -

(to any offer,

proposal, &[C.).,-
(to accord, assent to), -

(to agree, be pleased
with), (to allow oneself

to be persuaded, to feel induced).

(to give a promise).

C.-ing to,? ().
CONSENT,s. "»,?,/-?, . ?, ... (Pol.).

To consider that silence gives c,

(. )
. ipSr• But mly by the partcpp.

of verbs under Consent, e. g.
nothing was undertaken without
his C,?.
CONSENTANEOUS, -LY.

See Conformable, -ably.
COxNSEQUENCE. % The

following ofone thing after another,

fyfi.], (the most gene-
ral term),,,
(connexion after a certain order)

.

h?, ? (natural order). *J[

Result (with ref to cause and ef-

fect)], ?, . -?, . ,
(or or, of a future c,)..
The c's. of athg, : if

we calculate the c.'s which may
arise fm it for the state, Xo-\?

: bad c.'s of

athg, ?.? : athg has (such or

such) c.'s, ?
or ?.? : it is uncertain what c.'s

athg will have for me,?
: the c.'s of athg are favorable

to me,? or ? -
: athg is ac. of athg,.? : the c. of it is this,

(c.

infin.) : fm this it follows as a
necessary c, -?
'? : in c. of athg,?. . % A hgical c],,.
See Conclusion. In c. whereof,??,
or, : that is

no necessary c. (= does not fol-
low), ., fl Im-
portance, moment] ?, ., ., .-
?, ?, ., . Of great

c, ?, 3 : of no c,?, 2, or? ?, 3:

it is of c, '.
: it is of great c,??.

: it is of the greatest c.

for me,
: to be of little c,. ' , -? : he considers

nothing of so much c. as &c, -
: to consider athg of the utmost

c, or?-
: to speak of matters

of c, : what is,

however, of the most c,. .
: a man of c,? or?.

CONSEQUENT,?,
2.,, .-?, 2.

CONSEQUENTLY,..
(never used at the beginning

of a sentence), and
(both at the beginning, expressing

a strictlydrawn consequence),.
0$» At a repetition of the same
notion is used in Greek. With
negative, . (c. not).

CONSERVATION,,
., . /,-.
CONSERVATIVE. Crcl.with

verbs in Conserve.-? (of athg,?),-? (. Anton.). *\\ In a po-
litical sense] 6() -

(I.) or?.
CONSERVATOR,-

»??, , . , ?, 6.

().
CONSERVATORY,-,.
CONSERVE. -See Preserve.
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CONSERVES. See Pre-

serves.
CONSIDER. 1 To inspect

carefully],»,. ,-0,..,. If To reflect upon]

and mid.(),. , and
(c. aor. pass.), -

(c. aor. pass.), -. \ To take, look upon as]»,.-. To c. athg (as) a misfor-

tune, or. .-.' (to put down as).

What do you c. piety to consist

in? -
; to c. aby one's friend

(enemy), () -
: to c. aby one's adver-

sary or antagonist,

: to c. as of

great importance,. .
or ' :

to c. to be the same, -. .' : to as insignificant,.
or kv ' : to

(athg) just, : to (athg)

vile, » or -' : not to c. athg,, ' -,, . ^}

weigh over in one's mind]-. (aor. pass.),().-,... or
(to turn or weigh over in one's

mind) : also Xoyov -, ' .
CONSIDERABLE,-, 2., 2. -, h, -

(with re/', to intrinsic value,

Q[C.)., 2. , 3
(with ref. to size, §c.)., 3.,,. -, 3 (with ref. to number ormass).
To make a c. difference,. % Weighty, of im-

portance], 2., 3. , 3., 3 (of persons and
things),,, a (of things

only),, 3 (ofpersons). A
c. work, ': athg makes
a c. difference, :

c. property, : c.

sums, : not c,, 2. obhtvos, 3: not

to be c, ». See

Inconsiderable.
CONSIDERABLY,.

or . C. better,.
CONSIDER ATE,-, 3.',.-, 2., 3. See

Cautious.
CONSIDERATELY,-

(115)

CON
[
,. -,. To act c,

(pass.),.
CONSIDERATENESS, -, ., . -, 6.

\ CONSIDERATION. 1 Re-
flection, examination], ., ., . -

I, ., . Without
: C,. .-

: to take athg into c,,-
(aor. pass.), and.

j

,
J

: not to take into c,,
! , -,-
' : having taken all this

into c. I found that he was wrong,-
I

: to judge
after due c, -

! : to act

! with c, : athg
is done with c, -

I

' . *\\ Weight, authority]

j

See Consequence. «f[ Regard]
e. g. fm or out of c. for aby, '» : to do athg out
of c. for aby,'

: to have some c. for

aby,' (pass.) :

j

to have no c. for aby,

j

Tii/os. : in c.

of athg, . -
or (i.e. taking

into c.) : to have no c. for athg,,»,
: without having c. for athg,, -

: in a certain c,
(end.), . (end.)

:

I am prompted to do athg fm a c.

of gain only,

. ^| Com-
pensation] Vid. If Esteem] To
treat aby with c, ./. .
CONSIDERING. % As

partcp.] or
(the gram, case is determined by

the context) (or c. infin.). *\[

As a particle of limitation] ,. <$£C. He grows fat very
fast c. his height, -

(.). See ' For' (of li-

mitation).

CONSIGN,. . -/. 7'.», ',
fyc To c. to writing, to one's

memorv, see Commit.
CONSIST, -, ,, e. g. the army c.-d of five

hundred men,: to C. in

athg (= have its essence in athg),

: whatever it may c. of,

See Composed.
CONSISTENCE or -ENCY,.,, .

CON,., .,, ., .
without c,, 2 : to gain .,

(pass.),-
(pass.) : that has c,-

•>, 2., 3 (tight andfirm),, 2, and, 2 and
3 (lasting, enduring) : to have no
c,/ . ^Con-
stancy (ofpersons)]

(firmness ofcharacter),,, : but chiefly

Crcl., e. g. to display c,-
or or

(i. e. to remain true to one's

character) : one who displays c,
lav. U De-

gree ofdenseness],,
'CONSISTENT. H Harmo-

nizing with] Se Congruous.
As far as is c. with the human
frame, -

: c. with the size,

: to be c. with,-.. . % Mo-
rally] , 2.

To be c, or-
or : he is

C,
(P.) : to be c. (in what one says),

: to

act c, see ' to display Consist-
ency.'
CONSISTENTLY, (c.

gen.), (c.dat.).

(c.acc). (c. gen.). (. dat.).'-
(i. e. c. with the law).

CONSOCIATE, . See As-
sociate.
CONSOCIATE,s. See Com-

panion.
CONSOCIATION. See Com-

panionship.
CONSOLABLE. See Con-

sole.
CONSOLATION,irapaMi/0ia,-

.,.,

. Somec.,7rap))yopiaTis: there

is some c. in athg,

: to give aby
some C-, :
c. in athg, :

hope affords c. in clanger,

: to

say something to aby's c,-: with-

out C,.-, 2.

CONSOLATORY,-, 3., 3.

c. address, discourse,-, .,.
CONSOLE,.. Poet,-

(e.g.. Theoc).

c. aby,

or
: to c. aby in misfortune,.

CONSOLIDATE,,,
(to give solidity or stability), -, (to impart,-

I 2
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,,,

(to combine, <^c). -
'? (tobring together).

CONSOLIDATION,-,, ?
(combination), ?, 6 (.
Plut. ; the setting firmly). To be
without c, .
CONSONANCE. See Har-

mony.
CONSONANT, adj.-

?, 2. -?, 2. See Con-
formable, Consistent.
CONSONANT, s.,.
CONSORT, s. % Companion]

Vid. 1 Spouse] ,,
6. ?, , 6. Pern,,?, ., . Poet,?, f]. gpjjr", , is

young bride.

CONSORT, v. See to Asso-

f
CONSPICUOUS,?, ,.?,?,?

(distinguished
, for athg,, e. g.'). See MANIFEST,

Remarkable, &c.?
and?, 3 (to be admired,
Src).,, ov.

CONSPICUOUSLY, -
)?, ?. ?. -?.?.
t

CONSPIRACY,,
.?, .?, .
C. agst aby,, : to form
a c,. : the
head of a c,? ? -? : to discover a c, -

: a c. is

breaking out,??.
CONSPIRATOR,?,, 6. 6 ?-?. .
CONSPIRE, and,.. .
CONSTANCY. Duration]?,, .., . % Perse-

verance],,
., . C. in friendship,??.
CONSTANT, With ref. to

duration] ?, 2.-?,?, 2. *ff Per-
severant]?,?,-
?, ?, ?,?, 2. To be c, -,,,

(all c. dat.) : a c. friend,?? : to be c. in athg,, . -
or (in one's

duty, or in any condition),-
(in any conneocion).? (in one's ivill,

<g"C.).(^
exertion), .-

: to be c. in
one's enmity,

;
-.

j

CONSTANTLY, ?,?.
CONSTELLATION,-

(116)

', . ,.
A lucky c.,, : a
return of the same c,-? , : to pro-

duce a lucky ,.
CONSTERNATE. See next
ft

CONSTERNATION,-? and,?,
., . With or fm c,.-
?,, : to be in c. about
athg, or. or. : to

throw into c,,-.
CONSTIPATE. 1 Condense]

Vid. To produce costiveness]

or -. '.
C.-d bowels,?,

' CONSTIPATION,-?, .? ?? or?,?-?, -.

CONSTITUENT. See Elec-
tor.
CONSTITUTE. 1 To order].... ... % To appoint]" (e. g.,

8fC.). or' . See Ap-
point.

CONSTITUTION. IT State]? or? (?, ).
See Condition. U Form ofgo-
vernment]?, .-, .,. ,
. A good ,, : to have
a good c, (pass.) or.?-: also ' (P.): a
free or democratic c,,
V : to alter the c,

: the form of c,??. ^[
State of body] ?, . ?, .?, . A good c,-

or ?, :

a weak or delicate c, -? or?.
CONSTITUTIONAL. \In

agreement with the constitution], ?'??. Not c,
see Unconstitutional. U Le-
gal] VlD. ?, 2. ->?,, ? (innate).

CONSTRAIN. See to Com-

CONSTRAINED. Bythepast
partcpp. of verbs under to Com-
pel. ^[ Not natural]-?,?, 2, also-?, 3. !^ Only late

ivriters make it an adj. of three

terminations with accent on the last

CONSTRICT. See to Con-
tract.
CONSTRICTION. See Syn.

in CONSSHACTION.
CONSTRUCT. See to Build.

To arrange] A well-c.-d piece
or plot,? ?.
CONSTRUCTION. «H The

act of raising a building'] '-
|

?, , .
H A building],-,., . ^[

Of the body or human frame]?. 1J

Grammat.]?, . -, (mathematically speak-
ing), ?, (philosoph.). ^[
Pig. = meaning, interpretation]

e. g. to put a wrong c. on athg,

(pass.) ??? : to put an unfa-
vorable c. upon what aby says,

or ?
or ? :

to put a different c. on athg,?.-.
CONSTRUCTOR. See

Builder, Founder.
CONSTRUE,/£/, ?? (to construct). *fi =

translate] Vid.
CONSUBSTANTIAL, -? : — with the Father,

(Eccl.).? (A. Hist.
An. 1, 13, 2).

CON SU S ALIT,
and?, -

?, (Eccl.).

CONSUL,?, b. To be
c, : the office or dig-

nity of a c.,, : belong-
ing or relating to a c,?,

' CONSULAR. See Consul.
CONSULATE, -SHIP,-, . Under the c. of aby,? ?.
CONSULT. 1 To ask aby's

advice (about athg)]-?.-?.
C the oracle, ,. -. % To take counsel withaby]oaor? : also. -. To c.with aby,-

or?.-?. -. -?.
CONSULTATION,-,, ?, .

To hold a c. with aby,-.-?. §§§*•

Generally, however, it is rendered
by a past partcp., e. g. after the
c. they dispersed,.
CONSUME. 1 To destroy]..-.(;

e.g. money),.-. Offire,.-. Ofgrief,.
Tohe c.-,.
(pass.),: to c. beforehand,

(= spend, use up



CON
"beforehand). % To use for the

sustenance ofthe body]
(aor.), -.. U
To c. one's property or money] -, .
CONSUMER,, ol•,

6 : and partcpp., b or, S[C.

CONSUMMATE,..,..
CONSUMMATE, adj.

^
-?, 3 and 2. ?, 3. -,?, 2.?, 2.,?, 3 (very great),, 2. To possess c. skill

or knowledge,. . -': a c. orator,

or : a c.

rogue, see Complete.
CONSUMMATELY,-...-. , '-.
CONSUMMATION. See

Completion.
CONSUMPTION, f Act of

consuming, fyc], . -, ., . ^[

disease], . -, . , .,,
ij. To have a c, see (to be) Con-
sumptive : to die of the c.,-
vav. iv.

_ CONSUMPTIVE,,,., 3.,
2. To be c., : to look
as if c.,.
CONTACT,,

{trans.), , (intrans.)., (the actofcoming
into c. with). To come into c.

with a person,: to avoid coming into c.

"with aby,., :

a point of c.,, : 1 very

frequently come in c. with aby,

(pass.).
CONTAGION,, ., ., b. But

usually by the verbs. To be com-
municated by c, (i. e. to

spread itself, whether by c. or as

an epidemic) : to infect by c.

(prop, and fig.),
(also c. gen. of the disorder),,,-,():

to be infected by a c,-
or :

the spreading or communicating
by c,, .
CONTAGIOUS,, 2,, 3. ',,.

c. disease, . -
: also, ., . , .

/», V.

CONTAIN,. ,. The letter c.'s athg,

iv -
(117)

CON. :

to c. a certain property,,/ : to be
c.-d in athg, or. . -, /os.. | To c. oneself (= re-

strain fm)]. -, (to suppress
an outbreak of passion). To c.

one's passions, -
: to c. one's tears,-

or -
: not to c. oneself,.

CONTAMINATE,,, (externally).

and (by
crime, assassination, 8[c).-

(one's glory, virtue,,). To c. with blood,-
: c.-d,, 3., 3 : c.-d with blood,-, 3 : c.-d with murder,, 2.10, „/-, -., 6. But chiefly

formed with the infin. and partcp.

of verbs under Contaminate.
CONTEMN. See Despise.
CONTEMPLATE,,,. -,, ..,-. % To consider,

weigh over in one's mind] -
(and mid. ),. , -, and (c. aor.

pass.), (c.aor. pass.).. If To intend]-.. -
(seq. infin.) To c. athg,-

, also..
CONTEMPLATION, ,, (prop.), , ., ., . -, -., (mentally).

To submit to or make athg an
object of one's c,,-,. See CON-
TEMPLATE. Meditation]-, -. .,
., ., b (usu-

ally in pi.). Serious c,-,, : worthy of c,-, 2. , 3 : to

have (athg) in c, -...-
.

CONTEMPLATIVE, -, 2.,.-, 3.,.
CONTEMPORARY,-,,2. ,,. -, 3. Aby's c,., , 6. 6

or () : our c.'s,' -. '. Fem.,,,. To be aby's c,, ..
CONTEMPT,,

.,.,

CON
., .,

(all subjectively of the person
who contemns),, r).,
., , .

(as state or con-
dition of the person who is con-
temned)., (in either of
the above relations). To suffer c,. ,,

: to be or live in utter c,-
: in c of athg, e. g. to

act in c. of the law, :

to treat aby with c,. ,.
or '. -, -

: to treat aby with
utter c,. Juris.: c. of court] To
condemn aby for c. of" court,-'-,

(both for non-appear-
ance).

CONTEMPTIBLE,-, 2., 2., 3., 3. To render
aby c. with aby, .
CONTEMPTIBLY,-..
CONTEMPTUOUS, -, 3., 3.

To treat aby in a c. manner,.
'

See
'

TEMPT.
. See (to treat with) Con-

CONTEMPTUOUSLY, -
(D.). -

(.),
(. .). To treat aby c, &c, see

Contempt (to treat with).

CONTEND, f To fight] See
Combat, v. [[ Fig. (in argu-

ment)],-..-
: — about a subject,

: — with aby, : also

or or. or-
and (to confute) ^[

To quarrel] Vid. If To main-
tain] (c. infin. ; in contra-

diction to others),..' (by

giving reasons for athg). To c.

strongly or positively,

: to c. that athg is not so,

or,
or . U To c.for]

See to Strive.
CONTENTor-TENTED, adj., 2., 2. IXa^os,

3 (without mental disturbance),, 2 (that does wish for
no more than he has). To live

c, . -
: to be c. with athg,

(pass.).
or . or

. (with

ref. to one's position or fortune),

(to be satisfied
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with) : to be quite c. with little,'

: to be c. or satisfied

with aby, ..
tivl : to be c. that,

or/, ', ,
(or c. partcp.) : to make or render

aby c, .
rivu.. : I am c,, : he was

not c. with having committed all

these wrongs, -
) (Antiph.) :

the richest man is he who is c.

with the least,? -?? (Socr.).

CONTENT, V.-. . -. .
CONTENTor-TENTMENT,

S., ., (absence

of mental disturbance), -, - (c. with what one possesses),, .?, b (approval

of an act, approbation). To live

in great c, ".
CONTENTED. See Content.
CONTENTEDLY. To be

formed by the adjj. in Content.
To live very c, ?
". Xjjv.

CONTENTS,, h (that

is comprehended in timeand space),

(that wch exists within

it), (that is

written in it), ?, (sub-

ject matter). The c. of a letter

were as follows,

tjj : the c. of
the letter are of importance,-

: the chief c. of a work,,: table of c,-?, . >, ?, .
;
CONTENTION,, ?,

6 (g. t.), e. g. '?. Tf Difference (of any de-

scription^, . ?, ?,
77. ?, ., ., - (in word or
act),, .,

(in words). What is this c. all

about?; ^[ (With collateral

notion of) emulation],.? (in literary
or scientific matters). To be en-
gaged in c. with aby about athg,

or?."?. See also phrases in Con-
test.
CONTENTIOUS,?,

2. ?, 3. ?, 2.
To be c,.-..
CONTENTIOUSNESS, -, . ?, ?, . -, .
CONTENTMENT. See Con-

tent, s.

CONTEST, v.

(pass.).,,?
or ?. I c. athg, -

or ?
(118)

: also '? (to confute) : to c. a point

with aby, -
?. ?
or ?? : that may be c.-d,-
?, 3 : not to be c.-d,-
?,?, 2.

CONTEST, s. 1 With ivea-

pons~\ See Combat. U With
ivords] See Contention or Dis-
pute. To enter into or engage

in a c, ? or.
(either in words or act) : also -

or-?? (i?i ivords) :

to produce or cause a c. between
se<feral persons, ??, ? : a

c. takes place or arises about athg,? or
: to settle a c. between

persons, ?. -'? : to be involved

in a c. with aby, ?. /nai (pass.) ?. ? :

to put an end to or decide a c,
or .

CONTESTABLE,-? and ?, 2.?, 3. '-
?, 2. ?, 2. ?,
2. A c. point,,-,,-, : athg becomes a c.

point, .
CONTESTED,-

?, 2, S[c. See the preceding
AH. An object c,-, , or : a
c. point,,,

: to treat athg as a c. point,? : a c. opinion,? :

not c, see Uncontested.
CONTEXT,, (g. t.

= connexion). -
or (the necessary

connexion ofa speech),,
, and?, (the c. =
sense).

CONTIGUITY,'.\?, ?, (the having a
common boundary) . By Crcl. with
the iierbs ?. -. ?' ?.= Neighbourhood] VlD.
CONTIGUOUS, '?,?,?,?,

2 (ofplaces that are conterminous),?, 6 (.). To be c.,. or-
: to be quite c,?.

^
CONTINENCE,,

n (g.t. for self-controul).-
(.),

(Eccl. ; virginity). See Chasti-
ty. To practice c,-.
(g. t.). (to live in

virgin purity).

CONTINENT, s. ?, -
The c, jj?.
CONTINENT, adj.?,

2. ?, 3 (moderate, tempe-
rate), ?. To
be c. in athg, -
?.? . See
Chaste.
CONTINENTLY. See

Chastely.
CONTINGENCY, ,?. ?. o'tos, .'?, .,.?? (contingencies). Aby

meets some c.'s, Ku'ipia-. If Event] VlD.
CONTINGENT,, -, . ?, 3. ?,

2.?, 3. Also Crcl.

with (c. partcp.). That
is c, ]?, ?, : c.

events, ??.
CONTINGENTLY, -

tj/s. . ..
CONTINUAL. See Con-

stant.
CONTINUALLY. See Con-

stantly.
CONTINUANCE,, ,

and, (a continual

existing), ?, ?, (that

lasts for ever),

and ?, ? [that is un-
interrupted), ?, 6 (time),. ?, b. An uninterrupted

c, : of long
c,?, '?, 2 : of
short c,?, 2 : to be
of some c,. or,.
CONTINUATION, -

: — of athg,. Usually
by Orel, with verbs, fyc, e. g. du-
ring the c. of the war, -

?? ? : the
c. of a tale, b? or-? ?,

: the c. of a mountain,??.
CONTINUE, v. f (Trans.

and Intrans.)] .
or

.'. -
: — e. g. athg, (e.g. a

icork ivhich one hus begun oneself),,
(a irork which another has

hegu?i). To c. without interrup-

tion or ceasing, and
Tt.? (or c. partcp.) :

to c. no longer with athg,-, ? (ore. partcp.):

c. your discourse,'
or ? or simply

: they c. to be our ene-

mies, --
: he c.-d his work diligent-

ly,'<' : he c.-d the conver-

sation,<5'? :

Cyrus c.-d the expedition. -
po? : to

c. the report, 77/ -. II To keep up, persevere

in~\ or ,
also ",
(e. g. a custom, ?.) : to c. to
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flow, : to

c. to live, .
(pass. ; after

death) : to c. to speak,-
\tlv, -

: it c.'s to rain, 6

: to c. writing,-
!/ : to c. fighting,. -

: to C. to weep,
or.

CONTINUE, . % (Intrs.)],,,, and sts (.
2. 2). . -

(pass.). . -.. .
(c. partcp.), also -, or simply

or. As long as the suit c.'s,

i(us : to c. for

some time, ,
: they c.-d friends, -.

CONTINUED. By partcpp.

of verbs in to Continue, or udjj.

in Continual, Continuous.
CONTINUITY. See Con-

tinuance.
CONTINUOUS,, 2.,, 2.<}, 2., 2.

CONTORT,,-,.-. See to Distort. C.-d,, 2., 3.

CONTORTION,,, .,
(as act),, . -, .
CONTOUR,-,-,,, ., . .

sketch the c. of athg,.. .
.

CONTRABAND,.
C. goods, : to im-
port (export) c. goods,() .
CONTRACT, s.,-, ., .

A written c,, : to

draw up a c. about athg,-,
: to make a c,

or : not
to fulfil the conditions of a c,

: contrary

to the conditions of a ,?. -
: a commercial c,-,. -, -

: marriage c,, .
CONTRACT,??. ^Drato to-

gether into a smaller compass']-
(g. t.).. -..

(to make tight),. -
(to make shorter , to shorten).

To c. a word, :

not c -d,%, 2. ^j (In-

TRS.)] (pass.), -
(g. t.,e.g. of clouds, See).

(119)

To c. closely,

(pass.). % To make a c] See
' to make a Contract,' s. To c. a
marriage with aby,
or . %
To get, acquire] To c. an illness,

disease, .-7"7 : to c. a habit,-
(pass.) : to c. an

intimacy with aby,.
CONTRACTED. ^Narrow]

VlD.
CONTRACTEDNESS. See

Narrowness.
CONTRACTION^uimywyiJ,

., 6.,
(of several vowels),, (in

cases where one vowel is at the end
of a word and the other at the be-

ginning of tJie next),,., (diminution).

Without c,?, 2.-', 2 (of words).

CONTRACTOR, ,., , 6. 6-,. To be the c. for an
army, -.
CONTRADICT,». (pass.). '.

c. aby in athg,,
: to c. oneself,.

: he c.-d

himself in this respect,.
CONTRADICTION. ^ As

act],, ., ., .
Athg meets with c,. : one meets
with c.'s respecting a matter, av-' : to be
in c. with oneself,. -
. As condition or state], . or-. To be in c. with,-

(pass.)... or

(pass.),.
CONTRADICTOR,-, 6. 6 ,,, 6.,
'CONTRADICTORILY, -

(of propositions op-

posed. C .). or-
(oppositely).

CONTRADICTORY, -, 3. , 2.-, 2. (of' c. pro-
positions in logic. .), or /-. C. pro-

positions, .
CONTRADISTINCTION,, (counter -divi-

sion),, .,. In c. fm or to,

or , '.
CONTRADISTINGUISH.

See Distinguish,
(. ; to divide so as to oppose).
CONTRARILY, -R1WISE,. .
CONTRARY, adj..

To be c,// : fortune
is c. to us,

: c. (in logic), or
: a c. pro-

position, : to be of
a c. opinion,/£/ or-

: c. to nature, (,) : c. to the laws,

: in the c. direction,, :

to pull in c. directions,// :

a c. wind, or, -
: to have quite the c. ef-

fect, ///
: to fall into or go to the c.

(extreme), .
CONTRARY (as used ad-

verbially). (G. tt.), -, , .
C. to what is just, c. to truth,

to the law, &c, ,, -
: c. to expectation,

or.'
tis : c. to nature, :
c. to good manners, 7

: to act c. to the law,,-
: to act c. to aby's wishes,

(pass.): to act

c. to, and
or (e. g. c.

to rules, commands, agreements,

<%c.) : to be of a c. opinion,-
: in the

c. case,, .
CONTRARY, the (as subst).

The c. (of athg), :

quite the c, ,
: to be quite the

c. of what athg ought to be,

: the c.

to what athg should be,

: to bring about just the c.

of what one intended,

tis : the

very c. happens to athg,.
(or)

tis (e. g. ) : to

think the c, -
: to maintain the c,-.
or : quite the c.

takes place or is brought about,

: on
the c, , -.
CONTRAST, s. (prps.)-

: sts -,, . To form a

C. with athg, :
there is a great c. between,

: to stand in

C, or-
/os./>.

CONTRAST,^•,-/. .' . See

to Compare.
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CONTRAVALLATION,-
{.).

CONTRAVENE. ^ To he or

act Contrary] Vid.
CONTRAVENTION,-, . C. of a law, &c,.,

37 : c. of the conditions of a treaty,, : to act in c. of a

law. see ' to act Contrary" to.'.

CONTRIBUTE. % (G. t.)

To assist in effecting athg] -
(mid.),,, : — to athg,

or : : to c. to athg in

order that, (c. infin.).

(c. infin.).

See ' to be Conducive.' [[ E. g.

as by subscription, &e. (= to give

one's share towards)]-,...
CONTRIBUTION,,

. , ',
6 (for a common purpose, esply

for a banquet, support of others,

&c)., q (into the common
chest or exchequer), -
/, ., : to levy a

c. upon, -. -, also

: to pay c.'s,. : to

collect c.'s for athg or aby, see

Subscription : to pay a c. (t. e.

into the public treasure), -
or,-, : to give a e.,

or : —

-

for aby, : — towards athg,' , or simply. ,, ' .'
: to collect c.'e fm aby, to call

upon aby for a c,'/
or .

: to leave a c. unpaid,
or : to

lay aby under c,
(t. ; prop, and fig.).

CONTRIBUTOR, 6 or., , 6.

CONTRITE,, 2.,,.-, 3.{. Eccl.).

CONTRITION. 1 Prop.:
the act ofmiking or reducing into
powder],., ., .

Fig. : deep repentance] See Re-
pentance.
CONTRIVANCE,',, (g. t. = an intuit-

ing) : also .,, (tL• result of con-
triving, i.e. invention),,, (an artful means).
To have recourse to c,-

: to resort to all manner of
C.'s,

:

: to make a
C, .-., -, (make some
arrangement) : a clever c,-

(120)

CON, -•, : to make
a c., or such c.'s, as &c,, . See

likewise phrases in to Contrive.
To effect some c, /x»j-

or or.
CONTRIVE, and

(of plans and means),, and -~ (of means), -
(of ivell calculated plaits).

To c. some means, -
or or: to

c. (or manage) so as &c,, : to c.

cleverly or cunningly,-. : to e. by some
plan. &c, (aor.pass.).

CONTRIVER, or,., , 6.

CONTROL, S.,
*(g. t.)., .-

(by a checking clerk), -, (power over others),,, (cover
one's passions),

(over one's temper. Plut.). -, » (coercion),,
(power). To exercise a c. over
one's passions,

or :
to have some self-c,-. ,: without ,-, 2: to have under one's

e., or ,. or '
: to exercise a c.

over (athg, e. g. over one's passions,

&C.), . See
above. To exercise a c. over aby,

or .-, 2.

CONTROL, v. m To keep in

check].. -.. (e.

g. ) : also-.. (to re-

strict, limit, Qc). To c. one's
passions, (. Test.

Jos.). or-
: to

c. oneself, ,
: not to be able to c.

oneself, .. ?;
: to c. one's de-

sires, : to

c. one's anger,. -.
CONTROLLER, f Prop. :

of accounts], ,
. U Fig. : one who checL•] See
Governor, Ruler.
CONTROVERSIAL. A c.

work, .).
CONTROVERSIALIST,-

(a disputatious

person). See Disputant.
CONTROVERSE, -VERSY,"', .,.-, . -, .,.

c. (in writing), -,. ,

.
:—

CON
h : to propose a c., -
'. \ : the

subject of a c,,: also

or-
: a c. arises on a subject,

: to have
a c, :— about athg,

: — with aby,.
CONTROVERT, -, ., •}

upon any subject,

(e. g.). -,.,, or (c. inf.)

:

also (.).
CONTROVERTIBLE, -

and-, 2.,.,
2., 2. A point of a c.

nature, or c. point,-,.
CONTUMACIOUS,-, 2.. -, 2., 2. To be

very c, -. A legal term. (= re-

fractory, i. e. showing contempt of
court)] See the phrases underCon-
tumacy.
CONTUMACY, m Obstinacy], . . Sts, . % In (contu-

macia)] or (),
. (the avoiding of
a law-suit by non-appearance in

court. Philox. Gloss.). To con-
demn aby fore, [in contumaciam),

or-,: aby is con-
demned for c. (= contempt of
court), -

: to gain a cause by the ad-
versary's being condemned for c,; : to be condemned
for c. (in contumaciam),

or-
CONTUMELIOUS,',

3., 2., 2., 3., 2.

A c. treatment, ', . ,
: c. language,, .., 6 : to use c. language agst\)\,

or , or-
or, also. .

CONTUMELIOUSLY, ai-..-. To treat c.,... -,',.
CONTUMELY,,., .,

., . To assail aby with
c., see Contumelious.
CONTUSE. See 'to cause a

Contusion.'
CONTUSION,. -,.,.-

\!/,, . To cause or pro-
duce a C, or..' : to get a c.,



CON
(pass.) .-

(pass) .
CONVALESCENCE, paia,

., ., .. 0§* It is

however mly rendered by verbs, e.

g. after his c. he departed,-.
t

CONVALESCENT (
>

be),,.-, (pass.),-. (with

or tcithout ), -..
CONVALESCENT, adj.

Partcp. of the verbs,

(having experienced a favorable
crisis. Hipp. I.)

CONVENE. See to Convoke
(trans.), Assemble (intrans).

CONVENIENCE,., ., (Pol.),,. At aby's c.,

: to suit aby's c,
see Convenient (to be). * -Ac-

commodation, 8[c] Vid. This
house has many c.'s,..
CONVENIENT. % Fit, pro-

per],, .-, 2., 2., 3.

^1 Suitable], 3. -, 2., 2., -, 3. if Affording convenience]

(serviceable, .
. .). See Commodious. To
be c, or
or (Pol.) : — for athg,

or ., , -' (to suit), -
: a c. time or opportunity,', or simply :

at a c. time, : the most
c. place, :

if it is c. to you, -, ' .
CONVENIENTLY,

(ivithout trouble),. -, (easily).

(ivell). (usefully),

(seasonably).

CONVENT. See Cloister.
CONVENTICLE. See Con-

gregation.
CONVENTION. If An as-

sembly] See Congregation. ""

Contract] VlD.
CON VENTIONAL, -ALLY,. -, .

C.sign,^vov.-, .
CONVERGE, (e.

g. of the wings of an army when
the road is narrow, Src. X. An.
3, 4, 19). E. g. to c. to athg,/ or ' :

e.g. — to one point, ,
11

CONVERSABLE. See Af-
fable.
CONVERSABLENESS. See

Affability.
(121)

CON
CONVERSABLY. &* Af-

fably.
C NVERSAN,,,. . Not c.,, 2. ;?, , 6: to be

c. with athg, -
: to be thoroughly c. with

athg, ,, also-. : one
who is c. with (athg), or.,
3., 2 (that has experience

in athg).

CONVERSATION,*, 6,

and, ., -, . . -,. Afamiliarc., -
: an interesting ,

: a general subject of c,, : to enter into c. with
aby, : to

have a c. with aby,

or . -
: to engage in a c,' /.

: to carry on a
C about athg,, :— with aby, or

: to hold or have a
philosophical c. with aby,-

: to continue
or carry on a c, -

: to have a long c. with aby,, -
: the c. turns

upon a subject,

or : a sub-
ject of c. is brought forward,-

: in the course
of c,, , : ar-

ranged in the form of, or by way
of, a c,, 3 : a learned
or scientific c,, : a c.

of great interest, -
: to enter into

a long c,
: the topic of a c,-. .

CONVERSE,
or . .; — on a

subject, or--
: to c. very eagerly with aby,

or

: c.-ing on various subjects

they arrived at the town,--.
CONVERSELY,,...
CONVERSION. «[ Act of

changing] See Change. | With
ref to opinion, creed, Qc].

(in a moral sense).

CONVERT, v. 1 To turn to

a different opinion]

(with ref. to opinion),

or,-, (in a moral sense), -
(Luc. and . .). To

be c.-d, (D.).

CON..-.
To change] See to Change, to
Turn.
CONVEX,, 3.

CONVEXITY,, .
CONVEY. 1 To carry (in

all its various meanings, with
prepositions, e. g. into, over, ?.)]
See to Carry, to Bear. [[

To make over (of property, <%c.)]

or -, or, .. ^[ To C
a meaning] e. g. ol

(c. no meaning) or
b : not to

see the meaning wch is c.-d by
athg, -
* CONVEYANCE.

Jtf
As act],, .,

.. [ A means of
c],. Se also CAR-
RIAGE. "f[ . g. of property,

Qc]., (g. t.), .
CONVEYANCER,-,, b., b.

CONVICT, v. !<?.*. To con-

vince] Vid. "|f With ref. to cri-

minal matters, Qc],, :

the thing c. partcp., or with,
e. g. of a lie, or '

: to c. before a court, al-

/, e. g. of robbery,-. (In pass.,).
He was c.-d of impiety,

: — of robbery, :

to be c.-d of athg by aby,

or .-
or

: c.-d,, 3 :

not to be c.-d (or of what aby can-

not be c.-d), /'/iTos, 2

:

aby is c.-d of perjury,. SeeCoNDEMN.
CONVICT, s. See Criminal.
CONVICT, adj. See Convict,

'CONVICTION. IT Persua-
sion], , . To have
the c, : having this c,' : 1 entertain a.,...

: that is my c,'. ^\ With ref.

to any charge] See Condemna-
tion. C. (objectively),,
b.,, .
CONVINCE,, -

(aby of athg, )..-
(by argument),

(with ref. to opinion). To c. of

the contrary, :

to allow oneself to be c.-d,-/ : to be c.-d,-...'. (seq.

genit. absol. and , e. g. ,) : to be

c.-d of the correctness of a thing,- Tt: to
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he perfectly c.-d,' /7: be c.-d, : to c.

oneself, (pass.), -
or.

CONVINCING,, 3., 3. To prove athg in a.

c. manner,: the power of c,,, n : a c. proof, -
: to give or afford a c.

proof of athg,.
CONVINCINGLY. To snow

or prove athg c, -
tl.

CONVIVIAL. ^Pertaining
to a banquet], 3. -, 3. , ,

or. C. re-

past,,,: c
meeting of friends,,

: to join a c. meeting,

v. Of a person]
To be a c. person,-,'.
CONVIVIALITY,,, (g. t.)., (

convivial meeting), also,
(afeasting), ^f Mirth]-, i|tos, h.

CONVOCATION,-, V., 6. But usually
rendered by the partcp. of-

v. U Congregation] Vid.

^
CONVOKE,.-. and

(an assembly), -.
CONVOLVE,.-'.
^CONVOY, s.,-, fi. Underasafe c,':

to give aby a c, -.
CONVOY, . 1 To accom-

panyfor defence] or-.
or.-..

CONVULSE.
«II Cause con-

vulsions (prop.)] (pass.),

(pass.).

(pass.). (mid.), -...
am c.-d, .

Fig. : to shake violently] -,, -.. See also
to Disturb.
CONVULSION,,., 6., 6.-, 6. To throw into c.'s, -

(pass.). See to Con-

CONVULSIVE,,
(.), 2.-, 3.

CONVULSIVELY,-..
COO, (vox. pr. of the

turtle-dove
; also of the chattering

murmur of persons).
(to sing in a low soft tone).
COOING,, .
COOK, s., 6. -, 6. A female c,-

(122)
M

., : the head
c,, 6. 6

: a c.'s

boy, :

a c.'s knife,,, : to be
a c,.
COOK, v...-.,

(by the heat of the sun),

(to dress savoury meat ; late or

poet. Soph. Fr.). C.-d,,
3. , 3. , 3 : c.-ing,., : belonging

to c.-ing,, 3 : the art of

c.-ing,,,, . ovf/, :

practice or skill in c.-ing,-, : wood used for

c.-ing,, .
u
COOKERY, (P.)., ., ry, or. A c.-book,,

. ,.
COOKING. See under to

Cook.
COOK-MAID. See Cook, s.

COOL, adj. Prop.] See

Cold,. To grow c.

or c.-r, : when it is

c. or c.-r, , or
better, Bekker (P•). If

Fig.] C, or having grown c,
towards athg,

(.). See Calm.
COOL, s. , . See

Cold.
COOL, v.

f
1 (Trans.)] -,,,,. -. C.-ing, and, 3.,-, 3 : c.-d,,

2. 1 (INTRS.)]
(pass ). The air is c.-ing,-. ^J Fig.: to render in-

different],-
(both .). See also to Calm.

COOLER,, . , , 6.,.
COOLING, (Plut.).

(poet.).
' COOLLY. See Coldly. If
Fig.].
COOLNESS,,

(also indifference).

COOP, s. 1 Barrel] Vid. [
Cage] Vid.
COOP (up), v. See to Shut

(up).

COOPER,, , 6.

CO-OPERATE,-.. -,.-.
CO-OPERATION,,, . With aby's

C, ,-.
CO-PARTNER. See Part-

ner.
CO-PARTNERSHIP. See

Partnership.
COPE (with). See to Con-

tend. To c. with aby,-
(pass.).

(pass.).
or : to be able to c.

with aby, .,' .-
(pass.) ., \ -, , ^f

To put on a coping].
COPIER. See Copyist.
COPING,, 6.-
(the thing),, (the

act). To put on a c,.
COPIOUS,,,-
(with or without )., 3., 2. -, 2., 2.,,. See Abundant.
COPIOUSLY. See Abun-

dantly.
COPIOUSNESS. See Abun-

dance.
COPPER, s., 6.-

(common c).. Made of c,,
, : to work in c,-

: to dig for c, :

of the nature of c,,
2., , .,, : a coin, or, . «,, , 6.

COPPER, adj., ,. C. vessel,, -,, : c. plate,, .
COPPER-COLOURED,, 2.

COPPER-MINES,-,..\.,.
COPPER-ORE, -, 6 (.).
COPPER-RUST, -.
COPPER-PLATE (engrav-

ing),\ -
f
COPPER-SMITH,_,, 6., , . -, 6. A C-s.'s shop,-, .
COPPERAS,, .
COPPERY,, 2.

COPPICE, COPSE. SeeSyn.
in Thicket.
COPULATE. Couple]Yit.

U Sexually, of animals]-,(88. ;tivl).

COPULATION,,, . During the act or time
of c,, 3 : the timeof
<:., .
COPULATIVE,,

3. A c. particle (grammat. t.),.
COPY, s.

_
%Ofa writing] dv-.,. To

make a c. of athg, or
(u-

sually, in Attic dialect, with plur.).

. ^j Ofa picture], . ', .
(sc. '),

. To take or make a c. of a

picture or painting,. (In a modern sense)



COP
of a book] prps, .
(In the abstract) prps -

(the c, as

object or thing). *\ A c. (to write

after, as a model for learners'], ., b.

C.'s for children,.
COPY, v.,-

(the former both of a
writing and an image),-

of a writing). To c. a pic-

ture,..
T[ To imitate] Vid.
COPY-BOOK, ? , v. -, TO.
COPYHOLD,.

^^ Prps the nearest term, accord-

ing to Justus (lib. 3, 25, 3) defini-

tion.

COQUET, v. (P.),. and
(= delicias fa-

cere), (', of
a male c. Theocr.).

COQUETRY,, ., ., .
COQUETTE, -, .
CORAL,, . A

lace of c.'s, or a c. necklace, -
6 .

CORD, s., (a string

for tying things together) : also,., .-,., .,,
., (tlie latter a line for
fishing).

CORD, v.,-.. The act of c.-ing

(athg),, .
CORDIAL. See Hearty.

Togiveahy a c. reception,-,,.-. .
CORDIALITY,-
, ., .,-

/s, jjtos, . , .
To be received with c, see Cor-
dial.
CORDIALLY, *..,,. gfjT Or by Orel, with

cos tis or,, and other similar

phrases.

CORDON,, .
To draw or establish a ' c. sani-

taire,'.
CORE. Interior] Vid. ^

Of fruit]

CORIANDER,,
(name of tlte plant and its seed)

.

CORK. H The tree],
6., , . TI Bark]
Vid. U A c. for a bottle] -, .,.
CORMORANT,?, 6.

CORN, ..-
,-..
CORN, s. ?, (both when

housed and in the field), ,
(if housed), , (when

in the fields). Cheap c,«' : dear c,?' :

(123)

COR
the price of c. has risen,-

6 : to provide with c,/ or. -
: a distribution of c,,, : dif-

ferent sorts of c,,,., , : exportation of

c, , : the

growing of c.,, : soil

for growing c. on,,, or, : a

dealer in c,?, , 6.], 6 : the price of c,

77 : an ear of c,?, uos, .,, .
CORN-DEALER. See Corn

(a dealer in).

CORN-FIELD,,,
6.

CORN-MARKET, -, ., .
CORN-MEASURE,,.
CORN-TRADE, -. carry on the c.-t., -.
CORN (on the feet), s..
CORNEL, '.
CORNEL-TREE, ,

and, .,.
CORNELIAN, , .,.,, 6.

CORNER,, . ,
6 (a lurking-place). See Angle.
In all c.'s,. *Jj The
projecting part of athg] ,
or formed with the adjj.

and, 3, e. g. the c. of

the table, or -: that has c.'s,, 3., 2.

CORNER-HOUSE, -.
CORNER-PILLAR,5».
CORNER-STONE,-, , . 6.

The chief c.-s., -
(iV. Test.).

CORNER-TOOTH,,, 6.

CORNET. 1 A wind instru-

ment], and , .
A woman's head-dress] See

Cap. H In the army]-
and, b.

CORNICE,, 6.-,.
CORNUCOPIA, t»';s?, -.
COROLLARY,,

(Math.), (log., an in-

ference or consequence). To de-

duce a c,.
CORONAL. See Crown.
CORONATION, -

(the act),

(the ceremony orfeast. Polyb.).

CORONET. See Crown.
CORPORAL, s. (pips)-, 6.

CORPORAL, adj. ^ := Cor-

COR
poreal] Vid.

«ff C. punishment], . , -. What C.

punishment ought I to suffer or
what fine ought I to pay?6

;

to inflict c. punishment, 7rXj)yaTs

().
CORPORALLY. See Bo-

dily.
CORPORATION,,, e. g. of priests, (Pol.),

(club, company. P.).,., .
CORPOREAL,, 3

(that has a body, or concerning the

body), b, , ,, ,,
(with' ref. to the body, taking place
within the body),, 3
(that has a body),, 2
(in theform, or of the nature of, a
body). See Bodily.
CORPS,, . "[J

Military] ,, ., , . -
(Pol.),,.

strong c. of the enemy,\.
CORPSE,, . ,. To pass over (a heap of)

c.'s to athg,

: to walk over

the c. of one's mother,
: pale

as a , or, 3.

CORPULENCE,-,, .
CORPULENT,,-,, 2.-, 2.,, (well-fed).

To be , (Eur.,

Aristoph.).

CORPUSCLE,,., , (if = atom).

CORPUSCULAR,-, 3.

CORRECT, .,
opov.av(toputtorights,
settle),.,..
or . To c. a
writing, . -

: to C. one's

manners or conduct, -, ,. U To censure, to

chastise] Vid.
CORRECT, adj. If Not

faulty, free fm errours], 3

(that has the right proportion) . -, 3., 2 (of the pro-

per quality),, 2 (that has

been tested or proved),,
3 (without athg offensive), -, 2 (exact), ,, —, 2 (true, real). Right or

c. measure, or, : c. pronunciation,

: the c. num-
ber, or : a

c. notion or representation, ?-
: you have quite a c.

notion respecting me,
: c. ! or quite c. !

! ! a c. sen-

tence or opinion, .:



COR
your assertion is a c. one,? or ?. *H Mo-
rally right], 3.,
2. ', 3. , 3, To con-

sider athg c,: it is not c. of you,

(c. partcp.) : it is not c, -
or, : to

consider athg c, -.
CORRECTION,

f. ., ,
also, . i$S° -, (also ofa writing, &c.).

^[ Chastisement] Vid. H House
of c], .-, .
CORRECTIVE. Crcl. with

verbs under Correct.
CORRECTLY,.-. ....

To count c, :

to decide c, : to

settle or arrange every thing c,'/,
or -

: athg has heen c. trans-

mitted to me,

: to know (athg) c,

or or or

: to recollect (athg)

c, or : to

inform ahy c,
: to judge c, -. : to

understand or comprehend athg

c, : not

to understand.,..
CORRECTNESS, .,,, ., ., . The

c. of a measure, &c, -
or , -

: the c. of a judgement,,
: the c. of a pro-

ceeding,

or.
^
CORRECTOR,,,

6.

CORRELATIVE,-, 3. (forming
the counterpart. P. A. ; or

CORRESPOND, f To an-
swer to athg] orappo-. or.. . or.-. ., . -

(to be thecounter-

part, or).
(locally, reciprocally, \-. P.). To c. with aby's wishes,

: not to C
with aby's expectation or views,^ :
C.-ing with,,,, , . , 3.7?9. 2., 2 (all

c. dot.), , 3 (c. gen.), or by
(c. ace), ^f Hold inter-

course by letter]

(124)

COR
. .

CORRESPONDENCE. II

Agreement] Vid. % Epistolary

c] .
To carry on a c. with ahy, see to

Correspond.
CORRESPONDENT, s. 6

(the

writer of a letter). To be en-

gaged as a c,.
A mercantile c] -.
CORRESPONDENT, adj.

See ' Corresponding,' under Arti-

cle Correspond, v.

CORRIDOR,,,
' CORRIGIBLE. Crcl. with

verbs in Correct. Tf Deserving
puJiishmerd] , 3.

To be C, .
CORROBORATE. See Syn.

in Confirm.
CORRODE,,..
CORROSION, ,, .
CORROSIVE,, 3.

CORRUGATE. See to Wrin-
kle.
CORRUPT, . f (Tr^ns.)]..-

or.-,, (to in-

fect icith). To c. aby,-,
(to seduce, mislead) and mid.-
vav (to lead fm the right ivay).

0$* in a moral sense

also, e.g., to c. a woman,-
: to try to c. a wo-

man, . ^[ To
bribe] Vid. ^i (Intrans.)]-

(pass.),

(pass.; perf)..
To cause to c,,-

: that will easily c,-, 2.

CORRUPTEDorCORRUPT,, 3. , 3. -, 3. A c. person,-
:

entirely c,, 2 (physically

or morally). U Decomposed] -, 3., 3. To be-

come C, ',-, (pass.). 1J

Bribed] Vid. See ' Corrupted,
1

under to Corrupt.

t

CORRUPTOR,,, 6. Usually rendered by

partepp. of verbs, e. g. c. of youth,
b . 1j One
who bribes] Crcl. with verbs in to

Bribe.
CORRUPTIBILITY,

(the state of being ex-

posed to corruption),,
(by bribes), (New Test.

;

prop, corruption).

CORRUPTIBLE,
and, 3. ^[ That may
be bribed], 2.

or , 2.-, 3.

CORRUPTION, f The act

COS
of corrupting],,
., . , . En-
tire c,, . ^[ State of
decomposition],,
., .,-,, . To get into a state

of c, (pass.).. ^[ Bribery] VlD.
CORRUPTLY. To beformed

with the adjj. in Corrupt.
CORRUPTNESS,,., . , . Entire

C.j, .
CORSAIR,, , 6.

6 .
'CORSE. See Corpse.
CORSET. See Corslet.
CORSLET,, , 6.,.,, . To put on a c,-". .
CORTEGE, (. ;

procession escorting aby). -
(military c. .),., . -. ',-, (of aby, ).. .. ' .

splendid c,, : to he-
long to aby's c,

: to have a large c. about
one, -

: to be in aby's c,-. .
CORUSCANT,, 3.

CORUSCATE, -. ...
CORUSCATION,, .,, .-, -
CORYPHAEUS,,

j., .
COSM"SMETIC,, .
COSMOGONY,.
COSMOGRAPHER, -, , .
COSMOGRAPHICAL, e. g.

a c. description of our globe,-, .
COSMOGRAPHY or COS-

MOLOGY,, .. -, .
COSMOPOLITE,-

or , , .
COST, <?. % Price] Vid. «ft

Eocpe?ise], .,, .,-, . , , . Athg
causes great c,

: to hear the c. of athg,

: to accomplish

athg with great c, -
or .-»

: to be afraid of the c,-. requiring or caus-

ing great C,, 2. -. 3 : at one's own c,..
or (the

ender and case of the partcp. are
' after the context),



COS
: restored

or undertaken at one's own c.,, 2 : a rough calcula-

tion of what the c. will be.,

: free of

c,, 2 : a repayment of

the c,, : to be condemned
to pay the c.'s, .
COST, v. or.

(all c. gen. of the price). &p>
It is hoicever usually rendered by

(i. e. to be sold) or
(to be saleable or for

sale) : e. g. what does this cheese

c. ? (what is the price of it ? how
is it sold?) 6;
athg c.'s me a good deal (1] prop. :

with ref. to money), Xa-
: (2]

fig.), : it

c.'s some trouble, or-. :

athg c.'s a good deal of trouble,

: it c.'s no
trouble at all, -

: it has c.

me a good deal of exertion to ac-

quire athg,

(c. partcp.) : athg c.'s my
life, '
Tt : the war has c. a great many
lives, 6.
COSTIVE, (Hipp.).

To render c, -
or.

: c. constitution or

state of the stomach,, .
^
COSTIVENESS,,

., : also-
or., .

COSTLINESS,,
(exquisite quality).,
(great value).,
(luxury).

COSTLY,?, 2, and, 2 (of great value),, , (of things —
causing much outlay,, D., .).\,
2 (.; of things : of persons, the

two last = extravagant). Sts -, 2. 77?79, 2. -, 2.,,
(distbiguished).,
2, and, 3 (icith ref to

luxuryand splendour). A c. thing,

or or, ., :

to dress in c. apparel,.
COT or COTTAGE,,, . , . A small

C,, . (hut;. regular dwelling. L.). -, : to build a c,-.. -: to dwell in a c,

(. ; in a hut)...
COTTAGER. Crcl.withverbs.. [[ = Peasant]

Vid.
COTTON, s. "tpia

(125)

cou. , . C. -plant,,, .
COTTON, *,*, -, 3.

COUCH, v. Tf (Trans.).
lay] See the Syn. under that Ar-
ticle. To c. (athg) in writing,, : to

be c.-d in writing,. if To c. (= operate)

abyfor the cataract]. ..
One who c.'s for the cataract,, , 6.

COUCH, v. Tf (Intrans.)]
(pass.),-,.-

(ofan ill person). If Of^..
If To lie in ambush]. , (in

order to waitfor or spy athg out)

:

also .
COUCH, s. (g. t. bed or

c. ; dim. or)., , 6 (Horn. Od.,
Theocr.)., -, ., 6.,, 6, and-

(low c. z=. grabatus),. -, (= grabatus).,
(Horn. ; later mly in pi. =

marriage-bed).

COUCH-GRASS,,
and, .
COUCHANT,,

8[c. See to Couch.
COUCHER,,, 6.

COUGH, s. ,, 6.

A violent c, : a c-
medicine, '.

to have a c,/ or.
COUGH, v. or-.
COULTER, 07?, 7ro-, b. or,, .
COUNCIL,, . -, ., . -, ., .,.,,
(the members of the c). The

great c. at Athens, .
: to

convoke the c, or-
: to lay athg be-

fore the c, or. *fl A member
of the c], , 6. b. % C. of
war] or-., .. To hold a c. of
war,... If Cabinet c]
See Cabinet.
COUNCILLOR,,

b.,,,
b., b.

COUNSEL. If Deliberation]

and, ., ., .

COU
To take c. with aby about athg,

or.
: also. or -
: to take c. with

oneself,. -.. If Advice], .,-, . Good c,,
. , b : to give aby
c, (c. infin.) :

to assist aby both with c. and help,

kui

: to ask for aby's c, to fol-

low aby's c, &c. see Advice.
COUNSELLOR. If Adviser], b. or, b.,,,,, .,, . % Advocate] VlD.
COUNT, s. «if Computation]

Vid.
COUNT, v. (stronger,, to c.

up), .. To c
on a table, -

: to c. among athg,-
or .
' or : to

c. aby among the number of one's
friends, -. See also Syn. in to

Consider, if To c. over]-,.-. If To reckon or depend
upon] .-. .. I can c. safely

upon athg, , e.g., : to c. on aby's

assistance, -. If To calculate] Vid.
COUNTENANCE, s. f The

face, as image of the inner man], . , : also, .. To recognize a person
by his c, :

that has a sad, sullen c,-, 3 : to have a dull, sullen c," : to have a bright

C, .
to assume a serious c,

: a ve-
nerable C,, .,, : to assume a dig-

nified C,. -
: a calm c,, : to

change c, see tinder Colour : to

put aby out of c,
: to keep one's c,

: I can
hardly keep my c,

: to give c, see the

following A rticle.

COUNTENANCE, v. If =
Encourage,8$5].
To c. aby's plans or designs, -

: to be c.-d by aby,-
or .

COUNTER. If Of a money-
changer, Qc] (g. t.), .
if An imitation of coin],



cou cou cou
V. ?,, . ^J A stone

or mark in playing] or, .
COUNTER. See Against.
COUNTERACT,-..

(pass.).

COUNTERACTION, -, . ,.
COUNTERBALANCE,*-.,. To ef-

fect or establish a c,.
: to act as a c,

tlvai.
COUNTERBALANCE^•,-. (in an

active se?ise). or-
-rti/t (in an intrans.

COUNTER-CHARGE, «Wi-',.,?]. To
"bring a c.-c. agst aby,-..
COUNTERFEIT, . -

and.-. To c. coins,-
: — a seal,-

: he c.-d the seal and open-
ed the letter,

:

to c. a writing, or. See
to Forge. ^[ To put on tlie ap-
pearance of (= s

:

.mulare)]-?,-.
COUNTERFEIT, -FEITED,

adj.' (espy of coin ; but

also fig.), (g.

t.).,
(supposititious),, 2 (re-

probate) : also, 2
(pretended, not real ; e. g. friend-
ship), , 2 (not genuine),, 2 (false)., 3
(rr fictus). C. coin, -. See False.
COUNTERFEIT, s. Crcl.with

the adj. (e.g.,-, 8{C.).

COUNTERFEITER, -,,-.
COUNTERMAND, . -

or

. -..
COUNTERMAND, s. -* .

. COUNTERMARCH, s. -,, .,, .
COUNTERMARCH, . -. -..
COUNTERMINE, s. . g.

to make or work at a c.-.
COUNTERMINE, v.-

(Pohian
)

COUNTERPAIN
:
-POINTS.

See Coverlet.
COUNTERPART, -. But more usually ex-

pressed by an adj. following the
subst., e. g. or. To afford

(126)

the c. of athg,.
COUNTERPLEA. See

Countercharge.
COUNTER-PLOT, v. -

(. .), -
(. .).

COUNTERPOISE. See

Counterbalance, s. and adj.

COUNTERSIGN, (prps)-
or

(to tcrite below, e. g.).
COUNTERWORK. See

Counteract.
COUNTLESS. See Innume-

rable.
COUNTRY. 1 In contra-

distinction to town], q. -, 6 (usually in pi.). In
the c, . :
to live in the c,. : the life in

the c, , '
: to go into the c,

: to come
fm the c, -. [ A division or part of
a h.md, a region, spot], ., .,. A flat c,,, ., : a

hilly or mountainous c,,[] : in this C,'.
: fm what part of the c. ?

; fm what c. ?
;

3 : fm another c,, 3

:

fm a distant c,, 3 :

in the c,' : up the c, /s. .
: to go up the c,-. or :

the custom of the c, -, 6 : the law of the c, -, : the religion of

the c, , . ,
: the custom of the c, -, 6.

: the language of

the c, :

the costume of the.,, , .
or, : the c. of a friendly na-

tion, [], : the ene-
my's c,, . -[] : to invade the ene-

my's ft, -
: to order aby to leave the

C,-^ >.
: to be ordered to

leave the c,. -. or. ^\ In a restricted sense

(=fatherland)],, .
[]. ^° It may

also be rendered by simply,

or, in cases where the mean-
ing is clearfm the context. With-
out a c, that has no c,,, , : that loves his c, -,, b, : fm the same
C, . to leave

one's c, ,
: to be far fm one's c,
: to show oneself grate-

ful to one's c,
Trj : wherever

we are well off, there is our c. (ubi

bene, ibipatria),TOi,,-' ' tis '.

love of one's C,., : alover of

his c, see Patriot.
COUNTRY -AIR, 6

or.
COUNTRY- ESTATE, -, .. ., .

small c.-e.., .
COUNTRY-GIRL,

or , .
COUNTRY-HOUSE,-,, ., (build-

ing on a farm).

(

COUNTRY-LIFE,,
. . 6. '.
COUNTRYMAN, f = Fel-

low-counti-ymun], 6, or,, . -, 6 (only of slaves) . Our
ft,, : your c,-, . PI., . -, .
COUNTRY-PEOPLE. ^ =

Rustics'] VlD. .
(Plut. Vit.

Pericl., 34) : also .
COUNTRY-SEAT.' See

Country-house.
COUNTRY -TOWN, -,,., .
COUP DE SOLEIL,-,, .-,, ., . One

suffering fm a c,,, , : to suffer fm a c,
(pass.),.

COLTPLE, S. ",. -, . or,, . A married ft,

: this ft, . ^[

Pig. : a fete], , .,, . 1 Band, link],
.
COL'PLE, .",-,.
COURAGE,, . -, ., ., ., ., .

show ft, ... : to have
great c, . -

: to take C,,
(pass.), .

: to take c. again, -. :

to inspire aby with c, or
or or -
or . -
^. or

: to raise aby's ft,

or -, :

to raise aby's c. again,-.\ : to lose one's ft,.. .. .



cou
: to lose one's c.

in doing athg,

: to break aby's c,,-
or

: want of c,, ., ., .
COURAGEOUS,

or, 3. ?, 2.,,. -, 2., 2.,
2. and, 3. -, 3. To be c.,», : to render aby
C., or. .-..
COURAGEOUSLY, ..,.
COURIER,,,

6.,.,
6., . To send a c., -. -: c.'s are coming,-.
COURSE, (g. t), ., (espy of the quick motion

of animals and lieavenly bodies),, , , and, (only

ofa river), , , (of a
ship). The c. of a planet (round
the earth or sun),, ., : also (poet.) :

to take its c., :

to take its c. to such or such a

place or in some direction (of a
river),

: to complete its

c. (of a heavenly body),. [ Progress]-., . To check the c.

of athg, ..
: to let athg take its c,

: to liave its free c,
or'

: in the c. of time,-, -
: the c. of worldly

things, -. :

in the c. of nature,. C. (= mode) of ac-

tion] To follow such or such a
C, '. U C.

of exchange]. The c. of exchange is

rising, :

the c. of exchange is going down,' . ^[

A c. of dishes], .-, , also, at : e.g.

the first, second c,,-. % Race-c], (pi.). -, . C. of life] , ., , . or. ^|

Of c] . -. -. A matter of c,-
: that is a mat-

ter of C,
: I must of c. do this, -..

COURSE, v. m = To hunt

(127)

COU
Iiares] (Aristoph.).

One who is fond of c.-ing,-,, . In thegeneral senses

see to Hunt, to Chase.
COURSER,, , .

or ', .
COURSING, .

See Hunting.
COURT, s. 1 Both an open

place infront of or behind a house], . ^f C of a sovereign, ., , . -, al (tL• household

of a prince). The c. (in the ab-

stract),, -,
(the courtiers). Of or belong-
ing to the c,, 3: to go,

or be introduced, or presented,
at C., ,

or or--, -
or : at

., or
: an attendant or ser-

vant at c, -, : favour at ,
: residence

of the C, -
: c. intrigue,-, (Polyb.) : fa-

shion at C,, . -, : a c. lady, --, . | To pay ones c. to aby]. ff C. ofjus-
tice],.,. [ The c. (in the abstract)], , . To bring athg
before a c, 7rpos

: to place aby
before a c,, or simply-

or : to address
the C, -

: to summon before

a c, ' , or simply
: to he summoned to

appear before a c,
(pass.) : to appear before a c,

or

or .
: to ap-

pear for aby in c, or' : the c. is sit-

ting, or .
COURT, v. U To pay one's

c. to] . To c.

aby (by flattery), to c. favours,

&c, . -. -.. % As
lover], and

(). One that

c 's for another,,, . -
(Xen. Cyr. viii. 4. 17).

COURT-BARON, (prps) oi

/tv.
COURT OF CHANCERY,, oi. Tbe pro-

perty of a ward in the c,-, : a ward in c,, ., .

GOV
" COURT- DAY,, . , .
COURT-LIKE. See Cour-

teous.
COURT-MARTIAL,-

oi Is

or., .
try aby by a c.-m., -: to hold a c.-m.,'-.
COURT-MINION,,
(g.t) : or by Crcl., e.g. -.
COURT-YARD. See Court.
COURTEOUS. See Polite.
COURTEOUSLY. See Po-

litely.
COURTEOUSNESS. ^Po-

liteness.,. To
display c. towards aby, treat him
with c, .
COURTESY, (e.g.[88.]). See

i^OLITET

COURTESY, s. 1 = Cour-
Vid. If Reverence

by women] E. g. to make
ac, (prps),..
COURTIER, f Prop.: one

who lives at court], . PI.

oi ., oi. "i\ Fig. :

to act thee].-
(to have haughty

manners).

COURTLINESS. See Cour-
teousness.
COURTLY. See Courteous,

Polite.
COURTSHIP,,

(Pint.),, (Eur.) :

or by vei-bs under to Court
;
prps

also , oi (i. e.

the declaration itself),, oi.

COUSIN,, . A fe-

male C,, .
COVE. See Bay, Shelter.
COVENANT, s. See Com-

pact.
COVENANT, v. TI To make

a Compact] Vid.
COVENANTER, -

or,.
COVER, s. 1 Any moveable

thing ichich is placed on another],,,, .,
(g. tt.). | Of a pot], .
ifIn a more extended sense]-,, (any outer

covering that is placed or wrapped
round athg) : also, . -, . ,-,,. ,, (a leather covering). A c.

of wicker-work, &c,, ., : to make or plait c.'s,

: a woollen c. or

coverlet,, : the c. or

roof of a coach or vehicle,,
. $gf A ny envelop, encasement,

Qc, may be rendered by the term,, or,.
To put a c. on athg, see to Cover.
*T[ Protection (fig.)] Vid. A c.



cov
(agst athg), () : also, (a guard, protection),, {any defensive contri-

vance) : to afford a c,
or : to be

under c. (= shelter) of athg,. *H Metaph.

:

pretext],-, ., .
use athg as a c,.
COVER, V.,-., (with

athg, by way of preserving it).

(to put a c. upon, by

way of ornament) . (e.g.).,-, (with a roof),,,-
(to wrap round, c. with

any integument) .,
(to occupy, be spread

over athg).,-
(to conceal), (to

put on a ft, e. g. , a
lid on athg). Poet.,-. (of something
spread over, e. g. ", -, . if.). To c.

myself with glory, ('-) : to c. aby
with shame,' :

the snow c.'s every thing,

or
: to c. all over,-

: to c. the sea with ships,-
: the plain is c.-d with flow-

ers,

: c.-d,, 2., 3 (with a roof, S^c)., 3 (wrapt up ivith

athg)., 3 (concealed) :

c. with trees, (.).
"f[ To protect, guard] Vid. % To
copulate (of
COVER, s.

Covert] Vid
COVERING, «ft Whatever is

placed on or over any object] See
Cover, if Dress] See the Syn.
under that Article.

^
COVERLET,,,

.,.
COVERT, s. f Fig.: a place

for shelter or retreat],, . ,. To place oneself under c.

agst,.
(pass.) : — agst athg, or

: to be under c,-. . ^[
A thicket], . , ,., .,.
A lurking-place] , 6., . ^ Of animals], 6., (lurking-

plaice ; espy of torpid animals),, j;.,, 6.,
h (lair of wild animals; form
of a hare). Ion. pi., ,
(haunts). If= thicket, Vid.
COVERT, adj. «U Skeltered]

See Covered,' prop, and fig., un-
der to Cover. [ Concealed], 3., 3., 2.

(128)

coz
COVERTLY,..
COVET,,-,, (to have a

strong desire after),,-
(stronger term), '-

and , also

(to demand), or, -
(to lust after).

COVETABLE. See Desira-
ble.
COVETOUS, ', oD-,., 3.-, 3.,, 6. -,, . -, 2 : also-, 3 (stronger term). To be ,, , -

or : to make
aby c,
'. See also to Covet.
COVETOUSLY, ..
COVETOUSNESS,-, . 6 or'.

or, . Vile c,', : insatiable c,, : out of or fm c,, .
COVEY. See Brood.
COW,,, : also -.,, .

young ,, , : to feed

the c.'s,.
COW-DUNG,, ., .
COW-HAIR,

or .
COW-HERD,, 6.

COW-HIDE,, . -, .
COW-HORN, ,.
COW-HOUSE,,.,. ,, .
COWARD,,,,. -, ., 6.-, , . To be or act as

a c,.
(pass.),.
t

COWARDICE^itXia^a/a'a,, ., .
COWARDLINESS. See

Cowardice.
COWARDLY,,-, 2.,, 2. In

ac. way,,,-,, also (e.

g.. Hdt.). C. behaviour,, ., : to act
in a c. manner,. -

(pass.),.
COWER,, -..-.
COXCOMB,, 6., 6., .
COY,, 3. ', 2., 2., 2. -.
COYLY,..
COYNESS, ',, .., v. See

Modest.
COZEN. See to Cheat.

CRA
COZENAGE. See Trickery.
COZENER. See Cheat.
CRAB,, 6 (stands both

for crawfish and the constellation

Cancer). "[J A morosefellow] See

Crabbed.
CRABBED,, 2., 3., 3. -, 2., 2. %

Difficult, confused] VlD.

^
CRABBEDLY,..,-.
CRABBEDNESS, -,, ., ., . -, .
CRACK, s. 1 The sound of

athg cracking], 6.-,. -, 6. ^[ A chink],.,.,, . To get c.'s,-
(pass.).

CRACK, v. H (TRANS.)]-,',.. To c. nuts, -
or : to C.

aby's skull, -
CRACK, . " (Intrans.) To

produce a sound].-,. ^ To open
in chi?iks],-, (pass.),, (pass.).

U Fig. : to boast] Vid.
CRACK-BRAINED. See

Crazy.
CRACK-HEMPorC.-ROPE,, , b.

CRACKLE,. See al-

so to Crack. A c.-ing noise,, b. , ~, 6.

CRACKLING. See tc

Crackle.
CRACKNEL, (prpe) -, b (Dem. de Cor., p. 314, §

260).

CRADLE, s. -,., . or
better (.)• Fm one's c,, ,. ,. To rock in a c,-

or'. Metam. :

origin, birth] VlD.
CRADLE, v. f To lay in a

ft] (p)ps) '-.
CRAFT. If A manual trade]

See Trade. "f[ Cunning] Vid.

TI A small vessel] See Ship, Ves-

CRAFTILY. See Cunning-
ly.

CRAFTINESS. See Cunning.
CRAFTSMAN. -See Trades-

man.
CRAFTY. See CvsmxG,adj.
CRAG. See Rock, Cliff.
CRAGGED or

f

CRAGGY,, 3., 2. -, 2.,-, 2., 3 (of the soil).

CRAGGEDNESS, -
v.

CRAM, v...



CRA.. Toe. into,.. -: to c. athg into athg, -.' .
: to c. be-

tween athg,

: to c. full,-. . If To c.

(as poultry)].... C.-d,^, 3.

CRAM (oneself),

?.. -.
CRAMP, s. If Spasm]-, .,.,, . To get the c.,,

(pass.), ?. if A c.-iron],., 6., .-, 6. To fasten together with,.,..-..
CRAMP, . % To have the

c, or l)e c.-d], -
(pass.), -. if To fasten together

tvith a c] See under Cramp, s.,

codr. ^J To confine] Vid. To be
c.-d in one's circumstances,-
". -

: to be c.-d,

.
CRAMP-FISH,, .
CRAMP-IRON. .See Cramp,

s.

CRANE. If The bird]-, . The keeping of c.'s, -
, (P.). if A machine

for raising iveights], -., . , 6

(.). To raise or haul up with a

c. (rather prps windlass),

CRANE'S BILL (a plant),, .
CRANNY. See Chink.
CRAPE,' or,. Mourning c,,.
CRAPULENCE,,

. ,, . To sleep

off one's c,. -.
CRAPULOUS. See Drunk-

en.
CRASH,??. (Intrans.). -..
CRASH, s., 6. -,.
CRASSITUDE, -^ ., , .,, .
CRATCH,, . -, .
CRATE,, 6 (for dry-

ing or straining things on ; e. g.

cheeses).

CRATER (ofa volcano),-,, b., . -, (g. t. for any yawning
opening).

CRAVAT,, .
CRAVE, if To ask, begfor]

or (c. infin.).

To desire, longfor] Vid.
CRAVEN. See Coward.

(129)

CRE
CRAVING,,,

., b.

CRAUNCH,, -
(to grind with the teeth,). , (esply of

crunching it up greedily. Com.),
(to chew).

CRAW,, b. -,, b.

CRAWFISH,, b

(prob. the common crab).

CRAWL, s.,.
CRAWL, v. See to Creep.

To come c.-ing along,,.
CRAWLING,, b.

CRAYON,, b
(a pencil), ., . To draw in c.'s,-.
CRAZE. if To pulverize]

Vid. if To turn the brain]-. > -..
CRAZED,, 2,

and,, , .-, 2., 3.,, ., 3.,
2. To become c,-

(pass.): to bee,-. (pass.),.
CRAZ1NESS. If Ofthebody], or. if Of tlie mind], . See

Madness.
CRAZY. If Weak, impaired],,2.,

3., 2., 2. if

With ref. to the mind],..,
,.. <5 Crazed. To be

C, .-,-. (pass. ;stronger

term) : to become c,-
(pass.),. (pass.)

: to turn or make
aby c,..
CREAK,..
CREAKING, s. , .

xf/, . The c. of shoes,, , .
CREAKING, adj. E.g.&c.

noise, see Creaking, s.

CREAM, -, or. Whipt
c,, (frothed milk.

Gel.) : fig., if Met-
on. : the flower, the best of athg]

See Flower.
CREASE,,, .

That has a c. or c.'s,,
2. See Fold.
CREATE. if To produce,

bringforth what did not exist]-...-. : also

(to shape, frame).

CRE
(to lay thefoundation of:

so N. Test), «[f To elect, appoint]..-. (all c. double
ace). . g. -•. if
cawse];., S[c. See
to Cause. To c. laughter,-

or : to c envy,
: to c. a disturbance,: to c. a sensation,-
().

(pass.) : to c. admi-
ration or astonishment,,
S^c. (see ante) : to c. pity or sym-
pathy, or

: to c. a wish or de-

sire, or -. to c. disturbances among
the people, -

or or. if

invent] Vid.
CREATION. If A bringing

forth (in general)] or.,,
., (the latter word how-
ever is occasionally met with to

express the sum of created things,

as in Plat. Phadr. 245, ), -
or -, . Fm the c. of the world,

(New
Test). if The sum of thifigs

created] .
or. -, ., . Thee, of the

universe, »7 :
the day of c,. if Election to an office]

See Election.
CREATIVE,, 3., 2., 3.

CREATOR, £ -, or,., b (he that

bringeth forth), b (.
. Test.), , , b (in-

ventor), or-
or , also

(lie that is the cause of
athg). The c. of the world,

or:
the c. of mankind, b

: the c. of a
work, b or-

or '-
: c. of an art, b

: remember thy c, -
(Old

Test).

CREATURE,,. '-, ., . A living ,
,, : to serve the c. more
than the creator,

(St.

Paul), if Servile, dependent]-, (P. ; hireling, depend-

ant), or b .
The c.'s of Pompey, ol -

: low c, -, : a good c, (prps)-.
CREDENCE. See Syn. in

Faith. "If A letter of c] See

Credentials.
CREDENTIALS,



CRE CRE CRI, -. To give

aby his c, . -.
CREDIBILITY,,, . . ,

£ios, ., . The c.

of athg is rather doubtful, -.
CREDIBLE,, 3. -, 3., 2. -, 2., .
CREDIBLY,.
CREDIT, s. ', ,

(conviction). Togive c. to athg,7rt-

: to find c,.
or. -

(pass.; ofpersons and
things), e.g. the flatterers will in-

jure those who may think them
deserving of c,//?; deserving of c.,, 2 : to give or attach

c. (to athg),,
(pass.), or-

or (i. e.

to believe it to be) : to give or at-

tach no c. to athg,, : they
attach c. to what I am saying,

(pass.). Tf Reputa-
tion], . ,-, ., . To enjoy great

, .
(pass.) ,
(pass.) . U To do
aby c. (= is praiseworthy, ?.)]
Athg does me c,. . -'.

(stronger term) or -
: athg does me

no c., or.. ' . %
In a commercial sense],, (as the ground of trusting

aby). (the deferring of
payment). To give (athg) on c,

: on c., 7' :

to buy (sell) on c, ', (.) :

to give aby c, or '( ),'-: to

set athg down to aby's c,-
: c. given to aby

on a bill,

or -
: c. is the soul of commerce,

. -
(D.) :

aby's c. is good,

: a letter of c,
(prps) -.
CREDIT, v.

1J
To believe, to

take to be true iviihout sufficient

proof]». *[J To take athg
on aby's word] (pass.)..,-. To c. what aby says,

: to c. athg,

: not to c.

athg, .
(130)

: they c. what I am
saying, (pass.). U
In a mercantile sense] See ' to give

Credit.'
CREDITABLE. U Respect-

able] Vid. If Laudable, honor-

able] Vid. See ' is a Credit to

one.'

CREDITABLY. See Honor-
ably, Resfectably.
CREDITOR,, od,

6. 6,. -, (sc. ), -,, (c. gen. pi.).
To satisfy one's c.'s,--.

:

to cheat one's c.'s.,.
CREDULITY,, .,.
CREDULOUS,, 2.., 2. To be

., (pass.).

CREED. Confession offaith], ., (. S.). U
In a narrower sense] ,
(opinion).

CREEK. See Bay.
CREEP, (g. t).-(.; also ofplants, e. g. the ivy.

In Att. only aor. 1, to supply aor.

to ). Of worms,-. To c. on all fours,-: to c. into,-,' : to c. out of

athg, . % Fig.:

(= be servile)] See Servile. %
To move on slowly]. -

(pass. ; both of animate
objects). (oftime, to c. o?i).,. If To
c. in (as a mistake)].
CREEPER. U One who creeps]

Crcl. icith the verbs. H Creeping
pfont] See Creeping, adj.

CREEPING (assubsl.),-, (prop.).

CREEPING (as adj.),-. C. animals, .
IT Servile] Vid. % Of plants], 2 (icith a low c.

stalk. Theoph. aaXo^slow,
groicing low. . opp., . : so,
Pol.), (c. on the ground.
Anthol.). (c.

on the ground with abundant foli-

age. St. Basil),,
(both Tlieoph. ;

growing round or attaching itself

to other plants or trees).

CREEPINGLY. SeeSlowly.
CREPITATE,. -.-
CREPUSCULAR,.
CRESCENT, -

(c. and decrescent),

(if waodng).

(if waning).

(the first and last quar-
ter). In the form of a c,-,, 2.

CRESS,,.
CRESSET. See Beacon.

CREST. % Of animals] -, . , . ^ The c. of
a helmet], . (the

apex of a helmet), . , ., (the plume). *& A
coat of arms],. -, ., .
CREST-FALLEN. See De-

jected.
CREVICE. See Crack, s.

and v.

CREW. % Multitude], ),, ., ., . , . H Of
ship], ., ., : also,, .
CRIB. 1 For horses,

f, ., . 5
The stall of an ox],,
.,.,., . % A child's

c] See Cradle.
CRIBBLE, s. 1 Sieve] Vid.
CRIBBLE, v. t To pass

through a sieve].-..'.
CRICK. See to Creak.
CRICKET,,, .
CRIER,,, .
CRIME,,. -,., . -

or, . -,, .
ipyov, ., . To commit a ,

or-...-.:
athg is punished as a capital c,

: to make
athg a capital c,

: to

be tried for a capital c,
: capital c,

(Lye),, . , : to

commit so great a c,
: such

were the c.'s he had committed,: stain-

ed with c.'s of the deepest dye,.
CRIMINAL, *,,

2., 2., 2. -^, ,
3., 2. Athg is , "-, -: a c. court,, :

a c. cause, (Ulp. ;

the state being prosecutor) : a c.

charge, (Ulp.):

a c. case or proceeding,,
: to commence a c. proceeding

agst aby, .
CRIMINAL, s., .

A vile c, , :
to confess to be the greatest c,-, . a great

C.j,, .
CRIMINALITY. See Wick-

edness, . .
CRIMINALLY. «H Wickedly]

Vid. If With ref. to the law] e. g.

to prosecute aby c,



CM. See ' Criminal prosecu-

tion.'

CRIMTNATE. See Accuse.
CRIMINATION. See Accu-

sation, Charge.
CRIMINATORY. Crcl.with

verbs in to Accuse.
CRIMSON,, 2., 3. or-, 2.

CRINGE. «ft To how orfawn]
To c. before aby,.,.-, (D.) : also.
CRINGING,

(poet,). In a c. man-
ner,.
CRIPPLE, s.*, 2. To

make aby a c., : like

a c.,, 2., 3.

CRIPPLE, v. f Prop. : to

make a c. of]. -
(by beating).

Fig. : to debilitate, impede]
VlD.
CRISIS,, . ,

. (== critical opportunity).

To find oneself in a c,. $&t If = critical point

(of athg), , or sim-

ply, . At a C., ,. (on

razors edge) : in the very c. of

the danger, :

to push athg to a c,
: the c. of

an illness, with or with-

out .
CRISP, adj. if Curled] See

to Curl. H Brittle] Vid.
CRISP, v. See to Curl.
CRISPING-IRON,,, .
CRISPNESS. -See Brittle-

CRITERION,, TO., ., . -
or -.

CRITIC, f A judge of any
literary or artistical object] -, , b., , 6., 6. An excellent c,, b. "\ A severe

censor], b. ,, b., ov, b. \\-
(that criticizes fm indigna-

tion orfindsfault with) : also-, , b.

CRITICAL, Belonging or

referring to criticism],
3. A c. author,, b : to

give a c. opinion on athg,'. .-. | Censorious]-, 2., , ., 2., 3.

Belonging to a crisis and thus

dangerous], -, 2., 2.., ., 2. -, 2. , 3. U
With ref to disease'].. Decisive] (on

wch all depends). See Crisis.
The c. dav of an illness,

(131)

CRO
with or without,

(Hipp.) : the c. point,

(of a disease. Hipp.) :

a c. year (of one's life),.
CRITICALLY,. To

treat or investigate athg c,-, ." .,-
.
CRITICISM. Tf Examination

(espy according to artistical rules]

See Critic.
CRITICIZE, -, .'
. % To reprehend]

or.
(aby'sfaults).

To be c.-d,. "-. or .
CROAK, f As afrog].. "[j As a raven, %c]

and. To c. at,. (both

.).
CROAKER (improp.),-,, b or .
CROAKING,, b.

CROCK. See Pot.
CROCKERY,, b.

CROCODILE,,
b.

CRONE,,, .
CRONEY,,-, .
CROOK, s. « Curve, bend]

Vid. 1 Hook] Vid. [ A shep-

herd's C.] , .
Poet,, , (.
and Anthol.). , (Apoll.

Rhod.). By hook or by c] -
(D.).. (in some

way or other).

CROOK, v. H To bend] Vid.
CROOK-BACKED, -
(, os) .

CROOK-SHANKED,-, 2 (bent inwardly),-,, , (bent out-

wardly) .

CROOKED,,
3., 3 (that is not straight

grown, e. g. )., 3 (bent inwards), or-
(of the legs),, 3 (bent

outwards), (of the nose),, 3 (of a beak), -
(winding. Plut.).

(rounded ; e. g. of the shoulders,. .). Poet.,-,.
(Eur.). To walk c,. % Pig.•' perverse]-

(. Hes. ,. P. ; not straight-

forward),, 2., 3. . , 2.

*See Perverse, (poet.

Eur.). To walk in c. paths,-
(Hes.). -

(P.).

CROOKEDLY,-,, See..
CROOKEDNESS. 1 Per-

versely] (e.g. ofaboiv;
also — perverseness) .,
., . H Fig. : perverse-

CRO
ness (of mind)], . -, .,, .
CROP, s. f The craw of a

bird], b.,,. % Thefruit of the earth]
b (g. t.).,
b (corn, both if warehoused or
standing as c.'s in thefields),,

(if standing in the fields), -, (if housed). Deficient
c.'s (of corn),. -'., : abun-
dant c.'s,, . -, : to get in the
c.'s, (of corn), '-, or-

(of any kind of
fruit) : the gathering of the c.'s,, .

CROP, v..
(to dock, fyc). To c. the tail,

or

(of a horse, ) : to c.

flowers,. Poet.,' (Eur.) : — ears of
corn,' : — (of ani-

mals) grass, &c,, ',
: having a c.-d tail,-. (Hesych.) : to c.

trees, (= lop).

See to Cut. "[J To gather the

c.'s] See Crop, s.

CROP-FULL. See Full.
CROSS, s. 1) Asfigure] ,., (if lying),, (if erect). To

mark with a c, : in the
shape of a c,, 3. -

: to put in the shape of a c,//. : to make
a c,
(with, an intent ofwarding off athg

unfortunate). *\ 2) As meansfor
executing criminals], b.

To put to death on a c,-. : to nail

to a c,? : to

die on the c,
: the death on the c,, : to die the

death on the c,
: in the form of a c,, 3., -, 3: to take up his c,

(.
Test.) : one that bears his c,

(prop.).

[ Fig. : adversity, suffering]-, ., .
CROSS, adj. "[J Transverse]

(placed or put across).

See also Cross-wise. Two c.

sticks,, . "[j Con-
trary] e. g. c. accident,,, . If Sullen, ill-

tempered], 2. To be c,~ (pass.),-. : to make aby c,. -
: to be c. with aby,-.
CROSS. See Across.
CROSS, v. «fi (Trans.) To

lay crossiuise] ... C.-d (=
laid across),, 3 : to c.

(one another),, (pass.).

2



CRO CRO CRU
If To go across"],

(pass.),-, ,. To c.

a ditch,,-
or : to c.

a river, a bridge, &c,
, : toe. a moun-

tain, or-
: to c. athg (ofpersons),

: to make (troops)

c., (e. g. -. X.) : to c. a place (of per-

sons) or at a place,.... -
(ofa vessel) : easy to c,, 2..-, 2 (for cavalry) : difficult

to c,?, 2. If Of in-

animate objects] e. g. -
(to be c.-d by a ridge of

mountains). To c. athg (in such
or such a direction),

(with or without : also-, (only of
things) : to c. each other, or one
another, .
Tf Of a river]

cos . If To thivart]

e. g. to c. aby's plans or design,' .
or.

: to c. aby's hope, -
: to

be c.-d (ofplans, cjr.),

or : I see

my hope c.-d, -
: (one's plan)-. If Toe.

aby's mind] e. g. athg c.'s iny mind,. -, . *[f

c. out],,. g^" To c. oneself

(if used with the collateral notion

of its being done with a supersti-

tious view of averting any impend-
ingfatal accident, may be rendered
by a phrase expressive of similar
superstitious practices explained by
the phrase itself)] Tpts-

.
CROSS-BAR,, 6. -, .,.
CROSS-BEAM,,, ,, 6. -, .
CROSS-BOW can only be ren-

dered by thegeneral term of ,
(a bow).

CROSS-EXAMINATION,
(prps), ..
CROSS-EXAMINE, -.
CROSS-LINE,'-
CROSS- STREET,, .

;
CROSS-WAY, ,
'CROSSING, « The act of

going across]«, .-,. A c. of the
borders,

:

after the c. of the river,

(132)

() . If

[=s cross-way)] , .
CROSSLY. «If Peevishly]

c. (=r cross-way)] ,.
CROSSNESS,, .7)/, .-,, .
CROTCH. See Crook.^
CROUCH,, -

: (if fm fear),,. "|[

To salute in a servile manner]
To c. at aby's feet, (-). -
, :8-' or

or.
(pass.).

CROW, s. 1 The bird] -, . A young c,-,, . If An instrument]

A c.-bar,, . "ft C.-foot

(a herb)],, ., .
CROW, .. :

(of a cock)..
H Fig.: to c. (= to boast)]-

(to triumph
over),.-..-.
CROW-FOOT. ! plant]

See Crow, s. If Caltrop] Vid.
CROWD, s.,. -, (esply of persons), ,
(a large and noisy assembly)., (only of soldiers), -, ., (of things

oizly). , b -
(a great crowd) : also-, . -, .. A dense c,-, : to collect in c.'s,

or : to

be crashed by the c,
(pass.), (pass.). *ff

Of inanimate objects] See Heap.
CROWD, v. (Trans.) See

to Cram and to Fill.
CROWD, v. T[ (Intrans.).

To c. together in a mass (of per-
sons)] or -. See also to Congre-
gate, to Flock (together). (Of
things).-

(pass.),. To be
c.-d, see next Article.

CROWDED,,2.-,, 2., 3,

and, 2 (with athg, -
).
CROWN, s., .,., .,. To place the c. upon aby's

head,

: to come to the

C, or

: the heir to the c,
or -, . If Metaph.: the c.

(— summit, <$£C.) of athg]-, , ov. She is the c.

of female perfection, -
: to put the c.

on athg, '

. -. "ff Meton. : the state] Vid.
CROWN, V..

or. To c. aby as king,-.
»}, -

: the end c.'s the work,
7rpos.
CROWN-PRINCE. See 1

heir

to the Crown.'
CRUCIAL,. To make

a c. incision (of a surgeon),-
.
CRUCIATE. See Excru-

ciate.

CRUCIFIXION,-, ., .
CRUCIFY,.

(to a cross like that

of Jesus). To be c.-d with
CHRIST,
(New Test.).

f

CRUDE, f Unwrought]-
(also ' undigested] of

food. .), 2. ,
2., 2 (undigested, un-
ripe). If Raw, unfinished, 8^c], 2., 3 (undigested

;

also= raw), b, ,. .
(without cultivation) : also, 2 (mentally only), or. 3., 2 (defi-

cient in taste).

CRUDELY,, cjfe. See
Rudely, Ignorantly.
CRUDENESS,,,
(g. t. rawness and unripeness),, ., . -, (want of cultivation),, (want of taste),,, (want of man-

ners),, . -,, ij (hardness, harshness),., (want

of polish).

CRUDITY. See Crudeness.
If Indigestion] Vid.
CRUEL,, 3. , 3., 3. , , ., 3., 3.-, 2. , 3., 2.

A C. act,, -, ., .,, .
CRUELLY. Formed with ike

adjj. under Cruel.
CRUELTY,,-,,,-,,, . -,. To commit c.'s to

wards aby,. -
(pass.).

CRUET,,,
(any small flask),, ., (for oil), ,, ., (for vine-

gar).

CRUISE, s. t Cruet] Yid.

If Of a vessel], , or, , (g. t.).,, b, or (the sail-

ing round). To sail on a c, see
to Cruise.
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CRUISE, v.' (g. t.).

To c. (as a pirate-vessel),-.
CRUISER, -. IT = Pirate vessel] Vin.
CRUMB,,, b or fi-. 6 (any small piece). C.

of bread, .? (pi•)• - : also

(fm the Greeks
wiping theirhandson it. A ristoph.):

to pick up c.'s, : a
small c, (. Test.), -,.,. . *[f Fig.

:

to pick up one's c.'s] -. (Eur.).

CRUMBLE or CRUM, -...
xf/...
t

CRUMPET (of bread), prps, .
CRUMPLE,.-...-.
CRUPPER,,, .
CRUSADE, , 6.

CRUSH, s. See Contusion.
*U A dense crowd] See Crowd.
CRUSH, v., -.,-'..,..-,.,.,-...-

(all in the sense of beating,

breaking, reducing into atoms). ^[

Fig.].. -..
(to destroy utterly).

CRUST (of bread),,
(congealed c. on the top ofathg).(, outside of a

loaf). To have hardly a c. to

eat, (to scoop out

the salt-cellar). *\[ An outer coat-

ing, rind] See Rind.
CRUSTACEOUS. E. g. c.

animals, , .,.
CRUTCH, s., f,.

To walk on c.'s, -
(pass.).

CRUTCH, V.,-. (to support

by a prop, fyc).

CRY, v. H To shout out].. or-... To c. loud,..-. : to c. with all

one's might,. -
TtTitjut'i/ios or : to C.

after athg, : they all

c.-d out together,: to c. for help,:
to hear aby c,

: to c. over or about athg,.'. | To c (= to weep)]-
(to shed tears), or-. To c. about athg,

(or c. partcp.).

(or c. partcp.). To c. at one's

misfortune, -
or :

(133)

without c.-ing, : to

make (aby) c., -
or (lit., set aby

c.-ing). T| Of little children]..
U To C. out], -.,-

(by a herald, Sfc). "
c. down],. -. -

'. TJ To c. unto] See to

Invoke. | To c. up] See to

Praise. % To c. out agst (aby)]. ..
CRY, s., . , *, ., . -, (exclamation). See

also Clamour. To utter a c,. .
(to utter a loud c).( (with pain) : a c. of

joy,, . ', : to utter a c. of
joy, or -, : a
c. of joy is raised, -. *\

The c. of hounds] -, . ^ A battle-c],
as, -. To raise a battle-c,-.
CRYSTAL, s.,

with and without, b. Trans-
parent as c.,, 3., 2 : to be as

clear as c,.
CRYSTAL or -TALLINE,

adj., 3.-^. Clear, transparent], 2. To be of a

c. nature, (. ).
CRYSTALLIZE, v. (Intr.).

(prps) -().
CUB, s.,

(young fox),, (young
bear). % The young of other ani-

mals] See "Whelp, Puppy.
CUB, v...
CUBE,. In the shape

of a c,, 2.-, 2., 3: a c. (=
c. number), or, . . ^[ As adj.]

The c.-root, , .
CUBIC or CUBICAL,-, 3 (in form),, 3 (i.

e. solid). A c. foot,-, : c. number,-
or , , or

simply, .
CUBIT,,, . One,

two, three, four, c.'s long,-, 3.,,-, 2 : ten c.'s long,-] ^us : half a c. long,-, 2.

CUCKOLD,, , ., . To make
aby a c, (prov.. Artemid.).

CUCKOO,, , .
To cry c, : ! (the

cry), (indecl.) : to sing a c.

cry, .
CUCUMBER,' or -

, .,, . A bed,,, : c. seed,,.
CUD. . g. to chew the ,

and-.. or
(also in mid.),-

,. Chewing the c,-,., . ^j Fig.:
to think upon] See Consider, v.

T| Cud, = mouthful] Vid.
CUDGEL, s., .,., (stick, rod).

To beat with a c,.' (Hes.). -
or .. .

CUDGEL, . See 'to beat

with a Cudgel.'
CUDGELLING,. po-, b. To get a c.-ing,,.
CUE. H A hint] Vid. •[[

Humour] e. g. to be in a c. for

athg, see Humour.
CUFF, .
CUFF, s. 1 A bloiv] Vid.

To come to fisty-c.'s (with aby),

or .,,..
CUIRASS,, , .

To put on a c,..
CUIRASSIER,,
, . , .

regiment,, .
CULINARY. . g. the c. art,,.-, ., n ' c. uten-

sils, &C, ,.
CUL-DE-SAC, to'ttos-

(Th. 3, 98).

CULL. See to Gather, to

Choose, to Select.
CULLION. See Knave.
CULMINATE, f Prop. : of

a star, S[c.]. ^1 Fig. :

to be high or at the summit], .,.
reach the c.-ing point (of athg),' .
^CULMINATION f Prop.:

of stars], . Crcl.

with verbs, e. g. to reach or have

reached its point of c,-. % Fig. : moment of the

highest development of power] -, h- To reach its point of c.,. ,
iX
CULPABLE. See Blame-

able.
CULPABLENESS or -BILI-

TY. See Blameableness.
CULPABLY. See Blame-

ably.
CULPRIT. .See Criminal.
CULTIVATE. If Of land],.,:$.-.»

(to colonize). I c. (a piece) of



CUL CUR CUR
land, : to c

a field,,. Of
intellectual cultivation]

(g. t.). -.... To
c. oneself, become c.-d,. or-

or \ :

plants or fruit highly c.-d,,': to c. athg,

.-
. (pass.) -, : to

c. virtue, : to c.

an art, or

or .
: to c. the sciences,

or : to c. aby's ac-

quaintance, -
: to c. aby's friendship, -\ or..
CULTIVATION,,, (the bringing into

c, the reclaiming waste ground),, ., . -, ., or simply (the work
itself),,,
(tJte c. of the soil or land). Fit
for c,. ^j Intel-

lectual c. ],,
., . or. The c.

of one's manners,, f]., (a rectifying, im-
proving) : the c. of science,.
See also Study. The c. of the
arts, ., ., .
CULTIVATOR. 1 Withref.

to agriculture], 6.

) . % In an
intellectual point of view] 6-,, (one

who furthers athg in general). To
be a c. of science or knowledge,
&c, -

or : to be a c. of
an art,.
CULTURE,, . -

or .. See AGRI-
CULTURE. H Mentally or intel-

lectually speaking] , 6,

and , .,
(cultivation, both as an art and

state of mental c).,
(a raising out of the natural ivild

state or condition).

CUMBER. See to Burden,
Incumber.
CUMBERSOMEor-BROUS.

See Burdensome.
CUMBERSOMENESS. See

BURDENSOMENESS.
CUMIN,, .-, ., .
CUMULATE. (Trans, and

INTRANS.). -.,-
(134)

. Syn. in to Accumulate,
Heap. if (Intrans.)]-. {pass.)..
CUNNING, s., ., ., . -

7Tto't-j/s, (Aristoph.). °H As act], .,,., ., ., ., .,, .
have lecourse to c,,.: to take

in b)r c, .
CUNNING," adj. If Crafty], 2., 2., 3. 775, 2. -, 3. To devise c. plans,

or-.
(poet.). % Knowing] See Skil-
ful. Iji c. woman],
CUNNINGLY,.-.. (-).
CUP, S., (g. t.).-, ., . ,, .,, .,

.,.,,
),, (all drinking vessels).

1 The c. of a flower],, .
CUPBEARER,, .

To be a c,.
CUPBOARD,,.,.
CUP, V.,...'-.

m
CUPIDITY, , .,, (g. it.), ,

(a strong longing for), ,, ., .
CUPOLA, , ., .
CUPPING-GLASS, ,,, ., .

To put c.-g.'s, see to Cup.
CUR. See Dog.
CURABLE,,,

3.,,-, 2.

CURATOR,, .
CURB,s.

1J
Prop..-for curb-

ing a horse],,., . H Fig. : re-

straint], -. , . -, .
CURB, . *[ Prop. :for curb-

ing a horse]. [ Pig.]
or (of passions, e. g.

or -
). To c. one's desires,-

or.
CURD or CURDLE, v. (In-

trans.).,-
(pass.), (of

milk. Diosc). C.-d,, 3.

(e. g. -. Philox.) : the art of c.-ing,,, .-, : to cause to c,-.. c.-d milk, see

Curd, s.

CURD or CURDS, s. -,, . -
KTOV.
CURDY or CURLED. See

to Curl.
CURE, s. 1 Of a disease], ., . A quick

and dangerous c,

: a very-

critical c, -
: to attempt the c. of aby,

/. vo-

: to prescribe a method of

C,
: to apply a method of c,

:

to effect a c, .
: past all c,-

or, 2 : to be past

all c, or vo-. "f[ C. of souls] -.
CURE, . (to at-

tend, tend). .,.. -. Easy to c, or that

may easily be c.-d,,, 2 : difficult to

C.j,,
2 : that cannot be c.-d, -, 2., 2 : to c. a dis-

ease, : to be
c.-d of a disease, -. TJ Preserre]-. C.-d meat, -

or, ., or.
CURIOSITY. 1 The desire

of seeing something novel] -., . -, . To show some
,,-. fj A thing not often oc-

curring] ,,.,.,. f[ As object] or
or

(of an object of sight), -,. To show a stranger

the c.'s (of a place),

(Luc).

CURIOUS. 1 Inquisitive]

(Plat.), or-
(fond ofaskiny about things),

(fond of learning. P.
.),, , (eager

after ir,'formation),, 2
(busily inquisitive),-, 2 (meddling). To be c,

(Pol.),-..-.. ^| Rare], 3 (rare),, 3., 3 (remarkable), -, 2 (strange),, 2
{strange). That seems some-
what c.j' : is not it very c?

; that would indeed
be c, '. -' : a c. fellow,

or or-, . if Worthy of being seen

or noticed], 2., 3. Accurate],
2., 2., 2. See
Accurate.



CUR
CURIOUSLY. Inquisitively,

S^c. ].,. To enquire c.

into the causes of things,-
tos -

(P.) : if you gaze c. upon
the beauty of another, -

(St.

Chrys.) : to feel c,. If= strangely, Vid.
CURL, v. (Trans.)

(to twist). (to wind) : also'. . -.. Alock
of c.-d hair, -

: to c. one's hair, -
or or -

or ,
or -..

CURL, v. (Intrans.) '-, (pass.),.
(pass.) : also ,

(pass.). One
whose hair c.'s, see Curly.
CURL, s.,, b., b.,,

.,, .,. or, .
CURLING-IRON, ,-, .,.
CURLY,, 3.,,

, . One that has c. hair, -,, , , or.
CURRANT,,.
CURRENCY, m Fluency]

Vid. fj Course of things'] See

Course. [[ Current coin] See
Coin. The c. of a country,., (stamped
coin in general) : the lawful c,

: the paper
c. of a country,*-

or, : silver ,,.
CURRENT, adj., 3

and 2 (legal),, 2. -, 3. ',, (that

is usual in most cases) : also,, 3.. The
ironcoinage of the Lacedaemonians
was not c. in the rest of Greece,-" : c. coin,

or -
: a coin is c, (prps)-, -, (of money) : a coin is

c, ,.
CURRENT, s. f Stream,

tide] , , b. , .,., . To follow

the c, .-.
For prop, signif. ofto swim or sail

with or agst the c, sec Stream.
^1 The course wch athg takes] See
Course.
CURRENTLY. H Fluently]

Vid. Commonly] Vid. Athg
is c. reported, .
CURRIER,, ,

b. To be a c, : the

trade of a c,, .
(135)

CUR
CURRISH. See Cross.
CURRY, v. TI To dress lea-

tlier],. -. ^f Fig. : to beat, thrash]

See to Cudgel. TJ Meton.] To
c. favour with aby,. -.'.
CURRY ( horse),,,,.
CURRY-COMB,, h., , ., .,, ., .
CURSE, . 1 To utter im-

pious words]. See
to Swear. [ To utter impreca-
tions agst (aby)], -, .

: also -
or or-.. .

C.-d,,, 2., 3 : a c.-d thing,,
: may he be c.-d, »; -.
CURSE, s. if An imprecatory

expression], . ., . *\\

Malediction], ?'; (the c.

itself), , (the c. and the re-

sult) : cdso, v. To ut-

ter or pronounce a c,,. -
or or-

: there is a c. en athg,

: may c.'s fall

upon him, Trj '.
Meton.: cause of mischief], -. ,, ., : more seldom,, h (only of persons).

CURSED. See to Curse.
CURSER. With pres. partcp.

of verbs under to Curse.
CURSING,, v.

CURSORILY. See'inaCuR-
sory manner.'
CURSORY,?, 3.-. In a c. manner, -. , -

: to do athg quite in a c.

manner, :

to go over athg in a c. manner,..
CURTAIL,,-, and-. To c. one's expenses,-

: he has

c.-d my wages,. See to Cut off, to

Abridge.
CURTAIN,,,,.,.,
(csply before a tent, or at the

stage, ^r In the latter sense also, , if it lets down ;

a drop). To draw a c. before

athg,.-..
CURVATION,, -, -.

CURVATURE,,-, .,. -,, ., b (a bend).

CUS
CURVE, s. (.)

or .
CURVE, ., -.....
CURVE, adj. See Curved.
CURVED,, 3.-, 3. and

(bent, esplyof a circular curvature
— cuvrus; poet,).-, , (implying deviationfm
what is straight ; hence ' crooked,'

in a bad sense, often = pravus).?,.-, 2 (in a sickle-shaped way),
([pot/cos] bent inwards, of

the leas). A c. line, see Curve, s.

CURVET, v..
(

CURVET, s.,,
CURVILINEAR,-.
CUSHION,, ., . ,, ., ., . -

(for the head only).

To move one's c. or pillow,-.
CUSP, (gen.),

(horn), , ) (of the horn of
themoon. Arat.). See Crescent.
CUSTODY. % Imprisonment], . Vid. To give aby

in c,
: to keep aby in c,-

: also

or
: to be in ,, -. •[} Charge], .

Vid. To give into c,-, : to have athg in one's

c, ,-. (pass.).
CUSTOM,,., ., .,.,

v. Fm a c. or habit, ,,'. . ,-, 3 : to have a c,... -
: they have the , -

or

; to grow into a c,, , -
: it is a c. with them,

or .'. : it is the

c. of their country,. .. -' : according to c,

(e.gen.) : agst the c, or contrary

to c, (c.acc). :
it is the c. so, c. requires it,»

: it is aby's c,. : it is an
old c. with aby,. If Habit ofpurchasing] oi. -. : the

c. of a merchant,, , b., , . ,
/. (ofatrades-

man, &c).
CUSTOM-HOUSE, -,. A c.-h. officer,-



cus CUT CUT
i/rjs, , 6 : the head or inspector

of the C.-h.,, , 6 :

c.-h. regulations,

or : c.-h.

duty,, . , .?, 6.,.,
: to pay the c.-h. duty, '-

or . See
also Duty.
CUSTOMARILY,, , -.
CUSTOMARY,, 3.',, ., 3., 3.,

2. As is c, t7ri :

it is c,,.. ' : to

hecome a c. thing,/ --
: it is c. among them

(i. e. a nation), -
toIs or : to

render athg c, or
: it is thus c,.

CUSTOMER,, od, 6., , 6. 6. 6 . SeeSyn.
in Custom.
CUT, v. (Trans.).. .-. (to c. into bits).

To c. the corn,, or» : to c. stones,,,; to c. into stone, or c.

athg in stone,-,-, .
See to Carve and Engrave.
To c. with a saw,',-
tiv: to c. boards, -

: to c. grimaces or faces,

or

: also:
to c. (aby's) throat,,. : to

c. one's throat, :

to C. oneself, pad.
»7 : to c. trees

or plants, &c,. -,: also (-.< (of'

trees) : to c. one's hair,-. or
or : to one's

nails, .
: to

c. wood, : to c. a
road through a wood, -

'. to

with a sword, or-
: to c. with an

axe,, (= to

shape xoith an axe). ^[ (Intrs.)
To e. ; of an instrument (= to be
sharp)] E.g. the knife c.'s,: the knife c.'s

well, .
Metaph.] . .. (Of the wind, cold, $c),,

Or .
c.-ing cold, or. ^\ Fig.]
c. a poor figure,

: to
C a great figure,

(136)

: to c. one's teeth,

: to c. (=: Run a-

way), Vid.
To CUT AWAY. See to Cut

OFF.
To CUT DOWN, t a) To

fell],, -
: also, -(,-). «U ) To kill]

or or

(of the

enemy). To be c. down,-, (of trees),, -
(of living beings).

To CUT INTO,,..-. into small pieces,,. -. : toe. athg
(e. g. bread), into athg (e. g. into

soup, <$[C.), -.
t

To CUT OFF. TT a) Prop.], ,
or simply (a mem/jer or
partfm the whole) . Toe. off with
a pair of scissors, :

to c. off one's hair, -, (aby's,) : to c. off the points (of

athg), : to c. off aby's

head, -
: — aby's nose and ears,

: — aby's hands and feet,. % b) Fig. :

to impede athg or aby in any
course] E. g. to c. off the enemy
or their communications, &c,,,-.-

and
: to c. off athg,-

or , e.g.

the water, the resources, &c,, : to c. off the

communication or the supplies,-, :

to c. oif the enemy's retreat,. ^[
To deprive ofan inheritance]-.
To CUT OPEN,,-.. To open

the body,.
To CUT OUT (= to shape),,. H Fig.]

To. c out some plan,-. or. or
: to be c. out (for athg,

i. e. be equal to or fit for it),-
and : to

be quite c. out for athg,.. if To c. out (a dress, fyc.)].
To CUT SHORT. See to

Abridge.
To CUT THROUGH, -,. ^} Fig. :

milit.] E. g. to cut one's way
through the enemy,,,.-

, -
and -, -
(of cavalry),

(to any place).

To CUT UP (into smallpieces),.... To c. up a dead
body,. U Ofan army]
See to Cut down, if Fig. .• to

satirize] . -
or .

CUT, s. //5, . ,
(g. t.)., (an incision),

or, .,-, . To make a c. into athg,. ^f With a sharp
weapon or instrument (as a sword)], . % The
wound inflicted], .-,, . ,,
. To make a c. at aby, 7tXjjt-

(e. g., at aby's head) : to

get a c, ,-
(pass.; e.g. across one's

head, ), ^f The c.

of a dress], 6. ,. After an old fashioned c,. ^[
A sarcastic remark].-, . A channel (made
by art)], and,
. A fragment of a whole], . , .,.
CUTANEOUS,,

2., 2. A c. disease,,.
CUTICLE,,, 6. See

also Membrane.
CUTICULAR. See Cuta-

neous.
CUTLASS, , , h.,.
CUTLER,, 6

(D.)., , 6 (as

vendor). A c.'s shop,-, : a c.'s factory, -
(D.).-

(where iron is wrought ;

smithy). See Ironmonger.
CUTLERY,, (tools

of iron or steel),

(with or without, tools).

CUTLET,, .
CUT -PURSE,,, ., . ,, . To be a c.-^.,.-.
CUTTER. . g. stone-c, Xt-,, . ^[ A cut-

ting instrument] See CHOPPER.
Tf A sort ofsmallfast-sailing ves-

sel] or, . , .
CUTTERS (teeth),,,

. (Sing.) -
or ,-, .

CUT-THROAT. See Assas-
sin.

CUTTING, s. 1 Of trees (to

be planted in the ground]-,.,, .
CUTTING, adj. «|J = Pene-



CUT DAM DAN
trating], , ., 3., 3.,, .-, 3., 2. C. cold,-. :

a c. pain, or ,, .,: a wind,
or : it

is a c. wind, or

6 : it is a c.

cold, .
CUTTLE or C.-FISH, -, .
CYCLAMEN (a plant), -, .
CYCLE. See Circle, Cir-

cuit.

CYCLOPEDIA. See En-
cyclopaedia.

<

CYCLOPS,,,
6.

CYGNET,*.
CYLINDER,, ,

' CYLINDRIC or -DRICAL,.
CYMBAL,,. To

play the c.'s, : a
playing of the c.'s,,
6 : a c. player,, ,
6.

CYNIC,. C. philo-

sophy,, : the c. sect,, oi.

CYNOSURE (the constella-

tion). See Bear.
CYPRESS-TREE,-
or, . Made of

the c.-t.,, 3: a
c.-wood, ,.,, : wood of

the c.-t., ,.

D.

DAB, v. % To strike gently],,
DAB, s. 1 A spot] Vid. 1

A gentle blow] Syn. in Blow. If

An adept] Vid.
DABBLE. If (Intrans.) To

besprinkle] (
or ). If To do aihg su-

perficially] (to

do it ofhand) : (prps)'.
DABBLER,, , .

To be a d. in athg,

or or or. .
DAD or DADDY,

or, , . To call d.,.
DAGGER,, .,.,, .

stab with a d.,

: to draw one's d.,

: a
wound produced by a d.,-. If Fig.]

At d.Vdrawing, . -, : to be at d.Vdrawing
(137)

with aby,..
DAILY, adj. , -, '., 2 and 3., 3. and, 2 : also'.

(every day, day by day). The d.

bread, ' .
DAILY, adv. See ever

Day.'
DAINTILY. E. gL to live d.,

"..
DAINTY,,,,

: also, 3., 3., 3. A d. bit or morsel,, . , . -, : ad. dish, a d., -,. -
: to live in a d. manner,
".. If Of

persons], 3., 2
(particular choice) : also-, 2., , . To be
d.,..
DAINTINESS,, -, .
DAIRY, (prps)-

(Schol. Theocr. 5, 58, any re-

ceptacle for milk),

(for cheeses), or -(). A d.-

maid, (pips)

(i. e. milk-maid).

DALE. See Valley.
DALLIANCE. See Caress-

es. If Delay] Vid.
DALLIER. To beformed with

the corresponding verb.

DALLY, if To caress] Vid.

I To delay] Vid.
DAM, s. Tl = Matrix] Vid.

II For confining water, &c] -, (g. t.)., (ofa pond),
or, . To raise a d.,

: to separate or pro-

tect by a d.,,
: to dig through a d.,.

DAM (up), v. .
: also or.

DAMAGE, s., h (g. t,

any injury or detriment), -, (loss ofany advantage),, {any disadvantage),, fi (any detriment brought
on by one's own fault). , ., (the d. done to athg).

To cause or do some d.,. . -
-;. See also to Injure. To
suffer some d., or. :

— great d.,

or : — by athg,

or : also-
or

or . -
: to cause some d.

to the country, or.
v. See also Hurt. If

Damages] . g. to condemn in

costs and d.'s, see Cost.
DAMAGE, ..-

.. -. (to spoil by using
athg, wear out).

DAMAGEABLE,,
3., 2., 2., 2. , 3. Syn. in

Damage.
DAME,,-, .
DAMN. -See Condemn,

Curse.
DAMNABLE,, 3., 2., 2., 3., 3.-,.,2.-

(Trag.).

DAMNABLY,,, See.

DAMNATION,, f,.. ., .
DAMNATORY. Formedwith

present partcp. of to Condemn.
D. sentence,,
[sc.], or,.
DAMNED, m Condemned}

See Condemn, v.

DAMP, adj., 3. -, 2., 3. To be d.,

or (pass.)-
: to make or render d.,..-. If Of the air or weather]

Kal, 3. If Fig.
(Milton) : downcast] Vid.
DAMP, s. 1 Mist, vapour]

Vid. If Fig. : of aby's spirits]

See Syn. Depression.
DAMP, v.. -., : also. If Fig. (aby's spi-

rits, courage, Qc.)] See to De-
press, to Dull.
DAMSEL. See Maiden.
DANCE, S., . op-,., .,.

To lead the d.,. : to go
to a d., '. If Poet.], . ^•, , if
attended with singing, fyc.

DANCE, ..-.. -
(esply of panto-

mimic dances). To d. on one leg,

: to learn to d.,-
or-. % Fig.] Tod.

to aby's pipe,

: to d. for joy,

() : to d. a waltz or polka,

: to d.

on a rope, see Rope.
DANCER,, , .,, . Syn. in DANCE.

Fern,,, . A good
d.,,, .^, , = partner

(fern.). Rope-d., see Rope.
DANCING,, . -, ., . The art

of d.,, : a d.-master,, .-, : a d.-room or place

for d.,,., : also -, (for practice, Qc.) :

to be always at, or to frequent d.-

places, iv Tats -



DAN DAR DAT: d. on the (tight-) rope,

see Rope.
DANDRUFF. See Scurf.
DANDY. ##«. Coxcomb.
DANGER,, b.,

wi/os, 6.,.,
. To expose oneself to d., Uvai
or . -' : also

or -,
: — for aby, or for the

sake of any one,

ti^os. :

d. impends,
(D.) : to expose one's life to d.,

: to

be exposed to d.,

tivl. tis: to throw
oneself headlong into d.,

or .
(pass.) -

: to face a d., go through d.,.-. or -
: to go through many d.'s,

: to be in d.,.-. : athg (be-

longing to me) is in d.,, e. g. my life,

: to be in so much greater., :

to share in the same, or be ex-

posed to the like d.,-
: to be in imminent

d., ,
or{) or:

to get into the greatest d., is

: to

escape a d., -. , -
or -, (pass.) : to a-

void a d., ,
: there is no

d. for aby,

(seq.) : to expose oneself

to one of two impending d.'s,

or -
: there is no d.,-
(that,) : there is

no d. whatever,

: to be out of all d.,-..
: to be connected

with some d. (for aby),-
: to avert a d.,-

: without any d.,,.:
at the d., see Risk : not attended
by d.,,,,
2, or (Crcl.) -. if D. of one's life] -, b. 6

or -
: to be or stand in d. of one's

life,. -
or or

or .
DANGEROUS,

2., 2., 3.. 2. , 3. -
(138)

also-
/,,, 3. , 2

or
. , 2. A d. si-

tuation, ,
: to be d. for

aby, : to

be in a d. position. -.
DANGEROUSLY,-.. To be d. ill,..-

(Prov.).

DANGLE. if To hang loose]

See to Hang (intrans.). if To d.

after aby]

(Aristoph.). -
(to depend on).

DANGLER. See Syn. Fol-
lower.
DAPPLE, adj., 3.-, 3., 2. D.-

grey (horse), or'. 6.

DAPPLE, v. Syn. to Spot.
DARE. if To possess boldness

or courage to do athg]...-. To d. to do athg,

Tt. -
. or-
. . if To d.

aby] .
See also to Challenge.
DARING. Syn. Bold, Cou-

rageous.
DARINGLY. Syn. Boldly,

Courageously.
DARINGNESS. Syn. Bold-

ness.
DARK, ". if Void of light], 3., 3.-, 2. It is d., :

getting d., or: it is getting d.,-. or

or ," : he came when it was growing
d., or .
if Fig. : ofcountenance or aspect]

Sec Gloomy. if Dim, prevent-

ing the rays oflight to enter]-, 3., 3. if Of colour], , . if Not clear

or intelligible], 2. -, 2., 2., 2., 2. and, 3 (ofan expression), '-, 2 (enigmatical).

DARK or DARKNESS. if= Tenebrce], and 6., : gen., dot.

and : aho -., .,, .
In the d., . -

: to come or walk in the

d , or ,', : the d.

of the infernal regions, ',,. if Fig. : obscurity, un-

certainty],, .,,,.', . To be
in d., or :

athg is wrapped or hidden in d.,

: to be
in the d. about athg,

/os. -.
DARKEN, (g. t).

(to deprive oflight
or optic poiver), or

(prop, and fig.),
(to deprive of its brilliancy), -.
(to reduce or decrease the brightness

of athg). Athg is d.-d,-
: — by athg, '. if Fig. :

to render unintelligible or obscure]

See the adjj. if To d. aby's door].
DARKISH,i-7ricr/aos,2.-, 3.

DARKLY. See Obscurely.
DARKNESS. See Dark, s.

DARKSOME, if Darkish]
Yid.
DARLING,, b., ., ., . My d. !-

! to be

aby's d., .
DARN,.-

7>,.
DARNING-NEEDLE, -,., .
DART, s. See Syn. in Jave-

lin.

DART, v. if To hurl] Yid.

if To d. upon (fly at, attack)]

See Syn. Attack, v. if To emit

(of beams)] See to Beam.
DASH. (Trans.) if To strike

or knock agst athg)]
,,, -

(g. tt.).

: also,
(prop, and im-

prop.).,,
(to d. to pieces). To be

d.-d to pieces,,,:— agst athg,

: to d. (athg)

agst a rock,

: to d. aby's brains out,

: to d.

on the ground, or
or, if Fig. : to put out

ofcountenance] See to Confuse,
Confound, if Tofrustrate] Yid.

if To d. out] See to Erase, if

To beat down (e. g. abys spirits,

hope, $£c.)] Syn. in to Discou-
rage, Depress.
DASH, s. if Collision] Yid.

if Violent and sudden onset] Syn.

Attack, s. To make a d. agst

the enemy, or-' . if A
smallportion or admixture ofathg]
To have a d. of athg, (prps)-

or

: a d. with a pencil,-, (tlie act itself). ?,
(the visible line itself) : to make

a d. through athg,

DASHING. See Dash.
DASTARD. See Coavard.
DATA, -7'9, (as the

substrata of reasoning), -
(as granted). To



DAT
collect d. for athg,'-.
DATE.s. II Thefruit of the

•palm-tree] -
or ,,, ., . ^[

Tlie tree itself], , 6.

A d. grove, ,:
d.-wine, -, or simply or, .
DATE, s., . To put

a d. to a letter, -
^| Fig.]

To grow out of d., -
: out of d., see Antiquated.
DATE, v. E. g. a letter, see

Date, s. To d. (ivith ref. to the

time of an event),

: I d. fm that

day the commencement of his ac-

tually being at war with us,'.
DATE, v. (Intrans.) E.g.

athg d.'s fm such a time (e. g. an
event), Crcl.^

: to d. the Avar fm such
a time, see the phrase in Date, v.

(trafis.).

DATIVE, (),.
In the d. case,.
DAUB, m To besmear] -,, -,. -,,,,. '-, (convey-

ing the notion of making foul). TJ

To defile] Vid. U To cover with

something specious] See to Cloak
(fig-).

"" To coat over with athg]

See to Coat. % Tofatter gross-

ly] See to Flatter. D.-d with
(athg),, 3., 3.?, 2 ().
DAUGHTER,,,--, . ,, . -, . To adopt as one's d., '-,.: Deiani-

ra the d. of (Eneus,
: little d.,,., : d.'s child,

:,, ., : d.'s hus-

band,, . 6 -.
' DAUNT. See to Frighten.
DAUNTLESS. See Fear-

less.
DAUNTLESSNESS. See

Fearlessness.
DAW,, . To chatter

as a d. ( fig.),.
DAWDLE. See to Delay, v.

DAWDLER. Formed with

pres. partcp. of the verb.

DAWN, v. The morning d.'s,

or... -\. H Fig. : to un-

fold itself (e. g. aby's genius)] See

'to Develop.'
DAWN, s. , , (prop.

Aurora, the coloured sky before

(139)

DAY
sun-rise), , (tlie time be-

fore day-break) : also. At d.,. ',, or'-] : before d., : the

d. of the morning is approaching,

it is near d., ..
DAY. If . night] -, . ,, : poet,

(-), . , .
Before break of d., -, ,

: until the

d. breaks, -
: the time before break of

d., . -: it is getting d.,-,,, -
: when it was get-

ting d., :

as soon as d. breaks,•: it was already
d., : it is broad d.,

: fm
the beginning of d., ' :

at d.,', also() : to go to bed whilst it is

still d. (— before night),

: sts

rendered by, , : one
who sleeps by d.,, ,

tbe d. gomg down,-
jj. ?; -. The d. (in the abstract),

with ref. to time] Prop,,
: poet,,,. A calm,

serene d., ,, :, : a happy d.,-, : one who enjoys happy
d.'s,, , : one that has
good d.'s,, , : an un-
happy d., , - : to

spend the whole d. in athg,-, :— with aby,

: — at

some place,,-, : in one d., -
: on the same d.,

: the very same d.,-
: the d. before, -

: the d. after (= next d.),

: a few d.'s after,

:

the greater part of the d., -
: for the rest

of the d., :

d. by d., or d. after d.,' -. '..', : also-
: pnet. ', '

77yUaTi : fm d. to d., /s :

for a d., ' : some of

these d.'s (= some d.), -\.
: on that d.,. :

a d. (= each d.), , e.

g. to eat, to take a meal, twice—

,

: the

whole d., all the d., .
: for to-d., for the

next d., ,. ' -

DAY
: the third d., /s

: for every d.,'
: for some d.'s,

: the whole d., -'. .
: not to fight

for ten d.'s,

: every other d., '. ' :

every third d.,

: three d.'s ago,.
: three d.'s previously,-

: d.'s and
years have past since,-. -, : to fix or appoint a
d., : the appoint-
ed d.,,,, : on the d.

appointed, &c,()
(Xen.) : d. and

night, ,: neither by
d. nor by night,

: to reckon by d.'s,

: the
d. is approaching,, e. g. the decisive (d.),

17 : to celebrate a d., kop-/: those who live

to see the glorious d. of vic-

tory, -
(Xen.) : for or since ten d.'s,

: hardly thirty d.'s ago,' : a jour-

ney of fm two to three d.'s,

: on
the third, fourth d., ?,, , ov : the tenth

(twelfth) d.,,-, a, ov, e. g. on the twelfth d.

when he was on the funeral-pile

he was restored to life,--
(Plat.) : some d., or some of

these d.'s,- : good d. ! ! to wish
good d., ,-, . if Fig.: life time], . , . Vulgo, I have
not seen such a thing all the d.'s

of my life, £ , ,, ,-. Comic, '',',
(Aristoph.) . Now-a-d.,. '. ' :

people living now-a-d., '
: a d's journey,(, CjfC.) :

also : a good or

long d.'s journey, -
: to live or

see good d.'s,, -. . -
: to have d.'s of lei-

sure, .
: to procure aby

tranquil d.'s, -" : to finish one's d.'s,

: in these d.'s,

now-a-d.'s, ' .. : for

d.'s together, , '-



DAY DEA DEA
pav. ava :

every d., see Daily.
DAY-BOOK,?,., . (-), ., .,. To keep a d.-

b., '-.
DAY-BREAK,, .,

, ., . ,, .
at d.-b., ', ' or

: towards d.-b.,

or : be-

fore d.-b., . C/.OAWS.
DAY-LABOUR,,,. '-, or simply,
'DAY-LABOURER, -, . 6. 6-

or. Tbe condi-

tion of a d.-l.,,,
: [/em.) : to

be a d.-l., .
DAYFLIGHT, ,.,, . , .

begin drinking by d.-l., '-.
DAY-TIME,

'. the d.-t., see Day.
DAZZLE. 1 Prop.] -.-,, /l -

: prps also [but it is a
doubtful reading, Long. 34, 1],-,. He d.'s our
eyes by tbe excess of his beauty,

;7 -
(St. Basil). ^ Fig.: to

blind the mental sight or judge-
ment],, (P.).

Why do you let yourself be d.-d

by tbe glittering of gold?

;
(St. Basil).

DEAD, t Deprived of ani-

mal life], ,., b,

:,. To be
d.,

;
poet: ad.

man (= d. body),, 6.-, : also, . , :

the d. (= those icho are dead.), oi, oi. -
: poet, . :

the abode of the d. (after Greek
notions),", 6 : tbe d. body,
see Corpse : to raise fm the d\,, : to

rise fm the d., see Arise, v. : to

lie on the ground like a d. man,, , :

to strike d.,, -,, : to shoot
a man d.,, : to
flog a man till he is d.,

: to say aby is d.,-
: to bury one who is d., -

: d. flesh,-, ,. -, : laden with d. bo-
dies,, b, (ofavessel)

:

one who dresses the d. before in-

(140)

terment,, 6 : one who
buries the d. (= undertaker), -,, 6 : one
who plunders the d.,,
6, : the plundering of the d.,, . U a) Fig. : de-

prived of vegetative life],
, . Comp. to Die away, b)

Of inanimate things], b,

(as ', Fur.) : also,
, , e. g. a d. language,*

; . drunk, see Drunk :

d. capital, a d. calm, d. water, see

the resp. Substt. The d. sea, -. % Impropr. :

of the fingers, §c] To be d.,( -, Ach. Tat.

Cf Eur. Hec. 246).

DEADEN. 1 To weaken, de-

bilitate] Vid. 1 To blunt (fig.)], (to

blunt).

DEADLY, adj.,
2., 2., 2., 2. Of wounds and
blows], 3 and 2. A d. ene-
my,, 6., 6 : d. enmity,, : . ill,, ,,
or, ,,-

: d. sin,-, : ad.
cup, or cup of d. poison,

: d. poison,, 6

(metallic, vegetable, and animal)

:

also, (any deadly
means).

DEADLY, adj. E.g. d.pale,

or, 3: to be
d. pale,,-

(pass.).

DEADNESS, (New
Test). See Bluntness (fig.),
Languor.
DEAF. « Prop.], 3., 2. To make (aby) d.,, : to be d.,,.

Fig. : withoutfeeling, Qc. ] To be
d., to turn a d. ear to aby,-

tlvai,, (8.),:
to preach to d. ears, .

D. and dumb] ', 3'.

DEAFEN, , -. To be or become d.-d, -,-. (g. tt.)

:

to d. by a clap of thunder,-,. See to 'ren-

der Deaf.'
DEAFNESS,,,

., ., .
DEAL, s. A considerable

quantity], (g. L). -, (sufficient stock of things

for use),, (superfluous

store of athg). gfj= These three

terms are used in Greek of per-

fectly homogeneous bodily objects,

in other cases the notion is rendered
by or ,, or by tL• adj.. See
Many. A d. or a great d. of

wood, : a d. of mo-

ney, or-
: a very great d.,, 3.,-, : no or not a

great d.,, 3., 3 :

a d. (or good d.) bigger or larger,, :

there is a great d. (rr very much)
wanting towards

—

,— : to think a good d. of oneself,' : to think a
great d. too much of oneself,.

: to think (= make) a
good d. of athg,

: not worth a great d.,

or , 3., 3 : a great d. of pain,

: a great d. too big,, 2., 3 : a
great d. too much,, 2.

: by a great

or considerable d., ,
: to give or pay a

great d. for athg, -
.. Deulwood] See Fir.

DEAL, v. if To d. out] See
to Distribute. H Comic: to

d. blou-s] See Blow. 1 To d.

with aby (prop.)] See 'carry on
Trade, Business. with.' ^[ Fig.

:

to behave (towards)] E. g. to d.

harshly with^^,,.
or -

: to be badly dealt

with by aby,

: to d. in a shameful man-
ner with aby, :

to d. very fairly by aby,

: to d. with
aby as a friend,.-

: he has dealt with
me in the most friendly man-
ner, 7;7 tj7. % Manage, handle].
. . -. .
know how to d. with a subject,

., :

to know exactly how to d. with
athg, : he is a
man difficult to d. with,. See also BE-
HAVE. ^| To d. in (— to carry
on a trade with athg)] or

. .

. To d. with aby,. -.
DEALER (in athg),

(c. ace. rei), also compound substt.

with-, , . A cattle-d.,

: fern, :

a retail d.,, 6.-, . JEsop,, 6., , 6. To be a
d. in athg, see ' to Deal in.' U
Meton. : to be a plain or fair d.]. To be a
foul d., to be athg but a fair d.,, ,-. If Fig. (in the

sense of Swift :
' these small rf.'s



DEA
in wit,'' <Jfe.)] (prps),, .
DEALING. 1 Intercourse']

See Connexion. To have d.'s

with a person,.
/.
(prop, and fig.) : to have some
d.'s in athg,

: to have no d.'s with a
person, : I

have no d.'s whatever with aby,

: I have some unpleasant

d.'s with aby, -. ^| Treatment]

: also

(the mode or manner of
d. with aby), or. See Treatment. To be
harsh, fair, kind, &c, in one's

d.'s with aby, see 'to Deal harsh-

ly,' &c. if Behaviour] E. g. up-
right d.,, , : disho-

norable d.,, . -
(stronger term = breach of

faith) : double d., see Deceit or
Deception.
DEAR. 1 1) Beloved],

, ov., ,.,
b, : also,, .-,, -, (poet., , ).,
, . Stronger tt. = dearly

beloved],-, , . .
, ., , . My
d. friend ! ! any one
is very d. to me,, : athg is very d.

to aby, , ., : honour
ought to be dearer to us than life,'-. % 2) Ofgreat value or price], , ., 6, :

also by . Too
d., (.) : corn is d.,

b : to sell

(athg) d.,, -, : to be
sold d., (The-

oph.) : to buy (athg) dearer (=.at
a higher price), -, ,

(Lys.): too d.,, (.) : athg costs

aby very dear, -
: athg is not ., -

: dearer by one
obole, . how-
ever d. it may be (= at any price),. If Fig.] To pay d.

for athg, ,
: you shall pay d. for it,

(Aristoph.) : to

sell one's life d.,

(.).
DEARLY. . g. to love aby

d., see Dear. My d. beloved

friend ! ! U At a
high price] See Dear. U To
pay d for athg] See Dear.
DEARNESS, ,

., (high price).

DEARTH,, .
(141)

DEA, (i. e. scarcity of corn).

To be suffering fm a d. of provi-

sions, (),
(.),

(.). IT Impropr.]', (). (diffi-

culty in procuring, fyc).,, (scanty supply). There is

a d. of orators, -,' : you
see my d. of friends,

(Eur.).

DEATH,, .-, . , .
: poet,, . -, ., b. , ., . Natural d.,. -, : a violent d.,

: a beautiful or

honorable d.,, : to

die such a d.,.
: to approach the hour

of d., .»;
: d. is common to all of us,

:

d. is the separation of the soul

fm the body, b -
(or, P.) : to fear

d., , -: to shun d., -
: poet, : to

braved., :—
in one's country's cause,

: to die a
premature d., -

: to put oneself to d., see

Suicide : to be carried off by d.,: to bewail or lament
aby's d., -: after d., -, or by partcp., e. g. k -

(Lys.) : to get one's

d. by athg,

: to starve oneself to

d., : to laugh
oneself to d. (= kill oneself with
laughing), .

: to be
whipt to d., -

: to condemn to d., pass

a sentence of d. on aby,//,. -,
: on life and d., 7£-, ,, ' : to ac-

cuse in a matter of life and d.,-
: to suffer d.

or punishment of d.,

: to punish with d.,

: to be present

at aby's d., -
: agony of d.,, : to

be in the agony of d.,.
: the angel of d., 17-

: fear of d., -
: punishment of d.,", . See 'CAPITAL

punishment.' Hour of d.,

(prop.) : also.' : in the

hour of d.,

DEB
or -: in case of (my) d., ' -. : sentence of d.,, , or -, : to pass a sentence of d. on

aby, -
or /.

DEATH-BED. . g. to be
on one's d.-b.,, -

or //.
DEATH-BLOW (prop.), Kai-, .
DEATHLESS. See Immor-

tal.
DEATH-LIKE,^ -, 3. D.-l. silence,.
DEBAR. See Exclude.
DEBARCATION. See Dis-

embarkation.
DEBARK. See Disembark.
DEBASE. See to Lower, to

Disgrace, to Adulterate.
DEBASEMENT. See Dis-

grace, Adulteration.
DEBATE, v. See to Discuss.
DEBATE, s.,, b.

Comp. with Syn. in Contro-
verse.
DEBATEFUL. See Conten-

tious.
DEBATER. Crcl. with verbs

in Debate.
DEBAUCH, v. See to Cor-

rupt. A d.-d life,,, ., (as act),,, . -, : also

: to be d.-d, or to lead a

d.-d life, -
or -. <\[ To d. a ivomaii]. -. .

DEBAUCH, s.,,, (as act),, .,
(objectively only), or

(icith ref.

to carousing and love). To give

oneself up to d., see preceding Ar-
ticle.

DEBAUCHEE,
77TTWf. -,, , b (g. tt., of vo-

luptuous habits),,,
b.,, b, or-., .,
(ivith regard to gluttony),,
b., b (of dissolute habits).

To be a d., see Debauch.
DEBAUCHER. See Cor-

RUPTOR.
DEBAUCHERY,,,, .-,, (Sy?i. in De-

BAUCH) : also. To deliver

oneself up to d.,..
DEBILITATE. SeetoWEAK-

* DEBILITY. Sec Weakness.



DEB DEC DEC
D. of the body,

or : suf-

fering fm d. of the body,., 2.

DEBIT, v. {to

put down as paid to aby). ^p
The act of putting it down,-, .
DEBT,,, . -, ., . -, ., (the d.,

inasmuch as its payment is or can
be demanded). To pay one's d.'s,, ,. -

: the paying
off one's d.'s, - -

: to settle a d. for aby,-, -
: to run into d.,, : to

have some d.'s, ,' :

to be in d., -
: to be over head and ears

in d., , -
: not to pay aby a d.

we owe him, airo-, : to insist upon the

payment of a d.,, : to free one-
self fm d., to pay off one's d.'s,

: on ac-

count of, or for some, debt,

: free fm d., out of d.,, . to get out of d.,. (par" When
debt is used fig. see Duty, except
'd. of nature,' e. g., to pay, &c,

Trj -.
DEBTOR, 6,., , 6., ,

6., , . To be aby's.,,-,,.
DEBUT. . g. to make one's

d., .
DECADENCY. See Decline.
DECALOGUE, f

(EccL), 6.

DECAMP, ' (sc.'/, verb. prop.), -
or Kivtlv . -

(Polyb.).-..
i§gr* or sim-
ply airaiptlv = taking down the

tents. *j\ Fig.]. '-. To d. without beat of
drum,..
DECAMPMENT. ^ Prop.

Crcl.~\ See Decamp. % Fig.]
See Escape.
DECANT,'

(Athen.).
b

DECANTER. See Bottle.
DECAPITATE, f To cut

off aby's head] See to Cut off
DECAY, v. (Intrans.)

«ff

Toputrify],/-, (the per/,
with active form). D.-d,,
, . "IT To vanish] and.. uapai-

(142) ^ '

,,-
(pass.), if To fall into

ruins] (pass.),. (pass.).

^f To be on the decline] ',
(to decrease in height),-

(pass.),. -, (to fall off,

go doum). Tf Met.]-
(pass.; in strength, poiver,

<$[C.). ' (to lose

in moral strength or value) : also. or
(pass. ; to diminish in

intrinsic value, £[C.). and( approach itsrum)

.

Aby's fame or reputation is d.-ing,, ^f

Of a tooth] E. g. aby's teeth be-

gin to d., -.
DECAY, s. ,-, . (the

act), e. g. , -, , . , .,, , (the

state). To reduce to d.,

or : to go to d.,-
(pass.), :

to spoil by d.,.
IT Tofall into d.] See to Decay
(prop, and metaph.).

DECEASE, s. Syn. Death.
DECEASE, v. Syn. to Die.
DECEIT,, .,, .,

(= simulatio). To be versed in

d., see Deceitful : to be quite

incapable of any d., -'. More in

Deception. Without d., -
: by way of d., -,,, : to

practise d.,,.
See also to Deceive. Without
d.,,, 2., ,,, 2.

DECEITFUL,, 2.

: also, -,, 3. , 2
(sly, not open). A d. person,-, or -

: in a d. man-
ner, ,,, : I am leading aby some-
where in a d. manner,-.
DECEITFULLY. See < d.

manner' (or formed with adjj.

in Deceitful) : also,-,. (in the sense

of slyly). To do athg d. and slyly,

: to act

d.,,.
DECEITFULNESS. See De-

ceit, Deception.
DECEITLESS. See 'without

DECEIVE, v. (Trans.)-,,. Comic,-: poet,,, (Horn.), -,,-
(Horn.), (poet.),..'

(esply by sophistic reasoning), -

' (esply byfalse state-

ments) : poet,',
(Horn.). To d. aby in his expecta-

tions,,,. (as) : I trust

shall not be d.-d in my hopes,-,
(Xen.) : to

d. oneself, or-, also with ,-,, also with,,,
: to be d.-d in one's cal-

culation,' : un-
less I am much d.-d,. Comic, .
DECEIVING,, ,., 6, ., 6, ., , ., ,
(only of things) : poet,-
(as, Eur.).

DECEIVER,,,
6. ,.,, ., , 6., 6.

DECEMBER,, 6., , 6. $i$* The
first third ofwch coincided with the

latter part of our December, the

two remaining thirds, with the be-

ginning ofour January. Prps also*, after Plutarch's

(= November, by
old-Roman computation).

DECENCY, , -.,. ,
or, -., . To observe the

rules of d., : with
some d.,,-, : to disregard or act

contrary to the rules of d., -,-.
DECENNIAL, (ten

years old, or lasting ten years),, 2 (of ten years),' ', , .,, (ten years

old),, 2 (that lasts ten

DECENT,, 2 (chief-

ly of athg exterior, as dress, car-

riage, comportment, action, Qc)., 3., 2 (of beha-

viour), or,
2 (ofexpression, inner dignity, fyc).,, (becoming, pro-

per). D. comportment,-,, n '• it is d.,.
DECENTLY,...
DECEPTION, , -, -., 6. -, ., . Without

d.,, 2., 2 : full

of d.,,, 3,

<J(-c. See Deceitful. To prac-

tise d.,, (to

mislead), ,,
(by way of intrigue),

and (by

false pretence)

.

DECIDE,. -..,-



DEC: also,-
(upon athg, ).

To d. athg (as a judge),

and : to d.

a battle, .
: to d. a

war, :

I have to d. in athg,?
or' : to d.

about a matter, &c,
or -
(to take a resolution, make up one's

mind),
(to express o?ie

,

s opi-

nion upon athg) : to d. in favour

of athg, : it will

soon be d.-d, or
(i. e. it will be

clear) : to leave athg for aby to

d., ' or,,
: to d. a question, &c.,-,,

or
or (a dispute, fyc.) : it has
been d.-d, , -

: to d. positively,-: to d. agst aby,-
or-: to d. differently,.-

: aby d.'s differently,.
DECIDED,

(that has been settled, or is gene-

rally acknoivledged) , or-,, 3. (ma-

nifest, clear),, 2 (per-

fectly certain),, 2
(not dubious) : or by the past
partcp. of the verbs under Decide.
A d. fraud, :
ingratitude is a d. wrong, -

: it

is d. that &c., (seq.

infin. and nom.). % Firm: e.g.

a d. character, opinion, Qc] See
Firm, Determined. To give

one's d. opinion, -.
DECIDEDLY. 1 Expressive

of unhesitating assent] ..., '' :

also (by way of interj.), .,,. See
also Certainly. U In afixed de-

terminate manner] To pronounce
oneself very d., -

: to maintain very d.,-
or ,-,' : you

have d. done wrong,
: you are d.

wrong or mistaken, Crcl. by

: d. not,

(not a whit), '
(not the least) . or'.
D C AL FRAC ,* , .
DECIMATE, -
(= choose the tenth man. .

Anab., 5, 3, 9).

DECIMATION,,, ., .
DECIPHER,

(143)

DEC
(g. t. to read),

(e.g. ).
DECIPHERING,,, (reading), -.
DECISION,,,

., ., .,
(ofan arbiter or judge), ,
(a decisive circumstance). To

bring to a d. (e. g. a war), -
: athg

will have a speedy d.,' : to leave to

aby's d., or
(athg).

or

: a person to

whose d. athg has been left, -
: the matter will soon

come to a d., or
(it will be clear):

it is left to my own d.,, ' : to

come to a d. about athg,,,., : also. -
or (to take a re-

solution, £[c). Firmness]
(energy), or,

. To refuse with great d., -'. See Firmness.
DECISIVE, ', -, ov. , 3. The d. mo-

ment, 6,
: to come to a d. point,

or : a d.

opinion, &c,, : a d.

circumstance,, : to be d.,

or, or -
: athg is d.,/ (c. dat. of the thing ivch

decides) : in all human underta-

kings fortune exercises a d. influ-

ence, -
(Dem.).

DECISIVELY, (in an
authoritative manner, as founded
on a right), (Hipp. ;

with ref to a critical day). To
speak d., . Cf.
Decidedly.
DECK, v. 1i To cover] Vid.

1 To adorn] Vid. ^[ To cover

with a d. (as a vessel)]

(to board over). D.-d vessels,

or,.
DECK (of a vessel),-,, : also,. Ships

without a d., :

ships with a d., see Deck, v.

DECLAIM (as an orator), -
and (with or

without ), . -
(to learn or practice d.-ing).

or () (in a
theatrical style). He d.'s much on
this subject, -

(Plut.) : also (of
an orator) : to d. agst aby, '

(Gal.) : to d.

with the proper emphasis or ex-

DEC
pression, -.
t

DECLAIMER,, 5,
6. , 6.,
6 (that goes about).

DECLAMATION. [ 1) As
act], ., .
1 2) As tiling] (for prac-
tice. Dem.).,-, ., ., 6 (tur-

gidity). A subject for a d.,-. ^[ Declamatory style]-, 6..
DECLAMATORY, -

(intended to show off: -
), (tumid) : poet,

(Soph.),-] (high-flown. P.).

DECLARATION, -
or (g. tt.).-,, (public,

e. g. of war) : also, 6., . ,,. (what waspro-
nounced or declared). To make
a d.,..

(private-

ly), or-
(publicly, or on public affairs,

e. g. of a herald ; also in the latter

sense). ,, (in private mat-
ters) : also. "With
a previous d.,. -

: a d. of love,', : to make a d. of love,
'-

: a d. of war,, but chiefly Crcl., and, e.g. af-

ter a d. of war,/
: a war without a pre-

vious d., or-.
DECLARE, ,

(g. tt.). (of a person
questioned), (of a
reporter), (of a wit-

ness) : also,,
(to say openly, di-

vulge, e. g. any thoughts) : also. .. To d. definitely or po-
sitively,. -

: to d. loudly, -
?7 : to d. one's

opinion, -
or: to d.

war, or

: to d. oneself,"..
: to d. oneself distinctly,

or : to d.

oneself more distinctly, -
: to d. oneself

agst athg or opposed to it,-. .
: Id. myself

in favour of athg,. : to d. oneself in fa-

vour of aby's opinion,-
: to d. oneself for

aby, or

or, or (to



DEC DEC DED
take up Ms cause as a party) : to

d. aby to be (= to call him so or
so), .-

and (c. double

ace.) : to d. aby an outlaw,-
: to d. aby emperor, ru-

ler, &C., -
: to d. by a herald,,

: to d. aby one's

heir-at-law,

: the king d.-d him
his general, -

6? : to d. on
oath, .-

: to d. null and
void,..
DECLENSION, f Declining

state] See Fall, s. % Inflexion

of words (gram.)]?, ews, 17.

To go through the d. (of a word),. \ ay .
DECLINE, s. % State offall-

ing off]?,?, .
D. of the body or bodily strength,?, t^Jis, h ' to be on the d.,, (pass.)

:

the d. of athg (as act),,
.?, r/, or -. Metapk.], .
To approach towards its d.,-

(pass.) : d. of life,-, n : my physical strength is

on the d.,? or -? : my mental
strength is on the d.,: to be on the d.,'.. Tf Consump-
tion] Vid. To be in a d.,-..
DECLINE, v. 1 To lean

dowmcards],,, : aho
(to slope) or-. and-

(pass.; of the needle of
a pair of scales or balance). —
towards athg, or? .? .. (pass.) :

the day is d.-ing, .
6 ?. *ff

grow weaker] and
(pass.; g. tt.).-

and (of in-

ner strength), .
and (of a state or
condition),,-

and (of concrete
objects). My strength is d.-ing,? or?-

: my intellects are d.-ing,

>';/. T[ To
refuse politely].. If Todeviate (fm)]
Vid. ^[ To d. a word (gram.)]..
DECLIVITY,*, ., ?,,

(stronger t.).

DECOCT,.
}

DECOCTION, ,/,.
DECOLLATE. See ' to Cut

off aby's head.'

DECOLLATION,-, n. or? ?, : or Crcl., e. a.

(144)
9

??.
DECOMPOSE,.,. See DIS-

SOLVE.
DECOMPOSITION,-

?, . ?, .
DECOMPOUND. See De-

compose.
DECORATE,,-. To d. the stage,-, : to d. the

walls of a room,,-. or-.
DECORATION,,
(g t.). (scene-

painting),, (of^stage).?, ?, (of a room).

DECORATOR,?
(theatrical d.). Crcl. with verbs.

See Decorate.
DECOROUS. See Decent,

Becoming.
DECOROUSLY. See De-

cently.
DECORTICATE,-,.
DECORTICATION. Crcl.

ivith verbs in the preceding Ar-
ticle.

DECORUM, , ov-

to?.,.,, ., .. To observe d., -
: with d.,?,?,? : to disre-

gard or not obsen'e d.,-? : to disre-

gard all d.,?.
DECOY, . 1 Prop.]-

". (with a bait), ^f

Metaph.],.. To be d.-d,-
(pass.) .

(pass.) : to d. aby,: a d.-ing,

(prop.),,,
(metaph.).

DECOY, S. .
(a d.-ing ivith a bait),, ?, . ,

(the bait). U Metaph.]-,, .
DECREASE, . (Trans.)].. -...-?. [ (INTRS.)]-

and (pass.;

g. t.). and -
(of inner strength), -, and

(of an existing condition or state)., and -
(ofconcrete objects). My

strength is d.-ing,?
or? : my
intellectual power is d.-ing,-: aby's zeal

is d.-ing, ??:
aby's anger is d.-ing,-

: the illness is d.-ing.? : the vio-

lence of the cough is d.-ing,-
6.
DECREASE, s. ?,

?, . See DECLINE, s., and
Diminution.
DECREE, v. -. (or other dot. of

agent: = visum est mihi, illis

&c.) : also,/,7 (tofix, ordain),-
(ifby writing),-().-

(to issue an order), or. See Syn. a?id

phrases in Command. %^° Note.
Where we useforms with 'should'
the Greeks mly used the present
iniin.

DECREE, s., ., ., ., .,
(in writing). A d. of the senate,?, : ad. of the
people,,.-, : to ordain by a d. of the
people, : to issue a
d.,.()..
DECREPIT,?, 3.-

tjjXos, 2.?, 3.?,
2.?,?, 2.-?, 2. ?, 2. To be
d.,'..
DECREPITUDE, -

/,. ?. -, ., .
DECRY,,.. -. A d.-ing,-?, .
DECUPLE,?, 3.

DECUR10N,?,-?, .
DECURSION, and, ).

DECURTATION, (prps), .
DECUSSATE. See Cross.
DEDICATE. If Consecrate]

(prps), . -,? : aho",.,
(Max.Tyr.). % To inscribe to aby
(e.g. a book)] .,. ?. U
Of a temple, fyc] (prps) -?, . ^[ To devote] VlD.
DEDICATION,-

?, . That relates or belongs

to a d.,?, 3.

DEDICATOR. Crcl. with
verbs under to Dedicate.
DEDITION. Sec Surren-

der.
DEDUCE, -

?. To d. one's race fm—,-
(ivith or ivithout

or -? ?).? ?. To d. athg (e.g.

a state, condition) fm athg.

or -? : to d. by way of logic or ar-

gument, see Syn. tinder Con-
clude.
DEDUCEMENT,-, ., . See DEDUC-

TION.
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DEDUCT, /os

(g. t. ; also used arithmeticallyfor). {gen. ofob-
ject). He has d.-d a portion of my
wages, .
DEDUCTION. % Abatement], : also Crcl. with

verbs under Deduct. % Syllo-

gistic inference] See Conclusion.
DEED, s. % The thing done]

See Act, Action. If Deed {in

contradistinction of word)] E. g.

to assist aby not by words only but
by d.'s, -.-.-

{with word and deed). f[ In
deed (:= really, truly, 8(c)]., ais,. *[f— Fact] Vid. U With collateral

notion of praiseworthy (= achieve-

ment) ] E.g. z. good, brave, noble,

&c. d., ,-, . or
(in abstracto and

objectively) : a happy or fortunate

d.,, : a praisewor-
thy d.,, .,

: to accomplish a (noble) d.,

or", or-, -.
DEED, s. % Writing contain-

ing a Contract] Vid. To draw
up a d., {),{ ).
DEEM. See Consider.
DEEP,,, {g. t. in

all relations). {Of the voice),-, , . . water, d. snow,

d. sand, , or

or ,-
or : d. peace,

or : . sleep,

: to be in a d. sleep,

{') {pass.)

:

when they were all in a d. sleep,- : a d. cut, a
d. wound, ,

: a d. voice, -
: d. or profound knowledge or

insight of athg, or, : to fetch a
d. sigh, or, : that has struck d.

root,, 2 : d. affliction,

or>, or

: to be in d.

affliction (about athg),

: d. misery or

distress,»; or -
: to preserve a d. si-

lence, : what
a d. sleep you were in !

{sc. ) ! {Luc.) :

to be d. in thought,. ..
£W In measurement the ace.

is used to express the notion

of depth, e. g. the lake is fifty

fathoms d.,

: so deep
as, &c , {-,-). If Of a battle-array

(5)

{so many deep, fyc.)] . g.

{or ), '
{or')-' {i. e.

is many men or only afew d.). ^[

Fig.
: profound] VlD. D. know-

ledge, . -, ' a d. thinker,,, : . pene-
tration, ., . ^\ Dark {of
colour)] {e. g. -
). | Cunning] VlD.
DEEP, s. f Sea] Vid.
DEEPEN,.-, {to hollow out).. {with an

instrument). If To make darker,

deepen the darkness] See to

Darken.
DEEPLY,. To be d.

in debt, ,-
: I am d.

afflicted, {pass.)/ : to be d. grieved at athg,

or

{pass.) or

: d. rooted,, 2 :

to enter or penetrate d.,

or : to im-
press itself d. on one's mind,-.

{trans.) : d. thinking,-,, . -, 3 : d. afflicted,, ,.. "[[ Cunningly] VlD.
DEEPNESS. Depth] Vip.

Craft, cunning] Vid.
DEER,, 6, {g. t.for

stag, deer ; as generic term, in

Att.). Young d., : as

adj.. PL -, {as collective hunting term).

DEFACE. See Disfigure.
DEFACEMENT. Crcl. by

verbs in Disfigure.
DEFALCATE. See De-

fraud.
DEFALCATION. Crcl. by

verbs in Defraud.
DEFAMATION. See Ca-

lumny.
DEFAMATORY. See Ca-

lumnious.
DEFAME. See to Calumni-

ate.
DEFAMER. See Calumnia-

tor.
DEFAULT, s. f Defect] Vid.

H Default {as legal term)] See

Contumacy, if Failure]-,, {absence, omis-

sion),, {want or absence of
means),,, {rareness

of athg)., {privation of
athg). In d. of atbg, or, or -, {) -

{i. e. fin want of it), -{, ), {by

way of omission).

DEFAULTER. Crcl.fin verbs,. vo-..-..

DEFEAT, v. Of an army],. See
more under Defeat, s. TJ To
frustrate], -... -. To d. aby's plan or
design, -
/. or-. -

: to d. one's
hope, .

: to d.

aby's hope,

: I see all my hopes d.-d,: to see

one's plan d.-d,. U To resist

{as an attack)] {),, -
and : also.

For stronger terms see Defeat, s.

DEFEAT, s., (clades)., . , . -, . To inflict a d.,-. -
: to suf-

fer a d., meet with a d.,-,» {pass.), -' : — by the
enemy, .-.. 7}. *\\ Frustration] VlD.
DEFECATE. See to Clari-

fy.

DEFECATION. See Clari-
fication.
DEFECT, , -

{g. .), , , and,
{in a positive sense — vitium),

e. g. .'
{stronger term) . That

is without or has no d.,,
3., 2 : that has some
d., and, 3. %
Chiefly negative sense] ,., {imperfection).

Faultiness], ,
{d. in the abstract),-, . ,. -, : also (==/«#//) .,. ,.

have a bodily d.,

: d.'s in the re-

presentation, ai

: a d. in one's under-

standing, /, 77 : full of d.'s,

or {having imper-

fections),, 3., 3.-, 3., 2 {in a positive

sense). Cf. Defective.
DEFECTION,, ., ., {stronger

terms).

DEFECTIVE, f Notperfect], 7],, 2., 2., 2. H In
positive seiise], 3.,
3., 2., 2. A d.

state or condition,, .. ,.
DEFECTIVELY,.-,.
DEFENCE, t Protection
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(g. t.)], (?).-,., ., .
Syn. in Protection. In defence

oimay often be transl. by. In
d. of one's country, -. Defence (in the abstract)], (with words in gene-

ral),

{juridically),, . ?-, . , ?) (in an active

sense). To annihilate aby's d.,. If

A means of defence {fig.)]
-, .,-., . -, . , . % (In

concrete•) military] or,., .
wall of d.,, . }]-, ., : point

of d.,, : state or posi-

tion of d. (e. g. to place oneself in)," -
or : to place

athg in a state of d.,

or' : pre-

parations for d., :

a war of d., see Defensive : wea-
pons or amis of d.,

(with or without, ) : to

carry on a war of d.,: pre-

parations for d.,

: without d.,

and-, 2 (with ref to positive

means),, 2 (unpro-
tected), , 2 (unas-
sisted by others). ^ In a court

ofjustice] See at the beginning of
the Article: also, . A written d.,-, : the coun-
sel for the d.,, 6. If
Works of defence] See above, or
Fortification.
DEFENCELESS,-

and, 2
(without defensive preparations),, 2 (unprotected),-, 2 (without an ally).

DEFEND. U To defend aby
actively] '. -, .. or-.-. .
To d. athg, -

or ,, ,' , -
: to d. oneself,. (also

of a fortified place, to d. it-

self) : to d. oneself agst aby,-. ' or. .. ^ To defend (in
concrete (by fortifying]
or,,-
With words] ,-
or , •. ;

(146)

(to d. oneself) : — in any cause,

: to d.

oneself agst athg,

: — agst aby,-
: — before or in

the presence of aby,-
: to d. aby in a

c. of justice, .
DEFENDANT (in a court),, 6.,-,,, 6 (the

d., inasmuch as lie is accused). The
counsel for the d.,, , or

(as above), 6.

DEFENDER,, 6., , 6., 6.,, (in active defence),, 6 (in words), gup
Also Orel, with the latter verb;

partcp. aor. and fut. respectively,

according to the context. A d. of

liberty, -.
DEFENSIVE (e. g. treaty),, . To be or keep one-

self on the d.,, ':
to conclude or enter upon a d. al-

liance with aby, see Defence : a

d. war,

: to carry on a d.

war, -
: d. wea-

pons, (with or with-

out,) : also -
(Ath.) : to conclude a

d. alliance, ,
;7 ,

: d.

preparations, or,,., •-. -
: to act on the d.,.

or.
DEFENSIVELY. . g. to act

d., see 'on the Defensive,' in

preceding Article (extr.).

DEFER, U To put of] -, and more usually ava-..,,-
(mid.), -. §»

and are only used
by later writers. Comp. Lob. ad
Phryn., p. 214.

^
% To pay de-

ference, to]. (dat.).-
(dat. or gen.), (dat.).

DEFERENCE,, ., : also,,
, or '.-, . To show or pay d. to aby,

or. (both c.

dat.). (ace),-
(dat). (gen. or

dat). (dat.). See Com-
PLAISANCY.
DEFERENTIAL. See Re-

spectful.
DEFERENTIALLY. See' to

pay Deference,' and Respect-
fully.

DEFIANCE, f Challenge]
Vid. To bid d. (prop.), see to

Challenge. ^[ Fig.],
.,., .. To bid (aby) d. (=
to set aby at d.),

: to def)T athg, or set

athg at d., ,
Tt(e. g. an

evil) : to bid d.,,, {to be

haughty, refractory, <§-c.) : in d.

of aby, / : in d. (— spite)

of the multitude, -.
DEFICIENCY,,,

. D. of food, :

d. of money,
or, (stronger t.) :

d. of fruit,, : d.

of corn,, : d. of
understanding,, r) : d. of
water,, : d. of proper
judgement, , .-, : d. of counsel,-, ., : to have (or

suffer fm) a d. of athg,, ,^ : great d.,-
: to supply aby's d.,

or
: fm a d. of athar, or

» * / / «-. .
s ' /

r

»

, or ~
: great or extreme d.

(of athg), : there
is an entire d. of athg, ,, .

Deficiency (in a moral se?ise]

See Imperfection.
DEFICIENT, , -,, 2. , 2., 2. To be d. in,-.

(g. t. = to be wanting, Vid.) ^[
Morally] , 3.

(imperfect, Vid.)., 2 (superficial; e.g.
education,). To do athg
in a d. manner,

: d. in athg (=: not well ground-
ed or informed),,-,, 2,. See De-
fective.
DEFIER. Crcl. by verbs un-

der Defy.
DEFILE, v. See Contami-

nate, Dishonour, il Of troops]. To make the troops

d., and :

to d. (past a place),.
DEFILE, S., -, . ,
: also, . ,., ., .
DEFILEMENT. % Moral]

See Contamination. ^ Of a
woman] or -, ).

DEFILER,,,
.,, 6.

DEFINE, t To determine
the extent of athg with precision]

See Determine. % To give a
logical definition],-

(a?id mid.),.
(to d. so and so ;
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e. g. in what manner, or by what
term, had we best d. wisdom ?

;

DEFINER. Crcl. with verbs

under Define.
DEFINITE. Certain} -,,?, 2. Syn.

in Certain. 1 can say nothing
d., : to

speak in a d. tone,. % Fixed, determined
upon],,-,. See FIX-
ED, ,,-, 3.

or (stated in express

terms). D. cases,

(A.) : on d. conditions, -
toTs.

DEFINITELY,-
(D ).,. To

maintain d., or-,',-
: most ..,. *\• Certainly] VlD.

DEFINITION,, {act

of defining), , {definition of
a term. A. ; also terms of a pro-
position. Eucl.)., .
To give a d. of athg,

or','- {and mid.):

I consider the d.'s of geometry to

be the most certain, -
--

{Sy?i"s.). See Define.
DEFINITIVE, {de-

fined, fired), {decisive, on
ickick all depends) . See Positive,
Express, adj. A d. proposal, see

Ultimatum.
DEFINITiYELY,K-upia>s.cV

{expressly) . See Posi-
tively, Expressly.
DEFLECT. (Trans.)-

{to bend or turn aside;
both trans, and intrans., prop, and

fig.), {in Att. mly in-

trans. , ' : also im-
propr., e. g.- ,
P.). {to bend out of the

regular line ; also intrans. and
impropr., e. g. ,
.).
DEFLECTION,,

?, [Plut. 2, 929). See De-
viation.
DEFLORATION, or, .
DEFLOUR, or

{Ar. Luc),-
{Hdt.). or -'. ".

DEFLUXION,,
{of humours. P.).

OEFOR^l,.-
or -
'..-. ',..

_
DEFORMATION,«$iad>0opa,

r?., .
DEFORMED,, -,. 2. -, 2., 3., 3

{a cripple),, 3 {if the arms
or legs turned inwards), -

(147)

DEG
, 3 {turned outicards). -

{, ) {of the

back),, 3 {not straight).

See Crooked. To be d.,.
DEFORMITY {as a state, the

result of deformation),,
., ., ., ., .-,,
DEFRAUD,, -, {by intrigue or

Craft), and-
{by false pretence). To d.

aby of athg, -, or, .
DEFRAUDER,,,

. xl/, , .,

.
DEFRAY {expense, necessary

means, <$£C.), . -
{to furnish the means

for maintaining athg, e.g. -). To d. the
cost, or and

: to

d. aby's expenses,

: to

he able to d. the expense,-
: the

d.-ing of an expense,, ., .
DEFRAYER. Crcl. by verbs

in Defray.
DEFRAYMENT,,. ., .
DEFT, -LY. See Apt, Apt-

ly, adv.

f

DEFUNCT,, ,
os, or,, . -,,., 3. Those
that are d., .. . '.
DEFY. See to Challenge.

To d. a thing, -
: to d. dangers, -
or .

DEGENERACY, -RATION,. {ofplants. Theoph.)., : and Crcl. by verbs

in Degenerate.
DEGENERATE, v.-

or, '-,. -. .' .-' . -
{to d. fin one's ancestors). %
Stronger tt. {with collateral notion

of deterioration)} -, {pass.), -
{pass. ; the latter of

plants only).

DEGENERATE, -RATED,,, 2.-,, 3. -,, . Stronger tt.

in Corrupt.
DEGRADATION. ^Formal

act of deposing a person]
or-.,, . ^\ In

a wider sense], . -, . , .

DEG
look upon athg a9 a d., -

or
: also

DEGRADE. \\ To depose {by
icay ofpunishment)] or£- {to

remove to a lower ra?ik). '. or{),-. *f[ In
wider sense],-
/. ',..' -, {P.). H
To disgrace] . -

{stro7iger t.). "[f De-
grading], 3.'\,, . -, 2., 3. ^f De-
graded] {actually degrad-
ed ; punished by ), -

a?id,
.
DEGREE, t In a mathema-

tical orgeographical sense],
. Half a d.,, :

amounting to one d.,,
3. [[ As qualitative and quan-
titative measurement],, , and {quanti-

tatively),,, {qua-

litatively). A high d. of athg,

{e. g. of cold, insanity,

S[C, , -) : in a high d., .
: to attain or reach a high

d. of athg,', to reach so high a d. of
athg (as. &c.), sis or

or', '
: thehigh-

est d., ,, ijtos,

?';. : in the highest

d.,, , ' -, ,,
: to attain the

highest d. of athg,,
: the high-

est d. of injustice, -
: to fall into the lowest de-

gree of misery, sis -
: this is the

highest d. of all,'^ : in a common
or an ordinary d., : in a
certain d., or to a certain d.,,, {end.) : to con-

fer athg, accord athg, to aby in a
certain d., ' -

: the d.'s of a man's age, ai

: to raise one-

self to the highest d. of honour,:
don't you perceive to what d. of

misfortune you are reduced ?

; by d.'s,^, ,. -. {the ttvo latter

adverbially) : also

{by little and little), or,., , ,,. 3 {ad-

jectively only) : to accomplish athg

by d.'s,

. g^» The construction xcith

is chiefly used icith ver-

L 2
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bal phrases as in the above exam-
ple. Tf In ref. to consanguinity]•, as, . To be related to

aby in the sixth d. of consan-

guinity, '. U Standing
point in the ascending scale of ho-

nours] tlixti. To rise to a higher

d., ? : to

raise aby to the highest d. of ho-

nour, . See RANK. ^f

Academically speaking] (prps)

or
or-,. By d.'s, see

Gradually.
^
DEIFICATION,,

6., .,
V•

DEIFY, -, .
or ..
DEIGN. See to Condescend.
DEITY,, . , 6.,, .,.
DEJECT. If Fig.] . g. to

d. aby (as regards his hope), &c,
: — as

regards aby's spirit, :

— as regards aby's courage,-.. . -: he "was not, or

did not allow himself to be, d.-d.,

: d.-ing,, 3.-, 3.

DEJECTED,, 2.-, 3. To be or become d.,... .. : to become
or be d. about athg, .

or-/ : to be or to feel .,-. or-
or. [at

athg,. P.; also . -. .), (to be down-
cast. .). : to make
aby feel d., or!/. -.
DEJECTEDLY,.
DEJECTION,, . -, ., . -, . To take away abv's

d., rouse him fm his d.,

or :

to cause or create a feeling of d.

in aby, or'..
t

DELAY, . If To put of]
and, '. See DEFER.

Athg is d.-d, . '-
. «ft (INTRANS.) To

linger, loiter],-,, -...-^ (cunctari). Not to
d.,

: to d.
at a place,

(148)

DEL
or

(to sojourn in general). IT To
impede, arrest in its course], (= arcere) or

(inhibere) : also',.. (Eocci-

pere),,-
(an enemy). (Cohibere),,-,. ',,.

DELAY, S., ij (g.t)., . , 6 (fm want

of spirit), ,,
(hifidrance ; then also sojourn at a
place), or, .,
., . (the

waiting at a place), also '
(stay in or before a place. T. 5, 7).

Without d.,,-, -
(e. g.) : to cause

a d. (of athg),

: to suffer a d.,

: to cause d., or.
: athg does not admit

of d., . Ap-
plicationfor ' delay' in a court of
justice], . An appli-

cation for d. made upon oath,

(wch was met by an) : -
(as granted) : to apply for

d., ' : to grant an
application for d., -.
DELAYER. Orel, by verbs

under to Delay.
DELECTABLE. See De-

lightful.
DELEGATE, v. 1 To send

with power to transact business]

(g. t.). -
(to se?id aby loith

full power to act), or
(to commission aby, as a

charge d' affaires) or

(to give him
authority to act). To be d.-d,-,. : to d. a
person (as an envoy, &c),-. See DELEGATE, s.

DELEGATE, s.,
6., , b : pi.-. To be or act as a d,-

: to send a d.,-, . iggf

The latter however is omitted wher-
ever the object of the mission is

stated, wch is done by the partcp.

future, e. g. ol

(to conclude an al-

liance).

DELEGATION,,
DELETERIOUS. See Inju-

rious, Hurtful.
DELF. A mine] Vid. f

Earthenware] Vid.
DELIBERATE, v. If To con-

sult togetlier] (about

athg, ), e. g. they said

they would d. whether the war

DEL
should be carried on any longer,, ' -

: to d.

with aby about athg,,-
: sts -y,

(P.). Poet,-, (Horn.). ^f

To weigh in one's mind]-, (aor. pass.).(). "-,,..' (athg)., (to take in

consideration) : also-
or « .. See CoN-

DELIBERATE, adj.-, 3., 3. -, 3. -, 3., 2. -, 2. A d. answer,-
: to resolve

upon (athg) after a d. considera-

tion, -
: . choice,, , : to act with

d. choice, : to

be d., (pass.), -. .
DELIBERATELY, -

(with design), -
(of deliberate choice),-, ,-. To act d.,. ., SfC See preceding

Article. Athg is done d.,

(with deli-

beration), ^sp In the sense of
athg being done with intent or
purpose the advv.? and

are used, or -, , Qc. Wrongs
done d.,

(.). See DESIGNED-
LY. Deliberately (= with bad
intent), : I have not
done it d. (= / had no bad in-

tent), -.
DELI BERATE ESS. See

next Article.

DELIBERATION, t Act of
consulting together],, ., : also-, (.). (con-

sultation ; e. g. of physicians.

Hipp.). To admit aby to one's

d.'s, is. -. IJ Mental deliberation], . , . -, ., i). A gene-
ral d.,, : without d.,. . -

: to judge after mature d.,

: to act with d.,. -
: athg is done with d.,

: power of
d.,, . See DELIBERATE-
LY. If Hesitation] Vid.
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DELIBERATIVE. E.g. ad.

body, see Council.
DELICACY. H Softness,fine-

ness],, (thinness;

also d. of body. P.).,, (Jtenderness). »)?,, (thinness), (fine-

ness of substance), (re-

finement of language ; in a bad
sense, ' prettiness*).,
, and, (in acting,

speaking),, rj. -, , and, (mo-

rally, of manner, conduct, &&).
His (or her) complexion and skin

are of an extreme d.,

:

d. of taste (irnpropr.),,
: d. of feeling, tocos,, 77. II In the concrete] See

Dainty. i[ TFitfA re/1 state of
nealth]See Delicate. TJMasceZ/.]

Athg is a matter of great d., -/. ..
DELICATE,', 3.-

Xos, 3. ?, 3 (tender), -*, 2 (/" rf. nature or

growth),, 2.?, 3.

/rjs, 2 (refined), ?,
2 (/' approved quality). D. in

manners or one's mode of acting,, 2. ?, 2 : of

d. complexion,?, /
(^era. »),??, wtos,

, v.* 2 (w;i7& re/!

to the fleshy part) : d. feeling, -, ?, T7 : d. work or d. work-
manship,, t) : to do

some d. work,// :

having a d. taste,: en-

joyment of a d. nature or suited

to a d. taste, :

to judge of these matters requires

a nicer and more d. taste, --\ ' (Luc.) :

of a d. texture or tissue,-
tos, 2. »)?, 2 : a d. con-

stitution, r\ -
or : d. (ivith

regard to health or constitution),., 2.

Difficult to manage} See Dif-
ficult.
DELICATELY. «[[ Tenderly,

softly] .. -. . To live d.,

: to bring up too

d.,, - or-: brought up too d.,, 3. if Finely, ele-

gantly] Vid.
DELICIOUS. Fm superla-

tives ofadjj. under Delightful.
DELICIOUSLY. Fm super-

latives of advv. under Delight-
fully.
DELIGHT, s., h.-, - . ,., -,

r/., r\. '«, ., . , h•

To feel a d.,^ (pass.).,
(pass ). : it is a d.,

or :

(149)

DEL
overpowered with d., -

I,, : a great d,-, : to cause a great d., -,,: to

take a d. in athg,,
(pass.). '-

(pass.)! or
1 . -
, .
J

DELIGHT, v. (Trans.) -...-
I...
D.-d,, , ., 2 : to be d.-d, -

(pass.).

(pass.). See also ' to d. in athg'

(infra). To be considerably more
d.-d, -

: I am d.-d with athg, -
or ,

: I am
d.-d to hear, to see athg,

or : to d. aby,

: to be d.-d

to do athg,. T[ (Intrans.)] d.,-.,
(pass.): to d. in athg,-, .
(pass.) .. ,.
DELIGHTFUL,*, 3.

•77/5,, 2. ,?, 3. ./?, 3. -,, .,,
, ., 2., 3
(stronger t.), or, (e.g.

of a spot or landscape). Athg is

d. to me, : a

d. view, : to

afford a d. aspect, -
: to be

d. to athg, e. g. to the eye, the ear,

&c, see to Delight (trans.).

DELIGHTFULLY. Fmadvv.
Delightful.
DELIGHTFULNESS. See

Delight.
DELINEATE, tf To draw

(g. t.)] Vid. il To draw the out-

lines of athg], -,.-. . -.. Fig.: to set

forth briefly] See to Describe.
DELINEATION, 7 -,,--., .-,, •-,. , .,

., - To give a d. of

athg, see Delineate. Fig. : de-

scription] Vid.
DELINQUENCY. See

Crime.
DELINQUENT. See Crimi-

nal.
DELIQUESCENCE,,
DELIQUESCENT, ^-...
DELIRIOUS (to be), -.
DELIRIUM,, ry.

DELIVER. To set free], -

DEL
or (e. g. out of sla-

very,fm oppression, <§c, then also
fig. out of trouble, fm affliction,

fyc.). , (out ofhis
prison, bondage, fetters, &c), or

(withref. to legal prose-
cution), (to free fm, e.

g. obligations, as -). and-
(fm danger, out of troubles,

&c.). — aby fm athg,/<.
To d. by paying a ransom, -,.—by one's en-

treaties,£ : to d. one-

self, (pass.),-,-
(pass.). If To de-

liver up],,,. To
demand aby to be d.-d over,-' or : to d.

(=z hand over),.-. : to d. oneself

up to aby,. :

to d. a city up to the enemy, see

to Surrender. If To deliver or
hand down (e. g. to posterity)] See
to Hand (down). H To save,

redeem (fm athg)]. / /09.
(by ransom,

<$j~c.). To deliver (in child-bed)]. To be d.-d,-
(pass.), also. -

vav(ofachild,Tra^a). U To de-

liver a speech, discourse)]7, or simply (be-

fore aby, or '
or ) : — on a subject,

or .
: a dis-

course d.-d on moral philosophy
and politics, -

: also or

: to d. a
speech of considerable length,, -.
DELIVERANCE,-, ., - ,, ' fm athg, tiios.

DELIVERY, f Manner in

wch aby delivers himself (rhetori-

cally)] , - To have a good
d.,7)/ . -}. H With ref.

to pronunciation], .. A badd.,,
. , 6 (the mode in wch a
word is to be pronounced) .-, 6., (gesticu-

lation or rhetorical action). "[[

Act of bringing forth animals], ., 6. Relating

to a woman's d., /cos, 3.

DELTA,, . The or

a Delta (e. g. in lower Egypt),,. An inhabitant of the

D., ')5, , 6.

DELUDE. See Deceive.
DELUDER. See Deceiver.
DELUGE, s. See Flood.
DELUGE, v. See Inundate.
DELUSION. If Act of delu-

ding] See Deception, if Delu-
sive representation] (errour,
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mistaken notion). ^ Errour]*, or sts merely, .*, . '*, ), -
*, ). To be under a d.,

: to be freed fm a d.,* (.P.) :

to see one's d.,

: to convince aby that

be is under a d.,

or -
: an optical d.,, : without d., -, 2., 2.

DELUSIVE, *, 3. -*, 3., 3.-
*, 3.

DELUSIVELY, *..
DELVE. See to Dig.
DELVER. 5fee Digger.
DEMAGOGUE,*,

. To be a d., // :

like a d.,*, 3.

DEMAND, v. 1 Claim] al-

or *.
{athg nhat ahy is enti-

tled to ask), [ur-

gently), and' (to

ask),, (to claim

as a rigid). To d. athg of or fm
aby,- and

: to d. of aby to do athg,-, or* : he d.-d general

submission, *
: to d. (athg) over and

above,, e. g. the sol-

diers d. higher wages, -. TJ
To require (—to he of necessity)]

(gen.)," (ace.), -
(gen.). The times in wch

we live d. our serious conside-
ration, * -* * : as cir-

cumstances may d. it,

: equity d.'s it,

: duty d.'s it, -
: as the present state of

things d.'s, ,.
DEMAND, s. Claim: as

act] '*, *, '-
*, . To make a d.,.',.. See to Demand. ^| Objec-
tively (i. e. the thing demanded)]', ., , and'*, . and -, . Ad. (of money),
~*, *, ., ., . ^} In a wider
and abstract sense] *, . -, . The d. they make
is beyond what I am able to ac-
complish, -" rj kutu : to comply
with, grant, resist aby's d.. see Re-
quest.

"[J Ofgoods, $•<•., in de-
mand] *,*, -
«?, (ready sale). To be in d.,.
(pass.; of the article itself),

(with 'ref. to the
seller) : to be in great d.,-, -

(with ref to the selle?•). -
(150)

'

\ (of the

article), * *
(ivith ref. to the seller and the ar-

ticle sold) : there is no d. for such

an article, ''.* : want of d.,, . H Claim for pay-
ment] See Claim.
DEMANDANT,-MANDER,

Orel, by verbs in to Claim, De-
mand.
DEMARCATION, *, 6., . A line of d.,-, . * ** (if a wall),** (if a ditch),** (if

a village). *-* (if pointed out by a path).

DEMEAN. See (1) ' to Be-
have oneself;' (2) 'to Debase
oneself.'

DEMEANOUR, f Conduct,
behaviour (towards others)] Vid.
In most cases expressed by a subst.

combining the notion of the beha-
viour and the peculiar nature of
the latter, e. g. unassuming d.,-, ., , or Crcl.

: courteous
d.,,*,-
ti;s, *, ., ),, : affable d.,-*, *, .,
: engaging d.,, in-, : liberal d.,-
*, *, : haughty d..-, ., . ,
*, : savage, brutal d., -,, : unseemly d.,, . , * :

lawless d.,, ). See Con-
duct, Behaviour. % Deport-
ment, carriaqe] VlD.
DEMERIT, v. Tl To be in

fault] See Fault.
DEMERIT, s. 1 Blame,fault]

Vid.

DEMI (in composition), -.
See the Compounds.
DEMIGOD, *, *, 6.*, 6.*, . (Fem.), *, ., .
DEMISE, s. 1 Decease (of

aby)] ,-*, . /»), . Con-
veyance by lease or wilt]-*, . *, r) (g. t.).*,*, (by lease).

See also Conveyance.
DEMISE, v. See to Be-

queath.
DEMITONE,

(Pint).

DEMOCRACY,,
in *, 6 (the latter in the phrase

of and -, to subvert the democratical
constitution).

^
DEMOCRAT,* or*. 6.

DEMOCRATICAL,-* (= popularis).-, 3. To have a d. constitution
or government,
(pass.).

DEMOLISH,,-

.. -
(the latter of a surrounding

wall),. To d. a
bridge,, -
pav. also, '.

to d. thoroughly,///.
* ,. See to DE-

STROY.
DEMOLISHER. See De-

stroyer.
DEMOLITION,,,, . See

Destruction.
DEMON,,, 6 : (pi.

genii = tutelary spirits),-, , . A good d.,*, * : evil

d.,, b '. to be pos-

sessed by an evil d.,-
: proceeding fm an evil d.,, 2. and*, 2.*, 3.

DEMONIACAL. See De-
mon (extr.).

DEMONSTRABLE,-
*. 2. *, ).

DEMONSTRATE,-
(g. t.).,-..,

(the truth, or fallacy

of athg).,
(a?id Mid.), (to

evince display) : also*. Eudemus d/s
this in the third book of his phy-
sics, '*

:

to d. (athg),*-
(g. t.).* or * (by an exam-

ple) : also *.
: to d.

in a convincing or irrefragable

manner, :
to d. one's friendly feelings, -. -'.
DEMONSTRATION. [

Proof by example]*, ., : better,

(P.). *, . You
do not even attempt to prove it

to d.,' (P. Thea?t.,

162, ) : to prove athg to d.,. ^J -
hibition, manifestatio7i] A d. of
friendship, , : to

give a d. of it, -. or' or -. ^ In a military

sense], t). To make a
military d., .

: — agst or before

anv place, .
DEMONSTRATIVE, '-, 2.,, 3.

A d. proof, :

to consider athg d.,

( : a d. argument (for

athg). *.
DEMONSTRATIVELY. Fm

adjj. in Demonstrative. See
Clearly. You do not even at-

tempt to prove it d., see under
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Demonstration. To establish,

set forth, or prove d., -.. or., -
(seq. partcp. ; to prove

what is denied).

DEMONSTRATOR. Crclby
verbs under Demonstrate.
DEMORALIZATION, -, h {trans, and intrans.)., r) (intrans.). See COR-

RUPTION.
DEMORALIZE,-. To d. the people,?

?}. See to Cor-
rupt.
DEMULCENT. Crcl. with

Alleviate, Assuage.

j

DEMUR, v. % To hesitate].. -.. . % Le-
gal term (— exceptione uti. Ulp.
and Paul. Dig.)] prps

(q. t.)..
DEMUR, s. 1 Hesitation]ViO.

H Legal term (= exceptio. Ulp.
and Paul. Dig.)] E. g. to put in

ad. (=: excipere adversus qm),. See to Demur.
DEMURE. The nearest term

prps is •; or-. To assume a d. look,-.
DEMURELY. Bypartcp. <n-.
DEMURENESS,aEMi/oTr0oo--.
DEMURRER. 1 G. t. : {de-

lay)] Vid. *\\ Legal term] See
Demur.
DEN. See Cave.
DENIAL, Assertion to the

contrary], .-, ., ., ,
and Crcl. by verbs in to Deny, if

Refusal] Vid. *fT Self-denial]-, -
{ifevinced by self-controul).

See Controul.
DENIER, or -. 6 . To be a

d., or -, {seq. infin.).

DENIGRATE. See Black-
en, Calumniate (fig.).

DENIGRATION. f Fig.], r).

DENIZATION. See Citi-
zenship.
DENIZEN, s. See Citizen.
DENIZEN, v. If To make

aby a denizen] See phrases in

Citizen.
DENOMINATE. See to Call.
DENOMINATION, -, r).

DENOMINATOR, ,
TO.

DENOTATION,,, r).

DENOTE,,-,,-,.
(to d. by distin-

guishing), (to d. by words).
In the latter sense see to Explain.

(151)

DENOUEMENT (of a dra-
matic piece). See Catastrophe.. If Impropr.] See
Event, Result.
DENOUNCE. If Inform

agst] ... .
d. secretly or malignantly,-.. If To de-

clare] Vid.
DENOUNCEMENT, -, ., . To make.,.'.-. . (Se-

cretly, falsely).-.
DENOUNCER. See In-

former.
DENSE. % Thick] Vid. "ft

Crowded] Vid. if Stupid] Vid.
DENSELY. See Thickly,

Stupidly.
DENSITY,,,

. (g. tt.). -,,, (firm-
ness, stability),, r), and, , (close connexion of
the parts).

DENT, v.,-,.
DENT, s. -,,-, ),, .,, (the notch in tlie arrow,

whereby it is fixed on the string).

To make a d.,.-.
DENTAL,, 2 (of

the form or nature of a tooth).

0$F The modern distinction be-

tween dental-letters, Qc. (=literae

dentales), commences with very late

Latin Gram. only.

DENTICULATED,-, 2 (of theform of a tooth) :

also Crcl. with verbs under to

Dent.
DENTIFRICE (modern), E.

g. d. -powder, chalk- d., -,, .
Gloss, -, (Luc. Amor., 39).

DENTIST, 6, -
(the latter ' tooth-drawer"

1

).

DENTITION,, i)., .
DENUDATE or DENUDE,, (g.t.).-

(to lay open, uncover).

See ' to strip Naked.'
DENUDATED. See Naked.
DENUDATION,,, .
DENUNCIATION,,
(information),,

(accusation), (threat; of-

ten pi.. D.).

DENY. IT Affirm to the con-

trary] . or.. -,,
(aor. pass.), . if

Tore/use],-. . To d. aby's

request, or. :

not to d. aby's request,

: 1 shall
not d. you athg,

or - : I do not
d. it, , if Not
to acknowledge or accede to]-

or ,
(seq. infin.). .

I d. athg or that &c. (rendered
by the above verbs seq. infin., with

or , ' ) : to d. aby,'
(— say

he is not at home) : to d. oneself,. if Fig.], -.
DEPART, if Leave a place

or person] ,( or),
(with fut. mid-

dle, aor. pass.), and
(to

part fin),. .
(pass. ; to set out), ',

(hastily, to disap-

pear) : also

or , -, -
(fma

place),,, -
(by sea or ivater). -

(pass.) (fm
a perso?i), or ,' (fm
one another), (to leave

one's country), or. To d. secretly, -, or, : to let

aby d., : to force aby
to d., .-.'. if To departfm athg,

deviatefm].-. (pass.), -,. To d.

fm athg,•77/ (pass.). % In a moral sense] -, -. (pass.) -, ,. To d. fm what
is right, the law, &c,-, ,, -. if (A eupliemistic

term for) to die]

XJijv (to d. this life). When
he was about to d. this life,

: the d.-d,

or that have d.-d this life,-, , or .. . .
DEPARTURE. *H The act

of going aivay (g. tt.)],
., r).,
., r). Also Crcl. by

verbs under to Depart. ^[ In
a more pregnant sense : with col-

lateral notion ofjourney],
r). , -, . To
hasten one's d., ?7. $eF If by sea or water,,, b.,
r). Frequently Crcl. by-

(g. t.), e. g. before (his,
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&c.) d., : at the

time of (his, &c.) d.,, -, : after (his, &c.) d.,-
: to make arrangements

for one's d.,. if Decease]-, . At the moment of his d.

fm (or d.-ing) life,.
DEPARTMENT, f Sphere

of business],. -, ,. ., . -
or -,, .-, . The d. of my business

or office, : as far as

athg belongs to my d., '
: each of them was very

able in his own d., '-
: the d. of any art, science,

&c,, : that does
not belong to my d.,: the d. of foreign

affairs,' : the d. of home affairs, -, if = Lo-
cal orjuridical division ofa coun-
try], .
DEPEND, if To be depend-

ent on (aby or athg)]. {of
persons), (ofthings),, ' .. Athg d.'s

upon me, ' . -
: it d.'s on me

whether I do it,' -
or . if To be ground-

ed upon aby or athg as result] -
or ,

: also or-
or., .., e. g.

»; -
n (Antiph.).

Athg d.'s upon aby or athg, -
: also

(e. g. as far as d.-d on good
teaching, -, P.) : it does not
d. upon that,

(I.) : it will d. upon a
battle, : athg d.'s

more upon courage than skill,-
: it all d.'s upon this,

:

to let athg d. upon (= leave it to)

chance, ; . if
To rely on] or. or. / : also -: to d. entire-
ly or fully upon athg,> : we d. upon you,, -

(= look up to you) : every
one d.'s upon others,'.' -, 6-

: d. upon it, .
DEPENDANCE or-

(152)

if Connexion; e. g. the depend-

ance ofcircumstances on each other]

See Connexion. If Subjection], ., r\. -,, . To be in a

state of d. upon aby,

or . or

(pass.) .
See Dominion.
DEPENDANT or -DENT,, 3.,

2. To be d. upon aby,

or .'
: to make or render d. upon

oneself, ' .
: to make

oneself d. upon aby,' .. if Subject],
3., 3. Not d.,-, 2., 3. -, 2 : ad. (as a client, S[c.),, 6. , b., 2. See Creature
(= dependent).

DEPICT, if Prop.] See to

Paint. if Improp.] See to

Pourtray, to Describe.
DEPLORABLE. See Mise-

rable.
DEPLORABLENESS. See

Misery.
DEPLORABLY. See Mise-

rably.
DEPLORE. if To feel com-

passion] ',-,,-,. if To entertain un-

pleasantfeelings about athg, to feel

grieved] (pass.)orv. .-
(pass.). .

(Stronger tt.) (both byfeel-
ing or by signs), and-,,-

(by loud complaints),

and (by

beating one's breast),

(by plucking out one's hair) . -
and

(within one's heart).

DEPLUME,, -,....
DEPONENT. Crcl. with verbs, (g.tt.).

(of one who is questioned), -
(of a reporter), -

(of a witness). if Gram,
term] , .

>

DEPOPULATE,... -. See to

Devastate.
DEPOPULATED,-,, 2.

DEPOPULATION, -, ., .
DEPOPULATOR. See De-

vastator.
DEPORT. See to Demean,

Behave, if To banish] -. See to Banish.
DEPORTATION,,

6 (Dion. H. Pint). See Ban-
ishment.

DEPOSE. if To deprive of
a high station: a) to Dethrone]
Vid. if 6) To reducefm another

high station]

or, -, (e. g.).. if To depose as

a witness], (g. t.).

(of one who is ques-

tioned), (by way of
report), (by way of
evidence). To depose (as a wit-

ness) agst aby,.
DEPOSIT, v. if Of liquids

allowing extraneous particles to

settle down] To d. an earthy se-

diment, .
if Prop. : to lay down, give into

the keeping of aby],
.-, e. g. (money

with aby). To be d.-d for any
purpose, :

to d. athg with aby,,,
. and-

: to d. as a
pledge, : to

be d.-d with aby as a pledge for

athg, .
DEPOSIT, s., . -, ., ., (ofa sum of money),, (a pledge or

legal d. made in a court ofjustice).
To give a d., or-

: to give athg as

a d., ' : to

ask aby a d..',:
to lodge a d. (of money) with aby,-
. if Earnest money],, 6., . -' '.
DEPOSITARY,

(i. e. by way ofa deposit). if

The holder of a deposit] 6.
DEPOSITION. 1 Depriva-

tion of rank],-, . See to Depose. if

Declaration by way of evidence], 6. or-., . See to De-
pose. The d. of a messenger,, : d. of a witness,, : a false or calum-
nious d.,-, : but

usually Crcl. by verbs under to

Depose, e. g. in consequence of,

on the strength of, your d.,

or : all the

d.'s made on the subject agree,, -
: to make a d., see to

Dispose.
DEPOSITOR. Crcl. by verbs,,-

(with, if the deposit consists in mo-
ney).

DEPOSITORY,-, n., .,.
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DEPOT,, . See

Depository.
DEPRAVATION. See Cor-

ruption.
DEPRAVE. See Corrupt, v.

DEPRAVED. See Corrupt.
DEPRAVITY. See Corrup-

tion, Corruptness.
DEPRECATE,-. To d. athg, -

(to prevent aby doing
athg).

DEPRECATION. Crcl.with

verbs in Deprecate,
(to put in or make

a d. respecting athg).

DEPRECIATE, f To lessen

the price], -. If Metaph.]. -
(g. tt.). -,, (or, P.),

and
or (withref'. to per-
sonal value or esteem, &c).

or,
e. g. — the real nature or charac-

ter of athg, or
: to d. oneself, e. g.

one's abilities, &c, ayvo-. :

not to d.,' : not to

d. aby's deserts,

: to be d.-d,,
(pass.),

(to be past by unnoticed).

<

DEPRECIATION,
(prop.),, .-, (with ref. to esteem and va-

lue, Src.)., .,
. . See Depre-

DEPREDATE^pira^ii/.dp-..
aytiv ..
DEPREDATION,,, ., , ., .
DEPREDATOR,,,

. % Devastator'] Vid.
DEPREDATORY,

or, 3. ,,
6, ,, 2.-, 3.

DEPREHEND. 1 To catch

al>y in athg] See to Catch. "J[

To detect] Vid.
DEPREHENSION, -

xj/, h (both in the sense of ' ar-

resting'' and of ' comprehending"1

)

.

DEPRESS.
IJ

Propr.]-,,-
(to cast-, bend-, press-

down ; the last late. Jos.), ^f

Impropr. : to render dejected] -,.',
'., . -,.(-
gere), .
DEPRESSING,-,.
DEPRESSION,,

(intr.)., (intr. and
trans.). To labour under mental
d., ,'

(153)•

: to feel a great d. of spirits,

: to cause

a d. of aby's spirits,'-
'.

/. See to Depress.
DEPRIVATION, f The act

of depriving (or subjective depri-

vation)] ',,,, (e.

g. . ). *f[ Depriva-
tion (objectively)] See Want,
Need.
DEPRIVE, (fut.-, with pass, meaning. T.

X.), but inly in Att.

prose). To d. aby of athg,-
and ,

or -
. and-, or . -

and,. ' . -
(of property,

pleasure, <£c.) : to d. oneself of
athg, , iav or

: I am d.-d

of athg, .-
or : to d. aby of

his life,, : not to d. the state

of his services,

(Lys.). ^\ Stronger terms] -
and .

To d. of one's armour, arms,
&c, : to d. of
every thing,

: to d. aby of his liberty,

his power, &c,
: — of his

authority, : — of
one's means, : to d.

of reason, .
: to d. of

the use of one's limbs,,
: to d. of sight,-. . tod.

aby entirely of athg,

(i. e. to cut offy e. g. all

prospects) : to d. aby of his hope,,
or or -. For

more phrases see to Rob.
DEPTH,, , .

(g. tt., also of intelligence),,, (only of voice

or somid)., (d. of a
place = abyss ; usually in pi.

only,) : also, .
For ' in depth,' see ' so many feet,

&c, Deep.' TJ Of the mind]

(g. t.) : also, .,-, . , (d.

of knowledge or understanding),.
DEPUTE,. To

be d.-d, : to d. aby,. See Dele-

DEPUTATION,,,,,
(but better by verbs),,,, . (Collectively). -

DEPUTY,, 6. 6
or ?. A d. of

the people,, b
(mod.-Greek) : chamber of d.'s,

(mod.-Greek).

DERACINATE. See Root up.

DERANGE, f To put out of^^,,., : also (=
miscere),.,-

(to move),.
be d.-d,(-). ^f

Of the intellect]..
DERANGED. 1 Put out of

its place], 3. "ff

Mad], 2, and,, 6, . -, 2., 3.,, ., 3.,
2. To become d.,-

(pass.),

(pass.), -. or-
(pass.) . to

be d., . -..
(pass.).

DERANGEM. %Propr.],,-, . See CONFUSION. Tf

Metaph.-.ofthemind],
., ., ..
suffer fm, or to be in a state of,

mental d., ..,
(pass.).

DERELICTION. 1 The act

offorsaking], .-,. Ij Morally (ofduty, £[c)](), .
be guilty of a d. of duty towards
aby, or. : also

(absol.) or, -. (To-

wards oneselfand one's neighbour).
DERIDE. See Laugh (at),

and phrases in Derision.
DERIDER,, -, , ., ,

6., , 6.-, , 6.,, .
DERISION,, V/ (as

act),,., 6.,, 6 (as act and
thing),,,., (only as thing). To
make athg an object of d.,-' .

: to hold aby in d.,-.
: to be-

come an object of d.,-
(pass.), -

: to say athg in d., or by way
of d., or-

: to be an
object of d. to his fellow-citizens,-

(Aristoph.).
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DERISIVE,?, 3.?, 3. 05, 3.

A d. smile, or-, b : d. woids or lan-

guage,,-
«,. ,
(if couched in writing) : to use d.

language, ' :

to utter athg in a d. manner,-
or -

.
DERISIVELY, -. To speak d. of atlig,-' .

tts or . -. .-
. : to

speak d. of the most sacred things,. '-.
DERIVATION,7raprt«:ti/i}ais,

., ..
By a slight change of d.,-

: to give the d. of a word,. -
. See Derive.

DERIVATIVE, s. (Gram, t.),, .
DERIVATIVE, adj. -

(.).? (P. ;

formed fm a word by a slight

change, as?fm, .).
To call hy a d. name,-

(.).
DERIVE. 1 One's genealogy

or origin, Sj;c
, fm aby]-

(iL'ith or ivithout -').,'. *\\ Grammatically] -' ,
(a word, S^c,

fm another, or fm another lan-

guage), (A.) and

(.). To be d.-d fm,-
(.).

Metaph. : to derive (= ac-
quire) fm a source or channel]..-

or (to d. some
information fm athg) or-

or. To d. some hope,-
: to be d.-d, mly- : all the mischief

was d.-d fm this source,

:

I d. a benefit, or some gain, or an
advantage fm athg,, -

or ,
(athg profits me).-

or -, ,
(pass.) or -

: (fm aby); what benefit did you d.

fm your philosophical pursuits?' -
; advantages d.-d fm athg,.

DEROGATE. 1 Disparage
(followed by 'from? eg. aby's
dignity, honour, <|-c.)]

and and or
(154)

,. -
(esteem or value). To

d. fm aby's credit,/ 7rpos : to d. fm aby's

fame, .
DEROGATION,,

., (of esteem and va-
lue).

DEROGATIVE or -TORY,, 3., 2. -
(hurtful, injurious), -",,., 3. To act in a

manner d. to one's character,-
(pass.) : to say athg

d. to aby's character,

: to consider athg d.

to one's dignity, -.
: to commit nothing d.

to the dignity of the state,

:

to decline athg as d. to one's cha-

racter, .
(seq. infin.).

DESCANT. ! Propr.] See to

Chant. IT Impropr, ; to be pro-
lix on any object],.
DESCEND. *I Tocomedotcn]. (-)..-. (of a bird),,.-

(of water, a river, ^c).
(to come or reach down

to ; intrans.). (to

run down) or -. (pass.; of
persons and things),-

(offluids), (in

a boat or vessel). To d. (get dou-n)

fm one's horse, : to

d. (= let oneself down),
(e. g.) or

(e. g. by a rope, -
). To descend (of customs,

traditions, S^c.)]. ^f

Impropr. : to come down to what
is loiv or mean],.-

or (pass.).

To be reduced to or d. to a state

of slavery, -. To be descended fm
(with ref. to origin, cf"C.)] -

or (fm aby)

(of close relationship),

(of remote relationship), -
: also

or , ", :

to d. or be d.-d fm a good family,

: — fm a low
family, : he
pretended to be d.-d fm him
on his mother's side, ': he main-
tained that he was lineally d.-d

fm him, ". ^] To de-

scend (= make a descent upon)]

See Descent (= hostile attack).

U To descend (objectively of pro-
perty, <§"C.)] E. g..

(to fall upon aby as his share, or
aby comes infor a share).

DESCENDANT,
(stirps), or, 6. 6. 6 or '

or . To be
aby's d., ,

g^= See difference be-

tween and under Descend., -. ..' or-
vol.,, . To have nu-
merous d.'s, or'* :

to beget male d.'s,:
to leave d.'s, -

: our d.'s, ol -
: to be aby's d., see ' to be

DESCEND-ed fm aby.'

DESCENT, t In concrete]

(with ref. to one
belotv it), (ivith ref.

to one on the top). ^\ In the ab-

stract = extraction] , ., -. Of good or noble d.,, 2 : by d., ,
e. g. I am of noble or good d.,

or -: to prove aby's
d.,/. U Hostile

attack], , or-.. To effect or make a d.,

: an offer-

ing made to the gods for a success-

ful d.,, .
DESCRIBE. If To show or

present by ivriting or in tcords],,-, (to go through
or over a subject), or-,,,.-

(by pointing out any charac-

teristic mark inherent in the indi-

vidual, <$*c). IT Geomet. term

:

e. g. to describe a figure]-,,-,,.. To d. a ma-
thematical figure, .
DESCRIBER. Crcl. with verbs

under to Describe.
DESCRIPTION. ^ A written

representation], h (as

act and thing),,-, (as act),,
(as thing). ^\ By words] -, ., b (a brief d.).

To give a d. of athg, -
: beyond or surpassing all

d., : athg surpasses

all d., :

athg is beautiful beyond all d.,, ^ Geomet.],, .
DESCRY,. -

(to spy

out), also : and the

verbs in (1) to See, (2) to Disco-
ver.
DESECRATE,.-.. (e.g..) D.-d,, 2.

DESECRAT10N,/3i/^\wais,
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i; : — of a temple, .-.
DE'SERT, S., . -, . ., . To turn into a d.,. : to lie waste

as a d., and-.
DESE'RT, s. 1 Worth] «£{g^

fj. According to aby's d.'s,

or ..: to reward aby
according to his d.'s,

: to appoint aby according to

his d.'s, ,
: above or beyond

aby's d.'s, ... [ Action with ref.

to its quality ; (1) meritorious ac-

tion], {excellence),

K(i\ov^ro\the good work itself),, (beneficent act, with

ref. to the doing it),-
(as thing). Their wives and

children also shall be restored

to them in consideration of their

former d.'s, -' . ^[

(2) Action generally], .
See Action.
DESERT, . (Trans.) -,, (e.

p. a spot, place. See to Leave).
To d. one's post,

or. -()' or,
(of a sentinel) : to d.

aby, or. (g.

tt. = to leave), or,-
(pass.),-
(mid.) (to leave aby's

party, fyc)..-
(stronger t. = to leave

in t/ie lurch), (to

abandon, leave in distress) : to d.

aby as soon as fortune d.'s him,-
: to d. one's work,-

: to be d.-d by
one's friends, -.
DESERT, v. (Intrans.)-.,-

(to d. to the opposite

party). To d. to the enemy,.,-( ).
DESERTER,, 6

{g. t., one that joins the enemy).,.,, , 6 (a run-
away). To be a d.,-, or-.. -.
DESERTION,,, .. D.

to the enemy,, .
DESERVE, \,

or or.. To d. a reward,
tlvai (fm aby) : to d. cen-

(155)

sure and reproach, -
: to

d. death, .
$§jf I d. to — is often best transl.

by c. infin. He fully

d -s to perish, -. Many adjj. compound-
ed with- are used to express

the notion of ' deserving.' To d.

to be seen, : to

d. to be recorded,

(Hdt.) : to d. to be men-
tioned, :

as aby d.'s, , -.' (,). /os :

without d.-ing it,. See
Undeservedly. To d. well of
aby, ,
or simply . -, : one
who has d.-d well of the state,.
DESERVEDLY, ., \.. .

treat or reward aby d., -.
DESERVING, «fl Subjectively], 3. -
, 3. -, , ., 3.

d. action, ,.-, : d. praise,, 3., 2.-, 3 : d. punishment,, 3. or'-
or .
DESHABILLE, (prps)-, . 7/' . -, .
DESICCATE. See Dry (up).

DESICCATION. Crcl. with
verbs under to Drv.
DESIGN, v. II To purpose,

intend].-, (thesetwo with aor.

lpass.form). .,, (c.

infin.). To d. athg,. ^f To draw an outline or
sketch athg] See to Describe.
DESIGN, s. 1 Purpose]-, ., : also,'.,,

. . (.).
Bad d., : good .,

: with a good d., -, ' : with
a bad d., : with a simi-

lar ., :
with what d. ? ;; I did not do it with
any bad d., -' : I am doing
athg with some d., -

or : I say

athg with a d. of forwarding —

,

of impeding athg, '. : without d.,

: with d.,,, .)5 : to have some d.,-
or . -

: to have a d. upon
athg, (= in-

sidiari : of a bad d.). -, .
[ Objectively (the thing designed)], . ,-. The true or real

d., ;
aby has a particular d. in (do-

ing, &c.) athg, <5 -
: an artful d.,-,, : to conceive

or strike out some d.,-....
: to conceive an artful

d.,.
(seq. and partcp. fut., e. g.

he has the d. of surprising us,-
) : to carry out a d.,-. or.' : to

give up a d., -, :
to frustrate or bring to nought
aby's d., -

: to discover or confide one's d.

to aby, -
: to divulge one's d.,-

: to see

through aby's d.,, ^f A sketch],, . -,., (e.g.

for a building). To draw a d. for

athg,aptvor. ^[ A drawina] VlD.
DESIGNATE^rjjuEioDi;,-,,-,.

(for the purpose of
disti?iguishing between hvo objects),

(by ivords or name), -,,
(by impressing a

characteristic mark). To d. athg

(by imposing a name), see to Call.
DESIGNATION. ^ As act],, ., . See DESIG-

NATE, , (the visible

mark of athg)., (names).

Tf Metaph. : Locke; of a word (

—
signification)],, 6 (i. e. the

notion conveyed). See Name, s.

DESIGNEDLY,. and-, , -, '. ,, ., -
(Diod.). I am doing athg

d., or

Tin : not d.,,
or (to no

purport) : . (implying notion of
bad intent), : I did

not do it d., -.
DESIGNER. 1 Of a plan

(in concrete) ] Crcl. icith verbs-,, -..-. H In the abstract] Crcl.

with verbs. -
(pass.),.-

|

(esply of ill design)., -



DES DES DES
. (seq. ws, See

Design). % One wlu> draws de-

sign^ 6 -. See Drawing -mas-

DESIGNING,
(Horn.). See Deceitful.
DESIRABLE, euktos,-, 3., 3.-

tos, 2., 3., 3./-os, 3. Athg is hardly d.,

<5' £ Tt. '-
twos: athg is more d.

to me,' .
or ()

TLVOS.

DESIRE, s. m Wish] Yid
;

If

Inner impulse or inclination} -, . ,, 6 (g. tt.).

(Stronger tt.) ,, ., ., .,
., . An intense d.,-, . ', b: to feel an
intense d. of athg, -, : a strong or

violent d.,, ;, ., 6. , : to have or

feel a strong or violent d. of athg,,
(pass.) or ' : to

entertain a d. of athg,

(pass.) ,, . ^[

Stronger tt. (sensual desires =
lust)] ai -
'. To kindle aby's d.,-': kindling,

or that kindles, aby's d.'s,-, 3 : to burn with . for

athg, ,
or ,,
(tL• latter chiefly ofthe 'longing

1

of
pregnant women). TJ Objectively

(the thing desired)] or, or . I

have no greater d. than &c,'
(seq. infin.).

:

to have one's d. accomplished,-, :

what is your d. ? ; it

is related of him that he enter-
tained the d. of &c,, .
DESIRE, . ,, -. . See De-

SIRE, s. (to long for,
e. g. ), or
(pass.), (strong-

er t). . ^[ To enter-

tain a wish],-. (stronger t.) :

also,
(to d. much). To d.

athg, see above. % To express
one's^ desire (= to demand)] -

(pass.),
(to wish to have) . and ui-

(to askfor),, -
(to d. what one has a right

to ask). To d. aby to do athg,..
(156)

DESIROUS, -
(of athg) and Crcl. with verbs

under to Desire, e. g. to be d.

of athg,, ,
or with infin. ; also (= to enter-

tain a wish),-
(seq. infin.) : to make aby d.,: to

become d., (pass.)-, , -
: he is d. of

having an interview with you,

: to be
d. that aby should do athg, -.
DESIST (from),

or ,
and, also-

or .
. To d. fm athg in conse-

quence of exhaustion, discourage-

ment, &c,
: to d. fm one's project,-.
DESK, -.
DESOLATE, adj., 2

and 3. or, 2.-, 3., 3., 3.

d. country or district,, .. ,
: to render d.,, -: to be d., and

: a d. place, -, .
DESOLATE, v..-. See to Devastate, to lay

Waste.
DESOLATENESS. &e De-

solation.
DESOLATION. «IT Act of

laying ivaste], , and, (g. t.)., . -, (of lands and fields), -, ., (of
buildiiigs).,.-

and, (with

ref to population). State of
being bereaved] -., . -.
DESPAIR, s. .,,,

., . D. of or in athg,

: to reduce aby
to d., /s. :

to fall into or be reduced to d.,

or

: to deliver oneself up, or

give way, to d., -
(. .) :

to be in d., ., '.

to be in utter d., -,-
or : his

friends are in d. about him,

(P.) : like a man
in d.,,-.
DESPAIR, .

(aor. pass.).. To d.

of athg,' or, -
or : also (D.).-

.
and : to d.

completely of or in athg,-
and ,

: to make aby d.,-. -
or

: aby d.'s of me,-; to d. that

&C, (seq. in-

fin.) : to d. of aby's recovery, &c,.-
: d.-d of,-

: to d. of a person,-
(D.).

DESPAIRFUL,-. 3.

;

DESPAIRING,,,
6, . . Crcl. e.g.

to be d., ., .
DESPATCH,*;. 1 TV* send of

liastily, 8{0., -
(of persons),-

(of things), with adv. =
'
quickly," '"hastily" if necessary.

To d. an envoy, &c,-. : to d.

a courier, . -. ^[

finish, e.g. busitiess, §c ]-.. Business that

has been d.-d, :

that (business) is now d.-d,\. See ' to bring
to a Close.' ^ To kill] Vid.
DESPATCH, s. H As act]., . ^f

The object despatched],
(g. t.)., (the letter)

:

also or
: fm aby, -

: I receive a d. fm aby,-, gfy*
With the Lacedcemonians,-, , e. g. .
A bringing to a close (of busi-

ness, S[C.)], . -, . *\\ Haste] VlD.
DESPERATE. H Hopeless

to an extreme], 3., 2.

(being in despair, of persons [P.]

or things). Of a person,-,^ is exactly

= our ' desperate, and therefore
l

to be feared' (T. X.). A d. situa-

tion, : a d. re-

solution, ., (proverbially

only) : a d. affair or concern,-
: I

am in a d. position,

: to be in

a most d. situation, -.
: in the d. state of your

affairs, -
: when he saw

that his state was d. (t. e. his re-

covery hopeless),

(Diod.) : we ought not
to risk a battle agst d. persons, oh-

(.) : to

make a d. defence,



DES
: like a mad and d.

fellow,/.
DESPERATELY. H Propr.]/!.

(Pint.). To fight or defend one-

self d., -. % Fig. : in a superlative

degree, to an extreme]..-. /, ss,. To be d. off,,
: to go on quite d.,-.

or ~
: to be d. in love,-: — with aby,

(pass.) /t.

DESPERATION. See De-
spair.
DESPICABLE. See Con-

temptible.
DESPISE, and.. .. -/ .

or .. .
or . '. . -
. Despised, •,, . . 2., 2., 3 : a

d.-d person or object,-, : to be d.-d,-,, , : to

be utterly d.-d,-
,.

DESP1SER,,, .,, 6., , 6.

DESPITE, s. t See Hatred,
Malice, Defiance. For in

despite of,' see ' in Spite of.'

DESPITE, v. See to Vex,
Affront.
DESPITEFUL, -FULLY.

See Malicious and adv.

DESPITE FULNESS. See
Malice.
DESPOIL. See to Rob, to

Deprive.
DE SPOILER. See Plun-

derer.
DESPOLIATION,,/, -, . -, »; (the latter of an enemy).

DESPOND,/,-.,-. .-... See also phrases
under Despondent. We must
not d., : he did

not d., :

do not d., : d.-ing, see De-
spondent.
DESPONDENCY,, ).

To give way to d.,. : don't

give way to d.,.
DESPONDENT,, 2.,2., 3.-, 2.,,
., 3., 2.-, 2., 2., 3.

(157)

DES, 3., 3. To be or

become d.,

(P.)..().. or...
DESPONDING. . g. to be

d., see to Despond.
DESPONDINGLY. See De-

jectedly.
DESPOT,, 6.-, , 6.,,

6., 6 (of onental de-

spotic rulers).

DESPOTIC(-AL), -, 3. ', 3 and 2.-
(inclined to tyranny. P.).

A d. mind,, , :

to proceed in a d. manner, -,. or: a d. government,
and, ,

'DESPOTICALLY,-,. To act d.,. or -. : to be govern-
ed d.,',-

: states d. governed, -
(P.).

DESPOTISM,,,
., ),

(esply of oriental despots. P. I.),

(P.). To live

under a d.,.-
(P.).

DESSERT, -, . or-, ., (cf.

Becker, Charikl. i. p. 448, S[c.) :

also, .,, .
DESTINATION, f Destiny]

VlD. The aim, or what has

been fixed as such] opov, 6.,
fj. , . To recover one's

(or its) former d.,

or. ^[ Place of d.]

. g. to arrive at the place of d.,

ol (of persons),

ol (of things).

To set out for the place of one's

d.,: what is the place of your d.?';
DESTINE,.

or (for a given purpose)

.

' (to assign

a given use or purpose to athy).

(to reservefor
a given puiyose). To d. athg for

aby, see Intend : to d. aby for

athg, :

am d.-d for athg by fate,'-
(c. infi?i.) or

(c. infin.) : I am not d.-d for

athg, (or

c. infin.) : this spot was d.-d to

become the capital of Italy,''?]
(Pint.) : a man's unhappy d.,

or : the money
d.-d for any purpose, -' .

DES
DESTINED. See under Des-

tine.

DESTINY,, . ,
., .,,. ,, . , .
happy d., , .,
) : unhappy d., , .,, : it is

my d., : to fulfil or
accomplish one's d., -

: dragged on by his

d.,

(.). 4sF- Usually Crcl., e. g.
the d. of mankind, -, ,

: to be ordained by d.,

or-. -
: such was my d.,'' . U The des-

tinies (objectively)], r). -, ), , . The d.'s have
thus ordained, -. -

: the blows of d.,-, .
DESTITUTE. 1 Deprived of

athg] ,,,
(all /os). (lacking, -
). To be d. of athg,,., -. or-, : to render aby d.,-, or

(). Excessively poor], 3. ,
2. tuIv,, . To be d.,-, 7'/>} , -

(pass.) : to be entirely

d., /,,
: to become quite

d., ' -
or : a most d. si-

tuation or life, -, .
See Poor.,,/.' .

). To be in a
State of d., ?-,

: to be reduced to entire d.,

sis }-
or or,

: to reduce aby to d.,, or-
: utter d., -, (fig. : beggar s staff).

DESTROY,,-,..-, (of con-

crete or material objects), -, (of

countries and places),

and (of bodily ob-

jects and conditions),,-
(athg composedor coiistructed

ofparts, e. g., a bridge)., (in the ab-

stract, e. g. order, arrangement).

and, -,.
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{e. g heath, ore). To d. with

fire,. v. to

d. utterly or fm the foundation,,,' -
: to d. by fire,.

: to be d. -d by
flames, (pass.) :

to d. by fire and sword,

: to d. the fruits of

tbe field, and-
: to d, life (= to kill),,,', (e. g.

tlie inhabitants of a toivn) : to d.

oneself, or-, -, and-, '. :

to d. (by way of wearing, e. g.

clothes, §c), : to d.

one's health by athg,

() : to d. aby's peace of mind,:
to d. the enemy, or

or

: to d. a country, &c,
see Devastate : to d. aby's plan
or project, ' -

: to d. aby's hope,-, -
or or-.

t

DESTROYER,,, 6., , 6. -, , . , -\,. ,., , .,, .,, . See
to DESTROY, -

or, . -, (ofpublic
peace or tranquillity) . ^g» In most
cases Crcl. with paiicpp. of verbs
under Destroy.
DESTRUCTIBILITY, x]/a-,, . .

See Corruptibility.
DESTRUCTIBLE,,

3., 3., 2., 2. and \ba-, 3.

DESTRUCTION,., . ', . -, (the razing: of a city,

dfC.)..,
V-, (removal of the

inhabitants),, . -, . «See Destroy,-, -., (entire over-

throw, a blotting out). D. of a
country, &C,, . ^?,

: — of a building,,
V : — of people, inhabitants, &c,, r/., .

Afeton . : (abstract and concrete)

destroyer] ,., , .,, .,, : and
Orel, with verbs in Destroy.
DESTRUCTIVE,,

3., 2., 2., 2. , 3. -,, 3., 3.

a?id (stronger

U.). To be d. to athg,

or .. .
DESTRUCTIVELY,-...
DESTRUCTIVENESS,. . , ., ., .
DESUETUDE,,, (not -. — insolentia,

novitas). To fall into d., -
(P. .).-..

DESULTORILY. See ' in a
Desultory manner.

1

DESULTORY, (as

a bye-work) or (, ) -
(both of things). Sts -

(supeificial) .

(carehss). In a d. manner, -
('en passant.' A.Pol.).

Later (touching tlie

surface only) . .-
or '. -'

(Pol.). ^» To do athg in a d.

manner is also

or ('re defungi per-

functorie.' P.). Not in a d. man-
ner, '.

(e. g., Pol.).

DETACH. H Separate, dis-

engage],,-,. (to

untie), .-
(to separate ichat has been con-

nected or combined, to unyoke),, (forcibly). To
d. frn athg, ,

: to d. fin a cause

or party, (-, e. g. -, .), (e. g.^, .). A d.-d

house,

: to d. itself (as a
rind, bark, S[C.),,

: to be d.-d (=
(free) fm athg,, . -. H To detach troops]..-..
DETACH,,., ?;. , (of cavalry). By

d.'s,' : in small d.'s,'.
DETAIL, S. ', '. In

d.,' . :

to work out in d.,-
: to state in d.,

(A. Hist. An. 3, 8.) : I

shall set forth or treat upon all

these topics in d.,

: to enter upon
the minutest d.'s,-.
DETAIL, V.. -. ' -.. I shall

d. the whole matter, -
\ d.-d, -

, 2 : in a d.-d manner,',,.'.
DETAIN,,

(g. tt.). -
(to disturb aby in his business).

To d. aby fm doing athg.-
(c. in-

fin.) : to be d.-d by athg,-. ^[ To delay
athg in its course (= morari)],,-,.,,. To be
d.-d at a place by contrary winds,

'. ^[

keep in custody]. " or-
(of prisoners of

war), (in cus-

tody). To be d.-d in prison,]: to be d.-d with-
out hope of recovering one's li-

berty, -.
DETECT,',-,. See to DIS-

COVER.
DETECTION,,-, . See DISCOVERY.
DETENTION,, -, . (a keeping back),, (a delaying, checking),

but usually Crcl. with verbs under
Detain, ^f In custody]-, .
DETER (aby fm athg),-

,,( c. inf.) : also, (all

and c. inf. — from —
-ng). .' ..
He has been d.-d, or -

: to

suffer oneself to be d.-d,-
(pass.) : to inflict a pun-

ishment for the sake of d.-ing

others fm crime, -". See to Prevent,
S[C, if the notion of 'fear'' as the

preventive cause is evanescent.

DETERGE. See Purge.
DETERGENT,/,

(as remedy),,
(deterging herb),,., (a juice pressedfm the

above herb).

DETERIORATE,..
(pass.) or (pass.). or.
(pass. ; the latter only of the state

of abifs health).

DETERIORATION,-, . ,, (the latter of the state

of aby's health).

DETERMINATE, v. Seeto
Limit, to Fix.
DETERMINATE, adj. -, (defined,

limited), (clear). Every
science has a d. object, -
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{Ale).

DETERMINATELY,-.. To maintain d.,

to speak d., &c, ibid.

DETERMINATION. ^ Act
of determining], -, ., . ?,-,, . % The act

of determining a cause] ,, . ", ),,
h-, (of a judge or arbi-

ter). Athg comes to a speedy d.,

' \ to

leave to aby the d. of athg,-
or ,

or -. Resolution] , -., .,. -,. Fm an unbiassed d.,, or-
(sc.),' : to

come to a d.,.-.. -,: I have
come to a d., ... (aor.

pass.) : to alter one's d.,-
(gen. of object) or. ^[

End, conclusion] Vid. T| De-
cision ofcharacter], -, -, -- . See
Courage.
DETERMINE. % Terminate

by a decision],., : —
athg, .
or
(to take a resolution, make up one's

mind about athg). To d. upon
athg, . (as

ajudge) : I have power to d. athg,, '
Tt : to d. a dispute, or

or
or: to d. differences among
one another, -: a suit at law that is not
d.-d, , . ^[ To
settle,fix] tvai..-.:.,. To d.

the measure of athg by another,' : to d.

unanimously, : to

d. aby to do athg,,-. if To limit, confine]
and,,. D.-d,:

not d.-d, : there is no-
thing that has not been foreseen
and d.-d beforehand, -'
(£>.). % To resolve]-. . -., -

(by vote or to d. a cause,

decide),

(). I have
d.-d upon, or am d.-d to, &c, -

or with: d.-d to

die rather than surrender,--.
(159)

DET
DETERMINE (intrans.orab-

sol.), ( pronounce up-

on or concerning athg).

DETERMINED, as adj. =
bold, courageous, Vid.
DETERSIVE. E. g. lotion,

medicine, Qc, see Detergent.
DETEST,., -. (ofpersons and

things),,,.. -
and-. (only of things).

To be d.-d by aby,

(pass.) . -.. (pass.).
DETESTABLE,-,, 2. -,, 3.,

2., 3., 3.

render oneself d. to aby, -: a d. thing,-,.
DETESTABLY,-...
DETESTATION,-, V., .
DETESTER. Fm verbs under

Detest
DETHRONE,, .

The d.-ing of aby,. § Usually Orel,

by verbs.

DETONATE. See to Sound.
DETORT. See to Contort.
DETRACT (fm). E. g. aby's

reputation, merits, &c,.,-..
DETRACTION,, f,.

(with ref to

aby's reputation, <§r.). See Ca-
lumny.
DETRACTORY. &<? Defa-

matory.
DETRACTRESS. Crcl.with

verbs in Detract.
DETRIMENT,, (g.

t.)., (loss ofan ad-
vantage), , (athg inju-

rious), , - (disadvantage

brought on by one's oivn fault).

a?id, (mortification,

injury). To cause or inflict on
aby a d., . -

or . -
or .

See Damage. To be to aby's d.,

or.
: at-

tended by some d.,

or : to aby's d.,. : athg happens
or is done to my d.,

or ' : without d.,,, 2.

DETRIMENTAL,, 3
(g.t.)., 3.,
2. ", 2., 2.

To be d. to aby,. /3'. See In-
jurious.

DEV
DETRITION,, ., . To remove by d.,,.
DETRUNCATE,-
DETRUNCATION,-, ., .
DEUCE (on dice),,,

. *f[ As exclamation of displea-

sure] E. g. the d. take you,-
or or or'

: go to the d.,'', : to

send aby to the d.,,
: to wish aby

to the d.,.
DEUTERONOMY,-, .
DEVASTATE. See to Ra-

vage, to lay Waste.
DEVASTATION,,, -, and, (g. tt.)., ., (of countries

andfields),, .-, (of buildings), -, . and-, (depopulation),-, (destruction, demolition).

To carry on d.,,
: (with fire), : to carry

on a complete d.,,.
1 .

DEVELOP, . To unfold(^:)],-..,. To d. itself, -,,
(pass.). *[f Fig.]. and

mid. To d. itself,

(pass.). if To render plain by

setting forth a subject]-...
. .-. if To assume gradually a

form, become visible]-
(pass.), (to pro-

gress), (to come to an
issue). if To expose, discover]

Vid. if Metaph. : to develop (lo-

gically, one's ideas on a subject)], or-,., -. (to go thro'

athg ; fig.), (in all

its details).

DEVELOPMENT,-, ., .,
. Fig.],-, - (explanation). -, (the issue, denotement,

e. g. in a drama). D. of one's

ideas (on a subject),

(in a ivriting or treatise),

(iviihin one's

own mind).

DEVIATE,. -. (pass.).,:—fm
athg, : — fm justice, &c,, -, ,. To d. fm an



DEV
opinion, a custom, a purpose, &c,?.-,??," : a road
or path d.'s,,-

?.
DEVIATION,?,.-, . ?, {of

constellations, fyc, fm their usual

course).

DEVICE. H Artifice-] Vid.

^ On a shield, S[C.] {on

a shield, S^c. .), /,
(motto),, . To have
a d. attached to it,-
?, 3.

DEVIL,, opos, 6.?,, ovo?,

.?, 6 {Eccl.).,
{Eccl.). To have a d.,-

{Eccl.) : to be torment-
ed by d.'s, {Eccl.) :

to cast out d.'s, -
: go to the d., '? -?,?. :

to send or wish aby to the d., Is? : the d. !?? ! the d. take you, -. ;

wish that fellow to the d., '??-: it is a d. of a business,--
: if it was not such a d. of a

business, '.
DEVILISH,? {St.

James),?, 3.-?, 3.?,-
?, 2.

DEVILISHLY,-
9,?, &c.

DEVIOUS,? {ifthat

is the right explanation of Horn.
H. Merc. 75). ?, 2 or 3
{leading astray, wandering). A
d. course, : to pursue a d.

course,??-
{ofa winding course).-.

DEVISE, V. and
{of plans and means),, and -

{to think of auxiliary
means, to concoct). {of
any untruth). (by

shreivdness) : also {to

st?ike out a plan),

{to make out by one's intellect). ^[
To leave by voill\ See Bequeath.
DEVISE, s. See Bequest,

Contrivance.
DEVISER,?, , 6 [lie

that finds out), b,,?, or Orel, with verbs under
Devise.
DEVOID, f Empty] Vid.

iT Free fm] See Free. D. of

care,?, 2 : to live d. of
care, '?.? " : d. of
fear, ?, 3. -. ,,.
DEVOIR. See Duty. ^Ci-

vility] VlD.
DEVOLUTION. Crcl. with

verbs {pass.),

{pass.).

(lb'O)

DEV
DEVOLVE, v. f (Trans.)

To roll down]. IT

To movefm one to another]-
{g. t.). '?

{make over athg to aby)..
{fm one state or condition into an-

other), ' . -
{to make over),

{to charge him
to perform athg). To be d.-d

on aby, . -. *\\ (INTRANS.)],-
{pass.).

{pass.). To d. upon aby,-? or '? {to fall to

aby's share). "Jf To devolve upon
aby {as a duty)] E. g. it d.'s upon
me, .?. .. ' or '
{infin.).

DEVOTE. 1 To set apart
by a religious void]

or ?. -,,,
{chiefly ofplaces

and buildings dedicated to some
duty). See to Consecrate. •[[ To
apply oneself to athg]?. '.
To d. one's time to athg, kutuvu-

'? : to d.

one's energy to athg,?.?
: to d. oneself to

athg or to the performance of
athg, ? . -? .-? .'

: to d. oneself entirely to athg,' or? .-? '? : to d.

oneself to a virtuous life or to vir-

tue, : to be d.-d

to aby,? or?.
{only of persons), -

and {ofpersons and things),,', or? {only of things) : to be
d.-d to sensual pleasure,-

or ? ?.?} : to

be entirely d.-d to a person,-?-
, : to be

wholly d.-d to athg,'? . : d.-d
to study,?, 2. % To
sacrifice oneself or athg to any
cause]? {Plut.). See to Sacrifice.

ff To devote to death, destruction,

S[c].. U
To devote to the gods] See Conse-
crate. U To devote aby to evil,

Sec] See to Curse.
DEVOTED, as adj. {= at-

tached), ?, 2. ?,
2. -?. ?, 3.-
?, 2.? ?
{also?, e. g. tj7,
hanging on him with ones eyes.

Plut.). To be d., see Devote.

DEV
DEVOTEDNESS,, h

{bienveillance, attachment), -
and iriaTOTJjs {faith)., i) {friendship), h

{the endeavour to be of
service to aby).

DEVOTION. 1 Subjectively

= devotedness] Vid. If Objec-

tively], . Religious d.,, {=prayer and praise.

Dinarch, 106, 38) : the performance
of one's d.'s,,: to perform
one's d.'s,?. -? : to oifer

or perform one's d.'s to the gods,? ?,
or? or '?? ?,

: d. dis-

played towards aby, -, ?.
Piety] VlD. If Devotions] See
Prayer.
DEVOTIONAL,?, 2.? (iV. .), ?, 2.

D. silence,, : d. exer-

cises,, : to perform d.

exercises,?. -? .
DEVOTIONALLY,-

?.
DEVOUR. Propr.: to eat

up greedily]{-,-,-, eat up; also

impropr. to d. one's substance,, , Sec. D.).. To d. in a

greedy manner,',-: to d. a great quantity,-
: to be d.-d by wild beasts,

: to be
d.-d by a wolf, : to d.

one another, {.).
Fig.] Tod. {offire),.

: to d. {ofgrief),-, : to d. gradually,

: to d. one's substance,, or
: to be

d.-d (by athg),, >-
{pass.), : d.-ing,?, 3. ?, 3.

DEVOURER,?,-?, 6. ?, ,
{a glutton). ?, , 6:

and Crcl. with verbs under De-
vour.
DEVOUT,?, 2 {g. t.).?, ?,?, 2

{fearingand loving the gods) .-? {. . ; often with censure),

'?, 3.? i?

{pious, trusting to the gods). A d.

act,, : to be d., -.,
or? or ?? ?, -: a d. prayer,,-, ., : they
were approaching in d. prayer,?

: a d. heart or dis-

position of mind,? ?.
DEVOUTLY,?. -?. '?. To act d.,-. ? ?.
DEVOUTNESS. See Devo-

tion.



DEW
DEW, v.,-..
DEW, s., . A d. drop,, .,, :

the d. is falling, -
: to cause the d. to fall,

: like d.,,
2 : the morning d, or, : the evening d.,

) .
DEW-BESPRINKLED,-, 3 (Theoc). See DEWY.
DEW-DROP, ,

., -, (poet. Call.).

DEW- LAP, or, ., ,
h.

DEWY,, 3. -, (., Anth.).

DEXTERITY,£»?,-,, .,
(bodily and mental),,,, {bodily

only),, (in com-
portment, speaking, 8(c). -,, (acquired byprac-
tice),,, .-,, ft (quickness in the exe-

cution of athg).,-, ft (in handicraft). Natu-
ral d.,, ft: d. in hitting

the aim,, ft : with d.,.; with great d.,.
DEXTEROUS,, 3. -,, 2., 3., 2 (bodily and men-

tally),, 2., 3
(bodily),, 2 (i?i one's

carriage or in speaking),,
3.,, (quick). Very d.,, 2 : d. in doing athg,, 3 : a d. fellow,-

or :

d. in athg, ,
DEXTEROUSLY,,. (Pol.). Very

d.,.
DIABETES,,

(Med.).

DIABOLIC, -CAL. See De-
vilish.
DIADEM,, . See

Crown.
DIAGONAL,, 2.

b (, ) . A d.,,, f).

DIAGRAM,,-, V•,. -,. To give or make
a d. of athg, or-.
DIAL,,, b. The

d. points out the fifth hour of the

day, b -.
DIALECT, '-,, ., ft (late only).

The Attic, Ionian, &c, d., ft, 'lots,, -
: to speak the Boeotian d.,, .

DIALECTIC, adj.-, 3.

DIALECTICIAN,-, b.

(161)

DIC
DIALECTICS, s. ft--
DIALOGUE,, b. To

hold a d. with aby, -
or .-.

or . -
'.

DIAMETER,, .
DIAMETRICAL, -

(e. g.", .).
DIAMETRICALLY, -. Fig.] D. opposed,

or
(Luc).

DIAMOND,,,
. , ft- Of or like

a d.,, 3 : to set with
d.'s, : set with
d.'s,,,, 2. gJJ

3
" -?, b =: any precious stone.

Prov. diamond cuts d.,.
DIAPASON, ft().
DIAPENTE, ft or( ),, '.
DIAPHORESIS,,, (Gal.).

DIAPHORETIC,-
(Gal.)., 3. -, 2.

DIAPHRAGM,,., ., .
DIARRH03A, or-, . (), . , .

I am suffering fm an attack of d.,

: to cause
d., :

causing d., -, 3.

DIARY,,
(usually in.pl!)., .
DIATESSARON, -().
DIATONIC, or. A melody of the d.

kind,, or,
or.
DIATRIBE. See Disputa-

tion.
DIBBLE, s., f, (for

removing light soil), ,
(with double prongs).

DIBBLE, v. and
(of light soil).

DICE, s., b.-, b (sing, die; thefirst six-sided,

the secondfour-sided with the other

two sides rounded off). To play

at d.,..
: to decide by cast-

ing the d.,: as = the

game of d.,, .-, b : to ruin oneself by
playing at d.,

(Lys. i. 541,2). -
: one that plays at d., -,,.,,.

DICE, V..-. (,
and ).

DIE
DICE-BOARD,, b.

DICE-BOX,, b.

DICER,, , .-?, , .
DICING,, .-, .
DICTATE, v. f To suggest].,. {and

mid.),.-.' (of divine inspira-

tion). IJ To utter what another
is to write down]
(== prseire verbis. X., £).). To
d. to two secretaries at the same
time, . U To com-
mand] Vid.
DICTATE, s. See Command., (the thing suggested,

or whatever is or has been sug-

gested), also,. -, (pi. dictates),, .
To act by aby's d.'s, -, . -

(pass.) or -
: in compliance with the d.'s

of aby,, .
DICTATION. Crcl with verbs

under Dictate. If = Com-
mand, Vid.

DICTATOR,,,
b (in Rom. Hist.),,, b. To be d.,-
£11».

DICTATORIAL,-,,,., 2. D. manners or con-

duct,, ft.

DICTATORSHIP,-
, .
DICTION,, ft (mode of

delivery), , b, and,
., (the speech itself), '

(the mode of
expressing oneself, style). To use

a flowery d., : an
energetic or emphatic d.,-, ., (declamatory

style).

DICTIONARY,,.
(collection of peculiar

words), (glossary, lexi-

con). A writer of a d.,-, b.

DIDACTIC. E.g. Ad. poem,/ or '-,.
DIE, s., b.-, b (see difference ofsyn. under

Dice, and phrases). The d. is

being cast, : the d.

has been cast, or-: the number (fi-

gure, point) on a d.,, -,, '• a small d.,, .-, : in the shape of a d.,-, 2., 2., 3 : a lucky throw of the

dice,, : to make such

a throw, .
DIE, V., -. (with or without

). (with or

without ).-



DIE DIF DIF
". or. -.•, ' .

?• ,'. To die an easy death,. §fy= See more under
Death. He is d.-ing,. -

: to d. of an illness,

or

(puss.) or -? : to d. of poison,

: to d.

of hunger,' :

to d. with laughing,

: to d. of fear,? : to d. hefore aby, irpo-? : to d. for aby,, -,
: to d. after

aby, : to d.

a natural d.,/ or
: in case I should d., Tt. : when he

Was about to d.,/ : to d. the death of
a hero, or -/ : to d. of old

age,. Fig. : to die

aivay~\,
(g. t.). f Of plants, limbs, $c],,(88.),.-

{ofplants), also-. To d. away gradually
by decay, &c, ,

(pass.): to moul-
der away and d.,-,-, (perf). Melon, (=: he-
bescere)],-., or-

(pass.).(88.).
DIET,, , . The d.

of the athletes,, : to

prescribe a d., : to

follow or observe a certain d.,

(pass.), -
: to live after a certain d.,

: a preparing
the system by d.,,
v : to deviate fin one's usual d.,, '-

: a cure effected

by attention to d.,,
(Protag. p. 354, a) : the d. of a
patient, -.
DIET, . .

d. oneself,.
DIET-DRINK, -, .
DIETETICS,, .
DIFFER,. -.. These

two things d. very essentially,', /
: to d. fm athg, £)-, -, tii/os or.

: in what does athg d. fm
another ? -

(162)

; to cause to d.,., . to d.

in opinion (fm aby),. :

to d. in opinion and views (fm

aby), ,-
vtlv (= discrepare) : to d.

fm athg, : to

d. in one's statement, &c,
(fm aby,) :

not to d. fm aby in opinion,. -.
»7 : not to d. in

sentiment or feeling fm aby,.-. -,
Tu/os : not to d. fm athg in

the least, ..
To differ (z=. have some differences], (-,). -. See DIF-
FERENCE.
DIFFERENCE,, ,, . ,.,,

., . a?id, . Without d.,

: with some d., -
: to detect some d. in

athg,

: I see no d. in it whether a

person is whipt with or agst his

will, ' -
:

to make a d. (] tra?is.),

or : — between
athg,, (] intrans.) :

I make this d. between injury

and accusation, --
: there is no d., or it makes

no d., for aby,

: there is a great d. between
one thing and another, -

: there is a mate-
rial d. between to he and to say,

-
: there is a

vast or essential d. between this

and that, 7rai<

: d. of language,-, : there is little d. between
your habits and mine,'
(.) : there is often a great d.

between words and actions,-? tois -. TJ Misundersta?iding~\-, . .-, ., : also-, , and, .
have some d.'s with aby, is -.-

: to submit our d.'s

to arbitration of our common
friends,' (D.).

Logical 'differentia']

(.). .
DIFFERENT,, 2., 2. ?, 3. ^-, 3. ?, 3. -

, 3., 3 (d.fm
another), 6, -, (not the same). To
be d.,..

: also (to

disagree,, A. P.,
.): those are two very d. things,', ''

: to be d. fm, £);-,
tu/os. , -

: in

what are two things d. fm one
another?
or

;
(e. g.

; .) :

to make or render d.,.,: to be
of d. opinion, -. : at

d. periods or times, -
: not to be at all

d. fm athg, -, ' :

not to be d.,. -. .(= agree) or-. (pass.),

; () : not to be of
d. opinion,. .
DIFFERENTLY,-

(g. t.). (othencise) or.. .
live d., or

Xfiv : to think d.,

: to make or do d.,, : to

turn out d.,.
: to place d.,,// : to

speak d. fm what aby thinks,-, -.
DIFFICULT,?, 3 (d.

to execute or perform), , 3., 2 (not easy to manage
or deal with),, 2. -, 2 (troublesome),-, 2 (combined or attended tcith

exertion),, 2 (not easily at-

tainable).,2 (not easy to

agree with ; also impropr. of un-
manageable things: Jn

(e. g. --, D.). D. to perform,
to attain,/*, 2 :

to be d., . pa-. . -.. . :
a hard or d. struggle, ., 6 : athg is d.,. : I find athg
d., .. ^^* If
' difficult ' is followed by the par-
ticle ' to ' with ivfin., is sim-
ply prefixed to the verb to wch the

difficulty relates, e. g. d. to take

or conquer,, 2 : d. to

make war agst,, 2

:

d. to answer,, 2 :

d. to prove,7, 2: d.

to unlearn,, 2 :

d. to bear,, 2.-



DIF

?, 2 : d. to understand,-?,? : d. to

pass or travel through,? :

d. to deal with, pi'i?, 2. <5/--«£'? (/" things) : it

•would be d. (to say, &c),
(e. g.).

DIFFICULTY,?,
?, ., . -, ., . Insurmount-
able d.,, .

: athg has or offers some
d.'s, or.? .

: to present insurmounta-
ble d.'s, : to put
d.'s in aby's way, to cause aby
d.'s, :

to cause greater d.'s, --.?.? or? : with
great d., ? :

to be surrounded with d.'s,-/ {of things.

D.) : there is no d. whatever in

athg, ? '?
(. ) :

to be in d.'s,?.-
: to be in great

d.'s, : to

bring aby into d.'s,

or .-. '? -
: to get into the greatest d.'s,

'? : to

extricate aby fm his d.'s,-?? ?, -? ?, §gr"

Manycompoundswith?prefixed
to a verbal subst. denote a difficulty

of performing the action. D. of

breathing, : — of mak-
ing water, (Hipp.) : to

make d.'s, : a d. is over-

come, (of an
evil), 6?: con-
nected with d.'s, ?, 2.?, 2 : I find some d. in

(doing) athg, or.. :

one that has d. in breathing,-?, 2 : — in hearing,?,
2. ?, 2 : to have d. in

hearing,. ^[ With ref
to money matters] -

or, -- To be in great

d's., .
DIFFIDENCE,-™.?, ?, -., .. Fm d.,'-? (tlie case will depend on the

context),, - : to show
or feel nod., . -. -

: I feel some d. in doing athg,, (c. infin.) : to have
no d.,,.-.
DIFFIDENT,, 2.}?, 3. ?, 2.

be d., (pass.),-
: I feel d.,, (c.

infin., of shrinkingfm an action) :

not to be or feel d.,.
DIFFIDENTLY,?,?. Sec.

(163)*

DIG
DIFFUSE, v. ,-

(to pour out), -
vo? (over athg).,-, (to spread), also. : — at

a place,? : — among a crowd,
'??, : to d.

a report,,.
(to disseminate)

:

to d. an odour, or

: to be d.-d,

(pass.),. -.: to be d.-d (in

a devastating manner, as miasma,
pestilence, Sfc),' :

the report is widely d.-d, b -?? : to be
generally d.-d at a place,-

: the news has
been d.-d that aby &c,-? (c. infin.).

DIFFUSE, adj. 6, h,.?, 3 (Pint,

and later ivriters, ofan exposition).

A d. speech,,-, .?? : to

be d., . -??. -,-
: to relate in a

d. maimer, -, :

to be d. (in speaking),-,.
DIFFUSELY, -, Sec. To relate, speak d., see

preceding Article.

DIFFUSENESS,-, (in speaking) : also-, . ??.
To set forth with great d.,,,-

(to go round and
round)

.

DIFFUSION,?,.-, .
DIG, (to make a hole

in the ground), (to dig

up the soil). To d. for or after

athg,.:— at a place, : also" : to d. out,, : to d.

out metal, : to d.

through or over, (e.

g. a garden), (to d.

an opening) : to d. through a dike,: to d. round, -
povv : to d. up with the root, pi-/ (lit., to cut off

fm the root) : to d. up the roots

of plants, : to d. a-

round, : also-
and (ofdig-

ging under a tree, i. e. round it.

Theoph.) : to d. under,-, (= under-

mine) : to d. athg round another,

(e. g.,
to d. a lake round. .),
(P.) : to d. for treasures,-

or ?:
to d. up a treasure,.
DIGEST,,-,,.

DIG. Easy to d.,,?. ?, 2.?, 3: to d. one's food
well, -

: d.-d.,?, 3 : not d.-d,?, 2. ?, 3: that cannot
be d.-d,?, 2. ^[ Arrange
in order]..

(to bring under a sys-

tem), or-,. To d. athg
very judiciously,?-

v.

DIGESTIBLE, ?, 3,

and?, 2. Very d., -?, 2.?,
3: to render more d.,-.
DIGESTION,?,-

?, V•?, .-, . A good d.,, :

bad d.,, : want of d.,, : to have a good d.,

:

a medicine, &c, good for the d.,

and,
(sc.) : difficult of d.,?, 2 : to suffer fm want
of d., : to have a slow
d.,: slowness of d.,

(both Med.) : the

completed process of d., -?? (Gal.). TJ Act ofput-
ting into order] See Arrange-
ment.
DIGESTIVE (e. g. means or

medicine) , and-. (i. e.).
DIGGER, ?,-

?, ?, . , -
?. A grave-d., see Grave.
DIGNIFIED, *, 3.?, 2. A d. behaviour,?, ?, .,

h.

DIGNIFY. If Elevate to rank,

to raise]' (g. t.).'..,. or or..?-?, ?
(to raise to a dignity). A d.-d

style, -, : .
a d.-d manner, ?.-
?. H Adorn] Vid.
DIGNITARY, .. ???.
DIGNITY,, .,. ?, (worth of a per-

son), , (honourable posi-

tion),?, ?, . -., (inner icorth).

With d.,?.?: d.

of style, -, :
after or according to (aby's) d.,. '? : not after

(aby's) d.,7 . uv-? : not to be treated accord-

ing to one's d., :

to arrive at or attain rank and
d.,?? :

to have reached rank and d., -, : to

raise aby to rank and d.,-
M2
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/?-. :

to be equal to aby in d., -
: to occupy

higher rank and d. than some one
else, . -

: to consider

athg below one's d., tl.

(c. infin.).

fiytladui .
: not to compro-

mise the d. of the state, -? .
DIGRESS,

(aor. 1 pass.), -,.-,-
(pass.), -
or' : to d.

(in a speech), ..
(fin one's sub-

ject or topic). To cause to d.,,,-
vav, : I am d.-ing,,,

(pass.).

DIGRESSION,,-, .,,
., .,
V•, .

or. To make
d.'s, ,-,

(pass. ; fin one course
or object),

(in a speech) : I am
afraid of making too long: a d.,-

(.).
DIGRESSIVE,-
(given to digress).

DIJUDICATE, -. -
(in a juridical sense).

DIKE,,, .
To raise a d., : to
protect by a d.,.' : to dig hrough a d., -.
DILACERATE, ,,-.,-. (g. tt.). To be

d.-d, (by
wild beasts), (by a
wolf) : to d. a corpse,

: to d. a man,. See ' to Tear to
pieces.'

DILACERATION, -, 6., .
DILAPIDATE, f Tobecome

a ruin].-
(pass., also aor. 2 and

perf. act.),,-
(of buildings) . .-,-, 2., 3 : to become

d.-d,,-
(pass.) : to be in a d.-d con-

dition, .-. To dissipate] Vid. Tf To
destroy] Vid.
DILAPIDATION. ^ Of a

building], (dilapi-
dated state or condition) . % Ruin], ., .

(164)
'

, . To be in a state

of d., see preceding Article.

DILATABIL1TY,,,, . ,, but mly by Crcl.

DILATABLE. Crcl. or,
3., 3.

DILATA TION,,,
(extension),, . -

(d. of the heart ; opp.).
DILATE, (g. t. to

make broad),, '-,,,. % Enlarge upon a
subject], . To d. on
a subject to a tedious length, see

the phrases under 1
" to be Diffuse.'

DILATORINESS,, 6., ., ., . or-, ., ..,, ., .
display some d.,. -

(also with mid.),

(if= carelessness. Vid.).

DILATORY,, ,
(slow),, 3., 2.-, 2 (unconcerned), or,, 2 (careless), ,, 6, ., 3 (idle).

To be d.,... : to be
d. in athg, ,

: to act in a d.

manner, : to do athg

in a d. manner, .: ad.
person,, , 6. -, 6.

DILEMMA. 1 In logic] -, (= complexio. Cic).

State of perplexity] See Dif-
ficulty.
DILETTANTE,, ,

6 (g. t.)., 6 (for mu-
sic), or , 6.

Some dilettanti may be found in

athg, .
DILIGENCE,, .-, ., (g. t.). -,, :

also,.,
., (a liking for
work),,, , and, (zeal, a stirring dispo-

sition),, (care, care-

fulness), (nicety, exact-

ness). Steady d.,, :

with d.,,.-, (distinctionsgiven
above) : to display some d. in

athg, .-
.. .

: made or performed
with d.,, 3.-, 3.,
3: to use or exhibit d. in athg,

(aor. pass.),
: to exhibit

no d. in athg, .
DILIGENT,, 3,

and, 2., 2., 2, and, I

3. and, 2., 2. See Diligence. To
be d., or.,pa-

: to be d. in doing athg,^ .-. :
to be very d.,.
DILIGENTLY, ,.,,.-. To do

or perform athg d.,

or .
: not to

do athg d., . [[

Frequently],, -, e. g. to visit, wait upon aby,. See
Carefully.
DILUENT. Crcl. with verbs

in next A rticle.

DILUTE,. or' .
(of liquids). A

vessel for d.-ing wine,,, 6. Tl Fig.: to iveaken] \
t
id.

DILUTED, -
(with water), and -, 3.

DILUTION,, r, : but

chiefly Crcl. with verbs under Di-
lute.
DIM, s., , , and, 3 (of light and the eye)., 2, and, 2

(misty),, 3 (of brilliant

objects),, 3 (of light), -,, av (of colour), -, 2 (indistinct). To render d.,,, (of
light and brilliant objects) : d.-

sighted, and-, 2. ,, 6, : to

be d. -sighted,, -. : aby's

sight is d., .
or :

the eye grows d., or aby's eyes

wax d., .
Fig.] (e. g.).
DIM, .,,. To d. aby's eyes or

sight, .
DIM -SIGHTED,-. To be d.-s.,.
DIM-SIGHTEDNESS, -.
DIMENSION,, .

Withoutd.,, (Plut.).

(without parts) : to take

the d.'s of athg,,-,. See
Measure, s.

DIMINISH,, -..,.. -., also-... Athg (I possess) is d.-d,

(pass.) . -
(pass.) : he has d.-d my

wages, -, if (INTRANS.)]-
and (pass.; g.

tt.). and -
(of inner strength). -



DIM
, and
(ofprevailing circumstances),-, and-

(ofobjects in daily use). My
physical strength is d.-ing,-

or -
: my mental energies are d.-

ing, : aby's

zeal is d.-d, -
: the violence of the cough

is d.-d, 6 '• the acute-

ness of the malady is d.-d,-
rj. See to LESSEN.

DIMINUTION,,, .,-, .,, .,., ih-, .
DIMINUTIVE, s.-,.
DIMINUTIVE, adj. See

Small.
DIMISSORY,* (if

also ' recommendatory.'') Letters

d., .
DIMNESS,, and .

See Darkness. D. of sight or

the eyes, (Hipp.),

(Hipp.).. Later
(Eus.).

(Gal.).

DIMPLE,, v. D. in

the cheek,, b.

DIN, s., 6. The d. of
arms,* .
DIN, v. To d. aby's ears, -.
DINE,. -.. To

d. with aby, .
: to d. with

a person,

or Tii/os (as a guest) : to ask
aby to d...
DINGY. See Dirty, Black-

ish.

DINING-ROOM,-.. and-, ., , .,, .,,
(the latter of a smaller size).

DINNER,, (the

principal meal, tg^jp It was taken

?cilh the GreeL• toivards evening).

To take one's d.,-
: to ask aby to d.,-.

DINT, s. if Blow] . if

By dint (= by means) of] To be

rendered by (gen.), (gen.),

(gen.), (dat.),,, (dat.), or simply by dat.

case, if Mark of a blow or stripe],, (mly a ski?i-

wound).
DINT, v. See Indent.
DIOCESE,, , r\

(Eccl.).' (Eccl.).

DIOPTRICS,
(Plut.).

t

DIP, v. if (Trs.)],,. -.. To d.

into athg, or '. ' . if (In-
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DIR
TRS.)],,'. if Incline]-,. if Engage in], .' . ... if To enter slightly into].,-

(to go through cursorily).

or.
(both= to run through

a book).

DIP, s. if Divergency] -, -., -.

DIPHTHONG,,.
DIPLOMA, (prps)-, .,. Byway

of d., .
DIPLOMACY, (prps) h. Cf DI-

PLOMATIC.
DIPLOMATIC,-, 3. ^* More frequently by

Crcl. with gen., .
A d. report,,.-, : to send in a d. re-

port,.-\ : a d. post,, ..
DIRE, -FUL. See Fearful.
DIRECT, v. if To point athg

in a straight line towards an ob-

ject],',:— towards, agst, or to athg,

or . To d. one's at-

tention to athg,.
: to d. one's thoughts to

athg, , -, or

: to d. aby's attention to athg,

or

or : to d. one's

endeavours towards an object,

(pass.) (or c.

infin.) : to d. aby's endeavours to-

wards athg, /
: to d. one's looks towards athg,

. -
: to d. one's

eyes, &c, towards an object,-' or
or : the

eyes of all are d.-d towards you,-
: to be guided and d.-d in

one's mode of acting by another

person,

and (pass.). (accord-

ing to his example) : to be d.-d in

one's mode of acting by athg,.
(pass.).

: to d. in a straight line, op-.,,-
: to be d.-d towards athg,

or ' or

.
(to look out, to be turned towards) :

athg is d.-d agst aby,. $Sjf° In the latter

sense, however, more usually by

Crcl. with verbs comprising the

subject, e. g.

(that expression or saying is

DIR

J

d.-d agst me). That (expression

;

in his letter) is d.-d agst me,'
|

. Tod. itscourse,

(of things), -
(of a river) : to d. one's

course to a place, or.,
(in a ship) : to d. a gun, see to

Point, if To guide]
(g. t. = to give a direction),-

(c. dat. of person who
takes the lead).

(gen.ofthe object), (to

arrange athg). (to d. in

a proper or judicious manner),,
and (to be the lea-

der of athg). To d. the affairs of
the state, .. -. If To enjoin,

prescribe] (ifbyivrit-

ing).,,-
(to order). To d. aby to

perform athg,

or :
am d.-ing aby by letter (to do
athg), -. -

: to do as aby has been
d.-d, -

or. *[f To address]

. g. to d. a letter to aby,-
or.

DIRECT, adj. if Straight],, (whether horizontally

or perpendicularly), (esply

perpendicularly). A d. road, -
: (to go) on a d. road,, . ' -, : d. line, (tvith

or witliout) : in a d. line,

: to go on a d. way,. if In a direct line,

of relations in a direct line] to
(relationship), if Imme-

diate] Vid.
DIRECTION, if Act of di-

recting and the state resulting fm
it]., (with

ref. to a body at rest), ,
(ofa body in motion) . A straight-

forward d.,,, h• «-,, -, ., : that is in or has a

straight .,, 3. ,, : in a straight d.,-
and (adver-

bially only) : to be in a straight d.,

or :

motion in a straight d.,-
pta, ri : progress, or proceeding, in

a straight d.,, : a

slanting or oblique d.,,
: in an opposite or contrary d.,. 2 : to give an op-

posite d., : to carry

on in one or the same d.,-
: to follow the d. of athg,

or-
: — at sea,-

(i. e. steer in the d. of one's

course) : — of cavalry,-. if Determination after
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a given point] ?, 6.,
: to give a matter a certain d.

towards athg,

or : to give a straight d.,

: to have a d. towards,/ : in a straight d.,

: in the d. of athg,

. : to take a wrong d.,

{fig.

;

of an undertaking),. IT Direction [in the

abstract) = a directing] -., . Injunction,

prescription], -, ., ., •, b. To give

the necessary d.'s for athg,-, {with

ref. to the application or perform-
ance of athg) : to give aby d.'s,

{how to act) :

to act according to aby's d.'s, 7-
{pass.) or. ,' : according to (aby's)

d.'s, : to give

d.'s,/ : to give (aby)

written d.'s,. U Ma-
nagement of affairs {in general)]. V (<7• t•)• {chief

d., principal management), -, n {administration),

{aby's

d.'s in the management of athg), or, . To have the d. of

athg, ,. : under or ac-

cording to aby's d.,

: to follow aby's d.'s, 7-.
or . If Direc-
tion {in concretd)]

or {body of direc-

to?s)., . TJ Of a
letter] -- To write a d. on a letter,

or
: to write a d. on athg,

, :
with a d. to it, or that has a d.

written on it,,
3 : without a d. to it,-, 3.

DIRECTLY. 1 In a straight

line] {c. gen.), '-. See Straight, adv. ^f

Immediately] Vid.
DIRECTOR, ?) ,, . 6 (-

tos) . To be the d. of athg,

and, or,. -
: also or

: the d. of an estab-

lishment, business, company, &c,, ., , 6., 6 : a court of d.'s, oi

or. -, . oi.

DIRECTORY. 1 The office

ofa director], .-, ., ., . , V--, -. if The directors as a body], , oi. oi-
or.
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DIRGE, ,.
DIRK. See Dagger.
DIRT, s., . -, 6. , . , -, {excrements of animals)., 6 {of men),,
{dung),, 6, and-, {filth), or, 6. -, . . -

{filth, refuse, fyc, of'any kind)., {in the street)., 6., , ., , and, {mud, dirt, into wch one

puts one's foot). A heap of d.,, : to pelt with d.,-: to throw d. at aby (fig.),: a spot of d.,-,?, : road d.,. Prov. To let the d.

lie, ',-.
DIRT, v. See to Dirty.
DIRTILY,.,. Fig.,..
DIRTINESS. See Dirt, f

Fig.: meanness],,
., (dirty ava-

rice). [ Obscenity (of language)].,
ri-

DIRTY, adj. Propr.]-,, 2., 3. -, 3.,,.-, 3., 3.,, 3. To be d.
,

:

it is d., : to get d.,

(pass.). % Fig. : ob-

scene], 3 : D. language,.', :

to use d. language,.
U Mean] ?• -. D. avarice,-, : also, . -,, .,

: a d. trick,,,
: to display d. avarice,-. .
DIRTY, .,-,. ',.',-.,.

have d.-d oneself, : d.-d

with,, 3., 3., 2: — with athg,-.
DISABILITY,,-, . , -,., (g. tt.).,, (want of natu-

ral abilities or learning). To lie

under a d., ., (not

to be equal to athg), or

or simply :— of doing athg,

: of taking the field,.
;

DISABLE (aby to do athg),.-
: to d. for any object,. % Stronger it.: ren-

der unfitforanypurpose, enervate

;

a) bodily],
(g. tt.). -. aaQtvf) (to deprive

of its efficacy),, -
(to lame, destroy by over-

working),,
(to weaken by enervating). To d.

a person for athg,. or' : to d. for

anv purpose,.
DISABLED,, 2., 2., 2.-, 2. .

or,, 2.,2..,
3. To be d., () : also.. . -

: to be d. to do athg,-. -
: to be d. to carry

on the war, :

a d. soldier,, 6. -, 6. U Stronger tt. (= to be

enervated, <|"C.)] ,-....
DISABUSE, .

(to persuade to the contrary),,. (to learn

better; both absol. and with ace.

object. P.). To be d.-d of an er-

rour, -
: to be d.-d,

(pass.), : to d. aby,-
or'. -

(to take away an erroneous
opinion),: to allow oneself to be d.-d,

: I

have been d.-d,.
DISACCUSTOM,/.
DISADVANTAGE,,

, and, (any detriment),, (an injury), )-, (if caused by one's own
fault), ' (resulting

fm aby's circumstances). To my
d., or. .

: to cause a d., suffer

d., &c, see Hurt, s. ; Loss : to

be a d. to aby, ..,. , or £?;-

: to be exposed to

or suffer some d.,.'.(88.).. -. : to

suffer some d. by or through aby,; — by
athg, or," : to

do athg to one's own d.,.
or ,

: to be at a
d., or , also

: towards aby, :

(pass.) : do
not think it any d. that . . .,,
or : some d. results out of athg,.
DISADVANTAGE,^ -
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or : aby,-. ... .

DISADVANTAGEOUS,-, 3., 3.,
2., 2., 2.

To be d. for ab}7

,. : to put aby's

character in a d. light,-/ .
or

'.
DISADVANTAGEOUSLY.

See Injuriously.
D1SAFFECT,, -

(/ ).'
via/ (of a connexion) :

also -
. To d. aby,

or .-.
DISAFFECTED,,

3.,,, 2.

be d., (to

aby).,, -
or or.

render aby d., .
See to DlSAFFECT. --. To become d.,.
DISAFFECTION,,,, : —towards

aby,- {want ofaffection)., (stronger t.). --, ., (breach of
loyalty or faith). To bring about
d., or

: to be inclined to d ,-.».
DISAGREE,»: —

with athg, .-. .
d. with aby in sentiment, -, and Orel.

with negation in conjunction with
verbs under to Agree. To d.

with aby,

: to d. in one's views,

or. *(] Of things].
. .. See to DIF-

FER. % Of food] Orel, with. -, in conjunction with a negative

particle. {[ To be at variance with
aby] To d. with aby,. (pass.)

or : — about
athg, ,

: to d. among each
other, (pass.). -

: to d. in a statement,.
a
DISAGREEABLE,, 2., 2 (gen. ).,

2., 2. , , ., 3., 3.,
3., 3., 2.

and,
2 (stronger tt.). , 2., 2., 3. -, 3 (highlit d.). To
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DIS
find athg d., or athg is d. to me,

(pass.) or. .
: we do not consider these

windings d., -
: it is d. for

me to do athg,

DISAGREEABLENESS,«V, . , ., (as sen-

timent), , . , .,.,
(as thing),, .
DISAGREEABLY. Fmadjj.

under Disagreeable.
DISAGREEMENT, -,,, (dissi-

milarity),, . -,,, D.
between persons,, ., .,, (conten-

tion), or, ., :

to produce some d. between per-

sons, .' :

to have some d. with aby, -
or-/ : the cause of some

d., .
DISALLOW,. » .. . -. If we were to d.

this, ' : not
to d., see to Concede, Accept.
DISANNUL,. Tod.

an action or suit brought agst aby,.
DISAPPEAR,

(pass.),. -()., or. To cause to d.,-. : to have
d.-d,. or-, .
DISAPPEARANCE, -, ., 6. -., .
DISAPPOINT, .

(Soph.), and also

(. Cyr. 1, 5, 13).(')/. To be d.-d in one's expec-
tations, -. :
to be d.-d in a person or thing,.-

:

am or have been d.-d,-
(in athg). -: I am d.-d in my

hope, or or
(pass.)

or . See
phrases towards end of Article.

To be d.-d in one's hope of real-

izing a plan,

: to d. aby (with

ref to a promise),. -
or (in athg), also -

or'/ (by not keeping word)

.

tis or
{by re-

tracting one's word, promise) : not

DIS
to d. aby, -

tis. -.
(fig.) : to be d.-d in one's hope,,, -.-» : I am
d.-d in my hope,. :
to d. aby in his hope,

: to be d.-d of an al-

liance with the Athenians,--.
DISAPPOINTMENT. Orel,

with , ?,, S[C
Sis (failure),

(errour ; the missing an object).

What age is not full of d.'s?-
(sc., P.) ; to meet with

a d., -
or

or,-() -.»
(with ref. to a hope, an expecta-

tion), (by

way of being refused athg) : to

cause aby a d., see to Disappoint :

you shall not meet with ad. (with

ref. toyour request),

or - : I have met
with a d., ,

(resulting

fm bad success) : also

or or
(pass.) '.

(with ref. to hope or

eocpectation) .

(with ref. to a plan
or project) : to cause a person

some d. by not keeping one's word,
a promise, &c, see phrases ' to

Disappoint aby,' in preceding

Article.

DISAPPROBATION,-, ., . To meet
with (aby's) d., .

(pass.). See

Censure.
DISAPPROVAL. See Dis-

approbation.
DISAPPROVE,-» . .

or.. . See to

Censure.
DISARM, -

or , -/ .-,'. II Fig.: an
adversary] .

(aby's

wrath, &c).
DISARRAY,^. See 1

to throw

into Disorder ;' to Undress.
DISARRAY, s. See Confu-

sion, Undress.
DISASTER,,-, , h (as condition,

indicating non-realization ofpur-
pose).,, .-,,.,, (misfortune, as thing,

or of a single case). A d. in an
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undertaking,, ) : to

meet with a d., -? or., ..
: to bring a d. upon

aby, :

(or stronger t.) -. See

Destruction. If I should meet
with any d., " ,. if A disaster caused by

discomfiture (= clades)], .,., .-, . To cause a great d.,-
: to

meet with a d. in the field,.
See Discomfiture.
DISASTROUS,,

2. ,, 3.

and, 2., 2. -
\a<s,,., 3 (of things

inimical), or, 3. A d.

day, , r), or-], ) : . situation or circum-
stance,, ) : ad. case,,, .
DISAVOW. See to Disown.
DISAVOWAL,, -, ). To make a d., see to

Disown.
DISAVOWMENT. See pre-

ceding Article.

DISBAND, (g.

t., to send away) .,-
(to dismiss), , -
(e. g. /,-

yov)., (an
army). To be d.-d,

(pass. ; of an army). if (In-TRANS.)]^r (pass.)

(to take leave) .,
(pass. ; of a crowd,

DISBARK, (with

or without ).
or

or ' yf,v : or simply-
(to go on shore). You may

d. at such a place,

or -.
DISBELIEF,, (g.

t.). To look upon athg with d.,

see to Disbelieve.
DISBELIEVE,

(or c. infin. and ). I d. athg to

be, or
• : to d. athg,,., : 1 .
the report of his coming, ol-

: not to d. aby
or athg, . -.
DISBOWEL,,-. or..

>

DISBURDEN,,(,,-. (to take
off a burden). To d. one's heart
(by lamentations),.
DISBURSE, or. (to lav

(168)
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down). Sts,,,.
DISBURSEMENT,,,, ) (the

making a payment in general).( ).
DISBURSER. Crcl.tvith verbs

under Disburse.
DISC,, b (the quoit of'the

ancients)., b (any circular

andfiat body),, b (used by

pottersfor moulding).,-, (anyplate ofsolid material).

if Fig.] The d. of the sun, 6:— ofthemoon,
b .
DISCARD,. -.. To d. aby

fm office,

or .
See DISMISS,
(to put aside or remove an object),, (to remove
any given state or conditioii). -, (to remove
a doubt, quarrel, fyc.).

(to get out of the way),. (tothrow

away).
DISCERN. if To see, per-

ceive] bpav (g.t., to see),,
(perceive),

(learn), (,
g. t., to perceive), if To distin-

guish betiveen several objects] -
. . See

to Distinguish. if Fig. : to

discern mentally] bpav, ivopav,

(both with tlie eye or the

mind),,,
(by tlie perception

of tlie senses),, -'.,-,, -
(to know or d. by cer-

tain eodernal marks wch charac-

terize the object).

DISCERNIBLE. See Visi-
ble, Perceptible.
DISCERNIBLY. See Per-

ceptibly.
DISCERNING,, 2., 2., 2.

or .,
2. A d. eye or look, see Discern-
ment.
DISCERNMENT,,

r).,, . -. , .-, ., ). That has

d., or :
nothing escapes aby's d., -

:

a man of great d.,

or : to possess d.,. .. if The distinguishing be-

tween oljects] See Distinction.
DISCHARGE, s. if Emission

of a fluid],,
., ),, , b (tlie act

of flowing and what floivs out),, (any morbid d. or mat-
ter) : also, b. The
d. of a eore,,,, : that causes such a d.,, 2 : to have a d. (g. t.),

: a d. of blood,,, ), -, : to have a d. of

blood,, :

the monthly d. of women,, -,, : a d. of
blood fm the nose, r) -

or.' ). if Dis-
missal],,
), ., ). To give aby his

d., see to Discharge. if Of ar-
tillery] Crcl.by verbs. -.. if Dis-
charge of a prisoner by acquittal],, . To effect

or bring about aby's d.,.
DISCHARGE, v. If (Trs.)

To disburden (g. t.)] Vid. if Dis-
miss (fm office)].-

(g. tt. to send off),-,. To d. troops,

see to Disband,
(to d. a soldier for misconduct).

(e. g.-
). See Dismiss. "If To pay
a debt],'
(e. g. or ).

(e. g., contributions of
war). ,
(esply of taxes into the public

treasure),.,,,
(of a debt in

general), or
(to d. a debt due to aby, to

pay),

(to make returnsfor any value re-

ceived) : also,-. To com-
pel aby to d. a debt,,( ). £§§* The
Mid. of these verbs is used if the

debt is owing to the same person
who makes the demand, if To
perform a duty, acquit oneself of
an obligation]

or. -
: — towards aby,... To d. neither any

duty towards oneself nor one's

neighbour,

:

not to d. , or to neglect d.-ing, one's
obligations,.. :— towards aby,

: to d. carefully what is our
duty,. if To discharge a com-
mission] -, or.. •

or
(by way of an errand), if

To discharge a gun, S[c] .. . if

To discharge itself into (of rivers)]

See to Disembogue, if (Intrs.)
E. g. a wound discharges, or an
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ulcer discliarge itself].

(pass.). To cause a

wound to d.,,.. : d.-

ing itself,,,-, 2.

DISCIPLE, S., ,
6 (g. t.)., , (the

follower ofaby), or,,
6. The d. of Socrates, oi

: to be aby's

d., .
or : — in atbg,. ' (se.-). . -. and-

: aby's d.'s, -
'. ..

DISCIPLE, .
or (g. t.). -

or '.-
or (to initiate,

imbue with the principles or rudi-

ments of athg). To have aby d.-d,

: d.-d,-, 3., 3. -
: to be d.-d in athg, -,

DISCIPLINARIAN, -, , . A strict d.,-
(of military disci-

pline),

(of domestic discipline).

DISCIPLINE, s., ., . Good or strict d.,, ., : to

make aby submit to d.,-
: to exercise

a strict d. over one's children,

:

without any d.,, -. : to observe strict

d., - : to com-
mit a breach of d., :

severe d., (hardy
training. Philo). i\ Military dis-

cipline], . To observe
good d.,.:
to keep up a strict d. in the army,

or or

or

: the

rules of military d., oi-.
DISCIPLINE, v.. -

(to faep chil-

dren zinder strict d.).-
(to d. the mind). To have

well-d.-d children, or
or. See to EDU-

CATE. To d. the army, see the

phrases under Discipline, s.

DISCLAIM. See to Disown,
to Deny.
DISCLAIMER,,, (denial), or Orel, with verbs

in Disown.
DISCLOSE,, -

(to open),,,.'. (to un-
ravel, develop, fyc). (to

(169)

make clear) or ...-..-
(to divulge, make known), or..-

or (to tell pub-
licly, to proclaim, ?.),-

or. To d. one's

misfortune to aby,

: to

d. a hidden mistake, errour, &c,
(e. g.,-,', Qc).

: not to d. a secret con-
fided to one, -: to d. itself,-,, -

(pass.),-
(pass.) : to d. (as a bud, Qc),,,, (pass.) :

to d. oneself or one's opinion, &c,
to aby, see Discover.

i

DISCLOSURE,,
., ., ., t). See DISCLOSE.

0} But generally Crcl. with verbs,

e. g. to make a d. to aby,.' .
: to make a

d. to aby of one's misfortunes,

: — of a secret,-
or

: a
d. made before a magistrate, &c,,,, : (ob-

jectively),, -, (i. e. the thing dis-

closed). To offer a reward for any
d. (juridically),.
DISCOLORATION, r).
DISCOLOUR,, ,. -.
DISCOMFIT. See Defeat,

DISCOMFITURE, -COM-
FIT. See Defeat, s.

DISCOMFORT, s., f,., ., [unpleasantfeel-
ing),, ., .,.,
(as things),,,
, or . Athg
causes me d., -

. : do-

mestic d.'s, -
: to have or be exposed to all

sorts of d.'s, .
DISCOMFORT, v.-' (to put aby

out), (to cause vexa-

tion), or . -
, ' (to

distress, afflict).

DISCOMPOSURE,,
. To feel any d.,,

(pass. ; about

athg, ), or

(pass. ; about athg, ', ,) : I evince some d.,-
: to recover

fm a state of mental d.,

,.
(after anger),.

DISCONCERT. 1 Disar-
range, defeut plans] ,.,-.. To d. aby's
plan, &c,

: also or.
: to

see one's prospects d.-d, -. ^[
To unsettle a person's mind] -,. -. . I am
entirely d.-d,.
DISCONCERTED. See Con-

fused.
DISCONFORMIT. See Dis-

agreement.
DISCONGRUITY. See Dis-

agreement.
DISCONNECT, (g.

t. zz to take to pieces, to separate

the parts of a ichole).-
(to separate, in space),,,. .

(mly in pass.) or
(to disjoin

what has been tied together or was
connected), (to make
loose, undo) . To d. athg fm athg,' and -

: to be d.-d fm,,, or ,,^ -.
DISCONNEXION, ,, ., ., )

(separation),,,,, .
DISCONSOLATE, -, (com-

fortless), (greatly dis-

tressed ; about athg, '. .).
(Soph. Pol.). To be

d. about athg, orpavor. (-
) (.).

DISCONSOLATELY,;*»^., ?., or.
DISCONTENT, s.,

t)., . ,, . Sts', ., r). To produce d. in aby,

or -
'. : d. with one's

fate,, : d. with one-

self, : to ex-

press or display d. (e. g. respect-

ing one'sposition,fate,^.),-.-
: to feel some d.

about athg, and-'.. .
DISCONTENT, -ED, adj.

(), or '., 2.. .
with one's position or fate,-, 2 : to be d. with one's

fate, : to be d. with
athg, and-. -.. -
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DISCONTENTMENT. See

Discontent, s.

DISCONTINUANCE, -TI-
NUATION,,.,
., .,.-, [a leaving off ) .,
. ?/, 77. ,
(a ceasing or cessation). Without
any d.,,-.
DISCONTINUE. See to

Cease, to Leave off.

DISCONTINUOUS, -
^, 2. , -, ., 2.

DISCORD, s. 1 Propr. [in

music)],, ., -', --,, - To be
or produce a d.,. -...

Fig.~\ or

(to disagree). ^[ Want
of symmetry] See Dispropor-
tion, ^i Want ofharmony] -,, . -, . IT Dissension, strife]-, . ,, --
, -,, .

live in d. together,-
: there

is some d. among the inhabitants,

: to produce d.

among persons, .
$$ (objectively).

DISCORD, v. -See 'to be Dis-
cordant."
DISCORDANCE. See Dis-

cord.
DISCORDANT. « Propr.

and impropr.], 2.-, 2. To be d.,... :

to be d. with athg,

or .. [ Impropr.]-, 2 {with ref. to sentiment, fyc)., 2. To entertain d. sen-

timents towards aby,' or .-
vui .
DISCOUNT (v.), by the ge-

neral term = remit (a portion of
the price), or

(g. tt.). -
or -

Tinnv.
DISCOUNT (s.) must be ex-

pressed by the terms in ' abatement?
&C,, . To allow a

., ,
or .

See the verb.

DISCOUNTENANCE,??, t
To discourage, frown upon] With

(), and the nega-
tiveform ofverbs under Approve,
Aid, Encourage. Sts.. (dat.

of object or infin. with ), -
or (with

same construction as-).
DISCOUNTENANCE,*,-

(170)

, .,,
(cold indifference about athg). -, (an impeding athg).-, (disapprobation), or
Crcl. with verbs, e.g. to show d.,, S[C.

See the preceding Article.

DISCOURAGE, «ft To de-

prive of courage] or, -
'. -

/ci. To be d.-d,, ' .
: to be totally d.-d,. % To dis-

suade or deter fm] Vid. ^[ To
discountenance] Vid.
DISCOURAGEMENT. %

The act of discouraging and the

thing wch discourages],
(intrans.)., (trans.

and intrans.). To feel some d.,,'.
: to be a d., to cause d.,

(sc. : a shrinking

fm the risk. .),'-' or or-. U Dis-
suasion] VlD.
DISCOURAGER. Crcl. with

verbs in Discourage.
DISCOURSE, s. TI Conver-

sation] Vid. "[j A regular speech], 6, and, . ,
. A learned d.,, :

a well-connected or logical d.,

: to hold or deli-

ver a d., : to

deliver a long d.,Tro\Xa.
: — onathg,,,-

: a d. on ethics

and politics,.
DISCOURSE,-»,

or . ..,, -. 'y/X.coTTjjs

'. % To discourse on a
subject (= hold or deliver a d.)]. or -. or ui,.
DISCOURTEOUS. See Un-

civil or Incivil.

DISCOURTEOUSLY. See
Uncivilly.
DISCOURTESY, -TEOUS-

NESS. See Incivility.
DISCOVER. 1 To find out],,-.',-. . To d.

athg in aby,'
or '. ^J To disclose (athg)]

Vid.
DISCOVERABLE,

(), (Soph.), ().
DISCOVERER,, ,

6.,, b (inventor).

DISCOVERY. If The act of
finding out],,

. To make a d.,, -
: a voyage of d.,

ijv -, ",
. , ^f

The result of it (i. e. the thing dis-

covered)], . % Disclo-

sure] Vid. See Invention.
DISCREDIT, s. , v., . To get or fall into

., . :

to be in d., .-: to bring d. upon aby,-.
or".

or ' : athg is a d. to

aby, . -.
: athg is a d.

to me, : to be
a great d. to aby,' -

or : to bring
great d. upon aby, -^ ' or -' : to consider athg to be
a great d. to oneself, -. or -

.
DISCREDIT, . 1 To deprive

of good reputation]. or-
'.'

or ..
'. [[ To disbelieve]' , -7/.

(to be doubtful about athg). Not
to d.,.
or : not to d. what
aby says, : they
do not d. what I am saying,-

(pass.).

DISCREDITABLE,,
2., 2. , 3. -, 3., 2. Athg is d.

to me, or

. .' : this is,

or I consider the matter, athg but
d. to me,, .
DISCREET,) (P.)., 3., 3. -, 3.-, 3. A d. reply,-. See CIRCUM-

SPECT.
DISCREETLY,..,.-..

To act d., . -
: athg is done d.,

: to weigh
over a matter, or consider it, very
d., -.
DISCREETNESS. See Dis-

cretion.
DISCREPANCE. See Dif-

ference, Disagreement.
DISCREPANT. See Differ

ENT.
DISCRETE. Formedwithpast

partcp. of to Separate.
DISCRETION, f Prudence],, .
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(P. ; practical good seme). -. (forethought), ., . (cau-

tion),, (considera-

tion),,, (cir-

cumspection), or, .-, 6. With d.,., : athg is done
with d.,

: to act with d., -» : it requires considerable d.,

(c. infin.) : with-

out d.,, and other adverbs

in fm adjj. tinder Indis-

creet. To act without d.,-. : to do
athg without due d.,-' : want of d.,,,, . ^[

Power of acting without confront], . ', . To leave

athg to aby's d.,». :

athg is left to aby's d.,-
.

: it is left to my d., '
: after aby's d., ? -. .

: to surrender at d.,-
or. --.

DISCRETIONARY,-, {voluntary,

optional).

DISCRIMINATE,-,,^. t.).

(externally), -
(as the result of dis-

crimination, to d. with the mind),
or ,» . To d. minutely,

: to d. things, or be-

tween them,,-,-
or :

easy to d.,, 2 : difficult

to d.,, 2.-, 2.

DISCRIMINATING. ^ Sub-
jectively],.,
2., 2. or., 2. A d.

mind or faculties, ,
., ., . *U

Objectively] . g. a d. mark,-, ., . -, : to be a d. mark,-
: to conclude or in-

fer fm some d. features of the ob-
ject,.
DISCRIMINATION, f The

act of discriminating],
b., .,-, ., .,
(the selection of the better). With-
out d.,. TJ Mental dis-

crimination], .-, ., ., . Nothing escapes aby's

d., -.
DISCURSIVE. 1 Roving], 2., 2.-, 2.,, . Ar-

(171)

gumentative] (skilled

in reasoning). D. faculty, -
(.).

DISCUSS,.»,»,-
or,, -

(to lay a fact before

aby). To d. a subject, -». », -
: to d. a philo-

sophical question with aby,

: to d. a sub-

ject,» or»-
(to investigate phi-

losophically).

DISCUSSION,,-,, .,
. ', ., .
have a d. with aby on any point,

see Discuss.
DISDAIN, s., ., ., ., . To look down upon

or treat with d., see next Article.

DISDAIN, v.»-,»,
(to contemn), (to be

disinclined towards),».» (to reject with
scorn), . -..-. (notto

receive athg, not to use it), -
or (to

ward off, push aside). I d. doing
athg, : d.-d,, 2.,
2., 3.

DISDAINFUL,-, 3., 2.-, 3., 2. -
(), 2., , .

To be d., .-...» : to treat aby in a d. man-
ner, see next Article.

DISDAINFULLY. See Con-
temptuously. To treat a per-

son d., » » .» »..»-
or . ,» :

to treat aby very d.,».
DISEASE, S., .-,.,.,., . A long or

tedious d., ,-», : an epidemic d.,,
. , . , ., . : a violent
d., dangerous d., :

an acute d., : a con-
tagious d., , -

: to communicate
a d.,.( : infect him ivith it) :

to be infected by, or to take, a d.,! or: to have a d., be laid up
with a d., : to bring upon
oneself a d.,» :

to catch a d., be attacked by a d.,». -
: I have an attack of a d., a

d. attacks me, -, .
: an (infectious) d. at-

tacks aby, (, &c.)-
(. 2, 51. . 8,

115) : to bring on a d.,.. :
to dispel or repel a d.,-, :

to attend or wait upon aby in a d.,». vo-

: to recover from a d.,,-, or-' : to die of a d.,-
or , -

: free fm any d.,, 2 : that has a d., suffering

fm d.,, 2., 2:
to infect with d., see Infect.
DISEASE, v. See to Infect.
DISEASED,, 2.-. D. in mind, (,) »: a d. state,, : a d. state of mind,, , or -
or .

DISEMBARK;,-
and (ofper-

sons and things). *H (Intrans.)
To land, go on shore]»
(with or ivithout ). -

or
or », or simply-. There is a convenient

place for d.-ing,

or -.
DISEMBARKMENT, '-, h (the act of

getting on shore),, or simply, . To
effect the d. of persons (e. g.
troops), : a

place for d.,, . -, . See also the phrases
under Disembark. (^"-,, were offenngs madefor
a successful landing.)

DISEMBARRASS, »,»,». To d.

oneself of athg,

(pass.) or -, or-
(pass.),

or : — of aby,-. (pass.). See to Free, to Extri-
cate. To d. aby,,».
DISEMBARRASSMENT,, ., .
DISEMBODIED, f Dis-

banded] Vid. Deprived of
the body] (naked),

or ,
(incorporeal).

DISEMBODY, f Discharge

from military service] See Dis-
band.
DISEMBOGUE. (Trs.) -

(pass.),,
(of rwers).-

(ofa smaller river that empties

itself into a larqer one).

DISEMBOWEL,'.
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: also

or.'.
DISENCHANT,^,.
DISENCHANTMENT, /-, -.

DISENCUMBER,-. ,. Tod. oneself of athg,.-
(pass.)- or -,,,-,, tl.

(to dismiss it from one's

mind). See phrases in Disem-
barrass.
D1SENCUMBRANCE, 5-,, ., r\., .
DISENGAGE,,-.. To d. fm athg,.. : to d. one-

self fm athg,

(pass.) : — fm aby,-. (pass.). See the phrases in Disem-
barrass.
DISENGAGED. «[J Detached]

Fm past partcp. of the verbs. To
be d. (fm athg),/, . -. *\\ Unoccupied, at

leisure], 2.,
3. ,, .
be d.,. .

: I am d.,

: to be entirely

d., .
: not to be d.,.

DISENGAGEMENT,-, ., . -, . ^} Vacancy, leisure]

Vid.
DISENTANGLE. To un-

ravel]. -/»/, -
(explicare). ^[ Fig. : to

disentangle athg obscure (as a no-

tion, S[C.)]. See
Develop. H To free fm diffi-

culties, Qc] E. g. to d. oneself,, (to eodri-

cate oneself). -. (pass.) -
: to d. aby,

or . See to Ex-
tricate. To d. oneself out of
some embarrassment,-

: to be unable to d.

oneself, .
DISENTHRONE. See De-

throne.
D1SESTEEM,i>.-. , -, .. -

(the latter r= to depreciate,

of thinqs only).

^
DISESTEEM, s.,

., r). See CON-
TEMPT.
DISFAVOUR,*,,.-, r).,

(Plut.). To incur aby's d.,'-.
(172)

..-
(pass.) ,

(pass.) .
DISFAVOUR, v. See Dis-

countenance. To be d.-d, see

'to incur Disfavour.'
DISFIGURATION, DISFI-

GURING,,,
., ) (the latter ivith

ref to the effect produced by d.).

DISFIGURE, or.... See
Deform.
DISFIGURED,,, 2., 2. -, 3., 3.

DISFIGUREMENT, -, (as state),

or only (as act).

DISFRANCHISE,/, (to take away
his rights of citizenship) .

(to punish him with). (D.).

DISFRANCHISEMENT,
*^ .-

(civil death). Or Crcl.

DISGORGE, f Propr.]-,.. See

Vomit, (Hipp. ; im-
propr. of rivers. H.). "[I Fig. :

to deliver up (athg)] (to

d. ill-gotten ivealth. A. Ach. 6)..-.
DISGRACE, S., v.,., .,. -, ., . ,

. ', (the latter, if brought

on by positive insults), ,, (jnjury, mortification). Xoi-, , or,.-, {brought on by injurious

words). To inflict a d. upon aby,

see to Disgrace : the d. of athg,

or : to

be a d. to aby, .
:

athg is a d. to me, -
: athg is a greater d.

to me, -
: to consider athg a d. to

oneself, .
or -

: athg brings d. on aby,' -
: athg is a d. to me,

: to suffer a d., to

have d. brought upon one through
aby, or ' -.

: to blot out a d.,-. % Objectively

(i. e. degrading thing)],
(physically and morally), -, r/. (morally

only), or,, (e. g.-
or or-. To get one-

self into d.,'
(pass. ; propr. of a disgraceful

condition). % Disfavour] Vid.

To fall into d., ' -
(to incur disfavour).

DISGRACE, v...
(aor. pass.) .-. -. -, or-. -
. Athg d.'s aby, or aby is d.-d
by athg, .

: I am
d.-d,

: lam
still more d.-d, -

: to consider one-
self d.-d by athg, -. or -

": to be d.-d
by athg,;

: I am d.-d by it, -.: aby is d.-d, -
: to d. oneself,-.. % To put out offavour

(e.g. at court)]

or.-. -. To be d.-d. (prps)(-, #£C.) ., '
(). %

To disgrace a woman] See Dis-
honour.
DISGRACEFUL,, 3

(physically and morally),,
2., 2.,
3., 2. ,, ., 2., 3., 3 (morally). To act

in a d. manner, -.: d. treatment,, . ', : d. act, -
or, or sim-

ply, . ,
: d. acts committed both pub-

licly and secretly,

: to commit (be guilty
of) a d. action, or

or -
: to treat in a d. man-

ner, see adv. Disgracefully: a
d. mode of acting,,', : to do d. things,,'' :

to be reduced to, or to get oneself

into, a d. condition, -
(pass.).

DISGRACEFULLY, ai-.. (opp.

). To act d.,, ai-, also -
: to behave d. towards aby,. -, '.
: acting d., or that acts d.,', 2.

DISGRACEFULNESS. See
Disgrace.
DISGRACIOUS. See Disa-

greeable.
DISGUISE, s. TF A counter-

feit habit] (prps) -. (a wrap-
ping), (theassuming

of a shape, 8fc. ; an assumption

of what does not belong to one.
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Plut.). {.)

( change of
form. Plut.). Crcl. with verbs, e.g.

to put on or conceal in a d.,-
: to make aby appear

in d., :

to appear in d.,

[to put on another

person's dress) or.-.. ^[

Pig.] (a mask. Vid.).

or,., . 1J Metaph.], (simulatio).'Trpoff-, {objectively only) . To
lay aside all d.,

: to use athg as a d.,

: to take or

assume some d.,

: to throw off a d.,-
or-. -. : un-

der d. of friendship,--? ($S$F the case is

to be determined by the context).

DISGUISE, v. IT Propr.-.to
put on a disguise] See ^preceding
Article. To d. oneself in another
person's dress,.. -.: tod.
a person, or make him d. himself,. ^[ Fig.

:

to hide by a counterfeit appear-
ance] -

(g. t. of any kind of d.).

and
(simulare, to assume the appear-
ance of any absent quality, Sfc).

(to pretend to be disin-

clined to do, <S{C., athg).-
(to pretend not to possess

what infact one does possess),-' (to pre-
tend not to know). Practised or

clever in d.-ing oneself,-
and', 3. See to

Cloak.
DISGUST, S. , .,,, .,

, or, ., .
to cause or create d.,.

or :

to conceive or feel some d.,-
: to feel d. agst athg, see

' to be DiSGUST-ed at :' with d.,

: athg excites d.,. . -.
DISGUST, v. H To create or

cause disgust] . g. athg d.'s me,, <$£C. See
phrases under Subst. above. To
be d.-d with or at athg,,,,-,' :

am d.-d with athg,.' . .' . .
H To offend] ViD.
DISGUSTFUL. «See Disgust-

ing.

DISGUSTFULLY. «See Dis-
gustingly.
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DIS
DISGUSTING, *, 2. vay-,2.,3.,, 3., 3. -, 2., 2.

DISGUSTINGLY. Fmadjj.
under Disgusting.
DISH, s.

f
H For meat]-

, .,, .,
fj. A small d.,, -, . *U The contents of
a dish], . , ., . The d.'s served up,

: a dainty

d.,, ., .,. -
: to be fond of good

d.'s,..
DISH (up), V.,.
DISHABILLE. «See Desha-

bille.
DISHCLOUT,, 6

(wch was used by tlie ancients),

(towel).

DISHEARTEN. See Dis-
courage.
DISHEVELLED (ofthehair),

(e.g. -
). With d. hair,

(, ov) .
DISHONEST,,2(

trustworthy),,-., (deceitful),,, 2. -
(poet. Horn.).

DISHONESTLY,-..
DISHONESTY,, also

(deceit), (false-

hood), (withfalsepre-
tences),, (with

craft), (fraud shown in

adulteration. P.). Poet,-
(duping) : and as act,-., (untrustworthy

character),, (immo-
ral character).

DISHONORABLE,,, 2., 3 (void of
Itonour)., 3., ., 2. D. action, -, (shameful),, 2., 3., 3 (base, dis-

graceful),'-,, (that brings disho-

nour upon),, 3 : to

act in a d. manner, -
or' : a d. act,,., . -
or', : to be

guilty of some d. act,

or or.
DISHONORABLY,....-.
DISHONOUR, s. See Dis-

grace.
DISHONOUR, v.^,

(to deprive of
esteem or distinction),,

(to disgrace, pol-
lute), (tod. a woman).
D.-d,, 2.

and, 3. »See above.

DISHONOURER,'-,, b.,, 6.

DIS
DISINCLINATION, -,, . To have or

feel a d., or. .
or . -. .-

DISINCLINE (aby),v.-. ,-.
: also -
(with ref. to a connexion).

(fm a
design), -
DISINCLINED,,

2 (not ready, not willing),-,,, 2 (towardsper-

sons)., 3. To be d.

to athg, .
: to make aby d.,

or -
: to be d. (to do

athg), , .
Sep Avrr^t*
DISINGENUOUS. See De-

ceitful.
DISINGENUOUSLY. See

Deceitfully.
DISINGENUOUSNESS. See

Deception.
DISINHERIT or ^ DISHE-

RIT,.. D.-d,, 2.

DISINTER,£/ (g. t.

to dig out).

DISINTERESTED,-, 2. , 3. -, , 6. (or ). In a d. way,,.
DISINTERESTEDLY,. Not d.,

(.).
DISINTERESTEDNESS, -,, .-
, .
DISJOIN. See Disconnect.
DISJOINT, f To put out of

joint] See Dislocate. if To se-

parate into joints]. -.. -
: or (if anatomically)-. '',-

(articulatim dividere).

DISJOINTED. With past
partcp. of verbs under Disjoint.

TJ Unconnected, disconnected] a-,., 3.-, 2.

DISJUNCTION,,, (P.). See DIVISION.
DISJUNCTIVE. . g. a d.

particle, ,
°'
DISJUNCTIVELY, -,.
DISK,, (any round

fat body), , 6 (tlie quoit of
the ancients), ,, r/

(a plate of solid material) . The
d. of the sun, b -; the moon's d., b -

: in the shape or form
of a d., see Circular.
DISLIKE, s. See Aversion.
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To have a d. for aby or athg, see

the phrases in next Article.

DISLIKE, V.

(athg). .. I d. athg, or.-. . or ..
or : also . -' .
or .
(pass.) : to d. a person, -'.. .

: I d. aby, '
: to d. aby, -

or,, or
or: I d. to borrow,-: I d. to men-

tion, , :

he d.'s to work, -: I do not d. athg,

: to d. the expense or

being at any expense,

: to d. to hear, -
or -

: to d. to see or seeing,

or -
yavaKTtlv (propr.). or

(impropr.) :

to d. to obey,

(pass.) : to d. doing atbg,-
(pass.) or

or .. (pass.)-. :
to d. athg (— not like the taste of
it), . -
DISLOCATE,,.,•., e. g. one's

arm, .
DISLOCATED,^, 2.,2. ,2. -, 3. A d. limb,,, .,,.
DISLOCATION, 1 As act], .,-, ., .-, . [ As state or condi-

tion], .,, ., ., .,.
DISLODGE. To remove or

drivefm a place of rest]-
or (to remove

fm)., (to push
out),, (aby

fm or out of athg, )./
(fm his abode), or -

(out of a position).
To be d.-d, /o's

(stronger t., and also with passive
form of the above verbs) : to be
d.-d fm a post,' ()

(-,
.) : to d. forcibly, -
vttv,,

: to d.
the enemy, -

or

(the latter, if at-
tended by fight).

«}J To remove
(174)

an army or its quarters]-
or or. -. [ (Intrs.) To change

one's dwelling].-.,-.
DISLOYAL,, 2 (g.

t.), or, 2 (faithless ;

to wch may be added),

(disaffected).

(raising seditions).,2(} breaks his oath).

To be or become d.,. . oil-. -
'. /o's

or or. See Faithless.
DISLOYALLY, -, andwith phrases

ofpreceding Article.

DISLOYALTY,, .(). To com-
mit or be guilty of an act of d.,

see phrases under Disloyal.
DISMAL,, 3. -, 3, and, 3 (of per-

sons and things),, , ,
and, 3 (only of things).

A d. day, : a d.

tone or sound, .-
: To make aby

feel very d.,

: to feel very d.,

(pass.), or-. (pass.) : to look

very d.,. .See MI-
SERABLE.
DISMALLY,.-..
DISMANTLE. 1 To strip]

See Denudate. % To demolish]

VlD.
DISMASK. See Unmask.
DISMAST,.
DISMAY, v. See Frighten.
DISMAY, s. See Fright.
DISMEMBER,,-..',...
DISMISS, « To send away]

(g. t. uith ref to con-

straint or obligation),-
(ivith ref. to connexion), av-, (fm constraint or

custody).,
(out of one's service).

[with ref. to connexion or obliga-

tion, e.g.,).
To d. an assembly, or.. To divest of an
office] -

or. -
, e. g..

(the latter also metaph. = to

put aside, not to use any longer).

To d. a soldier,'.-
: to d. the army, -,. [[ To dismiss

a matter (= have done with it)]. ?'

. -
. (pass.) -

. : to d.

athg fm one's mind,. . . -..
DISMISSION or -MISSAL,, ., . -, (g. tt.). See to DIS-

MISS. T| Dischargefm office, S(c.], ., .
To send aby his d.,. or,

or. -.
: to ask for or take one's

d., and\.
DISMOUNT. f (Intrans.)

To alight fm a horse]-
or '' :— fm a chariot, '( ,. ; also -

only) : also'-
(. deReEq. 11,7).

order aby to d.,' '. -.̂
DISOBEDIENCE,,

., . To display or
show a disposition of d.,.
DISOBEDIENT,, 2., 2., 2.

To show oneself d. towards aby,
and . -.-.

DISOBEDIENTLY,
(P.).. To behave
or act d., . See
preceding Article.

DISOBEY. See ' to be Dis-
obedient.' To d. aby's orders or
commands, or--

: the soldiers will soon
begin to d. my orders, -.
DISOBLIGE,..'. U To offend]

VlD.
DISOBLIGING,, gen.. A d. disposition, see Dis-

obligingness. % Unpolite] Vid.
DISOBLIGINGLY. Fm.adjj.

in Disobliging.
DISORDER, s. f Want ofre-

gular disposition],-,, ., ., ., 6.,,, . ,
(in one's mode of life). To pro-

duce d., to put into d.,-,. :

to get into d.,,-
(pass.). See Con-

fusion, Disturbance] VlD. ^|

With ref. to the body] See Dis-
ease, if Mental disorder] -, ., . -, -. -, . To suffer fm mental.,..-. See De-
rangement.
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DISORDER, v. ^ To throw

into confusion] See Confusion,
Confuse. H To disturb the body].. (of
health), or and-/. See to Disease, Dis-
ease. To d. the mind, e. g. -

: to be
d.-d in one's mind,»,.-
£
DISORDERLY, adj. H Con-

fused] Vid. Tf Irregular]-,, 2. •},
2., 2.,
2.• Lawless],-. A d. act,,.
DISORDERLY, adv. -,..
DISOWN,, -, (dep. pass,

with fut. mid.),

or , (c. in-

fin.)..
(not to receive, e. g., -, <§fc). (not to

confess, e. g. a debt, claim, S[c.).

See to Deny.
DISPARAGE, or -'...,.' or -. See Depreciate.
DISPARAGEMENT,-, . .-, . See Contempt. ^[ Dis-

grace] Vid.
DISPARITY, .-,, .,,

V., . See DlFFER-

DlSPASSIONATE,-LY.See
Calm and adv.

DISPATCH. See Despatch.
DISPEL,, -..'.,().

To be d.-d,. -' (pass.),-
or '.

(pass.),,(8.). See DISPERSE.
Of clouds]',-'. To d. aby's fear,-

or : to

d. aby's grief, -
T£U/ : to d. aby's care,-.
DISPENSARY, (prps)-, .
DISPENSATION. 1 Distri-

bution] Vid. U Exemptionfin a
laic, S[C.], .,
. To grant ad., -,, (the

former of partial d., the latter of
entire), (of
entire d.). ^[ Institution]-, ., . .
The d. of athg,. (best for a ' divine

institution'' in Christian ivriters).

H Divine dispensation']

6f . ,
or, (with ref.

to single acts).

(175)

DISPENSATOR. Crcl. with
verbs to Dispense.
DISPENSE,, -. See Distribute.
DISPENSE {with). 1 To ex-

cuse] Vid., and the phrases in Dis-
pensation. Tf To do without]

E. g. I can d. with athg,, -
: I cannot d. with athg, -, , -

: that may
be d.-d with, , 3.

:

athg may be d.-d with,

tuo's. If To dispense

ivith a law, &c] See Abrogate.
DISPEOPLE. See Devas-

tate.
DISPEOPLER. See Devas-

tator.
DISPERSE, f (Trs.)]-,,-.. -

(the latter late only),..-
(to scatter in all directions),

(by mainforce). To
be d.-d, (pass.):

to d. an army,. *f[ (INTRS.)] -, (pass.),,,
{pass.) : also. or'. 1J Of

crowd, a large assembly, S^c] -. (pass. ; of an
assembly, and also of things), -

(pass.) and-
(ofan army). To cause to d

,

and [] (of
an assembly). (of an
army) : to d. the enemy, -, or-.
DISPERSED,,

3., 3.-, 3.,, 6, .
DISPERSEDLY,,

andfm adjj. under Dispersed.
DISPERSER. Crcl. with verbs

under Disperse.
DISPERSION,, ., ., .
DISPIRIT. See Discourage.
DISPLACE,...-..-.. If With col-

lateral notion of 'putting out of
or in the wrong place"

1

],. -, .. See CON-
FUSE, To remove fm office

:

a) To change ahys post]-,. b) To dismiss]

Vid.
DISPLACING,, r,.. .,, .
DISPLANT,,,, -..
DISPLAY, . To set to view

conspicuously] (and

Mid.),...
and (boasting-

ly)." (prase fene).
To d. athg ostentatiously, -.

or. To exhibit],...,.
or and. ^[ To display it-

self (== come to light)]',,
(pass.), (pass.), also-

or (to be

clearly perceived) . (of
circumstances to come to pass), -

(pass.). To d. much
learning,

or or -
: he d.-d much

talent, -
: to d. good faith, at-

tachment, friendly feelings, "vir-

tuous character, &c,, -,, -
or or

: he has d.-d much
good will,

or or : he
d.-d an unusual degree of kind-

ness towards me,
?/.
DISPLAY, S.,,. , (the thing viewed

or seen). If Exhibition] VlD. %
Ostentatious show of athg (subjec-

tively)], .-, ., .-, ., . -, ., 6.-, , h (a speech, S[c, made
for d., as a specimen of one's art.

P.). t Objectively : = shoiv] E.
g. to make a d. with athg,-..-

(pise se ferre). See to

Display. To make a sad or poor

d. (fig.), (= make a
poor figure) : fond of d

,
-, 2 (subjectively).-, 2., 2 (objective-

ly) : without any d.,-
,2. ,,
3 : a gaudy d.,,-, ., .
DISPLEASE,-
or.. Athg d.'s me,

or . -. or-
. .
or. (strong-

er t.) or or -
. (pass.).

be much d.-d with athg,

or .-. /.
.'/ (pass.). : to de-

clare oneself d.-d, to give aby to

understand one is d.-d about athg,:
to be highly d.-d with aby,-. (pass.)
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tlvi. or.. $gjp For
stronger tt. see to Offend.
DISPLEASED. See the

phrases under to Displease.
DISPLEASURE,»/-, ., .,-

', ., .,
. To show or utter one's d.

about athg, .
or. -

: to feel

some d. about athg,-. or

Tt, or c. partcp. (pass.)' : I feel some d. about athg,.
or. . -

. See DIS-
PLEASE. To excite a feeling of d.

for aby, or -
'. : to in-

cur aby's d., .. and
(to offend him),

or CrcL. (to

expose oneself to aby's reproach),

or or
(by athg).

DISPLODE. See Explode.
DISPLOSION. See Explo-

sion.

DISPOSAL. «U The act of
disposing] See Disposition. To
have athg at one's d.,

Tivo<s. . -
: to put or leave athg

at aby's d.,

or ' .
: athg is left

to the absolute d. of athg, -
: athg is

entirely at my d.,. . -
: to place oneself, or

to be, at aby's d., -
or -.

DISPOSE,^ f To regulate,

arrange],,
(after a certainform

or rule), or,-, (more usually in

Mid.), .,, (icith

taste or good order), or.. To d. in a proper
or judicious manner,,-. : to
d. athg like the rest,/ toTs : to d. things
in such a manner as &c,,. U To
employ] (to d. of
athg). I cannot d. of athg (=
can make no use of it),. See phrases under
Article Dispose (of). *\\ To dis-
pose oneselffor athg]-. ^ To incline],,,-..,.. To be
d--d, (aor. pass.),',.-.. :
I am d.-d,

: to be

(176)

d.-d for athg, or-.
: to be too much d.-d for

athg, .
: to be well or favor-

ably d.-d towards aby,' or .
or .-

: to show one-

self d.-d (to do athg),

(pass.), -
or. ifgjp Crcl. with adjj. in

is common, e. g. d.-d. to assist

(aby), : d.-d for peace

or peaceably d.-d, : d.-d

to boast,, Sec.

DISPOSE OF,'. To have to d. of athg,

: to have the liberty

of d.-ing of athg,

: to allow or leave aby
to d. of athg,, . -/ : to d. of athg
(e. g. property) by will,-

: to d. of athg

by will in favour of aby,-
or -
or . -

. -.
: to die without having

d.-d of one's property, -
or:

without the right to d. of one's

property, :

to d. of one's daughter,

or -
./ : to d. of aby (rz employ him,

#c), : how am I to

d. of him? -
; in what way can one d. of it ?-: to d. of

goods (z=find a buyer),-
(Mid.),, -

: to d. of them very

readily, :

athg (as a merchandise) is not rea-

dily d.-d of, ,
: to be

easily d.-d of (of goods),.. ^[ To dispose of aby or
athg] (get him out

of the way),..
(get rid of), -

(to kill, slay), or ...
DISPOSED. 1 With ref.

the mind], 2 (that has
agood will, readyfor athg).-, and-, 2 (ready to fall into athg)., 2 (easily moved to do
athg)., 2 (stronger t.)., 3 (swayed by athg,

),,,(, for athg). See 'to be In-

clined to.' Well or kindly d.,, 2., 3.,
2.,., 2:

to render aby well d. towards one,' . '

tj7 : ill

d.,, 2., 2. -',, : to be
well d.,. -

: — towards aby,.. .
or-

: to be ill d., hos
tilely, &c, d. towards aby,-.
'.

: he is aware how I am d.

towards him,,
: to be d. in just the same

manner, .-, : to be d.

sometimes one way and then the
other,'? : one
ought to be so d.,: he knows how I

am d. towards him, ,.
D ISPOSER. Crcl. with verbs

under Dispose (according to tlie

various respective meanings). %
Distributor] Vid. lj Governor]
6 (he who manages or
superintends athg).

DISPOSITION. Arrange-
ment] ', .-,. To make one's d.'s,,.
if Temper ofmind], .-, 6 (usually pi.), , ,. , , also or-. -, h. A gentle d.,,

: of what kind of d. is he?
; a haugh-

ty, overbearing d., , ?,
., .,
, or ,

: to display a haughty or over-
bearing d.,,-: to be of ahaughtyd.,.: a kind, obliging d.,-, ., ., : a noble d.,-,, .,,-, . -

: to display a noble d., -.
: a violent

d., or-
: ofa passionate d.,-, 2 : a mean, low d.,-, ., ,

: of mean d.,, -, 2., 2. •|[

Disposition of ones property] .
g. to make it, see to Dispose.
DISPOSSESS, -,

(to turn

aby out of his possession), -
(out

of his abode or home),

or (to turn aby
out of his position).

DISPOSURE. See Disposal.
DISPRAISE, v. See Cen-

sure, v.

DISPRAISE, s. See Cen-
sure, s.
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DISPROOF. See Confuta-

tion.
DISPROPORTION,,

V., ),, -, ). There is a d. between
objects, or.
or .
D I S R PORTIONABLE,

-PORTIONATE,?, 2.

6, -, , -, 2. , 3.. D. length,

: to be d. to,( ) : the loss is

d. to the gain,.
DISPROPORTIONABLY,»?,.

(c. ace).

DISPROVE. See Confute.
DISPROVER. Crcl.ioithverbs

under Confute.
DISPUTABLE. See Contro-

vertible.
DISPUTANT,,

6., 6. An acute orshrewd
d.,, 6.

DISPUTATION,,,
: also , . -, Reamed d.). ^j Dis-

cussion] Vid.
DISPUTATIOUS,,.
DISPUTE, v.

f
% By ivay of

argument],-., or-, .-
[on a subject, -

: with aby, ). To d. athg,

(pass.) : I d.

athg, or

. ^[ To quarrel

(about athg)]'
or ,

: to d. with aby about
athg, ,-,

: to d. about words,-
: to d. about syllables,: to

d. about childish matters,-.
DISPUTE, s., ., .

(gf?* altercation carried

on with words, but =
dispute or discussion on words),,, (a fray, broil, quar-

rel), or , or -, . To be involved in a., . -, :

to have a d. with aby about athg,

or,' :

1 have a d. with aby,

or : to get

into a d. with aby, -
or . -/ : I get into a d.

with aby,' or

or .' or-
: to begin

(177)

a d. with aby,

: to cause a d. between
people, see Quarrel, s. : ad.
arises about athg, Ipis

or : to set-

tle a d. between persons, -. -.
DISPUTER. See Disputant.
DISQUALIFICATION, -,, . But mly

Crcl. See to Disqualify.
DISQUALIFY,

(to render useless) . To be (legally)

d.-d, . 6 -
or : one

who has not passed his accounts,

is expressly d.-d fm receiving a
crown, --

(AUsch.) : he is d.-d by his

poverty, ttj

(.) : d.-d,, 2 (un-

fit),, 2 (unable), -
: to be d.-d, -

XptXov or ,-. :

to be d.-d for athg,

{not to be equal to it).

DISQUIET, s. See Disturb-
ance.
DISREGARD, V. -, -. -, or -

(not to care

about, consider of little consequence

or importance), (to

overlook), or ().',
(in the same sense as above),' or

(to consider of secondary import-

ance), .
(to leave athg, not turn one's

attention to it), -, (to attach

little value to athg, to slight it).

DISREGARD, s.,
(g.t.)., .-, . See to Disregard, -, -- That acts with
d. (to athg),,.,.
DISREGARDFUL,-,. ,., 2.-, 3., 3 (contem-

ptuous).

DISREGARDFULLY. See

Disrespectfully.
DISRELISH, v. See to Dis-

like.
DISRELISH, s. See Dislike.
DISQUIET, v. See to Dis-

turb.
DISREPUTABLE. See Dis-

graceful.
DISRESPECT, s. See Con-

tempt.
DISRESPECT,•». See ' to treat

Disrespectfully.'
DISRESPECTFUL,-

,2.,3. D.
behaviour,, t] : in a

d. manner, see Disrespectful-
ly, -

: to behave in a highly d. man-
ner towards aby, -» .
DISRESPECTFULLY,-?,.

treat aby d., -(, L.)
or .. . -/ .
DISROBE. See Undress,

Strip.
DISRUPTION. See Breach.
DISSATISFACTION. See

Discontent. To express one's

d. concerning athg,-. or.
:

to regard athg with d.,-
or .-.

or : to be regarded with d.,.
(pass.).

DISSATISFIED,-, 2 (g.t.)., 2.-?, 2. To be d. with athg,

see ' to be Discontented with.'

Athg has left me d.,. -
: I am d. with athg,-. -

. or ..
DISSATISFY, or

(). Athg
d.'s me, .

: to be d.-d.,

see ' to be Displeased.'
DISSECT,,-,. (to

cut up), (into pieces).

II Anatomically]. -
(to dismember), or-'',,-. H To analyze] -

(.).
DISSECTION,, h

(the act ofdissectiiig).,
(the art). Of or belonging to

d.,, 3. If Ivipropr.],, (resolution of a
whole into its parts; analysis).

DISSECTOR. Crcl. with verbs

in to Dissect.
DISSEMBLE,,-,,80-

(to hide; ),-
(to con-

ceal ivhat one is doing. .), -
(to

conceal one's knowledge), and ab-

sol. (),.
(or') . 7'-
(to conceal fm fear). _ H

(INTRS.)J

(of any kind of dis-

guise), (to pretend not

to wish what we do wish), -
(to pretend ?wt to possess

whatwe do possess),' (to pretend not to

knoiv athg).

DISSEMBLING,-, 2 (pretended),, 3

(pretending ignorance), •
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tised in DISSIMULATION.'
DISSEMINATE,,

{e. g. a report, -) : also {fig),-,, oiudpoilv.

To d. a report in all directions,

or : a

report has been widely d.-d, -. b.
DISSEMINATION,-, (propr.)., [fig•:

e. g. a report).

DISSENSION. See Conten-
tion, Discord.
DISSENT, v. -

%. .
d. frn athg, .

(to deviate in opi-

nion, differfin aby) or

Tll/OS.

DISSENT, s., {in

opinion or views). To declare one's

d., . -
iroos {to protest

agst).

DISSENTER. Crcl. with verbs

in to Dissent. If Nonconformist]

(6)? toy () -. 6

(Hippol.).

DISSERT. See Dispute. See

next Article.

DISSERTATION,,, ., . -, 6., . To de-

liver a d. on any subject, -,,
().
DISSEVER. See to Disjoin.
DISSIMILAR,, 2., 2., 2.

To be d.,.
DISSIMILARITY, DISSI-

MILITUDE,,,
. .
DISSIMULATION,-, ., (simula-

tio, by pretending what is not)., b {an artificial refusal)., (by pretending not to

posse s athg)., (ob-

jectively). To be opposed to any
sort of d.,

: without d., -
(fm fear),: practised in d.,, 3. and, 3: the art of d.,.

DISSIPATE. IT To scatter

about] See to Disperse. *i\ Mo•
rally] See to Corrupt. *[[ With
ref. to means (ivith collateral no-
tion of ' ivastefully')]-,..., -,-'.
DISSIPATED, t In a mo-

ral sense], 2 (in athg,
or ), (in-

continent),, 2.,
2( ).^ (voluptu-
ous), .
d. life,, ., ,
and, ., .

(178)

, : to lead a d. life, see
' to give oneself up to Dissipa-
tion.'

DISSIPATION. ^ Disper-
sion] Vid. ^| Waste of means or
properly], ..
., ., . -, . f[ In a moral point of
view],,-, ?;. To indulge in d., -

(JC.) : to give one-
self up to d., /. -. If Distracted attention], . .
DISSOCIATE. See to Dis-

unite.
DISSOLUBLE or -SOLVA-

BLE, (.)., 3.

DISSOLUTE. See Dissi-

pated.
DISSOLUTELY, -... To

live d., -. -.
DISSOLUTENESS. See Dis-

sipation.
DISSOLUTION. Of me-

tals] t?/£is, ., (trans.

and intrans.)., , h
(intrans. orily). ^[ Destruction (by

separation of constituent parts)]

See Destruction. H Separa-
tion of concrete substances into

their elements],,,, .-, . To effect the d. of f.thg,,,. -
(the latter of the discomposi-

tion of a liquid). TJ Metaph. (of
the component parts of tlte human
body = Death)] Vid. U Dis
missal «f an assembly] E. g. to

decree the d. of a convention, &c,,',
or -. Dissolution of marriage].-, -, (the latter

when the husltand repudiates his

wife) . ^j Dissolution (ofany other

connexion, as partnership, ?.)],, ,-. .
DISSOLVE. 1 (Trs.)] -,, (g. tt).

(e. g. an army ; and, in

general, a whole into its parts).

(to untie, as a knot), -', (to solve into its

component parts), ( d. in

any liquid, iv or iv i). % To
disunite] Vid. ^ To break up
(as an assembly, ?.)],,',-

or .
d. the ties of friendship,-

: to be d.-d (of
an assembly, Sfc),, -

(pass.). (INTRANS.)]
(and with pass, of the

otlier verbs above).() : — by heat, or

: — by fire, -
: to d. (itself) into,-
(pass.) « ,

(e. g. -).
DISSOLVENT,;, .
DISSONANCE,,.,, .-, ., . To pro-

duce a d.,.
DISSONANT. E.g. a d.

chord, see preceding Article. To
be d.,.. -. : to be d.

with athg, or.
DISSUADE, -

(to tarn fm a purpose),' (aby,: not

to let aby do athg) or-.-. To d.

athg, : to d. fm athg

very strongly, :

a person who d.'s aby fm doing

athg, ,-.
DISSUADER. See to Dis-

suade.
DISSUASION,, .
DISSYLLABLE, -LABIC,, 2.

DISTAFF,»,, .
DISTAIN. See Contami-

nate.
DISTANCE, s. *,, .,. At

a d.,, : at a great d.,, : to be at a

short d., ' ,
or : to plant

trees at equal d.'s, oV' -
: at a d. of five

stadia, of many days' journey,,
: at such a d.,

: at what d. ? -
; ; at a d.

of ten feet, : a

short, great, equal d.,,-, '. If = difference, Vid.

II Background] Vid. ^j Meton.

for respect (= distant Itehaviour)]

To keep at a d., (prps)-
or (to ob-

serve one's dignity) : not to keep
at a d.,

(to be on familiar terms),

(pass) or
(to make one-

self common, mix with aby). See

also ' to be Distant.' To keep
oneself at a d. fm aby,-, (fin

athq).

DISTANCE, \ H To leave

behind one].
DISTANT, f Remote in place

and time] ,, ., 3 (absolutely with-

out statement of measure), -,, ov.}, -,, o's (ivith statement

of the measure of distance). To
be d. fm, ,-

or . ~
or

(both ofdistance with ref. to space

and retinue in behaviour toicards
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ahy). , -
{of non-community with

aby). ,
{only ivith

ref. to space) : not to be d. fra

any place either by sea or land,

Tito's. If A distant rela-

tion], 6.

DISTANTLY, {pro-

per). To behave d.,

: a person d. related to aby,, 6.

DISTASTE, s. See Dislike.
DISTASTE, v. See to Dis-

like, Disrelish.
DISTASTEFUL, ,, 2., 2. -,, . For stronger tt. see

Disgusting. Athg is d. to me,.\ or-
. {pass.)

: athg is highly d. to me,. .
.

DISTEMPER, s. f Disease]

VlD. % State of mental or po-
litical disorder] See Disturb-
ance.
DISTEMPER, v. If To dis-

ease] Vid. il To disturb] VlD.
DISTEMPERED,,

(e. g.. Strab.).

DISTEMPER,-
{opp.), e. g. of cli-

mate, (Tkeoph.).-
(e. g. of the air. Plut.; of

the body. Dion.).

DISTEND,, -,..
DISTENSION,, f,., {e.g. of the lungs, the

heart, Src).

DISTICH,, {The-
oph.), or, .
DISTIL. if (Trans.) To d.

(as liquids)].-. if (Intrs.)] .See to Drop.
DISTILLATION or -LING,, 6., .
DISTILLER, {ifa

preparer of unguents). Crcl. with
verbs under to Distil.
DISTINCT. 1 Different] -, 3., 2., 2., 3,

-c. See Different. be d.

fm athg, Ttvos. -
or,. To keep d.,-(.) : to be d. (= by itself),. if Fig.: clear] -, 2 {g.t.). {such as

to avoid confusion ;, &c).? {e.g. tribes,. X.)., 3., 2. -, and,
2 {visible, that strikes the eye), -. 3 {both with ref. to the eye and
the perception) ., 3.-, 2 {with ref. to the ear). D.
characters {written), "-

: a d. pronunciation,-. if Express, positive]
Vid., 3.,?,
2. To make a d. request or de-
mand, ..

(179)

DISTINCTION, if Actofdis-
cerning the difference between tivo

or more objects],.-. -,.,
6. if The point in wch things dif-

fer, the difference], -,.,. With
ad., : without d.,-

: they killed all without
d., -

: to detect a d. between
things,

: to make or draw a d., -
or : —

between athg, -
: I draw the follow-

ing d. between injury and accusa-

tion, -. See DIF-
FERENCE, if Rank or dignity], v- To treat aby with d.,: a per-

son of d., -
or .

DISTINCTIVE. g. a d.

mark,, .,.,, 6. To bear
or have a d. mark,-

: to infer or conclude fm some
d. feature, : with-

out any d. sign,, 2: ad.
mark of it is this, that &c, te-

(igljp the subsequent

clause in wch the ' mark'' is ex-

pressed has the particle) : to

state or point out the d. character

or features of athg,

or .
DISTINCTIVELY. See Dis-

tinctly.
DISTINCTLY, if Separate-

ly] Fm adjj. Distinct. If Ex-
pressly] (e. g.,).. To tell or

say d., : to order or com-
mand d., or -

: to demand or request
d., ..
if Clearly] Vid.
DISTINCTNESS. See Clear-

ness.
DISTINGUISH, ..

(by external marL•).-., (mentally).

To d. between several things, -' or ,,, or
: to d. minutely,-

: to d. by certain marks
or characteristic features,-

: to d. itself

fm aby by athg,

or or .-() tij/os. -
Tiros >: to d. it-

self, or to be d.-d, fm athg by
&c, or inasmuch as &c, -

: easy to d., -?, 2 : hard, difficult, or not
to d.,, 2.-, 2. "[f Meton. : to distinguish

in point of honour],-. .
To d. oneself (a] absolutely), -

(by qualities), -' (by acts) : b] above otJiers,

by athg] -os or' . th/os.
d. oneself above all the rest,-

or .-,,-
: to d. oneself in athg,-

or .-. "
: to be d.-d (= to d. one-

self), see the preceding phrases.

DISTINGUISHABLE,-, 2., 2, or -, 2., 3 (that may
he knoivn or recognized). Easily
d.,, 2 : not d.,-, 2., 2 : to be d.

by athg,'.
DISTINGUISHED, -,,?• -, 3., 2.,, .?,,

2. See Distinguish. If Emi-
nent], 3., 3.,, . If

Of distinguished birth, rank, po-
sition, <|"C.] ?, 2. ,
3.,, .,
2 (esply of statesmen). To be d.

in athg, see ' to Distinguish one-

self :' to be more d. in athg than
aby, or '. : in a d.

manner,.-. .. -. See Illustrious, Re-
markable.
DISTORT,, -,.-

: and simply(, pass.; of limbs.

Hdt. P.). To . the eyes, -. -
: to d. the face,

(to make ivry faces at

drinking a potion. Satyri Fr. ed.

Muller) : a d.-d limb,,, . or, : d.-d eyes,, 6 : with d.-d eyes,,, : to d. the truth,

: to d.

the law,

or ' -..
DISTORTED,,

2., 3., 3.

d. limb, &c, see under to Dis
TORT.
DISTORTION,,, - D. of the eyes,

: d. of

a limb (if= dislocation),-,, --, {as act),,., (objectively).

DISTRACT,..,-, (to turn off

fm any object, to turn in another

direction) : — fm athg, or

: to d. the mind fm
athg,

: to d. the attention of the

enemy, -
N2
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: to d. aby's thought fm grief,

: to d.

aby's thoughts or attention fm
athg, ,

: atbg d.'s

me, .
: to be d.-d,-

: to be
d.-d by a number of occupations,-.*\ -.
DISTRACTED,,

(gen. ),, 2., 3. See the

phrases under to Distract. II

Stronger tt. (= out ofone^s mind)]
See Insane.
DISTRACTEDLY. See Mad-

ly, Wildly.
DISTRACTION. See (1)

Confusion, Perturbation, (2)

Madness, (3) Recreation. To
love aby to d.,

Til/OS.

DISTRAIN,, .
I am or have been d.-d.-,', e. g. (Ari-
stoph.) : one that has been d.-d,, 3.

Distraint,, >)., 6. The right of
levying a d., or, ?; :

to have the right of levying a d.

agst aby, -
: to levy a d.,. See preceding

Article.

t

DISTRESS, s. f Calamity], ., .,., .,,
V-,, .
be in d., ..<- (pss.) :

to be in d. all one's life,-
: to

reduce aby to d.,'. For stronger tt., see Cala-
mity. Fm d., . '

: to be in the greatest
d., : to get in
the most trying d.,. if
Law term] See Distraint. To
put a d. upon athg,'-. .

: to have the right
of putting in a d.,

: to grant aby such a
right,.
DISTRESS, v. 1 To make

miserable, to mortify] . -.. (to wrong),
. See Afflict. To d.

aby wilfully, .
To disti-ess aby (= put into or

reduce him to misery)].
^

is -. -
or or -/. To be d.-d,.

: to become d.-d,
or -.

: to be
much d.-d, :

(180)

to be d.-d for athg,, ' : to be
greatly d.-d for athg, -., : to be ex-

tremely d.-d for athg, -. *|f Greatly concerned]

. g. to be d.-d about athg,-
or

. (])ass.) -, if To be distressed for mo-
ney] .
DISTRESSFUL. See Dis-

tressing.
DISTRESSING, , 3

(causirig painful feelings),,
3. ,, (hard),-, 3., 3., 3., 2. »)-, 2 (miserable, poor, oppressed).

A d. tone, or. See PAINFUL.
DISTRESSINGLY,,

&c. See Painfully.
DISTRIBUTE,?;,,, . See

' to Divide amongst.' To d.

lands among the emigrants,-
:

the whole weight of the cuirass

is d.-d over the shoulders and the

chest, b ,
: to d. the

troops in cantonments,-
: all who are

not d.-d amongst the garrisons,

) '
(D.).

DISTRIBUTER. Crcl. with
verbs under Distribute, Divide.
DISTRIBUTION,, v .,, .,

., . See Division.
A d. of corn, , ., .
DISTRIBUTIVE, -LY. Crcl.

with verbs under to Distribute.
DISTRICT,,^ v. ,, 6., .

xt. To be situated within

a certain d.,

: the d. of a town,, .
DISTRUST, v. -

. (both with

ref. to persons and facts), -
or

tivu. '. -
or .,-. I am

d.-d, (pass.) : to d.

aby wrongfully, -.
DISTRUST, S. ,-, ., . To en-

tertain d. towards aby,. or-
: — about athg,. See

to Doubt. I am regarded with
d., (pass.) : to feel

an undeserved d. of aby, -. See Suspi-
cion.

DISTRUSTFUL, ,, 2., 2. To
be d.,.

: to be d. of aby,

or .. See to Dis-
trust, to Suspect.
DISTRUSTFULLY, ~.. To treat aby

d., see 'to be Distrustful,' to

Distrust : to look upon athg d.,.
DISTURB,, -, (c.

acc). (ace),

(dat.). , also

(), -, (aby).

To d. oneself (= be disturbed),, (pass.),

: to feel oneself

or to be d.-d by athg,

or : not to allow
oneself to be d.-d., : —
by athg whatsoever, -

(pass. ; in o«e's repose), '
(pass. ; in one's

mode of acting) : to d. aby's re-

pose, : to d. the
public peace, -

or : to d. aby's peace
of mind, ) -

: my peace (of mind)
is d.-d, (pass.)

: one who d.'s the peace,, , .-, ; to d. the tranquillity of
the state, :-

: to d. aby in his sleep,-
: to d. aby's

happiness, -
: athg that d.'s, d.-ing,

or of a d.-ing nature,,
2., 3., 3.

(

DISTURBANCE. if As act], ., . -, ., . if As
state], (continual

motion),, .,
(internal or external state of con-

fusion),,, (of the

mind). D. of or in the state,-, : to cause aby
d., .. or-

: to cause d.'s in the
state, see ' to Disturb the tran-
quillity of the state :' to be in a
state of d.,, -

: to quell or put down
a d., : an ex-
citer of d.'s,,.-,, 6, or,
.
DISTURBER (as g.t), Crcl.

with the verbs in Disturb. if In
a political sense] A d. of the pub-
lic peace, or, ., .
DISUNION. If Separation]

VlD. if State of being disunited], ., -. To
cause d. among the citizens,-

or -,.
DISUNITE. «|f To separate]

Vid. if To set at variance] -



DIS DIV DIV
or ,-.. To be d.-d, -, (pass.),. -. -. -

: to become d.-d,-
(pass.) .

: to

d. the citizens, see Disunion :

one who d.'s the citizens,-, », . 6. *\\ (INTRS.)]-, (pass.),-. -. See above.

DISUSE, s. .
See next A Hide.
DISUSE, v. (Trans, rare),

. -
or .

To d. oneself,.
or .
DITCH, s.,.-, (g. t., for any hole dug in

the ground),, (chiefly in

fortifications; hence and, . iv. 20).,
and, (a canal, esply for
taking off a portion of a mass of
water),, 6.,,

(a canal). To make a d.,-
or or

: — before or in front

of athg, -
: to block up or make inacces-

sible by d.'s,.
DITCH, v.. -

or. See
Ditch, s.

DITCHER. See Digger.

t

DITHYRAMB,,
. To write d.'s,-..
DITHYRAMBIC,-,, 2. A d.

poet, : composi-
tion of d. poetry,.
DITTY,, .
DIVE.

(

If Propr.]-,,-
(subire). To d. under (wa-

ter), (-), -
and.

(to plunge headlong, ). ^1 Fig. :

to penetrate (mentally)] -....
DIVER, -, 6., -,,.,. 6.,, 6. -

(. Trag.), . -
(one who pitches headlong

into tlie water). i[ A waterfowl],, . ', : also

and, 6.

DIVERGE, (to di-

vide itself: of a river branching
into different arms ; of a road.
H.). {to deviate

towards, is. .). To lose their

way by d.-ing fm the main road,-
(of soldiers becoming se-

(181)

' parated fm the army). See to

Deviate.
DIVERGENCEor-GENCY,

(a turning aside fm
the way. Stob.).,,

(a d. of opinions). See Devia-
tion.
DIVERGENT. By the pres.

partcp. of verbs under Diverge.
DIVERS (— several),

or, , . or,.
DIVERSE. See Different.
DIVERSIFICATION. Crcl.

with verbs tinder Diversify.
DIVERSIFIED^Troi/aXjut-,, 3.

DIVERSIFY. (to

d. , to vary ; e. g. a mode of life,

a constitution, ^c. P. X.). To d.

by introducing ornamental parts,,, -. See to Vary.
DIVERSION. A turning

fm its course],-,, (as act).

Fm work (= recreation, amuse-
ment)] , .-, ., . , ., fj. To indulge in a little

d. after work,, -,: to procure abysome
d., . %
Military t.] ()-,, 6., .',. To effect a d.,-, or-.
DIVERT, m To turn offfm

its course],-,.-.. (fin

athg, or ).
d. the mind fm athg,

: to d.

the subject of a conversation,

: to d.

the course of water,-
or ':

to d. the progress of athg,-
:

to d. the attention of the enemy,. ^f

With refi to thoughts and the mind,
Sec] To d. aby's attention or

thoughts, ,
: to d. aby

(in an agreeable manner),-
: to d. aby's

grief, -
: to d. oneself, or to be

d.-d by athg entertaining,-.
DIVERTING,,

(gen. ). ,, ., 2.

DIVEST. 1 Prop. : to strip

(of clothes, <§"£.)],-.. To d. aby of

athg, .,. ^1 Fig. : to deprive] Vid.

To d. oneself of athg,

(e. g. aXXa . . ,
have d.-d ourselves of other con-

siderations in the argument: hut
Bait. andSauppe).(),, -

(e.g. of one's rights,-) : to d. oneself
of one's official dignities,--

or or-
or :

to d. oneself (e. g. of an opinion,

habit, $"<?.),

(pass.) : — of a prejudice,.' : to d. oneself of
a practice or habit, see ' to Lay
aside :' to d. oneself of all human
feeling, .
D I VESTURE. Crcl.ivithverbs

under Divest.
DIVIDE. 1 To part an en-

tire thing],".. (to sepa-

rate into parts).

and ,
and (to point out

or allot pails or portions), -
(to form'parts or portionsfm

a whole), (tod.amotig).

(to d. judiciously).,,-
(to d. into sections, classes,

&£C.).^..-,. thorough-

ly or into its elementary portions

or parts). To d. into four parts,, or
simply : to d. into

three divisions or bodies of men,: tod. athg with
aby (= go shares),

or .-
: to d. (athg) a-

mong themselves (of several per-

sons), or

(e.g. the public functions, -
). ^[ To divide (athg) among]

(' ),,-
or,

(see above; to grant portions ofa
whole),

(to allot,fix the portions to be grant-

ed). To d. landed estates among
persons, :

to d. the lands among the emi-
grants, -

: to d. corn, money,
&c., among the people, see Dis-
tribute. To d. the troops, «-

: to d. the

men into different quarters,-: the

whole weight of the cuirass is

d.-d over the shoulders and the

chest, 6 ,
/)/«. U

(Intrans.) = to divide itself or

to be divided]^ (pass.),

(pass!), -
(to fall into separate por-

tions), (pass.; toform
divisions). To be d.-d into parts,- : to be d.-d

as to opinion, (to

disagree), or

().



DIV
or [).

f[ To separate (ivith re/, to space)]. To d. forcibly,-,. H To divide (as

a boundary)]' and' (g. t.).

(of a river). A river which, d.-s

two countries, 6-?: a ditch d.-ing

the boundaries, iv

: a wall, &c,
: to be d.-d by

a ridge of mountains, -. If To disunite by dis-

cord] See Disunite. The citi-

zens are d.-d by faction,

: to be d.-d by discord,-. H (Intrans.) = Dis-

solve, ofan assembly, Src] See to

Separate (intrans).-
(pass.), (g. t.).

or (pass.).

To order a body of men to d.,

(). %
In the parliamentary sense ofgiv-
ing votes by a division] See to

Vote. If In arithmetic]-. -.
DIVIDEND, " In arithme-

tic] ". H Share

of profits, property, Sec]

(sc., HA, 115,), -' (aft.

D. 312, 2). Our d., -' or (g.t.)-, 6.

DIVIDER, t He that di-

vides] Crcl. with verbs under Di-
vide. % One who deals out] See
Distributor.
DIVINATION,, .. — fm the flight of

birds,',.,
: — fm the entrails, &c, of ani-

mals,, : the art of

d.,, : the gift or power
of d.,, : belonging to

d., and, 3:

to foretell by d.,

(g. t.).,-.. See above.

DIVINE, v..-,... (only of ora-
cles, esply the Delphian),. (fm tJie voice

or flight of birds).

(fm the entrails of animals). %
To conjecture] Vid.
DIVINE, adj., 3. -, 2., 2 (that equals

the gods)., 2 (UL• thegods:,, ).
(godlike). D. being,

see Divinity : a d. messenger,,, :

d.essenceornature,f)EiOT»js,»jxo5,

: the doctrine of things d., see
Divinity : some d. voice or call,

or ,
: d. worship, or, ., (as

act),, (as act and ob-
jectively),, , and

(182)

DIV
, (as thing) : to perform d.

service, : to pay

d. honour, or-
or .

If 'divine'
1

is used hyperbolically

of profane objects, it is to be ren-

dered by superll. of
l beautiful? Src,

or by . See IN-

COMPARABLE. % A clergyman]

i us, . ^[ A theologian] Vid.

DIVINELY,>.^
divine power) . (^mar-
vellously). To honour d.,

: d. inspired,-, 2., 2. H Fig.] See

Incomparably.
DIVINER,, , 6., , 6. ,, 6. Fein, -, .,, .

(d. by sacrifices), oi-

(by birds, aiigur). -
(by portents),-, also or

(by theflame of the sacri-

fice). To be a d.,,
See the verb and Divination.
DIVINITY. 1 Deity] Vid

U Theology], ., ., .' (heatlien,).
DIVISIBILITY,™/'/..
DIVISIBLE,, 3. -, 3.

DIVISION. H The act of di-

viding into parts], 6., (the separation into

parts),,, (into shares

or lots),,,
(into or according to classes). To
make a d.,,-

and..
See Divide, ^f As thing (objec-

tively)],, . -, . The d. of an army,, ., : in small

d.'s, . ^[ A division

(amongst persons)] See Distri-
bution. T| A scientific division

(of a subject)], (the se-

ries),,,,, (the normal <-
rangement). To make a scientific

d.,/ . ^f

The division of a literary work],
(
principal d.,

head),,, . -, (section, paragraph), -, . and, . -, (in a speech). ^\ A divi-

sion (in the concrete)] b

or (a partition).

^| Difference, disunion] See Dis-
cord. If In arithmetic]-

(opp. multiplication).

DIVISOR, (prps) 6

(sc.).
DIVORCE, s. -rod

(g. t.).,
(repudiation on the part of the

husband),, (on the

part of the wife).

DIVORCE,*?,
or or or

(tod. one's

DO
wife), or, -

(if the separation takes place

on the part of the wife).

DIURNAL. See Daily, adj.

DIURNALLY. See Daily,
adv.
DIVULGE,, -, . -

(toaby).

d. by way of report,,, , -, : — pub-
licly, (),

and (to

proclaim, ore.) : to be d.-d, <-
or , -. : to d.

a secret, -, -. See to PUBLISH, to

Proclaim.
DIVULGER. Crcl. with verbs

under Divulge.
DIZEN. See Bedizen or De-

corate.
DIZZINESS, ', 6.,.,. -, 6., 6. To be

subject to, or to be affected with,

d.,. and.. 1 Subjectively]-,,.,,. To make (aby) d., :

to become orbe d.,.-..
DO, (g. t. ''to effect? ''to

bring alwut? ' to make? ^j" but

only with refi to external or visible

effect, and not to the intention

and the means employed),-
(to carry on, ifijp with pe-

culiar ref. to the means employed,
and expressive of intent and pur-
pose), and' (to

bring about by means and exer-

tion or energy). To have (some-
thing) to do, or-

or . ,-. ,-
(pass.) : to have nothing to

do, ' ...-
: to have something to

do with aby, (to have
intercourse) : I do not wish to have
athg to do with a person,

: to have something to do
with athg, , -

(to be interested or
concerned in athg) : I have much
to do with, or much ado about,

athg, . -. -
'. to give aby

some work to do,

: to do what is right,

or.-
: to do well (= act

properly, judiciously), or. -
: to do one's best,'.

: I don't know what
to do, , : to do
the best in one's power, or athg



DO DOE DOI
that possibly can be done,-.: to

do aby harm, . -
(to injure him),

or or . -
(stronger tt.) : to

do good to aby, or -. : to

do aby a good turn, or a favour,

kindness, &c,. :

to do aby harm or injury,-. :

athg does me good,

. .. §§ When ' do ' is used in

English to affirm an act, expressed

by a preceding verb, the Greeks de-

note this by the repetition of the

verb itself, e. g. to be able to show
oneself grateful and not to do
it, -, : to do athg
which another person has advised,• (pass.) : not to do athg,. (pass.).

^^ In an antithetical proposition,

introduced by 'what else followed
by ' but,' the Greeks suppress the

verb ' do,' e. g. what else are you
'doing

1

but bearing false wit-

ness? -
; lifawise in an affirmative

proposition, e. g. you ' do' nothing

else but ask questions, '. U To effect, manage,
£[C.] E. g. how are you to do it?

.what
is to be done?

;

; what else could be

done? ;
what is one to do with him ?

; what is to be

done with it? '
; there is nothing to be

done with it,. &§* //"'do' is used em-
phatically, it must be rendered by
particles, such as on or or
yap (denoting certainty on the

partofthe speaker), e.g.— Apollo-

dorus—you do know him,-, yap : you
do (=r certainly) know, y.. U To do tveli] -

or
(ivith ref. to getting a living),.

or (to

be in good circumstances). Aby
is doing very well,

: to do badly,. Have done (= leave off) !' .: done! -' 7 . %
That won't do ]-

(your excuses

are of no avail). ^1 To do again]

or -. To do over (ivith athg)']

See ' to Coat with.
1

^f To do
array (with athg)] See ABOLISH.
*i\ To do up] See ' to Pack up.'

1 To do without] E. g. I can

eas ly do without athg,

(183)

or /os : I

can't well do without,.
DOCILE. IT Easy to be

taught], 2 (that learns

without difficulty). TJ Tractable], 2., 2.

DOCILITY,, .,,,
-
DOCK, s. [ Stump ofa tail]

or-
or, . % A station

for ships], . -, (usually pi.),,
(g. tt. for ship-yard). <$&F A

place for ships to enter is,
b, or, , b. An over-

seer of a d.,, 6. If The
weed], .
DOCK, v. 1 To curtail] Vid.

TJ To cut off], -..-
. ^ Theadj. (2)

has a particularformfor thefern.,,, (that has its tail

cut off) : also (masc.)-, 2. To dock a ship] (pi-ps)

(to put on the stocksfor
the sake of repairing, fyc). -. or-

(to harbour a
vessel)

DOCTOR, S., 6

(g. t., in a literary sense).,
b (a physician).

DOCTOR, v. See to Cure.
DOCTRINAL,,
DOCTRINE,,

(g. t.)., (that icch is

taught as being true). PL-, : also, . -, . See Precept. To
adopt or accept a d., -. £§§*, oi (doctrines,

as the sum of all truths and pre-
cepts of any given kind).

DOCUMENT. 1 Precept]
VlD. Tf Deed], b., ., ., .,

(g. tt.). , . -, (the concrete proof). To
prove by d., ..
DODGE, . To deal ivith

tergiversation]. -
v. (to

use shifts). To d. aby,-. (to

circumvent aby)., -
(to deceive, Vin.).

DODGE, s., ., . .
use a d.,. See the

verb.

DODGER. Crcl. with verb to

Dodge.
DOE., .
DOER, b-.-,, . or-.. A d.

of evil,, .,
., ., 6 : ad of
good, b ,. b.

DOG, s. ,, 6 and
. A young d.,,,
b and ., b : a savage
d., : a little d.,,, .-, : like a d.,,, 2 : the barking of d.'s,, b : to keep d.'s,

: to set the d.'s at

aby, .-
: a house-d.,' or, b or :

the d. tax, -
: the bite of a d.,, : d.'s hair, -,, : a d.'s head,, : with a d.'s head, that

has a d.'s head,, 2.

Tl Meton. : tlie constellation] See
Dog-star. TT As term of con-
tempt], b. If Fig.] To
treat aby like a d.,

: to be as tired

as a d., : to go to

the d.'s, 9
or.-.

DOG, . ..
DOG-BRIAR or -ROSE, -, , or,

(— the shrub),,
(= the hip, or fruit).

DOG-COLLAR. See Col-
lar.
DOG-CHEAP, '-, 3. , 2.

DOG-DAYS, ,
., .
DOG-HOLE, -KENNEL,.
DOG-LOUSE,,,

b (tick).

DOG-SKIN, , ., -. A knapsack of d.-s.,, b.

DOG-STAR,, . -, .
DOGGED, « Churlish].

| Stubbornly persisting]-,.
DOGGEDLY, f Churlishly]

Vid. To maintain d..'.
DOGGEDNESS. f Churlish-

ness] Vid. TI Stubbornness] Vid.
DOGGISH. See Churlish.
DOGMA,, .-, (a p?-oposition).

DOGMATIC,, 3.

DOGMATIST,,, , b.

DOING or DOINGS. See Ac-
tion. That is my d.,

: to know aby, or

judge of aby by his d.'s,

: athg is my
own d., ' -

: that is not my
d., (it is not my
fault), . igfj^

In the sense of 'event' or ' things

past,' it is rendered by Crcl., e. g.
or . There

are some strange or laughable d 's

going on,

or : jolly or merry



DOL DOO DOT
d., ?, ., : to

have some noisy d.'s,

or or.
DOLE, s. Act of dis-

tribution] Vid. *|t The thing

distributed] ,, r\., . , . ,
[chiefly in pi.), ?, 6. ^[Pro-
vision or money distributed in cha-

rity], ij. -
, {ofprovision or corn) . -, .

{in money).

DOLE.s. 1 Grief] Vid.
DOLE, v. See to Distribute.
DOLEFUL,-709,2.-,, 3. See DlSMAL.
DOLEFULLY. Fm the adj.

Doleful.
. DOLEFULNESS, , >).,,, ,, ., . See Grief.
DOLL,, f],,.,. ^g3-, , is said of the moving

figures of a puppet-show. A. d.-

maker,, 6. "[f Fig.:

as term of contempt [of affected

women) E. g. to be a regular d.,

(pass. ; with ref. to

manners), (ivithref.

to dress).

DOLLAR, (pi'ps), -, (fourdrachms ; =a Rhenish

florin).

DOLOROUS. See Doleful,
Painful.
DOLOUR. -See Grief, Pain.
DOLPHIN,<5/9 or,, 6.

DOLT. See Clown.
DOLTISH. See Clownish.
DOLTISHLY. See Clown-

ishly.
DOLTISHNESS. See Clown-

ISHNESS.
DOMAIN,, .,., ., (in

Persia).

DOME, , . -
?, •
DOMESTIC, s. See Ser-

vant.
DOMESTIC^• -TICAL, adj.

6, 77, (g. t., what-
ever belongs to the house) : also. % Of animals (

— tame)], 2 (domesticated),-
or, 2., 2

(mansuefactus, i. e. used to the

hand),,, and,,
(not icild). A d. animal,

or or,. % Domestic affairs], . or, .
D. occupations, ai' -: d. misfortune,. ^[ The domes-
tics], , . % Liking
home]', 3, and -

pas, 2 (staying at home, retired).
To be d.,/.
i

DOMESTICATE,,. or -
(g. tt.). D.-d,-

or, 3.

(184)

DOMICILE. See House, Re-
sidence.
DOMINANT,,,.,,, ., 3. (rising to

the top ; impropr.). To be d.,,. '.." (to be in the

ascendant).

DOMINATE. See' to be Do-
minant. 1

DOMINATION. See Go-
vernment.
DOMINEER,-,. To d. over

aby, or ',
(to behave haughtily),

or or :

d.-ing manners or character, -, . See also next Article.

DOMINEERING,-,,, 3., 2 (of persons), -. A d. mode of

acting,, n : to be d.,

or to act in a d. manner,-. -.,, .-, ),, .-, -,, ii (absolute). See Rule, s.,

Power. To have d. over athg,

see ' to Rule over :

1
to bring or

reduce under aby's d.,.
DONATION,, >). -, . See Gift.
Donative,, v.

DONE (asform ofaccepting a
wager, $c),'.
DONJON. See Prison.
DONOR, or-.
DOOM, v. H To condemn]

Vid. f To destine] Vid.
D , s. 1 Decree offate], 77. , .,, . ^[ Fated de-

struction] See Fate, Destruc-
tion. Judgement, sentence] Vid.
DOOMSDAY,.-, • , -
DOOR,, - (chiefly

pi.). The d.'s of a house, -
: to take the d.'s out of

their hinges, -
: a sham d.,,

: to shut the d.,,, :

to bolt the d.,

or

: a d. that is shut,: to slam the

d., : to shut
the d. in aby's face,-

: to lock the d.,,, : to

open the d.,',-, : the

d. opens or is opened,

or : an
open d., or-. or

: my d. (= house) is open

to aby,

or-
: to knock at the d.,

or or .
: to open the d. for

aby, or (to

attend to or ansiver the door, of the

porter) : at the d., -
: out at the d., : to

show aby the d., -: to turn aby out of d.'s,-. *{[ Fig.]

To be or lie at the d. (= at hand),

: to lay athg at aby's

d. (e. g. the fault of athg),-
or

or

: the fault does
not lie at my d., -, : the
blame lies at my d., '.
DOOR-HANDLE,-,, .
DOOR-KEEPER,,, 6. To be a d.-k., -

: the d.-k.'s lodge,-, .
DOOR-KNOCKER,,, 6. , 6.,

(. and Plut.).

DOOR-POST,,
.,.
DOOR-SILL, 77 -
or. .

or, .
DORIC, and -, 3.

DORMANT. 1 Propr.:
sleeping] VlD. TJ Fig.]-., or..
DORMITORY,, 6., .,.,, (only late).

DORSEL or DORSER. See
Pannier.
DOSE, s. f Portion of medi-

cine], jj. To take a d. of
medicine, or

: to prescribe a d. of
medicine for aby, or.
DOSE, v. f To order or give

a dose of medicine] See preceding
A rticle.

DOT, s. , (mark
with a pointed instrument), -, • , (used

for punctuation in writing ; -= mathematical point). To
put a d. over athg, ..
DOT, v. See ' to put a d.,' in

preceding Article.

DOTAGE,, . -, 7j., . To be in

his d., .-. % Excessive

fondness] See Doting, *.

DOTAL. . g. d. gift or pro-

perty,,, •, .
DOTARD,,.-, .
DOTATION,, (as

act ofgiving a marriage portion),, n (as thing).



DOT
DOTE, v.... [[ To dote upon

athg] (pass.) tj;, .
DOTING, S. -, r) .
DOTINGLY. . g. to be d.

fond of athg, see to Dote.
DOUBLE, adj., 3

(tivo-fold, or consisting of tivo

parts)., 3, and,
2, and, 3 (double — that

is extant tivice). ?, 3.,,-
^) : (as great or large again,

as much again, twice as much).

The d., . -
: d. ration,, r) :

the d. value or prize,-, . '. a d.

mark or token, :

of d. signification,-
tos, 2 : a d. door (i. e. with d.folds),

(ivith or without ),
ai : d.-tongued,,
2 : that has a d. sense,-
Xos, 2 (ambiguous) : a d. meaning,, . :
you cannot accuse me of d. -deal-

ing, -
(neither in words

nor in deed) : a d. consonant or

vowel,, r): to see d.,.
DOUBLE, s. .. , r) (d.

portion), ti/ujj (the d.

value or price).

DOUBLE, v. H (Trs.)] -. .. ^[ (INTRS.)],-, (pass.).

To sail round athg]().-
(athg). To double

(=fold athg)\ (and
Med.),. % Fig. :

to double and turn].. .
DOUBLE-DEALER. See De-

ceiver.
DOUBLE-DEALING. See

Deceit, Duplicity, and under
Double.
DOUBLE-ENTENDRE,-,,,, r). (-

). That has a d.-e.,-, 2., 3.

DOUBLE-FACED,-. Sec Deceitful.
DOUBLE-MEANING. See

Double-Entendre and under
Double.
DOUBLE-MINDED, -, 2. or -, 2.', 2., 2., 2., 2. To be d.-m.,-. .
DOUBLE - MINDEDNESS,

S., h (duplicity),-, ., ).

DOUBLET,,.-,, .,, .
(185)

DOV
DOUBLING.^™:]-, r). 1J Fig.] -. -.
DOUBLY, (intwo parts),. (in two ways), -

(twice over, twice as much),.
DOUBT, V.. -/...

To d. about athg,,. : athg
can no longer be d.-d of,

:

it cannot be d.-d,-. ' : I d.

whether athg be,

or :

to be d.-d, : that

is to be, or must be d.-d,-
or/. To d. athg,

(or c. infin. and : to have no
faith in), see Mistrust, Suspect.
I d. athg will be, see Fear, Mis-
give. To raise or start a d.,-

or -.
DOUBT, s., 6., ),, ), -, ., r). To be

in d., to have one's d.'s about
thg, see the verb: to solve one

d. by another,

: there is no d.,-. : with-
out.,..,

: I have no d. about it,

or or'
or : no

d. (affirm, answer), .
;

DOUBTER,, ,
6.,, .
DOUBTFUL. If Subjective

(= entertaining doubt)],
2.,,. To bed.,

see Doubt, v. U Objectively (un-

decided)],-
,2., 2.-
-, 2. To be d., -.
DOUBTFULLY. Fm adj.

Doubtful.
DOUBTFULNESS, -.
DOUBTINGLY, .
DOUBTLESS,»^. SeeSuRE.
DOUBTLESS and DOUBT-

LESSLY, adv. See Surely.
Interj. d. ! ! See ' with-

out Doubt. 1 He will d. fall upon
us, -

: fine talk, d. !'
;

DOUCEUR. See Present, s.

DOVE,, . A young
d.,,, 6. -

and, .
02», (= a icild or

wood pigeon [Fi'rf.], also,
, in the latter sense.) ^f As term

of affection], .
DOVE-COT,,, 6.,.

6 .

DOW
DOVETAIL, s. f An archi-

tect, t.], 6 (i. e. a kind
ofcramp or bracket in the shape of
a hatchet ; Lot. securicula).

DOVETAIL, v. f To join
by dovetail] prps or
Crcl. ivith the aljove Article and
a verb to Join, to Fasten. D.-d,.
DOUGH,,.'

or,,. or, . To knead the d.,-.. See Knead.
DOUGHTY. See Brave.
DOUSE. See Plunge.
DOWAGER, ), (g.L, a

widow). A d.'s settlement or

estate,.
DOWER or DOWRY, «ff Of

a widoiv] See preceding Article ;

also,. ^[ Of pa-
rents, settled on their daughter],, ),, . With-
out d.,, 2.,
2 : to settle a d. on one's d., -.
DOWERED,? (of a

bride). ^° If of a widow, by
Crcl., is. See DOWER.
DOWERLESS,,2., 2.

DOWN, adv. (g. t.). Up
and d., . ^° In
composition and (bid more
seldom) , rarely. ^[

Prep.] (c. gen., with notion

of motion fm above), e. g. d. the

steps or the ladder, -
: d. the river, tow

(but -, d. along or with the river,

down-stream). U As a separable

particle in composition, e. g. cast,

cut, throw, look, &c, down, it is

variously expressed by compounds
or otherwise, e.g. bring d.,-

: fig., -
: to break d.,-, : to break

d. in a speech,, -. See the simple Verbs. Ups
and downs, ai()-.
DOWN, s. 1 Soft feather]', . Collective, ,
, 6.,, (poet.). Made
of d.,, 3 : a bed of d.,,.,. % Fig.: soft beard], , 6. , r). ',
. D. (on fruit),, r).

DOWN, s., 6. -, 6.

DOWNCAST. IT In mind], 2., 3. 7:-, 2. -?,,
. if In look], 2. -. To be d.,,-. . -. (JEl. Hist.

An. 8, 24, 4), also (fin

sorrow or shame ; poet.) . Stronger,.
DOWNFALL,, .



DOW,., . -. ., : aho, (e. g. ?,). To cause or pro-

duce the d. of athg,. : to ap-

proach its d.,

(pass.).(83.). See

Destruction.
DOWNHEARTED. See De-

jected.
DO WNHILL,,-,, 2.

DOWNRIGHT, adj. If Ab-
solute], ij, (uncondi-

tioned, simple),, 2. -, 2.,,.,
3 (entire, whole, altogether, per-

fect, £f;c.). A d. bad one,-, 2 (or by the superl.-
). § Oftenformed with pre-

fix: or pi, e. g. a d. knave,,,
: ad. thief,, 6.

DOAVNRIGHT, adv. -
(without reserve, straightfor-

wardly),,,-
(in the widest sense). To

call aby d. a robber,' : to be d.

mad, (pass.).

§fy* Also rendered elliptically by, ',
(in a straiaht icay, struiqhtivay).

DOWNWARD,.
(gen. and ace.). To go or proceed
d., : going d.,,, 2.

DOWNY,, 2 (that has

fine down),, 2 (woolly).

See Soft.
DOWRY. See Dower.
DOZE,. -.. To d. away

one's life, -.
DOZEN,,, .-, ',,. By the d.,.
DOZINESS. U Propr.] -, ., 6. If Fig.], .,, ..
DOZY, ij Propr].

2., 3., 2. -, 3. To be d.,-
/. ^J Fig.~\, 2 (idle),, 2.,, .-, 3.

DRACHMA. As coin and
weight], . Worth or
weighing one d., and, 3: worth or weigh-
ing two d.'s,, 3, or, 2. ^f> In a similar
manner the other compounds with
numbers.

DRAFT (order for money),
prps, . To give .,».
DRAG, s. prps ,. ^ A net], .
DRAG,», (Trs.)] ... d. aby out of

athg,
:

to d. people after one,-
: the horses

(186)

DRA
are d.-ing aby along the ground,

oi' : to be

d.-d along on the ground by horses

that have run away,-'. If

With accessory notion of' coercion'']

To d. along or on,,-.,-
(of men or slaves that are d.-d

along to be sold), -
or or : to

be d.-d away as a slave,-
(of the inhabitants of a

town by the enemy),

(offree men by pirates,

&c). If (INTRANS.)],
(pass.). To let or

make (athg) d. along,,-.
DRAG- CHAIN,,, 6., . Hi?" Eu-

stathius gives the following defini-

tion of,-,,
-.

DRAG-NET,, V-

DRAGGLE,, -
(pass.).

DRAGON,,, 6.

Like a d.,, 2: d.-

wort (a plant),,.
DRAGOON. See Cavalry.
DRAIN, S., . -, 6.

DRAIN,»,,-,,-
(by a canal or drain). To

d. (= empty by drinking),-.
DRAINAGE,, -, .
DRAKE, .
DRAM. 1 The weight]-, . Weighing a d., -
, 3. If The quantity swallowed
by a draught] .
See Draught.
DRAMA,, .
DRAMATIC,, 3.

DRAMATICALLY,-.
DRAMATIST,-,, .
DRAMATlZE,Trpoaa)7ro7roi-.
DRAPER,,.-, , 6. Linen-d.,-, , 6.

DRAPERY. 1 Cloth] Vid.

If Dress (of figures, S^c.)] p)ps,, .
DRAUGHT. i[ Action or state

of drawing], . -, 6., ., 6 :

also, . (trans. ; as

act),, . , .,
(intrans. ; as state). A beast of

d.,, : pi.-,. * With a net]. \ In drinking],, .,
(mouthful). A good or large

d.,, , : to take a

d., : to drink off at one

DRA
single d., '.

: to drink large d.'s,-.. *|f Of
medicine] , .
To take a d. of physic,-. '.

to prepare a d., :

to prescribe a d.,/ or. *\\

Sketch], .-,, -. ^f A draught
(— Writing)], .

or-,'.,.
make a d. of athg,.
DRAUGHT-HORSE,

or ', .
DRAUGHTS, prps,

V•, .,
. To play at.,,-.
DRAUGHTSMAN,

or75, : to move it,-.
DRAW. Tf (Trans.) To pull

forwards slorvly (propr.)].... To d. a

carriage, or:
to d. water from a well,\

: to d. a

bow, : to d. a
sword,,, -

: to d. aby out
of athg, ,

: to d. up-
wards,.-: tod.
(a vessel) on shore, or: tod. (a vessel) into the
water, : to d. lines,

or : to d.

a liquid (e. g. wine, fyc.) from a
cask, (Athen.).

If To represent by pictures]-,,.., ^f Phrases (more or less

idiomatical) with 'to draw*)] To
d. bit, : to d. blood,

(to bleed), -
or or-

: to d. tears,', -
: to d. a conclusion

or inference,, -
: fm athg,-
or ,-

: to d. a wrong
conclusion,. To
d. (e. g. a hare),,, -

or )) : to d. a tooth, -
: to have a tooth

drawn, .
To DRAW ASIDE,. or.
To DRAW away,-

(to turn away), or-,
(abyfm athg). To d. away

by force,. :

to d. away aby's chair, carpet,,.
To DRAW BACK,,,.,



DRA DUE DRE
iv. To d. back one's foot,. ,-

: to d. back one's hand,

: to d. back
fm athg, , -

(mid.).

To DRAW between. E. g.

to d. the tail between the legs (as

a dog),..
To DRAW down,..
To DRAW in. Propr.]-

aytiv,.,\(.£. ). ^[

Fig.~\.
. (in

misfortune, danger, Qc .).

To DRAW near, oryva,-' (athg) or,, '
(with ref. to space only),

and (of time).

To DRAW off (fm a cask).

i&e'to Draw (of liquids).'

To DRAW off. See ' to Draw
away.' To d. off the mind fix.

athg,

: to d. off the attention of

the enemy, -? : to d. off the skin,-.,.
To DRAW over (e. g. a gown,

garment),-.-. H Fig. : to a party,

an opinion, £j-c] -
(with ref. to opinion),, (to determine

for any purpose). To d. over by-

money or presents,

tcith or without or-. .
To'DRAW out. | To pull

Out],,.,,.
% To stretch out],-»,. To d. out
the dart that has remained in the

wound,'
: to d.

oneself out of athg,.
To DRAW TIGHT,,,. -.
To DRAW UP (in writing),, -

ypa'f.
DRAW- BRIDGE,,., , 6.

DRAWER (of a chest), prps, .,.-., .
DRAWING,,-, .,. To make

a d. of athg, : the
art of d.,, : lessons or

instruction in d., -
: a d. master,. 6.

'DRAWING-ROOM,,
., , . Dim. -, -
DRAWL,, \-

(187)

. A d.-ing speaker,, 2: a d.-ing voice,, : an embarrassed
and d.-ing speech,, 6.

DRAYorDRAY-CART. See
Cart.
DRAYMAN. See Carrier,

Cartman.
DREAD, s. See Fear.
DREAD, v. See to Fear.
DREAD, adj. *ft Terrible]

Vid. t Awful] Vid.
DREADFUL, f a) Causing

dread], 3.-, 3., 2. b) Caus-
ing a violent and unpleasant im-
pression], 3 (g. t.).,
3. , 3 (wild, cruel, <|"c). «i-, 3 (abominable),,
3 (gloomy, sullen). To look upon
as something d.,. See Fearful.
DREADFULLY. Fm adjj.

under Dreadful.
DREADLESS. See Fear-

less.

DREA M, s.,.-, 6. g^* Theforms,, and are used
interchangeably with the homolo-
gousforms of. ovitp,

(only as 7iom. and ace). To have
a d., bpav. ' :

to send a d. (said of some god),: I had ad. (sent by
a deity), -

: in a d., or :

not even in a d.,' : to

interpret, to explain a d.,

or or . ^[

Metaph. : a vision, an appearance
in a dream], , . -

or , .. »';.
have or see a vision in a d.,. . A book of
d.'s,,: one that

explains d.'s,, , 6.,, 6.-, 6. & The two latter also

fern, () : , .
An interpretation of a d.,-, ., : the

god of d.'s,", 6.

DREAM, v... . -
and.

dreamt or was d.-ing,'. : to d. of
athg, Ti(propr. and
metaph.) : to d. about many such-
like things, -

: riches

that people d. of,.
DREAMER,ei/i;7ri/iaffTijs,ou,

., 6., 6.

1 Fig. : enthusiast; an idler]
Vid.
DREAMING (as abstract no-

tion),, .,
-
DREAMY,, 2., 3., 2.

be d., .

DREARINESS. SeeDiSMAl-
ness or Gloom.
DREARY. See Dismal,

Gloomy.
DREGGISH,, 2.

DREGS,,, (that

rises, e.g. in wine, S[c.).-, (that is precipitated), also, , and,
(that remains dozen on the bot-

tom),, , 6 (of olive

oil). % Fig.], 6, and-, 6 (= faex civitatis). ^[

Refuse],, -, .
DRENCH, . % To water].. .

(to dilute).,. Stronger

terms,,,. D.-d all through,,. SeeV,T.
H Fig. : tcith trine, <£c.] To d.

aby with drink,,-
: d.-d with wine,,

3 : to d. oneself with wine, -
(pass.),

(pass.). *[[ Drenching],,, .
DRENCH, s.,, -.

Physicfor an animal] See Me-
dicine.

DRESS, s. If Clothes]-, .,,., (athg with wch aby is

dressed). TJ A suit or garment],, . ', (g.t.)., (frequently with crasis')., . -, (chiefly an tipper gar-

ment), ,, 6 (a mans
d.)., (an underd.for
women). A worn-out or shabby
d.,,, : a state d.,

full d., , -. -, , : holiday d.,

: simple d.,

or), : house d.,' : to wear ad.,^^ : toAvearafine

d., or
: a man with a handsome d.

on, or

or(-
: to put on a d., or. ^'Of-

ten Orel, by the partcp. of a verb,

c. g. Cyrus appeared in the same
d. as his soldiers, KOpos.
DRESS, . II (Trs.)]-, (both with double

ace. of person and the dress) -
. ,' : also-,. ^1 (.)](,),, : also

or,
(in the sense ofput-

ting on one's d. or getting d.-d).. To d. like a

Median, Mjj-

: to d. elegantly,

: to be

d.-d,,•



DRE DRI DRI

, (in athg,

) : elegantly d.-d, -
or : bad-

ly, shabbily d.-d,, 2:
to be meanly d.-d,.
H To give aby clothes']. See to Clothe. U
To ornament atlig externally] -..-. TJ Fig. : to dress a wound]

or. Tod.
aby's wounds, -

: with (his, &c.) wounds
d.-d, : a

vound not d.-d (== undressed),

/cos. U Miscell.

phrases] To d. a garden, &c, see

Cultivate, Till: to d. aby's

hair, or
or or -. or

: to d.

one's hair, : to d.

leather or hides,,-.: tod. a vine,

: to d. a horse,-
,,. See to

Currycomb. H To prepare
victuals for the table]-, : also-,
or (to season, spice) , or.
DRESSER,, .,

6 (in a kitchen). \ Ofa vineyard], 6.

DRESSING. if In a culinary
sense], ),,
V- ', (the mode of
d.). Tj Of a wound],, h. The d. of aby's

wounds,, . ^[ In the

concrete (= cataplasm)] Vid.

TI Com.] To give aby a good d.,

or-
(g. t.). -, .

DRESSING-BOX,, -, 6 (g. t. for ' toilet,'' in the con-

cvctc\

DRESSING - GOWN, -,, , or prps,
(morning dress).

DRESSING-TABLE, &,, 6.

(

DRESS-MAKER,,
r\.,, .
DRESSY, -...
DRIBBLE,. See

Drivel.
DRIBLET (a little drop). By

d.'s, .
DRIFT, s. t Impulse] Vid.

TT Violence] Vid. % Tendency]
See Design. To have such or
such a d. (= to tend toivards any
given object), or. , also-

or' (fut.) : that is

the d. of it, or
or

: the d. of
a discourse or of what aby is say-
ing,

:

not to see the d. of athg,. *j[

(188)

Drift of snow, cjfC.], ., 6.

or or-.
DRIFT, v. See to Drive. 1

(INTRANS.)]/ (pass.),

(pass.). ^ Of a ves-

sel] E. g. . ^[

Ofsnow] The snow d.'s, -.
DRIFT-ICE,

(or)
(or -) or-().

DRIFT-WOOD,
or-.

DRILL. U To perforate] Vid.
To exercise troops]

Tats .
DRINK, s.,.,. To take a d. (of athg),.

: to give aby a d.,

: to be fond of

d.,/ -.
DRINK, . (gen. if

speaking of once, but ace. if either
habit or fondness of drinking is

spoken of), e.g. to d. water (as u-

sual beverage) , (ace),

bid (gen. ; z=z to take

a d. of water), (to d. long

draughts, to take a strong pull),

(to d. continuously by sloio

and short draughts). ^= Or by
compounds when speaking of usual
drinking, e. g. to d. wine, oivo-

: to d. milk,-
: to d. water,-

: to cause to d., or make
(aby) d.,. :

to wish to d., : without
d.-ing, aVoTos, 2. ^[ To drink
to athg (fig.)] E. g. to the suc-

cess of athg, &c, '-
:

to d. aby's health,. -- or , -.
DRINK in. See Absorb.
DRINK UP,,-

IV.

DRINKABLE, ttoto's, 3.-, 2.

DRINKER,, , . A
hard d.,,-,, : fern,,,
»/., (a xcine-bibber)

.

Tf Stronger tt.], , ., 3 or 2.,,
(a drunkard, VlD.). To become

ad.,

(pass.).

(

DRINKING,'?,.,
fj. ^" In composition,,
e. g. wine-d.,, : wa-
ter-d.,, : propensity

for d.,, : to be fond
of d., ,

: in d., or whilst in the act

of d., '.' : hard
d.,, : to take to d.,-

: a d,

companion,, , 6 :

fern,,, : d. com-

panions,, : a . -ves-

sel,,.,.
DRINKING-BOUT,-,., -, -
DRINKING-CUP. See Cup.
DRIP, v.,

(trans, and iiitrans.).

(trans.). '' (pass.; in-

trans.). iv (into athg,

Tt ), also (to be d.-ing).

To be d.-ing with athg,-
or . :

d.-ing,,, .-, 3 : d.-ing wet,,. See Wet. To be
d.-ing wet,. -.
DRIPPING-PAN,,.,.
DRIVE, . If To put in mo-

tion any object ivithout or contrary
toitsivilF].... $SF As hunter's tt., see

Xenoph. Cyrop. ii. 4, 20,-, -. To d. the cat-

tle to the pasture,

or -
: to d. the cattle to one spot,

or -
: to d. aby

away fm athg,//
: to d. aby out of the town,_ or .

or :

to d. a nail into athg, -
Ttf. H Fig. : to urge

y

compel]..
Necessity or want d.'s me to it,() .-

(pass.),-
(to urge, push on) :

to be driven by necessity or want,
or-. To be driven,,. : tobedriven

out of his course or path,-.. ^f To
drive at (fig. = to attack, set
upon)] Vid. ^f To drive aivay],. ^[ To
driveforward].-. . 1j To drive
back].,-.,-. To d. back the enemy,,,, '-. ^[ To drive from] See to

Drive away. % To drive into

(propr.)] (e.g. cattlet
occ. ; fig.),.
(e. g. a wedge, S^c). % To
drive out],-

(of animate objects). 1

(of things). To d. out

by force, . -,: to be driven

out,. ^[ To drive off
(propr.)] See to Drive away.
(Fig. — to put off)]
(mid.), -. See to Delay. ^[ To drive



DRI DRO DRO
together]... TJ To drive aby out

of his mind or mad]. .
shall be driven mad,
or (pass., seq. dot.,

by athg).

To DRIVE (a carriage, <§-c),,. -.. To a. (as a

coachman),.
To DRIVE. (Intrs.) -

or (pass.), '
or. -
or',-

(to d. in a carriage ; both

trans, and intrs.). To d. through
the country,, -. TJ Fig. : to drive one's car-

riage (= have coach and horses)
].-. The d.-ing or keeping of

ones carriage,, .
DRIVE, s..-, . To take a d.,-,, or-'.
DRIVEL, TJ Propr.]^. TJ Fig.: to dote] VlD.
DRIVELLER. «See Dotard.
DRIVER, TJ That drives a

carriage] or., , .
and, ., . To be a d.,-.. TJ A driver

of cattle], (g. t), or, . or

(of oxen). The d. of a mule,, . TJ A ramming
instrument] See Beetle.
DRIZZLE. See the intrans.

forms under to Drip. It d.'s,

: d.-ing,, 3
(propr.). or,,

(a d.-ing rain).

DRIZZLY (e. g. rain). See
the preceding Article.

DROLL, adj.,2,, 3 (of things),-, 2 (of persons and things)., 3., 3. A
d. fellow,, . -,, . -, . ,
.
DROLL, s. See Droll, adj.

DROLL, v.. -....
DROLLERY, ,. , also-, ., ).

DROMEDARY,?.
DRONE, s. TJ A bee],, . A sluggard] VlD.

TJ A humming sound],
., .
DRONE, . TJ To live in idle-

ness]. ".-. '. TJ To emit a dull

Sound]..,., .-, ., .-, .
DRONISII,, 3.,

(189)

, , (idle),, 2
(dreamy). To be d.,,.
DROOP. II To sink doivn-

wards] ',,
(fm a height), -. ' (to lower

or become lower, take a downward
tendency. See to Decline). TJ

To languish, lose spirit, fyc] -
(pass. ; g. t.). -' (pass.),,

(pass. ; to ivither

aivay).,-, (of the d.-ing

of leaves), or-
or (of aby's cou-

rage). To allow one's courage to

d., : I find

my courage (or spirits) d.-ing, a-

: he did
not allow his courage to d.,' . See DIS-
COURAGE.
DROP, s., , .,. ',, (of

rain or dew),, (small

d.). By d.'s, : that

comes out by d.'s,, 3 :

a rain-d., or -, fi. , '. a
dew-d., , . TJ

Far-ring] Vid.
DROP, . TJ Topour in drops]. (trans, and

intrans.). (trans.).-
(pass. ; intrans.). It d.'s,. (to flow) : to d.,.-

: to let, or make to, d. down,,.-
v. TJ To let fall]

(and mid.). (e. g.). I happened to d. it,

: to

d. down, (pass. ;

g. t.) : to d. down fm athg,-. Fig. to d.

a tear, or -
or (pi.)

or. To d. anchor,-,, -
or. TJ

intermit, to cease] (and
mid.),,
(give over, of concrete things ccs

well as thoughts, expectation, S[c).

and (e.

g. a plan, design, S[C.). See Give
up. To d. the notion or idea (of

doing athg),. To d. a subject,, -, (not to inquire into

it any longer) : to d. the conver-
sation, -. .

:

to d. the matter, -,
(say no more about it)

:

I d.-d the matter, -
: where (= at the point)

you d.-d or left the subject,

(sc. /). To
d. aby's acquaintance,. TJ To drop in or

into (= fall in)] Vid. To d. in

(at aby's), .
(call uponhim)

:

to d. out, see Fall out. To d.

abya line, -. or .
(the latter,

if in return, as answer).

DROP. (Intrs.) See under
Drop trans, and intrans.

DROPPING,, .
DROPSICAL,, 3.,3.,, 2.-, 2. To be d.,,-.,,' (pass.),..
DROPSY,,.,, ., .,. To have the d.,

see ' to be Dropsical.'
DROSS. TJ Ofmetal],

.,. Like, or of the

nature of, d.,, 2: free

fm d.,, 3., 2.

TJ Refuse] or, (d. of iron or copper,

i. e. the portion remaining when
wrought),, -, (propr.). TJ Melon.], ., 2.

DROSSY, 2
(propr.). 2 (rusty).

DROUGHT. Dry weather], (as state oftemperature,
also used in pi.),, (great

or parching heat),,
(want of rain),, (want

ofivater at any given spot),

(a dry summer or sea-

son). TJ Meton. (as effect)]

(failure of
groicth, scarcity), also, .
TJ Fig.: thirst] Vid.
DROUGHTY. TJ Wanting

rain], 3. 2 (g.

It. = dessicated). See Drv. A
d. season or summer, -

: d. state of weather,-, (i. e. want of rain). TT

Fig. : dry with thirst]SeeTH1RSTY.
DROVE. TJ Of cattle or sheep], (esply of larger cattle),, , and, (of

small cattle),, , and-, (ofdraught cattle). In
d.'s,. ' : to

be together in d.'s,

(pass.) : a d. of oxen,, .,. ^Croivd]
Vid.
DROVER,,, .-, ., , .
DROWN, .-. To d. in the sea,-,, -.. ^Metaph.:

to drown (thought, conscience, or the

like)], : (with

change of metaph.),. TJ To overflow],, -. (prop.,

offluids, cjfe.). (pass.)/ (fig., to spread all over). To
be d.-d in pleasure or revelry,': — in



DRO DRY DUC
vice, -,' ?.
d. the tone or sound,-.: to d. aby's

voice, or -
. : to d. a

noise,. --
or , or by com-

pounds with, as-, e. g. the noise of the enemy's
approach heing d.-d hy the wind,--: to have one's voice d.-d hy
ahy, :

to d. oneself with drink,-. Tf (InTRS.)
: to be drowned],

(pass. ; with or

without I)out). % Reflexive: to

drown oneself] or -
(g.t.

for ' to throw oneself into tlie iva-

ter").

DROWSE. « (Trs.) Propr.],. -
(e. g. by singing lul-

laby, Qc). "ji (INTRS.)]-...
DROWSILY. Fm adjj. un-

der Drowsy.
DROWSINESS,, ., (propr.).,

7].,. ., .
DROWSY, m Sleepy]-, 2., 3., 2.?, 3. To be d.,-

: I feel d.,.. ^| Metaph.], 2., 2., «, . -, 3. (half-asleep).?. The drowsy
disease], .,,
also, , or ?,
(if with open eyes). To have the
d. disease,,.
DRUB, v. See Beat, v.

DRUB, s. See Blow, s.

DRUBBING. E. g. to give

aby a good d., ... -. See to Beat.
DRUDGE, v.

(pass ).

(pass.),. Drudging
work, , (i e.

performed by constraint more than
by choice).,-, . To do d.-ing work,

or-
(also ivith- or./t) : to d. along, be d.-ing, -.' (or seq. paticp.). -

or (seq.

partcp.).

DRUDGE, s. Crcl. by to

Drudge, e.g. to be a d., see pre-
ceding Article.

DRUDGERY. See 'drudging
work.' under to Drudge.
DRUDGING,, 3., 3. <5£/'?, 3.. 2.

DRUDGINGLY. From adj.
Drudging.
DRUG, v. See to Mix.

(190)

DRUG, s., (pi.),, . , .
mix d.'s, : to

take some d.'s, -
or : to ad-

minister d.'s,.
DRUG GIST,•7>)?,, . See Apothecary.
DRUGGIST-SHOP, prps,.
DRUM, s.,. To

beat the d., : in the

shape of a d.,, 2.

DRUM, V..
DRUMMER,,, 6.

DRUMMING, 6.
DRUNKARD,, ,

., . (adj.),

3 or 2., , . •, .',, .
be a d.,.

: to become a d.,-.
DRUNKEN or DRUNK,-,, ., 3 or 2.,,.,, . To be d.,,-

(pass.) : to make d.,. : to get d.,

(pass.).

(pass.) : to be d. (with wine),-
: to be

quite d., :
a d. fellow, see preceding Article.

TJ Fig.] (, )
(d. ivith joy). To be d.

with joy, . -.
DRUNKENLY, :

also by paiicp.,, .
DRUNKENNESS,-,(, .',

(the habit or love of drinking), -, (the state). In a state of d.,,. ,'' : to fall into the vice

of d., ? -
(pass.) : a deed or act com-

mitted in a state of d.,,
: to ill-treat aby in one's d.,.
DRY,, 3. , 3 (with-

out moisture). ,3.-, 3 (icithered, and thus brittle),, 2 (dried up), -, /, ? (withered -
way)., 2. 7'?, 3.?, 3., 2 (without

flesh, lean)., 3 (hag-

gard). A d. summer, -
: d. land (= soil), -

: the d. land (opp. sea),, or simply rj : d. wood
or sticks,, . to grow
d. by the heat of the sun,-

: to turn or make
d.,, ',-',, '-.', :

to be or grow d.,.-
' (pass.),. -
\

: d. weather,,
: to eat d. bread,. If Metaph. (= without

wit or spirit)], 3. D.

language or discourse,-, : to say athg in d. words,?' : to answer dry-

ly, '.
DRY,i). «ft (Trs.)].'. To d. fruit,-

: to d. in the sun,

: to d. linen, &c,.: tod.

by heat,,.
To dry out or up],,,. (ofjuicy

things),,-
(to take away its strength).

TI To wipe aivay] Vid. Tf (1n-

TRS.)],'
( ztass

DRYING (the act of),-
*

», ., ., .
DRYING-GROUND,-, .
DRYNESS,,, ., ., (often used

in pi., droughts). (des-

sicated state in respect of juice),, (heat), (want

of water). D. of temperature,, : . (=: weakness) in

sentiment or expression,-,, . .
DRYNURSE, S. , .

or, .
DRYNURSE, ..
DRYSHOD,. Prps Crcl.

or ' '.
DUAL, ',. ' or, (sc.).
DUB. 7 To confer a dignity]

See Confer.
DUBIOUS. See Doubtful.
DUBIOUSLY. See Doubt-

fully.
DUBIOUSNESS. See Doubt-

fulness.
DUBITABLE. See Doubt-

ful.

DUCAL,, 3. , h.
DUCHESS,.
DUCHY,.
DUCK. s., . A brood

or nest of d.'s,

i/jjttjj?. :
d. -hunting, vijttwi/:
one that hunts d.'s, ? -

: d.'s meat, i/ijttuio, : a d.'s cot,-, . D.'s and drakes (the

game), (Poll.) :

to play at d.'s and drakes, ---/'.
DUCK, v. 1 (Trans.)] -,,.. IT (TNTRS.)]-, (-).

and.
DUCKER. See Diver.
DUCKING. % Propr. (Trs.)], ., . •[}

(IntrS.)],,
. Fig. : e. g. to get a duck•



DUG
ing].-.
DUCT. See Canal.
DUCTILE,?, 3 (capable

of being drawn out as wire, or
hammered out), , 3
(tough),, 3 (that can be led

hither and thither like water), ^f

Flexible] Vid. f Fig. : tractable], 3., 2.

DUCTILENESS or DUC-
TILITY,/,.,, j;tos, . /,/'/s. ^[ Flexibility]-
DUDGEON. 1\ small dag-

ger] See Dagger. ^[ Malice]
Vid. To take athg in .,
or .-

or .
or .

DUE, adj. 1 Owed] ,, ., 3. Athg
is d., or :

the day or time when athg is d.,•, : the bill has fallen

d., . -
: — is overdue,»?-

or . : athg
(e. g. wages) is due to me by aby,() : to re-

main d.,. -
(pass.) : thanks are d. to

aby, Crcl. by' -, ~\.. ^[
Proper, becoming J,,,., 3. -, 3.,, .,, . , 3. -, 3., 3. The d.

and proper size, -
: the d. share or portion,

or .
IT Fig.] According to aby's d.,,-

: beyond what is d.,-. .
: as is d.,-, : to receive a d.

reward, .
DUE, adv. . g. to keep d.

on (Shah.), ,.
(in a straight direction),

(straight on forward), -
(towards any object). D.-west,

or,
. or ..

DUE, s. IT That ivch is due,
that wch aby has a right to],
V-,,,-,,.,., . To claim as one's d.,

: to receive one's d.,-
: to give or let

aby have his d.,,
(pass.): to give every man
his d.,. lj What custom or
law requires to be done] See Duty.
% Imposts] See Custom. Duty.
DUEL or DUELLI NG, s.-, . To challenge aby to

fight a d., ' -
: to fight a d.,-. : one who

fights a d.,, .
(191)

DUL
DUEL, v. See Duel, s.

DUELLER, DUELLIST,-, b.

DUET, , . -, .
DUG. % Breast] Vid.
DUKE,,, . -,, .
DUKEDOM. See Duchy.
DULCET. See Melodious.
DULCIMER^rps/oUtooKU/u-, . To play on the d.,

(mod.
Greek).

DULL, adj., ,
(g. t. propr. and fig. in all rela-

tions — hebes, hebetatus). -, 3 (of the organs),,
3 (of the sight),, 3., 3.,,, 2., 3 (without

intellect and judgement),,
2. .,, (without men-
tal capacities), , 2 (that

cannot comprehend). To be d. at

comprehending athg,

or. (stu-

pid),, , . , 2
(sloiv)., 2 (withoutpow-
er, languid), (im-

paired, with ref. to the senses). D.
of hearing,, 2. -, 2 : d. of vision,-, 2., 2.,, , (short-sighted), -

: to be d. of vi-

sion,. .. *|[ Dark, gloomy,
Qc.)], 3 (witlwui bright-

ness),, , .,
2 (without light),,,.,, (of places or
things d.fm neglect, situs). D. (of
weather, air, fyc),, 2.,2. and-, 3 (without cheerfulness, of
ubys looks, air, $c). '% Ill-tem-

pered, morose], 3. -, 2 (of the mind). To look
d.,. -

: a d. look, -,, . D. (=
not exhilarating, tedious), -, 3., 3., 2., 2 (heavy, e. g. a dis-

course that does not move),-, 3 (flat). TI Drowsy] Vid.

If Of dull colour, £[c] ,, ., 3 (of turbid

liquids), -
(a d. muddy complexion). *\\

Dull of sound], 3. -, 3. . .
sound,, : in or with a d.

voice, tj;. To render
d.,, ,-. ,
(of liquids) : to become d.,-

(pass.),

(pass.),,,-
(of the air, brightness, Sfc).

It is getting d., : it is

d. (of weather), or-. To render or make
aby d ,, : to

make aby feel d., -

DUN
.,-,,, or, : to be or feel d.,,.

: to make aby's life d.,-.
DULL, v. (Trs.) See the Adj.
DULLARD, s. and DULL-

WITTED,, 2. -,, . (, )., 2.,
2.,, , ., 2.

DULLY. Fm adj. Dull.
DULNESS. «II Mentally]-, .-, .,, . -, . .-, .,.,
(with ref. to understanding). D.

of sight,, .-,, . ^[ Blunlness]-,, (g. t. in all rela-
tions),,, . -, (esply of the human
organs). D. of feeling or of the
senses,,,
. If Drowsiness] Vid.
DULY,'.,. ...,. . See

Due.
DUMB, , 3. , 3

(incapable of speaking),,, 2 (not speaking). To be
perfectly d., -

(lit., as a fish) : one
that is d., . See
Mute. % Deafand dumb] gir
rendered by the same term, -, 3. To strike d.,-
Ttiv or .

or-
(to makehimhold

his tongue) : to be struck or grow
d., (pass.; propr. —
to lose ones speech), -

(to say nothing more), or/.-.
<

DUMBNESS,,,
., .,,

(fm nature),, .
(if designedly).

DUMBFOUND. % To strike

dumb] Vid.
DUMPS,, v. To be

in the d.,... .,.
DUMPY,

(, ).
DUN, adj. If Dark, gloomy]

Vid. (propr. and fig.) TJ Dun-
coloured], 2. -, 3 (dark, brown).

DUN, V. (aby,/
or ), -

or / .
To be d.-d, . TJ

Stronger tt.] or-
. -. . To d. aby by let-

ter,'.
DUN, s. ,.. A letter received



DUN
fm a d., ,
•
DUNCE,, , , •

See Dullard. 6., 6 (Aristoph. Eq.
635).

DUNE, ,, 6 and ..
DUNG, S., .',., , and,

6 or (d. of sheep and goats). To
carry d. on a cart,:
to bring together d. , :

the act of placing d. on a field,, •, 6 : to

clear out the d. (e. g. of a stable),',: a clear-

ing out the d.,, .
D. -beetle,,, b: d.-

cart, , : d.-

fork, ,: d.-

hill,. ..
., .,, 6., . , 6.,, .
DUNG, .,-

(to used.),. See
to Manure. Act of d.-ing, -

or .
DUNGEON,, . -,.
DUPE, s., 2.-, , 6, .,, 6, {the person d.-d). -, 2 (easily d.-d). 6

or (easily

led or credidous). To find a d.,: to make
aby one's d., : — by
promises, &c, /

: to be the d. of aby,-
: to be the d. of

one's own expectations,-. ^* Or
Crcl. objectively by-
tos, 2 {that may be easily de-
ceived). They are making you
their d.'s, ' -.
DUPE, . Seephrases ihDupe,

s., or to Deceive. To d. out of
athg, (Cf.Lat. emun-
gere).

t

DUPLICATE,,, . To make a d.

of athg, or. $W The an-
cient Attics also used the pi. in
this sense.

DUPLICATION,-,, b.

DUPLICATURE,, .^?, fi.

DUPLICITY,, f,. See
Deceitfulness, Deceit.
DURABILITY or-RABLE-

NESS,,, . -, .,.
or, .
DURABLE,, 3 and

2., 2., 2.-, 2., 2. To be
d.,,,,. or

: not d., see Frail.
DURABLY. Advv.of Dura-

BLE.

(192)

DUS
DURANCE. ^Imprisonment]

See Custody.
DURATION,, 6 {length

of time). "\\ Continuance] Vid.,, . Uninterrupted
d.,T<? : continued
or continual d.,, n, and, (i. e. continued ex-

istence),, , f] (in-

finite d.), or and, (an uninterrupted

d. or state) : of long d.,-^: of eternal d.,,
2., 3: of short d.,-, 2: of continued or per-

petual d.,, 2.

DURE, v. See to Continue.
DURING, t G. tt.] (dat.).

{gen.), (ace.),

(gen.), (ace). D. five days,

: d. the summer,
the winter, <&c,,-'. : . the day
(time), d. the night, -,

: . thewhole time or all

the time, -
: d. the time of his reign,: d. life,. '. g^» In denoting a state,

ivith ref. to a person, the. partcp.
is used, andfrequently inconnexion

ivith the advv. and,
e. g. d. his absence, -

or : they were sing-

ing d. (= on) their march,-
: d. this (=: these

proceedings), ,-. (d. the time that ?., or
ivhilst), or (seq. infin.). -) . See While $§° where
aho the Greeks use the partcp.,

e. g. d. the time that (== whilst)

he was speaking,

or .
DUSK,,, (in the

evening),, . , . It

is getting d., .-,,. See Dawn. He
came when it was getting d.,-.
DUSKY,,,
DUST, S.,, -. -, 6 (esply when raised in tlie

air),, (when deposited upon
or covering athg) . The d. is rai sed,

or-
(pass.) or : to co-

ver with d.,,,
: to roll in the d.,-

: to change into d. and
ashes, : to become d.

and ashes,,-
(pass.).,

(pass.) : to trample upon aby or

tread in the d.,' :

to throw d. in aby's eyes,-. -
: a cloud of d. is rising, -, -.

"[[ Fig. (= the ashes of a burnt
human corpse)], -.,,. To turn into d. and ashes,, : to become
d. and ashes,,-

DUT
(pass.). ',~

(pass.).

DUST, v. -/ or

(to shake off or beat out the

d.)., (to cover or
sprinkle with d.).,,

(to wipe or rub offthe

d.). To raise the d.,.
if Fig.] To kick up a d.,-, : to bite the

d., .
DUSTER, pips,.
DUSTY,, 2. -, 3., 3. It is d.,

or"
(pass.) or (i. e. the d.

rises up fin the ground).

DUTEOUS or DUTIFUL,, 2., 3. -,, 2., 3., 2., 2 (chiefly

of soldiers). To be d.,,. : to have
d. servants,

: to be or show one-
self d. (towards aby),

or -
: to be extremely d. (towards

aby), .
DUTIFULLY. Fm adjj. in

Dutiful.
DUTIFULNESS. See Obe-

dience.
DUTY, ^l In a moral sense], (g. t. = debitum).,,., ., h. , .

gb= Frequently Crcl. by gen. ab-

sol., e. g. it is the d. of any ho-
nest man, :
or by different Crcl., e. g. it is my
d., : or

: it is one's d. to do so,

: to do or fulfil

one's d., -
. -. or-. -

: to do one's d. towards aby,.-. -: to perform one's

d. neither towards oneself nor
towards one's neighbour, -

: one who does or per-

forms his d., or ?
'• to act agst or contrary to

one's d.,. : to neglect

one's d.'s,.. :
to disregard one's d. towards aby,

: to observe

one's d., -
: the desire of doing

one's d-, or: theperform-

ance of ad., -
: neglectful of d.,, 2.?, 2., 2: to be neg-

lectful of one's d. towards aby,

or :

contrary to one's d.,^
2. Duties of an office or sta-



DWA EAC EAR
Hon] (i. e.

all thatfalls under a man's sphere

of public d.), also -, ai. To perform one's d.

as a functionary, &c,
or

: I am performing my
d., am on d., ' ols. -

: that does not fall within

the sphere of my d., -, : by virtue of aby's pub-
lic d., : to

enter upon one's d. (as a function-

ary, &c),' or-. % Impost], .,.,
6.,., : the

d. on sold goods,, : to

receive the d. on athg,.
to put a d. on athg,. : to raise a d.

onathg,Ti/j/,.
: to pay a d., or-

: that pays not d.

(= d.-free), {with or with-

out) : that pays a d. (i. e.

of things),, 2: laws re-

gulating the d. paid on athg, &c,
see Custom.
DWARF, s., . Like

or of the size of a d.,, 2.

DWARF, v. TI Fig. = to di-

minish] VlD.
DWARFISH. ^Propr.]-, 2. ^T Fig.], 3., 2., 3. -, 3., 3.

DWARFISHNESS (fig.). See
Smallness.
DWELL. % Propr. : to re-

side] ',.-.,.. To d.

at a place, or

or '. -. -' : to d. toge-

ther with aby, : to

d. next to aby or close by aby,. % Fig. : to dxcetl

upon] ,
or -,

, (e. g.

upon the particulars ofany subject

wch we explain, -').
DWELLER. See Inhabit-

ant.
DWELLING, oXmjnv, -, .. .,.

See Dwelling-place.
DWELLING - HOUSE, -, ., .,.
DWELLING-PLACE,-, . , . To fix

one's d.-p. any where,' : to change one's

d.-p.,,
and: to assign aby
a d.-p.,» Ttva : — at

a spot, : to assign him
a different d.-p., -, : change of

one's d.,, . -
(193)

, ., . -, : to collect men at one
common d.-p., -'.
DWELLING-ROOM, -, h., . (For

ivomen),, . -, , h : (for men),, .,,
r>.

DWINDLE,.-,-or
(pass.), (pass.). See
DECREASE,,-,,-

(pass.), perf.

(all in the sense of ''falling off]
' shrinking together'').

DYE, v. U To colour (in ge-

neral)] Vid. ^ By a dyeing

process],(, PL), -
(to d. of a beautiful lasting

colour). To d. the purple cloth,.
(PL) :

d.-d with purple,,,-, 2 : to d. red,.
1 Fig.] To d. with blood,-

or '.-.
DYE, s., (, PL),, ., ., .,. Substance for d.-ing,-, : for d.-ing red,-,, . -, . See Co-

lour, s. The bloom of the d.,, : to prepare stuffs to

take the bloom, '
: to strike a d.,

: a dealer in d.,, , : a d.-pot,, : a preparer of d., one
that makes d.'s,,, . Black dye] ,., (as substance)

.

To be of a black d.,.
H Fig.] See Heinous. Crcl. with.
DYER,, , . A

d.'s shop,, (i. e. the

building).

DYEING. Act of d.,,
h : art of d.,, n : d.-

house,, : d.-vat,-, . See under to

Dye.
DYNAMICS, prps

[], .
ASTY,,.

DYSENTERY,,
.

EACH,?,,
(the definite or single individual),,, (the indefinite, or
any individual of the same species

or genus), ,
(every one), or .,

, .' (no one but that,
or that is not, #c). '
(each one individually), or '-. . one (ofa number
or multitude), ',

(all) : e. several (thing),' or '' : e. (•= every) time,-
: in e. instance, ; :

in e. place (= every where),-
and- : on e. (= every)

side, : fm —, -
: to —, :

e. of the two,, 3 : on e.

(r^ eitlier) side,,
: e. of the ambassa-

dors, oi (col-

lectively), -. ^[ Each other (= one
another)], more seldom
in the dual form, 3.

You look at e. other, /s-
: connected with, or

in connexion with, e. other,-, 2 : with e. other,'-, (i. e. jointly). See
' one another' under Another.
EAGER. 1 With an object

expressed],,., 3., 3.

One who is e. after or for athg,

: to be e. after

athg,7/. -, or : also, . -
orpv or (to

hunt after it),

(to make exeiiions to obtain) or
: to be e. to bring about

athg, or
(seq. subj. or oplat. or indie,

fut.). (infill.) : to

be very e. after athg,

(pass.) or.'. or.
(pass.), . ^
Ardent] id. *ff Sharp, acid]

Vid. f Eager (tech. t. = brittle]

VlD. E. g. e. iron,

(Soph.).

EAGERLY,, -, '.... To wish or desire e.,

see under Eager. To hope for

athg e., : to look
for e., . ^jp Also
rendered by a ' verbum desidera-

tivum,' e. g. I am e. looking out
for war,'.
EAGERNESS,, h

(g. t.). , . , , or, -.', (stronger

t.) Extreme e., ',, ., .,.
EAGLE,, . A young

e.,, .
EAGLET,, .
EAR, ,, . Large

e.'s, : pointed e.'s,

or : to prick

up its e.'s,

(propr., of an animal), -
(tropic), -
(.) : to hang

down its e.'s,



EAR EAR EAR
( propr.).

(tropic, of per-

sons) : to hear with one's (own)

e.'s, or'. Si'? '-
: to come to or reach aby's

e.'s, : athg

comes to aby's e.'s, ah
tivl : to be pulled by one's

e., to have one's e.'s plucked,

-oe : to whisper
in aby's e., :

to stop up one's e.'s,

: to give e. to aby,-..-
: — to athg, -

or -: to have no e. for

athg, to turn a deaf e. to it,, -, ,
: pleasant, agreeable to the

e., : disagree-

able, offensive to the e.,

or :

to offend or grate aby's e., -
:

men trust less to their e.'s than
to their eyes, -

-
: to

stun aby's e.'s, make his e.'s ring,

: a ringing in the e.,, : I have a
ringing in my e.'s,.

(stronger t.), or Orel,-
(lit., to ring in

one's e.'s) : a pain in one's e.'s,, : to have such a pain,, : a tumour
in the e.,,, : the
hole of the e.,, ., ., : the lap-

pet of the e.,, 6 : a box on
the e.'s,, 6.,

: to box aby's e.'s,. -.
: to get or have one's e.'s

boxed,
:

in the shape of an e.,,
2. Fig.] An acute e., -,: a dull e.,,

: to have an acute (dull) e.,?, : to

give a willing e. to aby,-;— to
athg, or

or' .
Mituph.] To set people together
by the e.'s, and -. -

: to fall

together by the e.'s,

or : to bring
people about one's e.'s,

or . -. Ear

—

handle] ,', . , ., , . Without an e.,, 2. Ear ofcorn]-,, .,, . That
has or bears e.'s,, 3 :

to gather e.'s,
: to

produce or shoot forth e.'s,-
: to begin to shoot or

(194)

form e.'s, : like an

e., in the shape of an e.,-, 2.

EAR, v. Obsol. : to plough]

VlD.
EAR-ACHE,, r;. To

have the e.-a.,,-
: to bring about or cause the

e.-a.,, 3.

EAR-PICK,,,
., .,, .

R-RING,,.,
., .
EAR-WITNESS,,

. To be an e.-w., -, .
EARED. Of corn, $c], 3.

ARLINESS. Orel, with adjj.

EARLY, adj. and., 2, and, 3 (both

with ref to tlie time of the day, as

likewise of season and time in ge-

neral), and, 3:

and the adverbial forms,,' (only of the time of the

day). To be up e. in the morn-
ing,, : an
e. hour, e. in the day,, :

that is done at an e. hour, op-, 3, or : the e. hours
or time in the morning,

: quite at an e. hour,
', : the e. dawn,, : it was the e. hour of

dawn, : the e.

spring, summer, &c,,, . : e. ripe., 3, and, 2 (only of e. fruit).

An e. death, or, : to arrive

too e., : ear-

lier,, 3, and tlie advv.
and (anterior

as to time), , , ,.
(with ref. to time past, e. g. ol, i. e. the lead-
ers of an earlier (= former) pe-
riod. See Former. Fm his e.

youth, , .,.
EARLY, adv. See preceding

Article. Earliest (with ref. to tlie

past), , ,
(fm the very beginning).

>

EARN, TT Gain by labour],,.., -'. . To e.

(one's) wages,
or. -

or..
Make oneself worthy of athg]

See to Deserve, Merit. TT
Earninq] See Earnings.
EARNEST, adj. , 3., 3.,,. TT Emphatical],

2. ,, , . An e.

word or saying,,. , : to be e.,

'. to speak in an e.

tone of voice, :

to say athg with an e. look, speak
in an e. tone,

: to put
on an e. face, to look e.,. See Serious. Tj Eager]
Vid.
EARNEST, s. ^ Opp. joke], . , .

In e.,.,, : in e. ?

or are you in e. ? ;;
to say (athg) in e., to mean in e.,^: to take athg in e.,.

Eagerness, zeal], ., . , . To set

to work about athg in good e ,

or -. . ^[

Calm dignity],, ., .,
. A man of great e., -

: to speak with
dignified e.,. ^[ Se-
verity], .,
EARNEST-MONEY,-, , ., ., ., ., .
EARNESTL. Fm adjj. un-

der Earnest. To speak e., -
: to set e. to work at

athg, .
EARNESTNESS. II Serious-

ness],,, \, ., .
Affected* e., -. Opp. joke] See Ear-
nest, s. Tf Moral severeness] -, ., .
Eagerness], .,
. ", . To do athg with e.,7/<5 or -. .
EARNINGS. See Wages. A

day's e., , .-, : a week's e., weekly
e., ' -.
EARTH, s. ,, . Poet,,, . ', (the

soil), , .,
(the e. collectively, the orb),, (the e. as a globe).

a clod of e., , : the
fruit of the e., -

: a growth of the e.,, : a heap or mound
of e., , : the sur-

face of the e.,

: the pole of the e.,,, . , : on e.,

: poet,, 2 : un-
der the e., .

: poet,,-, 2. Metaph.] Our
life on e., .

or : an inhabit-

ant or son of this e.,

: the pleasures of this

e., ai .
or : goods

or possessions of this e.,

or or
or. Colloq.]



EAR
What on e., &c? ; no-

thing on e., :

tlie cleverest artist on e., -. TJ Com-
pounds : potter s earth]

or , ., 6., . A fox's e., 6 «-
().-, .

EARTH, v. (Trans.) -. . See to

Dig.
EARTH-BOARD {ofaplough),

prps, (any instru-

ment serving the purpose of level-

ling down).
EARTH-BORN,,, 6. 6 .
EARTHEN,, ,., 3. {as gen.

of tlte material),, 3. An
e. vessel,,.,
b.,.
EARTH-FLAX (asbestos, or

stone-fiax),, 6. -, .
t

EARTHENWARE,,
EARTHLING. See Earth-

born.
EARTHLY, , and

poet,, 2 (that isfound
or met with on earth),,
2. , , y;7 or., 3. -, 3., 3. This e. taber-

nacle, : this e. life,

6 . 6

or : e. possessions, hap-
piness, pleasures, &c, see under
Earth.
EARTHQUAKE,, 6.,. There

is an e., ,
6. (sc.) :

— at a place, or.
EARTHWORM. See Rain-

worm.
EARTHY,,2 (contain-

ing or consisting of earth),,
3.

EASE, s. IT Absence of exer-
tion, rest] (g. t.).,
., ., .-, .,, .
be at (one's) e.,\.- or : to live

at e.,

or . With
particular ref. to comfort]-,, ., .', (in the abstract, the

property of affording comfort or
e.). To be at one's e.,.

(lire an easy life), or
(an

agreeable life) : to be able to live

at one's e.,

(have

enough to live on or the means of
living) : I can live, or have enough
to live, at my e.,. % Absence of
constraint] ,-.,, . With
great e. (= without any exertion),
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AS. .
^j Alleviation], -, ., . -, . . in pain or afflic-

tion,, : to give or

afford to aby some e.,

or or '.,, .
EASE,

(g. t. = to disburden), or-,, -', (to free

fin a burden or charge, to exone-
rate), or' (to give

a lift), (to promote
the progress ofathg). To e. aby's

troubles, &C, or-. .
to e. the pain,

: to e. aby of some por-

tion of his toil,.
EASEFUL. See Quiet.
EASEL (ofpainters),,, .
EASELESS. See Restless.
EASEMENT,,-, ., 6. -, .,. -, . To afford some e., see

Ease.
EASILY,. .... -,, ,.

To be e. put in a passion,. $fjf• It is

frequently rendered in connexion
with the particle , or by &v c.

optat., e. g. you may e. imagine,. : a child

even may e. see that — ,— : that may e. be
done,' ,

: it may e. be comprehended,
: I may e.

do that, : e.

to be done,&., (seq. infin.).

giSr" In adjj. it is in Greek fre-
quently compounded with , see

under Easy. Tj Tranquilly, quiet-

ly] Vid. To bear athg e., -
or .. :

to look for or expect the issue of

athg e.,(. See phrases under Compo-
sure. II Without exertion or la-

bour]. Very e.,. : take it

e. !. . H In
an unconstrained, natural manner],.
EASINESS,, (in

acting, at icork, a[C.).,
(in the treatment ofathg). -, ., (nimbleness,

adroitness in doing athg).

(the e. with wch athg may
be performed). With much e.,. .
EAST, -' or simply. ', ,

. . Fm the

e.,' .,

EAS
: towards thee.,. -,

or . To the e. of athg,

; fm the e. to the
west,'. ' -. U The fast

(in the concrete)], ,
ai. -

or -
or. Fm or that

comes fm the e.,, 3 :

a person fm the e., an inhabitant

of, &c, b or

: to thesouth-e.,-
: towards the north-e.,-
: north-e. wind,, ,

: south-e. wind,, . -, , .
EAST-WIND,,, .. South-e. wind, f, b :

north-e. wind,, , b.

EASTER,, (Eccl).

EASTERLY, -. . An e. wind,
see East-wind.
EASTERN. See East, East-

erly-

. The e. countries,

: the e. na-

tions, ^r"formed by the pi. of b
or .

EASTWARDS,
or -, or

.
EASY. 1 Not difficult] -, 3 (g. t.)., 2.-, 2., 2. -, 3. It is e. to comprehend,. 1J Of things

that are to be learnt], 2.

An e. art (to learn), -. It is an e. thing, -. : it is' an
e. thing for me, or it is e. to me,
to do this, or, I find it an e. thing

to do, : e. to

(c. infin.), infrequently ex-
pressed also with adjj. compounded
with, e.g. e. to answer,-, 2 : e. to compiehend, -,, 2 : e. to take

or conquer,, 2.-, 2., 2 : e. to heal

or cure,, 2 : e. to shape

or to be wrought,, 2 : e.

to digest or of digestion,-,2., 2: e. to

wipe off, to obliterate,£-
tttos, 2 : e. to wound,,
3: e. to amend or correct, -,2: it is e. for a child

even to see that — ,—. H Not difficult to

bear or to endure], 3., 3. ,, . -, 3., 2. . (=zslight)

pain, : an e.

trouble, or -
: an e. death,-, ., .: that dies

02



EAT ECC EDA
an e. death,, 2. -, , .
take athg e. (see Easily), iv.

.
: not to take athg quite e.,

: to be
or make oneself e. about athg,,

: — as to the result or

issue, :
to make oneself perfectly e.,-

: you may make
yourself perfectly e.,? or

(seq. c. subj. or

optat.). Be e. (= without fear),

: be e. (= quiet,

Vid.) ^f Attended with ease or

comfort], 3., 2., 2., 2, and, 2. To lead or live an e.

life,. (in

reprehens. sense) : to lead an e.

and pleasant life, ". -
: to

render aby's life e., procure bim
an e. life, -

: to be in e. circum-
stances,.. -. ?7. 1J Complying (as to

temper)] or,,
or ., 2., 3., 2., 2. -, 3 (in a good sense),, 2., 2.-, 2., 3.-, 2., 3.,
2 (in a reprehensible sense). To
be very e., or of an e. disposition,

(pass. ; i. e. easily
led or persuaded),

(to act inconsiderately)] % With-
out co?istraint, unforced]-. 2., ,.
>

EAT. «| (Trs. and Intrs.)]
(aor.). (g.t. =

consume anyhow; gen. and ace),

(to take), -
and (to takefood,

to nourish oneself), (e.g.

fruit for desert),,
(to eat meat),-

(to eat with bread, as
sauce, ?.). (to eat

fish). To e. a great deal, -: to e. one's dinner, see

Dine. Toe. any meal,
(pass.) : to e. until one's appe-
tite is satisfied, .

: to e. gree-
dily, : to e. too much,

(pass.) : to e.

little,
: to

have eaten nothing, :

to give to e.,.
or . See Feed.
Without e.-ing,, 2 : to e.

once a day,
: to have

eaten, . %
To eat up (i. e. to leave none)]
lit.

: fig. (to consume
to an end),,-.. To
e. up one's property,,

: to e. up
one's own words,. See

(196)

Retract. "H To eat away or into]

See to Corrode.
EATABLE, ,*!, -, 3.,, 2.

Eatables] ',,.,. To buy e.'s,-.
EATER,, , 6.

great e.,,,
6 : a great e. and drinker, -,, ., ,
6., 6.,, 6. See Devourer. To
be a great e., : to

be a little e., -.
EATING (iheactof^TOkatii-. Too much e. causes uncom-

fortable feeling, -
: to ab-

stain fm e., ,. U Food]
VlD.
EATING-HOUSE,-,,,.
EAVES,, .
EAVES-DROP, .-.,.
EAVES -DROPPER, -, , 6.

EBB, s.,,
.,, . Flood and
e., , or simply., . -, . % Fig.: e.g. to

be at a Ion• ebb (of price)]-
or (pass.). H With ref to circum-

stances] (pass.). If Ofabys purse]-
I .

EBB, V.,,, (g. t. rr to flow
offor down), -

(the ebbing of the sea). See
Ebb, s.

f

EBONY,', .. Of, or made
of e., (gen. of material),, 3.

EBRIETY, EBRIOSITY.
See Drunkenness.
EBULLITION, f Propr.], - (as produced by boiling).,, 6 (as result of the

sea wlien disturbed). ^[ Fig.] -, 6. , h (of the mind in

an excited state). To be in a
state of e.,",-

(only propr.).

and (propr. andfig.), -
(pass.; only metaph.).

ECCENTRIC, f Propr.] "-, 2 (astronom. t.). *\\ Fig.], 2., 2 (that

deviates fm the normal state) , or

6, , . IT Singu-
lar in manners, Qc.],
2., 2., 2
(of persons),,,
(approaching to insanity).

ECCENTRICITY. ^ Propr.], (astron. t.). *\\

Fig.],, <^c. See Ec-
centric.

ECCLESIASTIC, -AL, '-, 2. An e.,, 6.

ECHO,,, .-, ., .-, ., .
To produce or return an e.,-, : that

returns an e.,, 2 : there
is an e. (of athg) in the mountains,.
ECHO, v. See Echo, s.

ECLAT,, .-, . , . With e.,.,-
: to make or cause an e.

(with aby), -. (pass.),
'

: athg makes quite an e.,-.
ECLECTIC,, 6.

ECLIPSE, s. ( or). .,- -, 6. ', .
There is an e. of the sun or moon,, , :

there is a partial e. of the sun or
moon, , ,.
ECLIPSE, .,-

. .
become e.-d,.-

(pass.),

(pass), .
ECLIPTIC,, .,, .
ECLOGUE,, .,.
ECONOMIC, -AL,'-, 3. Saving], 3.,.
ECONOMICALLY. Fm adj.

Economical.
ECONOMISE,.

(use sparingly ; e.gen.).

ECONOMIST,, 6.

To be a good, a bad, e.,,, or, ot-

or' or -.
ECONOMY,, h (g.

t.). r\ or. Rural e.,: political e., -
or. or., .

ECSTASY. Prophetic
trance, Qc] , ., .,., 6. To be in an e.,

and : to

get into an e.,.. See RAP-
TURE, Enthusiasm.
ECSTATIC.

^ f In a preter-

natural rapture], 2.-", , . , 3.

To be in an e. state,-
or .
(the latter if approaching to

fury). See Rapturous.
EDACIOUS,, -,,-, 2., 2., 3., 3.



EDA
EDACITY,,-,,-, . ,

.,, .
EDDISH, or, .
EDDY, prps -, . , ),, 6.

EDENTATED,, -, , .
EDGE, s. H Margin] -,, and ', also, (the extreme part of

a body), , (tlie extreme

of an opening or cavity),,, , and, , •, and,, b {the elevated part

of a round surface). See Brim,
Corner. The e. of a book,-, : the e. of a garment,-,. 1j Ofa cutting instru-

ment] ,, ., .,, . The e. of a knife,

rj . H Fig•], ., ), (==

acies). if Phrases] To set an e.,

{to athg) : — to a
saw, : to give

an e. to one's appetite,

: to blunt the e.,-,, : to lose its

e., {propr.) : to

take off the e.,. See

Blunt. To have one's teeth set

on e.,, with or without

: the teeth are set

on e., {) -
: the sensation of —,-
or. :

to put to tbe e. of the sword,, : (the

matter) stands on a very fine e.,

{at a
most precarious crisis),.
EDGE, . H Border] -

{g. t.). {
garment). if To sharpen] -.. [[ Embitter]-',.-.. To e. in,-, {trans.),

{intrans.) : to e. off,.: toe. out

of a scrape, or

(pass.) or .
EDGED, f Ofa dress]-, 2. *[f Sharp]-, 2. Two-e.,,, 2.

EDGELESS. See Blunt.
EDGING. See Edge.
EDIBLE,, 2. -?, 3.,.
EDICT,, ., . To issue an e.,.(-).,8-

or.
EDIFICATION (fig. only;

with ref. to the mind),,
7j. ,.
EDIFICE. See Building.
EDIFY (fig.), .
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EFF
EDIFYING,, 3.

EDIT, (a writing).

To e. writings, or-,
(lit., ' to bring to light ')..

EDITION,, . To
publish an e., : to pub-
lish a second e., -,.
EDITOR, or-.
EDUCATE, (g. t.,

in a physical point ofvieio).-
(in a moral point ; <^»

hence frequently joined,). (of
an appointed instructor), -

and (to bring up),

(to lead, guide, have con-

trol over), (of young
children, to nurse). To e. in a se-

vere manner,: to

be e.-d together with aby, -
:

: to e. one's children

well, or
7Tiu5«s or

: one that has been
e.-d together with another, -,, -.
EOVCATION,^,- (phy-

sically speaking),, -, (intellectual and moral)

.

^ Oftenjoined, -, ,,
(the guidance, control over, a pu-
pil). To have (the advantage) of
an e., -, e.g. a good e., : a

liberal e., or -.-, e. g. an excel-

lent e., : what kind of

e. has he had? -; to complete aby's

e.,/ : to charge or entrust aby
with the e. of one's child,--.
EDUCATOR,,,

6., 6.,, .,, 6., , 6 (the latter in an
intellectual and moral point of
view ; see also to Educate).
EDUCE, EDUCT. See to

Draw out.

EEL,,, : pi. -,. Of or belonging to

an e.,, 2 : e. cooked
for food,, : a piece

of.,: asmall
e., and,

: an e.-skin, -, : an e.-pond, a bed of e.'s,,, .
EFFACE,, -...

To e. the vestige of athg, a writ-

ing, &c, ,, -
: to e. the colours,-. If Fig.], -

(= delere). See to

EFF
Blot out. That may be easily
e.-d,, 2.

EFFECT, s., . -, . , , ., (the act and power of
effecting), , (the result of
the act, i. e. the thing ejected). The
e.'s of the influence of the stars,

:

what will be the e. of this,

: to take
e., ().-

: the medicine takes e.,

: to have
an e., () : — a
great e., or-

: the thing has the desired e.,

or

: to have
an e. upon aby, (,, S[C.)

: athg has a pow-
erful e. upon me, -

: — a good or
bad &c. e. upon me, ,,
£[C, (pass.) or -

: to have a bene-
ficial e. upon aby, .

: to bring

to good e., : to be
of no e., . -, -

: it was to no e.,. : my
defence produces an e.,

: your cen-
sure has no e.,

: to take pains to

no e., -. .
: that has no e.,

or is of no, or to no, e.,-, 2., 3. See Conse-
quence. If That wch strikes the

senses, excites attention, 6[c] -, . To produce an e., a'i-.,-. In effect] See Fact,
REALITY. «. ,,. "f[ The purport

of a speech, $•&] E. g. the letter

was to this e. that &c,-
or' -

: to what e. ? '-;, (to whatpurpose.)

If Effects], .,. ', (pi. ; esply move-
ables), . To pack up
one's e.'s,.
EFFECT, v. If To produce

or be ofan effect] See Effect, 5.

If To bring about],".'-
or....-. ' or

(c. infin.).,. To e. nothing,.
: to e. the passage, -.

EFFECTIBLE,, 3., 3., 3. Not e.,, 2., 2: athg

is not e., or-.
EFFECTIVE. 1 Producing

an effect or some effect (usually
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said of tilings)], 2. -, 2., 3. -, 3., 3.-, 2., 2. ?,
3. To be or prove e., :

to be more e., or-. or

: to be very e., -
or. See Effect,

s. and v. *\\ Milit. t. [— able to

carry arms or to fight)] oi iv-
(with ref. to age), or Crcl. icith

adjj., 2., 2. -, 3.,-.-, 3. {well-armed

and accoutred). The e. force of

the army is 20,000, -/ (or)
(or

or ).
EFFECTIVELY. Fm adjj.

under Effective.
EFFECTLESS. SeeunderEf-

fect.
EFFECTOR. See Author.
EFFECTUAL, «j Producing

the effect intended (effective =
producing an effect) ; always said

of things], 2. -, 3., 2., 2. To be or prove
e., or-. /;. The poison is e.,.
EFFECTUALLY. Advv. of

Effectual. Athg is done e.,' ,,, or .
EFFECTUATE. See Effect,

v.

EFFEMINACY,, v., (g. tt.)., .^, ., .., ., . To produce e., see

Effeminate, v.

EFFEMINATE, adj.-, 2., 3. -, 3., 2.,
3., 3., 2.

Ane.life,-ro'.,
., : to render e., see

the verb following : to be e.,-
(pass.),

(pass.) : to live an e. life,-
".: an

e. person,',,, . ., 6., : to act in an e.

manner,.-
and. -.

EFFEMINATE, v. (Trans.).. -,. -.
EFFEMINATELY. Fm adjj.

Effeminate.
EFFERVESCE,,. and-

(the latter propr. and pZq.).

EFFERVESCENCE. Orel,
with verbs under Effervesce
EFFETE, t Propr.]-

or, 2.,,
ds. H Fig.] (or

(198)

, <|r.) or-.., 2. See
' Worn out.'

EFFICACIOUS. U Apt to

effect, effective and likely to prove
effectual (always of things)]-, 2., 2.-, 3., 3.-, 3., 2.,
3., 2. , 3.

A most e. remedy,, .
EFFICACIOUSLY.Fm adjj.

under Efficacious.
EFFICACY,, . -,, .,, . See

Effect.
EFFICIENCE, -CIENCY,. ., . A man of e.,, 3. See EFFI-

CACY, <|-e.

EFFICIENT,, 3., 3 (causing to be). E. cause,, (causingby

itself ; opp. to concurrent or par-
tial cause,). U Ofper-
sons], 3. He has

shown himself very e.,

(or )-.
EFFICIENTLY. Fm adjj.

under Efficient.
EFFIGY. See Image, Por-

trait.
EFFLORESCENCE, f

Propr] , ., .
1 Fig. : of the skin (med. t.)],.
EFFLORESCENT,,,. . salt (as nitre, ?.,

on the ground), ,, .
>

EFFLUENCE,^,, . , .,, .
EFFLUENT. Fm verbs un-

der ' to Flow out.'

EFFLUVIUM,, 6.. , . Noi-
some e., , .
EFFLUX. See Effluence.
EFFORCE.

^
See to Force.

EFFORT,,,, (as act),., 6 (as thing or condition).

With e.,.-. : by dint of

great e.'s, ... kui -
: without e., : to make

an e.,, '-.,.-
(puss.),.-

"...
(mid.),. -

(mid.). fyjXoHv : to

make even* e., -
(about athg) : to make

e.'s to accomplish athg,-
|

(pass.) : to

I make great e.'s,

\ or. -
I

: what e.'s

did not he make to bring about a

cessation of hostilities ?; it re-

quires some e., .
: the greatest e.'s are

required, :

it is not worth making any e. a-

bout it, -t -
: to make vain e.'s,-.
EFFRONTERY,

and /uOTijs, ijtos, .-, ., . -
and, (impu-

dence),,. Apieceofe.,,: e. in speak-
ing,, : e. in acting

and speaking,

: to display

great e.,.-
and.. \]/-
(Strabo) : to speak with

much e., ,.
EFFULGENCE. See Ra-

diance,,.,
. .-, ., . -, 6.

EFFULGENT. See Radiant., 3., 3.

be e.,,.,. -
(e. g. , to have

the shin e.) : to be e. with glory,.
EFFUSE,, :— at a sacrifice,,-: to e. over aby,

or .
EFFUSION, is, .-,, (at a sacrifice) : also. . , . % Fig.: e.g.

of blood], 6. , ).

Without any e. of blood,-
: — of the heart, -,, :— ofwords,

or ,
: an unpremeditated e.,,.

EGG, , . To lay e.'s,: to hatch e.'s,-',, :

to be as like as one e. to another,

: the
white of an e., -

: the yolk of an e.,,
. 6 : that lays

e.'s, ',,: in the

shape of an e.,, 2.

EGG-SHELL,.
EGOTISM,,

., . -
1*.
EGOTIST,, 6. 6'-.
EGREGIOUS. ^ In a lau-

datory sense] See Distinguished.
"\\ In a reprehensible se?ise],
3., 2. An e. lie,

or : an e. delin-

quency, or' -
: an e. blunder,,, and, : to commit

e. faults, or
: an e. rogue,-, : poet, /-
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thief,?, 6 : to be
an e. fool, .
EGREGIOUSLY. % In a

good sense], -?. /'.,-. In a bad sense] E.g.
to be e. deceived, \btu-

or : e. igno-

rant,, 2.

EGRESS, EGRESSION,"-, (both concrete and abst.).

EGRET {the white heron, ar-

dea gazzetta),, 6.

EH! H Interj,] all \ Tf
Interrog.] ; ;
EIGHT,. ' (as cypher

or numeral sign). The number
e., fi, ? : the eighth,?, 3 : e. times,? :

in e. different manners, -? : that has e. feet, -?, (gen. ?) : e. feet

long, and-
?, 2 (= a verse of e. feet) :

weighinge. pounds, :

e. years old,?, ?, ,
(fern.), also ?, ?, .. -

: that lasts e. years,

: space of e. years,-
Tijfus, ?, that hase. strings,

: that has e.

pillars,, 2 : that has

e. sides,, 2 : that has

e. angles, : that has

e. parts, : that has e.

members, : a team of

e. horses,' : lasting

e. hours, : lasting e.

days, ?, 2.

: e. hundred,,
3: e. thousand,, 3.

EIGHT-FOLD,?,
),., 3.

EIGHT- OARED,,
2.

EIGHTEEN,.
or,. (as numeral

sign).

EIGHTEENTH,-?, 3.? or.
EIGHTIETH,?,

3.

EIGHTY,. ' (as

numeral sign). A man of e. years,? and-, 2. .
EITHER—OR,—.—
(— the Latin aut, aut, and vel,

vel). —' (~ the Latin sive,

sive). TI With negative] Not

—

either,,, e. g. I do not

say this either (= any more than

the other), .
EITHER (ofthe tico),,

3., 3." See Both,Each.
E. of two (alternative), -

or : on, from, to

e. side,, -, - : in

e. manner or way,,. o^p?.'-
: not—either (e.g.Ihave

not seen either),?—-, 3.
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EJACULATE,.. ..
EJACULATION. ^ Act of

ejaculating] Crcl. with verbs in

preceding Article.

EJECT, or-,. -., (to

push out), (to chase

out), or?.
(to beat out), also-. . -

(to get out), ,
(to remove fin).

To e. fm one's possession, -,-
: to e. out of the country,,

or :

to e. fm his estate or dwelling-

place,

: to be e.-d, :— out of a (strong) position, -
or . See

' to Cast out.'

EJECTION,, h (g.t.)., ., .,, (a pushing out). See

to Eject, ^f Expulsion]-, (of a stranger out of a
town),,,, (fm an estate or dicell-

ing-place).

EJECTMENT. See Ejection.
EJULATION,ot^o>y»7, n. To

break out in e.'s, ?'.. See LA-
MENT.
EKE, adv. See Also.
EKE, v. See Increase, En-

large. To e. out athg,-
or ?, or ,-

: he finds it a hard matter
to e. out his speech,\-
ELABORATE, .-,^,-/ (g.tt.). (with much

trouble), (with much
care)., (with ex-

cessive pains) .

, and or

(to spare no pains about

athg).

ELABORATE, adj. -, 2 (that requires great

pains), ?, 2. -, 2.?, 2.-, 2 (carefully done or
tcrought), also -, 3. It is an e. affair,

: athg is very e.,

: an e. work, -
or (work of art).

or -.
ELABORATELY. Fm adj.

Elaborate, and .}. See CAREFULLY. To
do or perform e., see in to Ela-
borate.
ELABORATENESS,-

, ., .,
V.

ELAPSE, (-)... -,. . The
time e.'s, or. or. -

: the time is e.-d,-/ .
ELASTIC, ?, 3.-

?, 2. ?, ? (resilient

or causing to rebound) .,
2., 2. Crcl. loith-

or.
ELASTICITY,, -, ., . -.
ELATE, V.. -.,. See

' to Puff up.' To be e.-d,-, (pass.), ^f To
raise, heighten (in a good sense)']

Vld.
ELATE, ELATED, adj^ t pi-, 2. "f[ In a reprehensible

sense] or -
. ?, 2. ?, 2.

See ' Puffed up.'

ELATION, and, (excess ofjoy), -
?,, ., n
(insolent pride).

ELBOW, s.,, ., : poet,, . The
upper e.,?, ., : to be at aby's e.,•, or. .
ELBOW, . . g. to e. one's

way,..
ELBOW-CHAIR, prps-,.
ELBOW-ROOM,,. ?, . To have or afford

plenty of e.-r., .
ELD, s. 1 Poet.] See Old

AGE. T| Old time] .
ELDER, (g. t.),, . U In comparison] E.g., -

(than aby, tij/Os). One's
e.'s,,. U Absol. :

e. g. one of the elders of a com-
munity, C£C.]?, , ., ?, : pi. the e.'s (rr

the ancients), , -, .
ELDER (tree),, rj. Of

the e.-tree,, 3 : e.-blos-

som,,.
ELDERSHIP,,

., .,

., .
ELDEST. Fm Old, Vid. ^

Firstbo?-?i]?,-,?, 2.

ELECT, V., -., ,. //)' or-
(by voting),-

vtlv (by show ofhands). To e. a
chief, :
to e. aby as a leader, &c,-

. ,-.
ELECT, s.?, 2. -
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2.

ELECTION. IT Choice] Vid.

If Election to an office] ',
fj (g. t.)., .-, . See Elect, tj -',,, (the e. ofmagistrates). With-
out e., : an office

held by e., , : the

day of e.,, ij. -, . -, : an assembly held for

the sake of an e.,, : to come fm an e.,

: to hold
or to have an e.,.
ELECTIVE. E. prince, -? or, 6 : e.

emperor,?,
6 : e. king,?, :

e. monarchy, iroXis, in y oi-
or.

ELECTOR. If That has the

right ofvoting],,
6., b. I am one of
the e.'s, or.
ELECTRIC, -TRICAL,-'?, 3 (mod. Greek). . ma-

chine, , .
ELECTRICITY,, [mod. Greek).

ELECTRIFY,
(mod. Greek).

t

ELECTUARY,'/,., .
ELEEMOSYNARY. E.g. e.

aid,, : to receive e.

aid, (pass.).
ELEGANCE,, -, . . ,,, . . of form,, : — of lan-

guage, : — of man-
ners,.
ELEGANT,, 3., 3., 3., 3., 3. 77»7, 2. -,3.(, ). . manners,,, .-, ., .-, ?jtos, ., :

a person of e. manners,
(or or) :
e. language, : e. dis-
course,

(PL). Tf Used substantively —
fop] .
ELEGANTLY. Fm adjj. un-

der Elegant.
ELEGIAC,, 3. .

poet,-?, .
ELEGY,, .-, ., 6.

ELEMENT. ^ Propr.]-, ., : pi.

* , -, also,
(primitive matter, the basis)., (that exists before every

thing else)
%

The e.'s, al.. ^ Fig. : with
ref.to science or learning] -
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or. To in-

struct in or teach the first e.'s,, -
and-

". See Elementary. If Me-
taph] I am quite in my e., 7-'.

: he shows him-
j

self quite in his e., -
\

(ex-

cels in atlig).

ELEMENTARY,-
(, and -, 3. . substance, -
\, .,: an e. book,

or-, : e. knowledge,
:

— of language or grammar,- \, ., - : to

have some e. knowledge,-
: to acquire

it, : e.

School,,-
j, : e. instruc-
j

tion,,: to give it,

: an e. pu-
pil, -

: an e. instructor,

>?;?,, 6.,-
j,, .

ELEPHANT,,,
6. The trunk of an e.,

or :

the tooth or tusk of an e.,

: the driver of

an e., 77?, , b. b

:

belonging to an e.,>?.
2.

ELEPHANTIASIS. «If Kind
ofleprosy], .-, b. To have the e.,.
ELEVATE,. ,. (to raise, make

higher). See to Raise. To e. one-
self,',,

(pass.) : to e. into O-
lympus, "-

: to e. the mind,
or or -.. If With ref.

to rank, SfC.] . -..,-. or" or -.
or .
e. aby's courage or spirits,-.-

: to e. or raise fm
the dust,

: to e. oneself

fm an inferior state,

(pass.) with or without. -
: to e. oneself over an-

other,,-
(in a reprehensible sense).

ELEVATED. Tf Propr. (=
raised)] Orel, with past partcp.

of verbs under to Elevate. Tf

Fig. (of concrete objects)],
3.,,.,, (g. tt.). If Fig']-, 3. , 3. , 3. -, 3., 3. *, 2,

and,-,- (with ref.

to rank, birth, Qc).-, 2 (of dignity, honour, &c)., 2 (of the mind),

(of the spirit, cou-
rage, Qc). To be e.-d above aby,..
ELEVATION. IT Act of lift-

ing up], (g. t.).,
(a lifting up),, (a

raising, increasing), also-, . See to Elevate, -, (of the spirit),,., (highness),-, . ^f (In the concrete) the

thing elevated],. -, .,.,., ., (a height

or elevated point),,
(an eminence, Vid.). . (altitude)

of the pole (mathem. = latitude),. Tf Fig.] .
(= raising) of the voice, 77 T77S

: e. to honours,

!, ., .
' ^? : e. to

the throne, r; -
: e. (a lifling up) of the soul,, h : e. of mind, senti-

j

ments, or character,-, >7.- or-
or, -., , and,

1

(the sense of elevation) : a man of
great e. of mind or soul,

or
or : e. of spirits,, . See Elation. E.
of the pulse, -, b, '. ^j In archi-

tecture], .
ELEVEN,', ' (as nu-

meral sign). E. times, :

e. years old,, 2. '-
',,.-',, : that

lasts e. years, ' :

that lasts e. days, -.
ELEVENTH,, 3.. On the e. day,, 3 : the e. part or

portion, ,. -,.
ELF. If Northern mythol.], (mod. Greek). Tf Fig:

dwarf] Vid., av-, .
ELICIT,.... -. To e. athg (e.g. a con-

fession) fm aby, (-) : to e. aby's tears,. -
: to e. a

laugh, or
: to en-

deavour to e. laughter,-.
ELICITATION. Orel, with

verbs under Elicit.

ELIDE, (to crush or

force out ; propr. and gramm. t.).

To e. the force of an argument
(Hooker),,.//•



ELI
(to confute it).

See Confute.
ELIGIBILITY, f Capability

of being elected] Crcl. with

Tf '. -. ^ Inherent quality

ofexcellency], .-,., rj. -/.
ELIGIBLE, f Capable of

being chose?i] olos '-., 2., 3.,,.,
3., 2. More e.,-, : the

most e.,,-. (of men).,, (of things)

:

an e. opportunity,, ., : an e. opportunity

presents itself, :

there being an e. opportunity,-.
ELIGIBLY,.,.. -.
ELIMINATE,.-.,,

and mid..
or.

ELIMINATION,,
., ., . -, 6.

ELISION,, ). -, . Without e.,-, 2.

ELITE,, .,
V. ., -' or, . The e. of

the army, -, . or.
lL•lXIR,'a,a,.
ELK,, .
ELL,, , 6. An e.

long,, 3 : two, three,

four e.'s long,,-,, 2 : an e. wide,
thick, long, -, , .
ELLIPSE,, (grain.

and qeom. t.).

ELLIPTICAL,,
3.

ELLIPTICALLY. Fm adj.

Elliptical.
ELM,7r«, »';. An e.-wood,,, b : e.-wood (n

wood of the e.-tree),, : made of e.-wood,-, 3 : of e., or like e., 7-, 2.

ELOCUTION. 1 The mode
of delivering] , (g. t)., (voice),, .

(pronunciation), -, (vivid representation of
facts in declaiming), , ., (expression offeeling)., (powerful mode of
settingforth prominent points in a
speech) or, . Aby has

a good e., .: brilli-

ant e., »'; .
ELOGY, ELOGIUM,-
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ELS
, ., . To make
or offer an e.,.

or .
ELONGATE,,-,'...

;

ELONGATION,,
.,,-, .
ELOPE, (-

), ().
. together,.
ELOPEMENT,,., 6.

ELOQUENCE,
or, -,, . -
or, (as qua-

lity), ,, (ivith ref. to

tlie effect it has on others), -, (as art). He possesses

some e.,, : he
possesses remarkable e.,-

: having natural

talent for e.,) : a
man well known or distinguished

for bis e., -. or -: forensic e., e. of the bar,' ,
or.

ELOQUENT, or-
('). -

or, 2. -, 6., 2.

He is an e. person,

: he is extremely e.,-: having na-

tural talent to be e., -. See Eloquence.
ELOQUENTLY. Fm adjj.

under Eloquent and Elo-
quence.
ELSE (in the sense of besides

only in composition), -, (i. e.

besides those already mentioned),, , . Some one or aby e.,

: any (r= every) body
e., . 6, -

: if any body e., ' tis, : athg

e., , ' : have
you athg e. to say, or is there athg

e. you have to say? dp'-
; I have heai'd nothing e.,

' : I possess

nothing e.,: if nothing e. besides,. [ Else (— in the

contrary case)] (i. e. if
not—). fjv . You must pay
us our wages, e. we leave you,,, : some-
where e.,,, -

: elsewhere, .,: anywhere e.,-
or :

nowhere e., : e.-

whither,..-
?7.. : fm
somewhere e., or fm elsewhere,. : to

look out for assistance somewhere

EMA
e.,* "-

: something e. than what is

right or the law (= something dif-
feringfm it), or', or'

: nothing e. but,

, '
(—

nisi) : to wish for nothing e. but—
, n— : what e. but— ?

— ; n — ; what e. are

you doing but cheating—what e.

is it but cheating? rj

; to leave your allies

in the lurch, what e. can you call

it but perjury? tous-
; what e. are you but liars?

;

ELSEWHERE. See Else.
ELUCIDATE,,. See EXPLAIN.
ELUCIDATION,-, 6., . See

Explanation.
ELUCIDATOR. Crcl with

verbs in Elucidate. §5$=•-, , and,, 6 (=
interpreter).

ELUDE, . -,,.' .-, (pass. ;

to turn or get out of the way of
athg). (e.g. a ques-

tion), also (Xen.).. To e. aby's at-

tention, 70/-7/ (i. e.

to withdraiv fm his sight) : .
athg by withdrawing,-

. :

e. (= steal past aby),: toe. a danger, &c,
(pass.) : to e. a blow,

or

or (pass.).
ELUSION^ (e. g. of a blow),, ., .,

7 (escape) : and Crcl. ivith verbs

under Elude.
ELUSIVE. Crcl. with verbs,,,, or with adjj. un-

der Deceptive.
ELUSORY. See Elusive.
ELYSIUM,, ,.',, .,.
EMACIATE,,,-

: also,-,. '.
become e.-d,,-,(88.).,. '
(and pass.). E.-d,, 3., 2., 2. -,, (e. g. with hunger,

illness, ?.,, ).
EMACIATION,, 6.,]., .',

'. Crcl with Ema-
nate. Vid.

EMANATE. IT Propr.: to

flow forth] See to Flow. II To
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arise, have its source"] be e.-d about atbg,'
or , '' (pass.). (pass.)

or , : to be e. about an an-'. swer, or what reply to make,-
EMANCIPATE,, . -

: to e. a person respect-

(g.tt.,propr. and impropr. ; e. g. , ing athg,

fin servitude, slaver?/; also fm : to e. aby's design or plan,

fear, oppression, punishment, Qc.", -
(a slave). $$" arid

relates to a prisoner or

one in chains,

(to set at liberty, allow

to be his own master). U Impropr.

:

tofreefm (e. g. errour, prejudice,

fyc.)] See to Free. One who
has been e.-d,, 6., 6. -,, 6.

EMANCIPATION,-,,-, h (of a slave).

EMBALM, (of
corpse). E.-d,, 3.

EMBALMER,Taf)ixEUT»;s,o.
EMBALMING,TafHX£ta,Ta-', ).

EMBANK, ,,, -. .
EMBANKMENT,,

(g.t.)., ., 6.

raise an e., : to pro-

tect by an e.,,
: to dig or pierce through

an e., .
EMBAR. See' Shut up.'

EMBARGO, -. To lay an e.,..
EMBARK. U (Trans.)] -,', ivith or

without (of persons),

or'
(of things),

(to ship, send on hoard),

or . (-
TRS.)],'}

or . U Fig.]
To e. persons in an undertaking,
see Involve. To e. in athg,

iivai . ,
(to meddle icith).'

: to e. in a

war, ,
().

EMBARKATION. Orel, by
verbs under Embark.

m

EMBARRASS. 1 To throw
into confusion], -,,-,. See
Confuse. e. aby,-. . -. -. ' or. :

to he or become e.-d.,-
(pass.),

(pass.), (pass. ; to
he put out, confused) : to be e.-d
(with ref to means),,-. ,

(pass.): to be much
e.-d,

: to
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. See

to Hinder. To e. the question,-. or

: 1 find it very e.-ing,,-
.

EMBARK A SSED,Tai)a/<TOs.
3., 2., 3

(confused),, 2.,
2. See phrases in Embarrass.
EMBARRASSMENT, -, ., .,

., ., .
find oneself in an e., see ' to

be Embarrassed.' To cause or

produce an e., -: — to aby, -. -. -
or : to get or

assist aby out of his e.,

or.
EMBASSADOR. See Am-

bassador.
EMBASSADRESS. See Am-

bassadress.
EMBASSY,, (both

thefunction and the persons),-, (the persons). To send

an e., or
(also without).

(of a state wch is

represented by an e.). An e. has

arrived fm aby, -, -
: the report of

an e.,, .-, : to make such a re-

port,.-. of or belonging to an e.,. 3 (or c. gen.).
EMBATTLE,, or-,-, or-'. -.
EMBAY, or.
EMBELLISH,,-

or-. .-,.,. To e. a discourse

or story,.-
a
EMBELLISHMENT. If As

act]. .,
6. % As object], ., 6., ., ., . .
ofadiscourse,,-, .
EMBERS. See Ashes.
EMBEZZLE,

or .-' .
(fm the public treasury) and-, - or-

..-..
EMBEZZLEMENT,-,, .,

.,, .
EMBITTER,
. .
EMBITTERMENT,-, .. .
EMBLAZON. 1 To adorn

with heraldic devices]

or ". % To
extol] .
EMBLEM,,

(propr. ; inlaid, mosaic ornament),,., 6. ,, .
EMBLEMATIC, '..̂
EMBOSS,. E.-d,, 2 : e.-d work or emboss-

ment,, , or-, ., .
EMBOWEL,

or.,. An e.-ing, -, .
EMBRACE, ...-

(all c. ace),-
(pass.; c. dat.), and-. To e. aby's knees,

: to

e. an opportunity,.
: not to e. it,-

or: to e.

abv's party, ,
or : to

e. an opinion, : to

e. aby's opinion,

or

: to make aby e.

an opinion, or
: to e. a doc-

trine, : to e. a
profession, -. II Fig. : to include]-, (to contain, en-

compass),, '/
(to he e.-d in athg): to be

e.-d in the alliance,, .
EMBRACE, s.,,, .-, . ,.

give an e., see the Verb : to return
an e..".
EMBRASURE,, (milit.

t.). E. of a window, -, .
EMBROCATE. & Foment.
EMBROCATION. U The act

offomenting] Orel, with to FO-
MENT.
EMBROIDER,.'. E.-d., -,, 3 : e.-d with gold,

or-
: e.-d girdle (esply of Venus),,, 6 : the act

of e.-ing, and-, : the art of e.-ing,-, : an e.-ing in gold,.
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EMBROIDERER. Orel, iviih

verb to Embroider.
EMBROIDERY,,, and or, (the e.-d -k).

. with gold, '
or or-.
EMBROIL,, -, (to throw things

into perplexity and confusion) . -,,-
(to implicate persons in

strife or perplexity). To e. every

thing,- -/ : to e. aby in athg,-
(e. g.,,, S{C.) : — in

a war, ' or -
: — in a

law-suit,'
: to

be e.-d, (in

athg, ) : to become e.-d in

athg, ' : to e.

oneself in athg,

(pass.) or .-
(pass.).-

(pass.) .
EMBROILMENT,-, .\, .
EMBRUE. See Imbrue.
EMBRYO,, .
EMEND,,-.
EMENDABLE. Crcl. with

verbs Emend.
EMENDATION,-,, .,.
EMERALD,, 6

and . Of e.,, 3,

or (gen.) : of the co-

lour of an e.,, 3., , b : to have the

colour of an e.,'.
EMERGE, (-) : fin athg,, ,-

(pss.).. Tj Im-
propr. : e. g. with ref. to a lower
condition] , -

(pass.), -
"emERGENCE. f The act

of emerging'] Crcl. with verbs in

Emerge.
EMERGENCY. H Accident,

unforeseen conjuncture],
), , .., .-,. In a case of e.,. " .
EMERGENT, f Propr.]

With pres. partcp. of Emerge.
U Impropr. : sudden, unexpected], 2.,
2.^ 2.

EMERITED. 1 Lot. emeri-
tus ; that has served out his time]

(as soldier),. -
(as officer of

the state).

EMERSION (e. g. of a star).

See Rising.
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EM
EMERY,,,, . To

polish with e.,.
EMETIC,, (-). To give (aby) an e.,.
EMIGRANT, *. 6. 6,.
EMIGRATE,.-, (pass.),,,,,,< (aor. -)..' (to

leave one's abode).

EMIGRATION,,,,-,,-, .
EMINENCE. H Propr.] -,, ., ,

and, .,,
(g. tt. — elevation, rising ground).

"|J Metaph.],,. \-, .,
(dignity, high rank, $c.).,

(worth). To attain to e., -
(see Eminent) :

to have arrived at or reached great

e., :

by way of e. (in the sense of ' par
excellence''), ,-.
EMINENT. If High] -, 3. ,, . -,, . See HlGH. ^J

Fig. : distinguished], 3., 3. , 3. , 3., 3., 2., 2., 2. The
most e., : to be
more e. in athg than another per-
son, or '. : to be-

come e.,,, -, -
: to render oneself c.,. :

to render aby c.,, -
/. See CE-

LEBRATED.
EMIR,, 6.,, 6.

EMISSARY, ,., .
EMISSION,, ., (a sending out),, (aflowing out).

EMIT, (g.t. to send
out), or.-

(to send aivay). (to

send off),,
(to hurl, send off, as a weapon,

EMMET. See Ant.
EMMEW. [ To lock up]

VlD.
EMOLLIENT,,

3. An e.,, (in med.,

externally applied).

EMOLUMENT,,
(g. t.)., ., ., 6., (pay),, (fees, perquisites),-

(additionalearnings),

al -

(additional income). To
have an eye to one's own e. (in

athg), -.'.
EMOTION,,.,

. , . Violent e.,-, : to be in a violent e.,•
or :

to excite or kindle e.,,, : athg
kindles or excites in me an e. of

joy, of sadness, of melancholy
feelings, &c, -,,,. : a person of
strong e.'s, : I experi-

ence a strange e., -.
EMPALE. Surround with

pales],,.,-,. % Toput
on a pale],-...
EMPALEMENT. f As ob-

ject], .,, .,. The act of'empaling] -, ., yjtpaKo-,, .
EMPANNEL. See Pannel.

j

EMPASSION,., (to excite

in general), and-. E.-d,-, 2 : to be e.-d,

or.
EMPEROUR,,

6.,, 6. Roman e.,. : to declare

e., .
EMPHASIS (in speaking),. To speak

with e., : to read

or declaim with the proper e.,

or
: a speech without

e., .
EMFHATICAL,,

3. and, 2. See

Impressive.
EMPHATICALLY, -. .
EMPIRE,, .,
(mod. Gr., ).
EMPIRIC or EMPIRICAL.
That wch is discovered by trial

or experiment], 3 (g.

t.). E. (knowledge, treatment,

&c), not scientific, -, ' , or

Crcl. with
: an e. fact,. As

subst.] An e. (= quack),-,., b.',.
EMPIRICALLY,-, , or fm adj. Empi-

ric. To learn athg e.,. -.
EMPIRICISM,,-. .
EMPLOY, .

($r. t. to use, make a use of). To
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e. judiciously, badly, &c, ?,

or :

to e. athg in any way (e. g. time,

money, 8[C.),

or els : to e. athg,(, e. g.,
a remedy) : to e. one's money for

some purpose,<5-. -' tl : — to one's own ad-

vantage, ? '. ^J

To employ aby (= give him some
occupation)] or

or or-
or . -

tlv'i. -
. I am wholly e.-d

in athg, irpos or
: to be e.-d or e. one-

self, .
or : — in athg,-

(pass.) ,. avor -
, ' ,, , .

or or
or . ' .
be regularly e.-d in athg,-

lv (by way of duty),-
or-

(diligently, orfin choice)

:

to be continually e.-d, or e. one-
self continually in athg,-

tl : I don't

know how to e. myself,

: to be much e.-d,

or: e.-d,, 2., 3 : to e. a person in

any capacity,

(e.g. as admiral,) :

to e. a physician, /
: to be e.-d as

physician, Xa-.
EMPLOY, -PLOYMENT, s., and,
(business, occupation),,

and, (as

thing),, (an e. car-

ried on methodically). One's daily

e., ' : a pub-
lic e.,, : to have a

public e., : to be in

the e. of the state,(, if with command)
: to go to one's e.,

: to have
some e., or-

: to have a thousand
(= a great number) various e.'s,: to

make athg one's e., -.: to make
athg one's constant e.,

tl. U T/ie act of em-
ploying] . ,, ). A bad e. (of athg),a7ro'-?, .

L YE R,,, , .,, . 7>)5, , : fern,, .
EMPOISON, -

or tl or ... See Poison.
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EMPORIUM,,.
EMPOVERISH.^£.]-. ' or

or .
To be e.-d, or in e.-d circum-

stances,,,,
(pass.), ..

(pass.). To become e.-d,

or -. -
'. to be entirely e.-d,..

TJ Fig.] (to exhaust). To
e. a land (*. e. the soil),-

or ..-
: to e. the blood,

or

: to e. a language,-
? -.

EMPOYERISHMENT. Crcl.

with or -, &C. See Empoverish.
EMPOWER,, .

.
To be e.-d, , -.

: to be e.-d to conclude a

war,.
EMPRESS,,, ?;.'
EMPRISE. See Enterprise,

Undertaking.
EMPTINESS,,,

. ,, .-,, . (—
inanitas).. See Purchase.
EMPTY, .,,.. (g.

tt.). (to e. a vessel by
pumping or baling), ,

(by drinking), -/ or (by cleaning

out). ^| To empty itself]-
(pass. ; of a river) or

(of a stream that

flows into a larger river). The
river e.'s itself into the sea, 6

or

or -.,'.,3,-, 2 (that contains nothing),, 2 (deprived of what was
there or of what ice expect), -, 3 (icanting, denudated). An
e. space, : to let athg
stand e., tl.. T[ Void, without

substance], 3. , 3., 2. , 3.

. words, : e.

hopes, : an e. fel-

low,\,, 6 : to be engaged
in e. things,.
EMPURPLE. IT To dyepur-

ple] Crcl. u-itJi to Dye.
EMPURPLED,-

',, 2.

EMPYREAL. See Fiery.

|

EMPYREAN, f Thehighest

j

heaven (poet.)] ', , b., 6.
' (canopy ofheaven ; . Athen. ii.

\ p. 43).

EMULATE, . ,-". -. (pass.)

or or ., -
iOs. (icith ref to the ob-

ject of our emulation). To e. with
i
aby in athg,

or .
See to Rival, Vie.
EMULATION,, f,.,, 6., . -

j

, ., . . in
' athg, or :

e. with aby, :

to kindle aby's e., or
: a

man of no e.,, 2.

EMULATOR,
', b. ?, , b. -, , b.

EMULOUS, ?, 2., 2. To do athg in an
e. manner,.
EMULOUSNESS. See Emu-

lation.
EMULSION,, .
ENABLE, -. or-.. -
or. To be e.-d to do

athg, or -,, ,.
ENACT,7/, -. (to com-

mand, enjoin), (to

establish, ). »,-, (to order,

and state particulars), also -,. It has been
e.-d,. :

to e. a law,.,,,
: a law was e.-d by

aby, :

the law e.-d, -
or (it has

been e.-d by a laic).

ENACTMENT (of a law or
by law), £?,, >).', (as act), -., '-,, (the thing

enacted). To make an e., 7rpo-

or.
EXACTOR. Crcl. with verbs

in Enact.
ENAMEL, v. '.
ENAMEL, s., ., V•

ENAMELLER,,, .
ENAMOURED,?. 3., , ., 2.. , 2.

An e. person,»}?,, :

fern,, fj : to be e.,/. and:
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to be e. with aby,. .

: e. with one's own person,, 2., 2 : des-

perately e.,?, 2: to be
desperately e., : —
with aby, (pass.).
ENCAGE. See to Cage.
ENCAMP,

and. -.
or. -..

cause (the army) to.,-.
ENCAMPMENT. See Camp.
ENCAUSTIC, adj.-, 3. An e. painting,,
6 : an e. painter, or one that

makes e. paintings,,, .
ENCAUSTIC, s. The e. art,, .
ENCHAIN. See Chain.
ENCHANT, f Propr.][-,.-

or' -, (rare) or -. '. See
to Bewitch. *[ Pig]»,

and). -.... To be e.-d with
athg, . See to

Bewitch, to Charm, to Fasci-
nate.
ENCHANTED. Crcl with

Enchant, v.

ENCHANTER, ?, 6., .. . ?,
' ENCHANTING,,

and', 3., 2., , ., 3. , 3., 3.

ENCHANTINGLY. Fm En-
chanting. . beautiful,-.
ENCHANTMENT, f Prop.], ., . -, .,. See Spell.

Tl Piff.], .,.. ,-,. or, .
See Charm, Fascination.
ENCHANTRESS, -, ., , ., .,, .
ENCHASE, ,

e. g. gems in gold, .
E.-d,, 2 : — in gold, sil-

ver,',,
2.

ENCHASING, ENCHASE-
MENT,, ., .
ENCIRCLE, (g. t.)

or and mid. -..-. -
or. To e. aby

(rr form a circle round him), -.. -
.(88.)'.
ENCLOSE, and
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(g.t.,by shutting up)

.

(to surround, '
, aby with) or. / : —
on all sides,,,.,,-' (with a wall),

(with a ditch),

(with a palisade),

(with
mound). To e. with a hedge,

or-
(or) ' or

or'. : e.-d

with a hedge,, 2:

to e. athg,,
(to wrap up) : to e. a letter,-

or

(g. t. — to envelop) : an e.-d let-

ter, or
: any

e.-d object, ..
ENCLOSURE,, ., . ',., .,.

make an e. around athg, see to

Enclose. *|j The object enclosed]. . -. -.
ENCOMIAST,,, 6. ^, ., , .
ENCOMIASTIC,-, 3.

ENCOMIUM,, .', (e g. '-, ' ).
ENCOMPASS. See Encir-

cle, Enclose.
ENCOUNTER, s. See Con-

test, Battle.
ENCOUNTER, .,

(g. it. — go to meet),. or
(go agst) or ' .. .. or' . To e. aby (= petere),

or .. .-. :

to e. aby at sea, .. To stand firm
agst athg (=face it)] .. .
e. dangers, -, or

: to e. trouble or la-

bour, or -
: to e. a struggle or contest,' : to e. athg

with fortitude,

: to e. death undismayed,

xf/.
ENCOURAGE. 1 To ani-

mate (in general)]. and
(to prompt or ex-

cite to do athg).

(to e. in any work already begun;

gfj* the difference between-
and see

Plat. Phoed., p. 61, ),
and (to exhort

him, prompt), and
(to urge,

press), (to spur
aby). To e. each other,-. To in-

spire with courage] or
or or

or ..-.,
or -. .-.

or (stronger

t.). To e. aby again,-.
ENCOURAGEMENT,-, . -,-,

. - or-, .,,-, (for any kind of acti-

vity), &jf but generally Crcl. tcith

verbs under Encourage. An e.

for virtue, ':
to give e. to athg,. , or.
ENCOURAGER. Crcl. by

Encourage.
ENCROACH. To intrude

on the rights of aby]'.
(g. t.) or -, (to go beyond a
boundary), (fo tres-

pass upon, e.g. ,),
(to go beyond the prescribed limit;

metaph. only),,,
(to dimi-

nish), or-, or.-
(strong-

er .).
ENCROACHING,tt\£ i/£-,. To be.,,

(to take or claim more
than one's share),,.
ENCROACHMENT, -,,,-, . , .,.,. , .
ENCRUST. H Propr.) -

(to form a hardened
surface at top). TT Pig•]-

or or-
: — with gold,.,,,. See to COVER,

Coat.
ENCUMBER,, -.. -

(to hinder, put in

the way, as an obstacle), also -...-. To feel e.-d by athg,

or . -
.

: to be e.-d with debts,-.
(of persons).

Of an estate] or. The house
or estate is e.-d, or.
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ENCUMBRANCE,,

{burden, g.t.).,.,
6 (trouble, $c).,., ., . -, .,. With-
out e.,, 2.-
?, 2 : to get rid of an e.,-

: e.'s (= debt), see

Debt.
END, s. ,.,
(both of space and time), -,, (only with ref. to

space), or, (esply of
a building), , (goal,

chiefly of space), , , or, , and,, b

(of height and pointea objects), -, (of time only),-, (of a verse), ',
V (tJie lower e., foot),,,, ., ., (of actions and
conditions),, (chief-

ly of life). A blessed or glorious

e. (i. e. death), : to

make a disgraceful e. (of life),-,,: fm
the e. of the world,

: fm one e. of the land to the
other, a7r''

: fm e. to e.,'-
: at or towards the

e., and
or (ofspace):

at or in the e. (= at last), -, /, or with the

paticpp. (, ),
(, ), (,

), (at the conclusion of an action

or a state) : in the e. you will

praise me, ;
towards the e. of the month,-. To bring
to an e.,',,,. -,,.,,(.

(all = to bring to a
close, to accomplish). iv,-.. -' (to put an e. to), -,, (to make, an
e. of finish) : to make a speedy e.

of athg, : to come
to an e., ).,., : to be at an
e., to have an e., : to

take an e., , -
». I can't get to an e. of it,,

: what will be the
e. of it ? -

;
;

to be drawing to his e. (= death),/ ,
(lit. to have need

of parsley). Fm beginning to e.,,' (lit. fm
bottom to top) : no e. of— , with-
out e.,, 2., 2., 3 : to make e 's meet,-' : odds and e.'s-, : to be at his wit's e.,.. .
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Finalpurpose],.-, 6., ., .
have an e. in view,,-

: to attain one's e.,

tis : to

miss or not to attain one's e.,-
or.

: to the e. that — ,.
'. or (c. infin.)

:

to this e., ,, :
to what e. ? ',,

; or ; for a

good e. (or purpose), /
or : with an eye to

his own e.'s, '
: to compass his private

e.'s," -
: his e. is only, or he has no

other e. but, to —,

(c. indie,fut.).

END, v. IT (Trans.)]
(to bring to a

stand-still or an end).',,',,
(to bring to a close or

conclusion), (of
work or occupations),-, (of proceed-
ings),, (to

cause to cease) .,-
(e.g. war, contention). To be

e.-d, ,»
(and with pass, of the above verbs).

: to e. one's life,-[\.
or : to e. a
speech, or-

or.
1 (INTRANS.)].

or.. -,,-
(mid.), (mid.),/.. or-' or with adv. (e. g. to

e. well, ill,,) : all's

well that e.'s well (finis coronat
opus),'

(Demosth.) : so e.'s my
story, '. -.
ENDAMAGE. See Damage.
ENDANGER, -. .

or. To e. athg,

: to be e.-d,. -
or : my life

is e.-d, :

to be greatly e.-d, -, -. ()
or.
ENDEAR, '-..'.

or .
To endeavour to e. oneself,, -. See to CON-
CILIATE.
ENDEARMENT,,., 6.-

!/»;, /,, ,'
6. A term of e.,-, .

ENDEAVOUR, t>....-
(pass.),.-. .. -. .. ., or. ,. To e. to make friends with

persons, : to e. all

one can, .-.
(= not to leave one

stone unturned). See to Try.
ENDEAVOUR, s.,

., ., rj., . ', . , 6.

To make an e., see the Verb. To
give up or abstain fm any further

e.'s, .
ENDING. See End.
ENDITE. See Indite.
ENDIVE,,, . -,, .
ENDLESS,,-, 2., 2.,~. To have e. trouble,-. See INFI-

NITE.
ENDLESSLY,,-, , . To do

or carry athg on e.,..
ENDLESSNESS, ,.
ENDOW, -. % Impropr.],•, ., . -' .. Endowed (propr.),,
(of the bride) : (impropr.),, (with athg, '). To be

e.-d with athg, -
or , or>;-, ,-.

ENDOWMENT,,
(as act, -e. g. giving a marriage
portion),, (the portion or
dowry),, - (a provid-
ing with, furnishing the expense),,, (as thing). %
Mental or natural endowments]

or.
ENDUE. See Endow.
ENDURABLE,,-, 3., 3. ,

3.

ENDURANCE. «H Duration]. % Patience, perseverance],, . ,,,, .
To have greater e.,-. See ENDURE.
ENDURE. U (Trans.)]-

iv (g. t. to have the potter of
bearing athg). (tosufler,

or be affected by athg).,
and, also-
(with accessory notion of

4
patience,'' 'resignation''),-

(to e. vigorously), '-
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(to submit to atTig or undergo

voluntarily). To e. reluctantly,.. to

e. trouble, labour, &c,,.: to

be able to e. athg easily,-" : one who
can e. a great deal,,
3 : to e. with fortitude,-

: not to be able to e.,, . not to be
able to e. the thought of,, (seq. indie, fut.) : not
to be able to e. a person or athg,» and. -

/.
and . and : to

have had much to e. (e.g. as offi-

cer, soldier,<%.),(•,).
•[I (Intrans.)] See to Last.
ENEMY,, 6, and-, , 6 (inimicus). -, 6., 6, and '-, 6 (hostis). An e. of athg,, or by composition,

e. g. an e. of the people,-, 2 : an e. of the Athenians,
: an e. of usury, -, <$£C. A great e., -, 6 : to make (aby) an e.,. -

tipav : to turn or become e.'s,

: to

be an e. of athg, . -
: to be aby's e.,

: to be a greater e. of

aby, . -
or : to

have aby for an e.,

: to make e.'s,

or : to make
oneself more e.'s,^\-

: to render persons aby's

e.'s, or
or .
ENERGETIC,, 3., "2, also-, 3., 3., 3.

and, 3

(ofdiscourse).

ENERGETICALLY. From
adjj. Energetic.
ENERGY, ., .,, .. To speak with

e., : a speech deli-

vered without e., :

to be devoid of e., a man of no e.,

: to show
a want of e.,''. pa-

: to lose for want of e.,.
ENERVATE,,-...

E.-d by pleasure,: an e.-d style,-.
ENERVATION, ', .>\], »'/

ENFEEBLE,, -
(g. t., and bodily), -.
(to deprive of its efficiency),,' (to take

off the freshness),,
(207)

ENG
(by too great exertion,

i. e. to overwork),,-
(to lame tlie power of

athg).,, (to impair, e. g.

the sight). To be e.-d,,....
ENFEEBLEMENT,,
(as act and state),-, (as act),,-,, (want ofstrength),, (state ofweakness)

.

, (suspension ofpower
orforce),,, ., . See ENFEEBLE.
ENFEOFF,. . -' .
ENFEOFFMENT. Fm verbs

under to Enfeoff.
ENFORCE, v. 1 To gain or

effect byforce]",-,.-,.. . To e. one's will,

: to

e. athg one has said or proposed,, :

to e. that &c, (seq.

infin.), or (seq.

infin. with ) : to e. one's

claims on athg, or
: — one's right to

athg, or. See COM-
PEL, Force, % Put inforce: a
law] .-. -

or. U
enforce an argument or proof],...
ENFORCEMENT. Crcl.with

verbs to Enforce.
ENFRANCHISE, 1 G. t., to

free] Vid. ^j To make aby a
citizen] ..
become e.-d, -..,-. If To enfranchise a city].
ENFRANCHISEMENT.

Crcl. with verbs in Enfranchise.
ENGAGE,(, e. g. ). -

(e. g. ) or

(seq. infin.).

(e.g. 6).-. (e.

g. to e. aby by benefits,). To e. one-

self to athg,

: I am e.-d to do
athg, or
or . ^[ To en-

gage (= induce aby)],,,...-.. To e. aby in fa-

vour of atbg, -. U To engage (e. g.
by good qualities, address, g"C.)]. -See ENGAGING.
1j To engage (in athg)]

ENG
. ' (e.g.-. -

(in a battle) : — in a
war, ,' : — in a conversation,, ' -

', ^-. f[ To engage
with the enemy] ' -.

or
or -

(to come close quar-
ters). •| To take into one's service]. or. *\

To be engaged (in business, &c.)],
or. To be e.-d in athg,

(pass.) ,. .
ENGAGEMENT. % Combat]

VlD., .,
. Agreement or promise] Vid.

If Business] Vid. *|f Invitation]

E. g. to have an e., :

to accept an e., -, or'.
ENGAGING,,,

6, . (rendering fa-
vorable, attractive),,
2 (charming), , 3 (pleasant)., 3 (persuasive). . man-
ners or disposition, ., . to please aby or

place oneself in his favour by e.

manners, , also,,-
(to render oneself agreeable).

ENGAGINGLY. From En-
gaging.
ENGENDER. See to Beget

(propr. and fig.). To e. strife,.
ENGINE,, .-, ., .,. . master, -

: a military e.,, .
ENGINEER,,.. 6. 6 ~.
ENG ORGE. See to Devour.

% To cause a stoppage in the ves-

sels of the body (med. t.)] -
or -. ..-,\,2.-, 3.

ENGRAVE,, ~., -
(in stone, metal, <$c.) :

also.. An
engraven image or figure,-, .
ENGRAVER,, ,

.,, .-, 6.

ENGRAVING,, .-, .
ENGROSS. H To take pos-

session of the whole]-. .
.•

(the latter, ifunjustly).



ENG ENL ENO
To e. the eyes of all present,? ?,!/, -

: to be very e.-ing (e.

g. of a pursuit, story, #c),-
: to be quite e.-cf in athg,. -

Tt. -. To buy athg up, to

monopolize]. avvayo-'.. He e -d all

the conversation,. TJ To copy legal docu-

ments] or-.
ENGROSSER. Crcl.withverbs

under Engross.
ENGULF.

TJ
Propr.]-

or ? or. To be e.-d,-. ^[ Fig.] See to Devour.
ENHANCE,.-,. or-. .

To e. the value of athg,

: to e. the price,

or-, - or.
^
ENHANCEMENT,,

V• and,
: and Orel, with verbs under

Enhance.
ENIGMA. See Riddle.
ENIGMATICAL,-, 2. ', 3. -, 2., 2. Athg is e.,'' .
ENIGMATICALLY, ai-. . ' -

or. To speak

., ''. '-. ' or.
ENJOIN,,-, : — by

writing,7'/. See Com-
mand. To e. earnestly,-.
ENJOY. To have or find

enjoyment in, to enjoy oneself in]

or .-
(pass.) .

(or all three with the partcp.).

To e. athg (of eating and drink-

ing), or -, : to e. the
good cheer, -. U To have (something

beneficial)] See to Possess,-
(athg, ),. To e. good health,.. :

to e. good days, : to e.

the fruit of one's labour,

: to e. the
fruit of another one's labour,-

: to e. the
happiness of youth,'^ :

to e. aby's good will, -
: to e. good repute

with aby, :
to e. natural advantages,

: to e. honour,.
(pass.) : to e. more ho-
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nour than another, -; : to e. in

abundance, (pass.). or. or.
ENJOYMENT,,
(the reception ofa pleasantfeel-

ing and thefeeling itself), -
(the act ofenjoyment),-, ., . and, (the pleasant feel-

ing), and,
(usufructus). E.'s, : with
e., (e. g.) : to afford an e.,

or ... .
: to take or feel

an e. in athg, see to Enjoy : to

have much greater e.,-
(pass.) : to

have no e. of athg, -
: to be in the e. of, see

to Enjoy.
ENLARGE,, -,,

(of bodily objects), also-
(elongate, lengthen, by set-

ting the boundaries further apart)

.

{of conditions, <§"C.).,,-, . -
or,

(to increase, to give im-
portance). To e. a canal, ditch,

&C, , -
: to e. one's possessions,.-. :

to e. one's power, see Extend :

to e. one's knowledge,-
: to e. one's experience,

:

to e. one's plan, -. .-
: capable of being

e.-d, : a person of

e.-d mind, : to

e. upon a subject,. -. '. fj To set

at larqe] See to Liberate.
ENLARGEMENT, -, ., (. of, co7itraction).,
(extension in space),,

and, . '-, (by addition or advance).
To admit of e., .
. of mind,,

: a person of no e. of mind,. TT Fig. : release

fm confinement] (g.

t.) or (both of
a slave), , (of a pri-

soner, or a person accused).,
) (of one in chains). To effect

abv's e., .
ENLIGHTEN. 1 Propr.],",-. ,,-

",..-
(to e. all round). % Of tlie

mind or understanding]-
or or-

. . aby on any pointy

: e.-d,, 3 :

a man of e.-d mind, -.
ENLIGHTENMENT, -,, (enlightened

views),, .-, (the act of making athg
clear or throwing light on it).

ENLIST, (Trans.)]-
or -. .\.

If Todraw over to one's side^poa•-
or ... ^[ (Intrs.)]

e. for a soldier,. -. one that has e.-d as a vo-
lunteer, -

: I shall e. as a volunteer,'.
ENLISTING,,, ., .
ENLIVEN._ IT Propr.] -,.. ^[

Fig.],,-. To e. a company, --
: to e. aby, ..

ENMITY,,,
.,, (as sentiment
and tendency), (col-

lision),,,
(milder tt.). To fall at e. with
aby, ' .

: to

entertain e. against aby,. '-. ,
: to draw aby's e. upon one,

: to

be inclined to entertain e.,-
or or-

or.
ENNOBLE, -.. .

§U= The above are Crcls., since the

ancients had not the thing or any
corresponding term, fj Fig.] -. -..
ENNUI,,, (Pint.)., (icant of occupation),, , (a dull feeling

caused by inertness or want ofpro-
per occupation),, b (fm sa-

tiety). To have or feel e.,-. (fm
satiety) : to feel e. in doing athg,

or e.g.-, .
ENORMITY. IT Propr.] -', ., . -,. -. IT Fig.], h--, (the abstr.) A horrible e.,.-.
ENORMOUS. IT Propr.] -,, 2. -



ENO,. See (lie fol-

lowing Article, , 3. -, 2 and 3.?, 2. -, 3, also-,, . $gt Sts Crcl. by

the subst., e.g. e. wealth,

: an
e. mass, or. See Excessive, Mon-
strous.

^
ENORMOUSLY,,...

. great,. '.
txiv.,'2.-, :

e. large,,-. : e.

ugly,, 2: e. rich,: to be e. rich,/: to work e.,-.
_
ENOUGH, t Adv. == si#-

ciently] .,-,,-.. Important e.,

strong e.,, 3 : not big e.,

: e. and
more than e., e. and to spare,.

: be is fool e. to —

,

' —
(c. infin.) : is aby simple e. not to

know — ?'' — ; f[ Adj. :=

sufficient],.-, 3. . and more than e.,, 2., : it

is e.,,. :

e. to make one weep,

<> : is it not e. to drive one
mad? '; % As subst.= sufficie ncy]

But e. of that or as regards

that, *, ' ,
: to

have e., . -
or :

have e. of athg, . -
(pass), tii/os.. )

/? (= am tired of athg) : I

have not e. of athg,

. :

never to have e., 7»;5
^ENQUIRE, m Ask] Vid. 1
To enquire about athg]..,-. To e. of aby,,.

or . %
To enquire into athg]-, or, also.. H
To enquire critically orjudicially].. -

or.
e. into philosophically,

and : to e. into the

state or truth, &c, of athg,-.
ENQUIRY. f Interrogation

in general], ),-,.,, . To make
an e. after athg,.
or or

(209)

ENS
. ^[ Enquiry into (criti-

cally or judicially)], fj., »';. , .-,, -,-, .,. An ex-
act e.,, : to make
or institute an e. about,.

or .".
(in a court ofjustice), -
or." .

ENRAGE,, -. / or
.

or .,.
(agst aby, ).

be e.-d,,
(pass.), or -..
(pass.), : to be terribly

e.-d,. : to

make aby e.-d,

or .
ENRAPTURE, ENRAVISH,. ... Enraptured,-,, .,

2: to be e.-d with joy,,,. -, ', or.
ENRAVISHMENT,,

.
ENRICH,'/,-, or-

or. -. To e. oneself,-
o6cci(p«SS.)., : —
by dishonest means,/'.
it Fig. : to embellish, decorate]

-, -,.-..
ENROLL, - or-..-. To e. oneself,-.
ENROLLMENT, -or--
ENS, ENTITY,, (g.

t., nature of athg)., (phi-

los. term), also 6v,.,
(thing, substance).

ENSANGUINE,,. E.-d,-,, 3.-
3.

ENSCONCE. See Hide, .
ENSHRINE, -

or or-
or.
ENSIGN, 1 Standard] -, (usually in pi.),,

. To raise the e.,'. A standard-bearer]
and

.
ENSLAVE,.,. -

(mid.) or-. To become or be e.-d,-,,-
(.).

ENSLAVEMENT. 1 The state

of slavery], .-

?, ., . ^[ Tie
act of enslaving] Crcl. by verbs in
Enslave.
ENSLAVER. Crcl. by verbs in

Enslave.
ENSNARE. See to Snare./. ... -

(aby, : in athg, /).
See Entangle. become e.-d,

Trj . -
(pass.).

(pass.). An e.-ing question,, : to put an e.-

ing question, -
/.

ENSUE. See Follow.

j

ENSURE.
^

Make safe]

or.. (agst danger
or detriment),

or . or. .
I am e.-d, ... See INSURE.
ENTABLATURE,-, ., : or Crcl.

with, .(, the stone e. of the

pillars or colonnade. Eur.).

ENTAIL, v. H Mod. legal

term] -. -
or.

An e.-d estate, --. (<§§$* Crcls., as the thing

teas unknown to the ancients.) %
Impropr. : to entail upoii] .

(the

sense fully expressed). It will e.

continual expense upon us, -
: to e. danger on aby,-

: to e. infa-

my on aby,'
or
: to e. destruction upon athg,-/. -.

ENTAIL, s. See the Verb.

ENTANGLE,,,. To
be e.-d in athg,

: to e. oneself in

athg, (pass.)

ort'ivTi. (88.)
Tt : to have one's feet e.-d,

(pass.).

ENTANGLEMENT,-,, ).

ENTER, ',' . or
(to step in),

or,.-
(to go in, ingredi). -

(ride or drive in), -
(in a vessel), ',-, (ofa river),',

(to come in),'. '-
(to march in), -

(by stealth), also - 1



ENT ENT ENT. -. or'
(to e. at aby's). To e. a

society or an assembly,

/as. , -
(to e. fm one state

or condition upon another, e. g.

<}),
(into a condition or state) : to

e. public life or a public career,

: to

e. upon an office,( ) , to e.

into a treaty, or-.
: to e.into an al-

liance, .-
or

or
: to e. into a family by

marriage, : to

e. into a conspiracy,

: to e. into partner-

ship with aby,

: to e. into conver-
sation, /9
or its . -' : to e. a

town by capitulation,: toe. by storm,
or : to

e. a port,',,
and (pass. ; absol.

and with ).
and (pass. ; e. g.
the port ofEpliesus, "-
). -. *|f To enter by being car-
ried^,'
(pass.^ of goods). % To pene-
trate] or (of
persons). To e. by force,

or,', : to e. into
(by reasoning or ivith the under-
standing), .-

: to e. into the meaning
of athg,,

: not to e into the sense of athg,

:

to e. into or upon a subject, -. -'. ^[
To make an entry of (a debt, an
account, $c.)] -, -, or-.
§

ENTERPRISE, f As acq, ., . -, . An e. for the sake of gain,, . % As thing] -.,.-,,.,.
A warlike e.,, - (on
land), ?, 6 (at sea) : to

make or embark in an e.,-
: — directed agst aby,.

: to
make or embark in a great e.,- : a
lucky or fortunate.,,., : to be suc-
cessful in one's e., : I
am not successful in my e.,-

(pass.) .-? :

recollect no e. in wch I have not
(210)

been successful,.
ENTERPRISER, -
., 6 (for gam

or profit).

ENTERPRISING,-, 2., 3.-, 3., 2 (active

and skilled)., 2. -, 3. , , (bold).

An e. mind, . -'-, ., : want of an
e. mind,, .
ENTERTAIN, fl As a host]. -

and .
be e.-d by aby, (pass.)

: to e. as a guest or a

stranger,,.,, (at

a feast) : to e. aby in a sumptuous
manner, -. If To amuse, or engage
aby's attention] and-.. To e. one another,-

(with athg, -) : to e. oneself with aby by
conversation,

or .. -
: to e. one-

self with aby on a subject,-
or. TJ To keep in

one's service] (e.g.-,).-
. ^f To receive athg into

the mind (e.g. hope, hatred, Sfc.)]. I e. some hope,

: to e. anger,.
: to e. affection,, : to

e. suspicion, or '.
: to e. a senti-

ment, tivos :

to e. an opinion, .
ENTERTAINER, f Giver

ofa banquet],, 6., and, ,
6. If For the otiier meanings,
Crcl. with verbs.

ENTERTAINING,',
(gen. ).,, ., 2. See DIVERT-

ING.

ENTERTAININGLY. See
Agreeably.
ENTERTAINMENT. A-

musement] .-, . To afford e.,

or. "[f Conver-
sation] Vid. "ff Hospitable re-

ception],, ., . To give aby a su-

perb e., -. If A banquet] Vid.
ENTHRONE,. . -. To be

e.-d. .
ENTHRONEMENT,. At the

time of his e., or-.

ENTHUSIASM,-, 6., . To be filled

with e.,,^.[]. %$°
or, (stronger t. =

inspiration).

ENTHUSIAST,-, , .,,
(adjectively). To be an e., -\ or. *\\ Fa-

natic] Vid.
ENTHUSIASTIC,-,, 3. ,

2.|7, 2., 2. An
e. speech, -

: to be e.,-/ or : — for athg,

: to become
e., entertain an e. feeling, for

athg, :

to feel or be quite e.,

or.
ENTHUSIASTICALLY.

Fm adjj. of preceding Article.

See Ardently.
ENTHYMEME,,, .
ENTICE, (g. t =

allure), and-.
and.-

(the Litter three metaph. only),

or,,^. To e. into an am-
bush,- : to

allow oneself to be e.-d by athg,

(pass.)Tivi.-
(pass.) : to e. aby into

a snare, .
ENTICEMENT,,

., ., .
Athg is an e. for aby, Crcl. by

(pass.),-' (pass.), or -
(to have a charm for aby), or.
ENT'ICER. Crcl. with verbs

under Entice.
ENTICING,,-,, 2.-, 2.,, 6, .
ENTICINGLY.Fm thepartcp.

adj. Enticing.
ENTIRE, f as Integer, opp.

torn, broken], 2. ,
3., 2. , 2. -, 3. or, 2
(ofthe limbs of the body). Tf Not
divided], 3.,-,,, 2.'?, 3 and 2. ^f Comprising
all parts] ,,,, . , 3., 2.

See Whole, Complete.
ENTIRELY,> .,, (),', .. -., (funditus),

e. g. or-. See COM-
PLETELY.
ENTIRENESS. See Com-

pleteness.
ENTITLE. 1 To put a title

to athg] (oftvritings).

E.-d, , 3. -,, . If



ENT
give a claim or right to athg] -

|

or».
'.?. I am e.-d to athg,

.
or

: to consider oneself e.-d to

athg,,.
ENTITY. See Ens.
ENTOTL. See Ensnare.
ENTOMB. See to Bury.
ENTRAILS. See Bowels.
ENTRANCE. Action of

entering], : but usually

Crcl. bypartcp.',,'',, (e. g. '-? ?, at

his e. all laughed) : also -. To refuse e. to aby,-.-
or''? : to claim or askfore.,

: to find or

be allowed e.,?-
(in aby's house). % In the

concrete : place of entrance, entry], ., ., ., . ?, (a side-

e.) : ?,?, (the

passage hading to a place, en-

try), or ?, b.,
: to occupy or guard the e.'s to

a place, tos? or '-?? or-
or.

t

ENTRANCE-DUTY,?
6 -.

. ENTRANCE-MONEY, -, ?, . ', ., ., .?, .
ENTRAP,,,-. .(, aby in athg). To be

or become e.-d,'
(pass.).» '.' '? : to try to e.

aby, .-
: to e. aby by allurement,

: to e. aby (by words),? or

: to endeavour to e. him by
words, ? : to e.

oneself, (in

athg).

ENTREAT,' and ai-.?. -\ or/' (seq. infin.).?-? (toe.formally),

(to pray, ask aloud).

(to e. earnestly)

or??.?.-. To e. in a supplicating man-
ner,.? or -. : to

e. aby on one's knees,-. -
: to e. aby for aby,-?.-?.-

: to e. God,,
: to allow one-

Self to be e.-d, (pass.),

(pass.).
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ENU
ENTREAT,.?, is,

., .,,.
A just or reasonable e.,?,

: an instant or pressing e.,-,, '• an earnest e.,, : an e. to a deity,, : at aby's e.,?
tivos : at his earnest e.,-? .?

: to approach aby with, or

to make, an e.,? : to make some slight

e., (pass.)?-
: the e.'s of great people are

commands, ?
(')? : to

comply with aby's e.'s,-
: my e. is granted

or complied with,: to endeavour to avert

athg by e.'s, :

to make an e. for aby, see En-
treat : what is your e. ? -? ; not to have one's e. com-
plied with, .
ENTRUST,, -,

or,
(athg to aby, or aby ivith athg).

(as deposit) :

the thing so e.-d,-, , and
(Xen.) : I e. aby with my pro-

perty or person,

and or

or : I am e.-d

with, or athg is e.-d to me or to

my care, or -.'? : a person to whose care

athg has been e.-d,? or? .
ENTRY. See Entrance.

Tf Entree = right of entering)]?,?, . I have the

right of e. to the king,' ? or /3-. U Fig. : name, remark,

S^c. (entered in a book or list)] To
make an e., -, -, -,, (?\) : all the e.'s are cor-

rectly made, ?-.
ENTWINE, -, -, -

(). (to

tivist round athg).

ENUCLEATE, «ft Lit: to

get at the kernel of a nut]-. T| Fig. : to explain],. -
(to unfold).

ENUMERATE, &v, -, -
(accurately, in order), - and, (by tale

or list), also, -
(mid.).

ENUMERATION, -, -,
-,?, .-
?, . ?, .
ENUNCIATE, t Ofthoughts

or propositiojis] -or.!/,. .
(mid.),.

E.-d,?, 2. % Ofwords
and delivery] - or.

(mid.) and-

EPA
ENUNCIATION (ofapropo-

sition), ?, ?,?,?, . ^| — Pro-
nunciation, articulation],
h.

ENVELOPE, . - and-. - and.-,-,. -.. See
Cover, Fold, Wrap.
ENVELOPE, s.,.?, .
ENVENOM, -

or '?
. Fig. : of the feelings] -. See MALIGNANT,
Spiteful.
ENVIABLE,,*, 3. »-?, 3.?,-

,?, 2 (poet.).

ENVIER. See Envy,-
?, .,?, 6.-
?, , .?, .
ENVIOUS,, 3. -
705, 2. ?. .
character,, : to be e.,.. -

: to be secretly e.,-. See Envy, s. and v.

ENVIRON,..-. .
To be e.-d with athg,

, .- or- '.
See Surround.
ENVIRONS,s. ,

: — of the city,. — of athg,

or .
ENVOY. See Ambassador.
ENVY, s. ?, 6 (discon-

tentment respecting another's for-

tune wch we consider undeserved,

ivishing that he had it not). ,?,
(ivishing that we had it too), -, (the desire to mar it,

or to deprive him of it ; the evil

eye). Out of e.,,,, (partcp.),

it is manifest that you speak it

out of e.,?? : athg is calculated to

produce e., or' : to have e. one of

another, ' -? : to cherish secret e.,-.
ENVY, v. See the different

meanings under the subst. -?. or%-?. To e. one

another,? ?? : it is better to be e.-d

than to be pitied, oi-? : e.-d,-
vo?, 2. ?, 3 : not to be

e.-d,?, 2 : that is to be

e.-d, see Enviable.
EPACT. Tech. term of the

calendar] (or

its pi.), or (-
).
EPAULET, -/,

(mod. Gr.).

EPAULMENT. f A kindoj
rampart] Crcl. withg. t.?,
n.

P2



EPH EQU EQU
EPHEMERAL, ',, 2. ??,-?,?, 2.

EPIC,?, 3. An e. poet,

£7ro7TO£os, 6 : an e. poem, '?,
: and pi., e. poetry,,

V.

EPICENE {gram, t),-
vo?,2. Note. Besides thefollow-
ing words beginning with e-pi-,there

are others wch merely represent

Greek tvords : such as epicedian,? : epidermis,-
?, Qc. For these it will be suffi-

cient to refer to the Greek Lexicon.

EPICUREAN,'*,
6 (a folloiver of the philos. '-). Tj Fig. : an epicurean,

an epicure~] 6 '.
6 ???. -
?, , 6. 6?.
EPIDEMIC,o?or'-
?, 2.?, 2. To be e.,. :

an e. disease,, .??, . ?, 6.? ?, .?.
EPIGRAM,, .

To write an e. on aby,-.
t

EPILEPSY, and?, .?, .?, .
t

EPILEPTIC,?, 3.?, 2.?,
3. Subject to e. fits,? -??, 2.

EPILOGUE,?, 6.

speak the e.,.
EPISODE, and, . To introduce an

e.,.
: by way of e., or episodi-

cal,?, 2.?,
2. ?, 2.

EPISTLE. See Letter.
EPISTOLARY,-?. 3. 6, ,

or ?. An e. corre-
spondence,.
EPITAPH,, ..
EP1THALAMIUM, -? , . 6?

(?). ,?, .
EPITHET,,. '-?, .
EPITOME,, .
EPITOMISE, -.
EPITOMIST. Crcl. with the

preceding Verb.

t

EPOCH, f In history],
V- Time or date of an event]?, . . of a reign, of an
era, &c,, ; cardinal e.'s,, : to make an
e. (said of a distinguished person
or occurrence, marking, as such,
the^ commencement of a new era),

(|-c.,?,? or?, -? or?. or'.
(212)

EPOPEE. See Epic.
EQUABILITY, ?,
?, . See next Article.

EQUABLE,?, 3. U Con-
tinuing the same (e. g. e. velocity)]

b? .??.?, 2.

Of an e. temper,?, 3. -?, 2.? -.
EQUAL, s. See Equal, adj.

EQUAL, adj. '?, 3. ?,
3 (like). ., as being the same,?, , (and,) : almost e.,-
?, 2.?, 3 : to be
e., . : to be
e. in number, :

e. in strength, power, weight, au-
thority, &c,?, 2. -?, 2.?, 2 : to have
or be of e. force or signification.

: to render
or make e.,,.-

: to consider e., " -
: to be e. to aby,-

: not to be e. to aby,-?.-
(pass.) ?.? : to be e. to (rr a match

for) aby, or?, also,
or,- or :

to be e. to athg (competent to the

performance of it), or -. -? : not e. to athg,-? or by ?
or'. &?° But chiefly

Crcl. by compounds formed with

?,?, or, e.g. of e.

weight,?,-
?, ?, 2 : to be e. in

weight, : of e. value,?, 2 : of e. breadth, -?, ? : of e. length,-
?, ? : — height,?, ? :— depth,?, ? : — thick-

ness,?, ? : — measure,?, 2 : — size,-
?, ? : — stature,?, ?:— age, cmd, ?,
, : — rank,? or -?, 2 : — birth, ?,?, 2 : to be of e. descent,, gfjp These com-
pounds express more concisely tchat

may also be expressed by '? or? with the ace, e.g. '??, Qc. In the same manner,
having its

—
's e. or their—'s e.

;

e.g. having e. sides, e.-sided,-?, 2 : — legs,?,
? : — angles,?, 2 : —
limbs, ?, 2 : — times,?, 2 : having e. laws or
rights,?, 2. An e. right

to speak,, : e. rights

of citizenship,. And
some such as e. to a god,?,
2 : — a king,? : — a

slave.? (i.e. god-like. t^'c).

gStf The Greek Lex. will show• wch
ofthese compounds have derivative

verbs or substt., e.g.,. Not e. ,?, '2.?, 2.?, 2 : an e.

part or share, , or sim-

ply ', "., :

in e. shares or parts,? : to

have an e. share in athg,-? : to allow aby an
e. share,?. Substa?itive/y : aby's

equal (= person of the same sta-

tion in life)] 6

or . ?,?, 6. To be aby's e. in

athg. see above : to have no e.,. "\\ Equals
(= e. quantities)] ,.
EQUAL, v.' or -.. See the adj.

EQUALITY, ?, -?,?,. . -
. . f^p But chiefly by
composition, e.g. political e., ore.

of citizenship,,-, . : e. with re-

spect to station or rank,-, ., (withrespect

to taxes).

EQUALIZATION, ?,?, .
Equalize,,.. To e. possessions,-'?? (Arist.).

EQUALLY, ".?.?. am e. unfor-

tunate as yourself, ' -
: e. great, '?? or?, 2 : e.

strong, '? or

: e. important, ?,?, 2 : e. in danger, -?, 2 : e. mixt, ?,
? : e. yoked,?, ?. See
Equal.
EQUANIMITY,,-, .?, ?, .

bear with e. of mind,?.? ?-.? ? -
EQUANIMOUS, ,',?, 2.?, 2.? -. ?, 3.

EQUATION,, .
EQUATOR,? -
?, .
EQUERRY, '? (g. t.). -?,?'?. ?, (

groom).
EQUESTRIAN, t Skilled in

horsemanship] ?, ?, 6 (g.
t. = rider), ?,-
?, , (one on horseback), -?, 6 (a skilled horseman), or? ?.
To be a good e.,?-. ^1 An equestrian

statue]??, 6. -? ', . ?'. ^[ The eques-

trian ratik] ?.?, ?, (as rank), -
?, (the persons).

EQUIANGULAR,?,
""EQUIDISTANCE. Crcl.with
following A rticle.



EQU ERE ERE
EQUIDISTANT, -, , (of equal dis-

tance).

EQUILATERAL,-, 2 [that has equal sides).

EQUILIBRIUM,,
. ,,. In a state of e.,,
2., 2 : to be in a state

of e., : to effect a

state of e.,.
i

EQUIMULTIPLE. Orel, by
. .,

or prps, .
EQUINOCTIAL,*,

3.

EQUINOX,, rj.

EQUIP,, -.,-,. ,
..-. To e. a ship,-

: to e. and send out a
fleet, or-

: to e. aby with athg,-, or-.' or :

to e. horses into horsemen,-'
(Xen).
EQUIPAGE. SeeEquipment.

Tf Carriage and horses'] ',
., .,. ^At-
tendance], ),

or . .
EQUIPMENT. «[ As act of

equipping], -, .,.,, 6., (in

a military sense),, (
furnishing of means). ^] That tech

serves to equip],. <\[ Of
soldiers], 6.-, . - and, .

and,.,., .
EQUIPOISE. See Equili-

brium.
EQUIPOLLENT. See Equi-

valent.
EQUIPONDERANCE. See

Equilibrium.
EQUITABLE,, 3, and, 2 (ofpersons and things),, 3, and, 2 (of

persons), ', 3 (of things). It

is but e. I should do it,

: an e. demand,,', .,
: to ask it as something e.,,. See Fair, Im-

partial, Reasonable.
EQUITABLY,,-,, ,. To act e., -
or (with aby,).
EQUITATION,, ., -- . Poet,, .
EQUITY,' .,. ,, . ,.

. demands it, {seq.

infin.) : according to e., ., With ref to

the mode of acting or thinking]

(213)

, ., , ., .,,
EQUIVALENT, «<#. -

and,,
2. . to, (c. gen.). % Subst.]

or /i»?, n. -. To consider (athg) an e.,.
: to offer aby an e. for

athsf, .
EQUIVOCAL,, 2., 2., 3, and -, 2., 2 (of things),, 2. ', 2 (of per-

sons), (of things and per-
sons). . faith or honour,', : there has been no-
thing e. in my -words and doings,--.
EQUIVOCALLY. Fm adjj.

under Equivocal. To speak e.,.
EQUIVOCALNESS, -, . ,-, -. ..
EQUIVOCATE,., -, with the notion of de-

ceit or evasion added by-
(mid.), - or-

(mid.),,-.
EQUIVOCATION. Crcl.by

the preceding Verb. Without e.,, 2., 2.

ERA. If Chronol. t. : semes of
years reckonedfm a fixed point or
epoch] or. .
ERADICATE. If Propr.: to

pull up with the root] - and,': also

(to cut old ivith

the root). ^\ Impropr.: to destroy
icholly] ', (e.

g. , ,
Src). (fig. only).

The act of e.-ing,, . -, .
ERADICATION. See Era-

dicate.
ERASE, (see 'to

Blot out'), also,.
ERASURE,, .
ERE, see Before. Ere-long,

see Soon. Ere-now,,,,. Long
e.-now, ,. . -
.. : e.-Avhile, -,, . (en-

clit.).

ERECT, . Propr.]-, (e. g. a column,
pillar, trophy, S[c.),' (to found). -

(a temple or altar). To e. a
funeral pile, or

or. See to Found.
% Impropr. : to erect oneself (into

athg)] (-) . (c.

infin.), e. g. he e.-d himself into

a protector,

or .
ERECT, adj.,, 3.

To place in an e. position,,, or simply -
: an e. position,,

: to take or have an e. position,

(pass.) : to walk e.,

or.
: to sit e.,-.

ERECTION. % Act of rais-

ing], h (e.g.,, ^fc). ', (e.g.),, fj. -, ?. &$* But ustudly Orel,

by verbs. % State of being erected], fj. If In concreto : a
building] VlD.
ERECTLY. Fm adjj. under

ER.Fr"F

ERECTNESS,, b.

ERECTOR. Orel, ivith verbs
under Erect.
EREMITE. &e Hermit.
ERGOT. If Spur of the cock],. ^f Fungous excre-

scence on rye and othergrain] Orel,

with the g. t. mildeio or blight,, , and ', ai
(Hesych.).

ERMINE. Tf The animal], 6. U As fur]
Orel, with -

and, .
ERR. f To go astray]-,

(pass.), -
or .

To mistake], -. and
(pass.), -

(in one's opi-

nion), or
or (pass.),-.
ERRAND,, r) (the

act of bringing a message and the

message itself) ., (the

message delivered). An e. sent by
aby, : to do or go
an e. for aby, ,,,^.,-

or-
(by performing athg). See

Message, Commission.
ERRANT, or.,,

.,, .-, , 6.

ERRATUM, (the nearest term

prps is) -,.
ERRONEOUS,, 2., 3. , 3. An

e. opinion,, ; to en-

tertain an e. opinion, xf/,
and also Orel., e.g.,.
ERRONEOUSLY.^ Fmadjj.

Erroneous ; also ',
(by mistake).

ERRONEOUSNESS. See Er-
ROUR.
ERROUR,, .-, (g. U.).,, and



ERU EST EST, {arisingfin ignorance),, (a slip, mistake),

(a blunder),,
(ivith detriment),, ,

and, [a fault). To
be in e.,.,, (pass.):

to be in a great e. about athg,

: to see

one's e., -
: to lead (aby) into an e.,-,.. -,.
ERUBESCENCE, -SCENT.

See Blush, Blushing.
ERUCT, ERUCTATION.

See Belch, Belching.
ERUDITE, ERUDITION.

See Learned, Learning.
ERUGINOUS. Orel, by-, .
ERUPTION,,,
(g. tt.).'

(of a volcano). There is an e.,. 6- :

this e. was fifty years after the

former,) -
. 1J Eruption of the skin],.,. -
or,. To cause

an e., : there is an e. of

boils, .
ERUPTIVE. Orel., e. g. an

e. disorder, see Eruption.
ERYSIPELAS,,, .
ESCALADE, h. To take by e., -.
ESCAPE, . (the at-

tempt), -, -,
(the success), also

(/ or ), (slip

through), (pass.)

(e. g. fm a danger), and. To e. fm
one's hand,

: athg e.'s me,
or has e.-d me, .)• .-.
ESCAPE, s.,,

., 6. See Flight. To
make one's e. out of prison,-.
ESCHEW. See Avoid.
ESCORT, s., .-, or-, . To give aby an e.,-

or.- or (or--), or simply- or
: — agst any attack,.

ESCORT, v. See preceding
Article.

ESCUTCHEON,,,.,.-, .
ESOTERIC,, 3.
-t'oFALLIER,.
ESPECIAL, ', 3. -, 3 (intended for a cer-

tain purpose),,,
(214)

ov (distinguishedfm other objects),,, 3. -,,,., 2.

ESPECIALLY,-,,,'. And more e., ,, : .
also, : and e. —

,

(referring to a preceding-
).
ESPLANADE,,,

. , 6 : — before

a house,,.
ESPOUSAL. U Actof'espous-

ing] See Espousals. "f[ Act of
embracing a cause] See Defence.
ESPOUSALS,, .,.,.
ESPOUSE. Toe. a wife,-, ,

: to be

e.-d to a husband,.
See Marry. ^[ Fig.] To e. aby's

cause, , -.
ESPY. See to Descry.
ESQUIRE,

(one who bears a shield), -, 6 (a shield-bearer). See
Knight.
ESSAY, v. See to Attempt.

t
ESSAY, s. IT Attempt, trial]

Vid. lj A short treatise] -, . , . To
write an e. on athg,.
ESSENCE,, . ,

. ,,. .
consider an object in its e.,' : that wch
is founded on, or involved in, the
e. of athg,, 2. ^[ Aro-
matic oil] See Essential.
ESSENTIAL,., 3.-, 2., 2.,

2 (belonging to the nature of athg)., 2 (true),, 2,

and , 3 (important).

An e. circumstance,,. or-. : e. part,,. -,: it is e. for me to —, -
— (c. infin.) : to state the most e.

points of athg, -
: not e.,, 3. , ,. % Essential oil]. -.

ESSENTIALLY, ',.. To be e. the same
thing, : to

differ e., to be e. different,-
or -.

ESTABLISH,, -, (to place the

elements of athg together, and to

keep them so). To e. for one's own
benefit, by one's own power, &c,

: to be e.-d,-
: to e. a tyranny,-

: to e. aby
(e.g. in an office orfunction),-,

(as judge). E.-d
laws, or -

: it is e.-d by law,

: to e. a custom,
or' or-: it is an e.-d custom, iv

or or-
(c. infin. , or ace. c. infin.) :

well e.-d,, 2: cus-

tomary and e.-d orators, -
(Dem.). See to Settle. 1 To
establish by proof, <%c]-

or... An e.-d principle,-, (in philosophy). ^J To
establish oneself (in a place)]-, -
. and

or . See
Settle. be e.-d in business

with aby, -. IT To establish one's

daughter] .
ESTABLISHER. See Found-

ESTABLISHMENT,-,,.,, . See under Esta-
blish ; (§f3r* but usually to be ren-

dered by Crcl. ivith verbs. E. of

a daughter in marriage, \9,
. ^[ In concreto : the thing esta-

blished (— institution)] ^$" usual-

ly formed by the termination --, e. g. e. for education,-, . U Household] -, ., . To have
the care of the e.,, '-

: the master of the e., -
: the people be-

longing to it,, , oi. 1J
Settlement],, .
ESTAFETTE. See Courier.
ESTATE, "ft State] Vid. ^

Condition] Vid. if Landed pro-
perty], (and plur.). -, (and plur.)., ., . Property in e.'s,

or, . -, .
or, : to borrow money
on one's e., .

: a
capital borrowed on the security

of an e., , :

e.'s part land, part houses,

(Iscbus). *\\ The estates of the

realm] oi,.
ESTEEM, s., .,

, and, .
and,., .,, (outward demonstra-
tions). High e.,. To
show or testify e.,, -

or ,
: to hold in low.,

: to hold aby in high e.,-
: to he held in high

e. by aby, -. or .
: the public e.,, ( or) : one who enjoys the pub-



EST
lie e.,,,-
?, I : one who is held in great

e., or,, and,
2: to be held in no e.,.
ESTEEM, v. IT To consider].... To e. fortunate,

: I e. aby fortunate

or happy, ?
: to e. athg an honour,

.
(pass.) : I should e. it a
favour, ' : to

e. athg a misfortune,

or : he
e.'s death an evil,

or -rots. ^|

hold in esteem, to sliow esteem] See
the Subst., also ,' (to reverence),

or, or
(e. ivith admiration),

(e. with affection),.'. To e. athg more highly
than athg, or-^ ,
or

: to e. in a very high degree,

or -. .
: to e.

little, , or simply

.
: not to e. at all.

or -.
ESTIMABLE,,, 3., 2.,

3. , 3. , 3:

superl. . -, 2. , 3 (of
pei-sons only), or', 3,

and, 2.

ESTIMATE, s. 1 Calculated
expense of a work], ,
and, (a valuation), -, 6(, of
the expense),, 6 (a

rough calculation ofexpense) .-, b (a memorandum of
probable expense). To make an
e. of the expense,

or .
See Calculation, Rate, Va-
luation.
ESTIMATE, v.,-

or.
To e. in money, -

: to e. at a
high rate, .

: — at a very
high rate, -. :
to e. athg to he of equal value,, .
See Calculate, Value.
ESTIMATION. «IT Valuation]

^))5, -,, . See
Estimate, s. and v. ^1 Opinion]
Vid. According to my e.,. .
>. H Esteem] Vn>.
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EUL
ESTIMATOR. Crcl.withverbs

under Estimate.
ESTRANGE. See Alienate.
ESTRANGEMENT. See A-

LIENATION.
ETERNAL,, 3. -, 2. ,, .-, 2 (that has existed ever before

and ever will be),, 2., 2 (lasting for ever, of
objects and condition), -, 2 (that remains in one's

memory ; as,,,,). -, (fm everlasting)., , -
(to everlasting).

ETERNALIZE. See Immor-
talize.
ETERNALLY. Fmadjj. un-

der Eternal, or by composition,, . ,. .
To last e., :

to maintain e., -
or -. See ' through all Eter-

nity.'

(

ETERNITY. 1 As quality],, . ,. % As abstract no-

tion] , 6-, 6 ,,,
(an e. , = inconceivable length of

time). Through or to all e.,, ,
: from e., -. Continuity, or future

state after life] 6 ,.
ETERNIZE. See Immortal-

ize.

ETHIC, ETHICAL,,
3 (belonging to ethics, e. g., ).
ETHICS, , ., . A discourse on e.,, 6 : to attend a dis-

course or lecture on e.,-.
ETHNIC. See Heathen.
ETIQUETTE, ,, .
ETYMOLOGICAL, -, 3.

ETYMOLOGIST,-, 6.

ETYMOLOGIZE,-.,, (to

trace etymologically).

ETYMOLOGY,,
. The e. of a word, :
words of the same e., -,.
EUCHARIST,, h

(eccl. t.). , .
EULOGIST,,, . ., , .
EULOGIZE,.-

(over aby).

(in a solemn assem-

bly).,. /SfeeEuLOGY.

EULOGY,', .-,. (in

a solemn assembly ; see Panegy-

EVA
Ric). An e. over ahy, or on aby's
deserts, or -, , : on
athg, : to pronounce
an e. over aby,.

or : — upon athg,

: covered with e.'s,, '
(Don.).

EUNUCH,, 6. -,, and, 6. -, , 6. To make aby an e.,. See CASTRATE.
EUPHEMISM,,
EUPHONIC or EUPHO-

NOUS,,^,,, 2.

EUPHONY,, . -, .
EVACUATE. U To empty]

Vid. "|{ To void by stool] -
and,,
or -. The superfluous matter

passes off and is e.-d, -. *f[ To evacuate

place] or or-~ or-
or. To e. a fortress or posi-

tion of war,
or, <$£C -

: — a country,-. If Annul] VlD.
EVACUATION. 1} By stool], . -, . ,

(the matter evacuated). % Evacua-
tion of a place], ., ., . - or, .
EVADE. -See to Elude.
EVANESCENCE, -

or .
See Evanescent.
EVANESCENT,,,, 2. ,,.,,, 2.

EVANGELICAL,-
?, 3, and
EVANGELIST,-, , 6 (eccl. t.).

EVANISH (poet). See Eva-
nesce, Vanish.
EVAPORATE, v. . /-,

-, -, and. -...
E.-d,, 3., 2
(and the partepp.). \ (Intrs.)],,,•,,-, : also, and (to

send off the moisture). It is or

has quite e.-d, -
: most of the sweetness has

transpired and e.-d,

(Aristot.).

EVAPORATION (actqf),
-, -,, .-,.,. The mat-

ter given off by.,?, (g.t.).,



EVA EVE "EVE

or ,,
., : the cold caused

by e.,, 6 : the residuum
left by e.,, . -, : to undergo a

process of e., see to Evaporate.
EVASION. HI Escape] Vid.

HI Evasive act, subterfuge] -,
-, or, .-, .,,
(pretext). A neat e., -

: to have recourse to e.,,. -..
EVASIVE and EVASIVE-

LY. Crcl. by phrases wider E-
vade and Evasion.
EVE. f Evening] Vid. HI

Eve preceding a holy day],, . HI Fig. : on the eve

of athg] loith inf., and
other Crcls. On the e. of the

war, or -: on the

very e. of being married,

: he was on the very
e. of perishing,.
EVEN, s. See Evening.
EVEN, adj. , 3, or, 2. , 3 (smooth),, 3 (without excrescences or

elevations), and-, 3 : also and -^ (of the ground). & Le-
vel, Plain. An e., smooth sur-

face,, : to make e.,,', -.. -
(of the ground) : to lay e. with

the ground,.
(to make smooth) : an e. line z=

Straight, Vid. HI Fig.] An e.

number, : to play
at odd and e., : the
game itself,, : an e.

temper,,, : to

bear with an e. mind or temper,
: to be e. with

aby, :
on e. terms, see Equal : to make
all e. with one's creditors,-, -

: an e. reckoning,-
yia, h-

EVEN, adv. HT = Not only—, but, or, as—, so also] .
. he, : e. now,

(= still), or-
(e. to this day) : e. now

(= already, this moment), :

e. then, : e. when dying,

: e. when dead,: e. whilst praying,

. e. as he is,

: e. so, (=
for all this) : e. if, '

: if e.,: e. though, (c. subj. or
opt.).^ (c. partcp.). Not
e.,, : e. if one was their
benefactor^ they did not remem-
ber it, ",

:

not e. yet,
: not e. one,() . HI Stronger ex-
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pressions] . .
(aye, and e.).

— (and, ivhat is more, even

—). . .. ' . '— (but, what is

more, not e. I —). Or by Crcl.

with = self:

(he

toanted to kill e. the Icing), --
(I fear this more

than e. death), Hi Even —just]
E. now, : to-morrow, e. at

this time, : e.

as, () : e. as it is in

the fable,

: the king was e. then (=
just) dead,: 'tis e. (—just) so, or

the same, with me, -
: 'tis e. he, ccutos: I, e. ,?. HI

In expressions of asse?it] (It is)

e. so,' or ,. : well, I'll e'en

try,' , -.
EVEN, . HI To level] See

' to make Even.' HI To equalize]

Vid.
EVEN-HANDED. See Just,

Impartial.
EVENING,, .,

. (with or xoithoul ).
Late part of the e., -

: inthee.,,'-, : that hap-

pens in the e., and, 3 : towards e.,. :
until e., : the e.

of life, .
(Arist.) or -

(Plat.) : the freshness or

cool of the e., ,' : e. breeze,

or or
: e. sun,.

: e. star,-, : e. dew, -
: an e. entertainment,

or, ,
(conversation) : to make an e.

visit,

or : I have an
e. party,. Good e. ! ! -

! (both g. tt. = farewell.)

Mod. Gh: !

EVENLY. Fm adjj. under
Even.

^
EVENNESS.

f

HI Levelness],, . .,, , and,
(smoothness). Hi Regularity] Vid.

HI Impartiality] Vid. HI Even-
ness ofmind or temper],, .,, .
EVENT. HI The issue of athg,

ivhat comes of it] -. - or,, .,. The e. of it will be

that — ,
(e.

infin.). See End, Consequence,

Result. HI Occurrence] -, .,, ., ., (an un-
foreseen e.)., (ac-

cident),, (esply of
favorable e.). Stronger tt., -, .,. Thee.'s
of, or that wch took place during,
the war, [sc.], -. ^= But usually

expressed by the article simply, as
or . See

Occurrence, Incident, Acci-
dent. HI At all events]. -., ' .
HI = At any rate] . .. In the e. of athg, -. See If.

EVENTERATE,
or.,.

EVENTFUL. HI Full of
events]( ).-.
HI Momentous in its consequences]'-

or
or ' (according as tlie

consequences are good or bad).

EYENTlOE.'SeeunderEvvN-
ING.

EVENTUAL. HI That wch
does, did, or will come about or
result] Tenses ofpartepp. ofo-,
-, or. See Result., , , or-

(contingent), or Orel, by, e. g. they guarded agst any
e. danger,,.
EVENTUALLY. %=Inthe

event, sooner or later]. (partcp.).

EVER. 7\ Always] Vid. .,. I have
e. avoided, :
I have e. done good,-,

(past and future),

(future),

(past), (in

all time, or in all the time). For
e., see Eternally. HI Ever (at

each time) as] (c. partcp.), e.g.

ever as they came up, -. HI At any time] (end.),

: and in a negative phrase,
(e. yet ; of time past),

and (of all

time). No one has e. yet heard,. See
Never. HI Ever (= at all) ; in

neg. and interrog. sentences direct

or indirect] or ,
e.g. whether — e., — -

: e. a —, e'er a— (,,) — : if e., " (, ,) : happy if e. man was,
" , ^jp

With relatives whoever, however,
<§•<;., to denote an indefinite uni-

versality, it is rendered by the affix
and ,,,,, followed
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hy a with subj. in ref. to pres.

and fid., opt. to past time; but

also the partcp. ivith art. 6-
(whoever xvill), and more

strongly 6. Also affix

and end. or :

y (just) whoever he may be.'.. [
In comparisons : as ever] E. g.
he is as well as e. (he was),.
or : happy as e.

man was,?
: more than e., e.g. richer

than e.,, cos :

they became more powerful than
e.,, or c. superl.-

(tlie most powerful
they e. were) : as e. (intensive), e.

g. as fast as e. one can, or. See As and
Possible. ^[ Ever since the time

when —] (') .
He has done it e. since he was a
boy, del ' or?, : e. since

(that time), or, . ^
Ever so (= however)'] (c.

partcp.). I shall not yield, he
you e. so powerful,' : he
one e. so handsome, or. "[f Ever so (= /
dont know how (many, 8fc.), e. so

many times)]. (It is)

e. so large,, 2., 2. : (there

is, &c.) e. so much,
or. % Or ever]

See Ere. *[} Ever and anon], ''.
EVERGREEN,\\,2., 2.

EVERLASTING,« £ txpoVios,

2. , 2 (continual), -, 3 and 2., 2 (eternal),, 2 (immortal),-, 2, and, 2
(unfading^ unceasing),, 2
(perennial). E. duration,-,, ., : to be

e.,' or
(c. partcp.), e. g. they were e.

friends, .
EVERLASTINGLY. See

Eternally.
EVERMORE. See Always.
EVERSION. See Over-

throw.
EVERT. See to Overthrow.
EVERY, ',, -/ (definitely of each single in-

dividual),,, (inde-

finitely of any individual of the

same kind). E. one who, ',
'.. 6 (in conjunction icith

a partcp.), e. g. e. one who likes,

6 : e. one (without

distinction), 6. 6.
b or : all

and e. one, '.
: e. thing (singly taken

or hy itself), '.'' : e. person,
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Tts.? ? : e. man,
7ras . ,,. ': e. time,, .

: of e. sort or kind,, 3. 7/'75, 3., 2 : in e. thing, in

e. respect,, :

in e. way, , -
07. | Every tvhere] VlD.

Fm, to, e. place or quarter,-,-, -.-,- : e. way, :

on e. hand, : fm e. side,. Every day]. '.' or', '. See
Day, Year, S[c. Tf Every other

(= e. second)] '
or. . other year,'-. : e. fifth year,

or e. five years,, . -
: to pick out e. tenth

man, or.
EVERYBODY. See under

Every.
EVERYWHERE,-,,, -,.
(c. subj.). . on earth,-

: e. in the coun-
try, .
EVICT,

or. ^] To prove]
VlD.

VICTION. Orel, with verbs

to Evict.
EVIDENCE, s.,.. To give or heal-

er>, : the

giving of evidence,,, : to give false e.,, . See Wit-
ness, Testimony. E. is received,

:

the matter does not require my e.,(). *^Proof]
Vid. I say it on the e. of my
own eyes,.-

: the

thing is its own e., or.
EVIDENCE, v..,. -, or

(all with partcp. in the dependent

clause), (with ). -.
EVIDENT, , , -.,, 2. -, 3. . danger,

: quite e.,,
2., 2 : e. of itself, -,, 2 : to be
e.,. ,

(puss.) : it is e. that,, ' or. §fjp But usual-

ly by Crcl., adj. and subject being

placed in the same gen. and num.,
sec/, partcp., e.g. it was e. that he
wished, &c, :
it is e. that you hate me,

or , -

: to become e.,

(pass.), (pass.), -
: it is not e.

yet that, , '.

EVIDENTLY. Fmadjj. Evi-
dent. §s$r Also rendered by the

particle , e. g. you see e.,. : e. not,

and (as independent clause, in

a reply) (e. not) : he
e. wished, .
Comp. Note in Evident. You
e. hate me, :

you e. feel hurt or offended,.
EVIL, adj. See Bad,Wicked.

To look with an e. eye on aby,

: e. report,-,. See next Ar-
ticle.

EVIL, s. See III, s. ,,,., .
suffer fm an e., or

or : to bring an
e. upon aby,

Tij/. : to free aby
fm an e., / -

: to make an e. worse,

: to do e.,. : an e. deed, '-
or or ai-,. , :

to speak e. of aby,

: to speak all manner of c.

of aby,»
: he is e. spoken

of by every body,

: to think e. of
aby, . See Sus-
pect. To distinguish good and
e., \-.
EVIL, adv. See Badly.
EVIL- AFFECTED, -, 2., 2.,, .
EVIL-DOER,, ., ., .,

.
EVIL-MINDED,-. To be e.-m.,-

: subst..
EVIL-SPEAKING, s.-, . % Adj.]-, 3., 2.

EVINCE, f Exhibif] Vid.

if To prove] Vid.
EVINCIBLE,, 2., 3.

EVINC1BLY. Fm adjj. in

preceding Article.

EVISCERATE,£>
or.,.

EVITABLE,, 3.

EVOCATION. Crcl. by verbs

underCALL forth,Challenge.
EVOKE. Tl Call forth] Vid.
EVOLUTION, -, . To make some mili-

tary e., /.
EVOLVE. See Unfold.
EVULSION, '/?, .
EWE, ols, otos, .
EWE-MILK,ttoo/3<^ -, .
EWE-MILK CHEESE,-



EWE EXA EXC, . 6'.
EWE-LAMB,,, .
EWE, . or -.
EWER,,, 6 (as

vessel and measure), , 6., .,, (as ves-

sel).

EXACERBATE,-,., -..
EXACERBATION,-,,-, .,, .
EXACT, . -, -, or-

(any

performance, service, ti[C.).-,. .
(to enforce, obtain by

constraint), also

or ,
or

(any posses-

sion). To e. a confession,-, or -,. See-
TORT. To e. a debt,- and '-

: to e. a
tribute,.
EXACT, adj., 2 (in

all the senses of the English ivord)., 2 (careful), , 2
(safe, of news, <|"c.).,
2 (punctual). An e. enquiry, in-

vestigation, calculation,-,. See Careful, Accu-
rate. The e. sciences,-

or'.
EXACTION, -, . . of arrears or a debt,, . :

e. of tribute,,-, .
EXACTITUDE. See Exact-

ness.
EXACTLY,,-

\, ',.
To do or perform e.,

or -
and -

: to know or understand e.,'..
: to know (= cogno-

scere) e., . -
: to calculate, enquire into,

e., : most e.,, ggr Also Crcl. by, , : or by appending
and -, e. g. my case is e. like

your own,«
: it appears to me e. as if

somebody, &c, see Just, adv.,
and Precisely.
EXACTNESS*, ., (in calculation,

enquiring into
i in speaking, &c)., (carefulness). With

e.,,. See Ex-
actly. With the greatest e.,,

:

to know, enquire into, investigate,
with e., see Exactly, adv.
EXACTOR. Crcl. with verb

Exact.
EXAGGER ATE,a'ip £ iv(with

and without ),
(218)

. . \-
or ,

also '. -..-, S^c.

.- and.. To e. in a boasting

manner or ostentatiously,-..
EXAGGERATION,-, ., . ',

., . Given to e. in

every thing,.
EXAGITATE. See Agitate.
EXAGITATION. See Agi-

tation.

^
EXALT. TI Raise up on high]. ',. -...-. To elevate to rank, fyc]

See Elevate. U To elevate to

joy] See Elate.
EXALTATION, 1 Propr.]

Crcl. II Impropr. (of the mind)], .
EXALTED (as past partcp.).

See the Verb. If =z Lofty] -, 3., 3. , 3. -, 3., 3., 2,

and,, (by birth or
station),, 2 (by

dignity or rank). Of an e. mind,, 2 : of e. spirit,, 2 : of e. courage,, 2 : an e. mind,,,
. Exalted above],
2., 3. To be e.

above aby, . -.
EXAMINATION,,

., . A juridical e.

(— enquiry),ovaKpw^,r}•. tohold
an e , , -

: to make aby
pass an e.,, . gly* In
a wider sense, see Enquiry-

.

EXAMINE. *|T To u-eigh care-

fully (with a view of ascertaining

the nature ofathg)] or-
(g. tt.)..-..

or (esply juridi-

cally), and
(with the eyes, and also philosophi-

cally), also. To e.

carefully, ... -
(finely and minutely),- and : to e. (probe)

a wound,. "ft
To examine (as a

judge)]..
or. To examine (in the

schools)] or.
EXAMINER,,,

6. A good e., -.
EXAMPLE, v. See to Exem-

plify.
EXAMPLE, S.,. A clear or striking e.,-

: to give or fur-

nish an e., -.
or, Tt : for

e., , ,. . , (name-
ly),, (continuo

;

at beginning of a sentence, pro-
perly, 'to speak of this immediate-
ly''). So for e., : by
way of e., ,

: to give as

an e., ,-.-
: to take an e. or pattern

ofathg,

: to observe or follow aby's

e., -
: to serve as an e.,-

orapv. $$° Often by Crcl., e. g.
by various e.'s it may be seen,

&c, ' :

you may infer fm one e. all the
rest,

: fm my e.,

: the e.

(:=. instance) of the frog,

: without e., see Un-
exampled. 11 A warning ex-

ample (for evil doers)]-.
To make an e. of aby or athg (by
punishment), or'.
EXASPERATE,,,,,. To be e.-d agst aby,.. :— about atbg,

. (pass.) .
EXASPERATED, ,, . , 3. in

an e. manner,. ' •-- :

to be e. agst aby, see the Verb. To
be very e. agst aby,-

or .
EXASPERATION,-,,-, . ,, .

To meet or reply with e.,-
(pass.).

EXCAVATE,,-..-
(tcith a chisel, ?.). See to

Dig.
EXCAVATION,,
(trans.),, (intrans.).

To make an e., see Excavate,
' Dig out.*

EXCAVATOR. See Digger.
EXCEED,. -, e.g. ,. (transgress),

e. g. , ,- and»
(to e. or pass beyond limits), or(?•.).

or
(metaph. ; to e. modera-

tion). To e. (aby) in number,^ or
or

:

to e. (in size, weight),-
and : to e. all



EXC
belief, ' :

this e.'s all,. or7. See Above, Beyond, More,
Surpass.
EXCEEDINGLY, ,,,,.
EXCEL (aby in athg),-

or or. or

. .
and-

(mid.) .-, /. .' or?.
or. To e. (aby) in number,

see Exceed. To e. in any qua-
lity or skill, -

: to e. all,,,,, or

: to e. in honour, favour,

&c, : — in for-

tune, glory,/ : to

be e.-d by aby,

and {in athg,

e. partcp., e. g. by one's friends

in charity,). % (INTRS.) To
distinguish oneself or be distin-

guished (in athg)]

or ,, .
EXCELLENCE, -LENCY,, .,, ., ., ,

. In a degree of e., ' -,,.
EXCELLENT,, 3.?, 3. , 3. -?, 3., 2.,

2.,, .-, 2., 2.-, , ., 2., 3. ,-, 3., 3. The most e.,,.-, , (neut.), , . , :

e. wine, oifos : pro-

ducing e. wine,, 3.

EXCELLENTLY, ,-,,,,.... ..
EXCEPT, V. , -

or.,,-
. Juridically (= ' excep-

tione uti,' Paul. Dig.)] -.
EXCEPT, prep, or-
or, (gen.). . a

few, all were made prisoners,» -: e. this, there is no other

means, tout'-. % After a
negation]' and '
, e. g. money have not, e. a

small sum,'
: e. that, '. ' : e. if, .
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EXC
As conjunction (usually in con-

nexion with other particles)].. . ^[ Except (=
' but,"

1

offer a negation)] Nothing
e., ' (nisi) or .' .
EXCEPTION,, .

Without e.,, : or
Crcl. according to tlie context of
the particular phrase, e. g. ,, ,

(to any time),,
(icithout difference). All without
e., .
(in techform is always in

the same case with) : with
the e. of, or (gen.) :

with e. of a few all the others were
taken prisoners,. %
Law t. (= exceptio, e. g. ' excep-
tione uti,' after Paid. Dig.)], (e. g.-). -, (the writing contain-

ing the ' exceptio'). See Demur.
EXCEPTIOUS. See Liti-

gious.

EXCERPT. See Extract.

(

EXCERPTA (pi.),,
(si?ig.)., . To

make some e. out of a book,-.
EXCESS,, .

or,-, (the latter propr., —
a part given to the due measure

;

the three latter metaph.). In e.,", ., 2., : to per-

form all duties to an e., by way
of constraint,- -

: e. of grief,' : that

would be an e. of good fortune,' or: to

work to an e., : to

love —,,-
: to utter grief —,-7 (pass.) : to feel an e. of

joy,.
(pass.) : an e. of riches, 6 '

: to do or
carry athg to an e., -. -

: to go in every thing

to an e., -. | Morally],-,, (as act and
quality),,.-, (only objective). E.'s in

wine and love,

: to give one-
self up to e.'s, to commit e.'s, -..
EXCESSIVE,,, .,, .

and, 3. -,, 2.,
2. , 3. . . for-

tune, :

e. wealth or riches, '-.
EXCESSIVELY,.'

EXC.,, ., and Crcl. with.
. great, long,,, 2 : e. plain or ugly,, 2. See Excess.
EXCHANGE,, . -,, .,., . To make an

e.,, (or

mid.). See Verb. ^[ Exchange
of money] ,

(i. e. tlie transaction itself). If
r= ' the changing of money] Crcl.

by verbs,-. A bill of exchange], (the nearest expres-

sion). See Bill. U Exchange
(place of business)} , .,.,. ..
EXCHANGER,,, 6., , 6 (g. t.,

he that exchanges money),-, , 6, and 6 -
(a bauL•)•). To be an e.,7/ : e.'s business,. See BANKER.

EXCHEQUER,,
(the finances in general), or

{business re-

lating to thefinances), -' (the administra-
tion of the finances),, 6
(the treasury) : also,., . Chancel-
lor of tlie exchequer] 6.
EXCISE, .

(). ().
EXCISE, s. See under Cus-

tom, Duty.
EXC1SEABLE,Jttot£ \»5 ?,2.

t

EXCISEMAN,, ,
b (an officer of the customs in ge-

neral).

EXCITABILITY,,.,, . -
or. -. .

EXCITABLE,,%
and, 2.., 3 (easily excited),, 3., 3. -, 3.,-, 2. ,'?, -, 2 (irritable).

EXCITATION,, *, . ,.
If Encouragement] Vid.
EXCITE,, -, -,., -, -.. :

athg in aby, 7'/,-,,,-
,, (to

kindle, to provoke, raise, S[c, e.g., !\1/,,-,,,, -,,,).
To e. laughter, or: athg e.'s pity, ' :

toe. aby's expectation, hope,-
(seq. infin.or) :

to e. to anger,7<> '



EXC EXC EXE
: to e. to hatred,-
(h : to e. the po-

jmlace, or '-
or or-, ^f To en-

courage^ Yid. To e. to war, -
or or. or -.

>

EXCITED, /, 2, and, 3., 3. Vio-
lently e. ,, 2.

EXCITEMENT. ^ Act of
exciting], ., .,. If Impulse], {fm within). See In-

citement, ), 17, ??, (_/)« without),, ., ?),

or, . % The ex-

cited state],, ., v. To produce a state

of e.,., -, : mental e.,

\1/.
EXCITER. Crcl.byverbsEx-

cite. Exciter of disturbances

in the state],.-, , 6. -
or^ .

EXCLAIM. See ' to Call
out.'

EXCLAMATION,-, v., (excla-

matio).

EXCLAMATORY. Crcl.by
verb to Exclaim,

>

EXCLUDE,\
%
-,,•,-,, .

e. fm an alliance,

(not to receive), -
(to eject) : to e.

fm a society or company,-
, , ,-' : to be e.-d fm athg,

or, : one
thing e.'s another,/

or '. ^[

Not to count among a number].. To
be e.-d, .

_
EXCLUSION, m Act ofshut-

ting out], .-,,,-., . % Exception]
YlD.

^ EXCLUSIVE,, 3.

ioios,,, 3. An e.

privilege,, . -, : aby enjoys an e. right,' ,'
' -? or .

EXCLUSIVELY. . g. to

enjoy a right e., see EXCLUSIVE.
EXCOGITATE,

(of plans and means),
-,.,, and\ (of
means and auxiliaries) : also -,, and -

(mid.),

(of acute thoughts).

EXCOGITATION,,., .,,
(220)

EXCOMMUNICATE, ?-,
(eccl. t.). -.

EXCOMMUNICATION, -, ., ., (eccl. t.).

EXCORIATE,, -,. E.-d,.
See Flay.
EXCORIATION. Crcl. by

verb Excoriate.
EXCREMENT,,, .
EXCREMENT,-, 3.

/

EXCRESCENCE,-,,.,.,
(of plants),, (of

trees),,.,
(a fleshy e. of the body),-, (hump).

EXCRETION,, ij.

See Excrement.
EXCRETORY,, 3.

EXCRUCIATE. Tf To inflict

acute pain] ,. -... To suffer

e.-ing pain,... .
EXCULPATE,.. To e. oneself,-' -

: to be entirely e.-d,

or -
(to be free from

guilt). See to Excuse, ' to Cle^r
oneself
EXCULPATION,,

ft., . He men-
tioned for e., -.
EXCULPATORY. Crcl.,e.g.

an e. statement,, .
EXCURSION,,^,

ft (any wandering for pleasure or
recreation),, (a setting

out), or, . ,, . To make an e.,. -
, Digression] Vid. [ Mi-
lit, t.] -, -,, .
To make ravaging e.'s,-.
EXCURSIVE,-, 3.

EXCUSABLE,,
3. Not e.,, 2

:

faults committed without intent

are e., -
: it is e.,

(c. infin.) : athg is e.,

: the matter is e., to.
EXCUSABLY. Crcl. by Ex-

cusable or Excuse, v.

EXCUSE, .,
(to bring forward or allege an

e.). or-
(to pardon). To e. one-

self with athg, .
: to e. oneself

about athg,, or

or : to e. one-

self with aby, -. -
: that is to

be e.-d,, 3 : that is

not to be e.-d,/7)), 2.

EXCUSE, s., (de-

fence, apology),, (pre-

text),, n (pardon).
To make an e. or e.'s,-

: athg is an e.,' : I have an e. for athg,

: to

allege as an e.,

(or e. infin.) : to invent or make
up an e., -. a valid e.,, .
EXCUSELESS,-, 2.

EXCUSER. Circl. ivith Verb.

EXECRABLE. See Abomi-
nable.
EXECRABLY. See Abomi-

nably.
EXECRATE. See Detest,

Curse, v.

EXECRATION. See Curse,
s.

EXECUTE,, -. - and.., -,, -,-
: also or. To be able to e.,

: to e. a
commission or order,

or or a\).. *f[ Of punish-
ment] . -

(to e.

aby). To be e.-d., -. :
aby is to be e.-d,

: to imprison
aby to be e.-d, -

: to e. aby with-
out a sentence, -.
EXECUTION. ^Perform-

ance] ', ., -, .,, rj., ., (com-
pletion, accomplishment). To un-
dertake the e. of any work,

or or-
: the thought is beautiful

indeed, but the e. quiteimpossible,,. ^^Besides Crcl.

by the above verbs. A successful

e.,,, . ^[

Writ of execution], fj

(often in pi.). To take out an
e. agst aby,. U Capital punishment] -, -, . -, . , .
EXECUTIONER,

or (sc. ), : also,(). ,,
{hangman) : also and, (Eustath.).

die by the hands of the e.,-
: the e.'s axe,

: to of-



fer one's neck to the e.'s axe,»
(lit., on the block).

EXECUTIVE. B.g.e. pow-
er, , ., . . .
EXECUTOR. 1 Performer]

YlD. ^ Of a icilf] pi~ps-,, 6 (g. t.).

EXEGESIS,, ), -, . {),
(as a science).

EXEG ETICAL,,
3. See Exegesis.
EXEMPLAR (= exemplum

exemplorum, Doclerl.),-,,-. .
See Example.
EXEMPLARY, -,-, 2., 2. ?, 3., 3., 3. -, 3., 2., 2.

A man of e. character,?,, : to behave in an e. man-
ner,' : to inflict

an e. punishment, -. See to make an Example
of.'

EXEMPLIFICATION. Gird.
by verbs under Exemplify.
EXEMPLIFY,,,-.

See tinder Example.
EXEMPT (from), v.-,,, -.,-, ,. To e. fm ser-

vice, &c, e. g. fin military duty,.
. EXEMPT {adj.).,, ., 3. ?,
2,. To be e. fm, 7]-

or ,-
: e. fm mili-

tary service,/?, 2 : e.

fm blame,,-, 2.

<

EXEMPTION,,
r)., . ?,-, ., .-

(fm taxes, <§"c).,
i) (fm mi/it. service).

EXEN ERA ,
or.-

>,.
EXEQUIES. See Obsequies.
EXERCISE, s. -,,, . — of the

body, , -, ., b. To take
e.,...

: — of the mind,-, , .
^ Military exercise] ?) -

or. To go through military

e.'s,, with or without., -
: to make aby go through

some bodily e.,,-.
: want of e.,,

(221)

,?7/,, : to go
through some bodily e.,-.. % That
by which one exercises] -,,, .
. of a public function, -, . ^[ Practice (of
qualities)] , , and
Circl. with Verb, ^f An exer-

cise (= task)], ., . ", (for
answering or working out). Geo-
metrical e.'s,, :

to set an e., -.
EXERCISE. ^ To form or

strengtlien by practice].-. To e. the body,-.,,-' (and med.) : to e. a person
or thing in athg,

or .
or .' : to e. one's voice,

or : to be
e.-d in athg, ,-

: e.-d,, 3 :

not e.-d,,-,, 2 : to e. one-
self in shooting, -

: to e. soldiers,?
: to e. aby's patience,'. H

To exercise (= make use of) one's

rights] : —
one's eloquence, -

: —
hospitality to aby, :— cruelty,.. % To exercise an]

or -. -
: — a mechanical art,-. —the profession of an

advocate,: — banker,: — tax-gatherer,- or- : to e. a
public function,. -

or .-
or :

to e. an influence upon aby,-
: to e. a

beneficial influence upon aby,-
or :

to e. great influence on aby, -)•. :

to e. a tyrannical authority,-,-
: to e. judgement or discre-

tion in athg, or

.
EXERT, -,-,-,-. To e. oneself, the med. ofthese

verbs, also, and, '. to

e. oneself about athg,

or ,
or . -

or .
See phrases in Exertion.
EXERTION, -, ,- -, r, (as act),,-
, , and, 6.-, (as state and thing). With-

out e., : with great e.,

or : only
by dint of great e.,

: requiring, or done with,
no e.,. -: to make every
e. to —,

(c. fut. indie.) : what e.'s did
not he make to bring about a
truce?

; it requires some e., '-, : it re-

quires the greatest e.,-
: to use all possible

e.'s, . -. -,.
EXFOLIATE. «H (Intrs.)

To come off in flakes or lamina?],.
j

EXHALATION,, 6., 6. ,, ., . ~, .
EXHALE,. -,. -,.~

xl/. To e. an odour or per-

fume, . TJ (In-

TRANS.)] -,,,- and --,.
EXHAUST. IT Propr.] -,

-,., -
(also of means). %

Of poicer, strength, fortune, <%c.)], -,.-.. To e. the

bodily strength of aby,-
tivu : to be e.-d,-... -, [e.g. icith ref.

to physical power) .-. ,
(offor-

tune) : to e. the soil,. "IT To explore a subject

thoroughly], the subject is not e.-d

yet, '.
EXHAUSTION,

(means of exhausting),-, (the act),,
(trans.),, (ofpower or
strength),, b.,

(of physical strength), -, (of auxiliary support).

EXHIBIT, (of
goods or things remarkable to see),-, and-

(to shoiv, expose), -, or better,- (
). To exhibit one's art (ora-

tory, &c), -
: to e. greater alacrity,-.

EXHIBITION,, -,, (ofgoods or remark-
able objects, cm iosities, Qc).-, . A public e., :

the rest of his e. he may make
at some other time,'
(pi.). provisionfor school or

college] .
EXHILARATE. See to

Cheer.



EX II EXP EXP
EXHILARATION, -

\, ., (as state of
tJie mind).

EXHORT, .- . -,
(or c.

infill.), .
(to remonstrate

with). (to induce) or
(sir. t.) .

EXHORTATION,-, ., .-
and, 6.-, (the matter of e.)., . ?, ,
and,, [urg-

ing request), also simply? or. To give or address e.'s

to aby, see the Verb. To give wise
e.'s, Xoyovi?

: a speech or discourse of e.,

Xoyos or-? or, 6.

EXHUME, -,-,. Transl. or

or

?. Act of e.-'mg (exhumation),?, .
EXIGENCE, EXIGENCY,, >;. , .,

: also or-, . According to the e. of

circumstances, ,?? (i. e. as need
or the times demand). Also Crcl.

with or with ' ,
§c. If Conor. =r a case of ne-
cessity] Vid.
EXILE, s. % Banishmeut]

Vid. ,, . Perpe-
tual e.,, : e. for a
year,, .-, 6 : to recal from e.,() : to con-
demn aby to e.,? : he was condemned
to e., or» -

: to go into e.,,
which is also to live in e. : to

drive into e., : to be
driven into e. by aby,

or ?. ^[ The
person banished], ?, 6., ?, ., -
?, .? ?,
. ?, 2. ?,?, 3., 2. To live as an e.,? ".
EXILE,?;. 1 Tebanish] Vid...-.
EXIST, ( not end.,

hut with accent on the penultima)....
To be still e.-ing,.

: to be no longer e.-ing,, ,' (pass.) : to e. pre-
viously or antecedently, -: the e.-ing things or
circumstances, : that
is now e.-ing, , , or -

or, ?,, ? : under e.-ing circum-
stances, ?..
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^
EXISTENCE, or., ., .

^* Usually expressed, by verbs

:

to deny the e. of the gods,? : everything

proves the e. of God, oij-

6 ?. 7/
: to doubt

the e. of athg,

? : to give e. to one, or to

be the author of one's e.,/. % Life] Vid. To
terminate one's e.,

EXIT. Tf Dramat. t.]? ?. ^[

Metaph.] See Departure.
EXODE,?, .

RAT,-
(propr.).'? (abyfm athg) or-?, also? or'?. 1 To exonerate oneself]

See to Exculpate.
EXORABLE,7rapaiTf

}
Tos,3.?, 2.-

?, 2. ?, 2. To be

e., (pass.), -
(pass.).

EXORBITANT,?,?, 2. , , or

or.-,,.',,
.? or?, 3.

See Enormous, Excessive.
EXORCISE (later Gr. and

eccl. t.),. Paraphrase
by , sc.-.
EXORCISM,?, 6

(the act and theformula used), also', .
EXORCIST,?, ,

^EXORDIUM (rhet. f.), irpo-, . .
To make an e., :

an abrupt e., :

to take one's e. fm athg, -? : as I

said in the e., ?
: to go far back for an e.,. -.

EXOTERIC,?, 3.

EXOTIC,?,-
?, ?, 3. See Foreign.

t

EXPAND. 11 (Trs.) Propr.]. -,-. E.-d,?. See

to Spread out, Widen out, and
Extend.
EXPANSE,,. -, (wide, open space).

The e. of the heavens, -?.
EXPANSION,?,-?, . ?, .
EXPANSIVE, ?, 3

and 2.

EXPATIATE. IT Propr.]..
H Pig.] or,?.
EXPATRIATE, or

or .

?. -? ?. --, -. See ExiLE, v.

To e. oneself, '-,, -,.
(med.) : one that has e.-d himself,, , 6.

EXPATRIATION. See the

foregoing Verb and Exile, s.

EXPECT. 1 Wait for aby
or athg], -, -,-.,.
If To look for athg to happen]..-,. To e. with
anxiety,,-

: to e. athg fm aby, 7-
or -

. .
or '?

(i. e. look to abyfor athg). To
the latter expression a partcp. is to

added, usually or -, e.g.

(we expect our salvation

fm thee). Fm thee I e. help,

:

that is to be e.-d, 7rpoaoOKijTos,-, 2. -,,
3 : I have to e. athg,- and

: it is to be
e.-d (= it is likely),? :

the enemy may be e.-d to attack,'
: they may be e.-d (to

come) agst Miletus,' : to e. (on the

ground of equity),.
EXPECTANT. Partcpp. of

verbs Expect, .
EXPECTATION, -jris,,

., . Anxious e.,,, :

contrary to e., ".
: beyond e.,

: to fulfil the e.'s en-
tertained,? :

to fill aby's mind with e.'s,-? : to

be in the e. of,? : to be in anxious e.,-, : full of
e.,,, . -? () .
EXPECTORATE (med. .),

70-,-,,-
(med.)., (bycough-

ing). E.-ing medicine,-,.
EXPECTORATION, -,?, . ^[ The expecto-

rated matter], -, .
EXPEDIENCY,, .,. Crcl. withphrases

' to be Expedient.'
EXPEDIENT, adj.?,

3.?, ., 3.,,2.-, 2., 2.,
3. It is e.,,,,,-

(comparat.)
: so far as they judged e.,??.



EXP EXP EXP
EXPEDIENT, S.,, . , . , ,, . To try all sorts of

e.'s, -. or-. ,-
(or-) -. ^.

man of e.'s,, : to

seek some e., -
EXPEDITE. 1 To free fm

impediment] -. ^f To despatch]

Vid.
EXPEDITION. ^ Despatch

(s.)] Vid. *\\ Military],
77. ?, . , (as set-

ting out),, (into the

interior of a country). An e. agst

aby,, '• to go on
an e.,,-

: to serve in an e.,-() : to join in an
e., : to under-
take an e. agst aby,-.
and .
EXPEDITIOUS. See Quick.
EXPEL, -,....

To e. fm a position, or

: to be e.-d, -.
EXPEND. See Spend.
EXPENDITURE,,, .. See next Article.

EXPENSE,, . -, (act of expending and
thing).,,
(as thing). Great e., -

: to go to some e.,-
(for athg, ') : to retrench or reduce the e.,? : the

daily e. (of housekeeping, &c),
»; ' : to pay
or bear the e., or-

: to furnish
the e., : to defray one's

e.'s with athg,? -
: with great e.,7 or ,, : at the

public e., : at one's own
e.,. ',

: undertaken at one's own
e.,, 2 ; at others' e.,

jsv :

to recover one's e., wavjpQou-
: to indemni-

fy for one's e.'s,

: to spare

no e., : not to

be able to meet the e., ;7-, : free of
e.,, 2., 2. At
the e. (= to the detriment) of aby
or athg, 7 ,

: to do athg at the

e. of one's reputation,() or -
: to

divert oneself at aby's e.,'-
,,, : to get wis-

dom at the e. of one's neighbours,

(223)

? -. See COST.
EXPENSIVE,, 2., 3. ,, ., 2

(
that

causes cost),. To
be e., or-

(pass.) : athg is very e.,

or-. :
my e. habits, -

(jEschin.).

EXPENSIVELY. . g. to

live e., " : to dress

e., -
(

EXPENSIVENESS^aTra*»,,
., ., . See
Extravagance.
EXPERIENCE, s. % Proof

trial] Vid. TJ What one has ex-

perienced],, .. .? or.
have painful e., :

every day's e.,. ^[ Perso-
nal cognition or insight received
hy perception or impressions] -,, .,, ( ). Large
e., : va-
ried e., : to know
from or by e., -, ?.,, '

or' : to speak from e., -' or
or, or( -), or: to impart to others

the benefit of one's own e., ava-

: to learn by e., ? 7-
pav (or),: e.will

show, : to

be made wise by (sad) e.,-
or.
(proverbs) : a man of

much e., ,
or : want

of e.,.
EXPERIENCE, v., -. See the Subst. ^J

To meet with] . -. .
also have e.-d that,

: one that has not yet e.-d

adversities, .
EXPERIENCED,

and, 2 (in athg, -
), and (in

athg, ),, 3., 2 (that has acquired
knoivledge by experience). To be
e. in athg, /? :

to be highly e. in athg,-.
EXPERIMENT, s.,

(e. g. ), also-, -, -,, .,., £-

,. By way of ,. : to
make or try an e., -, -." -

: to make a dangerous e., «7ro-
(ivith athg) :

to try by e. the virtue of medi-
cines,

: disco-

vered by e., ( -).
EXPERIMENT,?;,-

or,,
or ,

(). See
the Subst.,.
EXPERIMENTAL, -, 3. .
EXPERIMENTALLY. U

By ivay of Experiment] Vid.
EXPERT,,-

(),
(). To be e. in athg,-, .
See Experience and Skilful.
EXPERTLY. See Skilful-

ly.

EXPERTNESS. See Skill.
EXPIABLE. Crcl. by Ex-

piate.
EXPIATE, f Propr.: to do

aivay a sin by atoningfor it to the

gods] ,,(,,
SC.).
..

rcl. with,-( ), -
(), ().,,,. H Me-

taph. : to expiate by undergoing
punishment] ,,.,--.
EXPIATION. 1 As atone-

ment], 6.,., . TJ As purification or
lustration], b. -, 6., .-

6 (as sacrifice of devotion)., ., ., (averrunca-

tion and lustration), -
(sacrifices of

purification and expiation). A
suppliant for e., :

that needs e.,, 2. -, 2 (piacularis) : to suffer in

e. of—, see to Expiate.
EXPIATORY. E.g. an e.

sacrifice,, . -
or (),., . , .,. To offer an e. sa-

crifice, .
EXPIRATION. 1 Act of

breathing out ; opp. of inspiration]-,,.-,,
., . ,-. ] Of time], ., . To be at its e., 7'

: at the e. of the

year,/?,)-
?, : at the end of the

term,



EXP
, Qc. : before the e.

of the term,

: before the e. of the
truce, ,. -.
EXPIRE. Breathe one's

last].. -.
(poet.),, 2,

and partcp. (tvilh

or )..-. At the point to e.,.. See to Die. ^[

To terminate]. -, -,..--,-.. See
Elapse. The time has e.-d,-

or or-
or Xr/ 6 : the

term has e.-d, -, : to let the term
e., : the truce has
e.-d, .
EXPLAIN, -, -,--,. -, -.,-. ,-... -.., -, -, -,., -,-,

with or without or
(to go over or through). To e. one-
self, or.','

(to define), (in

precise terms). «See Declare, Ex-
pound, Interpret.
EXPLAINABLE,-,, 2.

EXPLAINER,,.,, .
EXPLANATION,,,, . -, ., . -, ., . -, ., . -, (e. or definition of a

notion). E. wch a person gives
of his sentiments, intentions, con-
duct, &c,, .,
. -,, : to de-

mand an e. of aby,/
: to have an e. with

aby, . Xoyov-
: to give an

exact e. of the facts,. See DE-
CLARATION, Exposition, In-
terpretation.
EXPLANATORY,'-,,-,,-, 3.

EXPLETIVE (gram, t.),-,-, 3. . particle,-, : e. word or term,-,. :

the word is merely e., or a mere
e., .
EXPLICATION. As un-

folding or developing']-,, h. If As expla-
nation] Vid.
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EXP
EXPLICABLE,-, -,-, 2.

EXPLICATIVE. «If Expla-
natory'] Vid. Crcl. by verb Ex-
plain.
EXPLICIT. 1 Laid open in

speech, express], 2. -,,, 3.

-,-,, 2.-, 3., 2., 3.

f

L I C L,,, -,,-, (-),,.
EXPLICITNESS. Crcl. with

Explicit.
EXPLODE, f (Trs.) Opp.

to applaud; to reject (a public

speaker, actor, 0£C.)]-, with noises and expressions

of contempt = -, -,-
(or ") /os (to

hiss or whistle dow?i).,
-, or

(wch however are g. tt.

either offavour or of disfavour),

(scraping orstamp-
ing down),, -, -. Obsolete and e.-d,-. % (-
TRS.) To burst with a noise] -.,,. -,-,-

(pass.), (pass.).

To e. with laughter, -, -,
, -,.

EXPLOIT,,, .-, . To do e.'s,:
the e's of Alexander, at ., .-

: to vaunt one's e.'s,

: a success-

ful e.,, .
EXPLORATION,-, .,,",, . See

the following A Hide.
EXPLORE. H Propr.] -",, -, -,.,,.,,.. -
. To e. a country, Crcl. with,, -, and

(-,,-,).
Persons (sent) to e. the deserts

of Libya, '
'

{-
(Herodot.).

EXPLOSION,, f, (a

(bursting),,, .
An e. of laughter,,-, .
EXPORT, .,-.,..
EXPORT, s. (of goods, £),,, .-, . E.'s,,.
EXPORT-DUTY,,,.

EXPORTATION. See Ex-
port.
EXPOSE, -,

(propr. g. t.). To be e.-d, -
: to e. (=: exhibit in pub-

lic),. -
: to e. (a child),-,: an e.-d child,

or or-
: to e. for sale,. ,-

: e.-d for sale, , 3
and 2. , 3.,
2 : e.-d to the winds, toTs -, : e.-d

to the open air,, 2and 3

:

e.-d to the sun,, 2: to

e. to danger,.. :

to be e.-d to a danger, -
: to e. oneself to dan-

ger,... '-, -,,. .-. -() :

to e. oneself to misfortunes,--
: to e. one's life,

(sc. -
). : e.-d

to changes, t«Ts «Ts-
: e.-d to envy,-, 2 : e.-d to wrongs,,^, : e.-d to the caprices

of fortune, toTs ,
2 : to e. oneself to laughter, dis-

grace, &C, ,'. *JI To expose oneself],,, ,'-
or. To e. (a person's

shame),.-,,-
(divulge), (co?i-

EXPOSITION. 1 Explana-
tion] -,,,

(by ivords)., .
EXPOSITOR. See Explain-

er.

EXPOSITORY. See Expla-
natory.
EXPOSTULATE,-

(with aby about athg,),-
or . -. .. -.

EXPOSTULATION,-
or ,,

.,. To make e.'s,

: my e.'s

are all in vain,.
EXPOSTULATORY. Crcl.

with verbs under Expostulate.
EXPOSURE. Crcl. by verb

Expose. Having a northern, a
sunny, e.,,-,-, 2. *See Aspect.
EXPOUND. See to Explain.



EXP
EXPOUNDER. See Explain-

er.
EXPRESS, adj., 3. -,?, 2. . definition,, : on the e. condition,7 : to give an e. com-

mand, or -
: to make an e. demand

or request, or.
EXPRESS, s. See Courier.
EXPRESS, v. 1 To press out,

extract by pressure] -,-.. To e. the juice

of athg, : the e.-d

juice,, . % To sig-

nify, declare], -
Vtiv,,. % By
words],,-. To e. oneself,?-. : to e. oneself brief-

ly, : to e. one's

opinion, -.
EXPRESSIBLE,, 3:

and Crcl. with verbs to Express.
EXPRESSION, f Act ofex-

pressing, —pressing out]-,-, . -, .-, 6. •[ The audible expression

of thought] ), . ',
{ofa single word),, 6. -,,, {ofa single

term or a turn of expression,

phrase). Correct e.,,
V : beyond all e.,,, 2. [[ Mode of ex-

pressing oneself], ij {style).

U As rhet. t.] -,, .,
{power of speech).-, . Without e.,-, 2, e. g. (to read) without e.,. U
That wch is visibly expressive of
athg], .,,, .
Crcl. with verbs to Express.
There is an e. of grief on his

countenance, -. See next Ar-
ticle. The e. of the eye,,
., : also,
{' tlie mind'sexpression in theface')

:

to conjecture aby's thoughts or

character fm the e. of his coun-
tenance,

or

or : to

have a sullen e.,.
a wild e., . ^[

As a term of art],
{the looking like life),,.
EXPRESSIVE,,,, 3. ^f

Of speech] {more with

ref. to single words) and,
3., 3 {of life-like expres-

sion in works of art),,
3. , 3 {of the character),, 2 {distinct, vivid). An
e. countenance,: to have
an impassioned e. (in acting, &c),

{mid. ; later Gfr.).

EXPRESSIVELY, -SIVE-

(225)

EXS
NESS. Fm words under Ex-
pression, Expressive.
EXPRESSLY, (e.

g.,).. To
say e.,. -

j

: to order or command e.,

j

or :

to demand or require e.,

or : e. on pur-
pose,,. '-

{e. q.' ).
EXPROBRATE,-PROBRA-. See Reproach.
EXPULSION,, . -, . -,, ., .,

{trs.)., {intrans.). Thee,
of strangers out of the city,, : e. fm a home or

dwelling-place,, -, : e. fm one's pos-

session,, : after the
expulsion of the kings,-

: after the e.

of the opposite party the citizens

were quiet, -, -, -.
EXPULSIVE. Crcl. with Verb.

^
EXPUNCTION,,

. Better expressed by verbs.

EXPUNGE, {e.g.

what has been written), also-,,.
That may be easily e.-d,-, 2.

EXPURGATE,.
E.-d {said ofan edition of a book

fm wch indecencies are removed),-, . See to

Purge.
EXPURGATION, '-, . . -.
EXPURGATORY. Crcl. with

verbs. . index, -()-.
EXQUISITE,, -,, 2., 3.-,,,, ,

. ,, . If

With ref. to moral perfection], 3.,
3., 2. *f[ Agreeable to

the senses],,
3. % Delicate, fine], ,
. An e. taste in the arts {sense

of the beautiful),, :

he is a man of e. taste or discern-

ment, -.
EXQUISITELY, -NESS.Fm

adjj. Exquisite.
EXSICCATE, -, -,
-,. -,-. v{ofmoistor
juicy bodies). Having the proper-

ty of e.-ing,, -, 3.

EXSICCATION,,, , or Crcl. with

verbs.

EXSUFFLATE,
{chiefly as eccl. t. of exorcism).

EXT
EXSUFFLATION, -., .
EXTANT,, 3 (')., 3., 3. The

e. works (of an author), -
or : to

be no longer e., :

to be formerly e.,.
EXTASY, EXTATIC. See

Ecstasy, Ecstatic.
EXTEMPORAL, -TEMPO-

RANEOUS, -TEMPORARY,
-TEMPORE, . -. ,, 3. To make
an e. speech, {),-,. -

or
or or,

: e. speaking, -.,,
2 and 3 : something that is made
e.,, .
EXTEMPORIZE. See under

Extemporary.
EXTEND. H (Trans.)]-

vtiv, and compounds with ,. , ,,, ,,,,, according

to the different relations in space.

See to Stretch. If To lengthen

out by unfolding],
and compounds with ,,,
-,, e. g. -

{by deploying fm flank to

rear). *[ To increase],,,,,,-, {in length)., {in width).

To extend one's possessions,

&c,, ,.
,

{knowledge) : to e. one's renown,,
(2). Ij (INTRS.) Of
space or duration] and

{mid.) with their com-
pounds. This education e.-d to

the age of puberty,
:

it e.'s along the harbour,-
: to e. over

athg, -, : to

e. to athg, '-, or

: to e. along athg,-
: the view e.'s to

the forest, . See REACH,
Stretch
EXTENSIBLE,-.
EXTENSIBILITY,.
EXTENSION. II Act of ex-

tending],,:
result of this act,, r\.

^j Fig. : e. g. of authority] -, {),, {increase in size and
inner value). E. of the sense of

a word,,,
...

Q
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EXTENSIVE,-, 3 (ofroom or space), ?,, .,,.,, , (ivide,

broad), -,, 2
(spaciotis).,,, 2. An e. city,-

or : a
man of e. influence, -,

: e. know-
ledge, : a
man of e. attainments,-,, 2

:

this word has an e. signification,' .
EXTENSIVELY. Fm adj.

Extensive.
EXTENSIVENESS. See Ex-

tensive.
EXTENT,,-, (an extending) .,

(measure of quantity or dimen-
sion). See the terms ofdimension,
Greatness, Length, Width,
S(c. , , and,
b (quantity, number, amount),,,,

(compass). The e. of the em-
pire, or:
e. of time, power, attainments,, ,, : e. of
a discourse, :

of an immense e.,-
EXTENUATE. «H To make

thin (in the material sense)] -,. To
reduce or lessen (propr. and fig. )\.. To e. a fault,-, (by con-
cealing some ofthe circumstances)

:

to allege e.-ing circumstances,

(mid.), -. See to Palliate.
EXTENUATION,-, ., 6.-,, . There is some-

thing to be said in e.,-', (). ^» But usually Orel,
with verbs.

m
EXTERIOR, adj. 6, , ',',. As subst.-, . , . , . -. A handsome

e.,, . '.
EXTERMINATE,».-,.. -.. -.. To e. with

fire,. E.-d,,
2. , 2.

EXTERMINATION,-, . -,, . -, ., .-, . -,, .
War of e., ,
EXTERNAL, adj. 6, ,

or. [ As subst. : ex-
ternals] , -. See Exterior, Outward
EXTERNALLY,, '

TO or '.
(226)

f

EXTINCT,*, 3., 3. , 2. -, 3., 3.

be e., , -
(pass.), . *\\

To be extinct (ofafamily by death)] I,, -&,' (pass.).

EXTINCTION,,, . % Exter-
mination] Vid.
EXTINGUISH,,

(a flame or fire),, (fig.
=

exterminate, Vid.).

EXTINGUISHER. Partcp.

of Verb. An e. for a candle, &c,,,
EXTIRPATE, m Propr.]

-,-. H Fig•] -, (e.g. -), . -., <ifc. See
Exterminate. E.-d,-, 3., 2.

EXTIRPATION,,
. ',,-, ., .-, ., .
EXTOL. See to Elevate,

to Praise.
EXTOLLER. See Eulogist.

f

EXTORT, or -.. To e.

a confession, -. -
: to

e. payment of money,-
and'-, tivu.

EXTORTION,, 6.

-,, ., .', .
TO RT IONER (usurer),, .,.

EXTRACT, v. t To draw
fortK] -, -,. -,
-,. To e. a javelin
from a wound, -. ff To draw forth one sub-

stancefm another (e.g. fm lierbs,

$£C.)]. *[J From a
writing, fyc] -,,.
EXTRACT, s. T| Decoction]

Vid., or Orel, with verb-
(= to make an e.). %Ofa

writing], .-, . See Excerpt.
EXTRACTION. 1 Propr.J, b., 6.. If Origin] ,. Of noble e.,, :

of low e.,, .,.
(

EXTRADITION,,
., . To demand the
e. of aby, .
EXTRAJUDICIAL, or

or (3) -.
EXTRAMUNDANE, -, 3., 2.

EXTRANEOUS. See Fo-
reign.
EXTRAORDINARY,-

,,-,,.
EXTRAORDINARY,-,, . ,'2., ,

(uncommon),,,,, 3., , . -, 2 (exceeding the usual mea-
sure or standard,). An e. mass
or number,
or.
EXTRAVAGANCE. Wan-

dering beyond fixed limits] See
Digression. Tj Impetuosity (of
passion)] ,.,
., b. U Lavish expendi-
ture], ., •., ., .,
v. One's natural proneness to e.,

Trj . H Aber-
ration (fm sound reason)]-, , . .
See Eccentricity.
EXTRAVAGANT. 1 Ex-

ceeding fixed limits],
2 (in athg, or ),,, 2( ),, 2. An e. mode of life,.-,,, .
See Excessive, Excess. if La-
vish, wasteful, prodigal]-, 3., 2 (ofpersons and
things),, 3., 2
(of persons). To be e. in athg,. -, ,. : an e.

person, -.
EXTRAVAGANTLY, -,, and adw. fm

other adjj. To live e., -. -.-,,,,.
EXTR VAG,-,.
EXTREME, adj. ,, 3 (the last),

3 (lying at the end). To be in e.

misery, ,
: to be in e.

poverty, t Is

: to be in e. danger,,, : to run e.

risks, or -
: e. pain, -, : e. cold,-

: e. heat,

: in e. confusion,-.
EXTREME, s.,-, . The opposite e.,, : to be al-

ways in e.'s,: don't run into e.'s. -
: beautiful in the e.,, : to an e., in the

e. (= excessively, to the last de-
gree),, ,,,-, -\ :

to carry to an e. (= to be exces•



EXT EYE EYE
sive), /; to the e., is '/.
is .
EXTREMELY,. is,,, , ': e. good,,

2 : e. bad,, 2 : e.

unhappy,, 3: $§§=and
veryfrequentlyformed with
or by the supeii. of the adj., e. g.
e. great,, 2. -, 2., 3.,
2. (, )

: e. strong,-, 2., 3 : e. plea-

sant,. :

to be e. attached to,-
.!/ : to be e. friendly,--..
EXTREMITY, The'.ex-

treme end], .,. , . , .,., .-, . , , and, (a pointed e.). To be
situated at the e.,,-, : situated at the
e., }5, , and-, . See Extreme, s. %
Extremities of the members of the

body],,. To mutilate the e.'s,-. If Fig.: extremity of
life] . To be at

the last e., -. -. :

to drive to e.'s, its -. \ Fig. : ex
treme misery, danger, S[c] See
Extreme, s. To be reduced to

e., .
t

EXTRICATE,, and
(e. g.

fm an unpleasant position, <|"c).

To e. oneself,'
(pass.) (fm athg) : to e. fm
danger, , -

: to e. oneself,, (-),
or ,-

(to effect an outlet).

: not to be able to

e. oneself,.
EXTRINSICAL. See Exter-

nal.
EXTRUDE. See Expel,

Thrust out.

EXTRUSION. See Expul-
sion.

EXUBERANCE,,
., .
EXUBERANT,?,, 3.

EXULCERATE,, -. ,,-. 1\ (INTRANS.)]-,. -,.
EXULCERATION,,

., -., . To bring

on e., see Exulcerate.
EXULT, / or
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. .-. (pass.). (pass.)-
EXULT,,

. ', .-, . To feel e.,

see Exult.
EYE, s. il Propr. and fig.], 6, and, (mly

pi. and only propr.), also, -

(esply pi.). The one e., '
: blind of one e.,-, 2 : to be blind of

one e., '. A full, well-opened
e., :

contracted e.'s,,-, : a very long
(almond-shaped) e.,,,. : project-

ing e.'s,. or

: one that has such
e.'s, £'<5, 2 : having hol-

low e.'s,, 2 : a
very deep-set hollow e.,-

: having a keen or
piercing e.,, is : to

have a cast in the e.,-. See to Squint. As far as

the e. reaches, '. :

the power of the e.,

: the e. of the mind,
or :

the e. loses its acuteness,

: before the e.'s,. .. :

have athg before my e.'s, -, -, "
(I see it clearly) : to keep

or have an e. upon athg, -, (to

watch), :

to have an e. upon aby's conduct,. '-
: all

e.'s will be upon you,
(or-

) : one can see it with half an
e., -

: measure taken by the e.,'
: to measure

by the e., '
(or ) : to judge by the

e., o>s ' (Soph.) :

to turn one's e.'s on athg,-, : to draw
the e.'s of the people upon one,, .-

:

with one's own e.'s, : to

see athg with one's own e.'s, -
toittijj/ : not to be-

lieve one's own e.'s, -: if a person may believe

or trust his own e.'s,: to fix one's

e.'s stedfastly on athg,-
: to strike the e., -, . The evil e.,, 6., : to be-

witch by the evil e., :

with an evil (unfriendly) e.,-, : to regard aby

with an evil e. (asJcance),,.-'. With an e. (= regard) to,

: to have an e. to one's
own advantage,7,.
look at athgwith other e.'s,.
Disease of the e.'s,, :

an inflammation of the e., -, .',.-, : to be afflicted with a dis-

ease of the e.'s,,-
: to be bad for the e.'s,

: pain of the e's,

or

: weakness of
the e.'s,, : hole or

cavity of the e.,, : the
corner of the e., koto's, ,
(ipiP to be distinguished fm-) : outer corner of the e. (to-

wards the temples), ai -: pupil of thee.,,: the

white of the e.,., : a black
e. (fm a bloiv),, : to

give aby a black e.,, ' :

humours of the e., ai^. In
the twinkling of an e., -. if Eye (of a plant)] -, 6. *W A hole or perfora-
tion],., .-, (, ofa needle).

EYE, .. E.g.Xo
e. intently, •\ See to

Look, Regard.
EYEBALL,, r,.

EYEBROW,, uos, .
To contract or knit the e.'s,-.-.
EYED (in composition), adj.

. g. black-e.,,, 2.

EYELASH,, . ai.
EYELESS. See Blind.
EYELID,,. The

upper e.,, ai: the low-
er e.,,, ..., :

to shut or close the e.'s, -
or or-, ,: to open the e.'s,-

: dis-

ease of the e.,75, .
EYESALVE,, .
EYESERVANT,-.(-, 6, later Greek.)

EYESIGHT, -. . To de-

prive of one's e.,;
tt;s : to recover one's e.,.
EYESORE. . g. athg is an

e. to me, () or. .,, -
TOS, .
EYEWITNESS, »|5,

i7r07TTJis, , 6. -
Q2



FAB FAC FAC, (of
athg, ). 6, (of
athg, ). To be an e. of athg,,, ,-,, : to

know as an e., -.

F.

FABLE, s. , .,
. §&&°, of tradition, chiefly

of a mysterious and religious te-

nour;, of its historical pur-
port ; as fiction, also. Sy-
non., . As AZsop's

fable,, 6, and, 6.

The f. ' of the dog,'

: to recite f.'s, :

to write and compose f.'s,-. : a writer
of f.'s,,,
and, 6.

FABLE, v.. -. As poets have f.-d,

us .
FABLED, . See

Fabulous.
FABRIC. 1 Building] Vid.

^1 Make, texture] Vid.
FABRICATE,.. . -. *fj Impropr. : to feign]. g. to f. a tale, -.
FABRICATION, -,, -,,, h. Crcl. with verb

Fabricate, usually formed with-, e. g. the f. of arms,-, : more rarely with -ovp-, e. g. the f. of tiles,-, . ^J Fiction] VlD.
FABRICATOR,-, 6 : — of false money,, 6 : —of forged

writings,, 6.

FABULIST,, -, 6.

FABULOUS,, 2.-, 3. , 2.

A f. tale,, : f.

talk,, : thro' length
of time it has come to be regard-
ed as f,

(Thuc.).

FACE, s. If Fades, vultus],., . Before
aby's f, or, or

: in or before the f. of (=
coram), (dot.) : in the f. of all
the world, ,,-,,,, (e. g. -

or -) : to appear or come before
aby's f., is .

: f. to f.,-,. -, 2 : to aby's f., or
(e. g., to
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deny) : to do (or say) athg to aby's

f, /(, or) (): to call

aby a robber to his f.,- : to look
aby in the f.,,. : to laugh
in one's f., :

to fall on one's f, -.
(the latter 'to throw

oneself 'fall down on one^s f) :

likeness in person's f.'s, -
: to judge of aby by his f,. See COUN-

TENANCE. To have a cheerful

f, :

to have or make a sullen f.,-
: a solemn f,-, .,, : to

put on a solemn f,-. (). -
(Eurip.) : to put

on a sei'ious f., -
: a calm and

undisturbed f, -, . See Countenance,
Look, Mien. To make f.'s,-

: — at aby,

: (with mouth or
lips — to make mouths at),,, -, -,-

: to make wiy f.'s,-
: to make

a sour f., . % Bold
face (in a bad se?ise)] E. g. to do
athg with a bold f, -

: how should one have the

f. to —, (c.fut.).

See Effrontery. To put a bold
f. upon the matter,.-..-

(or) (). To fly into

one's f., : he
dares not show his f, -: let

me never see your f. more, -. -'. % Look,
appearance] Vid. Upon the f.

of it (e. g. it is false, fyc),, ,,—. See Evident, Manifest.
Front (ofa building, ?.)] Vid.

^[ Surface] Vid.
FACE, v. To be situated

opposite] (of inani-

mate objects).-,--
(to stand opposite, of per-

sons),,-
(of' armies). //-

(to pitch op-
posite the enemy),
(to have pitched opposite). To f.

about,. ^[ With
ref. to prospect]. To f. the north, -

or' : a gate
that f.'s the plain,. *|| To face

aby] . See
under FACE, subst.

(to defy aby). To f.

atbg resolutely,

: to be able to f. aby,

: to

f. an evil,. or

: to f. death,. To f. athg out,' or— ,, —

.

FACETIOUS,, 2., 3.?, 3. -,,. To be f,

or , -,.-
or.-. : you are

pleased to be f.,,, '.
FACETIOUSLY,...-. Crcl. by paHcpp. ,,,,. (by ivay of

joke). To talk f. on athg,-
or ' . -.

FACETIOUSNESS, -, ., 6.,., -, .,., .
FACILE. See Easy.
FACILITATE, -.... I will f. mat-

ters for you, ' . -
or-/ (to assist in the

performance of athg) : to f. athg
very much,

: to f. the
progress of athg,. .. -, .

: to

f. aby's escape,-.-^-.
FACILITY,,-, ., . -. F. in acting, in work,, : f. in treating or

handling athg,, : with
great f, . -

: f. with which athg
may be performed, -. See Ease, Readiness. ^[

Means for doing athg], 6., . To give aby f.'s to

do athg or to succeed in athg,

or, -
or ,-

: to pro-

cure aby all possible f.'s,-
tiw-. ^[ Facility of dispo-

sition or temper], ., ., . -
(good temper). A man of

remarkable f. of temper,

: excessive f.,



FAC, . ()-,, '• a person of too

great f.,, 3.-, 3.

FACING, s. (of a garment),,,. A
dress with a f., -.
FACSIMILE, or,.
FACT,,.-, ., . -,,.

To point out f.'s, -
: to state the f.'s of

the case, -
(Dem.) : to understand the

f.'s of a case, -
1

(Dem.) : to prove by palpa-

ble f.'s, ' -.. ' The very f. of

—

,—
, e. g. the very f. of

being hungry, .
if In fact] .,, . $j§=• It may
also be expressed by particles,

apa, , , , , or by
emphatic position of tlie verb

:

now in f. this movement of the

army was neither more nor less

than —
, -, —

(Xen.).

FACTION,, (aparty

of citizens hostilely disposed in

politics totvards an oppositeparty)

.

oi (the persons com-
posing a f).
(those of the same f). oi olvti-

(those of the opposite

f). To make f.'s in the state," : to be
divided in f.'s,, -

: to belong to (such or

such) a £, or
: the leader of a f.,-, , : the spirit of f.,

: to be of the

same (the opposite) f., - (avxt)

: the city is involved
in f.'s, -. See Party.
FACTIOUS,,, 3.,

2 (cfperso?is)., 2. To
render., :

a f. person,, b. -', .
FACTIOUSLY. Fmadjj. un-

der Factious. To proceed f.,", , -^.
FACTIOUSNESS, -

or.
FACTITIOUS,-, 3., 3. -, 2., 2.-, 2., 3. F.

Words, .
FACTOR. if In a business'], b., , b., b. if A merchant's

agent],, b.

See Agent, if In arithmetic]
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FAI

b. See Mul-
tiplier and Product.
FACTORY, if Merchants

establishment in foreign lands]
Crcl. with Factor.
FACULTY, if Ability, pow-

er] VlD. , ecus, . -, ., . To have the
f.,, , -, ,-./ , ^gp" The
notion is often to be expressed by
an adj. in -, e.g. that has the
f. of perceiving,, 3 :— of commanding,, 3.

Often it is not expressed, e. g. the
reflective f., : the
mere mental f.'s, .
if Permission], . if
Body of teachers] -, e. g. the f. of law, oi-.
FADE,,-

(pass.), -,-.. Faded,,
2 : f.-d letters, -, if To fade (of colours)]..-. (A colour) that

does not f.,, 2. -
(), 2.

FADING, s., b.-, . ,.
FAG. if (Intrs.) To work

hard, e. g. at a study (colloq.)']

(pass.),

(pass.).-.. if (Trans.)
To fatigue] VlD./.. F.-
ing work, , b.

FAG-END,,.
FAGOT, or, b.

FAIL, if Not to reach, tofall
short of athg aimed at]-, -, -, -,,,-, '

(to be deceived in one's ex-

pectations). I can't f.,, ,
: I f. in an

undertaking, or my undertaking
f.'s, (or.) .. See Unsuccess-
ful. My endeavours have f.-d,().
if Not to be forthcoming]-. . See ' to be
Wanting,' under Want, v. It

cannot f. to —,— : I shall not f.,. :

hence, to f. aby, -, -,- : I shall

not f. to come, or
: to f. to do athg,. or. I never f.-d to

take my share in —,
-

— : to f.

in one's duty,.

FAI.. -
: my strength begins to f.,

or -
: my mental power (me-

mory, &c.) begins to f.,(),-
or :

one's sight begins to f.,

: my heart f.'s

me,. if To fail in busi-

ness] or-
(of a mer-

chant or banker),

or ,, ,-
(of a banker),, (of

private person).

FAIL (as subst.). Without f.,

(in promising), :
1 will come without f., -.
FAILING. See Fault.
FAILURE,, (a

missing). To learn fm one's pre-
vious f.'s, -., ., rj (diminution), -,, (omission,

being wanting), if A failure of
the crops], ., if The failure

ofan enterprize]', ., ., .
It is quite a f.,. if In business]-, .'
or, . -.
FAIN, adj. . g. I would f.,

: or Orel, with advv..,,
or with adjj. , 3. ,, .,, .
FAINT, adj., 2. -^.,2. Tobecome

f., (to lose its fresh-

ness), or-
(by excessive work) : to

be or feel f., , -..,.-,.
(pass.), if With ref to the spirit]

See Discouraged. F.-hearted,, 2., 2.-, 3. : to be faint-

hearted,,-,. (to

give in, or act without vigour) : to

render f.-hearted,.-. if Faint (ofa
beam of light)],, . -, 3. See Dim. (Ofsound),, 3. A f. colour,: a f. voice, or

(dull).,
: with a f. voice,,

2 : a f. hope, or

or .
FAINT, v. iv,-. (joass.)... To bo

in a f.-ing fit,.. if Impropr.:
to be dispirited] Vid.



FAI FAL FAL
FAINT-HEARTED. See un-

der Faint, adj.

FAINT - HEARTEDNESS,
/»/?, ?;9, . -., .,
'FAINTING-FIT,-,,, ., . To fall into or be in

af, see to Faint.
FAINTLY. See Feebly,

Timidly.
FAINTNESS,, .-, . , 6.

FAIR, adj. f Beautifid] Vid.

TI 0/" weatlier, wi?ids, £[c.] F.

weather,, .,-, : in f. weather, -
: f. wind,/ or, . , 6., . , : to have or

sail with f. wind,. :

if the wind continues always f.,

rjv

6. % Equitable, not amiss], 3., 2.,
3 (ofpersons and thitigs). ', 3

(of thhigs)., 2 (ofper-

sons only). It is f.,,. (), : it is

but f. that I should do it,' : to subject to

a f. examination, -
": to consider (athg) f,.
To speak f., : to

speak aby f., :

to bid f. for, (-) —. % Of complexion

:

light-haired], 3. -,, 6, : to be very f.,

: — of face,-, 3. (as a lover's

term of endearment for a com-
pletion f. even to paleness. Plato).

FAIR, s., , n•, .
FAIR - COMPLEXIONED.

See Fair, adj.

FAIR-DEALING. See Ho-
nesty.
FAIR-FACED. See Fair,

adj.

FAIRLY. Adv. ofFair. You
seem to me to have spoken f.,' :

you don't speak f., -. F. and softly !.
FAIRNESS, f Beauty] Vid.

Equity] Vid. % Ofcomplexion],, . .,.
FAIR-SEEMING,-, 2. See Specious.
FAIR-SPOKEN,, 2., 2., 3. See

Plausible.
FAIRY,,, .-, See Elf.
FAITH,, , (con-

viction),, (opinion, belief).
A confession of one's £.,-, , or-, (as act) :

a matter of f., -
. liberty in matters of f,,
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(eccl. t.) : to have f. in athg,-
: to put f. in

aby, or
: not to have f. in

aby, 7/, 7/
: to put one's whole f.

in aby, .
: we have

placed all our f. in thee,, .
Fidelity], , .. ?/?, jjtos, .. To give aby a pledge of

one's f., : —
one another, or -: to show an un-
alterable f., (pass.)-7 : to put aby's

f. to the test, , '. U Breach offaith], ., . To guard
carefully against committing a

breach off., -, ,. ^[ In faith !

(itite?j.)] .. ! .
FAITHFUL,, 3. -, 2., 2 (the last in

a religious sense),, 2 (that

can be depended upon), , 3.

(that-does not neglect his

duty),, 2. (of
narration or a statement). A f.

friend, or -
: to remain f. to aby,-

: — to athg,

or : to remain
f. to one's plan or resolution,,

: to

be f. to oneself, viz. to one's prin-

ciples, character, &c,, ., -, ,: to give a f. account or

description of athg,,-..
FAITHFULLY, *.,,. -.. See FAITHFUL.
FAITHFULNESS. See

Faith. My desire of approving
my f., ,' -

(JCen.).

FAITHLESS,, -, 2., 2. To be-

come f., to act a f. part,-. .
or

(to betray),,. (-) : to be f. to one's

duty, . See
Faithful.
FAITHLESSLY. Fm adj.

Faith lfss
FAITHLESSNESS,,
.
FALCHION,,.-, .
FALCON,,, .-, . A young f.,,

., : to scream like

a f.,.
FALCONER,,

'FALCONRY. Crcl. withwords
under Fowling and Falcon,
Hawk.
FALL, v. T[ Propr. (= ca-

dere)],.,,-
(pass. ; by a false step or

slip). The leaves are f.-ing fm
the trees,. % In zvar,

in a combat].-. Fallen,,:
the town is fallen, -. Of snow, rain, hail] -

or (pass.),,. %
be reduced, to go doivn] -,

(of fluids which re-

cede and diminish), -, (pass. ; to be di-

minished, e.g. in authority, power,
&£C.). (pass.) and

(ofpersoiis and
states fm their former elevation),

or ., -
(of courage, hopes, 8[c). The

prices of commodities are f.-ing,':
the price of corn was f.-ing, at''. 6 (-
bated) : the wind f.'s, 6. U With preposi-

tions and other phrases] To f.

asleep, ,' or-. . To f.

among thieves,. To f. asunder,,,, -
(pass.). To f. at aby's

feet, -, ,.--. : to

f. at variance,. See ' to

Fall out.'' To f. aivay,-,. See to DE-
SERT, Revolt. To f. back, ava-,
(backwards, on one's back) : to f.

back (again) into one's old sins,

: they halted and
fell back, : to

have something or plenty to f.

back upon, (). Tof. down,.. To f. foul of,. Tof. forward,. To f. from athg,, -,. To f. ill,. To f. in with (= to

meet ivith, light upon),-. See also to Accord, to

Coincide. To f. into athg, -., -
(of rivers, S[c.):

to f. into suspicion (disgrace, mis-
fortune, &c), -



FAL
: to f. into a swoon,-, : — an ill-

ness, : — a

trance, : to f. into obli-

vion, .-' : — into errour,-. : let us not
f. into the same fault we con-

demn in others,

: to fall into aby's

hands {power),
: a town fell into the ene-

my's hands, - : —
into my hands, -

: to fall into the hands
of pirates, -^ {Plut.) : a book f.'s into my
hands, : to

f. into
(
=z invade a country),

-, /3«/ ? .
To f. on, see ' to Fall upon.'' To
f. of, see ' to Fall aivay from.''

{ofhaves,feathers, Qc.),

also, {of the

hair). To f. off {— to deterio-

rate), {),. of. out {prop.),, : {im-

propr.) to Befall, Happen.
Vid. A question that had fallen

out between us on the way,-
os -. See also to Quarrel.

To f. short, . See to

Fail. To f. to {propr. ; e.g. ofa
lid, door,£[.),.-

: to f. to one's share,-,
: athg f.'s to me,, also

'.' .
. :

the portion wch f.'s to me,
: to f. to (at a

meal), it at : tof. to work,. See ' to Set to.' To
f. to plundering, '. To f. together,-

: — by the ears, see to

Quarrel. To f. under {e. g. the

dominion ofaby), -. See Dominion,
Power. To f. upon, -,-.

or : the shadow f.'s

upon athg,

: to f. upon a sword,-
: to f. upon the

ground, ,-, with and witlwut, {on the

floor). To f. upon (= to attack),, .
or ..

or : to f. upon aby's

neck, ,-{.)-
: to f. upon a thought,

{a thought occurs

to, or sfri/ces, me) : to f. upon
a subject of conversation,-

: the conversa-

tion f.'s upon a subject, b

.
or . The lot

f.'s upon aby, : the

choice f.'s upon aby [— aby is
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FAL
,,-, : the blame f.'s upon

aby, .' {) or.
: noy resentment f.'s upon

aby, :

athg f.'s hard upon me,,.
or : the loss f.'s upon

me,",,-, : to

f. upon {of a point of time), e. g.
the festival f.'s upon this day,

{Plut.). To let f., -. : he let the
sword f.,

: to let f. {e. g.
a plummet),,-:— an expression,

: to let oneself f.,,-,.
FALL, s., {the act

offalling),, . -, ., , and-, {a fall caused by a
false step or slip). To have a
f.,,: I had
a very severe f.,

: to threat-

en its f., :

to get up fm a f., -
: to cause the f.

(of athg), ,-,. H Down-
ward tendency of a heavy body,

4fC.], .,,
. Diminution {in the height

of a liquid body)],,,,
{also of price). *\[ Fall fm the

height of power] , .., . -, ., 6. ^[ De-
struction, overthrow] Vid. The
state was declining towards its f.,

or
or .

FALLACIOUS. See Deceit-
ful, Deceptive. The testimony
of the eyes is very f., -.
FALLACIOUSLY. SeeOn-

CE1TFULLY
FALLACIOUSNESS. See

Deceit, Deception.
FALLACY. See Deceit, De-

ception,, {mistake)., 6 {false reason-

ing), {in refuting)

.

To commit a.,,.
FALLIBILITY, -LIBLE.

Crcl. with verbs under to Fail.
FALLING, s. See Fall, s.,

or Crcl. with infin. or partcp. of
verbs under to Fall.
FALLING-SICKNESS,-, b., fj. To

have the f.-s,'
{pass.).

FALLOW, adj.,
2., 2. To lie f., :

a field that lies f.,, ., ., . , : the

time of lying f.,, b.

FAL
FALLOW, v.,. A

f.-ing (= state ofbeingf.),,
, and, b.

FALSE. Not true] -^.,.,
3. To have or entertain a f. no-
tion of athg,

: f. evidence or wit-
ness,, : to give
f. evidence, to bear f. witness,. p-

: a f. oath,, :

to take a f. oath,. ^[
Not genuine], 3., 2. , 3 and 2., 2 {disguised, feign-
ed), and, 2., 3. F. hair,, . One who
bears a f. name,, 2

:

af. key,,. (^*
And many other compounds with

-,for wch see under the seve-

ral nouns.) F. coin,,, :

he made a f. seal and opened the
letter, -. ^\
Not right] , 3., 2. . See
Wrong. U Not true or faith-

ful], 2., 2., 2. «See Faithless. To
play aby f., see to Deceive, ff
Vain, unfounded],,
3. F. glory,, : f.

reasoning,, b : f.

step,, .
FALSE-HEARTED. «See De-

ceitful.
FALSEHOOD. II Concrete:

lie] VlD.,.,. Abstr.] See Falseness.
FALSELY,, -.,.

To accuse aby f.,'
/.

{): to interpret f.,-
: f. so called,-, 2 : to judge f.,-: to reason f.,.

i^gp• And other compounds with- and-,for wch see the

several words.
FALSENESS. If Want of

truth] , .
11 Spuriousness], . -, b. IT Duplicity, insincerity], ., {of
character). See Deceit.
FALSIFICATION,-, (e. g. of a document,-).,-, (of coins),,
{counterfeiting).

FALSIFIER, ,, ., .
FALSIFY, {g. t.

esply of tvrilings, an agreement,

Qc). and
{of weight, measure, fyc).

and mid. {to counter-

feit), $|p esply of
coins, and of seals.

To f. a document,
or .



FAL FA FAN. [ Falsified], 3., 2.?, 2.

FALSITY. See Falseness,
Falsehood.
FALTER. IT To hesitate in ut-

terance], ,, (to

stammer fm defective utterance).

T[ 7b be checked in one's utterance

(byfear or other emotions)] h-(), also-,
(pass.). One that f.'s in his speech,, 2 (stuttering, e.g.fm
intoxication).

FALTERING,., .,,
. -See awder Falter. With-
out f., : to answer with-
out f., .
FAME, f /wri] VlD. «if

Glory, renown] , .
or, ., ., ., h- ',.,, . -, 6. To acquire some f.,. . -

or (), , -
: — by athg,-,

: f. acquired in the career of

one's life,

: to be in-

different about f., -
: the f. of great deeds or ac-

quired by such, -.
FAMED. «See Celebrated.
FAMILIAR, adj. f Pertain-

ing to a family] See Domestic.
U Intimate], 3.,
2., 3. To be f. with aby,.

: to be on f. terms
with aby, '
(or) or

: f. intercourse with aby, -
or .-

: to know aby by
f. experience, -

: a f. friend,7 .
or

: — of aby, .' : to be
too f. (= to take liberties) with
aby,' .
U Affable] Vid., 3., 2. % Of persons]
To be f. with athg,, ':
to make oneself f. with athg, -, -,, -

: f. with the
Greek language, -,: he had been
f. with the constant exercise of
power, Trj-
XV• Of things : customary, be-
come easy by long use], 2., 2. , 3. F.
language,, : a f. ex-
pression, , rj.,.
FAMILIAR, s., 6.

(232)

, 6 (an inmate of the

house), , . ,, (afriend ofthe house).

To be aby's f., .' (pass.) -
.
FAMILIARITY. ^Intimacy]',, ., .

To be on terms of f. with aby,. U Con-
descending intimacy] See Con-
descension.
FAMILIARLY. ^#. to live

with aby f., or-.
: to have conversed f. with

aby, . See Fa-
miliar.
FAMILY,, b.,, (with ref.tof life),, ,

and,, (with ref. to

descent) : or Crcl. by, ,
(of such as are fm their

home). One's f. and familiar

friends, oi-
: they emigrated with their

f.'s,

: to have a f.,

: belonging to the f., -, 3 : of a good f.,,
2 : of an obscure f.,

: men of f., -. See DE-
SCENT. To come of an honest f.,

: f. af-

fairs,, , . ,
or :

a f. vault, , ., : a f. fault or

defect, , : f.

happiness, ' -
: the head of the f.,,, . , ,

. ', : mistress of

the f.,', : f. name,,
: f. altar,, : a friend

of the f.,, . ,
: to be such,'

(pass.) .
FAMINE,, . A great

f., : there is a f.

all over the land, -, or , -
: death caused

by f. or starvation,, .
FAMISH. IT (Trans.)]'-,. *

(INTRS.)] or -
or .

(pass.). In a f.-ing condition,-
(), (,

)., 3.(, ) : f.-d, -, 2. , 3
(killed with hunger).

FAMOUS,, -,, 2,,
3 (of whom much is spoken), '-,,, 2 (of
whomahigh opinion is entertained),, 3.,-,, 2., 3
(shining, distinguished). F. for

athg, and ,
and : to be f., -. or .. -, Qc, : he is f. for elo-

quence,

: to become f.,-, SfC,,, .
: to render f.,, £{C., .

avor ,-, , -
: rendered f. by the sad

fate which befel him,.
FAMOUSLY. Fm adjj. un-

der Famous.
FAMOUSNESS. See Cele-

brity.
FAN, s. , , , and, (for fanning fire),, (for cooling oneself).

(Mod. Gr., ).
Winnowing f. (vannus),,
., .
FAN, . Propr.].. The act of f.-ing, -, .,. ^ Fig.]

(fmfanning into aflame),
e. g. the flame of war, &c,-,.
FANATIC, s. Imitate by-, 2 (as fanaticus, prps

in ref. to Famius).-, 2., , and, -,,, 2., .,-, or -.
FANATIC, FANATICAL,

adj. Crcl. with FANATIC, s. -, 3., 3.

FANATICISM. Crcl. with
words under Fanatic, s. -, ., . -, .
FANCIFUL,,

2. or-,, 3 (fantastic,

or created by the fancy). In a
bad sense, (unmeaning),, 2,, 3,,
2 (strange, particular). 1J Ofper-
sons — capjricious, wayward]-, 2., 2. -, 2 (difficult to please).

What a f. person you are ! -
! !

FANCIFULLY. Fmadj. Fan-
ciful.
FANCY, s., v.-, . ', (an unfounded

mental conception),, ., r\., (a sud-

den thought). The f. strikes me,. See Imagination., (a creature of the

f). Full of all kinds of f.'s and
a deal of nonsense, -,, (inclina-

tion, Vid.). I have a f. for athg,, or ?}, : to take a f., see

Liking. Being taken with a f.



FAtf FAR FAS
for this, /s. See
Whim, Caprice.
FANCY, v. II To imagine]' (aor.'),,, (seq. infin.).

(aor.),
seq. andpartcp. To make aby
f. that— ,—. To f. to he somebody,

: one would f.,\ , : I should
f., . or-

(c. infin.). ^[ To like\

Vid. I f. athg,.
FANG,/,, :

pi. , . %
Claw] Vid.

FANTASTICAL. See Fan-
ciful.
FANTASTICALLY. See

Fancifully.
FANTASY. See Fancy.
FAR, adj. See Distant.
FAR, adv.- (g. t.). -

(f. off), or
(a good ivay off). How f. is it

to such a place ?

(e. g. ' ) ;

6 ;
to be f. fm athg, -, or, : to

live f. fm aby,

: f. on, or :

f. into or towards, :

as f. as possible, is -, : fm afar,, : very f.,

extremely f., :

to extend f., -
: to go f. in advance,-

: f. and wide, f.

and near,, fj Gene-
rally denoting degree or measure]
As f. as to a certain spot,, . So f.

(to such a degree), or, : to

go or come so f. in athg as, &c.
(c. infin.), or,,-,, ,. -, : I see that things

have gone so f., -
:

things are not yet so f. gone,-
: to go f. in athg,

: as f. as I am able,'
(or) :

you are pretty f. gone in love,

il -
(PI.) : as f. as possible,'

: to go too

f. in athg, -
: f. fm it !

(or ). ' :

I am f. fm doing athg,

: I am f. fm think-

ing or believing, ,,, -: I am f. fm attempting to

defend myself, -
: I am so f. fm—,

(23•5)

—. •
— : f. fm (this) — , even,

or, not even (that), or, I am so f.

fm —, that I (do not) even —

,

— or', e. g. f. fm taking to flight,

he did not so much as quail,, ' -
: you are so f. fm being

grateful to them, that you even
take part agst them,,

: f. fm
giving it for nothing, you would
not even part with it for less than
its value,'

: f. fm making an effec-

tual resistance, they did not even
save their lives,,'' :

f. fm being able to help their

friends, they could not even save

themselves, ,'' : like is so

f. fm being friendly to like, that

the very contrary to this takes

place, b-,' -
(.) : — in

so f. as —,, ' : thus
f., : enough said so f,

: as f. as

this goes, : enough,
as f. as I am concerned,

: f. better, or-
or : to

excel aby (by) f.,.
FARCE,,.
FARE, . IJ Journey onward]

See ' Go on.' TJ To be in any
state (good or bad)], -, (as progres-

sive), (as perfect

state). To f. very badly,-
: to f. pretty well,. It f.'s with me as

it does with most,. ^J To live

(with ref. to food)] See Live,
Feed.
FARE, s. % Hirefor carriage]

or .
1J Pood],.,. Simple or plain f., ,,

: the f. of a patient,.
FAREWELL,, -. : pi., -,. To bid f,

'.
'. , -, (or ),-

: to bid aby the last f.,7
: to come to aby to bid

him f, -
vnv' : to leave without say-

ing f, -. See Good bye ; Leave, s.

FAR-FETCHED. Crcl.with".
FARM, s. ,. To take a f.,

(conducere),' (redi-

mere). See Estate, Country-
seat.
FARM, v. 1 To cultivate

lands] See to Cultivate, if
To take on lease]

(conducere). (redi-

mere). To f. tolls or public re-

venues,.. II Tofarm out],.
FARRIER, 6 '., (a horse-

doctor).

FARROW, s. (a litter ofpigs),
g. t., 6., .
FARROW, v. (g. t.),.
FARTHER, FARTHEST.

See Further, Furthest.
FARTHING, prps to be ren-

dered by, (i.e.

the fourth part ofan obolus). See
Penny.
FASCINATE,.

See to Charm.
FASCINATION,.

See Charm.
FASCINE, or, (g. t. for any bundle

of brushwood).

FASHION, s. 1 Custom] Vid.

TI In a more extended sense], ., 6. ,.
After the present f, is or

: to be the f.,

or, -..
(pass.) : to become the f,-. ,,' : out of f.,, 2.,, 3 (str. tt.) :

to be out of f., :

to go out of f,,
(pass.) : to dress

after the f. of the Medes,
: men of f, ol

(PL), .
See Fashionable.
FASHION, v. See to Form,

to Make.
FASHIONABLE,-,, 2., 3 (after the

fashion),, 2.

or, 3. -
(netv, quite after thefashion),

also , 3. 6, ,. , 3 (sty-

lishly dressed or adorned).

FASHIONABLY, -
or . See

the adj.

FAST, ...
or -. See Fasting.

FAST, S.,, .
To observe a f., : to

break one's f.,.-
: not having broken

one's f,,-, 2.

FAST-DAY,,
(), , .
FAST, adj. Quick],

«, . ,, . ,,



FAS FAT FAT
., 3., 2. ^J

Firm] ViD. P. colour,-
[Plat.).

FAST, adv. % Swiftly].,. .^. To run f.,-. to move f., -
(pass.) : as f. as possible,

b , .
: as f. as I

Was able, , ipp*

/so Orel, with ', e. g.

(he made offvery

/'.). It rains f., -, :

a f.-sailing vessel, or-, ., . | Firmly] Fm adj.

Firm. To stand f., -.' : to hold

£,,..-
: to bind f.,: to

hold f. to athg,,-
/os : — to one's opinion

orpurpose, -
: to sit f. (on horseback),-

: to set f. (=
imprison), .

: to stick f., (e. g., , ).
: — in a speech,-,

: to be f. asleep,

[sc. ] :

while all were f. asleep,

: to abide f. or

firmly by athg, ',
e. g. by an oath, &c,
or or-..
FASTEN. % To make fast], (by binding), -

(by beating or ham-
mering), ' (to

join or connect with athg).-
(by joining toge-

ther),, -, (to give stabi-

lity), (to bind, tie. ViD.).

To f. to athg,,-, (attach) '. ' or-
: to f. one's san-

dals to one's feet,

: to f. by gluing toge-

ther, see to Glue : to f. with a
pin, ' : —
with nails, (absol.) : —
to athg,,-

or . *J[

Impropr.] To f. a reproach upon
aby, see Censure : to f. one's
eyes on athg:, see to Fix.
FASTIDIOUS. II Propr.:

dainty (about one's food)] -,- and-, 2 :. | Fig.: nice, hardalso

to satisfy oneself, hard to please], 2., 2. f Of
things (obsol.)], 2. See Dis-
gusting.
FASTIDIOUSLY. Fm adj.

Fastidious.

%

FASTIDIOUSNESS.HProjD.], ., . -', . «ft Fig.], ..
(234)

FASTING, s. See Fast, s.

•ft Partcp.] See to Fast. TJ As
adj.],',,, 2. , 3.

Adv.] ',. A f.-

day, see Fast, s.

FASTNESS. 1 State of being

fast] See Firmness. H Strong-
hold] See Fortress.
FASTUOUS. See Disdain-

ful, Haughty.
FAT, adj., , 2., 3 (esply shining withf,

sleek). To make f., to become f.,

see the Verb. if Well fed] -, ,., 3.-,, 2.,,, 2 (corpu-

lent) : also, 3. To be.,.''
: a f. fellow,, 6.,,

6., 6. F. tail (of
sheep), .
FAT, s.,,.-, n (esply in a liquid state).,, or, ?7'?,
(lard, tallow),,., (skin off). The vapour

of burning f.,, , .
FAT, FATTEN, v. 1 Trs.]...

-,'. -, and
str. t. -. Fattened,, 3. if (INTRS.)]-, (to grow
thick), (to grow cor-

pulent).

FATAL,, 3 (fated)., 2,, 2,, 2,, 2 (dead-

ly),, 2 (irremedia-
ble),, 3, comparat.-, 3 (ivith ref to the num-
bers killed by a disease, war, %;c).

(of wounds and bloics).

A f. blow, or, : the f. hour, 77

: the f. moment,
1/ . if Unhap-

py], 3., 2. A
f. day, , ,- :

f. tidings,. To prove
f. to one's hopes,, or
-,-, -

: a disease proves f. to aby,

or.
FATALISM. Orel

lowing word,, .)

^
FATALIST. Orel, e. g.,()' -.
FATALITY. 1 Inevitable

necessity] . There is a
f. about it,. -, -.
FATALLY. Fmadj. Fatal.

if Deadly] . g. to wound aby
f.,

/.
FATE. if Objective: as dis-

withfol-

(Mod. Gr.-

posing power], .,
. , . F. has so disposed,.. '

: that is as f.

will have it, ,
: to submit to f.,' : the strokes of

f., . The
book of f., e. g. it is written in

the book of f., -,, /, or. The Fate?,-,.. -. '. ^| Suljec-

tive : as that wch befalls aby, his

lot], . , . -. .,-, .,. ,
, or, (happiness), -, .,-, (misfortune). It is my f.,'. ^J More general-

ly, i. e. with less ref. to fate or
chance : what has befallen or taken
place], ., -, (of aby, '). ,, or pi. , e. g. if I

compare my f. with that of others,

: this

f. is mine, : it has

been my f., . The
f. of men, ,, :

the f. of a town,,.
FATED,,-,3., 2.,

2. I am f., and it is f. for me—

,

'. See phrases under
Fate.
FATHER, ^,,

6.,, ., ,
. or,,
. One's right f.,, (Dem.) :

f. by adoption, -
(Dem.), : a tender

f., , : to have
aby for a f., :

on the f.'s side, ,: without a f.,,, , : to take after one's f.,,: a name
taken fm the f.,, :

a happy f., .
: a f.'s joy,

or -,, : f.'s heart,

'. to

distress a f.'s heart,

: f.'s affection, --
: to love like a f., to have

the feelings of a f. to aby,-
: to pardon aby with a

f.'s kindness or like a f.,--
: to take a

f.'s place, to be a f. to aby,, -
: to rule

like a f., : a f.'s

rule or power,, :

the f.'s name,



FAT FAU FAV' : the bravery of one's f.

or f.'s,, (Plut.) :

transmitted fm one's f. or f.'s,, 2 : property

inherited fm one's f.,-
ktos (2), : a daughter in-

heriting the whole property of
her f.,, , also -, 2 : f.'s brother,,
wos, 6., . ?
b - : f.'s sister, -, f).

: father's f. and mother,
see Grandfather, Grandmo-
ther : the f.'s house, -

: the f.'s friends,, gs^ ' Ofor belonging to the

father,,' or ' of thefather'
1

{depend-
ent on a subst.),, 3. -, 2 and 3., 3.

^* The difference as observed by
the best writers, although not uni-

versallyfolloioed, is thefollowing :

is chiefly used ofposses-
sions, &[c., inherited by the son, such
as,,,,,,,,,, ,,, whereas relates to

customs and usages of one's fore-
fathers, e. g., ,,,,, and

lastly conveys the notion

of ' resembling the father, accord-
ing to the habits of the father,"" and
is used with refl to certain quali-

ties, fyc, tech the son has inherited,

e. g.,, ',-, <§"c. F.'s city,-, . gfjp For other com-
pounds with -, see the Gr.
Eng. Lex. *[J Fig. = founder,
author] b or b, also b. Conscript
fathers {Roman senators),-

{Plut.).

FATHER, v. 1 To oivn one-

selffather] -. See to Adopt. If To fa-
ther upon — to impute] Vid.

' FATHERHOOD^a-rpd-r,,*,
17, is a ivord of doutbtful authority.

Circl. with Father, s.

FATHER-IN-LAW, b

or ,, , ., ,
b (the wife's father).

FATHERLAND,
(yv), -
FATHERLESS,,, , . , 2.

FAT ERL I NESS, --.
FATHERLY, adj. 1 = Fa-

ther-like, as of a father] E. g. f.

love, affection, &c, see under Fa-
ther, s.

FATHOM, s., . f
Fathom-line] ,
b. , ,. To throw out
the f.-line,.
FATHOM, v. H Propr.]-. ^1 Penetrate] Vid.
FATIGUE, v..,... .

(235)

To become or grow f.-d,,,. -
(pass.).

(pass.). F.-ing,, 2. -, 3 : str. it. and -, 3.,-, 2. See LABORIOUS,
Tiresome, Troublesome.
FATIGUE, s., -,,, .-, ., (failing of

strength). To undergo f.,,
: able to bear f., '-

: to sink
under the f.,

or . -,.
FATLING,'?, 3: with

name of the animal, e.g..
FATNESS, irioVijs,. -', ., , ., (corpulence).

FATTEN. See 'to Fat.'
FATTY,, 2. -, 2., 3.

FATUITY,, .,., -r)(g.t.).

FATUOUS,, -, 3., 2 (more
poet.),, 3 (g. t.).

FAUCET. Tap or cock of
a vessel],. -, b.,, . -, (the spigot), or-,, .
FAULT,,, and, (errour, deviationfm

moral rectitude), (a slip)

and, (a mistake at-

tended bybad consequences),-, 77, and,,
and, (a transgres-

sion of any rule),,
(defect), , (something
amiss). Sir. tt., , and, (a wrong agst right

and )., , and-, (agst God). To com-
mit a f., (agst aby or
athg, or ),-. (pass.),-

: to commit many, great, f.'s,,,,
<Jfc. : to be free fm f.'s,-, -

: to confess a f.,

: without f.,,
3 (that has not f).,, (blame-

less) : to find f. with aby,-' ' or .
To find f., (absol., or, with aby). : to be
found f. with,. See
Blame. There is no f. to be
found with his form,

: to find f.'s (= ble-

mishes), (mid. ; poet.)

:

to find f.'s is easier than to imitate,

tis rj-. Fond of finding f., see

Fault-finder. To be in f.,, -
: to impute the f. to aby, ''. -,

: (ofathg)' , or'-, or,.' '
: that is his own f.,

: it was
his f. that the Phocians were de-
stroyed,

: it is my f.,

or' ,'
: it is not my f.,, -

: it is not my f. that he is not
come, '. Through my f.,. Impropr. : to be at

fault] See Confused.
FAULT-FINDER,,, b. T| Fond offindingfault],,-, also, 2. -, /cos, 3.

FAULTILY. See Defective-
ly.

FAULT I ESS,,
7jtos, ., .-,,.
FAULTLESS,,

2 (not committing afault),-, 2 (having no fault). See
GrTJII ESS

FAULTY,,2 (that

is agst the rule), and-, 3 (that has imperfections),, 3, and ,
3 (not correct).

FAVORABLE. 1 Of per-
sons and personified objects] -, 2., 2.,
2. , 3.,-, . ', (of gods).

To be f. to aby,.. .
or '

: also (to be

for aby). To give aby a f. recep-

tion, . *f[

Corresponding with one's wishes

and plans], 3.,
3 and 2., 3.,
2., 3., 2.,
3. A f. opportunity,, b., : the most f. oppor-

tunity,?, b : f.

wind, , -, 3,, 2, ,
., ., : to

sail with a f. wind,

( ').
or : f. weather, -, , . , : f.

season, : a f. posi-

tion (e. g. for defence),

: in a f. situation,

position, : the

ground is f. for aby,/.
: the indications

(of sacrifice) are f. for marching,
Trj -

: to have f. indications (of

this kind), : not to

have them,.
FAVORABLY. Fm. adj.



FAV FEA FEA
Favorable. To be f. disposed
towards aby, (or) irpos -. -.

or or '
or or . It hap-

pens f. to one's wishes,

: f. situated

for athg, or -. See Advantageous, Con-
venient.
FAVORITE,?, .-, ., .-,, (of aby,).-, b (of aby, ),, 6 (ofaby, -

),. A f. of fortune,-
•:, 6. : aby
is the king's f,

: be was bis mother's f,

: to be a
great f. with aby,, -, : a f. word or

expression, ,., fj
?

: f. work or occupation,

or ' or

or
or -

tis. -
: f. ideas,, -' . , V '

f. dish, ',.', : f. wish,

tis ,
: f. slave,

6. -.
FAVOUR, s.,,, ., . , ., . To obtain aby's

f., or. -
: to sue

for or endeavour to obtain aby's

f.,

: to be in aby's f,.
or . -

: to

stand first in aby's f,-
: to be out

of f, to lose aby's f., -?, -, -
(pass.), .

(pass.) -
: to curry f. with aby,. *\\ Concrete:

afavour — a kindness, obligation], .,. To re-

ceive a f. fm aby,

(pass.) or -, or

: to have
received great f.'s fm aby,-(, <J;c.). To do athg as a
f-i : to allow, permit,
&C,^ as a f.,

:

to do or show aby a f,-
(ivith or without -) : — by doing athg,-

(236)

.
or . %* The two
latter also of any benefit uninten-

tionally conferred on aby, whereas
always involves the

notion of favour, i. e. benevolent

intention. To confer thankless f.'s

(z=. to gain small fl with aby), -.
fl Leave, permission] Vid. Tf

Disposition to support (as ' to be

in favour of athg ')] See to Fa-
vour, , e. g. he said

much in my f.,. Also expressed by a da-

tivus commodi, e. g. an acciden-

tal circumstance happened in his

f. , .
FAVOUR, .'-

. ... or' .
(of sentiment, and conse-

quently of persons only) : also

(to be for aby).

To f. aby's cause, iv

: to f. aby's cause very strong-

ly, : to f.

athg, ,
. Of things

and circumstances: to be advanta-
geous] .,

or , or

and
, ,

(of favorable circum-

stances) : also,, ' or. Chance f.-d him, tis

: athg is f.-d by a

circumstance,, e. g. their escape was
f.-d by the violence of the storm,--

: f.-d by the night,. To resemble] Vid.
FAVOURER,, , ., . .. Also, .-, .
FAWN, S., .-, , . The skin of a f., -, , : resembling a f.,, 2.

FAWN, v..-
(g. tt. for Ho Itave young

ones'
1

).

FAWN UPON, ..,, .
FAWNER. Crcl. ivith Flat-

terer and verbs under Fawn
upon.
FAWNING, and, .
FAWSINGLY. ^.tospeak

f. to aby,.
FEALTY,7, . -

or , and
prps, . See ALLE-
GIANCE, Loyalty.
FEAR, s., (metus)., (timor)., (sud-

den fright or terrour), and-

, Ous, (poet.)., (ti-

midity),, (naturalf. of
hostile objects), ,, (fl.

with reverence, awe). Great f.,

or or or
: empty or vain

f, : fm f. or for f.,, , ,
or with partcp. of the verb, -,,, -

(the case detennined by the

context). ^° Sts the notion of
fear is implied in the verb of re-

flexion or the like, e. g.-—. For f. of, where tJie

notion offear is not necessary to

be strongly marked, may also be

rendered by or ' : e. g.
for f. of wandering too far fm my
subject, -. To hesi-

tate, shrink, or falter fm.,.
The f. of (*. e. tlie fl one has of)
athg or aby, or
or : the f. of you,. To have f. or to

be in f.
,

or ,
(wch is also to cause

or occasion fl), — of athg,-. , ,, .
be in great f, ,

: in extreme f,:
to entertain a groundless f,?

: full of f,-,,, 2 :

without f,, 2.,, : to be without f,-
: to have no f. for (or con-

cerning) athg, : to rid

aby, to be rid, of his f,-,, :

to be uo longer in f., -
: to get the bet-

ter of, get over, one's f.,

: to inspire,

strike aby with, put aby in, f.,

or or
or or-. -. ... .

See to Frighten, to Scare. To
be seized with f, its -,. ^ or,'-: — with extreme f.,77 (pass.),. No
f. of that, ,, ,.
FEAR, . f (Intrs.) To be

in fear] (pass.)

or , -. or-. ... To f. much,-
pojs..

: — about or

concerning athg, : —
for aby, : to f. to do
athg, . T| (Trs.)
Tofear athg] ((?. t.)., (to



FEA
have a natural aversion against

athg). (to be

scared at athg like children), and
(to be seized with

terrour about athg). '
(aor. pass.) (to have f. and
reverence for al>y).

(aor. pass.) (to endeavour to

avoid athg unpleasant). F. re-

proach more than death,

ft : f.

the gods ! or, " I fear (= am afraid)

that], .,. or ,.
do not f., that, ,— : it is to be f.-d, that,, — : it was to be f.-d

that they, —
(.) : what is most to be f.-d is,

that —,, — (Dem.) : it is not to

be f.-d, that, , —
,

or icith personal constr. -
— (Hdt.). ob -, —.

— (or ace. c. infin.).

FEARFUL. ^Timorous]-, 3 (that always entertainsfear),

also, ov, and str. -, 2 (all = cowardly), -, 3 (anodous, that is easily

frightened), also, 3., 2. and-, 2 (void of manly courage),, 3, and, 2 (ti-

mid and cautious) . Very f.,-, 2., 2 : to be f.,

: to become f.,-
: to make f., -
'. -
'. "[ Dreadful]-, 3., 3.,

2., 3. To render

oneself f., ,.
FEARFULLY. Fm adj.

Fearful.
FEARFULNESS. f Timi-

dity] ,,
(cowardice),, , and, (timidity),

(icant of courage). U Terrible

nature (of athg)'] See Terrour.
FEARLESS,, 3. -
, 2. .,,.
FEARLESSNESS, -)•., .,. ', .
FEARLESSLY. Fm adj.

Fearless.
FEASIBLE,, 3. ol-, ' , .,

3., 3. It is f.,-
or, /.

or.
. FEAST, s. If A festival], .,, ., . -, , . To celebrate a

f., or . -. : the celebration of

a f.,, 6. 1] An enter-

tainment] Vid., or Banquet.
FEAST, v. 1 (Trs.)],, -

(237)

FEA
. or. -. *\[ (-
TRANS.)] (pass.),

(pass.),.
To f. at another's expense, -. ^[

Impropr. : to feast on athg (i. e.

delight in it)] (pass.). (pass.) or. .-
(or c. partcp.). -. To f. one's eyes,.

FEASTING. Crcl. with to

Feast.
FEAT, s.,.,., .,,. A noble f., ,-. See Deed. accomplish

a f., or-': f.'s of activity,-, : to exhibit f.'s of strength,

: f.'s

of arms, see Exploit : an heroic

f.,, .-, : to perform f.'s of hero-

ism,.
FEAT, adj. See Dexterous,

Nimble.
FEATHER, s., (g.

t.)., (a soft f, down).
Made of f.'s,, 3 : to get

f.'s (becomefledged) ,,
: the bird is losing

its f.'s (the bird is moulting),-
or or

6 : the

moulting of f.'s,,,.-, : to clean out with a f.,•7/ : to plume oneself

with borrowed f.'s (prov.),-' : as

light as a f.,, 3 : that

has no f.'s,, 2 : a fan

made of f.'s, , .
Birds of a f. aye flock together

(prov.),, (Ooric)., '
(Horn.),

(PL).

6

(PL).

FEATHER, ., or

Crcl. .
To f. one's nest, -

or, -', -
£.
FEATHER-BALL,, .
FEATHER-BED,,. -, .
FEATHER-PILLOW,-, .
FEATHERED,,, 3.

FEATHERY,?, 3.

FEATLY,. -. See Dexterously, Nim-
bly.
FEATURE,, also (pi.

FEE, theface as a whole,
with ref to its severalfs and ex-

pressions). Crcl.' or-
or. F. of the cha-

racter, , . '-
: distinctive f.,,

., : a striking f.,

:

a particular f,,.
FEBRIFUGE, -.
FEBRILE,, 2 (the

symptoms attending afever), -, 3.

FEBRUARY, ,
b, ', -, . $0$° After tJie Greek
calendar,,, 6
(ioch however comprised a portion

of our March). See Month.
FECES. See Dregs. Excre-

ment.
FECULENCE, -CULENCY.

Crcl. with Feculent.
FECULENT,, 2,

also, 2 (of slimy sedi-

ment) : and Crcl. with Excre-
ment.
FECUNDITY. See Ferti-

lity-

.

FEDERAL,, 3,

and Crcl. with , e. g.

the f. army,

or. ., , e. g. '-, (*. e. the army of the

Greekf states). Af. state,-
or , : a

war carried on by f. states,-, 6.

FEDERATE. See Federal,
Confederate.
FEE, s. T[ Payment of ser-

vices (esply professional)],
6 (g. t.)., (tea^r^s

f. ; usually pi.). What is your
f. for teaching me this? -

; the judge's (or

juror's) f., .
FEE, v. 1 To pay for a re-

ceived service] See Pay, v. %
To bribe] Vid.
FEE. Feudal term relating to

tenure of land, a thing unknown to

the ancients. Thus, Fee-simple,

freehold of inheritance absolute.

Crcl.'. See Feod.
FEEBLE For general tt. see

Weak. A f. voice, or,, :

with a f. voice,, 2 :

f. hope, or or.
FEEBLY. See Weak.
FEED,', (these

denoting to givefood once or occa-

sionally), or»-
(cibum praebere, tofeed re-

gularly), or . -
(to f, as a child ; to give

smallportions or quantity offood).
and iv (of ani-

mals only), or (ifon pasture land)



FEE,.....
f. cattle, .
See Flock. Herd. ^J (Intrs.)

Of men] See to Eat. Of ani-

mals, (]MSS.). -,..
To feed on athg]

(to take athg as his usual food).

To f. on meat or flesh,-
: — on fish,.

FEEDER. Tf He that nou-

rishes], 6. 6,. U An eater],, . A great f.,,, . .
FEEDING (the art of),-. ., .. .
FEEL. ^1 By the touch] -,.-

(athg).

and (to touch upon). *[

To perceive either by the senses or
by tlie feelings of tlie mind, to be-

come or be sensible or co?iscious of
athg],-

Tti/os, or more frequently c.

partep., e. g. we f. our weakness,
ourselves weak, bow weak we are,

&C, -
: he will not f. the blows,

or -. To be felt,

or. The cold,

the heat, makes itself felt, -
or ,. To make aby f. (zr

be sensible of),,,
: he made him f. the

enormity of his fault,

: to let aby f.

one's displeasure, ttj opyrj-. He always
spoke as he felt, ',. I f. (am conscious)

that I am most weak,
: I do

not f. that I am guilty of any
wrong,

or : to

f. athg in oneself, e. g. I f. vigo-

rous,» : I f.

vividly (hm-e lively feelings), -,. ^="
In numerous other connexions the

word must be differently rendered,
and often the expression limited to

the thing felt or the sentiment it-

self ; thus, to f. hungry,.
: to f. thirsty,

: so tof. cold, hot, Qc. To
f. content, :

to f. convinced,,-
: to f. vexed, 7-

: to f. alarmed,-
: to f. gratitude or grateful,, :

to f. compassion, : to f.

confidence in aby, -
: to f. greater alacrity in one-

self, - or. To cease to f.

pains and pleasures,

FEI FEL
it f.'a cold,

j

: to f. not to

hear what aby says,-

kui. That mav
be felt,. ^ (Intrs.)']_, e. q. -, but usually not 'ex-

(238)

FEELER (of an insect

', .
FEELING, s. H Act of (==

touching)], ?';. ,
., (sensation and per-

ception),, (affection of
the mind), (disturbed

f)., ) (sentiment),-, (disposition). To have a

f. of athg, :

without f,, 2. -, 2.,, (obtuse) :

to be without f.,. : want of f.,,, . -, . See Unfeeling.
ggp As the verb, so the subst., often

appears in English where the

Greek expresses only the thingfelt,

e. g. a pleasant f. or f. of pleasure,, h • — of pain,, :
— of annoyance,, : — of

compassion,',, , S[C

In the f. (consciousness) of his in-

nocence,

: according to my f.

(sense, judgeinent),

: as my f. (disposition)

is towards aby, ( -) : good f. (good-will), bad f,,, : high or no-
ble f., : to have
right, wrong, f.'s about athg, ,,» :
was impressed with a f. of pity,' . ' -

: I was entirely uninflu-

enced by any f. of commiseration,' -ijti :

an altogether unaccountable f.

(state of mind) possessed me,--
: an unwonted f., blended of

pleasure and pain, tis --.
Would not our f.'s be also theirs?'; to impress aby with
a f., : to

inspire his soldiers with the f.

that they must follow —,--. What f. prompted
you to do this ?

;

FEELING, adj. (of perso7is),, 3.,-, 2., 2. To
give a f. description, see Adv., and
Moving. Touching.
FEELINGLY,.. -

or.(). See EMOTION
and Compassionately.
FEIGN,.-..

f. to be out of one's mind,--
: they f. to be ignorant,

:

: he f.'s

j
to be your friend,

or fuij

tiro's :

to f. not to know what one does

know, : one who
so f.'s,, : to f. not to wish
what one does wish,.
FEIGNED,, 2., 2., 2. -, 3., 3. F. friend-

ship, , .
FEIGNEDLY. Adv. of

Feigned, and partep. of verb,

e.g. he spoke f.,.
FEIGNER, See Hypocrite.
FEINT,,.-, ., .,, ., .

make a f., .
Pretence, colour] VlD. ^j In
xcrestling, fencing, Qc]., .
FELICITATE. &<?Congra-

TUT ATE
FELICITATION. See Con-

gratulation.
FELICITOUS. See Happy.
FELICITOUSLY. See Hap-

pily.

FELICITY. See Happiness.
FELL, adj. See Cruel.
FELL, s. See Hide.
FELL, v. Tl To throw or knock

to the ground]...
*I To fell trees or tcood],, . -. or.
FELLER (of icood),-. .
FELLING (of wood), -,, .
FELLMONGER,, 6.,, . F.'s trade or business,, .
FELLNESS. See Cruelty.
FELLOE or FELLY,,

loos. ?';.,.
FELLOW, s. *i\ A companion]

Vid. *T Familiar appellation], b. You fellow !

o5tos ! A little f,,
: a clumsy f.,, . -, b : a stupid f.,,,

b : a silly f.,, b.

My good f. ! '. TJ A
felloio of a society],
b.,, b.,
b. U An equal] Vid. gf$= Fel-
low-, as the first member of a com-
pound, is variously expressed by
similar compounds wilh -,- : but often, especially in ad-
dresses, is not expressed.

FELLOW-CITIZEN,-,,. b (seldom).

FELL W-C MON R,, b., b.

To be a f., (to

dine at the same board with aby).

FELLOW-CRAFTSMAN,, b.

FELLOW-CREATURE,-, b. b.



FEL
PI. aXXa., -.
FELLOW-FEELING, -, ., .
FELLOW-HEIR {co-Mr,

joint-heir), 6 or-. To be a

f., or.
FELLOW-LABOURER,, 6., , 6.,, . To be

aby's f., -, . -. -.
FELLOW-LODGER,-, 6., b. To be a

f., .
FELLOW-PASSENGER.

See Fellow-traveller.
FELLOW-PRISONER,-, 6 (in tear),-, , b (in a prison).

FELLOW-SERVANT, -,,. To be aby's

f., .
FELLOWSHIP. H Inter-

course between comrades] -, . ,,
.,, .-, .', . To have f.

with aby, ,
: to have no f.

with aby,.
FELLOW -SOLDIER, -, , .-

or, .,, b. In ad-

dresses, !

FELLOW-STUDENT,-,, , .
FELLOW- SUBJECT. See

Fellow-citizen.
FELLOW- SUFFERER, b

or, -. b or. To be aby's £,-,-.
FELLOW-TRAVELLER,, ., .,-, . — at sea,, ,

. To be aby's f.,-,,,,..'.
FELLY. See Cruelly.
FELO-DE-SE,", -., , .-, ., , .
FELON. See Criminal, s.

FELONIOUS. See Crimi-
nal, adj.

FELONIOUSLY. See Cri-
minally.
FELONY. &e Crime.
FELT, 7?, b.,.

Made of f.,, 3: like f.,, 2 : a f. cap or hat,-, ., b.

FEMALE, s. ,, .
A young f.,,, .-

(239)

FEO, ., , (fe-
males),, (by way of
contempt).

FEMALE, adj., 3. -, 3. , , -. F. sex, , : of
f. sex,,, .,
2. F. posterity,, :

f. line (e.g. ofproperty descending
in the f. line),.
FEMININE (gram, t.),-, 3. f[ Delicate, effeminate], 2., 3., 3., 2. -, 3., 3. F. habits,

conduct, &c,, -. •, .
FEN,,., .-, . That grows in or inha-

bits f.'s,, 2., 3 :

to turn into a f.,.
: to be turned into a f.,

to become a f.,/
(pass.). Fens, ., . , .
FENCE, s., .-,.', (that

surrounds athg)., (
hedge), or, (an enclosure,

Vid.). To put a f. round athg,

to surround by a f.,-
or .-

: also -,. See
Hedge. U Defence] Vid.
FENCE, v. f To inclose with

afence] or,-, -,.-.-, --. Fenced,',
2. Fencing (the act of; e.g. a
piece of land),,-, ., . ^[

To fortify, guard] Vid. J To
practise the art of defence with the

sword, ti[c]...
FENCER,.
FENCING,, .

The art of f.,, .
FENCING-MASTER,-, ., , .
FEND, « Ward off] Vid.
FENDER, b -.
FENNEL,,.

field on wch f. grows,,, b : f.-oil,.
FENNISH or FENNY,-
and, 2.,

2., 3., 2. F.
water, , : a f.

part, , : a f.

bird, , : a f. place,

f. land, '. ,. See Fen.
FEOD(=fief andfee). Term

of medieval origin, to wch there

is nothing corresponding in an-
cient times ; but probably derived

fm, , a t. ofRoman
imperial law (= precaria and be-
neficium)yor an estate granted to

be held not absolutely, but with

FER
the ownership in the grantor and
the usufruct only in the hands of
the grantee. Crcl., e.g.-,, '' -

: and with tlie condition of
homage, S[C., attached, —

,' — . Mod.
Gr.. Hence Feodal
(feudal), adj., and Feodary, s. ;

also Feoff, v. (to confer afeod)

;

Feoffee, the person,feodary, on
whom it is conferred; Feoff-
ment, the investiture, or the land
conferred. All Orel, as above.

FERMENT, v. and
(of liquids),

(pass.; of dough), or,' (of dough ; as well as me-
taph.). To cause to f.,,. Tf Improp.] See 'to

be in a Ferment.'
FERMENT, s., .,. ^} Fig. : up-

roar], .,. , . In
the state, ?. To
put the city in a f., or-

: the po-

pulace may be easily put in a f.,

: to be in a f.,,
(pass.), -.

FERMENT,,
(of dough),, b. -, (of liquids). To produce

f.,, : to be in

a state of f., (pass.)

or'. or-.
FERN,,, v.-, .
FEROCIOUS. See Fierce.
FEROCIOUSNESS, FERO-

CITY. See Fierceness.
FERRET, s. or, .,, .
FERRET out, v. 1 Fig.],, -.
FERRUGINOUS, :

fern,. That contains

iron, e. g. , b., .
FERRY, . . g. to f. over,,,-. .
FERRY, s., ., .

^
^,<7/?,'9,

' FERRY-MONEY,-
,.,, and,
.
FERTILE, -,,, -,, 2

(of soil and plants),

(chiefly ofcountries),, -,, 2 (ofliving creatures;

also of mental produc-
tions, e. g. a f. poetical genius,). Very f.,-, 2 : f. soil,

or,
'. f. in vine



FER FEv TIE
and trees,,-, 2, and similar compounds of
adjj. and substt.

FERTILELY. Fm adj. Fer-
tile.
FERTILITY or FERTILE-

NESS, -,, -,, {of soil and
plants),, {of plants),, -, also ,
{chiefly of the soil),, {of
animate beings). F. of genius,.
FERTILIZE, {of

plants, but also of animals), -
{of a field). %

Fertilized], 2.

FERULE,, ,
{the plant and the rod made of its

stem). A stroke or blow with a
f.,, : to cane with a

f.,.,-: to be caned,

{pass.).

FERVENCY, , 0., ., .-, ., -,
v. See Ardour, Zeal.
FERVENT,, 2. -, 2., 3., 3.

A f. desire or longing,-, . ', : to have a f.

desire for athg, -, .
{pass.) or, or {pass.). See Ardent.

FERVENTLY. Fmadj.FxR•
vent. To desire f. , see thephrases
ibid. Most f,.
FERVID. See Glowing, Hot,

Fervent.
FERVIDLY. .See Fervent-

ly.
FERVOUR. See Fervency.
FESTAL. See Festival.^
FESTER,,-.,, -, {all in

pass.), . *|j The
act of], tj. , . -, . To cause to f.,,,.
FESTIVAL, adj.,

2. and, 2., 3. F. ornament,' : f. dress,

) . -, : a f. day, see Festival, s.

^
FESTIVAL, s.

(, .,,., , h. Without a

f.,, 2 : to celebrate

a f., or -.. : the celebra-

tion of a f.,, : a
marriage f.,,, {pi.),

or, , . f)•.
FESTIVE. H Festival {adj.)]

Vid. «|[ Cheerful] Vid. A f.

garb, , : a f

.

speech, , :

a f. attire or ornament,
: f. doings, goings on,.

FESTIVITY,,,
(240)

. .,

. Joyousness, mirth] Vid.
FETCH, .,-.,. -

{all — ' to bring or carry to

a place near or hither.'' §* The
Mid. if the subject fetch athg to

supply his own ivants).

, {)
{to go for athg). {to

f. aby, callfor him), -
{to f. fm abroad). To f. a

physician, or

: to send aby to f. athg,

: to come
and f. athg, or

: to f. breath,, -: to f. a sigh, -
: to f. a deep sigh,

:

to f. a blow, see to Strike. To
f. a good price, -

: to f. a high price,-
{pass.): how much do

you think it would f. if sold ?-'
;

To f. a compass,-, --. To f. about (intrans. ; of
the wind), see to Shift.
FETCH, s. See Trick.
FETID,, 3.-,,.,2.-, 3.

FETIDNESS, , ., ., . See
Odour.
FETLOCK, prps

{pastern). F.-

joint,, -.

FETTER, s. , {pi.

also ),, {for the

feet). To put aby in f.'s,-..
: to take off

aby's f.'s,. ,
: to be in f.'s, -.

FETTER, . ...
be f.-d,,. See
Chain.
FEUD. See Feod and Fee.

Tf Deadly quarrel] ,,
. ,, ., h.

FEUDAL. See Feod, $c.

FEVER,, . To have
the f.,. -

: to have a tertian

f., : a hot f, -, -, : a cold f, -, {the chattering of the

teeth in f) : inward f.,' : to

be taken by the f,

{pass.) or .
: to be

laid up with a f., -
: an attack off,, ., : to

have an attack off., :

free fm f, and-, 2., {i. e. the

day on wch the f does not make
its appearance) : f. frost {the cold

fit succeeding to thefi),, .

,,., {the cold
shudder off.) : f. heat,,
., : attended by f,, 2 : to have f.-heat,

{pass.).

FEVERET,,.
FEVERISH, FEVEROUS, or

FEVERY, 7, .-, 2., 2 {aguish).

F. heat,, : to have a
f.-heat, {pass.) : a
f. attack, , :

to have a f. attack,.
FEWNESS. Tf As quality-], , -.,, .,, . *\\ As

thing] , ,.
FIB, s. See Lie.
FIB, v. See to Lie.
FIBBER. See Liar.
FIBRE, Zs,, n {in the ani-

mal body),, {in plants).

FIBROUS,, 2.

FICKLE,, 2. -, 2., 2. -
or, 2., 2., 2.

To be f,. -.
FICKLENESS,, h...
FICTION,,. '-,.,,./,.

" FICTITIOUS,, 3., 2.,.-,, 3.

FICTITIOUSLY, ,.,-.
FIDDLE, S. -, {a stringed instrument).

FIDDLE, v. pips {of
a stringed instrument).

FID! LE-FADDLE,,
{usually pi.),, . -, . -, . -, . As exclamation,

{).
FIDDLER, g. t., ,

. .
FIDELITY. See Faith.
FIDGET, {pss.)..-.
FIDGETY,, 2., 3.

FIDUCIAL. See Confident.
FIDUCIARY(foM,'*.),07ra

im-,.
FIE, interj. ! \ -

!

FIEF. See Fee, Feod.
FIELD, f A piece of land], . , . fj apovpa.
Collectively: country, opp. to

towns or abodes ofmen] .
Of the f. (= wild),, 3. ,
, ,
{or -). The fruits of the f,

ttJs : a tiller of the

f,, : labours of the f,' or. ' and-
: a wide or open f., -



FIE, . ^ In a milit. sense

:

the field of battle].(, <§-c). Also, ., . To leave the f. to

the enemy, -, : to

remain master of the f., -. to beat

aby out of the f., / :

to take the f.,.
and-. : to take thef. agst

ahy, .-.-' : to take the f.

together with ahy,-
: to put an army into

the f., .
or-

//.
FIELD-DAY,, .
FIELDFARE or FELD-

FARE,,, ados, .
To feast on f.'s,.
t

FIELD-FLOWER,.
FIELD-MARSHAL,,, 6.,, 6. ^gr°

Mod. Gr..
FIELD-MOUSE,

or 6'.
FIELD-PIECE,,
(in the ancient sense)

.

FIEND, , 6.-, 6. The foul f. seize you
(imprecation), ' ,' .
FIENDISH, FIENDLIKE,., .
FIERCE,, 3. -, 3., 3 (g. tt.)., 3

(cruel),, 2 (like a wild
beast)..,,

(raging), , ,
(violent). . look,.
FIERCELY. Fmadj. Fierce.
FIERCENESS, oypiOTijs, -, . ,.-, t/TOS, . See FIERCE.
FIERINESS. See Fire (fig.),

Violence.
FIERY. If Propr.]-, 2., 2 : also ai-, cf. '., 2, and

(quite/'.), 2. Fig.}, 2. , 3.

(, )., 3. -, 3. Also, 3. -, 2.

FIFE,,, . -, 6. In the shape of a f.,, 2.

FIFER,,, 6.-
KT7J5, , .
FIFTEEN,,-. As figure, . F. years

old, .
FIFTEENTH,-, ,-.
FIFTH,, 3. That

takes place on the f. day,-, 3 : a f. (part), one f.,,.-, . The whole and a f.

part over (§),, .
(241)

(dried).

FIG
FIFTHLY,, -.
FIFTIETH,.
FIFTY,. Asfi-

gure, . F. times,-
: f. years old,-, Jem.. -, fern,-. . That

has f. oars,, 2.

FIG. 1 The
f

tree] , .
A "wild f.,, 6, or,, . A garden of f.'s,,, 6. il The fruit] ,

(if fresh). , ,
d). , (dried and

also a cake of figs),, (a wild fi).,
6 (if out of season, untimely).

Full of f.'s,\n/Kt«oijs, 2: to feed

with f.'s,, : like

a f,, 2., , 6.,, : a dealer in f.'s,, , 6 : the seed
of a f, . Not
a f. (familiar) ! ",.
FIG-BRANCH,, .
FIG-LEAF,.,.
FIG-TREE. See Fig.
FIG-WINE, or-, .
FIG-WOOD, ,. Off-wood,, 3.

FIGHT, .-
(in battle, ivith arms),

and
(generally to contend, also with
words), and-

(to wrestle). and
(in contestsfor a prize),

(tovie).

(to clash, confligere).

(to skirmish, provoke to fight). To
fight agst athg,

or .'
: to f. together (or one an-

other), .
or -
: to f. for aby,

: to f. courageously
for liberty, -: tof. for one,.
to f. a duel,.

: to f. a battle,

: —with aby,-
or ...

: we have first to f. a battle,

: it came to a

f., or: to

f. one's way through the midst of

the enemy,, or,
(the latter of ca-

valry) : to f. one's way back, -
:

to have fought in many battles,

:

to f. off= decline,

(also to fight out) : to f. out a

quarrel, .
igjjp There are also numerous de-

nominativa in — : e. g.

FIG
to f. on foot or by land,-: with ships, :

about words,
: with

wild beasts,. To f.

in the shade, (also
to f. with a shadow or in vain).
For these with the compounds in—, , from which
they areformed, see the Gr.-Eng.
Lew. e. g., .-, 2.

FIGHT, s. , . ,. ., . -, (conflict). A f. on land,, : — at sea, -, : a sharp f, .
or ] : to

engage in a f. with the enemy,-. :-. See Battle, Combat.
FIGHTER,, ,

6., , ., .
FIGHTING,.,, 6., (in tear),, -

(a skirmishing, or provoking to

fight). To have some f,-
: some hard f,

: to have some hard f.,.
FIGMENT. See Fiction.
FIGPECKER (becca-fico),-,, .
FIGURATE. See Formed.

H Figurative] ViD.
FIGURATELY. See Figu-

ratively.
FIGURATION,,-* ., .
FIGURATIVE,-, 3 (allegorical),, 3

(tropical),, 3 (me-
taphorical, and ofpersons, —fond
ofmetaphors), -. F. speaking or language, -

(PI. ; i. e. use of simi-
litudes),,.,

: fond of using f. expressions,-.
FIGURATIVELY. Fmadj.

Figurative, (Quin-
tal.), (Isocr.).

FIGURE, s., (form,
sJiape, attitude, fyc. ; also figure

of rhetor.), , , , and, (outer or external form),, 6 (the type of athg, linage,

outlines),, ], 6 (en-

graven on a hard stebstance). -, n, and,
(a drawn fi, pla?i, Qc.).,
(artistical representation ofaliving

object). TI Form of the person], ., v. Of goodly

f, (). F. of the dance, ^-, : to go through the f.'s of

the dance,.-. ^f Metaph. : ap-
pearance, consequence] E. g. to

make a f. in the world (== to dis-

tinguish oneself), -. :

also (in point ofcircumstances) to

make a fine, a poor, f.,,
R



FIG FIL FIN, » : to

cut a poor f.,. ^Rhe-
toricalfiqure],.
FIGURE, v. Tf To represent

the form, and likeness]

and» (of outlines).,, -»,.
and!» (of plastic

work). Of the forms of ani-

mals embroidered in tapestry and
the like]. Figured tapes-

tries, (with ani-

mals), (with birds),

(ivithfiow-

ers). TI To trace the plan of an
object]», "ft To repre-

sent by a symbol]». Tf

To figure to oneself] See to Ima-
gine, »,»,.. Tf To appear or
act one's part as one of the figures

of a scene] (-) ' ».
FILAMENT (of organic bo-

dies), is, , . , ., .
FILBERT,,.
FILCH,.-. G.U.»,-.» (
or ).
FILE, s. Tf A line or row in

depth] ?,, . If

Of soldiers], .,., 6. Tf In file (as

adv.)],»,, . Tf As
adj.],3.,2.
To range in f,» : to be
ranged in f., : in single

f.,' (e.g.) : in

double f.,, , ,.
: the head of the., : the leader of

the f.,, , : to

put in rank and f.,,-
: to march, fight, in

rank and f.,, —. Tf A
list] See Catalogue.
FILE (an instrument),, .
FILE, v. Tf To put (papers

and the like) on a string]-,». Tf To file a bill

in a court] See ' to bring an Ac-
tion.' Tf Ofsoldiers : to file of]. Tf To rub down with
a file], (to f.
off), and — (to

f. down).
FILIAL, , 77,

(g. t. with ref to children), ^§•
More usually rendered adverbially
by or ,
or by gen. or. F.
love or affection, -

»?.
FILIALLY,», and as Filial.
FILINGS, or-,., .

.

FILL. Tf (Trs.)],, .-, (with athg,), (to fill with
a liquid), »,»

(242)

(with athg,. Also-», to load or freight, e. g.). To
be f.-d,, or, :

to f. oneself with athg,-
(pass.),'-

: to f. up a ditch,. To f. aby's heart with pride,

&C, or» ,-, 8{c. : to f. people's minds
with expectations (viz. by pro-
mises), -

and
(Xen.) : to be f.-d with expecta-

tions, . His
eyes were f.-d with tears,.
well-f.-d purse, -. To f. (=occupy) a place,-,

: to f. the high places

of a state, (-),. To f. up
(the number, &c),.. To f. out (by swell-

ing),,. Tf (In-

trs.) = To be filled] See above.

The ship f.'s, is f.-ing, with wa-
ter, .
FILLET. Tf A tie for the

forehead], . , .
Tf Architect, t. (ofa column)]-,. -

or.
FILLIP, s.,-,, 6.

FILLIP, .,-(, aby).

FILLY,, .() .
FILM,, , and,, (pellicule), with

or, to wch,

ifnecessary, add also -., (Ilip-

pocr). ,, (as applied
to the coating of the eye, wch is

also, h. Empedocl.). -
and, b (the f. wch

forms on the surface of boiled

milk), and, (the oily or
mouldyfi wchforms on the surface

ofbad wine, whence -
).
FILMY,, 2, and

Orel, with Film.
FILTER or FILTRATE, v.»,»,.
FILTER, s.,,

. or, . To pass

through a f.,.
FILTH,, . pi. -a, and

-., . .., (dirt of
any description),, (mud
in the streets),, . -, (dung), , (of
muddy water), , (re-

moved by washing), ,
(swept down by a

,
flood, fyc).

Covered with f, see Filthy.
FILTHILY. Fmadj. Filthy.
FILTHY. Tf Propr.]-, 3.,, . -, 3., 3.-

, 2., 3.
_

Fig.] al-,3. F. expressions,,, : to use f.

language,/ : f. lucre,, : addicted to f.

lucre,, 2 : adv. -,
verb -.
FILTRATION,, .,, .
FIN, ,

(Aelian).

FINABLE, or-', 2. To be or be-
come f., ».
FINAL,, 3 (with ref.

to time and space),, 3
(chiefly of time),, 3
(of time and space). See Defi-
nite, Decisive. F. cause (in the

sense offirst cause), -,, , but in the more usual
sense of cause in order to wch,, ., . A f. de-

cision,, ., .
FINALLY. Tf For a conclu-

sion] or , -», ./, ? . .
Also Crcl. by partepp., e. g. f.

(= lastly, or, to conclude) I ob-
serve —,/; or-.
FINANCE,, al.. A minis-

ter of f, ,, , : the administra-
tion of the f.,

or..
FINANCIAL, adj., and FI-

NANCIER, s. Orel, with pre-
ceding.

FINCH,, ., ., .
FIND,» , or c.

partcp., e. g. you will f. that mat-
ters are in this state,, -,
-, arid also» (by

search or investigation),»
and (to find ivays and
means), »,-, (to

fall in with accidentally), -
or . I will find

means for saving him,-. To f. sen-

sible or reasonable auditors,-
: to

f. the door open,»
: to f.

aby doing athg,».-
(to catch aby at

athg). Tf To be found = to be

met with] E. g. there is gold found
in a country, :

an opportunity is found,-
: people are to be

found, . Tf

To become aware of perceive] ai-, e. g. I found them out
in their ambuscade, -

: it is found that a
person is doing athg,

or. In many connexions = to
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get, obtain] ,-/ . . -' . To f. friends,

: to f. one's death

on the field of battle,-, ',:
to f. praise or favour with aby,

or-
: to f. a hearing

fm aby, Tit/t. -
: to

f. credence,

: to f. indulgence,-
: to f. succour,

or-
(mid.) : to f.

obstacles or opposition,-: if they f. any
resistance,

or () : to f. pleasure in

athg, (pass.). -' . '
(or c. partcp., e. g. in doing good,). I cannot f. it

in my heart to do this, -: I could al-

most f. it in my heart,

(or with,, ). To find
(with ref. to experience, $"C.)] o"i-.., e. g. to

f. aby a faithful friend,. How do you
f. it? (=z what think you of it?)

;

To find (unth ref. to examination
andjudgement] To f. aby fit, -

: I f. the advice good,

V : to f. guilty,

: to f. worthy,
: to f. aby like

or resembling another,. To
find out] See to Discover, to

Detect. To find fault] See
Fault. Ti To find oneself'= to

be] E. g. to f. oneself in danger,

: — at a loss,. :— well off, or -
or : — in a place,

: — better

(after illness),,-
,: tof. oneself mistaken,-, esply with (= as it

turned out). TT Tofind— in, e. g.

to find aby in money] See to Pro-
vide, Furnish. To f. in every

thing, .
FINDER,, , 6. -,, b.

FINE, adj. Slender, deli-

cate, subtle (in the material sense

and metaph.)], 3 (of thin

or delicate substance),*, 2., 3., 3. @1J*

And by composition with substt.,

adjj., and verbs, e.g.-
and, 2 (writ-

ten in fine cJiaracters). -, 2 (one that so writes)., 2 (ofunderstand-

ing or wit),» (to be

fine ~ nice, subtle in language).

F. work or workmanship, -, : of f. texture, -, 2 : f. linen,,
(243)

.,, . Refined,
purefm alloy], 2. -, 3., 2.,
2: f. gold, ,,. Ofman-
ners, Qc.), 3.,
2 and 3., 2. -, , ., 2.

Acute],, ., 2., 2., 2.?, 2. , e. g.

(of elegant

wit). See Elegant, Delicate.
f Nice, subtle] Vid. A f. allu-

sion,. -, 6. Of the outer senses]

E. g. a f. ear,, ij : to

have a f. ear, ,. % Hand-
some, beautiful]. F. wea-
ther,, a f. country or
neighbourhood, or. To have a f.

time of it, ,,.. A f. fellow,-
: f. words (= flat-

teries),,-,.
FINE, s. Tijujj, .,. , fi, or sim-

ply. To pay a f.,-
or : to im*

pose a f. on aby, to condemn to a
f., .-

: to be or be-

come subject to a f.,.
FINE, v. To impose a fine]..
FINELY. ! Beautifully]ViD.

Cunningly] Vid. Elegantly]
Vid. Acutely] Vid. See Fine,
adj.

FINENESS, »}? and,, rj (thinness, ten-

derness),,,
(of substance),,-, , and, (tvith

ref. to speech, Src.}., -,, ,, and,
(of manners, ?.).
FINER. See Refiner.
FINERY,, 6 (g. t.)., .,,

and, 6.

FINESPUN. See Fine.
FINESSE. See Cunning.
FINGER, s., 6. The

fore-f.,, : the middle f.,

6 : the little f.,,, 6 : to point out with
one's f., : athg

that people point out with the f,, 2 : of a f.'s

length, or width, or thickness,, 3, with or without

or : pro-

vided with f.'s,, 3

(also f.-shaped) : to count or cal-

culate on one's f.'s,.
: the tip or point of the

f.,, ., 6-.

FINGER, v. See to Feel,
Touch.
FINGER-POST,* f,-.
FINICAL, FINICALLY, FI-

NICALNESS,, 2., 2. See AFFECTED,
Affectedly, Affectation.
FINISH, v. TI (Trans.)]-

(to bring to

a close or standing still), -,,,,
(to bring to a close),

(ofawork).-,
(of transactions),, (to bring to

a stand-still), -,
(a war or quarrel),

(or c. partcp). To f. a dis-

course, or-
or.

To be f.-d, ,',., and by
the passiveform ofthe above verbs.

See to Complete, to End. To
f. off (= to make perfect), '-,.. ^f
(INTRS.)],-.,.-. or.. See End (in-

trans.).

FINISH or FINISHING, s., (of a work), -, (of any transaction),, (of any state or
condition), -,, (of
awar,S^c).,.,

(the end),, -, and, (a making per-

fect, the former also —finish, i. e.

the beingperfect). Of an exquisite

f., '-,.
FINISHED, ptcp. of Finish]

Vid. If Accomplished, Exqui-
site] Vid.
FINITE,,,

3., 2.-
', 2 (. infinite).

FIR,, , .. See Pine.
FIRE, . Propr. : to set

fire to] , (g. t.

ss to make athg to burn), -
and (to cause to

burn up), ,, ~
(to ignite). Im+

propr : to shoot, discharge] ,
or .•.

FIRE, s. Propr.] ,,.,, (burn-

ing in aflame),, , and, 6 (incendiary confla-

gration),, 6 (watch-f,

beacon-f), pi. usually .
A smoking f., : a gen-

tle (= not fierce) i., '.
to make a f, (to ig-

nite, kindle), or-
or (to make to burn up
in aflame), , also

: to put by the f.,

'. to sit by
the f., or

: to set f. to, -
or (= ig-

R2
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nem inferre or injicere) : to be on
j

f., {pass.),

(pass.) : on f.,', 2. See
|

to Burn. To purify by f., -
: to take or catch f.,-

\, .
(pass.) : to stir up

the f., : to catch f.
I

easily, : to retain f.,

e. g. the wood of the fig-tree is

excellent to keep f. in it,

(Theophr.)

= : to destro}'

by f., : to be destroy-
\

ed by f., (pass.):

to strike f., -
(by rubbing pieces of wood

together) : to vomit f.,
\

or : to go
through the f., ,

(propr. and metaph.) : —
with aby,: to get the enemy between
two f.'s,, :
to be between two f.'s,-. Of the colour of f.,, 2., 3, also ai-, 3., 2. See FlAME-
coloured. To be red as f.,. : a spark
of f., 6 -

: a column of f.,

?5» : a stream of f., ,, 6 (with or ivithout) :

a particle of f., ,. if Afire (= conflagration)], ., 6. The
cry of f, -,) -

: to render as-
sistance at a f.., -

: a f. is breaking out,-' or.
if Fig. : a) brightness, splendour], .,,. b) =
Vivacity, passion],, ., , . ',, 6., . The f. of love,, . -, : to speak with f.,

: to put in f. and flame,

: to
be on f. (inflamed),-

: the soul is on f,

(Arist.) :

to have one's feelings on f., -
(pass.). $gg»

Often may be expressed without
the notion of fire, e. g. to be con-
sumed with the f. of love,-

: to f. up (intrans.)

with passion,. -. : apt to
take f.,, tier, . -,-, 2., 3 : to be all

on f. (with zeal),

(Dem.) : the f. of the passions is

going out,
:

that has no f. in him,, 3.
St. Anthony's f.,,.,. $&• The compounds
with fire, -, -, in Gr.
are numerous, esply in poetry.
See the Gr.-Eng. Lex.

(244)

FIRE-ARMS, <//3'/, .
FIRE-BALL, -,.
FIRE-BRAND,,-, ., (only in pi.).

if An incendiary] See Fire.
FIRE-ENGINE,, (only in pi.). $&$*

Thucyd. vii. 58, also uses-/ (i. e. a means of
putting afl out).

FIRE-FLY, and, , (whe?we verb), and,, (Aristot.).

FIRE-MARK,, .
FIRE-NEW,, 2.,.
FIRE-PLACE,, .

See Hearth.
FIRE-PROOF, (-, ) .(, ) or, (,
) .
FIRE-SHIP, vads-, .
FIRE-SIGNAL. See Bea-

con.
FIRE-STONE,, ,

6, or, , (both of
them with or without).
FIRE-TONGS,, v.,, .
FIRE-WOOD, , ., .
FIRE-WORSHIPPER,

(pi.).

FIRING. See Fire-wood.
FIRKIN. See Cask.
FIRM, ad;,, 2. -, 2., 2. ?, 3., 2.?, 3. -, 2., 2.-, 3. and-, 2., 2. A f. look,, : firm

friendship, , .
be , : to remain
f.,,.-

: to make athgf.,i7rt-. if Solid, closely

connected in its constituent parts]

and, 3. -. 2., 3., 3.

&• Freq. also these adjj. may be

used in the se?ise of the first divi-

sion, inasmuch as things that have
solidity also have duration or sta-

bility. To have the f. persuasion,

: it is my f.

conviction, : it

is my f. resolution, :

I entertain a f. hope,

: to remain f. (in character),

: af. character,

: to re-

main f. in one's character or prin-

ciples, .
FIRMAMENT. $r As re-

presenting a Hebrew term,-, (LXX. and Eccl.) :

as simply= sky, heaven,,
.,, 6.

FIRMLY. Fm adjj. under
Firm. I am f. convinced,-

j

pws : to maintain f.,, :

to have f. resolved,.
FIRMNESS,,,

. , . -, ., ., ., -, ., . See
Firm. With f., see Firmly. To
refuse with f., :

to display greater f. in athg,-
: to

proceed with f., ., .
FIRST, adj., 3. 7rpo-, 3 (if tivo are spoken of).

To be f. or the f., : —
of the citizens, — :— in athg, —. -

. To be the f. to

do athg, or, e. g. $
or (to

strike the f blow), -
. He would be the f. to

venture it, -
" or -

,, gfjf* Often expressed by

in composition, e. g. if one is

not f. in guarding, one will be f.

to suffer,. That takes the

f. place,, , 6 :

@UP• and numerous compounds of,for wch see the Gr.-Eng.
Lexicon. The f. rank, place, or

importance,, . -, . , : a f.

attempt,, : the
f. thing to be done is,

or

(c. infin.). The f. that may oc-

cur, the f. person, &c, you chance
to meet, , -, -,

: the f. (of children)
,, 3 : the f. day of

the month, (lit., old

and neiv). if Adverbial phrases]

I saw him f. (= / teas the f that

saw him), : the
Athenians were the very f. to lay

aside,', if At first]-, ',.
At f. sight it seems, -. In the f. place—

,

—
, followed by-() —

, ,'. For the f. time,, , )-
: fin the f., ' : fm

f. to last,.-
: in the f. degree,.

FIRST, adv.,-
pov (of two), (of de-

gree) . Then f. (= and not before)

,

. if Sooner] E. g. (ra-

ther than —,) I would die f.,. Would
I had died f. !

' -. They did not dare— un-
til they had first — ,—

, — . F. or

last (sooner or later),).. To get

f.,.
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FIRST-BEGOTTEN, -,,-, 2.

FIRST-BORN,,
3.

FIRST-COUSIN,, 6

(, ).
FIRST-FRUIT, (pi.),, , .,
(chiefly of what was offered to

the gods of fruit as well as of
booty),, (firstlings of
the harvest).

FIRSTLINGS. E. g. an offer-

ing of the f.,,, : to

offer the f. of athg,

Tivi, .
See First- fruit.
FISH, s. , , 6. To

live on f., : to catch

f., to angle for f., see Fish, v.

Like f.,,, 2
(the latter also abounding in f.) :

a small f.,,,
: rich or full of f.,

() or ()., 2 : esply Attic,,
(as cookedfood to be eaten with

bread) : (bought).

FISH, v. (and med.,

later), (or med.) and. To go f-ing,

: to f. with a hook,-» (to angle) : — with a

net,. if Fig.] -.. -. To f. out athg, see Find
out. To f. in troubled waters,

prps --
.

t

FISH-BLADDER, r,

or.
FISHER, -MAN,, la-

ter, , 6.,,, 6. -, and , 6.

FISHERY (place where fish

are taken), .,.(.;
wheref resort).

FISHING, s.,-', (with nets), -' (see ANGLING).,
v., (as occupation).

FISHING-BOAT,-, .,, .
FISHING-LINE,, ., , (of horse-hair)

.

FISHING-NET,,., . -,.,.
FISHING-ROD,,, ., 6.

FISH-HOOK,,.
FISH-MARKET,-, .,,:

also , and (Att.),.
FISH-MONGER,-

\,, 6., . See

Fish wipe.
FISH-OIL,.
FISH-POND,,.

(245)

FIT
FISH-SCALE,,, f,.

FISH-SKIN,,
(rough, for rasping).

FISH -WIFE,,, . $§• ' To scald like af.-
w.'' is turned in Greek by-

(i.

e. as the women in the bread mar-
ket, aft. Arist. Ran. 858).

FISHY, «jf Abounding in fish]' () or

()., 2. if Fish-UL•],, 2.

FISSURE,, , .,, ., ., b. See Crack, Cleft.
FIST,, V- A doubled

f.,, b : with one's f.

doubled,: to strike aby with
the f., or.
(to pitch one'sf into him), ,, (like Lot. pugillus, the

hand closed upon athg, a handfull).

To use one's f.'s.,.
FISTICUFF,,. To

come to f.'s, or..'.
FISTULA,,, ., 6. ,
(a tumour). To have a f.,-

(pass.).

FISTULOUS. Kg. a f. tu-

mour, see Fistula.
FIT, s. , h (of illness),

also and, . A
sudden f.,, : to be
taken by a f. of illness,-, -,' (pass.) : a f. of
a fever,, b : cold f.,, .,: an epilep-

tic f., and,
: subject to epileptic f.'s,, 2 : a faint-

ing f. , see Fainting. A drunken
f., or f. of intoxication,, ., : to be in it,-. (pass.) : in a
drunken f., . §= Si-

milarly, tlie word fit is not ren-

dered in the phrases, f. of despe-

ration, f. of madness, Qc. By f.'s

and starts,., .
FIT, adj. *jf

Suitable, proper], 2 (for aby, :for
athg, ' , or infin.).,- and-,,,
., 3, and, 2
(opportune),, 3., 3.,, (becoming), -, 3 (appropriate),

or . More than is f.,. . If

Ready, prepared] ', 3.

(adjusted). To
make f.,. -.. Seethe Verb.

$§* Fit to (do) is often ex-

pressed by the termination -,
e. g., 3

( f. to govern)

:

and f. to (be done) by the verbal

in,, e. g. f. to be spoken,, 3 : f. to be eaten,-

FIX
, 3. F. to bear arms,' : all that are such, oi. It is f. to be said,-

: to think f.,.. (vel-

le) : to find aby f. (upon exami-
nation),.
FIT, »/ If (Trs.) Adapt, ad-

just], -, -,-.-.
(ofa dress) or.. if To make

fit] ,-
{mid., oneself),

or or (for
athg). See Prepare. To f. aby
for athg (by training or teaching),

, , e. g.
for a musician, &c,,, S[C To f. out, see to

Equip. To f. up, see to Fur-
nish, "ff (INTRS.)]
and,. -, /.-. The dress f.'s well,-.
FITCH. See Vetch.
FITCHAT, FITCHEW (a

kind of weasel or stoat),,, .
FITFUL. See Capricious,

Changeable.
FITLY,.-.. ,.,. -,,.

See'YiT, adj.

FITNESS,, .
^sp• Andfreq. Crcl. by the neuter

of the adjj. and partcpp. under
Fit, adj.

FIVE,. As figure, '.

Number f., or a number off.,-
or, , : f.

times, : that has f. parts,, 2 : a vessel that has
f. banks of oars,, 2 :

off. years,, 2 (lasting

f. years) ; a space of f. years,,, .
and

(f. years old), (?
both relations). Of f. months,, 2. :

of f. days, . F. feet

long, ,, neut., gen.-
: that weighs f. pounds,-, 2: that has f. leaves,, 2 : of f. corners,, 2 : in f. different

manners,.
FIVE-CORNERED,-, 2.

FIVE -FOLD,,
,., 3.

FIVE-FOURTHS, -.
FIVE-HUNDRED,-, , a. As numeral sign, '.
FIVE-LEAVED,-

\os, 2.

FIVE-THOUSAND,-, 3. Its numeral sign, ,.
FIX, v. if (Trans.)]-



FIX FLA FLA- (g. t. — to con-

nect), (by

joining),, or,
{to give stability), {make

firm). To f. with nails, &c, see

to Fasten. To appoint defi-

nitely]..-...-.. To f. a
term {for payment, £{C.),

{for another),-
{for oneselfor between them-

selves). To f. the price of athg,

or. 7\Tofijc {viz. one's clioice)

upori\ See to Choose,-. To f. one's attention

upon, :

to f. aby's attention,.
{Aristot.) : to f. one's eyes on an
object, air iv. -

or
or .-

.•. To f. oneself, one's

abode, see to Establish, to Set-
tle.
FIXED, paricp. and adj. -, 2.?, 3. -,-, 2. A f. star, 6

: a f. abode,,,. ', ., : to

have one's f. abode in a place,

' : a f. idea, -
: this is his f. idea,-

tjjs

'. Of a look or regard], . Tf Oftime]-, 3. ?, 3.,
3. , 3., 3.

{sc., thef day
or term). A f. price,

or.
FIXEDLY. Fmpartcp.Fix-

ED. . To regard f.,-..
bpav. See under

Fix.
FIXEDNESS, FIXITY, /3-,, . ,.,.-, . ,.
FIXTURE. Crcl., ,().
FLABBINESS. Neut.ofadjj.

under Flabby, and subst. -,, .
FLABBY,,,,,,, 3 (fin excess of moist-

ure ; and verb, to be f)., 2., 3,,
2 {uithout tension).

FLACCID,,-, 2., 3. , 2., 3., 3.

m
FLACCID1TY, , ., . ,-,, .
FLAG, .,-

(pass.), , -
(246)

, -,. -.,
(of persons and strength), -,, and-

(pass. ; of strength). To let

one's courage f.,. :

my spirit f.'s,.
FLAG, s. Ofa ship] "--
,.,, . -,, also -
, . A vessel with a black f.,

: the

red f. of the admiral,,, (by wch the signal for at-

tack was given) : to hoist up a f.,.(
(mid.) : to let the f. wave,</7///.
Of land forces] See Colours.
FLAG-SHIP,,,

. , .
FLAG (for paving), FLAG-

STONE, s. See Pavement.
FLAG, s. (botan.), ", ,
(iris), ,, .,
(gladiolus).

FLAGELLATE,..
FLAGELLATION, -, .
FLAGEOLET,?, (g.t).

prps, .
FLAGITIOUS,, 3., 2., 3.,

3. F. action,,.-, . .-, .
FLAGITIOUSNESS,,., . See FLAGI-

TIOUS.

FLAGON,, -. .
FLAGRANCY,, ., : and Crcl. with

Flagrant.
FLAGRANT. Propr.]-, 3., , ., 3 (later Gr.). Fig.], 2.,

2. , 2. -, 2., 2,-, 3 (see above),, 2.

Flagrante delicto, '-.
FLAIL. The instrument used

by the Greeksfor the same purpose
is, ,.
FLAKE,, , (of

snow), ,,
(of ice). To fall off in f.'s, -.
FLAMBEAU. See Torch.
FLAME, s. ,, ,

also, 6. To be in f.'s,,, -
(pass.),

(in bright fs) : to fan into a f.,,
: also metaph., e. g. of war,.(, S[c). See Fire.

FLAME, v. '.-
(pass.). To f. out,-, (pass.), -

: the war f.'s out, ava-

6. F.-ing,\-, ., 3, and,, (poet.), -, , : a f.-ing

account, see Exaggerated. You
give a f.-ing account,

(prov. Suid. Hesych.).

FLAME-COLOURED,-, 3. (sc.)
(in f. garments),, 2 (poet.).

FLANK, s. 1 Side] Vid.
Milit.],. , ,. Those stationed or drawn
up on the f., : to

expose tbe f. of the army,--
: to at-

tack in f.,

: to charge the enemy's f.,-, or-
or -. .

See to Attack, to Charge. TT

The flanks of the body (Lat. ilia)],, and .
FLANK,.... On one side they

were f.-d by trees,

: f.-d by towers,-, 3.

FLAP, s.,. -, 6 (any part hanging down,
e. g. the lobe of the liver, of the

ear, S{C.). TI A slight blow] -
or , .
FLAP, v. To beat the wings]. F'.-ing (the noise)

of wings, ',.,
. To hang doivn loosely] -.
FLAP-EARED. E.g.-

(of animals
whose ears are hanging down).
FLAP-MOUTHED,/,, b (one who has such a mouth),

or,, .
FLARE. See Blaze, v.

FLASH, S. ,,
(g. t.). ,.,
(the splendour of lightning), -, . Like af. of lightning,. A f. of the

eye, , .
FLASH, v. (prop,

andfig.), (only metaph.).. (esply of
metal). Flashing,,
3., 3.

FLASH,, 3.

To utter f. words,

(Aristoph.)., 6, (Plut.).

A mere f. speech,.
FLASK,, .,

, and,., .
FLASKET ( sort of basket).

See Basket.
FLAT, adj., 3. -, 2., 3, or,

2 (only of country) ., a,

(without sphencalform). Is the
earth f. or round ?/

;

A f. country,,.,, : a perfectly f. country,



FLA
: the f.

hand,, . ,,
: that has a f. nose, ?, 3

(also /.-faced), (some-

what f.-nosed),,,
6, (of broad and/, nose) : with
a f.&,, 2: with
a f. foot,, :

f.-bottorned (of boats, 8[C.),-, also-, 3 : to lay f.,.
Athgf. and broad,, .-, 6 (esply a f. stone). U
Fig. : downright, e. g. flat and
plain] or -(). To give a f.

denial,?. %
Without elevation], 3.

Tf Without spirit], 2. -
?, 3., 2 (of perso?is

and things)., 2. F.
expression or language,-
Xoyia, .
FLAT, s. ^ A plain],.,. , .

The f. of the hand,, .,, : to strike with—

,

: the f. of the swortl,7 : — of the

oar,,, . *\[ In
music] Crcl. with,.
FLAT, v. See to Flatten.
FLATLY. From adj. under

Flat. To refuse athg f,-.?.
ti

FLATNESS, TO..,,, . ?, ,
(prop, and fig.). F. of expression
or sentiment,-,-
Xoy'ia, . or-?.
FLATTEN, (to

make flat or broad), ',, (to

level).

FLATTER,
(aby). .-. .-'. .
The painter, &c, f.'s aby, 7rpo?

or'. To f. aby with hopes,' , with de-

lusive hopes, : to

f. the people or populace,-: to f. oneself with athg,.-
, or simply, (— I fancy) : to

f. oneself with hopes, -,' (pass.) :

to feel oneself f.-d by athg,. -
: one that is not to be

f.-d,, 2.

FLATTERER,,, b.,, 6. ,, ., 6. A f. of
the people,, 6. Fem..
FLATTERING,, 3.,, -, 3., ,. Athg is f. to my feelings,.

(pass.) , (pass.)

(247)

FLE
: an expression is f. to aby,

: a
f. expression,, :

the use of f. language,-, 6 : to use f. expressions,,
: to cheat with

—

,-
FLATTERINGLY. Fmadj.

Flattering.
FLATTERY, f 4s act] -,,,

(baseflattery),, . Base
and servile f., :

outrageous f., :

f. apart, .-. ^[ As thing],,,.-, (prop, the chucking
sound made with the lips to entice

horses, Sec).

FLATULENCY,,-, (Hippocr.).,
(tL• rumbling caused by f). -, . To cause f.,..
FLATULENT or FLATU-

OUS,, .-,, 3. F.
food, .
FLAUNT,, -,, -

(mid.),-. (to strut),. .( ). F.-ing,-, 3.

FLAVOUR, s. See Taste,
Odour, ?, 6. , 6.

Of pleasant f.,, 2 : of bad
f.,, 2.

FLAVOUR, v. See to Sea-
son, '.
FLAW, s. 1 Blemish] Vid.

% Crack] Vid. % Defect in a
deed or indictment], ., ( -, -). Tf A gust ofwind]-, h- -

or.
FLAW, v. See to Crack.
FLAX,, .-, ., , -. Un-

combed f., ,
(Aristoph.) : made of f,, ,. (genitive of the mate-
rial).

FLAXEN. 1 Made offlax]
See Flax, f Fair] Vid.
FLAY,,,-.. To f.

aby, (propr. and tro-

pic.) : to be f.-d,.
FLAYER, 6
".
FLEA,, .
FLEAM. See Lancet.
FLECK. See Streak.
FLEDGED,?,-?, 3 (that has featliers)., 2 (able to fly). Not

yet f., ' . or
»??.

FLEE. 1 Propr.]

(), (effectaflight).
II Of soldiers] (mid.)

FLE.
(mid.).

^
To f. at full speed,-

: — helter-skelter,

: to f. for
refuge to aby,

: he is fled and gone,-. % Fig. : to pass
quickly] See to Fly.. See
Flight.
FLEECE, s.,, (the

skin with the wool), and, (dim.),, 6
(a lock of wool). The golden f.,,,
6 (the wool shorn and not yet
combed).

FLEECE, v. 1 To shear] Vid.. "ft To plunder] Vid.. F.-d of his stuff,

(Aris-
toph.).

FLEECY,, 2 (ofwool).,2 (of soft down).-, 2 (hung tvith wool).

FLEER, v. .See Mock,-..
(Aristoph.).

FLEER, s. See Mockery., ., .
FLEET, s. ^?, , .,, ., .,, ( number

ofships sent outfor a certain pur-
pose). I possess a larger f.,

or :

to command a f.,.
: the

admiral of a f.,, 6 : to

send out a f.,

or : a small f.,, 6 : to serve in the

f, : to risk one's life in

the f, .
FLEET, '. See Swift.
FLEET, v. 1 To skim] Vid.

H To fly away (of time) ] See
Fly.
FLEETING,, 2.,, ., 2.

FLEETLY. See Swiftly.
FLEETNESS. See Swift-

ness.
FLESH, s. ,,

(f. as constituent part of the

body),,, (asfood, and
also as substance, hence usually

in pi.,). Like f.,,
2 : the eating of f.,,
V : a mass of f.,, , ., n : the desires of

the f., -
: a small piece of f.,,. U To gain or haveflesh]-

or -. Melon. : aby'sflesh and
blood] . F. and
blood (— human nature) ^-, 6.

FLESH, v. 1 To excite, cheer

on],,-. (of dogs).

To usefor the.first time] E.g.
To f. his maiden sword,-. ^\ To glut\

Vid. F.-d in villany (== an in-

carnate or hardened villain), -.



FLE FLI FLO
FLESH-BROTH,, 6.

FLESH-COLOUR,,, .
FLESHINESS. See Corpu-

lence.
FLESHLESS. See Lean.
FLESHLINESS, Sta

or (pi.) ai.
FLESHLY, if Corporeal {opp.

spiritual)}, 3. F. de-

sires, see Flesh.
FLESHY,, 3. -, 2., 2. ,

3. Very f.,,-, 2.

FLEXIBILITY or FLEXI-
BLENESS.,, .-,, . Morally]-, ., .,, .
FLEXIBLE,, 3. -,,-, 2., 3. and, 3 (pliant). if i*%.], 3., 2.-

yos, 2.

FLEXION,,-,, . if Gramm. t.]

/Vis, .
^
FLEXUOUS, /<« 7,5,

., 2.

FLEXURE, See Curve, Cur-
vature.
FLICKER. if Flutter (as of

a bird)] Vid. if Ofa light] prps' comes nearest.

FLIER, if Fugitive] Vid.
FLIGHT (/m to Flee),-

yij, ((?. t.)., , awo!-?, 6 (running away),-, (of enemies), ,
(poet.). "To be in full f., -

: to put the
enemy to f.,,.

: to take to f.,-
with or without .. -. : to

set off in f., :
on the f.,,, ov : to

overtake aby on his f.,

or -
: to think of taking to f,.-.

FLIGHT (fin to Fly), if
Propr.: flying],.-,. , V, and,. . To shoot a
bird in its f., -

: to take f.,-...' : to take
a lofty f.,/.
The f. of birds as augury, ol -

: to observe it,,. See A ugury, Di-
vination^ if Flock of birds, $c,
in flight] , , or, . , (of bees).

See SWARM, ,
(the act itself). if Fig. : theflight

of an arrow] ,
(248)

?7., ., (ofa spear

;

poet). A f. (volley) of arrows,(). if A flight (sally) of
imagination], ., -. if A flight of steps] See

Stairs.
FLIGHT1NESS. From adj.

following., .-, .
FLIGHTY, if Fleeting] Vid.

if Fanciful and inconstant] -, 2., 2. -, 2. To be £,-.
FLIMSILY. See Lightly,

Thinly.
FLIMSY,, (Att.)-
, 3. if Fig.] ,, 3., .
FLINCH, -, --. (mid.), -", and. See to

Shrink.
FLING, v. See to Throw,

to Cast. To f. the door to, -. To f. care-

lessly about,. To f.

out (viz. the heels),

(hence intrans. = to become un-

ruly)," . Xa-( , agst

the goad).

FLING, s. if Propr.] See

Throw. if Impropr.: gibe, sar-

casm], -, .
To have a f. at aby,

/.'. if A
kick with the heel, e.g. of a horse], 6 (as thing). Xa-, 6., (as

act of kicking).

FLINT. For the substance or

particular kind of stone, silex, the

Greek has no separate word. G. it., . and
(pebble), , (gravel or
small shingle),, , 6, or
iruptTis, , (as fire-stone

;

with or without).
FLINTY. if Propr. : full of

flints, of the nature offlint] See

tlie Subst. if Impropr.] -, 3., ov.

FLIPPANCY. See the adj.

FLIPPANT,,
2 (talkative),, 2.,-, 3 (inclined to be wanton),

or.
FLIRT, . if (Trans.) To

throio with a quick elastic motion], -,. -,. if As
a coquette], -. and

(str. with-
).
FLIRT, s. Sudden jerk], (g. t.). if A coquettish

female] , • To
be a f., see Flirt, v.

FLIRTATION,, r,, ., .
FLIT, . (pass. ,

g. t.). -, (to run
about), (pass. ;

to wander or travel about), -. (to move
about). if To change abode]-,. -.
FLITTER-MOUSE. See.
FLOAT, . 1 (Intrs.) To

swim on the surface of water, opp.

to sink] (g.t.).... To f.

in the air,'.-. or. (The cream)

wch f.'s on the top of milk, -. His
locks f.-d down his back,-

(poet.).

(Trans.) To make afloat] See

to Flood. Tj To make to float

down a river].. The f.-ing of

wood or timber down a river,. U To float a ship]

or vuvv. £-
(fm

sandbank, S^c).

FLOAT, s. 1 The cork float

of the angling line], 6.

ff A float of timber] See Raft.
FLOATING, partcp. See

Float, v. If A floating island], . ^[ A floating

bridge] -, . ". To make a
f. bridge across a river,-() -

: a f. bridge constructed of

seven ships,.
FLOCK, . A company,

usually of birds or beasts],
(g. t.). if Of small cattle; opp.

to herd (of large cattle)},
, and,.,
(g. t., a multitude). To feed or

keep a f., : f. of geese,

and, :

by f.'s or by whole f.'s,-., 3. Leader of the

f.,,, ,
6 : to be the leader —,-. if Of persons] See Con-
gregation, Concourse. ifZoc&
of wool], , . See
Ft ekpe
FLOCK (together), v. See

Congregate.
FLOG,.:

also,. See to

Beat,. See Ferule.
(with a strap). F.-ing

(the act of),, : one

who deserves a f.-ing,,
, 6., : to give

aby a f.-ing, 7rX»jyas

or . -
: to get a f.-ing, -,.
FLOOD, s.

(

if Inundation], 6., ., . and, . if Opp. ebb] -



FLO, .-,, . F. and ebb,-
: the f. tide is

coming in, -
: a f. of tears, -, . , : a

f. of calamities, .
In a f.,.
FLOOD, v. -, -,--. See Inundate.

;

FLOOD-GATE,,,
6 (i. e. a sluice with a gate to it).

or,,
6., ). The doors of a
f.,, (Dion. Hal.).

>

FLOOK or FLUKE,.
FLOOR, s. 1 Of a room],, . /is, .

H Storey] Vid. See Ground-
floor.
FLOOR, v. If To floor with

planks]. F.-d, -, 3.

FLORID,, 3 (propr.

and fig., e.g. ofvigour and style).

To write in a f. style,-. : a f

.

and healthy complexion, ,
: of a f. complexion,,
2.,, 6, - : to be of

a —,.
FLORIDITY or FLORID-

NESS,, . Crcl. with
tlie Adj.

FLORIST, 6 -. -
(of a gardener),. 6 (of an amateur).

FLOTILLA,, .
FLOUNCE, v. f To roll a-

lout] (pass.). See
to Flaunt.
FLOUNCE, s. prps,

b., b (fringe),-, (q. t., border). Hence
FLOUNCED,,-,, 3.

FLOUNDER ( kind offish),
S., .
FLOUNDER, v.

(of a horse),

(pass.). See to Struggle.
FLOUR,, (of

wheat),, (fine wheat-

f). See Meal, and-, n (the finest f ; Lot. pol-

len), also, .,
(f. passed through a sieve).

Made (e. g. a cake) of the finest

f,, 2. To make f.,-. made or prepared off.,, , b.

FLOUR-BAG or -SACK,-, b.

FLOUR-BOX or CASK,-. ., .
FLOURISH, v. To be

^
in

a prosperous state],-
(of floivers, and also fig.).

lv (fig. only). F.-ing, see

Blooming. A f.-ing city,. Tf

To be celebrated] Vid.,
or .. or-

(249)

FLO. If Toflourish a trum-
pet] Orel, by -, , or

}.-
,. Tj To ornament]-. *[f To flourish a weapon]
See to Brandish. If To vaunt].
FLOURISH, s. f Ornament

(g. t.)], ., b.,.,., . ^\ A flourish in

writing, 8[C.], . -', ). If A flourish of a
trumpet] ,. To give a f. of trumpets, see

Flourish, v. To use f.'s in

writing, : — in

speaking, . *H A
vaunt], b. A mei'e f.,.
FLOURISHING. See under

to Flourish and Florid (e. g.

a f town, state, condition, Src).

See Blooming.
FLOUT,. See to

Mock, to Fleer.
FLOW, v. f Propr.] .

(of rivers, streams, in a
certain direction), (to

f gently),,
(pass. ; to become fluid or liquid,

e. g. of metal, fyc). See to Melt.
To f. back or to the source,-

: tof. down,,-,-: to f. forth

or out,.: tof. into,,. '-,-
(of rivers) : to f. on (= con-

tinue to f), ( -) : to f. off,, : to f. over,. See to Flood. To f.

past, : to f. round,

: to f. together, -, also (pass.),

and- or-.
' FLOW,s. 1 Act offloiving], r).,, , . Or
Crcl. with verbs under to Flow.
If Opp. ebb] See Flood. Ebb
and f., . See
Ebb. Tf Of speech] -. See FLUENCY. "|f

A floiv of spirits] See Effu-
sion.

FLOWER, s., . -,, . To adorn
with f.'s, : to strew
with f.'s, : f.'s are

strewed or thrown in my way, av-

: of f.'s,, 3 :

to gather f.'s, : like

a f.,, 2 : the scent or

fragrance of f.'s, , :

the cup of a f.,,, t) :

abounding in f.'s,, 2., 3. See Blossom. F.'s

embroidered on cloth,,
(Horn, and poet.). Tattooed with
a f. pattern, -. Embossed with f.'s,-,, (e. g. of tvorks

in metal). ^J Fig. : flowers of
speech], (flosculus).. Tf Metaph.:

FLU
the prime of athg] , ., ?;. . To be the
f. of athg, : the
f. of aby's age, :

to be in the f. of one's age,-
: that is in the f. of his or

her age or beauty,,,
ov., 3., 3.

or : to be be-

yond the f. of one's age, -
: the f. of the army,

or -,,: the f. of the rising

generation, 17 .
: also Crcl. by,,-, .

FLOWER, . % (Trs.)
ornament ivilh embroidery] -

(to embroider),-
(to ornament with floioers)., (to inter-

weave ornaments),

(to embroider with gold).

II (Intr's.)] See to Blossom. TJ

To be in the prime, e. g. of one's

age] See Flower, s.

FLOWER-BASKET,-, b., b.

FLOWER-BED, -, ).

FLOWER-DUST,, ).

FLOWER-GARDEN,-, .
FLOWER-GARDENER,, -.
FLOWER-LIKE,,

' FLOWER-WREATH, -, . -, . ,.
FLOWERET. MP7-opr.]av-,, .,.,, . Fig.: of

speech] Sje under Florid.
FLOWERY,, 3. -, 3., , and-,, . F. smell,-, . Bloomiiig] VlD.
Florid (of style)] Vid.
FLOWING, f Prop.] Parti-

ciples of verbs under to Flow
;

and Adjj., as, f. down,-, : f. round,, 2:

f. in or to,?, 2. Ebbing
or f.,,, 2. If Fig.:

of speech] See Fluent. In f.

language (=zprose, opp. to poetry),,, 2 (in respect of
rhythm). A f. garment,-, .-, .
FLOWING, s. See Flow, s.

FLOWINGLY. Adverbs of
Flowing and Fluently.
FLUCTUATE, -. and-

(to be tossed by the leaves, to

vacillate), (to heave as

waves),' (g. t., to be tossed,



FLU
to heave), [pass.

;

to have no steady direction),-, or -
[ofcircumstances),-,,

(of mental indecision or irresolu-

tion). -
or -

(of circumstances,

whose issue is still undecided). See

to Waver.
FLUCTUATING,,

3., 2., 2., 2., 2.-, 2., 2.-, 2. And partcpp. of verbs.

FLUCTUATION,, 6., . ,. % With ref to the

mind], .-, ., ., k•

F. of fortune,

: f. in the fortunes of war,.
FLUE. The thing answering

the same pu>y>ose is or, (the smofa-hole). See

Chimney, if Down (feather)

andfur] Vid.
FLUENCY,, ., ( ). -, (glibness, volu-

bility).

FLUENT. IT Propr.] See

Flowing. if Fig. : of speech],, 2. -
and, 2 (glib).

To be f.,.-, and (mid.)

:

a f. talker upon all sorts of sub-

jects,- and-,, 6.

FLUENTLY. Advv.of'Flu-
ent.
FLUID, adj., 3. ,, ov.,, -, 3., .-, 3 (poet.). To become ,

see to Melt, , 3 (liquid).

FLUID, s. .,.
FLUIDITY,. .
FLUGLEMAN (milit. t),, , 6.

FLUMxMERY. If Prop.] Prps, (porridge),,
6 (made of milk). if Fig.],, .,,
., ., ., (empty compli-

ments).

FLURRY,.,-,-.' (to flut-

ter),..
be f.-d, passives of these verbs, and..
FLURRY, s. if Perturbation], ., 6. -, 6. In a f.,

and, , . See
Hurry, if A gust of wind], . -, 6.

FLUSH, v. if (Intrs.)] To
flow with violence]. -. if To glow in the

skin] (andfig.). See

(250)

FLU
to Blush. if (Trs.)] To cause

to glow (with joy, 8fC.)]-. 1 To elate] Vid. F.-d,

or,,
, e. g. with success, %, . F.-d with

joy,,, . -. See thefollowing Articles.

FLUSH, adj. Fresh, vigo-

rous] Vid. ; and, 2 (in

full flow). To be f.,...
(and mid.),. F. of mo-
ney, see Affluent. if Even], 3.

t

FLUSH, s. if Afflux]-,, . ,-, . if Heat], . In
the f. of hope, -

: a f. of joy,,
: even in the full f. of joy,. See to Flush.
FLUSHING, s., .
FLUSTER. U With drink] o"i-..' . if

See to Flurry.

t

FLUTE, v. if Architect, t.]

v. Fluted,, 3.

Fluting,, .
FLUTE, s.. 6. The cross

(or German) f.,, b.

To dance to the sound of a f.,,: with
th eaccompaniment of a.,. ' (-) :

to play tbe f.,. -
or : to play to aby on

the f., : to have
the f. played before one,-

(pass.) : the playing on the

f.,, : a piece that is

played on or composed for the f.,, : singing with ac-

companiment on the f.,,
: one that so sings,, 6 :

one who makes f.'s, &c, see the

Compounds.
FLUTE-CASE,, ., .

t
FLUTE-MAKER,-
, 6.

FLUTE-PLAYER,,, 6. Fern,,, .
FLUTE -PLAYING, -, ., . Clever in

f. or playing on the flute,-, 3: skill in f.,,
17.

FLUTTER, v. if (Intrans.)
Propr.: of birds]

(pass.) and. To f.

about,- and (poet.)- (prop, andfig.),--
and- (fig. ; to

hover about restlessly),

(to be restless),

(to be undecided), if (Trans.)
To put (birds, Qc.) to flight] -. . if To flurry]

.

FLUTTER, s. To be in a
f., ().

: to be all in a f,

: athg
puts me in a f., :

in a f. of expectation,

FLY
or, 3 :

to put aby in a f. of nope, &c,. See FLURRY,
s., and Perturbation.
FLUVIATILE,,

and -, 3.

FLUX, s. if G. t. .-flowing of
liquid bodies or ofsubstancesfused
by melting],, . -, , or Crcl. with verbs under
to Flow. F. and reflux (of the

sea),., . -, . if Med. t.].
See Dysentery. A* bloody f.,

: to have one,-. if Fig. : all things are in

a continual state offlux], ,.
FLUX, v. See to Melt (trs.).

FLY, s., . A Spanish
f.,, , : to drive

away the f.'s, .-. A f.-flap,, ., (g. tt.).,
(of leather), or, (tivigs

of myrtle used for the same pur-
pose).

FLY, v. 1 As a bird] -^,. (of
inanimate things wch sivim orfloat
in the air, rr fluitare). To let f.,

cause to f.,,
(a bird) : that is able to f.,-

and, 3 (that has

wings),, 3 (that moves
by the aid of wings). To f. away,,. -

or' :

he flew up and away,.
To f. down,.-

: to f. in, :

to f. out,.-. See' Fly away.' Tof. thro',

: to f. up,-.. ^j Jmpropr.
(i^T Often used in the sense to

Flee)] Vid. % To move through

the air] See to Float, -' or .
To let f. (as an arrow),,. (as a flag,

Sfc). F.-ing hair, -
: a f.-ing garment,-. To f. abroad

(ofarumour), -. *\Topassaivay,topass
swiftly] .. Tf To fly at or upon]

or .. To f. upon
the enemy, ,

: to f.

in aby's face (= bid defiance),. "f[ To

fly into a rage or a passion] -
or . To

f. out (into excesses),-. % To spring, e.g. tofly
back]-, (pss.).

To f. in pieces, -, KuTap--
(pass.) : to f. open (as a

door),.
FLYER. 1 Fugitive] Vid.
FLY-FLAP. See under Fly,



FOA
FOAL,, 6. ,.
FOAM, s., 6. -, . To produce f.,-,. to turn into f., -.
FOAM, v. iv and -. . Of the

sea,, : of
wine,. F.-ing,, 2.,, ov : to cause to f.,,.
FOAMY,, 2.-,, ov.

FOB. if To cheat] Vid. -
(mid.). Prps-... To

f. off aby with athg,. .-
(e. g. with vain

promises ofa peace,), -
or'' (with

empty hopes). I am not to be
f.-d off that way, -, -.
FOCUS. Orel, -

(or ' ), '-. See Burning -glass.
(Mod. Gr., .) %Fig.]
. g. to bring to a f.,

or .
FODDER, S., 6.-,. '

(for horses). Fresh f,, .
See Food. To give (the horse,

&c, its) f., see the Verb.

FODDER, v. and
(ofanimals only). See

Feed.
FOE. See Enemy.
FOG. if A mist], ., . There is a f., -,,-

: to cover with a f., -
: free fm f.,,

2. if Aftergrass]
or, .
FOGGY,, 2. F.

air or atmosphere,, . if

Dull] Vid.
FOH, interj. See Fie.
FOIBLE, if With ref. to cha-

racter or will], . -, (weakness in character).

(want of
mental energy). See Weakness., (str. t.), or-, (fault), ,

(aby 'sfoible). That is his

f., ,, (that is his

weak side).

FOIL, s. if A fencing sword], . if Goldfoil (=. leaf-

gold), ,.-, . if A dull

ground to set off the brightness of
an object] Orel., e. g. this will

serve as af.,. -.
FOIL, . 1 Frustrate] Vid.

To f. aby's plan,
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FOL
: to f. aby's

hope,

or :

to be f.-d, ,
: I am f.-d in

athg, ,-
(pass.) : I am f.-d

in my expectations or hopes, -
: to be f.-d

in one's plan,.
FOIN. See to Thrust.
FOIST IN,.-,-....

f. in what is not genuine,-. : to f. athg
into a writing, or

: f.-d

in,, 3. See to FAL-
SIFY.

FOLD, s., 6 (esply for
sheep and goats). For sheep, «p-,, .. ', (made

of hurdles)

.

FOLD (ofa garment), s.,, ., . tttu^is,

. That has f.'s., 2."

The f. or coil of a serpent, 7-
pa, ., : in f.'s,.
FOLD, v. if To double up]..-.. The act of

f.-ing,, : the thing f.-d,, . if Tofold up cat-

tle] (g. t., for
stabling).

FOLDING-DOOR,,, .
FOLIAGE,,.-,. ,

(fig., poet. ; but also in prose). See
Leaf.
FOLK. See People.
FOLLOW, if To come or go

after in space] and
(mid.).. To

f. next or close, :

to f. close upon aby's steps,. if In
rank, dignity],-.
(mid.), . -. See to Suc-
ceed. To follow aby's party,, if In time]. -. One misfortune f.'s upon
another, -. Also with , e.g. the

day wch f.-d this night,. To f.

(= result fm),, or,
: fm this it f.'s that,.

(with aec. c. infin.). -, (c. infin.) : this must
necessarily f. fm what has been
admitted,

: also., if A s follows, the

following'] , ,, .,, . 07

FOM. if To follow out] See
to Execute. To f. up,

: to f. up to the source,
see to Trace, if To obey or con-
form to] (pass.) and. To f. an exam-
ple, -
vl : to f. aby's opinion,-

: to f.

aby's prescription, -. if

follow with the understanding]-,-,
also..
Not to be able to f. aby,-, if To follow a
profession]. .
FOLLOWER, if Companion]

Vid. if Adherent ofaby or athg], 6 (g. t.). and, , b (ofpersons and
things), ,, 6, and, 6 (friend, associate),, 6 (in war) : $0* but

usually Crcl., e. g., aby's f.'s, oi

(). oi

(the associates of an undertaking),' or (those who
surround aby). oi (the

f.'s of a school or sect),-, , 6 (of political fac-
tions), pi. oi.-, (the retinue or attend-

ants of a rich citizen). To be
aby's f, ,. . -

(pass.),
: to be a zealous f. of aby,.

FOLLOWING, if With ref.

io space], 3. 6 -. 6, , and,, 3., 3., 3. With ref to time]

, , . , , ,, 3.,,. 6, , . The f.

day, , , and
(with or without, if

'to-day' is meant), or
or -

(ifpast time is spoken of). On
the f. day,, 3, e. g. he
came on the f. day,. if In narration] ' The
following'' is to be rendered by the

demonstrative,,, e.g.

he used the f. words, -
: in the f. manner,

(). .-. .
FOLLY,, ., .,, . -,, .,-, . Great f, :

it is a f., : to com-
mit a f, : to be pu-
nished for one's f., -

or : to do
athg at the risk of being charged
with f, avotav.
FOMENT, if Propr.] -,. A f.-ing,-. if Fig.: to cherish] Vid.

if To excite] Vid.



FOM FOO FOO
FOMENTATION,

f

-
«. The f. applied,,. -, (of a softening

effect).

FOMENTER. See Exciter.
FOND, adj. 1 To befond of

athg] G. tt. .
(pass.). (to

have a taste for) or -
. , S^C.-, ./. - or (c.

pres. partcp.), e.g. they are fond
of being praised, -

: he is f. of flattery,

: or,
e. g. he is fond of hearing,. $$• Also expressed by
compounds and denominativa with-, e. g. to be f. of drink, -

or :

to be f. of literature,.
See these compounds, <§-c, in the

Gr. Eng. Lex. Likewise by deri-

vatives in -iKas, , , e. g. f. of
contention,: f. of dain-

ties,, , 6.-
?, : to be

—

, (and
mid.) : f. of luxury,,
3., . To be extreme-
ly f. of athg, .-. See ENAMOUR-
ED. Tf Fond of aby] , 2.', 3., . -.. See Enamoured. To
bef. of aby, -.,, , .' or . -

and (as

parent). ^| Fond = endearing,
as words, &c], 3.

Foolishly indulgent]-, 3. , . ^[
Foolish, vain] Vid.
FOND or FONDLE, v. f

To caress].-. ^f To spoil by too great
fondness] - or... Spoil-
ed by fondling,, 3. kv, 3.

FONDLING. See Favorite.
FONDLY, t With great af-

fection] E.g. to be f. attached to

aby, .-
(e. g. ofparental love).-.

(offriends, cj-c). To be very f.

attached to aby, -. See phrases un-
der Fond. % Foolishly] Vid.
FONDNESS. Tenderness,

affection] Vid. ^j Foolishness]
Vid.
FONT (eccl. t),,

V•, .,, (baptistery).

FOOD,, (g. t. — ali-
ment), -

(athg that supports physical
life in the shape off), also,
., (that is eaten or
belongs to eatables), , ., (athg fit to eat or that
is eaten),, 6.,,
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(propr. bread, then also of any
kind of nutriment), or. , (pre-

paredf)., (artifi-

ciallypreparedf. , a dish),',
a /cos, (as masticated, a mouthful).

To take some f., or'. .-
or : to

take no f., :

to prepare f., -. See to Cook. Want of

f.,, . ,
: to buy or purchase f,-

: the purchase of f.,,
f] : one that purchases f.,-, , b : to give f.,.
See to Feed. To give (aby) his

f., . See
Provision.
FOOL, s. % A sillyfellow or

person] (Att.),, 6., 6.,
., 6. ,, .,, b. To be a f., to act

like a f.,, b.-.. -
: to be a great f., -

: aby must be a fool, &c, or, '. , ' — : or
(c. infin) : who is such a f. as

not to know— ? tis -
ootis — ; f.'s

act foolishly, -
: even a f. may say a word

in season,

: to make
af. of aby, .-. .-

or.-. -, : to make a
f. of oneself,

or..
See Idiot, Noddy/Simpleton.
It is a f. to that,. *\\ A professional

fool (at court)] prps by the g. t.

of, .,, b., b.

FOOL, v. (INTRS.)]-. . .. U (Trans.) Tofool
aby] See ' to act, play, &c, the
f.,' under Fool, s. To f. aby with
hopes, .
IT To fool away (athg, e. g. one's

money, c|"c.)] See to Squan-
der.
FOOLERY,,-. -, ., -.-, . -, .

be about some f.,. -. See FOLLY.
FOOLHARDINESS, -

or. -, ., -.-, ., .,
V (g. t.). ', .
Athg is f., .
FOOLHARDY,, 3

(g. t.)., 3.-, 2. ?,, .-, , 3

(headlong). To be f.,-

: a f. fellow, -
or »7.

FOOLISH,, 2.,
2., 2 (that is tvanting in

clear insight, power of reflection,

<S[C.)., 3. , 2 (in-

considerate),, : Att.-
(stupid, fyc)., 2 (that

acts without counsel),

(impudent),, 3 (empty,

vain), , 2 (not suitable

to circumstances, ?.).-
(strange, singular).,

2., ., 3.-, 2 (absurd),, 3. F.
stuff,, . , : to

talk f. stuff,..
FOOLISHLY. Fmadjj. un-

der Foolish. To act f.,-
" FOOLISHNESS. See Folly.
FOOT, ttous,* (as limb

of the human body, and also as

measure), , ry (of inanimate
objects, the part on wch athg is

resting). pi%a (the loicer part of
an elevation), also, .-, (the base of athg). -, (a f -board). The f.

of a mountain, "., : at the f. of the
mount, : haif a f.,, : before aby's f.,, . :

fm or away fm one's feet,-
: on f., 7?7,, 3 : to

go or travel on f.,}-. : to fall at aby's

feet, -
or

or. : to be
at aby's feet,. .-

(pass.) : hang-
ing down or reaching to the feet,, 2: with his feet bare,, 2. -

: to put one's f. any where,. : to tread un-
der f.,,,

(propr.).

(metaph., to trample upon) : fm
head to f., ,'. Having
the feet bent inward,, 3 :

having broad flat feet,-, 2. Not to set f. out of
doors,

: at a f. pace, :

to have one f. already in the

grave, . % Im-
propr. : to set on foot] ',',... ^\ Thefoot]
See Infantry. % A foot (as

measurement)]vov9,6. Howmany
feet long?; one f. long,

wide, &c,, 3 : three,

five, &c, f. long,,() or,, <§"C. See the several

numbers. Half a f.,,. A hundred feet,,. ^[ In prosody] . A
measure of two feet,, .
To measure by feet,.
FOOT, v. TI To foot it] See



FOR FOR
to Dance. To walk on foot]

See Foot, s. To foot boots]

prps .
FOOT-BALL,, (g.

t).

FOOT-BATH, -,.. To take

a f., .
FOOT-BOARD,,, .
FOOT-BOY,, 6 (g. t).?, 6 (afootman).
FOOT-BREADTH,^,.

t

FOOT-CLOTH,,,
., .
FOOT-IRON,,-, (fetter).

FOOT-GUARD, (pi.) -, .
FOOTING. See after Com-

pounds.
FOOTMAN,, 6 (the

slave who followed his master),, 6 (a boy, chiefly ofmerchants
and bankers).

FOOTPAD, , od, 6., , 6.

FOOTPATH,, ., n.

FOOT -PRINT. See Foot-
step.
FOOT-RACE,, 6. To

run in the f., : —
"with aby,,.
FOOT-SOLDIER,, 6. See Infantry.
FOOT-STEP. 1 A step made

by moving the foot], . -,, ., .
The impression made on theground]', , . , .
follow aby's f., tij/os..
FOOTSTOOL,,,., .
FOOTING. «IT Ground] Vid.
The firm planting of the foot]

E. g. to get a f.,

TiJ/. . -.
(propr.). (metaph. =
to settle ; also with or). To be or live on
a friendly f. (== terms) with aby,

:

to be on a f. of equality with
aby, '
or .
FOP, -,.,,. '-, , b (a petit-mattre)

.

FOPPERY, ., ., ..', .
FOPPISH. See Fop. -, 3, and-, 3. To be f.,.
FOR, prep. $35» As expo-

nent of dat. commodi v. incom-
modi, '/«?•' is expressed by the da-
tive, but often the relation may be

put in a different form by prepo-
sitions or otherwise] To accom-
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plish athg f. aby,
' : to live f. oneself,

: to be stored up f. their mas-tes,oaoTa:
they lack food f. the ships,

: to in-

tend athg for aby,

: it is expedient f. me,-. So adjj. good, useful,

fit, necessary, seasonable, enough,
8[C.,,,-, , .,. It is f. me (= it is appro-
priate to me), , or
with ace. c. infin., or '

: it is f. you to obey,

or. gup* Or with gen., e. g.

it is f. fools to talk nonsense,

: it

is impossible f. me to do athg,

(or

). So
possible, easy, hard, &c. A long
journey f. an old man,. F. such as I, or

f. the like of me, this is quite im-
practicable,' ' -' ' : f.

the like of you this is the greatest

praise, '
: too great f. mor-

tal man, r) -. On behalf of, for the

advantage of, infavour of]
c. gen. (involving the notion of be-

neficial substitution). To die f.

aby, (and) : to an-
swer for aby,

: to be vigilant f. aby,-. Also, as

to act f. aby (to 7iis advantage),. To fight,

to die, f. one's country,-, ,
or

(as the thing at stake) : to fight f.

its young, 7 toTs
(poet.). To consult f.

aby's advantage, -. Also' and -
(usuallyplaced after theircase)

.

To be f. (=favorable to, on the

side of) aby, , -, -,,, or
: the gods are f. us,

: he or it will be f.

us, - : you seem
to speak f. me (= on my side),

: athg
speaks for aby,

: the votes were f. him, -
: to de-

clare f. aby, -. After verba af-

fectuum, curandi, and the like, for

implying the notion of being inte-

rested about, as, to fear for aby,

(opp.) and (-', poet, and Hdt.) : — for

athg, and
(e. g. concerning the safety of our
country, fyc). To have a care, or

be concerned, solicitous, for aby,

7. So to be
sorry, glad, vexed, zealous, hope
(the best), for aby or athg, see un-
der the several words. In place

of, in return for] To die f. (=
instead of) aby, -

: a slave f. (= in place of
being) a king, -; one f. 10,000, -

: a match for aby,

: man f. man,
: in reward f. a service,

: in return f. his

services, ' -
: like f. like,' ".

§W The notion of wages, price, sa-

tisfaction, is usually expressed by
the simple genitive of the thing:

to do athg f. hire,

: wages f. athg,

: to purchase f. a great sum,
:

to hire f. two ohols,

(or). To take revenge
upon aby f. athg,. With a vietv to,

that there may be—] To do athg
f. money or gain, ',, ,

: I do athg f. pay,, ,
: f. the best,' :

to say athg f. the sake of doing
good or harm, &c, ', /. The art

is provided, made, f. this end,,-
: laws drawn up

f. this purpose,

: f. what purpose ?

; f. the same pur-
pose, .
F. revenge, -. §^• This sense may also

be expressed by',, e.g.

f. pastime, , or
ivith final particles, ', <£c, and
the verb, or c. partcp., or
c. infin. To the same head may
be referred necessary for ; e. g. f.

(the having, &c. ) athg, there

must be — , ' ,—. On tlte score of, on the

ground of; because of, in conse-

quence of] To praise f. athg,, or ',
. So to blame, chide,

honour, and the like. To be ho-
noured f. virtue,' (in

consequence of virtue)-
: famous f. athg,, , ',, :

of no account f. wisdom,
: to be beaten

f. athg, :

to be angry with aby for athg,. To
rejoice f. athg,

(f. aby, see above), or
— : to be grateful to aby f. hav-
ing done athg, '

. So to be sorry,

ashamed, Qc. F. this reason,

: f. some reason, ai-

: f. what reason, what
f. ? ; f. various reasons,



FOR FOR FOR. (To do athg) f.

fear of athg, ,
or .. Not to be able

to sleep f. fear, -.
To be loved f. his beauty,-. F. lack of

athg, : to be de-

stroyed f. want of discipline,-
: they were use-

less f. want of order,. F. the

sake of, see Sake. H Because of:

as the active ground of an effect

suffered by the subject] The dative

(instrum.), c. gen., c. ace.

To die f. hunger,»-
: f. the heat, f. the cold,, : (to quake,

&c.) f. fear,.(, only poet.) : to weep
f. joy, : it

was not possible to retreat, f. (be-

cause of) tbe cavalry, .
As mark or destination] Pre-

pared f. war, to raise money f.

war, &c, -, , 8{C.

Prompt f. action,

: to set off f. Athens,' : —
f. home, ' : to

live f. honour (as one's mark),
: to have a genius

f. athg, : ea-

ger f. athg, .
U To get, procure, in respect of
theforthcoming of] To send ships

f. wood,
(poet, c. ace.) : having come
f. the procuring of wealth, -
(Xen.) : to go up f. a view of the
place,'

(Thuc.). Sts the simple
ace. or gen., e.g. to send f. aby,

: to long
f. athg, : — f.

aby, . See the seve-

ral verbs, e. g. ask, call, dun,
wish, hope, seek, hunt, pray, wait,

#£• igisP Often for is expressed
by a partcp. or infin. ; e. g. to ask
aby f. athg,

: they are come f. you,,, SfC :

to write, &c, to aby f. (=aski?ig

f.) money, , -. At a loss f.,

—, his : at a loss f. an
answer,

:

to want f. athg, -, gfp Likewise in the phrases
to take, count, pass, elect, point
out, intend, &c, for —, the Gr.
uses tlie simple case (nom., ace.,

fyc. with or without ). See
the several verbs. We took him
f. a wise man, -() : he pass-
ed f. a man of honour, -

(). F.
whom do you take me ?

; '
;

; Or with. e. a.
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he was left f. (= as being account-

ed) dead, -
: to take f. granted, -(-) : to know f. certain,,. §^= In ma-

ny of the above relations, for

as ohj. to substt., is often

by the objective genitive, e. g. love

f. aby, : good-will f.

aby, : a care or so-

licitude for aby or athg,-
: desire f. aby or athg,

: a remedy f.

athg, . Unless

the gen. would be ambiguous, e. g.
my fear f. him, -. To have an inclination f.

athg, : — a long-
ing f., : out of respect

f. aby's memory,' : this is no time f.

talking, .
&t Often, when for governs an
infinitive in -ing, or a subst. or
pron. followed by an infin. with to

(forming an abridged dependent
proposition), it requires to be ex-

pressed by a relative sentence, or
afinal sentence, or c. infin.,

or c. indie., e. g. a pretext f.

doing athg, '(,) : a

contrivance f. doing athg,-,,
: you are a fool f. trusting him,-. After impersonal expressions,

it is necessary, right, desirable,

&c, for aby to do athg, sts the

dative is used, as, it is time f. us
to be going, -

: the things ordered f. us to

accomplish, -. Oftener ace. c.

infin., it was necessary f. the
Greeks to pass,''-

: it is good f. bro-
thers to help one another,:
or a different form of sentence,

e. g. there is nothing else f. us to

consider, -
: it is customary f. them

to do so, :

I should think it highly season-

able f. you to (do this), (-),. *W As, by
ivay of] F. example, f. instance,

olov. ola. : as f. instance,. To give a person f.

a guide, -
: to have aby f. a friend,

: to allege

athg f. a proof, -
: to go f. nothing, to

count (athg) for nothing, ',. 1J As
being, in regard that he, fyc,
is] F. a woman she has a high
spirit,, ,
(Soph.) : f. a Lacedaemonian, elo-

quent enough, ,, (Thuc.) :

a good deal has been done f. so

short a time,

or -
: he has

made good progress f. so short a
time,7

: f. mountain-
eers, they were well enough
armed,

: f. the size of the city,

an incredible multitude is said to

have fallen, . F. such
as I, &c, see above underfirst di-

vision. U In respect of, as con-
cerning (with notion of limitation)]

As f. me, f. my part,.. : .
discipline, the army was well
ordered, ,

: f. the
most part, lis : f.

him (= sofar as he is concerned)
we shall be at peace,

: f.

aught I know, :

for all that I can learn,

: f. athg that is in
my power, '

: f. the
rest, f. what remains, .
11 In phrases of time] F. a long
while, (),, :

f. the future, ,. See Future. F. a
while, : f. a year,, , '

: f. a
short period,' :

f. to-morrow, ' : f. the
present moment, ., -_ : f. ever, : f. all

time, t is :

f. the first, the second, time, to, : f. once,' : once f. all,.
U For all that] ., '. F. all

the multitude,, or Crcl. with partepp.:
f. all his endeavours to find it he
did not, or

*'£-

(with or without) :

f. all your bravery,

(Horn.) : they attacked the
enemy f. all that they were supe-
rior in numbers, -

: f. all that I am so old,, —. *JJ Mis-
cel. phrases] Forasmuch as,,,',. But
f. you, ' : but f. this,: well, f.

the matter of that, :
but it was said, all one f. that,

' (preceded by ).
Not f. your life ! ,-

! ! F. the life of
me, I cannot

—

,
' -

6 —

.

(,
Qc.) . Too — for,
e.g. too great f. mortal man,-

: too great
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f. one to—

,
.

— : the water is too cold f. bath-

ing, ' xj/ -. for — ! e. g%
f. the

power to — ! ' —

!

FOR, conj. yap {like Lot.

enim, never at the commencement

of a clause) : aho yap,. {since). (as,

seing that). F. indeed, f. assured-

ly, yap.
FORAGE, s. 1 Provisions

{g. t.) Vid. f Fodder] Vid.
FORAGE, v.,.-.. To send out f.-

ing, '.

also-,- {the lat-

terfor animals). F. parties,-', {strongf. parties consist-

ing ofwhole divisions ofan army) :

to send out strong f. parties,-
{Xen.).

FORAGING, s. and, . ?, 6., {plundering).

FORBEAR. « (Trans, and
Intrans.) To cease (Vid.), inter-

mit] /os or-. , .
or -

?, or-. To f. fm anger, -. *ff To abstain

or refrain].. Bear and f.,. I cannot f., -
, seq. infin. '
—. ,

seq. infin. otos -
— : who could f.

pitying, tis ;
See Forbearance, Forbear-
ing.

FORBEARANCE, '-, {),,{ ),,,{),, .
proof or instance of f.,-, : to show f. towards
aby, to treat aby with f.,

or or-..
FORBEARING,,

., ., 3.-
and, 2.

be f.,.
or .

FORBID. If To prohibit]-().,. To f. aby to do athg,

and ,
or, ,. :

also' . Athg
is forbidden,

. . -
: I am forbid-

den athg, , -
. Forbidden,, 2. If Inlerj.] Hea-,ven f. !.

(255)

FORBIDDANCE, -, ., .
FORCE, v. Compel byforce]

See Compel. If To storm a place]
or or-. If

break through the ranks of the ene-

my],,, ,, -
{of the

cavalry), or

{of a line of battle at

sea). If To force doors, loch]. ,-. {houses).

See ' to Break into.' To f. one-
self, : he f.-d

himself to shed tears,-
: to f. a way, -

: to f. one's way,'-. If Toforce a woman] See
to Ravish. If To force away]
See to ' Tear away.' To f. along,. If To force back] See
Repulse, ff To force down].. If

To force fin aby] -
or , -'

or , -. See Exact. If To
force into] {to push into),

or {a wedge,

?.). To f. into an enclosed

space,: to f. into

a service (as courier, Qc),-. *[f To force on] See to

Urge, ^f To force open] See 'to

Force locks, a house,
1

Src. If

Toforce out]. See ' to

Drive out.' If To force upon]..
or /.

or. Athg
is f.-d upon me, -

: to f. one-
self upon aby,

(pass.) tiiu and. . -
: to f. an opinion upon

aby, .
If], 3.-, 2 (igfs* accent on tlie last

and of three terminations is obso-

lete), or, 2. -7>//-
to's, 3 (artificial, not natural). If

A forced march], 6. -
or, ., . To make a

f.-d march,
(pass. ) . to advance by f.-d marches,

or-.
FORCE, s. T[ Might, power,

strength, energy] See these words
(<0§° fin wch force differs, as in-

volving the notion of obstacles to

be overcome, efficiency agst resist-

ance, physical or moral, therefore

cogency, and ability to compel),, , ., . -, (superiorf). F. of cha-

racter, : bodily f.,

or?, : f. of

impulsion,,, : great
f., ,, (chiefly
with ref. to mental power or fa-
culties) : f. of style or language,,

. -
: an argument of much f., --, :

with all one's f.,

(might),

(f. of will or character) .. -, : he main-
tains his opinion with great f.,

: that has f., see Forcible.
Without f.,,,
2., . and -, 3 (with ref to eapressions).

See Feeble,, . See
Feebleness. To be without f.,, : want of
f.,,,,
. The f. (= validity) of a law,

&c,, (with verb -) : to have the f. of law, -, ,:
that is of f.,, 3.-

(enacted) : to give the
f. of law, : no longer in
f.,, 2 (ivith verb),
also (to make of nofi, to

annul) : the f. (= peculiar orfull
import) of a word, &c,,
. (,,) . By f. of

—

,

c. gen., e. g. (of
weather). See Stress, Dint.
By f. of reason,,-. ^f Violence] , . -, . To use f., to have re-

course to f. (agst aby),,( tivu).,
(-«?),,-
() : to drag by f., -

: effected by f.,, 2 and
3., 3. See Violence,
Violent. Constrained by f., av-,,, (only ofpersons).
To carry a place by f., -

or ' or,
: to repulse f. by f.,

: to effect an en-

trance by f.,. '-. . The f. of

the tempest, toD
: the f. of the current,. By f.,. . -. If Force (for war)]-, ., 6.,

. Land f., or -
or, ., . or-. 6 : na-

val f., , ,
or,

. , 6. Force
(as amount),, : the f.

of the army amounted to —,? -
: the f. (or strength) of the

enemy is not so great as was
stated, {) ay-
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ol : in full

f., : the defensive f. of

a fortress, &c,
/os : to be in f. for war,

: to

assemble one's f.'s,,.», -, .
FORCEDLY, ,,, , -.
FORCEFUL,, 3., 3., 3.,

3.,, .
FORCIBLE,, 3 (that

hasforce or power),,,
a (great),, 3 (of extraordi-

nary kind),, 3.,
2 and 3 (violent),, 3 (that

has a powerful effect, weighty).

A f. proof, ,-', -
<rris : f. argument, reason,

or (of athg,-
).
FORCIBLENESS. See un-

der Force.
FORCIBLY. f By force]

See FORCE. ^[ Strongly] '-,.. To prove

athg f, :

to speak, argue, &c, f.,.
FORD, s., .,

., (a shoal).

pass a f, .' : there is no f. at a
place, 6.
FORD, v. See the phrases in

Ford, s.

FORDABLE,, 3.

FORE, adj. and ado. 6, ,
or .-,, 2. See Before.

As a single word only in f. and
aft, -. : and to the f.

(provinc. = forthcoming) ,-,.
FOREARM, s. , 6

(joint of arm and hand), -, . /,, f)

(hand and arm up to elboiv). -, (the bent arm ; usually

pi).
FOREARM, v. 1[ Propr.: to

arm beforehand]
"tiv, cjfC.

^ig.]-,-fc
See under Arm, v. ^

". Forewarned, f.-d (prov.),

:

or prps may be imitated by a
phrase with, -.
FOREBODE, f Tobode,pre-

signify],-,. What is f.-d by
such a dream may be seen by
what happened after it, ,'^ -

: to f. destruc-
tion, (Horn.).

To have a secret preseritiment]..
(256)

.,.
f. evil,..
FOREBODING,-, )., . ',. Bad f. or f. of evil,,

: to have no f. of athg,-
av' :

to be full of bad f.,.
FOREBY. See Here, «ft As

provincialism zz besides, indepen-

dently of].
FORECAST, v.

(to take into consideration, to turn

over in one's mind),
(to weigh over in o?ie''s mind), or

(aor.pass.).-.-, --,-.-.
FORECAST,, ., . and-, ., -. With

f, or ,
(PL), (Isocr.).. Adj., .

Without f.,. See
Foresight.
FORECASTLE, prps,
(i. e. the proic).

FOREDOOM. See to Doom.
FOREFATHERS,,

ol., ol. ol

or (sc.). See
Ancestors.
FOREFEND. See Forbid,

Avert.
FOREFOOT, or-, 6. PI. ol '-.
FOREFINGER,, 6.

FOREGO. «H To resign] -, (-
). To f. athg,, .
or (toivards another

person),,-
(one's expectations).

To f. (give up) athg,-
: to f. an intention of

athg, : —
of doing athg,

: to f. a right or

claim, .
See Quit, Give up, Resign. U
To go before] See to Precede.
^| Foregone] See Past.
FOREGROUND, to or

(g. t.). The f. of the

stage,, .,.
FOREHEAD,, :

more rarely, . Spa-

cious f, . : square f,

. : a f. somewhat
hollow in the middle part, .. See
Brow.
FOREIGN, , 3 (a fo-

reigner, VlD.), and, 2., 3 (according to the

Greek notion), , 3 (e. g.

of a dress, custom, S^c). -, 3., 3. -. A f. country or f. parts,' or (with or with-

out ),, . r,() or -
(in contradistinction to

Greece), ,, (sc.). In f. parts, : to go
into f. parts,, -. : to be
or live in a f. country, ,-. (esply as a mer-
cenary in f service) : a journey
into f. parts,,,
77 : sojourn in a f. country, •7-, : a f. tongue,, ft Irrelevant, cjfc.]

See Alien.
FOREIGNER,,-,, : also -

(ivith or without dvrtp

or), ., 6
(with ref. to Greece),,,

(ivith ref. to one's temporary
abode at a place). The f.'s, ol

(sc. ). or, (fem.).

FOREKNOW,...
FOREKNOWLEDGE,-, .
FORELAND,,., 77.

FORELOCK. See Lock.
FOREMOST. See First.
FORE MENTIONED, F.-

NAMED,, 3, or, 3.

FORENOON, -. -. In the f, '-. .
FORENSIC, , ,. F. proceedings,,

. <5i/cas : f. plead-

ings, :

suited to f. speaking,, 3.

FORE-ORDAIN,..
FOREPART, or -.
FORERANK. Crcl.byoWpo-. .
FORERUN,.-
',,.-.
FORERUNNER. [ Propr.], 6., .

(propr. and fig.). ^[

Fig.],, .,., (a sign or
foreboding of athg).

FORESAY. ' See Foretell.
FORESEE, (-).,.

f. future events,

or. F.••

seen,, 2.,, 3 (Ait. ; the latter also

= to be foreseen).

FORESHIP,, fj.

FORESHOW,..
FORESIGHT. H With ref.

to sight] Crcl. with. %
Asforethought or prudence]-, h-, ),,
. To act with f, -. (aor.pass.).,.



FOR
FORESPEAK. f Toforetell]

Vid. 1 Forbid] VlD.
FORESPENT. See Tired.
FOREST,, .,

F.-laws, ol

See Fo-
(Hom.). See Wood

tos
RESTER.
FORESTALL, ^ To antici-

pate] Vid. U 7 ?#] -7.
FORESTALLED ^ He who

anticipates] Orel, icith Verb. If

One who buys athg up]-, , . 6.
FORESTER. 1 Inhabitant of

a forest] 6 /?., 3. if Keeper of a forest], 6.

FORETASTE, s.,., . To give aby
a f. of athg,/ or-, -

: to get a
f. of athg, ,, -.
FORETASTE,. Seethe svjbst.,

and Orel, by'. ')? tijos.

FORETELL, --,/().-. and-
. One must f,-. Foretold,, 2.

See to Forebode, Predict, Pro-
FHESY.
FORETHOUGHT,-, ., . Of or with

f., or , -,, ,,,, : with-

out any f,,-. ,, : to make
athg a subject for f. (or delibera-

tion),

(. to ,
to make athg a matter of course).

FORETOKEN. See Fore-
boding.
FORETOOTH, 6. PL or -

(those wch are shown in

laughing) .
FOREWARD (of an army,

obsol.). See Van.
FOREWARN,

(g. t.). (to give a
previous sign),,-

or.. See Warn, Fore-
tell.
FORFEIT, s. 1 Fine] Vid.

TI Penalty] Vid. To pay the f,

see 'to suffer (the) Punishment.'
FORFEIT, V. -. (pass.),". To f. one's life,".

: to f. (= lose, be

deprived of) athg,

(pass.), (pass.),,,-, or-
(g. tt.) : to f. aby's fa-

vour, -, -
//. (mid.).

(257)

FOR
-. See Confiscate, Lose.

FORFEITURE. See For-
feit and Fine.
FORGE, s. -See Furnace. U

A smith'sforge],-,., (the

work-place),, . -,., (thefire-place).

FORGE, v. To make by
hammering].,.. -. [ Fig.: tofalsify, coun-

terfeit] (g. t. ; and
esply of a writing, an agreement,

or athg legal), and
(of measure,

weight, S[C.)..-. andMed.
(to counterfeit in general ;-, esply ofcoins, and-

of seals),-. To f. a writing,-
ptiv or -. He f.-d a seal and opened
the letter, .
^ Forged], 3., 3.,
3., 2., 2.

FORGER. f Counterfeiter],,-.
FORGERY,, . -,.,.-,. To commit or be guilty

of f, see to Forge.
FORGET,

or . ,, -
or (g. t. to dismissfm one's

mind), (to f.
athg committed to memory), -

(to omit athg wch itisour

duty or our habit to perform, e.g., to takefood
and drink) . I have forgotten athg,,

or or .', :

not to f. athg (= to resent it, e. g.

an offence), -
: to f. athg because of athg,-
: to make aby f. athg, is-.

or :

to be forgotten,, ,
. Forgotten, -, 2.,,

.
FORGETFUL,,

2., 2.,
2 (remembering ill. PL). To grow
or become f.,

: to be f.,

: I am not so f, -.
FORGETFULNESS, , ., ., .

See Oblivion.
FORGIVE,,
(aby athg). -, also -.. To f. aby

FOR
his faults, -

(PL). Aby f.'s

me,, ^ Aby f.'s my doing
or having done so and so, to be
formed ivith the preceding phrase,
seq. nom. of the partcp. Athg
may be forgiven,

(seq. infin.) or -
: that may be for-

given,, 3.

FORGIVENESS,,, ., .
ask f., see Pardon.
FORK,,, (kitchen f, used to take

meat out of a pot ; ^° the table-

f was not known by the Greeks),, (as instrument, e. g.
a hay-f)., (for dig-

ging),, (af-shaped in-

strument to support athg). F.-
shaped,, , oov, or oi-. ,-, : a pitch-f, -, : a three-pronged f.,, 6 (Aristoph.).

FORKED, FORKY. See
'fork-shaped' under Fork. A
f.-d stick (forpropping nets, &[c.),,, .,:
and verb (to prop up
with f.-d sticks).

FORLORN,, 3. -,, . -,3.,.
The f. hope (milit. t), Orel, ol'-.
FORM, s. External shape],., .,,. , (the type of athg).

(subjectively, i. e. thef under
wch we view athg or represent it

to our mind),, , and,
(any bodily appearance). See

Figure, Shape. Beauty of f,, : beautiful off., -, 2. :

to be of a handsome f.,

: an ugly or

misshapen f.,, : of an
ugly f,,, 2., 2., 2. To
give (athg) a f, to reduce to a f.,..-
,, . :

to assume another f,-
(pass.),-. -

: to assume all manner
of f.'s, : to

appear in the f. of aby,

or -
or ,. *\ Form of go-

vernment], : to sub-

vert the —,,-. [ For-
mula, e. g. a set or prescribed f], ., ., .
A f. of speaking,,,

: a written f.,,.
F. of law, prescript f, -,., : in due
f. of law, ,

or . iv
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'.,. I(,,, £{0.). Made, &, in due f.,, 2 and 3., 3.

The set f. of an oath,, .
: the set f. of

the oath is as follows, -
: a testament in due

f.,, at, or

: without f. of law,-. : an alliance or

treaty in due f. , :

to acquit oneself of an obligation

in accordance with the precise f.

of one's oath, op-

kov : hence, to do athg as a mere
f. or for f.'s sake,. (or) or,-

or -
. Not to do their duty

hy the country as matter of f.,

but vigorously and with a will,, ' -
(PL). \ Without

form], 2.-, 2.

FORM,.,-,.. (g. tt.). '-" and (e. g. as an
artist), (chiefly of a sculp-

tor), and-
(e. g. of a sculptor, S[c).

(to represent), -
(of work in alto-relievo).

To make, accomplish],,, -. To f. a line of
battle, : to f.

or establish a society,

or : to f. a
circle, '. ff
(Intr.) Toform itself]-, (pass.), -. Some are f.-ing, some
perishing, ,
'. ^[ To appear in

theform of athg] -,, -
. To f. one long line

or row,
(pass.; g. t.). To f. (as soldiers)

a long line of battle, /-
or . To f. a

circle, (pass.), -
(pass.) '.-

: to f. or be f.-d in
close order,. T[ To
compose (as constituent parts)] E.
g. to f. the right wing of the army,,-

tlvai :

to f. a club,' (pass.). Tj Miscell. phrases]
To f. oneself after aby's example,

: to f. (n train)
aby for athg, -.

(e. g., ;.). f.

a plan or project,-
: to f. a plan or plot

agst aby, or-
: to f. a conspiracy,

: to f. a

(258)

notion, conception, &c, of athg, -
. This

will enable you to f. some notion

of what I say,'. To f. a friendship with
aby, or-. '-

: to f. an
acquaintance with aby,.
FORMAL. "H In respect of

form], ., 3.

Tf Of dueform] ,2. -, 3, and Orel., see ' in due
form,' under Form. U Ceremo-
nious] Crcl. ,. -. ^[ Perfunctory]
See ' matter of Form.'
FORMALITY, or( ). To ob-

serve the f.'s,.
: with a deal of f.,

(PL).

See ' matter of Form.' if For-
mality in manners] See underFoR-
MAL. Without any f.,,.
FORMALLY. Fm adjj. un-

der Formal.
FORMATION, f The act of

forming (of objects thatfall under
the senses)],,
., 6., ., . In process of

f.,7//,,. % As outward
appearance or shape], .
The f. of the country,. H With ref. to mi-

litary position],-, . §» But most usually

Orel, by infin. and partcp. of the

respective verbs under to Form.
U With ref to the intellect, the

character, &c],-, . .
FORMER, adj., 3.

6, , or

or. 6, , -
(-, -).,, 3. The f. time, b-

: in f. times,,. -. ':
the f. rulers, -

: the f. mishaps, -
: the f. state-

ment, b : in the

f. exposition,'. 1} In contradistinc-

tion to
l
the latter],,. . to .

FORMERLY,, -, . or. (end.),.. ...
FORMIDABLE,,%, 3. To render oneself f.,, -. See Fearful.
FORMIDABLY. From adj.

Formidable.

^
FORMLESS,, 2., 2.

FORMULA or FORMULE,, ., b., b.,, (the two latter

with ref. to words).

FORMULARY,, 6.,., b.

FORNICATION,, h., . To commit f.,-..
FORSAKE. See Desert.
FORSAKER. Crcl. with Verb.

FORSOOTH. Oftenest express-
ed by ,, (verily),

(yea), (truly), -, (indeed).

FORSWEAR, v. U (Trs.)]

See Abjure. T[ Toforswear one-

self] See Perjure, Perjury.
FORT. See Fortress.
FORTH, s. See Ford.
FORTH, a) In combination

with verbs, e. g. ' to Call, Go,
Step, &c, forth,' see those verbs,

b) In combination with advv., Src,

e.g. 'henceforth,' see Hence, &c.
FORTHCOMING,,, ov.,, . To

be f.,.,-
(to be present or extant).

(to be at hand)

:

that is f.,,,
2 : things that are f., or

: to be f. (= ready,

willing), .-
(pass.), also-

(with ref to making
one's actual appearance). To be f.

for a trial, &c,., (both

ofplaintiffand defendant) : to be
f. as a witness,.
FORTHWITH (with ref. to

time). See Directly.
FRTIETH,pos,

3. On the f. day,-, 3.

FORTIFICATION, f Act
offortifying],-,, .,
. % work which fortifies a
place],,.-,,.,. The
f.'s, , : to

make oneself master of the f.'s,. See Fortress,
Fortify. If Metaph. : a strength-

ening], .
FORTIFY. 1 Defend a place

byworL•],,-,,,-. To f. towns, -.
: to f. a

place in an enemy's country,-. F.-,,,,, 3. U
To give stability],,.,. II To con-

firm] Vid.
FORTITUDE (chiefly of cha-

racter and the mind), -
(with ref. to cha-

racter), n .,-



FOR,. SeeCoVRAGE.
', . (- !

), V- To show f.,

: a per-

son who possesses f., -.
FORTNIGHT. Crcl.- !

(i. e. that hap- '

pens on the fourteenth day).

FORTRESS,,.-,, . Small f.,, : the f. in a town,, : — on the frontiers,

or in an enemy's country, -
j

: commandant of a f., I

or,,
' FORTUITOUS. See Acci-

j

DENTAL.
FORTUITOUSLY. See Ac- !

CIDENTALLY.
FORTUNATE, f Of things], 2., ., !

2. , 3, and «'?, 2 (of,

foreboding or presentiment), - I, 3. A f. idea or thought,-
j

: a f. event, I., : a f. accident

or coincidence, : a f.

event or issue,, : f.

enough,, : af. or lucky
hit, ?, 2 (in aiming or
guessing) : it is f. that it happened
SO, . %
Of persons], 2. -, 2. , 3 and 2. -, 3. F. in one's undertakings,, 2 : to be f. in one's

undertakings,. -
or ,

: not to be f. in athg,-
or :

perfectly f. or happy,-, 3., 2: f. in every
respect, : to

be a f. man,. -
/. or .-..
FORTUNATELY. Fmadjj.

under Fortunate, ? -.
FORTUNE. 1 As chance and

as personification], . Good
f., or, -, ., (a piece of
goodf). or,
, and, (success)

:

to have good f.,,,.
Enviable f.,, : to

have it, : I had the
good f. to — ,

(c. infin.) : ill or bad f.,

-»), .,,, .,
(in enterprises) : to have it,-,. See MIS-
FORTUNE, Unfortunate. The
chances off., ,, ' t^s

: the favours of f.,

(Don.) :

to be constantly favoured by f.,

• : loaded with all the
favours of f.,?, 3.

: to have
more good f. than another,-

(259)

FOR
: a reverse of f.,

a- and-,,.-, : to experience a reverse of
f., or

: to try one's f., -
: f. of war,. ai Tats -

().: to make a bold

stand agst f.,» -. Property, riches]-,,,.,, . To have a

good f.,

or.. -
: to get or make a

f.,?5, -,-.' -' : to leave to one's children

a great f.,

: to

lose one's f., ?7?
or -

: to possess no f. at all or

whatever, .-
:

to enjoy a good f., to have a good
f. to live on,

: a man off.,-,,, : a
man of no f.,,-,, 2 : of moderate f.,. His f. is

made (prov.), .
FORTUNE-TELLER, -,, , and (fern.) . -, 6., 6. -, , (a vagabond f.

Soph, and Pint).
FORTY, /coin-a and. Asfigure, '. F.

times,/ /cts : num-
ber f.,?,,
(also a time off days) : a space of
f. years,, :

that lasts or has a duration of f.

years,/»)?, , ,
or,, 6, ., , 6. -, , (fern.).

: that lasts

f. days,?, 2.: f. ells or

yards long, wide, &c,-, 2 : f. fathoms long,/?, 2 : of f.

benches of oars,-, 2.

FORTY-THOUSAND, T£-, , ., '. As figure, .
FORWARD, adj. f Prompt,

ready] Vid. U Earnest, eager]

Vid. T[ Advanced, e.g. to be or
get forward in athg] Crcl. with', or.
or or (with ref
to any acquirement or learning,

?.). U Forward. (= premature)], 2. % In a bad sense:

bold] YiD.
FORWARD, v. 1 To de-

spatch to its destination]-,.. *fi

FOTj

To promote the progress of athg,
tofurther] .\ , or-.,.' .. To f. aby
on his journey, :

to f. aby's endeavours,',»
: to f. aby's interest, 7rpo-, and-

: to f. earnestly any
cause or matter,.
FORWARD or -WARDS,

adv., ,. .. Backwards and f.,. Forwards

!

or. or. To march or walk f.,.
or ' or

or : to

move on or £., ?
(pass.). jgf^> In com-

position it is rendered by the prep,, e.g. to lean or bend f., 7rpo-

: to be bent f.,,
: to walk f.,-,,: to

stride or step.,. §!§?=

For other combinations as 'to

bring, come, &c, forward,' see the

respective verbs.

FORWARDNESS, f Rea-
diness, promptness (ofmind)]-, ., , ., , and,, (zeal),, (en-

deavour),, ., 6 (im-

petuosity). | Advance in studies], .,,
. See Progress. ^ In a bad
sense: boldness] Vid.
FOSS. See Ditch.
FOSSIL. See Mineral.
FOSTER, f Feed, nourish]

Vid. IT Cherish] Vid.
FOSTER-BROTHER, -,, .-, .
FOSTER-CHILD,, . '.
FOSTER-FATHER,Tpo00s,

.,, .
FOSTER-MOTHER, -

?, . .
FOUL,. 1 Prop.: filthy]

Vid. Dirty] Vid. f Metaph.

:

unfair] Vid. ^ Peculiar com-
binations] F. play,,
., . .
See Cheat, Dishonest, Fraud,
Trick. A f. deed,'-

or. See CRIME.
F. words (reviling), e. g. to speak

f. words agst aby,

: f. language,, .-, . F. weather,,, . To fall f. of each other,,
(pass.), .
The f. fiend seize you !, .

S2



FOU
FOUL, v. See to Defile.
FOULLY. See Filthily.
FOUL-MOUTHED. To be

f.,.
FOULNESS. See Filthi-

ness, Dirt.
FOUND, v. 1 To lay the

foundation of athg]

(propr.).,» {to

erect, raise, as a building, a city,

#c.).,» [a co-

lony^ dwelling),»
(to establish, e. g. a state, feet, a
power, S[C.). and -. To f. an empire,-

or» :

to f. a colony,» or'»: — at a place,»
or»» : to

f. one's reliance, &c, on athg,

(to rely upon).?•(83. ;

to stay oneselfupon) : —upon
aby, '» : to f.

one's hopes upon aby,

: — all one's

hopes, » : to f. one's

hopes now on one thing now on
another,

(Dem.). To be f.-d up
on athg, or.' or. Well-f.-d, see Grounded.
*f[ To melt or cast metals]-. To f. silver statues,-. F.-d,,, . See to Cast,
to Fuse.
FOUNDATION. 1 The act

offounding],, ., ., ).

The f. of a colony,,
: $3 but chiefly by verbs, e. g.

after the f. of the city they de-

parted again, .
Fm the f. of Rome,'. if In con-

crete : the ground, the lower sur-

face] ', (the ground,
lower part, upon wch athg rests),, ., , .

(the substratum wch sup-

ports athg)., (the base),, (fg., the first prin-
ciples). To lay the f. of athg,. . -. :

the laying of a f.,, :

the f.-stone of a building,-
(), 6. -

: to lay the f. of an empire,
see to Found : to destroy to the
veryf, or: (destroy-

ed) fm the very f., and, 2. If Metaph. :

ground] Vid. Without f.,,'.. .
See Unfounded. With good f.,,,: with sufficient f.,, , , ),
(well-founded, of an argument.
PL). To be or form the f. of
athg,.

(fig. ; see above) : to be the

(260)

FOU
first or very f. of athg,

'. ^J Institution]

Vid.
FOUNDER, s. «tf Ofa town,

8[C.], , 6. ,-. 6, (the

two latter take the partcp. or the

ace. after them, expressing the ob-

ject that has been founded). The
f. of a city or family,,
b, and (fern.),, :

the f. of a colony,, ,
: also,, 6. 6

or. 6-., (layer

of a foundation),, ,
(auctor). , (the father).

A joint-f.,, 6. To be

the f. of a colony, &c, see to

Found. TJ Founder of metals], , 6.

FOUNDER, v.. -,....» (metaph.).

FOUNDERYorFOUNDRY,-
(in the ancient sense),-,,.

(Horn.) and, .,.
FOUNDLING, '-, .
FOUNDLING-HOSPITAL,,.
FOUNT or FOUNTAIN,-, h (usually in pi., al,

propr. and fig.), , (a

well),, (a spring),

or,, (seldom, and
chiefly poet, for ). ,

(chiefly poet, both for
and for ). To make a f.

spring up, ()».
•ft Metaph. : the cause], r)., ., . See Source.
FOUR,,,

or, a (dat. pi.-
, poet,). As figure, '.

Number f.,,, r) (and
a number off),,,

: f. times, : of f. cu-

bits,, 2 : off. spans,, 2 : f. fingers

long, broad,,
3: off. feet (measurement),-

: a space of f.

years, or-,, or, : f•

years of age,, 2.

: a child f. years old,'.» : a feast

celebrated every f. years,-,, : of f. days,-, 2. :

f. months old,, 2., 3. -
: f. months' pay or wages,

: that

has f. legs,, neutr., gen.,,
2: of f. threads,, 2:

of f. corners,, 2. -, 2 : that has f. fingers,, 2 : a team of f.

horses, : that has

FOX
f. limbs,, 2 : that

has f. columns,, 2., 2 : that has f. points

or seats,, 2. -, 3: off. syllables,, 2 : that has f.

partings, split in f.,-, 2 : of f. stories,-, 2 : of f. yokes,,
2: a carriage and f.,-
(),.», :

f. and a half, ,, : f.

thirds, .,
2 : f. hundred,, ,

: asfigure, ' : f. hundred times,: thef. hundredth,, 3 : f. thousand,, at, a: as figure,
: the f. thousandth, ,-, 3.

FOUR-CORNERED^iT/oa-, 2., 2.

FOUR-FOLD,-
, 3.

FOUR-FOOTED/TiT-pairou?,
neutr. , gen.. A f.

animal, , .
FOUR-HANDED, -,, , .
FOUR-HEADED,-, 2.

FOUR-OARED,-, 2.

FOUR-PRONGED, -, 2.

FOUR-SIDED,-, 2.

FOUR-STRINGED,-, 2.

FOUR-SCORE. See Eighty.
FOUR-SQUARE,-, .
FOUR-WHEELED,-, 2.

FOURTEEN,-,. Asfigure,'
. F. years old,-, , .-,, ri.

FOURTEENTH,-. ,. On the four-

teenth day,-
os, 3.

FOURTH,, 3. The
f. part,, : for

the f. time, : that

comes on or happens the f. day,, 3 : in the f. place,

: five f.'s,-, 2.

FOURTHLY, .
FOWL, s. f A bird] Vid.

U Poultry],.,
.,.
FOWL, .. -.
FOWLER,, , .,, .,, .

The art of a f., ,
'FOWLING,, )., . Belonging to f.,-, 3. ,

3.

FOX. IT An animal] «-



FOX FRA FRE
,, • ,, rj. ^J
Fig. : a sly and craftyfellow] -, , . -. Like a f.,,
2 (propr.) : to be a f.,-

(fig.) : to steal about like a
f., : a
f.'s hole, 6 -

()., '• a
f.'s skin,, .,, . ^gf*

is said of out-

witting a crafty fellow.

FOX-HOUND. See Hound.

i

FOX-HUNT or -HUNTING,
77 .
FOX-LIKE, FOXY,-, . ^f With ref to colour], 2. , 3

(red).

FOX-TAIL, ,
v. A plant (fox-tail grass)], (= saccharum
cylindrium).

m
FRACTION. If Act of break-

ing], ., 6. Tf
Portion],, .,, . A very small f.,

:. See
Fragment. If In arithmetic], . What f. ?

;, 2 ; a very
small f. (i. e. of wch the denomi-
nator islarge), :

a very large f., -, gu* For the expression of
f.'s such as §, |, f, see Half,
Third, Fourth, Qc. F.'s, of
wch the numerator is unity,follow-
ing an integer, are represented by
the denominator distinguislied by
an accent or accents : thus 2^-fe is

written '' u" : iftlie numerator
be more than unity, it is marked by
an accent, and the denominator is

written above it to the right, thus

3$• is written ''.
FRACTIONAL. Crcl. ivith

Fraction. Mod. Gr.-, 3.

FRACTIOUS,, 2.

To be f.,. See
Quarrelsome.
FRACTURE,., -, ., (afissure).

If A fracture of the leg, <£c].,
h. (later, e. g. Ga-
len).

FRACTURE, v. (surgical t),(, <§"C.).

To have one's leg f.-d,-.
FRAGILE,, 3. -, 2. -, --

709, 2., 3. See Frail.
FRAGILITY, .. See Frailty.
FRAGMENT,, ., (a piece rent off

athg)., (of bodily ob-

jects),, (of writings

wch are partly lost), -, 6 (of writings unfinished or
mutilated at the end).

FRAGRANCE or FRA-
GRANCY,, tj.

(261)

, . To receive the f. of
athg, .
FRAGRANT,, 2. -, 2.

FRAIL. II Fragile] Vid. If

Of short duration, weak]-, 3., 2. , 3.

7?75, 2.,-, 2., 2.,
2. To be f.,'..

Liable to fall under temptation], 3., .
FRAILTY, 1 Fragility] Vid.

TJ Infirmity, 8(c.] ,,, -, ., . See
Weakness.
FRAME, v. See to Form, to

Fashion, "ff To put into aframe].
FRAME, s. 1 Constitution]

VlD., . -, . *\[ Of the body],. If State or affec-

tion of the mind] , ,
(lasting), ' or, (at any given instant).

A picture f., -
or -.
FRAMER,,,, . -",. -,. 6,. See MAKER.
Founder] Vid. 1J Theframer

of laws] See Legislator.
FRANCHISE, s. ^Freedom]

Vid. Tf Enjoyment of political

privileges], .-,. The electoral f, -, : the same electoral f.,-, .
FRANCHISE, . % Tofree]

See to Enfranchise.
FRANK, adj., 2., 2.

or, 3.,
,., 2.,
3. See Sincere.
FRANK, . . g. to f. aby,.
FRANKLY, or

or , ,
: and formed from

adjj. under Frank, e. g. -, <Jrc. To speak f.,-.',. -
(about athg,

: towards aby, ).
FRANKNESS,, -, . F. in speaking,-, : to speak with f, see

Fra nklv.

FRANTIC,,, ., 2., 3. -,
-,-, 2., 2., 2. To be f.,

(pass.), . -
: to drive aby f,. .

: — with rage,.
FRANTICALLY. Fm adjj.

under Frantic. To behave f.,

see ' to be Frantic.'

FRANTICNESS, , ij.. See Frenzy, Mad-
ness.
FRATERNAL, (be-

longing to a brother),,
3 (belonging together like brethren),, 3 (as brethren or bro-
thers). F. love or attachment,, : f. relation,-,, .
FRATERNITY. 1 As state

or connexion],,
(the brotherly relation), '-,, (intimacy), ^f In

the concrete] oi, -, (tL• persons constituting a
brotlierhood)

.

FRATRICIDE,-, . To commit f.,-. If The person who slays], b.

FRAUD,,,
., 6. , ., ., . -, (as act),, -

(as thing). Without
f.,, 2., 2. See
Deception. To practise f.,-,, (by

craft or cunning), and' (by deception andfalse
pretences, fyc). Full of f.,-,,, 3. -,, 2. and, 2 (of persons only).

FRAUDULENCE or -DU-
LENCY. See Fraud.
FRAUDULENT. See 'full

of Fraud.'
FRAUDULENTLY. Fmadj.

Fraudulent. To act f., see 'to

practise Fraud.'
FRAUGHT. See' Freight-

ed with.'

FRAY, subst. See Combat,
Fight.
FRAY, v. See to Combat,

to Fight.
FREAK. See Caprice.
FREAKISH. See Capricious.
FREAKISHLY. See Capri-

ciously.
FREAKISHNESS,,

. . -.
FRECKLE,, , .

That has f.'s in his face,,
2.

FRECKLED,, 2.

FREE, adj. If Not impeded

or oppressed by any incumbrance]

or',, .-, 2. ,, ., 3: of athg, (with

ref to states or conditions wch do

not take place in tL• subject),-
(ivith ref. to any evil

impressions or influence fm with-

out, e. g.,,,
$c)., , ., 3 (with ref to

any previous state to tech we were

subject). If your acts appear f.

fm wrong, ''.
But more freq. formed by the

l

privativum,' e.g. f. fm care,-



FRE
pi/ii/o?, 2 : f. fm trouble,,
2 : f. fm danger,,-, 2: f. fm impost or taxes,

?7?, 2 : f. fm public charges

or servitudes,, 2:
f. fm passion,, 2 : to be
f. fm athg, or-,'-

: to declare aby f. fm guilt,. U Subject

to no command or dominion of an-
other], 3.,
2., 2. To make f.,

or.
: to set f.,

or. -.-
{e.g. a slave). To be f.,

[to be one's own
master). % Not subject to restric-

tion], 3., 3.', , {separate fm
other objects) ., 3. -

{not confined),,
3 {f. fm shackles).-, 2., 2. -, 2 {of one'sf. ivill). Fm a f.

resolution he choses death,-
or

or ) -
: the f. will,. *[[ Philosoph. t.: thefree

will (zr liberum arbitrium)], -, (= animus prope?isus).

^[ Gratis, without pay],., 2. To give aby
f. instruction or schooling,

: to have f. board
with aby, . % Not tying
oneself down to custom, to general
modes o^f thinking, frc]-, 3., 2. A f. life,

(a repreliensi-

ble sense: licentious, unrestrained,
Vid.).

*fl Miscel. combinations
with ' free."] To give f. course to

athg, ,. F. access, e. g. you have f.

access to me, ,-, . F.
trade,, : a f. port, -. F.
fm {i. e. out of) debt, -, . To make f. (with
aby),. :

to make f. (= take the liberty),. See Liberty.
FREE, v.,-

Qtpov or
(propr., fm slavery, oppression,

fc; also fm trouble, punishment,
c). iv {fm bondage, out of

prison, &C.), or, or -
iv {chiefly ofjudicial prosecu-

tion), {from servitude,
obligations, fyc, e. g. -). and

{out of danger and un-
pleasant situations, fyc). Aby fm
athg, Ttt/ : — by money,, : — by en-
treaties,

: to f. one-
self, {pass.),--

{pass.). Freed,-
(262)

FRE, 3, and tlie paricpp. of the

above verbs. ^[ To exempt] Vid.
To clear fm obstruction] See

Clear.
FREEBOOTER,, ,

., 6.

FREEBOOTING,,, .
FREEBORN,, 3., 2.

FREE-COST. See under
Free.
FREEDMAN. See Emanci-

pated ; Freeman.
FREE-HEARTED. See Li-

beral.
FREEHOLD,.
FREEHOLDER, '.
FREESPOKEN. See Frank.
FREE-STONE,

or {stone

hewn and squared).

FREE-THINKER,. To be a f.,,.
FREEDOM, «ft The state of

being free fm constraint, burthen,

S[C.], . ))-
{ofathg,). ^sUpAnd

derivatives fm adjj. formed with
' a privativum,' e. g. f. fm care,, : f. fm business, -,. *^ Independency], ., . Mo-
ral f., , :

to endeavour to keep one's f.,

orAvT-
: one who enjoys the

same f.,. F. of manners,,. Un-
disguised f. of language,-.
FREELY. Fm adjj. Free.

To speak f., .
See Frankly. To be allowed
to speak f., :

one who speaks his opinion f.,?, 2 : to write to

aby one's opinion f.,-. % Copious-
ly] . g. to drink f.,..

{tlie latter de-

noting inclination for driiiking).

f Liberally] Vid. % Without
compulsion, as a free agent] -. , -

{of one's own accord). To
do athg f.,' or' .
FREEMAN,,.-, {of a city).

FREENESS. See Freedom,
Frankness.
FREEZE, and

{pass.) -', {pass.).

It f.'s, . Their shoes
froze to their feet,

{Xen.) : to have
one's toes frozen off by the cold,-.
FREIGHT, s. m The load of

FRE
a ship], .,
{usually in pi.), .. ^J The money paid
for transport] ,
., , and,
{chiefly of ship-fi, but also of any
transport).

FREIGHT, v. ,
Tifi. -

and" {o?ily ofa ship).

To be freighted (fraught) with
athg,/ {g. t.)..
FREIGHTING, -, .
FRENCH, {in the

ancient sense, a Gallic tribe).

FRENETIC. See Frantic.
FRENZY,, .-, ?;. To put aby into a f,-. -.
FREQUENCY, ., {number), ^ssp- But

chiefly Crcl. by or
', , or by the adj..

FREQUENT,
;
,., 3., 3 {both

of space and time), , 2
{only of space),, 2 {only

of time), , 3, and-, 2 {chiefly of space). Ra-
ther f.,, 2.

FREQUENTLY, or., and. To come, to go, &c, f.,. See Often.
FRESH. 1 Cool] Vid. 1 Un-

corrupted], 2 {prop,

f -killed, of meat ; but also used

of other objects), {chiefly

offruit),,,
2 (that has not been in use, unin-
jured, chiefly of troops or warlike
material ; e. g. ,
i. e. ships that have not been en-

gaged in fight). *U Young, new,
only of late] , 3., 3.

F. in memory,, 2 : athg
is still f. in my memory,: f. caught,-,. ^f Vigorous, un-
abated, not worn out] , 3., 2.,, .

and. To be
f.,. : a f. com-
plexion,, : the herbage
is fresher, :

f. (of tlie wind),, 3: f.

and f. (i. e. in succession), : f.

brought, served, -. ' (thef com-
batant who stands by in an engage-

ment to take up the conqueror).

^J Not salted],-, 2. F. water, or

or ',.,, (spri7ia- water).

FRESHEN, . f (Trans.)],,,. See Cool, v. F.-ing,

and, 3. To
make f. (= invigorate),-.. ^[ (In-

trs.)] The wind f.'s,-.



PRE FRI FRO
FRESHLY {oftime). ^Lat-

terly.
FRESHNESS. 1 Coolness-]. Tf Vigour] -,, -
FRET, v. If (Trs.) To dis-

turb aby's mind]. -.. (to vex, an-

noy). H To wear offby rubbing]-,. ff To form
into raised work] E. g. fretted-

Woi'k,, . % (In-

TRANS.)],,, (pass.),. 7-. ' To fret (of wine)]

See Ferment.
FRETFUL,?, 2. -, 3., 2.?, 2.

FRETFULNESS. Neuterof
adjj. under Fretful, to-

(irritability) or-. , (dif-

ficulty with ref. to manners).

FRET-SAW. See Saw.
FRET-WORK,,.
FRIABILITY. Crcl. with

adjj. wider Friable.
FRIABLE, or-, 3., 3.

FRIAR (mod. eccl. t),-, b (mod. Gr.). See Monk.
FRICTION,, .-, 6., . CrcL by-

or .
FRIDAY, -, (its eccl.

name),
(heathen planetary name).
FRIEND, s., 6, and-, , (any one who wislies us

well and is infriendly relation with

us),, 6 (a comrade or
companion of life),,,
, and, 6 (one who
agrees with us with ref. to charac-

ter or sentiment),,,
(who has intercourse with us),, , 6. 6,

(he who is inclined to-

wards athg, e.g. of peace, of war,

?., ,). Aby's f.'s,, (abys adherents

or party), and
Tiva (aby's attendants or com-
rades). An intimate f.,,
6. 6- : to be
aby's f., : to have
aby for one's f.,'

: to make aby one's f., -/ or -
,. : to be
an intimate f. of aby's,- -, and' or-

(and Xen.,
to have aby for one's f): to be

a f. or lover of athg,. ,
: — of work,-, 6 : — of literature, -, ., .

$fjT A great number ofcompounds
are thus formed with substantives,

verbs, and adjj. ; see ' Fond of

(2G3)

athg.' Without f.'s,, 2.'. To be mention-
ed as a couple of f.'e, -

(Plut.) :

the hand of a f. (fig•),, : fm or through the hand
of a f., : as or like

a f.,,, 3. ,
2 : to treat aby like a f.,-

or. . -/.
FRIEND, v. See Favour.
FRIENDLESS, ?, 2., 2.

FRIENDLINESS,-,,, (bene-

volent orfriendly sentiment),-,, - (mild disposition),, (general love of
mankind),, ,
(with ref. to afriendly look), \7ith
f.,,,-.
FRIENDLY,, 3. -, 2., 2.,

2 (off. sentiment),, 3

(/. with ref. to one's look), -,, , (gentle and en-

gaging in one's manners),-, 2 (kindly disposed to

people in general). To treat in

a f. manner, -,
(pass.) : f. treatment,-, : to be f. disposed to-

wards aby,. or. : a f. look
or countenance, or

: to be on f. terms
with aby, or

: to behave
in a f. manner towards aby,. -.
FRIENDSHIP,, . -, .,, .

Intimate f., ))?, ijtos, ., : f. towards me,
: to entertain f. for

aby, or.' :

to show a great f. to aby,?7
: to

conclude a f. with aby,

or.
: to be on terms of f.

with aby, . oi-

: to show
aby a f., .

: a bond of f,, : to be united

by such a tie,

: demonstration
of f., , .
FRIGATE, , .,, .
FRIGHT or FRIGHTEN, v.

If (Trs.)] .
or ..-,,-. . H

To befrightened]-,-
(pass.; at athg, ). -

(pass. ; at athg, or),,.
FRIGHT, s. See Fear. To

be in a f., see 'to be Frighten-
ed :' to take f., see ' to become
Frightened :' to put into a f.,

see to Frighten.
FRIGHTFUL. See Fear-

ful, Terrible.
FRIGID. See Cold, Cool.
FRIGIDITY. See Cold, s.,

Coolness.
FRINGE, s.,-, . Set round with f.'s (=

fringed),, 3. -, 2.

FRINGE, v.

(to sew on as afi).
FRIPPERER,)?,
/7]?, , .-, ., ,
(fern.). To be a f,/-

: a f.'s stall, see next Article.

FRIPPERY,, . -, . , .-, . A stall for f.,-7» and,.
FRISK,. To f. about

for joy,

or (of or at athg). -. See to Leap, Skip.

FRITH. See Strait.
FRITTER, v.,. To be f.-d away,.
FRITTER, s. (-
), , .
FRIVOLITY, »)?, -, ..., (offrivolous pur-

suits)., .
FRIVOLOUS,, 3.-, 2., 3. -
?, 2., 2. ?, 3., 2 (all with ref. to the

mind or character), or-
or , 3.,

3., 3.,, ., 3., 3 (of things).

Petty and f. questions,. To be a man of f.

pursuits,.
FRIVOLOUSLY. Fm adjj.

under Frivolous. To act f.,

: to talk f.,..
FRIZZLE. See to Curl.
FRO. E.g. to and f.,, ,. To turn to and f.,,

(one way and the other). glsP By
composition with, e. g. to run

to and f.,^ : to throw

to and f.,.
FROCK,,, .-,.,, (ofmale

dress), , (
woman's garment). See Dress.

TT A smock frock],,
., (ofa slave).

FROG, ?, . F.

spawn, , : of or

belonging to a f.,/3?, 2:

a garment of the colour of a f.



FRO
(f.-green),, , :

young of a f.,, 6 (tad-

pole). % The frog in the hollow

of a horse"
1

s foot],,
(Xen. Eq., 1, 5, explained by

Hesych. ).
FROLIC, s. See Fun, Joke.
FROLIC, v. iv.-

(mid.), (mid.

aor. pass.). (mid.),-. See Sport,
Play.'
FROLICSOME,,-, 3. Very £,, .

Partcp. of verbs Frolic.
FROM, "fl Local, denoting re-

moval, departure, or issuingfm a
point in space or time] (away

fin) and (outfin). To dismount
f. a horse, descend f. the tribune,» ',

: to come f.

table or dinner, -
: to ascend f. the plain to

the hill, -. F. (be-

side) or f. (the presence of),

(c. gen.), e. g. to come f. aby, -, . ig^'With
most verbs denoting distance, the

gen. without prep, may be used,

e. g. to be parted, be distant, de-

part f. athg or aby,,,
and : to free aby f.

athg,,,-
: so-

(to befree). To
rest f. work,' : to awake f. sleep,-

: to recover f.

illness,' -
: to recover f. a fright, ava--. §isp Or tlie notion is im-

plied in the particle , answer-
ing to, whence ? E. g. f.

home, : f. this, that, yon-
der place (hence, thence),,,: f. each, all,

other, many side or sides,-,-, -, -,-- : f. heaven, :

f. before, : f. behind,
: f. afar, : f.

above, f. below,, -
: f. without, f. within, -, : f. both sides, -

: f. each side,-. And with names ofplaces,
f. Corinth, f. Athens,-,. Similarly, f. the
father's, mother's, side,-,, or ,. F. this time, -, or -

: f. to-day or this day, or
: f. an-

cient times, : f. the
early morn,. :

f. childhood,
: f. this

time forth,
: f.

sea to sea, ': f. town to town,'. :
f. day to day,

: f. year
to year, .

:

(264)

FRO
f. time to time,, '.
^ar* Denoting transition fm one

condition to another, it is rendered
by (gen.), e. g. to make or

turn f. a king into a slave,-.
% Denoting origin, beginning, de-

rivation] and (gen.). To
originate, descend, &c, fm aby,

or -, or .
Also (c.gen.), e.g. to bring

a message f. aby, (-, ) : to take,

receive f. aby,,-. With verbs de-

noting to learn, know, &c,-,,, '-. H Denoting
the ground or source of a belief,

conclusion, Qc] E. g. f. many
reasons or considerations it fol-

lows, appears, &c, that —, or,, <$£C. [ In the sense
' because of] E. g. f. want,

or dat. (abl.) : f.

folly, or-. Or with partcp., e.g. f. fear,

or or-
: f. hatred, or

or : f. want of pro-

visions,

or : f. negligence,-
or. ^M With

the participial subst. (or infin. in

-ing) express by, , (c.

ace. or gen. of infin.), e.g. f. their

having determined, -.
FRONT, s. or -,,, .,.

(the f. side of athg in

general). In f. of athg,. The f. of the body,

: a f.

seat, '
(of a carriage),, (in a
theatre) : f. door,

: f. tooth,

(see Foretooth),, 6

:

the f. of a line of battle,,.,: in f. or in the £,. ,
: to attack the f. (of the

enemy), or to attack (the enemy)
in f,

or or

: to step forward from the

f., or -
: to ride along the

f, : one brings the

targeteers to the f.,.
FRONT, . f Propr.: to

stand opposite] See to Face.
FRONT, adj. See Fore and

compounds under Front, s.

FRONTAL. See Frontlet.
FRONTIER,, 6. ,., , (confines).

See Border, Boundary. The
f. of a country, oi :

a pillar wch determines or points

out the f., -

FRO, or simply : a stone

(serving the same purpose),,
b., : a f. town,

or -, : a neighbour on the f,

one who dwells there,,,,-, .,, : re-

lating to or forming the f.,-, 3 : to be on the f. of,-
: that is on the

f., : beyond the f.
5
-, 3 and 2.

FRONTING (e. g. any place
or spot),,,,

(all c. gen.),

(ace). Exactly f. (athg), -. See Opposite.
FRONTISPIECE (ofa book),

prps,, b, or-, (i. e. the title).

FRONTLET. HA tiefir the

head], . ', . See
Fillet, Diadem,-, , and,,

(as ornamental object). ^*-,, b or (onlyfor horses).

FROST,, .,
.,, b. A severe
f.,? : a slight f,

: there is a
f., ,
(itfreezes), -. To be congealed by
the f, -

: to be blistered by the f,

(pass.) .
See Frost-bitten and Chil-
blain. U Hoar-frost] Vid.
FROST-BITTEN (to be),-

(pass.) ,
(to have chilblains).

To be f. (so that the limb morti-

fies), (and subst., b).

FROSTY,, b. -, 3., 2 (very f). ^[
Fig. : without warmth or anima-
tion] See Cool (e. g. of manners,
reception) ; Lifeless (ofspeech or
style).

FROTH, s. 1 Foam],
b., b. See FOAM. U
Fig. : empty words] -.
FROTH, v. See Foam.
FROTHY. See Foamy. 1

Of language], 3.,
3 (empty, e. g. ).
FROWARD,, 2.-, 2., .
FROWARDLY. From adjj.

under Froward.
FROWARDNESS,

^, ., . -, .
FROWN, . ' or -

or ..-
(pass.),

(all = to knit one's brow). F.-ing,,, b, h-

FROWN, s., and FROWN-
ING (the act of). Orel, with to

Frown. To look upon with a
f., bpav..



FRO
FROZEN. See to Freeze.
FRU C I FY,.

See ' to bear Fruit.'
FRUGAL,,?,

2. ?, 3, as ,
(/.fare),?, 3 (parsimo-
nious).

FRUGALITY,, -, . - or-
?;?, fj-ros, . .
FRUGALLY. J^m adjj. Fru-

gal.
FRUIT. TT Propr.: a) of the

earth], 6 (esply pi.). The
f.'s of the field, -

and, (when they are
still in the fields),

and, 6 (when ripe and
housed). To gather in the f.'s,-,;. See Corn, Grain, "ff )
Of trees], , and,
., (fruits, esply

hard-shelled). To bear f,-- and- (Theophr.).

: to bear beautiful

f., : to bearf. late,

: to bear much f,

: — too much f.,

: to collect the f,.. '-, -
(Hdt.) : f. for dessert,-, : dried f,-, . ^f c) Of living creatures], 6. , . , ., (the f of the womb,

the embryo). Untimely f. (of the

womb),, . ^[

Advantage, use], b. -, ., . It is with-
out f. (r= fruitless of advantage),

: these are the f.'s

of — ,— (Lucian) : these are the f.'s of
our exertion, tout'

: such are the f.'s you
have reaped of — ,* -

().
FRUIT-BASKET,,,.
FRUIT-BEARING,-, -, 2., 2.

FRUIT-TREE,,
(only in pi.), or-, .
FRUITFUL, -,--,, -,--, 2 (of the soil as well as of

plants),, 2 (chiefly of
countries),,,-, 2 (of the living,-

also of mental productions),, 2., 3 (show-

ing fertility). F. in all sorts of

produce,, 2 : f. soil,

or,
'.

a f. year,, : f. weather,
'. f. in

wine, trees,,-, 2, &c.

FRUITFULLY. Fm adjj.

Fruitful.
FRUITFULNESS, -,-, -,-,

(with ref. to soil, and of plants).
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FUG, (ofplants),,
also , (chiefly of
the soil),, (of living

creatures), -
(in an intellectual point of

view).

FRUITION,, .
To have the f. of athg,-. See Enjoyment.
FRUITLESS,, 2., 2. ?, 3. -,, 2. To be f.,

or. -: your en-

deavours are f., -
: they withdrew

after f. attempts, -
: athg is f,, ..

FRUITLESSLY,, -. . . To labour
or work f., or -.. -.

(prov. only).

FRUSTRATE,,-..-...
f. aby's design, plan, &c,.-

or. :
to f. a hope, or

: to f.

aby's hope or expectation,-; to bef.-d,

or -, . -
: I find athgf.-d,-, (pass.)

(e.g. , a plan of
mine),

(my hopes).

^
FRUSTRATION,,

., .
FRY, S. -
(offish). Tf A dish offried

meat], (g. t., athg cooked).

See the Verb.

FRY, v. TT (TRS.)] --;
(usually with ).
(esply offish). To f. in a pan or

earthen vessel,' : to

f. over coals,. See
toBROiL, to Roast. F.-d,07TTo's,

3.?, 3 : f.-d flesh,-, , or simply :

f.-d fish, /?, , .,, . (sc.), or (pi.

only). % (INTRANS.)]
(pass.).

FRYING, s., b.

FRYING-PAN,,.
FUDDLE. See Fluster and

Intoxicate.
FUDGE, (humbug!)./, (empty brag-

ging).,(08,
random talk).

FUEL, ,-,. and-
(small wood for f), also.
FUGACIOUS. See Fleet-

ful
ING., 3 (Lat. fugax).

£»}?, 2. , , ., 2 (that goes by quickly).

FUGACIOUSNESS, FUGA-
CITY, .,, .
FUGITIVE, adj. See Fuga-

cious.

FUGITIVE, s.,,
b.,, b (profu-

gus).,, b (in fugam
conversus)., , b (fu-

gitivus). To be a f.,-..
FULFIL, -,..,-.. To f. the law,. -

: to f. a command,
: to f. an

agreement, -. -
: to f. one's promise,-

or. .
His hopes or expectations have
not been f.-d, -, '.
to be f.-d, ,-, : f.-d, '-, 3. ?}?,
2. ?, 3 and 2., 3 :

not f.-d, ?,, 2.?,, 3.

FULFILMENT orFULFIL-
LING. Crcl. vnth infinn. or
partcpp. of the verbs under to

Fulfil, e. g. after f. or after the
f. of one's duties, ^

: after the f. of his wish,. <$^f* If it cor-

responds with the Latin 'eventiis,'

it may be eocpressed by substt. :, ., . To ef-

fect or bring about the f. of athg,

or-.. -.
FULGENCY. See Bright-

ness.
FULGENT or FULGID. See

Bright.
FULIGINOUS,,,, 2.

FULL, adj. 1[ Filled with
athg], 3.,.-, 2 (of athg,). Half-f.,, : very f,?,

: quite f., >-,-?,
: a f. purse, -

: to make f,,-,,-. (athg with athg,). To be f. of athg,-
or , - or, -
and : his eyes were f. of

tears,

: f. of joy,,
2 (ofpersons) : f. to the brim, see

Brimful. To have one's hands
f. of work, ?. Tf Entire, wanting nothing

to its completeness] -,-,-^, ?, 3., 2and.
At f. speed, .
To be in f, bloom, -



FUL FUN FUN
fl)|9. F. power, see Power :

f. moon, see Moon. F. grown,, 3 : f. growth,,, . F. in number,-, 3. F. dress, prps
or, '.

in f. dress,, 2. ?, 3. F. length

(ofa portrait), . '
or »?-

« : a picture or statue of full

length or size,'-, 17. A f. account,'
: to give a f.

account of an event,' '-.
FULL, s. . g. in full, see

Fully : at the f., see Moon.
FULL, v. % To thicken cloth

in a mill'] and -
(also with ). The art of

f.-ing cloth,, . -., : a dress

renewed by f.-ing, -
or.

FULL-BLOODED,-,., 3 (plethoric).

To be f.,.-..
FULL-BLOWN (offlowers).

To be f., ?.
FULL-BRED, 3.?,, 2.

FULL-FED. See Fed.
FULL-GROWN, ?, 3

(that has reached its full size),, 3.

FULL-LENGTH. See under
Full.
FULL-MOON. See Moon.
FULL-TONED,,

2. To have a f. voice, -.
FULLER,, , .,,. The occupation

of a f.,, : a f.'s

shop,, : a f.'s brush,, : belonging to a f.'s

trade,, 3. (All also

with .)
FULLER'S -EARTH, -

or , . -, .
FULLING (of cloth). See 'art

off.,' under to Full.
FULLING-MILL. & Ful-

ler's shop.

FULLY,?.,., (),, .. See
Entirely, Wholly, Quite.
To do, accomplish, &c, f., see to

Complete.
FULMINATE, -, -.
FULMINATION.See Light-

ning.
FULNESS. 1 The state of

beingfull or filled], .,., . ^[
As quality — abundance]-,,',.-, (f. of size or growth).
FULSOME,,,

3. or ,-
(266)

, . F. smell or odour,-, : of a f. odour,,
2 : f. flattery,, .
FUMBLE. To f. about,-( ). %

To do athg awkwardly]-
or or

or . .
FUME, s. Tf Smoke'] Vid.
Vapour] . *R Smell (of

athg)], . See FLAVOUR.
The f.'s of wine,; or, : the f.'s of meat,, : to exhale or have a f.,

or. -. The effects of thefumes
of wine], . To sleep

off the f.'s of wine,-. -.
FUME, . To pass away in

vapour] See Evaporate. % To be

hot with anger] See ' to be Angry.'
FUMIGATE, ,_-,,, '.' (Dioscorid.). Proper

for f.-ing,, 3 : f.-d,, 3 : to f. with sulphur,.
FUMIGATION,,,., (with

sulphur).

FUN,, .,., .,., .,.
make f., -...-

: to make f. of aby,

or ./ : for f.,. '. in

f,..-,,,, : to say athg in f. or for

f., : to make
f. with aby, ..
FUNCTION,, (g.

t.). ',.,.-,. '. -
{the duty, part to be perform-

ed),, (faculty or office),

e. g. each has its proper f., -' : ^*
but usually C'rcl. by verbal phrases,

as, ,, #c.
During the discharge of his public

f., or. Rhetoric discharges its f.

by words,, -
(PL). See Duty, Office.

FUNCTIONARY,
or,,,

.,,,.
The public f.'s, or

(sc. ),, -.
»;..

FUND. Stock or capital

fm wch any eocpense is supported],, V- ,-,., . % Money lent

to a government] prps, . -
(as loan),

(publicornational
debt). The public f.'s, see Re-
venues, Fig.] E.g. to have
a f. of wit, of good sense, benevo-
lence, &c, .
FUNDAMENT,, ., .
FUNDAMENTAL (in com-

position), e.g. f. law, -, . -
: f. notion,' : .

form,,: f. cause,,: f. principle,,, ., (phi-

losophically),,
(maxims).

FUNDAMENTALLY, -. . and.
FUNERAL„s., . -, . ,., . -, ., .,
(Eur.),, : also

pi., , . The f. train,

see in Compounds. To prepare or
make a f. for aby, -, or-./. : to go to a f.,

to be at aby's f.,.
(i. e. to

follow) : the management of a f.,, .
FUNERAL, adj. Used in com-

position as thefollowing—
FUNERAL-CARRIAGE or

HEARSE, ,.
FUNERAL-CRY or -LA-

MENT,, .
FUNERAL-EXPENSES,-.
FUNERAL-FEAST,,, (the ceremonies),, ., (the banquet it-

self). To give a f. feast,-.
FUNERAL-GAMES,'-, .
FUNERAL-HYMNorSONG,, .,
., .
FUNERAL- ORATION or

SPEECH, , .
To pronounce a f., -.
FUNERAL-PILE,, .

To raise a f., or-
: to carry to the f.,-

: to lay on
the f., -

: to kindle the f.,.
FUNERAL-POMP,-.
FUNERAL - PROCESSION

or -TRAIN,, »';.,
. .
To join in the f.,..
FUNERAL-TORCH, -, .
FUNEREAL. See Mourn-

ful.



FUN
FUNGOUS,'., 3 {spongy),-, 3 {flabby).

FUNGUS,, ijtos, and, b {mushroom),, ,
6 (boletum)., {f. on
trees, fyc).
FUNNEL,, . -
and, .,.

FUNNY.
f

See Facetious.
FUR, s., {the skin it-

self),, fj {the skin and the

dress made of it), and, {the dress). F. gloves,» -
{Xenoph. Gyr., viii. 8, 17)

:

a f. cap,, : a f. cloak, -, : a f. coat,, : f. shoes,,. A dealer in f.,-, , b.

FUR, v. H To line withfur]
Crcl. with Fur, s., and the verbs

and,
{i. e. to line with athg).

FURBELOW. See Flounce.
FURBISH, v.,,.

_
FURBISHER.,,,

., , .
FURIOUS,, --, -. , -, -., 3., 2.-

{frantic),, 3 {wild,

savage),, 2 {cruel). To make
or render aby f., ..,,-, -, : to be f.,,

{pass.), {of
a maniac), (pass.).

FURIOUSLY. From adjj.

under Furious. To behave f.,

see ' to be Furious.' To throw
oneself f. upon aby,'

{pass.).
FURIOUSNESS. See Fury.
FURL,7/ or -

or ,.
FURLONG, nearest term-,. & In pl.freq. -. A f. in length,?,

3. §• The accurate length of the

f. in Olympic feel,' (653), of the stade,

(600) or .
FURLOUGH {milit. .),-, : better, {).

give aby f., -
: to ask for f.,-, . : to obtain a

f. fm aby,

(Polyb.). ,., .
FURMETY or FRUMEN-

TY,, {g. t., porridge).

FURNACE,,.,
6 {oven, e. g. a potter's),,
° (f°rye)•,,. A smith's f.,.
FURNISH, v. 1 To supply

{athg)] and
(e.g. the means, expense, qc). -
ptiv and, poo [to
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FUR
contribute, yield),, -

{to find the means for
athg). ,,

{to carry, bring in

aid of athg). {to f
of one's own means),-, {to yield orf. the

necessary material), {to

give), {to bring, deli-

ver), {to put down
for any purpose, establish), -

{to produce, prastare).

To f. corn,,,-/ {either for money or
gratis), {for
an army) : to f. the requisites for

the war,

: to f. a work,: to f. exam-
ples, :

to f. a proof, -. or-
: to f. aby with athg,-,,- or-.
: to f. oneself with athg,

. -
or . I am

f.-d with athg,' . or. :

to be amply furnished with athg,. See to Equip.
To be f.-d with means, money,
&c, see Furnished, «ft To fit
up] -, , or
simply {also offurnish-
ing a house),, -,-.,-..

,

FURNISHED. With past
partcpp. of the respective verbs
under FURNISH, e.g.,,
ov {with athg, ).-, , ov {with athg, or
)., , {with

athg,). To be abundantly
f. with every thing, or

: to be f.

with money, -.
FURNITURE,,,., , or, .,, {the latter ' move-

ables' in general). A piece off.,, . To put f. into a
house, see to Furnish.
FURRED or FURRY. See

compounds under Fur.
FURRIER,,, .
FURROW, s.,, ., ., .

make or draw a f., '//.
A furroiv or wrinkle of the

brow],, .
FURROW, v.. See

to Plough.
FURTHER, adj. and adv.

{$£§" The comparat. of fore, forth,

also confounded with farther, com-
parat. of far.) If With ref to

space\,
{farther in advance = further),

{to a greater distance,

fartlicr of'), and poet,., ,
{f on),,

FUR
{beyond),, e. g. -' (t/te f., =z
farther, side of Sicily). F. up,
down,, : to
be f. off, : to see
f., : to bring, carry
on, lead, &c, f.,.

: to go or advance f.,

or-
: to get f. on, or to get on f.,.

{than aby,),-
: f.

than one ought,' too-
: not to require or seek for

athg f. (= else), or
: I can't get

on any f. with athg,

or . :

not to be able to get on any f.,. ^[ As adj. : with

ref. to continuation, sequel, resi-

due] , fj, , , w,. , ,
or ,, , . -, , . The f. continuance
of the journey, :

I take a f. resolution,

or -, -
: to put an end to aby's f.

sufferings, -
: f. means are

required, : the
matter requires some f. explana-
tion, . ^J As
adv.] Any f., : no f.,.

: it can go no f.,.. % Further,fur-
thermore {as used in carrying on
a discourse, to introduce an addi-
tional consideration, fyc.)] ,,. . -, . . -, .
FURTHER, v. Iff Toforward]

Vid.
FURTHERANCE. See Pro-

motion.
FURTHERER. See Pro-

moter.
FURTHERMORE. See Fur-

ther.
FURTHEST or FURTHER-

MOST (<§fsr" also confounded ivith

farthest; see Further),-? {with ref to time and space),', 3 {chiefly ivith ref. to

time). See Last, ?,
3. % Adv.]. kna-

{poet.), ,.
FURTIVE. See Clandes-

tine and ' by Stealth.'
FURY,, {madness).

or, r\ {frenzy), -
{of a person who is stung

or otherwise tormented), , n
{violent rage). To put aby in a f-,

and to get, or to be put into, or

to be in a f., see Verbs under Fu-
rious. To calm aby's f., 7raC-. (. If The Furies]',, , . -, . One of the Furies,



FUS GAI GAL
', , 77. <p^» Fig.-, opos, (» em'Z genius).

j

FUSE. II (Trans.)] tjj/ceii/,-,/ ( cause to f).
% (INTRANS.)], -.. -

(all in the passive voice).

The act of f.-ing,, . -, h (trans, and intra?is.).,, - (only intrans.,

as state off.-ing).
FUSIBLE, tjjktos, 3.

FUSION. See ' fusing,' under
to Fuse.
FUSS,, , and,

6 (g. t., noise or bustle of any de-

scription). To make a f,-
or : there

is much f. about athg,

: to make much
f. about athg, or.'

or ,
tl (as grievance),

(brag-

ging), (to beat the

sea = mahe much ado about no-
thing. Aristoph.).

FUST. «ff The shaft of a co-

lumn] , or
simply, . IT Moodi-
ness] .,,
6., .
FUSTIAN. IF A sort of thick

stuff] See Cloth, ^f Bombastic
style] See Bombast.

f
FUSTY,, 3, and,, . A f. smell, •, .
FUTILE. See Frivolous.
FUTURE, ',,,

ov.,-,-.-.,-,-. 6 , 3. ,
77, or. , 3.,. .,
-,-. The f. general (i. e. the

general that is to be), 6
: the f. time, see Fu-

TtIRE *?

FUTURE or FUTURITY,
S. ,. - 6

or 6 or 6 -
or 6,

or (future circumstances
or things). For the future,', or,, or (ivithout prep.). :

in f., (with or without)., ., :

To depend upon the f,-
: to see into the f., --

opav : to care for the f,-. :

feared for the £.-, -, -.
GABARDINE. % coarse

cloak] and,, ., .
(268)

GABBLE,.-.
GABBLING,, . -, .
GABEL. See Tax, Impost.
GABION,, 6.

GABLE,, 6.,
(both propr. the pediment, fas-

tigium, ofa temple). Also called, , and, ,
and,.,.
G.-end, /, .
GAD, ..-. (pass.).

GADDER, GAD -ABOUT,
»7?, , 6.,, .,. and-, .
GADFLY,, .,, (jEsch.). Troubled by

g.'s,. {la-

ter Gr.).

GAG, s.?, .
GAG, v. -

(the mouth).

GAGE, s. H An instrument

for measuring], , ., . See Gauge, s. H
Pledge] Vid.
GAGE, . To measure

(of liquids)] (g. t.).

See to Gauge. ^J To pledge]
VlD.
GAGGLE (cackle,.),-,.
GAIETY, f Oieerfulness]. H Finery] Vid.
GAILY. H CUerfully] Vid.

H Splendidly] Vid.
GAIN, s., .-,., .-, (g. on business),-, . For g., or-, :

unexpected g.,',. -, : to consider athg as g.,... :

to bring g., :

get some g. from athg,-,. See Advantage,
Profit. A lover of gain, see

Lucre.
GAIN, V..

or,.,.-. . -
(esply by trade or bu-

siness), (to have a
profit on) or,. .
g. besides, : what
can you g. by it? -

;

; have we g.-d athg
by it? -

;
you will

g. nothing by it, -
: something is g.-d by athg,

: on
fifty talents to gain a hundred,

: to g. or

carry a prize,

or : to g. a livelihood,

: to g. athg by
contrivance, power, force, &c, ai-. -, , (to

get the upper hand),

(to g. the advantage
over aby in athg) : to g. a suit

at law,' or .: tog.
time, : I consider
it so much time g.-d,

or :

to g. over, to g. the hearts of men,
7-,,,,,-,

(all mid.)-
: — to one's party, —, 8[C., or -. To g. over by money,

see to Bribe, Corrupt. To g.

over by words, remonstrances,
&c, and -

: to be g.-d by athg,-
(pass!) : friends can-

not be g.-d by force but by kind-
ness, -, -. To g.

small favour,

: to endeavour to g. (the

good will of) men, friends, &c,, : to

g. aby over in favour of one's
opinion, -. or-

: to g. authority,

credit, &c, . I
am g.-ing authority,. -: I am g.-ing strength,

: 1 have g.-d
my object, -

(with aby, ) or
: to

g. ground, or
or.

GAINER. Crcl. with partcp.

of verbs to Gain, e.g. or.
(he that gains or wins the prize).

To be a g. by athg, see under
Gain, s. and v.

GAINFUL,, 3.-
or,, ., .

GAINFULNESS,,., . See ADVAN-
TAGE.
GAINSAY. See to Contra-

dict.

GAINSAYER. See Contra-
DICTER.
GAIT. T[ Manner or mode

of walking] ,, ., .,. -, . An affected g.,-
: an upright

or erect g., w : to

have an upright g., -.
GAITER,, , -, -., .
GALA-DAYS. See Feast,

Festivity.
GALAXY, (-), .



GAL
GALE, or

or? or,
or , -,, 6. It is blowing a g.,. 6.

or-
6,.

GALIOT. See Galley.
GALL, s. , (propr.

and fig. ; poet,, 6. Fig.

Wrath, Vid.). The g.-bladder,

(), h : a g.

fever, , 6 : as

bitter as g., (). ,
3., 3: of or like g.,, 2. To stir up aby's g.

(fig.), .
GALL-APPLE, G-NUT (pi.

Galls),,, .,.
GALL, v. II Chafe, excoriate]

VlD. Galled,-, -,-, 3.-, 3. To g. oneself by walk-
ing, .

Fig.: to vex]... To be g.-d,,, (pass.) :— by athg, (pass.)

or or . fl

Fig.: galling (e. g. of words)], 3.

GALLANT, adj. <R Polite], 3. , 3 (civil),,, 3 (ob-

liging). Brave, courageous]
Vid.
GALLANT, s., ,

6. ,
., , 6.,, 6.

GALLANTRY. 1 Politeness],, . ., . TJ Bravery, cou-

rage] Vid.
GALLERY,, 6

(going all round),,,
v (running along the front of the

house).

GALLEY,, , .
To condemn to the g.'s,-'.'.
^
GALLEY-SLAVE,. The

punishment of a g.,.
GALLIPOT, h-.
GALLON,,, 6 (the

measure wch comes nearest, being

about three quarts, liquid measure),

(of dry mea-
sure, nearly four quarts).

GALLOP, s.

or, 6- -. To ride in a g., see the

Verb.

GALLOP, v..' (of the horse),-
(ofthe rider) .-' and'' '-.

GALLOWS. The thing not

(269)

GAN
known; corresponding object,cTau-, 6 (cross). To be hung on
the g.,, ava-

(pass.) : to the g.

with him or it ! -' . A g.-

bird,, , 6 (as term of
reproach)

.

GAMBLE,.-, .
(for athg, -, - and ).

gain or lose by g.-ing, -,- or-
: to lose one's money by

g.-ing, or.
GAMBLER,, , 6., , .,

6. To be a g., see to Gamble.
GAMBOL,,-. (by way ofplay

orjoy).
GAMBOL, s., rj., .
GAME, s. IT Play, sport] Vid., (g. t.). G. at dice,, ., 6.

To play or have a g. at dice,

see the phrases ' gambling,' un-
der to Gamble. U Games], ., ,. , . To institute or
ordain public g.'s, -..

: to celebrate g.'s, -
*/ : to be a specta-

tor at any g.'s, or-
: the Olympic

g.'s, the Pythian g.'s, '-, (sc. or-) : to practise or exer-

cise oneself in the athletic g.'s,. %
Animals taken in chase] ,. . A piece of g.,, . ^f The flesh of
game] ,., -.

Roast g.,. 1J Joke, fun] See Fun.
GAME, v. See Gamble.
GAME-COCK, 6. A stage

for fighting g.'s,, (Poll.).

GAMEKEEPER, prps-, 6.

GAME-LAWS, .
GAMESOME. See Playful.
GAMESTER. See Gambler.
GAMING. See 'gambling,'

under Gamble.
GAMING-HOUSE, -, ., .
GAMING-TABLE,, 6., (JEschin.).

GAMMON, s., .,
. and,, and,, b (of the fore-
leg).

GAMMON, v..
See ' to Impose upon.'

GAMUT, oi -, and prps,
(Phan. . Atlien.).

GANDER, 6.

GAR
GANG. See Crowd. A g.

of thieves, ,.
GANGLION (med t),-,. Of the nature of a g.,, .
GANGRENE,,

(an eating sore),, b (the

same when it has become mortifi-
cation),, (a cancer-
ous sore). To have a g.,-.
GANGRENOUS,-, 3, and, .
GANTLET, Ho run the; Orel,

as in thepassage ofThucyd., iv. 47,-,.
GAOL. See Prison.
GAOLER, '-, -,-,, 6. 6.
GAP,,.-, . , .,. ,

or. To leave
a g., : to have a great

g. between, : to ef-

fect or make a considerable g.,

:

to fill up the g.,.
GAPE,,,. ,,.-

(mid.). To g. like a goose,

»///. To g. (i. e. stare

at athg), . -
(of such as wish to speak

and say nothing). The act of
g.-ing,, (with one's

mouth). See to Yawn.
GAPER, 6,.
GAPING,,, or Crcl.

with infinn. of the verbs Gape.
GARB. See Garment.
GARBAGE. See Entrails.

1 Excrement] Vid.
GARBLE. 1 To sift, to se-

parate] Vid. TI Fig.] E. g. to

g. the evidence,.
GARDEN, s., b. A lit-

tle g.,, : to cultivate a

g-, : cultivated in a g.,, 3. See the Verb, and
Gardener, Gardening.
GARDEN, v. (to

work in the garden),
(to carry on gardening).

GARDEN-BED,, .
GARDEN-FRUIT, -PLANT,

or -STUFF,,. -,.
GARDEN-HOUSE,,, ., .
GARDEN -SOIL,, .
GARDEN-WALL,..
GARDENER,, -,,,

and,
(poe .). Market -g.,-, (Tlieocr.).



GAR GAT GEM
GARDENING,,-, and, . -', (the cultivation of a

garden), , .-(-),-, -,,
. The art of g., -, -

(sc.), -.

GARGLE or GARGARISM,
s. avayapy, (a drink).

GARGLE, v.-.,'-.
GARGLING,-,, .
GARLAND,,. See

Flower-wreath, Crown.
GARLIC,,. -,,., (varieties

of g.). A head or clove of g.,,, and,, '

to smell of g., : abed
of g.,,, 6 : a broth
made of g.,, : a
dealer in g.,, , 6.

GARMENT,,, v.,, .,
(freq. with the crasis-

tlov). , (chiefly of a
woman). In a beautiful g., -, 2. ,
3. See Dress.
GARNER. See Granary.

H Store] Vid.
GARNET,? (sc.), .
GARNISH. See to Adorn.
GARNISHMENT, GARNI-

TURE. See Ornament.
GARRET,,.-

yaiov,. or-.
GARRISON, s. , ., ., .-, . To put a g. into a town,

see the Verb. To be in g.,-. : a place
that has a g.,, . -, : to leave a g.

in a place, -
;7 : to remain or be

quartered in a town as a g.,-.
: belonging to a g.,, 3 : g.-duty,,.

GARRISON, . or.-
or . -.

or -.
GARRULITY,,

., ., ., ., .
GARRULO,, 2.. 2. , 3. -

., 2., 2.

GARTER,, .. ggp*
Mod.^ Gr., . -,, .
GASH, v. See to Cut.
(jASH, s,, . -, (g. t. any wound caused by

a cut), or -
(270)

., (chiefly in theface).

To inflict a g., -
or '.-.

GASP, V. ( )
or or '
(after athg).,-, and (after air).' (of a fat
man. Menand.).
GASP or GASPING, s. Crcl.

by verb Gasp. Aby draws his

last g., or is at the last g., uVu-. ..
GATE,, (chiefly in pi.).,, . To open the

g.'s, or

: to enter the g.,-
or -

or : to open
one's g.'s for aby,-: the entry of a g.,,, .,, : the flaps

of a g.,, ai (like those of
afolding-door) : the close or shut-

ting of the g.'s,

: before the shutting of

the g.'s,

: the watch or guard at

the g., -
or .-

or

: a tax paid at the g.

of a town (to enter after a certain

time), (sc.), .
The gate of a house],

. , (chiefly in pi.,, ). A small g.,,, . ,, .
GATEWAY,, , .,, .
GATHER (in a garment), s.

See Fold.
GATHER, v. f (Trs.) To

collect] Vid. If To gather in

harvests, fyc, or into the granaries,

age] (the fruit of the

field),,-, and-
(fruit of any de-

scription), or. To
g. stores, : to g. flow-

ers, ,-: to g. grapes,.
See to Reap. % (Intr.)]-,' (pass.). See

Accumulate (intrs.). % To ga-
ther up] See to Collect. *\\ Me-
taph. : to draw an inference (fm
athg)] ,., (the latter if
on more positive or mathematical

proof), if To pucker (as a dress)]. (to fold). %
To gather (of sores)] See to Fes-

GATHERER,,. or,-,, .,-, .
GATHERING. «H The act

of collecting], - -, ., .-, (g. tt.). The g. of fruit,

, .,-, : a rich or abundant g.,', . -, r/. ^[ A gathering of taxes],, . -, . H Gathering ofpeo-
ple] See Crowd. "H Festering]

Vid.
GAUDINESS, -,.
GAUDY,, 3.-, 3. See GAY.
GAUGE. To ascertain the

contents ofa vessel],. To g. after a
standard measure,

or .
GAUGER,, , .
GAUGING,,-, .
GAUGING-ROD, ,, . , .
GAUNT,, 3. -?,

3., 3 (dry, lean).

GAUNTLET. See Gantlet.
GAY. 1 Cheerful] Vid. -, 3. Bright], 3

(of light, sound, colour, and dress).,'6 (ofsound),,
2. , 3 (of
dress). A gay dress,, •,, : a g.

attire,, .-, ., : to

appear in g. attire,-. (pass.)

or . ^|

In a reprehens. sense (with ref. to

morals)], 2.,, 2.

GAZE, v. To g. at or upon
athg, and. -,, -

(tofix one's eyes upon it),-
(to stare at), -,.

(to look at with amazement), -' ,. (to

fix one's eyes upon stedfastly).

GAZE, s. , (beholding),, (a contemplation). To
fix one's g. upon athg,.. See to Gaze.
GAZELLE, , , .,, .
GAZETTE, prps,.
GAZING-STOCK,,

(spectacle),,,. -, ., . To be
made a g., (A^. ).
GEAR. See Dress, Har-

ness, Tackle.
GELD,. See to

Castrate.
GELDING,'',

' GELID. See Cold.
GELIDITY. See Coldness.
GEM, s. H Jewel] -»7, . , . Set with

g.'s,,,
2. TT In botany] See Bud.
GEM, v. il To decorate with



GEM GEN GEN
gems] .

(to set g^s in gold).

Gemmed,,-. To bud] Vid.
GEMINATION. See Dou-

bling.
GENDER, s., . Of

the same g., .
GENDER, v. See Engen-

der.
GENEALOGICAL,-, 3. G. list or table,-, , and, .

To make or draw a g. table, -
: tbe g. registers are

traced down to such or such a
person, -' : g. descent,-.
GENEALOGICALLY. .

g. to trace g., : to

prove aby's descent g.,-.
GENEALOGIST. Crcl. with

adj..
t

GENEALOGY,,
V., .
GENERAL, adj. ^ Relating

to or comprising tL• whole ; not spe-

cial], 3 (communis),-, 3 Relating to the ivhole with-

out exception). ^° But in this

sense more usually e.,
e. g. I will endeavour to describe
the g. practices, ' -

(Isocr.). --, 2, and, 3 (belong-

ing to tlie public, opp. to indivi-

dual). ^* Also Crcl. by-, -,-. ,, <Jr. A g. congress,-, : g. muster, --
: g. laughter,

: to obtain g. admiration,' . ^J
On the whole, not in detail]

Speaking in a g. way,, :

the g. purport of what is said,

7j '-
: a g. outline or notion, -, ., h • to give a

g. outline of athg,

: to put it in a merely
g. way, , -, (PI.) : this will

give you a g. notion of my
meaning, , or, (PL).

Customary, prevalent] ',
via, os., . To become
g., (of customs and
fashions), (of things

that are set in circulation, such as
coin or money, &c.).

(of sayings and ru-

mours). % In general] ,,, ., and, S[c. See Gene-
rally.
GENERAL, s., 6.,, 6. ,, .,, . An

experienced g., -
(271)

, 6 : to be a g.,() : fit to be a g.,-, 2 : to wish to be a g.,

: the post of a g.,, ., : a

g. of infantry,, 6. 6,
: a g. of caval-

ry,', . 6 -, : a g. of

the enemy, : an
under g., : the

g.'s staff, -. : the

g.'s quarters, and, . See Com-
mander.
GENERALISSIMO,-, . 6 (the

first in command).
GENERALITY, .

H Collectively = most people], .
GENERALLY, kv ,, or,, S[C.

be g. admired, or" : to be g. re-

nowned,
: it is g. acknowledged,

: to be g.

known, , -
: expressed g.,. '-

: more g., (in

the gross). See General.
GENERALSHIP, -. .-, (with ref. to the

qualities of the general), -
(tvith ref. to the art of

war), , (with

ref. to his talent).

GENERATE,^ -...'.
See Beget, Engender.
GENERATION. « A gene-

rating or a being generated] -, , and, . ,
(poet. = childbirth). If Fa-

mily, race], (g. t.). -, -, (poet.), -
»,, and, (tribe). Tf

Age], ., (poet.).

The present g., ' -,. To be in the

third g., (Theophr.) : a

scoundrel fm the third g.,-
(Dem.).

GENERIC,, 3.

GENEROSITY. 1 In sen-

timents, spirit, S[c],, ., . -,, .,-, . . Tf
Liberality] Vid.
GENEROUS. If With ref to

sentiment or spirit], 3., 3., 2., 2. , (in

Trag.) . See under Generosity.
If Liberal (in giving,

<f"
c•)] Vid.

GENEROUSLY. From adj.

Generous.
GENETHLIAC, -AL,-

, 3. See NATIVITY (as-

trol. t.).

GENIAL. IT Of productive
force, propr. and metaph. tvith

ref to mental production]-, 2 (Aristoph.)., . *[f

Cheerful, supporting life] -, 3. A more g. wind (opp. to

a storm),(.
(jEschyl.). A g. (= festal) party,

and, r) (pi.).

GENIALITY, ..
GENIALLY. Advv. of Ge-

nial. To enjoy oneself g., iv.".
GENICULATED,-, 2 (Theophr.). (' ge-

nicula,' ofgrasses, reeds, §«.), or
or ',, ov. To be g.,-

(Theophr.).

GENITALS,, '.
^
GENITIVE, (),

•
GENIUS (= demon),, 6., . A good

g., , : an evil g.,, 6. Entranced by the

g. of the spot (genius loci),-, 2 (PL).

GENIUS (=ingenium), -, .,,
. A g. (= man of extraordi-

nary abilities), -, or
or xl/..

To have a g. for athg, -
or ,

or c. infin., e. g. for poetry,—-. Want of g.,, : with-

out g., 2. Tf The genius

ofa language] or 6-
>)8. -.

GENTEEL,,.-, ., 3.

GENTIAN,, .
GENTILE. See Heathen.
GENTILISM. See Heathen-

ism.

GENTILITY, ,.
GENTLE. If Of good birth]

See Genteel. If Mild, meek]

or, , .,
2 (opp. wild, untamed),

and, 2 (calm),,
3 (mild, tender),, 3 (friend-

ly). A g. rain, :

a g. breeze,» : a

g. (smooth) steady breeze,

: a g.

tap, or: a g. voice,

or or or or

: a g. footstep,

or : a g.

sleep, or', : a g. or easy death, -, : a g. rise or elevation,, 6. -, 6.

GENTLEMAN. If With ref
to birth], 2., 3-,



GEN GET GET, ov, 6 (of noble birth),

(a

well-bred man), -
(a man ofhonour), or, or-

or (with ref. to

manners).
GENTLEMANLIKEor-LY.

See the adjj. under Gentleman.
G. manners, ,-, ., .-, .,, . -, ' a person of g.

manners, . -.
GENTLENESS,,, ., .,
(quietness).

GENTLY,. and..().-. -yy...
To behave or conduct oneself g.

towards aby, -
(pass.). -

: to step g.,-
or ' : to

pass over athg g., -
: to speak g., or

or -. -.
GENTRY, ,.
GENUFLEXION,-, ., .

make a g.,, -.
GENUINE, (legiti-

mate),, 3 (ofg. descent),

(not corrupted, unal-
loyed),, 2 (proved, tested,

as coins, fyc)., 2 (un-
mijct)., 3 (true).

GENUINELY,. '-
tws. , and from
adjj. under Genuine.
GENUINENESS, ,,,.
GENUS,, . ,. Belonging to the g. of birds,.
GEODESY,, .
GEOGNOSY,
;7 7{7 or . -.
GEOGRAPHER, -, 6.

GEOGRAPHICAL,y£Wypa-, 3.

_
GEOGRAPHY,,

.
f

GEOMETER,,,
6. To be a g.,.
GEOMETRICAL^o^toi-, 3. A g. proof,, . ,

.
GEOMETRICALLY. From

adj. Geometrical.
GEOMETRICIAN. See Geo-

meter.
GEOMETRY,, .

To study or practise g., -.
t

GERM. ^Propr.],
6., ., .

(272)

, . Poet,, 6., (Aristoph.). To put
forth g.'s,.-,, -,-. or
or . ^[

Fig. : the first beginning of athg], ., . To de-

stroy or crush the first g. of a

disease, .
GERMAN, s. ! Cousin] VlD.

1 Related] Vid.

GERMANDER,,
(Teucrium Marum).,, , and', : also

and (Theo-

phr. ; Teucrium Chamadrys. Tris-

sago).

GERMINATE. See under
Germ.
GERMINATION,-,, .
GESTICULATE,..(8.;

I. e. to make the proper motions in

GESTICULATION,-, 6., .
GESTURE,,.,, . To make g.'s,-.
GET. f (Trans.) To acquire

(Vid.), obtain (Vid.), come into

possession of, come to have]-. .-, . -, -,,,,-,' (e.g. -, money ;, a let-

ter). To have got (= to possess),,: to g. a greater

share, (to have it),, (to

bear off). Of what you have got,

did you get (receive) most by in-

heritance, or (did you get it) by
your own exertions ?-, (PL) ," to g. a
reward or pay,

(generally), (as

due) : to g. what is owing to one,

:

to g. for a price, (c.

gen.) : you will g. it for an obo-
lus, (Aris-

toph.). To g. athg (with the no-

tion of chance, good-fortune, S[c),

e. g. to g. pardon,. (to g. to

have), e. g. I am contriving how
we may g. this mark of distinc-

tion, -
(Hdt.).

g. as one's share,'
, e. g. each got three pieces,., e. g. greatest ho-

nours, (PL). Also,''.
$° Often ' get ' is expressed by
some other verb, or the combination
with a subst. is expressed by a sim-

ple verb. Thus, to g. honours,

: to g. benefits,

: to *g. sight of,

iv,,. To g. (something unpleasant,

e. g.) enmity, enemies,'' (Dem.): — an illness,.-
: — wounds,-. -.' -

(Aristoph.) : — the worst
of, : — a beating,-.. To g.
(by growth, Qc, e.g.) leaves,-

: — roots,,
: — wealth,-,,

: — ho-
nours,,-, -. . To g.

children, see Beget : — courage,

(PL) : — un-
derstanding, iv(Soph.).

To g. (as result of exeiiion, fyc,
e.g.) some good,

(Lys.).,() : — power,
/s (PL),

: — power in the
state, a seat in the government,-, . To g. aby as a
friend, .

: — friends,-
»?. I can't yet get aby
to succeed me, -. To g. (by carrying one's

point),. To g. (into one's power,
possession of, e. g.) the city,-7 : — booty,7/3 (, Xen.; , Hdt. ).\

To g. the mastery of the enemy,
: to

g. the better of athg,-
: to g. the best, the

advantage, in athg,/-, e. g. if they g.
any advantage in the war,

(Thuc). To g. (as result or what
comes of athg), the benefits one
gets from philosophy,

(Pint.) : this is what I have got

by the business, and I hope that

you who evil think may g. the
like, -

(Dem.). Not to g.,-
: to g. nothingby

athg, , or-
(), or ,-. To get (= bring)

into a state] . g. to g. athg ready,/ . -, -', (and mid.,for one-

self). To g. a woman with child,,, -
: to g. ( lesson) by heart,

: to g. athg done
(=zfinished) ,,. . % With
the notion of inducing or prevail-

ing upon aby to do athg, or pro-
curing athg to be done] g. to



GET
g. aby to do athg, to g. athg done,' -

-rt, »? ,.
, .,,-

(to take thought or mea-
sures for) —

,
—. I

cannot g. myself to do athg,. *[f To get

oneself— betake oneself, remove]
Get you gone,. See Get
AWAY.

(Intrans.) U 7b cowe, a#c«'ra

/«] To g. to know, ^.. ^f come to be, to

become] To g. well,... -,. See RECOVER.
To g. ill, : to

g. beaten (bloics), -, (defeat) : to g.

free or rid of,,
: it is g.-

ing dark, '.
(Thuc.) : to g. old,

: to g. ready,-,
: to g. drunk,

: to g. abroad, -..-.
g. to land, ',,-

(c. dat. or ) : to g. out
of sight of land,. $g* See further under the

several words in these and the like

combinations.

With Prepositions. U To get

at],-
tij/os.. Tf To get away (Trs.)]

{by tearing),

(by pulling), (by loos-

ing),. "U (INTR.)]

See ' to Escape from/ Get
away!' (Aris-

toph.). TJ To get besides]--,-,--. To get back (Trans.)].. *ff

(Intrans.)] See to Return. %
To get before] -, .. ^[ To get behi?id],,. "[J To get betiueeti],, . See
to Intercept. ^[ To get in

(Trs.)] See to Gather. TJ To
draw, pull, Src, in] Vid. ^(In-
trans.) To get in with aby (i. e.

into aby's favour; ingratiate)]

Vid. % To get into (Trans.)]' (to cause to go into),' (to push into), $gp and
tlie like, expressing the specific no-

tion instead of the general one.

As much as they could g., or

could be got into, their heads,' « -. % (Intrans.) enter]' (), '--, (by go-
ing), ', '-

(by creeping or insinuating

oneself into),' (by

(273)

GET
rushing into). (ofwater),' (by breaking in)

or - or ''
(into a house). To g. into port,

'-,, and-
(pass. ; absol., and with),, or without and

name of the place, e. g. to get into

port at Ephesus, or into the port

of .," : to g. into one's car-

riage,

or : to get into
a house,'', -

(to settle oneself; pass.).

U To get near] See to Approach.
^ To get off (TRANS.)]-, --,-,-, --, -. (strip

of). To g. off one's wares, -,/. To g. aby
off (unpunished),

(by intercession),

tis.

To g. off a ship into deep water,,, -. [ (I ntr. ) Propr.: e. g.
from one's horse, Qc]-

(to dismount). T| Fig. (=
to be acquitted, fyc), -,,-.. To g. off safe,

(pass.) : to g. off well
or without injury, punishment,
loss, or -

or . »;-
: they have got off

worse than we,. TJ To get on:
a) propr., to climb, mount] Vid.
b) Fig. : to prosper, advance,
make progress] Vid. To g. on
well, '.: not
to g. on, . How
are we getting on ? -

; How are you getting

on? '; ;
(hotv are you?)

; '
or ' /xas (with ref to the

person's affairs) ; To g. on well
with aby,

(to be on an advantageousfooting),

(i. e. to be onfriendly terms). *fl

With ref. to age] E.g. aby is g.-

ing on for ten years,. U To get out (Trs.)],,,.
(igfS* expressing the specific no-

tion.) See Get away, Get off.

Tf Fig. : to get athg out of aby
(e.g. a secret, confession, §c.), -,. *\\ (Intr.)
With ref. to place],-..
(pass.) (all of persons = to

go out),

(to find a way out). To g. out of

athg (= extricate oneself), -
: not to be able

to g. out of it, :

to manage to g. out of" trouble,-. 'W To get over:

a) propr.],-

GHO
, e. g. a wall, &c,-,. , e.g., ,, e.g. . ^[ b) Fig.

:

to overcome] -,, .
g. overall the obstacles,-. To g.

over a pain or grief,. Tf
To get through]

(pss.).

(to pass through
place), (through athg

difficult). To g. through a work
or labour,,-. Fig. to g. through one's

property,. -.. -.. [ To get

together] See to Assemble. U
To get up (Trans.)]-

iv: — a party, favourers, &c,
(PL) : — by

fraud, e. g. a forged will, -
(Dem.). «See to' Suborn. Tog.
up (by heart),. -

: to have athg
got up,,

. If To climb up)] VlD.
To g. up a tree,.

(Intrans.) To get tip (= to

ise)], e.g. fm one's

seat, ',, (the

latter fm sleep), or
(pass.) : — early in the morning,/ : to g. up before aby,'
/, --'' or' (to offer him the

seat). If To get upon (athg)]-
or. See to Get up. To g.

upon one's feet,, -. Fig. to g. upon a sub-

ject, ' .'
or

or,.
GETTING, s.,,, (and in-

finn. under Get in its different

senses),-,,-, (a g. in addition or
besides ; acquisition, Vid.). Apt
at g., ktjjtikos, 3 : art of g.,

-Kjj, jj.

GHASTLINESS, -.,,, . or,.
GHASTLY, , 2

(deadly pale),,-,, 3 (of a livid corpse-

like hue). To have such a look,,
(pass.).

GHOST, (), ., . ,,
(as apparition),,.

Apparitions of g.'s,, : a g. story,-. See Spectre. To give up
theg., . <>



GHO GIR GIV,.. -.
GHOSTLY, .

See Spectral, ?, 2
without body),, 3
spirituul; eccl. t).

GHOUL {Persian t.),

or, (Aristoph. ; afabulous
monster, said to feed on mens
flesh).

GIANT,, , 6., .'. Like
a g.,, 2.

GIANTESS, -, . -.
GIANT-KILLER,-,, 6, and-, .
GIANT-LIKE. See Gigan-

tic.

GIBBER, [to scream
like a jack-daw), or Crcl. with

Gibberish. To squeak and g.

(as ghosts, Shaksp.),

(Horn.).

GIBBERISH,,>,,,-, . To talk g.,,,.-.
GIBBET, &. See Gallows
GIBBET, v.-, (pass.).

To g. aby's name, )}^/
or .-.

GIBBOSITY. Convexity

(as math, t., and of tlie moon)],, (Aristot., Plu-
tarch). TI Protuberance (hump-
back)'], -. See.
GIBBOUS, Math, t., and

of the moon]. Tf Hump-
backed] VlD.
GIBE, v. See to Jeer, to

Scoff.
GIBE, s. See Jeer, Scoff, s.

Witty g.'s, .
GIDDILY, adv. From adjj.

under Giddy.
GIDDINESS,'?, 6.-', -., .,

6., . To be affected

by g.,.<
(mid. ; Hippocr.), and -.. (pss.).

(pass.). To pro-

duce or bring on g.,.-. % Pig•' thoughtlessness],, .., ., ., .
GIDDY, «ft Propr. : dizzy],,.,, . To make or render g.,. (poet.) : to

become or to be g., see under Gid-
diness. I am turning g., or atbg
makes me g.,

or . ^ Thoughtless] -, 2., 3.,
2., 3., 2., 2. ', . -, 3. To act in a g. manner,

: to be g. with ela-
tion, .
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GIFT,, . , ., .,.-, . A charitable g.,-,., : g. of

nature,,, , or, (endowment), -
or,., , : a na-

tural g. or talent for athg,-, , : g.'s of the mind,, : the g. of elo-

quence,
or , . To make
a g. of athg to aby,

Tt (g. t.).

(of a superior to an inferior),

(of voluntary
contributionsfor tlie state or public
charity). See Present.
GIFTED,,,.-, 3. To be g. with,.. , -, .

To be g. with a natural talent

for athg, :
a man g. by nature, ,
6.

GIGANTIC,, 2., 3., 3.-, 2. ' -,, 3 and 2. -
(poet.). A g. labour or

work,' ' -
: of a g. size or form,,,. .

GIGGLE,.
GIGGLING,, .
GILD, .,-.
GILDED, GILT,-,-,2.,., 2., 2.

GILDER,, , 6.

GILDING,, .
GILL (measure= \ of a pint),, rj., .

Holding a g.,, 3., 2 (the being
— three).
GILLlFLOWER,Zoi/Kuai/£oi/

or,.
GILLS,,.
GIMLET,,. -,. To pierce or make

a hole with a g.,.
GIN,, , . ,, . See Snare.
GINGER,/39, <?, .
GINGERLY. See Cautious-

ly.

GINGLE, v. See Jingle.
GIPSY,, 6 : fern., (mod. Gr.).

GIRAFFE,),, .
GIRD,,-, -,. To g. oneself,-, -, -,-

(with athg, ). To g. on a
sword, :
to be g.-d with a sword,-. il Pig.] To g. oneself up
for athg, e.g. for the fight,-

or, , .

GIRDER (in building),,
h (g. t.for beam).

GIRDLE, s., fj.,, b., (belt),-, 6, and (worn
higher up the chest),,.
Sspp T£?

GIRDLE, v. See to Gird.
GIRDLER,, 6.

GIRL, t With ref to sex],, r\., ., r\., -.,.,., . -,, ., .-, . G.'s room,,, . Servant],
, and,, . -
GIRLISH or GIRL-LIKE,, 2., 2.

G. sports,,.
GIRLISHLY. From Girl-

ish.

GIRTH, s., , . -, (for a horse),-, (for dogs. Xen.).

GIRTH, v. See to Gird.
GIVE. H Trans.]

(g. t.) .. and-
(mid.) (ofone's own

means), and
(as possession and pro-

perty), (to be-

stow a gift). To g. into aby's

hand, : to g.

one's hand, ,, : to

g. in return or exchange,-
: to g. a share or

portion in athg,

: to g. to aby's necessities,

(e. g. to a
friend in difficulties, to the neces-

sities ofthe state) : to g. what one is

bound to g. (e.g. debt or deposit),

: to g. in ad-
dition,,,: tog.bountifully,

and:
to g. a feast or entertainment,, -, : to g. aby one's

vote, .
To give or hand over (tradere)].-

(e. g. a country to

administer, ).
g. aby one's daughter to wife, -

: to

g. as dowry with her,' -. 1J To give

as a price for anything] -
(to buy). To g. money for

athg, :

to (be ready to) g. much for (=
to attach a high value to) athg,,',
or .'.

infin. I know that

he would g. a great deal if he
could injure the king,, '

: he would
g. athg to ruin us, -



GIV GIV GLA
: what would you g. to have

your spouse restored to you? --, -
;) -

; how much would you g. to

understand Greek well ?\\-
; ^| To put

upon, assign, attach] To g. a
name, ,. '-

(asparents).

To g. shape or form to athg,,. .
H To communicate, impart {some-

thing of an abstract nature, by
speech, 8rc.)] E.g. to g. an ac-

count, (or, to

render) Xoyov /os :

to g. sentence or one's opinion,,, and-(). 0jp Very
often this combination is expressed

by a simple verb, e. g. to g. an
answer, : to g. in-

telligence of athg,,
or /os

(to announce) : to g. aby to un-
derstand, : to g.

a description, : to g.

instruction in athg,. ' :

to g. exhortation,: to g. a reproof,

: to g. a general notion,-, :

to g. one's consent,., or.-
: to give an order,-

: to g. signals

by beacons, (of the

arrival of the enemy,).
U To grant, accord] To g. power
or authority, « .' or c. infin. :

to give permission to do what
one will, or

:

to g. leave to speak, -
yov : to g. a hearing or audience,', -,. *\ To occasion] To g.

pain to aby, -
: to g. pleasure,

: to g. rise to suspicion,,,, . U Mis-
cellaneous] To g. laws (as abso-

lute laivgiver), :

to g. battle, / or

: to give place to,: to g. way to

tears, ,-
: — to pity,

oiKTU)(JEur.). Tog. ventoraloose
(to athg), : to g.

vent to one's anger, 00777 -. -
Or or

or . To g. the

reins, (
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iVirois). §§» For other combi-
nations, as to g. oneself airs, trou-

ble, to g. thanks, to g. one joy

(congratulate), to g. one the lie,

to g. offence, S[C, see the respec-

tive words.

GIVE. [ (Intrans.) = to

yield] Vid., and ' to Give way,'

above.

With Prepositions. 1J Give
away],,. (the

latter if tvantonly or profusely).

H Give back],-.. U
Give in (= yield)]. '-,,. -. — to aby's wishes, &c,, .. fl Give out :

a) to distribute] Vid. ) To pre-
tend].-.,. -. To g. out a report,/, ) To send
forth (e. g. a sound)]
and (,) :,

— a smell, ,, also,. Give over : a) to

ceasefrom] Vid. ) To despair

of] Vid. TI Give up : renounce]

(and mid.), ',
(ofpossession as well

as thoughts, expectation),-, and -' (one's friends, and gene-
rally athg wch it is our duty not
toforsake), and-

(a project, business, a
thought), and

(as a habit,

occupation, Sec),''
(a bad habit),'
(rights and claims). To g. up the

command, -
: to g. up a plan,-

: to g. up hopes,-^,^^,
of a person) : to g. up all

thoughts of athg,

or,
: to g. up the ghost,,.

H To give oneself up to (= to de-

vote oneself)], -,-,' .-, .,, '
and /.

. ' ., -.'. To g. oneself entirely

up to athg, :

to g. oneself up to pleasure or

lustful desires,' or

(or ). One must g. ,-, and -..
GIVEN. Partcp. of verbs to

Give. Freely g.,, 3 :

that must be g., <5oTtos. TI Spe-

cified, assigned],,
3.

GIVER,,, 6. -

, (fern.), ^ But mostly
Crcl. with Partcpp. of the respec-
tive verbs under to Give.
GIZZARD (the muscular sto-

mach of certain birds), y,
6 (g. t.).. %§*-

or, and-,,, are the

crop of birds (Aristoph.).

GLACIER,prps, -.
GLAD,, 2.,, ., 2. To be

g.,. ..
(pass.) : to be g. at athg,. I am g. that,

(c. partcp. or with or and
indicat.). (c. partcp.)., : I am g. it happened
to me, : we
are g. (= think ourselves well off)

to have rescued our lives,-, -
: one ought to be g. if,, : I am g. you are

come, : 1 should be

g. if, .
GLADDEN, .. -. To g. aby by athg,' or.

be gladdened by athg,

(pass.). (pass.). or. See to Rejoice.
GLADE,, (poet.).

Crcl. '.
GLADIATOR,', ,

., . A combat of

g.'s, , : to

view or be present at those com-
bats, : to

leave them,.
GLADIATORIAL, \>--, 3. G. plays or combats, see

under Gladiator.
GLADLY, f With pleasure],, e.g. to hear g.,,. But

principally rendered by Crcl. with

and, with partcp.,

e. g. they g. hear aby praise them,
: I g.

listen to flattery, -
: I g. see him,. Or by partcp. of

verb of rejoicing, e. g. I g. see,

receive, ,.
Willingly]. -

: or Crcl. with the adjj.,, .,,
, e.g. or -
. . |

Not gladly], 2.

GLADNESS,, . See

Cheerfulness, Jov.
GLADSOME. See Glad.
GLAIR (the white of an egg),.
GLANCE, s. II Sudden shoot

ofsplendour],,. -
, ., . See FLASH.2



GLA GLI GLO
R Darting ofsight, momentary in-

tuition of an object], .,,,, ., . To cast a g.

on athg., .-
or .-., : a g. of

love, , (poet.).

GLANCE, v. ^ To shoot rays

of light], -,-., e. g.

6 ',, (to dart
rapidly, as light

; poet.),-
(poet., esply of the eye). TJ

To dart the eyes at]

(to g. at athg) or .-,' .-
(to g. at aby askance,

in anger, scorn, 8[c).-
(tog.furtively ; poet.),-

(to stoop and take

a careless side g. at athg. Dem.).
(to give a g. at;

rare Epic word). U Metaph. : to

notice in a cursory way]-
(see above), -' (to look off fm

one's proper object at some other)., -, ,. To glance off] . g.

the arrow g.-ing off the hauberk,' '-
(Horn).

GLAND, ,, (-
pocr ).

GLANDULAR,,
(Gal.).

GLARE, v. If To shine over-

poweringly] (g. t.). u-.. ^f
To look fiercely] bpav. tis. G.-ing with the eyes
(as a lion),

(Horn.),

(Theocr.).

GLARE, s., .,.,, (g. tt.

brightness, radiance),,
(brilliant light).

GLARING, s.,, .. -. Of the eyes] See
under to Glare.
GLARING. Partcp. of to

Glare, Vid. Adj.-, 2., . *f] Fig.
(e.g. a g. fault)] -,-,-, 2. -,, ., .
GLASS. %As material] ,

. Of g., or made of it,,
3. ,, (also like g. ) :

transparent like g.,,, 2: the colour of g.,-, : of the colour
of g.,,, 6, : g
sand or earth, (Theo-
phr.) or , : to
make into g., : to resem-
ble .,^. TJ A drinking
glass] ,. -, . To drink a g. of
wine, . A Burn-
ING-glass, EYE-glass, Looking-
glass, Vid.
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GLASS-BLOWER,-, .
GLASS-BOTTLE,, .
GLASS - PAINTER, -, 6 (mod. Gr.). 6-.
GLASS-PAINTING, -,, (mod.

Gr.).

GLASS-HOUSE (for making
glass),, .
GLASS-WARE,,.
GLASS-WINDOW,, .
GLASSY,, ,

(made of glass or looking like

glass),, 3 (made ofglass),, 2 (looking like glass).

Having g. eyes,

(PL) : a g. eye (wall-eye),-, (Hippocr.).

GLAVE. See Sword.
GLAZE (as pottery, fyc),-

and (g. tt., to su-

perinduce a bright surface by po-
lishi?ig, varnishing, lackering, ^fc),
hence, (the act of),, (the effect produced),,2 (notglazed, lackered,

Qc.). Tj To glaze a window or
door] or. A g.-d door,, .
GLAZIER,, ,

6., 6.

GLEAM, s. , ., ., (poet.).

g. of hope, tis.
GLEAM, ., -,.'.-.. -.
GLEAN,-..-

(in a corn field),-
(in a vineyard).

GLEANER. Crcl. with pres.

partcp. of verbs under Glean.
GLEANING,,

. To g. out g., see to Glean.
GLEBE,, (),
(gleba).,, e.g.-

('ascripti glebae'). As Eccl. t.,, .-, .
GLEDE. See Kite.
GLEE. Joy, mirth] Vid.

TJ Kind of song] (-
), . To sing a g.,.
GLEEFUL. See Joyful.
GLEN,, and,

.,., (glade,

wooded glen).

GLIB, f Slippery] Vid.

U Fluent] Vid. To have a g.

tongue,.
GLIBLY, f Smoothly] Vid.

f Fluently] Vid.
GLIBNESS. 1 Smoothness]

Vid. If Fluency] Vid. G. of

tongue,, .
GLIDE, (as a liquid

poured out), (to flow as a
stream). To g. noiselessly,-

(PL).,, (with a
sliding or slipping motion) : to g.

out,, (lit. to

swim out) also

(mid.): to g. into,:
to g. (=zfiow) past,:
to g. on, (a?id to slip

away, as time) : to g. in secretly,.
GLIMMER,,^.

(there is a
g.-ing of day), and-..-.
GLIMMERING, GLIM-

MER,, .-, (through a hole or cranny).

See the Verb. A g. of hope,. To give a
little g.-ing of hope, -.
GLIMPSE. H A quick mo-

mentary gleam], -, ., . *\\

momentary glance],., . Tts. To get just a g. at,, or-.
GLISTEN. See Gleam,

Glitter, Shine. A g.-ing of
the eyes, ,
.
GLITTER,. -..-.. .

The whole host was seen g.-ing

in its armour,.
GLITTERING, adj.-, 3. and -, 3.

GLOAT. To g. over, -, -,- '
and (-
).
GLOBATED,,

2.

GLOBE,, (g. t.)., .
GLOBOSE. See Globular.
GLOBOSITY, -, . ,.
GLOBULAR, , 2., 3. A g. body,-, : g. form or shape, see

Globosity: to reduce to a g.

form,.
GLOBULARLY,-.
GLOBULE,' and,., 6.-, 6 (a small globe or ball,

e. g. of soap). See Drop.
GLOOM. 1 Propr. : dark-

ness] Vid. U Impropr. : = de-

jection] ,, .,, .-, . or

-yvov. A g. spread over aby's

countenance, ,.
GLOOMILY. From adjective

Gloomy.



GLO
GLOOxMINESS. See Gloom.
GLOOMY. 1[ Prop.]-
(without brightness),-? (without light), 3.,,?, , -,, 2 (of the

sky and weather). G. weather,, ai : it is, or

is getting g., or-( understood),-, : a g. sky,, h : to make g., -,. (to

obscure). % Fig.] and, 3 (w#Aowi serenity, with

ref. to countenance or look) : also, 2 (of persons and their

state of mind), or, 2.

To be g., or-
: to look g.,-: to render aby's life g.,-.

GLORIFICATION. Orel,

with verb Glorify.
GLORIFY,.-

or.
or .!/,,.',. (to

sinq in praise of),.
GLORIOUS,, 2., 2., 3.,

2., 3., 2., 3., 2. -, 2. A g. memory,-
or .

V ' - If Metaph.

( = brilliant)],,, 2. A g.

victory, : a g. deed,, .,. , : to

perform g. deeds, : to

die a g. death, or-()/ : to

be g.,,.
GLORIOUSLY. From adj.

Glorious.
GLORY, s. , v .

t», ., . ,., .,-, .,.,, ., 6. ,
(poet.). To acquire some g., see

Fame : the g. of having accom-
plished great feats, -

: the

desire for g., , ., : to get g. in athg,.
GLORY, v. (pass.). (pass.). . -, ,

and
(in atJig).

and .
(mid. seq, ) ,. and c. partcp.

GLOSS, s., (nitor).,, (splendour).

/)|9, »|T«s, . and, (varnish), »;?,, , and /, (smooth-

ness). To give a g.,,.. ^[ In
literary sense],.
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GLU, (g. t.). A g. put in

the margin of a volume,-
\,, rj. -
J, .. See Com-
!.

GLOSS, . If To put a gloss

upon (= to polish)], !.. -
(to varnish). If Fig. : to

[

gloss over (= to extenuate)] -,,-!/ (),
(Aristoph.). if To write

or make comments upon] See Com-
ment.
GLOSSARY,-, 6., (a com-

mentary), or Orel, with the plural

ofwords under Gloss. To make
a g.,.
GLOSSY. See Shining.
GLOVE, is,, . -, (a finger-sheath).

GLOW, ., '-,,,, (all

pass.). if Metaph.] v.', e. g. with love,'. .
My heart g.'s with love, &c,-. if Glowing]

(prop., and also metaph.

of a state or condition,,-, fyc).. A g.-ing

mass,, 6 : feeling a g.-ing

desire, -
: to cause to g.,,.

GLOW, s., . -, 6., . if Me-
taph.], ,, .
be in a g., see to Glow.
GLOW-WORM,,,, ,

.
GLOWING. See under to

Glow; Ardent.
GLOWINGLY. See Ardent-

ly.

GLOZE. See under to Flat-
ter, (JEschyl.)..(,
LXX. )

.

GLUE, s., 77. '-.,, . Sticky
like g.,, 2.

GLUE, v. ,-. G.-ing,, tj, or, .
GLUEY,, 2. -, 2 (of the nature of glue),, 3., .
GLUM. See Sullen.
GLUT, v. 1 To gorge] See

Devour. if To fill to excess], -. -,,-. .
(aby with athg, ).
be g.-d with athg,-, ,,-, and-,,. if Me-
taph.] To g. one's eyes,,

: to g. one's revenge,

GO

. G.-d with athg,-, , .
GLUT, S., . -

(with ref. to satiety or diet)., . or
(excess of athg).

GLUTINOUS,, 2
(of the nature ofglue) .,,, (sticky like

glue or birdlime).

GLUTTON,,-, ., .-, , 6., .
To be a g.,,
(to eat greedily), (to

eat much).

GLUTTONOUS,,,, -, 2. , 2. -, 3. , 3.

GLUTTONOUSLY. From
adj. Gluttonous.
GLUTTONY,,,,-, .
GNARL, v. See to Growl,

Snarl.
GNARLED. See Knotty.
GNASH,'.. To

g. one's teeth, or-,,-.
GNASHING,,.-, 6.,. With g.,

(adv.).

GNAT,,, 6, and
. , , . , 6., (Aristot.; the two last

are kinds of g.
%

s.). Even the g.

has its sting (prov.),.
GNAW, (esply of ve-

getables), (esply as flesh

fin bones),, Att./
(to g. at daintily, or nibble). To
g. athg or at athg,-,-. If Fig. (of care, #£C.)]...
GNOME (maxim),, .,.
GNOMIC,, 3.

GNOMON (of a sun-dial),,, .,
(flu•, rod, or its shadoiv. Aristoph.).

GO, v. (Intrs.) I. Of ani-

mate beings. Tf To move on one's

feet], (propr.,

step out), (c. aor. 1

pass., fut. 1 mid. ; propr., to be

set in motion, made to go). To go
at a foot's pace, -

: to go quickly,

: to go (start) rapidly or
eagerly, (pass.). To
go (with notion ofchange ofplace),
as to go off (withdraw), to go on
(progress), : to go for-

ward, 7/. To go (with

notion ofa placefm, or to which),

(also to come), ,,. To go hastily,-. See to Run. gs» To
Go away, down, up, back, &c,
see below, ^j In particular, to

the question : a ) whitlier 1] To
go home, ',-



GO GO GO
(set out) ', (and, of

a greater distance)»
sir' '. To go to the chace
(hunting), : to

go to school, -
: to go to one's work,, ,' : to go to aby,,,.-: to go against

aby,,, .-
: to go into the

house, ' :

to go into the town, (-, see to Go up), : to go (= take)

a way or road, ,. : to go to

a festival, •;-
: to stand up and go into a

room,,-
: to go after

(= fetch) aby, :

to g. abroad in public,

its^,,-
: to g. on

board, : to

go ashore, -,
: to go to bed, :

to go for a walk, :

to go to meet aby,. : to go to

(see) aby, '. -. -
. ) Whence ?] To go out of
town or out of the house, £-, ,

: to go (or stand) out
of aby's way,,-,,'

: to go through a

river, .
See to Cross. To go over («] in

a horizontal direction),

and (pass.) , e.g.,,,-. ) In a rising direction,

and, e.g. ,. To go to

athg, . .
II In a more extended sense] To
go (= set) to work upon athg,,.-,' : to go to the

bottom of athg,, : to go to ruin,

: to go
warily to work,,

: to go too far in

speaking,

(PL),

(PL) : to go into further de-
tail,(.):
to go great lengths in athg,,,: you are
already pretty far gone in love,' (PL): to go to such a pitch,
to be so far gone, in impudence,-,. Of states and
conditions] To go barefoot,-,: to go
naked, ,:
to go astray,, -,. -

or
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: to go begging,/:
to go idling or loitering about,-

". .-
: to go gaping about,-( ristoph. ) : to go (with child

)

,

. See PREGNANT, %
To travel, repair to a place] -,, e.g. to

Italy, : — on
foot or by land, ,: — by water,: — to a place,

or
/os : to go to a bathing-

place,7 -
or : to go as

ambassador to Persia,-,',
: to go abroad on a jour-

ney,. -. % = To go hence, aivay]..'. I see you are on the

start to go,. 'Tis time for me to be
g.-ing,, -,. Don't go yet

!

. Go, pray !. Get you gone, be
gone !. Go your
own ways, ,
or ! Go and be hanged ! go
to the d ', or ! To let

aby go, /,-/. (see RE-
LEASE): toletabygo unpunished,

: let me go !

(= let me alone!), !

II. Of things inanimate. % To
move, be in motion]

(pass.), - (up),--
(down), (ofa ves-

sel under sail) , (ofthe wind),

(of a river) : the river goes

into the sea, -
: the water

goes over the shore,: everything
goes (passes) through his hands,,

: the clock goes, (prps),, -
: the public conveyance,

post, &c. goes at six, -'
: the story goes, '

or, .,, sts with-
added (Hdt.) : to let athg go,

-, . U To lead,

turn or tend towards (of direc-

tion)],, '.
. g. the road goes to Athens,': to go
as far as to (= to reach), -

, :
the road goes as far as to the moun-
tain,

: the water goes (or comes)

up to my waist,

av,or :

— up to my knees, -
: — over my head,

:

^ Ofcapacity or contents] To a

medimnus there go forty-eight

chcenices, ., 6 . -. To fare (of events)] It

will go well, , £:
it goes well with athg, ,,

: he told them how it

would go (turn out), rj

: how goes it with
him? ,

Miscellaneous phrases] What
does it go (sell) for ?; ; To
go (r= count, tell) for much, little,

&c,,, ,,, .?
(PL) : as far as words went,'

(Thuc. 8, 92.

Xen. Hell. 2, 4) : as far as this

goes, : as far as

the money would go for him (^
as far as he could make it go),' -

(Hdt.) : to go far to — , to

go near to—, see Far, Near : to

go to law, see Law, and so with
other phrases not above enume-
rated. % To be going, as expres-

sion of a future action] See
Going.

With prepositions,—
GO about (i.e. without definite

object),.
(88.)..,.,,. [esply as a va-
grant or beggar). TJ Fig.] To go
about with a purpose (to meditate,

seek means), , c.

inf., and,
C inf., also .-, or (). G.
about your business!-.. ().
GO across. See to Cross.
GO after. See to Follow.

For the purpose of fetching, see

to Fetch.
To GO against aby,-, -,-. -, -, -,- or,

: to have the sentence g.

against him,.
GO ASIDE,.-. (out of

aby"s u-ay).

GO AWAY. H Propr.] -().
and .

(pass.), -
(mid.), ',

(to remove, to make
off), (of troops),

(). See under
to Go.
GO BACK,, -.., -: to order to go back,.

(pass., to turn and go back) or
: to go back fm what

one has said,

(Thuc.).

GO BEFORE,,-. or-



GO
pov (pass.). See to

Precede. To go before the

judges, &c,.
GO BEYOND,-, -,-

vtiv . See to Cross, to Pass.. See to Exceed, -
[e.g. ,). See to TRANSGRESS.

GO 3Y. if Propr. : u) To pass

by] ()..
(athg, ), ) To elapse, cease]. ..

(ofcircumstan-

ces, fyc, to be or exist no longer).

This is all gone by now,} (Dem.).

if Fig. : to take as a standard or

rule]^ or
(pass.)

(go by aby's example).-. 7'0 (joass.).
(to be

regulated by athg as a standard
or rule). To go by a different

name, (pass).

GO DOWN, if Descend]-' (fin athg), or, or ,(). To go down on
one's knees,. -

{before aby) : to

cause to go down,'.
(pass.),-

vui (in the water). if Set (e.g. of
the sun)] or,-. The sun is going down,
6 . if

Metaph.: to lessen in price] -, (pass.). To be g.-ing down in the

world (with ref. to a condition

or circumstances),

(pass.). ,
(pass. ; str. t. =

be ruined). The wind is g.-ing

down, >/,,.
if To be swallowed (propr.)] See

to Swallow; and fig., e.g. that

will not go down with me,-, -,,{).). -' . -
'.

GO for (i.e. fetch athg)] See

Fetch. if To countfor] Vid.

GO FORTH,, -.'..'. See Come FORTH.
Go from. See Go away.
GO in or into. if a) Propr.

(=ingredi)] ('-
).,. '-. ) With ref to capacity]

E.g. how much will go in (= be

held in) a vessel,

or . See to

Contain, and under Go.
GO near. See to Approach,

and Near.
GO off. See Go away. Go

off to quarters,. if

To take an issue].,. To go off

Well, or
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GO, or ,-
(pass. ; badly, ).

if Metaph. : tofall asleep (chiefly

ofinfants)] (pass.).. U To de-

cease],-
(pass.). if To find a

ready sale (ofgoods)]'. -.
GO on. if Propr. ; step for-

ward, move on]'.-.. if Fig. To
proceed (of events)] Matters are

g.-ing on well, ill, &c, -, . if

To make progress].
, or . (See Get
on.) if To continue] Vid. To go
on with athg, -

: to go continually on,-
: not to go on with it,, or with

partcp. Go on ! (in speaking),

or, or, simply. Go on !

(= move on or be off). <&g§*

In some cases by Crcl., e.g., the
disorder in the city went on, '' .

: we can't, or things can't

go on in this manner,: he dili-

gently went on with his work,,,
: to go on with a narrative,.

GO over. if To pass, to cross]

See Cross, v. if Fig. : to go over
to a part]. -,,
(-), :

— to the enemy,,( ),-
(ofa town), if To go over

anything (= examine it)] See Go
through.

GO out. if Propr.]

().
(pass.), and
(the two latter = ' to set out,'' esply

of an army). if Absol. (= to go
out of ones house)],,'. Not to go out (= to

remain at home),' : to

go out foraging,: to go out hunting,

or :

to go out for a walk,. if To be ex-

tinguished] Vid.
GO through, if a) Ofper-

sons],,-,, (all iviih

ace. or with )., ) Of things]-,, .
if Fig. : to go through (by way of
relating, examining, Qc.)],

(by reading, telling, re-

jecting upon) : (by re-

GOB
lating)'.,-

(by explaining exegetically)

:

, (by
summing up). (by
calculating or examining its cor-
rectness). To go through every
single portion or part, -) (in a discourse)',' (in one's
thought or mind) : to go through
with aby (i.e. examine it together),.. if Metaph. : with
ref. to adversity, fyc.]. .. To go through misfor-
tune, trouble, &c, -

or.-
: we have gone

through great hardships,

: to go
through with athg, see to Exe-
cute, to Finish.
GO UNDER, (as

prop or support) : to go under the
yoke, ,,

: to go under
water,,().
GO UP,,'

(esplyfm the sea to the interior) :

hence also. -, , -.
GO upon, if Fig. : viz. of a

ground of reliance]

(to found oneself upon athg).

<rivt.

GOAD, s.,.
GOAD, v. if Propr.]-

,.. ,. if Fig.

:

to spur, urge] '.-.
GOAL, if Of the race-course], .,, .

if Fig. : the point aimed at] -, b. To arrive at or reach
the g., -. See the phrases under Aim.
GOAT,, . ', ai-, . A young g., see Kid. Of

or belonging to a g.,,
3 : the rank smell of a g. (

hir-

cus alarum' of men),, ., : to smell like a g.,,,, :

smelling like a g,,,
, (' hircum olens ') : that has
feet like a g., (neut., gen.).,
2 : a g.'s horn, ,

: that has g.'s homs,-, , : the beard of a g.,,, .
GOAT-HERD, ,

., 6.

GOAT-SKIN,, .-, .
GOBBLE up. See to De-

vour.
GOBBLER. See Glutton.
GO-BETWEEN,,

., , .,

., , . To act the

part of a g.,.
GOBLET. SeeCvF.
GOBLIN. See Ghost.



GOD GOL GOL
GOD,, 6. ,,

6 (in more elevated language). By
G. (z=. in an oath or solemn pro-
testation), , ,, or 05,7? , Trpos,

(by the gods! in adju-
ration and urgent requests). Ne-
gatively, ,^ (in an oath). By G.
in heaven, by all the g.'s,

:

with the assistance or help of G.,

: if G. will, please G.,. .
: by the will

of G., , ,
: for G.'s sake,, . .

G. forbid, , -. . To adjure by
the g.'s,' (' obtestari

perDeos.' Thuc.). In G.'s name!
(r= ^ with all my

heart,"
1

''and welcome'),

and (=: may it

succeed !). In G.'s* name, let it

go, , :

would to G. that, or, '', , , c. in-

fin. Good G.! .
To say G. bless you ! when aby
6neezes, ,. G. punish, &c, me,
if —

, »; ,, ' — : G. knows
whether —, -—. The g.'s know, are witnesses,. To make a
g. of aby,,-. See Deify. Forsaken by
G. or the g.'s, , 2 : in-

spired by the g.'s,, 2., 2 : that fears the g.'s,, 2., ', 3., 2 :

the fear of the g.'s,, ., , -, : to fear the g.'s,.
: that denies the existence

of the g.'s,,, :
loving the g.'s,, 2 :

hating the g.'s,, 2 : of
or belonging to many g.'s,-, 2 : the worship or veneration
of the g.'s, , r)., , : loved by the g.'s,, 2. God-man, -

and (mod. Gr.).

Sent by the g.'s,,
2. ^p• For numerous oilier com-
pounds with- see the Gr. Eng.
Lex.

GODDESS,, . , ).

GODHEAD, /,. -,, . See Deity, Divi-
nity.

GODLESS,, 2.,
2., 2., 2.-, 3. G. deed,, ., .
GODLIKE,, 2.,

3. . -,, .
GODLINESS. See Piety.
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GODLY. See Holy, Pious.
GODSEND, ,., »;.., (a wind-fall).

GODSHIP. See Divinity.
GOGGLE. See to Squint.
GOGGLE-EYED (to be). See

Squinting. Also that has large,

prominent, staring eyes,-
(locust-eyed= lobster-

eyed. Eubul.), (that

has prominent eyes), 2.-' (withstaring

GOING (the act of),,
., ., ., , but more usually Crcl.

by a partcp., e. g. or

(to no-

tice or observe in tlie act of go-

ing or walking),

or (to

converse whilst going or walking
along).

GOING (as indicative ofan act

about to be performed). To be

rendered by various modes of
Crcl., e. g. I am g. to do athg,. -

: to be just g. to do athg,

. -
(to be about or

on the very point of doing it).

Don't enquire what is g. to

be or to take place, ,
: when the

combat was g. to commence,. It is

g. to rain, . I

am g. to say, .. ^jf* Somewhat similar to

the English idiom is the Greek
use of the, fut. partcp. after verbs

of motion, thus or

(= / am g. to say),

(Hdt., I was g. to tell).

Comp.
(Hdt.,

he is g. to Delphos to consult the

wle).

sacrifice

GOITRE,,-,
., (Hippocr.).-,, .
GOLD,, (as material

or substance),, (if
manufactured or wrought, esply of
coin). Of g., made of g.,,
,. , 3.

of massive g.,, 2: em-
broidered with g.,,
2 : to work in g., (also

to smelt ores for extraction of the

g.) : that works (a worlcer) in g.,, 2, also,
(that assays g.). The working

of g., , 'rj. -, n : a work (—article) of

g.,', , or-, : like g.,,
2 : the brightness of g.,

: a mass, lump,
nugget, of g., , h :

a grain of g., , .
or , :

the land of g., -, : the colour of g.,

,., , :

of the colour of g.,,., 3 : the thirst after

g.,7, : thirst-

ing or greedy after g.,-, 2 : to be thirsting after g.,.
: that carries g. (e. g. a

river), or-,, : that contains g ,, .,, ./,, '. that is

rich in g., oro-,,. One
really worth his weight in g.,

(PL).
GOLD, adj. (— golden),-, ,. (as gen. of

the material). G. plate,,, : a set of g. vessels, «-, . & Frequent-
ly compounds of adjj. and substt.

are formed, e. g. with g. rings,, 2 : with g.

fruit,, 2 : with a
g. belt or girdle,,
2. Golden hair, -, . , r) : that

has golden hair or locks, -,,, , rj., 2 : with a g. gar-

land or wreath,,
2 : with g. sandals or shoes,-,2. Respecting other

combinations, e.g. 'g. coin,' Qc,
see thefollowinq Compounds.
GOLD-BEATER,/«^-, (g. t.for one who works

gold).

GOLD-BROCADE, -
or-.

GOLD - BROCADING,
(i. e. the act

ig u '
'

IN,
of embroidering with gold).

GOLD-COIN,,
. , . -, .
GOLD-DUST, -, .
GOLD-DIGGINGS,-. .
GOLDEN. See Gold, adj.

GOLD-FOIL, -, .
GOLD-MINES,/,.,.-, .
GOLD-ORE, -
or yr), .

GOLD- SAND,
or, . or, .-, ., . The river

carries g.-sand or g.-dust with it,

: that carries g. (ofa river),, 2.

GOLD-SMITH,,
., .,
.,, .
GOLD-THREAD,-, ., : or

simply,, (fm the con-

text).

GOLD-WASHING, -, (also in pi.).
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GOLD-WIRE. See Gold-

thread.
GONDOLA,?, 6. -,., (a covered

boat).

GOOD, adj. (?, opp.?, ?, opp. ?,, opp. ?.) %
With ref. to the senses] ?, 3
(pleasant,good-looking, beautiful)

.

?, , (agreeable, nice, of
taste, smell, and hearing), A g.

smell, : a g. figure or

shape, \: a g. road,? or, or -? : a good (= enjoyable) day,, , : to enjoy

g. days, to have a g. time, -. Convenient or befitting

to one's object, circumstances, de-

sign, wish, <§•<?.] ?, 3. -
?, 3. £7riTfj5£ios, 3.?,
3. A g. opportunity, ?, 6., : a g. year,,

: g. times, :

a g. counsel or advice,,
n '• g. weather,, : to

make a g. answer,?-: to think g.,

(c. inf.) : to make g.,-,, : to call,

count, athg g.,,-, : in g. time (= it is

well that) you are come, sis,?, , '?. See
Well. "[[ Suiting or befitting its

end and purpose, excellent, &c]?, 3.?, 3., 3.?, . ?, .?,
3. A g. speaker, ? -

: a g. singer, :
a g. steersman or pilot,?, : a g. memory,; a g. (eye-) sight,

?, : a g. descent or
extraction,, : to speak
for a g. cause, -: to stand g. (as secu-

rity), .. If Pious, religious] -
?, ?. ?, 3. That has a

g. conscience, ?() . See CONSCIENCE.

H Orderly, well-conducted] E.g.,
a g. citizen,??, 6

:

g. order, ;: g. repute,-, . Iji a moralsense : good,
noble, disinterested, gentleman-
like, ingenuous, good-natured, well

or kindly disposed, &c] ?,
3.??, .?,
3. ?, 3. ?.-?, 2., 2. //?,?, 3. ?, 3.-
?, ?, 2. 7« arao?,, /, area? . ?,
2. , 3 (poei.). To give
aby g. words,? ?: to be g. (kind) to

aby,? ,?.??. Myg. brother, '
My g. friend, ''!

My g. fellow, (also

ironical) ! A g. deed, see Good,
s., and Benefit. [ Salutary,
salubrious] ?, 3. ?, 3.
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?, 2.?, 3. To be

g. for aby, .-, /: the meat is

not g. for you,
: to learn what is g.

(for one),,) ,
: it would be g. for you

to have (= you would be the bet-

terfor) a thorough washing, ova to, " ?
(Aristoph.): g. for (healing), -?, 3. ?, 3 : g. for

the health,?, 3. -?, 2: to be g. (useful, <$£c.)

for athg, or
or ? .-

: aby or athg is not

g. for athg, ??. , -, : a man who is at all g.

for athg,? : g.-for-nothing fellow,? ?, 6. ?, .?, , . ?, :

e.g., a g.-for-nothing fellow of

a soldier,? »;?.
T[ Genuine] ?, 3. -?, ?,?, 2 (e.g. -
?). *f[ Happy, lucky] ?,
3. ?, 3. (e.g. ?, omen).

See Fortune, Luck. G. morn-
ing, g. day ! ! G. night

!

: to be of g. cheer,-. T[ Reliable, competent, Qc]
E.g. to have it from a g. autho-
rity, ?'

xl/. -: I have g. grounds,

. ^[ Considerable, a good deal,

Qc] ?, 3., »;,. ?, 3. To get a g.

living, : it is a

g. while since I saw you last,

or?,?? , .
: a

g. way or distance,?: I have a g. mind to,-,,? ,: to make g. one's

ground, see to Maintain. To
make g. (= to verify) the saying,

the charge,// -, : on g. grounds,?. *[[ Asgood as],
", , see ' as Well as.', , .

To be every whit as g. as an-

other, ?:
you have given me as g. a hold

on you, ? ???? (PL) : as g. as (= tan-

tamount to), : to give

aby as g. as he brings,'? ?,. -? : to be as g. as his word,»/ ? : he
was generally as g. as his word,7 ,, :

to be so g. as, or

. gljp For combinations not

noticed above, as ' good heart,'
' good humour,' ' good SPI-

RITS,' S[c, see under the several
words.

GOOD, interj. (as reply = be
it so ! well and good /) !! (bravo!) .. . -

(very well!),??,? (well said, well done)

:

so far so g., .
GOOD, s., (= bo-

num, g.t.)., (moral g.).? (pi., phy-
sically speaking, of earthly g.'s or
possessions). The chief g. (inaphi-
losoph. sense),

(' summum bonum').'? (e.g. ? -). The abstract g., or essen-

tial g., (Aristot.) :

to do g. to aby (of persons),.. : to return

g. for g.,'/ : to do
g. to aby (of things),., .,, .
See Good, adj. It would do you
g. to, , : perhaps a walk
would do me g., -' or-

: it did us no g. at all to

comply with their request, '-? (Lys.) : it does me g. to

see, . ^[ Welfare,

benefit] E.g. the public g.,, -
(. or). For aby's g., or for

the g. of aby, ' ?
or simply (c. gen.) : to do
every thing for the g. of one's

friends,

: for our own g.,: to have at

heart the g. of the public,-,??: to care for the g. of
aby, ?.? : for g. and all,, ?. -(). % Goods] Vid.
GOOD-HUMOURED,-

?, 2. To be g., or?
or

(see Cheerful). &eHu-
MOUR.
GOODLINESS. See Beau-

ty, Elegance.
GOODLY, adj. See Beau-

tiful, Agreeable.
GOOD -NATURE, ??, . See Goodness. xp>j-, and (often with acces-

sory notion of censure) »?,
., (facility. Hdt.).

GOOD-NATURED,xp.^To-
?, 2., 2. ?,
2, and?, 2,-?,2. ?, 2 (also iro-

nical or with reprehension), -
?,, (only ironical, e. g. a
g. silly fellow).

GOODNESS. 1 Good qua-

lity, fitness, excellence ; also moral
goodness (of heart)] , v.



GOO GOV GOW, jjtos, . to -. G. of disposition and cha-

racter,, . -., . "[} Kind-
ness, mildness, in speech and ac-

tion],,-?, JJT09, ., -, (benevolence).-, {humanity),,-, [easiness and sweetness

of temper). For g. sake ! irpos.
GOODS. 1 == Possessions,

properly] Vid.,., . G. and
chattels, -,,, -

(sts. to /oo's, landed
property;, , household

g). % Wares], (g. t.

= ware, usually in pi.) . ,
., . a tis,, (the latter if imported

fin foreign countries).

GOOD - TEMPER, -, ., ., -

(Hdt.). (,
PI. Dem.).
GOOD-TEMPERED, -, 2., 2.

GOOD-WILL,, .-, (readiness, zeal). To
endeavour to gain aby's g.,-

(aor. pass.), :

hearing g.,,, : out
of g. to you, (Soph.

PL). With g.',, 2.

GOOSE, ,, 6. A
young g ,

green g.,,,
6 : a little g.,, . -, , (a kind of g.,

Plin.): of or helonging to a g.,, 3: like a g., -, . Roast g, , 6., .
cackle like a g.,' : the

cackling of geese, h
: to gape like a g., -,, and- :

a gaping (as of a g.),,.
A flock of geese, and, : a g. stall or pen,,,, : a boy that looks
after the geese,, 6 :

g. quill, or -, . A bed of g. feathers,, (Chrysost.).

As term of reproach] See Sim-
pleton,,, b (gaby).

t

GOOSE-GRASS (cleavers),, .
GORE, v. or.
GORE, s., .,.
GORGE, s. «ft Throat, gul-

let] and, ., 6. ,, .,, 6. To raise the
g. (= be nauseous),.
(upset the stomach). | In archi-
tecture],., :

also,, . [ The en-
try or space between two moun-
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tains], ., .,, (ravine or gul-

ly),,, t; (rocky g.

Hdt.). , , . ,,.
GORGE. 1 To devour] Vid.

To g. oneself with, or be g.-d

with, see Glut.
GORGEOUS. See Magni-

ficent, Splendid.
GORGON,,, .
GORMANDIZE,,-, and- (mid. and, to be a gourmand)... «-, (to eat greedily)

.

GORMANDIZER, GOUR-
MAND,, 6, (lickerish,

a gourmand), and,-, , 6 (a greedy g. Ai'is-

tot.). 7^, (a greedy
glutton),, , 6 (a

dainty g.).,, )-, 6 (a glutton).

GORMANDIZING,,
., -.,
.. .
GOSHAWK,

and, , 6 (the

dove-killing hawk)

.

GOSLING. See under Goose.
GOSSIP, s. f Propr. ; one

who is related by sponsorship in

baptism] Mod. Gr., 6,

., , . See SPONSOR.

If One fond of (idle) talk] -., , and ,
-,-,-,

.,. An intole-

rable g.,, . ^[

Idle talk],.,
. , . Idle g.,,
(usually in pi.),. . -, ., t], and, ., . To have
a g. with aby, see the Verb. To
have some idle g.,,...
GOSSIP, V., -...-. To g. with aby,-,,-' : to g. one with another,

(Ari-

stoph.).

GOURD,, -, (of a round form), -, (of an oval form).
GOURMAND. See Gorman-

dizer.
GOUT,,, (g.t.)., (in the hands),-, h (in the feet). One that

suffers fm the g.,, 3.

GOUTY,, , :

fern,, , , and -, 3.

GOVERN, v. IT (Trans.)]
To lead, to rule] v. -.. and

(all c. gen.),

T(vo's. The mind g.'s the

body, -
: to g. the house or fa-

mily,' : to g. the

whole, : to g.

the world, or -

: to g. a town,,,
: to g. oneself,-
(pass.), -

: to allow oneself to be g.-d

by aby, : to

be g.-d by aby, .. -. Impropr. :

to be master of] '. ' .
g. one's passions,

(to check them),

or

(to subdue them) : tog. one's tongue,.-.
GOVERNABLE,,, 2., 2 (prop,

and metaph.).

GOVERNABLENESS, -, . .
GOVERNANCE. See Go-

vernment.
GOVERNMENT, f As act

of governing] , . -, ., . I as-

sume or succeed to the g.,-
or- -

: to come to the g.,, or-
or :

the g. devolves on aby,, : to resign the

g., or. or-: to be de-

posed fm the g.,

or . % As
a body, or the members composing
a government collectively taken], . , -. ',,
(Thuc.). (Thuc. Xen.).

(jffisch.). The seat

ofgovernment] . The
form of g.,, : g. busi-

ness or affairs, (-), : the art

of carrying on the g.,(), : the science of g.,,, : mat-
ters concerning the g., or transac-

tions carried on by it, -, , or.
t

GOVERNOR. % Ruler (g.t.)],, .,, .,, .-, , ., .. ^ Of a province] -,-, ., . -, , (of a neuiy-con-

quered province or town),-
or, (of a

fortress),, , (in

Persia). To be g. of a province,,-
and

/. A tutor], .
GOWN. 1 Dress] Vid. ^

Robe], , or with crasis., ., . To put on one's g.,.
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GRABBLE. See to Grope.
GRACE, s. U Beauty],, .,, ?. See

Charai. Without g.,,
nr.ut., gen.. Tf

Favour],, . ,
., ., .', ./;, (clemency).

By the g. of God, <5£<5oV

tos. . The g. of

the gods is evident, or shows it-

self evidently, in aby, -. ^[ Pardon] VlD.
Thanksgiving after meals] -, , .

To say g.,. *j] The
Graces (mythol.)] ai.
GRACE, v. % To embellish,

adorn] -,-, -,-. ,-. To favour] VlD. To g.

aby with athg,. / .
GRACEFUL,,,., ., 2., 3., 3.,

2. , 3. See Charming,
Elegant.
GRACEFULLY. From adj.

Graceful.
GRACEFULNESS. See

Grace.
GRACELESS,, .
GRACIOUS,', , 2. -, 2., 2.,

2 (of kind and benevolent disposi-

tion of a superior toivards an in-

ferior), or,, ., 2 (indulgent toivards

those who have done wrong). A
g. reception,', .-,.
GRACIOUSLY. From adj.

Gracious.
GR AC US ESS,,, .., .

^
GRADATION^AT/ua^a/cos,
(ladder, scale), ( or)

or , ,
(step), , (going

up). 61
(advance. PL). To follow or ob-

serve a certain g., olov' ., -,,. (PL) The g.'s of tbe

age of man, ai.
GRADUAL, ,,. , , ,,, 3. A g.

ascent, ,., 6.

GRADUALLY,., ., ', ,. To bring athg about g.,(. $ffi"

hi other similar cases too-
with partcp. isfrequently used

to convey the above adverbial no-

tion.

GRADUATE, v. H (Trs.)
To mark the degrees on a scale

(math, t.)] -
(283)

. A g.-d scale for mea-
suring degrees,(), (PtoL). % (Intr.)

To take a degree in the university]( or, mod. Gr.
' degree? ),, -. See UNIVERSITY.
GRADUATE, s. Orel, zvith

Verb.

GRAFT, s.,, v.,.,.,, 6.,.
GRAFT, . . -.. -. . G.

pears, .
GRAIN, s., 6. -, (e.g. of gold),,., (a seed).

g. of sand,,, or-, 6. ,: a g. of salt, or, . , . %
Corn] Vid. , 6. TJ The
smallest weight], n (a bar-

leycorn). U The arrangement of
the fibres or minute portions of
ivood, stone, metal, ?.] Orel,

",. Fig. athg

goes agst the g. with aby, Orel,

with ,, .-, 3. . "[J

Dyed in grain, cloth made of wool
previously dyed] Orel, with, , or. Fig.

a rogue in g.,, b.

6. -
(Soph.), )

(Soph.),.,
6 (thief in g.).

'

GRAIN, v. «ff 27o imitate in

painting on wood the grain or
veining of wood or marble] Orel,

with

or, -
(knots) -,.

GRAMMAR,,
-
GRAMMARIAN,-, .
GRAMMATICAL,-, 3.

GRANARY,, (g.t.

barn, storehouse). ,, 6.,-,,.
GRAND,, 2., 3 (of a sublime or

imposing nature),, 2
(sumptuous),, 3 (beyond

what is ordinary),, 3.,
3. , 3., 3 (dis-

tinguished),, 2 (with

ref to the mind and intellect).

Disposed to g. designs, to act on
a g. scale,, ov,

and (subst.),
. A g. feast, -

or, : a g.

personage, , 6 : a g.

air,,.,, : to assume a g. air or g.

manners,.'..
GRAND-AUNT, -, ,.
GRANDAM. See Grand-

mother.
GRAND-DAUGHTER,

or , .,
(sow's daughter),,

(daughter's daughter).

GRANDEE, -, 6., 6.,, 6. ', .,,
b (a person of station or rank). 6, in pi.

(a dignitary).

GRANDEUR. See Great-
ness, , and
fin other adjj. under Grand.
GRANDFATHER,,

6. , 6 (on the fa-
ther's side),,,
6, and , 6 (on the

mother's side). A great g.,-, : inherited from a g.,, 3.

GRANDILOQUENCE, -,,.-,, .
GRANDILOQUENT,-, 2., ., 2., 3. -, 3., 2.

GRANDMOTHER,
(on the father's

side), (on

the motlier's side),,, . or, (on

both sides), or,
also, (also on both sides,

but only in later writej-s, whilst the

better and more ancient use.
Of. Lobeck. ad Phrynich.). A
great g.,, (comic).

GRANDSON,, , and, (also written '.)., 6 (the son's son), •,, 6 (the daughter's son).' or , 6.

GRAND-UNCLE,-, ,.
GRANGE,, , ., .
GRANITE, ,

. {Mod. Gr. -, .)
GRANT, s. See Gift, Con-

cession. To make a g., see to

Grant.
GRANT, v. H Concede] -

(g. t.).. -. Athg is g.-d to me,-, . -.-
: to g. per-

mission, or

: to g. access, -. (to a place),,,-, or (to one's

own person), (to an-

other person). To g. a request,,,,
: my request is

g.-d, : to g.

a favour, . See

phrases under Favour. To g.
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aby a possession, ». Permission has been
g.-d, '£,,' :

having been g.-d,.,
(as nom. absol.) : g.-d

to me by aby (— aby makes me a
g.),

or ,. To g. aby the

rights of citizenship,. See CONFER
upon. 1J To allow athg in argu-
ment],»,»,.,. .
(mid.). Should we refuse to g.

this, . Be it

g.-d that,' (Plat).
This being g.-d, -

: but even g.-d that,

&c, , (c. op-
tat.).

GRANTEE. Crcl. by verbs

under Grant.
GRANULAR,, 3., . G. salt, -

(opp. to ,
Aristot.).

GRANULATE. Orel, -. G.-d, pips-, . A mill for g.-ing

(e. g. (/routs),,.
GRANULATION,-

', .
GRAPE, ,, (the

berry),, , 6 (the clus-

ter or bunch),, .-,, . A small bunch
of g.'s,, : dried g.,,, , . See
Raisin. An unripe g.,,

: g. wine, , :

made of unripe g.'s,,
3 : made of dried and pressed g.'s,, 2, and,

(esply).,
3 : g.'s already pressed,-, (stricter Attic,, ) : wine made from
such,, ,, .
To turn as g.'s (to a dark colour),: to be turned, -

: in the shape of a
bunch of g.'s,, 2.

(adverbially) : cluster-

ing like g.'s,, 2. -, 3»

GRAPE-STONE,,.
GRAPHIC, GRAPHICAL,, ., 3. To give a g.

(== detailed) description of athg,' ». See
Picturesque.
GRAPNEL,, ,

(grappling iron. Thuc.).

GRAPPLE, t>. If To grapple
a ship] vavv. ava-» . ^f To
seize fast hold of] See Seize.

"ft

To grapple with aby]-.-
(pass.) or .,

or '.
(284)

» or .
or, e.g.

(to g. with the ques-

tion).

GRAPPLING-IRONS (to

board a vessel with),,
(a contrivance described byPolyb.),

See Grapnel.
GRASP, v. 1 To clutch]-».' /os.,» and» . To grasp at,» » .,.». -,»

and '.» : to g. at

athg eagerly,.,» .-. To g. with the mind,». Grasped by the

middle, firmly g.-d,,
.
GRASP, s. 1 The act ofgrasp-

ing] , . ,, .
A g.-ing with both hands, <5i«\>j-

d/is, 17 (also with the mind). T[

Grasp ofintellect] ,
.
GRASS,, , .,

. and,, :

also or (green

fodder. Most: 211). Young g.,, : to give the horses g. to

eat,, and, to feed horses at

g.,, ': to

eat g., : like g.,-, 2 : to cut g., : to

eat off or pasture on the g., -
: of the colour of g., g.-

green,, 3., 2 : a
stalk of g., , .
GRASS-CUTTER, »

or' », -,, .
GRASSHOPPER,,

(the sort called ' cicada,' tree-

hopper),, (a small
variety. Aristoph.). -
£), (the male cicada),,, (a kind of locust or g.,
' mantis religiosa.' Linn.),-, (probably the same),,, and dim.', (g. t.

locust ; probably includes the spe-

cies which we call grasshopper,

'acrida viridis').

GRASS-PLOT, ?,
(&U* in its proper sense, an inclosed

place, but esplyforfeeding).
GRASSY,, 2.',,.,

(g. and flowery like a meadow).
GRATE, s. A partition of

bars], . -, (g. tt. enclosure or en-

closed space). U Forfire]-
pa, (g.t. fire-place).

GRATE, v. 1i (Trans, and
Intrans.) To wear athg by the

attrition of a rough body]
(Hdt.). »,. -

(g. it. — to rub agst). -,', (to grind to small
bits or particles). See Grind.
To g. one's teeth,' or -' . *\ To of-

fend by athg harsh] To g. the ears,. See Harsh.
A grated door or window, see

Lattice, and under Grate, s.

GRATEFUL. % Thankful], 2. , -, .. To be g. (in sentiment),-,,»,, -
(Thuc.). To show one-

self g. (by words), ,-, : (by

deeds), (or -), -
»,» (by

making a return). I think you
will prove g. to me,

(Xen.). 1\ Agreeable] Vid.
GRATEFULLY. From adj.

Grateful. *ff Agreeably] Vid.
GRATEFULNESS, f Gra-

titude] Vid. % Agreeableness]

Vid.
GRATER,,.-, , . ^p Mod. Greek, . A cheese -g.,, .,, .
GRATIFICATION. % Act

of gratifying] .,, (of
request). \ Enjoyment] Vid. It

is a g., or :

to find a g. in, or derive g. from,
athg,' (pass.). (pass.). -» or .
GRATIFY. 1 To please (of

persons)] . -
'. .

% To afford pleasure] or», »
or'.

To g. oneself, or be g.-d by athg,,' (pass.).
(pass.) .» , -». To g. one's appe-

tite, ' : to

g. one's passions or appetite (ha-

bitually),»'. ., -
(ofsensual desires). Athg

g.'s, is g.-ing, .. -
-'.

GRATING, s. See Gratis.
If Grinding (with one's teeth)]

Vid.
GRATIS. See Gratuitous-

ly.
GRATITUDE,,

. (the inclination

or sentiment to show oneselfgrate-

ful),,, (g. displayed,

thanL•). To feel, show, g. to-

wards aby, see Grateful. To
meet with g., -. and-.
GRATUITOUS,, 2., 3 (Dion Cass.). ^[

Without grounds, causeless]-,, 2. ',
3 (e.g. ag. supposition,fear, fyc).
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% Unprovoked, as, e.g., a gratui-

tous insult] Crcl.? or-?,'.
GRATUITOUSLY, »,, (without reward),? (without payment.

Dem.). To instruct aby g.,-» (opp. to -
or ). See the

Adj.
GRATUITY. -See Gift, Pre

SENT,,. , ., ., ., (to soldiers beyond the

stated pay), ?, . To be-

stow a g. in money,».
GRATULATE, GRATULA-

TION. See to Congratulate,
&c.

GRAVE, adj. ?, , .?, 3., 3.-
?, 3 (stern). To look g.,-»» : to speak in a g.

tone of voice,,-
(= to speak seriously

in general) : to say athg with a
very g. face or look, -*' :

to be or look g, ,?? : to assume
a g. look,?

: of a g. look,-?, 2 : to put on a g. air,

(mid.) : ag. word
or saying,,.-??, 6. Important, wor-
thy ofserious consideration]-? ?, 3. A g. affair,

pay,. ^[ Opp. to acute]

The g. accent, h : (a syl-

lable) marked with it,-
vo?, 2 : to mark with it,-.
GRAVE, v. See to Engrave.

A graven image, see Idol.
GRAVE. S. ?, 6. ,

V- A hillock raised on aby's g.,?, ?, 6. , .',., : the spot of
aby's g.,?, , also, :

a monument over a g.,,
: on the other side of the g. (me-

taph. z=. other world),., . To lay

in the g., or»
7»; : to carry to the g.,-.: to follow aby to

the g.,
1»?. ?

: to break open a g.,-: I shall bear athg with
me into the g., -

(e. g. a persuasion) : do
you mean to caiTy this persuasion

with you into the g. ? ?/ »? ; the silence or

stillness of the g.,.
GRAVE - CLOTHES (fern,

sing.),, .??, .
GRAVE-DIGGER,-

?, .?, , 6.??»,?.
(285)

GRAVESTONE,, ., .
GRAVEL, S.?, (g. t.

sand),, . ,?, . , ?, and
(the three last = small pebbles).

G. (and other rubbish) brought
down by rivers,,. -?, . H A disease in the

bladder or kidneys]? (sc.

?),?, (Thuc.). One who
has it,?, 3: the matter
itself,, (g., and also

GRAVEL, v. 1 To cover or
make a road or path with gravel]

Crcl. with»,-. If Fig.: to puz-
zle]?',-. -.
GRAVEL -PIT. See Sand-

pit.

GRAVELLY. See Sandy.
GRAVELY. Fm adj. Grave.
GRAVER. See Engraver.

iT An instrument for engraving], ,,.
GRAVING,, h. -?, .
GRAVITATE,, or? .
GRAVITATION (act ofgra-

vitating),, ., .
GRAVITY, i Weight] -, .,, . -

?,. % Gravitation] Vid. The
centre of g., (mod. t. prps) -? or ,.

Seriousness]?,, ., .?,
. A man of great g., -? ?.
GRAVY, ?, ^ (as broth,

soup, £[C.).,,
(as sauce).

GRAY or GREY,?, 3 (of
a dark or dun g.)., 3, and?, 2 (of a light g.). G.
hair, or :
to become or turn g.,

(pass.) : g.-headed, a g. beard,,?, , ..
GRAYISH, ?, 2.?, 2.

GRAZE, t Tofeed]
(to eat off the grass). | To touch

slightly] ?.-?. .
A blow or missile just g.'s —

,

(Horn.) : to g. the shore, &c,
in sailing,

(Thuc.).

GREASE,V.',-,-».,.
Boots that have been g.-d,-. *i\ Fig.: to

grease aby's palm = to bribe] Vid.
GREASE, S. , ., (g. tt.). Wheel g.,, .
GREASINESS,,?,

., . ?, ?,.
GREASY,, 3. -

, 2.?, 2.~
?, 3 (fatty). A fat g. fellow,?, (comic).

GREAT,?,,-
(ofconsiderable extent, strength,

or intrinsic value).?,,
(numerous, much in quan-

tity), ?,, . ?,
2 (spacious),?, 3 (in length),

e. g. to take great steps,». ?, 2, and?, 3 (considerable), -?, 3, and?,
2 (magnificent), ?, 3 (dis-

tinguished, important, extraor-

dinary), ?, 3 (at the height

of). G. power or force,? (the ability of perform-
ing g. things), ?
(a g. force, of troops). Great
hopes, experience, ,, ii : a g. multitude,

: g. property or
possession, : a g.

city,? or-? : a g. cry or clamour,

(if produced by a great
many persons), (an
intense noise or clamour) : a very

g. feast or dinner, -» : ag. man,? (of bodily size), -? or? (of great
mental capacity, qualifications),

or
or?? (of g.

fame) : g. passions, :

g. pain, : a g. artist,? : a g. speaker,

eater,?,: very

g.,?, 2.,, 3 : a very g. archer,, . Extremely
g.,?,?,, 2. Too g.,?,
3. , , .,, . See Too. A g. num-
ber, matter, &c, of athg,

or . See
Huge. So or thus g.,-
to?, , , ,, ,.,
3 (tantus) : as g. as,,. ?, 3 (as g., big, power-
ful, old as) . Almost as g. as that

one, . How
g. ?, 3;?, 3; How
g. (in dpt sentences, indirect inter-

rog.), ?, 3. ?, 3. -, 3. Extraordinarily g. (esply

in expressions of wonder),-
(Dem., mirum quan-

tum),». How g.

soever,,
(PI.) : at how g. a price soever,

(Lys.). Much
greater, or-

: many times greater,-?, 3 : to grow greater,

(pass.), '
: in g. measure,. To give oneself g. airs

about anything, ». (Me-
nand.) : I have a g. mind,\ : I have no g.

fancy, : to
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think g. things of aby,

: — of one-

self, : to have g.

confidence in oneself,-' (-). $^°
For numerous compounds with-, see the Gr. Lex. ; e. g.

one that has g. eyes,-,, 2

:

— leaves,, 2 :

— mouth,, 2 : —
nose,, 2 : — ears,

or ,, . $gp Some also with-, for wch also see the Gr.

Lex. ; e. g. a g. number,-
and-, : g. ex-

pense,, : g. expe-

rience,, (Thuc.

PL) : of g. experience,-, 2 (Aristoph.). $^p G.,

very g., greatest, is often expressed

by the superl., e. g. a g., very g.,

one's greatest, enemy,,
3 : — friend,',-, 3. Sis ' greater ' is not

expressed, e. g. for greater secu-

rity, . U As subst.

:

the great (sc. people)'] ,,,- and-, <§£C. See GRAN-
dee, Powerful.
GREAT-COAT. See Cloak.
GREAT-HEARTED,-, 2. -.
GREATLY, t In a high de-

gree]..,-... *,
and strengthened by conjunctions,

S^C.,e.g. . ,
: also...-,, (in

high or very high degree). Or by
Comp. with, e.g. g. in fear

or g. terrified,, 2., 2 : g. afflicted,-, 2. *fl Nobly, generously] Vid.
GREATNESS,, ,

and, (in compass, ex-

tent, S[t:)., (dimension

in general),, (chiefly of
the human body), and, (morally), to

and,
h (magnificence),, r). -, ., (authority,

power),, .,, ) (distinguished quality or
conditio!?). G. of soul or mind,, ),,

: g. displays itself not in the

acquisition but in the proper use
of wealth,, '

: the highest degree
of human g., -?.
GREAVES,, , t)

(sing.).

GRECIAN. See Greek.
GREEDILY,. Xa-.. To drink g.,. : to eat g., -, : to sup up g.,.

(28G)

GRE
GREEDINESS,, r).,, . Great g., -, ). *JI Gluttony] Vid.
GREEDY,,,., 3.,, 2. To be g. after

athg, .
(pass.)

. ,,,
or ,. Ravenous, hungry] -, 2., 2.

be g. in eating, : to

be g. after money, or

or or..
GREEK,', 3.

f

-, 3. The G. towns, ui-. $/*" as
adj. sts even with fern, noun, e. g." (the G. garb),

and' sts with masc. G.,

the language, -, ) : to speak G., :

to be made G.'s in language by^,-
(Thuc). In G.,

or in G. manner or custom,-
: a G.,",, 6., (/em.) : a friend

of the G.'s,,, 6 :

an enemy of the G.'s,,, b.

GREEN, adj. «ft Prop.]-, 3 (of a g. colour),,
3, and, 2 (leek-coloured)., 2 (frog-green), -, 3 (grown over with vegeta-

tion or plants), or,-, 2.,,. G.
colour,, : of a g. and
yellowish colour,, 2 :

to be or become g.,... See EVER-
GREEN. H Unripe], 3. if

Fresh] Vid. if Fig.: unexpe-

rienced (ofpersons)] ',
. .
GREEN, s., (g.

colour). if A grassy plain] -,, 6. if Kitchen herbs

(plural)] See Vegetables.
GREENFINCH. See Finch

(g. t).

GREENGROCER,-, , b.,, (fern.). To be a g.,-
: the trade of a g.,, .

GREENHOUSE,<puToupyioi/,. '

GREENISH,, 2.

GREENNESS,/, (of
colour), (unripeness).

if Freshness] Vid.
GREET,.-,.-. To g. aby in the name

of aby, or. (to

bid aby to g. aby) : the king g.'s

you,

(). I g. thee ! !

GREETING,, 6., ) (as act), -,, (that with

GRI
wch a person is greeted) . To send
aby one's g., :

(sends, &c.) g.,.
GREGARIOUS,, 2., 3.. 3. To

be g.,.
GREYHOUND,,

h-, (§%$» mod. Gr.).

GRIDIRON,,
(frying-pan),, (Ari-
stoph.). To do on a g.,-.
GRIEF,, .,.,, (poet. andHdt.)., t)., ). Sorrow

andg., (PL). See
Sorrow,, (mourning).
Free fm g.,, 2 : full of g.,, 2. To cause and to

have g., see Grieve (tr. and intr.).

GRIEVANCE,, 6. -, 6. ,.,,
and, (evil, suffering).

To bear or suffer some griev-

ance,, : to endure
a great number of g.'s, -. if Annoyance (com-
plained of)], ,
(Thuc). To make a g. of athg,.-

(to complain loudly, make the

most, ofone's g.'s). To allege one's

g.'s agst aby,

or,,. . See
Complaint.
GRIEVE. if (Trs.) 7b cause

grief],.
(freq. in Trag., rare in prose),.-
. if (Intrs. and Pass.) 7b be

grieved] (pass.; at
athg, ). .

(pass.).
(pass.) ,, ,. . -.

and ,.
(Trag.), (Thuc),. To g. with aby,

and, . See to

Condole. To g. at aby's misfor-

tune, tj;. They were g.-d at hearing
it, (X.). To
cease to g. (dedolere).

See Mourn. Grieved, partcpp.

ofpreceding verbs ; also,
3 (Xen.).

GRIEVOUS,,-, 3.,, .,,, 3. , 3.,, .-, 2. A g. hurt or wound, pa-
: a most g. wrong,. See SORE, HEI-

NOUS. Athg is g., or

., :

athg is g. to me,
or ' ,

.
GRIEVOUSLY. From adj.

Grievous.
GRIEVOUSNESS, -,, fyc, fm adjj. under

Grievous.
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GRIFFIN or GRIFFON,,, 6.,

6.

GRILL,'.
GRIM, {esply of look

and eye), yopyoi (g.-look-

ing, g. to look at), and,^ bpav. With a g. look,

: with a g. (sardonic)

smile, or.
GRIMACE, -, . To make g.'s,-

: the making of g.'s, -, b.

GRIMLY. Fmadj. Grim.
GRIN, v.' or-

vat,. See SARDO-
NIC. To g. like a dog (showing

its teeth), : a g.-ing dog,. *fl In the sense of
an ugly, ungraceful smile'] -

and-,.
GRIN, s. . g. with a g. on

his face, .
(Lucian).

GRIND. InamiUjaXsCu,
(Horn.),.(/^.).(/-

phr.),ivhence\\iaiaTO<i,Z(ground;

Aristoph.), e. g. a cake of ground
meal, and.. To g.

down (with the teeth),'
(Xen.). (Aristoph.). *Jf

To sharpen] . .
Ground,, 3. *fl To grind
the teeth],, or

or
(esply with rage),.
GRINDER. « One who grinds

corn, Sec, to make bread] -
',, (Horn.),

(Thuc. ; usually : this being afe-
male occupation). See Miller.
fl Onewho sharpens, knife-grinder,

&£C.],, .,, ., , 6.

A back tooth], 6 (' mo-
laris,'. to).
GRINDING. *ff In a mill]

or, 6. Place for

g.,, and,, 6
\mill). *if By way of setting an
edge] ,. *tf With the teeth], .
GRINDSTONE,, v., ., .
GRIPE, s. «fl Grasp] Vid. 1

To lay hold of with a firm gripe
or grip (as with closed teeth)]

(Plat.),

(to cling to aby).

Soph.) : also (ivith the teeth).

*U The gripes (plural)]), ., 6. To have
the g.'s, and --

(pass. ; ', A ristoph.) : it gives

me the g.'s,

(Antiph.).

GRIPE, v. «ff To seize with
the hand] See to Grasp. To g.

as with the teeth, (by athg,

), e. g. g -d by the girdle, -
(287)

GRO
(Soph.). *J[ Of

the colic] See the Subst.

GRISLY,, . See
Horrible, Hideous.
GRIST, (-

). To bring g. to the mill

(p?
,ov.),,.-

or-.
GRISTLE,, 6. -, (cartilage).

GRISTLY,, 2. -, 2.

GRIT. 1 Sand, gravel] Vid.

*f[ Coarse meal, grits],
6., ., .
GRITTY. See Sandy.
GRIZZLE, partcp. Grizzled,

adj. Grizzly (of the hair), -, 2., 2.

GROAN, V.. '-. ', or. To g. at athg,-.
GROAN or GROANING,, 6. , b. To

utter a g., .
See Sigh.
GROCER,,, b (in the ancient sense, dealer in

spices). ^g» To depress the mo-
dern sense, Orel, with b,, and the particular
goods sold, e.g., pepper, -

: tea, prps , Mod.
Gr. : coffee, prps -

or '-
: sugar, , -,.

GROCERY,, (spice).

See the preceding Article.

GROIN,,, b (also

= a diseased swelling in the g.,
Hippocr. 'bubo'). The parts

about the g., ', (pubes).. *1J Ribs of a
vaulted roof (archit. t.)] prps Orel,

with ai or.
GROOM,, b (a

stable-boy),, , b (an
attendant, waiter),, b

(one ivhofollows his master).,, b (a servant man or boy
in general), ff Equerry] Vid.
A bridegroom, see under Bride.
GROOVE, s., (g.

t., mark made by incision),,
b (by draiving, furrow),, b
(a flute-like tube, and its longi-

tudinal segment),,
(= fluting of columns).

GROOVE, v.

(g. t. to scoop out). See the Subst., whence grooved,-, 3 (fluted).

GROPE,- or' (to feel about with

one's hands),,-
(to g. about). We g.-d

about in the dark,

(Aris-

toph.). (id.,

Thesm. 481 ;
propr. to scratch),

and (with var. led.)

GRO
(id., Eecl. 36; both

of a person feeling for the door-
handle in tlie dark).

GROSS. 1 Bulky] Vid. «f[

Coarse] Vid. G. behaviour,-, , ., ., - : a g. fellow,, ., . -, : a g. falsehood, or. xj/ :

g. manners, see Grossness : in
a g. manner,. See Clownish. "R Dult\
Vid.

'

GROSS, «fl As subst. : in the

gross],,. *fl By wholesale]

Vid.
GROSSLY. Fm adj. Gross.

f[ With ref. to manners] To act

g., : to be g. de-
ceived, or.
GROSSNESS. 1 Bulk]-,, . *fl With ref. to

manners or behaviour],
. ,,, . (), ., ., .

(clumsiness)., (. to ,
Theogn.).

GROT or GROTTO,,., . ,
(Epic).

GROTESQUE,, 2., 2., 3. -, 3 (droll).

GROUND, s. «IT The earth

($®* considered as solid or low,

beneath one's feet, or as distin-

guished fm air and water) ] ,, (g. t.). See Earth, Land., . Poet,

and, . , .,, ., . To fall to

the g., 7'7£' ,
(poet,,,,) : to lie on the g., #c*I-,. -

: lying on the g.,-, , and poet. ««--, -,, , :

to lie down on the g.,-
: under the g.,

under-g., , and poet,, (as goal or di-

rection of a motion), ,
(ofrest), and poet, -,, also, 3 and

2 : its opp. on or over the g.,, also, 2, and poet,, : to lay a
dead body under g., -. See to Bury. To dash
to the g., :

to cast or throw to the g., -
or

or , or simply KuTa--, • ,^-, (Hdt.) :

to beat to the g.,/-^!/,- : to level with the g.,,, also-
7>, and poet, :

even with the g.,, 2: to

take up, raise fm, the g.,'
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«7 yn?,,.
Fixt to the g.,, 2 : to fix

to the g., : howed to

the g.,, /, :

rivetted to theg.,,
/, . Not to reach or touch
the g. (with one's feet), -

: to stand on
solid or firm g., -. -. "[[ Fig.'] E.g. to fall to the

g., (to become

of no force or authority),-
(to fail utterly). To gain

g. (= make progress),-, , -
(pass.),.

The report gains g., or
6 ? or.

To gain g. upon the enemy,-,,: — in a pursuit,-: to loose g.,:
to stand one's g.,: to g. over the g.,. H Soil, piece

or place of land], 6.-
pa, .,. ,.
To plough another man's g., -

: dry
and waste g., , .

: difficult or rough g.,-, . U Bottom] VlD. ^[
Grounds, dregs, lees, sediment]
Vid. Basis, foundation] Vid., ., .' (the underlying sur-

face, e.g. of colour), ,
(of a woven material).

Figured, dotted, &c, with purple
on a white g.,,.

Fig. : fundamental cause =
reason, motive], , or -, . , (first cause),, (necessary condition

respecting the existence or state of
athg). , b, and,

(alleged ground, pretext), -,, (inner impulse).

G. of an opinion,, :

he has no just g.'s (for thinking
So), oi)

(Thuc.) : on these or on such g.'s,

or. -, : on what
g.'s ? ; on whatever g.'s,' ' : on various
g.'s, . .
On the g. that or of, , c.

infin., ^f or often expressed by
c. partcp., either in agreement

with the subject or an object, or in

the gen. or ace. absolute, esply when
the ground is to be marked asfan-
cied or pretended ; e. g. he is in-

dignant on the g. of having been
deceived, -

: — , on the g. of our having
been deceived,

: on no other g.'s, or'
: there is no g.

why, &c, / ' :

without^ any g.'s, ,'., : with-
out the least g.,. '
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GRO
: I maintain athg with-

out g.'s, -
: on good g.'s, 7rpos.,,, '-. : on perfect-

ly good g.'s, .
I have good g.'s for doing athg,/ ' .

: to rest, be founded, or

stated on good g.'s, ,
or ,

or . See FOUNDA-
TION, Reason.
GROUND», . f Tofound as

on a cause] See to Found. To
g. one's belief upon athg,, : I g.

my belief upon the fact, -
:

to g. one's claims on athg,,, . To be g.-d

upon athg, ,-
(PL). A well-g.-d fear,

or : well-

g.-d expectation or hope,
or : to have well-

g.-d claims or pretensions on athg,

: well -g.-d
suspicion, . H
With ref. to knowledge] To g. aby
(in the rudiments),,-

and
(Chrysipp. . Plut.) : to be well
or thoroughly g.-d in athg, -

. -
. TJ Ground =r run

aground] Vid.
GROUND - FLOOR, -, (the basement).

GROUND- IVY,-, (Dioscorid.).,
h (id.).

GROUND-PLAN,-, ., .-, .
GROUND-PLOT. &e Foun-

dation.
GROUND-RENT,-, .
GROUNDLESS (only metaph.

=: that is not tenable),, .,,,, 2. Also, 3., 3., 2.

GROUNDLESSLY, -,, .
GROUNDLESSNESS,,,,.
GROUNDSEL (plant; Sene-

cio, Linn.),,, 6

(Theophr.).

GROUNDSIL. See Thresh-
old.
GROUNDWORK. See Foun-

dation.
GROUP, s., -,., . -, . To place together

or arrange in g.'s, ///.
(soldiers, S[c.). Assembling or

forming in (tumultuous) groups,

(), and -
(both Thuc.).

Also

GRO
(Lat. circuli, conci-

liabula)

.

GROUP, v. //£/, and
see phrases under the SuJ>st.

GROUSE, ,,, and -, (tetr&o, Linn.).

GROVE,,. A holy
or sacred g.,,.
GROVEL (propr. and im-

propr.). See to Creep, -
(to cower, crouch), -, (to roll%

wallow).

GROVELLING,
(PL),,

2. (Pind.).

GROW, v. 1 To increase.

Propr.: of organic bodies]-
(pass.),-. .". To let one's

hair g., or. .' : to let one's beard

g., . % To
be produced] (,).. Athg
g.'s in a country,. or

: the earth causes to

g. (i. e. brings forward),
or . ^[ Im-

propr. : to increase] Vid. TJ To
become] Vid., and the like sense

of to Get, iutrans. &sjr This
sense, unless tJie notion of increase

or progress is to be marked, will

be expressed by, or the

whole combination by a single verb

including the notion of the adj.

;

e. g. to g. old, -
and : to g. young

again, : to g. angry, op-, (pass.) : to

g. weak in one's understanding,
or aby's mental powers g. weak,

(pass.) .. For other

combinations, 8cc, see under the

several adjj. To g. the habit or

fashion, see the several substt. To
g. better, ,

(morally) :

to g. worse, (pass.)

or (pass.) -, or, (of an ill-

ness). With prepositions] To
g. up, -, -,-. (pass. ;

come to full age). To g. besides

or near,-, --. To g. besides (= more-
over),. To g.

out,. To g. to, upon,
into, -, -,.
To g. with,. -,-.-. To g. round,-. G. with one's growth, and
strengthen with one's strength,

.
GROW, . (Trans.) To

make to grow] . See to

Cultivate. To g. vines, -.. Soil fit for g.-ing
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vines, , :

the g.-ing of vines,,
. fi .
GROWL, v. (ofbears),

and mid. (of dogs, also

ithininq ; and of lions.)

GROWL, GROWLING, s., 6., .
GROWN. Partcpp. of verbs

to Grow, , 3.,
2 (Aristot.)., , arid '-, 2 (innate). G.-up, full-

g.,, 3 (and Att. 2). A
full-g. man, , : to

be full-g.,.-: well-g.,-,,.
GROWTH (the actofgrowing),,, and, (PL), , ., ., (a grow-

ing out). To further the g.,-: promoting the g., «5•., 3 (Aristot.).

To have its g., -
: to reach its full g.,-

auai(pass.). (pss.)... If In
the concrete sense], ., (a vegetable g ).,

(esply a g. or tumour on the

body).

GRUB, v. f To dig] Vid.
To g. up by the roots,.

(e. g ). To g.

round the roots (of a vine),-
(Aristoph.) : to g. in the

earth,,
/ . to g. (in the dirt),-

and-.
GRUB, s. (a small ivorm), -

\, (maggot),, (a bee-

ile-g. Aristot.). , (Ale-

man.), and , , pi.

(Theophr.; a g. in vine-buds).

GRUDGE, v. «H To envy]/. No one g.'s

you it, : not to g.,

(dat. of the person and
gen. of object), '

(to alloic). *\\ To withhold
through envy] Vid. To g. aby
athg, .
GRUDGE, s., b, and

poet,, i'j (of men), to. To have a g. agst

aby, to bear him a g.,-'. -, and»' . : bearing

a g.,, 2 : to bear a se-

cret g.,.
GRUDGING ( withholding

through envy or avarice),-, 3.

GRUDGINGLY,.
See Unwillingly.
GRUEL, ;»), (ptisan,

barley-water),, 6 (Aris-

toph.), and,
(Hippocr.).

GRUFF,,, . See
Rough. Of or with a g. voice,- or-, 2.

GRUMBLE, (togrunt

in disapprobation, Qc.). Have
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you any right to g. ? apa; (Aristoph.) To g.

loudly, (Aris-

toph.). See Murmur, Mutter,
Complain.
GRUMBLER. Crcl. with

pres. partcp. of verb Grumble.
GRUMBLING,,

b., ., b.

GRUNT, s., b., .
GRUNT, v..-

(only of men). See Grum-
ble.
GUARANTEE, v. .

(mid.). ,
(and mid. ; athg,

).7 -
GUARANTEE, s. f Secu-

rity, as thing],,
(g. t.). 7/ (respecting

the truth, e. g.

or ,
fyc.). % As person],, b., .,,
b (Xen. Lat. ' cognitor'). -, , b (e. g. . -^,forpeace. Xen.).-, , b. A safe g., or. To be
aby's g., or. (as bail) :

to be a g. for athg, ..
give mutual g.'s, (by

athg, '). -
(Polyb.). See

Security, Surety, Bail,War-
rant.
GUARD, .,-,

(g. tt.). ,
-,.,-,' (to secure,

render safe). To g. aby against

athg, ,
(to shelter), (to ward off), (to avert), and .

To g. aby agst any hostile attack,' or : to

g. oneself agst athg,-,
(aor.). -', or -, seq. or C.

opt. or subj. To be g.-d against

athg, . See
Defend.
GUARD, s. f The act or

means ofguarding],-, (g. t.). See Safe-
guard, Defence, Protection.
To be on one's g.,.
Seethe Verb. Off one's g., -, 2. ^f With ref to a mi-

litary post or station], ?/.

To be on g.,. -
or..

: also-
(with or without-

), , -
(at night), '-

(during the day). % The
man or men on guard],, b., b.,

b., oi, and, oi

(pi•), oi -
(at the town's gate). To set

a g. at a place, or-
or-

(). See Garrison. ^
The guard-house] -

or,-, . ^[ A bodyguard],,,, oi (esply of the Persians),, (of the Macedo-
nians). To belong to or to serve
in the g.'s, -

or .
The guard of a sivord],

(i. e. the hilt),, oi

(Xen. ; the cross bar of a spear).

GUARDEDLY. 'See Cau-
tiously.
GUARDIAN. 1 That is en-

trusted ivith the care ofathg] -,, and, ,
., 6. U A guardian
of children], b (a. t.)., , b (of orphans).

To be aby's g.,, : to

liave the administration of athg,

or act, as g., Tt

:

to be under a g.,

(pass.), ' : to

appoint aby as aby's g.,-orapaava -
or. '-

: to take aby as a

g., .
GUARDIANSHIP,-,, (over or of

aby, ). To have the g. of

aby, to be entrusted with it,-,-
or : a law or regula-

tion in matters of g.,-
or , b : of

or relating to a g.,,
3 : matters relating to aby's g.,

: an ac-

count relating to aby's g.,.
GUARDSH1P, or

or , .
(sc. ), .

GUDGEON,, b (the

generic term, gob :

o, for g., tench,

S^c.)., (dim.). Like
a g.,, ov: Jem.,., .
GUERDON. See Reward.
GUESS, V. ,-

", . Sts -
(all=:to conjecture on slight

grounds), (on

strong grounds). See to Conjec-
ture,,-, or

(to g. aright, find out

by guesting). To g. (a riddle),,,,-
(to solve it) :

your g.-ing is of no avail, /-" or-. Easy to be g.-d,-,, 2.

GUESS, s. ', b. -,., ij. SeeCoN-
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jecture. By way of g.,

or : to give

a g. at athg, see the Verb. Making
a good g., ?, 2, and -

{adv.).

GUESS-WORK. See Guess.
GUEST, f At a feast (=

conviva)], b.-,, {chiefly poet.), -, , . ?. To invite aby as a g.,

'. to

retain aby as a g.,

: to be (aby's) g.,, : to come
as an uninvited g.,. A stranger
who is entertained somewhere (hos-

pes)], 6. To have aby as

a g. in one's house,» and
: to live with

aby as a g., {pass.)

: to receive aby as a

g., : to

turn in at aby's as a g.,

{pass.) .
_ GUEST-CHAMBER,,, .
GUGGLE. See Gurgle.

_
GUIDANCE,, (g.t)., {the lead, adminis-

tration),, {the ma-
nagement, rule of the house, fyc).
Under the g. of aby,

: to have the g. of athg, see

to Guide. All things are under
the divine g.,.. To submit to, or place
oneself under, aby's g., --'-. or.
GUIDE, . {g. t.).

{dat. of person).

{gen. of thing),

{to arrange athg, ma-
nage it), {tog. correctly),,
and (to be the
leader or manager of athg). To
be g.-d by a person,
{pass.) . : to
allow oneself to be g.-d by aby or
athg, , e. g. by
others, : by circumstances,, Tens.
One who allows oneself to be
g.-d,, 2., 2.

GUIDE, s., 6. -,, 6., 6. 6,
(of aby,), -

(of aby, ). A g. of young
persons,, b. -, , 6 : a g. on a road,, b.,-, , b. , :

to be aby's g., ..
GUIDE-POST, -.
GUILD,, .,., .

^
GUILE,, .,

V., (intrigue. Dem.).
See Fraud, Cunning, to Be-
guile.
GUILEFUL,, 3. -
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, 2. See Fraudulent,
Cunning, Knavish.
GUILELESS,?, 2.-,, 2., ., ,.
GUILELESSLY,..
GUILELESSNESS,,, . : rarely,, .
GUILT,, .,.,., {of

blood).

GUILTINESS.
>

See Guilt.
GUILTLESS,,

2 {that has committed no fault).,2.,2.-, 2., 3. -, . See Innocent.
GUILTLESSNESS. See In-

nocence.
GUILTY,', 3.,

2 {of athg, ),, 2.', 2 (of athg, ichether judi-

cially or morally, , and sts),, {of blood).

To be g. {absolutely),: to

be g. of a fault, ), : to be

g. of a crime, :

to make or render oneself g. of a
crime, : to know
oneself to be g., -

: to pronounce
aby to be g.,

: to find aby g. of athg,

: to

be found g.,,
or c. partcp.

GUINEA-FOWL•,,, . b .
GUISE. See Fashion, Man-

ner.
GUITAR,, ,).

GULF, f Bay], b.

if Abyss] Vid. TJ Whirlpool]
VlD.
GULL, s. "ft A sea-gull] -, , and, {petrel),,, .,, . -,, . ', . ^\ Fig.

:

a silly fellow, easily imposed
upon], b., b

{adj.)., b {co-

mic),,, b (Aris-

toph.).

GULL, v.. To be
g.-d, or easily g.-d,

(Cic. Att. 13. 40).

GULLET,,, b.,, b and . -, ., .,
' GULL\ . Full of

g.'s,, .
GULOSITY. See Glut-

tony.
GULP,.. See

Swallow.
GUM, s. II A vegetable sub-

stance], {gen.

and, or indeclin.).-
, {gluten.),,,

{as dropping fm trees, fyc).
To be or look like g.,.
U Of the teeth], , and
more usually, (tL• outer

part),, {the inner g.'s)..
GUM, ..
GUMMY,- and --, (Aridot. Theophr.)., (glutinous).

GUN,, , or-, .
GUN-POWDER, prps

or', .
GUNWALE,,
(Plut.).

GURGLE, .-.. The g. of wa-
ter,, .,. See Murmur.
GUSH, . {g.t. = to

stream),.
{pass.), or. *jj

Fig. : of tears] E. g.-.
GUSH, s. ] Propr.] See

Stream. 7\ Fig.: of tears] -
or ,. To break out in a g. of tears,. G.'s of blood,-

or-.
GUST, f Taste] Vid. f A

sudden blast of wind]-, b. ,
. or., .
GUSTY.^ See Stormy.
GUT, s., .-
\,., {g.t.).,

(the great intestine or colon).

Guts,. See Entrails.
GUT, v. To take out the

inside (e. g. of a hare)]

or.-
,,.
GUTTA SERENA,-, (Hif/pocr.).

GUTTER,,,
.,, b {esply one with
pipes).

GUTTLER. See Glutton,
Greedy.
GUZZLE, GUZZLER. See

Drink, Drunkard.
GYMNASTIC,, 3.

To have g. exercise, see Gym-
nastics.
GYMNASTICS,-, .

{g. exercise). To practise

g.,. -.
GYPSUM,, .

or, ., f}. One
that makes figures of g.,

(Demosth.).

GYRATE, {mid.)... See REVOLVE,
Whirl. A g.-ing motion, •, .
GYVE. -See Fetter.

HA ! , (wonder),
(surprise, why— /).

(displeasure).



HAB
HABERDASHER. Crcl.with

the particular article sold, e. g.

, , ,.
One that sells ribands, &c,-,, »'/ (that trade be-

inq carried on by women).
'HABILIMENT. -See Dress.
HABIT, s. f Dress] Vid. f

A being in a certain state, a per-

manent condition, esply as pro-
duced by practice()] ,

{esply ofa good h. of body ; ig^r*

differentfm, = alterable

h.). H. and affection of mind,
k'£is . ^j Custom], ., 6. ,., .,

rj, and, (a culti-

vated &.). , 6. Fm h.,. '. .-,, 3. To have
a h., to be in the h., .. , -. .. .
They have the h,,

or .
: to adopt ah.,

{pass.) : to bring
aby into a h.,» :

to become a h., or,.-'
(JEschin.) : to cultivate a h.,-

: I am not in the h.

of, .
: to introduce a h.,

or : it

wants h., .
. grows into second nature
(prov.), -.
(Hippocr.). According to h.,

: contrary to h.,, : h.

so ordains it,' : to

change one's h., depart fm a h.,. Of the same or

like h.'s, -,-, . My
expensive h.'s, or my h. of lavish

expenditure, -
(jEschin.). See Custom,

Habitual, Fashion.
HABIT, . See to Dress.
HABITABLE,,-, 2. The h. world,.
HABITATION. See Dwell-

ing.
HABITUAL, f That hap-

pens in most cases, usual]' -, 3., via, .-, 3. , 3., 3.,,
or . To be h.,.

(pass.), :

it is h.,,.. : as it

is h., ' or -. See phrases in Cus-
tomary, Custom. Ah. malady,, .. One whose dis-

ease is become h., .
(

HABITUALLY, i£ ',' (i. e. fm habit), or sim-

ply. or
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in most cases),. , -
(mostly). Or Crcl., as( ), or with,, e. g. as it h.

happens

(= ).
HABITUATE,,-( ). See to AC-

CUSTOM. To h. oneself to reflect,

HACK, v.. See

to C, Hew. Tf Fig. : to hack
a language ; to speak with stops or
catches (Shaksp.)]

speak broken language. Hesych.),

also. -
(i. e. to speak U ivith dif-

ficulty, as aforeigner).
HACK, s. f A hired horse]' or,

b. % Fig. = hireling]-, 6., 6.

HACKLE,. Hackling,, .
HACKNEY, s. and adj. See

HACK. H.-coach, -
or,.

HACKNEYED (fig., common
place),, 2. -, 3., 3.-, 3. k'tuAos, 2 (stale).

HADDOCK, prps and, 6 (A then.), also ', 6

(Lat. asellus, a kind of codfish).

HAFT,, h (g. t. the part
taken hold of), also,, , . , (of
sword).

HAG (an ugly old woman),, . See WlTCH.
A skinny old h.,, h
(Aristoph.)., (Hesych.).

HAGGARD. % Wild] Vid.
% Emaciated, lean] Vid. ,
3 (poet.). H. by grief, -,, iv : with h. eyes,, 2..
HAGGLE. 1 (Trans.) To

cut, to chop] Vid. If (Intrans.)].
(to be a niggard).

HAH! See Ha!
HAIL, s. , . A

shower or fall of h.,-, rj. *fi Call (in the phrase
' within hail')] '

(Horn.),. .
HAIL, V., -. It h.'s, or' : it h.-d at a place,-

/.
HAIL! ! See Greet.

Tf (Trans.) To welcome aby with

cries ofjoy] To h. aby,-..
or -. % To call to] -, -. . -.
HAILSTONE, -, . H.'s,, (fall

or shower of hail).

(

HAILSTORM,,
tj. , . -

HA I, or ,
.
HAIR. A single hair],, -, (both of

men and animals), ,
(strong, bristly h.). Made of h.,, 3 : root of a h.,,

: as fine as a h.,

or , 3. ^f
Fig.] To a h.'s breadth, -, ,'.-

: within a h.'s breadth,
(Theocr.).

(PL), ,', (= the Latin
' propius nihil est factum, quam
ut —,' e. g. occideretur. die.).

Do you see ? you were within a
h. of being done for just now,

; -
(Menand.). Not a

h.'s breadth, '. '
: not to differ by a

single h.,

: not to hurt a h. of
one's head,. % In a collective

sense : the whole growth of hair

(chiefly of the head)], .-, , ., , (the

lutter poet. only), , -, and, (the state of having
h., esply of animals). The h. of
the beard,, al : — of
the eyebrows,, 6 : the set-

ting of the h. fm the crown of the
head,, . and-, (Aristot.) : false h.,,, rj. -,: platted h.,, ., , : a knot of
h., , .-, 6., : to bind
one's h. into a knot,

(Thuc),, 6 (on the helmet) : a lock
of h.,, , 6. -, : without h.,

: an ornament made of
the h. (Fr. 'coiffe'), -, . ,

: to dress the h.,-
or or

or , -: h. too short

to be cut, , .
Thick, closely grown h.,, : aby's h.

falls off, ui

or or with-,-
: to get h., : to

wear long h., : to let one's

h. grow, .. to cut

off one's h.,. '-
or

or : to cut it round,
: to cut it round (or

pluck it up all round) by apply-

ing a bowl to the head,- or- (Aris-

toph.) : flying or dishevelled h.,

: she fled with
dishevelled h., -. Aby's h. stands

on end, ai-
U2



HAT HAL
: having one's h. standing on

eud (through fright),-
'/f (Luc.). With

straight or lanky h., -,-
(Hdt. andAristot.).-
(PL) : "with coarse h.,-, gen. : -with fine

h.,, 2 : with black

h.,- and-. §W
And numerous oilier derivatives in-, and also-, ov, poet,

in-,-,-,--.
HAIR-COMB,,,

6 (for combing only), -, (Aristoph.).

HAIR- DRESS,, v., .,. -, . ,
. , .
f

HAIR-DRESSER,,
?, (one that plaits h.). -, , (one that curls h.)., 6 (esply for men), -

and -tvo, , and -, (g. tt. dresser, decora-
tor).

HAIRLESS. See Bald.
HAIR-SPLITTING,\s-7n-o-,-, , and Crcl. with,,. See QUIBBLE,

Subtlety, Sophistry.
HAIRY,, 3.-, 2.,, ., 3..,'' (pass.):

very h., (Xen.) : hav-
ing hairy feet,,
(Aristot.).

HALBERT,, .
HALBERDIER,,, . To be a h.,-.
HALCYON, or -,, . . days,-

(Aristoph.).

HALE, adj. See Healthy.
HALE, s. See Haul.
HALF,, , , gU*

and compounds of -, '-, 2 (cut in h.). or, 2 (half- complete),, 2 (lacking h.). H. a

cask of wine, :

h. a goose, > (h.-

eaten) : h. the way,
: — distance,, . To be

h. over,. . a man's life,. -: h. the globe,

: one h. of the cavalry,-,. The beginning is h.

the battle, or, well begun is h.

done (prov.), -. igfsr" With ivords

of measure, &c., the compounds
are usually formed, as substan-
tives in , ov, or also with the
suhst. unaltered, as adjj. in,
or : thus, h. a foot,-, , and : h. a
digit,

: h. a digit
long, wide, &c,,
3 : h. a cotyle, and

: — in contents,-
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: h. a mina,-
ov and : weighing —

,

: h. a talent,-, : h. an obole, fim-,: worth h. an obole,, 3: h. a drachm., : h. a drachm in

weight,, 3 : h. a

pound,>, : h. a pound
in weight,, 3. tpy*

With cardinal numbers, e. g.

(three h. -talents =:

a talent and ah.): with ordinals,

(the third a
h. talent z=. two talents and ah.).
An obole and a h.,-,. gf§" Or thefraction may
be expressed thus, e. g. two and a

h.,? () -() or (three,

minus a h.). . as big, as much,
Sec., again,, 2 and 3 : one
h. more than before,

(Xen.). An interval

(in music) in the ratio of one and
a h. to one. (= 3 to 2),, (PI.) : the ratio of

U to 1 (3 fo 2)., (PL).

Interest h. as much again as the

capital (= 150 per cent.), ai-. A vessel with one and a
h. bank of oars, (),

: a verse of a foot and a h.,(), 6. ^fsP" Often
half in English terms of dimen-
sions, S[C, is not expressed in the

Greek, as h. a year, , -, : h. -yearly, -,)\: of h. -year-

ly occurrence,, , ov : h. a dozen,

: h. a score,, S[c. §^*
Numerous compound adjj. with

- are formed fin verbs, &c.
;

also with -, or the adj. or
partcp. itself is used with -, £{c. . done or ready,

or, 2. -, 2: h. faded or withered,, 2 : h. dried, -, 2 : h. frozen or curdled,, 2 : h. ripe,-, 2 : h. -intoxicated,-,2.,2: h.-cooked,,, 2 : h.-

learned,, . -, , : h.-wyashed, -,2: h.-alive,: h.-

dead,,, , . -, 2: h.-mad,, 2.

. -blind,, 2: h.-deaf,, 2 : h. -covered,-, or-, 2: h. -clothed, -' : h.-

shom, .
gfjp For other compounds with- and -, see the Greek
Eng. Lex., as also for those

icith -, e. g. (h. Greek)
h. bai'barian, : h.

beast (h. human),, , ,
and, 2, and-

: h. Lydian, Phry-
gian (musical mode),,-. &jj* Sts the English

compound ivilh half- and apartcp.
or adj. is otlierwise expressed in

the Greek, e. g. h.-witted,-, , : h. oblite-

rated or h. legible,, 3.

*I As subst.] , -. ,
or. Bigger by one
h., (see above). To
cut in h. or in halves, see to

Halve. To reduce to one h.,. To go halves,,,. Halves! '-
!

HALF-BROTHER, HALF-
SISTER,,,

or, , .
, , , .
Also or, , , . .-brothers
or sisters, -

or, .
HALF-CIRCLE. See Semi-

circle.
HALF-MOON, -, . In the shape of a h.,,, 2. See

Crescent
HALF-SPHERE,-, . See Hemisphere.
HALF-WAY. See compounds

under Half, ^jp For the other

compounds formed with adjj., see

Half. adj.

HALIBUT (a kind of fish),

prps or. (a kiyid

offlat-fish).
HALL. TI As entra?ice-hall], ., ai (the

space forming the entry to the

dwelling-room or rooms, the ves-

tibulum)., (the h.

of any edifice), ^f As a large

apartment or dicelling-rooin\ -, , or simply,, , . ^[ As dining-

ha/l], . -
and, .

HALLOO! interj. \ .
there ! oStos, ' . See
Ho!
HALLOO, v. See < to Call

out. to abv,' &c, to Shout.
HALLOW. «H To consecrate]

Vid. ^1 To reverence as holy].,-. Hallowed,,
3. ifpos, 3.

HALLUCINATION. See
Folly. Prps Crcl. by-, or,-." <
(PL).,..
HALM,, .,

. To send up its h.,-
(pass.).

HALO (round the sun or moon),, , . ^ Of a saint] -.
HALT, v. H (Trs.) Of an

army] or or
(to cause

or order the army to h.). ^[ (In-

TRANS)],6.. -. . Sts



HAL
'. 1J As word of

command. Halt!] ! -
! !

HALT. s., ., {stoppage).

HALT, . f To limp, to be

lame] ,,
. . -" and.

HALT, adj., 3. -
>,., 3.

HALTER, s. 1 rojoe]-
vo%)bandi\•,.-,. See Rope, and, ., b, pi.-

and - (a band, a fastening).

To put an end to one's life with a

h., ' '.
or-. TJ For a horse] or, .,-, , 6 (the rope by which

it is tied to tlie manger).

HALTER, v. (to put on a It.),

Crcl. with Halter, s.

HALVE, v. . -
and (also

as math. t.). (to divide

into, or reduce to, one half). A
halving,.
HALVES !

HAM. i[ The hinder part of
the thigh], 6. ,
(esply upper part), ,
(the whole leg), ,

(Horn. ; the buttock). 1 The
thigh of a hog],.,
, and,, 6.,, 6 (alsofore-quarter ofpork).
HAMLET. See Village.
HAMMER, s. , .

Wrought with a h.,-, 2 : to beat with a h.,-
or : a beating

with the h., -
: the noise produced by it,

aito : a
small h.,, .
HAMMER, v.. -,.-. To h. in a nail,-

(Aristoph.).-
(id.) : to h. toge-

ther,. 1J Metaph.]
To h. upon a given subject, to go
over it again and again,-

(Aristot.) : to be always
h.-ing at the same thing,-

. '-
: to h. (athg)

intoaby, ,-
: to h. out a scheme,-.

HAMMOCK,, ., .
HAMPER, s.,,, 6 or (a large basket in

general), and,
Alt., (a7iy ivicker bas-

ket). See Basket.
HAMPER, v. See Hinder,

Impede, Clog.
HAMSTER (f®« a kind of

field-mouse or dormouse, Cricetus

vulgaris, not known in Greece), g. t., b. or, 6 (dor-

mouse).
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HAN
HAMSTRING,//

(Polyb. and LXX.; of horses).

or (LXX. ; disable).

HAND, s. ',,
(propr. hand and arm, whence
'hand' is strictly , .
Xen.). The right h., ;

the left h., . See
Right, Left. The flat h. or
palm of the h., 7/, : the
hollow of the h., ,, : with one's own h.,.',-, and with tlie adj.-,, 6, (doing with
one's own h)., 2
(working), and verb

(to work with one's own hand).
That lives by his hands, -,',-, 2. ?, 2.

do or perform athg with the h.,

: made by h.,, 2 : to lift up one's

h.,' or -
: to move or wave the h. (in

oratory),< :

to move the h.'s significantly (in

pantomime, &c), :

to fold the h.'s,

: to put into aby's h.,-
or , -' .

: to deliver into aby's h.,, (trea-

cherously) : to have or hold in

one's h., ;7 or
or (only prop.),

and-
(propr. and metaph.). '' (only metaph. — it

is with me). To leave athg in

aby's h.'s, : to

fall into aby's h.'s, -.
(be seized by aby), also -. To take aby

by the h., -; to lead aby by the h.,-. :

to give or offer aby one's h.,, /.
tivu (by way of sa-

luting or welcoming him) : to ex-
tend one's hand,,-

(for the

sake of offering support) : to join

h.'s,»/ (to

form a connecting chain) : to press

or shake aby's h.,"
: they shook h.'s

with them,
(Xen.) : to lay h. to athg,-. : to

lend a h.,,-
: to lend

a helping h.,,. Bear a h. !,-
! To be at h.,,.: that

is at h.,,,
2: also (cominus, e. g.). (in h. to h.

fight). At aby's h.'s,

(e.g. to get any good,'). In h. (=: ofimmediate

HAN
concernment), . iv.. . Poet,, and -

or. For the matter in
h., ; the matter
in h. (== under consideration) is

about so and so, or 6
or or. To take into one's

h.,, med. (and
pass., to be taken in h.) : to put
out of one's h., •7.
To take in h.,.^ (Hdt.). See
to Undertake. To have in

h. (= to be about it),-, or?, , -, (the last, to keep in

h. , hold a careful h. over, metaph.

fm driving). Athg passes through
my h.'s (fig.),

' -. .
have a h. in athg,7?:

or ,
(i. e. I am interested in

athg). ,-. To try one's h. at

athg,. or
: to get the upper h.,, -, or. Water to wash one's h.'s,,,. «See Wash. One

that can use both h.'s alike,-, 2 (Aristot.). Chapped h.'s,

(and .) :

having them,, 3. ^| Sig-

nature] E. g. to put one's h. to

athg, or-
: —

to a writing together with others,-
: to put one's h. to a written

declaration or affidavit, &c, as

a witness,» /
: to deny one's own

h.,

(Hyperid.). "jj Hand-ivriting],, . ^ Hand, as

measure] See Palm. If Hand
of a dial] ,, b. *\

Miscell. phrases] On the one
h., — on the other h., ,—
. , — (

end.). To live fm h. to mouth,'', : one
that does so,,,
, (comic). To be h. and glove

with aby, see Intimate, Fami-
liar. Out of h., . See

Immediately. Off-hand, Vid.

Under-hand, Vid. To rule with

a high h.,

(Thuc.). At second h., see Se-
cond. By a third h. (person),

(e.g.

). To be a good h. at

athg, see Dexterous. Clever,

quick with the h.'s,

(PL), -, -, b, v.

H. to h. (engagement), tU
(e. g. ). . .
As much as the h.'s can hold or

grasp,), .-, 2 (, Xen.). One h.

washes the other (prov.), ik



HAN
(Epicharm.)

.

Many h.'s make light work,-. $gr For nume-
rous compounds with ' hand ' see

tke Gr. Eng. Lex. ; e. g. accus-

tomed to the h.,, ? :

given hy the h.,, 2,

S[c.

HAND, v. IT To give with

the hand, to reach].. (to hold

otd). (to present),

and mid.,
(to give, deliver, con-

fer). % To put in aby's hand] -
and ./ -ru/i -rt.

. To h. aby the cup,-
or

: to h. aby his food,

or . See
phrases under Hand, s., as ' to

put in aby's hand,
1

<£c. TI To
lead aby by the hand]-• or . *|[

To hand over (athg)] See to De-
liver, (if treacher-

ously). TJ To hand down]-. Crcl.

(e.g. a custom). The cus-

tom has been handed down to

them, or
: to h. down (to posterity),. % To hand round].

HAND-BARROW, -, .
HAND-BASKET. See Bas-

ket.
HAND-BELL. See Bell.
HAND- BILL (writing, £&,

posted up for public notice),-, ., . To
make known by a h.,-.
HAND-BOOK,»,
(later Gr.).

HANDBREADTH, (Sao»), and as adj.-, 3, or by gen.-. See Palm.

(

HANDCUFF, s.,
?7•,.,
6. To put on the h.'s, see next Art.
HANDCUFF, V..? (. e. tie

aby's hands to Ms back, according
to the ancient mode). See to Ma-
nacle. That is h.-d,-, 2.

HANDED, e.g. right, left.
See those words, and the Gr. Eng.
Lex. for their compounds with-, e. g. hundred-h.,-, 6, .
HANDFUL,, ., . That is a h.

(as much as the hand can grasp),, 2 (, Xen.)., . ^f Fig. : a lit-

tle, a few], .
To take a h. of athg,

: he put a h. of salt to it,:
a mere h. of people, -.
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HAN
HAND-GALLOP. See Gal-

lop.
HANDICRAFT,

via, ., ., ., ., .
be employed in, or carry on, some
h., ..
HANDICRAFTSMAN,-,, 6.,,

6., 6., 6..
or.
HANDILY. See Dexter-

ously.
HANDINESS. See Dexteri-

ty.

HANDIWORK (work of'one's

own hands),, ,-, -, . This

is your h., ..
HANDKERCHIEF,-,., (for

tlie pocket).,'.'/.,,apX
>
^a.oiv(g.tt.).

U To manage, treat],, and
(to take up),

and (to

work out the matter or subject).

or (to treat

or to tend with care), -,
(to treat in a literary or scientific

manner on athg). To h. lightly

or in an off-hand manner,-. Tl To handle (of persons)]. .
To h. roughly,,

(the latter
' contemp-

tuously'
1

). To h. a person thus,.. See to BEHAVE.
U To handle a weapon, the sword,

fyc.] See to Wield. A han-],,
.,., .
Method of h.-ing,, .
See Treatment.
HANDLE,s.,,

.,, (g. tt.)., ,
or, (of a shield), -, {chiefly of an axe), -, , or,-,,
., f]- and-, , (esply a plough-
tail),, (the hilt ofa sword,
also the part the oar is taken hold

of). That has no h., or is with-

out a h.,, 2. % Impropr. :

opportunity, pretext, fyc, to lay

hold of], h, and
(Thuc.; a point of attack). To
give a h. to athg, or-

or or -
or.

HAND-MAID,,.,, ., .
HAND-MILL,, .
HAND-SAW. See Saw.
HANDSEL,»,,,

., .,
(Dem.)., .
HANDSEL, ..

)

HANDSOME. 1 Ofpersons],,, 2 (of good appear-

ance),, 3 (pleasing), -, , (also ironically

used), and, neut. -, gen. (pleasant),,
3 {beautiful, fine ; also morally),, 2 (tasteful),,
2 (str. t.)., 2 (ofform
or shape),, 3 (in the prime

of youth),, 2 (good-

looking), (of the

body). Extremely h.,-, 2. See Beautiful, Fine.
Generous, considerable] -, 2. , 3. -, , -

X
°HANDSOMELY,,

(g. tt. both in a physical and mo-
ral sense), andformed from adjj.

under Handsome.
HANDSOMENESS. See

Beauty.
HAND-WRITING. See un-

der Hand.
HANDY. 1 Dexterous] Vid.

if Convenient, fit] Vid.
HANG (aby or athg), v. 1

(TRANS.)] ,,,-,-. -, or. . To h.

aby, -
or -

: to h. on a nail, -: to h. oneself,, : to h. down
the head,. . you ! h.

him ! go and be h.-d ! or
or" !

;,
! '' !

!' ! -
!. Will you

not — , and be h.-d to you ?

— (c.fut.); Isn't it

enough to make a man go h.

himself? ' '
; See HANGING, GALLOWS.

Tl (INTRS.)] (pass.),' (pass.). To h. on
athg, to h. down fm,
(pass.) (more seldom), .,,, (pass.). To hang by a fine

thread, £7 '-
(pass.) : to let athg h. down,, (e. g.) : to let one's hair h. down,

: the

ears of an animal h. down,-. H.-ing down,, 3. Tf To hang back

(fig.)],, -
oiivtiv (to hesitate). ^[ To hang
forwards or ova•]...

(pass.). *!] To
hang fm or down] See under to

Hang. \ To hang loose]-. To let the hair h. loose.
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To hangout] (trans.)»,. (intrans.).
(pass.). % To hang

over] See to Hang forward.

HANGER. See Sword and
Knife.
HANGER-ON, s. See Fol-

lower.
HANGING, s. % Suspension], r\ (g. t.). , fj

(with a rope or halter). 'Tis nigh
as bad as h.,' -

: is it not as bad as h.?'
; worse than h., -'.

HANGINGS;,, 6.,, ., . To
decorate with h., or-.
HANG-MAN,, -, 6. ,, 6. -

and (Eu-
stath.). -

(the A.'s assistant). See Exe-
cutioner.
HANKER (after),. See to Long for.

HAP, s. See Chance, Event.
HAP, v. See Happen.
HAPLESS,, 2. -, ., .
HAPLY. See Perhaps and

under Happen.
HAPPEN,, -. (accidental-

ly), or ., ;'. It may
h.,, : it h.'s

that, (c. infin.). -
(c. partcp.) : athg h.'s re-

specting me,'. .
: he h.-d to be present,, -

: I h.-d to have no money,' -. Crcl. by, ?.,
e. g. as it mostly h.'s, or, as gene-

rally things h. to turn out,', or '-. As often h.'s = haply,

(after ,,,')-
: just as it h.'s, or as it may

h., or-
: I h. to fall in with athg,

-, -, ' : to

h. to fall in with aby (meet ahy),.-. . To h.

at the same time,,.: that

h.'s of its own accord,-, 3 and 2.

HAPPILY. See Fortunate-
ly. To live h., or-
,. ' or'. : to live

always h., ..
HAPPINESS,, r,.,, .,

(welfare; and plural,

successes, happy circumstances)., (as thing; a
piece of h., an ingredient in one's

h.). A wife is a great addition to
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one's h.,. What is thought h., -, (PL). . of
mind,, . ,
v. See Cheerfulness, Peace
(of mind). Complete h., g.t.

: in a
philos. sense, (the ' sum-
mum bonum,' e. g. to consider
pleasure the greatest h., or, to

consider the greatest h. to consist

in pleasure,).
HAPPY. That has the de-

sired result], .,
3.. A h. thought or idea,

: a h. occur-

rence or event, . -, : to have a h. journey,
passage, &c, -,,,.
See Fortunate, Lucky. ^[

That is in, or exists under, favour-
able circumstances], 2., 2., 3 and 2.-, 3. Perfectly h.,-, 3., 2 : h. in

every respect, -
: to be h.,. -. or . -.: to consider

or pronounce aby to be h. on ac-

count of,,-,^," -
or : one that is

thought h.,, 3 : one
who may, will, be thought h.,, 2: to render h.,.
or : a h. fel-

low, , :

a h. circumstance, ;, . -, : a h. event occurs,- : ah. occur-

rence for you,. . in mind,-
: to be h. in one's mind, -,, and,

: to be of a h. disposition,

to be in a h. state of mind,-'. (pass.):

to be h. at athg, -
: we are h. to have rescued our

lives,, -
: one ought to be

h. if &C,, . :

I am h. athg happened to me,
: not to be

b. in one's mind,
(pass.) . I am h. to

do athg, .
or .

: to be h. to

do or perform athg,

: to be h. to accept

athg, or.' , :

it makes me h. to be praised,

: I am h. to

hear you speak so sensibly,--
: I (Ave, &c.) shall beh. (=

with pleasure), : 1 shall be

very or extremely h. (=: with,

great pleasure), . -.
HARANGUE, S.,

,, . -, . To make an h.,.
HARANGUE,.

(g. t.). See Subst.

HARANGUER,o
(one who addresses

an assembly), and Crcl. with verbs

under Harangue.
HARASS, v. .

or
(to molest, disturb), also -,- (to plague aby).

and.-...-
(to h. aby ivith constant re-

quests). See to Annoy, Fatigue,
Trouble. To be h.-d by athg,

and or
(to be an-

noyed by athg).,, or-, .
HARBINGER,,

.
HARBOUR, s.,,

(an artificially constructed port),, (a bay, road for bringing

ships to an anchor),,
(a sea-port, esply the state sea-

port. Hdt. and Thuc.).-, (roadstead). Without
any h., that affords no h., -, 2 : with a convenient h., -, 2 : to bring a vessel into

h., .
or : to enter

theh.,". :

to lie or be in the h.,,
: to sail out of the h.,.: themouth

or entry of a h.,

: a town that has a h.,-. ^Harbour
dues] (PL), -, (Aristot.). To col-

lect them, : a col-

lector of —,, ,
(Dem.).
HARBOUR, v. % (Trs.) To

afford shelter] ,,,-,. H Fig: to har-

bour resentment agst aby] -
or : —

suspicion,

. See Entertain, Cherish.

1J (INTRS.) To du-elL]

(g. t.). To h. at any place,-,-
(with aby, ).

A h.-ing (of fugitives),,
HARBOURLESS,,

2.

HARD, f Propr. : not soft]

or, 3.-, 2 (poet. ; compact, firm),, 3 (dried into hardness),, 3., (h. like

oak),, 3 (like ada-

mant),, 3.,
2., 2 (of trodden earth

or rocky ground. Xen. and Thuc. )

.

, (of unripe fruit), and,

more poet.,, ov, and, 2 (offruit wch tvill
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not become soft by boiling), -, or more properly
(having the skin or crust indu-

rated). H. skinned,-, 2., (callous),, (dry and hard,
rigid as iron). An! mouth (ofa
horse), (Xen.) and tetw-. To make h.,

see to Harden. To lie on the

h. ground, (Hip-
pocr.). *i\ Fig. : inflexible, not to

be moved or mollified, merciless,

severe, &C.], 2.

(unbending, ,
j

Aristoph.)., 2.-, 2. ?, 2.,
3 (poet.),,, (rugged,

harsh). A h. or inflexible mind
or disposition, .-, 6 (Aristoph.). -, 3 {bitter)., 3 (se-

vere), , 3 (cruel). -, 2, and, 2 (stub-

born)., (rigid).

. agst athg, ,
e. g. . },
3. -,-, 2.,
3., 3. ,, .
be h. against aby, deal hardly
with aby, or

(pass.) . ^f

Painful, oppressive (both of things

and circumstances)], 3, 3., 3. -,, . ,, . -, 3. . labour or troubles,

: a h. case, h. trials,

or : h. suf-

ferings, : it would be
ah. case, : a
h. winter, or: h. servitude,. % Painful, with tlie no-

tion of difficulty or requiringgreat
exertion],, 3. A
h. fight or struggle, .
it is h., or h. work,. : athg seems
very h. to me, is h. work,-.' : h. to bear or en-
dure,, 2..
See Difficult. A h. labour (of
women),, h : h. to teach,, : h. of hearing,-, 2., 3, and-, 2 : to be — ,. if

Adverbially] To work h.,,, ..
HARD BY. See Close by,

Near.
HARD-BOUND. See Cos-

tive.

HARD-FAVOURED. See
Ugly.
HARD-FISTED. See Close

(= avaricious).

HARD-FOUGHT. SeeHard
(fight).

HARD-HEARTED, -, 3., 2. -
0J7S, 2., 2.-, 2. -,-, 2., 2 (poet.). See Hard
(fig-)•
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HARD-HEARTED NESS,,, .,
. . -

(a stony heart. PI.). $° For
str. terms see Cruelty, Inhu-
manity.
HARD-MOUTHED, -, 2., 2

(Xen.). and -
(Xen.). -, 2 (poet, a horse that 'has no

mouth ).

HARDWARE,,-,.
HARDWAREMAN. Crcl.

with 6 and tlie articles

sold, viz. iron, copper, S^c, uten-

sils.

HARDEN,.-
(g. tt.), also,,.-
(to h. iron, to steel),

(to indurate the skin or crust).

(to petrify, obdurate), -
(to make callous),

6 (the bit h.'s the

I

horse's mouth. Xen.). if (Intr.)]

Formed by the pass, voice of the

above verbs. Hardened,-, 2., 3., 2., (of iron). See
tinder Hard, if Fig.]

or (against athg,

), -
(according as the context

may require),

(to steel uby to athg). To h.

one's body, ... Hardened,-., 3 (against

athg, ). To be h.-d agst

athg,

: not to be h.-d agst athg,

: a
h.-d villain,, 6., 6 (poet.).

HARDIHOOD. See Auda-
city, Courage.
HARDILY. E. g. to bring

up aby h., :

to educate one's children h.,-.
HARDINESS. if Hardihood]

See Courage. if Firmness (of
body)] ViD. if Effrontery] Vid.
HARDISH,, 2.

HARDLY. if With difficulty,

scarcely] ,. -. , (sir.

t.). , -. Crcl. with ,
e. g. h. to be overcome or van-
quished,), 2. ^[Bare-
ly, but just] (so as only

just to content one, Att. prose), or

Crcl. with the verb c.

partcp. seq. , e. g. I had h.

opened the window when the bird

flew away,
6 -. If Harshly] ViD.

HARDNESS. ^SeejAe
senses under Hard,
or,,-,,,,

., .-, (difficulty), ,, ,,,,',
and other abstr. substt. or neuters

fin adjj. underHARD. SeeHARD-
HEARTEDNESS.
HARDS, or,
(refuse offlax). See Tow.
HARDSHIP,, 6. -
or, 6. , ., , and, (suf-

fering). To be exposed to or
undergo h.,, :

to undergo or endure great h.,7. :

to undergo the same h., '
: able to endure h.,-, 3.

: to cause or bring on
some h., or. if Misery],
.,, .-, . Hardships,, .
Full of h., -), 2., 2., 3.

HARDY. ^Inured tofatigue], 3..
To be h.,( ) : not to be h.,-( ). if Brave]
ViD.
HARE,, , 6. -,, b (Aristot.). Of or

belonging to a h.,',,: a young h.,, :

roast h., (), : h.-

soup (with the blood in it),-
or, (Aristoph.).

HAREBRAINED,, 3., 2. , 2. '-, . To be h.,-
: the quality of —

, -, : a h. act,,
: to do such,.
HARE-LIP (having ),-, , (Galen).

HARE'S-FOOT (trefoil), Xa-, (Diosc. ; trifolium ar-

vense).

HARE'S-WHEAT^ayu,™-, .
HAREM,,, b., , - -, (as place),,, (the women).
HARK. To be formed from

imperat. of verb to Hearken.
HARLEQUIN,-
, 6.

HARLOT,, .,
.,, . Public h.,

: a common
h.,, -. -(), : to make a
woman a h., : to pur-
sue the profession of a h., ipya-

(of common prostitutes) :

a h.'s pay,, : one that

keeps h.'s,, : a
place inhabited by h.'s,-, .
HARM, s., (g.t. any

injury),, (the loss

or foregoing of any possessed ad-
vantage), , . , rj.

and, y. To do or



HAR
cause h., . -»,.
vtiv: to do aby h.,». -ipj or »'. or-

or or.
'. or .

and (esply in

warfare) : to do oneself h.,-. -' : there is no h., or there

will he no h.,

(seq. infin.).

(seq. infin.). What h. is there in

it? Kui ;
; To try to do aby h.,' : some one

endeavours to do me h.,-
(pass.). Without h.,,, 2. -.

HARM, v. See ' to do h.,' in

Harm, s. Tf Passive phrases]
To be h.-d (=z to sustain damage,
loss, £[c), (by athg,

or ), »/-. -
or or
or : to be much

h.-d, or.
HARMFUL,, 3., 2., 2., 2., -, 3., 3.

HARMLESS. 1 Doing no
Tiarm] , 2., 2
{chiefly ofcircumstances, but also of
persons), , 2. , 2
(without deceit), or., 2., , (simple,

upright), "ff Unharmed]-
,, 2. , 2., (Hdt. and poet.),, , ., 2. ^f
Without loss],, 2.

To bear aby h.,.
HARMLESSNESS,-, . . See HARM-

LESS. If Of persons ( with ref.

to character)] ., ijtos, \.,-, ., .
HARMONIC, HARMONI-

CA L,, 3. The science

of harmonics, , -, 2, and-, 3 (en-

harmonic). See Harmonious.
HARMONIOUS,,

2., 2 : also,
3., 2., 2 (of
speech). See Melodious, Tune-
ful, if Fig.: of views, opinions,

fyc], 3. See Con-
cord.
HARMONIZE. 1 (Trans.)

To bring into harmony] Vid.

If (INTRS.) Propr.]

(of tones), (of singing

voices), (of voice to in-

strument). "O Fig.] The same
verbs, e. g. their views do not h.,\. Also. -. See to ACCORD.
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HAR
HARMONY,,-, i] (in music),,

(in speech). Full h.,-, : to bring into h., see to

Tune : — with oneself,-
(of persons),

(of
things). To be in h., see Har-
monize. Not to be in h. with
athg, or. .
See Concord.
HARNESS. II Armour] Vid.

If Of a horse, Sec] , ,, or ,,., . Be-
longing to h.,, 2. gig», (bridles,

reins, or any leather straps).

HARNESS, v. t To arm]
Vid. IT Of ahorse, Qc]-

and (sc. ap-). &« Yoke, To be' h.-d

to atbg, : harness-

ing themselves to the chariot,"
(Hdt.).

HARNESS- MAKER, hvio-, 6 (rein-maker),-, (g. It. leather-

cutter, Sfc).

HARP, s., , and, rj. vf/, .,, also, (a

Lydian harp with tioenty strings)

.

To play on the h., ($0"
g. t. for stringed instruments).

HARP, v. I Propr. : to play
on the harp] See the Subst. if

Fig. : to harp upon a subject]' (PL),

(to be always talking about
athg). See to Hammer.
HARPER,, , 6., (fern. ; g. tt. for

stringed instruments).

HARPOON, s., fj. To
throw the h., see tlie Verb.

HARPOON, v. or

(in the capture of' thun-

nies).

HARPSICHORD,-, (mod. Gr.). To play

on the h., -
v.

HARPY,", ai, and", n (sing.).

HARRIDAN,,,
fi (g. t. old woman). See Hag..
HARRIER, or-, (gt.).-

(hare-hunting).

HARROW, s. prps-, . $* Mod. Gr.,, .-, ). See RAKE, S. , .
(Lat. tribula, an in-

strument with sharp stones at the

bottomfor thrashing wheat), -
(LXX., ' harrows

of iron'').

HARROW, v. prps-. Mod. Gr.-. Harrowing,,
v. See to Rake. Tf Fig. : to

HAS
harrow a person's mind orfeeling"]. See to Distress.
HARRY, v. 1 To strip, pil-

lage] Vid. ff To harass] Vid.
HARSH. ^ Rough, hard], , (in all significa-

tions of the English word, both

propr. and meiaph.).

(chiefly of persons), , 3, and, 3 (with ref to persons
and their character or acts), -(), 3, and (),
2 (hoarse),, 2 (un-

tuneful). If With ref. to taste], 2., 3.,
3., 3.,, ,
, and, , (chiefly of
unripefruit). *ff Ofpainfulfeel-
ings], 3. , 3. -,, . If Severe],
3.,. See Hard., 2 (poet.). To treat

aby in a h. manner, or
or -

(pass.). See Severe.
HARSHLY. From Harsh.

To treat abv h., see underilARSH.
HARSHNESS,,,,,,,,

. (h. or ri-

gour of mind. Eurip.). See tin-

der Harsh.
HART. See Stag.
HARTSHORN,. ,.

As the chemical substance Oleum
cornu cervi,' it was not known by

the Greeks. Cels. however, 5, 5,

8, £rc, mentions as used by the

Romans for medicine and fumi-
gation, ' cervinum cornu combus-
tum.'

HARVEST, s., 6., .', . -,, .
(Hdt.) and, 6 (both late

prose), ^• The h. gathered in,

or h. -field when reaped,,
b. A good or abundant h.,-, . ,
., : h. feast or fes-

tival, h.-home,, (Dem.)*

(), (He-
sych.). Tf Metaph.], ., .
HARVEST, . (the

fruit of the field),,', and
(fruit of

all kinds).

HARVEST-HOME. See tin-

der Harvest.
HARVEST-MAN,,
, .,. H.-woman,, .
HARVEST-WREATH,-, ., )

(Aristoph.).

HASH, s. (a dish of stewed

meat),, . -
or , (Philem.). U Metaph. :

to make a hash of athg]-
Tt.

HASH, v. See under Cut
(into pieces).

HASP. See Clasp.



HAS HAT HAV
HASSOCK,, {rush-

mat).

HASTE, s., (quick-

ness),, (speed),,
?; (diligence). To be in h.,-

(pass.),: in h.,, .,
or,

: in the greatest h.,, ,,, : to make h.,

: with all h.,

(Thuc. Xen.) : to do athg with h.,

c. partcp., or
with the verb. See Speed, Quick.
Also partcpp.,-

(e. g. ). Off he
goes in h., .
Most haste, worst speed (prov.),

(PL). For want
of leisurely consideration we make
good the proverb, — ,), -« (PL).

Comp. (festina

lente).

HASTE (to a place), v.-
(pass.),,

and or .' or .,, or -
(pass.),,.

().,,',, (all

poet.). See Speed. To h. away,. or' or :

he h.'s away, -
: to h. as fast as possible,-. *\\ To be quick

in athg] .-.' .
HASTEN •(! (Trans.)] -,,,,. -,..

See to Further, Quicken, ff
(Intrans.)] See Haste.
HASTILY. See ' in Haste,'

'with Speed.' "U Inconsiderately,

rashly]..-. To act h,.
HASTINESS, -. See Hasty. % Eagerness], . , .,, .,, .<)• (Thuc)., .

U Inconsiderateness],,,-, .,, .
Tf Oftemper] See Hasty.
HASTY,, 3.-
, 3.,, (ofper-
sons), , 2 (of persons and
conditions), , 3 (of
things and conditions). *[} Eager,
rash, inconsiderate] ,, .

(>, 2., 3., 2. '* 3., 3. Very h.,-, •. to act in a h. manner,.
:

a h. inconsiderate action,-, : a b. fellow, it»js, ,
(298)

, 2.,
2 (Hdt.). ?, 2. 7()0-. ^ Of a hasty temper]- and-, 2. -., 3. irpos, 3. To be h.,

%-..-. opyijv :

a h. temper,, .
HAT,, (a felt hat),, 6 (a broad-brimmed h.

;

inSoph. -
).
HAT -MAKER. See Hat-

ter.
HATCH. TT Propr. : to sit,

brood upon eggs].-.,,,. %
Fig.\. (to

brood over athg. Xen. Cyr. 5, 4,

35). .
HATCHET,,, 6., n. To cut with a h.,-.
HATE, v..

(Xe?i.). (Trag.). -. ,' .
or : str. tt., (abhor, gfjf"

Poet. Hdt., never in Att. prose).

To h. heartily, : to

make aby h. aby,

: that deserves

to be h.-d,,-
and-, 3. Tliey quite

h. the body, -
(PL; are

filled with suspicion and hatred

agst it).

HATE, s. £ee Hatred.
HATEFUL, })05, 3.-

and-, 2., 2., 3 and 2., 3
(Soph.),, 2 (the latter

only of things),, 3. See
under Hate. Very.,,
3 : to become or to be h. to aby,

(pass.),, '. (pass.), -: to render
aby h., ..-

: — to aby,.
: to

render oneself h.,

(pass.; to aby,)..
HATER,, , 6. -, 6. A good (= hearty) h.,, b : to be one,-.
HATRED,,.,. , ., ., . Hatred against

aby, or :

fm or out of h., ', -,, : to entertain

h. agst aby, see to Hate. An
object of h.,,,-,, (all

trag.). To incur, or become an
object of, aby's h.,

or or

or''.^, .
HATTER, 770109, .
HAUBERK. See Breast-

plate.
HAUGHTILY. From adjj.

under Haughty. To act or be-

have h., see to be Haughty. To
treat aby h., or, .'-

or.
HAUGHTINESS,-

', .,.,
., . , , .
To treat aby with h., see ' to treat

Haughtily'
HAUGHTY,, 2., , -,., , . -, 3., 3 (that

looks doicn upon others), also -, 2.,,
3 (pompous, consequential). .
and overbearing,, 3 (Xen.) : to be h.,......-. :

to grow h.,. -
: to treat aby

in a h. manner, .
See t/ie phrases in Haughtily;
also Arrogant, Proud.
HAUL, v. See to Drag.
HAUL, s. m Pull] Vid. ^

Draught (offishes)] Vid.
HAUNCH,, .,., , ),,

(the buttock).

HAUNT, v. f To frequent]. , ,. See Visit. [[ Of spec-

tres or ghosts],-
(i. e. to appear sudden-

ly), and (of
visions or dreams frequently re-

curring). To be h.-d by ghosts

or spirits,, A
place is h.-d, or-,.
HAUNT, s.. (ofbeasts,

Horn. ; also abode of men, trag.

A ristot.).,(^8^.)., 6 (esply plur. ; of gods,

nymphs, Qc. Ep. and lyr. of
trag.). See Resort. Retreat.
HAVE, v. m (Trans.) To

hold, contain, possess, be otmer of;

(gisp• and generally as transitive

expression of the verb ' to be,' e.g.

' athg is to, for, in me = I have
athg"

1

]. (Att., often

= come to h., get),

(possess), (experience),

(enjoy),

(be participant of). $&r ' / have

athg ' is often expressed by / am
of—,' or ' athg is or exists to, for,

in, S[C, me.'' Also by verb subst.

and adj., or by a simple verb,

e. g. ' one has success ' = ' one

is successful,* or one succeeds.''

To h. in one's hand, »;, : the coun-
try has (in it) some large cities,75 ' ). -
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: to have money,

troops, &c,>()-, : to h. a resem-
blance to aby,

or : to h. many
children, , -, : to h. courage,

fear ,
or : he

has confidence, -, -,-: toh. under-
standing, , -

(PL) : to h. good, bad
success, luck, -,-,,..
-, : to h. a bad voy-
age, : to h. an
end,.
(come to have) : to h. lack, plenty
of athg, -,- : he
has a distinguished father, — a
wife, -, — yvvri : to h. aby for one's

friend, — foe, ,,
: to h. an intimacy

with aby,' :
to h. aby always about one,-

: to

h. a talk with aby,

and : to h. a care
of athg, ,-

: to b. pleasure in

athg, .. : to h. an ab-
horrence for athg,

: they h. the will, but not the
power, ,
'

: to h. a longing desire for

athg, . He has
h;id time for deliberation,-: toh.
had intelligence of athg,-, :

to have orders to—,-
(c. ififin.). §» For other

combinations, as h. enough, h.

LEISURE, h. REASON, h. the BEST
of it, &c, see the several words.
To h. in one's power,-
ptov, -. .

: to h. athg by
heart, ' :

to h. (one's lesson, &c.) perfect,

: to h. in derision,. See to HOLD.
IT To gain or receive] To h. (=r

gain) by athg, -, . and- . To wish
to h.,, .
Whence had you this?' ; you shall

h. it for an obole, -. H Other uses] There is—
to be had,, ; there

is wine to be had in the place,. To h.

aby excused, ,,. As the poet has
it, ,

: as the story has

it, . He will

have it that — ,— or
— : as luck would h. it,-
', . % In

(299)

combinations with infinitives] E.g.
I h. much to say,

or : to h. no-
thing to eat,,

: to h. no
time to —,— : to h. the courage, the cruel-

ty, &c, to do athg, (to

bear), (to dare) -
: to h. the confidence or au-

dacity to do athg,,-
or.

would h. you to —
,

(c. infin.) : I would h. you to

know, —.

—. What would you
h. me say ? () '

;

you would h. me run,

(Aristoph.): how say you?
would you h. me attack the man
and be avenged upon him before

your eyes? ?;
;

% Of necessity] I have (= it

is for me) to do athg, -
(c. infin.), or ()

(c. infin., or the verbal
adj. in -) : it is for you to

obey, : we
h. the river to cross,

and-. We h. to

go, or (as

expression offuturity) -. ^§p But often the

present, as used in a lively ivay

for the fut., will do, e.g.,.
(we h. to march= ive shall march
to a country where, fye.) §1^* To
express necessity strongly, Crcl.

wiih,, . We
h. to prepare for war,
or

: he had (tvas obli-

ged) to drink the hemlock,-
: one

has (needs) only to hear it, to

know all about it,

(PL). ! To have (=
cause, order) athg to be done] Crcl.

by various phrases like thefollow-
ing : he had meat distributed

among the people (= caused or
ordered it to be, <%c), -

: he
had the agreement signed by his

brother,

: he had
stones conveyed to the spot by
slaves,? -

: to have aby impri-

soned, or

: to h. the walls

pulled down, -
: to have aby called,

: to h. weapons manufac-
tured, 07 : to h.

one's children taught,-
: to h. images

made or executed, -
(at the artist's) : to h. a

meal prepared,7/«
(by the cook). IT As aux-

iliary of the perfect] E.g. I h.

written,. §* An ap-
proach to this appears in the com-
bination (mostly poetical) of
with the past partcp., e.g. -

(thou hast dishonored
and art dishonoring. Eur.), -

(I have been and am
tvondering. Soph.). $g§» Where
in English the auxiliaries stand
alone, e. g. in answers, the verb it-

self must stand in Greek, or the

particle of affirmation or denial,

e. g. h. you heard ? I h., -
; or . An em-

phasis on the auxiliary may be

expressed by, e. g. fm
what I have' heard,, or by par-
ticles, e. g. how it has' been done,

: well, I

have' done it, -.
HAVEN. See Harbour.
HAVOCK, s. See Devasta-

tion.

HAVOCK, v. See to Devas-
tate.
HAW. See to Stammer.
HAWK, S. , , 6., . See Falcon. U Va-

rieties] b (that strikes

its prey on the ground. Aristot.)., b, and, b (small

h., prob. sparrow-h. Id.), -
and, b (a

h. that kills doves. Id.),,
b (dark-coloured h. Id.),,, (a copper-coloured h. Id.

and PL). One that keeps h.'s,

see Falconer.
HAWK, v. _f To take birds

by means oftrained harvks]-. "H To hawk
goods].-. ^[

To clear one's throat]-,. A h.-

ing, \/, .
HAWK -BIT (plant), -, (aspar-

gia tuberosa).

HAWK-EYED. *H Propr.], 2. If Fig.]-, or

imitate by phrases under Lynx.
HAWK• LIKE,,.
HAWK-NOSE, , .

With a h., hawk-nosed, -,, b.

HAWK- SHAPED,-, 2 (as the Egyptian hawk-
headed god).

HAWK-WEED (plant)-, (hieracium. Dioscor.).

HAWTHORN, prps -, (white-thorn).

HAY,, . -, . , .,
(dried fodder of whatever

kind). Of h.,, 3 : a

bundle of h., or, , or ., . -,.
HAY-FORK,, .
HAY-HARVEST. SeeHay-

making.



HAY HE HEA
_ HAY - LOFT,,, b.

HAY-MAKING, h rod-.
HAY-RICK, HAY-STACK,, . 6.
HAY-SCALES, -, .
HAY-WAGGON,, .
HAZARD, s. Danger, risk]

Vid. % Chance] Vid. Game
of h., see Game, Gamble. To
put to the h., see next Article.

HAZARD, v.

and-.,-,-, and-,
or , .,-. To h. one's life

or all that one has,• or or
or or

or, -.-,
(Time). See to Risk,

Stake.
HAZARDOUS, -, irapa-, 2. See Dangerous.
HAZE. See Fog, Mist.
HAZEL (the plant),-

or , (Co-
iylus Colurna), and -

(Juglans regia).

HAZEL-NUT, Uov-, . . -, .
HAZEL-HEN,, ,

.,, 6.

HE (she, it, they), gfg» as
suhject, being contained in the

form of the Greek verb, is not
separately expressed unless em-
phatic ; then expressed by a pro-
noun dem., usually,,, or,,-, and in antithesis 6

—

, 6—
. If it is = he himself, he

it is that —, he and not another,
it is usually, , . At the

beginning ofa period, but he, she
said, 6 , . os,, and in the parenthetic
clause, said he, said she, ' os,
' . g-fjf" In tlie object-sentence

with ' that,' to a verb of saying,
$c, expressed by the infin., the

subj. of the infin., if the same as
the subj. of the leading verb,-is not
expressed, he said that he was a
god, : he says (=
pretends) that he has heard it,

: hesaid
he was in haste, .
If the subj. be not the same, 'he'
must be rendered by, e.g. I
do not believe that he will come,. ^» In
the oblique cases,, &c., e. q.
give it him, , or the de-
monstratives ,,,
and 6 —

,
—

, e. g. give
it him (pointing), '. &

(300)

In a dpi or infin. or partcp. clause

(esply such as report a thought of
the subject of the principal se?i-

tence), sts the cases of will be

used when the object is identical

with the subject of the principal

sentence, i. e. for a ' him,' her,
1

&c, wch in the direct speech would
be a ' me,' fyc, e. g. he orders

(them) to send men with him,

(Xen., 'send men with me') : be-

seeching (them) not to look on
and let them (' do not let us

1

)
pe-

rish, -
: Apollo is

said to have flayed Marsyas for

contending with him (' because he
contends with me') in skill, -' -

(Xen.) : he was much afraid

lest his grandfather should be
dead (' I fear lest he be dead for

me 1

), 6
(Thuc.): they

made complaints, that they might
have a pretext (' so shall we have
a pretext'), -' :

they made a brief defence, for

liberty of speech was not given
them according to law

(

u

for, said

they, it is not given us
—

'),---
(Xen.). ^» Sts is

used instead of, chiefly when
the 'him' (= ' me ' of the direct

speech) is emphatic : he thinks the

citizens serve him,' : the

spectators when they see the com-
batants toiling for their (the spec-

tators'
1

) sake . . . and the combat-
ants when they reflect that all are

come for the purpose of looking
at them (the combatants),-

. .

.

(Isoc). $$° Sts

even : Cyrus begged Sacas
by all means to let him know, 6

/cu

(representing, not
' let me know,' but ' Sacas let him,
Cyrus, know'), gfjp• On the other

hand, , in Thuc. and some later

writers, refers to the subj. of its

own verb : using the stones wch
the Athenians previously put be-

side for them (selves), s'-
(Thuc).§ Hum. and other poets use the

cases of, including , ,
both for sui, sibi, se, andfor ejus,

ei, $£C. ; and sts even in Att. prose
is used for, as, they

agreed with him, oi.

And Socrates seeing reason to fear

that it might be taken amiss of

him(Xenophon),/i«i•:-' (Xen.; re-

' presenting of the direct

I

speech). See further under Him-
self, His. % He, fyc, tvho or

that] os, , o. -ris, jjtis : and
article with partcp., e.g. he, she,

that received, , -
: I am he, . "f[ In

composition (e.g. a he-goat)] -, .
HEAD, s. *H Of man or ani-

mal], ., (poet.).

Fm h. to foot, see Foot : back of
h.,- (rarely --), : front of h.,,

: crown of h. where the hair

sets different ways,,
: small h.,, . -,, . Of or belonging

to the h.,, 3 : having
a h.,, 3 : having no,

a beautiful, small, great, long,

h., -, -,-,-,--, 2 : having a peaked
h., - or- (or, 3. Horn.) : having a single

h\, two, three, many h.'s, -,
-, -,-. ^r*
The poets have the compounds in- and-, e.g.-,2. To cut off the h.,-' .,-
', : to lose

one's h , -
: to be in danger of it,-

: it is

as much as one's h. is worth, -", :

to set a price on aby's h.,-
or-. To shake

one's h., (with or tvith-

out ). . foremost,, . (adv.).. See TUMBLE.
Summerset. To raise, throw
back, one's h., : to

stoop one's h., : with h.

bent down,, ,
os : to hang one's h (desponding-

^}'
\ fig.),, :

to carry one's h. high,-.,.
(fig.) : that

carries his h. high, -,--, : to run one's h. into

danger,: to knock
on the h.,. See to

Kill, to Despatch. My h.

turns, reels, is giddy (Vid.),. Having water in the
h.,, 2. My h. aches,

see Headache. To split aby's

h. with noise or talk, ---,-, and pass,. H.'s!

mind your h. ! ! To be
over h. and ears in debt,-. See Debt.
On your own h. be it ! is-, or el/iptically

is, !

Taller than aby by the h., -
(ui>Trj) .

To give a horse his h.,

or : a horse
throws (the rider) over his h.,,. A
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subject dragged in by tbe h. and
shoulders, -. T[ Individual], ., . By count of h.'s,. '/,' (Dem.) : counted by
h.'s,, 2 : a tax

by the h., or ,. See Tax. A crowned h.,, 6. A h. of cattle,, (larger),,
(smaller). Ten h. of

—

,, . So
much a h., see Each. ^1 Upper
extremity], . , .,, . . of a tree,,
(adj.) . See Top, Sum-
mit. Head of a plant,,
or specific names, e. g. h. of pop-

py, and, : h. of

garlic, Vid. : h. of artichoke,, 6., , 6.

Head of a nail or pin,,
. To hit the nail on the h.

(fig.),
''. I

can't make h. or tail of it (fig.),—
,', .

To bring an ulcer to a h., see

Suppurate : to draw to a h., see

to Gather. ^J Anterior extre-

mity], . . of a ship, see

Prow : of an army, see Front,
Van. H. of a book, see Title,
Frontispiece. To stand at the

h. of a list, -
: to make h. against aby,, , . ]

First place, first rank]-
ov, ., . To be at

the h. of athg, or., .-
/os or .-

or , -. Those who are at the h.

of the government, ,
: to put oneself at the

h. of athg,

: to be at the h. of affairs,/ or

: to put aby —, --. (c. ace.

or dat. or gen.). % Chief (of
persons)],, 6.-, b.,, 6. The
h.'s of the town, -, : to

be the h., or at the h., of athg,

see above. Head of a family, -, ., (with ref. to

slaves). Pericles, the h. or chief

of those fm below, ,
(Eupol.) : — of philosophers,. The
h. of a party,, , 6.

jpr, .
: the h. of a conspiracy,. TJ Of

things : a leading point or topic

of an argument^, .
A summary of the leading h.'s,. To

(301)

bring under h.'s,.
See Summary. U As seat of
intelligence, mind] , ., 6. To have one's h. full of
athg, -, -

. ,
: to have one's h.

well stored, : to

take (a belief, &c.) into one's h.,' — , or.
(as pur-

pose), : to

put (a thought, &c.) into aby's h.,.-
or
: it comes into my h.,.

-, '-,- or
(c. infin.) : to put athg out of one's

h., : I can't get

it out of my h., -
: what

have you taken into, orgot in, your
h., that you do so ? or -() ;
turn aby's h., see to Derange :

one's h. is turned, see Deranged.
^f Capacity, intelligence] A good
h.,, .,, ., (generally), , ., (understanding), -, (memory). To have a good
h., ,

(for athg). See Clever,
Genius, Ingenious. To lay their

h.'s together (for consideration,

&c),, -
. Disturbers of the

commonwealth lay their h.'s to-

gether,

(Hdt.).

HEAD, . To be at the h. of,

see the Subst.-,,
., . To have the

h.,,.
: causing

the h.,, 2: to cause
or bring on the h.,

: to bring on a violent h.,.
HEAD-BAND. See Fillet.
HEAD-BOROUGH,-, 6.

HEAD - BREAKING, adj.

E.g. it ish. work, -
tjjs ?• .
HEAD-CLERK,-, 6.

HEAD-DRESS,-, -,
or -.

HEADINESS. See Rashness,
Obstinacy.
HEADLAND. See Cape.
HEADLESS,, 2.

HEADLONG, -, ,.
or, 2.75.

To rush h. into danger,

(pass.) : to

fly away h., -.
HEAD-MASTER (ofaschoot),-,-, , 6.

, (mod.). .»
ship, -,-, .
HEAD-MONEY, ,-,,. To pay

h., -.
HEAD-PIECE. See Helmet.

1 Intellect] See Head.
HEAD-QUARTERS, oi. The h.'s are in a

town, oi

(and Crcl. with-
).

HEAD - SEA,,.
HEADSHIP,, . -, ., .-
HEADSMAN. See Execu-

tioner.
HEAD-WIND. See 'unfa-

vorable Wind.'
HEAD-STONE. SeeCoRNER-

and Grave-stone.
HEADSTRONG. See Ob-

stinate, Self-willed.
HEAD-WORK,,, oi., ., .
HEADY. U Rash] Vid. If

Apt to get into the head (ofwine)].
HEAL, m (Prop, and Trs.)].,... -. Easy, hard to h., -,-,-,-,: that

can't be h.-d,, 2. -, 2. See to Cure, to Re-
medy. U (INTRANS.)]-

(pass.),. -. Of tvounds, - and- (pass.),/-'-
or- (pass.). A

wound inflicted by a bite is h.-

ing, ''.
HEALER. See Physician.
HEALING,, [trans.)., ., (in-

trans.)., .
HEALING, adj. 1 Propr.],, 3.-, 3., 2. *f[ Fig. : of

a beneficent effect], 3 (g. t.)., 2., 3. .
power or effect,

or, : h. herbs or

drugs, ,
: an all-h. remedy,,

: means or remedy of a h. ef-

fect, ", .,-, : the use of such

means,, .
HEALTH,, . -, and , also

(absence or state of free-
dom fin disease), and -, (a good or robust con-

stitution), , (prime of
strength, a state offeeling well).

H. is a blessing,

: to be in good h.,-, .. , -. : to take

care of one's h., -
: to lose one's
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h. by athg, ' : to

be conducive to b., -
or : h. is

preserved, :

the state of aby's h., -
'.

or : a rule

relating to h., -, : a means for

preserving one's b., -,, : to recover one's

h., ( ).
: to

restore aby's h., .. To drink (to) aby's.,-
(Dem.).
(Theo-

cr.) : to propose and drink aby's

b., or -.
HEALTHFUL. See under

Healthy
HEALTHINESS. See under

Health. Tbe h. of a spot,-.
HEALTHY, uyujs, 2, and,, ov (in a sound

state or condition, free fm disease

or illness),, 3 (of good
constitution, not easily subject to

illness ; also of places that are h.

or goodfor aby's health, e. g.-,, ), , 2
(that is free fm disease, or not

bringing it on), , neut.., 3 (unhurt, uninjured), -, 2 (strong, robust). A h.

body, or: a b.

country or spot, :

to be b.,. .,. . -
(the latter only = con-

ducive to health).

HEAP, S., .,., . , (all of
inanimate objects). ,
(animate and inanimate).,

(only animate)., (chief-

ly of persons) ., (ofearth

or soil dug up, also ).
See Crowd, Multitude. By
b.'s,..
or, 3., 3.

HEAP, . (of earth),,. -. and-
(to collect in a h.).-, ava- and (to h.

up, to make a h. of). To h. athg
upon aby, . -. To be h.-d,-, (pass.).). % Fig.] To h. up
riches, or,- or

: to h. up eagerly,-.
HEAR, v. *\\ To perceive by

the ear] (poet. ),
(ace. of the thing

heard), (gen. of the person
or thing heard to, orfm whom one
hears; or with prep,,,). To h. the charges,

or -
(302)

HEA
: to h. aby speaking,

/os. I

b., am told, that some one is come,
: to h. some

one praised, -
(ichile he is praised),

(the fact that

lie was praised). This may also

be expressed by , , with the

finite verb,. g^* The partcp. is used de
re certa, the ace. c. infin. de re

minus certa, or hear-say :/ (I h. tell that he

has done it), -
(I have sure information of

his having done it). On just h.-

ing it, without further examining
the matter, : a
place or spot fm web athg may be
heard, , : to be,

or to come, within h.-ing, -, , : not

to h. athg,

(i. e. of athg that does not come to

our ears or knowledge) : not to h.

athg, (i. e. to

overhear it, notpay attention to it).

Athg h.-d,, . -, (esply as exhibition). Not
to h. what one would take much
pleasure in h.-ing, -

: to h.

wrong, . H.-d
of (by intelligence),, 2,

e.g. be came before any news was
h.-d of him, -

(Thuc.) : hav-

h.-d with one's own ears,-, 2 : to let aby h. fm us,-
or (i. e.

to write or give an account ofour-
selves). TI To have the sense of
hearing]. To h. well or

acutely, : to be

hard of h.-ing,: not
to h. or to be able to h.,

: not to h. with one's ears

wide open, -
or . To direct

the sense of hearing to athg, to

give ear, hearken] Vid.,-
, - and' (aby or

athg, ), (,). or, -
: to h. very attentively,-. See HEARER.

Not to h. athg, -
: to h. athg out to an end,

. Hear ! !

Do you b. ! ap'
;
-; *j[ To give ear to a re-

quest or to advise] To h. aby,

or', -
or,. and-

: to h. aby favour-

ably,

: to h. what aby has to set

forward, his cause, &c,
: to h. athg,.' : to request aby

to h. US, . See
Hearing. To h. aby's prayers,', : your
supplications shall be heard,-

HEA
. ^[ To hear a cause

(of the judge)] See Cause.
HEARER,, 6. 6. 6,.

The h.'s of an assembly or pro-

ceedings, ol : to be
aby's b., Tifos.-,
or : to be
the h. of a lecturer, .

: to present

oneself as a h. of athg,, -
?}«.
HEARING, and-, (the act of h.). &$* But

generally Crcl., e.g. -
(the gender and case are

regulated after the context) . Worth
h., -, -,-, 2, or usually Crcl. with. Fond of h. (dis-

course, &c),, 2.-, 3 : to be—
,
' '.

a fondness —
,, v. To

give aby a h., see under to Hear.
To give a willing h.,

: to obtain a
h., (tobeheai'd).

: not to ob-
tain a h., (not to

be admitted into aby's presence).

See Audience. ^J In a judicial
sense, e. g. a hearing of ivitnesses]. ff
The sense ofhearing], V- To
perceive by the sense of h., '': to judge by
h., : difficult of
h., -,-, : to be
hard of h., :
hard of h.,-,-, 2 :

the nerve of h., -
pov, .
HEARKEN,.-..,. To h. to aby,-, (pass.). See

to Hear. Not to h.,-.
HEARSAY,, h. ,
(poet.). To know athg by h.,

or ' .
HEARSE, ,.
HEART. IT Tlie organ]-, ), ., (poet.). Of

or belonging to the h.,,
3 : that is in the h.,,
2 : palpitation of the h.,-, : the h. beats,,,.
If Fig.] The h. of a country,, 2 (adj.). or,. or,
. To penetrate into the h. of

Asia,' or' : in the

h. of the summer,,. TJ The
breast, as seat of the heart] -, . If The inmost poiver of
feeling, the mi?id], 6. -, •, , . ,
(poet.). From one's h.,, : with all my
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h.,"..-

: a g. heart,/,
: that has a good h., ay«6os., : to have

a good h., or-
: goodness

of h.,, : that has a h.

of stone,,2: h. of oak,, 3 (of ilex),-, 3 (of maple) : sturdy old fel-

lows, Marathon warriors, true h.'s

of oak, ,-,, -
(Aristoph.) : of a great

h., see Magnanimous. A man
of a noble h., -
': after one's h., irpos :

friend of one's h., :

dear or sweet h. ! !

To lay athg to h., -
. or

. and: not to lay

athg to h., : to

penetrate to the h.,

: I have athg at h.,, ' .
/os : to take to h..

see to Grieve. To gain aby's h.,

/«. £«
: to subdue the h. (with pity),, -

: to die of a broken h.,

: to be one h.

and soul, .
Gladness of h.,, : grief,

anguish, vexation of h.,,
fi : to be troubled at h.,-. T[ Courage] Vid. ,
b.,., . To be
out of h.,. -

: to be in good h., -
: I have not the h. to

—. : to have the h.,,. See to Bear.
U By heart] E. g. to say by h.,

: to know
by h.,, '-

: to get up or learn by h.,. -.̂
HEART-ACHE,,

f). To have the h.,,.
HEART-BREAKING, -, 2. '?, 3. Heart-bro-

ken, £/\/709, 2.

HEART-BURN,,
., . To have it,..
HEART-BURNING. See

Animosity, Jealousy.
HEART-FELT. See Lively,

andCrcl. with .
and•

.
HEART-SHAPED,,. .
HE A RT-SICK ENING,--,-, 2.

HEARTEN. See to Encou-
rage.
HEARTH,, {thefire-

place), , > the house-altar).

To fight for one's h ,aor..
(303)

HEARTILY,
or. See Cordially.
HEARTINESS. See Cordi-

ality, to wch add ,.
HEARTLESS,,

2., 2.(,).
See Loveless, Unfeeling. II

Cowardly] Vid.
HEARTLESSNESS,., .
HEARTY,, , ., 2 [sincere),, 2,

and, 3 (strong). A h. wel-
come,, : to give a h.

welcome, (pass.). .
HEAT, s., ,

(also in pi., as state of the

atmosphere), and-, , h (as state of bodily

objects, and fig. of warmth of af-

fection). A violent h. in one's

head, -
: a burning h.,, Kuu-, : a stifling h.,,: h. of the weather, ,. oi (Thuc.). !| Fig.], ., b., ., . }\,,, . To do athg in the h. of

one's passion, :

the h. of the fight, -. To run a dead h. (—to
come out equal with thefirst),--

(Hdt).
'HEAT, v. % (Trans.)] -,... % (INTRS.)]-.
HEATH, f The plant]-, - As place] -, .
HEAHEN,HEATHENISH,, b (Eccles.).

HEATHENISM,-, (as state), (the

lieathens).

HEATING (the act of),-, .. .
HEAVE. 1 (Trs.)] See to

Lift, Raise. To h. athg over-

board,vor: to h. the lead
(— tofathom the depth), :

to h. the anchor,,-
or '. ^[

Fig.: to heave a sigh] -,. ^[ (TNTRS.)]

(pass.),

or ''
and pass. See to Rise, Swell,

HEAVEN. H Opp. earth]-, b., b (as the seat

of the gods), ai

(as abode of the blessed),,, b (the upper atmo-
sphere), , , b (the lower
atmosphere),, b (chiefly in

respect of the constellations). Of
or belonging to h.,, 3 :

down fm h.,.: as if he had come down
fm the h.'s, :

to go to h. (ofthe dead),

(pass.), .
: I fancy myself

in h.,

: to have a h. on earth,-. By
h. ! ! for h.'s

sake, 7rpos {in requests and
exclamations),

(expression of astonishment). May
h. be gracious to you,

oi. Please h.,. . knows (= God
is my witness), .
For some reason or other, h.

knows what, not ,(). The canopy of the
h.'s, , (aft., Athen. ii.

p. 48). The pole of the h.'s, b
: the vault of

the h.'s, see Firmament. The
gates of h., ai or.
" HEAVENLY,, 3., 2., 3. The h.

bodies,,,.,
: to discourse of the h. bo-

dies,/: h. rewards,, :

h. delight, , : a h.

messenger, ,, .
HEAVENWA RDS, or'. .
HEAVILY. Fm adjj. under

Heavy. . armed, see Heavy-
armed. That breathes h.,-, 2 : to walk and run h.

laden,

: athg falls

or presses h. upon me,
or

. See Slowly.
HEAVINESS,,. /3-,, ?j. , .,. , . See Heavy.,, ., ., ., . , b

(i?ie?-tness). Hi Mentally: dejec-

tion, qloom] Vid.
HEAVY^ <\\Prop. :ofiveight],, ., 2. To

be h., (= to be of the

xoeight of, e.g. ). A h.

burden, , : h.

armour,,., .
Fig.] . food, /3-, : h. illness, or

: h. care,-
: h. expense, -. . foot, -

: h. horse, -, ' :

h. breathing,, . See

also Difficult, Dull (of intel-

lect), Dejected. 1j Miscella-

neous] To have a h. fall,-
: a

h. rain, -
: h. fall of snow,? or : h. sleep,

: the sale or market
of athg is h., -.
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HEAVY-ARMED,,, . . infantry, cavalry, see

Heavy. An army of h. men,, ., loo's,

(esply when a number is stated,

e. g. an army of 10.000 h. men,). To serve in the

h. foot or cavalrv..
HEBDOMADAL. SeeWeek-

ly.

HECATOMB,, v.

HECTIC. See Consumptive.
HECTOR, s. (metaph. for

Boaster),,, . pa-
(/(,, [comic).

t

HECTOR, v... See Boast, Brag,
Bully.
HEDGE, S.. 6.,

. ', . See ENCLOSURE.
HEDGE,r. % To inclose with

a hedge, Qc. ] See Inclose.
HEDGE-HOG, -, 6. , , and,, , .,, . poy , .-, 6 [all except the first

may denote the porcupine).

HEDGE- HOG - THISTLE,, .
HEED, s. % Attention, no-

tice], .,
v. To give h. to athg or aby,[),

{PL), -)(.),
and (mid.).

if (ThliC.).

Poet, or
(Hen.),

(JEschyl.). ^} Care, regard,
co?icern], - ,
(gg*' not used in Attic prose). To
take heed to, make account of,,<
(Hdt. Soph.),

(Soph.). % Prudential attention], v. To take h., be cau-
tious, ().,. (hare an eye upon)

:

to takeh. to oneself,.
See to Beware. To take no h.,,,. Poet,

(jEschyl.) and (Horn.).

Take h. ! ! One must take
good h.,.-

: "with much h.,..
HEED, v. See to Mind, Re-

gard, Attend to. and phrases
under Heed, s. Poet,

and,.
HEEDFUL,

(Xen.). *, 2. See Care-
ful, Cautious.
HEEDFULXESS.,, v. See Heed, Care,

Caution.
EEDLESS, ,

2. and, (Pint.), i. 2. ,
|

2 (Polyb.). To be h., -
(Diog. L.).,

|

2., 2.
!

and, 2. -
(304)

'

,2. See Careless, Thought-
less.

HEEDLESSLY,-...
HEEDLESSNESS,-, t) (Epict.).., ., .

See Carelessness, Thought-
lessness.
HEEL, s., , . One

that walks on his h.,-, , (Hipp.). To follow on
aby's h., ,.: to take to one's h.'s,,'

: to lay aby by the

h.'s,», :
to kick up one's h.'s,,
-,' : — with both

legs, iv

(Luc). If The heel of a shoe'], (pi.).

HEEL, . (naut. i.) e. g. the
ship h.'s over,,.
HEFT. See Haft.
HEIFER,, , . -, ) (Eur.).

HEIGH-HO !
" (expressive

of affliction),.
HEIGHT. If Propr.] ',
(of all bodily objects). To be

ten feet in h.,'. , (stature of
persons),, (as measured
to the bottom, depth), -
?)5 (the h. of the sea).

*J Top, elevation] Yid. U Con-
crete: high ground, eminence]
Yid. Ii Metaph.: highest pitch], V- , . To be at

the h., (poet.), .
The h. of madness, &c,. This is the very h. of

athg, toGt'
: h. of perfection,-., .

HEIGHTEN. % Propr.]. ',. -
. ^[ Fig. : to increase in size,

strength, authority, Qc. (trans.)].. or. To h. the

"worth or price of athg,/ , -,». See Increase, Raise, Ele-
vate. With a h.-d colour,-. : with a h.-d

PULSE, Vid.

HEINOUS,,,
2. .,-,,,,
2. gip* But more expressively ren-

dered by superlatives, e. g. -,. A h.

deed or act,', .. /;.,, e. g. to commit
it, . .
See Wicked, Dreadful.
HEINOUSNESS,Too!/off«w., j).,. uiapia,

., .
HEIR,, (at laic,

and in general; ofor to athg,

or )., . See

Heiress. To be aby's h., \-
: to make aby

one's h., or-
or /-. The lawful h. to the throne,

or-. 6 -, -
(of a king).

HEIRDOM. See Inherit-
ance.
HEIRESS (sole),,

. , (Hdt.)., ) (Doric). . to the
throne, (Dion.

.) : h. to a great property,-. An h.

for whose marriage her next of
kin are claimants at (Attic) law,, . To claim the mar-
riage of an h.,

(Dem.) : she that is

so claimed,, f).

HEIRLOOM, or (rare

in Att. prose),-, or, .
HEIRSHIP,, .
HELIACAL,, 3. The

h. rising of a star or constellation,, : — setting, -, .
HELIOTROPE,-, .
HELIX. H Volute of Ionic

capital],, .,
(both Vitruv.). ^[ In geome-

try] , (spiral).

'HELL, t The world of the

dead] , , . ,
(poet.), ^f The place of torment

of the wicked after death]., .
Of or belonging to h.,-, 3 : the torments of h.,. An imp of h.,

prps, .
HELL-HOUND, ,
'HELLEBORE,

(rarely), . To cure

aby with h., :
to need h., (to be out

of one's mind).

HELLISH, and-, 3 (of or belonging to hell),,, 3
(hurrah asifofhell).-, (heinous). See
Devilish, Infernal. A h.

life, : a h. tor-

ture,.).
HELM. * Rudder],. ,, . The middle

part of the h.,, : to

take the h., ' :

to be at the h.,,-. % Fig. : the helm of the

state], - To be at the h.

of the state, or.
HELM, HELMET, ,, . , . In the

shape of a h., , ' :

the crest or ornament of a h.,-, .,. . .
the point of a h.,, . One
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that makes h.'s,,-, b.

HELMSMAN,,, ., , . With-
out a h.,, 2 : a cle-

ver h..., b.

HELP, v. If Assist}

(to come to one's aid wlten called),

(with the notion of ef-

fectual aid), -,., / (mly
poet.). To h. aby in trouble,

: helping,-, 2 : able to h.,
3 : that may be helped, -, 3 (Theophr.). See to

Am, Assist, Succour. So h.

me heaven ! . I

don't know how to h. myself,. See Perplexed, ' at a
Loss.' if To avail, profit]-, -, .
It does not h., -, -, .
It will not h. you,

(PL). See ' to be
of Use.' If To assist aby in the

attainment of athg] -,-- , -. -, /. -. To h. aby towards athg,

its . -
and

: to h. aby (to get) into

a carriage, '
and'/

: to h. aby's memory (to

prompt),,-
(Isocr.). §^* Tlie

notion of ' helping ' or ' assisting

'

is also rendered in certain cases

by combinations icith prep, ,
e. g.'
(to h. or assist in preparing athg).

(to h. in expelling)

.

, (to

render assistance in accomplishing
athg). To h. aby in bearing the

war to an end,

(Hdt.). I cannot h.

(= refrain fm) doing athg,

olo's (c. infin.).' (c. suJ)j. or opt.),'' .,-, (c. infin.).

(c. infin.), or ivith

(c. infin. PL). I can't h. crying,. How could I h.

— ? (= hoio could I but, or otlier-

wise than — ?) or
1, ; (PL and

Soph.) Who could h. pitying?

tis , I can't

h. it (=: it is not my fault),()-,' . -'. How could I

h. it ? '
; It

ran't be h.-d, see Remedy. If

To help (at dinner, S{C.)]-- or-,- or-( or).
(305)

HEM
HELP. See Assistance,-?, and

(succour),, (poet.), -, (Soph.),, (aid

generally),,,
(in accomplishing a ivork),also sts, ., . --,-, and-,

(tlie work done as h., the aid,

S[c, brought). Often Crcl. with
partcp. : with h. of aby,-,. :

with God's h., . It needs
h., . To
bear h., see phrases under to

Help. To ask h. of aby, -, S[C, ., <5fC,'.
send h. to aby, -, , Qc,. There is no h. for it, see

Remedy : that is without h.,, 2. See RESOURCE.
HELPER,* and -, b, ., b (of the

afflicted),, b, h, and, , b (that stands
by aby, an ally),,, (fern.),, b, .-,, b [assistant), -, , b (that lends a hand,
a mate) : and partcpp. of verbs

to HELP, , -, S[C.

HELPFUL,,-,, 3. To of-

fer a h. hand,(, in athg). See to

Help.
HELPLESS,, 2., 2., 2 (also

awkward, shiftless),,
2 (shiftless. PL). To hem a h.

situation,

(pass.). See Destitute.
HELPLESSNESS,-,, ., .
HELTER SKELTER. E.g.

to make off h., or

or -.
HEM, v. if To border with

a hem].-. Hencefig. -
va (the armed men put as

a hem or border to an unarmed
crowd — hemming them in. Xen.).

if To hem in =z to confine or coop

up]' (Alt.), (Ion.,

9- t., gS?" answering to the Attic

form', ' shut in,' ' hem in,'

and ', 'shut out,' 'hold
off.' Buttm.). -,--.. Also

(freq. in Horn., see Lex.).

(Att.). - (Att. -). -, -,-.— all round, /-/. -
and, also-,--. See Confine, Enclose.

if To produce a sound in tlie

throat ivith closed lips] prps-,,.
HEM, S., (the

border of athg). The purple h.

of a garment,, .-. , and

HER
(Ar.). That is woven with a pur-
ple h., /Tos, 2.

HEMICYCLE,,.
HEM ISPH ERE,-, .
HEMISTICH,,.
HEMLOCK, and-, (the herb and its poisonous

juice). To drink the h. cup,-. .
HEMORRHAGE,-,, . To have a h.,.
HEMORRHOIDS,-, .
HEMP, S., , ., .
HEMP, HEMPEN, adj.-, 3 : e. g. ah. rope,-, 6 : h. oil,-,.
HEN,, , ., , . (-, , Aristoph. ; a comicfern.,

imitatedfm.),,
. A h.-house,,,
. §^* In composition ivith names

of birds, ^C,,, or
simply expressed by the fern, ar-

ticle, e. g. h.-sparrow, -.
HENBANE,, 6.

HEN-PECKED. . g. to be
h. , ..-

(pass.).

HEN-ROOST, -, .
HENCE. If With ref. to place],,., . Be off h. !, if With ref. to

time future] (c. ace), e. g.

three days h., 5?. % With ref. to time past]

See Ago, Since, if Implying or

denoting consequence]

or. . it follows, or h.

it is clear, or.
HENCEFORTH,TOairoToD*-
or . .

or ..
or

or simply.
HEPTAGON,,.
HEPTAGONAL,

and, 2.

HER, pers. pron. See wider

He.
HER, possess, pron. arid

(in reflexive relation),-, 3. See under He, His.

HERALD, , , b., (fern. ; Aristoph.).

The h. proclaims, (
or b subaud.) : the office

of a h.,, : to be h.,

: of or belonging to a

h.,, 3 : a proclamation

made by a h.,,. -
: to send a h. to pro-

pose truce,



HER HER HES
(Thuc.) : the sending one —, ittl~, : to negotiate by a
h.,(^.). (with-

out case. Thuc). A h.'s staff,-
and -,.?, he that has it,., 2.

HERB, -, ., .
Green h., , : small h.,,, : garden
h.,, : a h. garden,, : the knowledge of

h.'s,, : to eat h.'s,

: to eat nothing but

h.'s,. See VEGE-
TABLE, Simples.
HERBAGE. See Grass,

Herb.
HERBALIST,-,--,, , .
HERD, s., (g. t. both

of larger or smaller cattle, also of
a crowd),, , and-, (of draught-cattle), -,.,.-, (a congregated large num-
ber). To collect into a h.,-

: to keep or flock to-

gether in h.'s,

(pass.): belonging to a h..-, 3 : the keeping of h.'s,, (PL) : belong-
ing to it, ay (PL).

HERD, V.

(pass.). See to Congregate.
HERDSMAN,, 6.,, b., , 6., 6.

HERE. <\\ In this place]., . '
(with ref to the speakers place of
residence). To be h.,.

(as result of a coming, so, I shall be h.) : to be h. in

the town,. . I am,
h. it is, ! !

(Aristoph.) : h. and yonder, -
: h. and there,. ' '. iggjr*

In connexion with the article it is

expressed by -, with thedemonstr.
pron. by - : do you see the man
h. ? ' or

; who comes h. ? ti's '
; but h. comes,

(TragJ. ^ At this point] -, ,
or simply, . the matter
ended,. . below, h. on earth,. . -.
HEREAFTER,, '-. , ', and

(Trag.).

HERE-AT, -BY, -FROM,
S[C., express by the several prepp.
in combination with This.
HEREIN, , -, or simply. Or Orel.

with partcp., e. g. h. I have erred,.
HERETOFORE, See For-

merly.
HEREUPON, .., or-

(306)

and or
(denoting immediate sequence).

HEREDITAMENT. See He-
reditary Property.
HEREDITARILY. Crcl.with

6, , or. To possess atbg

h., Crcl. by a past tense of-
(athg by aby, -

).
HEREDITARY, -, , .,?),, 3. .

property or estate, -, : h. rights,, b : to hold athg by h.

right, :

h. portion,, .-, : ah. realm, kingdom,
or government, -

or

: h. territory, estate,

&C,
(. to one gained by arms,

purchase, S^c.) : a h. prince, see

Crown prince : h. king,--. 6 -
: h. evil or disease,-

or ,.
HERESY,, . ', (in the

Eccl. sense \

HERETIC, f In the ancient

sense] 6. 6 '-. -. ^1 JEccL]-, 3.

HERETICALLY. Crcl. with
Adj. above.

HERITAGE. See Inheri-
tance.
HERMAPHRODITE,-, 6., 6.

HERMENEUTICS^uiji/eu-
TlKt'l, 17.

HERMENEUTICAL,-, 3.

HERMIT,,, b., , 6., ,
6. The life of a h., 6. ' .
6 (later).

h.'s abode, see Hermitage. Of
or belonging to a h.,-, 3., 2.

HERMITAGE, , ., , and-, (later),,.
HERNIA,, .
HERO. In the ancient se?ise], 6. Of or belonging to h.'s,,,, 3 : like

a h.,' : to tell of h.'s,: a tale of h.'s,-, . As object of worship
also,, 6. The
h.'s or inferior local deities after

whom tribes, &c., were named,, also called ap-,. A h.'s tem-
ple or chapel,, . The
festival of a h., '. *[1 A
worthy, esply in war],, b., ,

. Later, 6, is used
in this sense. The death of a h.,, 6 : to

die it, or -.-. *U TJie hero

of a drama],, 6.

HEROIC,, 3. '. In a h. manner,'.
. age, ,. , .
Hence, an h. poem (relating to

the heroes), and h. poetry, see

Epic. The h. metre,', . See Hexameter.
To write it,. % Brave,
generous, Qc], 3., 2. In the most
h. manner,//) : h. mind
or spirit, h. virtue, h. courage,

seeHEROiSM -.h.powerorstrengih,, .,,
: h. exploit,, ., .,.

«See Exploit, ,, . To do h.

exploits,. . death,

see under Hero (death of). See
further Brave, Courageous,
"v'aliant, Noble.
HEROICALLY. Fromadjj.

under Heroic.
HEROINE,,

(Aristoph.),,, ., ., . . of a play,() : —
of a story,.
HEROISM,, ., .-, . With great h.,,.
HERON,, b (g. L).

The white h.,, .
HERRING,', .,, (prps sprat),,

, and', (later).

One who sells dried h.'s,-, , b : the sale of —

,

, . . fishery,.
HESITATE, (about

athg, ), (to

do athg, : at athg, ,
),,,. -- or-,. I do not h. to call you by

this name, '
(Eur.).

Why do you h. ?

; See DOUBT, IRRESO-
LUTE. That h.'s in his speech,, 2(", Aristot.). See Stam-
mer.

(

HESITATION,,
6. , b., . -,, . See IN-
DECISION, IRRESOLUTION. With-
out h.,,,-

: to have some h., or to

do athg with h., see Hesitate.
There is one point on which I

still feel some h.,

(PL). To have no h.,



HES
(to do athg, iroi-

iiv) : to cause some h.,-' Tcapiyj.iv or
(about believing). if Hesitation

in one's speech].
HESITATINGLY. Fmpar-

tcp. Hesitating.
HETERODOX,,

2 (Joseph.). To be h., <5£-
(PL). 0$* The modern eccl.

sense maybe rendered by,-
or. See Here-

tic.

(

HETERODOXY,,
(PL) : for the mod. eccl. sense

add or. See HERE-
SY.

HETEROGENEOUS,-, .
HEW, /, (of

wood, ). (with an
axe or hatchet). To make a road
by h.-ing down tbe wood,\ :

to h. asunder or in two, -'. -,-,- : to h. stone,

or in stone,, -. if To heiv down]-,.. To hew down
trees,,,-
and : to lay

waste a country by h.-ing down
the trees,,',-. See Fell. To
be hewn down,. -. (oftrees). See
to Cut, to Fell.
HEWER,---, o (a wood-cutter). --,-, -, (of stone).

HEWING. Bypartcp.ofverbs
in to Hew. if The act of hew-
ing], rj (with an axe.

T/ieophr.)., £,
v (of wood). See ' cutting,' under
to Cut.
HEXAGON,, .
HEXAGONAL,£>,2.
HEXAMETER,

(), . ,., . To write

h.'s,. . and pentame-
ter,, (the distich).

HEY ! interj. ' ! See Ha !

Eh ! Where's Xanthias ? hey,

X. ! ; , !

(Aristoph.).
;

(key,

isn't it ?)

HEY-DAY ! interj. ! -
! (surprise.) See Ah ! Ha !

HEYDAY, s. if In tliephrase
' heyduy of youth or pleasure '], . Crcl. with-. or.
HIATUS. See Gap.
HICCOUGH, HICCUP,,, (any sobbing),

esply , Thucyd. To
have or get the h.,.: the h. is stopped
by holding one's breath,

(307)

HIG
:

one subject to the h.,,, 2.

HIDE, s.,, and -, (skin generally), ,
6 and (poet.), pi. . -, , and also, , also, (the h. tvhen stripped

off),, (as it comes to the

tanner),, (esply as lea-

ther), , (as dressed

only). To strip off the h., see to

Flay. Made of a h. ,,, 3: made of raw (ox)

h.'s,, 2 : like a h.,, 2 : to dress h.'s or
skins, see Dress, Tan.
HIDE, v. (athg fm

aby, ), -, -,--,. See CON-
CEAL, ' keep Secret.' The Med.
is used subjectively, e.g.-

(to hide, e.g. athg that

one has done ; fm aby, :

— one's property, ).
To hide oneself at a place,-' or. ' : to h.

oneself fm aby,. See Abscond. To h. one-
self behind aby or athg,-

or . See to

Screen
HIDDEN. Partcpp. of verbs

to Hide,, 3.,
3 and 2. and (poet.), 3. -,--, 2. In a h. manner, see Se-
cretly, by Stealth. To be
h.,. .. See SECRET, UN-
SEEN.
HIDEOUS,, 3.(), 3. -, 3 (with filth),-, 2 (h. to behold. Aristoph.).

HIDEOUSLY. From Adjj.
above.

HIDEOUSNESS,,., . .
HIDING, partcp. subst. Act

of h.,,--,
. See CONCEALMENT. Fit for

h.,, 3 : a h.- place,,. ,:
fm a h. -place, .
HIDING, s. To give aby a

good h.,, ().
HIE. See to Hasten (intrs).

HIERARCHICAL (eccl. L),

prps, 3: —ally,—.
HIERARCHY (eccl. L), -, . To be governed by a

h.,. The h. (in the

concrete), , .
See Priest, Priesthood.
HIEROGLYPHIC,-?, 3.

HIEROGLYPHICS,-
or .

HIEROGRAMMATIST
(Egyptian learned priest),-,, 6.

HIEROPHANT (the chief-

priest of the Eleusinian mysteries),, , 6.

HIGGLE. See to Hawk. il

HIG
To chaffer] Vid. To h. in a
niggardly, miserly way,-. (about
trifles, Philo).

HIGGLER,, 6.

HIGH. if That has elevation], 3. ',, (poet.).

Situated higher, and
poet,, 3.,
2, and poet,, 3 (hover-

ing in tlie air). To fly h.,-. The highest,, 3.,-, and poet,,-, 3. ^* With ref to mea-
surement, expressed by the ace.

absol., , as eight feet h.,' (, ), or .^ Often expressed by compounds,
esply in poetry, e. g. having a h.

neck or its neck h.,,
: to carry the neck h.,-

: of h. growth,-
?;, : flying h.,.
See the Gr. Eng. Lex. With h.,

prominent, eyes,, 2
(Hippocr. ) . if Fig. : applied, e. g.
to mental qualities, moral acts,

<$£C.], , . , 3.,, a. This is too h.

for me," ': too h. for man,' : to

have h. notions, .-
(PL) : to have a h. opinion

of aby, kuXiiv

: to aspire after h. things,

: to have a
h. reputation,

: of h. intelli-

gence,, 3. See
Highly, if Ofprice, value]-,,.,-,. To buy at a h. price,

to give a h. price, -
: to estimate athg at a h,

price, to set a h. value upon,7 or -' .
: of a h. price, h.-

priced, -,-, 2.

if Of degree] The highest happi-

ness (— summum bonum),-.
: the highest degree of

happiness, -
: in a h. degree,,-

?},.,, ,
and adv.. .,. (poet.) ".

to possess athg in a high de-

gree, ' .
: in the high-

est degree,?, 3. ,', 3, and adv..,. See DE-
GREE, Pitch. Of h. consequence
or importance, a£ios :

of h. antiquity,7, 3.

To play h., see to Gamble, if

Exalted, distinguished] Vid. H.
rank, station, position, dignity,

&c, : a h. family,,, : of

h. birth or descent,, 2 :

X2



HIG
those h. in rank, oi

(). oi . % Fig.:
haughty] VlD. % On high].
Poet,,,.
(to be .). From on h., avwUtv.., 3 (adj.). See

ALOFT. To lift on h.,-
,,. '-

(PL): I am set on h.,-
-yas. \@* And nume-

rous, esply poet., compounds, as, that thunders on h.,

for wch see Lex. % High and
low in voice]. A h. scale or musical
mode, or ,

: -with h. shrill voice, -, 2 (Hipp.),,
2 (loud) : to play h. (in music),/. .
Words,,, : to come to

h. words, -
(Aristoph.). IT Of time]

. time,, 6., V '• 'tis

h. time, (),() (c. infin. ; poet., and also

JCen.). or :

h. noon, : a
h. age, see Advanced, Old. *fi

Of colour] A h. colour,, : to have a h. colour,. % Mis-
cell.] The h. seas,, b., : the ship is on the
h. seas, :

the sea runs h.,,-
6 : the river is h.,

6. . water,
see Tide. High wind, Vid.

High and dry,. High TREASON, Vid.
High misdemeanours,,. . condition,, - , : to be in h.

condition (plump),. To
sin with a h. hand, see Wilful-
ly. To fill h.,.
HIGH, adv. In phrases such

as, e. g. (the river) runs h.,

: to be situated h. up,

: to fly h., -, expressed by adjj. and
advv. as above.

HIGH-BORN,*, *.
HIGH-COLOURED, -

*, 2. See under High.
HIGH-FLOWN, ,,

3., 2.,
2. A h. speech,, 6 :

a h. style,

or 6 -.
HIGH-FLYER,-, , 6 (Aristoph.).-, 6. -, 6.

HIGH-HEARTED. See Mag-
nanimous, Generous.
HIGHLANDS, ,

• . . Highlan-
ders, (.
HIGH-MINDED. See Mag-

nanimous, Arrogant,Haugh-.
HIGH -PACING,,

(Soph.).

HIGH-PRIEST,,
(SO®

HIM
, 6. The office of a h.,-, .
HIGH-SEASONED, -, 3. See Flavoured.
HIGH-SOUNDING (words),(,), 6.

HIGH-SPIRITED. SeeBoLD.
HIGH -TREASON,. One guilty

of h., .
HIGHLY,..-,. Very h.,

most h.,,,. «See Extremely. And
formedfin adjj. under High, and
besides Crcl. with compounds, e.g.

h. respectable, /iiys, 3 : h. gifted or endowed,,,, -
or . *, 2

(with ref. to mentalfaculties), -< -
(with ref. to good things in

general). H. favoured by fortune,, 3 : h. renown-
ed,, 3. -, 3 : h. pleased,-
*, 2.,.-, : h. enlightened,, 3 : h. honoured,, 2: h. celebrated,, 2.-, 2 : h. meritorious or

deserving, or, 3 : — as regards aby,

or .
HIGHNESS, f Propr.

:

height] VlD. if Fig.],., . . of mind, -, .
HIGHWAY, (with

or without, ), and, (sc. ), -, .
HIGHWAYMAN, *,, ., , 6. To be

a h., or.
HILARITY. See Mirth.
HILL, *,* or,* (•),,, 6. Poet,, ,, , ., , and

and, 6 (Hdt.).

HILLOCK. See Hill.
HILLY,, 2. -,, 2., 3.

HILT,, .
HIMSELF (Herself, It-

self, Themselves). U As pro-
noun definite (= he and not an-
other)] ?, , . He h. said,

: he h. must come,
'. to

address or send an address to the
king h., **, * In
this sense in Attic prose
precedes both art. and subst., or
follows both, the son h., 6

or , and the art.

is never omitted except with pro-
per names, as , or
tvith designations like king, father,

&c, ,, $c.
combination with pron. of third

person, (in Horn, both still se-

HIN
paraie, e. g. , oi),, , , and with empha-
sis, , 6[C., to love,

hurt, &c, h.,,,., : to come to h.,

: they prepare

for themselves, ()?
: belonging to

h., see His own. ^• Even in

the gen. absol., e. g. they wished
them to escape first, while they
themselves drew off leisurely,-, -

(emphat. for
[see under He], which pronoun
is used in the following clause,* *, Thuc. 3, 78).
Cyrus ruled these nations not
speaking the same language with
h. (as he' did), Kupos -

(=)
(.). See He. ^f» Sis the cases

of are thus used with

added, the Athenians were seek-
ing themselves (== one another),

oi' * -
(Thuc.) : they were so hot

that they could with the greatest-

pleasure throw themselves into

cold water, *
(Thuc). ^ The

reflex, pron., when not emphatic,

is often expressed by the mid., he
washes h., : he prepares

athgforh.,' :

to wch, for emphasis, the reflex,

pron. is sts added, as he acquires

power for h.,. But often the Gr.
usesthepass. oran active tierb where
theEng. has Oneself

(
Vid.). See

the several Verbs. 1J By himself
= alone] , 3. , 3,

e.g. (lives by h.), also' (without help). ^J =
Of his own accord] Vid. -
?, 3. In and by h..?'

and '
(out of his own head) : athg as it

is in itself, . ^gp•

Of, by, &c, -self, is also expressed
by numerous compounds of -, e. g.,-, S[c. See under Self,
and the Greek Eng. Lex. under-.
HIND, s. The stag] -, . Tl Boor] See CLOWN.
HIND, HINDER, adj. (in

composition), e. g. h.-leg, -, 6. ,
: h.-wheel,? 6 :

the h. part of athg, ,, , : h.-seat,. See Back. The
h. part, : to occupy the

h. part, or or/ : towards

the h. part,. -
: fm the h. part, or

or . See
Back. The h. part or portion of

a building,*, 6 : those



HIN HIS HIS
stationed in the h. rank, or the

h. division (of soldiers), oi -. Hindermost, hind-

most,', 3. See Last.
HINDER, v. f To checkor op-

pose the execution of athg]-
. -

.» .
(pass.). If To prevent aby]» or (Aristot.) -

(fm doing athg), or c.

infin. (PL) or ti (Isocr.).

or , -, ,, , or simply, c. infin.

(-,-), or , or, or (Th.)& .-, , or, , also. (^*
Nearly equivalent is

, propr. to hinder
while doing athg.) Also, -.

() .
To be perpetually h.-d fm attend-

ing to athg,

(PL). We are h.-d in the
pursuit of philosophy,

(PL) :

to be h.-d fm doing athg by athg
or aby,

or . "[[ In more
elevated language, to hinder= to

debar] (Att. to shut out ;', to shut in. Buttm.)

c. infin.,,
() . What is there

to h. fm — ?

c. infin. (0$* concerning the

addition of , , see the

Grammar), also '
c. infin. (.) Apt to h.,-, 3., 3.

See to Keep, Prevent.
HINDRANCE,,,,,., . Also, -., .,., (negotium, h. caused

by other business), '
(fm athg,). Put

a h. in aby's way,. -.. See phrases in

to Hinder. To remove a h.,-. ()- or, .
HINGE, s. ^ The purpose

of hinges was served by the-,, 6 = the pivot at top

and. bottom of a door ; let into a
soclcet,, , and-, b. To cut through, or break
off, the h.'s of doors,,, . In
Horn,, 6 = that on wch
a door or gate turns,-, = ball and socket, joint.

^1 Pig. : cardinal point ofa ques-

tion], .
HINGE, v. (— to turn upon),

e.g. ', ,. ',. See Turn upon.

(309)

HINT, V.' Ti,and, (at athg).-, . -
(to allude to

a person. Thuc).
(to give a glimpse of), -

(to make known by h.'s.

Dem.).
(to drop A.'s casually).

HINT, s. To give, drop, &c.,

a h., see the Verb.

HIP (pi. Hips),,
(os coccygis, Archipp.). -, (also h.-bone. Xen.). -, (thigh-joint). ,
(its socket, also loin),,,

(loin). Socket of the h. joint,,. and-,, ., (Ath.).

Pains in the h.,,, ., : that has such,,, 3.

HIPPED, HIPPISH. See
Hypochondriac.
HIPPOPOTAMUS,-, .
HIRE, s., . -, . See Wages. On h.,. . : to

let out for h.,, -,-
: a letting for h.,,. &e Let. Without

h.,, 2, and adv..
HIRE,v. {mid. and

pass.), .. (to take

into one'spay, esply soldiers. Hdt.).
To be h.-d, ..
HIRED,, 3., 3., 2. -,, .,

. , (pass.).

A h. horse, or, .
HIRELING. See Hired and

Mercenary.
HIRER,,, .-,., .
HIS (Her, Its, Their), «-, , , (ejus, eorum, ea-

rum, eorum). I saw his father,. Or
the gen. of the demimstr., if ' his,'

<fo. = ' this ' or ' that person's,'

Sec, e. g. he said the fault was
theirs,. If it refer to the sub-

ject it is, , . gfjp

But if the possess, pron. be suffi-

ciently indicated by the context it

is not expressed, e. g. he washed
his hands, ,
unless it be emphatic = ' his own,'

e.g. the boys insult their own fa-

thers, oi

: the Lacedae-

monians looked down upon their

(own) allies, oi.
(.) '.

he gives Stratonice his (own)
sister to Seuthes,.))
(Thuc.) : they say that each (wo-

man) of them asked, where was
her husband,, '

(Hdt.). ^ The emphatic 'own'
is sts strengthened by addition of, e. g. he has overthrown
his own power,

(JEs-
chin.). The sing, gen., , Ion.

(in Horn.— both sui and ejus),

and its possess, adj. , , (,
, ), are never used in Attic
prose; their place in secondary
propositions (see under He) is

supplied by, e. g. Pericles
apprehending that Archid. might
leave his (P.'s) lands untouched
(the direct thought or speech = iA.
may leave my lands —'),-— ?

(Th.) : also the plural
is often used in such pro-

positions in place of,-
(in poetry sts = 'his').

Showing that their founder (=
' our /minder'') was fm Corinth,

(Th.):

in order that the Ath might not
escape their (= ' our ') advance,
by getting outside their (= i

our'")

wing,' -
(Th.) : the spectators,

when they see the athletes labour-
ing for their sake, and the athletes,

when they reflect that all are
come to see their exhibition, oi() ''-, () -

(Iso-

er.). (The Boeotians gave the
city to) those of the Platseans,

being in their interest, who sur-

vived,' . -. ^ijr»

sts refers to the subj.

of its own sentence. Nicias sta-

tioned merchant vessels before

their (rr the Athenians') intrench-

ment, . \-
(/.) : . himself with the

marines of their (the Athenians')

ships, N. toTs
(Th.). Gylip-

pus having taken on board those

of their (the Lacs') sailors who
were armed, . -

(Th.). (^° In these ex-

amples,, though refer-

ring to a sing, subj., is not ' his.*)

Defraying the expense fm their

(own) resources, -
(Th., once

«// .), §^° In
good Attic writers is rarely

used reflexively of the nearest

subj., as e. g. Thuc. 4, 8, 1,. 0jt 'Their own' is

expressed by, -, and (with or with-

out). You will find many
tyrants undone by their own
wives, -
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[X.) : they manage to g t

their own names inserted,

(Lys.) :

that under the general fear they

may sci-een their own, -
{Th.) : they think

you will no longer notice their

faults (which they themselves
commit),

(Lys.): their

own business, -
(PL).

HISS, (to fizz), -
(to whistle). *ff As mark of

disapprobatio?i\. -,
(ahy) or-,' (hoot). To be h.-d down,-,'.

HISSING,, . ?,
6.,.,.
HIST ! See Hush !

HISTORIAN,-,-, 6 (the earlier icriters of
history)., 6.-, b., ties, ,
Qc. 6 or-
\//«s (the later,

2>ragmatie tenters of history).

HISTORIC, HISTORICAL,?,,-, 3. A h. enquiry,, : h. certainty, )

: h. re-

cord or writing,,., .
HISTORICALLY. Fm the

Adj. To be h. preserved or on
record, -. -

(PL) • to know
athg h., or-.
HISTORIOGRAPHER.Iaro-, b. See HISTORIAN.
HISTORY, As record of

events], .,., h-, (Hdt.). ^f More ge-
nerally, as story or narrative] -,, and, . -, 6.,.
write a h.,, e. g. of
the Peloponnesian war,-

TlfXo-' (Th.).

Ignorance of h.,. ^f
As course of events] -

or or
or. The h. of this

period,

: Grecian h.,'-, '.
HISTRIONIC. -See Theatri-

cal.
HIT, v. TJ Opp. to miss]-, (e. g. the

mark, ). See to
Reach. ^T Fig.] To h. the
right moment, -orav^. to
h., or h. upon, the truth (by con-
jecture, &c.),

(310)

HIV, or ''
. .. You have h.

it ! well h. ! .
or -. To h. the mark (= to

be right), (without case) :

to h. or touch the right points,

(rem acu tan-

gere). To h., or h. off, a likeness

as a painter, or.'. To h.

upon some contrivance, see Con-
trive, Devise. To h. upon (by

recollection), see to Recollect,
Call to mind. That h.'s the

mark, -,-,-, 2 : to h. the mark cleverly,

(Hdt.). ^f

To strike] Vid. E. g. the missile

h.'s, : h.'s

him on the ear,. % To BEAT, give

a blow] Vid.
HIT, s. TI Opp. to miss] A

lucky h.,, . To make
a good or lucky h , see the Verb,

-,-,,-,,,
(in a game), 8rc, also -. To make lucky h.'s,-.
'HITCH,?;, 'f To check (by a

catch, hook, <§"c.)| '. ^J To
move by a slight jerk] g. t.,
-,-. See to Move.
HITCH, s. H Catch] Vid." (the check, stoppage. X.).

"Where's the h.? -
;
(Oem.) To

have a h. in his gait,.
HITHER, (but Att.

more usually ' here""), also

(Aristoph.),a7id (poet, esp/y Trag.),, (e. g. '',
h. comes —).. (in

Att. usually with perfi, e. g. thou
hast come h. = to this,-, PL) : strengthened

(Horn, and later writers, never m Att.)..
See Here. H. and thither,

(poet.), .., .. To run h. and thither,'/. See 'Backwards
and forwards,'' ' To and fro,' ' Up
and down.'
HITHER, adj. (citerior), -

and (-
), 3, also ,.,, (all with Art.,

e. g. , i. e. the h. coun-

try).

HITHERTO. IT Up to this

time] or

or, . . '. 1J To this point]. . (= thusfa?•) I have
been speaking, &c, or -.
HITHERWARD,. }-
. . (poet.).

HIVE, s., 6. Belong-
ing to a h.,, 3 : to

HOB
make h.,. -, (any hollow cftest, beehive.

Plut.). opoov,,or,, (bee-house, a
stand of beehives). A h. of bees

(= the bees within it),,.
To rob a h. of its honey,-.
HIVE, ./.
HO! \

!

HOAR. See Hoary.
HOARD, S., b. -, . See Store, Heap.
HOARD, v. ,-. H.-d,, 3.

HOARDER. Crcl. by pa?icp.

of verb to Hoard. See Miser.
HOAR-FROST,,-, . ,,

6. , . Covered with h.,, 2 : to cover with h.,

: it is a h.,.
HOARINESS,, ,

and Crcl. fm udjj. under Hoary
(ivith ref to the head).

HOARSE,, 3(-, b, sore-throat :, to

have one),, 2 (some-

what h.). and.,
3 (rough, dry), and,.. A h. voice,. To be h.,-. (and pass.).

HOA RSENESS^i^xos (see

under Hoarse), ,. -,.
HOARY,, 2, and, 3. . hair, or

: to grow or turn
h., (pass.) : a h. head
and he that has it, - and-,, b, .-- and -, 2./ .
HOAX, .

or, '' or
(to make fun

of aby). (de-

ceive with false hopes), -. See Deceive, Gull,
Take in.

HOAX, s., b (usu-

ally pi.) . ,. -., .
HOBBLE, v. «ft (Intrans.)],.. «SeeLAME,

Limp. H (Trs.) To tie or clog

a horse's legs],-
,.
HOBBLE, s. II A limping

gait] Crcl. by verb to HOBBLE.
II Fig. : to be in a hobble]-.
HOBBY-HORSE, HOBBY.
Propr.] ,.

To ride on his h., -
(Plut.

Ages. c. 25). Metaph.] -, .
Athg is aby's h.,.

: an expensive h.,-
: to expend a

good deal on some h.,.



HOB
HOBGOBLIN,, v., , . -, ,

and-,.
HOCK,, .
HOD,, (g. t.).

HODGE-PODGE, ,,.,.,
.. , .,., ()., V.,-.. (Att.)

.

That wch is h.-d,, :

not h.-d,, 2.

HOE, s. ?,, v. -,. and-
«, (a two pronged h., bidens).

HOER,, , and, , 6.

HOEING,, -, and
(Theophr.),, ., .
HOG, or us,, . -

*, , 6, . A fat h.,

(), . See Pig, Swine. A
h.'s bristle, or, . n .
Hog's back (a rock or ridge like

a),,, .
HOGGISH,, 2. See

Swinish.
G - S , ,-,-, .

HOGSHEAD. IT As liquid

measure, 54 gallons] The nearest

equivalent (or -) . If In-

def. : a large caslc] ,
HOIST,. ',- '. To h. a sail,

or'.
HOLD, v. «IT (Trans.) To

have seized hold of] ,- ., , e. g. to h. a
;

staff in one's h.,() : to hold aby by the

cloak, or
j

: to hold fast
j

to athg,, !. *JT

keep, to retain] To hold aby to

his word (fig.), a
\. To hold

fast a purpose,.. Toh. a course

towards, see to Steer. *ff To
hold as possesso?'].. , ,. To have and
h. landed property, :

to h. in a foreign country,-
: property so held,-,: right of holding it, -, . To h. an office, -,,. .. To h. a title,'.-. * To detain, stop the mo-

tion of aby or athg],, . To h. aby fm fall-

ing, : toh.

one fm fleeing, -« : to h. one's breath,/ .
: to h. one's tongue, -
(3H)

HOL.. -. To h. aby in hand,-. Hold!\ See
< Stop. To be held fast (entangled)

in athg, (e. g.) : to be held liable

to punishment, .
IT To celebrate, keep, exhibit]-

;

' (e. g. a supper, -) : — a feast,,-, : — a mar-
riage, :

j
— judgement, -: — an assembly,

(., of him who
causes it to be held) : — a meeting
or council,,, and (of the members
composing it) )

: — a muster or review,: — a speech,

discourse, conversation, -.,-, . ff

account, esteem] ,-, , >. To h.

aby for, or to be, a friend,

: to h. athg to be
a special providence,. See ACCOUNT,
Consider, Take. To h. in ho-
nour, »7 . -,.

: to be held in wonder,
(Hdt.). I h.,. . -, —. I h. with aby,-. ,. If To hold with ant/

person or thing rz to side with] -
or . -, ,,-. To h. with the Medes,

the Lacedaemonians, &c,-,. *jf To contain]. (gen.)..,.--,-..
The room h.'s many people,. To h. Avater, -. fi (Intrs.) To hold

good — to be applicable to] -
or ., ., . A say-

ing h.'s good with respect to athg,'. -
: it h.'s

good throughout, -
(.). H To continue

firm]. The rope will

not h., /
/
?)'« -. (gfjp For phrases with hold,

not given above, e. g. 'to h. in

pledge,' ' h. aby responsible,'
' h. a wager,' see the other words.

HOLD BACK. *H Propr.]-
and-, and^ (to restrain

aby from athg), also,-. To h. aby back fm do-

ing athg,; -
. '

: to h. back one's anger,

HOL
or

or. II To keep reserved or
secret].., , -(). See Keep
back. *H To restrain o?ieself]-,. -. . ^ De-
lay] Vid., and Linger.
HOLD BEFORE,

(athg before aby).-
(before oneself), and-,,-. (as lure).

HOLD BY (ititrans.),. See Hold on by.

HOLD FORTH,-
(e. g. ),-
(e. g. ),-. See
to Offer and to Hold out. *fl

To declaim, harangue] VlD.
HOLD IN,. -., also. To h. in one's breath,.
HOLD off. «fi (Trans.) To

keep ojf] (e.g.

or , handsfm aby).

(one's own hands),' (Att., to shut out, opp. to, to shut in),,
or

or .
H (Intrs.) To hold otieself off].(
keep at a distance).

HOLD . To continue]

Vid. h. on by,-.
;

HOLD out. IT Extend] -,-, -,-..
To h. out one's hand,

(after athg, ),
or. (by

tcay of rendering assistance),-
(for

bribe), (h.

out and shake). To offer]-... See
to Offer. — a prize,- or (and pass.).: — hope to aby,,,, : — a
promise, or-. or

: — a bait or lure,

a threat, ,
: to h. out (= sug-

gest), . *fl (Intrs.)

To hold out tinder or agst athg,

endure] (to perse-

vere), and.. ,
or . -,

also- (Th.). To h.

out when besieged, -. -. -' (to fl-

out to the last extremity. Th.).

HOLD OVER, '
or . ', (e. g.,

threat or terror).
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HOLD together, % (Trs.)]» (to keep up tlie connexion

or union), (to

give stability),,-
(to h. together by

way ofcomparing things), ^f (In-

TRiXS.)] (pass.)-. or

(to adliere, cling together), -
/os (to h. together as

friends, S[c), or. .
HOLD under, '
.
HOLD up. I (Trans.) To

raise].
(e. g. the neck) (to

stretch out and h. up),.
(lift up). To h. up one's

hand (e. g. for a blow),

: — in prayer,-': — the hands (in voting),

: — one's head,

(as mark of pnde).-
(to look aby in the face) : —

one's dress, -
(when fluttering in

the wind), ^f (Intrans.)] The
weather is h.-ing up,. -

(6).
g*5f• For verb. adjj. and substt.

fm Hold and its compounds see

the Gr. Lex., e.g. held by (=
liable),, 2: a h.-ing agst,, : h.-ing fast, -, 2 : a h.-ing fast,,
v : a h.-ing in of the breath,-, : a h.-
ing fast, or keeping fast hold of,

the government, -, : to be held back,-, 2 : h.-ing in (= containing
and retentive), (3)-.
HOLD, s. ^ Grasp with tlie

hand] , . -,--, ./, (also ahan-
dle agst, a h. upon). To take h.
of athg,,,. .-. or .,,. To take h. of
aby by athg, and Xau-'

: to take h.
of aby's hand, or of aby by his
hand, -

: to lay h. of athg,,
(forcibly) \ to lay

h. of aby (to seize him),-. or. See Arrest.
lay or take h. eagerly,-
,, -,- : to
seize h. of a convenient oppor-
tunity, or

: — the moment it

presents itself,

: to keep h. of,..
: to leave

h. of, or to leave or let go one's
h.,,, -, -,- (and mid. of same
verbs): to lose one's h. of any-
thing, or

: to miss one's h.,

(312)

,,. To have a h.

upon aby (fig.), ., :

also .. You
have given me as good a h. upon
you, -. if In tlie concrete] See
Handle, Support.,, . '

TT Custody] VlD. ^
Hold of a ship]. , .,

(Horn., later, the water in the h.,

bilge)., h (Soph).

HOLDER. Person who
holds] Crcl. with verbs under to

Hold. % He who possesses]

or,. 6 -
(ofathg,). «See Land-

holder.
HOLE,, (any opening),, , or, , aho, , and or, (made by boring), -, , and /»/,,
(by rubfdng),,

(dim.). A h. made by digging,, ., 6 '. — by
fissure,, : — by ani-

mals for their shelter,,
, and, 6 : h. or socket,, : that has a h. in it,,,-, (rubbed), 3.

To make a h., see Pierce, Bore,
Rlb, Dig, ?. Creeping into or

living in h.'s,, 2 :

one that lives —,,, : to be one — , •-. H A miserable dice/li?ig], . See Den. Dungeon.
HOLIDAY, f Feastfestival]

VlD. Tf At school, fyc]-., (arid

pi.), and , \
(vacations in the courts ofjustice)., (truce, hence h. or
vacation. Aristoph.). It is a h.,

or h. time, ivith the preced-
ing substt. To have or take a h.,

dva-, ,. or

: to make h. (be idle),-
(Ion. and poet.), If As

adj., e. g. holiday attire] See Fes-
tal, Festival. The h. of the
month,, .
HOLINESS. II Sanctity of

mind or conduct], -, also,, . ^[
Inviolability of a place] -. \, . See SANCTI-
TY, Sacredness.
HOLLO! \
HOLLOW, adj. % Concave]', 3. , 2 (PL)., 3 (poet.). To make

h., see tlie Verb. That has h. eyes,,, 2 : h.

or sunken in the flanks,-, 3: to make so,:
to become so, ''
(by starvation. Aristoph). A h.

way, see Ravine. % Empty], 3. ., 2. ^f Fig. :

hollow-hearted] See False. U

Of sound],, 3.

To speak with a h. voice,

(Hipp.; 'fuscavox,'

Cic.). A h. sound,, 6. See
Dull.
HOLLOW, s.,, ., .,, ., . A h. made by

nibbing,', (Hipp.). The
h. of the hand,, (, Aris-
toph.). , (Horn.).

HOLLOW, .', -'...
(with a chisel, <§"C.).

HOLLOWNESS. f Thestate

of being hollow] Crcl. "H Fig. :

emptiness, futility] VlD.
HOLLY,,, also

-a and -, (ilex aquifolium).

HOLM-OAK,, (ilex).

HOLY. (&ST Thefundamen-
tal notion of the English word is

that of integrity, icholeness ; oftlie

Greek,, that ofawe
or religious dread, .) U
Morally perfect] ,,, (poet.), 3. 1 Vir-

tuous, pure], 3. ,
., , also, .
To be h.,, sts also

(as ', .). Sa-
cred to a deity] ,, 3,

also,,,,,2. The h. ser-

vice, . A h. place,(), : a h. enclosure or do-
main,,,: to be h.

to agod, ; to make
h., see Hallow, Consecrate.
H. water,/ or
or ,. \/,, : to wash one's hands
with it, : to sprin-

kle oneself with it,. Awful, inspiring

a holy awe], 2. -, . By all that's h. !?
(oath).

HOMAGE. 1 Propr.: in

feudal law] ', , .,, . To swear
or do h., . -'-. More gene-

rally, to pay h., '. . ',.
HOME, if House of one's

habitual abode] , 6. See
House. At h.,, (with-

in, opp., not at h.). oi-. (poet.). To
stay at h., : to be at, or

to have one's h., somewhere, //'' : taking
one's meals at h.,, 2 :

(to) h., (e. g., -, to come, to go), and, in

speaking ofa greater distance,'
(e. g., to set out

on the way h.). To bring h., -,
: to lead or escort aby h., -/ : to bring
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one's bride h., -

: to light aby h.,/ : to fetcb

aby b.,,,
: the way,

journey, voyage, h.,

or, 6 : be-

ing on the vay, &c, h.,,, ''
(h.-bound) : fm h.,' : fm h. to h.,' -

(prov., of one who has two
h.'s). Tf Things, people, S[c., at

home] b, f], ,, -, or (see

Domestic, Own), e. g. to think
of one's h., -, : to long for one's

h., : to be with-

out a h , :

to fight for one's h., ?. See HEARTH. U
One's own country, opp. to foreign
parts], , . To be
at h., : fm h.,-, 2 : to be away fm h. (on a
journey in foreign pajis), -,

: a being fm h.,-, : to leave one's h.,

: to re-

turn h. (fm exile), (its) : of or belonging to

h.,, 2., 3. -,, 3 : h. affairs,. If Phrases]
To be at home in athg,-
pov ,. There is no subject in

which he is not at h.,' ,-. A h. thrust,-, . To come h. to

(= to touch or nearly concern)

aby, . It shall

come h. to him, I will pay him
h. (= he shall suffer for it),-/. See Visit.

Athg is brought h. to aby,-. See Con-
vict. Driven h. (e. g. a nail,

bolt, c\c), (adv.), -
(adj.), : To draw the

bow h.,,.
HOME-BORN, f Domestic]

Vid. f Native] Vid.
HOME BOUND. See under

Home.
HOME-BRED,.', (verna, opp. to pur-

chased), also', . -,. ',
HOME-GROWN,' (e.

g., h. corn. Th.).

HOMELESS,,-
, 2.,, b, J7.-' (= patria. carens).

HOMELINESS. See Sim-
plicity, and next Art.
HOMELY, ?,, 2 (in-

artificial),

(unadorned), ?, 3. See Sim-
ple, Natural, Plain.
HOMESICK (to be),

(313)

, ,.
HOMESTEAD. See under

Home.
HOMEWARDS,.
HOMICIDE. ^ As thing]-, b., n- To be guilty

of h., . or

: to indict for

h., : to

be tried for h., '' -
or. See Mur-

der. If As person],,
b.,.-
, b.,, b. See
Murderer, Slayer.
HOMOGENEAL, HOMO-

GENEOUS,, .
HOMOGENEITY, bo-.,,, h..
HOMONYMOUS,,

2.

HONE,, ., ., .
HONEST. IT Upright, com-

patible ivith duty], 3. An
h. life, : to be born
of h. parents, -

: to get an h. living,

or -. % Upright], ., 3., 3. ?, 3. To play the h. (good,

easy) man". ^f

Agreeable with truth], 3., . ^[Respectable]-, 2. An h. trade or profes-

sion, : an
h. name, ,.. ., .
HONESTLY. Fm adjj un-

der Honest. To act h.,. .
and : to

w sh athg h., -
: to confess h., -.

HONESTY,, -, .,,, ., .,,. . is

the best policy,,.
HONEY,,, .

make h., : to pre-

pare with h., (Th.) :

made of h., or prepared with h.,,, »}-, 3. (gen.),-,, (poet.). Like h.,, 2: of the colour of
honey,, 2.,, b, : water mixed with h.,,,, :

wine with h.,»}?, b :

drink offerings of h.,-, : cake baked with h., -, ., :

sweet as h.,?, 3. -, 2., 2. -, 3. Dealer in h.,-, , b. ^° Fornumerous
compounds, esply poet., as fed on
h.,, 2 : h.-tongued,

h. -breathing, &c, see Gr. Eng.
Lex., under-,-,
HONEY-BEE, or, .
HONEY-COMB,,.,.
HONEY-CUP (of a flower),,.
HONEY -DEW,,, .
HONEYED. See Honey.
HONEY-SUCKLE,-,.,

(Lonicera periclym. or caprifo-

lium. Diosc).
HONORABLE, ,

3. , 3 and Att. 2( in

and worthy of h.). (e. g.), (tending to h.),

(done in h.),-,, 2, and -
(worthy to be honoured), -, 3 (honouring ; to aby,), (of things), -, 3 (distinguished, illustrious),, (earnest, vir-

tuous),, ,
2 (a man of honour). To give

aby an h. reception,

: to die an h. death,

or (str. t.). Athg is h. to aby,,, or.. See Honour, Honest.
HONORABLY. From adjj.

under Honorable. To die h.,

or :

to deal h. with aby. -.
HONORARY, '

or tiuj/v, S{C. .
member, prps -, .
HONOUR, . (g. L).

( skow one"s

respect), .- or-, also and. (poet.),, -
(to esteem highly). To h. and

applaud aby, : —
with reverence, and' : h. the gods, those of

old age, &c, ,
: I h. the

man for his virtue,

: to h. aby
more than all the others,-

: not to h.,. Honoured,, 3
and 2. See phrases under Ho-
nour, s. H To honour with athg], morefreq.-

or , also

iy pa (-).
HONOUR, s. f External dis-

tinction], (andplace ofk).', , (consequence,

pre-eminence), and, ., (Th.)., (PL,
but more poet.),, b (an or-

nament, SfC,for h.). To do h. or

credit, to be an h. to aby, to re-

dound to aby'sh., ,. To reach the highest
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li.,^,^ ft*

: to count athg an h. to one-

self, (c. infin., e.g.

1 count it an h. to have you for a

friend,). I get h. by athg,., .
He is an h. to his age,' .
To pay aby the last h.'s, vo-. See OBSE-
QUIES. To show, pay, do, h. to

aby, to hold aby in h., see to Ho-
nour. To pay all possible h.'s,.. To-
ken, act, demonstration of.,»},
V., : to receive every
mark of h.,

: an empty show of

h., , ?'; : a me-
mento or memorial of h.,

(PL) : seat of h.,-, : to place aby in the seat

of h.,

: he had the h. to

be sitting, -. To mention
aby with all h., ' -

(to say no-

thing but what is good),,
(to make

honorable mention). Athg in h.

of aby (e. g. games),

: to do athg in h. of, by way
of h. to, aby, , or, or by partcp. of verbs to

HONOUR,,-. To come off

with h.,, -. . to whom h. is

due ! ,, ^
(Aristoph.). «U Post, office, fc,
of honour], . , .
See Office. T| Good name, repu-
tation] VlD., .-,,,, . ,

(glory, renown). To be had
in h. with aby,

: to injure aby's h., -
(dishonour),-

av -, and -- (disgrace) : to pre-
serve one's h., -: to lose one's h.,.-

(Aristoph.) : to have a re-

gard to one's h., '. Sense of h. (re-

gard to one's character),,, 6., r\ : to be influ-

enced by it,.-. A man of h.,

or . -
Kid, or. A woman's h. (re-

putation^ for_ chastity), ,
- , , ) : to rob a girl
of ber h.,

:

lose her h., -. The point of h.,,, ,
. .,
: to vie with each other in the

(314)

point of h.,? -. -
(.) : to

make athg a point of h.,-. -
. Affecting one's

h.,,
(contumelious), 3.,.,,. ., word
of h.,,, : to promise
upon one's h.,

(c. infin.). Upon my
h ! . ..
HOOD,, n [§• t- for cap

or bonnet. ^* With the acade-

mic hood may be compared the

cape ofthe later philosophers,-,, . S. Chrysost.).

HOODWINK (obsol.). See to

Conceal fm, to Cloak (fig.).

HOOF, >,, h- ,, 6 (X.). That has its h.'s

undivided or not cloven,,, 6, fi.

HOOK, S.,. -, 6 (any iron h. or spike),, (Th. ; grappling-iron).

In the shape of a h., -, 2., 3. A fishing

h.,, . A reaping

h.,, ., .
HOOK, v. 1 To fir with a

hook]. To hang
on a h. or nail, .
H Fig. : to catch] VlD. «|[ To
bend into theform of a hook] -...
HOOKED. See Crooked.
HOOK-NOSED,, 3.

Somewhat h.,, 2.

HOOP, s. , b (g. t.

round),, 6. ggf* The lat-

ter esply ' a child's playing h.,'

made of metal, with loose rings

wch jingled as it moved, hence,

the game of h.,, ),

and the stick the teas beaten

tvith,, 6 (a tvooden handle
with an iron hook at the end, cla-

vis adunca. Propert.). The h.

round a cask, &c.,prps-,. The h. of a ring(,
6) in wch a stone is set,-
, (fund a).

HOOP, s. and v. See Whoop,
s. and v.

HOOPER,, oD,

(g. t. one that bends laths into

hoops, or osiers, Qc, for basket-

work).

HOOPOE, -,, 6.

HOOT, V.-, --, -\,- -
(c. ace, to shout down, over-

power by shouting, S[c).-" (to shout at aby). -.- or-. See HlSS.
HOOTING,-,--, ., ).

HOP, ..
or (g. t. jump) '

(on 07ie leg), or'
(PL).

h. fm twig to twig, -
:

to h. (jump or dance on one leg)

on greased bladders or skins,\ (unctos salire per

utres) and (Epi-
charm.).

HOP, s. [ Jump] Vid. (tvith

addition c on one leg'). ^[ The
plant] prps, (g. t. cat-

kin). A h.- field,, 6.

HOPE, s. , , t)., . Longing h., -., (poet.) : good,

cheerful h., : he that

has it,, , : vain or

empty h., ,,, and (poet.) :

frustrated or disappointed.,-/^, ., . See
Disappoint. Without h., -, , . See Hopeless. Not
according to h., '.
. in athg, or about athg,

: there is h., :

to have h., . -
(c.fut. or aor. infin.) :

to h. no h.,'
(c.fut. or aor. infin. or

with verb finite). To have a firm
hope,..

(c. infin.). To have
fresh h.'s, to feel one's h.'s revive,^.: to

have one's h. fulfilled,, : to

have but little h., -
: to have but a slight h. for

one's stay or anchor,

(Aristoph.) : to

entertain great h. of aby,-
: to

form or conceive h.,.
(c. infin.) : to place one's h.

on aby, :

to hold out hope to aby,-,, -, : — respect-

ing athg, -., -,
( infin. or tvith ).

(c. infin.) :

athg gives me h.,

: to inspire aby, lift him
up, with h., -,.: to puff up
with h., hold out vain h. to aby,

: to

deceive with vain h.'s,-
: to buoy aby up with

h. (esply false h.) of,

(c. fut., e. g. -, Th.) : to place all one's h.

upon athg or aby,

(look forward to athg)..'. (to ride

at anchor upon one'sfriend. Phtt.).

ai -
. Suspended between h. and
fear,, 2 : to pin one's

h.'s upon — , :
to weaken aby's h., -: to deprive aby
of his h.,



HOP OR II OR,,
: to give up

the h., -
or ,

and,-
. If we yield, there

is no more h. for us, or all h. is

gone immediately, -. % Milit,

t. : forlorn hope] Orel, by-/' (e. g.

{breach)) : to volun-
teer upon it, -

(Xen.).

HOPE, . ,.-, (athg or for
atJig, , or ace. c. infin.). -, also, . To h.

athg of or fm ahy,

: I h. that,

(c. infin. fut. or aor.) : to h. ear-

nestly for athg, :

to make aby h. athg, -
(c. infin. or with ,

the latter esply of things uncer-

tain orfalse). See Hope, s.

HOPEFUL, ,
, .,, 6, .-, /, os (having firm hope),

or,, (ex-

citing or raising hope).

HOPEFULLY. Crcl. with
Adj.
HOPELESS,,, 6,

. , 2 (having no
hope),, 2 (having or
entertaining no hope, and also that

cannot be hoped for). To be h.,.-. : a h. case,

: a h. state or situa-

tion, : to be h.,

: my case is a
h. one,. See Desperate.
HOPELESSLY. Fm the Adj.
HOPELESSNESS,-', .
HORDE,, .,
(g. it. any crowd or number of

persons). ^[ A migratory tribe],', (ofnomades)

.

HOREHOUND,,
(marrubium, common white h.).

HORIZON,,, 6.
« - . .y ' ' ,

5 '
,, ,',,

(the view contained irithin h.).

That lies or is within one's h.,, 2 (visible fm a place).

HORIZONTAL,, 3., 2 (g. tt.). Earthquakes
having a h. direction,

(Aristot. ; opp. to ver-

tical,).
HORIZONTALLY. FmAdj.
HORN. "[[ Propr. : ofan ani-

mal], and , (in

all the acceptations of the English
word, as forming a part of an
animal body, and as material

and wind instrument). A small

h.,, . One of the

h.'s of the moon (fig.),,
(315)

. That has h.'s, ,,., , 6 : with
beautiful h.'s,, 2 : with
bull's h.'s,, 2 : to bear

h.'s, : to get h.'s,

: to toss the h.'s,

(and fig.
' to set one's

head on high' z=.give oneselfairs)

:

to butt with h.'s,, -. To harden into h., -
(trans.) and

(intrans.) : like h.,, 2:

one that works h.,,, b. One that blows
the h.,,,, 6 : to blow the h.,

: to give a signal with the

h., . ^f

Fig.] To give aby a pair of h.'s,

or
(prov. = to cuckold) : a husband
that has got a pair of h.'s (= a
cuckold),,, b

(the latter Byzantine) : one that

has h.'s on, , b.. ifU* For compounds
with Horn see Gr. Lex. under-,-,
HORN-BEAM,, , and

prps , .
HORN-BOOK,,,
( -), g^r Mod. Greek, .
HORNED,, , .,, (fern.). . cat-

tle, ' ", .,.
HORNET,,,

(g. t. wasp).

HORNY,, 2.

HORRIBLE,, ., 3 (to be shuddered at)., 3., 3. See HOR-
RID, Terrible. More, most h.,, (poet., with no-

tion of coldfear).

HORRIBLY. Fm adj. Hor-
rible. To be h. afraid,-..
HORRID, and-, ., 3.-,, and, 3., 2., 3

(all poet., and with notion of cold

shuddering), , 3.,, b, , and,,
(also poet.) : generally,, 3., . See

Dreadful, Detestable.
HORRIDLY. Fm the Adj.

HORRIFIC. See Horrible,
Horrid, Terrific.
HORRIFY,(.

Aby is h.-d,. : to be
h.-d at the idea of death,-

: to be h.-d at

aby's power,. See to Shudder.
HORROR. 1 Shivering, shud-

dering] Vid. | Shiveringfear], . To feel a h.,-: — of death,. See Dread. % Ob-
jectively] ,, .

, : also,,,, , (as
something perpetrated). A night
of h.'s,, . What h.'s were
perpetrated,

: the h.'s of war,

or
or

(, , .).
"f[ Extreme aversion],
b. and (poet.), .
To have a h. of athg,-/ Tt. .. .
HORSE, ', b and .

young h.,, b : a spirited

h..' or,
b : ' (the latter ra-
ther as fault, a hot-tempered h.) :

an unmanageable)\.,' : a frisky h.,-, , b : a small or poor
looking h.,, ., : a single h.,,
b (as subst., viz. as) riding or race
h.,,, b : on h. or h.-

back, '' or (more rare-
ly) ' ', and partepp. of, ' ',', 2: a ride on h.-back,', : to fight on h.,''.-

: a combat on h.,-, : to mount a h., -' : to assist aby
getting on his h., or'' :

to get down or alight, fall, jump
down, from one's h.,-,, '' : to spur a h.,'' : to saddle a h.,-' : to put a h. to (a

carriage, &c), '' : to keep h.'s,-'.: that

keeps h.'s,, b, :

the keeping, , also-,-,, -/3-

: to sacrifice h.'s,-
: without a h., :

having many h.'s,, 2 :

to let out h.'s,'
: a lover of h.'s, ->, b : an admirer of h.'s,-,, b : one that has quite

a passion for h.'s,,, b : a passion for h 's, -, .,, .-, : a h.'s trappings or fur-

niture, , .',,
(ornamental). See Housing, Sad-
dle, &c. A h. tail,'
and, . To water a h. (to ride

him in a pond), ' :

to give the h. a roll (in the sand),

(^ this with the

ancients was as regular a part of
a horse's tending, as with us the

taking him to water. The h. is,
the rolling-place is,,,-, ). Of or belonging to a

h.,, 3.' and-



HOR HOS HOT
•Trios, 3 and 2 [poet),-
i/os, 3 (poet.) : in the shape of a

h.,, 2 : relative to

riding of h.'s,, 2 (X.) :

a pair of h.'s,, ioos, :

with four h.'s,, 2 : (a

ship) for carrying h.'s,-, 2 : a country unsuited to

h.s,- and-, 2. The
teeth that mark a h.'s age, oi

(Xen.) : a h. lacking

such teeth,, , (Poll.).

Don't look a gift h. in the mouth
(prov.; ' equi denies inspicere do-

nati,' S. Jerome), prps' ,
crnnp. the prov, '. "H Collectively, the

horse = the cavalry] Vid. h'. Commander of the h.,', 6. g^* For other com-
binations, see the several words,
e. g. a h.'s mane, bit, S[C. ; and
for various compounds, esply poet.,

see the Gr. Eng. Lex. under -
-.
HORSE-BEAN,, .
HORSE-BOY,, .
H0RSE-BREAKER,0-/'.\, ,

(.). To be a h.,.
HORSE-CHESTNUT, (JE&-

culus hippocastauum, unknown to

the ancients: say),.
HORSE-CLOTH,,

TO.
HORSE-COMB. ^^Curry-

comb.
HORSE-DEALER,-

\, , .
HORSE-DEALING,'., .
HORSE-DOCTOR, '-., .
HORSE-DUNG, -, .
HORSE-FLESH, -, .'. \ Cant phrase for qua-

lity of horses'] E. g. a judge of h.,, , .
HORSE-FLY,, .-,, .
HORSE-HAIR, ,

or, . '-.
HORSE-LAUGH, or.,,

., . To burst out
into a h.,.
t

HORSEMAN,, ,
(one that understands to ride).

and,
(poet.), -,-, ,
(one on horseback). A good (or
bad) h.,,

: to be a good h.,.
{(hat sits firmly

or well) : an expert or clever h.,,^ : like or in the fashion
of a h..

; fitted for h.-
men,, 3

f
HORSEMANSHIP,,,.,

(316)

. and, . -, v. Pertaining to h.,.
3 : to practise h., •. Art of h., .
HORSE-MINT,,
(mentha sylvestris).

HORSE-PARSLEY, --, .
HORSE-RACE,,

. There is a h.,'.
HORSE-RADISH,,

ioos,, .
HORSE-SHOE, '-. §' or, (= h.-hoof).

HORSE-SORREL,-,.
HORSE-TAILED,-?,

2, and', {the latter,

and, , also =
horse-tail).

HORSEWHIP, s., .
HORSEWHIP (aby), v. See

under to Whip.
HORTATORY. E.g. a h.

speech or address, -
or or, .

HORTICULTURE. See Gar-
dening.
HOSE. U As coverings for

legs and thighs, trowsers, draicers,

Qc],, '., ai (long and wide,

esply of Persians), also

and, oi (bags),,
ai (breeks, breeches, of tlie Gauls),, (narrotv, as of the

Amazons). if As stockings, un-
known to the ancients] Later, prps, (Hesych. '

). Mod. Gr., ai : prps may be rendered
by , ai.

HOSPITABLE,, -, 3., 2, or.
HOSPITABLY. From adj.

Hospitable,.
HOSPITAL,-

and-, (for the poor),, (for the sick)., (for strangers).

HOSPITALITY,, -, ., (PL), -, (.). To form ties of
mutual h. with aby,

(pass.) (to be, guest-

friends,'' according to the ancient

custom). To be connected by
ties of h. with aby,

: to show h. to aby,. ,.
HOST,, (hostandguest)., , .

and, , (that gives

a banquet), . -,, <£c.

(that receives another into kis

house). ), .,
(an innkeeper).

HOST. If Army] Vid. IT

Great numlwr] See Crowd.
HOSTAGE,, . -

pov, , and,. To
serve as h., to be an h.,-

: to give h.'s,

or or :

to leave h.'s, -
(.) : to release or send back

an h.,: to secure aby's fideli-

ty by h.'s, .
HOSTEL, HOSTELRY. See

Inn.
HOSTESS,, .,
(in a private house or family),, (of an inn).

HOSTILE,, 3 (hos-

tilis, of an enemy at tear), if

Unfriendly in sentiment],
3.,2., Shnilder
t.), also, 3, and-, : to be h. towards aby, to

entertain h. sentiments agst him,
or- .,, or

or or. : to treat

aby in a h. manner,
(ace), .-

: to make h. to oneself, -
(mid.) See Enemy,

Inimical.
HOSTILITY. H Subjectively,

as hostile disposition],, .,.,
v. If Objectively, i. e. theformer
displayed by acts] ,
ai. otuois, (faction), -, (war). To commence h.'s,

: to com-
mence open and actual h.'s, -

(Xe?i.).-
: to suspend

h.'s, .
HOSTLER,, .
HOT. ^ Propr.], 3.

Very h., -,-, 2:
scorching, burning h.,-, 3.,,
. - and-, : glow-
ing h.,, 2 : boiling h.,, 3 : suffocatingly h.,-, 3. It is h., :
it is choking h., :

it is intolerably h.,

: to make h.,-
: to become h., '-

(pass.). See to Heat.
If Fig. : eager, ardent], 3., 3. A h. desire,. . See AR-
DENT, Fervent. A h. fight,. or-

: a h. attack,. If Of venereal pas-

sion] -. To be h.,.
See Lustful. If Oftemper] us,, ., 2.,
3. To be h.,.. See Cho-
leric.

HOT-BATH, (pi.), ai., . To use h.-b.'s,-
or -: the use of

h.-b.'s, and -/, .
HOT-HEADED. See under

Hot. A h. fellow (adjectively),,,2. if Im-
petuous] VlD., ., 2. A h. act,-, .



HOT HOW HOW
HOTCH-POTCH. See under

Hodge-podge.
HOTEL. Residence (in the

concrete)] See House. If Inn], ., .
HOTLY (fig.). See Ardent-

ly, Angrily.
HOTNESS. See Heat.
HOUGH, s., .
HOUGH, v. See to Ham-

string.
HOUND, s. or-, 6. See under Dog.

To hunt with the h.'s, and run
with the hare (prov.),' .
Similar proverbs, -

(Plut. de fort.

Roman. 4).? -
(Aristoph. Ran. 536).

HOUND, v.
>

To h. on (=set
thedogson/), (Aris-

toph. Theocr.).

HOUR. H A small, indefinite

portion of time] , .,
6. The usual h., ' -

: at the right h., :

at a leisure h., ' :

fm, to, this h.,,,
or : one's last h.,, ., The tiventy -fourth
part of a natural day] , .
To point out the h.'s,.. See Clock.
HOURLY, ' , '.
HOUSE. 1 Dwelling],

. , . , (poet.),, 6.,., ., (habitation). A small
h.,', : a double h.,'-, (Lys.) : in the h.,

: out of the h., . See
Home. I forbid you to leave or

go out of the h.,

: not to let

aby enter the h., or
: to go

into another h., -,--
: to build a}\.,' (ofthe build-

er),' (of the owner).

To be staying at aby's h.,-
{or ). U

Hotisehold] Vid. ^f Family, race], 6., . Of a noble

h.,, ., ,
6, . If Domestic affairs] -, , '.
keep h.,. .. The master of the

h., : the mistress

of the h.,, : the peo-

fle in the h.,,, : be-

onging to the h.,, 3 : to

go fm h. to h., ..
keep open h., -'. U House of

trade, firm] . g., many great

h.'s are ruined, --
'.

HOUSE, ?. H To place under
shelter (e.g. goods)] -

(317)

'. (mid.), -
(to layby stores), -, (to

store up in a warehouse), -, (to get

in one's harvest). U To receive

under one's roof, to afford a sliel-

ter]'. If (In-

trs.) To dwell under aby's roof]
See to Dwell.
HOUSEBREAKER. Crcl.,e.

g. to be a h., or guilty of h.-

breaking, -, or-,'. '-.
HOUSEBREAKING. Crcl.

with preceding Art.
HOUSE-DOG, '

or, 6, .
HOUSE-DOOR,, (also

in pi.), .,, .
HOUSEHOLD,, ., (in the abstract, i. e.

the management of domestic af-

fairs). To manage or have the
management of the h.,.'. TJ Houseliold affairs
or concerns] or, . ', ,, or simply, 6, or,,.
HOUSEKEEPER,,-, (with or without)., .
HOUSEKEEPING,-, n (the art of Keeping house),

and under Household.
HOUSE-LEEK,,., .
HOUSELESS,, 2.

(

HOUSEMAID,,,
-
HOUSE-RENT,,

(Isce. Dem.)., (g.t.).

To pay it, .
^
HOUSE-TAX,, 6, or, (q. tt.).

HOUSE-TOP,, rj(). See Gable.
HOUSEWIFE,, -, .
HOUSEWIFERY. See under

Housekeeping.
HOUSING (caparison of a

horse), (or ),, 6 (Xen.).

and, (Xen.).

HOVEL. See Hut.
HOVER. 1 Propr. : ofa gen-

tle motion in the air].. (sway
to and fro),

or,. -
(PL). To h. over

aby's head, - and--.- or-.
H Fig. : of dangers, #] -- or-. See
Impend. To h. between hope
and fear,.-
pov. See Suspense. To
before aby's eyes,,, also-.
HOW. H As interrogative

particle: a) in direct questions]

; ; How are we come
off in athg?

;^* Often strengthened with other
particles, ; ([nay,] for
how [shoiild it be]?) ,

;
(hoiv in the world ?)

;
(how is one to get to

imagine?) How in the world?
; How (expressing a-

mazement at athg) ? ; h.

then now (— ivhat do you say
note) ? ; ; but
h.? ; h. so? or h. is it that ?

; and (in

familiar Attic) ; h. about the

rest? \ ; h. do you
mean that? •

h. should it not ? ^» Elliptical-

ly, in the middle of a sentence :, , —

;

(but I do not think, for h. should

I? that — : = assuredly not,
1 quid enim ?') : its op-

posite, ; (h. could
it but be? = assuredly), ;
(yet h.? =: impossible). Paren-
thetically, in earnest conversation,

;
(h. thinhyou ?=).

. much ? h. many?, , ov :

h. many ? (ordinally, quotesimus ?

Germ, 'derwievielste?')?,
, ov ; in h. many days could I

come?
(Xen.) ; h. often?; h.

big? h. old?, , ov ; h.

long since ?
;

h. much do you think it cost?; ^J ) In
indirect questions] , also

y. . .. .. do not know h. to

trust him, , or }
: they specu-

late h. the world came into being,', 6

: he may tell you himself h.

the affair stands,

: h. great,

h. much,,, , : h.

conditioned or made,,-
,, : h. old or big,-, 3. ^* With infin., e.g. I

will teach you h. to do it (= in

what way you shall do it),

or : I am
at a loss h. to — , —

.

gfjp Sts the infin. without ' how,'

e.g. he does not know h. to write,. ^\How
(that), (as) hoio (after 'verba de-

clarandi et sentiendi')] for, e. g. having learnt h. (that)

it was kept secret, -. In exclamations, di-

rect or reported] . . perish-

able a creature is man ! -» ! I thought

Socrates a happy man (when I

saw) h. fearlessly and nobly he
died,, -

(PL). . I wish
that — , (c. infin.).

See THAT. Also (c.

optat.), e. g. h. I wish I were
dead! (Eur.,

= h. may I find a way to die .').



HOW HUL HUM
Tf Strengthened by 'ever' and 'so-

ever ' ] E.g. I shall not give way
to you h. powerful soever you
may be, -
irip . See How-
ever.
HOWBETT,. See un-

der However.
HOWEVER.

_
1 In whatever

way]..-. \ and [.
sub}.). . it may turn out,}. % Although ever

so — , much as —, &£C.] and
(c. partcp.). The bad is

not praised h. beautiful he may
be, 6

or . U For all

that (in apodosis to a concessive

clause)'] , e. g. old as I am,
I will undertake it h., kuI-'. ^[ =. but, but then]

, e. g. I was saying, h.,. Tf More strongly adversative]. Some man, h., will say,' . (~ for one
thing, however it may be with the

rest thatfollow') , e. g. -,— (this is somewhat strange, it

stores, h. —) : also (=/or that,

however it may be ivith what goes

before) : and in combination with
other particles, . .. In respect, h., of justice,: since, h.,

I have got, ' -
: you have the bow, h. (it may

be with the rest), '
: since, h.,' .

Also (= at least though)., e. g. chiefly to be sure
(or, first, indeed), then h., -— (or -

—), . Also, , ',
' (but all one for that),, e. g. perhaps, h., I have com-
mitted an absurdity, it is excu-
sable h.,, ., e. g. it must be owned, h.,

that it has something to do with
the body, -

(PL),
and

(as corrective particle in restrict-

ing any advanced assertion), e. g.
(the horse nearly threw him,)
Cyrus, h., kept his seat,

(sc.) ' -
(.). -

(although ; be it further ob-
served, h.). , ' ,

(yet).

HOWL, . (of hun-
gry dogs, wolves, lions, ?.), -

(as dogs, also lament, poet.),, -,-. %
Fig. : of the wind].
>

HOWL and HOWLING, s., .. .,, also (Theocr.), and, (LXX. ; ofanimals)., (of men = lamenta-

(318)

tion)., ,
(metaph. of tlie wind).

HOWSOEVER. See How-
ever (restrictive conj.).

HUBBUB,, . -, (clatter),,
(Horn, and comic). To make a

h., (Aristoph.).

HUCKLEBONE. See Hip.
HUCKSTER,

(

, ., , .-, . A h.'s stall,,, : a h.'s bu-
siness,,,
^HUDDLE, . IF (Trs.) To
mix in confusion] See to Confuse,

I CROWD, .
(kui). To h. all to-

: gether, -
j

,', ,
: to lie all h.-d

together, ,,, ().
] To huddle up, finish off in a

|

hasty and slovenly manner] -. H.-d up,-, 3 : a h.-ing up,,
. ^[ To huddle on (one's clothes)].
t

HUE. «H Colour] Vid.,
7j. , . @^*--, is said of the play of
changeable colours.

HUE AND CRY,-,-, (g. tt.). \ A written

description sent out for apprehen-
sion ofa culprit]. To raise or send out a h.

and c. agst or after aby,--.
HUFF, s. 1 A sudden swell

of anger] , . To
be in a h., (pass.), -. (). See
Anger, s. and v.

HUFF, v. TT To act petulant-

ly to aby]". .
HUG, . .

(pass.). See
Embrace. U Fig. : to hug, =
flutter oneself] -. To h. the land (naut. t.),.
HUG, s. 7/>3, fj. See

Embrace, s.

HUGE, (-) -, , 3.,, ., 3. A h.

mass, or -
or. See Enormous,

Vast.
HUGENESS,, .
HULK (dismasted hull of a

ship), , .
HULKING. A h. fellow (a

long lazy loon),-, (Theocr.).

HULL, s. (ofa ship),,.
HULL, v. II To shell] Vid.. H.-d barley,-
, .

HUM, v.. With a
h.-ing noise,.
HUM, s., 0. A k of

many voices,, .
HUMAN, //075 (usual

prose form), (the

only Traq. form, also pr.),-
(PL, rare), 3: also Orel, by

, , or-,' av-. . things, the lot of h.

nature, (Trag.) : not for h. nature
to attempt, (PL) :

more than h. ignorance, -, (PL) : falli-

ble h. understanding,, (PL) : in a h. manner,
(e. g.,

to commit h., r^ venial, errors) :

by h. means, in all h. probability,

(Th.). ' -
: the course of h. things,

(sc.) :

to act like a h. being, to be h.,. '.
. ( = mortal), Vid., and see

Man. The h. race, -,
: the whole h. race,: all

that is h., .
See Mankind. A h. being, see

Creature. Of a h. form, -, 2 : h. happiness,

or '/. % Human life : u)

in the abstract] or. .
or tj/i/. [ ) In the concrete] -,. To sacrifice

as few h. lives as possible (in war),. . sacrifices, -, : to offer h. sacri-

fices,.
HUMANE,/?, 2.

See Compassionate.
HUMANELY. Fm adj. Hu-

mane. To act h. towards aby,/ .<7?
(pass.) or .-.
HUMANITY. 1 (Fm Hu-

man)] or, .,, .
See phrases under Human. If

(Fm Humane)],
. To treat aby with h., see Hu-
mane, and adv.

HUMANIZE,, also

or . Hu-
manized,, 2. 7/5
and, 3. The act

of h.-ing,, .,
.
HUMANLY,,

(after the manner
or ways of man or mankind).

HUMBLE,a</j.,
ov., 3, or by verbs-
and-, e. g.-, 3. See Submissive. A h.

request, see Supplication and
Suppliant. To be h.,.



HUM HUN HUR
HUMBLE, V.,-,,-

(Aristoph.). To h. one-

self,,.-
: to h. one-

self before aby, :

to h. (= bring loiv), see to Sub-
jugate. Comp. to Submit.
HUMBLENESS. See Hu-

mility.
HUMBLY. Fm adjj. under

Humble. Very h.,,(. To beg h., see to Suppli-

HUMBUG, s., .-, 6. See Fudge. i\ As
person], , 6 (idle

talker), «, 6 (bragqart).

HUMBUG (aby), v.

or (to lead

by the nose).

(Aristoph.). See Cheat, Cajole.
HUMID. See Moist.
HUMIDITY. See Moisture.
HUMILIATION,-, ., .-, ., (tra?is.). -,, (intrans).

HUMILITY, ,
ijtos, ., ., . To dis-

play or sbow h., see Humble.
HUMORIST,,-', 6. (gup The latter

= , Aristot.,

a man of pleasing versatility of
manner, S[c., but later in a bad
sense— scurrile.)--, 6. % Eccentric] Vid.

_
HUMOROUS,,, 3.

HUMOUR, s. Humidity]
to. a?id, 6

(in the human body). Having
or producing bad h.'s,-, 2. % Temper (in general)], . Pleasant
or good h.,, : to be in

good h., ; or
or : being
in good h.,, 2 : cheerful

h.,, : bad h.,, ., : to be in a bad h.,. (-) : in such
a h., : a play-

ful h., ,. To
comply with or yield to aby's h.,

see the Verb. To be or feel in

a h. for athg, -, -
: not to be or feel in a h. for

athg, . 1J

Wit (=, lepos)], ., , . ,
HUMOUR, .,' (both c. dat.). -

(ace), -
(to accommodate otieself

to al>y's h.'s).

UMOURSOME,-\,-,-, 2 (difficult

to deal with). See Fanciful.
HUMP,, or,. , 6. That has

a h.,,,, 3.

(319)

HUMP-BACKED. See under
Hump.
HUNDRED,. As fi-

gure, p'. The number, or a com-
pany of a h.,,
(Xen.)., , : a

h. times, : one, two,

&c. in the h., see Cent : a h. years

old,, 2. -, /em..-
: a time or period of a

h. years,., ,
: a captain of a h.,-, b, and, ,
: that has a h. arms,-, 6, : that has a h. feet,,, 6, : that

has a h. heads,,
2 : that has a h. mouths,-, 2 : ah. thousand,-, 3. , .
HUNDREDFOLD,-, 2.

HUNDREDTH,,
3. The h. part,-, (
tax at Athens). See Cent.
HUNGER, s., (appe-

tite), also , .-, (a longing or wish
to take food), , 6 (great h.,

starvation). To be suffering fm
h., . -

: to destroy or kill

with h., see Famish, Starve.
H.-bitten, see Famished, Starv-
ing.

HUNGER, v. (propr.

and metaph. ; for or after athg,, ,-
(to be hungry).

HUNGRILY. Crcl. withfol-
lowing A rticle.

HUNGRY,,, ., 3. )), 2. -
,2. Very h.,,,

: to be h., see to Hunger.
HUNT, s. See Chase and

Hunting.
HUNT, v. m (Intrs.)] To

go hunting] . -- or- or-. f}

(Trs.)] To hunt athg,,-, . To h. with
aby, . U Fig. : to

hunt = seek after or pursue athg
eagerly],,

(e.g. glory, ). To h. for

(= malce search after),. To h. aby away, see Chase,
Persecute.
HUNTER, f Huntsman] Vid.

H A hunting- horse]', 6.

HUNTING (verbal subst). See
Chase. To go out h.,

: to be gone out
h.,' : of or re-

lating to h.,-,-,--, 3 : a h. license, or pri-

vilege or right of h.,, : a h. party, -.
: a h. companion,-,-,-, ,

, -,, : ah. dis-

trict, , : h.

equipments,, , :

, : a h.
spear,, : a h. cot
or shed, , : a
lover or fond of h.',,, 6., : to be —

, :

fondness for h.,, .. ,
.
HUNTRESS,,,

., . or ))-.
HUNTSMAN,, -, , and -, , 6.

and, , .
poet, and,,
b (by profession). A h.'s horn,: like ah.,, 3., 3: a
h.'s art or profession,,
. , : the life

of a h., , 6.

HURDLE,, (g.t.

wattle), , 6 (to keep cattle

in), or', .
HURL,,. See to

Throw (g. t.). (fin

a sli?ig). (a javelin,

^•c). To h. a burning torch into

athg,' : to h. thunderbolts, -. ^[ To cast dozen
with violence],-. See Cast, Fling.
HURRICANE,(), , 6., . -
, ., b {whirlwind,

LXX.).
HURRY, . 1 (Trs.)]-.' . -

(g. t.). To h.

over (athg), ,-
(negligently) : to h. aby,

or (to com-
pel him) : to h. aby away, -,-\,
(fm athg,). See to Hasten,
to Urge. H (Intrans.)]-

(pass.),. To h.

away, or-' (intrans.). Hur-
ried,, : to be
h.-d,.
HURRY, s. See Haste,

Speed. To be in a h.,-
(pass.),,-

(to act precipitately).

See ' hurried ' under the Verb.

To do in a h.,

(to do hastily or neglectfully) . Ne-
ver be in a h.,

(prov. = festina lente).

HURT, s. See Damage, Harm.
HURT, v. If To damage,

harm] VlD. (mid. gg*
Xen. and once PL, but rare in A it.

prose). To h. the eyes,-. % To cause pain]. -
or . .
. Athg h.-'s me,

(of bodily pain), e.g. -, (my feet,

eyes hurt me), or

(<f bodily

and mental pain), or

Tt. .



HUR HYP
. Such words h. one,-
or-- 6 :

1 am much h. to hear,. or
(pass.) : I am

h. to perceive, or-
or or. I feel h. being wronged,. (pass.): I feel

h. at this haughty treatment,.
HURTF'uL,/3\n/3 £/oos,3.-", 2.?, .,

3. ,-
and-, 3., , and

(poet.). See Injurious,
Mischievous, 'doing Harm.'
HUSBAND, S. , b. -, , 6.,,

' HUSBAND, v. 1} To use with
frugality'] , -..

tl and
(to cut down to an economical stan-

dard). Not to h. athg.

tlvl : to h. well one's

affairs or property, -} or —-'. See ECONOMIZE.
HUSBANDMAN,,

. , -, , 6. I am a h.,-, '..
HUSBANDRY, f Agricul-

ture] Vid. Frugality] Vid.
HUSH ! ! !

HUSH, v. To reduce to si-

lence]- or-. See to Silence. To h. to

sleep (as a child),. -
a?id- (poet.). f[ To

appease, allay] Vid. % To hush
up]. (to

cloak, hide), ,
(to

pass over in silence).

HUSK, s., . -,.,.,., , . , 6.,. That has a h., -
: in the shape of a h.,-,.

HUSK, v.,-',.
HUSKY. Tf Propr.]-,, 2. ^[ Fig.

:

hoarse] VlD.
HUSTINGS. 1\ The place of

a popular electioii] prpsb ai-. If The assembly
itself] ,
V-,, at. To come
fm the h., -

: to keep or be on the h.,.
HUSTLE. Tf To throw toge-

ther pe.le-me.le], -. If To PUSH or THRUST
forward] Vid.
HUT,, . To raise or

build h.'s,
: a

small h.,, .,
, and, .
HUTCH. % A box for corn

orflour], . ^ A
(320)

baking-trough],-,, ., b. ff For
rabbits] Vid.
HUZZA ! , ! , !

HUZZA, ..-. See tlie Subst.

HUZZA, s.,.-, . ,
., b. To shout h.,

or,. A cla-

mour is raised of h ! -' .
HYACINTH [m- the 'hya-

cinth' of the ancients,, b

and 77, icltetlier as a general name
for tlie ' iris' and 'gladiolus' kind,

or for the larkspur, ' Delphinium
Ajacis,' Linn., has nothing in com-
mon with our hyacinth), prps -,, .
To be like a h.,. Tf

The precious stone, jacinth, zircon], .
ACINTHINE,,

3. See Blue. Of a h. dye, -, .
HYAENA,, .,

b (Aristot.), and prps,, , b (an Indian
beast. Ctes. Strab. Dion Cass.).

HYBRID, prps, ,
or Crcl. .
HYDRA,, ., .
HYDRAULIC, adj. -, 3.

HYDRAULICS,,
' HYDROMANCY,-, . A diviner by h.,-, .
HYDROMEL,,,.,. See Mead,

Honey.
HYDROPHOBIA,-

', . or-,. To be afflicted

with h.,.
HYDROPHOBIC,-, 2.

HYDROPSY. See Dropsy.
HYDROSTATIC. E. g. a

h. balance,, , b

(Prod).
HYMEN. See Wedding,

Marriage, % As anatom. term],.
HYMENEAL. E.g. h. song

or hymn,, b. -, .
().
HYMN, S., . , .,. To sing a h. in praise

of a god, or
/.

HYMN, v. See the Subst.

HYMN-BOOK,'-, h.

HYPERBOLA (math, t, the

conic section so called),,
. . .
HYPERBOLE (rhet. ),-, . See Exaggeration.
HYPERBOLICAL,-, 3. «See Exaggerated.
HYPERBOLICALLY,-

, or'-.
HYPERBOREAN. E.g. the

h. nations, and, , oi.

HYPERCRITIC, -AL. E.g.
a h. person, or.
HYPHEN, (sc.-

)•
HYPOCHONDRIA,-, .
HYPOCHONDRIACAL,, 3. (See MELAN-

CHOLY.
HYPOCRISY,, h., (dissimulation icith

ref. to manners or character),', (a simulating of
a quality or athg we do not really

possess). To use h.,-. ^f In a religious sense]

or-, .
HYPOCRITE,,~,

. To be a h., :

to act the h. in athg,-. .
HYPOCRITICAL,-, 3., 2.-, 3., 2., 2.

To act in a h. manner,-. See Hypocrite, "ff In
a religious sense],,.
HYPOCRITICALLY. Fm

adj. Hypocritical. To act h.,

see ' to act the Hypocrite.'
HYPOTENUSE (geom.t.), h

(with or without).
HYPOTHESIS,, .
HYPOTHETICAL, -, 3 {resting on supposition).

HYPOTHETICALLY. Fm
adj. under Hypothetical.
HYSSOP,, .
HYSTERICAL,,

3. . passion, see Hysterics.
HYSTERICALLY. Fmthe

Adj.
HYSTERICS, -
,.

I (Me ; "We, Us), ,
(^* Usually expressed in Gr. in

nom. only when emphatic or in

opposition to another person, e. g.

I', however, do not want you to

transgress, .
Xen.). I myself, .
^* Freq. the plur. is used

of one person, e. g. I was great in

such matters,. (Xen.). Unhappy
I (or me !) woe is me ! !', !

for my part,. .'. '. Be-
tween you and me, -. .



IAM IDL IF

IAMBIC, 3. -, 2. Iambic verses or iam-
bics,, ., .
An iambic,', .
IAMBUS,*, b.

IBIS,, hws, tos, and too*,

h-

ICE,?, 6.,, 6 (firm, thick ice). To
turn into, become, i.,

(pass.), (-) : congealed into i.,

and (poet.),

2 : to cross, walk upon, the i.,

(PL). Cf. 6 --
(Diod. 5, 25). To break

the i. with a hatchet,-
: as cold

as i., , 3. See
Icy. A heart as cold as i.,

(hard and dry),

: like i.,-, 2., .
ICEBERG,; -, 6.

ICE-HOUSE, ' «S

or. prps-, .
ICICLE, prps-, .
ICY,, 3.,
. Also,, 2
(icy cold). See Frozen.
IDEA. Notion] ', ., (ifiy* = class, species,

and hence= general principle for

classification of individuals under
species, fyc. But in Plat.
= ' forma?,' are the archetypes of
wch all created things are the an-
titypes or representations. See the

Commentators on Plato, esply

Wyttenbach on PL Phoed., p. 270,
and Rater's ' Hist, of Philos.')., (the i. in the mind, an-
swering to the object without). See
Conception, Notion,,

(mental image, Xen,, esply with
Stoics). Existing in, or viewed
in the, idea, see Ideal.
IDEAL, s., .',,

., (e. g. offair-
ness,, Aristot.). The
i. of beauty, . -

(as contemplated in

itself). i0$" in this sense

is used either in the neut. or in

agreement with a subst.. (both

PL). An i. of beauty, -, ,-
(according to the

object of wch the ideal is spoken).

See also the Adj.

IDEAL, adj. and, 2 (not really existent).

(Tim. Locr.),, 3.

(Lycophr.). kv?, 3 (e. g. an i. re-

public, ?, PL). To sketch an i.

picture of an orator,'-
: an i. picture of virtue,

(321)

'.
IDEALISM, IDEALISTIC

(philosophy), prps -, -
'.

IDENTICAL,, 2,

more usu. 6, 3. ? 6, 3. Athg is i. (with athg),.
IDENTITY,, .,, . Better Orel.

by 6, e. g. he denies the i.

of these things,.
IDENTIFY. Crcl. with Iden-

tical, Identity.
IDES (Rom. calendar),-

or-, . -
( ', 'idus').

IDIOM, (),. ' ().
IDIOMATIC. Crcl. with

Idiom.
IDIOSYNCRASY,-- and, .
IDIOT,, , .-, 3. See Fool, Silly, Zany.

^§" The Qr., , , in

the sense awkward, clumsy, opp.

to taught, practised, does not imply
natural defect.

IDIOTIC,,, (with

or without\).
IDLE, adj. , 2 (not

working, and of things, e.g. ly-

ing idle),, 2 (unoc-

cupied),, 2 (not toiling)., 2 (doing nothing),-, 3 (leisurely). To be i.,..
(to be an idlefellow. Polyb.).-. To sit or lie i.,-, e.g. we sit i. here, doing

nothing, always going to do, -,
(Dem.), also-

(Xen. and PL, opp. to).-
(Ion. and poet.). See Lazy.

U Vain] E. g. i. talk,,: i. expectations,.
IDLE, v. 1 To be idle] Vid.

To i. away or leave idle,-
(e. g. ), -.

IDLENESS,,,, . 5 Absence of occupa-
tion],,-, ., (the last

in a bad sense). To give way to,

or indulge in, i.,?
: i. is the mother of

all vices, -. See Laziness,
Indolence.
IDLER,, . -, , ., ., (in the market). To

be an i.,..
IDLY, ... . To live

L,. See to be

Idle. % To no purpose].

.,. .
To talk L,(). (-
apiuv).
(EupoL).
IDOL. An image of a false

divinity] '' . ^[
A false divinity itself]", . In both senses, later, -,. An i.'s temple, -

(iV. .) : to make an i.

of aby or athg, see to Idolize.
IDOLATOR,?,, .
IDOLATROUS. E.g.i. wor-

ship, see next Art.
IDOLATRY,,

h. To practise i.,.
IDOLIZE, -,, (aby)...-.

(PL).

1DOLIZER. Crcl. with verb

to Idolize.

IDYL,, .
IF. ) , with indie, for ex-

pression of a simply conditional

proposition, without any accom-
panying regard to the condition as
actually obtaining or not. If it

thundered, it also lightened,, . If

you have athg, give it, ',. ^jp The perfect rare-

ly occurs in both clauses; e. g.
if you have done this, you have
sinned, must not be rendered lite-

rally, but

(or,-
?). 0^ In conditional sentences

of this form' with historical

tense of indie, is sts used for ,
e. g. for if they refused to ex-

amine me when I wished to be ex-

amined, they were guilty of injus-

tice, -,
(Antiph.). b) (=

), or (and also ,
'when'), with subjunctive, in the

sense 'should it turn out that'

('uncertainty with prospect of de-

cision '). with subj.

is sts followed by ' , and vice

versa, e. g. . . .,

'
. . . (Dem.).

. . .,

(Is.).

. . ., . juetu-

(Hdt.). c) ' ivith op-

tative in sentences of the form
' if he should, or were to, ... he
would . .

.' (the condition quite

uncertain and merely assumed,

and the consequence equally uncer-

tain). If he had athg, he would
give it, ' , . §isP"

The form of the consequence will

determine whether ' if I should

have' is to be rendered by

with subj. or ' ivith optat., e. g.

if I should have athg, I will give

it, ,,— I would
give it, ' , . $5jp

tvith optat. also in ' or. obliqua'

ofstces expressed in ' or. recta' by t i,

, Y,



IF IGN ILL
with indie, or, wv with sulj. He
said that he did not praise him if

he had done this,';','(, ').
He knew that if it should be ne-

cessary he must take, ,,/ ' (,). He promised,
if he should succeed in the ob-

jects of his expedition . . ., -, ,' . . . (' -), d) ' with historical

tense of indie, to denote 'a con-

dition not realized ' (or ' belief that

the thing is not as supposed'), in

sentences of the form, ' if so and
so (wch is not the case), then so

and so (ivch is not the case).'' If

he had athg, he would give it, ', (implying' , ', there-

fore the imperf. in both clauses).

Jf you had come, you would have
found, ', (im-

plying , ,
therefore aorist in both). If you
had come, we should be going, ', (-, , therefore

aor. in the condition, imperf. in the

consequence). Ifyou had answered,
I should have learnt, -, (-, , therefore aor.

in condition, pluperf. in conse-

quence). If you had done no-
thing, you would not be afraid,

or you would not have been afraid,

(pluperf,
because implying ),

(imperf, because

implying), or -6 (aor., because implying-). gsjp There can rarely

be occasion to employ (lie pluperf.
in both clauses. §jjp For further
remarks on the forms of condi-

tional sentences with ', , see

the Gr. Grammar. Very often

the condition is expressed by the

partcp. in construction or absolute

:

e. g. knowing that you, (if) pos-

sessed of the same power as we,
would do the same,', ?7} ),
(Thuc.). I should not have come
hither, if you had not ordered
me, ,. The state

would have been richer, if greater

revenues had flowed in,-' ,-.
If (= since) . . ., then surely . . .,

(c. indie), often with
in the apodosis. If not, ' (). See Except, Unless. If
possible . . ., but if not (or other-
wise),

. . ., '. If it had not been for,, e. g. . See But
for. Except if, . If this
isn't Kritylla !

(322)

' ! (Aristoph.) We can
judge at least, if we cannot origi-

nate,] , -. For if not, for if so

(== otherivise), (= ' since,
'

with ellipse of ' if you doubt it,"
1

or the like). If perchance, haply

(or with intimation of unexpected-
ness), (). If at least,

if that is, ' : nobody, if, that

is (or if at least), what you say

is true,, '. If in any wise, if in

short, . Even if, (=
even ifyou suppose that). If even,. §- before ' seems

to add emphasis to the whole con-

tents ofthe conditional clause, while

in ' it usually points out

some particular notion in the sup-

position, ', =s ' even

supposing I say .•' ,
' supposing I eren say ;' but the

difference in usage is often scarcely

perceptible. Yea, even if,

', with ellipse of verb belonging

to , e. g. ' -
; [] ' -,

(PL). Even if — ,

not,' (') ' (), (neg. of
'), e. g. ' ',, even if

something good has befallen, they
do not remember it. If not even,

(neg. of ' ), e. g., if
they remember not even this. If

really, if indeed, if at all,,,. He is not wrong-
ed, but, if at all (= at most), is

only hurt, , ',', . If SO

then,'. If any, ' :

if anywhere, if anyhow, ',
' -. If but, if only (in wishes
— that!), ' , ' (with

optat. in wishes of the present, im-

perf or aor. in wishes of the

past). As if, , : just

as if,, (or

separated, ', fyc.) : just as

if one were a child,

(PL). As if, forsooth,

(c. indie), (c. par-
ticip.). g^p These particles are

often joined with the partcp., in

construction or in ace. absol., e. g.

they advanced as if about to at-

tack, -
: as if (rr

in the feeling that) there would be
need of, : as if (as

though) they were well aware,'.
IGNEOUS. See Fiery.
IGNIS FATUUS, prps-, . , ,

or or-
(after analogy of, shooting-stars. Aris-

tot.).

IGNITE, f (Trs.)] See 'to

set Fire to.' TJ (Intrs.)"] See
' to take Fire.'
IGNOBLE. 1 Ofmean con-

dition or extraction], .

, 2. , ,
, , and, 2 (poet.). ^[

In a moral sense],
2 (unworthy of a free-born), -, 3. I. sentiments,-', r\ : an i. art,'
or' or,. See
Mean, Base.
IGNOBLY. Fm adj. Igno-

ble.
IGNOMINIOUS,, 3.,2.,2.-, 3. See Ignoble, Dis-

graceful, Insulting, Contu-
melious.
IGNOMINIOUSLY. From

adj. Ignominious.
IGNOMINY,, v^ -

(poet, and Plat.) and-, ., (as attached

to a person). See Disgrace, In-
famy.
IGNORAMUS. An igno-

rant person] Vid.
IGNORANCE. % Unwitting-

ness], (a not knowing),, (fm want of expe-

rience),, (fm
not understanding, also want of
science. PL),, (fm
want of sense, or misunderstand-
ing), ', (fm want of
acquaintance,',
of one another. Thuc), also -, (poet.). *\ As state,fm
want of teaching, S[C.],( , in athg), also-,, . ,
(str. t. ; darkness. Dem.). ^y*
Often expressed by partcp., or in•

fin., or adj. under Ignorant,
e. g. to pretend i., — pretend to

be (have been, S^c.) ignorant. In
bis i. of what had happened, -' : he
was convicted of extreme i., his

extreme i. was exposed,-.
IGNORANT. II Without

knowledge of athg]-, 2., 2 (of athg, -
: cf. ?), or by partcp.

of, . See
KNOW. , ,
(poet.). To be i.,

and ,' . -. As character (unlearned,

&c.)], .,-,, and str. t.

(i. of first rudi-

ments), all 2. To be i., these adjj.

with, and (abs.,

and with ' or 'is , PL).
1GNORANTLY (= through

ignorance),, ',', and partepp. of',. See UNWIT-
TINGLY. ^[ In an ignorant, un-

learned (§c.) manner]..
ILEX. See Holm oak.

ILL, adj. and subst. See Evil,
adj. and s.

ILL, adv. (opp. to 'well'), -.. Very i.,.
See Badly. To speak i. of aby,
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or

or : also,,- and (poet.)-. To wish aby
i., , -. To be in i repute,, .
To treat, use aby i., -,' : to be i.

treated by aby, ,. To be

i. (unwell in health),, dp-,, .
Ill (in health), partcpp. of these

verbs, and, . See SlCK.
ILL-ADVISED,,

2 (also advising ill),,
2. To be i.,.
ILL-ADVISEDNESS,-, .
ILL AFFECTED, ILL-DIS-

POSED,, 2.',
(malicious),, . To

be i.,.
£X
ILL-BRED, -NURTURED,

or
or, 3.,
2 (also ill-broken, of dogs. Xen.).
ILL-BREEDING. Crcl. with

Ill-bred.
ILL -DOER, ILL -DOING,, 2.

ILL-FATED, -STARRED,, 2. To be so, »f«-.. See
Favoured.
ILL-LOOKING,, .
ILL-NATURE,, .
ILL-NATURED,,

2. -, -, 2, also,, 3. To be i.,.̂
ILL-OMENED,, ,

(
Trag.)., 2 (ofwords).

ILL-SHAPED,,-, ,2., 3.

ILL-TEMPERED,,, 2 (Soph.). To be i.,\ : an i. (sour-tem-

pered) fellow, and-, , (both comic).

ILL-TREAT. See under III.
ILL-TREATMENT,,, »j. ,,, h-,, .
ILL-WILL,, -,, . That en-

tertains i.,, 2. -,, ., 2., 2. To have i. borne
one, .

igfS" For other compounds with

III, see tlie other member of the

compound.
ILLAPSE, '-,, h.

ILLATION, -. See CONCLUSION (= in-

ference).

ILLATIVE,,
3., 2. The i. clause

of an argument or syllogism,,. }\-.
ILLEGAL,, -,, 2.

or or . An
(323)

i. act, -,-, : i.

proceeding,,,
: to act in an i. manner,-.. - or--,

: by an i. proceed-

ing,. ,.
ILLEGALITY,-,-, . -,-.-,-, (as thing).

ILLEGALLY, .,, and phrases under the

Adj.
ILLEGIBLE,-, 2. , 2. -, 3 (of characters that have

become i.).

ILLEGITIMACY,, &
ILLEGITIMATE,, 3,

Att. aho 2., 2 (bas-

tard). Tf Not right] ,
3., 2 (not genuine).

ILLIBERAL,,2., 2., 2. I.

sentiments,,-, .,,
.,. -.
ILLIBERALITY. See Illi-

beral.
ILLICIT,, 2..,2. .. An i. act,-, .
ILLIMITABLE,, -,,-,,

all 2.

ILLITERATE,,
2., . , -,, 2. Totally
i., , 2.

ILLNESS,, .
(), . A slight i.,-,, also,-, , and, »';

: ge-

nerally,. Mental i. or

affection, or. See SICKNESS,
Disease.
ILLOGICAL,,

2. To draw an i. inference or
conclusion,.
ILLUDE. See to Deceive.
ILLUMINATE,,

-, -'. -, -^.. To i.

all round, . See to

Enlighten, Light up.

ILLUMINATION, -,, (act of
lighting up).- and-, (for a festival). To
make an i., or

(Arrian.).-/ (Diod.).

ILLUMINE,,, -, /.
ILLUSION,,-, ., .,. -,-, ?';. See

Deception and Mistake. An
optical i., h -

: to produce a complete i. by
imitation, --

4

ILLUSIVE, ILLUSORY,,2.,.-, 2 (ofa nature to lead astray).,, 3 (empty).

ILLUSTRATE,-
(to make clear, in general),

-,-. ^,^, (to ex-
plain),. See to Clear
up.

ILLUSTRATION,-, . -,-, . -, (explanation, .)., (explanatory note).

ILLUSTRATIVE,-, 3, and Crcl. with verbs

under Illustrate.
ILLUSTRATOR,,, and Crcl. with verbs under

Illustrate.
ILLUSTRIOUS, -, --,, 2.,

3. -,,, 2., 3.,-,, 2., 3.

See Distinguished, Famous,
and phrases ibid.

IMAGE, s. "ft As visible and
material] ',, (any vi-

sible i. or likeness, esply ofa man),',(, Ifdt., and
of a heathen deity, EccL). See
Idol., (esply of sta-

tues of gods), , (a
wooden i. of a god),,
(chiselled),,-

(. to an original like-

ness)., (moulded in

clay, wax, plaster of Paris), also, 6 (PL).-, ., (imitation;

poet, in this sense),,
(PL, as drawing), -, (late, Anth.). -

(i. impressed in wax, fyc.

image. PL), and, .
To make an i.,',-,', (g.

tt.). 7£' (to mould in clay,

wax, 4"°•)•. a^so (, his very i., Cra-
tin. , your very
i., Aristoph.). (in raised
work).' (PL),-
vo- and'-. A maker of
i.'s,' (assuJ)st. Arist.).

(as subst. PL). See
Figure, Likeness. U Mental
image, idea] Vid. ', . (-, PL)', (JC.,

and esply Stoics),, rj,

and, (PL, Chry-
sipp. ; ' visum,' Cic). To bring

i.'s before the mind, :— before one's own mind,-
(mid.).

IMAGE, v. U To make an
image] Vid. See to Represent,
Depicture, Shape.
IMAGINABLE, 3., 2. ot-

(that

can be taken in by the mind, con-

ceivable), ', 3 (. to real).

^f As expression of intensity, in

the phrases ' all, every, any ima-
ginable''] To show all i. respect

Y2
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to aby, -

: to use all i. means,$
or .-.

: to take all i.

pains, .
: there is no i.

insult that he has not put upon
me,'? : the finest quail i., -? (-) '

to take all i. precautions, -.
IMAGINARY,,,., 3 (existing in

the imagination or fancy). See

Fancied., 3(opp. to real),, 3 (opp. to knoivn).

Mere i. notion,, h.

or , . -, (mental presentation).

An i. evil, ,
: an i. good

or possession, or-.
IMAGINATION, y A thing

imagined], ., ., (an unfounded concep-

tion). A mere i.,'.
See Imaginary, ^J As mental

faculty], .-,., . To see in

i., . See
Fancy.
IMAGINATIVE. E.g.i. fa-

culty or power, see preceding Ar-
ticle.

IMAGINE,' (aor. oi-)., (to

think, believe, fancy to oneself, in

general), also. -
(all c. infin.).

(aor.) with and
partcp. I i.-d I was flying, -, ^[ To
form a conception of athg] -, usu.- (dep.pass.

;

to present images before the mind),

(tofigure or image
to oneself. PL), also-. - and-. -.
(to grasp with the mind, ' inducere
in animum 1

).

(to set before the mind). To i.

to oneself athg in a lively man-
ner, or-

iJ/. See to FANCY.

(

IMBECILE,, 6, ,, , ., 2.

IMBEC1LIT, ,-,, -
IMBEDDED (e.g. a stone in

theearth), (Horn.).

IMBIBE,,.
IMBODY or EMBODY. See

Incorporate.
IMBOLDEN or EMBOLD-

EN, or-. and -.
t

IMBOSOM or EMBOSOM,.
WER or EMBOWER,
(324)

. I.-d, (or

poet.), 2.

IMBRUE (with blood),-,. Having his

hands i.-d with blood,-.
IMBRUTED or EMBRUT-

ED,, . To become
so, and-.
IMBUE,,-

(propr.). (to

tinge, Vid.). Metaph.] E.g.
to i. with principles of virtue, or

love for it,

: to i. with hope, --
: to be deeply i.-d with athg,

(e. g. hatred,), but also (e. g., propr. to

melt with or in love).

IMITABLE,, 3.

IMITATE,, -. To i. with emulation," and .
(as a follower). To

i. aby in athg,. (in any mode

of acting) : to i. as an example,.
I.-d, or to be i.-d,, -, 3 (X.). One must i.,

: difficult to i.,-, 2. See to Copy, Coun-
terfeit, to Forge; and also

Follow, Mimic, Affect.
IMITATION,,.-, (zealous or emulous i.). \-, (an object of it). TJ

In the concrete], (the

object imitated, tlie i. produced),

also, - and -, . Clever in i., see

Imitative. Worthy of i., -, 3. ", 3. ?, 3. Bad, unhappy i. (e. g.

of bad authors, bad style),-,, : one that practises it,, 2 (affected). SeeSynn.
as above.

IMITATIVE,, 3.-
(in athg,).

IMITATOR, mim'Jt^s, , b.

fern,, .,,
6 (with emulation). A skilful i.,, (of or in athg, -
).
IMMACULATE,,, 2. or-, 2. ,, 3.

and, 2 (la-

ter). I friendship, :

an i. virgin,

or : to be of an i. charac-

ter,.
IMMACULATENESS,ay*o-,, . .
IMMALLEABLE, -, 2 (Aristot.).

IMMANENT (jig. — that is

indwelling), Crcl. with partcp. of,,,. The i. word,, , opp. to -
(later Philos. and Theol.).

IMMATERIAL, t Propr.]

,,, 1.

Unessential, that does not mat-
ter], 3. Athg is i.,-

, orin later writers. See INDIFFERENT
and Matter.
IMMATERIALLY. Crcl.fin

adj. Immaterial.
IMMATERIALITY,to-,.
IMMATURE. See Unripe,

Crude.
IMMATURITY, , r)

(propr.).

IMMEASURABLE,,, 2. See IMMENSE.
IMMEDIATE,, 2 (not

ancient). ^* Better Crcl. by-, e. g. to make i. application

to the king, -
(wit/tout intervention of a third

person). To pass the i. precincts

of the town,' -. Crcl. by , r),

or or-
(with ref. to the present

momeiit). 6, , or
or

(that occurs quite suddenly). The
i. danger, ;
the i. hardship or trouble, -. i. help or assistance,

jj : the

i. cause, : objects

in the i. neighbourhood, -
or-. or

: to follow in i. succes-

sion,)!/, -, : to

be in i. contact,.
' IMMEDIATELY,Tr«p« Xi.,')-,,,, (g. tt.). and, (on

the spot), , -, , (
' confestim,'

' continuo'), or -, , . , 2. .
when or after, with in-

fin., e. g. i. after the town had
been taken, he died, -

: . af-

ter athg has been performed, some-
thing else happens,-

'-
: i. after Cyrus had given

liberty to the Persians, he sub-

jected the Medes, -
: to

follow i., see under Immediate.
IMMEDICABLE. .See Incu-

rable.
IMMEMORIAL, , ,. Fm time i.,, ' -. -. ', .
IMMENSE,, -,,, -

and, all

2. Of i. depth, height, length,

size, or magnitude,, , <,
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: i. treasures,-

: an i. mass,-
or: i.

riches, 6 ' -? : i. luck, -. See Enormous, Ex-
cessive.
IMMENSELY. FmtlieAdj.

I. deep, high, &c, see 'of im-
mense depth,' Qc. I. large,-

: i. wealthy,'.
IMMENSITY, ,

(in the abstract), -
or (in

the concrete, of objects).

IMMERSE. 1 Propr.,trs.], -, -,-..
i. oneself, to he i.-d, -, '-

'. See Dip. I.-d (over

head and ears) in debt,-,:
i.-d in business,.
IMMERSION,,., (trans.), - and, h (intrans.).

IMMETHODICAL, ob -, , 3., 2 (without plan. Lon-
gin.)., 2 (confused).

IM MINENCE. Crcl. with adj.

Imminent ; e. g. the i. of danger,.
IMMINENT. See Impend-

ing, at Hand, Immediate,-, 3.,, . I.

danger,,
(great danger). The danger is i.,

there is i. danger, -, tivai : to

be in most i. danger,7,.̂
IMMOBILITY, ., . .
IMMODERATE,,2., , . -(, ) .

6, , *. See

Excessive, 'beyond Measure, 1

Intemperate.
IMMODERATELY, .'.-. ,. To do, practise, act,

&c, i., .
See Excessively, ' beyond Mea-
sure,' Intemperately.
IMMODERATENESS, IM-

MODERATION,, h., v. See Excess, In-

temperance.
IMMODEST, (3),', 2 (esply of women),,, 2.,

3, and, (of actions).

For str. tt. see Bold, Impudent,
Unchaste, Lewd.
IMMODESTY,, -*, .

or', ., .
For str. tt- see Boldness, Impu-
dence, Inchastity.
IMMOLATE, ,-

(325)

.. See to

Sacrifice.
IMMOLATION, , ., . See Sacrifice, s.

IMMORAL,, 2, and, 2 (of persons and their

actions or conduct),, 2., 2 (only of persons),

str. t., 3 (only of actions).

IMMORALLY. From the

Adj.

^ IMMORTAL,, 2., 2. I. fame or memo-
ry, or -

or, : to

render aby or athg i.,,,,,-
or, or. .,.

IMMORTALITY,,
., 6 (the gift of,

and also belief, in i.). To acquire

i. of fame, -
: to aim at i. of fame,

or. See IM-
MORTAL.
IMMORTALIZE. See 'to

make Immortal.'
IMMORTALLY. E. g. to

make oneself i. renowned,-. See un-

der Immortal.
IMMOVEABLE,,

2., . a- and-, 2., 2.-, 2 (inexorable), -, 2 (intrepid). To be i.,, .
(pass.),,-

. To have taken an i.

esolution, : in an i.

state, .,
. . See FlRM.
IMMOVEABLENESS,,.-., . -', h (lute).

MOVEABLY. From the

Adj.
IMMUNITY,, h.

See Exemption. I. fm public

charges,, . To
grant i. fm athg, .,. See to EXEMPT.
Rights and i.'s, .
IMMURE, -,-,-(, a person). See

to Imprison, or. -' ' .
IMMUTABILITY,-,-, -,-, , and neuters of adjj.

following.

IMMUTABLE,,,-,-, -, -,-, 2.

IMMUTABLY. Fm the Adj.

IMP, s. H Sprout, graft] Vid.

TI A diminutive demon] prps •, . Fig. : ap-

plied to a mischievous child] irai~.
IMP, v. 1 To graft] Vid.
IMPAIR, (to

makeworse, Fr. 'empirer').-, (to diminish), also

(contract),-,, and-,,
(to break or wear down),-

(to enfeeble by decay),-
(to injure),

(str. t.). In i.-d health of body
or mind, ,. See Weaken, Break
down.
IMPALE,.
IMPALPABLE,, h

(PI. and Plut.), and prps-, 2 (not handled. Pulyb.:, palpable. LXX.).
IMPALPABILITY, -
YkPARITY. See Inequa-

lity.
IMPARK. See Enclose and

phrases under Enclosure.
IMPART. U To give]-/ and Tt (to

give one a part or share of athg).,,,-,,
. To communicate]-,, and-

(mid.), .
To i. strength,( or), and-

or : to i.

health, or-. .:
to i. instruction,,

. Tivac.infin.:

to i. to aby instruction in the ele-

ments of athg,/.
IMPARTIAL. | Withoutpre-

dilectionfor either party] -,,.,-,,, 3. To be .,,: to show oneself or prove

i., or. -. Just, dispassionate], ,,,
', 3., ,-
tos, 2. To be i. in one's judge-

ment or decision, »' . .
IMPARTIALITY. U In the

sense 1 of adj.] Crcl, e. g. to act

with i., .
% Justice], .-,, , (, of a judge).

IMPARTIALLY. From the

Adj. To act i., to judge i., see

the preceding A Hides.

IMPASSABLE,,-, 2., , also-,,,-,, and (poet.), 2. I. for carnages,>£. To make i. for

aby, .
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IMPASSABLENESS,, &c, or Crcl.

IMPASSIBILITY. Crcl. with
\

adj., sense ., {the 'in-

vulnerabilis animus,' ' animus ex-

tra omnem paticntiam positus.'

Sen., of the Stoics). See Insen-
sibility.

IMPASSIBLE. 1 Prop. : in-

capable of suffering pain] Crcl.

ov,,
2 (eccl.). "ff Insensible] Vid., is., 2. dv-.
IMPASSIONED,-,

3 (Aristot.).

IMPATIENCE, t, ob-, and Crcl. with verbs under
PATIENT,, (eagerness).

(impetuosity).

IMPATIENT,, (e.

ff,, Hdt.). ,
3., 2 (poet.). To be
i., (Soph.),-

('aegre ferre') , ,
and , and mid. also, ,

(Eur.)., 3 (im-

petuous).

IMPATIENTLY. From the

Adj.
IMPAWN. See Pawn.
IMPEACH. % Tohinder] Vid.

If 7b accuse of offences agst the

state] See under to Accuse.
IMPEACHMENT. % Hin-

drance] Vid. ^ccwsaftcm] Vid.
IMPECCABLE, »,-

tos. 2.

IMPEDE. See to Hinder.
When the winds happen to i.

their passage,'/-.
IMPEDIMENT. See Hin-

drance. An i. in one's speech,

iy, (Dion. Hal., in

pronouncing certain consonants) :

to have one, see to Stammer,
Stutter.
IMPEL,,-, irap-, (propr. and

fig.). or, ore. infin.

or c. infin. c. infin.- and
c. infin. (metaph. only). See to
Drive, Urge.
IMPEND, -

, , -, . -. and-
(pass.).\('). Impending,

partepp. ofsame verbs. An i.-ing

danger, see Imminent. To i. (=
project, hang over),.
IMPENETRABILITY. Crcl.
IMPENETRABLE,-, 2., 2. *[[ Fig. :

incomprehensible] Vid
IMPENITENCE. Crcl. with

following Art.

IMPENITENT,-, 2. , ,. ,-, 2 (eccl.).

IMPERATIVE. The i. mood
(326)

: i. (ne-

cessity, &c),, 3. An
i. manner, tone, &c, see the Adv.,
and Commanding, Imperious.
IMPERATIVELY. Fm the

Adj. To speak i. to aby,-/ or
.

IMPERCEPTIBLE, - and-,,,
2., .,2 (not

;

easily perceived. jEschin.). To
render i..'.
IMPERCEPTIBLY. Advv.

of preceding adjj. , and
Crcl. with.
IMPERFECT, - and-

!
-'?, 2, and -, .?,.?, 3 and 2., 2. -, 2. Gram.: ilie imper-

fect tense] ,
. , .
^
IMPERFECTION,,

. , ,.
IMPERFECTLY. From the

Adj.
IMPERIAL, , (the

nearest term),, 3
(later). I. crown, -, : the i. house or

family, -, .
IMPERIOUS,, -,, 3. To be

i.,. See Haughty.
IMPERIOUSLY. From the

Adj.
1MPERIOUSNESS. Crcl.

with Adj. or Adv. See Haugh-
tiness.
IMPERISHABLE, -,,, -, (, )., 2.,2(.)., (AEsck.). I. fame or

memory, or -, . , .
IMPERISHABLENESS, -,, . -'.
IMPERMEABILITY,.
IMPERMEABLE,,

3.,, . See Wa-
terproof.
IMPERSONAL,,

2 (pram. t.).

IMPERSONALLY. Fmthe
Adj.

IMPERTINENCE, f Irre-
levancy] Vid. TI Insolence] -

and (str. t.),, ., (as word),, (as act), also,, and'., . See
Rudeness.
IMPERTINENT. % Foreign

to athg] See Irrelevant. H Rude,
insolent] Vid., 3. -, 2., '.-, 2.

IMPERTURBABLE,-TUR-), and,
2., 2., 2.

I. felicity, or

, : an i. mien or

countenance, or -. See
Calm.
IMPERVIOUS,,-,,, --

and-, 2.

IMPETRATE, or().
IMPETUOSITY, , ., , . ,

(rush, ' impetus,' ,
PL), , . The i. of the wind
or weather, -

: to ask for athg with i.,.
IMPETUOUS,, -,, 3., 3

(only ofpersons),, 2 (car-

ried away by passion). An i.

temper or disposition, -
or,.

IMPETUOUSLY. From the

Adj., , -... To rush
i. upon aby,. or -

: to sally out i., ().
IMPETUS,, »J. ,
(of a body in motion). See

Force, Impulse.
IMPIETY,, ,, ,-, .
IMPINGE, -'--/,- or .
IMPIOUS,, 2.,

2., 2. An i. act,-, . ' -,.
IMPIOUSLY. Fm the Adj.
IMPLACABILITY, -

or-.
IMPLACABLE, -,--,, -, 2., 2 (o?ily of

persons),,,
2 (only of qualities). To pursue
aby with i. enmity, or

: to entertain or foster i.

hatred agst aby,

: to carry on or
wage an i. feud with aby, ukut-

or -.
IMPLACABLY. Fmthe Adj.
IMPLANT. 1 Propr] -. *\\ Fig]. -.*. I.-d,

-,-, 2.

IMPLEAD. -See 'to bring an
action agst.'

IMPLEMENT, E.g. i. ofwr,',., : agricultural i.'s,,
»; -'. -.

IMPLICATE,-,,-,- .-
(e. g. -,, fyc). To i. one-

self in athg,,-
(entangle) '. to be
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i.-d (with the pollution),-

(Th.). To be-

come i.-d in athg,

: to become i.'d in a war with
aby,

or .
IMPLICATION, -, -, . . By i.

(e. g. to say athg),,.
IMPLICIT. IT Propr.]-,-. If Tacit] VlD.

An i. assent., -, '
:

an i. agreement, al -. Tf Unreasoning]
I. faith or confidence,/

: to repose i. faith on aby,.
'IMPLICITLY. Fm the Adj.
IMPLORE,*.-,, - and-.

and (poet., but also

Hdt. PL.) , -
c. infin. [pray impor-

tunately), ',,
(poet.). See Suppli-

cate. Let me i. you,.
IMPLY,-,--

tivl. ().
That i.'s a contradiction,-' . To be i.-d,-

Ttvi or .. To i. (= indicate something
by implication), Vid. Athg is

clearly or necessarily i.-d in athg,. 6

IMPOLICY,, .
IMPOLITE,, 2. -, 2., 2., 2.

IMPOLITELY. Fm the Adj.
IMPOLITENESS,-, ., .-
LMPOLITIC,, 2

(ill-advised).

IMPONDERABLE,ouaTa6-, 2.

IMPORT, .'- (im-

portare),- (importare and
introducere). (intro-

ducere). To be i.-d, passives, and,, '-. I.-d fm a foreign coun-
try, partcpp. of, -, and the other verbs : also of

(Hdt.). and, 2 : that may be i.-d,, 2. ^j To mean,
purport] Vid. if To be of con-

sequence]. It does not
i., see Importance.
IMPORT, s. if Propr.] -,', h. Imports,, and partcpp. of

verbs. Duty on i.'s, b. If

Purport] VlD.

IMPORTANCE,a'£ia,^.-, (worth),,, ., (moment),-,, (power, strength), -, (weight). That is of i.,

(327)

TMP,, ., 2. See
phrases under Consequence. To
make athg of some i., to attach

i. to athg, -, : to make
of great i., .. -

: to at-

tach greater i. to athg,.
IMPORTANT,,, .,, ., 3 (of

things), , 3., 2., 3. ,,
(of persons and things) .,
3 (only ofpersons),
or . See IM-
PORTANCE and Consequence.
Nothing is more i. to him than,-

: to make oneself i., assume
an i. air, (i. e.

fancy to be somebody or something),

and-. And what is the most i.

point, .. .
IMPORTANTLY,-.,.
IMPORT,/,-,,,

., . See IM-
PORT, s.

IMPORTER. Crcl. fm par-
tcpp. of verb.

IMPORTUNATE,,
., 3. To be i., -.. ^ := Trou-
blesome] Vid.
IMPORTUNATELY. From

the Adj.
IMPORTUNE, f To be im-

portunate] Vid. If To trouble,

be troublesome] Vid.

>

IMPORTUNITY,,, . , .
>

IMPOSE. % To lay], -,- (g.

t., of a burden, 8gc.).-
(ofobligations, 8{C.).-

(str. t., something difficult).

To i. a name on aby,*
: to i. a tax, tariff, &c,

or
or (legally),-

or (mly arbi-

trary) : to i. a fine, punishment,
&C, ,,.: athg

is imposed upon me,. If Impose upon (= to cheat,

deceive)] Vid.
IMPOSING. If propr. Orel,

with pres. partcpp. ofverb to Im-
pose upon. Tf Striking, exciting

admiration, 8[C.], 3. -, 3., 3. To pro-

duce an i. effect on aby,-. -, . -. See Exalted.
IMPOSITION, f Act of lay-

ing upon],, .
The i. of a tax, tariff, impost, &c,?, . I. = task, VlD.

Tf Deception, cheat] Vid.

IMP
IMPOSSIBILITY, -. It is an i., .

: to want to per-
form i.'s, . -. -.
IMPOSSIBLE,, 2., 2. It is i.,

(). . '.
: it is i. for me to do

athg, ,-
or or' .

IMPOST. See Tax, Duty.
IMPOSTOR, «fi In the gene-

ral sense: cheat, deceiver] Vid.

If In the special sense : false pre-
tender], (liar) : and
partcpp.ofta,aa-, also (act a
part),. ^uiju»jt)|s

(PI). To be or act as an i.,

the above verbs and.
IMPOSTHUME,,

-,-, .
IMPOSTURE, See Cheat,

s., Fraud, Deceit, Imposition.
and, »;. -, (thing), and Crcl. with

verbs under Impostor.
IMPOTENCE,- and
-, . ,,, . See Feebleness.
IMPOTENT,, 2., 2. . -, , (incapable to beget),, 2 (crippled).

IMPRACTICABILITY, -, . .
undertake an i ,

(PL).
IMPRACTICABLE,-,,,-, 2. . I for

riding, .
IMPRECATE,,-

and- ..
(upon), and (agst aby),

also , and.
IMPRECATION,,-

and,, .
To utter an i., see Imprecate.
IMPREGNABLE,,, 2.

IMPREGNATE, or,,-(). if Fig•] To i.

with athg, 7•7«/« or/ : i.-d with athg,

(propr. and fig J),

or (fig•)•

IMPRESS, v. If Propr.] -
and- (to make fi-
gures by pressure), - and-' (of a seal), -. ^\Fig.:

to impress athg on the mind] -. (intrs.) '-
( .

or ),
To be deeply i.-d upon aby, -,, : to

i. on oneself, -
(Aristoph.).. See Impression,



IMP IMP IMP
and comp. Imprint. I was i.-d

with a feeling of pity,' or/ or .
IMPRESS, s. See Impres-

sion (propr.).

^IMPRESSION, f Propr.], . and-
and [the i. or im-

press in wax, Qc, and also that

in wch it is made). To make one,. See the Verb. To take

an i. of athg,

and (also

fig.). IT Impropr.], eujs,

V (as effect),, (decisive i.)., , and?, (effect as produced on

the mind),, (ivith

re/, to inner feeling). To be led

by every i.,

(PL)', to make
or produce an i.,, po-.':
to produce or make no i.,.
or : the speech makes no
i., / 6 -yos : to

make or produce an i. on aby,. (of a
speaker) : to produce a good or

agreeable i. on aby, -.-
and : athg

makes an agreeable i. upon me,
(pass.) -

or : according to the i.

athg has had or made upon me.
or

: to have received an i. fm
aby or athg,

: to produce a violent i. on
the mind, -
'. -

: this event has made a
powerful i. upon me, -

:

what sort of i. has the speech pro-

duced ? -
; what

sort of i. the thing has made upon
me, -

(PL) : it has made
an indelible i. upon me,-' (PL).
Under the impression that —

,

with partcp. of the subject or
object.

IMPRESSIVE,, ,
and, 2., 3.,, . To be L, see to make
an Impression.'
IMPRESSIVELY. Fm the

adj., and see under Impression.
IMPRINT, v. See Impress.

(by engraving
•, S[c.).

To i. upon one's memory, -
: to be deeply

i.-d.,,.
IMPRINT, s., ., , . ,

(on a coin).

IMPRISON,- or-' . -'.,-. . To be i.-d,

(328)

. -. .
IMPRISONMENT,,

. ., .
IMPROBABILITY,-, *, . ,.
IMPROBABLE,, 2.,, . To be i.,-. (Polyb.

;

propr., to represent as i.).

IMPROBABLY,.
IMPROBITY. See Disho-

nesty.
IMPROMPTU,-,, and,. This

looks like an i.,

(Aristoph.). See-
PORAL, (f-c.

IMPROPER, ,, ov. ,, ., 2.,-, 2. , 3 (wrong)., 2 (univorthy). See UN-
SEEMLY, Unbecoming. U Of
words and phrases], 2
(improprius). An i. phrase,-.
IMPROPERLY. From the

Adj. To behave i.,.
i

IMPROPRIETY,,
.,.,
. To commit an.,:
of speech,,',
(gram. t.).

IMPROVABLE. Crcl. with

verb Improve.
IMPROVE. U (Trs.)]-.,,, or' . See to Mend,

Amend, Better, v. if (Intr.)]

or-. or' or .,
(pass.),,

(make progress, in-

crease). To i. after faring ill,'-
(change for the better. Ly-

curg.), or '
(id.). Athg is i.-ing,

.
:

his affairs are i.-ing,, . To i. in

athg (= to make progress),-. See in next Art.

IT Make good use of]
(e.g. , one's opportu-
nities).

IMPROVEMENT (g.t.). See
Amendment, Amelioration.,,, ., , and Crcl. with verbs

under Improve.
IMPROVER. Crcl. with par-

tcjip. of verbs to Improve.
IMPROVIDENCE,--

and- and-,
., ., .
IMPROVIDENT,- and-,,-,-,2.-, . To be i.,..

IMPROVIDENTLY. Fmthe
Adj.
IMPRUDENCE, ,,,

(Horn.), . See Improvidence.
IMPRUDENT,, 2., 2. and

(Trag.), 2.,
(Horn.). See Improvident and
Rash.
IMPRUDENTLY,,

or fm the adjj. Imprudent, Im-
provident.' To act i.,.
IMPUDENCE,, v., . ,-,., .,, ., (wantonness).

I. in speaking,, .
A piece of i.,,.
IMPUDENT,, 2. -, 2. ', 3.-, 3 (bold, wanton),, 3.

To be i.,. -: — to aby,-
and-'.

IMPUDENTLY. From the

Adj., and .
IMPUGN,

or. See to Attack.
IMPULSE, , (in?ier),

and,, (only PL),-,, and (out-

er). Fm one's own i.,',, : on the i. of another
person,',

or.
What i. possessed you that —

?

— ; on the i. of the
moment, '; to be carried

away by every i., toIs -.
IMPULSIVE (e. g. i. cause),, 3.

^
IMPUNITY, ., .. With

i.,. (.), -
(PI. Dem.). (Trag.

PL),, , ,
. See Unpunished. Not with
i., (Trag.). You shall

not have done it with i.,

(only

with negative, sts with gen. of
person, ).
To let aby come off with i.,-
ov or or -

: to come off with i.,

or.
'. athg

may be done with i.,

or : to be al-

lowed to do wrong with i., -.
IMPURE, , 3.-, 2 (physically and morally),, 3 (only physically),-, 2., 2 (morally con-

taminated). I. air, -, : an i. deed
or action, , .,.
IMPURELY. Fmthe Adj.
IMPURENESS. See next Ar-

ticle.

IMPURITY,, .



IMP IN IN. . .
(as state or condition

in tlie abstract),, ., (in the concrete, as mat-
ter). See Unchastity.
IMPUTABLE. (3rd. with the

verb Impute. To consider athg
chiefly i. to fortune,

/os -
IMPUTATION. t The act of

imputing], .,
tj., 6. Charge
imputed] See Blame, Charge,
Accusation.
IMPUTE,,-,, -, -, ' .

its ..' ,
or, ' .-' . Aby i.'s to

me the fault, '
(e. g.,) : let no
one i. it to you as virtue,-.
See Account, Ascribe.

IN. Local, answering to

question 'where?' a) in what
place ? with names of place] .
In Athens, : in Hades,
iv ( or). With
notion ofextension,,,
(per), c. ace. The report is spread
in the city, or

: those

who in Asia are under the king
of Persia, ol

: they dwell
in villages, -

: to be famous in all Greece,

: in the market,
or . !

c. ace. (with notion of existence all

over, or at various points) : the
Phenicians had settlements in all

Sicily, (per). ', c. gen.,

only in a feiu phrases, as -, ' (in aforeign
land, abroad), '

(to live in Asia). ^»
In, with name of a region, attri-

butive to name of a place, is ex-

pressed by the genitive, e. g: to

Syracuse in Sicily,

: at Thebes in

Boeotia, ,
b) In ivhat thing] To have in

one's hand, iv , and
also . See Hand.
To have in one's mind, iv, and : in one's

mouth, . igfjT In, with
' the part affected? the ace. ; to

have a pain, be wounded, &c, in

the head,,,. Attributively, the gen.,

e.g. a pain in the head,. $|y» To verbs of putting,

placing, laying, the Greek usually

has iv c. dot. (by a prolepsis of the

resulting state), instead of c.

ace., as we say, to put in (=into)
his hands, ('col-

(329)

locare, ponere in manibus') : so

to take in (= into) one's hands,
iv (to grasp so that

it comes to be in one's hands), gfj*

With verbs of removal, takes

the place of iv in an attributive lo-

cal notion: to evacuate the strong-

hold in Epidaurus, -
: to re-

move the term fixed in the law,-. c) In what dimension?]
In height, length, breadth, &c,, , #c. (see these

ivords). (! Of time] In (or with-

in) this time, :

in the meantime, : in

(the space of) five days,

: in the beginning, iv. ??* But often the geni-

tive : in the spring, summer, in

the day, night, evening,,,,,, 8[c. We went out of the

prison in the (= of an) evening,

: in the same, the for-

mer, each year, ,, . He
will not get there in ten thousand
years,

(PL). In the day-
time,' and' : in

good time, -,,
: in a year (hence),

and : in course
of time, -

: in the hour of danger,

and : in

time of peace, ' and
: in the very moment

of danger,* '-
: in aby's life-time,

: in my time, '
'

: in the whole course of my
life, ,. In (= at) these

times, -. In what state or condi-

tion ?] iv, or more emphatically
c. gen. To be, or come to be,

in fear, danger, perplexity, &c, iv,,, a?id,,,-. As exponent ofvarious
adverbial relations, of manner, co-

existence, causality] In anger, it',, : in

earnest, and -n-
: in joke, : in

haste, , and
: in safety, -

(e. g. to bring a person off) :

in the very act, ' :

in writing, iv,
(e. g.' ) : in procession, -

: to greet in aby's name,
:

in God's name — ! 7rpos !

in this manner, -
or : in a

different way, :

in whatever way, '
: in the sight of the

army, -
: in single line, in single file,

in phalanx, ', .. In (=for) fear
of athg,, ,

: to perceive athg in (=
by looking at) aby,'(,,, -) : in justice, in duty
bound, , : in my
opinion, ,

or ,'
: in my power, «','

: in all probability,, .
As exponent of genitive rela-

tions] To be clever, versed, in athg,

also : to

abound in athg, :

to rejoice in athg, -
: to take part in athg,-

: to confide in aby,' : to begin in

(—with) athg, -. As exponent of result (fac-

titive relations)] To divide in (=
into) three parts,

: to end in athg,-
. $gr* But ' in,' with

its case, may be expressed in most

oftJiese relations by verbs, partepp.,

adjj., advv. Thus, to take in hand,
: to have or bear

in mind, ivvotlv.

in breadth,, ', (e.g. ten

feet) : in the morning,, 3:

in the evening,, 3 : in

ten days (=o« the tenth day), -, 3 : in process of time,

: in aby's

lifetime, : to be in

fear of athg, : he
did it in anger, -

: in fear, : he
sends word in writing, \1/

: in this, another

manner,, : in vain,: in the act of walking, he
said, ( or)

: in my presence, absence,

-,- : in joke,

: I visited my friend in

his illness,

: in time of

peace, : in the tenth

year of his life, .
: in the third

year of his reign, -
: in the expectation of

athg happening,^-: to go away in tears,

: in truth,

: in abundance,-, 2, and adv., -
: in safety, : in all

probability, : in the dis-

tance, : I saw in the dis-

tance, (from
afar).

gfj* For the expression of ' in

'

in numerous adverbial expressions,

as in act, in agreement, in

cold blood, in revenge, in

front, in the rear, in the

event, in the sight, prospect,
view, &c. ; and also with verbs

and adjj., as to agree in, to

confide in, poor, rich in, ^c,
see the several ivords.
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- IN, adv. See the verbs Gome
in, Go in, Get in, 8[C. We are

in for it, -. Now that your
hand is in, -.
INABILITY,,-, . , -, (want of strength). See

Incapacity. I. to pay, see In-

solvency.
INACCESSIBLE, -,-,-, -,-, 2.

INACCESSIBLENESS, --
LITY, ,-.
INACCURACY. Crcl. with

the corresponding adj.

INACCURATE,*,
2., 3. (See INCOR-
RECT, Inexact.
INACCURATELY. Fm the

Adj.
INACTION. -See Inactivi-

ty.

INACTIVE,, 2.-, 2. See Idle. To be i.,. or.
INACTIVELY. Fm the Adj.
INACTIVITY,,-, and, .

I. in war,, : political i.,, . U Fig.] I. of

the stomach, and airpayia?.
_INADEQUACY,to,. /, and Crcl.

with the Adj.
inadp:quate, ,

3., 2., 2. To be
i., . See EQUAL, UN-
EQUAL.
INADMISSIBLE,-, 2., 2.

INADVERTENCE, -TEN-
CY,-, -,-,, . See
Carelessness, Heedlessness.,, (as

tiling) . See Oversight.
INADVERTENTLY, -, and advv. of '--

(
/

),-, -, --
tos, 2, or Crcl. with the adjj., or
with,. ',, -<.,. See HEEDLESSLY,
by Oversight, by Mistake.
INALIENABLE,-

tos, 2, and Crcl. with -,.
INANE,,,. See

Empty (fig.).

INANIMATE,,2.-, 2.

INANITION,, 6. -, ?;. To die of i.,

or .
INANITY,,-

Tijs,., .
INAPPETENCY,.

See want of Appetite.'
INAPPLICABLE,-, 2., 2.-, , and, 2

(330)

(Trag. .), and Crcl. -.
1NAPPLICATION,-,,, . See

Idleness.
INAPTITUDE. See Unfit-

ness.
RTICULATE,,

2., 2 (propr.).-, , and,, 2
(not clear, unintelligible).

INARTIFICIAL,aT£Xi/tTiu-

tos, 2., 2.-
,2., h,aho,
3. See Artless, Natural,
Simple.
INARTIFICIALLY. Fmthe

Adj.
INASMUCH AS,, '-
, (indie, or optat.) :

also (, , ) C.

partcp.

INATTENTION or INAT-
TENTIVENESS,,, ..
INATTENTIVE,-,, also,

(-.), 2. Usually
Crcl. (, ), and other neg. of At-
tentive, Vid.

INATTENTIVELY. Fmthe
Adj.

INAUDIBLE,, 2., 2.

INAUDIBLY. Fm the Adj.
INAUGURAL. E.g. an i.

speech or discourse,, 6 : an i. feast on entering

into office, (sc. ),.
INAUGURATE. 1 Propr.]

-, -, and -,
also' (later). See De-
dicate. To i. (= solemnly be-

gin) athg, :

to i. (a statue, &c),. See

INAUGURATION,-, . See CONSECRATION, DE-
DICATION,, 6 (late).

(sc. ), (thefeast
celebrated on entering into office).

I. of a king,, and Crcl.-" .
INAUSPICIOUS,,

2 (Luciari)., 3. -,2 (Horn.),- and-, , 6, (Trag.). Of
words, -,-, 2
(poet.) : of sacrifices,, 2
(Dem.). An i. day, -, : the sacrifice proves i.,

: to consider

athg an i. omen,'.
INAUSPICIOUSLY. Fmthe

Adj.

INBORN, INBRED. See In-
nate.
INCALCULABLE, -,, 2. «See IN-

NUMERABLE.
INCANDESCENCE,-, ., .

INCANDESCENT,,
2. To become i.,.
See Glowing, Hot.

_
INCANTATION,, if., . ,.

To allure, soothe, &c, by i., -. See Enchantment.
INCANTATORY,,

3., 3.

INCAPABILITY. See In-
capacity.
INCAPABLE,, 2., 2. . To

be i. of athg, ,' .,
: he is i. of lying,,,. To ren-

der aby i. of athg, see Incapaci-
tate, "ft Without natural abili-

ty], 2., 2.

i

INCAPACITATE,
(c. infin.). See

Disqualify.
INCAPACITY,

and -, h.,, .
INCARCERATE, -TION.

See Imprison, Imprisonment.
INCARNADINE (Shaksp.).

To i. the sea,' -
(oracle in Hdt.).

INCARNATE. IT Theol. t]
God i.,, 6 : to be or

become i.,, -'.
See next Art. An i. fiend,-,, 6 : an i. villain, -. U Flesh-

colour] Vid.

^
INCARNATION. ^ Theol.]-

(or better by verbs). U Of
Christ] and--,,, (eccl.).

INCASE. See to Case, En-

INCAUTIOUS,,- and-,2.-, 2. To be i.,-. *See IMPRUDENT.
INCAUTIOUSLY. Fm the

Adj.

INCENDIARISM, -, . .
INCENDIARY, s.,, 6., , 6, or by

the verbs,,.
INCENDIARY, adj. . g.

an i. fire, see Incendiarism.
INCENSE, S., ., . , , and pi.,
(poet.),, 6. See

Frankincense. Laden with i.,,, (, Horn.),

and, 2., (all

poet.). To burn i.,,-
and-. ,.

: a vessel to burn
i. in,, : an i. of-

fering,, (Soph.).

INCENSE,??. 1 To burn in-

cense] See preceding Art. TJ To
inflame, kindle abys anger] -,,-
(sir. t.). - and (later),.. To be or become i.-d, ~



INC INC INC
','(88.).

(Soph.).

INCENTIVE. See Incite-
ment.
INCEPTIVE. Crcl. with a (

>-, . See
to Begin.
INCEPTOR. See Beginner.
INCERTITUDE. ^UNCER-

TAINTY.
INCESSANT, &-, -,-, 2. , 2., 2., 2. yu.»;-,, .,, .

>

INCESSANTLY,,., ,. To do athg i.,-.
or .
See Continually.
INCEST, ,

., .
INCESTUOUS,,, . or, 6, ,.
INCH,?, (|5*<

j^ of our inch, tlierefore more ex-

actly, an inch = -
). An i. long, wide, &c,-, 3 (more exactly-), with or without

(of breadth), ^j Phrases]

Not an i.,', '. A man of his i.'s,-
: by i.'s, see ' by lit-

tle and little.
1 A villain, every

i. of him,. Give him an

j., and he'll take an ell (prov.),

imitate with(),'.
INCHOATE, . See to Be-

gin.

INCHOATE, adj.,
, ov. ,,.
INCIDENCE,, .

Angle of i. (math, t.),

or '.( , <$£C.).
INCIDENT, #. [ E.g. the

incident ray] ,
. Incidental] VlD. ^f In
gram. : incident sentence or clause], f).

INCIDENT, s. [ Unforeseen
event], .. H Occurrence]-, -).,, .
INCIDENTAL, with

partcpp. of,-, (contingent,. to), 3.,
2 (by-the bye),,,
(casual). And Crcl. by in

Comp., e. g. an i. account,-, : to make i. men-
tion,. Athg is

i., : — to aby,= ' aby
is liable (Vid.) to athg.'

INCIDENTALLY. Fm the

Adj. iv. -
(331)

.. () .
A discourse introduced i.,-.
INCINERATION,T£'</>pa>ffts,, .
INCINERATE, and-.
INCISED. Fm pass, partcp.

of iv- and-,-,. An i. wound,
see Cut, Gash, s.

INCISION, -,-, ., , (LXX.). -,-, . To make an .,, -, -, -///
INCISOR or INCISIVE

TOOTH, , -,.,,.,, 6. ,
(pi.). The four incisors,,, .
INCITE,,-,,. See to Excite.
INCITEMENT,-,-, ,-, 6., .,

(inducement). See Excitement.
INCIVIL, /cos,,

2. % Of persons esply] -, ov.,,
2 (ill-bred),,, .-
,, 3. See Rude, UN-
POLISHED.

^
INCIVILITY,,,,-, . (all as

quality),,,, ., (as act). To com-
mit an i.,.-. and --

INCIVILLY. Fm the Adj.

To act or behave i.,.
INCLEMENCY. 1 Ofper-

sons],,,, ., .,,.
H Of weather] , ,
6 (stormy, un favorable) .

(also in pi. ),,,, and, 6 (cold), -, (Strab.).

INCLEMENT, f Ofpersons], , . , 3., . % Of the weather], 2 and 3., 3
(cold), , 3

(wet and cold). The weather is

i., (cold) : to be i.,

(stormy, Src).

INCLINATION, f A direc-

tion downward or sloping] -, -,-, ., ., . , (a sloping to-

wards, and i. as of lines). An i.

of the head,, (and slo-

ping of land) : an i. to one side,, (Hippocr.) : mutual
i. of two lines,, .

Direction of the mind and will

to anything], . ,
(poet.),,, .
A strong i.,, .,., ., 6 : I feel or

have an i. for athg,

.
(pass.) . :

to feel a strong i. for athg,-, ,, .
(or if a dpi clause

follows, c. infin.) : to have
the same i. as another person,

or. / :

to do athg fm i., or-
} .. . -

: to produce
an i. in aby, or-, -' -

: to go agst aby's i.,-
: a decided

i. for pleasure,

(PL) : to have no i.

to or for athg, and
; they had no

great i. to

—

,' . infin. (.) See
Leaning, Liking, Propensity,
Proneness.
INCLINE, v. f (Trans.)], -,-.-

(to one side), (to

i. the scale), -,-
(downwards). To i. the head,. See to Bow. Comp. to

Lean, Slope, Verge. TJ Fig.:

to incline == to make willing] -,-, (usu. to evil).

See to Dispose. Tj (Intrans.)

Of things] ,,
also ( , to

slope, and also to i. as lines, ' ver-

gere'). . -,
-,- ,,. To whichever side the state

i.'s, to that he shifts, '-
pov ,

(Aristot.). Al-
so (of
the balance ; the former also fig.).
Those who i. more to bravery,

oi

(PL). Upon conside-

ration, I i.-d to the conclusion

that it was necessary,-
(the conclu-

sion prevailed that —). U Fig.

:

of the will] See under Inclined
and Inclination. To i. forward,,.
INCLINED. 1 Propr.:

sloping] VlD., , and
partcpp. of verbs to Incline. 1J

Fig. : of mind and will]-
',, , e.g. to ac-

cept the alliance,

(.) : to war,

(.) : to grant aby's demands,' (X•)• Also

c. infin., e. g. he may be i. not to

refuse, -
(PL). To be i. to do some-

thing,,,,
c. infin. gs^r I. to, with a verb,

may also be expressed by the de-

siderative form in -, e. g.

not at all now i. to smile, -
(PL)•
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Favorably i., ?, 3. -
?, ?. See Disposed, and for
str. tt. Prone.
INCLINING. Partcpp. of

verbs to Incline, ?,?, 3. I. to — (= some-
what), - in comp., e. g. i. to

green,?, 2.

INCLOSE, -CLOSURE. See

Enclose, Enclosure.
INCLUDE. TT Enclose] Vid.

If Comprehend, reckon among
(athg)],-. To be i.-d

in athg,, -, ?. -
: to be i.-d in tbe alliance,-,

: to be i.-d in the peace,? : to i. in

an account or reckoning,-
and-. - and-. Yourself i.-d

among the rest, -? {gender and case according
to the context).

INCLUDING, INCLUSIVE,, and Crcl. with verbs un-
der Include.
INCLUSIVELY. See Inclu-

sive.

INCOGNITO,?, 2.

To remain i.,

(pass.). He came i.,?
or .

INCOHERENCE, -COHE-
RENCY. Crcl. ivith adj. Inco-
herent. Of discourse,-, .
INCOHERENT (neg. of Co-

herent, Fid.), -?,-?, -?, -?,-?,? (of dis-

course),^. To be i.,, .
INCOHERENTLY. Fm the

Adj.

INCOMBUSTIBLE, -?, 2.

INCOME,,.-, . -
or. To draw

or derive an i. fm athg,-? or
two? or ?.''

: a source of
i., ?, 6 : a principal source
of i., 6? .
INCOMMENSURABLE,

-MENSURATE, ?,
2 (, PL, and Aristot. = not
having a common measure),-?, 2 (Aristot.). ?, 2
(if quantities or numbers bearing
no determinate ratio to each other.

Aristot.).

INCOMMODE, -
or tivu. or. (str.

t.). Also .
INCOMMODIOUS,-

?,2.?, 2. ?, 2., ?. See INCONVE-
NIENT
INCOMMODIOUSNESS,™-?, ?, . See IN-

CONVENIENCE, Discomfort
(332)

INCOMMUNICABLE, -,-?, 2. ? (3)?, 2.?, 2.

INCOMMUNICATIVE, -?,?,-?, 2 (unsocial, Vid., and
Reserved).
INCOMMUTABLE,-?,?, 2. See

Unchangeable.
INCOMPARABLE,-,-?, ?, 2.,,. See

FxPEI I

INCOMPARABLY. Fmthe
Adj.

INCOMPASSIONATE, aV,, . -
?,?, ?,-
?, 2 (unfeeling. Soph.).

INCOMPATIBILITY,-, , and neut. of adjj. un-
der Incompatible.
INCOMPATIBLE,-

?, ?, and? (Plut.),? (Epictet.),-? (Tlieoplir.),? (Thuc.),? (Dion. .), all 2. See
Inconsistent, Incongruous.
INCOMPATIBLY. Fm the

Adj.
INCOMPETENCY, -?, ?, . See the adj.,

and comp. Incapacity, Insuffi-
ciency. Fm your i.,

?.
INCOMPETENT,-

?,2. IkuvO?,S.?,
2. See Inadequate, Insuffi-
cient. I am i. (= not authorized)

to do athg, ,?, . See COM-
PETENT.
INCOMPLETE, -,--

?, ?, and-?, 2. -?,?, 2. -
?, 3. ;?, ?.-?, 2 (not quite finished). See
Defective. Unfinished.
INCOMPLETENESS, -, . ? and ?,

?.
INCOMPREHENSIBLE, -,-,-?,-,--?,?, 2. It

is i. to me., see under Compre-
hend. An i. person, -?, 2.?, 3

ff Not to be confined by any limit]

See Immense.
*

INCOMPRESSIBLE,-?, 2.

INCONCEIVABLE, -,-?, 2, also?,?, 2. It is i.,. . Of i.

length, &c,?? (e.g., for an i.

length of time). Poet,?,
2 (e. q. ?, Soph.).

INCONCLUSIVE,-?, 2 (Aristot.). -
?, 3 (not cogent) .?,
2.?, 2. Also?, 3. ?, 2. An i. ar-

gument or proof, -
?.
INCONCLUSIVENESS.

Crcl. with adjj. in Inconclusive.
INCONGRUITY, -., . ,, ? (contradiction).

INCONGRUOUS,
^
-?,?,-? (Aristot.),?,?, 2.?, /, ?. It is i., -.

INCONSEQUENCE,-, ., .
INCONSEQUENT, -?, 2. uvo?, 2.

INCONSIDERABLE,
or ?, 3. See Slight,
Unimportant.

t

INCONSIDERATE, -,-, and -?,-
?, ?,?,,?, all 2.-?, ?. ?, ?.-?, 2 (only of things). To be
i., see the Adv.
INCONSIDERATELY, d-, and fm the adj. To act

i.,.?.. .
To do athg i.,..
INCONSIDERATENESS or

INCONSIDERATION, d- and-, ,-,,-,,,, .
INCONSISTENCY, -., .,

., . ,?, ? (want of agree-
ment), or
(contradiction). It would be great

i. to, "\\, .
INCONSISTENT. 1 Not

holding or agreeing together (of
things)]?,-
?, 2 ?, ?, 3.?,?, 2. ?,
3. ?,?, 2. -?, 3. To be i. with
athg, ?. -' (pass.).
t~ivui? .

(to be in contradiction with
athg). If Of persons]?,
2, and
or'. See Incongruous, In-
consequent.
INCONSOLABLE,-?, 2.?, 2.

INCONSTANCY, -,-, .?, ?, .. . See

Fickleness.
INCONSTANT,?, ?.

- and-?,?,?,?, 2.-?, 3.?, 2. To be

i.,.->.
INCONTESTABLE, -and-?,?, 2.-? and -'-

?,?, 2.-
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tos, 3.,, .,? (irrefragable).

INCONTINENCE,-
and, .,

"'
INCONTINENT,, 2

(in athg, ?). See Impure,
Unchaste.
INCONTINENTLY. From

the Adj. To act i.,.
Immediately]. Vid.
INCONTROVERTIBLE. See

Incontestable. Comp. Indu-
bitable, Unquestionable.
INCONVENIENCE, s. -?,?,. -

or.,,, .,
V., (Cic).

INCONVENIENCE, v. See
to Incommode.
INCONVENIENT,-?,?,,?,?, ?,?, all 2. ?, ? (i.

for use),? and?
(troublesome, unpleasant). An i.

time, see Unseasonable. Comp.
Convenient.
INCONVENIENTLY. Fm

the Adj.
INCONVERTIBLE, -?,?, 2.' tis.

INCORPORATE, .-
(Aristot.) .

'-,-.- and--,- and-. To be i.-d into a whole,
or? .

Toform into a corporate body]

/os. To
be i.-d as a member,
tl??. See to Embody, En-
rol.

INCORPORATE,^*. Crcl
with past partcpp. of the Verb.

INCORPORATION. H Act
of incorporating] Crcl. ivith verbs

under Incorporate. % Incor-
porated body] See Corporation.
INCORPOREAL,?,

2.

INCORRECT, ?, 3

(g. t.). See Wrong, ?, 2.

?,2. See FALSE, --?, ?, ? (vieocact).

INCORRECTLY. From tlie

Adj. To relate athg i., -? or :

to play i.,.
INCORRECTNESS. Crcl.

with adj., or use negatives of words
under Correctness, e.g., , --, fi, and -, ., .,-, .
INCORRIGIBLE, -,-?, also? (incu-

rable), 2.

INCORRUPT,?,--?, -?, ?,
all 2.

INCORRUPTIBILITY, «-

(333)

and- and-,
(propr.). ^[ Morally (with ref.

to bribery)]-, ,
and-, v.

INCORRUPTIBLE,-
?,-? and -?,
2 (not capable of spoiling or being

corrupted),?,-?, also?
and ?, all 2

:

usually ', ,
' INCORRUPTION, -INCOR-
RUPTNESS. See Incorrupti-
bility.

INCREASE, v. f (Trs.)] See
to Augment, to Enlarge. U
U (INTRS.)], -, '? -? (innumber).. -

(pass.),,',. To i. much,
: to i. in athg,-,? . -? or? . $» In-

crease is also denoted by- in

co?nposition, e. g. (to

i. the measure),

(to i. in warmth),?, 2
(i.-d by a third part).

INCREASE, s. ?, -?, . and,
(PL), and,. '?, ., .

The i. of the moon,-, . To be on the i., see the

verb.

INCREDIBLE, ?, 2.?, 2. ?,
2. To relate i. things,-

: athg is i. to me,-
av (PL).

INCREDIBLENESS, -CRE-
DIBILITY,, .
INCREDIBLY. Fm the Adj.

1. great, &c,? ?.
INCREDULITY,,

rj. (see adj.), and
Crcl. with?,
or.
INCREDULOUS, ?,

2.?, 3 (M.Antonin.).
INCREMENT. See under In-

crease.
INCRUST. See Encrust.

I.-d or e.-d,?,. -?, 3. ?, 2 (as

with a bark or rind).

^
INCRUSTATION,,

rj. -,-, (as orna-
ment).

t

INCUBATION, ^?,.?, 6. To be in the act

of i.,.
INCUBUS,, ?,

. , (suffocation), -, , 6 (all =: nightmare, Lat.

incubo).

INC ULCATE,,-, also .
(sir. t.). See IMPRESS.

INCULPATE, -
,'- or-?. .
I.-d,?, 2.

INCUMBENT, adj. If Prop.]

E.g. to be i.,- and-. if Fig.: with ref.
to an office, duty, fyc.~\ E. g. it is

l. on me,,?,,,,, ,
with infin. ' or/

tvith infin.

INCUR, or -) (to bring or draw
upon oneself').. To i.

athg (e. g. guilt, censure, disgrace,

punishment), : to

i. the reproach of folly, cowardice,

&c,, -
: to i. aby's enmity,

or : to i.

his hatred, ) -
?. (pass.) : to

i. a fine, :

to i. danger,.
INCURABLE, ?,?,?, 2. To

be i.,? or
: an i. wound, -. See Irremediable.

INCURABLY. Fm Hie Adj.
INCURIOUS. See Careless,

Regardless, Unconcerned.
INCURSION, -, - and, n.

To make an i., or-
'? .

INDEBTED (to be),. See ' to be in aby's
Debt.' ^ In a moral sense : to

have to thank abyfor athg]' ?, or
with dpt sentence, or with partcp.?, -

or-? . To bo
greatly i. to him,. -? : to be i. to aby
for one's life,< -
?. .
INDECENCY,,, (as behaviour),, . ? or

(as thing, or quality ofa
thing).

INDECENT,?, 2. ai-?, 3, also, 2. <i-?, 2 (only of persons).

I. behaviour, see the S2ibst.

INDECENTLY. Fm the Adj.
To behave i.,.
^
INDECISION,, h., v. To be in a state of i.,.... . See Un-

decided.
INDECISIVE, -'? or -

?.?, 2. -?,?, 2. See UN-
DECIDED.
INDECLINABLE,?,?, 2. )?, ?.
INDECOMPOSABLE,-?. 2.

INDECOROUS, INDECO-
ROUSLY,?, ?. -
?, 2. See Indecent, Unbe-
coming.
INDECOROUSNESS, -DE-
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CORUM,,,
. See Indecency.
INDEED, t Emphatical: =

in truth, assuredly, fyc] .)?, »))?.. Tie

/, », /"?}. Tl As affirma-
tive particle in replies} .. , yap. . Indeed ? [imply-

ing surprise, real or affected), &-?
;

yap ; ; ;

(the latter inserted into the

sentence). Tf Concessive'] .. And i., ,
—, — £»? (with one of tlie

words of the sentence inserted).

INDEFATIGABLE,-'?,,, 2
(unmindful of trouble and labour).,, -, 3 (without taking rest

or repose).

INDEFATIGABLY,-., and fm the adjj.

under Indefatigable.
INDEFEASIBLE, -, 2.?, 2 (irre-

coverable),,, 2.

INDEFECTIBLE, *,
3., 2., 3. See last Art.

INDEFENSIBLE, -, 3. ? (of
a military position, £[c). % In
a moral sense] See Inexcusable,
Unjustifiable. U In a logical

sense] See Untenable.
INDEFINABLE,-, 2., 2. See

Indescribable.
INDEFINITE,, -, 2 (not limited by de-

finite boundary)., 2. «-
?, .,,
2., 2. I. answers, -.
INDEFINITELY. Fm the

Adj. I. expressed, -/ (PL).

INDELIBILITY, -.̂
INDELIBLE,/£?,,, 2. An

i. IMPRESSION, Vid.

INDELICACY,,,, . Andfor
sir. tt. see Indecency.
INDELICATE,,., 2. , -, ., 2.

INDEMNIFICATION,-, .. .,
(poet.), -
or, . -, . TJ As thing] -., .

; INDEMNIFY,
or .

/. — by
athg, oovtu or , also.
i. aby for athg,

or -. -,. -
6iuv ,

(334)

,
(of things).

INDEMNITY, f Indemni-

fication] Vid. To grant an i.,

pass a law of i., ,,.
INDENT,/.-

(notch). See under to Cut.
I.-d (of a line ofcoast),-

(to?igues or projecting points),, .
INDENTURE. See Con-

tract.
INDEPENDENCE, -,. -, ?7. Political i.,,
: to enjoy it,

(pass.). War, struggle for, i.,,, -?. See Freedom, Liber-
ty. Independency = sufficient

income] Vid., and see Proper-
ty.

INDEPENDENT,-, 2., 3., 2. . Politi-

cally i.,?, 2. See Free.
An i. property, see Independen-
cy. To have an i. property,-/, -

or .
INDEPENDENTLY. From

the Adj. To act i.,.
I. of (= besides),,
(gen.) : and i. of that,?-
?, 7? , -. See Irrespective.
INDESCRIBABLE,

or, 2.-,, and-, 2. ?,
(more poet.),

(Arisioph.).,, . To possess an i.

amount of learning, -. he cast

on me an i. look,

: in an i. de-

gree, (PL).

INDESCRIBABLY. Fm the

Adj. I. well,

fpl.
INDESTRUCTIBILITY, d-,, .,.
INDESTRUCTIBLE,-,-,-,-,?,- and-, 2.

INDETERMINATE. -See In-
definite.
^DETERMINATION, -,,, . -, .
INDEVOUT, , '?., , or.
INDEX. 1 Of a book] -,,, . * The

forefinger], . % Athg
that indicates],, and
Crcl. with Indicate, (e.

g. ' animi indices oculi,' Cic). H
The hand of a clock],, .
INDICATE,, -,, -

, (what is secret),-
(by words),,

(with the finger),
(by a nod). To i. athg future, see

to Portend.
INDICATION,»,,:-,, .,

. See Sign, Mark, Token.
INDICATIVE MOOD, -

or'),
INDICT. To i. an offence,,,

or : — before or to

aby, or ? : — a per-

son to aby,

(e.g. , Aristoph.)

:

— a person for athg,/ (ofa public offence, e. g.), or
and

(c. infin., e. g., Ai~is-

toph.).

INDICTABLE, «;7 -, 2. bavri -. And Crcl. with.
INDICTMENT,,

., ., -,
-,-. See Gr. Lex.,. Sec Accusation.
INDIFFERENCE,-, , and (later),, , (coldness).,, (regard-

lessness). (indolence) and, . To treat athg

with i., .-.
INDIFFERENT, f Neither

good nor bad], 2. -, 3 (hence = Moderate, To-
lerable, Vid.). To be in i.

health, circumstances, &c, -. U Unimpor-
tant], 2 (Aristot.). -

or -, 3. »}?, ? (in-

considerable). U Unconcerned]

}?, ?.,-
(not taking pains. Thuc.),

and, 2. , 3
(cold),, 2 (poet., rea-

dy to take either side). Athg is i.,

and (later)

.
(jEschyl.). Athg is i. to me, or

I am i. about athg,? -
. / -,'

. , or c.

infin. or -, or —, . -?. -, or

. ,

. .-
. It is not

i. to them, that Greece is ruined,? ?
(Hdt.).

INDIFFERENTLY. Fm the

Adj. (equally).

(interchangeably), (regard-

lessly). (indiscriminate-

ly), (poet.). U Me-
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taph.] To take or bear athg i.,, : to

treat aby i.,,,
: to receive aby i.,-

[coldly) : to

look at athg i., -. .
Moderately, tolerably] VlD.
INDIGENCE. See Poverty.
INDIGENOUS,,

(e. g. ),
(e. g. , opp.

to) and, (all

Hdt.). (poet.).

INDIGENT. See Poor.
INDIGESTED,, 2., 3. U Fig. : not orderly

arranged], 2. -, 3., 2.

INDIGESTIBLE,,,-, --,-, 2.

INDIGESTION,,, . suffer from i.,\,.
'' INDIGNANT,, 3.,,.-, 3. To be i. at athg,-, or

. or
or .'. . -.',-,. (pass.). ,
(poet.) : — at aby's undeserved

success, : to be i. at

unworthy treatment,-.
INDIGNANTLY,. -. And Crcl. with verbs under

Adj.
INDIGNATION,-,, . opyri, (str.

t.). I. at unworthy treatment,

, 77: to feel i. at

athg, see Indignant.
INDIGNITY, , (in-

sult), and Crcl. with adj.,
2., 3., . To
count as an i., : is

not this an i. ? '; ';
INDIGO,,.
INDIRECT, , 3., , ., 3

and 2., ., 3
(athwart). An i. proof,-

: i. praise, ai-. I. = UNDER-
HAND, Vid. I. (— mediate),-

or-
or

or ' , ,. by i. means, }. .
government (gram, t.),

and , . .
taxes, or.
INDIRECTION (mor.),.
INDIRECTLY. Fin the Adjj.

INDISCERNIBLE,,
., 2., 2.

INDISCREET. % Imprudent]
Vid., (ofpersons),-

(335)

IND, ov (poet., ofpersons and
things). I. of tongue, -, .-, 2. Of things ( words or
actions)], .,
2., 2.

INDISCREETLY,,
andfm the Adj. To act i.,-. See IMPRUDENTLY.
INDISCRETION,,., . f[ Of tongue],,

. As thing],-
(with partcp., e. g.,). , .

See Imprudence.
INDISCRIMINATE, -,. See CONFUSED,

Promiscuous.
INDISCRIMINATELY, -.,-. They killed them all i.,-
INDISPENSABLE, -, 3., 2. Athg

is quite i., ,.
(compulsory).

INDISPENSABLY. Fmthe
Adj.
INDISPOSE. See Disincline.
INDISPOSED. % Disinclined]

Vid. TI Not well (with ref. to

health)], .,
2., ., 2.

To be iM..
(^* the gramma-

rians confine this to women,-
to men ; but the rule is not

absolute. Lob. Phryn. 389).-, .
INDISPOSITION. 1 Dis-

inclination] Vid. T| Slight disor-

der],, . -, .
INDISPUTABLE,-- and-,-, , -

(PL), 2.-,, 3. Poet,,,-, 2.

INDISSOLUBILITY. Neu-
ters of thefollowinq Adjj.
INDISSOLUBLE, -,-, -,-, 2.

INDISSOLUBLY. Fm the

Adj.
INDISTINCT,,-, .,, 2. -, 3 (faint, of sight and

sound),, 3 (obscured, of
characters, 8[c)., 3 (of
utterance).

INDISTINCTLY. From the

Adj. To speak i.,.
INDISTINCTNESS, -, , and Orel, with Adjj.
INDISTINGUISHABLE, -, 2., 2.

INDIVIDUAL, s. In philo-

soph. language, tis,
distinguishedfin the generic notion,

6 (Aristot.). An i.,

t«5to')T»/s, : each i.,', 3

:

the i. (thing), '.

IND
* '. ol

(pi).

INDIVIDUAL,^. (-
). 6, , ' ',, ' . Every
one after his i. view,

: the
number either of the i. states, or

of all collectively, , rj' h-
(Thitc.) : to have its own

i. nature, ,' , -, .
INDIVIDUALITY, -, . '

(external), ", , b (in-

ternal).

INDIVIDUA LIZE, '
.-. .

INDIVIDUALLY. Fm the

Adj. ' .'..
INDIVISIBILITY. Neuters

of the followinq Adjj.
INDIVISIBLE,,,. and,,, 2.

INDOCILE, -, ,
and, 2. To be i.,-. a- and,

(morally).

INDOCILITY, - and-, .,,
.
INDOLENCE,,-, ., ., .
INDOLENT,pa^uos,2.-, 2. To be i.,..
INDOLENTLY. From the

Adj. To be i. disposed,. -
INDUBITABLE. See Doubt-

less, Certain, Indisputable.
. INDUCE, m To bring on],,,-. % To lead (aby to do athg)],, or

(aby to athg).»,, ' .-,,,'. See MOVE, PERSUADE,
and str. it. Impel, Instigate.
Also',

T(i/os (to occa-

sion). What i.-d you to act thus by
me? ' '-

; what could i. you to do this?

(what object of
desire), (what reason

or knowledge), (what

notion or feeling), -; $fsr The partcp. induced
may often be rendered by,
or str. t., but more only
by, or sts, , c. gen.,

e. g. i.-d by fear, : —
by success, ': i.-d

by his own reflections,« t»;s' or. '
(Hdt.).

INDUCEMENT, ah,
1
-



IND INE INF,,, ., . I have
many i.'s to believe, «

: upon the i. of,

c. gen. See Induced. Upon
what i. ? {or) ;

INDUCTION, f In logic:

thefounding a universal conclusion

upon a multitude of observed par-
ticulars] ], .-, . 6. To make an i.,.
INDUCTIVE,,-, 3.

INDULGE,
{gratify aby with athg).-

and-
{Hdt., showfa-

vour), {i. bad habits,

encourage by compliance), -
{concede),-.

To i. passion, love of pleasure,, ,-, ', (in-

trans., and, Hdt. See Abandon, 'give

Loose''). To i. one's love of\&\&,]{16
pleasure one's study),,;. To i.

pneself (in good cheer, &c.), ;joV..
INDULGENCE,, h {fa-

vour). To do athg by way of i.,

or : as

yielding,, .,
rj : as pardoning or making al-

lowance,, .-, {the character of -),, . also '-, : as kindliness,-,.,,,
V• I. of passions,,

{PL): bodily i., 17

{PL).
(JT.). §^" Also in-

fin. of verbs to Indulge, «-,,', and
Crcll. with the same.
INDULGENT,,

2, and, 3 (fo-

wards athg, ),,
2., 2., 2.

and,, .,, . To be i.,-. : to

bo very i.,. See to Indulge. An i.

system,, {remissness).

INDULGENTLY. Fm the

Adj.
INDURATE. See to Harden.
INDUSTRIAL,,

2.. I. productions,-, . The i. classes,,.
INDUSTRIOUS,

(active),,,
3. epyoTi's,, (fern.), -,, 2.-,, 3 {PL), -, 3.,, and

{that bestirs himself),. To be i., or-..
(336)

: to be very i., -
: to be i. about athg,.-.

INDUSTRIOUSLY,,, -,, and other advv.

fm adjj.

INDUSTRY,, -- and-,,
, and {love of
work), ,,, , and, {zeal,

activity),, {care),, {steady applica-

tion),, {practical

activity), also, {me-

chanical art of subsistence).

INEBRIATE. See Intoxi-
cate.
INEBRIATION. See Intoxi-

cation.
INEFFABLE,, 2., 2., 2., 2. , 2.

INEFFACEABLE, -,,-, 2.

INEFFECTIVE {not effec-
tive, Vid.). See Inefficacious.

{effecting nothing) .-,, 2., .
The i. part of an army, oi,.
INEFFECTUAL {not effec-

tual, Vid.),, 2 (icith-

out effect),,, 3.,, .
{) ,,. Your exhortations are i.,.

See under Effect, s.

INEFFICACIOUS (not ef-
ficacious, Vid.),, ., 2. ,
3, or, 2.

INEFFICIENT, -, 3. ?;5, .,
2. or , 3.

or .
INELEGANCE,, ,

and neuters of adjj. .
INELEGANT,, -,, 2.,
INELOQUENCE, 7/ -.
INELOQUENT,Xoy«.i/a7T£t-, 2. .
INEPTITUDE,,-, . PL, .

^
INEQUALITY, .,, .,, ., .
INERT,, 2. ,, ., 3. ,-

»?, . See Idle.
INERTNESS,,-, ,,,

"'INESTIMABLE,-
, 2. , 3.•, 2.

INEVITABLE,,-, 2., 2., 2.-, 3.

, 3.,
2. The i. fate, : .
danger, : athg
is i.,,,

: a conflict is i.,

: it is death i., -.
INEXACT, , .

(3).
INEXCUSABLE,-., 2.

INEXHAUSTIBLE, -,, 2.

INEXORABLE,-,,, -,, 2. To be
i., .-, .
INEXPEDIENCY,^-,., . Crcl.

ivith .
INEXPEDIENT, -,,,-, 2.

INEXPERIENCE,,,,
.,,
{poet.).

INEXPERIENCED, -,,, 2., , /09. ,
(poet.),. Also-, , 6. To be i. in athg,,,,, : an i. girl,.

>

INEXPERT,-,,,-, 2 (in athg,). To be i.

in athg, or.
INEXPIABLE,-, (incurable), u -

(indissoluble) 2. $^*•-?, -, -,,, 2, — irre-

concifeable, u?iappeascable.

INEXPLICABLE, --,-,,-, 2.

f

INEXPRESSIBLE,,,,-, - and -,"
{poet.), 2. -, 2.

INEXPRESSIBLY. FmAdj.'
I am i. glad,{) : i. great, numerous, &c,,,.
INEXPRESSIVE,-, 2 (of speech or a word).

INEXTINGUISHABLE,, 2., 2.

An i. hatred,/,.
INEXTRICABLE,-,«, -,-,

-, and-, 2. An i.

garment, (AZs-

chyl.) : an i. difficult}•,,
J7. .
INFALLIBILITY, dv-.. -, (poet.), and Crcl. with. I. belongs only
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to God, -.
INFALLIBLE. TJ Not liable

to error]- and--
(Ttos,, 2.,

{poet.),, ., 3. An i. saying,, 6 {PL)•,
(,). To consider or believe

aby i., -. 1 Unfailing],, -, 2.

INFALLIBLY,,. {poet.),,.
INFAMOUS,,,

{poet), 2., 3., . \,-, and
{exclaimed agst),,-,, 2., 3. -, 3. To make i.,.
See Infamy. I. treatment,-, . , .
INFAMOUSLY. FmtheAdj.

To act or behave i.,.' : that

acts i.,, 2.

INFAMY,, .,
. , ., ., . , -., . , . The
i. of athg, or

: to bring i. upon aby, '-
or. See phrases under Dis-

GRACK.
INFANCY,,,

and {Horn.), . Fm his

very i., or-
or , or

(fm the womb),

{fm the swaddling-

clothes). In one's i., '
(to) or .

{JEschyl.). See
Childhood.
INFANT,, , and

dim., {Lucian)., .' -
(PL, new-born i.). -, {Horn, hymn.),

iv {JEschyl.).

INFANT, INFANTA (of
Spai?t), ',.
INFANTICIDE, f The act]- and-, . To

commit i.,. TJ The
person who commits it]-, 6, h.

INFANTILE,, ,
and, 2. Poet, -
ttios,, 3., 2,

and, 3. See Childish.
INFANTINE. Express by

stibst. Infant, with or without., 3 (Philo.).

See the preceding A rticle.

INFANTRY, .. , , . 7*?, 6. , .,, . Heavy L,. . -,, : light i., -, or:
(337)

the body of light i.,, :

belonging to light i.,,
3 : i. mixt with cavalry,-, (Thuc.). An i. man,-, 6.

INFATUATE, voZv -,,., -.
(Horn.). To i. with desire of
athg, ', -

:

— with an opinion,-, or

: to be i.-d,.
INFATUATED,,., 2., .

(intrans.) -. Poet,, ., .,
(JEschyl}).- and --.,2 (blind-

lyfoolish. Horn., Hdt).
INFATUATION,,,-
(JEschyl.),, .-, . Also -. -., (blind folly.

Horn., Hdt.). , (judicial i.

and its consequences).

INFEAS1BLE. See Imprac-
ticable, Impossible.
INFECT (of disease or vice),' and -, . -,

and . (intrans.). You
shall not i. me with your folly,

(Eurip.) : to be or become
i.-d,/ or

: of an i.-ing nature,

see Contagious.
INFECTION,, .,, 6 (defilement), or Crcl.

by verbal expressions formed with
to Infect. See Contagion.
INFECTIOUS,, 2., 3. ',, .

An i. disease, ,,. See CON-
TAGIOUS.
INFECUNDITY. See Bar-

reNNESS.
INFELICITOUS,

and, 2. -,--, 2.

INFELICITY,,-,-, .
INFER,,-, ,

(in mathem., to infer

or deduce as corollary).

INFERENCE,,., (Dem.).-
,(.). See Consequence,
Conclusion.
INFERIOR. TT Propr. : lower]

Vid. U Fig. : in rank, ivorth,

force, &CJ\, 2. -, 3. , 2.,
3 (to aby,, in athg, , e.g.

in number, , -
). To be i. to aby in athg,

tivos or

. ',
or ., -, or, .. -

: to be i. to none,
: of i.

value or consideration,, 3 : an inferior,,
. , 6 : to be
aby's i., or

: a person of an i. station,, .
Not good, indifferent],

., 3 (e. g., . birth or extraction). ^[

In inferior manner or degree

(adv.)] -,-
and-.
INFERIORITY,,. .
INFERNAL,, 3

(poet.),, 3. , , ,
'(), (), or
or or . Also -

and, 3. , ,
(. ). If Hor-

rible, dreadful], -, 3.

INFERTILE,,-, 2., 2.,
(Theophr.). See UNFRUITFUL.

t

INFERTILITY, ,,, .
INFEST,.,

(mid.). To i. a
country (as robbers),. — the sea,

: the roads

are i.-d with robbers,. -
: to be

i.-d with worms, lice,,.
INFIDEL, »)/'5, 3., 2. In the mod. sense,.

See Unbeliever.
INFIDELITY. If Faithless-

ness] Vid. H To the marriage
covenant] See Adultery. \
Unbelief], .

(mod.).

INFINITE,, 2. -, 2., 2, and.-, 2 (poet.). Of i. size,7')9, 2.. See ENDLESS.
INFINITELY. Fm the Adj.

1. large, much, &c,,, 2 : to excel aby i.,

. \If=z extremely] Vid.
INFINITIVE,,. In the i.,.
INFINITY, , -,, .
INFIRM, f Weak],

2., 2. -,--, 2., 3. ^| Unsteady
in purpose] See Inconstant.
INFIRMARY,,.
INFIRMITY. IT Weakness}

VlD.,,
(of body). See Sickness. H In-

Z
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firmity of purpose] See Incon-
stancy. Your i. of purpose,

{hue.).

INFIX. See ' to Fix in.'

INFLAME. ^ Propr.] /-,. ^j JF^. : ofpas-
sions],, /c-

{later),,-.. ?.
•75 '. To be
i.-d, (Aristot.) : — by
ambition, -. ^\ Of disease] -

{trails, and intrs). -
[intrs.).

(JT.). I.-d,, :

an i.-d place,, .
See Inflammation. I.-d uvula,, {Aristot. Hippocr.).

INFLAMMABILITY, -
v.

INFLAMMABLE,-, 2.

INFLAMMATION {of dis-

ease),, . -
and, {esply

under the skin), , 6
(Hipp), and-, {esply of an inflamed
place). I. of the eyes,,. -, ., :

that has it,, 2.

INFLAMMATORY. *{\Fig.:

intended to stir up the minds] -,. See Seditious. TJ

Of disease], ,
also,2 {PL), and-, 3 {of constitution. Hipp.).
I. fever, , b
(Hipp.),, .
INFLATE,, also

and . ^[ Fig.]
To i. a person,,-

and . To be
or become i.-d,

(e. g. ,
JC.). and-

: — with pride, &c, '-. See Puff up. Inflated,

partepp. of verbs: — by athg,
', , or. Also, ., 2. See BOMBASTIC,

Turgid.
INFLATION,,

(trans.), . b.,
(intrans.). % Fig.] , 6.', (metaph.).

INFLECT,, -,-. In Gram.,'
(decline, conjugate). I.-d, -, 2.

INFLECTION, -FLEXION,,,, .
In Gram., ', (declension,
conjugation). I. of the voice,

or,
' INFLEXIBILITY, 1 Prop.], . . %

Fig.],, ..
INFLEXIBLE,, .

,, -,, 2 (propr.

and fig.),, 2.-, 2 (fig.). I. justice, -, : i. hatred,-, .
INFLICT,,-

vaiTiv'iTi(e.g.ablow).-
(Aristoph.).

To i. an injury upon aby,

or .-', : — great

injury,

(e. g. ), -,-, ' :

to i. a punishment,
or (for athg,), .. . Athg

has been i.-d on me by God,. -
. I.-d wounds,

(PL).
INFLICTION,,. Mly Crcl. with verbs.

INFLUENCE, S.,-, . . of the sun, &c,-, . ,.
(passively). Political i.,,
., ., . See
Consequence, Importance. I.

of the stars,,
(astrol.). To have or exercise an
i. upon athg,,' : to exercise an i.

on aby, ... We think that it has a
great i. upon the state whether
this be done in a right or a wrong
way, --

(PL).
To have a prejudicial i. upon
athg or aby,,-,,. :— a beneficial i., ,. .

or . -. .' : to

judge what i., good or bad, the arts

have, '
rj ()

{PL) : to have no i. with aby,, , or, : to have
much, more, the greatest i. with
aby,,,,,,-, : a man
of great i. in the state, -

or -
: to lose his i.,

have it impaired,,, also

: to maintain, keep up
his i.,

: to be under the i.

of aby or athg, or-
: to be led by the

i. of aby, (pass.),. §fjp Often
the word may be omitted, e.g. su-

perior to the i. of money,-

: under the i. of
passion, '.
INFLUENCE,?;. Seephrases

' to have or exercise an Influ-
ence ;' also '.-. The manner in wch
athg i.'s us, a or -: I was i.-d by
a feeling of pity, '
INFLUENTIAL, ,, 3 I. men or per-

sons, or :

a very i. man, -. .
: and partepp.

of verbs under Influence, s.

INFLUENZA
,
prps-

(severe cold), .
INFLUX (propr.),', ,

and,, . There
is, was, &c, an i. of —, express

by tenses of',.
INFOLD, ENFOLD, -,- and-. See

to Fold. U To infold in ones
arms]. See to

Embrace.
INFORM, »,,,, -, -, '-, -,--, (by letter),

(aby of athg), and-, ..
be i.-d,,, -

: not to be i.-d,-. To i. oneself,-, : — thoroughly,
of all the circumstances,-
vav. Well i.-d,-,, , n :

: to be a
well i.-d man,, .
To be badly i.-d, -

: to be well i.-d, -
or . ^[

To inform agst aby]

(PL), -, .
Also and-.
(e. g. ) and-

(e.g. as contraband). Ar-
ticles i.-d against,

(Dem.). See under Informa-
tion.

INFORMANT,,, (of news. .),,, : and partepp. of verbs to

Inform, e.g. b, b,
INFORMATION, t Intel-

ligence, knowledge, tidings] VlD., b., .,
(news),, , . -, ., . To have
i. of athg, . -

: to get i. of athg,, -, . ,
also -. or-

: — about athg
fm aby, £7£^/



INF IN INH-. There is abundant
i. about athg,/ (Hdt., Dem.). I.

having been brought that—, tia-

— (Thuc.) : i.

of their proceedings gets abroad,£.,,-
(Thuc). Secret i. (sent out

to the enemy),, :
the scout who brings it,-
Aos, : conveying i.,-, 3. To avail oneself of i.

given, Trtpl

(Thuc.). [
In the legal sense], ., .,. -, {e.g. ,
Dem.)., (esply ofcontra-
band dealings). Frivolous i., -, ?;. To bring, lay an
i., see ' to Inform against ;' also

or . -. To lay fri-

volous i.'s, :

to be i.-d against,

(Aristoph.) =.
To extort money fm aby by fri-

volous i.'s,. Reward for i.,-. .
INFORMER. Informant]

Vid. ^[ JH the legal sense] -, , 6., , 6
(esply offalse orfrivolous charges),, (Aristoph.). Like
an i.,-, 3, and-, .
(adv.) : also partcpp. of verbs 'to

Inform against,' ' to lay Infor-
mation.'
IiNFRACTION,,

j, t). See Violation.
INFREQUENCY, , '

, . See Rarity.
INFREQUENT,, 3.

See Rare.
INFRINGE, -,-,. See'toBREAK

a law,' to Violate.

(

INFUSE. 1 To pour in] -,
'-, and-. ^[ To steep,

soak] -,- tivl,. (to

pour water on athg). Infused,, 2 (Hipp.), if To im-
part, instill] Vid.

. INFUSION. If A pouring in], . If Fig] Crcl. with
partcpp. % Esply medical]-, ., V (dis-

tillation by i. ; both Diosc). -, (Galen),-, 6. To make an i.,-
: to administer an i. to

aby, .
INGENIOUS,, 2.- and, 2 (all of

perso?is). Also,-
and (..), -, 3. Poet,, -,.,,

2. - and-, 2 (ofthings).
See Clever.
INGENIOUSLY. From the

Adj.

INGENIOUSNESS, INGE-
NUITY, . -

(339)

/ , (an ingenious mind). See
Cleverness. Inventiveness.
INGENUOUS,, 2.

or-, 3. See Candid.
INGENUOUSLY. See Can-

didly, Frankly. To speak i.,, -. /-. To confess.,..
INGENUOUSNESS,-,, .,

(with ref to sentiment),,
(in speaking).

INGLORIOUS, , 2.,. , .,
3.. 2.

INGLORIOUSLY. Fm the

Adj.
INGOT,, h•

(of qold)./ (of silver).

INGRAFT. ' See to Graft.
INGRAIN, (to I

into),,. Before the disease be-

comes i.-d into the marrow,- -
(Sophron.) : to becomedeep-

ly i.-d,. I.-d

(of colour),, 2. The
wickedness will become i.-d into

the city, -
}

(Dinarch.).

INGRATE. See Ungrate-
ful (person).

INGRATIATE (oneself with
aby),. . -'.
or . To endea-
vour to i. oneself,,-, ,,,-. Also

(Aristot.). — with the peo-
ple,, whence he that

does it,, 6 (PL) : the
endeavour,, . -, (ambitus). I.-ing
manners or ways,
(X.).

INGRATITUDE,,
. To requite aby with i., -.-^ : to be
treated with i.,

(pass. ; by aby, ,), .
INGREDIENT,, .

. -s, ..
INGRESS,, . See

Entrance.
INHABIT,',,. (e. g. ).. (e. g.-, Hdt.). Poet,'-

(e.g. ), (,), ().
The i.-d portion of the globe,

: not i.-d,, 2.

See ' to Dwell in.' I.-d by our
friends, .
INHABITABLE,,, 2.

INHABITANT. H Ofa coun-
try] ', ', . -,-, 6. Also,,, (set-

tler). % Of a city] ', ., usu.-, .,, .,
6. If Of villages and houses] -, . , and otherpar-
tcpp. of verbs to Inhabit, &$•
Often expressed simply by-, e. g. the city has many i.'s,,
or elliptically, e. g. the i.'s of a
town, ),. An ancient i.,-, , h (poet.) : original i., see

Indigenous.
INHALE,, and sim-

ply. See to Breathe.
The act of i -ing., .
INHARMONIOUS, !- and-, . Also-, 2., 2.-. 2 (poet.).

INHERE,,-,..
See Inherent.
INHERENCE. Crcl. with the

verb Inhere, or adj. Inherent.
INHERENT. Partcpp.«/In-

here,, 2. Athg is i.

in-—, ', "
, also ,
or >'

. . Many
evils are i. in this life,,-. See ' Inseparable from.'

INHERIT, -
(e.g., Isocr.), also-' ,

(fm aby, : later-, to be heir to aby.

Plut.).

(Dion Cass.). Also. See Heir, Suc-
ceed to. 1j Fig.] To i. an en-

mity agst aby,}. Inherited = he-
reditary, Vid., sts,. (with ref to the property
actually placed in the heirs hands).

INHERITANCE,,
(as portion),,.-, (the thing inherited),, . To come to

or receive an i., ))//.. See to

Inherit. Right of i. (as next
of kin), : to have or

claim it,/.
INHERITERor-HERITOR.

See Heir.
INHIBIT,..

See Hinder, Forbid, and Pro-
hibit.

INHIBITION,,. , (prohibition).

To issue an i.,^/ ).
INHOSPITABLE,, 2.

Poet, -,-,-,
also, and,
2.

INHOSPITALITY,,
. . 2
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INHUMAN,,., 3., 3., 2.

See Cruel.
INHUMANITY,-, .,,,

v. See Cruelty.
INHUMANLY. Fm the Adj.

To treat aby i., wuotjjti .;-. -
(pass.).

INHUME, yrj. See

to Bury.
INIMICAL, 3. <5-,, . See HOS-

TILE.
INIMITABLE,*, 2.

INIMITABLY. Fm the Adj.

I. beautiful, &c,?, ..
INIQUITOUS,,

3 (of personal actions),-, 2. «See Wicked, Foul.
INIQUITY. -See Injustice,

WRONG, ,,-, .
INITIAL,,-, 3. , , ',. I. (letter),

or : later,-, .
INITIATE,

(to teach the elements), -, '-- .
or ' . To i. in the

mysteries, or-
yslv , or'. -

(). To be i.-d, -, (e. g.). Also metaph., to be
i.-d in any science, art, &c.,-., and
gen. . I.-d in

Temperance, -
(.). One i.-d, par-

tcpp., and, ,,
(poet.), 6. 6,,./,3.

One i.-d at the greater mysteries,, , 6 : to become such,

(and fig. of one i.-d

into the mystery of the greatest

eurthly happiness), §S$* But Lo-
beck Aglaoph. denies the gradation

of the initiated. Not i.-d in athg,

(2). (), :

newly i -d,, (PL).
INITIATION,,
(elementary instruction). I. in

the mysteries,, .,
w : to receive i., -

(Hdt.).-
(PL). See to be

Initiated. The highest grade
of i.,, (but see pre-
ceding).

INITIATIVE (to take the), &p-,.
INITIATORY,,

2. , , , and Orel,
with.
INJECT, ivitvai(). See

Clyster.
INJECTION,, i, (the

act of injecting), ', (tlte

thing injected). See Clyster.
(340)

INJUDICIOUS,, 2
(ill-judging), , 3.-, 2., 6, (str. t.). See
Ill-advised, Inconsiderate.
INJUDICIOUSLY,/3>,

andfn the Adj. To act i.,-. : to do
athg i., .
1NJUDICIOUSNESS,-,,',, .
INJUNCTION. See Com-

mand.
INJURE,. See to

WRONG,.-. (poet., Hdt., Xen.,
otherwise rare in Att. prose), -. or. (to wear out, spoil by

use), or
or. To i. aby's cha-

racter, .
or-

: to endeavour to i.

aby, : they try

to i. me, (pass.).

See to Hurt, Harm.
INJURIOUS, Wrongful,

insulting], 3., , .,, 3 (of words and
actions).,2.-, 2 (only of words). U Hurt-
ful], 3.,
2., 2., .,."^. -, 3.,-, 3., 2 (tij/os, Don.).
To be i. to athg, or.. .
INJURIOUSLY. FmtheAdj.
INJURY. % Injustice, wrong]

Vid. II Hurt, harm],., .,,-, . Poet,,,-, , and, .,
(wound). To bring, inflict, an i.,,, or-,,-, ',-,. '.

(rare in Att. prose)

(e. g. ). To inflict many
i.'s,. What i. is there that he does
not put upon us ? yap

;
(Aris-

toph.) To sustain an i. by athg,, or -
or or-
.. See

to Injure, and Hurt, Harm.
INJUSTICE,,,, .,-, (as act). A flagrant or

open i., : to

commit an i.,.. See WRONG.
INK, S.,, . -, h (a metallic «., prob.

oxide of copper. Aristot.). To
make or manufacture i., -

.
INK, v. ,. ,-.

INK-BLOT or -STAIN, -, (blackness),, 6,

or Alt., , ,.
INK-BOTTLE, -, .

^
INK-FISH (cuttle-fish), ,

. or, and, (varieties). Its inky blood,, (Hippocr.).

INK-HORN or -STAND,-,., ., ., ., ,
(Anthol).

INK-POWDER, prps, .
INKY, , ,

(like ink),

3 (stained with ink).

INLAND,-,-,-, 2. , , . -', 2 (Hdt.).,
3 and 2 (e. g. , an
i. city, opp. to,
PL). The i. parts (fm the coast

upwards), (Hdt.) : to

go i. (adv ),, -
or . See INTE-

RIOR. I. traffic,,.
INLAY,..- and-. In-

laid,, 3. I.-d work,,,
(tessellated [=: mosaic] work) : the
making of it,,-, : to make it,-.: that has, or
is ornamented with, i.-d work,, 3 : one that makes
i.-d work,, 6.

INLET,,.,
.
INMATE, -, -, ., . The i.'s, -, : to be an i.

of the house, .
INMOST,,-

(adv.), 3.-, 2., 3 (poet.),-, 3 (Aristot.). See Inner.
Also Orel, adverbially by -. To be rejoiced in one's i.

soul,\\
or : to be distressed in

one's i. soul, -. ^.
INN,, . -, ., .-, . Without an i. (i. e.

a place without it),,
2 (e. g. , ).
INNATE,,,. -,-, 2.,, ., 3. -

.
INNER, , , or

or, also, 3 (adv.). See INTERIOR, IN-

TERNAL, Inward.
INNKEEPER,,, 6., . To be an i.,.: an i.'s

wife,, .
INNOCENCE. 1 The state

of being free fm guilt] to aval-



INN
. . *R Chas-
tity] ,, ?, .

Simplicity of heart],,,,
1JTU9, fi-

INNOCENT. [ .Free /row
<jz«7£] / /Vtos, ai/tyK/\ijTos, 2.

To be i. of athg (= not to be

the cause of it), or -. «See GUILT-
LESS. TI Chaste],,
3. Honest], 2. -?, 3., . An i. joke,. SeeHARM-
LESS.

INNOCUOUS, -L. See un-
der Harmless, -ly.

INNOVATE,.-
(c?o something new-fangled),

and -
(esply revolutionary),--,-,-,-. I.-ing,,

2., 2.

INNOVATION,, b., 6., (e. g., PL), and-, ., (and
lust for i.), and,. and-, , and, . .
(esply revolutionary),-, , and (also

lustfor i.), ., .
intend or think of i.'s,

: to make, effect, or
introduce i., see to Innovate :

to affect or be fond of i.,-
(mid.),,-,.

INNOVATOR,,, ,, and partcpp.

of verbs to Innovate.
INNOXIOUS, -LY, -NESS.

See. Harmless, -ly, -ness.
INNUENDO, CrcL with ai-', -, --, (nod secretly) . See

Hint.
INNUMERABLE,-

and, or, 2.

and (poet.), 3. ^ff*

For compounds, esply poet., with-, see the Gr. Eng. Lex.
INOCULATE,'-
TnOCULATION,-, .
INODOROUS,,-, 2. I. quality or nature,, •
INOFFENSIVE,,., 2 (poet.). See Harm-

INOPPORTUNE, ,,, 2.

INOPPORTUNELY, -. ,.
INORDINATE,, 2., 3 (in a moral sense).

See Immoderate, Intempe-
rate.
INORGANIC, prps -

(opyavovv, to furnish
with organs ; later),

(later) '. See Organic.

(341)

INS
INQUEST, -,, .
INQUIETUDE,,

(disturbance),,, -, fi (of the thoughts).

INQUIRE. See Enquire, to

which Art. add or
(judicially),, and

(critically).

INQUISITION,
(in the special eccl. sense,').,
(with torture). The chamber or
place of i.,, -,. The .,-.
make i., ..
INQUISITIVE. 1 In a good

sense : inquiring] ?,,,,
* •, 3. To be of
an i. turn of mind,,

: the quality,--,-, rj. % In a bad
sense: curious] Vid.
INQUISITIVELY, -NESS.

See Curiously, Curiosity.
INQUISITOR, .. £)|t?jt»)s (Att. law,

'quaesitor'), and, ,
' INQUISITORIAL, CrcL with,, -().
INROAD, f (Hostile) incur-

sion] Vid. Impropr. : en-

croachment] Vid.
INSALUBRIOUS, .BRITY.

See Unwholesome, -ness.

INSANE. See Mad, De-
ranged, fi Of things (e. g. in-

sane conduct, an i. proceeding)], 3. ., 3.

INSANITY. &e Derange-
ment, Madness.

^ INSATIABLE,,, 2. and-, 2 (poet.),. To be i.,>, -
or or

: to be so i. as to &c,
or,.

INSATIABLENESS,,, (, in athg).

INSCRIBE, «ft Propr.] ly-,-, -,-, also. To i. upon a pillar,

or -, or dot. To i. in a list, -,- or

: to have oneself i.-d

(in a list),-),-
: to have athg i.-d upon

athg, . U
To dedicate],-.
INSCRIPTION,,, -,.

put an i. on athg,

or or : to

have or bear an i. on it, -,- : to have a Greek
i. on it,

INS

: with the follow-
ing i. on it, -(, ) : to have an
i. put upon their clubs,-

(.) : to raise a
pillar with an i.,

(Lye).

INSCRUTABLE,-
2. See Unsearchable.

INSECT, (,), .
INSECURE,, 3., , .,, 2.

INSECURITY, -,,. The
i. of the roads, 6.
INSENSATE,, 2.-, , 2. See Foolish,

Mad.
INSENSIBILITY,-, ., . -., .
INSENSIBLE,,

2., . I. to pain, -, 2 : to become i., -
: to be i.,,,. See Unfeeling,

Unmoved.
INSENSIBLY (= very gra-

dually). See Imperceptibly
INSEPARABLE,?,?, 2. -Autos,-, 2. To be i. fm, -

or. Ignorance is i. fm vice,

17 }
(Dem.). To be considered i.

friends, -
(Plut.).

INSERT, -,--. -,-,--...
(in writing),-

(stuff in), -,--. To i. instead,-,-. To be i.-d,

passives, and. I.-d,-,.,
(grafted), 2.

INSERTION, -,--, -,-,-, •, . To make
an i., see to Insert.
INSIDE, f Adv.] . -, '. U Stibst. and adj.]

6, , or' or

or (of objects of any
description). The i. of the body
or bodily objects, .
INSIDIOUS,, 2., 2 (of persons), -, 3., 2 (of things).

In an i. manner, ,,, : to act

in an i. manner,
and .

and: an i. question,-
or,-.

INSIGHT,,,,, . To have
an i., '. .

: to have good i.

into athg, .



INS INS INS, ', -? : a man of

i., or.
INSIGNlFICANCE^/uiKpo-

?,,,,
. ,.
INSIGNIFICANT,

or ,?,,,, 3.-, , . , .
consider athg i.,/, -

.».
INSINCERE,, 2., 2, and neg. of other adjj.

Sincere.\ and-, 2 {feigned), , 3
and 2 (deceitful),, 3., (poet.,propr. ''watery?

e. ./, JEschyL).

INSINCERITY,, v., &c.\ or Orel, with

INSINUATE,
(athg into athg). To i.

oneself, -,-. -,-,--,- ' , also -
(wind oneself), -

vtiv. ',-,-. See to CREEP
in. tj To insinuate oneself (into

abifs graces orfavour)']-.., ,,,. See Ingratiate. i.

oneself into the minds of the
hearers, xj/

(PL). I.-ing,, 2.,-, 3., 2. -,-, 2 (of things), also, 3. See Winning.
fl To suggest by hint or implica-

tion].-( ),
(to i. athgfor the purpose of lead-

ing aby on), -,-. See to Hint.
INSINUATION (act of in-

sinuating), Orel, with verbs. An
i.,, (suggestion), also, .
To speak with malicious i.'s or

side-meanings (poet.),-
(Horn.).

INSIPID, f Tasteless, with-
outflavour],,-, 2. , (Att.),

3., 2. To be i.,-. See Vapid. % Fig.],, 3. , 2.

and,
2 (of persons). I. discourse,-, .
INSIPIDITY,,-,, .
INSIST, . -

(PL), and,.' (and-) and or—
.

and -. To i. upon
a demand, c. inf.
(PL)

(342)

INSOLENCE,,, ., ., . -, , and, . -, ., , or-,, . (), . A piece of i.,-, : i. of language,--,-, : he had
the i. to say,

: to treat

aby with i., or ', .
or. ...

INSOLENT,,, 6., 3., 2. -, , ., 2.,,. I. be-

haviour,, -, : to be i.,-, : to become
or turn i.,'.-

: to be i. in speech,.
INSOLUBLE, -,-- (of things), (of a

question),,
(that will not melt), all 2.

INSOLVENCY,, h
(inability to pay . Cic.Ep.). -

(Andoc). See Bank-
ruptcy.
INSOLVENT, f Unable to

pay] or'
or 6 ',. Also

and
(Aristot.),.,2. See

Bankrupt.
INSPECT,, --

and-.-
(as overseer).

INSPECTION,,,,,
•.

INSPECTOR,,, and-,,, ,, , 6.,, 6 (that superintends

athg).,, (of the sa-

cred olive trees at Athens). The
office or function of an i., -, : to be i., to fill the

office of an i.,,-
(), ( and

). (),-
(). A chief i.,,, , or
: to be chief i. of athg,

: an i. of pub-
lic roads, ,

: — of the works,,, 6 : — of the market,-, 6 : to be it,-. See Overseer.
INSPIRATION, f Ofbreath]

'-, avu- (a drawing breath),

(a breathing into), .
*I Divine inspiration]., 6., (PL). H As state

(of one inspired)],
6.,-, --, -,- and

, fj. Str. tt. and, (possession). By
divine i.,..
£ee Inspired. ^ A happy thought], ., .
INSPIRE, if Propr.] See In-

hale. % Fig•] '-, -,-, and-,-.
(to possess),

(to elevate). To i. aby with love

or desire of athg, or-' :

to i. aby with athg,

(e. g. -, .), and , e. g. -
(with courage), also

(Demad.). An
i.-ing speech,. To i. aby with
love of virtue, -

: to be i.-d by
athg, (for athg,

). To i. (= to fill with a
divine inspiration),

(for athg, ), e. g.
none is so vile, but Love will i.

him for virtue, -, bvTiva 6-
(PL). To be i.-d,

(with or by athg,,) : — by a god,.. ., (PL), or, : —
with the Bacchic inspiration,-,, ,-

(PL) : — by the nymphs,
(PL) : — by

a demon, and- (X.).

INSPIRED,,,
2.,,-,-,,-

(later), 2. An i.-d man (of

genius), , 6 (PL, of a
poet),

(PL). See under Inspire.
INSPIRIT. See Encourage.
INSPISSATE, or(, juice. Tlieo-

INSPISSATION,-, (The«phr.).

INSTABILITY,,, .,, . .
(of

mind or ptirpose).

INSTABLE,«/js, i's,-,,-
or, all 2. See

Infirm, Inconstant.
INSTALL,

(e. g.)., -
(later),,. In any office, &c,

-,- ,
(Thuc). '
INSTALLATION,,
(PL, of the initiated in the mys-

teries),, .-, , but usu. Orel, with verbs

under Install, orpartcp. of-



INS. A speech at i.,-
Xoyos, 6.

INSTALMENT,,
(a paying doivn by i.). To pay

down the i.'s,

(Dem.) : to agree upon
a payment in one sum, or by two
i.'s, r) -

: to pay by i.'s,.
, also, -?.

INSTANCE, s. Importu-
nity, urgency (Vid.). In thephrase
' at the instance of aby ']-,,. if JFiVA ref. to process of
a suit = demand in justice'] -, . , . Court or

tribunal in the highest i.,-, : in the

first i., -
: judge in the first i., -, , 6. If Example],. I. fin wch an

inference can be drawn,-, : i.'s have not been want-
ing of men who have done this,. For
i.,. . , : as

for i., .
INSTANCE, ..

or,-. See Exemplify.
INSTANT, adj. If Urgent]

\lT>., 2., 3.

An i. request,,,., : at his i. request,.-. *[f Impending, im-
mediate],, .-,,, . *[f In
month-dates, e. g. ' the twelfth in-

stanV] -
or .

INSTANT, s. See Moment.
or , 6.

In an i., ( or), : for

an i., ' or -
(e.g. , Aris-

tot.). This (very) i. (adverbially),,, -,: not one .,'
: at the same i.,. See Imme-

diately.
INSTANTANEOUS,-, 3. ,

, . Also , , or
or. 6, ,
or

or.
INSTANTLY. 1 Urgently]

Fm the Adj. Very i.,-, .
If Immediately] Vid., and In-
stant, s.

INSTATE. See Install.
INSTEAD of, (gen., de-

noting simple substitution),

(gen., denoting substitutio?i, with
accompanying notion of benefit,), iv, e. g. i. of you,

(343)

INS
(in your place),

(c. infin.), e.g. i. of be-

ing of use to others, you only
look after your own benefit,, -.
igijf• Also often expressed by the

neut. partcpp. ace. absol./, in

the sense, ' ivhen one ought—,' e. g.

i. of obeying he wants to com-
mand, ,

(so, -, according to the tense re-

quired) : or,, in the

sense ' when one might —,' e. g. i.

of going away, he put up at an
inn, , -. $* Several
compounds areformed with-,
-, e. g. i. of a slave,-,, b, . See Gr.
Eng. Lex. ; also under Stead, in

Place.
INSTEP, -

(no distinct name in Aristot.),

INSTIGATE, (g. t.,

to evil,). -, -- (poet, ), also -,-.
'. . -. -,-,
-, -, (trag.,

aor.) /.
(to animosity) , also

and /. .
(to sedition). (to revolt or

defection) . Calculated
to i., :

l-,, 2. «SeeExciTE,
Urge, Set on.

INSTIGATION,-, -, -,-,,, -, . But usu. with partcpp.

of verbs, e. g. at the i. of a god,

(Hdt.) : at

the i. of another, ' -,.
INSTIGATOR,,,

6, but usu. partcpp. of verb, e. g.

6, ,,. -,, &C.
INSTIL. 1 Propr.] -,-, and- '
. if Fig.], e. g. a

strong desire was i.-d into him,'
(Hdt.). Also,-, (e. g., love of the beautiful). See

Impart, Infuse.
INSTINCT, h

and or,
, or simply, . By i.,

: to do athg by i.,

or, .
I. teaches one, it is one's i.,-' .' . .
INSTINCTIVE, , , -
or . -,, , or or- or-, , .

INS, ., 2. -, 2., 2.

have an i. hatred agst athg,-. -. See NA-
TURE.
INSTINCTIVELY, ,. . See

by Instinct.
INSTITUTE, v. 1 To estab-

lish]..., (in

a place), (games,, ), and -,-. (reli-

gious ceremonies). See Enact,
Ordain, Establish. To i. (set

on foot) an enquiry,,,. -
: to i. a suit,. -

(or ).
INSTITUTE, s. If Funda-

mental rule],, 6. If

Learned society], -.

INSTITUTION. Abstr.:

act of instituting], ,
but usu. Crcl. with verbs to Insti-

tute. If Concr. : the thing in-

stituted] pi.,. -,, (' stu-

dia,' ' instituta,' Time). By what
i.'s (civil and educational), '' (Thuc.). The
i.'s of Lycurgus,. An i.,,',, . An
i. for teaching,, :

— for orphans,-'
or-,: — for the sick,-, .
INSTITUTOR. SeeFouND-

INSTRUCT. If To teach (in

athg)],,
. -,'-'. or ' .

To have aby i.-d in,

. I.-d, partcp., and-,, 3 (that may be

i.-d).

INSTRUCTION,,',,-, ., . I. from a

teacher,, : to desire

it, : method of i.,-, , or sim-

ply, : i. in child-

hood,, : that has

had it,, ( and
) : late-gotten i.,-, : that has got it,-, , and verb : to

give aby i. in athg,'. See to

Instruct. To receive i. of aby,. and, -. ' and-
(pass.) . See

Teaching and Learning. Ac-
quired, or that may be acquired,

by i.,,, 3. if

The result ofinstruction, i. e. know-
ledge] , .,. if Instructions = orders]
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-,-,.,
h. or-. To give aby i.'s,-,- , '

.- or- * or*
: to act contrary to the (writ-

ten) i.'s,

: to act without i.'s,-.
INSTRUCTIVE,*,

3.*, 3. -. * *,, **.
be' i. for the understanding or

mind, .
INSTRUCTOR,*,

6. An experienced i.,-, *. See Teacher.
INSTRUCTRESS,-

Xo*, .
INSTRUMENT, h., ., ,

and, (for working).

I.'s of husbandry, *, *. See IM-
PLEMENT. I.'s of music,-, : wind i., -, : stringed i.,-

or.
it/, : to play it,-, {, &C.) :

that plays it, *, , and
(poet.), *, 6. -, (fern.). Maker of i.'s,*, b, . -*, 6 (of music) : a making
of i.'s,, : relating

to it,*, 3. U
Fig. : means, minister],
v. *, b. Ofpersons,-
*, 6. *, , 6. To
serve aby as his i., -* -

or ,, /t.

INSTRUMENTAL,-
*, 3 (acting by instruments, and
= efficient, effective. Aristot.).'*, 2 (ofjoint causality).

See Serviceable. To be L,, "*
or* . c. infin.* c. infin.

See under Instrument.
INSTRUMENTALITY.

Crcl., e. g. *.* *.
INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC,, . A note

of i. music,, (^* also

an air or piece of it, evenfor wind
instruments).*,.
INSUBORDINATE,-*,*, 2. *,
INSUBORDINATION, -,, . -.,, .,, .
INSUFFERABLE, -

*, 2. *, 3. -* and*, 2.

See Insupportable, Intolera-
ble.

(344)

INSUFFICIENCY, -, *. . .
of knowledge, **.
INSUFFICIENT, *,

3. *,*, *. To be i.,*.
INSULAR, *, 3.

An i. situation,

(Thuc). Poet,*, 3. '-
*, . //ijaiTis, *, , and*, , 6 (e. g. . *,
an i. life. Eur.). I. cities, -* '* (Hdt.) : of i.

form,*, * : to be i., -; (Polyb.) : an i. people, -, , . Poet, -,-*, 2. '-*,-*,* (also

.), all 2.

INSULATE, f Propr.] -
(later),

(Thuc.,, by surrounding it

with water), ^f Fig.] See Iso-

late.
INSULT, s. *,.,., . *, , and

(poet.) ', . , ., (poet.). , .*, .*,
.*, .
INSULT, V. y .() '* or*.

/os or. -'.
or.'. '-,,'-
,,. (wipe

down) and
(Aristoph.). To i. a prostrate foe,

(Ai'istoph.) :

to jump at an opportunity of i.-

ing, (Dem.) :

to be i.-d, (),,* *..-,-.
(Dem., to be bid

go **).
INSULTING,*,*,-

*, 3. An i. speech,-**, . See Affront, v.

INSULTINGLY. Crcl., to

treat i., see to Insult.
INSUPERABLE,-*,*, 2. See INVIN-

CIBLE.
INSUPPORTABLE. See In-

tolerable.
INSURANCE. See Assur-

ance.
INSURE,, . f

To guarantee agst the loss of athg]*.
(agst detriment and danger).

INSURGENT,*,*, 6. b*,*.
INSURRECTION, *,*, . To make i.,

..-' or* (Dem.).
See to Rise, to Rebel. To be
in a state of i.,,

: to join an i.,-
: to throw into a state

of i., '* . -,-.
INSUSCEPTIBILITY,'., also', .
INSUSCEPTIBLE,-* and*, 2.-

*, 2, *. *, *,*.
To be i. of or for athg, -.
INTACT,*, *.*,*,*, 2. -

*, *. *,. *, 2
(of reputation).

INTAGLIO. To cut in i., iv-

: a piece of carving in i.,, .
INTEGRAL, *, 2.

Forming an i. part, prps-
*, * (Aristot. ;-*, Polyb., a most import-
ant part). I. number (opp. to

fractional), see Whole and Num-
ber.
INTEGRITY, bopa,*, *, *,

(propr.). *, *, -, (soundness). To pre-

serve athg in its i.,,. ^[
Probity]*,*,-, .,-

(incorruptible *.). I. of
character, ,-

: a man of i.,*,
3, and other adjj. corresponding
to the substt.

INTEGUMENT,,,, ., (athg that envelops).

See Coat, Covering.
INTELLECT, *, , b., . *, .,

. A man of high i., -* or :
the power of i.,**, .
See Intelligence.
INTELLECTIVE. E.g. i.

faculties, see Intellect.
INTELLECTUAL,*, 3

(intelligible), * and-
*, 3 (mental), *, 3 (ra-

tional),* and-
*, 3 (esply of persons),, (possessing intellect).

b, , * *,, . >7"- and-,, : e. g.
an i. work,* ', , or, (PL, i. production) :

i. advantages, }. A highly i. man,* . 1.

cultivation or training, *-** : i. food or nutri-

ment, ** : i.

activity,*, : .
endowments, *, .
INTELLIGENCE", *,

., . Without i.,*,. , 2. See IN-
TELLECT and Understanding.
^f A spiritual being],., b. See Spirit, ^f In-
formation'] *, b.,. To carry the i. of athg to

aby,' . -



INT
ayyiWsiv or

or : to any place,
'/s : I have received

the i., :

there came positive i., -.
INTELLIGENT,, 3., 2., 2.,, ., .,

2., 2 (possessing expe-

rience and knowledge). Seeming
i.,, (Hippocr.).

INTELLIGIBILITY,-, rj. , (distinct-

ness), but usu. Crcl. with adj.

INTELLIGIBLE,, 3., 3., . -, 3 and 2., 3.,-,-, (plain, clear)., (distinct). To render
athg i., : to speak
in an i. manner, .
INTEMPERANCE,-

and,,,,, -
I. of language, -, : — of passion,, (Thuc).
INTEMPERATE,,,,. To be .,,...
INTEND, or, ,-, (to do athg,

), (of voli-

tion), (volition with expec-

tation of realizing), (be

about),,,-
(c. infin. or ivith, to

i. evil), ,
(c. infin., or c. infin.,

or ). See to Mean, to

Purpose.
INTENDANT. See Over-

seer.
INTENSE, -,, 2.,,, 3. .

application to athg,

: to do athg with i. ap-

plication and eagerness,-
. See Excessive.
INTENSENESS, INTENSI-

TY,,, , .
The i. of the cold,-

: the i. of winter,

or or 6

: i. of heat, -
INTENSIVE (opp. to Exten-

sive), Crcl., e. g. '.
INTENT, -,,

3.,, .-
, 3., 3. To be i.,

-, or ..
. .

To be very i. upon athg,-, -
(in obtaining or reali-

zing any object) : to be in i. expec-
tation, or,

or.
(345)

I NT
INTENT, s. 1 Design, pur-

pose] Vid. With i. to, to the i.

that, '. '. (c.

infin.) : with what i. ? -; or ; to all

i.'s and purposes,, ', , -, . Now
this movement was to all i.'s and
purposes an absconding,

V

(.).
INTENTION,, -,,,,, . Also -, , -, (PL, 'animi sententia').

To give up the i.,

: don't suppose I discourse

with any other i. than—
,

(c. infin. ; PL), and
simply, (c.

infin.). See Design.
INTENTIONAL,, 3.,, 3., 3 (studied). But

chiefly Crcl. with adverbial ex-

pressions under next A rt.

INTENTIONALLY, ,
(of the agent, e. g.) and, 3 (ofact,

or also poet, of agent), and-, (sc.-, Dem.).' (Thuc.). -
(trag.).,,. ,,,-. //xjj. .

Not i. at least, .
See Designedly, Purposely.
INTENTLY, ,. To look or fix one's

eyes i., ,
(later)...-.
INTENTNESS,, ., (exertion). Usually

Crcl. with Intent, adj., Intent-
ly.

INTER,,.. See BURY.
INTERCALARY, ^-, 3., 2.,

2 (of days and months). An i.

year, , 6

(lengthened by an i. day), -
or ,

6 (inserted into the series of other

years).

INTERCALATE,,. .
INTERCALATION, -, 6., .
INTERCEDE,--

or, (as

the Roman tribunes),,, -,-. To i. for aby's life,-. See
to Mediate.
lNTERCEPT,<bro-,om-XaM-

, or, (e. g.

INT,, by a wall, by a
trench),-,-.

and, -
(Thuc). Athg is i.-d, -

(e. g. secret papers or
despatches, -) : i.-d letters,. To i. the supplies

of provisions, &c,, -,
:

to i. the communications of the
enemy, and-: they
i.-d a gang of robbers,-.
INTERCEPTION, -, ., and Crcl.

with the verb.

t

INTERCESSION,,, ., .
To make i.'s, see to Intercede.
To move aby by one's i.'s,-

:

to do athg at aby's i.,-..
INTERCESSOR. See Me-

diator,,, .-, 6, and partcpp. of verbs

to Intercede.
INTERCHANGE, v. -

((gtSr* esply mid. to denote

mutual exchange. Vid.). -, and -, -, -,
-, -, -
(and mid.),

(pass., to be i.-d). Also-
(e.g.,

Thuc;, .),
(e. g.),

or by cases of, and
compp. with «t/-, e. g. to i. fa-

vours, : —
greetings,, -(). I.-d

letters, ,
(Hdt.).

INTERCHANGE,*?,,, ., -, -,
-,-,, .
-, -, -, -,--. ,-,-,-,-, . An i. of dis-

course, -
: an i. of benefits,, : — of affec-

tion,, . Cf. MU-
TUAL, Reciprocal.
INTERCHANGEABLE, -?, 3 and 2, and partcpp.

of verbs to Interchange.
INTERCH AN G EAB LY,., -,-,-.
INTERCOLUMNIATION

(archit. t.), and-, .
INTERCOMMUNITY,-, .
INTERCOURSE,

(friendly, and also esply sexual),,,-, .,,
(converse, and also sexual i.

;
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the latter likewise ==
and, ,,
6, cohabitation,, , PL),

(and poet,),
(esply of communities, ' commer-
cium '). Want or absence of i.,, h. Intimate i., '-, ?jtos, : i. of states with
states, ; -

(PL) : having i. with each
other, -

: to have i. with aby,. , -,-,.-,,-
. and

(also of sexual i., for wch
li/cewise, -,, ).

(of commu-
nities) or (pass.), also' (act.

intrans.) " (77/-.).

(act. intrans.)

and - (. ; trans., to

cause to have i.).. To have an intimate i.

with aby, ', :

to have frequent or close i. with
aby, . -
. For daily i.,. Often Crcl. by

verbs, e.g. fm long or close i. you
are aware,

: to have no i. with
aby, .-. ,.
See Comm unication,Dealings.

>

INTERDICT (aby athg), v..
See Forbid. Athg is i.-d to me,. I.-d,-, 2.

INTERDICT, s. 1,
ih, (PL),-,.,.-, (the latterproclaimed
by a herald). To issue an i.,-

. Sen-
tence of i. (suspending a priest
fm his functions), -

: to pronounce
it,

: to lay the nation under
an i. (eccl. t.),.
INTEREST, v. «U Concern]

Vid. *\[ To attract, to move one's

sympathy] . -. .. To i. oneself for
aby,,'. See to INTER-
CEDE.^ To i. oneself about athg,.-

: to be i.-d in athg,-, ,
(e. </.) : to i oneself in behalf of athg

(e.g. to be done, &c),-- or, c. infin
INTEREST,*. ^ Advantage,

concern] ,.
(34G)

., . -. My i. demands it,

: whose i.'s he
thinks are the same as his own,

: the i.'s of the state,

?7 , ,
also : aby's i.'s,

: the i.'s of Greece,

: to manage Phi-
lip's i.'s, to act in the i.'s of P.,, also, and

. : to be in the i.'s

of the Medes, &c,, Src. :

looking only to their individual

i.'s, ' -
(Th.) : a common i.,, : I have an i.

(am concerned) in athg,, . -
: he has not the same

i.'s (objects) as the generality,

(Dem.). % Attractive-

ness'] . % Influ-
ence] VlD., . % Interest

of money] , oi, and,
6. Also' (i. or

profit on money, Dem. ; opp. to

apxulov, capital). Putting toge-

ther the principal and i. for the

twelve years, }
: to lend upon i.,•,, -
or : to

receive i., ,
: to bear or bring

in i., (Dem.) : money
put out at i.,

(opp. to , unproductive),

apyvpiov (Solon, ap.

Lys.) : to add the i. to the capi-

tal, -
: a small rate of i.,-,, also,-,

: i. upon i. (= compound i.),,
(PL) : to take compound L,-

: the taking it,-, 6 : to be ruined by taking
up money at usurious i.,-

(Aristot.) : i. at 1 per

cent., : — at 2, 5,

10 per cent.,,-,, : i. at one eighth

of the capital (rr 12^ per cent.),

: at one third

(= 33^ per cent.), -
: the loan on such terms, -,,:

i. at 50 per cent., ' -
(nine obols for each

drachma [= 6 obols] of capital.

Dem.) : at 150 per cent., ai -. Without i.,, 2., (adv.). To re-

pay athg with i. (lit. and fig.),.
He gave him the i. of seventy

minas. -
(Dem.).

INTERESTED, partcp. E.g.
to be i. in athg or by atbg, see the

verb, and ' to have or take an In-

terest.' li As adj.] E. g. to

do athg fm i. motives, '..
INTERFERE,,-, /-,--,, ' .' . See

Meddle, 'Intrude oneself.' -
(to oppose or set

oneself agst athg or aby). -.,-. -
(to stand in the way of a

thing. X.). One must let no-
thing of the kind i. with the poi-

son, -
(PL).

INTERFERENCE. Crcl. with
the verb, e.g. his i. did no good,.
INTERIM. Crcl. by b, h,

or or -. Command or rule ad i.,.,
. See Meanwhile, ' in the
Meantime.'
INTERIOR, adj.,, 3. , , ,,.
INTERIOR, s. and '-, ',. In the i.,,,,,.,, : from

the i.,.: into the

i., : the i. (of the

land), ,, ,. One's i. (physi-

cally), , ..
INTERJACENT,. 3.,, .
INTERJECTION,-,., .
INTERLACE, -,--..
INTERLARD,-,-,- .-. To i. a speech

with athg,

tj. See to Stuff.
INTERLEAVE,-.
INTERLINE,-. or -
INTERLINEAR, -LINED,

Tots -, 3. . ,.
INTERLOCUTION,-, 6. See DIA-

LOGUE.
INTERLOCUTOR, -..
INTERLOPER, 6-,.
INTERLUDE, ,. ,.

An i. on the flute, and, .
INTERMARRIAGE,l7r tya-

^INTERMARRY. See Mar-
ry, .-
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tiv. , -

'.
INTERMEDDLE,-' .,.
INTERMEDIATE, 6, ,

or (-
),, 3. , -,--, 2.

INTERMENT,,-, . See Burial.
INTERMINABLE. See End-

less.
INTERMINGLE, INTER-

MIX, '
or . I.-d,-, 3., 3. -, 2 (poet). An i.-ing,-
^'lNTERMISSION, --, -, . Without i.,-,-.-.
INTERMIT,».
INTERMITTENT, -, e. g. pulse, : fe-

ver, -. Cf. TERTIAN,
Quartan.
INTERMIXTURE,ai/aMt£ts,, ., .
INTERNAL, , , or

or or. See

Interior. Also (= do-

INTERNATIONAL. E.g.
i. law, ,,.
f

INTERNECINE Jtmr),<W7r', -, 6 (., without herald =
implacable), ,
b (Dem.), and .
(Plut.). " (poet.,

ALschyl.). -
(Eur.).

lNTERPOLATE^a/oiyy^a-.. I.-d,-, 2: to be i.-d,

(Gramm.). See to Corrupt, Fal-
sify.

INTERPOLATION,-, ., .
INTERPOSE. II (Trans.)],,

-,-, .
i. aby, or, to i. a de-

lay, : to

i. one's influence on behalf of aby,,-
and . See In-

tercede. I.-d, or. See INTERJA-
CENT, Intermediate. U (-
TRS.)] . -.,, -. <See In-
terfere. To i. between dispu-

tants,

"INTERPOSITION. Crcl. by
the. verbs to Interpose.
INTERPRET,»,
-,-.

(347)

. '.. ".-
(e.g. ), -
and

(PL). To i. a dream,-
vnv : one that i.'s

dreams,, , 6 : the
art,, .
INTERPRETATION,-, ., fj.-, . The art of i. or inter-

preting, (se.),
h.

INTERPRETER,,, 6.,,, 6. An i. of dreams, see under
Interpret.
INTERPUNCTION,om-,, r\ (as act),-,,. See PUNCTUA-

TION. Points.
INTERREGNUM,-, .
INTERROGATE, .. See to Ask, to Q UES-

TION.

INTERROGATION. See
Question. A note of i.,, .
INTERROGATIVE,-, 3. An i. particle,-, .
INTERROGATIVELY, '.
INTERROGATORY, s. See

Question.
INTERRUPT, .

(an ac-

tion of one's own). To i. one
speaking,

or, and (parenthetic)

(),
(), and-

(Horn.),

(to stop) ,-
(Aristoph.). -,-, -» .-» (Polyb.).

INTERRUPTION, -
xf/ (intermission),,
(stopping),, . Also, ., ., . Often Crcl. with verbs,

e.g. what was the i. to his speech,

;

INTERSECTAa-XaM/3«i/£ £I,,- . To i. (= to take a
direction through athg),

(), also. To i. each other,-. -».
INTERSECTION,,, (a cutting in two),.
INTERSPERSE,-

»,.-.. -,.-. To i. (athg) in a speech,

or.
INTERSTICE, ,, . -

.,,. ().
>

INTERTROPICAL, 6, ,
or -.

INTERTWINE,-,--. (as

wrestlers).

INTERVAL, f With ref. to

space~\, .-, . To stand at certain i.'s,. See Distance and
Interstice. % With ref. to time]. 6. In the i., ,. -

: at or after

an i., : at i.'s of five

years, : after a
long, an equal i., ,' '. Also with ref. to space,

e. g. at i.'s of ten feet,. $£jf° Also after an i. may
be expressed by the partcp.,-, (,,, <$£c.). See next

INTERVENE,., e.g. three days i.-d, -
(Soph), -, e.g. some time hav-

ing i.-d,

(Isce.). : eight years having i.-d

after the judgement,
ttj (Dem.).
Also, e.g., and, as.
INTERVENTION. 1 A

coming between], . -, ., ., . More usu. Crcl.

by phrases under the verb. % Me-
diation (of persons)] Vid., and
also Inter-cession, -ference,
-position. Usu. Crcl., e. g. with(-
). To effect athg by one's i.,().
INTERVIEW,, ,. To have an i.,-() : to have an i.

with aby, ..,. - or- . See MEET-
ING, Conference. To have a
private i. with aby,.
(PL).

INTERWEAVE, -,--. -,-,-. To i. in the context of
a speech, or -.
INTESTABLE (law t.),-, 6, ,.
INTESTA C. Crcl. with adj.

Intestate.
INTESTATE,, 2

(Plut. Cat. M. 9, Schafer ; but

others,
u not having disposed'). To

die i., ,,,, -.



INT INT INT

>

INTESTINAL,, 3., 2.

INTESTINE, s.,.
I.'s,,,-

[Horn,),.-, (the nobler i.'s). The
great i., (&§p or more pro-
perly), .
INTESTINE, adj. See In-

ternal. I. wars, -
: i. commotions,'-. Poet, (vEs-

/1.).'<!\(.).
INTHRALL. See Enslave.
INTIMACY, oi/f£toVj;s,jjTos,

., , or. To be on terms of i. with
aby, '' or. ''. .
INTIMATE, adj., ol-,, 3. -, 2. ,

3., 3. To be i. with
aby or athg, :

to be on i. terms with aby, see

Intimacy : to be on most i.

terms,'.
: to have an i. knowledge of

athg, . -' . .
INTIMATE, . ^ To hint

(Vid.), or point out indirectly or
not very plainly] '.. -,--.-,-. %
More generally], -. '

and.. -,--. .-
and (to por-

tend), -,- and-,- (as com-
mand or notification).

INTIMATION,, .
See Hint. Usu. Crcl. with verbs

to Intimate.
INTIMIDATE,.

or
'.,-.. I.-d, partcpp.,

and-,-, 2. -, 3 : not (to be) i.-d,-,, 2.,. See Intrepid. Without let-

ting oneself be i.-d,..' : to become
i.-d, (to lose courage).
See to Frighten.
INTIMIDATION,-,, , and Orel, with

the verbs. See Fear.
INTO. H In answer to the

question ' Whither ?] , . To
go i. the city, ' -

: — i. Alcibiades's (house),() : — i.

my father's house, (and ). gfjp With
verbs of putting, placing, laying,
the Greeks, by a prolepsis of the
resulting state of rest, usu. employ

c. dat., in preference to ' c.

acc.,e.g.^ to put i. one's hands,
(' collocare, po-

nere, in manibus'). Also,
(348)

\oui,freq. in Horn, ivith ace, e.g.

to descend i. Hades," : with gen. -
: to thrust i. athg,

(Eur.) : to ad-

vance further i. Greece,' (Hdt.).

Similarly c. gen. = ' down
into] as, to go down i. the sea,.
To put a thought i. aby's mind,

(Hdt.).

4^jr" Very freq. into is expressed

by compounds with or , fol-
lowed by a case (poet, often ace.),

or a preposition (most cmly) :

to bring i. a house,' -,' : it comes
i. my mind,' (Soph.)

:

it came i. their minds,'
(Xen.), so

(Hdt.), (Hdt.),

(Thuc.),

also : it

stretches i. Ethiopia,

(Hdt.) : to burst

i. aby's house,

(Dem.) : to enter or insinu-

ate oneself i. athg,'
(and ' ) : it has sunk

deep i. me, (Soph.)

:

to slide one's hand i. another's,

: to

strike fear i. aby, -' : to fall i. a crime,-
(PI•), also-

(e. g.,-,) : to fall i. madness,' : to

look closely i. athg,

: to go i. athg,-' : to insert something
additional i. athg,

. As exponent of
factitive relations] , : e. g.

to divide i. ten parts,

: or without the prepo-
sition, e.g. to divide the Lydians
i. two parts,

(Hdt.) : to be distributed

i. the same number of parts,

(PI.) :

to divide the city i. twelve parts,

(PI.) : or adverbially, e.g.

to divide i. three parts, -. So, to make athg i. athg.,

(with two ace.) : the horns
are made i. sides of the lyre,

(Hdt.).

$ijp• For other co?nbinations and
phrases in wch into, with its case,

is contained in the verb or adj., as

e. g. taken i. account,-: to turn one's property i.

money, ,
see tlie several words, e. g. ' to fall

i. an ambuscade,' 'to bring i.

COURT,' ' to TURN into athg.'

INTOLERABLE,-, 2., 2. -.,2. ,
2 (later 3).,2. -,., 3. Poet.a-

tAjjtos,^po,,-,, 3, also,,

and the like. An i. life, ?, : to consider athg i.,

(pass.) or. or

: an i. misfortune, -.
INTOLERABLENESS,. ,. -,, . ,-,, .
INTOLERABLY,a<£op»jT6us,,. It is i.

cold,

(Hdt.).

INTOLERANCE, -, ., .-, , . And Crcl. with
adj. [ In matters of religion]

' . (Mod. Gr..)
INTOLERANT,,, 3. -, ., . U In

religion]

. (Mod. Gr. -.)
INTONATION, ,

(tone). /«, (accentuation).

INTONE,.
(to set the tone).

INTOXICATE,..
INTOXICATED -CATION.

See Drunk, Drunkenness.
INTRACTABLE,,
.,,',,-

(insubordinate),-, 2.,,
(disobedient),, 2

(PL, fig. of persons, harsh and
inflexible).

INTRACTABLENESS,<W-, .,,
, and neut. of adjj.

INTRANSITIVE (gram, t),, 2.

INTRENCH, f Propr.] See
to Fence (g. t.). -, -- (with a trench or
ditch),,
(with a ivall)., -,-,,-,,
(with palisades). To i. oneself,

see Fortify. U Impropr.] To
i. upon (aby's rights), -, -,-., . .

or. See to ENCROACH.
INTRENCHMENT. t The

act of intrenching],
., .-, . I. with ditches, -, . if In the concrete], .,,. -,. ,, .,., . To make
i.'s, .
Tf Impropr. : encroachment] VlD.
INTREPID,, -,,,



INT INV INV, 2., -,. To be i.,. -.. See FEAR-
LESS.
INTREPIDITY,, -,, . To display

i. in one's countenance and words,.
INTREPIDLY,.-. To act i., Oafiptlv.,,-, . ^, (of a

speech). And CrcL with Adj.
INTRICATE, -, --,.,,
., 2. ,
3. ,, .,,,, 2. Rather an i. af-

fair this,.
INTRIGUE, S.,., ai (Dem.).-, ., 2. To effect

athg by i.,. (Dem.).
Amour] Vid.
INTRIGUE, V....

(in polities). To
i. agst aby, ; .. I.-ing,-,, , . See
to Plot.
INTRIGUER,,, .
INTRINSIC,?, 3., . See Inner, Inter-

nal, Essential. The i. force

of athg, / -.
INTRINSICALLY, '.., , ,',,,,3. «See REAL-

LY, Truly.
INTRODUCE, (g.t.

to bring or lead in). To i. aby
to aby,'
(with recommendation), and-, . To . aby as

teacher, -
: — to a company,

: — a person

speaking (e. g. in a poem, story,

or on the stage, £[C.),,, : to i. as a
custom,,,, or,
also, : the Greeks
have i.-d this custom fm Egypt,
"»//'

(Hdt.) : to i. an ad-

ditional clause,

(e.g. -).
INTRODUCTION,-,(,, ,

and Crcl. by verbs to Introduce.
A letter of i., -, v. See Recommendation.
•fl Preface or opening of a work], . (>, .. To write an i. to

a work,,.-: without
an i.,, 2 : to men-

(349)

tion athg in, or by way of, i.,-, .
INTRODUCTORY,-,,,

. An i. chapter, see Introduc-
tion.

INTRUDE (v. reflex, and in-

trans.),

(upon aby. Dem.).
and -, or, in context,

simply, .
i. (oneself) into every thing,-. Sir.

tt.. or —
or . rggp• For

the trans, sense see Obtrude.
INTRUDER. Crcl. with par-

tcp. of verb to Intrude, e. g. b.
INTRUSION. Crcl. with the

verb to Intrude.
INTRUSIVE. Crcl.withVerb.

Also, 3., 2.

INTUITION (philos. t),-,, also ', .,- (mental perception) . The
power or faculty of i., h-. :

to know athg by i., '
(PL).

INTUITIVE. E.g. I know-
ledge, and Intuitively, see pre-
ceding Art.

INTUMESCENCE,-,, . See SWELLING,
Tumour.
INUTILITY. See Useless-

NESS.

INURE,.,-,,-, . -
(e. g.,).

INVADE, (to over-

run). To i. a country,'-
or (),, c

ace. or dot., or c. ace. -, ace, dat.,or prepos., -
(Th.). I.-ing,,

2 (poet.).

INVADER. Crcl. with verbs

under Invade.
INVALID, adj.,-

tos,, 2.

INVALIDE,, , .?, , fj. To be an i., -.. <SfeelNFIRM.

An i.-d soldier, or-, , .
INVALIDATE, -... -..
INVALIDITY,, ..
INVALUABLE,,

2. , 3. -,, 2.

INVALUABLENESS,-. .
INVARIABLE,,,2., . -,--,-, --, -,,/?,2. See Unchange-

able, Unvarying, and Con-
stant.
INVARIABLENESS,», and neuters of

other adjj. under Invariable.
INVARIABLY. Fm the Adj., , ','.
INVASION, -, '-, h

(', ), and(). And Crcl. with verbs
to Invade. A war of i.,-, (Thuc.).

INVECTIVE,, V., . and,.,.
INVEIGH, -. See under Invective,-'.. '

and (Trag. and Aris-
toph.).

(Soph.).

INVEIGLE,; and.. -.. See EN-
SNARE.
INVENT,, -,--.. . (=

find out, contrive) means,-. or
or : to i. artisti-

cally,.
INVENTION. 1[ The act of

finding out],-,--, . . To make an i.,. [ The thing invented],, . % Fic-
tion], ., ., .
INVENTIVE,?, -'?,?, 3. -, 3., 2. An

i. mind,, -.

INVENTOR, »??, od, .,,.
>

INVENTORY,,., 2. or, . To make an i. of
athg(e.<7. property),

or .
INVENTRESS,?,,

. ,.
INVERSE,, 3. In

the i. order or series, :

to be in an i. proportion,-' (mathem. t.).

INVERSELY, ^/»,.,.
INVERSION, -, -,-, V- -,-,-, .
INVERT,, -,
-,-,-. In-

verted, : thoughts ex*

pressed in i.-d phrases,-
(Dion .) : in i.-d

order,.
INVEST, «ff Propr.] See to

Clothe. "f[ Fig.: e.g. with an
office, S{C.] . To
be i.-d with an office,//,^/. , -

: to i. with the chief

command, e. g. -. ^|

To confer upon]



INV INW IRO
. . -. % To adorn, grace]
Vid. TJ To place money at inte-

rest] (to lend out at in-

terest),

or : to i. one's mo-
ney profitably, -ya. If To besiege] VlD.
'INVESTIGATE, f.:

to trace, track], -
(Plut.)., -, -,-.. (to test or

see whether athg is genuine). U
As judge].-..
% Philosophically],, ,-. .
the exact nature of athg,-,

: to i. minutely,, .
INVESTIGATION, -,,, . [ Ju-

dicial],, .
U Scientific],,
17. Also,, .
Also, . A minute i.,, : object of i., £»;-, : of philosophic i., -, .
INVESTIGATOR, -, , ., . .
INVESTITURE, ' -

(act), -
(pass.). And Crcl. with

verbs under Invest.
INVESTMENT. ^ Act of

besieging a place], .
II Of money] Crcl. with verbs
under Invest.

>

INVETERATE (to become),

-,- .- and- (pass.),

and also act. -,-.. ^j As adj.] Par-
tcpp. of these verbs, e.g. a disease

that has become i.,

(PL).

INVIDIOUS,, 2.

To be i., : it is i.

to —
,? c. infin.

INVIDIOUSLY,.
t

INVIDIOUSNESS, *,
. .
INVIGORATE,-. .

or or.. See under
Strengthen.
INVINCIBLE,,,,--,-,-,-,, 2.

See Insuperable.
INVIOLABILITY, -., .

m
INVIOLABLE,, .,\,,-,2., , and',

3., 2. ', 2.. 3. See SACRED.
INVIOLABLY. Fm the Adj.

To keep athg i., 5 -.: to keep the oath i., -.
(350)

>

INVIOLATE or -LATED,?,,,
2. ', . , , .
An i. state or condition,-, ), . .
INVISIBILITY,, ..

\
INVISIBLE,, 2. -, 2. * and

(poet.), . To render i.,-/ : to become i., -, (pass.).

(pass.).

! ,^,-, , and Crcl. by verbs, e.g.

to receive an i. to dinner,-' or : at

your i. I have come to join your
banquet, -

'. with-

out i.,,-
I

, 2 : to accept, or avail oneself

of, an i., or

or -.
INVITE. 1 To ask to ap-

\

pear], -,--. See Invitation. I. -d,, 3 : without being i.-d,, 2. (adv.). ^[

j

To attract, allure] Vid.
INVITING,,-, 2, and, 3.

The opportunity is i.,.
\

INVOCATION,,-,,, .
INVOICE,, h (

list).

INVOKE, -, --
(e. g. the gods,,

or and -
). To i. as a witness,-. .
INVOLUNTARILY. From

the Adj., and with tlie

adj., e. g. I did it i.,

and .
INVOLUNTARY,,

3.,, also, 2.

INVOLUTION, -, -, h.

INVOLVE, -,--, and-..
To i. aby in athg,

(e. g. in wars, quarrels,

dangers, &c,,,, .). To be i.-d in

athg,

: to become i.-d in athg,

: to be i.-d in

debt, : to be i.-d

in feuds, .
See Entangle, Engage, Im-
plicate. TJ To contain, to im-
ply] Vid.
INVULNERABLE,aTpwTos,,, 2. To be i.,

: an i. state or

condition,, t). -.
INWARD, ',. As

adj. , , ,,,. Also paricp.,-. See Inner, Inte-
rior.

INWARDLY,.
the moral sense] ,, e. g. to be i. persuaded,

: to rejoice

i., or or.
^ INWARDS, () or. Bent i.,, 3 (opp. to) : to bend i.,.
IRASCIBLE,, 3.

irpos , 3, or-, . -, -.
I. disposition,,,

: to be of —, ..
IRE. See Anger, Wrath.
IREFUL. See Angry and

W^R. piji,

IREFULLY. See Angrily,
Wrathfullv.
IRIS. 1 The rainboiv] Vid.

% The plant] , , , also, . , , and
prps,, -- H Of the

eye] (Aristot.).

IRK. See to Annoy.
IRKSOME, *, ., 3., 2 (vexa-

tious). See Troublesome.

t

IRKSOMENESS,,
V•, h.

IRON, t As metal] -, . Wrought or made of

i.,, , : to work or

prepare i., (also to

mine for i.) : one that works in

i.,,, . See
Smith. A weapon or tool of i.,,, and, :

to plate or case with i.,.
Strike whilst the i. is hot,

(prov.).

Of the nature of i., and contain-

ing!.,, .,
(fern.) : to be like i.,-

piX>nv : i. filings, -
or, : as

hard as i.,, ,. -, 3 : to take red-hot i.

in one's hands,

(Soph.) : of i. heart, -, , : of i. nature,, : to bear i. arms,. % An instrument

made of i.] g. t., , and, (an i. tool). A crisp-

ing i.,,, . ^[ Irons
= fetters, bonds] VlD. -, . To put in i.'s,.
IRON-MINE,',.
IRON-MOULD, ,
IRONMONGER,-, , .
IRON-ORE, . .
IRON-STONE, -, . , .
IRON-TRADE, -, . To carry on, or to be

in. the i., .
IRON-WARE,, ., .
IRON-WORK,-
, .
IRONICAL,, 3.



IRO ISO ITI

IRONICALLY. Fm the Adj.

To act i„ see Irony.
IRONY,, j». To em-

ploy i., : to act with

i., ..
IRRADIATE. % (Intrs.)]». See to Beam, to

Shine. Tf (Trans.)]-. See Brighten, Illumi-
nate.
IRRADIATION,-,,. .
IRRATIONAL,,-,, 2. -, 2 (illogical), , 2.., 2 (ofper-

sons). 1. quantities (math, t.),

and, (opp. to

IRRATIONALLY. Fm the

Adj., e g..
IRRECLAIMABLE. See Ir-

revocable and Irreparable.
IRRECONCILEABLE, Ml-,-,, a-,, 2. See

Implacable.
IRRECOVERABLE. See Ir-

reparable.
IRREFRAGABLE, kv-, kv--. See INCONTROVER-

TIBLE, Indisputable.
IRREGULAR,, d-,,,,,,

(anomalous, esply in

aramm.),,
(of tlie pulse), all 2. To be i.,. *[J In a moral sense]

See Inordinate,Intemperate,
Loose, Disorderly.

t

IRREGULARITY,,,, -
and -, . .. See under Ir-

REGULar. if In a moral sense],,,,,,-. To cause i. or disorder,,.-.
IRREGULARLY. From the

Adj. To live i., }. -
(pass.), ".

IRRELEVANT,'-
os, 2. -,, ,, .,
2 (Cic. and Plut).
IRRELIGION, f,

or , -.
IRRELIGIOUS,
«.

or . -, 2 (of actions).

IRREMEDIABLE. See In-
curable. Also, 2
(to ivch nobody can bring help suc-

cessfully). Sis, 2 (im-

propr.).

IRREPARABLE, -,,, --,-, 2. The loss

of athg is almost i.,.
(351)

IRREPREHENSIBLE, IR-
REPROACHABLE. See under
Blameless, Faultless.
IRRESISTIBLE,-, 2.,-^,, 2. An i. impulse,

: i. beauty,.
IRRESOLUTE, and,, 2. To

be i.,.. -..
t

IRRESOLUTION,,
., .
IRRESPECTIVE,-, 2. See INDEPENDENT.. Also ' -.
IRRESPONSIBLE, -, -, 2.

IRRETRIEVABLE. See Ir-
reparable.
IRREVERENCE,,,., (str.

t.). To treat aby with i.,-, or

(pass.).
IRREVERENT,,

2., 3.

IRREVOCABLE,--,-,-, 2.

IRRIGATE,,,. I.-d,',-, 2.

IRRIGATION,, .,, .
IRRIGUOUS,£ii-,-7ro\-,

2. (, ).
IRRITABILITY, --

or-,,.
IRRITABLE, -,-,-,--, 2., 3. -, 3.- and --, 2.

IRRITATE, ., ', -
(to exasperate). To be

i.-d agst aby,, (pass.).' (at athg,

),».
IRRITATION,,, 6. A means of i.,, (as state), ,

(mental), and,-, 6.

IRRUPTION, -,-,-,-, .
ISINGLASS,,

(fish-glue).

ISLAND,, . A small
i.,,, . •,, : to form an i.,-

: in the shape of an i., ~, 2 : an inhabitant of an
i.,, , 6 : a group of
i.'s, , ., .
ISLANDER,,, 6.,, (fern.). See IN-

SULAR.
ISLE. See Island.
ISLET. See 'a small Island.'
ISOLATE,,.-,-, -,,

. I.-d,, 3. -, ', .
and, ,

. , (fern.). See
Solitary.
ISOLATION,,, and

Crcl. ivith the Verb.

ISOSCELES,, .
ISSUE, s. f Egress, efflux]

Vid. ^[ Discharge orflux ofany
humour] , ^f Event, re-

sult], .,., ., (termina-
tion, expiration). To have an i.,

see 'to Issue in.' To have a good,
bad, i.,, .
Athg of wch the i. is uncertain,

(•-). % Offspring, progeny]
VlD. *\\ Legal] To join i. with
aby upon athg,( ),-. (e.g. he
joined i. on the ground that —

,

with ace. c. infin.).

The matter at i., ,. Also ,, ,.
ISSUE, . « (Intrans.)

FLOW out, DISCHARGE itself] VlD.

U To end (in athg)]' ., ,. ^| (Trs.)] To put
forth]- .. -,-
(e. g. a writing,). To i.

an order,, -, : to i. a

proclamation, (-). : a proclama-
tion is i.-d, .
ISTHMUS^,, (esply

of Corinth). Like an i.,-, .
IT, ITS. ITSELF. See under

He, His, Himself.
ITCH, S., ., ., (Hes.)., ., (LXX.). To have or

get the i.,. : a

remedy agst the i., (sc.), : one that lias the

i.,, 3., 3. -, 2.

ITCH, v. Passives of,-,-, or

(and .),,
(all in active= make to i.). Also

(to have an itching), -
(Hipp.).

ITCHING, and-,, . and, .,,
6., ., (esply

caused by the nettle. Hipp.). To
have an i., see to Itch : affected

with i.,, . Causing

to itch,, 3.,
.
ITERATE. See to Repeat.
ITERATION. See Repeti-

tion.
ITINERANT. SeeWander-

ing.
ITINERARY,

, (),. -



IVO JAV JET. -.
IVORY,,, .

Made of i.,^, 3 : laid

in with i., or-, 2.

IVY, or, 6. Of
i., or, 3 : like

i., kittos. -
: a crown or wreath of i.,, 6.

JABBER, v.. -
(Horn., scream like a jack-

daw),. See Babble,
Prate.
JABBER, s., v. -,, , . -,-,-,-, ., ?7.

JACK. ^[ A piL•], 6.

U The male animal} 6 appnv,
/os. Phrases} Jack-a-lan-

tern, see Ignis Fatuus. Jacka-
napes, ]/, 6 {a mischie-

vous, monkey-likefello w. JEschin. )

.

Jack-of-all- trades,, 6( tivl, PI. X.). Jackpudding,,, .,
.
JACKALL,,, 6 and

'JACKASS. See Ass.
JACKDAAV,, 6.

JACKET,,.-
or, .

JADE, s. T| Sorry mare] -, . A common pros-
titute], y.

JADE, v. See to Fatigue.
Jaded,, 2.

JAG,..
Jagged,^, 3 (toothed).

(and Hesych.-),, (having pro-
jectinp points or tongues).

JAIL, JAILER. See Prison,
Gaoler.
JAKES,, .-, ., .,, (. ).
JAM, prps, .
JAM, .. .,.. -. Jammed,, 3., 3 : the act of j.-ing,,, .
JAMB. See Door-post.
JANGLE. Propr.: to pro-

duce an inharmonious sound] -.. (trs.).

*[J Fig. : to wrangle] ViD.
JANITOR. See Door-keep-

er, Porter.
JANUARY, , .

or,
(ipT about two-thirds of this month
fall to the Attic month,
the remainder to). See
Month.
JAR, s., . -

?, ., (an earthen-
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ivare vessel),,, . -, .,, (a stone

flask, bottle), , . -,,, ., .
A j. of wine,, .-,, : — of oil,,,. % Phrase: to

leave the door upon the jar, or, to

set it -jar] and-
(Hdt.).-

(the hall-

door. Aristoph.).

JAR, v. To produce a dis-

cordant sound]. -. (g. tt.).-
(of a string out of

tune). Jarring,/ /js, 2 (of a
discordant sound). If Fig. : to

disagree, to be contradictory] -. (pass.). .
JARGON. See Gibberish.,!]. Speak-

ing a j.,, 2.

(Th.).

JASMIN, prps, (mod.

Gr.,, ).
JASPER,,, .
JAUNDICE,', .

get the j., (pass.) :

to have the j., : that has
the j.,, 3.,
2 : to look (bilious) as if one had
the j., (Aristot.) : the

black j.,, : to have
it,.
JAUNDICED,, 3., .,

(Hippocr.,= of'a pale yellow co-

lour, like the rind of the pomegra-
nate). U Fig., e. g. to view athg

with ajaundiced eye],,, -.
JAUNT, . (or).()-,-,-,-,--, , -.
JAUNT, s.',.,
(g. it.). See Trip.
JAUNT1NESS. Crcl.iviththe

following.

JAUNTY, -, 3., 3 (affect-

ed),, (poet.),, (poet.),, 3.

JAVELIN,,,, . The shaft of a j.,

, : the iron point of a

j.,, : the thong by wch
a j. is held or hurled,, :

to hurl the j.,. -
: the hurling of a j.,, rj., : to

hurl the j. at aby,' : to hit or wound with
a j., : to kill

with the j., -. -
: the cast or reach of a j.,, .,
(.) : within the reach of a

j., : beyond the

reach of a j., : a sol-

dier that carries a j.,,, : skilful in throwing the

j.,, 3: to contend
in it., (X).
JAW,, . ,, .,.
JAY,, (a magpie).

JEALOUS,, 2., 2 (suspicious). To be

j. of aby,".-.. (to be emulous) :

to make aby j., .
or.

JEALOUSY,, . -,, ., .-,-, . -
(Thuc). To cause or cre-

ate j.withaby,)/ :

fm or out of j. about athg, -, : without j.,

»;«, 2.

JEER, v., -, -,-,-,,. -
(poet.),, . See DE-

RIDE, Flout, Mock.
JEER, JEERING, s.-,., .,

.,., .
and,

(poet.), (gibes).

JEERER,,, ., , .^, ., , .
JEJUNE,, 3 (without

spirit or wit).

JEJUNENESS,,, . . J. of or
in a speech or dialogue,-, .
JELLY, prps ,

. , .,.
JEOPARDISE. See to En-

danger, Hazard, Risk.
JEOPARDY. See Danger,

Hazard.
JERK, v. *f[ To strike with a

quick, hard blow] (g. t.),. -
or .

j. under the ribs, -
(Pind.). ]

throw with a quick sudden motion]..-..
JERK, s. % A quick, hard

blow] . % A sud-

den start or fling or quick jolt], (g. t.), and,,, ., . By j.'s,.
JERKIN,, . -,, .
JEST, s. See Joke.
JEST. v. See to Joke.
JESTER, ,
(afunnyfelloio), or, ., , ., , , or-,, .
JESTING. See Joking.
JET, s. Tlie mineral] -



JET JOI JOK, , , and -,, . As black as j.,. tti'ttji?, 3 : to be as black as

j , . ^[ Of
water] ',.-, 6 (a little j.). % Of light

or flame] «ct/s,, h•

JET, v. See to Jut.
JETSAM or JETSON,-, 77 (throiuing the cargo

overboard in a storm), and, (the things east over-

board), ]' (pieces of
wreck)

.

JETTY,,,.
JEWEL, ?7»»79, ,

or simply, . -, and ' (pi.). Set witb
j.'s, or-, 2., 2 (Menand.).
JEWELLER, prps-. , 6.

JIG-, v. and s. See Dance, v.

and s.

JILT, s. Crcl.,e.g. -
(coquette) -.

JILT, v. Orel, as above.

JINGLE,. (g.

t.).

JINGLING,,
2. With j. harness,-, 2 (Aristoph.).

JOB, s. , to. J.

"work, , ., ., ., . See g. t. BUSI-
NESS, Work. One that does j.

work,, b, : this j. is well
over, :

'Tis a bad j., -
: to undertake a

dirty j., ' (-).
JOB,...

See g t. to Work. *\\ To job or
job out, e. g. horses] See to Hire,
Let.
JOB-HORSE,'-
or, 6.

JOCKEY, s. --, , or-, 6. -
( ).

JOCKEY, v. (fig.), prps may
be imitated by
(toridepast. Ar.Pac. 900),--,- or

(in athg).

JOCOSE,, .,, -, and, 3 (all ofper-
sons and things), (neut.).

(gen.) and,
2 (only of things). To be of

a j. temperament or disposition,

or.
JOCOSELY. Fm the Adj.,

or Crcl. or -,,,-,, <>. See ' in Joke. 1

JOCOSENESS, -, . «£?5, , ., .
JOCULAR, JOCULARITY.

See Jocose, Jocoseness.
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JOCUND. See Cheerful.
JOG, adj., .,, (g. It.),, .

J. trot, Crcl. ', and str. t.

(with a rough j. trot). The old j.

trot (fig.), b.
JOG, V. ,... (to

shake). To j. one's memory, prps
(shake up and per-

suade).

JOIN, v. f (Trs.) Connect
together] ( ).,.-,...,-. , ().. See to Combine,
Unite. To be j.-d together,-

(pass.),. , -,- . To j. his pray-
ers with those of another,-

(see below). To j.

battle, or -..
(with aby) : we must first j. bat-

tle, . If (In-
TRANS.)] (aby,

or ) or', -,-.
and-.,. or. or .

Also .-.
or ,, ..-

or .-. $§* ' To join in —

'

may be expressed by a verb denoting
the action, compounded loiih -,
or by a subst. or adj. so com-
pounded, or by the simple verb
ivitli Koivrj, , ,
or by, with a
s?ibst., as in the folloiving instances :

to j. aby on a journey,-
(pass.) .,.

: to j. a party,.,
: to j. an excursion, expe-

dition, campaign, &c,
or.,,, :

to j. an expedition at sea,-, : to

j. aby in an undertaking, -,, ^» -
or : to

j. in aby's attack,

} (Aniiph.) : to

j. aby in a feast,

(Eur.) : — at dinner,

: —
in hunting,,

: to j. in aby's pray-

ers, ..-

. "JJ To be CONTI-
GUOUS to] VlD.
JOINER,, 6.

JOINING,,,, . Se Junction.
JOIN ,,,, ., b. ^f Of the

animal body], . -, (e. g.' ', PL),, (e. g., PL).
The j. of the finger,, b.

: the bone
between two j.'s of the fingers,, , (' interno-

dium'). (anyj.,and
esply j. of the elbow),, b.

Connected by a j.,,
3 : to be connected or fastened by
a j., : out of j.,, .,-, 2., 3 : a limb put
out of j.,,,. (and-), -, : to put out of j.,,.-,- (and -).-

(e. g. the arm or shoulder,). Tf Fig. : out ofjoint= in confusion] Vid.
JOINT- (in composition ; comp.

Co-). J.-author,

: j.-editor, —-
: j.-cause, ,, -

: j.-heir, or-
: to be j.-

heir, or
: j.-security or

guarantee (ofpersons), b-
tijv.

JOINTED,', 2 (ar-

ticulated in general).

JOINTLY,,.',. To act or
do athg j., (with

aby, ).
JOINT -STOOL,,, b.

JOINTURE, h.
JOIST,,, .-,, . , , and-, (cross-beam).

JOKE, s.,, .,, . ,, ., , and
, (withwit).-, , and, (with

derision). J.'s,, :

a low j.,, : a harm-
less or good-natured j.,, : to make or cut

a j.,..
(upon aby, ' ).'\ (with aby, ),
(). -..-

(with wit and urbanity) :

in j., by way of a j., -. ., , or simply.,.-,, : to say any-
thing in j.,,-, : I said it only in

Aa



JOK JUD JUD
j., a -

: to say and do athg in j.,-. See Fun. To make a j.

of athg, its :
a j. that turns out earnest,

: do you
say it in earnest or in j. ?-

; I am say-

ing athg half in j. and half in ear-

nest, :
without j., or j.-ing apart,,, : to un-
derstand a j., or take it in good
part, ..-

: not to

understand a i.,,.
JOKE, v. See ' to make or

cut a Joke,' and other phrases
under the subst.

JOLLITY. See Gaiety.
JOLLY. See Gay.
JOLT, v..

{of a rough-trotting horse).

JOLTHEAD. See Block-
head,, ., .
JONQUILLE,,

and (g. t., narcissus).

JOT (only fig. = item or the

least fraction), e.g. to a j.,, , '.
: not one j., ', '.

JOURNAL,, ,
., (pi.), -,.
<

JOURNEY, s. , ),,., . ,.
A j. by land, :

a j. by sea,,, , .,
(the latter ofarmies and settlers) :

a j. on foot, : a
distant or far j., ., : a long j.,, :
to return or come home from a
j., : to
make or undertake a j.,

or .-.. :

to go or set out on a j.,-
: to go on a j. with aby,

: to
get ready for one's j.,-.: to be on a j.,-, : a happy or safe

j.,, : that has a safe j.,, 2: to have a safe j., -
: I wish you a happy j. !

: which is

the destination of your j. ?,
JOURNEY, v.

(with aor. pass, andfut. mid.), and
see ' to make a Journey,' to
Travel.

t
JOURNEYMAN,,

., , . -, , .
JOVIAL,, 3.,

2., 3 (poet.).

JOVIAL-ITY, -NESS, -
(354)

,,, -,,, .
JOY, S.,, , and, (poet.). Excessive j.,,.. See

Delight, Enjoyment, Glad-
ness, Pleasure, ,
(the object in wch aby rejoices).

To feel j.,.-
(pass.), (pass.) :

athg causes me j.,,/ or : to cause j. to

ahy, or

: to raise a shout of j.,,-
: to shed tears of j., -

or :

the whole town is shedding tears

of j., -
(Plut.) : intoxi-

cated with j., (, )
: to give or wish aby

j., see to Congratulate.
JOY, v. See to Rejoice.
JOYFUL, -, 3.,,.-, 2., 3, and,, (glad). To be j., -. (pass.), -. or. Causingjoy],,

., , , ), ,
3. ,, .
JOYLESS, ,, ., 2.', 2. A j. life,.
JOYOUS. See Joyful.
JUBILANT. Crcl. with par-

tcpp. of verbs .
and. -,.

JUBILATION,,
., ., ., . .
JUBILEE (in the original He-

brew sense), -
().

JUDGE, s., , (g. t.

for one who judges or decides, e.g.

in the pufjlic games; and fig.)• -, , (j. or juror named
or chosen by lot to form one of a
court),, (poet.). An
equity j., '
(Th.) : an equitable and impar-
tial j., ,, (7 the games, and
poet, in law-cases), also-
t»js, , (the later prose form.
PL). The j.'s of the games,

: — of the board of trade,, , : to be a j.,, : to set

aby as j. over others,

or -
: the office of a j.,-. or -: the salary of aj. (or juror),, .-, (at Athens). Fern,-, . , , . ^[

Conoisseur, critic] and,, (metaph.).,,, '-

or ,
(of athg). A good j.,,
,, and

or-
(e. g. ).

JUDGE, . % Propr. : as a
judge in a court].-.. -

or (as member of
a court, or in a public assembly).

To j. justly, : to j.

after the law, -
: to j. aby,-.: to help to j. between,-

(PI.) : to j. after fa-

vour or with partiality,-.. If To form or give
one's opinion, to deem],, ,,. -,-. -, ..

(e.g. j. fm this,). To j. according to the
facts or results, -

: to j. like a
man of understanding or good
sense, -

: to j. of athg
by athg,. (e.g.) : to

j. of the future by the past,-
(Isocr.), also

(Isocr.) :

he j.-d of good abilities by their

quick comprehension,-
:

to j. falsely, .
or,

or : to j.

independently, :

to j. a man by his looks,-
: to j. beforehand,-: the faculty of

j.-ing,, (alsoameans
forj.-ing).

JUDGEMENT. ^Judicial, r\. , .
See Sentence, Decision. To
give or pass j., to sit in j., see

equivalentphrasesunder io Judge.
If Opinion], . To form
or give one's j., see to Judge.
From my own j., -

: according to my j.,.. . '
: on one's own j., -, 2 (e.g. ), and

(adv.) : to act

upon one's own j.,-. " Intelligence, insight]-, ., r). Sound j., -, : a man of sound j.,, 2. or

: with j., : to the

best of one's j., -
or : want of j.,-, : right j.,, : er-



JUD
of j., , : to

be wrong in one's j.,-. [ Judicial vi-

sitation fin heaven],
(Hdt.). .
JUDICATURE,. Court of j.,,., {college of ma-

gistrates).

JUDICIAL, 3. ,
, or

or. J. proceed-

ings,, : j. enquiry,,
ij (cognitio) : to submit oneself to

a j. enquiry, : j.

sentence,, .,
n•

d
JUDICIOUS,, 2.,, ., 3.,,2. SeeWlSE,

DISCREET,,, 3.

JUDICIOUSLY. From the

Adj., and. -. Crcl. with -
l/os,..
JUG,,, .,, v. See Pitcher.
JUGGLE, ..-,..,-.
JUGGLE, s., .-, ., .,. ,

v. A j. of rhetoric (fig.),-, (clap-trap) : to use it,.
JUGGLER, , , 6., 6.,, .,-, and, , .-, ., ,
(one who uses clap-trap, e. g. in

rhetoric).

JUGULAR. E.g. the j. vein,, .
JUICE, ., . , . Full of j.,,, 2 : meat full

of j., , : the j.

of juniper berries,: to press out the

}.,.: to extract

the j.,. : the
extraction of the j.,, ., .
JUICELESS,axtAosawiiaxi/-, 2., 3.

JUICY,,
and -,-, 2. J. meat,, .
JUJUBE, ',, (the

tree, rhamnus jujuba, Linn.).

JULY,', . -
\, .' (beginning

about mid. of June),-
(of July), , . See

Month.
JUMBLE, v. ..
JUMBLE, s.,. -
-ros, . See Medley.
JUMP, ..... See Leap.

To j. up, (at aby,). / : to
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JUS
j. over athg, . -

: to j. upon athg,-.
(upon aby) : to j. down fm

athg, -,- or, or
: to j. into athg, -

or ' .' .'
or ' .

or . % To agree] Vid.
JUMP, S.,.-, .,.
JUNCTION. 1 Act ofjoin-

ing],,,, ., . -, ., . See Con-
nection. IT Of a river] -, ., ., .
JUNCTURE. % Junction]

VlD. ^| Critical point of time], ., . To wait for

a more favourable j.,. The place where things

are joined] ,,, ., .
JUNE, , . ',

." (begins about
middle of May) and-

(of June), , . See
Month.
JUNIOR, , -. See Younger.
JUNIPER,, . -

(J. lycia). (J.

oxycedrus). (J.

phoenicea) and , h (prps).

Dwarf Alpine j.,,,
(J. nana),,, (the

berry). J. oil,

: j. juice,?.
JURIDICAL. See Judicial.
JURISDICTION, , h., . To have j., -

: an action within the j.

of the court, ,
17 : to be under aby'e j.,

or
: to have its own j.,

: that has his own j.,, 2.

JURISPRUDENCE, -, , or simply-, . or.
JURIST, -, (jurisperitus).

or
(that studies the law),, , (juris consul-

tus).

(a teacher of law).

JUROR,( or), , . J.'s fee, -, .
JURY, (),
., , .
JUST, adj., 3 (both of

persons and things),,
and 2 (lawful), , 3 (e. g. a

j. punishment,, ). A
j. claim,, .,

: to be j., }-
: to act like a j. man, -

: to acquire in a j.

manner, :

JUS
it is j.,, . tt-

(), : it is j. I should
do this, -

: as is j. and fair, -
: to consider or claim as j.

or as a j. thing,. :

to think in a fair and j. manner,,.
See Fair. Exact, accurate], 2. ?, 2 and 3., 3. , , . ,
3.,, (due, pro-
per),,,.,, ., 3. The j.

proportion or size, -,. See Exact.
JUST, adv. See Exactly,

Precisely. If In numerical
statements= neither more nor less], , . J. three days, -? - : j. ten years,' (Thuc.) : j. a hun-
dred fathoms,

(Hdt.) : j. as great,'
(3) . If Of time, to

denote a precise instant or con-

juncture] , more rarely-. Also, , . J. on
that day," ].
<^F But very*often Crcl. by-

c. partcp. The king was
j. then present,. And by,. g.
I had but j. opened the window
when the bird flew away,. J. now =
this instant : he went away j. now,
he is j. gone, , -

: j. this moment,. ., also with

or : j. then, j. that in-

stant, . : j. (=
even now, in a moment), :

to be j. on the point of, '
(Eur.) : to be j.

going, : the war was j.

on the point of breaking out,

: I

am, was, j. going to relate, -,,. II Of exact

coincidence] 3. the same,,
, , with art or demonstr., often

strengthened by particles , ,, and, e. g. the art or

cleverness of the thing is j. this,-
(PI.) : j. the same, or

: j. the same thing

has happened to me, or, you and
I fare j. alike,

(PL). ^* 'Just,'

of exact coincidence, is also ex-

pressed by, as a separate par-
ticle in Ep. and Trag., e.g. j. this

wish, (Horn.) :

but esply with relative words, j.

he who, that wch, what,,', : j. (in the same way)
as, : j. so great, such, as,,, strengthened

by, e. g. . J. the

reverse,, -
: j. the contrary, I must love

!

,
(Pherecr.). You are

j. light! -
Aa2



JUS KEE KEE
(PI•). J. so ! ., . -. TT Just = about, all

but] . J. before,-
: j. now,. only j. (enough),'

(e. g. j. enough for a taste,) : only j.

(
— the least bit),

(Aristoph.) : j. tinged with opi-

nions,

[PL). TT Just as if or though]

with finite mood, e. g. j. as

though you spoke briefly but to

the point, (is ,
' (Soph.),

and, (c. opt.),

and , (c. partcp.).

JUSTICE,,
(nghteousness). , .,

(the right),, (right-

ness)., (just do-

ing). Justice (personified as god-
dess),, (§33^ also in nom.
= right, and Att. icith neut. ar-

ticle, , ). To
exercise j., :
to do aby j., -,

: to render j.,.: administration of j.,, . -
or : to give or deli-

ver aby up, or to hand him over,

to j.,. TT Meton. : the person exer-

cising or practising justice, i. e.

judge]. A chief j.,-, , 6. 6-.
JUSTICIARY. See Judge.
JUSTIFIABLE,-, 3., 2. Not

j.,, 2. See phrases
under Justify.
JUSTIFICATION, -, ., .,., . He alledged

for his j., ,.
See Excuse.
JUSTIFIER. Crcl. icith pres.

partcp. of Justify.

^
JUSTIFY,,

or
or .

and (to absolve) -, ,
(to defend as matter

of right) and . I

am j.-d in doing this,. '-. or

. : to consider
oneself j.-d,..
TT To make good]

(c. partcp.)., -..
All my predictions are j.-d by
the event, a.
JUSTLE,,.
JUSTLY,. ,, '.. To act or proceed j. to-

wards or by aby, -,
: very j.,

(356)

or

(of legal claims),

: he was very

j. loved,.
JUSTNESS. See Correct-

ness.
JUT (out). See Project.
JUVENILE,. 3.-, 3. See Young, Youthful.

To be of a j. disposition,,.^
latter in a reprehensible sense) : a

j. act,, : a j. dress,, : j. amuse-
ment or pleasure,.
JUVENILITY. See Youth,

YOUTHFULNESS.
JU.XTA -POSITION. Crcl.

with , -. In j.,. See
' Side by side.'

KALE,, (g. t.).

KALI,, (g. t. for
natron, soda, potass).

KEEL,,, and,
., (PL),,

(poet.), and-
(Theophr.),, .

The props or stays on wch the k.

is laid (viz. in building a ship),, oi : to lay the k.,-
(Plut.),

(Plat.) , and-
(propr. and fig.,

e. g., of a new play.

Aristoph.). To build a ship fm
the k.,

(Polyb.).

KEEN. See Eager, Sharp.
KEENNESS. See Eager-

ness, Sharpness.
KEEP, v. TT (Trs.)]-. .,.

(as a castle, Sfc, and

fig.),. To k. for future

use,-,-. -'. '. -
(pass.). See to Hold,

Guard, Preserve. TT Retain,

not give up or lose]...
(e. g., ).-

(e.g. , (o7ie"s pro-
perty), ' -, (mid.) (e.

g. , Hdt.).. . -', .
(e. g. -

). To k. one's opinion,\.,' -
: to k. a resolution, -

: to

k. in memory, -, : to k. (= not

break) one's word, &c,,

. .
-,-, :
to k. secret, ..
maintain by sustenance, repairs,

£[C~\, ..
k. soldiers, servants, Sac,, : to k.

horses,. to k. house,

: to k. a tutor for

one's children, -
: to k. by

one's care, :

to k. in repair, ,. TT To retain in

a state (with notion of coercion or
restraint)],/, . To k. aby in subjec-

tion, in order,,-,/ : to k. in check, :

to k. aby to athg. iv,

: to k.

aby to his word,. TT To pre-
vent or withholdfm] (see

HINDER),, ., c. infin.,

e. g. (gfi* usu.fut., but Xen. An. 3. 5. 11.), and
without, e. g.". ,/,
(make to cease fm). TT Phrases]
Tok. holiday or feast

(
Vid.),,, -

: to k. school,.
: to

k. shop, : to k. time (in

dancing, <§"C.),

(Aristoph.) : to k. one's bed,-
: to k. ab)r in sus-

pense, : to k. one's

temper, ,-() : to

k. counsel,.
: to k.

silence, : to k. or-

der,, (of
the subject),,-

(of the

person commanding) : to k. com-
pany with aby, .

: to k. (such a
place) to the right or left, if-,, (Hdt.).

(Hdt.), iv

(Time.) (e.g.)
"). TT (Intrs.) Not to spoil]. ,(),-, (esply of provi-

sions, 4rc•)• TT To continue in a
state or action] .,, or -. See CON-
TINUE, ggp It is also expressed

by the imperfect tense of the verb,

e. g. they kept pushing each other

off, (Time.) : and by
added to the verb, e. g. you

k. talking nonsense, or. To k. awake,-
: not to

be able to k. awake,



KEE. ^[ With ellipsis of 'one-

self] E. g. to k. within bounds,. -.» : to k. clear of

athg,», .,
: a trying to k. clear of each

other,, (Th.) : to

k. at home,. % Com-
pounds] To k. asunder or apart

(trs.),.. To
k. AWAY (intrs.), )-',,-

: — fm aby, --/,-,
tlv'l : — fm aby's lec-

tures,

(PL). To k. back (trs.), -,-. .
k. DOWN (trs.),.-

. See Depress, Hold
down, Coerce. To k. in, see

Restrain. To k. off (trs.),-...-./, (fm
aby,) : to k. off flies, -

: — fm oneself,

mid. of same verbs and--,- : to k. off

famine, .
{intrs.). See Keep away.

To k. off fm shore,. To k. OUT (= not

allow to come in),, '.
(to guard

agst) : to k. out water,'/() and. To k.

TOGETHER,. To k. UN-
DER, see to Keep down. To k.

UP, (propr. and fig.).
(to guard). See

to Uphold. To k. up with,.
KEEP, s. See under Fort,

Fortress. Tf Sustenance, main-
tenance] Vid.

KEEPER,, , ., . . The
k. of a flock or cattle,,, .,, (a game-
keeper),, (a forester),, (he that is set over

athg). K. of a prison, see Jailer.
K. of a seal,,, .
KEEPING. 1 7%e act of

keeping], .,
. To give in k.,-. See to Deposit. H The
keeping of animals] , .
"fi Congruity] In k., see Con-
gruous,,,, ov. Things veiy much in

k., .
KEEPSAKE,, . -, (the thing given), -,,, .,. To give ahy athg for a k.,.
KENNEL, -. H Gutter] VlD.
KERCHIEF. See Handker-

chief.
KERNEL,, (offruits,

as pomegranate), and,
Wfps, .,, (of stone

(357)

KIL
fruits), and,, .
See Stone, Pip, Seed, -, (pith, core, Vid.). Hav-
ing no k.,, 2. "fl Fig. :

the choicest of athg] , .
To get at the k., see Enucleate.
KETTLE, , , .,, . A copper k.,, : in the shape of a

k.,, 2.

KETTLE-DRUM. See Drum
(g. t.).

KEY. ^ Propr.],-, ., . To de-

liver the k/s of the town,-
: a false key,?-, . , ., : the keeper of

a k.,, .-,, : to keep athg under
lock and k.,'

kuI (Plut.). *[}

Fig. : entrance] -,-,
(k. to a country), also,. The place is the k. of Sicily," (Thuc). "H The means

of solution or deciphering]-,. To give the k. to athg,.-. % Key of a mu-
sical instrument] ,,
(of aflute).

KEY-HOLE,, .
KEY-STONE, , ,

(ofan arch).

KIBE,, (chil-

blain).

KICK, ., -,--^,
legs). A k.-ing horse,

: to throw out the leg to

k., (Aris-
toph.).

KICK, s., , and
Crcl. with verb.

KID, s., .',
. . -leather, see Goat-skin.
KID, v...
KIDNAP,.

To be k.-d, -. See folloivinq Artt.

KIDNAPPER,'-, , ., -, . To be a k., -
: to fall into the

hands of a k., -.
KIDNAPPING,-, ., . -, . To carry on

or be guilty of k.,'-.
KIDNEY,, . Like

a k.,,, 2 :

disease of the k.'s, (-
), loos, : fat of the k., -, ..
KILL, and-, and, more seldom-

(all in the sense of taking

away life),,
(to slay),,-, (to butcher,

KIN
massacre), (to execute).

To k. oneself, see Suicide. To
be k.-d by aby,,-, and rendered by
the passive of the above verbs.

KILLER,,, . See
Slayer, Murderer,Homicide.
KILN,, . To

bake bricks in a k., -.
KIN. See Relationship, Re-

lation. Next of k.,,, . ,.
KIND, s. 1 Class],., . IT Of animals]. See Species.

Also, . , . Of all

k.'s, or, every k. of,,
3, or ,, : every
k. of struggle, of danger, &c,, : all

k. of obligations, -. A k. of,, i^• Crcl. with
or oiov or, e. g. a

k. of disinclination, tis,

: a k. of low-
spiritedness or discouragement,

: if a k. of sleep

take place, ' ,.
Of the same kind,,
2 : of such (or such) a k.,-,,. See De-
scription, Sort.
KIND, adj., 2. -, 3.,, 2., is., 3.-, 2., 3 (bene-

ficent), or, ,
(mild, gentle), ', 2 (chiefly of
the qods).

KINDLINESS,-
, . See KINDNESS.
KINDLY, ". See Kind, «ft

Adv.] Fm the Adj. K. disposed,, 2.,
3 (charitable). See Kind. To
treat aby k., or behave k, towards
him, . -(88.).

: to

be k. disposed towards, entertain

k. feelings, to aby,'
or : he has acted

very k. towards me, -. -
.

KINDNESS,,,, -
))5,,,,
. See under Kind. To treat

aby with k., to show k., see Kind-
ly.
KINDRED, f Propr.] -,

-, and- (poet.), .,2., h and 1. -, 3. See Kinsman, Relation.
"ff Impropr. : bearing marks of
similarity] , h, or-,,,, 3., 2 and
3. See Akin, Related.
KINE. See Cow

%KING,, .-,, . ,,
(poet.),,, 6.-



KIN
, 6. To be a k.,.

(c. gen.) : like or of

a k., see Kingly, Royal. The
k.'s palace,,, or more
usually in pi.,.
KINGDOM,, . -

\, . The heavenly k., or k. of

heaven, Vid.

t

KINGFISHER,,,
6 (' alcedo hispida'),,, (a young or female k).

and, (prps
the male k.).

KINGLY,*, 2. -*, 3. , , -. See Royal.
KINGSHIP,, ..
KINSFOLK, ,(, in

collateral line), {ofany
degree), , (in a direct

line). See next Art.
KINSMAN. Crcl. withadjj., 2,- (with or

witliout ),,, 3., 2 (of or
to aby, ). A near k.,

: to be near
k., : a k. only in

name, .
KINSWOMAN,ouc£ iaor CTi/y-, ..
KISS, . (with or with-

out )..
To k. the ground,

: to k. one's hand (in

saluting aby),

or -. }.
KISS, S.,.-, (used in common life or

by way ofjoke). To give aby a
k., or.,£/>,-,., . K.-work,., : k.-utensils,-, : k.-herb,,

: k.-wood,., : k.-

boy, :

k.-knife,,, : k. salt,, ols: k.-dresser,,., 6 : k.-garden,, :

k.-stove,, . , 6.

KITE (=milvus),,,
6., , also, ,
6.

KITTEN,. A young k.,, -.

KNACK (mechanical dexteri-

ty), WXavn,, .-,,, .
To use a k., have a k., in doing
athg,. :

I have the k. of athg,. See DEXTE-
RITY.
KNAPSACK, , -,.,.,
(along-shaped wallet. Aristoph.).

(358)

, (Hes., said to be a Cy-
prian word). To pack or make
up one's k.,.
KNAVE,, 6.-,, 6., 6. An

arrant or thorough k.,

(coupled with -, Aristoph.). -, ., 6 : a

sorry or poor k.,,,, : to show
oneself a k., :

to cut out a k., -
(prov. z=diamond cut dia-

mond, Greek meets Greek). A
trick or act of a k., see next Art.

To act like a k, -,--. and-
: to act like a k. towards

aby, -.
KNAVERY,, Ji.,,.-,., -,, . Im-

pudent k.,, .-, : to commit k., see

Knave.
KNAVISH,-,-,, 2., 3., ., 3.

act in a k. manner, see Knave.
A k. trick, see Knavery.
KNEAD,... and.

The act of k.-ing,, ., .
KNEADING-TROUGH,, ., .
KNEE, ,, .

To bend the k., .
(Polyb.) : to embrace

aby'sk.'s,,
: to fall or throw

oneself at aby's k.'s,-,: to be
on one's k.'s,

: to bend one's k.'s be-

fore aby, : to

come down on one's k.'s,-: having the

k.'s bent inward,, 3 :

with one's k.'s bent,. See
to Kneel. K.-pan,,, ., ., : the

hollow or hinder part of the k,, -.

KNEEL,, -. To k. on athg,

or : to

k. on (the nape of) aby's neck,-
(Horn.) : to k. before aby,. See KNEE.

KNIFE,, .
and, (Lucian), . -, . A k. for carving
(wood, &c),, : a small
k,,, :

the handle of a k., -
: the blade of a k.,

. : the back of a

. k., . : a

KNO
dealer in k.'s,,, : one that manufactures k.'s,, .
KNIGHT,,, (as

civil rank among the Greeks and
Romans),

(in

the middle ages),, ,
(mod. Greek, a k. of an order).

The class, rank, or order of k.'s,,, . ,
: the order,, , : to be-

long to it, or -
or .
KNIGHTHOOD. See under

Knight.
KNIT,.. See

Net, Plait. To k. a net,-
: k.-d,,

3. Fig.] To k. one's brow,',, or or..
(pass.),'. Alsoao-. With his

(her) brow k.-d, or with a k.-d

brow,,, , .
KNITTING (the act of),-, ., •
KNITTING-NEEDLE, -, V., , .

work with a k., see to Knit.
KNOB,, (anyround

object or a point), is,,
(as ornament, e. g. on the top of

a pinnacle), *, (as callo-

sity; whence', knobbed).

KNOCK, v. % (Trans.) To
hit] (g.t.).,-, (to strike., give a
blow, Qc, e.g.).,,. To k.

furiously, (e.g.,
at the door). % (Intrs.)]-

.
or .,-

(to k. agst athg). To
k. with one's foot against athg,

or or. If To
k?iock at], (athg,

, e. g. at the door, ,). "[[ To knock down].' (to the ground),,, (to push
down, to upset). U To knock in]..-. To k. in the door, -,.-

: — aby's skull,, -. *|| To knock off]-.. To knock

out],. -
(athg out of

aby). To knock up]-
(by ivorking him). To

be k.-d up,.,
: k.-d up,-, 2.,, .

KNOCK, s. Crcl. with verb.

To give aby a k. with athg, -
(with person in dat.

and thing in ace, e. g.). To give a k. at the
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door, -.
KNOCKER (at the door), -,. Sts, or,

a/cos, (fm its shape).

KNOCK KNEED,-, 2 (Aristot.)., 3.

KNOT, s. /,. To tie a

k ,
or ., (a tied k.). -,, and, 6, and-, (an excrescence on plants),

also,,,.
See Joint and Geniculation.
That has k.'s (of plants),•, 2.

KNOT (to tie in a h.), v. -
or . See

to Tie.

KNOTTY (of plants), yoy-, 2. H Fig.] See Intri-
cate.
KNOW, (g. t.). -« (opp. to conjecture or

entertain an opinion, also = to

k. how to), (olSu) (with

ref. tofacts, mly of mediate know-
ledge), (of immediate
knowledge or conscioiisness) . -

(noscere, cognoscere, to be

or become acquainted with, e.g. the

properties of persons or things),

^* Collateral expressions,-, and
(to k. by informa-

tion ofothers). To get to k. aby,^ (?/). Not to k. aby,' : not
tok. aby's father,, '

: not to k. athg, .,-. See IGNO-
RANT. To k. a person only so far

as to — , -, c.

infin. To k. (= recognize) aby or
athg,-y,, /( tis) : to

k. aby by his voice,'? : to k. aby
personally, -. Tok. nothing (z=make
no account) of danger,

: to k.

no bounds,
(Aristoph.) : you k., but pretend
not to k.,, \'
(PI.) : to k. accurately,-, ,, or with par-
tcp.: to k. well, , -, with partcp., or, — : to k. by heart, see

Heart. I don't k., ., or or
: — what to do,

: — which
Way to turn, -

: do you k. what to do ?"
; k. (= be as-

sured) that, ", ., with gen. absol. :

who k.'s whether — ?

— ; I don't k. whether,-. God k.'s !

(359)

. ..
(God, or heaven, is witness). God
k.'s what misfortune,

: this happened, heaven k.'s

how, -. God, or heaven k.'s why,
may also be expressed by -,, e.g. what do I de-

serve to suffer because (God k.'s

why) I did not keep quiet,',
(PL). It is

well known that he tells lies,-. To k. about
(be privy to) athg, :
without the others k.-ing athg
about it, -

: without k.-ing,.: without k.-ing it (=.being

awareofit), I am in possession of

athg, :

without such a person's k.-ing it,, ,. I k. that I am mortal,. I k. I have done
wrong, -. To make athg known
to aby, .-

: he k.'s that

himself best, that is best known
to himself,

: as far as I k.,

' .
KNOWING, adj. See Cle-

ver, Intelligent. *|[ Shrewd]
E. g. a k. fellow,,,
KNOWINGLY. See Intel-

ligently.
KNOWLEDGE,, fj

(g. t.). .,
(acquired k., esply practical k. of
how to do athg)., , and, (k. as learnt), '-, (perception),,
(experimental k.). To convey to

aby a k. of athg, bring athg to his

k. or cognizance, .
: to come to

aby's k.,' .
: to im-

part to aby a k. of athg,-. -
: to be beyond

aby's k., -
: to detect much excellent k.

in aby, -
: to en-

rich one's mind with k.,-: endowed
with k., ,, 2. See EXPERIENCE,
Dexterity. Without aby's k.,, /os.

: with inten-

tion and k., , -. : with-
out aby's will and k., ,

: to my k., '
(i.e. asfar as I know).

KNOWN,, 3.-, 3,, 3, and, 2
(that wch is clear, in contradistinc-

tion oftvhat is hidden ; hence also

=.brilliant,famous),, 2.

-, and-, 2. General-
ly or universally k., -; 'weM-L•.,,2 : thek.
world, (sc. ) : the
best of all we k.," : to make k. (to bring to

aby
,scognizance),avpvov,,,-.

: to make publicly k.,-(). -
and : to be-

come k., or come to be k., -
or ,, (to

come to aby^s knowledge),-() :

to attain reputation, to make one-
selfk., by athg, or -, or, : to make oneself
k. to aby, see 'to become Ac-
quainted.' To be k. as aby or
as athg (i. e. as such or such),-

or (pass.),

or with partcp., e. g.
he is k. as a sober-minded man,-

: he is k. to every one as a
man of integrity, .
KNUCKLE,, (g.t.)., .

LA ! inter}, ! ! -
!

LABEL, s. or, ,- or --, or ().
LABEL, v. Crcl. by-
or with the

subst.

LABIAL (letter), .
LABORATORY,-,.
LABORIOUS. «J! Subjectively]

See Industrious,,
3.-,-,-

(much enduring). To lead a 1.

life,. "[[ Objectively], 2. -, -}-, ., 3.

It is 1., .
LABORIOUSLY, -.. ,-,,. Veryl.,-. . }.. .
LABORIOUSNESS. f Sub-

jectively] See Industry. "Jf Ob-
jectively] .-, , . -.
LABOUR, s. if Activity, ex-

ertion of one's poivers] , b

(g. t.)., (ivork).-, (business, atlig that re-

quires activity),,



LAB
(endeavour to carry aihg into ef-

fect),, 6., b, and, (exhausting work,
requiring much endurance), -,., (work
or occupation combined tvith care).

Agricultural labour,' : athg requires a good
deal of 1., :

to be fond of 1., :

that is fond of 1.,, 2 :

without 1., ,,, 2 : with little 1.,'..;
only by the greatest 1.,. ^| With ref to child-

biiih] or,, . -, 6., 6., .
be in 1.,, : having
an easy, hard 1., -,- :

to have it, -,-.
LABOUR, v.. -, 'ipyov (to be

at work, do some icork). -
(to ex-

ert oneself),.-
(to exert one's physical

Strength, $<?.)•,
(of troublesome and fatiguing
work). Also, and

(pass., to go
through hard labour). To 1. ear-

nestly, (mid.

c dat. .), (,
Thuc.) : to 1. athg (e. g. an argu-
ment) excessively,-

(Dem.) : to 1. in vain,-
: to be willing to 1.,. : to 1.

for aby, : to 1.

for athg, .,. * Fig.] (to have
troultle). or or( or

or ).
(pass.), or. 1. under athg,-

(to be exposed to any
influence in general),

(ivith ref. to injurious effects)

:

to 1. under some disadvantage,

or . -
: to 1. under difficulties,

(and pass.).

LABOURER,, ,,, 6.-, 6., 6. , -. , 6, . See HIRE-
LING.
LABYRINTH,,

6. Like a 1.,, 2.

1 Fig.] E.g. a 1. of difficulties,

: to be a 1. of
difficulties, .
LACE, prps -, .
LACE, v. 1[ To ornament ivith

lace] and-
(of garments wch have a

border put to them). U Tofasten
with a lace],-. L.-d tight,-

(like a ivasp. Aristoph.).
LACERATE,,,-.,-

(360)

LAM...-. (Soph.).

LACERATION,,
.
LACK. See Want, v. and s.

LACK-A-DAY,' ! !

(

LACK-BRAIN,,,
b.

LACKEY,,, 6., 6.

LACONIC,,-, 2. 1. mode of expres-

sion,, (Cic. .).
LACONICALLY,.

To speak 1., (PL) :

to express oneself 1.,

or -.
LACQUER,.
LACRYMAL. L. fistula, ai-,, 6.

LACTEAL. See Milky.
LAD. See Boy.
LADDER,, , .,, . -, . To get up a 1., -

or -
: to get down a 1.,

: to use a

1., or -
: the steps (and sts shafts)

of a 1.,, : a small 1.,, .
LADE. See to Load.
LADING,, 6. -, (usu. in pi.),

(of a ship). Bill of 1., prps-.
LADLE,,, b (trul-

la)., ., 6

(.)., (Thuc).
LADY,,-, . -,,,-, (all poet.).

LADY-LIKE, prps Crcl. with
or .
LAG. See to Loiter.
LAGGARD,, 6, .
LAIR,, 6.,, 6. and,

(Horn.).

LAKE,, . Like a 1.,, : belonging to a 1.,, 3 and 2.

LAMB, S. , 6,

and (gen.) , sts .
(dat.). , . L. (as

animal food), , :

a 1. (old enough for food),-, (Aristot.). L.'s-wool,.
LAMB, . or
.

LAMBENT, to be (epithet of
flame),,
(to flicker).

LAMBKIN, ,,.
LAME. Propr.] ,

3.,, ., 3., 3. To be 1., -,.. -. ^[ Fig. : of an argu-
ment, Src], .,
3., 3., 2.,
.

LAN
LAMENESS,,-, .
LAMENT, .,-,...-. And other verbs under

Bewail, Deplore, Grieve.
LAMENT, s.',.-, 6., 6. ,

. , (loud utter-

ance of .),,-, ., (a song of
I.), also, 6. .
make or utter a 1.,.. -, : —
over athg, ,.
LAMENTABLE, ,, 3. ,

3. See Deplorable, Grievous.
LAMENTATION,, b., . ', (act of la-

menting). See Lament, s.

LAMP,, b.,, b. By the light of a 1.,: to light a 1., -
: the 1. is burning,

: the light of a
1., , : one that

manufactures l.'s,, b :

one that sells l.'s,,, b.

LAMP-OIL,,.
LAMPOON, s., , also, b,

or , . -, . ,. To write a 1.,-: to post up a 1. (agst aby),,-
: one that

writes a 1.,, b.

LAMPOON, v..-,--. See the Subst.

LAMPREY,, -, .
LANCE, s.,,.,.,.,

., h. See Spear. One
that makes l.'s,, b.

LANCE, v. To 1. a vein,-
/, - , and -,
or,.
LANCER,, -, b (on foot),-, b (on horse). To be

a 1., to serve in the l.'s,-.
LAND, s. Opp. to sea], (g.t., opp. to other elements),, r\ (also opp. to islands,

mainland),, b. .
By 1., , .

(only with ref. to armies,

travellers, and commercial people^,

e. g. to go or travel by 1.,

(pass.).

(). (Luc.) : to

fight on 1., : a battle

on 1.,, . By 1. and by
sea, -

(or ) : to get

out of sight of].,,-
xl/, : to come to 1.,-
pnv. «See to Land. To put fm the



LAN LAP LAS
.,.: to bring
the ship to 1., : that

is found, lives, or grows on the
land,, 3., 2 :

a vehicle used on 1., -, . T[ With ref. to agricul-

ture] , . , . ,, and, 6 {afield, a piece

of ground for tillage). To till,

&c. the L, see Ground. Fertile

1., or,-. [ . to toivn] See
Country. ^ Land (= landed
property, cjr.)], . ,
(of considerable extent, belonging

to the citizens ofa state),,
(of smaller extent, both ofpub-

lic or private property), ,
6 (as private possessio?i) . If Ter-
ritory, domain] ., and Coun-
try. The l.-side, or the parts

situated on the l.-side,

(with or ivithout -
or ?). .

A wind blowing fm the 1.,-, 6. -, . , . -, .
LAND, . 1 (Intrans.)] -, .
(Trans.)] See Disembark.
LAND-FIGHT,,

. , .. To be engaged in it,..
LAND-FORCES, or,. or -, . .

ship that has 1. -forces on board,.
LAND-TAX,,.
LANDED (i. e. of or relating

to land), e. g. 1. property,,.,. , .
or , . -, , or -, (pi.), , -, 6.

LANDHOLDER,, -. See preceding Art.
LANDING,, (

or ),-, (the getting ashore). To
effect a 1., .
LANDING-PLACE, -,, also,

V-

LANDLADY,, ., . See HOSTESS.
LANDLORD, «[f Owner of

land] See Landholder. ^J The
proprietor of a house] ' -

or, 6. H Of a
tavern, S{C.], , 6., 6. See Host, Inn-
keeper.
LANDMARK. See Boun-

dary.
LANDSCAPE,, v.

LANS,, .,
' LANGUAGE. ^ Speech] Vid.

TI In the concrete] and, ., . To
have or speak the same 1.,-

(361)

' or. ??
: that speaks a different or

foreign 1., or, 2 : to speak the

Greek 1., .: to understand
a 1.,, / :

a teacher of 1.,,, 6: student of or enquirer
into 1.,, 6 : the pre-

vailing usage of or in a 1.,-,.. 6. *il Individual mode of
expression] , . See Dic-
tion, Expression, Style, "ff

Expression of thought in words]
or. To make use

of (such or such) 1.,

: to use bold or impudent
1., (pass.) .
See to Speak boldly, plainly, <^c.

LANGUID,, , and,, and,
2.,, , 2. -, 3. See Faint, Feeble,
Weak.
LANGUISH,, -

(pass.). L.-ing (e. g.
look), ,. See
to Pine.
LANGUOR,, .-,., .,-, . , . See

Faintness, Feebleness, and
Weakness.
LANK,, 3.

(slender), also, 3. -, 3, ,,
3 (like a rush).

LANKNESS. Orel, with Adj.
LANTERN,,,

6., ., 6.

LAP, s. , b (g. t.).

The 1. of aby that is sitting,, : to take on one's

1., : to

have aby on one's 1., -. *JJ Fig.] To be
nursed in the 1. of fortune (' for-

tune filium,' or 'alumnum esse,'

Hor. and Plin.), -. Tf Tlie lap

of the ear], b.

LAP, v. -.
LAP-DOG, (-), .
LAPIDARY,,, b. The art of

the 1.,, .
LAPPET,, .
LAPSE, s.,-, and,. *| With ref. to time] ,

(poet.). In the 1. of time,-
or -, -

: after the 1. of some time,-.
LAPSE.V. (pss.).. U To lapse into a

state] -,- .

'. ^[ In law:
to lapse to aby] or'. ' -. . -- or ' or -

(e. g. , to

the state).

LARCENY. See Theft.
LARCH (tree),,,.
LARD, s. See Fat. --

(of pork, and cured in
a peculiar manner by smoking,

<Jfc).

LARD, v. -. '.
LARDER, and -, .
LARGE. See GREAT, -,,.,-,., 2. 1.

town, 75 or-
: very 1.,, 2 : ex-

cessively 1.,, 2.

At LARGE (without restraint),, 3. ?, 2. -, 3. To be at 1.,

(stand by oneself) :

to set aby at large,. -.
LARGENESS,, ,

and,. See Extent,
Size.

LARGESSE. See Gift.
LARK,, , -., b.

LARKSPUR,, .
iggF" Some suppose the,
b, , oftJie Greeks to be tlie ' lark-

spur,'' Delphinium Ajacis, Linn.
LARUM. See Alarm.
LARYNX,,,., .-, .
LASCIVIOUS, and, , b (only of males),, 2 (chiefly of females),

(of
both sexes),, 3. To be.,//. ))>. -. and.
LASCIVIOUSNESS,-, ., V.

LASH, s.,, (as

instrument),, (in

the abstmct, I. as inflicted).

LASH, v.,-.,.
LASS. See Girl.
LASSITUDE. -See Languor,

Weariness.
LAST, s. (a shoemafars), -

or,, b., . Let the shoe-

maker stick to his 1. (prov.), 'ip-

tis ' '-.
LAST, adj. ', 3 (with

ref. to space, time, and rank),

(chiefly with ref to time),, 3 (with ref to time

and space). For the I. time,. /,; : to pay aby the 1. ho-

nours,

: 1. year,

'. <7'() : the 1. but one,',75, 3.
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or,, 3,

and, 3: the 1. syl-

lable, see Final. L. of all came,
or were drawn up, the heavy-
armed,

: 1. of all comes
(is situated) Italy, -' : he came 1.,

: to come
to the 1. (degree, &c), 7rpos

: to the 1.

(= extreme), ., : to

he in the 1. degree of misery,-
ais. or

: to reach
the 1. degree in or of athg, '

: to take
to the 1. resource, to resort to the
1. expedient, or

: to the 1. degree,
is ,. See
Extreme, Extremity.
At LAST,. . .(). Atl. then,. : you will

praise me at 1., '.
LAST, . % To continue to be

or exist (with ref. to a certain

state)], -,-, -,-. .
(pass.),-, or simply or -. So long as the lawsuit l.'s

or is carried on, ?. ^ With ref. to dura-
tion] . g. to 1. a long while,,.
IT To remain in its integrity]-.., -

(pass.). ^ To hold out]. The rain l.'s,

: the rain l.-d also the
following day, ttj. See to CONTINUE.
LASTING, f Of bodily

things], 3. '5, 3.

To be 1.,. IT With ref.
to any state or condition],,, 2. ?;5,
is. To be .,,.

or : a 1.

condition or quality,,, ., .
LASTLY, 5. ./, /,*,. Also Crcl. by,, . L. I would

remark, ..
LATCH, prps,, (Hdt).
LATCHET,, (the

cross-straps of sandals), , .,, .
LATE, adj., 3.,,.,,. La-

ter, , 3. -7, 3. 6, ?';,

or. To come 1.,

: to come too 1.,-.^ the 1. fruit, -,^ : of 1., '. .
: quite of 1

:
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it happened quite of 1., -
: only of 1.,

: 1. in the day,. See Adv.,

next Art. IT Former] , ,, , -
(that has existed in time past).

The 1. commanders,
: the 1. misfortune,, ^gj*

' Late * is also expressed by com-

pounds with. That learns at

a 1. period of life,, 2 :

l.-blossoming,, 2 : L-
born,, is, and-, 2 : tbat becomes prudent at

a 1. period of life,, 2.

LATE, adv.. '.-. L. in the evening,, : 1. in the day,. See the preceding

Art.

LATELY. See ' of late,' un-

der Late, adj.

LATER (comparat. o/late).
*IT Subsequent] -, 3. , , or., 3. ^1 With ref.

to time] , or sim-

ply',.
. . -

(all in an adverbial sense =
hereafter). Somewhat 1., or a
short time 1., ,'.
LATENT,,-
,, 3., . -, 2., 3.

be 1.,,..
LATERAL (relating to the side

of athg),, 3. See Side.
A 1. direction,, fj., : to take a 1. direc-

tion,/,.-.
LATH,,, . -,, and .,. The l.'s supporting the tiling

of a roof,, oi.

LATHE, prps,., (i. e. tlie iron in-

strument). To turn on a 1.,-.
LATHER, -, .
LATHER, v. .
LATIN,' or '-, 3 (adj.)., (an

inhabitant of Latium). L. (as lan-

guage), '-
: a L. scholar, one who under-

stands L.,'?.
LATITUDE. U Breadth].

If In geometry and astronomy], . H Fig. =. extent

of capacity] It is beyond or out
of your 1.,, -.. ^ Fig. : . to strictness]

. g. to allow oneself some 1.,/.". -
: to be taken with

some latitude, '-

, * , ti-.
LATITUDINARIAN. Crcl.

or-.
LATTER. IT Later] Vid.

The 1. part of athg,,/, (,
). (, ),,, (relating to the conclu-

sion of any act or action). To-
wards the 1. part of the month
or year, /Tos -, : to approach
the 1. portion of one's life,

: towards
or at the 1. part of the day,.
LATTERLY,,.. See ' of Late.'
LATTICE, s.,, ., .,

. To surround a place with 1.-

work,'-. See Grate.
LATTICE-DOOR,,, . , .
LATTICE -WINDOW, -, .
LAUD. See to Celebrate,

Extol, Praise.
LAUDABLE, ,

3. £•7/05, 2., 3., 2.

m
LAUDATORY. L. speech,, ., : to say

something 1. respecting aby,-.
or -

(respecting athg, ) :

to speak in a 1. manner of athg,.
LAUGH (A or the), s.,, . . With a 1.,.,,.,,.

To produce a 1.,

or. See Laughter. To
suppress a 1., -

: I can't suppress a ].,,
: a 1.

by way of courtesy (i. e. simply
because others are laughing),-, (AnthoL).

LAUGH, v. /. -. To 1. at athg,. .
: to 1. at aby,

and (to

mock by l.-ing).

(because of his doing athg laugh-

able) : aby or athg is l.-d at,-
tis or. -

: to 1. aloud,-. -. : to 1. bit-

terly, grimly, -. to 1. secretly or in one's

sleeve, " : I am
obliged to 1., can't help l.-ing,

: without l.-ing, -?, 2 : to make aby 1.,-.
: to feel inclined

to 1., : to 1. till one's
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6ides split, -

or : to

be half-killed, to die, with l.-ing,,-. : to 1. till

one is hoarse, -/ : aby dies with l.-ing, --.
LAUGHABLE,, 3.?, 3.-, 2, or simply?, 3.

To say 1. things, .
: athg seems 1. to aby,

: to make
athg 1., :

it is 1., or a 1. affair,. .
LAUGHER,»}?, ov, 6., /Tos, .
LAUGHING,,-,,, .
LAUGHING-STOCK, e. g.

(to be the I.).

To be made the 1.,-
(pass.) : to make aby the 1.,-, :

to serve as the 1., -.
LAUGHINGLY. Crcl. with

partcpp./•,,-, or .
LAUGHTER,, ?,

6. (laughing, in the ab-
stract, or the act of laughing)., (with scorn. Aris-
toph). With 1., . See
Laugh, s. Much 1., -

: loud 1., or., 6: long-con-
tinued and immoderate 1.,

or : bitter, grim
1., or -

: to cause or create 1., -
or (ofpersons

who introduce laughable things or
sayings), (of
things that are laughed at, or are
laughable in themselves) : to burst
into loud 1., : to

expose aby to 1.,

: to serve as an object for 1.,

(pass.).-
: to endeavour to

create 1., :

for the sake of creating 1.,

: 1. about nothing, b '.
LAUNCH, v. 1 (Trans.) To

hurl] Vid. [ To move into the

ivater (ofa ship)] .
A ship is l.-d, ft. ^J To
launch out or forth]
(pass.), (into

athg; e.g. ', JC.). 1. out agst

aby, .
LAUNDRESS, and, (Aristoph.), . -.
LAUNDRY,, 6 (ivash-

ing-pit, Horn. ; later also washing-
tut»),,, .
LAUREATE,,,

and, , 6.
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LAUREL,, (propr.).

L. berry,,, : made
of l.-wood,, 3 : a 1.

grove,,, 6 : to wear
a 1. wreath, : that

wears a 1. wreath, see Laureate.
Oil of 1., and, . Of or like 1.,,, .,,, 3,-, ,, (the last

also laurelled),, 3 (like

a I.). ^[ Fig. : as rewardfor la-

bour],. To acquire

1., :

he rests on his l.'s, ?-.
LAURELLED,,

2. See Laureate,,. To be 1.,.
LAVA, -, ,,

(a I. stream). A stream of 1. is

flowing, (pass.).

LAVE. See Bathe.
LAVENDER,,,
(Lavendula stoechas, L.).

LAVISH, adj., , 2,

(ofpersons and things),-, 3, (only ofpersons)

.

To be 1. with athg, -
: 1. expenditure, &c, -, fi., -., .

See Extravagant, Profuse.
LAVISH, v. ,,, -,--, -,-,. See Squander.
LAVISHLY. Fm the Adj.

To contribute 1. to athg,-.
LAW,, 6 (positive I., I.

resting on human sanction or tra-

dition),, (with notion of
unchangeableness, I. resting on the

nature of things and the Divine
will ; $g§* hence Solon's Z.'s were
called , Draco's,.
See Xen. Mem. 1, 2, 41,^!). To
make a 1., ,-

(these two also = to propose
a .). (of one who le-

gislates for others), -
(also— to accept a I.) or-

(ofan independent people
legislating for itself) . To intro-

duce a 1., :

there is a law made or enacted by
some one, 6

: the established, existing

l.'s, oi or :

to propose a 1., and to accept a 1.,

see above: to reject a 1. (pro-

posed),- or--
: to abolish or

abrogate a 1.,, -, : to

change or alter a 1., abrogate it

partly,/ : to

carry out or execute the l.'s,.,
or : to keep the

l.'s, . -» : to be above

the l.'s, -: to transgress the l.'s,-,-
: to evade a 1. (practise chi-

canery), :

the 1. ordains, -,,.
: the 1. does not al-

low or forbids, ., , or -
: according to or after

the 1.,. .. ', 2. -, 2. , 3 : contrary to

the 1., .,, 2 : that has his own
l.'s,, 2 : that has good
l.'s,, 2,, 3:

to have good l.'s,

(pass.) : an article of a 1.,' : a code of

1., see Code : belonging to or con-
tained in the 1.,, 3.,, : with-
out 1., see Lawless : the tables

containing the written l.'s,,
oi., oi or ai : a proposal

for a law,, : to pro-

pose a 1., : to

study 1.,'
: skilled in 1.,,

3 : profession of the 1.,-, h : administration of 1., -, : good in 1.,,
3 : not good in 1.,, 2 : dis-

puted or disputable at 1.,-, 2. To go to 1., to sue at 1.,() or, -,-"-. . -
or :

to sue aby at 1.,

'. See Lawsuit. To have
the 1. of aby,

: to follow up at 1.,

: I don't know whether the

1. is on our side, *. For HEIR-
at-law, FATHER-in-law, $c., see

the leading terms. % In the general

sense : established ride], b., (the prescript con-

ditions or terms). To lay down a

1. or l.'s for aby,' : to account athg

a 1. to oneself, -
: the 1. or rule of

our life, .
See Rule. Civil 1., oi

: commer-
cial 1.,

: common 1. (. to writ-

ten), .
: international 1.,

: martial

1., , : mo-
ral or natural 1.,, .: statute 1., -, , .
L. of nature, , -, : by what l.'s of nature

are the heavenly bodies regulated ?'-; the l.'s of

God and man, -. * L.-business,-
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,.,.-, : l.-costs or expenses,/, : 1. -court, -, : l.-term,-? fm-, : 1. -vacation, Crcl.' '.
LAWFUL,, 2. 6, ,

or or., 2. -, 3. Aby's 1. wife,•, : children of a 1. mar-
riage, a 1. issue, ,

: the 1. heir, -
or -

: a 1. (or legal) claim, -', , or, : it

is 1.,//. :

it being 1., or, since it is 1.,,
(as nom. absol.).

LAWFULLY. Fm the Adj.
or -

or (e.g.-
).

m
LAWFULNESS, ,,,, -, .
LAWGIVER,, ,

6. or .
See ' to make a Law.'
LAWLESS. 1 That has no

laws],,-,, 2. A 1. condi-

tion,. TT Without law],, 2. A 1. act,, : a 1. condition,

and, : 1. con-
duct,, . See ILLE-
GAL.
LAWLESSLY. Fm the Adj.

To act 1.,. or,.
LAWN. Grass-plot] Vid.

[[ A thin linen texture] prps -,,, .
LAWSUIT, , (,). , , 6.',.,

f). , . The
parties in a 1., or

: to engage in a 1.

with aby, '- or-. See 'go to

Law,' and for various phrases
see Action and Cause. To be
involved in a 1. with aby,

:

to become involved in a 1.,

or : to
shun or avoid a 1., :

to be fond of getting up l.'s, -
: to give up or suspend

the 1.,.-
: to resume or take up again,

continue, the 1.,.
LAWYER,, 6. -, -

(juris-peritus). -, , 6
(
juris-consultus). 1J

As advocate or barrister] VlD.
To be aby's 1.,, ..
,,
/,/;.,,. 2., 3. -, 2., 3. ,
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3. and, 3 (the

latter esply of the boivels). -,, . If Morally]-, 3., 2.,
., 2., 3.

be of 1. manners, »;.
LAX, s. See Diarrh(ea and

Looseness.
LAXATIVE, adj.,

3., 2.

LAXATIVE, s. or, . To
act as a 1.,,,. See to

Purge (str. t).

LAXITY,, .,
. .,-,, , . %
Morally],,
.,, .
LAY, . | Propr. : cause to

lie],- and- . 1. athg on the
fire, ' : to

1. wood on the fire,

: to 1. aby in

bonds, :

to 1. eggs, : to 1. aby,, Tit/ : —
oneself

—

,-,--
t/. 1. an AMBUSCADE,
the BLAME, CLAIM, COMPLAINT,
heads together, to heart, hold
of, in order, siege, snares, a
wager, wait for, &c, see SulMt.

To 1. athg as hindrance in aby's

way, : to

1. one's hand to a work,-.•-
: to 1. hands on

aby,- or. or-
: to 1. violent hands

on oneself, or-: to 1. a charge or in-

junction upon aby.,
: to 1. the

cloth, -. ^ Impropr. : cause to lie

(with notion of permanence)] To
1. the foundation of or for athg,. See
Foundation. To 1. a pavement,

: to 1.

aby asleep, : to

1. aby dead, :

— in the dust, -
. To 1. BARE 01' OPEN, to 1.

FLAT, 1. LOW, 1. WASTE, &C,
see those adjj. To 1. the land
(naut. t.), :

to 1. in ridges,. To cause to lie (with no-

tion of discontinuance of motion)]

E.g. to 1. the dust,

or :

the waves were laid,. See to Allav. To 1.

ghosts, : — by
incantation, .
LAY ABOUT (him),-. (with his

fists).

LAY ALONG,-,-.
(poet.).

LAY APART, -- or-..
LAY ASIDE. * P?-opr.]-

or- . ^| Im-
pi-opr.]','

(leave out of con-
sideration). Athg is laid aside

and so neglected, .
LAY BEFORE,,. -,- (asfood, #£C.).-

(for consideration). See to

Propose.
LAY BESIDE, -,-.
LAY by. IT = Lay beside]

Vid. iT = Lay aside or lay up
(for future use)],. To be laid by
(for use),.
LAY down. TT Propr. : to

put dow?i],-. To I. down the arms,. -
: to 1. oneself

down, (pass.) or
(to recline), -

or (pass.

;

on a couch, in order to repose).

IT Fig. : to lay down an office]

See to Resign, to Abdicate.
TT Fig. : as a position in argu-
ment, <$£C.], also-.. or -

or (as a
law or theory). That must be
laid down, : to be laid

down as a principle,-..
LAY in (e. g. provision, or a

stock of athg),,-.,''.
To be laid in,, '-

: I have laid in a store of
athg, or,,, also -

: they had laid in corn on
board their ships,' .
LAY ON or UPON,,,. 1.

on a tax or a tariff, see Impose.
To 1. on aby with a stick, -

(Aristoph.).

LAY OUT, (set

out, and expose ; also, to I. out a
dead body in state),(, for burial). To 1. out
a city, garden, &c,-, -

: to

1. out one's life on a well-ordered
plan, . ^\ To
expend, to bestow] Vid.
LAY up. t To lay by, to

store] VlD.,". To be laid up (with

sickness),..
Tol. upavessel,iJt>7r\i^Eii/i/ai/i/.

LAY upon. See Lay on.

LAY, s. >, ', .. b., (all poet.).

LAYER. IT A row],, ., (e.g. of
bricks,, Thuc.).,
v (natural L, stratum). In l.'s,



LAZ, : consisting of l.'s

(or coats, HL• the onion),-,, (Aristot.

Tkeophr.) : bark of one 1. or coat,

(Tkeophr.). If

A shoot or twig laidfor propaga-
tion], ,,, .,, ( .

of the vine). To propagate by l.'s,,.-
: a propagation by l.'s,, .

LAZARETTO,,
TO.

LAZILY. Fm the Adj. -..
LAZINESS,,,

., ., .,
6., . To give way to 1.,

or.
LAZY,, 2., 3., 2. also, , .,, 6, ., 3.

To be 1.,.. -
(also in mid.),.

LEAD, s., 6 (g. t)., (sulphuret of lead,

galena ; also a leaden bullet), -, (a kind of I. ore). White
1.,, (cerussa) : to

paint with it,-,- :

a mixt metal of 1. and silver, -, 6 (also litharge): of or
made of 1.,, 3: to

solder with 1., : to melt
1., : of the nature
of \.,>,,
2 : l.-coloured,, 2., 2 : to look l.-co-

loured,: that contains

1.,, , 6.-,, . , 3.

LEAD - MANUFACTORY
orWORKS, -, .
LEAD-MINE, -, .
LEAD-PENCIL or PLUM-

MET,, 6, also, b (Anthol.).

LEAD or LEADEN, adj. -, 3., 3. -
(as gen. of the material).

A 1. ball,,,, .
LEAD, . (g. t. to

give a certain direction), -
(to be leader to a person,

to show him the way),
(to be leader and ruler of

afy ,' * poets also use the dative
in this sense), .' (dat.

of person and gen. of thing, not

frequent, e. g.), . -
(Horn., to I. the dance for

one) : . (dat. ofperson,
ace. of thing, e.g.), to 1. one the
way to the city, . :

to 1. the way,
(Horn.) or (Hdt).
To 1. the troops, or.

: to 1. on the troops

(= I. them forward),
($&• is
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LEA
' often ' omitted with the two latter

verbs). To 1. into or through a
gutter, a canal, &c,:
to be led by aby, (pass.). '. to allow
oneself to be led by aby or athg,

(e. g. by others,

: by circumstances,, ) : one
that is easily led,, 2., 2: to 1. aby by the

nose, or. . -' : to 1. the way,-, (and
see above) : to 1. astray, Vid.,

and, in the moral sense, to Se-
duce. To 1. the procession,-

: to 1. the dance,-. .
If Impropr.~] A path or road l.'s

to some place,, ' . 1J To carry on, in

the phrase ' to lead a (certain mode
of) life"

1

] (e.g.-), . If To be the

cause, occasion, or antecedent] To
1. to something (as result),. . '-

(suhst.) or (adj.)'
(gen. of thing, dat. of

person) : valour l.'s to glory, -' . -
or -: to 1. to virtue,-

or '.
"U With prepositions] To lead

back,: to 1. down,-
: to 1. into, : to

1. on, ,-
(aby in athg, or

). See to Induce. To 1. out,-, : to 1. through
or across, -,-,-, : to 1. up or in an upward
direction,.
LEAD, S., .-, (g. tt.)., (the

rule),, (administra-

tion). &}» But generally rendered
by verbs or verbal eacpressions, e.g.

by aby's 1., : to

have the 1. of athg,, (to have the

management of athg) : to take the

1. of athg or in athg,.
LEADEN. See Lead, adj.

LEADER. If Guide] Vid.

U That goes before or at the

head], 6, .,, 6 and (g. tt.).,
, (of a procession, S[c). 6, (of aby, ),
also 6,
(of aby, ). 6, -, , 6. The 1. of the

troops,, 6. See COM-
MANDER. The 1. of the van,, , 6 : the 1. of a
party,, , 6. -

or -, 6. -
: the 1. of the chorus, -, 6., 6.

LEADING, s., (g.

t). See Lead, Guidance.

LEA
LEADING, adj., 3.

6, , or',,, . See CHIEF,
Principal.
LEADING-STRINGS, Crcl.,

e. g.

,. To guide a child in

l.'s, -, also -
: to have aby in l.'s, -

: to keep
aby in l.'s, Crcl., e. g.---, -,..
LEAF,,.,
(usu. pi., rare in Attic prose,

but used by Xen.). To get l.'s, be
in 1., : to lose its

l.'s,-,-, --
: to strip off the l.'s,-

: to run to 1.,-
(Theophr.) : like a 1.,-

-,-, is : without
l.'s,, 2. '-, 2. See Foliage. A bed of
l.'s,,, : with prick-

ly l.'s,, 2 (Theo-

phr.). ^§p Numerous compounds
are formed (esply in Theophr.)

with-, e. g. with large l.'s,- (Theophr.), so- and- (few),-
(five), - (single), -,-,- (large, broad,
thin), - (regular), -
(curly),- (ivoolly, hairy),- (black),- (fleshy),- (sword-shaped)-,
2. iJ The leaf of a book],, . , , and,, 6 (of paper). ^[ The leaf of
a table],, . if Of
beaten metal] ,, or , (gold

.), , (sil-

ver L). H The leaf of a door], . , .
1 Fig. : to turn over a new leaf]

(of moral
improvement).

LEAFLESS,, 2., 2.

LEAFY,,.-, 2.

LEAGUE, . fi treaty]

Vid, and Alliance and Confe-
deracy,, , and zz

the body ofmen composing it, ivch

is also, . -, (for war). If As mea-
sure of length : three miles] -

or--, . $§* The French I. ==

2^ English miles, is -
.

LEAGUE, v. See to Ally..,-,. A being l.-d,

and a body of men l.-d by oath,, .,.
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LEAGUER. See Siege, 'In-

vestment of a town.'

LEAK, s.,,.
The ship springs a L,

(itstimberssoaked
through and rotten). Later, -

(Polyb.). -
(poet.; JEschyl).

LEAK, v. {of a
vessel not holding water in itself),

and (to be not

water-tight). See the Subst.

LEAKY,, 2 (of a
vessel soaked through and rotten).,, ov. See Leak,
s. and v.

LEAN, adj., ?,
3., 2. See Emaciated
(str. t.)., (of soil).

ft Fig.] See Jejune.
LEAN, v. Tl To cause athg to

recline against another],,,-
/. 1. a ladder agst the

Wall,. % (INTRANS.)],, and,-
(to take an oblique direc-

tion). To 1. forward,.
See to Incline. To 1. hack (in

voicing),'. To 1. upon,'.,.',
(pass.) . -

(pass.) or
or .
LEANNESS,,,, ', ., (Plut.). Fig. : lean-

ness of the soil] .
LEAP, s.,.-, ., (the act of leap-

ing). To take a L, see to Leap.
LEAP, v.

or 7. or simply.
To I. athg,-,-:
to l. into athg,' or -, .
See ' to Jcm over,' Qc.
LEAP-YEAR, -, 6 (lengthened by one day).-

or» or-
or '.

(f^* The Greek year being lunar
intercalates a whole month, not a

\m. .-. . thoroughly,
:-,- : to . by heart.. -,

: to 1. fm aby,, :

to 1. with ease, with difficulty,

-,- (-) : that l.'s easily, or that is

easily learnt,, : that
has learnt much,', 6,

: fond or desirous of l.-ing. -, 2 : to be so,-
: to have learnt athg

at a late period of life,

: to have learnt athg
fm experience,

: that may be learnt,-
(366)

day.} See Intercalary.
ARN,, -

, 3. T| To have ov derive

intelligence] See to be Inform-
ed, to Hear.
LEARNED,, 6,

(doctus)., 3 (eruditus).

and, 3
(but with addition of the matter
ofleavning, as in Lat. instructus).

or, 6, ., -. 1. man,,
6 (in language and literature, sts

with addition ).
Also , 6. A 1. dis-

course, or , 6.

LEARNER,, od, 6.

LEARNING. % As quality of
a person],,
also,, . To give

a specimen of one's 1.,, -
or-. % Acquirements] -

and, (sci-

ence),' and,
(only of personal acquirement).

Fond of 1.,, 2. -?,, 3 : to be
fond of 1., : love for

1.,. -
: a man of 1., see Learned :

want of 1., 7/,-,, .
LEASE, S., (of the

person taking),,-, (of the person giving). To
take on 1., see to Hire : to let on
1., to give a 1. of, see to Let.
LEASE, v. Ti To let on lease]

See to Let. % To glean] Vid.
LEASH (to hold dogs in),-, (X.), and,,
(g.t.). See Thong, Cord.
LEAST, adj.,-

f
. L., thel. (adv.), :

of all, . Not
the L, ' ,. : not in

the 1.,' or.,, ,', or'. The 1. bit (=
07ily just), : at .,-

j

(to mention what is I.),

(enclitic). I at 1., .
(more emphatically). Also. If not—

,
yet at 1.,'

: at 1., however, .
LEATHER,, , ., . , . ,., (a leather gar-

ment). To tan 1.,.: to cover with 1.,-., :

made of 1., see Leathern : shoes
of undressed 1., (and

.), ai : one that works in 1.,,, 6., :
like 1.,, 2.,
2., 2.

LEATHERDRESSER,-
-\!/,-, . 6.

LEATHERSELLER,-, . 6.

LEATHERN,, 3., 3., 3.

LEATHERY,, .
^
LEAVE, & ^ Permission}, ., . -,., . To give

or grant 1.,' or, : to give

aby 1. to speak, :

to obtain 1., -. (pass.) : by
your 1., .

-yiis. -. To take 1. of aby,-
or -(),-.\'.

L. of absence, see Furlough.
LEAVE, v. % To quit, for-

sake], -, -, --. (pass.). 1. a place, -, -- ., :

to 1. one place for another place,/, also and-
: to 1. one's

abode or dwelling,.():
to 1. (a teacher or school), -

or , -() :

to 1. (=go awayfin) aby,-
or .

U To desert, to abandon] -
or,-

(pass.), -
(mid.) (to I. any

party, or not to serve aby any
longer),,

(to I. in the lurch). To 1.

one's post, see to Desert, -
v (to I. alone or destitute

of athg). To 1. aby as soon as

his fortune l.'s him, ttj: to be left

by one's friends, -
: to i. work,,-. •[[ To have

remaining at death]

(and mid.), e.g. he left a large

property,. T| Not to depnve of, to

cause or suffer to remain possessed

of or by] or./ . 1. (the possession of
athg) to aby,

: to 1. to aby (e. g. the use

or the management of athg), -, (to I. for another

to do),,. (c.infin.) : to 1.

to aby the decision of athg, to 1.

him to judge, / -
: athg is left to me,

or . '
. : to

1. to aby his independence,,-. U
To suffer continue] 1. athg

(=: let it alone),, .
: to 1. aby who

is busy, tois

: to 1. aby in a condi-

tion, (c. adj.), also

(e. g.) : to 1. so-



LEA
litary,, : to 1. out

ofthe question, (PL)

:

•what did he 1. undone in the way
of— ? (c. par-
tcp.) ; ^1 Not to bring or carry

away] .
(' ). ^J

reject] Vid. if To bequeath] Vid.
LEAVE behind, - and-'. See Outstrip. TJ

Of property, at death] See above.

LEAVE off. See Desist,
Cease.
LEAVE out. See Omit.
LEAVEN, s., .-,. See Ferment, $.

LEAVEN, v.. L.-d
bread,", 6 : l.-ing,, .
LEAVINGS,, .,,-,.
LECHER,, LECHEROUS,

adj. ?, , 6. See Lasci-
vious, Lustful.
LECTURE, s., ., . A public 1.,,, .. . -

yot, (of a professor before his

hearers). To give or deliver l.'s,

or .., :

to give a 1. on athg,,
: to attend a course of l.'s,

'<!
: to

attend aby's l.'s,.-,,., .
LECTURE, . See ' to give

or deliver,' &c, under Subst.

LECTURER,,, , 6. To be a
public 1., or..
LEDGE. See 'projecting

Ridge' or Prominence.
LEDGER,, .
LEE (naut.t.). E.g. al.-shore,-,-, 2: under the

1., ?, 2 (opp. to '-) : on the leeward side,.
LEECH. U Physician] Vid.

1 Hirudo], . -
(fig-, a parasite ; co-

mic). To apply l.'s,.
LEEK,,. y-

and, (Aristot.). Like
or of the nature of 1.,-, 2. L.-green,,-, 2.

LEER, .'. kv- and- (to cast longing
glances at), .
LEER, s... Crcl. with Verb.

LEES,,, (caused

by fermentation),, ., , and,
(that settles on the ground)., , (sediment). See

Dregs,,, 6 (ofolive-

oil).

LEFT, v. See to Leave.
LEFT (opp. right), adj. -
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LEG, 3., 2 (as eu-

phemistic expression, esply with

ref. to the I. wing of an army),,, 3 (more poet.).

The 1. hand, 17 (with

and without) : on the 1.,, (-) : to the 1., '
and ' : towards the

1., : on the

1. wing, .
: to wheel to the 1.,' or ' -

or. ' (of
cavalry).

LEFTHANDED,-, (Stob.). To be 1.,

(LXX.).
LEG,, (<^•7.,

once used, the whole limbfrom the

hip-bone down to the ankle, but

fm knee to ankle)., h (tibia, the part that has
two bones, divided into-

the front part,-
behind). To get on one's

l.'s,,
(-,-) : having
crooked l.'s,, 3 : to have
them, : with stout,

brawnyl.'s^axuKi/ij^os^.-, (PL) : having long
l.'s,, . If Fig.]
L. of a table,, , and, 6 : having three l.'s,-, ..
LEGACY. See Bequest, and

Crcl. with Bequeath.
LEGAL,, 3.,, . 6, ,

or or., 2 (contained

in the law),, 2. See Law-
ful. L. force,, : that

has it,, 3.-, 3 : to make athg 1.,. : to obtain
1. force, (pass.) r to

have 1. force, , -
: to have no 1. force,

: a 1. case,, : 1. question, -, : 1. procedure,

: a 1. adviser,, , oral, sentence,
'. to in-

stitute 1. proceedings agst aby,-,'
or .
(the latter in criminal cases).

LEGALITY, , 2., 3. See Lawful-
ness.
LEGALIZE,,-

(to give validity and legal

force).

LEGATE, LEGATION. See
Ambassador, Ambassy.
LEGATEE,, b.

LEGEND,, 6.-, .
LEGERDEMAIN. See Jug-

gler, Juggling.
LEGIBLE,, 2., 2.

LEGION, £5, h.,

LEN, fi (Gr. Latin). The l.'s,, . Fig.],
(host).

LEGISLATION,,, .
LEGISLATIVE. . g. 1.

power, : 1.

body, , ..
LEGISLATOR,,, 6. or -. See under Law.
LEGISLATURE. See under

Legislative.
LEGITIMACY, ',,.,, ?7 (of children).

LEGITIMATE. See Law-
ful. L. children, -, .
LEISURE, and -, (freedom fm occupa-

tion), and-, (inactivity). To have 1., be
at 1., or.

(e. g., I
am at I. to hear), (for
athg, or ), also -, -, (to have nothing to

do). To have no 1.,

or r to intei•-

rupt aby's 1., or-. .,-
Xrj, , also -., also ' -. [[ As adj.],
2., 3., 2.

LEISURELY. See 'at Lei-
sure.'

LEMON. See Citron.
LEMON-TREE,, rj.,,.
LEND, .

1. on interest,, '-, and:
to 1. on a pledge, or -' : — on mort-
gage, '. money lent,,,. SeeLOAN.
A l.-ing or the act of l.-ing,-, (without interest), -, 6 (on interest).

LENDER (that lends money),, , 6., ,
6 (gen. pi.).
LENGTH,, . Ten

feet in 1., .
§* Often rendered by compound
adjj., e. g. two, three cubits in

1.,, 2, and,
3., 2 : ten yards in 1.,, 3, or,
2 : ten feet in 1.,,,
6, -. A 1. of time, -, 6. See Long and Time. At
great 1., . -

or or

or' , e.g.

to dwell on athg (e. g. an occur-

rence) at great 1,' -.-
: an explanation at great 1.,

- '. to

speak on a subject, treat of it at



LEN LET LET
great 1., apoptv,-

J. i, ». % In full
length (of'a painting; statue, fyc)~\.

or . A paint-

ing in full 1.,'-, .
At LENGTH (at last),

or , ,
(end. ; lastly, in the end).

(after some time) or .
CLa (). At 1.

then, . : the

town, being at 1. taken, was de-

stroyed, -.
LENGTHEN, 1 To make

h?iger],.. -, -,-,-.. SeeKx-
tend, Prolong. To 1. very
much,. H (Intrs.)
To grow longer] -, -,-- (pass.). See to EX-
TEND. Also .

(with ref. to

things, both in time and space).

. (e. g. a syllable),-' v.

LENGTHY. Orel, with -. (' (PL).

LENIENCY,,,
.,., ),.,-, v. With L,. -,,.
LENIENT, or,, ., 2.-, 3., 3.,

2. To be L, to use 1. terms, in

speaking of aby's faults, --.
LENIENTLY,. -,. To act 1. to-

wards aby,. -
: aby acts 1. towards

me, '
: to treat aby's transgres-

sion's 1.,.
LENITIVE,,, 3. 1.,-, (propr.).

and,
(jig.).

LENITY,,, .
See Leniency. With 1.,.
See Leniently.
LENTICULAR, -TIFORM,-, ., . -, 3.

LENTIL,, 6., .
A meal of l.'s,, : 1. broth,, : in the shape of a 1.,,., 2: made
of 1.,, 3.

LEOPARD,,, .
LEPROSY,, . To

be afflicted with 1., : that
has or is afflicted with 1.,,
3 : good for the 1.,, 3.
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LEPROUS,, 3. _-, . To be 1.,.
LESS,, 3,-, and )/, 2 (as compara-

tives of), (and also, as comparatives of-
). U Adverbially],-

and..-. Of 1. value, ,
3 : to consider of 1. value,

: a much 1.

number, -
: to become 1.,.. More or 1., 7-. . . .
. (adjectively).,

(adverbially). Not 1., ,
: not more nor 1.,, :

neither more nor 1. than (=
precisely), :

none the 1., : never
the 1., ' '. 1[ Much
less, adverbial, preceded by ' not

(even)"
1

] . .. . .
', (,)—'. $^g° In using

a?id , ?., the

English order of the clauses must
be inverted: e. g. he did not quail,

much 1. take to flight,,' . See
' Far from.' The idler has no
right to expect even his friends to

do athg for him, much 1. the

gods, --,
(Dem.).

LESSEE, ' '' or 6.
_LESSEN._ t (Trans.)] -... -,.. See Diminish. Tf (-

TRANS.)] and-
(pass. ; g.tt.).

LESSER. See Less. The 1.

Asia (= Asia minor),'.
LESSON,,,,, . See

Lecture. To give aby l.'s in

athg, '
: to take l.'s with aby (=

read with a tutor),. .
Fig.: warning'],. It will be a 1. to us,-

(Th.). U
Task] Vid.
LESSOR, -.
LEST. ^J In objective sentences

to verbs offearing, S^c] , e.g.

I fear 1. — , . ^f In
final sentences, — in order that—
not] , ,' , or
simply .
LET, v. IT To allow, suffer,

permit] ... (look on and suffer

to be). 0§* The English auxiliary

ofexhortation, permission, or com-
mand is depressed in the Greek by

the mood of the verb : e.g. 1. us
go," : 1. me see ! ' !

1. him come,. Often, to

1. oneself be — is expressed by the

passive of the accompanying verb,

thus, to 1. oneself be swayed or
carried along, : to

1. oneself be guided or induced,

: — deterred, -
: don't 1. yourself be

talked over, or. To 1. GO, 1. FALL, 1.

pass, 1. slip, Sec, see under those

verbs. To 1. alone, . L.
alone (—to say nothing of—),. See 'Far from,' 'much
Less.' % To let dow?i] -,-
-,-,-. .

1. oneself down upon athg,

: to 1. one-
self down on one's knee,»
or, . -

: to 1. down a rope,

: to 1.

down a trap-door, or-
: to 1. one-

self down a wall,, -, :

— by a rope, , -/. % Metaph.: to let

oneself down (== to cojidescend) ]-,- .
U = To demean oneself]

or .
Not to 1. oneself down,-

or , ^f

To let in (or into)] -,-
(, /em. ; to grant admission),-,-. ,'. ' or'. 1. into the house,, -,-
(of the landlord) . (of
the doorfaeper) : to be 1. into a
fortress, -. To let off] See to Ac-
quit, Discharge. TJ To let out
(propr., e.g. a person)]-. .
(Aristoph.). To 1. out rope, sail,

&c,. : to 1. out
one's indignation or anger,~. lj Fig. : to divulge],, -», . % To let

through] or-,-.
LET (on hire), v., -,-. To be let,-, 2. The l.-ing (of athg),,, . To 1.

out a job on contract, :

— the revenue to a contractor,.
LET or LETT, v. and s. See

Hinder, Hindrance.
LETHARGIC,, 2., . ')', 3.

To be 1., and -.
See Drowsy.
LETHARGY,, ,

and, ., .
LETTER. «II A character of

thealphabet],.-,. To the . (*. e. literally),,,
(wordfor word) : the 1.



LET LIA LIB
of the law, 6? : the

Strict 1., -, , *ff Epis-
tle], .,. To inform aby by 1.,-

: to open a 1.,

: to send off a 1.,-
: to trans-

mit or deliver a 1. to aby,-> or, : a 1. is

arriving,,
: l.'s are arriving fm

all quarters, -
: to an-

swer a 1., : to

exchange l.'s, to communicate
with aby by 1.,.. -

: a 1. is intercepted,

: a small

].,,: by 1.-, 3. 6, , Si'-
or .

LETTERS (— learning), s. pi.,., ., . See LEARNING.
Man of 1.,, b. See
Learned.
LETTER, v. -.
LETTER-CARRIER,-,, 6

(as official). 6 -
or (a messen-

ger who de.lix-ers a letter).

LETTER-WRITING, h Sia. See COR-
RESPONDENCE.
LETTERED. See Literary,

Learned.
LETTUCE,, (the

Atticform of or,, , the latter preferred by
Lobeck)., , and, (a small I.). Of
1.,, 3 : like 1.,-
?),. if Varieties] p.

(lactuca scariola, prickly .), .
(lactuca crispa).

LEVANT. See East.
LEVEE. Crcl. with

or . Great
men hold their l.'s,

' -.
LEVEL, adj., 3, or, ., 3. -,
-, -, -, 2 (of- the

ground, ^* also as
mathem. t.)., 2 (only

of the way). To make 1.,-,.
LEVEL, s. .. ifAn instrument]-, (carpeuters rule, and also

plummet, or the line marked by
them), , , 6 (rule and
plumb-line),, (plum-
met in the I., and also the I. itself).

il Equality] Vin.
LEVEL, v. See ' to make Le-
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VEL,' adj. if To level at or agst]. To 1. one's

speech agst aby (fig.),. See to POINT
and Aim.
LEVELLER, LEVELLING.

Crcl. with verb to Level.
LEVER,, 6. Fulcrum

of al.,, (Aristot.)

:

to heave or prise up by a 1.,-, (toforce
up), (to force out):

a moving, &c, by a 1.,-,, : he that moves—
,, , 6 : fit for

raising with a 1.,, 3.

LEVERAGE,, ..,,-, .,, 6.

LEVITY,,, .,, . -, (recklessness), -, h (str. t.). To act or

proceed with 1.,.
LEVY, s., 6 (with

or without ),, .
LEVY, . To raise troops

for the army]. and. -.,,, if

levy taxes, <§•<;.] -,-- (upon aby). -
or (upon

athg). or.. 1. a
tax on aby, .
See Impose and Exact ; also

Raise.
LEWD. See Lascivious and

Wanton.
LEWDNESS,, ., .
LEXICOGRAPHER, £-, 6.

LEXICON,,.
LIABILITY. IT A being lia-

ble] Crcl. with the Adj. (-, (= responsibility), is later.

if Debt] Vid.
LIABLE,',,,, 2. To be

1.,. ,, or (to have to give

an account). L. to the imputation
of folly,' : 1. to

punishment, an action, &c,',} : 1. to an ac-

tion for false- witness, -
(P.) : for violence,

desertion, ,-
(with ellipsis of ,) : 1. to pay taxes, &c,, 2. il Exposed

to],. To be 1. to

athg, ?7 , -. : to

be naturally 1.,,-
( infin.) : not to be 1. to

athg, ,.
LIAR,, , 6. -, , . -,-,

6., , 6 (dealer in

lies). To expose a 1., to show or
prove aby to be a 1.,

: a boasting 1.,/,.
' LIBATION,,,, (allfreq. in pi.). To pour
a 1., (and mid.).

LIBEL, s.,.,-, or -,. See Lampoon (str.

t.).

LIBEL, v..
LIBELLER. Crcl. with-

and Libel, s.

LIBELLOUS. Fm the Subst
LIBERAL. if Becoming afree

man] and-, 2 (g. tt.). A 1. educa-

tion, or or
or, :

that has received a — , -' (X.) or
(Isocr.)

:

the 1. arts, ,
al. if Loving liberty, zealousfor
liberty]- or--, 2. if Bountiful]-, 2 (bountiful, of persons),, 2 (ofthings, e.g., I. gifts). For both senses

see Generous. To be or show
oneself 1.,: — to-

wards aby, 'is.
LIBERALISM,, . -

or-.
LIBERALITY,!\£i;0 f pioVjjs,, .,. -,-,, . See

Generosity.
LIBERALLY. Fm the Adj.

To give 1., ,
or

. .
LIBERATE. See to Free,

Deliver, and Emancipate.
LIBERATION,,,,

(ofa slave),, (ofa pri-

soner or one accused of crime)., (ofone in fetters), -, (fm servitude). See De-
liverance and Emancipation.
LIBERATOR,,,

6., . See DELIVERER,
Saviour.
LIBERTICIDE, 6 -.
LIBERTINE, t Prop. : Lai.

libertus,libertinus].
The state of a 1.,,
(libertinitas). ^ A dissolute per-

son],,-, , .
LIBERTINISM (ivith ref. to

manners),,
and ,,, .
LIBERTY, f Freedom]-, ., . To set

at 1., or-. (a prisoner).

(one in fetters). See to

Free. To endeavour to keep

one's 1., -
Bb



LIB LIE LIF

or. See
Freedom. *H Permission] -, ., . I enjoy a 1.,. ' :

to avail oneself of a 1. one enjoys,

: I take the

1. (e.g. of doing, #£c),. *\\

Privilege, right],. -, . •ff In a repreliensible

sense] E. g. to take a 1.,-
: to take many or

great l.'s,.-
LIBIDINOUS,,

3., ., 2
(Dem.). See Lascivious.
LIBRARIAN, b -.
LIBRARY,, .

An extensive 1.,

or.
LIBRATE, LIBRATION.

See Balance.
LICENSE, s. TI Permission],, . % Poetic

license] , . ^f Excessive
freedom (in a moral sense)] -, ., ., .

LICENSE,..
or( ).

LICENTIOUS,,-, 2., 3. -, 2.,, ., 2., 3.

1. life, -., and ,, . To be 1.,-..-
(str. t., be profligate).

LICENTIOUSLY. From the

Adj. To live 1.,..
LICENTIOUSNESS,aTa£ £'a,,,,, . and ,

(str. t., profligacy).

LICK,, -, -,-. (poet.),

(PL), -
(to I. ofl").

LICKERISH,, 3.-, , . To be 1.,-. and-
: a 1. person,,, ., ., . -, .

LICKERISHNESS,,
and . .

LICORICE,', ., .,,,-,, . L. of the
eye, see EYE-lid. To cover with
a 1.,-,-,--.
LIE, s., .,., . -, ., (fiction).

tell a 1. or l.'s, see the Verb. Fond
of l.'s,, : to be
found out telling a lie,-

or :

to catch or detect aby in a 1.,

: to
crnvict aby of a 1., to give aby

(370)

.,,,.
LIE, v. H To utterfalsehoods]. or

(fm), (fm).-. Not to 1.,.
LIE, v. H (Intrans.) To be

laid, to have laid oneself or itself], e. g. on the ground, «-
: in bed, ,, also simply,

: at table,-.-. 1. at aby's feet,-, :

to 1. ill, .
: to 1. dying,/ (.) ' — at the

last gasp, : to

1. uncomfortably,.. *J[ In a
more extended signification of po-

sition, situation, Sfc, of places]., and sts '.
E.g. to 1. to the west, -
pav (') : — at the

foot of the mountain,
: a house which L's

towards the south,

: to 1. re-

mote fm athg,, -
: that l.'s

low or hollow,, 3 : to 1.

near or close to,. See Adjoin, Adjacent.
II Of being in a place or situa-

tion (ivith notion of continuance)]

To 1. in bonds, -
: (or of rest), -, e. g. the ship l.'s at an-

chor on the open sea,' : to let

athg 1., ., : the snow
l.'s, j; : the goods
1. on hand, -

: I have money lying unused,. -
:

tol. ready,..
: to 1. in wait for, -
'. See AMBUSH. To

1. hidden,,-. *J} To rest irith, as its

cause] As much .as in us l.'s,' : the cause l.'s

in this, that — , ,— : the difference l.'s in this,. *
To be] 1. at the mercy of

aby, or : to 1.

at stake, Crcl. with-. :

an action l.'s agst aby for athg,: to 1. in

one's way, : all

l.'s at his discretion,.
LIE ABOUT,. To

lie scattered about, ip-

or . -.. Lie ALONG,,. See EX-
TEND. — at full length,-

(Hes.). Lie APART, -.. Lie back, see

Recline. Lie before,-, . Lie
BEHIND, . Lie
BY (adverbially),,-. (as re-

serve orfor store). — by or near
aby or athg,- or--.. Lie DOWN,... Lie IN
(adverbially), (of wo-
men in childbirth). To 1. in athg,. .
-, -,- : to 1.

in aby's power, :

it lay not in the character of
Cyrus, tji/ ,

: it l.'s in the nature of
the thing, . Lie
OFF (a place),

(c. gen. ; naut. t, Hdt.). Lie
ON, UPON, -,-. . Lie
over (advei-bially), see to be Re-
served. Lie (naut. t.), op-,. ' -

(at anchor in the open sea).

Lie UNDER, .. Lie UPON or
OVER, . Lie\,,
(concurabere). The fault l.'s with
him, .
LIEF. See Willingly.

t

LIEGE, LIEGE-LORD,prps
or . See

Lord, il Subject] Vid.
LIEUTENANT. % Milit], . *\ Ofa province]

Loid-1., ', ', ., : to be lord-1., -. See GO-
VERNOR.
LIFE, , (in Att., life,

opp. to death), , (in a
more restricted sense, or, as it may
be, forfeited to law). To have 1.,

to be in 1., : to owe one's 1.

to aby, : to depart
this 1., ,: to lose one's 1.,-

: — by violence,-
: to take aby's 1.,.

: to grant
aby his 1., : to spare

aby's 1.,

: to intercede for aby's 1.,

(?) : to give one's 1. for aby,, -
: to put one's 1.

to the hazard,, : to pay for

athg with one's 1.,'
or : to fight for 1.

and death, for dear 1.,

: to come off with
one's 1., ., ,
also : to be in

danger of one's 1.,, :

to conspire agst aby's 1.,-
: to sentence

aby to lose his 1., -
tij/os (of the judge) :



LIF LIF LIG
to despair of aby's 1.,[-] (of the physician): to come
to 1. again, .-

: to drag on one's L,. -, also

(Aristoph.) : to spend or pass

one's 1., or»
: to lengthen out one's

1., : one's

1. is at stake, * 6-
: not for one's 1. to —

,

:

with the greatest pleasure in 1.,

: to paint fm the

1., : size of 1.,-, : a sta-

tue of the — ,
' -, : to paint to the very

1., : how
do you manage to give that look
of L to your statues ? -» -; in this 1.,.

:

after this 1., :

breath of 1.,, : light

of 1., , : principle of 1.,, : — in vegetables,

(Aristot.) : necessaries of

1.,, 6. or
: sign of 1., ,: to give no signs of 1.,-

: love of 1.,. -
: fond of 1.,,

2 : to be —
,

(esply

fm coivardice).

(Plut.) : to be tenacious of 1.,

: to be weary
of, or sated with, 1.,,-,, ".

: weariness of 1.,

: contempt of 1.,-. if Time of life

fm birth to death], b. -, 6. ,, 6.

Prime of 1., .
See Age. In all my 1. {past),

: never in —,. {of the future).
Long, short, duration of 1., -
-,-,, : of
long, short 1., -,-, 2 : in or for all one's 1.,'. . '

: for 1., the same, and '' tis ., 2 {e.g. pu-
nishment fori., ,
) : an office for 1.,-, : exile for 1., see

Exile : actual, present 1.,

: past 1., .. -
: in, during (the) 1.,. : to pass

one's 1., : — in

study, or -
: to pass one's 1. in athg,

: to spend one's

1. with,.. "Writ-

ten 1. (biography, Vid.), ,
. :

to write aby's 1.,! :

author of a 1., : Plu-
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tarch's L.'s, -. *?\-
ner of life], . More poet.,, . , . ,
. Also , ., ., ., . Habit
of 1.,,, :

a pleasant 1., ,-
: a wretched 1., -, : a 1. without en-

joyment, ,-
{Aristoph.) : to lead (such)

a 1., {),
{), -, also.. :

to lead a pleasant 1., to enjoy
one's 1., or-

: to lead a re-

tired 1., {opp.to-
: to arrange one's 1., oi-

:

plan of 1.,

: in common, every-day 1.,' .
: rule of 1.,-

,.
(Luc). Philosophy or practical

wisdom of 1., rj 7<>
: a plan to regulate one's

1., .
Circumstances in 1., or

: in all circum-
stances of 1.,. if Manner of life, phy-
sically], . , 6. To
prescribe a rule of 1., {of
the physician) : to follow it,-. Vivacity, animation], . . Full
of 1.,, 2., .
,3{of^corksofa).). -,. 3 {ofdiction).

LIFE-GUARD '

{as a body),, oi.,
. . U
Lifeguardsman],, . ., 6.

LIFELESS,, 2. -, 2. , 3. -, 3. 1. state, ., .
LIFE-LONG. See ' for Life,'

' in or for all one's Life.'

LIFETIME. See Life, «fl

Adverbially] E. g. in or during
aby's L, , '

, , .~ {in aby's time).

LIFT,V. ',. -..
(only of a burden). To 1. up,

(athg fm the ground).

(to I. up and take to one-

self), ',-
(to I. in the air),

{to I. up, e.g. the hands), -
or (to I. tip)

(aby on athg). To
1. up one's hands,

: to 1. up one's eyes,-
(to hck up) or-

or :

to 1. up fm the ground, '&. :

to 1. up the voice (intendere), *..
: to 1. up oneself, -.. -. See Raise, Set up,

and Elevate, Elate.
LIFT, s. E.g. to lend or give

aby a 1.,. See to Help.
LIGAMENT (anatom.), -

pov, TO.

LIGATURE,, .,(-)., 6., (pi.).

LIGHT, s. If Luminous sub-

stance, and the brightnessproduced
by it] ,, .,

(esply of the moon), ,, , and, (poet.). To
give 1., or.

(e. g. its

(to the whole heaven,

PL). t Light, the light (of
day)],,. To bring
to 1., or

(Aristoph.). See 'to make
Known,' Reveal. To see the 1.

of day, ()
(i. e. to be born) : to come to 1.,,(38.).

(pass.), -,
or : not to come to

1., : to be or stand
in aby's 1., : to

stand in one's own 1. (fig.),-, -. To build

out the 1., (Dem.)

:

to go out of (aby's) 1.,-
: to look at, or examine,

by (the) 1., ', (PL), Fig.]

To throw some 1. upon a subject,

: to give aby
1. on a subject,

. ,-
: to have no clear 1.

upon a subject,. To represent

aby in an odious 1.,

: — athg in a
favourable 1., : in

the right, in a wrong 1.,,, and adv. To appear

in (such or such) a 1.,

(pass.) : in what 1. do those

appear who tell a falsehood ?-
'-

; II In painting : e. g. to ob-

serve light and shade] --. if A self shining body ;

a light (in the concrete)],
6. ,, . To kindle

or put up a 1., ,
: by (candle) 1.,. See Luminary.

LIGHT, adj. f Not dark],, 3., 3.

See Bright, Clear, Luminous.
A 1. night, or -: it is getting 1.,

: whilst it is 1., ', . [
Bb2
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LiyJii (ofcolour)] /co's, 3 (ichite)., 3 (bright),-(, just tinged

with a colour). $W With name
of the colour, sts expressed by com-
pounds with -, sts by distinct

terms, e. g. l.-blue,, 3 :

1. -yellow,, 2. (See un-

der the several names of colours).

LIGHT, r. H To impart its

own light] or-.,. -... ^[
|

To light up]. -, --. -,.. If To kindle, put
alight to] //,
LIGHT upon, . To fall

upon by chance],
-,-,-.-,--

;. To settle upo?i~\..
LIGHT, adj. 1 Not heavy], 3., 2.,

3. To render or make 1., -, : a 1. bur-
den, ,. If Not burdened ; and
hence, fleet, nimble] , 3., 3. L. troops,, : 1.-armed men, ol/. oi : 1. armour,.. ,

: I. infantry or foot, -,, . % With ref. to a state

of mind: not oppressed with care], 3., 2. My heart
becomes lighter,'
(passj : to have a 1. heart,-. % Light-minded]-, 3., 2.,
3., 2 (str. t.). ^| Not
heavy to bear], 3. -

j, 3., 3. «See Slight,
j

Easy. To make 1. of,, \, .. (take

easily. PL),, -
|

or (Trag.). To set

1. by,', -
j, . -. See Slight, v. ^] Tnfling,
\

gay] Yid.
LIGHTEN, v. ] (Trs.)] See

Light, v., and Enlighten.
"If

j

(INTRANS.)] (propr.
and impropr.). It 1/s,-

|. : to
1. with athg,

(e.g. , with the eyes).

LIGHTEN, v. fj To make
less heavy], ,-

(propr., ofa burden; and
jig. = to alleviate),,

(Eur., make easy),. See to ALLE-
viate a?id to Relieve.
LIGHTER, prps' (a kind of by-vessel, in

service of a larger one), -) (a vessel for taking
in loads in general).

LIGHTFINGERED. See
Thievish.
LIGHTFOOTED,
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,, ., 2. -,, 6, .,
2.

LIGHTFOOTEDNESS,-. .
LIGHTHEADED. See De-

lirious, Giddy.
LIGHTHEARTED. See

Cheerful.
LIGHTHOUSE, , 6.,(•7).-,. (Suid.).

LIGHTLY. IT Opp. heavily],, andfin the other

adjj. under Light. iJ Swiftly,

S^c]., -. L. attired or dressed, -, 2. ^| Witliout premedita-

tion]. See INCONSIDE-
RATELY.
LIGHTNESS. ] With ref.

to weight], , ., ). TJ With ref. to mo-
tion], ., ., . ^[ With ref. to ab-

sence of trouble], ., . Levity] YlD.
LIGHTNING,, h.

A flash of L,, -
7TTos, . , .
To strike or kill with 1.,-

: to be struck with 1., -
: as if struck by 1.,, 2.,. : to be killed by 1., 7»;-:

the 1. strikes athg, or athg is

struck by 1., ,
-, -,-, or-

or , .
6 . -' : places

that have been struck by 1.,

or,
(bidentalia).

LIGHTS. See Lungs.
LIGHTSOME. % Full of

light] See Light, adj. % Fig.]

See Cheerful.
LIGHTSOMENESS. See

Brightness, Cheerfulness.
LIGNEOUS,, 2.

LIKE, , 3 (and also, igfj* wch is the more an-

cient and Doric form), -
and-, 2 (less stroiig)., ~, . ' (Att.)

(I. to look upon, looking L, exter-

nally ; but, internally and
externally),

(approximating to),, ,
(similarity ofperson, aliquem

referens). Also-,-,-. , 2
(inferentiully

,
as consequence) .-, 2 (of relations and

circumstances). Also, 2.

Poet,, 3 (Soph), -,,,-,, 2 (Horn.). For
like, in a str. sense, z= Equal,
Same, see those words. 0$* Like
may also be rendered by such as,,,,,
3 (like as = in or of ivhat sort)

.

A man 1. this, ' :

and the 1., ,

' : something ].,. Abo by, c.

ace., denoting correspondence of
fashion or manner : e. g. 1. Mi-
thradates, \\(-
srvenng to the description of. Hdt.

)

:

very 1. an oven,

(Aristoph.). Also by, c.

gen., e. g. 'tis 1. a woman (= a
ivomans way),. Also by, c. gen.,

e.g. 1. brass, , or,

icith ref. to character, ?
(I. abys way of acting, af-

ter tJie manner of). It was not 1.

Cyrus to do so and so, r\v irpos/ (, .). To be 1., -
(-)•-

(Isocr.).

(JEschyl.).

or . ., also .
See Resemble. To make 1., -,-, also .
See to Copy, to Imitate. In
a 1. manner,.,,-. §gp Very often like or of
like icith si/hst. is expressed by
compounds with,, and, or icith -, -, e. g.
of 1. kind,, : of 1.

sentiments,, 2. -, 2 : of 1. station or rank,

-,- : of 1. meaning,. 2 : La god, -
: 1. a child,. ijfjf•

Also by compounds in -, and
derivv. in -, -, Qc. L.
gold,, : 1. sponge,, : 1.

God, Ottos, 3 : 1. a king,-, 3. So, to be or act 1. — is

expressed by derivative verbs : to

be 1. a king, : to

be, speak, dress, &c, 1. a wo-
man,. ^J Contracted
expressions] He has a dress 1.

his brother (= the same as his

brother has),

: their fate

is 1. that of (= they fare I.) the
slaves,

or oi or
: he has to work

1. the meanest, -
or. ^* Also ren-

dered by attraction in many
cases, e. g. I willingly follow

persons like you, -' (instead

of
) : to speak 1. (another person),

or () :

to think 1. (another person),-
av or

(). ^ Nothing like]

. g. there is nothing 1. it,

tout .,. : there

is nothing 1. asking (= the best

way is to ask) the man himself,. *ij

Like as] . \Ep.).
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0T0S, , 3. 6, 3
(poet.). L. as when, .,, : 1. as if,, ,,-,. See As, If.

LIKE (substantively). E.g. 1.

for 1., irpos ' : to render
1. fori.,/ xti/ :

to do the 1. (with aby), -
tiui. L. will to 1. (prov.),.. .

See other proverbs under Fea-
ther.
LIKE, V. . -

(pass.).'.-, .., and intrans., =
athg l.'s aby, e. g. but one thing I

1. not (= likes me not), '
(Aridoph.). -, . -' (I I. athg). 1. a

person,, : if

you 1., . -, . See PLEASE.
§W If a verb is dependent on
' like,' Crcl. ivith or par-
ticiple,, -, and,, or by

finite moods of. $<?., with
partcp. of the action liked. See
Fond. To 1. to hear,. : I 1. to see,

: to 1. to do athg,,, :

they 1. to be praised, or, hearing
themselves praised, -

: I 1. to be flattered

(or flattery), -
: I should 1.,,-, . . I do

not 1. (e.g. any food), -
(see above on this verb).

See Dislike, and Loathe (str.

t.). :— to do athg,

(am unwilling). To 1. rather

(= to prefer),,-.,.
LIKELIHOOD, ,. (as quality, and

also as thing),,,
V (as quality). According to 1.,

cos. ,. : in all 1.,. -
LIKELY. % Probable] -, 2. ',, . -, 2.,,. -, 3. •[[ As adv.] '.

See Probably.
LIKEMINDED,, 2., 2. To be 1. with

aby, ,
or . See
to Agree.
LIKENESS. IT In the^ ab-

stract : resemblance],, ., (ofpersons),, (Aristot.).

There is a 1. between persons (e.

g. between me and aby or athg),

(pass.) TlVl.. (referre
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LIM
aliquem). There is no 1. between,.
"il In the concrete] See Portrait,
Image.
LIKEWISE,,. ^p Often merely, or

with, , 6, e. g. they 1. re-

turned home, -'. See Also, Too,
and ' in Like manner. 1

LIKING, s. See Inclination,
and Cf. Fancy, Taste.
LILY,,.,

(esply white ., .)., (a Persian word).
Water 1.,, : yellow water-

1.,, . A bed of l.'s,, , ., :

(made) of l.'s, (Polyb.),

(Hipp.), (Theo-
phr.), 3 : like or abounding with
l.'s,, 3.

LIMB,, (esply

pi. ),, (poet.),. That has not the use of his

l.'s,, 3.,,
6.,, .
LIMBER. See Flexible.
LIME, s., (g. t.).

Quick 1., unslacked 1., -
(sc.) : to plaster

with 1., : plastered with
1.,, 3 : 1.-powder, -, h: to wash with 1.,.
LIME, s. See Lemon.
LIME (rr linden), s.,

h (and also its bass). Wood of
the l.-tree, or.
LIME, s. (a viscous substance).

See Glue. Bird-1., , 6.

LIME, v. See to Glue. To
1. birds, or twigs for catching
them,..
LIMIT, S. ', b. ',. , . , . -, .,, .-, , . See under Boun-

dary. The due or proper 1.,, ., : to

observe the due l.'s, -. See Bounds, Boundary.
LIMIT, v. or-'. or

or. -. .-. ',-,. 1. oneself

to athg, , -
: to 1. one's expenditure,

or -: to be l.-d (= confined) to

athg,: — to a small space, --
: to 1. one's diet, &c, or, live

on a l.-d diet, . -
Trj . See

to Confine. To 1. oneself to

praise, -'.
LIMITED. IT Propr.] -,, 3.-, 2. Of a 1. or finite nature,, (opp. to,

PL).
^
f Fig.], 3. -, 3., 3.,,

LIN
., 3. A man of 1. ca*
pacities, .

: to have but 1. capa-
cities,.
LIMITATION,, 6., (the act of placing

a boundary or bounds),-, (the act of circumscribing

athg).,, .
LIMNER. See Painter.
LIMP, v..

or.'. See
Lame. L.-ing,, 3. -,, .
LIMPET,,, . An

instrument for catching l.'s, -, .
LIMPID (clear, transparent;

of liquids),, 3. -, 2.

LINCH-PIN,, ,)
(Par-

then.). L.'s, ,
(Eur.).

LINDEN. See Lime.
LINE, s., . Of or

belonging to, or composed of, l.'s,, 3 : in l.'s,-,, (adv.):

according to a 1.,,,
: made to thel., straight

as a 1., -, 3: to draw a 1.,-
or : to rule l.'s,. -

(for writing

upon) : to write on l.'s, -
: a 1. goes, extends, or

is produced fm one angle to an-
other, -

: a straight 1.,

(ivith or without) :

a-straight 1. is the shortest dis-

tance between two points, -
:

in a straight 1., . -, ', .
IT The line formed by an army
or by other objects in a row]-, 6. ^, . To form a
long 1.,, or simply .

Line of battle],-, . To draw up (troops) in

1. of battle,,-,-,- ti>s : to

be drawn up in 1. of battle,-.
if Line of circumvallation]
VlD. ^T In iviiting~\, 6.

Half a 1.,, : that

is composed in l.'s,,
3 : to reduce to or compose in

l.'s, : to explain in

a few l.'s, -
: by L'b, : to send

or write aby a 1. (by way of
letter), or. '-. IT In pedigrees]

(I. of succession)., , or,. 1. of descent is traced

down to aby, -
' : relations by tha
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collateral \.,,, oi. %
1
Profession, art (weh abyfolloivs)], ., (the

peculiar branch of business) . '
(the sphere of

abys occcupation or activity). That
is not my 1., -. TJ A line or rule of
conduct] See Rule. A cord
or string] Vid. A plumb-1., a
FISHING-1., see the leading words.
LINE, v. Tf To put a lining

to athg] and-
(g. t. for coating

athg inside),

(by sewing).

LINEAGE,,.,
v. See Descent, Genealogy,
\ Line of descent.'

LINEAL. In 1. descent, li-

neally descended, see Descent,
Descend.
LINEAMENT. See Feature.
LINEAR,? and, 2 (like or in form of

aline), ,,
(according to or after a line).

LINEN, s., . ,
V. Fine .,,, n. -, : a dealer in 1.,-, , : a l.-weaver,-,,. -, , 6..
LINEN, adj., -, .

L. -cloth, see Linen, s.

LINENDRAPER,-
\, , 6.

LINEN-MANUFACTURER.
See ' LiNEN-weaver.'.
LINGER. If To defer, hesi-

tate]..'... Not to 1.,. See HE-
SITATE. *ff To be pining]-, (pass.), -

(pass.). To 1. with hun-
ger, or.
LINGERING. From present

partcp. of verbs to Linger. ^[
A lingering disease] -,, (a wearisome
illness in general).

LINGERING, s. ', b.,, . With-
out 1.,'.
LINGUIST,, , or 'yXtuTTjjs,

6. or.
LINIMENT, , ., . -, (medical ointment),, .
LINING. % The inner coat-

ing of athg],-, . % Lining of a garment],.
LINK, 9. *i\Ofa chain] -, 6. , . U Band,

bond] Vid. Tf A torch] Vid.
LINK together, v. See to

Connect.
LINNET,, 6 (g. t.

for a finch).

LINSEED, ,-
(374)

LIS, . L. oil, tXatov
: 1.

flour or meal, -, (Thucyd.).

LINT,', ., 6, or simply -
(inpl. ). .

To put 1. on,, :

application of 1., ?, -?, ., (as ap-
plied).

LINTEL,
or '. 6 .
The upper 1., or,.
LION, , , .

young 1.,,, 6 : of
a 1., 3 : like a 1.,-, 2 : a tamer of l.'s,-,, 6 : a l.'s skin,, , and ,
(if stripped off), ,

(on the animaVs body) : the
keeper of l.'s,, 6.

To beard a L,

(PI. Rep. 341, ), f
L.'s-foot (plant),,

: l.'s-claw (pla?it),-, (Leontice Chrysogonum,
Linn.) : l.'s-mouth (plant),-, (antirrhinum, snap-dra-
gon) : l.'s-tooth (plant),-, (without ancient autho-

rity).

LIONESS,, fi.

LIP,, . To have
thick l.'s, :

to bite one's l.'s,

(Aristoph.). -' (Tyrt.) : to pout the l.'s,-
(Hippocr.) : the upper

1., and -,, : to have a promi-
nent upper 1., :
the lower 1., .
LIQUEFY, (Trans.)]-, -,- (to render

liquid). Tf (INTRS.)],.. -
(all pass.).

LIQUID, adj., 3.,, .,,. 3., 2.

LIQUID, s., . -
, (as drink). See Fluid.
LIQUIDATE, (ac-

count with one's debtors, ols-
).

LIQUOR. See Liquid.
LISP, v.' and-' . One that l.'s,, xj/, 3: he spoke

in a l.-ing tone,.
LISP, LISPING, s.-,, b, and-., .
LIST, s. f Roll, catalogue'], . ,, ., . To enter into, or

to make out a 1.,,... U A border or

bound] Vid. H The lists (= car-

ceres)], , or,, . To enter into

LIT
the l.'s, .".
LIST, v. See to Enlist. Tf

To desire] Vid.
LISTEN, t Tohearken]-,, (to

aby or athg, /?).(,) '..
1. underhand, :

to 1. to aby's call, command,-,-
: not to 1. to athg,, -,, -,. L. (to me) ! -. 1. favorably,:

to 1. to aby's counsel,-
: to 1. open-

mouthed, .
LISTENER.^ See Hearer., , b (eavesdrop-

per).

LISTLESS. Heedless] Vid.
Indolent, languid] Vid.
LITERAL, ..
LITERALLY. As the Adj.

To repeat or report a speech 1.,

'. See ' to the
Letter.'
LITERARY,,, 3. L. pursuits,,., :

a 1. man,, . -, ., (
man of learning). Zeal for 1.

pursuits, (or) :

to be engaged in 1. pursuits,-
or

: a 1. training or edu-
cation,, : great 1. ac-

quirements,, : one that possesses

great 1. acquirements,-
().
LITERATURE,,., ., .
LITHARGE,, ., ., .
LITHOGRAPH, s.-, b. $&$* word of modern

coinage, not known to the Greeks
either in this or any other signifi-

cation. So likewise thefollowing :

Lithograph (v.),-,-. Lithographic,-, 3. Lithography,-,, (as art)., .-, .
LITIGANT. Crcl. with par-

tcp. of,.
The 1. parties, , oi,.
LITIGATE (to be involved in

a law suit),,-, or ,
or . See ' go to

Law.'
LITIGATION,,, , and Crcl. with the

Verb. Under 1.,, 2.

LITIGIOUS,, 2., 2 (g. t.,fond of con-
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tentions). To be .,.

or-
Ki.lv.

LITTER, s. If A kind of se-

dan bed], , and,
(g.tt.). ,,., (a chariot on springs).

*\l A couch of straw]-,.,. -, ?, . *| Young produced
at a birth], . yoi/os, to-
kos, . U Fig••' confusion]-
£,, ., 6.

make a 1. {fig.),.
: to be all in a 1.,

?/. :

all in a 1.,, .. .
LITTER, . To spread

strawfor a couch or cattle]-,. ^f 7b
cover with things negligently],. ] To
bringforth (of a?iimals)] '.*.
LITTLE,"? and {oldAtt.

and Ion.), 3 ( spec.

opp. to, but also to :

of size= small, of value= petty,

of time = short. Comparut. -
and/, but also' [of size], superl.-,?),, 3 (spec.

opp. to, but also to: of
number or quantity= few, of size

= small [rare in prose], of value
= slight, of time and space =
short. Comparut., superl., but also/ and). See LESS, LEAST.? (poet.), 3 and 2. -
?,, (insignificant, trifling,

= of short duration, of little

effect^ $c). So 1. (tantillus),, 3 (Theocr.).,
(Aristoph.) : how 1. ?, 3 : very 1. (multesi-

mus),
-

?, 3 : within a

\., ,,,, , -
: there wants, I want,

but 1., , (= I all

but—) : I was within a 1. of dy-
ing:, -

: to think 1. of, -, ',,
: a 1. (or short) while,

or or -
: quite 1.,?, 3 : worth

1. or of 1. value,* or, 3.? : a 1.,, or .,,,-, (.) : a very 1.,

just a 1., or ., ' (poet.)

:

to wait a 1.,. : a 1.

sooner, : 1. or

nothing, : too 1.,,, -
or : too 1. to

—

, or (c. infin.)

:

to have too 1.,// : by
1. and 1.,'/, .,
. : in 1. pieces,

(e. q. to break) : as 1. as

(375)

possible, ?' : however
.•, : as 1. (= nor yet),, ' . 1.

child,,-,. See
Child. Fm a 1. one,, , .
tflSr• Little is often expressed by
the diminutive form of the noun,
e. g. a 1. house or building,-,' : a 1. man, -

: a 1. girl,,
fyc. With adjj., in this sense ra-
ttier by in composition, e. g.

a 1. red,, 2. For these

see the leading word. 3gp* For
numerous compounds with-,-,-, see the Gr. Eng.

LITTLEMINDED,TaTT£u/o-, 2., 2.

LITTLENESS,,, . , .-, /?;?, tjxo?, rj. See
Little.
LIVE, v. To have life]

(only pres. and imperf)
(only the fut. aor., perf., and
plusq.). So long as I 1.,,

: to be still l.-ing (or

alive),.-.,. *[J With
ref to the mode of life] ,..
or.. 1. hap-
pily or a happy life, or.
or. (to

do well) : to 1. always a happy life,.-
: to 1. mode-

rately, -. or -
: to 1. cheerfully, pleasant-

ly, &C, .
: to 1. miserably

(in circumstances, &c),,
: to 1. wantonly,

voluptuously,? : to

1. more pleasantly, more frugally,

and more healthily,

: to 1. in peace or in

quietness,,
or : to 1. in poverty,

: to 1. voluptuously or

in pleasure, : to

1. in ignorance, -
: to 1. after the principles of

health,. See phrases, 'to lead a

life,' under Life. To 1. as a citi-

zen,/ or-
: to 1. by oneself,. .

: to 1. for

a thing (= devote oneself entirely

to it), or :
to 1. and move entirely in athg•,. *ff To
get one"s livelihood] To 1. of or

by athg, or, or
or .,

or (to get a living

by atltg) : he intends l.-ing by

robbery or by begging, -
: I can well 1. on or by athg,

:

to have enough to 1.,'. -
: just enough to 1. on,

(Thuc.) : having enough
to 1. on,. To live on
athg (vesci)] . To 1. on
meat or animal food,-

: to 1. on fish,.
To sojourn, be settled at a place]..-.. oi-. 1. in the country,

or -
: to 1. with aby,., : to put

aby to 1. with (tinder charge of)
aby,

(Hdt.) : to 1. with aby
at a spot, . -

: to 1.

far off, : to 1. apart in

different places, : a very
pleasant house to 1. in, -. -SeetoDWELL.
LIVE, adj. See Living.
LIVEABLE,?, 3. -?, 3. £/3?, 2. Not 1.,, 2., 2 (e.g. /3?, PL, a disgrace under

wch one cannot live).

LIVELIHOOD, j8io?, 6. -, . or, (). A poor 1.,,
: to get one's 1. by athg, see

to LlVE :,'
(sea. partcp.) : to have one's

1. by athg,

: having an independent 1.,

(Isocr.). See Indepen-
dent.
LIVELINESS,, .,, . Sir. it.-,,, ,

., ., . See
Life, Spirit.

LIVELY, '?, 3 (vivax).', 2 (vivid, animated),, (vivid),,
3. ?,, 3.,
3. 1. conception, -, : to form a 1. conception

of athg, -
(Aristot.) :

form to yourselves a 1. idea of

those times,
'. a 1. re-

membrance, , :

a 1. feeling,, : a 1. de-

sire, or ,
. or , '. to

have it for athg, '
>? : to have 1. feelings,-- or- :

to make a 1. impression upon the

hearers, ,/,?
: a 1. pleasure,-



LIV, : a 1. grief,/ or, : a 1. repartee,' orirpoytipoi,

: a 1. contention, ,
V : athg has left a 1. impression
upon me, kv

. % Brisk, stir-

ring] There is a 1. intercourse or

communication between them,
ttj -

: a 1. place,, .
LIVER,, ?, . Of

the form or the nature of the 1.,, 2., , 6.,, : a tumour of

the 1., , : af-

fected in thel.,, 3: dis-

ease of the 1., , ., .
LIVERY, s. prps() ,, .
LIVERY (in law : delivery or

making over ofproperty), s.-, .
LIVID, or

or, 3 {of the colour of a
corpse). ,(fem. ;Hip-
pocr.). To be of a 1. colour, -, (pss.) :

a 1. spot,, .
LIVIDNESS, ,.,, .
LIVING or LIVE, adj. f

That has life or is alive] ,, 3.

/, , "., 2.

1. creature, ", . See
phrases with Alive. Whilst, or

so long as, I am 1., or continue to

be 1., : to be still 1.

(= alive),,-.. The 1. (opp.

to the dead), oi, ' or
(poet.). L. with, --,-,-, 2 : 1. a hard,

the like, life, -,-,
2. A 1. language, '.
LIVING, s. Awayofl.,/3/os,

6. ,,,
. 1. together,,-, . % Livelihood] VlD.,
and phrases under to Live.
LIZARD,, .,

6. (), 6 (Ion.

Hdt.). Like a 1.,, 2.

"fl Varieties'] and
(lacerta Gecko). -, , , and, ),

also or", (a ki?id

of striped L, called in Sardinia
' Ciciyna''). Water-1.,,, b.

LO!\
LOAD,, . ',
(usu.inpl.).,. See

Burden. A ship-1.,-, 6, or. See FREIGHT.
A (waggon) 1. of corn,

: a (waggon) 1. of stones,

or. U
Burden],,.. , (great
quantity).

LOAD, ., -.. 1. a ship,
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LOC
see to Freight. To be l.-d with

|
athg, , -

|
, and

! (fig.). To be l.-d

J

with debts,

(i. e. over head and ears in debts).

Loaded, see Laden. To 1. (as

dice), (Aristot.).

LOAD -STONE. See Mag-
net.
LOAF. See Bread.
LOAM,y?; XaaOr-, .
LOAMY,-, --
,-,, 2.

LOAN,,,., . To make or effect a

1., .-
: to make a 1. (on the part

of the lender), : a I. on
landed property or immoveables,, : a go-

vernment 1.,. See to LEND.
LOATH, , , ov., 2. See Unwilling,

Reluctant, Disinclined.
LOATHE. To 1. athg, vau-

(to feel nausea at athg)..-. See to be Disgusted
(propr. and fig.) and to De-
test.
LOATHING,,, ., ., . See

Disgust, s.

LOATHSOME,,-
or,-, 3. See Disgusting. Athg

isl. to me,,-, . . See
the Verb.

LOBBY,, b. -, ., .
LOBE,,, b (of the ear

and of the live?•), ,
(the two Vs of the lungs. Hipp.).

LOBSTER, prps, b,

^• unless this be the common crab,, b, is a variety of crab ;,, , a small kind of I.,

prps prawn or shrimp ;,
b, a prickly kind of crab ; -, b, a crab, Lat. cancer. L.-

eyed, imitate by-, 2 (locust-eyed).

LOCAL,, 3. -, 2. L. position,, b :

1. knowledge, ,
: to possess 1. knowledge, -,

: the 1. features of

a place, .
LOCALITY, 1 The nature

of a place] .
[[ Situation], b (g. t. place).

b , -. A convenient

1.,, : the 1. is favora-

ble for aby,

or.
LOCK, s. *i\ An instrument

forfastening],.,, (of a door). To keep
athg under 1. and key,'

i-

LOG
(Plut.). if A sluice- door]-, , b (a sluice with gates),

or pi., (aft. Dion.
Hal.). i[ Lock of hair],, b., b.,, ., , ),, ., .
LOCK, . % Tofasten with a

lock7],-, /-, -,-. That may be l.-d,, 3. To 1. oneself up in
athg (e. g. in the house),-' . 1.

out, ---,- (propr.,
with ref. to access of a place).

To 1. together (as soldiers their

shields),.
LOCKED-JAW,, 6

(g. t. ; spasmodic rigidity of any
part of the body). Prps,
(^ but without ancient autho-

rity).

LOCKER,,. -, ., .
LOCKET, , , ., . See Clasp.
LOCKSMITH,,
LOCOMOTION. See Mo-

tion.

LOCUST,,, .-,, ., (the

latter without wings).

LODGE, v. H (Trans.) To
give lodging or an abode] '-. ,.,-. or -

(aby in a room, -). U (Intrs.) To be lodged]

(pass.; of a visito?•).

or (of
a traveller putting up at an inn),

or.
LODGE, s., (a

small house).

LODGER. Crcl. with verbs
under to Lodge.
LODGING,,<,., ., .
LOFT,,.-
or,, .

1. for keeping fruit, /3',, .

w
LOFTINESS. ! Prop. .-height], . , . ,., (high point).

Fig. : exaltedness] ,,.,., ,
and ., ., . L. of mind,, : 1. of senti-

ments,,-, .
LOFTY, (g.t.),3.$', , , poet. only, -, 2. ,,., 3. See HlGH, ELE-

VATED, Exalted.
LOG,,.,

. (, Hdt.)
LOGARITHM,,

b (a word of modern coinage).

LOGGERHEAD,, 6., b., .-, ., b. To go
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or fall to l.'s,

Tii/i. .
LOGIC, S.', .
LOGIC or LOGICAL, adj., 3.

LOGICIAN,*:, 6.

LOGO ACHY (dispute about

words),, .
LOINS,,, (hol-

low part below the ribs), ,, (feshy muscular part in

small of the back),, ai (Hip-
poer. ; fm , the small of the

back). Also,,,, (propr. the muscles of the

t*s, but also the l.'s themselves.

Hippocr.). A pain in the l.'s, see

Lumbago.
LOITER,,.....

(Aristoph.). See to Linger, to

Idle.
LOITERER,,, 6., 6, and Crcl. with partcp.

of verbs under LOITER.

LOITERING. ^ Adj.]-,, ov., 3.-
,2. \,3.,,
. ^[ Subst.], .,
6.,, (the act of
.),, , also^,, . . ,
(poet., e. g. this is no time for 1.,

or).
LOLL. TJ To lie idly about

(ofpersons)] '-
or -. To loll out the tongue]-, LONELY, LONE-

SOME,', 2., 3. -, 2. ',, 6. 1. place,, ., : to

live a 1. life,. or.. See ALONE
and Solitary.

(

LONELINESS,, ., , and, .
LONG, adj. f With ref to

space or extension], 3.- and-, 3. -,,., 2
(of garments). A 1. way,
or : 1. hair, 1. beard,, -
yiov : 1. nails, iiri

: very 1.,,, 2. $fjp In speaking

of a definite measure,
(c. ace.) is used, e. g. ten feet 1.,

: or it is

rendered by compounds, e. g. two,
three, &c. cubits 1.,, 2,

and, 3. ,2:
ten feet 1.,,, 6, .

With ref. to length of time] --, -,., 3., 3. (For) a 1. time,-, : after a 1.

time, . ,
: and adjec-

tively, after or for a 1. time,, 3, and Att. 2. See

(377)

LON
Time, While. A 1. speech,-

or , 6. -, : 1. experience,

: a 1. reign or

government, ,
: a 1. syllable or quantity,-

or, .
fur" If definite time is denoted,

the preposition (c. gen.) is em-
ployed, or (c. ace), or the

ace. absol., e. g. all day 1., ',
: one's whole life 1.,. U With omission

of 'time,' long =. diu]. . (poet.),

(frag. ; often with concomi-
tant notion, 'too long"

1

),

(Epic), also (freq. of living

long), , -
and . Very 1.,

: 1. before, af-

ter, or,-,' : not 1. after,)',
: 1. since, 1. ago,,,. -(), -

: it is 1. since, '
: it is 1. since I have seen

him, or', (, it ivas long—
, and now I have seen him.)

You were 1. among the barba-
rians,

(Eur.) : I have 1. given over this,

(Eur.).

To last 1.,.-
(pass.), ' or

: so 1. as— so 1. (quam
diu — tarn diu), ' —, —,' — : so 1. as human na-

ture remains the same, '
: SO 1.

as fortune l.'s, -. See While, conj., and Cf
Until. How 1. ? -

;
'

; To be 1. (= to

protract),: not to be 1.,

(not to lin-

ger), (pass.), -
(to hasten), glu» For nume-

rous compounds with- see

the Gr. Eng. Lex. Thus, that

has 1. legs or shanks,-, 2., 2 : to have
1. hair (=tobe l.-haired),-: that has a 1. neck,-, 2 : that has 1.

hands,, 6, .
LONG (for or after athg), v., .

(rare in Att. prose), -, , -
(poet.), .. (pass.)-, , -. 1. for one's

home, . 1.

(as pregnant women for strange

food, &c.), (and gen.

= to I. or hanker after athg). t^p•

It may be often rendered by a
verbum desiderativum, e. g. II.

for war, : that wch

LOO
one is l.-ing for or after,", 3.

LONGEVITY,,, , and Orel, tvith-, 2 (long-lived).

LONGING,, 6, /os., . ', 6,

(rare in Att. prose). L. of preg-
nant women,, . To have
a 1. for athg. see to Long. I feel

an irresistible 1. for athg,' .',.
LONGITUDE. H Length]

Vid. 1| Geograph. and astroii.], .
LONGITUDINAL,,, ov, , , ,.
LONG-SUFFERING, adj., 2. To be 1.,-.
LONG-SUFFERING, s. -, .,.
LOOBY,, 6.-. 6., 6.

LOOK, s. IT Act of looking,

glance or intuition], ., , and,
(poet.), , . ,
. -, -,-, .
To cast a 1. at or upon athg,

to take a 1. at, to give a 1. to,

express by verbs wider to Look,
and see phrases under Eye. To
cast a fierce 1. at athg (rr to I.

fiercely), .
To let one's 1. rest or dwell upon
an object, -

: to have or keep a
1. on athg,.

(str. t.). ^f The
air or mieii] , .,,, and, . See Appearance.
To have a gentle 1.,

: to have a dull,

gloomy, sullen, 1., .' : to have a gal-

lows 1., (Aris-

toph.) : that has a gloomy, sad,

sorrowful 1.,, 2 : a
cheerful 1.,. See phrases ' to Look
cheerful,' S[c. To judge of aby
by Irs l.'s, :

good l.'s,, : of good
1 's, see Handsome. To have
the 1. of being — , see ' to Look
as if.'

LOOK, v. % To direct the eye]

Usu. takes its obj. under govern-

ment of prepos., 'Look at,' S[c,

see below,.....,
(poet.). Look! -

! ! ! (interjectional-

ly). See Behold, Lo ! L. here,' or' : to 1.

elsewhere, : to

1. whether, ,.
See Consider. I will 1. and
see, "
(Horn.) : they will 1. to see what
you will do,
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(Dem.) : to 1. in all di-

rections, » or
(poet., to I. timidly

all round, to peep, Fid.) : I l.-d

and saw, : to 1.

aby (dative) in the face, see under
Face, and add

and .-
', ', . -. Followed

by infin. = to expect] Vid. if

Impropr. — to be directed] -.. bpav.-
(e. g. , north-

tvard). See to Face and Aspect.
*i\ Impropr. — by looking to make
to be] To 1. aby out of counte-

nance, (), or -, or .
By loooking to express, e. g. in the

'phrase to 1. daggers,

(with ace. of thing),"
(poet., to I. terrour,fury).,,

(comic, to I. light-

ning, mustard, cress, S[c, =: to I.

sour). T| To have any particular

appearance, to seem]. or simply. or si??l-

ply, e.g. the garment
l.'s well or beautiful,

: as he l.-d, ?
(PL). Ofpersons

also or bpav, e.g. to 1.

sour, . See ' to 1.

lightnings,' fie, above. To 1.

beautiful, (Eur.)

:

to 1. red,

: of persons esply,-,. 7.
1. healthy,.-

or-
(ofone seem-

ingly in health) : how well (healthy)

you 1. !

! To 1. well, ill, m the sense

to be Seemly, Unseemly, Vid.

To 1. like athg,, , '.., : do you
know how you 1., what you 1.

like, with your wings,'
;

(Aristoph.) How do 1 1. ? -
; ^ Sts look is expressed

by compounds fin -, -, e.g.

that l.'s sullen,, 2 :

to 1. sullen,. Of-
ten there is an ellipsis of,, or the like, e. g. to 1.

well, ill, pale, &c, -, -,-,-,. It l.'s

well, ill,, , :
how do matters 1. in town ?

; how
will this 1. ; '

or '
*£ ; 1 To look as if],, e. g. it l.'s as if there
would be war,

: it l.'s, I 1. as if I were
making riddles,

(PL). To 1. as though

(378)

(= to put on an appearance of
—), -

or.
(c. infin., — to seem pro-

bable).

LOOK ABOUT,.. (to

I. about one and take care). That
l.'s about him,,
3. See Circumspect. To 1.

about (timorously),

, (to see how ; poet.) : to

1. about before doing athg,-
opav (hence, to tarry. Thuc.). To
1. about = to Search, Vid.

LOOK after. To 1. wist-

fully after athg, -'. ,
(poet). See Observe,Watch,

and Search. To 1. after (=
attetid to, VlD.), ., :

to 1. after one's business,-,.
LOOK around. See Look

about and L. round.
LOOK AT, ',
. -,- , '. ', ' . -

, ', . -' (steadfastly, with

wonder, or as a model), bpav,,,,,. , .-,- .
', .( ',,

, poet.). 1. straight

at, : — sharply,

(and with

notion of displeasure) : — stea-

dily, unmoved, ,, .. '-
[later, Theophr.):

— fm head to foot,-,-. Beautiful to

1. at, ,.
See Behold. To 1. askance at,

(PL),-' (Eur.).

LOOK AWAY,, -
(and so despise. Plut.).-, or

simply-, --.
LOOK BACK, or-

or ' . -.'
(reflect upon).

LOOK BEFORE, BEHIND, bpav, .
LOOK beyond,.
LOOK DOWN, .. (fm a higher

point, downwards), bpav
(Horn.),, also

(Hdt.). ^| Fig. : to

look down upon aby (proudly,

with contempt, S[c.)]-, , -
or. See Despise.

LOOK for. 1 To expect]

Vid. bpav .. To seek] Vid. .
LOOK FORWARD,-,-. -

. [ Expect]. -,-,. % To be provident] Vid..
LOOK IN (upon aby),--,-. See to

Visit, ' Call upon.'

LOOK INTO, '' (e. g. , the

mirrour), also ' .. See to Inspect
and ' to Inquire into.' The
window l.'s into the street,,.
LOOK OFF,. See

Look away.
LOOK ON (athg), ',
. See Look AT. % To

consider] See Look upon. If =
Lookforward] Vid. ^} To be a
spectator].. -. L. on and let — (with

notion of unconcern and suffer-

ance),-,-, also-
(e.g. ).

LOOK out. II Propr.]-.. To 1. out of
the window, -. *fj To select].
See to Look up. Also
(e. g. he l.-d out a wife for me,, Isa.). ^[

To look out for athg (by way of
expectation)] See to Look for.
To 1. out for athg (i. e. endeavour
to obtain it),^ . See to

Seek. To be anxiously l.-ing

out for athg,

or .
or . See LOOK-OUT,
subst.

LOOK over. If Propr.] To
1. over people's heads in a crowd,

: 1. over
the sea, \
(Hdt.). "IJ = To view according to

its whole extent],.. See to OVER-
LOOK. ^J To inspect, go over

athg by examining it] See IN-
SPECT and Examine.
LOOK ROUND,-, (pass.).

To 1. all round,,
: -without looking

round,' : to look
round after athg,

(Thuc.).

LOOK through. If Propr.

:

through an opening],-. ^[ To in-

spect in all its portions] -,-,-. To
1. through aby (with searching 1.

or insight),, -. See to Inspect, to Ex-
amine.
LOOK . II To direct one's

attention to, to give one's mind to]

(e. g. one's own af-

fairs, ), -, .
1. only and solely to what is right,-

: to 1. strictly to what is

just, bpav :
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to 1. to it, that —, or, (c. indie,fut.

or subj. or optat.) : 1. to it, whe-
ther —,,, —

.

LOOK up. if To turn one's

looks upwards'],. To look up to athg,.
if To look up (to aby, as a supe-

rior)] . Si' ai-. To 1. up to (by

way of example),

: they are all l.-ing

up to you, Trpos -. if To seek up] -,-..-
\.\.
LOOK UPON, ,^ or . See Look on

and Look at. To 1. upon— as,

see to Regard, to Consider.,,
(e. g. to look upon athg as a mis-
fortune, or

).
LOOK-OUT, s. If Prospect,

View],, . if

The act ofwatching],-, ., . To
be on the 1.,. -

: to put aby on the 1.,-
: to

keep a 1.,. -. if As station] -,, . if As person], 6., 6. -, 6. To be —,-. See SCOUT.
LOOKER-ON. See Specta-

tor.
LOOKING-GLASS, -,

'-,-, .,. To stand before the 1.,

: to look
in a 1., -: to look at or examine
in or by a 1., -

: to look at oneself in a
1., -, '-,- :

to be as bright as a 1.,

: like or in

the form of a 1.,,
2., 3.

LOOM, s., , 6.

LOOM (to get in sight, to be-

come visible), v. bpa-
v6ui, , -.
LOOP,, 6 (noose or

slip-knot).

LOOP-HOLE, if Propr.:
aperture] Vid. if An aperture
through which missiles are dis-

charged] -, (Polyb.).

LOOSE, adj.
^

if Propr•.] -, 3. -, -, 2., 3. , 3 (not

tied fast, without tension, slack),, 3 (not compact, flabby),, 3 (friable),, 3
(spongy, porous). To let 1., -,
-, -, -,- : to

let 1. upon aby,

(e g. the dogs, <() :

to be 1.,)\ () :

to make 1.,,. if

(370)

LOR
At liberty, free] Vid. if In a
moral sense : lax], 2., 2., 3. See
Lax, Licentious, if Metaph.]
The bowels are 1., 77 y

: 1. state of the bowels,. -
or , -.

LOOSE or LOOSEN, . -, -,- (to untie),

(slacken).^
and (to ungird,

the latter of one's own girdle). To
1. one's hold, to 1. what is fixed,

-, -, -, -,-:
to 1. (fm bondage, aby's fetters,

&c.),,,:
to 1. a ship fm her moorings,-

: to 1. a ship
for a place,

(Hdt.).

LOOSELY, if Propr.] Fm
the adj. Loose, if Fig.] E. g.
to live 1.,.. .

". if Not strictly]

E.g. speaking 1., ''. L. (^islow-
ly), (Hippocr.) : 1. \l=.

not vigorously),.
LOOSENESS, if Prop. : state

of being loose] Crcl. with adjj.

under Loose,, «-,,,, fj. if Morally, with ref.

to manners : laxity] , .,, fi. ^[Loose-
ness of bowels] (), . or, .
LOP,-,-,-.. (of trees

and plants), (esply

vines). A lopping, -,-, .,, :

a l.-ing of trees,,-
, . if To lop off]-. See Cut, Hew off. To

1. off the top or extremity of athg,' : the act of
l.-ing off,-,-, .
LOQUACIOUS, , 2., 2, or, ,

., 2., 2.

To be 1., : intolera-

bly ].,, 2.

LOQUACITY,,-,,, .
(fluency, verbosity).

Intolerable 1.,,
v.

LORD,, 6.,, 6. To be 1. of athg,-,,,,,.
LORD'S SUPPER,, .,

(eccl. t.).

LORD (it) OVER,-
/09. .

LORDLINESS,-, ., ,
(splendour), if Arrogance] Vid.
LORDLY. if Magnificent,

superb], 2. if

Haughty] or -. See Imperious, -

LOS
/cos, 3. In a 1. manner,<-

(Hdt.).

LORDSHIP,, .
To have the 1. (over athg), -. . or,, .
Your 1., .
LORE. See Learning.
LOSE, if Propr.]-, . To 1. one's

life, : to 1. one's

sight, :— one's property,,, and (by violence),,. Those that are con-

quered 1. all, -
: to 1.

one's teeth, -
: to 1. blood, :

to 1. one's senses,,-. :

to 1. one's head, see Head : to 1.

one's memory,
: to 1. one's courage,. : to

1. one's hope,.-
: to 1. aby's favour or

good graces,

: to 1. one's country,. To
consider athg as lost, give it up
as lost, or
. ,

: all is lost,

: we are lost,-
: to 1. nothing, 1. much, by

athg,, ,
or , or, ' , or .
See to be Deprived and under
Loss, if In a more restricted

sense : = opp. to gain] To 1. a

cause (be non-suited),

tj; : to 1. a battle,-.
: to 1. at play,-, ,. — money,-

or . See

be Defeated, if To apply tvith-

out gain] To 1. one's time and
labour, or -

: to 1. time,, : there is no
time to be lost, .
if Phrases] To 1. sight of, out of

sight, (e. g.

). Fig., see to Disregard,
Neglect. To 1. one's way,-

: to 1. the

thread of one's argument,-
: to 1. ground,. : to 1.

itself, be lost,. -. -
(as water) : the stream is

lost, or loses itself, in morasses,/ -
or ' : a

stream loses itself in the sands,' :

the tones imperceptibly!, them-
selves or are lost,' :

to be lost in thought,
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tlvai : to stand lost in thought,-

{PL).
LOSER. Partepp. of verbs to

Lose. To be a 1. by athg, see
' to Lose by.'

>

LOSS. IT The act of losing],,, .— of property, -
: —

of life, 7) .
Damage], . ",

), ,?),, ),,, . , (poet.).

suffer a 1., -
or ".

(pass.) : to suffer 1. in athg,-
: to suffer a great

1., ., : to con-
sider the 1. to be great,-

tlvos :
I am sustaining a considerable

1. (in men), -
: to cause or oc-

casion a 1. to aby,.,
: to repair or make up a 1.

aby has sustained,. : to

do athg at a 1. to oneself,} . Tj Loss of
time] , . With-
out 1. of time,.,, . -. Idiomatically]

To be at a 1. of athg,

: aby is, or people are, at a
1. about athg, : to

feel quite at a 1., -,.
: a matter re-

specting which one feels at a 1.

what to do, or
: to be completely or

altogether at a 1., -. -, :

to be &c. how to get out of athg,

or how to rescue oneself,. See PER-
PLEXED, Embarrassed.
LOT. Propr. : t/ie die or

other object used in casting ordraw-
ing lots], 6. , 6
(poet.). To cast the l.'s into
athg,' (e. g. , a helmet) : to

shake them. : to draw a

1.,, : to

obtain athg by 1., -,, : to choose
by 1., , :

to distribute or apportion by 1.,, :

to assign athg to aby by 1.,-
: chosen by 1.,, 3 : to cast l.'s for

athg,,-6«. (Ionic, Hdt.):
to make people cast l.'s,,

: a casting of
of l.'s, drawing of l.'s,,
),, : to put to the 1.,

determine by l.'s,

(Aristoph.) : byl.,' : with-
out casting l.'s,

: to be

(380)

lucky, unlucky, in drawing l.'s,

-,- (with adjj. and
substt. -,-, 2. -,-, ). A vessel for

casting l.'s,,,, and, . See BALLOT
and to Allot. "U As result :

the portion assigned or obtained by

lot], ., (poet.).

Fig. : fortune, circumstances in

life],, ., .
See Fortune, Fate, Destine.
A happy 1., ,-,, (poet.),

) : an unfortunate or bad 1.,, -,-, -
(poet.), : it is or has

been my 1.,' . "[J

Portion] See Allotment, -,, h. To divide into seve-

ral l.'s, . %
Colloquial: a large quantity]-, . See Quantity, Heap.
LOTION,,,

(g. t. wash). Cooling 1.,,.
LOTTERY,?, f, (g.

t.). It is all a 1.,,.
LOTUS (plant, &jtqf various

kinds, see Lidd. Sc. Gr. Eng.
Lex.),, . The wood of
the 1., , : 1.-

eating, -growing, -?,-, 2.

LOUD,, 3. ,,. , 2.

With a 1. voice,- or-
TJ7 : to speak 1.,

: to speak louder,

: a 1. cry,, ., : to call or

utter with a 1. voice,, -
: call as 1. as any one can,

tis. See ALOUD.
LOUDNESS. CrcL, e. g. of

voice,, r).

or.
LOUNGE, or, (to I.

about idly)..-.
LOUNGER,,-, . -, (all in a bad sense, con-

veying notion of loitering about
idly)., , .
LOUR, v. Propr. : of the

weather]..
ff Pig-]..
LOURING, f Adj.]-, es., 2.,

3. 1. look, ,. % Subst], .
LOUSE, s.,, .

To have lice, : hunting
lice,, 3 (PL).

LOUSE (aby), v.. -. 1. oneself,.
LOUSY. E.g. to be 1.,-. The 1. disease,,

' LOUT. See Clown.
LOVE, .,,

, also, ,. . 1. plea-

sure, virtue,, . g^ 1.

(= be a lover of) athg, is often
expressed by compounds of-,
e. g. to 1. life, : —
contention,. See the

Gr. Eng. Lex. To 1. as a friend
or well-wisher,,,

: — from the
heart, : — as a parent,, :— as a child, -

: to 1. above ail,. if Ofsexual passion],, . (§!§*

is rare in this sense,-
very rare, but sts so used in

later Gr., e.g. LXX.) See 'to
be in Love,' subst, and En-
amoured.
LOVE, s. H In its largest

sense] ',', ., ,
and, (desire). 1.

of or for learning,

(PI.) : — of truth,

(PL) : — of life,.,
. $f$° Freq. expressed by com-
pounds, e. g. 1. of labour,-

: — of money,-
: — of wine, : —

of a particular place (= local at-

tachment),, , $c See
Gr. Eng. Lex. To do athg with
1.

(

<

conamore'),'7rf>t>ei;,ua>s'7r|DaT-. T[ Ajfection,friendship],,,,
.,(.). Pa-
rental 1.,, , and-, : filial or dutiful 1.

(as toicards parents or the gods),

or. For the 1. of God !,. L. (= benevolence),, : fm 1., out of L, -, ',':— towards aby, ,, : out of 1. to-

wards you, ;. It is

not to be had for 1. or money,' , -() or ,: to have a,

to feel or entertain, 1. for aby,. -. .. -.
or : to have

a tender 1. for aby,. il The sexualpassion] ',, . (in a
bad sense). See Amour. '-,~., (poet). To aban-
don oneself to 1., -. : to

be in 1. with aby,,-,.'
: to be passionately in 1.,

: ardour of
1.,, . ',. ', (poet). God of 1.,", : Goddess of 1,-,,, : pledge of
1., , : intoxi-



LOV
cated with 1.,,,'? (Xen.) : madly in 1.,, : frenzy of 1.,, : language of 1.,, : declara-

tion of 1., ,
or Crcl.: look of 1., -

: to make 1.,,-',,. See

Woo. Mutual 1.,,,
6 (PL). L. deserves 1., 1. begets

1.,

(prov.). L. is blind, 1.

has no eyes, -
(prov.).

Darling] Vid.
LOVE-AFFAIR, , ., oi, and (pi.).

See Amour, Intrigue.
LOVE- CHARM,,), (Eur.).

LOVE-SONG, ,
. ,.-,.
LOVE-STORY,-ALE,7rai-, . ,

. Also, .
LOVELINESS, .,, . .
LOVELY,, 2. -, 3., 2. Poet,,, 3.,

2.,, . if Charm-
ing, graceful],, .,, , .-, 2. See Amiable, Charm-
ing.

LOVER,, , . -, , ,. Or ex-

pressed by the verbs,,,
&c, to be a I. i$^* Often Crcl.

by compounds with -, e. g.

1. of music, : — of

learning,?, 2, S[C, and
their derivative verbs, e. g. to be
a 1. of the chase, (). See the Gr. Eng.
Lex. if Specially, of the sexual

passion], , . ,. (fem.). -
To*f>,, (poet.). An unhap-

py 1.,,, : to have
many l.'s (as a woman),'.
or :

we are the l.'s and sbe is the be-

loved object, -, , Lo-
vers (pi.)], .
LOVING,, 3. -, 2., 2. See

Affectionate, Kind.
LOW, adj. if Propr. : near

the ground],,, also, 2.

if Of position] , , .
Lower,?, 3 : lowermost,?, and advv. -,-. L. water, see Ebb and
Tide. The water is 1,'

: the river is 1.,

(ThllC.). if Of
height or stature], ,
(not high or tall). if Fig.: of
price], . See CHEAP
and Price. if Of tone],

(381)

LUC
, . See Grave. To speak
in a 1. voice (= not loud),-,, ,,,, .
if Of extraction], ., 2. To be of 1. ex-
traction, , -. ij Of sentiment]

The same, and also, 3., 2 (base, mean), -, 3. (e. g., PL). To entertain 1. sen-

timents, (PL). See
Base, Mean, Vulgar. L. lan-

guage,, . ii Of
health, Qc] To be in a 1. state of
health, : in 1. spirits,. See Dejected. L. in

purse, or-. L. diet, see Scanty. if

With verbs] To bring 1., ---, . See to

Humble. To layl.,-
: to make 1., see to Lower :

to get 1., see to Decline, 'Go
down.'

LOW (as cattle), v..
LOW-BORN,, ., .
LOW-BOSOMED,-,, 2 (poet.).

LOW-BRED. See Mean,

LOWER, v. f (Trans.) To
let down, bring down, take
down] Vid. if To abate (trans.)]

Vid. if To make lower or level]. if To lour] VlD.

LOWERMOST. Fm superl.

of Low.
LOWING (of cattle),,., .
LOWLANDS, or(). See PLAIN.

LOWLINESS. See Humili-
ty.
LOW-LIVED. See Coarse,

Vulgar.
LOWLY. See Humble.
LOW-MINDED. &e Base.
LOW S S. if Propr. : of

situation, <§"<?.],,
. Of birth or origin],. if Of sentiment or
mind],. See MEAN-
NESS, Vulgarity, if Of price], ., . if Of
spirits], . See Dejec-
tion, if Lowness of tone] -,, (as to depth),

or .
LOW-SPIRITED,, 2., 2., 2.

To be 1.,,.. See DEJECTED.
LOYAL. See Faithful.
LOYALTY. See Faith.
LOZENGE (as geomet.figure),, .
LUBBER, if Clown] Vid. if

A stupidfellow],-,, , .
LUBBERLY. See Clownish,

Stupid.
LUCERNE, , .
LUCID, ^?, 3. Of

LUL
argument] , . See
Clear.
LUCK,, (g.t.).

or, (good L). -, , and, (
piece of good L). To have good
1.,. See Fortune and
Success. To have more 1. than
wit, ?7? ;?

(Lys.). -. Good 1. !.
LUCKILY. Fm the Adj. ', '. L. he

came, : it hap-
pens very 1. for me, -

: 1. for him, he dies,

(Aris-
toph.). See Happily, Well.
LUCKY. See Fortunate,

Happy. A 1. thought or idea,

: a 1. event,

: a 1. omen, ',, : a 1. day,-, , : a 1. fellow,, . -
TUY_?j?(Fortunaefilius).?, : to be 1. in

every thing, -.
LUCKLESS,, .

See Unlucky.

t

LUCRATIVE,, 3., . or,, ,. See GAIN-
FUL.
LUCRE,,. Sordid

love of 1., and-, . See Gain.
LUCUBRATE,.. (of

writing).

LUCUBRATION,-, .., (writing by
night). i[ In a general sense]-, . See Study.
LUDICROUS,, 3., 2. See Laughable,

Ridiculous.
LUG. See to Drag.
LUGGAGE (g.t),.. To make up one's

1.,

: a l.-van or cart,-,.
LUGUBRIOUS,,.

See Mournful, Doleful.
LUKEWARM, (Ion.), 3., 2., 2.,

(Philox.. Ath.). if Fig.] -
or, 3. See INDIF-

FERENT.
LUKEWARMNESS,to-. Fig.] See Indiffe-

rence
LULL, v. if (Trs.)] Propr.

:

to sing to sleep].
A l.-ing asleep,-, . if Fig. : to calm] Vid.

if (Intrs.) 0/16].
See to Abate.
LULLABY, /3»-



LUM
jis, h. and -^
ro.

LUMBER, s.. A place for 1.,-, .
LUMBER, v.

with subst.

LUMINARY. Sfee Light.
LUMINOUS,,.-, 3., 3. TJ ikfetojoA.], 2., 2.-, 3. ti/apy^s, 2. iSfee Clear.
LUMP,, 6., 6., (/" earth, metal, <§"c).

*U i*^. : ira <Ae ^mp, 6y iAe lump],^1

»]!/. ,
awe? {adj.), 3. }?,
, and adv. -. .
See Mass, Gross.
LUMPISH. See Clownish,

Stupid.
LUNACY, ,

., 6. See INSA-
NITY (g.t).

LUNAR. E. g. 1. year,, : 1. eclipse,-, ,: there

will be a 1. eclipse,

: the 1. disk, 6 -.
LUNATIC,, 2., 3. To be a 1., -. See Insane, Mad

(g.tt.)

LUNATION,, .
LUNCHEON,,

(l?ie g. t.for any early meal).

LUNE, LUNETTE, -, 6.

LUNGE, v. See to Thrust.
LUNGS, or-,, b. An inflammation

ofithe l.'s,, : to

have it, : af-

flicted with a complaint of the
l.'s,, 3 : a dis-

ease of the l.'s,, ., , . ,
(g.t). See Consumption. To
have diseased l.'s, (Hip-
pocr. ; shortfor). That
suffers fm, or has, a disease of tbe
l.'s,, 3.

LUPINE,, 6 (esply lu-
pinus albus). Made of 1., '-, 2 : beans of 1.,,.
LURCH. g. to leave aby

in thel.,()-,-,- . ^[ Sud-
den inclination of a ship]. --,-.
LURCHER (dog), -, 6.

LURE, s.,, .
See Bait.
LURE, .. See to

Allure.
LURID. See Gloomy, Lou-

ring.
LURK, and-

(for aby,).(.).
(remain at the bottom,

Imger. .), (steal upon).
See < Lie hid,' ' Lie in wait.'
L.-mg,, 3 and 2. -

(382)

LUX, 3 {like a serpent. Soph.).

See Latent, Hidden. To be
full of l.-ing mischiefs,-

(Alciphr.).

LURKING-PLACE,-, ., . '
(for'), 6 (.). See Am-
bush, Den.
LUSCIOUS,, ., (the latter not

found).
LUST, s., . See

Cupidity, Desire, -
(low desii'es) or -

, ., (sensual

gratification),,
(the I. of the flesh). To

be a slave of, or to gratify one's

l.'s, orov./ -
: to be swayed or carried

away by one's l.'s,

: to swell with 1.,.
LUST (after), V.

and also., or-?. -.
LUSTFUL,, 3.

See Lewd, Wanton.
LUSTILY. See Heartily,

Vigorously, . To
fight 1.,

(Horn.).

LUSTRAL. E. g. 1. water,, . or, . ,, »';. 1. offering,,
6., .
LUSTRATE,. -

(to purify fm sin). See to

Expiate.

(

LUSTRATION,, 6., (a purification fm sin),, 6.,
(purification by offering).

LUSTRE. See Brightness,
Brilliancy, Splendour.
LUSTROUS. See Bright,

Brilliant, Splendid.
LUSTRUM (a space of five

years),,, .
LUSTY,, 3. -, 3., 3.-, 2 (Horn.). , 3

(Horn.). In 1. health,-, 3. , 2. , 3., 3. See Corpulent.
be very .,..
LUTE,,, and -,

. To play on the 1.,-.
LUXURIANCE. 1 In vege-

tation], . -. or,
(exuberance).

LUXURIANT (of plants or
vegetation). To be 1.,,. (to run to leaf).

LUXURIATE. ^ To be luxu-

riant] ViD. H To be luxurious],....-..
LUXURIOUS,, 3.

MAC, 3., 2.

lead a 1. life, to be 1. in one's

mode of living, ".' :

a 1. style of life, :

to be 1.,,,,. To squan-
der away in 1. living,-

(.),() (Diod.). See
Luxuriate.
LUXURY,, . -, , . , .,. - and-,

. L. in eating and drinking,, , or,.
H In the concrete] A 1.,-, : l.'s, ,

(PL). See
Dainty.
LYE,, . ,

., . L. of ashes,

:

1. of soap, :

1. of chalk or lime,.
LYING,, 2. -, 3, and-, 2., 3.

LYMPH,,, 6.

LYRE, , .,
(cithern, guitar). See Lute and
Stringed Instrument. To
play on the 1., .

: to play and sing to

the 1.,.
: a small 1.,, : a

maker of l.'s,, 6 : the

art of making l.'s,,
: one that plays on the 1., -, , b : that plays and

sings to it,, b. -, b.

LYRIC,, 3.

MACE, if The spice]. See
Nutmeg. If An ensign of au-
thority] prps,. *\]

A club] Vid.
MACERATE (chem.t.),KaTa-. M.-d,, 2. ^[

To afflict the body by austerities]..
_
MACERATION,,

. . of the body,,
^' MACHINATION,,
.,, .
To use m.'s,. -

(poet.) : evil m.'s,-, : to use them,-.
MACHINE,, . -, . See Engine.
MACHINERY (machines col-

lectively). Formed with plural of
words in Machine.
MACHINIST,,

b. To be a m.,.



MAC MAI MAK
MACKEREL,, 6.

MAD,,..,, 2, and par-
tcpp. of,,-., 3. Poet.,-, .,, ., and partcpp. of,. A m. dog,

: to turn, drive, or ren-

der aby m., . -.
: it drives me m.,- or- (pass., c.

dat., or ) : m. after

athg, or :

to be — , , or

C. infin. : I sbould be
m. to —

, , — : are

you m. ? '
;

MADCAP, -
or ttj

(fool-hardy),, 2. -, 3.

MADDER,,.
MADHOUSE, -.
MADMAN, -. See Mad.
MADNESS,, .,

V., ., . -, (a piece of
madness). Athg is m.,-

: it would be m. to—
,

— : to drive
aby to m., see Mad.
MAGAZINE,,,

or ,.-, 6. . of fruit, grain, &c,,, 6 : — of uten-
sils,, : — of arms,, h '• — of merchandize,, ., ,

(Polyb., a store). *fl A literary

journal],, . -, .
MAGGOT,, (in decay-

ing bodies),,, (grub

of bees and wasps). •[[ Caprice,
whim] Vid.
MAGIC, s., . To

practise m.,.
MAGIC or MAGICAL, -, 3. A m. formulary or in-

cantation, , ., : m. art,, ., (pi.) : to delude
aby by m. arts,,.
See Charm, Enchantment,
Spell.
MAGICIAN,, . See

Enchanter, Wizard. A m.'s
wand, , : to

be a m.,..
MAGISTERIAL,-, 3., 3 (like a

teaclier). See Imperious and
Haughty.
MAGISTRACY. See 'the

Magistrates.' If As office], .
MAGISTRATE,, -, . II The magistrates col-

lectively] or .? or /ias,
' . .
The election of a m.,-, .

(383)

MAGNANIMITY,-, . (), ).

MAGNANIMOUS,--,-,-, 2.

MAGNET, -, 6, and ', .
Later, , , -,, . , 6, and-, , and ., 6. U
The magnetic needle] prps-, . ^• The deriva-

tive words are all of modern
coinage for modern ideas : Mag-
netic,, 3. Magnetize,. Magnetism,-, , 6. -, ).

MAGNIFICENCE,-, .,,
., .,.
MAGNIFICENT, -, 2., 3. -, 3., 2.

MAGNIFY, or-, (g.t. increase).. .-,. See to Extol,
Exaggerate. A m.-ing glass,, 1. See MlCRO-
SCOPE.

MAGNITUDE, ,, . Of great or enor-
mous m., or. See Size, IMPOR-
TANCE.
MAGPIE,, .
AID, AIDEN,,

. , v. To be a m., to live

as a m., : to remain
a m., : to grow
an old m., .
MAIDEN, MAIDENLIKE,

MAIDENLY, adj.,
3., 3. . occupa-
tion, pleasure, &, -,. See Modest, Chaste.
MAIDENHOOD or -HEAD,, . , (virgini-

tas). To lose her m. (be deflow-
ered),.
MAID-SERVANT,-

va, r).,, . -, . See Chamber-maid and
House-maid.
MAIL. TI A coat of mail]

See under Coat and Cuirass.
1 Post] $gr If for letters, the

nearest term may be 6 -
or (the

messenger ivho carries the letter),, . Tf For travellers :

mail-coach]

or.
MAIM,,.
MAIMED,, 3.-, 2., 2. See Lame,

Mutilated.
MAIN, adj. See Chief. 1

Miscellaneous combinations] The
m. body, . -

or . ,
or

(of an army) : the m.
point,,.,

: m. part or portion,, : by m. force, or, with

might and m., or, or by partcp.-,, 3 (with an ef-
fort). See Force. look to
the m. chance, -.
MAIN, MAIN-SEA,,

6.,. The vessel is

on the m.,' /.
MAIN-MAST, MAIN-SAIL.

See Mast, Sail.
MAINTAIN, f Keep, up-

hold],, -,, ., , .. To m. oneself on one's

ground,. to m. good order,. See
Keep, % Support, sustain]-,, .. oneself, see Livelihood and
Maintenance. If Affirm, as-

sert]. (assert of-
ten or vehemently),. (with ref. to a
claim or requirement). To m.
firmly,,-. .
MAINTENANCE. % Defence,

support],,-,,, .
,. If Sup-

port of life], . , ..,. ' . Continual
m.,, .
MAJESTIC,, 3., .,

3., 2., 2
(poet., JEschyl.).

A J STY,,, , -, . -, .,, . ^\ With ref. to royalty]

. g. your m., .
: his m.,.

MAJOR. See Greater. The
m. (premiss) in the syllogism,,.
MAJORITY. IT Greaterpart

or portion] . -, , .. The m. of people or

men, or

: the m. carries it,

: the m. of
votes or voices, or-

(),,
(mod. Gr.). I have a m in my

favour,

: a great m. thought
—

, oTs— Full age],
h. To attain one's m.,, -

: until I should — ,
'

(Dem.).

MAKE, .
_

(Trs.) To pro-
duce].,-

. To m. garments,
and-

: to m. a speech, a poem,
&c,, ,

: to m. a fire,-



MAK MAL MAL
, Kais.iv : to m. a law, -

or : to m. a
noise, ,.

: to m. a fuss or much
ado about, or a grievance of, athg,

.
(Lys.) : to m.

hay,» : to m. a bed,-
: to m. an end of

aby,, better -,.
(poet.) : to m. short work of athg,

: to m. room, way
(for aby),' '. -. 0F See the subst. in

a great number of phrases, such

as make war, m. peace, m.
ALLIANCE, m. HOLIDAY, m.
haste, one's FORTUNE, MONEY,
AMENDS, MUCH of, a DIFFE-
RENCE, tjis* ' Made of is often

expressed by adjectiva materia,

e. g. made of gold,, 3.

if Amount to] (e. g.
625 feet m. one stadium, -

). ^[

To make (with double ace, of the

suffering and of the factitive ob-

ject)] To m. aby athg, or into

athg, or athg of aby, ,,,-,,,
: to m. aby king,-, :

to m. aby a slave, .
: to

m. aby free, ,. $gjr" ' Make,'
with its factitive object, is often

thus expressed by a verb in ,
derived fm the noun, e. g. torn.

aby friendly, : —
hostile, — an enemy of aby,-

(for). For
these combinations see the nouns.

Also with infin., e.g. to m. aby
laugh, : to m.
(people) believe,,
see to Pretend : to m. aby be-
lieve that, ,— . What causes pain m.'s it-

self felt at once by every man,

(,). if To induce orcon-
strain] Vid. What m.'s (made)
you do so and so ? ' (-)

; U Miscel-
laneous] To m. a port or such
a place (naut. t),. -'..-

c. ace. (to m. the

coast at —). What to m. of —

,

see to Think, Judge. To m.
one of (the party), see to Join., ().,, () .
To m. bold, m. free with, m.
merry, m. sure of, m. ready,
fyc.,see those adjj. ^J Intrs., or
absolutely] To m. as if,-. «See to Pretend. To
m. for a place (petere),... -

: torn, for (= be in fa-
(384)

vour of) aby, :

to m. after aby, see Follow,
Pursue.

To MAKE away with one-

self, .'-
: — with one's property, see

Sqander, Waste.
To MAKE OFF, -

or, '
(in haste),-

(pack off),
(comic),,-

(poet. ).

(stealthily). See Decamp, Ab-
scond, Run off.

To MAKE out. If Explain
or make clear to oneself] -,,,. if To make out

(make people believe that athg is

so and so)].
To MAKE over. See Trans-

fer, Assign.

To MAKE up (for athg), -. See Amends,
Compensate. To m. up a de-

ficit,. See ' to make
Good,' Supply. Aby wishes to

m. up a sum of money,-
tis -. To make up a dif-

ference or dispute] See to Re-
concile. % To make up one's

mind] See to Determine, Re-
solve, and Mind, subst. if To
make up as a prescription, a
dish, £[c.]. -". (food), -.. See to

Compound, Mix. To be made
up of (ingredients),-.
if To make up factitiously or for
deception] (fingere).

With a made-up face,-
?7 (Th.) : to m. up a

soft voice towards one's lovers,\ -
(Aristoph.).

if (Intrs.) To make up to aby]-,- . -, ,.
MAKE, s. See under Form,

Fashion, Constitution.

MAKE-BATE,,
, 6., 3.

MAKE-PEACE. ^Peace-
maker.
MAKE-WEIGHT,-
, ., .-, . See SUPPLEMENT.

MAKER,-7ron)T>)S,-?,, , and par-
tepp. of verbs to Make, ,, fyc. Often formed by

compounds with-,-,
e.g. a m. of arms,, 6

:

a m. of bricks,, 6.

if Creator (of heaven and earth,

or of the world)], , or 6,, 6.
MALADROIT (Fr.),,

3., 2. , ?. See
Awkward, Clumsy.

AL-A-PROPOS [Fr.),-,, -,-, 2, and advv. Also, .
MALADY. See Illness.
MALCONTENTS, -

or. See
Disaffected.
MALE. If With ref. to sex],,.,.,

3. To beget m. children,-
: the m. sex,. if Belonging to males]-, 3., 3, or by gen.. . dress, or

: or -
or :

m. occupation, or,. if Substan-
tively (of an animal)] The m.,,.
MALEDICTION. See under

Curse.
MALEFACTOR,,

., ., . See
Criminal.

ALEVOLENCE,,-, -, -, ., .(,
V.

MALEVOLENT,,
2., 2., ., 2. ,,. and ()-, 2 (rejoicing in peo-
ple's misfortunes).

MALICE,,,-,,,-, . See Illwill. Se-
cret m.,,, : to

bearm.,,,,- (poet.), : also, ,', , -
(jEschyl.). Of m.

prepense, or-
or .

See Wilful. Free fm m.,-, 2.

MALICIOUS,, 3.,,-,, 2. -, 3., 2 (poet.).

A m. design,, : to

have such agst aby,-. See MALEVOLENT.
MALIGN, v. -

.,,. -. — with
words, .
MALIGNANT,, ., ., 2., 3. To be m.,-. A m. disease (fig.), -. if As subst.: DIS-

AFFECTED person] Vid., and
Malcontent.
MALIGNITY,, ., h (of persons), ,

. if Fig. : of disease, Sfc] --, ?;tos, .
MALLEABILITY, -.
MALLEABLE, ?, 3., 2 (poet.).



MAL MAN MAN
MALLET,, .,, and -as,, fj.

MALLOW, ,». M.-
coloured (garment),,(, Lat. molochinum) :

marsh m.,', .
MALT,, , or Crcl. by^/ T£ -

or, .
MALTREAT, and'\. See ILL-TREAT.
MALVERSATION,

or -, 6. One guilty of m.,,, 6.

MAMMA,MAMMY, M«Miu«,,, .,,, (diminu-

MAMMALIA, MAMMIFE-
ROUS,,, -.

. MAMMON (Hebr.),,
6. To serve m., -.
MAN. % A human being] -, b, also ',,

{in general, also with notion of
fallible, opp. to the gods, and ra-
tional or civilized, opp. to the

beasts). Also, 6 (with no-

tion of imperfection, like Latin
mortalis)., b (poet). Also,, 6 (freq. in Horn,
and poets, much in the same sense

as of). Sis expressed by"-, ', e.g. no (living) m. is able

to express in words — ," ; \-. Often our man is not ex-

pressed in the Gr., e. g. no m., a
m., any m., : many
men,: some men, there

are men who. () '—

:

good men,'. -See Human,
also Person, People. A young
m., , 6. , , : to

come among men,
or -

: the inner m., '
: more than a m.

is capable of doing, -
: to have a higher opinion of

oneself than a m. ought to have,

: the
fear of men, b -,, ?'; : to

forbear doing athg for fear of men,

:

the race of men, -. See Mankind.
Man's, of or belonging to man,
see Human. E. g. m.'s under-
standing, , 6., : all to a
m.,,.: very m., m. in the ab-

stract, the ideal m.,-, : a little m.,-,-, -, . ^1 A male
person] ,, (g. t.)., . To come to

m.'s estate, to become a m., -. :

. by m.,. ' -, '. U With-
(385)

Hon of strength] ,, 6.

A m. of honour,
: to show oneself a m.,

to play the m.,... ^[ Soldier]>, , 6. My men !

! thirty thou-
sand men,

: ten men deep,. Tf Servant], . -,, . Also, .
^1 Pieces in the game of dratights,

chess, Qc],, .
—Money makes the man (prov.),.
MAN-AT-ARMS,-, , ., ..
MAN-EATER,-,--, 6, .,, , h (poet.).

t

-, £/?,
'MAN-KILLER. See Homi-

cide.

MAN OF HONOUR,.
MAN OF LETTERS,-, b. See Letters, Lite-

rary.
MAN OF THE WORLD,, . To be an ex-

perienced m. of the world,

(fm PL).
MAN-OF-WAR. f Warrior]

VlD. Ship of war],, . , ., .
NSLAUGHTER. See Ho-

micide.
MAN-STEALER,-, , b. To be a m., -

: the crime of being
a m.,, b.-, .
MAN, v.. A ship is

m.-d, : the
ra.-ing of a ship,,
(as act), (as thing).

MANACLE. See Handcuff.
MANAGE,-,--

(have in hand, handle), both

also mid., and the simple verb. ', (to di-

rect as a family or a state), also'. and mid.

(by husbanding), (e. g., the affairs of state),

also, (e.g.),
(to take the lead),,

(e.g. ). To
m. well, see ' to be a good Ma-
nager.' Easy, hard, to m., -,-,-, ,-,
2. See next Art. and Tracta-
ble, Intractable. Able to

m.,,,
3 : to m. a subject well, or-. See HAN-
DLE, Treat, Conduct. II To
manage (matters)] See to Con-
trive.
MANAGEABLE,,, 2., 2 (prop.

of a horse that obeys the bridle,
then also metaph.). , ., 2 (easy to m.
or handle).,-,-, , and, b,
and the simple,-,,,-,, . Also Crcl.
by verbs to Manage. See Econo-
my, Direction, Treatment.
MANAGER,,, b., b., b.,, .,, .

To be the m. of athg,

.. .-. See to Manage. H
With peculiar ref. to household,

affairs], b. b, -
(fern.) or simply,

. To be a good m., -. -' : to be a good
m. in domestic and public affairs,' £ -.
MANDATE,,,,. See

Edict.
MANDIBLE,, .,, . , .

The m. of a horse,',
. , , and,
(poet.). With shaggy m.,-, , .,, .
MANFUL. See Manly.
MANFULLY,, -. Most m.,-

: to act m.,.
MANGE,, .-,. To have the m., xp :

a remedy agst the m.,(), : having it, see

Mangy.
MANGER,, . To feed

at the m., and-.
MANGLE, li = 2b cut piece-

meal]. TJ = To
lacerate (e. g. by scourging, or agst

sharp rocks)].
MANGY,, 3. -, .
MANHOOD. H Human na-

ture or condition] or. v.-,, . ^ Virility, opp.

to womanhood], -,, . Opp. to child-

hood], V- ,
or simply, . §gp and

(fm about 20 to 50). -
or -

or. See

under Man. To enter upon the

age of m., bpuav . -. % Manliness,

courage] or-., . -, (poet.). To show it, -..
MANIFEST, adj.,-, 3.,, .

It is m. that,,,, , : it is

m. that they —,,' C partcp. (e.g.,
Cc



MAN MAN MAR
that they hate). See Clear, Evi-
dent.
MANIFEST, v.. -. -, <pavtpo-., . They

m. hostile sentiments,.
MANIFESTLY. See Clear-

ly, Evidently.
MANIFESTO,,., .,. To issue a m.,-,.
MANIKIN,,-

(Aristoph.).,-,., 6.

MANIFOLD,-, 3., 2.-, ,. See Diverse,
Various.
MANLINESS, or-, . or-

{manly character), -,, h•, .
MANLY,,,

3., 2, or,
2 (befitting a man, implying virtue,

8[C.). Also . -, 3. A m. act or deed, -, : to he or act m.,..
MANNA,,,.
MANNER,, b (g. t.,

= modus, ratio), , (tcay)., (fashion, way), ,., 6 (custom, habit). In
this m., , (). (sc.).. -,

: in a peculiar
m., : in a quite peculiar m.,

: in a like or simi-
lar manner,,,

: in a different m.,7, ?. » :

in any m , kv'i : in

every m., ,
: in every possible m.,: in no m.,-,: in a m. (= some-

how, in some degree),, '. ,,
(end.) : in what m. ? -

; ; In a rash,

thoughtless m., ^ if in these

and the like combinations the mean-
ing is merely rr rashly, thought-
lessly, express by the adv.-,. See CUSTOM, ABIT,
Kind, Sort, Way.
MANNERS,ffXi/xa,TO.-, ., 6. Good m.,,, : of good

m.,,,, 3., (in a moral sense)

.

Of ill.,,,
2., : to have ill m.,.

:

to have haughty m.,-
: of like m., -,--,2.,. ^Man-

ners and customs'] .
MANNERISM. Crcl, e. g..-(, of

style, ?.). See Affected, Af-
fectation.

(386)

MANNERLY,, 3., 3. See ' of good Man-
ner's.'

MANOEUVRE, s. f miit.],.,
(exercise). To perform or go

through a m.,. See the verb, and Exer-
cise, Evolution. U Artifice']

VlD. , ., .
A counter-m.,, v.

MANCEUVRE, v. «H Milit.]., or, .
Also,. To m. the soldiers,-. '-. *\\ To use aHifices~\ -.. -.
MANOR. See Estate (g. t).

MANSION. See Dwelling.
MANTLE, s. See Cloak.
MANTLE, v. (g. t,

revel, luxuriate), (gush,

teem). See Suffuse.
MANUAL, adj. E. g. m. la-

bour,. ',
. That lives by it,,, 2. ^j Assubst.,

= handbook],
(later).

MANUFACTORY,-, (g. t.). Also-, 77, /• Crcl. by—
MANUFACTURE,^-,, . Also,.
MANUFACTURE, t>.-

(g. t).

MANUFACTURER, -
(master-m.), -, , 6 (workman).

MANUMISSION. ^Eman-
cipation, Liberation.
MANURE, s., . -, . Requiring m., -, 2 (Theophr.). See

Dung.
MANURE, v., -(). -. Also, -' .
MANUSCRIPT, adj.-, 2. U As subst.]-,,.
MANY, adj. Plur. of,,, and other adjj. =

Much, Vid. , 3 (m. to-

gether). , 3 (sufficient, con-

siderable). 0§° In combination
with another adj. this adj. requires

the copula, e. g. m. great rivers,

:

. other prudent women,.^
Also in its partitive use it is fol-

lotced by the gen., e.g. m. poets

(i. e. of those that are poets) say,

:

there were m. poets in Greece,

7' : m. people (= a good
number of mankind) think or be-

lieve, vo-, : m. of the enemy, or,

m. Peloponnesians, were slain in

battle, , or
: . enemies

(g^ not =z m. of their whole
number, but enemies m. in num-
ber) were seen on the eminence,

: at m. places,-, : fm m. places or

quarters, : in m. di-

rections, : m. times,

: very m. times,-
: . is the kindness he

has done me, he has done me m.
a kindness,.' : m. together,,, 3.-, 2: very, exceeding m.,-,, 3. -, : too m.,,: too m. to

count, . As m.,

(3) or -., , and-, 2 (equal in number to ; c.

dat.). Also pi. of -( ). As m. as,, 3., 3 : as m. times
as, : as m. fold as,--, 3, and-, 2:

at as m. places as,.
How m. ?, 3; and
(in indirect question) ; how m.
times ? ; in how m.
ways ? ; how m. times
(told), how m. fold? 7«7-, 3. How m. (= Lat. quo-
tus, quotesimus, as it were, the
how mani-eth) ? 7« ; how
m. years is it since you came ?

>) -
; how m. generations he was

after Hercules, ''. So m.,-, 3. (the most usu. in

prose),,, :

so ni. times,,-
: in so m. ways,-

: so m. fold,-, 3. $§$* For the numerous
compounds with- see the Gr.
Eng. Lex. Such are, e. g. many-
headed, having m. heads,-, 2 : government of (= by)

m.,, : . -sided,, 2, but fig.-, 2., 3.

MAP. s.,, 6 (with

and ivithout),-, v. A m. of the world,, (Aristoph.).

MAP, v. See to Draw.
MAPLE,, .

Made of m.,, 3.

MAR,. See to In-

jure, Spoil.

MARAUDE,'... .-. To m. in the villages
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and fields, ??.
MARAUDER,?,,

6. Also pi.?,
(marauding parties), or-??. -?, , 6 (g. t., robber, a pil-

lager).

'MARBLE,?, 6. Of
m. or made of m.,.?,3. (as gen.

of the material) : hard or shining

as m.,?,?,
3 : to shine like m.,-

: white m.,,.? ?, 6 : of white m.,?, 2. . quarry, -
or-,. ,.

MARBLE, . (to

paint in imitation of m.).

MARCH (the month),?, 6. ?, . It is con-

tained by latter part of'-
and former part of-, ?. See Month.

MARCH, s., . -, . ?, . ??? (the route of them.). A
m. at night,, : on
their m. they came to a river,-?-

: a day's m., or? ?, . Also?,
6. if Music to wch the soldiers

march] ?.
MARCH, V. (88.,

with fut. mid.), -...
m. into,// "? : —
across, : through,

: — agst,-' or,? . -, , "? or: — out,.-
'?(.). Tom. in battle-

order, (.) : to m. in

close order to a place,-
Tt (). In m.-ing or-

der,?, 2. March!-. if (Trs.)] ??. To m. aby out,

(Dion Hal.).

MARCH (with; = to have
the same boundaries),,

(Ion.). See to Bor-
der.
MARCHES (the),

(Th. .), (PL),, (Th.). ?
(later).

MARE, '?, . A place

where m.'s are kept for breeding,, . Mare's-tail

(plant),?, ?, (equi-

setum). ", (hippuris vulg.

ace. to Sprenqel).

MARGIN. See Brink, Edge.
To write or mark in the m.,,.
MARGINAL. E.g. am. gloss,, -, ., ..
MARIGOLD,,
(a plant of the m. kind).

(387)

MAR
MARINE, adj., 3

and 2. \?, 3 and 2 (poet.). A
m. animal, or

'. m. plants,

or «?7.
MARINE, s. if Marine sol-

dier]?, , 6. A force

of m.'s, : to be
a m.,. if Marine
force (of a state), collectively]. ,?, .
MARINER, ?,-

?, , 6. See SAILOR.
MARITAL, , , -? or .

f

MARITIME,,-?,?,--? and-?, 3 and
2. 6, , ,? -. Also?, 3 (with ref.

to navy). . tract,, :
a m. town,? -? or ? -

: m. force, -?, .??, 6 :

am. power or state,?-} or
or-

: a m. expedi-

tion,? ?, . -, . See NAVAL.
MARJORAM,

or,,
and??, 6. Also, (Diosc). '-
?, 6 (?). -, (a g. t. for several kinds

of acrid herbs), also?,
and 6.

MARK, s., . -,.,.-, (as token or indication),, ., rjpo?,

. ?, 6. . of distinc-

tion,, : to put or im-
press a m. on athg,.

: to leave a m.
(as disease),. if A
mark to aim at] ?, 6. To
shoot or aim at a m., or? or ..

: to hit the m.,-!/ ,-
or-

: to miss the

m.,// or-. See.
hit beyond the m.,-. See Goal.
MARK, v. if To set a mark

on]..
To m. by the way,-

: to m. for oneself,-,,-
(in passing) : to m. out

the limits,,, also

(to m. separately,

e. g.???, the boun-

daries by pillars. Dem.). if To
note, not to forget] '?

(to impress on the memo-
ry), /s

(to impress athg on the mind),

.-

MAR
(to think of, keep in

mind), if To heed] Vid. See to

Note, Observe, Remark;.
MARKET, s., . To

have or hold a m., -: to bring into the m., '-? ayopav : to go to

m. for provisions, : an
overseer of the m.,?,

: the office, : to

hold that office,//. if

Sale, as dependent on demand]
E. g. to have a m.,. (pass.)

:

to have or find a good m.,.?? : athg has no m.,-.?. $ Compounds, as Corn-
market, Sec, see under Corn, &c.
MARKET-DAY,, ., .
MARKET- PEOPLE, -, . .
MARKET-PLACE,,

-
MARKET-PRICE, -, . .
MARKET-TOLL,?-

?, (Aristoph.).

MARKET, v. See 'to go to

Market.'
MARKSMAN, to£Otj,s sl•?. A good

m., .
MARL, s. ?, 6 (lime).

if Verb] or-.
MARMALADE, »), .,.
MARQUE (Utters of),,(, ). To grant to aby let-

ters of m.,?? (Aristot.), also

(Thuc). See PRIVA-
TEER.
MARRIAGE, *, . A

second m.,, : to con-

tract a m., ,? ?
(with one another) : to make an
offer for m.,?

: to be inclined for

m.,: to give one's

daughter in m. to aby,

or(). -/ : a secret m., -?? or? :

the sacrifice beforem

.

,
'

().
MARRIAGE-CONTRACT,, .-?, . -? .
MARRIAGE-PORTION. See

Dowry.
MARRIAGEABLE,-? and (of the fe-

male), '? (of the male).

MARROW,?, 6 (in ani-

mals). Also','?,6(/.
h., Pind., and Hippocr., esply

spinal m.). , (of

plants, fyc). 6 ?-? (of the palm-tree). See

Pith. Like m.,?, 2.

Cc2



MAR MAS MAS
MARRY, .- and "-

(of tJie man),
/t (of the woman). To m. in

ones own rank,

: to m. into a
higher rank,

aytiv, ^j To give in

marriage, bring about a marriage]'." .
To m. one's daughter to aby, see
' to give in Marriage.' To m.
a woman (i. e. take to wife),-

or " :

to m. a man, and
(ofthe woman)

.

(both of the man
and oftlie iceman). Married,-, via : to he comfortably
m.-d, : not

to be comfortably m.-d,-
: I have a daugh-

ter m.-d there, -' -. Not m.-d,, 2 (of
the man). A m.-d couple,

' newly or recently m.,. 2.

MARSH. t'Xos,.,
(swamp). «See Morass. M.-land,,
: living in mar>hes,, 3
and 2. . mallow,, »;.

MARSHAL, s. prps-, .
MARSHAL, v. % To draw

up (as troops)] Vid. *H To dis-

pose, lead] VlD.
MARSHY,, 3 and 2., , and-, 3 and 2 (swampy).,

2.

MART,,,. See Emporium, Market.
MARTEN, , . ,, and, (g. t., wea-

sel). Of m. skin or fur,

and (Horn.), 3.

MARTIN (swift, or sand m.),, 6. Also called-,, (fin, the shape of its

ici?igs), and,, b

(fin its seldom lighting ; all Arts-
tot).

MART TAL,'?, 3.-, 2 (warlike),

and, 2. ", 2
(poet.). A court-m.,

o\ or-
: to appoint or sum-

mon a court-m.,. . law,, : m. glory
or renown, -.
MARTYR,?, (eccl.

t.). To be a m., : to
become the m. of a cause,
or, or

or \1/ .
MARTYRDOM. Orel with

(he preceding Art., e.g. to suffer
or undergo m. for a cause,
or.
MARVEL, S., TO(g.t).

(388)

or . -,, . A m. of a child,. See MI-
RACLE, Wonder.
MARVEL, v.. See

to Wonder.
MARVELLOUS,eai/Ma CTT-os,, 3., . -, ., 2.

A m. story,- and--, : of m. size, of m.
beauty, or, .
MASCULINE. ^ Propr. :

male] , 6, . ,
(icith ref to gender or sex), -,, 3.,
2 (similar to man). A m. woman
(as term of reproach), -. ^| Be-

fitting man, manly] Vid.
MASH, s., .-,, .,, .,

6. See Medley.
MASH, V. -,-.-,-..^, or

or ] (to

jam or beat up with ).
MASK, S.,-,., , .

TJ Aletaph.],-, ). See Pretext, Cloak.
To assume or put on a m.,-

'. to use athg as

a m., : to

lay aside the m., -
or.. -

: under the m.
of friendship,.

(Th.). See Cloak
(fiu.).

MASK, v. or, {to

m. aby). To m. oneself, -, -, to m. oneself with athg," . ^j Fig.: to

cloak under false appearances],,-
. He m.'s his cruelty

under an appearance of mercy,-7/« -. See to Cloak,
Disguise.
MASON,- --, 6. See Stone-mason. M.'s

work, see next Art.

MASONRY,, ., . Of m.,-, 2.

MASS,, . See Body,
Lump. ^J Matter] Vid. U Great
quantity, bulk], . He
is a mere m. of flesh,. ». "[} Assemblage], . In a m.,,
3...-.. The masses

[

(=the people in general), -, , -
\

.
MASSACRE, s., -

, ., 6. To make
a m. among the enemy,.
MASSACRE, v. SeetheSubst,

and Slaughter, v.

MASSIVE,, 3. Am.
building, or-

: of m. gold,,
2. (, ) . See
Solid.
MAST,, 6. To raise or

set up the m., or'.
AST-HEAD,.

(through icch the halyards worked),, (part of the cross-

trees).

MASTER, S., .-, , (g. tt.). To be the m.
of athg, ,-, /os. '
. ,,

: to be m. of one's

passions, or -
or -

: to be m. of a military

post, (cepisse) : to make
oneself m. of athg, -

or ,', ' -
,. , -

(e.g., -), (e.g., Hdt.). Also (e.g., (e.g. ),
,-. To have made oneself

m. of athg,.,
or simply, with paiicp., as,. To
be one's own m., ,

or :

to become one's own m.,-. Without a
m., £75, 2. ^ ,, . To be m. of a subject

(in respect ofknowledge, skill, Qc),, ,. : to be tho-

roughlym. of athg,. . -
. To be• a m. of athg

(thoroughly accomplished),

.
or .) -. A m.'s hand, e. g. to be
wrought by a m.'s hand,-

?7\.'
TV "T^XV V• ^ -^ teucher] -], , ., ..
MASTER, v. See to Over-

come, and ' to become, make
oneself, Master,' <|-c.

MASTERLIKE,,,, 3.]
?7 (of the

doer),,,-, (oftlie

thing done). Also,
3 (fit to icin the prize). In a m.
manner or style,,-. : it is a
m. performance, ?7,-.



MAS
MASTERPIECE. & Mas-

TEKLIKE
MASTERY. 1 Dominion]

Vid. TJ Superiority'] E. g. to

get the m., = ' make oneself

Master of,
1

Vid. H As know-
ledge or skill], jjtos, >'?., . . To
acquire a perfect m. in or of athg,.
MASTICATE,. -., and prps//, or-.
MASTICATION,, .
MASTlCYi,,. The

m. tree,, : . wood,, : to chew m.,

: one that chews m.,-, , or -,, 6 : a berry of the m. tree,, , : m. oil,-, : prepared with m.,, 3.

MASTIFF. SeeOoG(g.L).
MAT, s., b.,

h• , , . , .,., 6.

MAT {together), .,
/-,-.
MATCH, s. 1 For kindling]

prps, , or,
(as original of the mod. Gr.-
, ). A brimstone m., -, . Mod. Gr.-,. TJ Equal],
2. 1;, 2: To be a m. for

ahy,, tl-' Tift, -, . See

Equal. II Marriage] Vid.
make a m., : to make a

rieh m., -
: to make a good m.,

: to

find a good m. for aby,

'. .-
maker,- and -is,, , and, 6

(masc.) : m.-making (art/),-, fj. il A contest in a
game],, b.,., .
MATCH, . (Intrs.)

he equal or lilce] .', . -., and usually' (pass.). To m.
entirely, .

To be abys match] See Match,
s. Tf (Trans.) To match two
things (couple as mates or equals)],-..». To m. athg (to pro-

duce or find its like),' -,- or-'.
MATCHLESS,-,--,, 2.,, .
MATE, s. "II A companion]

Vid., and Fellow, il Husband]
Vid.
MATE, v. &e to Match.
MATERIAL, adj. t Consist-

ing of matter], 3. -,
-,-, .,

(389)

3. See Corporeal. ^Essential,
important] Vid.
MATERIAL, MATERIALS,

s. , , and (e. g.', building

m.'s), also, (ele-

ments). M.'s for a work of mind,,, . H
Stuff] E.g. woven m.,,. ', .
(

MATERIALISM, Orel,

or-,--.
MATERIALIST. Crcl. as in

preceding Art., or prps coin-, , 6.

MATERIALLY,,. (in reality). To
differ in., ..
MATERNAL. See Mother,

Motherly.
MATHEMATICIAN,-, 6.

MATHEMATICAL, -, 3.

MATHEMATICS,-(), .,,., . One that

Studies m.,, b.

MATRICIDE, M i)Ti
)o-/fTO l/os,-,-, , .-, a, b (the doer),-, (as act).

MATRICULATE,-
(as q. t. for ' inscribmg'

1

).

MATRICULATION,a7ro-,, .
MATRIMONIAL, b, h,. See MAR-

RIAGE.
MATRIMONY. See Mar-

riage.
MATRIX,,, .
Fig.],,.
MATRON,', ., ). M.'s, -, ' (Lycurg.).

MATTER, s. 1 Of wch athg

is made] ',, . See
Substance. Also,
(elementary m.). Fecal m. (med.

t.), , ., . % In the phi-

losophical sense] , . ,. (. spiritual

or mental). . (= that tech is

capable ofform),, ,
(PL). IT Subject (of discourse,

?.)]-,-, . Also, b (of wch one has treated).

if Affair, busi?iess], .,. ', , .
That has nothing to do with the

m., or. : to take

the m. in hand,, -, : the

m. is clear, it is a simple m.,

b : it is a difficult

m., &C, or

(seq. infin.). See Affair.
That is a different m., or' : a m. of

MAY
fact, see Fact : it is no m., -.. See to MATTER.
What is the m. ? ;; what is the m. with
you? ; or

; See AiL. % A mat-
ter of (with numerical statements)

= about] Vid., and Some, ^j

Fits], . , b. ,, b. To form m.,-. (pass.) : that ge-

nerates m.,>), 2., 2.

MATTER,?. "If To import],,
or , . -. It does not m.,, ,, :

Do you suppose it m.'s not, that

you show yourself ignorant? -' ,' ; it m.'s to

me, .
: it m.'s a great deal to me,

that, , (c.

infin.).

(. infin.).

MATTOCK,, .-, , and,, .,, (poet.; Soph.).

MATTRESS,,
^
., .,, .

MATURE, adj. , 3., 3. See Rife. To take
into m. consideration, -

. . -. or.
MATURE,.,-.. See to Ripen, and

under Maturity.
MATURITY,,,

?,. See Ripeness. To bring to.,,. :

to come to m., (pass.),

(pass.), -, (pass.),

(of corn, S[C,

Hdt.).

MAUDLIN,, 2.

MAUGRE See ' in Spite of.'

MAUL, s. and v. See Ham-
mer, s. and v., and Beat.
MAUNDER. See Grumble.
MAUSOLEUM,-
, .
MAVIS. See Thrush.
AW. See Stomach (of ani-

mals), Craw (of birds).

MAWKISH, -
£X
MAXILLARY. E.g. tooth,, b.

MAXIM,, . ,
., .
MAY, MIGHT. 1 To be per-

mitted, to be free to (there is no-

thing to hinder —)]. Also,,,. All that will, may hear

it, /. When one might have
—

, (absol. c. infin.). He may
(= let him) do it, : or

optat. ivith av, he may come, -
. It is possible, probable.



MAY MEA MEA
not unlikely] : and op-

tat, with , e. g. it may happen,• : it may be so,

: somebody may say,' or

-)} . U ' May,' in ivishes,

is expressed by the optative, e. g.

may I die, : may you
be happy, ! *ij In mo-
dest interrogation] What may be

the reason of this ?/ '
; ^j

i May,
might* in dependent sentences

:

a) final] E. g. eat moderately
that you may sleep,-' : gisp or if the re-

sult is conceived as sure to follow,

(^ so shall

you sleep), b) Objective to verbs

offearing, S^c] E.g. we feared

a war might take place,, c) Conces-

sive, after what-ever, hotv-ever,

<|-c] We fail, whatever we may
undertake (or, in all our under-
takings, be what they may),--.
MAY, s., (Lat. Gr.).

6. It is included

in tlve Attic months,,,". ifeeMONTH.
MAY-FLOWER,-. .
MAYOR, prps,

b. To be m.,.
MAZE, f A labyrinth] Vid.

*il Fig. : confusion] VlD.
MEAD. % A dri?ik],,. Meadoiv] Vid.
MEADOW,,. 6..-land,,, : flat m.

land,, : full of m.'s,, 2: of or belonging
to a m.,, 3. . sweet
(plant),, .
MEAGRE. Propr.] See

Lean. U Fig. : poo?•] Vid.
MEAGRENESS. See Lean-

ness.

MEAL, s., . To
take a m.,,-

: to give a m.,,.
MEAL, s. See Flour.
MEAN, H Intermediate]

See Middle, adj. In the m. time,, , .. ^\ Of
small' value] See Inferior. *[j

Commo?i] Vid., and Low.
MEAN, s. ,, (that is found

in the middle). To keep to the
m., -

(Luc.). Extremes and
m.'s (geom. t.),.
MEAN, v. IT To be minded,

have in the mind] ..,, or. Aho and
um. See Intend, to Pur-

pose. What can you m. by act-
ing so?^ or( , -)

; ^| Of
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sentiment] To m. well, -
: — by or towards aby, -. -.

: not to m. well,-, (by or

towards aby,). -
: to m. honestly

or sincerely, or

(pass.). H To
connect a certain sense or intention

ivith a ivord] What I m., is,

: what do you m. by it or by
that expression? -

; ; consider me to

m. what I say,. *[[ To signify (of the

thing spoken)],,.. What does that

m. ? ;

; ; -; that m.'s, : what
does this word m.?
ovona or ;
MEANING. 1 Signification,

notion],, ., h., . .
have am.,,: what
is the m. of this word?

or ; the m. of

a speech or of what has been said,

:

do I follow your m. ? ap'-
[PL) ; there

is no m. in it, this speech or

these words, &c., have no m.,

oi . 6-
: not to under-

stand or see the m. of athg,

: words
without m., , ai :

what is the m. of it? see to Mean.
The m. of such a dream may be
inferred fm what followed,-
, . Full
of m. (= important), or, 3. ^| Intent,

intention] Vid.
MEANNESS,,, . . of situation or rank,, : m. of sentiment,, rj. See LOWNESS,

Baseness.
MEANS. U Anything resorted

to for the attainment of an object], . , ., ., . Crcl. by '
()., -. The necessary m.,

: if you furnish me
with the necessary m.,

: to be
acquainted with the m. wch lead

to athg,

: to provide m.,',
: by (using) every pos-

sible m., , -
: to have recourse to

every m., ..
or : unjust or unfair m.,

: by unjust

or foul m., -

,, : by
fair m., . ^»
means of— is often expressed by

a derivative nomen instrumenti,

e. g. a m. of producing hatred,, : a m. of calling

forth aby's affection,,. By m. of, , ,
c. gen. c. dat., or the simple
dat, or tlie partcp. c.

dat. By all m. (adverbially),-, ' : by no
m.,,,. .,(). '.,

7ru>s,_/t>/fowerf by : by some
m. or other, :

by what m. ? ;; by every possible m.,. ^[ PRO-
PERTY (as resources for carrying
out athg)] VlD., ., , ,, ai : a man of good m.,

or .
MEASLES,,

(g. t. for eruptive disease).

MEASURABLE,,
MEASURE, s. ,

(propr. and metaph.).,
(the proportion to be kept).

To take the m., -
: to take the m. for athg,-

: without m.,, 2:
beyond m.,, 2, and

(adv.). See under
Excessive, Excessively, and
Immoderate. Having a com-
mon m. (math, t.),, 2
(opp. to) : to get
good m., and to give it,,
' (Hes.) : to give back
in more abundant m.,. ^j In the con-
crete : as measuring instrument], (g. t.). , ,
6., . To take athg as

m., . ^[
Means adapted for a given end],, .,., . To take or adopt
m.'s, (c. infin.) : —
agst athg,,,-

: to adopt m.'s
accordingly,

: to recommend the most per-
nicious m.'s respecting existing

circumstances, or--.
take m.'s of precaution or precau-
tionary m.'s,,-

: to propose m.'s,

: to take any violent

m.'s, .
MEASURE, v. : —

with or by athg,

or (after a given stan-

dard). To m. again, accuratelv,

(a?id mid.) : to m.
incorrectly, ,-

: to m. the worth
of man by his money,



MEA
-

: to m. «all things by plea-

sure, ;7 or-
: to m. out, -,-, (to

take the 771.). (to divide

by in.) : to m. over again,

)'?..
MEASURELESS. See Im-

measurable.
MEASUREMENT, -

?,?, , and Crcl.

with Verb.

MEASURER,, oZ,

'MEASURING (tie act of),?, ; (but more usu. Crcl.

by the verbs). The art of nx,-, ., : a
m.-rod or line,? ]-?, 6., .
MEAT. "ft Food (in general)]

ViD. ^[ Flesh-meat] ?, ?,. (pi.). See Flksh.
MECHANIC, MECHANI-

CAL, adj. ?, 3. .
art, (), : that

requires a m. impulse to move it,? ? :

a mere m. art, ,
il (ars sellularia). -. ? (poet., =
illiberal). ^| Involuntary, with-

out conscious purpose]-
?, 2. ?.
^ MECHANIC, s. «ff Mechanist]
ViD. "iJ Artizan] ?, 6.

See Handicraftsman. A base

m.,?, 6 : to be a
mere m.,-,--

: the life or trade of a m.,, .? ?.
MECHANICS,, .
MECHANISM,, ., .
MECHANIST,?, .
MEDAL, MEDALLION,-, . -, (mod. Gr.).

MEDDLE, -, --?.,-,-?.-.?. To m. in other peo-

ple's suits, ?
(Dem.). See to Inter-

fere and ' have a Hand.'
MEDDLER. Crcl. with Verb.

MEDDLESOME,7ro\u7rpay-

"mEDDLESOMENESS, 70-, .
MEDIATE, adj. Crcl.?? or-?. ? ?.

See Indirect.
MEDIATE, .,..

To m. athg for aby,

. -
: to m. a reconcilia-

tion between parties, - or-? : to

m. between others,-
(PI.) : to reform by m.-ing,

(Hdt.). See to

Interpose and Intercede.
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MED
MEDIATION,, .?, ., .

And Crcl. tvith the Verb. To ac-

cept aby's m.,.
MEDIATOR,?, , 6.?, .-

?, . -,-?, , .?, , . b'
? (PL),,
?, (that reforms by mediating.

Hdt). See Arbitrator, In-
tercessor, Umpire.
MEDICAL, ?, -?, 3. Medical treat-

ment,, .,?,?, : to

be under m. care, :

to need m. assistance or ad-

vice, or -
: a m. man or practitioner,

see Physician, Surgeon : m.
science,, : to take up
the m. profession,.
MEDICAMENT,,.
MEDICATE,-...

M.-d,?,, . See
to Drug.
MEDICINAL,?,

? (like medicine), ?, 2.?, 3 (healing). .
virtue or properties,?-? or, : a m.
spring, ,.
MEDICINE,, .

To administer m.,.
(to drug) : to take

m.,?. -. : to

prepare m.'s,. the

preparing of m.'s,,
: he that prepares m.'s,--? and -?, ,

6 : the use or taking of m.,-,, ?j : to

refuse taking m., »;. H The medical art], iuTpia (sc. ), .
The practice of m.,

: to study m.,

(Diog. L.) : the study of m.,, .
MEDICK TREE (Medicago

arborea).?, .
MEDIOCRE,?, 3. -

?, 3. Poet,?,, .?, 3. ? (2)? (3).

MEDIOCRITY, ,, ?,?,
?, .
MEDITATE. IT To reflect

?] (depon. pass.),

(and mid.),

. .'
or ?.?. . ^[ To de-

sign, intend] Yid.
MEDITATION,, .. ?, . -, .?, 6 (usually in

pi.). Serious m.,?, ?,
: place for m.,,
(thinking-shop. Aristoph.).

MEE
MEDITATIVE, ?, %?, 3.

MEDITERRANEAN, f, kv-? or or'?-.
MEDIUM. See Mean.
MEDLAR,, (the

tree),, (the fruit),

also, (Theophr.), and, (pi., Ath.).

MEDLEY, s.?-, ., ., . ?, 6. -
?, (later).

MEDLEY, adj. See Con-
fused.
MEDULLARY,?, 2

(like marroiv). ?, 3 (con-

taining marroiv)

.

MEEK,? or?,,
. ?, 3.?,?,
3. ?, 2\ (Horn.). See Gen-
tle.
MEEKNESS,? ??, ., (Lys.). See

Gentleness.
MEET, adj. See Fit.
MEET, v. If Occurrere] -,

-, -, -,-, also, (with

accompanying notion of uneapect-
edness and casualty), -, --, also

(go or come to m., join).

-, (suddenly).

Poet., (Hes.),auv-

(Pind.),

(Horn.),,-
pv(Soph.),v(Jsch.),

(Eur.).
Encounter (with notion of counter-
action or resistance)]

(e. g. ? ?,, >).
To m. as in battle or in a hostile

manner, or

{e.g.??, or fig., e.g.? ?), -
? (Soph.),,-, ,.
To m. an evil,

: torn, an attack,

or ?? :

to m. death, fis .
TJ To assemble].. (88.)..^
(pass.). To m. in a conference,

'? ?,-
'?? (chiefly for nego-

tiation) : to m. in council, -
'??,-? : we met earlier

than usual, -
(PL). Denoting contact]. (concur) :

three things must m.,

: a spot where several

roads m.,?; ?, . Tom.
(ofrivers), or-. '?. ^[ To meet with]

I m. with athg (=athg befalls vie),, Tifi.

tij/os. .
(Ionic),,,, also-



MEE MEM MEN,, :

I m. with a great misfortune,

: I m. with an accident,.
: theymet with

great reverses, -?. : they

m. with their deserts,

: if I should m.
with an accident, ' .
\ .

: to m. with a favourable re-

ception, , '-
(pass.), : to m.

with opposition,, -.. -.
MEETING,,-,,,, ., .

See Interview, Conference,
and Assembly., h (e.

g. of roads, rivers). To convene
., . -. : to hold a.,'() : to have
a m. with aby,.' . -

: to have a
secret m. with ahy,.
MEGRIMS,,[.

'migraine').

MELANCHOLIC,-, 3. -, -, 2.

To be m.,.
MELANCHOLY,-, .-,-, .
MELILOT,, ,

and -, .
MELIORATE. See to Im-

prove.
MELIORATION. See Im-

provement.
MELLIFLUOUS, --
, -, 2 (floicmg unth ho-

ney), -, ,-,-,-,-,--^,, (all poet.,

= siceet-sounding). See Sweet,
Honeyed.
MELLOW, adj. -, 2.

See Ripe, Mature.
MELLOW, v.. See

Ripen.
MELODIOUS, -, ., (.), -,,,2 (poet.).

MELODY,, , ., ., .
MELON, -, --,, .
MELT. [ (Trans.) Propr.

:

to render liquid] , -,-.
"|J (INTRANS.)] -, -, -,--

(pass.). -, --
(pass.). U Fig.: e.g. to

melt into tears'].
MELTING,, .-, (trans, and iutrans.). -,, iintrans.).

MELTING-FURNACE,-,,.,
., 6.

(392)

MELTING-HOUSE,-/, .
MEMBER, , , ',

and, '. and-, ' (chiefly of the body). See

Limb, , (of the body,

and, also ofa grammaticalperiod)

.

Tj Member, e.g. of a society] -, .,, 6.

. of a society,, 6. &$*
But usually rendered by substt.

denoting the peculiar object or na-

ture of that society or body, e. g.

a m. of the senate, :

m. of a state, : m. of a

family,' : m. of a party,

: to be a m. of athg,, .
MEMBERSHIP,, .
MEMBRANE,,, 6,

and,.,,
(esply of the brain), and-,. . of the skull,-

(sc.), : m. of the

heart, , b, and. The m. by wch
all the intestines are joined,-

(), (Aristot.).

. -winged (as the bat),-, 2.

MEMBRANACEOUS or

MEMBRANOUS,,
., 3.

MEMOIR,, -,. Memoirs,-,, -,.,
oi (Polyb.). To write a m. or

m.'s, : a

writer of —,-, 6.

MEMORABLE,, 3.,-, 2. A m. work,'« or,
: athg m.,,. See Remarkable.
MEMORANDUM,-,,. A m. book,, . To make a m.,-

(to takedown a note

of athg).

MEMORIAL. ^ Athg to re-

collect by], . -, ., . f|

monument] Vid. ^J An address

of solicitation] )-,.' .
MEMORY. The faculty], . (PL),

and, . To have a

good m., or -
: having a bad m.,, 2 : aby has a tolera-

ble m.,' : to keep or have
in m., or,.

or .
: athg is still present to my

m., ' :

to retain in one's m.,.
. ( ) '

easily to be retained in one's m.,, 2 : to impress
upon the m., .

(Aris-

toph.).

(poet., JEschyL).

What one learnt as a boy im-
presses itself wonderfully on the

m., -' : to

lose one's m., (pass.), -
or : to call

athg to aby's m.,

: a slip of the m.,-, : nothing
has escaped my m., -

(PL). *\\ Remembrance], . , .-,. [ Memorial],., .,
(poet.). To leave an immortal
m., -

or.
MENACE, .. See

Threaten.
MENACE, s., . See

Threat.
MENAGERIE,-

ov,.
MEND, il (Trans.)] -, (e. g. ,). -,-\

(e. g. , ,,). See to Amend, to Bet-
ter, to Correct, to Improve.
To m. one's pace, see to Quick-
en. i[ (Intrans.)] See to Im-
prove, ,. (of
health). Athg is m.-ing,.-.
MENDACIOUS. See Lying,

adj.

MENDACITY, --,-, . See LYING, s.

MENDICANT, ','?,
3. , 2. A m.
priest (of Cybele),,, 6 : to be one,

(Antiph.). A m. friar (eccl. t.),, 6.

MENDICANT, s. See Beg-
gar.
MENDICITY,, v.

See Beggary.
MENIAL, adj., -, 3. . position,,

., . See SERVILE.
MENIAL, s.,-, 6., , 6. See Ser-

vant.
MENSTRUAL, , ,. See next Art.

MENSTRUATION,KaTa/i7S-,.
MENSURATION, See Mea-

suring.
MENTAL,,^ 3.

^, .. ,, .
. advantages,

: . abilities,,'., : m.
exertion, , 6. -' (the latter also =
m. occupation) : m. cultivation,. SeelN-



MEN MER MET
tellectual and Mind. The
m. faculty,, .
MENTALLY. Fm the Adj.

To be m. deranged,-...
MENTION, S.,,

v- To make m. of athg, see the

Verb.

MENTION, V.,, or

or .
. \oyov-

or ,. Mentioned, '-, 3. Worth m. -ing,, 3., 2.

MERCANTILE,-,, 3. , ,. A m. vessel, see Mer-
chantman : m. people,-, oi : in. transactions,.

: to carry on m.
transactions or business,-. See COMMERCIAL.
MERCENARY,?, 3./, 3., 2.

See Hired, Hireling. A rn.

soldier,,, ., ., : the m.
troops, .-

: to be or serve as a m.,.
(pass.) : to enlist m.'s,'.. "jf

Fig. : easily corrupted by self-in-

terest, venal], 3. ,
2 and 3., .-,, 2.

MERCER,,, .
MERCHANDISE,, ., . -,, . ,., (foreign goods).

Vessels laden with m.,. See WARE.
MERCHANT, ', 6

(one who se?ids goods into foreign
countries)., (a
dealer in wholesale),

and, (a retail dealer,

shopkeeper)

.

MERCHANTMAN, -VES-
SEL, , .-

or ,. or, /, , , . -, (round-built Phoenician m.-

.). The captain of a m.,-, . I'll buy a m.-v. and
turn shipmaster,

ku'i (Aristoph.).

MERCIFUL,, oi-, 2. To be m. to aby,, .-
and .

MERCILESS,, 2.,, . -, 2., 3.

MERCURIAL. If Of quick-

silver], 3. \ Of
temperament] See Quick, Live-
ly.
MERCURY. See Quicksil-

ver. *\[ The herb mercury]-? or, ,
(Aristot.). Annual m.,-
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, (Mercurialis an-

nua), and prps simply,
(Theophr.).

MERCY, ', 6. -, ., ., 6.

See Pity and Pardon. To show
m. to aby, to have m. with aby,, . SeeCoM-
PASSION.
MERE,, 3 (only), -, 3 (pure), (no-

thing but),, , (by itself).

Out of m. (rr sheer or downright)
insolence, :

I am a m. (= an entire) stranger,.
MERELY,. I have m.

heard, but not seen, -,' . Or Crcl.,

e. g. to ask m. for money,-, (
) : let him m. try it.,•
MERETRICIOUS,,

3., 3 (less strong).

MERGANSER, prps',
.,, -.

MERGE. See to Dip, Sink.
MERIDIAN. H Noon-day]

VlD. TI Meridian circle]-, . To be on the

m., : that is on the

m.,, 2 : the arrival

on the m.,, ., : to take the

m. line, -. Fig. : height, summit]
VlD. , -, , and
Crcl. with,,, 3. See.
MERIDIONAL,-. 3. . line, see Meridian.
MERIT, s. See Desert. Of

m. (— deserving), see Merito-
rious. To m. a m. of athg, -

(orc.infin.)..
: to make a m. of ne-

cessity,- : the

m.'s of a cause, ,' : according to the— ,, ,.
MERIT, v. See to Deserve.
MERITED (due, deserved),,, 3. , 3.,, .
MERITORIOUS. See

^
De-

serving, ,, 3., 3. A m.
statesman, .
MERLE,,

or, .
MERRY,, 3.,

2., 3.,
3., 2 (poet.). To be or

make»m.,' (pass.),

or. -. (Hdt.).

They were or made very rn., --
MERRY-ANDREW,-

T07roios, ., . See

Jester.
MERRY-MAKER. Partcp.

of verb ' to make Merry.'

MERRY-MAKING,-,,, V•

MESENTERY,
and, .
MESH,, 6. The m.'s

of a net, , (Horn.).
See Net.
MESS, s. *\ A ration or por-

tion offood],, (e. g.). To give
aby his m., -. See Portion. if Number
of persons who eat together] To
beformed by the pi. ofvvo,,,-, , ., (.).
To belong to aby's m.,-. .
if Medley, confusion] Vid.
MESS (with aby), v.-, -, -, -. ,.
MESSAGE,, . -, . A m. fm aby,

: to deliver a m.,-, :

receive a m.,

: a happy or joyful m.,-, . See Tidings.
MESSENGER,, 6., . (pi),, ., -, ().
MESSMATE,, 6-,-, .-, ., , 6.

be aby's m., see to Mess with.'

MESS-ROOM,/,.
METAL, S., ., . A worker in

m.,'?, .,
6 : containing m., )?,, , or,, .
METAL, adj., 3.

A m. bell, , .
METALLIC. See Metal, s.

and adj.

METAMORPHOSE, -. To m. into a bull, a
bird, &c,,-,. See to TRANSFORM.
He was so m.-d, -.
METAMORPHOSIS,-, h.

METAPHOR,, v., . Fond of m.,--
(Diog. L.).

METAPHORICAL,-, 3., 3.

METAPHYSICAL,-
?, 2, also, 3. Mod.
Gr., 3. . inves-

tigation,, -.
METAPHYSICS, ,.

To study m., , -.
METE. See Measure.
METEMPSYCHOSIS,-, .
METEOR, or -,,. -



MET MIG MIL
pa {pi-),, (usu. in

pi., Plin.). 1 Fig.],, (fleeting appearance).

METEORIC. Crcl.ivithSubst.

A m. stone,

(aerolite).

METEOROLOGY,-, (PL). Skilful in m.,^, 3 (PL).

METHOD,, . ,
77. T()07ros, .,
(mode of treatment). M. of in-

struction, .
METHODICAL,,

3.

METHODICALLY,^ and' (PL).

METONYMICAL,-, 3.

METONYMY,,.
METRE,, , or -, . The laws of m,7 ,, : one

that understands them, -.
METRICAL,, 3.

METROPOLIS. See Capi-
tal, s.

METTLE. See Spirit, -, h (poet.; e. g ,•,, JEsch.).

METTLESOME. See Spi-

rited.
MEW, s.. ^| Mews (plur.)] See

Stable.
MEW, v. See to Cage, to

Confine. % As a eat],,, (), or prps onomatop.

(cf., to bark).

MICROSCOPE,', '
(Pint, ., . 816).

(pjT In mod. Gr.,.
MID-DAY, , .

See Noon.
MIDDLE, adj., 3. ,

, or ()., 3. See Intermediate,
Mean. The m. finger,-

6 (or) : a m.
tint, : the m. order
of society,, b : in point of
property he belongs to the m.
class, :

a man of the m. class,

or : a citizen —

,

, 6 (Thuc.) : a m.
road, way, or course, ,
, also (fig.) : to hold
to the m. condition, -

!/« (Luc.) :

m. stature, -, : a man of m.
size, : a m.
condition,,,, ; m. age,

: m. wall, or.
MIDDLE, s.,.,., , (the to.

point). In the m., ,,
: to be situated in the

m. of two things, (-, Horn.)

(394)

: to be, lie, stand, be placed,

&c. in the m., ,, also,-
,, : to place or put
in the m., or. -. See Midst. In the m. of

the month, the year, the summer,,,. See Half. . (of the

body),, . , .
§p» Freq. where we use the subst.

the Greek has the adj. ,
placed either before the aHicle, or

after the noun, witlwut repetition

of art., e.g. the m. of the town,
or :

the m. of the road,

(but h , the m. way) :

or by compounds with, e. g.

the m. of the month,-,
, and-, : in the m. of

the night,, 2 : — of

the heaven,, 2: cleft,

broken, in the m.,-,-, ., 2 :

hollow, flat, in the m.,--, -, 2 : grasping or

grasped by the m.,,
: to seize (athg) in or by the

m.,,. See iiie Greek Eng. Lex.
under-,
MIDDLING,, 3. -, 3. Of a m. size,. See Middle, adj.,

Mean, adj., and Moderate.
MIDNIGHT, , ., . -, . , [-, , only late ; Lobeck.

Phryn., 53.] Happening at m.,, 2 : he arrived at m.,.
MIDRIFF. See Diaphragm.
MIDST, (amidst). In

the m. of the enemy, )
or

: through the m. of the
camp, -, .
MIDSUMMER, e. g.-

(at TO.).

MIDWIFE,,,
. To be a m., to act as m.,-.
MIDWIFERY. E.g. to prac-

tise m.,.
MIEN. &e Look. ^ Fig.:

manner] Vid.
MIGHT. Preterite of May,

Vid.

MIGHT, s. See Force and
Power. With all one's m.,, ,, ,-. -. The lion runs with all

his m., 6 -
(Aristot.).

MIGHTILY. FmAdj. -, Qc. (^ very
much).

MIGHTY, ?, -,, , -, 3. See POWERFUL,
Strong.

MIGRATE,/. To
m. into or towards other settle-

ments,.-. See to Emigrate.
MIGRATION,, v., 6.,

). . of animals,, .
See Emigration.
MIGRATORY. E.g. m. bird,, .
MILCH -COW,-, .
MILD,, 2., 3.

or, , . -, 2.,,
., 2. See SOFT, GEN-
TLE, Kind.
MILDEW,, (robi-

go), also, (g. t. smut,

blight). To suffer fm m.,-. (pass.),-
(g. t.). (of

fruits. Hesych.).

MILDEWED,,.
MILDNESS,, ..,,

jjtos, .,,
(towards those tvho fail). .

of climate or weather,,
h.

MILE,, (Lot. Gr.
millepassus). (')

(5000 Romanfeet
= nearly 4800. Olympic feet).

or (of 600
Olympic feet = 606 English feet
each). English statute m.,

'P., (5450, '-
(5220). English geogra-

phical m., 'P. ,' (6300),
or . <sv (6050), or-. ^=• For statute miles

the proportion is given very nearly
by 7 miles = 61 stadia.

MILE-STONE, -POST, -, (Lat. Gr.).,., . i§§f Plutarch vit.

Cat. Gracchi, 7, .
MILFOIL, prps-, ., (a kind

of plantago. Theophr.).

MILITANT. ^ See Warring.
The church m., -, (eccl. t).

MILITARY, adj.,,, 3.. skill, talent, -
/s: the m. art,

or : m. knowledge,
or -, : m. experience, -, :m. command,

apX'l V : to

hold the m. command,
or -. See Command. . force,, : m. go-

vernor,, 6 : m. po-

wer,, : m. matters or af-

fairs, , -, '.

m. cloak,, , : m.
fame or g^ory,: to have or enjoy m.
fame, \ -

: m. exercise or evolutions,



MIL IN MIN
?'j : to

go through m. exercise,

: m. supply or

stores, -
: m. discipline,-

f] . See
Discipline. . service,-, . -y ,

: fit for m. service,, 2: to do or per-

form m. service, and
: to take m. ser-

vice, -
: a m. man, /s, ,,, . See SOLDIER.. events, -, or. The m. (collec-

tively),. -//.
MILITATE, -,- or . -. These things do

not m. agst each other,

or-.
MILITIA,, ..7-.
MILK, S. ,,. Curdled (r= sou?•) m.,-,, . -,,: to drink m.,

•ya/\a/cT07roTeti/ : to live on m.,

: to nourish
with or feed on m.,-

: to hecome m.,-
: to look like m.,-, : to give or yield m.,. or-

: to have or suck m.,. having or suck-
ing m,?, 2 : to yield
a great quantity of m

,
-.

(pass.) : to yield a pail of m.,
(pass.) :

to draw m., : of or
composed of m.,, 3 :

like m.,, 3. -, 2 : m. broth or frumety,, : to make of m.
(e. g. cheese), :

making m. dishes,>-, 2 : of the colour of m.,-, 2.,, , tj: full of m.,-, 2 : the froth of m.,-,, : one that

drinks m.,,, 6.

MILK, v.. -. The act of m.-ing,-,, .
MILK-PAIL,,,

., ., b (Horn.).

MILK-WHITE,-, . -, 2, or-,, , . To be m.,'.
MILKING, or-, . The time for m.,-, .
MILKY,, 3. -, 2. The m. way (fig.),(), .
MILL. * Tlte machine].

(395)

77. Belonging to a m.,,
3. T| The place or house itself],,, .
MILL-STONE, (-

), , (esply the loiver one,

wch is also called and). The upper m.,

('|$), : making m.'s,-, 2.

MILL-STREAM, '.
MILLER, (master-

ing),, , .,, . The m.'s maid,,, .,, : a m.'s

song or ditty, , ., .
MILLET,, , . -, (panicum miliaceum).

Italian m., ', : made or

prepared of m.,, 3:
like m.,, 2.-
tjjs, ., : m. pot-

tage,, also,
: like a grain of m.,,, : of the size of — ,-, 3 : things of the size of —

,

, : a place where
m. is granulated,,,
.
MILLION, -, 3. , .
MILT (offishes),, ., .
MILTER, .. See Farce.
MIMIC, adj., 3.

MIMIC, s.,, ., , .
MIMIC, ., -. See to MOCK.
MIMICRY,, . -, (as thing).

MINCE, v. H To cut s?nall]

(Horn.),

(make sausages),

(Hdt.). See following—
MINCEMEAT, (Ul/TTWTO'S,

(a savoury mash),,., . To make
m. (esply fig., to make m. of—),

(ofaby. Ar.).

(ofstate

affairs. Ar.).

MINCE (to walk affectedly), v.. -
(h. Horn.).

MINCING (in gait),,
3. See Affected.
MIND, s., .,,

, and, . , ,
ai (chiefly poet.), , . -, . Perception of the m.,, : Avithout in.,,
, and, 2 (without

natural capacity) : to be in a (cer-

tain) state of m.,
: to direct one's m. to-

wards athg, to have one's m. fixed

upon athg,.
: athg comes into my m.,. ,'-,-, (),

(all c. ivfin.). See Occur.
To be in one's right m.,-...

: if you are in your
right m., , rjv-

: not to be in one's right
m., : to be out of
one's m., : to be quite
out of one's m.,

: to go out of one's m.,
or

(pass.) tj/v.
: distraction of m.,, (Hipp.) : presence.,.,.,, and, (la-

ter) : absence of m.,, : greatness of m.,, , or-, . See Magnanimity.
Power or strength of m.,

or, . -
: weakness of m.,.

: strong

in m., : weak
in m., or, 2 (pi. -) : the powers of the

m., at ,. TJ As me-
mory] VlD. To bear inm.,-.

: to call to aby's m., put
aby in m.,'. — to one's own m.,-. See REMEMBER,
Remind. Time out of m., k. Tj With ref.

to the will] .-, . -. To tell one's m.,-
or -
: to have a m.,,

(c. infin.) : I have a great

m. ,
'

: such
is my m.,

: to make up one's m.,,.-
(aor. pass.),

(seq. infin.) : not to be able to

make up one's m.,. :

to change one's m.,-
. (and

mid.), (upon reflection,

hence ''to repent'),. Also-)/ (dis-

miss athg fin one^s m. as useless,

give up the thought of) : to change

one's m. and do athg,-
: — and not

—
,

: — and think athg is not,

rj (PI.) :

— and not march,-
: as I

have changed my m., and re-

solved not to march,''-() -. A chance of m.,-,, . -, (esply as repentance),-
|

, . Changing one's m.,, 2.

MIND, v. See Attend to,

Care, Heed, Regard. M. your

own business,

: to m. (= regard) aby,



MIN MIN MIS'. Never m. !. . (== take care of)
yourself,. . you do
not, or, lest —, . .
(= bear in m.),. See

to Remember, Recollect. TT

Remind] Vid. U Pass. : to be

minded = to ?; (to do
athg)],.
MINDFUL. ^ Attentive].

^[ Beating in mind], 2., 3. To be m.,-, ., or with partcp.
iffollowed by a dependent clause,

e.g. uiv.

MINE. See My.
MINE,s. «R Of minerals] -, (e. g. ?, salt m.

;

,
gold and silver ?«.'«. Hdt.). Also,,. A gold, silver, &c. m., see

under the several metals, Gold,
<§•<?. Of or belonging to m.'s,?,?, 3 :

to carry out a mine beyond
one's boundaries,

(Dem.) : to open a new vein in

a m., (X.) : places

where m.'s have already been
Worked, (opp.

to. X.) : to condemn to

labour in the m.'s,

and (Polycen).

To be a m. of athg (fig.),
-. ^[ In rear], , and, .- and -, , and, (Polyb.). Also -, (Diod.).

MINE, V. (for
minerals). To m. for gold, cop-

per, -,-. -
(in war). See Under-

mine, Countermine. To m.
into a new vein,.
See phrases under the Subst. Of
or concerning m.'s,,
.
MINER,. '?, 6

(PL).,, (Strab.).

Miners, ,.
MINERAL, s.,.,.
MINERAL, '.,

3. The m. kingdom, -, , -.
MINERALO GY,-,-, both mod. Gr., as

also the following : Mineralogist,, 6. Mineralogical,
o, 77, -,--.
MINING (the art of),-,, . To car-

ry on the m. business,-
: that understands m.,-, 3: m. business,: to be got by m.,

(pass.) : got or
to be got by m.,?, 3.

(opp. to -. Aristot.).

(396)

MINGLE. See to Mix, to

Blend.
MINIKIN,,-,, 3.

MINIMUM (math, t.), -, .—The m.
of punishment, ,
.
MINION. See Favorite.
MINISTER, *, ,,, 6.-,, 6. Minister ofstate]

6 or -. or

or .
6 or-. 6 . 6-. Also -

(Diod. ii. 33).. Mod.
Gr.,

(secretary ofgovern-
ment), -

or .
cabinet m., -

: . of finances,,, , : m. of

war,, ., 6. 6. HA mbassadoi'] Vid.
Minister of religion] ,, . 6 .
MINISTER, . % (Trs.)

administer] Vid. ^j To impart,

supply] Vid. H (Intrans.) To
serve] . %
officiate as minister of religion]... . -

(2V. ).
MINISTERIAL. Crcl. with

Subst., e. g. in a m. capacity,, .
TJ With ref to government] 6, ,, -,, 3.

MINISTRATION,-,, , and Crcl. with

verbs to Minister.
MINISTRY. \ Service] Vid.

U Function ofa minister of state], .. Under his m.,

or. | Department of a
ministry] , . .
of finance, 7; -' : m. of war, -, : m. of home,
of foreign, affairs, ',,. ^" In mod.
Greek, ministry is usu.-

(secretaryship), freq. with

addition of (of
tlie government). Thus, m. of the

interior or home affairs, 77

:

m. of foreign affairs, —-
— : m. of finance, —-

— : m. of marine, —
— : m. of justice, —

— . U Minis-
try (collectively)] -, . ,, -. H Ministry of

religion],,
(~. .),, (priest-

hood).

MINOR, f Less] Vid. IT

Under age], 6, . -, , , 77.

MINORITY. ^ Age ofa mi-
nor] ,,
. TJ The smaller number of a,

body (with ref. to voting)] -, oi

or . To be in a in.,.
MINSTER. See Cathedral.
MINSTREL,, 6.

MINSTRELSY,, .
MINT, s. m A plant],,,,

-, (garden m.).

Full of or abounding in m., -, 2. ] A place where
money is coined],. The master of the m., -, b. b -.
MINT, v. See to Coin (prop,

and fig.).

MINUTE, adj.,,, . See
Small.
MINUTE,. If Impropr.], . In a m., or. ,, . See IN-

STANT, A note or memoran-
dum] Vid.
MINUTE (down),v.-". M.-d,, 2

and 3.

MINUTELY. See Accurate-
ly,-,-. To
treat athg m.,
(with petty exactness).

MINUTENESS. ^Smallness]
Vid. 11 Accuracy] Vid.
MINUTIAE. E.g. to relate

athg with all its m.,' /
: fond of petty m.,-,-, 2.

MIRACLE,,-,, . -, , . To work m.'s,'. /-,-, :

one who works a m.,-
and, b.

MIRACULOUS,,
., 3., 3.

MIRE,, . , ,
and,, ., .-, . See Dirt, Mud.
MIRROR. See Looking-

glass.
MIRTH,, . -, ),,, (sub-

jectively),, 77.

MIRTHFUL,, 3. -, 2. See Merry, Cheer-
ful.
MIRTHFULNESS,^apOT7,s,

jjtos, »';.

MIRY,, 77)')0'?}5,

., 3.

MISADVENTURE,-, . -,-, .



MIS MIS MIS
MISALLIANCE, 6, ',.
MISANTHROPE, MISAN-

THROPIC,, , .
MISANTHROPY^ttfai/fyo)-, ., .
MISAPPLICATION, -, . Orel, with following—
MISAPPLY, ,, with verbs to AP-

PLY, Vid.

its . its

.
MISAPPREHEND, -. or. (to

misconceive).

MISAPPREHENSION^ap-, . Crcl. with Verb. See
Misunderstanding.
MISBECOME, •! -, .
MISBECOMING. See Un-

becoming.
MISBEGOTTEN. -See Bas-

tard.
MISBEHAVE,-..... To m. against

abv, .
MISBEHAVIOUR,-,,, .
MISBELIEF. See Hetero-

doxy.
MISBELIEVING. See He-

terodox.
MISCALCULATE, -

or or-
or.. -.

MISCALCULATION,irapa-, .
MISCARRIAGE. ^Failure]

Vid. Abortive birth]-,, .,, ., (-, , the foetus untimely
bom). See Abortion. To have
a m., see to Miscarry.
MISCARRY, t Tofail] Vid.

H To have a miscarriage]-. (Plut.). -
(pass.). To cause to

m.,.
MISCELLANEOUS,-, 2., 3, and-, 3., 3.

MISCHANCE. See Mishap.
MISCHIEF,,. -, ., n. See Harm,

Hurt, -', --, . To make m.,-. .-making (s.),-, . . -making (adj.), m.-
maker,, , >'j. Inge-
nious m.,, .
MISCHIEVOUS,,

3., 2., 2., 3. See Hurtful, Harm-
ful,, -,-, -,--,-,, all 2., 3. See WANTON.
. tricks,,. The

(397)

m. rogues, (of (joats.

Theocr.)

MISCHIEVOUSNESS. See
HURTFULNESS. -,-, -, -, ., (coupled with

by Aristot.).

MISCONCEIVE, MISCON-
CEPTION. See to Misappre-
hend, Misapprehension.
MISCONDUCT, g., ., .-,, (str. tt.). See

Misbehaviour.
MISCONDUCT (oneself), v.

See Misbehave. — in athg,

: — against aby,

(Hdt.).

MISCONSTRUCTION. Crcl.

with verbs to Misconstrue. See
Misunderstanding.
MISCONSTRUE, -,

or -..-
(pass.).

MISCREANT. 1 Prop. : mis-

believer] Vid., and Infidel. Tj

Vile wretch], -, ., . -,. See Wretch.
MISDEED,,-,,,, — -, .
MISDEMEANOUR, ^-, ., .

See Offence, Misconduct.
MISEMPLOY, -

or' . -.
MISER,, . -, (niggard).

MISERABLE. H Pitial>le,

ivretclied],, -, 3., 2 and, 3., 2. See
Sad, Wretched. TJ Bad, worth-
less],, 3., 3. Str. tt. see Deplora-
ble.
MISERY,, . ,.,,, -, -,-,-,-, .

See Sorrow, Wretchedness,
Woe. To spend or pass one's

life in m.,

: to be in a state of ex-

treme m., .'.
MISFORTUNE,,-, ,,
(as state),,-, .,,
(a m., piece of m.). Am. has

happened to me,,, : it was a great

m. that you did not find him,,
: he had the m. to—,-

(c. i?ifin.).

MISGIVE, in the phrase my
mind m.'s me,. See

Forebode, and Fear, Doubt.

MISGIVING,, I See
Foreboding.
MISGOVERN. See to Go-

vern and adw. Badly. Amiss.
MISGOVERNMENT. Crcl.

with Verbs.

MISGUIDE. See Mislead.
MISHAP,,.-, ., .
MISINFORM. . g.

f

to be
m.-d, .
MISINTERPRET,.. See

Misconstrue.
MISINTERPRETATION.

See Misconstruction.
MISJUDGE, -.- ,-.

(pass.).
MISLAY,. I have m.-d athg,,. -, ..
MISLEAD, (g.t.).

(to lead out of the right

path), (in athg,). Also-, --.. See SEDUCE.
MISMANAGE. See Manage

and, (adw.).
Athg has been m.-d,-

(.).
MISMANAGEMENT. By

the verb, e. g. -. .
MISPLACE, -.(.,.

to' ).
M.-d,, 2. See MlSLAY.
MISRECKON. See Miscal-

culate.
MISREPRESENT,--,-. Liable to be

m.-d,, 2..
MISREPRESENTATION,, , and Crcl. by the Verb.

MISRULE, f Bad govern-

ment] Eocpress by Government
and adjj. under Bad. - and-, (opp. to).
MISS, s. See Loss. Want.
MISS, v. Tf Not to hit]-, -, -,--,. To m. (in shooting),,,-

: to m. one's

aim,,.. -".: to

m. one's object,

(pass.) ,
or, (pass.). "[} To fed the loss

of (something absent)],, . <fl To omit] E.g.
to m. an opportunity, a chance,

&C,. -
: not to m. a good chance, &c,,.
MISSHAPEN,,-, 2. See Deformed.



MIS MOC MOD
MISSILE, /St'Xos,.
MISSING,, «. To

be m., (not be there or

present).

MISSION,,-,, . To perform

the object of one's m.,-
£</>' tis.

MISSIVE,, . To
send aby a m., .
MISSPEND. See to Dissi-

pate.
MIST,, fj., .
MISTAKE, v. f (Trans.) To

misunderstand, not to take aihg in

the right sense] -.. -..
(pass.) .
. athg, and

(pass.). *\\

be mistaken], -. and
(pass ; in athg,).

Also.,-, (pass. ; to

make a m.). To be m.-n in one's

opinion, &c,',
or (pass.),-: to be m.-n in aby,

: a m.-n opi-

nion or notion,, :

to have or entertain a m.-n opi-

nion or notion, : to

judge in a m.-n manner,-. : they

will find themselves very much
m.-, -.
MISTAKE, S.,. ,,., ., ., . M.'s are re-

moved, -.
There can be no m. about it,. To do athg
by m.,,-.
<

MISTLETOE,, 6. ,
.,, (esply on pine
trees. Theophr.).

MISTRESS,, .
MISTRUST, s., .
MISTRUST, v..
MISTRUSTFUL, ,, 2., 2. To

be m. of aby, or... .
MISTY,, 2.

MISUNDERSTAND, -,. -..
MISUNDERSTANDING,, ., . -, ., .
MISUSE. See Abuse..

«ft A small insect], ,. If A small coin], .
MITIGATE, (e.g.

anger),.,-
(passions),

and (soothe),-' (alleviate).

(398)

MITIGATION,, ?;., .,-, .
MIX, (of separable

compounds, brought together by

mechanical combination), -
(of inseparable compounds,

forming a ivhole by chemical union,

as e.g. wine and water), -,-.
(chiefly ofdry substances) ./ and (propr., to

knead, chiefly of tough masses;

also metaph.). Also,
as lifoioise,,-.,-, ' (to

m. into or up with athg). -,- or

. If Fig.] To m. oneself up
with athg, -, ,-,-: — in the affairs of

others, -.
MIXED,, 2. -, 3, and, 3. -^ 3.

MIXTURE,, .,., .,-, . ^* For the difference

between and see un-

der the Verb,, (as

medicine),,,
., . See to Mix.
Also, 6.

MIZEN-MAST. See under
Mast.
MIZZLING. g. a m. rain,

or,, .
MOAN, V.. '-

"... -. See to Lament.
MOAN, MOANING, s. -", 6., .-, 6., 6.

Also', ., 6.-, 6.

MOAT. See Ditch.. "|f An assemblage of
people] , 6., .,, 6.,
6., (riotous as-

sembly). Suited to the m.,-, 3. .-leader,,
and -, -, 6 : m.-courtier,

one courting the m.,,
: to be one, : a

courting the m.,, :

art of cajoling a m.,,
: flattering the m.,-, , 6: to be mad after m.

popularity,. m.-rule,, : to be under m.-
rule,.
MOBILITY,, .
MOCK, v. «If To deride]-.. . ,. See ' LAUGH at,' DE-

RIDE. "J To mimic] Vid.

MOCK, adj. See Fictitious,
Counterfeit.
MOCK-FIGHT,,

., . To carry on a

m.,.

MOCKER,,-,, , 6.

MOCKERY,, (as

act),,., .,, 6 (as act and
thing),,,., .
MODE. See Manner and

Fashion.
MODEL, s.,,.,

(rough draught),,., , 6 (skeleton- or
lay -figure, and also = rough
draught), and, .
Fit for a m.,, 3 : to

form upon a m.,. See
the Verb.

MODEL, .. -,. The art of

m.-ing,, .
MODELLER,, ov,

. A m. in wax,,, (PL).

MODERATE, adj.,
3.,. . . in

desires or enjoyment,,
2., 2 : to be m., -..-

: to be m. in athg,-, -. ..-
(late) : to be m. in

one's wishes, pretensions, &c,. *fl Middling]
VlD.
MODERATE, v. -.' (trans. = mode-

ran. PL), '.,.'. Not
to be able to m. oneself,, .
jjtxo) .
MODERATELY,,. To act m., ,-^..-.
MODERATION,,,,,, . . in enjoyment,, : m. in one's pas-

sions,, : m. in

drinking,, : to ex-
ercise m., .

or :

with m.,, :

without m.,. : to

exercise m., see to be Moderate.
MODERATOR (one who mo-

derates). Use Crcl. with the Verb.

MODERN,, 3. -, «. , 77, . '..
MODERNIZE,».
MODEST,-aia^a)i/, 2.-, 3., 3.,

2., 3 and 2.,
2. To be m. in one's wishes,

pretensions, &c, :
to be m. in one's behaviour, -. If Bashful, chaste (of
ivomen)], 3, and,
2. See Chaste, Decent.
MODESTY, , , .



MOD MON MON., .,, ., .
MODIFICATION,-,, . Mod. Gr.,, . See ALTERA-

TION.
MODIFY,.-. Modifying,-. 3. See Alter.
MODISH,, 2.?, 3..
MODULATE,.
MOIETY. See Half.
MOIST, ?, 3.,

2., 3. To be m.,, (pass.).

MOISTEN,, -,,.
MOISTENING, , ., .
MOISTURE, wypoVijv,,

. ,, .-, . ,, . -.
MOLAR (teeth),(), , or, (Ga-

len), and, oi. The
hindermost m. tooth,,, 6.

' MOLE, «ft The animal]-,,,,
O7T0S, . .-cast or m.-hill,--. * A natural spot on the

body] or, . -, . , . Having
m.'s on the face,,,
, . U A dam of stones] See
Dam, Dike.
MOLEST, .., .. To be m.-d by

athg, or ,,-, or-.
f MOLESTATION,,., ., . ,
•,, . To cause

m., see to Molest.
MOLLIFY (to soften),-, -,-. -. (by

moisture). See to Appease, As-
suage.
MOMENT, «ft Propr.: mo-

mentum, importance] Vid.,
h- II With ref to time] -, , ).

The right or favourable m.,-, : having waited a m.,-
(Aristoph.) : in a

m., iv or,
or simply , also

(Dion Cass.), (im-

mediately) : at this m.,,,,
(this very m.)

:

for the m., .. .. The m. (that

or when), e. g. the m. one is born,

or. See IMMEDIATELY.
MOMENTARY,,

(399)

3, or , , or-
or. See IN-

STANTANEOUS.
MOMENTARILY,-,,, -,.
MOMENTOUS. See Impor-

tant.
MONARCH, and, , . To be a m.,.
MONARCHICAL,-, 3. To have a m. constitu-

tion, (pass.).

MONARCHY,, .
MONDAY,, )-
(mod. Gr.).

MONEY,, ,
(property in general),

and, (gold or silver, or
any description of coin, as circu-

lating medium) ., (cur-

rency). For m.,,-
: that may be had for m.,, 2 and 3 : we have no m.

to buy with, or' : to turn
into m.,. to reckon
athg after the value of m., -'. . makes
the man (prov.), .
To makem.,(
or ) : a making of m.,, . -

: to turn into m.,-,- : fond
of m.,,-,, 2. -

or or, : to be fond of
m., or-.: insatiably

fond of m., -, 2.

MONEY-CHANGER, -, ,, ,
., (PL).
MONEY-CHEST,-, .
MONEY-MAKING,-, 3., 2.

MONGER. See Dealer, or
the first member of the word, e. g.

CHEESE-m.,, , :

iRON-m.,, , .
MONGREL,, 2.

MONIED. See under Money.
MONITION. See Admoni-

tion, Exhortation.
MONITOR,, ,

. To be aby's m.,-.
MONITORY,,, 3.

MONKEY, or ,, ., , (esply the

domestic m.). A young m., -, . To play m. tricks,. Like a m., or of the

m.-race,7rith)/cu>o)/s,2.,
3.

MONKEY- LIKE,-, 2., 3. In a m.
manner,, .
MONOCHORD, -. To apply it,.

MONODY,, .
MONOGAMY,,.

To observe the rule of m., -. .
MONOGRAM (cypher), 6-.
MONOGRAPHY,"-,. , .
MONOLOGUE,,

V-

MONOPOLIST,,, .
MONOPOLY,, .

To enjoy a m., : the
privilege of m.,,
(also the mart wch enjoys a m.).

MONOSYLLABIC, MONO-
SYLLABLE,, 2.

MONOTONOUS,,
2./ Kid.
MONOTONY,, rj.

MONSOON,(),, oi.

MONSTER,,,., , and,
(poet.). A sea m.,, : a
huge m. of a boar, /os

(Hdt.) : a m. of a tyrant,

(PL).

MONSTROSITY,TipaTo--, -', (of birth).

MONSTROUS,, 2., ., 3., 2., 3. -, 2. -
(m. long, great, <Jfc). A m.

great boar, see ' a Monster of.'

@SsP Often until relative, e. g.-' or . A m. damage,

(PL). See Prodigious, Horri-
ble.
MONSTROUSLY,-,, . How m.

long the nights are!

(Aristoph.).

MONTH,,, ggp
propr. the lunar m., wch alone

ivas used by the Greeks (whence, Thuc,
at the end of the m. , and =. when
there was no moon). The Greek
m. was anciently divided into two
parts, and

: by the Attics into three,(, '-
), ., and .:
the third part was usu. reckoned

backward, e.g. -
= 4th day fm the end (see

Aristoph. Nub. 1134, sqq.) : but

theforward reckoning is also used,

e.g. the 23rd day, ' '-

: the 30th day,,, »?, and (old and
new). First day of the m.,-,. $SjpFor the exact rendering

ofJulian m. -dates into Greek, re-

course must be had to astronomical

calculation and cyclical tables (of

the Metonic cycle and Callippic pe-

riod). The order of the m.'s is as

follows: 1.' : 2. -: 3. : 4.: 5.:
6.: 7•: 8.//: 9.'



ON
: 10. : 11.-

: 12.. The
odd 7n.'s are {usually) full,, of 30 days each; the

even mSs have 29 days, ..
Hecat. begins, as a general rule,

until the. new moon next after the

summet solstice (wch new moon
may fall on any day fin cir. 25
June to cir. 24 July). The epoch

of the Metonic canon is B.C. 432,
1 Hecat. = 16 July: in each Me-
tonic cycle (of 19 'years) the 1st,

6lh, 9th, and 15th years have 355
days, and the '3rd, 5th, 8th, 11th,

13th, 16th, and 19th years are in-

tercalary( or) by insertion of a
13th m., a second,
after the first of that name. With
these data, an Attic calendar may
be formed for the period after
432 B.C. But it can rarely be

necessary to render Julian into

A ttic dates ; it will usually be

sufficient to render the ?«.'s Ja-
nuary, February, Sfc, by -, , $£C. : e. g. 3
June, (-
). See also the names of the

several jh.'s. The middle day of
the m.,, : every
m., kuQ' : a or the
or per m., : it is nine
m.'s since, -
MONTHLY. Adj.]-, 3.,,

2. , , . A m.
rose,. TJ Adv.] ,-, ..
MONUMENT,, ,

also, (poet.), -, . , (esply for the

dead),, (trophy),, (a column).

MOOD. TT Temper], . , . To be
in a — mood,-, --

: a gay,

cheerful, sad m., see the Adjj. I

felt in a strange m, '.. See Humour, TEMPER.
Gramm. t.] ', . See

Indicative, Sec.

MOODY. See Cross.
MOON,, ., and,, (poet.). The new

m ,,,, : the
m. crescent and on the wane, -

: — on the increase,.
(Theophr.) : — on the wane, -(. ))-

(poet.) : the m. in its first or
last quarter, :

the m.'s increase, -
: first day of the m. (as dis-

tinguishedfm'first day of mo?ith),, : the
full m., and,,

(late) : at the full of the m.,. 3.,,
(400)

MOR
y., 2 : an eclipse of

the m., , :, : there is

an eclipse of the m.,

: the horns of the m.,, . See LU-
NAR. In the shape of a m.,-,, 2. -, 3: like the m.,-, 2 :, , 6, and,, (and == of or

fm the m.) : illumined by the m.,, 2.

MOONCALF, imitate by-, 2 (a icord coined by
Aristoph.)., , 6.

MOONLESS,, 2., 2. A m. night,,', .
MOONLIGHT,, v.

or , .', . By m., -, .
: it is m.,

: it is quite

m., . % As
adj.] A m. night, ,
. , (poet.), -

(Find., even-

ings at the full of the moon).

MOONSTRUCK,-, 2., 3. To be
m., ?)/£/ : m. madness,, . -, .
MOOR, . (and mid.).— at a place, or . To

be m.-d, (and mid.) ',. See Anchor.
MOOR, S. , .

'. , . See
Morass.
MOOR-HEN, ,

b (g. t.). ', (diver), -',, (coot).

MOOT, adj.--, -, 2. , 3., 2 (undecided). A m.
point,,,.
MOOT, v. See to Dispute,

Discuss.
MOP, s., not used by the Greeks;

the samepurpose answered by-, (athg to wipe with)., ., (a be-

som). Mops and mowes] See
Grimace.
MOP, v..
MOPE, .

See Dull.
MORAL, adj., 3. A

m. sentence or reflexion, -, : m. law, -, 6 : in a m. point of view,

: to look at athg in a m.
pointof view,

: m philosophy,, 6. isW The use of the

word moral in opp. to physical,

and sts opp. to logical, i. e. having

ref. to the feelings or will, is mo-
dern, and can only be expressed

by a periphrasis, e.g. to use m.
suasion,. ^J Conformable to mo-
rality], -

MOR
, , 3. See VIRTUOUS,
Upright.
MORALIST,, , 6. 6. -, .
MORALITY,,. See

Morals. Crcl., e.g. (a question,

&c.) as to the m. of an action,.
MORALLY. From the Adj.

M. good,, 2. ', 3., 3. . $fg*

Opp. to physically, e. g. m. cer-

tain, m. impossible, not expressed

in the Greek.

MORALS. «11 As science]-, v.,. -, . ^[ Of character and prin-
ciples] , . Good m.,, . _, .

or : of good
m., see the Adj. A corrupter of

(good) m., b

or .
MORASS, ', . -, .
MORBID,, 2.-, 2., 2.,

2., 3. A m. state of

health, , . -, .
MORE, adj. ^ As attrib. to

substatitives], 2.,
(pi.), ggr Often expressed

by the comparat. of an adj., e. g.
with m. power, :

with m. courage,-
pov. U Used as subst.]

or,. To be able

to do m., : to be
m., (= greater),

(in number), -, (in value) :

to have, and to grasp at, m.,
(c. gen. of the thing) :

he that does so,, :

and what is m., or

: m. or less,

: somewhat m.,

: to give m., -
or (in

addition) : one m.,

§. : many times m.,, 3 and 2 (c. gen.,

or with , ). H More fol-

lowed by than],,
(or c. gen), sts also (c. ace.).

M. than ten waggon -loads of
stones, -

: . than 100 talents,

: of the

hoplites they killed m. than 120,

(.) '. m.
than 50, .
See Above, Over. be m.
than enough, : to have
or grasp m. than others,-. *\\ Adver-
bially : = in addition, besides,

further] What would you have
m. ? '" -

; there is something m. in

it, : I

have nothing m. to say, -, : six



OR
talents m., \ :

to sin no m., -
: he lives no m., " :

once m.,, . If

In a greater degree, loith greater

strength, 8[C. (of an action) ] To
love aby in. than (one loves) the

rest, -
or or

: m. than before,-
:

in. than is right,, ,. See BEYOND. .
and m., , :
much m., : none
the m., : so much
the m., : it is

no m. than fair,() : the m. —, the

m. —,
—

,— . . more (= not to

say, nednm), .
preceded by. He fled, much

m. was he afraid,,
: it is hard in

peace, much m. in an enemy's
country, ,

(Th.). §§p
With adjj. it is very often expressed

by the comparative, e.g. m. pious,, 3: m. quick than
wise,().
MOREOVER, ,, . ,, . And m., -. Orel,

or or
(in addition

to that). (§= Or the notion is

conveyed by verbs compounded with

and , e. g.-
(to commission m. or

besides). To borrow m.,-
: I want m. such or

such a thing, ,
: to give m.

(i. e. in addition or into the bar-

gain), : to

learn m.,. $1§»

Also , e. g. a long, and
m. a violent disease, -.
^
MORN, MORNING,,

6. , , (ace), .
(poet.). Early in the m.,

: the approach of m.,-, : fm m. to evening,.: in the m., ,., 3. : that

happens in the m.,, 3., 3 : to rise early in the m.,

: to do athg

or be about early in the m., 6p-

(and mid.) : it is getting

towards m.,

(Aristoph.). -, . -.
MORNING (in composition),, 3 (ivith the the subst.), or

(ivith the verb or partcp.

exftressed or understood). Thus
M.-CALL, , '•

to make a m.-c, -
(401)

MOR. .- CHILL,
or ..-DEVOTION, ,.

M.-DEW, or -, . M.-HOUR, ,
. , : in the m.-h.'s,.. .-HYMN,, . .-PRAYER, -, : to say m. -p.,'-. .-RAY (or BEAM),', : at

the first m.-r., -
or-. .- SLEEP,

or or, 6. . -STAR,
or (). 6.

MOROSE,, 2., 3 (austere),,, 2. Also,, ., 3., 2
(PL). To look m., -. : to

be m.,,
: a m. temper or disposition,

see Moroseness.
MOROSENESS,-,, . -, ., .
MORROW, , , '.

and ,
also or .
On the m.,. -. To-morrow,.
Who can tell what may happen
to-m. ! Take
no care for the m.,

(prov.).

MORSEL. 1 Propr.J -,. xl/,. A dainty
m.,,, . 1J
Fig.] , ,-. Not a m., ,'. See Bit.
MORTAL. ^Subject to death],, 3. , 3

(poet.). TJ Deadly]-, 2., 2 (e.g.-, to produce a
m. wound by biting),,
2., 2., 3 and 2.

To inflict a m. wound,[] / : a m.
blow, or -
yv> v. 1 Fig.] A m. enemy,, 6. -, 6 : m. enmity,', . Meton. : human]
Vid.
MORTALITY. ^Mortal

nature] . ,
. Frequency of death] -, . The m. was great,. ^|

1 Meton. : death] Vid. 1 Hu-
man nature] , .
MORTALLY. Fm the Adj.

M. ill,, 2.,, : to be m. ill,

or , or

: to wound
aby m., -

'.
MORTAR, ', 6.

or ', . , (,,

MOS
old Att.), also, b {poet.).
A small m., or,: to bray in a m.,
(Hippocr.). To bray a fool in a
m., imitate by (pro-
verb). Tf Prepared lime],

(and the space pointed with m.,
between the courses of masonry),, 6. To use asphalt for.,
(Hdt.) : to temper m.,.̂
MORTGAGE,*,, ., . To borrow on

m., : to lend on m.,
(mid.), and-

(mid.) : to borrow on m.
of landed property,

(Dem.) : I hava
a m., .
MORTGAGE, ..

See Mortgage, s..
Athg is m.-d to me,. To mark a piece of land
as m.-d," : not
m.-d,, 2 : one whose
land is so marked,,, 6 (all three in comedy). Stone
slabs set up on m.-d property to

mark the debt, , (ivhence

opov,, Dem.). See to Pledge.
MORTGAGEE, b

or tl.

MORTGAGER, b.
MORTIFICATION. If In

the Christian ascetic sense]-, . . "^

Med. t.: of a icound, $c] -, ., . >-, , .,
(ivhen allfeeling is gone),-, b (as act). Suffering fm
m.,, , b. ^| Fig. :

vexation, affront] VlD.,,,, ., .
MORTIFY. 1 (Trs.)]-. To m. the flesh, -,». * Fig. : to annoy,

vex, distress or grieve acutely]. .. I am
mortified that, (seq.

partcp.) : to feel m.-d at or by
athg, (pass.) or

tivl. (pass.).
Mortifying,, 3. -, 3. , 3. if (Intrs.)
As med. term].

(Hippocr. and
Att. ; usu. dep. mid.),-, (Hdt.).

MORTISE, '.
MORTUARY,,-,-, 2. See Funeral,

adj.

MOSAIC,-, --,, also, (la-

te?•). Wrought in m.,-, 3: to work in m., or make
m. work, \1/-,-:
one who works in m.,--, -, b : the working of

m.,, : worked in

m.,\]/),, 3.

MOSS,, . , ., , b (tree m., lichen,

Dd



MOS OU U
esply of the olive. Theophr.). -, {of the fig, Theophr., or of
the olive), , (also a li-

chen). Covered with m.,-, 2.

MOSSY,, 2.

MOST. Tf Adj.\ -,
3. The m. [pi.), ol,

(m. men = the genera-

lity), ol (the majority,

the greater part of a ivhole), also, . The m.
part, . ,

: for the m. part, in m.
cases, ,-
kis. . See MOSTLY.
At m., (e. g. three at

m., or). At the m., :
the m. possible,',, also or

\. TJ Adv.],-, . Very often

expressed by the sitperl. of adjj.,

e.g. m. wise,.
MOSTLY, or, ,

or ,. .
(.),-. , ,, . His

opinion was m.,

and
(both Hdt.) : he is m. en-

gaged in —,

(Lat., plurimus est in hac
re).

MOTE (in the sunbeam), -, (pi., Aristot.). -, . or,,
(Soph.).

MOTH,, gen., 6 (har-

bouring in old clothes), ,
(in books),, , 6 (in

fur). Eaten by the m.'s, ?)-
and, 2. A

m. that gets singed in the candle,, , 6 (JEschyl. Trag.-, I dread to die tlie

death of a poor silly m.). ^J Va-
riety'], (fm,
hriyht ; the kind also called -). See Butter-
fly.

MOTHER,,, ).

(of aby, ). The
real m., , or sim-
ply or : fm the
m., or fm the m.'s part,-. , :
to become a m., .
§* Ifused figuratively . the notion
in Greek is expressed by,
if the object referred to is of the

rnasc. gender, e.g. reason is the
m. of moderation,

6 : like a
m., : of or belong-
ing to or proceeding fm the m.,, 3., 3.-, 3. 6, , : a
little m.,, (as term
of endearment) : the m.'s brother,,-, 6. 6 :

(402)

the m.'s sister,,, : the

m.'s womb,, ., :

fm the (his, her, its) m.'s womb
(fig), .

or -, : a m.'s affection or

love, -: without am., see Mother-
less: the slayer of a m.,-. See Matricide.
MOTHER COUNTRY, -,, .
MOTHERLESS,,, , . , 2.

MOTHER-OF-PEARL,, ., (
foreign word in Athenaeus).

MOTHER-TONGUE,-, . ,
' MOTHER-WIT, -
MOTHERWORT (a plant),

pips, .
MOTHERLY, f Like or as

a mother] . .
care or attention, or. TJ

Of belonging to, or proceedingfm
the mother] See Mother and
Maternal.
MOTHERY (of wine),-, . To be m.,

(Aristoph.).

MOTION, s. U Movement], ., . Them,
round athg,, (= re-

volution, e.g. of the constellations)

.

To put or set in m,: with-

out m., see Motionless: con-
stant or perpetual m.,,, or, (as of the

spindle) : easy to be set in m.,, 2. See Moveable.
To be in m.,,
(pass.). Tf Proposal],
. ', . , ., . A m. for a law,, : to make a m.,.' or '-

or : upon
aby's m., or -

: to make a m.
for a law, :

of one's own (proper) m., see Ac-
cord.
MOTIONLESS,, 2.

A m. state or condition,-, . .,
. Adverbially (= without
motion)], and.
MOTIVE, adj. See Moving.
MOTIVE, S., . -, . Alleged m.,-

5, . See Inducement. With
or upon what m. ? •,; or, -

: ,,
;

MOTLEY. See Dappled,
Diversified.
MOTTO,, v.

MOULD, s. 1 Soil] , .
ff A damp concretion] ,, 6. , and,-

, (both poet.), ^f Form for
casting],, 6.-, (for bread, Qc). See
Form.
MOULD, v. (fin-

gere), (k?iead, subigere),

also. . -
(to take an impression).

Easilv m.-d,?, 2.

MOULDER, . -.
MOULD-WARP. See Mole.
MOULDY,, 3. -,, .
MOULT (of fowls), v. -

and,-. To fall off

in m.-ing,.
MOUND, (), .,,, ., (hillock= tumulus).

MOUNT, v. 1 (INTRS.)]-
(pass.),

See to Rise. U (Trans.)J -(, ),(). -.
and (of an

enemy, who carries a post), -
(reach the top of),-
(m. upon, e.g.,

.). (e. g., .). To m. the throne,

(prop?: ;

if fig., see to Ascend). To m.
the rostrum or tribune, //3-,, or

: to order the cavalry

to m., ''
: to suffer the rider

to m. (*. e. of the horse), -
: good at m -

ing,, 3. "jj To mount
guard] (with or with-

out).
MOUNT, MOUNTAIN, s.,. Situated on a m.,-, 3 : at the foot of the m.,

: the foot of the m.,, : a chain of m.'s,, . ipg* In composition

m. is expressed by or( ),, fyc,, 3, e.g. am.
pass, : a
m. stronghold,. Inhabiting the m.'s (see

Mountaineer), -, 3, and numerous poetical

expressioyis,- and--, (-),-,, (all 2),-, -, -, --, , ., , . -, 3.,, . 0§*
For other, esply poet., compounds
see the Gr. Eng. Lex. under -,-, &c.
MOUNTAIN-ASH^rps/gou-, . (, see under Ash, is

not the m.-a., but the service-tree,

sorbus).

MOUNTAINEER,
or ,, or'.., , (poet.).

MOUNTAINOUS, , 3.



OU MOV MUC
A m. spot or district, -, 6. , .7 /, tois-

: m. country, ;, -.
MOUNTEBANK,,, 6. (/em,). -, b. Like a .,-

kos, 3.

MOURN, 7'/5 7«
or. To in. for aby,-, ., .
See Grieve.
MOURNER, -, -, -, , , and -,

(poet).

f

MOURNFUL,,-, (both PL), , 3., , , and, 3
(grievous)..,,,
., 3., 3.-, . See Grievous,
Sad. A m. day, :

a m. tone or voice, .
: to render or

make aby m., . -'.
: to be m., -

(pass.),. -* or. -
[pass.) : to look m.,-: a m. song or ditty,,, . -, 6.

MOURNING,, ., (poet.), , 6., (only for the dead),, (cutting off the hair),, b (beating the breast).

Deep m.,, .
: m. about athg, --

. -
: in m.,, 2., 2 : to spend or pass

one's life in m.,

: to make a public

m., or-
: a m. -dress, or, . -, : to put on a m.-dress,.

: to be in

m. for aby,

(.) : the longest time for being
in m. was ten months, --.
MOUSE, ,. . One

that catches mice,, ,
6 : poison to kill mice,-. .
MOUSE-DUNG,,.
MOUSE-EAR (a plant),-,, ., .
MOUSE-HOLE,, .
MOUSE- THORN (a plant),, .
MOUSE-TRAP,, .
MOUSKR,, , .
MOUTH,, . ,, , and <, ,

(poet.). To open one's m.,-,
(metaph. = to utter an opinion,

(403)

e. g. no one ventured to open his

m., -) : not even to open the m.,

: to open one's

m. after athg, .
: with open m.,. See Gape. To keep one's

m. shut, : to

have in one's m., ,, or
: that comes into the m.,: to stop

aby's m.,

or. -,
(consuere os alicui, effec-

tually to prevent his sjieaking)., . or. With
one m. (or voice),

(e. g., PL).
have atlig out of aby's own m.,()

: by word of m., -,.
or , -
'(• $§* Also rendered by -, e. g. to order by word of m.,

or-
and :

to report by word of m.,. A small m.,-,, : an open
m.,, (rictus). To make
m.'s, : — at aby,-////. With small
m.,- and-, 2 :

with large m.,?, 2

:

with a good in.,, 2 (of
a dog) : to give (a horse) a good
m., (Aristoph.) : with a
hard m.,, 2 (of a horse,

poet. ; and of a dog, not having a
good m. for holding. X.): with a
one-sided m.,, 2 (of
a horse. X.). Mouth to mouth,, 2 (of a kiss, poet.). If

Fig. : an opening, place of egress], ., (esply

of a hol/ or of any vessel), -,, (of a river).

MOUTH, v..
MOUTHFUL, , b.,,., .-, b (morsel).-,,

/s,, . ,,
(of a flute-player), also-, , , and, .

Having a m. on,-, 3.

MOUTHY,, 2 and
3., 3.,, , . A being or talking

m.,, b.

MOVE, v. 1 Propr. (Trs.)]. To m. on,,
: to m. hither and

thither, to m. about,., : to m. vio-

lently,, : to m.
in a circle,,-, , "ff (-
TRANS.)],
(pass.). To m. round athg, -

,

: to m. with a rotatory
motion or in a circle,-

(pass.) : not to m.,-/,/.<;/:
not to be able to be m.-d,-

or : not
to m. fm his repose,

or : not to m. fm
the spot, .. Without m.-ing,-. . on!^ (= bestir

yourself), if To move the bowels]

See to' Purge. U To move to a
dwelling-pluce]. '' (into a house,').

(pass.), if To move
on (iidrs.)] (-).. (Of a river)

(pass.) ' or

(to flow on),

(not to cease floxcing).

(Ofan army), -
(to proceed on the march). ^|

To move (= make a move, as on
a d7-aught-board)] See Move, s.

If Pig. : to produce certain senti-

ments or feelings in aby].,,.. Moved,,
2 : athg m.'s me or I am m.-d
by athg, (pass.). : to

be m.-d,

(pass.): to m. aby to tears,

or ,: to be
m.-d to tears,, -

: to m. aby's compassion,

: I am m.-d
with compassion,

: to m. to laughter,

or. *\[

induce (aby to do athg)~\ Vid. if

To make a motio?i or proposalfor
a laiv, Src] See Motion.

V, s. See otion. To
make a m. (at play),-.
MOVEABLE,, 3. -, 2. Moveables,^,.
MOVEABLENESS,-, ., .
MOVEMENT, For the

general meaning see Motion. To
watch the m.'s of the enemy, tij-.
MOVING (with refl to feeling),,, , 3.

/cos, 3. , 3 (str.

t). A m. speech,

: a m. spec-

tacle, .
MOW,, (g. tt.

= reap and mow),,-
(q.tt. = cut).

MOWER,07;5 , oZ, b. 0-, (reaper and m.).

MOAVING,, b (reap-

ing and m.).',,-,-.)., 3 (in great quantity),-, 3 (in sufficient quantity). M.
wood, : m. money,.

Dd2



MUC MUL MUS; very m., -?, 3.,,-
: m. greater,,,. To think, make, m. of,

7£ . Too
m., 7/079, 3.,, . See Excessive. To
think too m. of oneself, -. See under Too.

HI Adv.] \,,,. . less (nedum), see

under Less : and m. more, under
More. Very m., ,, . :

too m.,, ,-,. \ As much
(followed by as expressed or un-
derstood)] , 3 [e.g. as m. as

you hring, ). (Just)

as m.,' ,--, , 3.-
—. As m. again,

twice as m., , -, 3 : as m. as I can,

: as m. as depends
upon me, ' ,
' ', .

: as m. as possible,, -, ,
: as m. as you like,

: as m. (= as

far) as I know, :

all men, and you as m. as aby,. Thus
m., so m.,,,-

: thus m. of that, so m.
for this, -,. How m. ? ; 3.

; 3 (indef). . as or how-
ever m. {concessively), (e.

partcp.), e. g. m. as I wished it,

yet —, (),. See Although and
However, ggr Much, as adv.,

is often expressed by the adj.

in concord ivith the subst., e. g.
m. occupied,(, ).

: or by compounds
with -, e.g. m. frequented,, 2 : m. esteemed,,, 2: m.
wished for,, 2: m.
experienced,7, 2: or
rvith -, e.g. m. afraid,-, 2., 2: m. af-

flicted,, 2. See Great-
ly.

MUCK. See Dirt.
MUCILAGE,, .
MUCILAGINOUS,/£),,.
MUCOSITY,, ..
MUCOUS,, 2.

MUCUS, ,, .
Full of m.,, 2 (Hip-
pocr.) : causing or discharging m.,, 2 (Hippocr.).
MUD,, 6. , 6., 6. , , . -, 6 (in the

streets). See Dirt, Mire.
MUDDLE, , -

(to render turbid, ofa liquid).

(404)

. . -d, m.-headed,-, 3.

MUDDY,, 2.-, 3., 2.,
2. See Dirty.
MUFF, or-, .
MUFFLE. See ' to Wrap

UP
MUG. fe Cup.
MUGGY (of weather). See

Dull, Damp.
MULBERRY (the fruit), -

pov, ., .
MULBERRY-TREE,,

., .
MULCT. See Fine.
MULE,, , but more

usu. (of a horse and a she-ass)., , 6 (of an ass and a
mare). A yoke of m.'s,,.
MULETEER,, 6.

MULLET,,.
or, ., 6 (Callias,

= mugil. Plin.). Red m., -, 6 (Aristot.).

MULTIFARIOUS,,
3., 3., 3.,,.
MULTIFORM,, 2., 2 (Hipp.).

MULTILATERAL, -, 2.

MULTIPLE,-,-, 3.

MUTIPLICAND,-
or-, 6 (mod.Gr.).

MULTIPLICATION, -,-,.-, 6.

MULTIPLTCATOR, MUL-
TIPLIER,,
, 6 (mod. Gr.).

MULTIPLICITY,,. See Multitude, and Orel,

with adjj. Much, Many.
MULTIPLY, t (Trans.)]

(to INCREASE, Vid.).

% As arithmet. .]--, - (by four, -
: by ten, ). %

(INTRANS.)] ,.
MULTITUDE,,

(ofpersons and things),,
(of thingsfor use),,

(abundance). Also
or ', (of things of
different kinds ; e.g. am. of sub-

stances, ').
A m. of traitors, :

what a m. of locusts !

(Aristoph.) : a

vast m. of slingers,

(.). The
great m. (of the people), oi-. 6 , -. See and Populace.
In a m.,,,.
In m.'s (ofpersons), . With
the whole m.,, ,
and - (adv.). In great m.,, 2. iaU/tXjis, , and, (advv.). See

Crowd, Heap, Swarm.

MULTITUDINOUS. ^Nu-
merous.
MUM. See Hush !

MUMBLE, (as

an old man).
MUMMERY,, .
MUMMY, -
or, 6. -
(),.

MUNCH,.
m. dainties or sweetmeats, vw-

and-.
MUNDANE. See World.
MUNICIPAL. E.g. m. town,, : a citizen

of a m. town,, , 6.

MUNIFICENCE,-,-,, . -,, . See
Liberality.
MUNIFICENT, -,-, 2., 2. -, 2. See LIBERAL.
MUNITION,, . See

Fortification. ^ Munitions of
ivar], , or-,, ., . See AMMUNI-
TION.

MURDER, s., .-, ., ., .
Also (Isocr.). To ac-

cuse aby of m., or. -
: to be accused of

m., '' or -: trial form., -
, : for wilful m., or, (Dem.) :

stained with the crime of m.,, 3. , 2 : guilt of
m., , (Ly-
curg.). Laws relating to m., oi. See HOMICIDE.
MURDER, V.. -.,,..-.. See KlLL.
MURDERER (Murderess,

fern.),, , 6, and par-
tepp. of verbs to Murder, -,, 6, ., ,
., 6.

MURDEROUS,, 3., 2. A m. war,

: a m. desire,, .
MURKY. See Dark.
MURMUR, s. , ., 6., . -,,., ., .
MURMUR, ..

and, -, (of inanimate
objects, esply water). \.
See Mutter and Grumble.
MURRAIN,.

or, -.
MUSCLE. 1 Of the human

body] ,, 6. U A shell-

fish], ., 6.-
,. A small m.,

and, : in the shape of
a m.,, 2.,



MUS MUT MY
2., 2 : a m. shell,, 6..
MUSCULAR,, 2. .

strength,, ., :
to have m. strength,.
MUSE, s., . Beloved

hy the m.'s,,, :
lover of the m.'s,,
6 : to be a friend of the m.'s,

: one who slights

the m.'s,, : inspired by
the m.'s,, 2. -, 2 : a priest of the m.'s,, 6.

MUSE, v. See to Meditate.
MUSEUM,,.
MUSHROOM,, or

, 6 (g. t. for 'fungus'').

MUSIC,, h (as art),

and/, (a mu-
steal piece),, oi (chords

in general),, {as theo-

ry). A teacher of m.,

(g. t., or,, Sfc., spec, t.)-
: one skilled or experienced

in m., , 2 : to

make m.,.-, : to compose m.,-. T[ Musical pieces] ,, .,.
MUSICAL,, 3.

m. composition, and, . ,
2 (of a person). . instruments,, : a maker of m. in-

struments, ,
6 : to be m. (=: to play an instru-

ment),.... See to PLAY.
MUSICIAN,,

b., , ., ,
.,, ..
MUSK,, .
MUSKET, ,.
MUST, s., .,, (wine ivith the lees in it)., . Of m.,,

3.

MUST, v. a) Of external ne-

cessity] (oportet), and str. -
(necesse est; with

dot. or ace. or infin.), e. g. I m.
go somewhere, :

1 in. needs depart,

: it m. by all means be
investigated, -

v. ) Of inner necessity] ,
(imperf, opus est; with

ace. and infin.). One m. speak

the truth, .
Also and (with

dot. or ace. and infin.). I m.
deliver it, -. Often expressed by tlie ver-

bal adj. in, e. g. the body
m. be exercised,

: one m. worship the gods,, -: we m. vie,.—More
strongly, the notion of duty or ne-

cessity may be expressed by-
(405)

(debere ; with infin.). Or
followed by a nega-

tive, e. g. I m. believe you,, (PI.) or, , S^c. (c. infin.).

Also,. -
(seq. infin.), and in

poetry, e.g. I m. have
aggrieved the immortals,

(Horn.).

MUSTACHE,MUSTACHIO,, . or,, . (Ctes.).

MUSTARD, , ,
(with the better Attics), ,, (only later). A m. plaster,

or -, : to put on a m. plaster,: the application of it,, .
MUSTER (an army), . ~, pa-, or . -.

and.
To collect (an army)]-

or.. Intrans.

(pass.). How many
men do you (they, &c.) m.? --

;; the army m.'s 500 men,.
MUSTER (of^ an army), s.

and, (ivith

or without ), -', ., h (esply

of cavalry). To have or hold a

m., see to Muster : to pass m.,. . roll,-, .
_
MUSTINESS. Fm thefollow-

ing—
MUSTY,, 3. To

become or turn m.,,
MUTABILITY,-, n-,,

v. See Changeableness and
Fickleness.
MUTABLE, or, 2. )5, 2.

and, 2.

See Changeable, Fickle.
MUTATION. See Change,

subst.

MUTE,, 3.,-, 2 (not speaking). To be

as m. as a fish, -. See Dumb and
Speechless. IT Silent] Vid.

MUTE, v. U To void excre-
ment (of birds)] Vid. M.-d upon
by the birds, -

(Aristoph.).

MUTILATE,, -, (to de-

prive of the use of single limbs)., ,,. (the

dead body),,-, (to disfi-

gure, deface).

MUTILATED,, 2., 3 (deprived of the

use of single limbs),,

, . ,, 2 (de-
prived of external parts).

MUTILATION,, ,
and, .-,,, -. -, , -.,, .
MUTINEER,,, , .
MUTINOUS,,, 3.

(of persons),,, 2 (of persons and
places).

MUTINY, s., n., rj.

MUTINY, v. -..
MUTTER,.... SeeM.UR->

mur and Whisper.
MUTTON, ,.
MUTUAL,, 3 and

2, but more usu. Orel, by compo-
sitions with, e. g. to make
m. concessions, v. to

offer m. salutations,-
: to entertain feelings of m,

love for one another,,. to bestow upon each
other m. benefactions,-, : and in

some cases by the active and pass,

form of the respective verb, e. g,

m. love, -: or by the reciprocal pron., e. g. m. concord,: to have
m. confidence, -

: to give a m. account (of one's

doings)," : to make
m. protestations (e. g. of faith,

&c),
or (, e. g.,, .),

: a m. agreement,-, : m. love, hate, -,-, : having a —
,-,-,2: m.

ter,, :

it,, 2.

MUTUALLY,,, ,. Or express by

as in phrases under the adj. We
m. agreed, or.
MUZZLE, s. 1 Snout] -, . Put on mouth of a

horse, dog, SfC.] ,.,
(pi.),,.,

.
MUZZLE, V...

Easily m.-d,, 2. if Fig.]

(ef-

fectually prevent abyfm speaking).

MY, MINE,, 3, and ',, (gen.). My pro-

perty, what is mine, :

my eyes are more beautiful than

yours, oi -
: I don't

consider this to be any business

of mine,
: may I not do



MYR NAM NAR
good to my (own) country? oh

(Aristoph.)
;

nay father, 6 . 6-
or : I for my part,

' : my friend,.
§1^° Where there is no antithesis

between mine and another's, the

pronoun does not need to be ex-

pressed, e. g. my father loves me,.
MYRIAD,, , •,, .
MYRRH,,, .

Producing m.,, 2 :

of m.,,, 3.

MYRTLE,,-,, and (later Att.), .
Made of m.,,
{later Att.), 3, and, 2
(myrteus)., 3 (Diosc).

A m. berry,,.,, - : am. wreath or fly-flap,, : a m. grove,

and-,, and -, : m. oil,-
ov (Diosc).

MYSKLF,?, (). In
the oblique cases,-, $£c. See Oneself.
MYSTERIOUS,, 3., 2.,-, 2., 3 (of persons

and things). In m. terms, OV.
MYSTERY,,.
MYSTERIES {the),,.,.-

or }, ., . To prepare for the
m., : a preparing
for the m.,, : to

celebrate the m., -. See Initiate, Initia-
tion.

MYSTICAL,*, 2., 3., 3.

MYTH,, 6.-, . To relate m.'s,--,-.
MYTHIC,, 2.

MYTH0LOGICAL, Mu6oAo-, 3.

MYTHOLOGIST, -, .
t

MYTHOLOGY,,
V., .

NAG,, . ,, 6.

NAIL, s.
^ «U Of the human

body] ,, 6. To cut
or pare one's n.'s,, and-

: the cutting of one's n.'s,, : n. scissors,-, : like a n.,-,2 : the point of the n.,-, . 6. Diseases
of the ?i.

,

s are, ?';,

(406)

or,, (ivhitlow)., (tL• growth of a
fleshy membrane over the n.'s, esply

the great toe). H For fastening,

e.g. timber, &[C.], 6.,
b (large n.). or-, (a wooden n. or peg)., 6. In the shape of a n.,, : to fix or fasten with
a n., see to Nail.
NAIL, V. ,..,-

or 8s.lv . See Syn.
above. To n. to athg,,

or.
NAIVE,,,

., ,., 3.

See Simple, Artless.
NAIVETY,, .,, .
NAKED,,, 3.

See Bare.
D IS

S

%
,,, . .

NAME, s. Appellation of
an object], , and-
)\, (g.tt.). - and--, (distinctive appella-

tion). To name athg by its n.,' :

a man of the n. of, or by n.,

Krates, , ,-
T»js : to call aby by his n., ovo-: called by n.,

(Fl.) : of

the same n.,, 2 : with-

out a n.,, 2 : bearing

the n., : having many
n.'s,, 2.— To call

things by their right n.'s,-" (prov.). ^J

Fig. : pretext] . g. under the n.

of,,, and with. ^f Stead, place]

E.g. to answer in aby's n.,-
: I have

done it in your n , -,
: I greet you in

the king's n.,

: to do athg

in God's n., -
or . Go,

in God's n.,. TJ Reputation, fame], . , . , .
To have a n., :

a good n., .,
: to have a good n.,.

'. to make oneself a

n. by athg,. -
: without a n.,, 2 (with-

out renoivn).

NAME, v. To give or at-

tach a ?iame to] (g. t.)., and -. See to Call. Tf To no-

minate, appoint] ViD.
NAMELESS. 1 Withoutname]

See Name. TJ That cannot be ex-

pressed], 2.-, 2. or-, 2.

NAMELY. 1" As explana-

1

tory particle relating to a single

notion] ,,,-
(nempe). ,

!
(scilicet) : or is omitted, esply in

apposition, ^j Used explicative/y

of an entire proposition']

(enim).
I

f

NAMESAKE,, 2.

(a, ov) , -
j

(, ov) .
NAP,,.,. , . To take

an.,. -
;

: a n. after dinner, <5-
; , .

NAPKIN,, .
:,. -
;

£ios, . A barber's n.,-
|
, .
NARCISSUS,,

and . Made of the n.,-
j

, 3.

NARCOTIC. . g. a n. re-

medy or potion, or
! , .

NARD,, n- Made of

n.,, 3 : like n.,-, , .,, : to

be like n., : oil of n.,, : wine fla-

voured with n., ,
. ] The plant] -, ., , 6.

NARRATE, and-, (g. t.). and'-.,,)!.,. -
NARRATION, NARRA-

TIVE,, ., ., , and, .
-, -, . Often ex-

pressed by partcpp. of the verb to

Narrate.
NARRATOR. Partcpp. of

verbs to Narrate,,, .
NARROW, adj. , 3.-,-,,

2., 3. A n. space,, : an. pass, -', .,.-
,. or ,

: a . garment,)-, : to make or ren-

der , : to be ., -
: to become ., -
(pass.),

(pass.): . -hearted, . -minded,, 3.,
2 : to be . minded (in one's

judgment), :
a .-minded person,

: a . mind or n.-mind-
edness, :

to have a . escape, see Narrow-
ly.

NARROW, v.. See

to Contract.
NARROWLY. ^Frop.]Fm

the Adj. % Fig.: closely] E.g.
to examine athg .,.. -. See MlNUTELV. He
. escaped being —

, -— (c. infi?i. JC.).

NARROWNESS, .



NAS NAT NAV,, .,
V-

NASAL. Crcl. ivith gen. of
Subst., , or by

or or. See compounds under Art.

Nose.
NASCENT. See Growing.
NASTINESS. See Dirt and

Filth. To discharge upon aby
the accumulated n. of his villany,-

(Dem.).

NASTY,, 3. -, 3 {filthy),, 3. -
(vile), (disgusting),, 3 (ugly, and base).

NATAL. Crcl. See compounds
under Birth, e. g. -, (n.- or birth-place), ',

or (.
year).

NATION, t With ref. to

common origin and language ],.,.,.
People of or belonging to different

n."s, : be-

longing to one .,, 2., 2 : belonging to our n.,, 2 : of another ., -, 2. *[[ With ref. to po-
litics, S[c], 6. Belonging
to the .,, 3., 3:
with the whole ., : in

the n., or at the expense of the

.,., 2.

m
NATIONAL,, 3.

or,, 3. 6, -,,,,
2. . law, or -, 6 : an. custom,-

or , 6.,-, : an, matter,,: . song,-, : . spirit,

V,
}/ : a . feast,-, or ,

: to celebrate it, .
. (= state) religion, ,
. :

. dress, , -, . -. , :

. dialect, .
or -.

NATIONALIZE,
'.

NATIVE,,-, 2. - -,-, 6, . . land or town,-,, . , :

. tongue, , ., .
NATIVITY. 1 Birth] Vid.,

and Compounds, e.g. place of one's

n., see Birth-place,
(the coming into

life). H In an astrological sense], .,
., . ,-, 6. To cast a .,-..-

: one who casts n.'s,-, 6., 6.

(407)

.-, 6.

NATURAL, adj. 1 Proceed-
ing fm nature], 3. -, 2. , »j, or. ,, , or or -
or-, , . -, 2., 2. . pro-

pensities or indications of man,-
: athg is or be-

comes . to me,
or .,

: to have a .
hatred or dislike for athg,. . *U Founded
in nature] 6, , ., 3. . necessities,

: a . want,

: . evil,

or : a . death, 6,-
: to die a . death,. U.

to ' artificial']-,,--, 2. ,,.
. harbour, ,

: to have a . bridge,. Also, 3., 2 (. to

affected). ^\ According to the in-

ner nature or peculiarity of a
thing], 2 and 3. -,, ., 3. It is .,. .

: was it not quite . that

this should happen?

;
quite

. !' , ! that is

. enough, ob

: it is . I should do
so, .

: the

. and necessary consequence then
is, ". ^[
Illegitimate] Vid. % Like na-
ture, true to nature (ofa represen-

tation)], 3. Miscel-
laneous combinations] N. history,

or -
: . science,, .

: . philosophy,-
: a . philosopher,

: . produce or pro-

duction, , .
or or-

or. -
: . right or law,

or -.
NATURAL, s. See Idiot.
NATURALIST,. 6 or,, 6. To be a .,. See ' NA-

TURAL philosopher,' under Na-
tural.
NATURALIZE. See Na-

tionalize.

NATURALLY,,. . To be .
strong, : to be . weak,.
NATURE,, . By or

fm .,. ).
: to be strong or fortified

by ., tlvui,
: to be by .,, and sts (e. g.

he is by n. wise, ) :

to be by n. disposed, the same with

infin. (e. g. I am by n. disposed

to do athg, or

). After .,
: against or contrary to

., : well provided
by .,, 2 : athg has be-

come a second n. to aby,. -
: to be in the .

of the thing, : the
law of ., , b : a
state of ., ( ).,, .. The kingdom or realm
of . (i. e. theichole visible ivorld),

or-.
NAUGHT. See Nothing.
NAUGHTY. feBAD.
NAUSEA. See Sickness.
NAUSEOUS. See Disgust-

ing, Disgustful.
NAUTICAL, NAVAL,-, 3. . affairs, -, : . service,-,: a . officer,-, 6., : an. war,

: a
. power, -

or -
or

: a . force, -.,., . ,
6 (n. army) : a . expedition,-, : a . engage-

ment or combat, or 6.,
: . victory, -. , ., : to gain or carry a

. victory, .
NAVE, b or.
NAVEL,, b. To cut

off the n.-string,: in the form of a

.,,, 2:

a rupture of the .,-, h (without ancient autho-

rity), or, b.

NAVIGABLE, ?, 3.

and, 2. -
and, 2.

NAVIGATE,... -. See to Sail.

NAVIGATION,, ,
. ., . -, . Also, , or

(pi.). . advanced,

, (Th.).

NAVIGATOR,, ,
. , b (g. tt.). -, b (that goes out to

sea), b ,



NAV NEC NEC
or , or
6,.
NAVY,,,-,. ,-, . , .

state that has a ., -
} or -. See FLEET.
NAY. f No] Vid. % (Not

only so) but more] See Moreover., . . even,. . :

far fm — nay even not,

—'.
t

NEAR, f Adj. a) Ofplace]

6, , . See Neigh-
bouring, at Hand, ) Of time]

6, 77, (,,), (,, )., , .
) Of relationship], 3.

., very ., relation,-, ,. See Kin. [ Comparai.
and superlat., -'-,-,-. --, -,
(Hdt.). (Soph.).] Quite
., see Close. % Adv.] -,, ,

and.
and . ,,,,

(poet.). [Comp. and sup.-,-:, --, :,,: (-),-,. '-
(at less distance).] Also,,, (prepositions).

*j\ To be near] tlvai (of
place),.
(oftime and place),,-, and
(of lime), (to be

n. aby. Eur.). The sun is n. his set-

ting,
:

it was now . sunset, -
: to he . the

end of one's life,, -
: to be quite .,
(at hand), .

To he . (= on the point of), -
(c. ififin.).,' (c. infin.).

or (c.

infin.) : we w7ere . heing made
slaves of or subjugated,-

or -
: they were . escaping,' (Th.) :

I was . heing conquered, its-
(Th.) :

he was so . falling, --
(Th.) : he was so . dangei•,

(Th.) : they were . heing —
,

(.) : I was
. losingmy life,

(Isocr.) : it
was very . being the ruin of
them, -

(Th.). See un-
der Nearly. Not n. so (=far

(408)

fm being so), e. g. he is not n. so

clever, -. To bring ., -: to bring athg . to an
object, (e.g.

the light to the eye,). To come ., to

draw ., see' to Approach. H
Close, saving] ,. See

NEAR-SIGHTED, ,, , . or. To be .,-.
NEAR-SIGHTEDNESS,/xi/-, ., .
NEARLY, (in numeri-

cal statements, quotations, S[c, e.g.),,-
, ,' -, , .
(as infin. absol.), also -
and (tvithout ). I

am . (or near) having, n. weep-
ing, (Isoc),

(Dem.) : the horse n.

threw him, -' (.). These
things are not so, nor n. so,

' «' ', '
: they are . equal,.

. like, (3 and 2),

(2) ..
NEARNESS, or. See Neighbourhood.

1 Parsimony] Vid. H Nearness

of kin], . According
ton. of kin, (Solon).

NEAT, adj., 3. -, 3., 3.,
2.

NEAT (cattle), s. , , al.

NEATHERD,, ., , .
NEATNESS,™,-,, . or', .,,

, or', .
NEBULOUS. See Cloudy,

Misty.
NECESSARIES,,, . The . of life,

its or, ui -
: to be occupied in procuring

for oneself the n. of life,.
NECESSARILY,.,.
NECESSARY,, 3

(g.t.)., 3 and 2. The
thing most ., ,

(pi.) : the .
things or objects, .
See Necessaries. The . pre-

caution, -
: the . zeal, :

the . number, or-
: it is ., «5.. ().. (is urgent) : it

is by all means ., ,
: more than .,,-, 3 (adjectively).

(adverbially) : it is not
., .
NECESSITATE,

(g. t.).. -. See COMPEL, FORCE.

n
NECESSITOUS,, .,,. «See NEEDY,

Poor.
NECESSITY,, .. . To place

aby under the .,. or-. -
: I am under the .,.
or. -

: to be a matter of .,: it is quite a mat-
ter of ., . . has
no law, -

(prov.) or-. . is the mo-
ther of invention, ,

, (Eur.).
'
(Antiph.). See Need, Want.
NECK, il Propr.] ,,, ., (poet.),, (esply of animals, and

ivith ref to the yoke). $* Ac-
cording to Aristot. is g. t.

/oi'neck, throat;,,
, being the front part,,
the back, wch he also calls-,, . De Anim. 10. See
Throat. To break aby's n.,' : — one's

own ., : to

fall on aby's .,
(Luc), -

(PL), -
(Eur.),

(Pol.). With his

. in a halter, -
(prov., Dem.) : to

flee, . or nothing,

: . and crop,,: going through the .,, 2 : on the .,-, 2., 2 (poet.) :

an iron collar to put round aby's

.,, -. With long

.,, , .-, 2. and -, 2 (poet.) : with short

., : with high

., and :

a carrying the . high,-
or , (.) : with bull

., (Xenarch.). ^[

neck of land], 6, also -, , and,, 6. ^[
The neck of a vessel], .,, .. .
NECKLACE, ',' ., 6. and-,.
NECROMANCER,i//oXayo)-, (that conjures spirits), -- and-, (later).

be a ., ,
(PL).
NECROMANCY,-, . , .- and-, (la-

ter).



NEC NEG NEP
NECTAR,,, .

Dropping .,,
(Eubul.).

NECTAR-LIKE, NECTAR-
OUS,, 3.-, .
NEED, s. , (opus).,, {only poet., rare in

.). t os,., . See

Necessity, , . See

Want. A friend in .,
kv ? : if n. be, , ,, ' ,'.
stand in . of, to have . of,. or' or ,, or

or -. But what . have you of

me?
(sc. ')

;
(Eur.) To have fur-

ther . of (athg), -, -, :

there is is no . of it, :

there is great or much n. of it,

or .
See to Want.
NEED, v. See ' to be or stand

in Need of.' You n. not fear,

or, or Orel., e. g.' (i. e. there is no
reason why, 8f,c).

NEEDFUL. See Necessary.
NEEDLE,, .,, ., (esply for

darning),, {esply a
packing-n.). A n.-case,-, : to thread a .,-

or {)-
: in the form of a .,-, 2 : the eye of a .,

or.
or ,,, (Hipp.). ^Needle

{of the compass)] prps, .
NEEDLE - WOMAN, -,, . -.
NEEDLESS, ,, 3. To entertain a n.

fear, {PL).

NEEDLESSLY, ..
NEEDS, adv..,. $|$" For n.

must, n. will, the adv. is not ex-

pressed in the Gr. unless it be em-
phatic.

NEEDY,,.,
3. . (Horn.),, 2 (Tray.).

NEFARIOUS,,, 2. , . .
deed, , .-, .
NEGATION,, .-, . See DENIAL.
NEGATIVE, adj.-, 3 (. to,

Aristot.)., 3 (ofpro-

positions, . to,
Aristot.)., 3 (Diog.

.),,, 3
{denying). % As sidtst.], (n. word),

(409)

. (. proposition). To answer,
&c. in the ., see to Negative.
NEGATIVE, v. .

or. -.,,
(aor. pass.), -.

NEGLECT, .
(or infin., sis with ), -
and-\,

or . -,-,-,
(with no-

tion ofslighting) , also-,-,- .
(treat carelessly),-

(miss fm carelessness), also

(e. g. ,
Polyb.), and -,- and-,-,
-,- .. . in a calculation,-,- : to . the
opportunity, -,, -, -

: to . one's duty,

(or simply ) -. ,
(Isocr.)... Neg-

lected,, 3. -, 2, and, . -, 2., 2.

NEGLECT, S. ,
(g. t.)., .-, . and -, .
NEGLECTFUL,, 2., 2. See NEGLIGENT.
NEGLIGENCE, , h.., . -,, .-,, ., 6.

See Carelessness. . of style,.
NEGLIGENT,,-, ., 2. -, 3., .,

2 (light and hasty), ,
2, and, 3 (not accu-
rate). To be .,.-. .-

: to be . in athg,, or

or or. ,. See CARE-
LESS.

NEGOTIATE,
(and mid.), (and
mid.; with aby about athg,), -, -/ .-

(esply of money-mat-
ters), (as ambas-
sador). To . by a herald,-

: to . a peace,-
or : to . a mar-
riage, : to . a

bill of exchange, -, --.
NEGOTIATION,, \., 6., ., . . by herald,-

: to open or enter into

a n. with aby, -

. ,. -
or-

(if by an envoy or a
herald, £[c).

NEGOTIATOR,,
b., , b.,
b., , b., b.

. of a peace,, , b.

b

: to act the part of a n.,.
NEGRO,, , b., b.-, b (Eur.).,, ,

and , (fern.).

. slave, -.
NEIGH,v./.-. (to neigh,

whinny, and prance),.
NEIGH, S.,

(as sound),, .
NEIGHING (the act of),-, b. ., b.

NEIGHBOUR, f One who
is or lives near us] b or

(g. t.). ,, b.-,, b (that lives

near us), , b. -,-, and,, b (with ref to the frontier),, , b (that sits neat

to us at table). Opposite .,-, b, '. to be aby's n.,, (g.
t.). . '-

(with ref. to dicelling).

(ivitJi ref to the frontier)

.

tiih (to sit next

to one).

(pass.) (at table).

NEIGHBOURHOOD, f Vi-

cinity],,-,, .-, . . In the .,, : fm the

., . ^[ As collective

notion (rr the tieigJibours)] -'. or., . f), (sc. ).
NEIGHBOURING,,

, . Partcp. of,-,,,.,2.-, 3. , , ,,, 2, and,,, also-
and-, 2.

and, 2. The . nations,.
NEITHER,,. See

Nor. . — nor, —.
— : . — nor yet,

—. —. TJ

Adj.] . of the two,,, 3 : on . side, -,- : in . way or wise,

-,-. ^§° The dis-

tinction betu-een and holds

in these compounds also. See un-
der Not.
NEPHEW,, ,

.,, b (Dion,

.).



NER
NERVE, s., (sineiv

;

@5J* of the nSs, in the modern
sense, as organs of sensation, only

after Aristot.).

NERVE, v.. See to

Brace, Strengthen.
NERVOUS. *ff Sinewy] ivo-,. 2., 2., 3 (= strong). .

Style, 77 . ^|

Of or relating to the nerves] vt-, 2,, 3, or Crcl.

tvith gen., e. g. the n. system,

: a . fe-

ver, -
: a . complaint,. ^[ Weak in the

the nerves] .
U Fig. — easily frightened or ex-
cited], 2 (PluL).

NERVOUSNESS, 77 -.
NEST,, ?7, and

(as abode for birds),, -
(the n. and the young). To build
a ., or.. A bee's n.,, (and wasp's n.) : a
wasp's .,, : a vulture's
n.,, .
NESTLE,,-

or (
or ,

in a certain place). N.-ing,-, .,.
NET, s., (offisher-

men and hunters). -, , and, (
large drag-netfor fishing),,, and, (chieflyfor
hunting)., (of
bird-catchers), , , fi (a
hunter's n. Trag. and .), -, (poet.),, .-, ., - (a fine n.).

To make a ., or-, : a well-
made . -

: to cast out n.'s, -
and: to

set a ., or-
: to spread tbe n.'s,-, : to

surround athg with n.'s,

: to fall into
a ., : to
allure or draw aby into aby's n.'s,

: in the form of a ., -, 2., 3. -, : serving for
a .,, 3 : a line
of n.'s, -, , and-, : surrounded with
a line of n.'s,, 2 :

to watch n.'s, : a
watcher of n.'s,, 6 :

edge of .,, : up-
per part of .,, :

cord at top of .,, 6., 6 (by well the n. is

closed). Art of hunting with n.'s,, -. Net-fishery,, -.

;
NETMAKER,<Wwo,^oVos,

(410)

NEW
NET MAKING,-

(so.), .
NET, . To make network]

or ,. If To take in a net

(propr. and fig )].
NETHER, NETHERMOST.

Comp. and superl. of Low, Vid.

NETT (— clear of charges),

adj., 3 (e.g. the n. pro-

duce. 77 ).
NETTING, or oV..,.
NETTLE, s.,.-
NETTLE (fig.), v. ,. See Sting.
NEUTER, NEUTRAL, -, 3. , j;, , -, , .-,, . ' -
, 3. To remain .,, .,' -. . '. Also (/.).

H Neuter, in grammar]-, 3. The ., .—
. salt, , b (mod.

St.).

NEUTRALITY,, .. To observe ., see

' to be Neutral.'
NEUTRALIZE,, To

be n.-d, or.
NEVER,,

or, (of the fu-
ture, seldom of past), -, -,
and-,- (of time

past), tgg^ Tlie distinction between

and is retained in these

compounds. In. had any,

Q-PXh" (
= omnino)

, ' .
NEVERTHELESS, -, , '.', preceded by a partcp.,

e. g. having done this, he n. —

,

— . Also', ,
{) . . . ,.

NEW. If That has not long

existed] ,, 3. -, 2 (propr. recently killed),, 2. A . garment,,, : a .
house,/, - : .
milk, , 2 (Hip-
pocr.) : . wine, ,, : an. lie,. A-new, , -, . A^eeFRESH,
Recent. Poet.,, -,,,,,,
2. U With refi to certain pro-
perties or circumstances]

and, 3. . soldiers,-
: a . citizen,,, 6 : the New Tes-

tament, 77 . ^[

Not previously known or usual]
j

a?id , 3. . words, I' : athg .,-
[

NEW
. See News. % Not used], 3. A n. (tripod, caldron,

&c),, 2 : . coin, or, ggr" The
notion new, in the sense ' recent,'
' just now —,' or ' fresh,' ' in ad-

dition to the old,' is expressed by
compounds with -, -, as
above, or- or -, e.g.

n. bom, -,-. ., 2., 2. ;>-, : to make . demands,7->, : a . resource

is needed, .
make .,,,. . --. «See Innovate
and Renew. To begin some-
thing n., cut into a n. vein,-

: to do n. things,-
: the house has some-

thing n. about it,

(Soph.).

NEW-FANGLED,-, ., 2. -, , and-,-, 2 (of words or language).

To speak in a n. manner,-
(Aristot.).

(Eur.) : to

make . prayers,

(Eur.).

NEW-FASHIONED,-,, 2. Kuivtp

or, 3.

NEW-MOON, i/ou/tniwie, 77. See Moon.
NEW-YEAR, .

With the .,
: n.'s day,

: n.'s gift,,, 77.

NEWLY, . .
and,, and by compounds with

-,-,-. See RECENT-
LY.

NEWNESS,, ijtos,

. ., ..
NEWS, , .. or-, . .

What is the .? ;
or ; is

there any .? or -; good .,-, : to sacrifice in thanks-
giving, crown aby in reward, for

good ., ,-
or : bring-

ing good .,, 2 : to

bring good ., :

bringing bad .,, 2 :

to bring bad ., :

. is got or transpires of aby,, -
: this is no . to me.,-. For other phrases see under

Information, Intelligence.
NEWSMONGER,-,, . 6/ -., 6. To be a .,.
NEWSMONGER1NG,-



NEW NIN NO, . ^ As adj.]-, 3.

NEWSPAPER. Crcl.by '-, .
NEWT,, 6.

NEXT. See superlatives of
Near,, 3 (standing or

being tlie n. to), or, , . and
(dat.), (ace), , tj,

and (of place, time, and
rank), ? (of

rank and in time). Also-? . To be . to —

,

,, -
: . spoke, - or-.-

: the . day,

or or or.',: the

. following,, 3. -, 3. -, 3. . of kin, see

Kin.
NIB, s. See ' Bill of a bird.'

NIB, v. See to Point.
NIBBLE,, -,- .,,.
NICE. iT Delicate],

3., 3., 3.-, (gen. ). Affectedly

. (prudish),, 3: to be so,'. Accurate, exact]

Vid. if Critical (of danger)]

Vid. IT Dainty] Vid.
NICETY, "fl Accuracy, exact-

ness] Vid. With .,,
: with the greatest n.,, :

. in calculation, of style, &c,, -. [ Delicacies,

dainties] Vid.

NICK,s. % Notch] Vid.
Jf

Exact point of time], 6.

In the very n. of time, ,, . -
(jEschyl.).

NICK, v. f To notch] Vid.
To hit] Vid. t To cheat] Vid.
NICKNAME, ,. yeXoict or-, .
NIECE,, .
NIGGARD,, , 6.,, 6 (as propr. name

of misers in comedy),-, 6. ', 6, . To be a

.,.-.
NIGGARDLY,,

2., 2., 2. -, 3.., b, .
NIGGARDLINESS,,, ,, ., .
NIGH. See Near.
NIGHT, ,, - At

., , ,,. : by
day and ., '

: that happens at .,, 3 : to pass the .,
: to he or stay up

during the .,
: to wake the whole n.,' : dead of .,

(41 1)

or. :

in a dark ., -, : until

late at ., : it

is getting ., or -
: . is approaching whilst

athg is going on, -
: one that works by n.,, , b.,, 6 : the . through,, . §" In many

cases, compounds with -,-, and-, are formed
to convey the notion of ''doing, Qc.
athg at night,'' e.g. to travel at n.,

: travelling at n.,, 2 : travelling at n.,

a march during .,,
: to write at ., :

that goes out at n. for provender
or food,, 2. -, 2: a combat which takes

place at ., or.,
: one that goes out hunting at

.,$, , b. -, , ol (., pi.) : a hunt
at .,, ..
NIGHT-HAWK, NIGHT-

JAR (nocturnus accipiter),-,, , and, b (Ion.,

prob. not ), -,
(Horn. II. 14, 291). Also-,, b (Aristot.).

NIGHT-MARE,,, ., , .-,, b (Sophron.).

NIGHT-SHADE,
and (Theocr.), b and ., (, , is

doubtful in Diosc).

NIGHT-STOOL,,, ., . ,
(fm the context).

NIGHT-WATCH. ^ The act

of watching]', .
To have or be on the .,-. "f[ TL• person icatch-

inq],, b.

"NIGHTINGALE,,, .,, (mythol.

and poet.).

NIGHTLY,, 3. ,
, or(). See under NlGHT.
NIMBLE,, 2. -, 2., 3., 3.?,, .,88,>,-, .,,, .,, ' (as figure).

The number . (subst.),,, . During . days,, ' : that

lasts . days, of . days,

: . years old,-, 2., .,
(fern.), ' (,) (n. years old),

(of . years, or . years

of age), (lasting

. years) : a space of . years, -',, : of . months,, 2. (-

, ) (n. months old) :' (lasting nine
months) : nine times, :

. cubits long, wide, &c, -, , (neutr.) : .
stories high, , 2

:

that has . corners,,
2 : . fold,, 3 :

of . syllables,,
2 : of . voices,, 2., 2 : twenty-n., -

or '
or or

(similarly thirty-n.,

(jfc.) : . hundred, or, 3 : . thousand,-. (as figure) : the .-
hundredth,, 3 :

the n.-thousandth,-, 3.

NINEFOLD,,
3.

NINETEEN, or' or. ' (as numeral sign). The
cycle of n. years,-,, .
NINETEENTH,-, 3. , 3. -. On the . day,, 3.

NINETIETH,,
3.

NINETY,. ? (as

numeral sign). . times,-
: . years old,-, .-,

, , -,, .
NINTH, or ',

3. For the . time, :

on the . day, or-, 3 : one ., or the . part,

or , .
NINTHLY, or

or.
NIP. 1 To pinch] Vid. To

. off, ',,.
« With refi to the effect of cold]

Crcl. by or-
and -. % Fig.] . in the

very bud (= in its very origi?i),'.
NIPPERS. See Forceps.
NIPPLE,, h.,.
NITRE,, .
NITROUS,, , b.,, ., 2.

NO, , ,.,, or (ivhen fulloived by a
vowel) . <$tr But usually

with repetition of the foregoing

verb, e.g. have you done this?

is it you that has done this ? apa' ; no !. . As an-

swer to a demand, no is expressed

by , , ,. No,
nor —,. See Nor. To say

no, .. No,
thank you,.
NO, adj., NONE, adj. and s.,,,, (dif-

fering as and : see Not).

And, only substantively,,-
Tts,. par In elliptical prohibi'



NOB NOM NOR
tions, such as no delay!

(sc.) : no excuses !. See NOBODY,
Nothing. No' man can do this,' . §g?*

With added particles of place or

or time, ever, anywhere, and also

any, even, the negation is repeated,

e.g. none ever,() : none anywhere, -
: and so when fol-

lowed by ' or,' e. g. none said or

did athg of the kind, ',' -
: the rest of non-existent

things have no relation whatever
to anybody, anywhere, in any
sort, -

(.) : there is none
who — not (or but —),, where conforms
itself in case to, as if the

phrase were one word, ace.

—,
gen.

, S[C : they say there was none,
e.g. that did not turn away in

tears,

(.).
None but (= except), -

or —
, or express by

its equivalent alone, only, e. g.
none but the father, 6-. ggf• Where we use no at-

tributively, the Gr. often uses the

simple negative oh (), e. g. I

have no money, -
: to have no understanding,

: but the Gr. is also

fond of repeating the negative,

either in the adverbial or in the

adj. form ; thus, no harm shall

happen to you,

: there will be no contra-
diction, or: none
of us even thinks of it,' : at no
place, see Nowhere : from no
place, -(-) : to no
place,-(-) : at no time,
see Never : in no way, -(-) and -. (), ' ' : in no
manner or wise,,-. '' () : by
. means,. ' and'. (AM.,
not a whit), : on no ac-
count, . -,- :

nay, upon no account,,
: no more,. -

: no more (just as little),.
NOBILITY, (ofbirth

and sentiment),,
(ofsentiment only), and, .. of ancestry, -, . To be tattooed is a
mark of ., -

(Hdt.). t As rank, in the
modern sense'] oi or oi, -, also oi, oi.
NOBLE, adj. | With ref. to

birth, rank, Qc.], 2. -
(412)

', , 6. . descent,, : I am of . descent,' or'. With ref to

sentiment, nobility of the soul, or

of an act}, 2.,
3 (g. tt.)., 3. -, 3.

NOBLE, NOBLEMAN,
or or',

6., , 6.

NOBODY, or,, 6. , m?jtis,, .
I have seen ., -. See No, No one.
NOCTURNAL, *,

3. 6, , or Ttj().
NOD, s., . To make

a .,. : to

give aby athg to understand by a

secret ., <-. See Hint.
NOD, V., -. ?7 , -', or. .

(by way of j approbation,-
: to . (in drowsiness),.

NODDY,, b (gull),, 6., 6

I (Aristoph.).

NODE,,.,,
(astron. t). See Knot, also

Lump, Tumour.
NODOSITY. See and

Lump.
NOISE,, 6, and u/o-

j

, (g. t.). , , (n. of
!

voices), , , and,
\ (of a turbulent multitude). To
make a ., and.. or

;

07> or.
j

See Alarm.
NOISE abroad. See to Di-

! VULGE.018$$,,2(•-
out sound), ' -, 3 (silent),,-, 2 (poet.).

NOISELESSLY. FmtJieAdj.,.,'.
NOISOME. See Offensive.
NOISY,,-, 2., 3.

NOMADE,, oi (pi.).

Of or like n.'s,, 3: the

custom or fashion of n.'s, to vo-: after the custom of n.'s,.
NOMADIC,, 3.

NOMENCLATURE, b.
NOMINAL,', -. , -, , (fig. —

by ivaxj of pretext).

NOMINALLY. E.g. to ex-
ist ., or .
NOMINATE, -,--..-. See Appoint.
NOMINATION, -, -,,, . See AP-

POINTMENT.
NOMINATIVE, or

(). ).
NONAGE. See Minority.
NON-APPPEARANCE (le-

gal t.),

or .
. of the party sued,^,,

: . of a witness,-, . See the phrases under
Contumacy.
NONE. See No.
NONENTITY, ,.,. or

OV. .
NONEXISTENCE,, ,,. Crcl. with.
NONPERFORMANCE,-

-, --, .
NONPLUS,, .

be at a .,...
: to put to a ., ?

or.
NONRESIDENCE, -, . See Absence.
NONSENSE,, oi. -, oi., f). ,.

To talk .,... . ! or, you talk .,.
NONSENSICAL,,

. See Absurd.
NONSUIT,

(put out of court), or-. To be n.-d,

(not to get leave to commence
the suit), (to lose

07ie's cause).

NOODLE. See Noddy.
NOOK. See Corner.
NOON, , r)., -, ). At ., -

: 'tis high .,
(PL): to do athg at .,, -. to sleep

at .,
(PL).

NOONDAY, NOONTIDE,
adj., 3. b, ),.
NOOSE,, .,

r)., (.). To draw
together the .,

: aby puts his neck into

a ., -.
NOR. Not — nor, —( —) : neither —, . — ,—

,
— (^ —,—) : neither — , . — , no, . yet

(— and a/so not), —
,—

, ( , ' ) : not
—

, . yet —, — ( —) : not even (or not— either)

—, no, n. yet, — (-— ). §$* —
in Attic is doubtful, and will be

better avoided. See under Not.
NORTH, S. .. Fm the .,.

(Att.) : exposed to the



NOR
n.,, 2.,
2 (Eur.) : somewhat exposed to

the .,, 2 (Theo-
phr.).

NORTH, NORTHERN, adj., (poet.), -, 3 and 2. b, ?';,, or, 3.

The . sea, -. :

n. star,, 6 or : . wind,,., , 6 (Att.):

a . wind,, 6, '
: the . side,.

NORTH-EAST, -EASTERN,. . wind,,,
6., (prps ...).
NORTHWARDS, -. (Thuc.).

(poet.)

NORTH-WEST,-WEST-
ERN,.
NOSE,,, .,, 6 (snout, nostril), ,, (poet.,plur. ''the nostrils'

1

).

The tip. of the n.,, , : bridge of the

n., : a flat or
snub n., •. that has such a
n.,, 3.,-, 2 : having a hooked or aqui-
line n.,, 3: having it

somewhat hooked,, 2

:

to wipe or blow one's n.,-(.), (Cratin.),(,
to blow aby's n. for him, sharpen
his icits) : to hold one's n. (with
one's fingers),

: to turn up one's n., -( ), :

to cut off aby's n.,.. .
: to

speak in the n.,

: to bite aby's n. off, -
: to find

out, trace athg with the n., ptv-: to lead aby by the n.,

or
(Luc, in the sense of the English
phrase),,

: to cock up one's n., carry
one's n. very high,

(a ivord of common life. PL,
Aristoph.).

^
NOSEGAY,^, f,., 6. -, .
NOT, (,,), .

The former is used, in general,

whenever it is stated absolutely that

aby or athg is not, does not, ^c.

(objective denial) ; the latter de-

notes a representation of the mind,

put in a negative form, as some-

thing prohibited, willed, purposed,

supposed not to be (subjective de-

nial). Whatever Iwlds of ob and
applies also to all negative

wordsformed by composition with

them, as,, fyc. (some of

(413)

NOT
wch are therefore included in the

following examples)

:

—
A) In principal sentences with

indicative mood, or indie, with

av, or optat. with, and in ques-

tions to wch an affirmative anstver

is expected, the particle is ahvays
, e.g. , ,
£[C., , -, (did you
not write ?).

) In independent sentences (or

ivhat seem to be such), is used

(1) in prohibitions, demands, de-

hortations of others or of oneself,

or . §gp In
Attic never or -, and only rarely -. Be n. angry, ,

: let us n. be angry,

: (2) in questions

to ivch a negative answer is ex-

pected : ; = you did
not write, did you 1 (also =
). Also tvith deliberative

suhjunct. in questions about what
one is to do: I am n. to answer,
am I ? or, am I to answer (/ sup-

pose n.) ? '
; (3)

in wishes: I wish it may n. be,. (Would I

had never come,.)
c) In dependent clauses tvith

the verb in thefinite mood :—
1) In objective (stibstantive) sen-

tences with ' that ' to verba decla-

randi and the like, and in causal
sentences with ,, ',,, ''because,''

i
since,'' SfcC,

and in definite sentences of time
and place, the particle is , e. g.

(he says, argues, supposes, &c.)

that it is n. right, o>s :

because or since he will n., on,
: (it happened)

when (where) I was n. present,() : there was
a time when they were n.,.
Also, to,, S[C,

folloived by = I fear that, the

neg. is , e. g. I fear he will n.

come, .
2) Sentences of intention (final

sentences) with , ', ,
' that,' ' in order that

;

' object

sentences with ' that,' to verbs of
working, endeavouring, Src. ; sen-

tences of condition with , ,', : sentences of time

tvith ,, <$£C, or,

without , whenever the parti-

cle of time is indefinite = ' so

often as,' 'each time that,' Src.

;

and (usually, but not ahvays)
causal sentences with,,, in the sense ' seeing that,'
' because,' require. You call

in physicians, that he may n. die,,
: to take care that we

shall n. depart,(, <^c.) -
: do it if you will, but if

n., let it alone, ,, (),:

NOT
whether you will or n.,, : when (= in the

event that) none of these things
troubles the mind,

:

whenever (:= so often as) they
were n. doing this,

: when (
—

whereas, seeing that) I cannot per-

suade even you, ''.
3) Sentences connected by a re-

lative (pron. or adv.) with av, or
with the indefinite, have
always, and so likewise when-
ever the relative tvith its neg. im-
plies a ' suppose — not,' ' if there

be (things, &c.) wch— not,' 'such
as — not;' but when the negat.

in the relat. clause is absolute, not

involving supposition or contin-

gency, is used. What (= if
there be things that) I don't know,
I don't fancy myself to know, a, oloaai : it

destroyed the men, as many as

were n. able

—

,
-, (the

most pan, as many as were n.

persuaded, ,, Thuc., rare) : so far

as — n.,, , ',
, : I learnt what I didn't

know before, '-
{. <ggp" But wliere

would be proper in a relat.

clause, it becomes when the

clause comes to be dependent upon
a condition or an infin. clause

:

e. g. they receive what they ought
n.,, but, if they shall receive
—

, . : it is

dangerous talking about what one
does n. know, (fm ),,, . So likeivise, takes

when an effect, result, or purpose

is implied, but when this is not im-

plied, or not meant to be prominent,

is used : decree such measures

as you will n. repent of (= such

that you will not —),,
: the favour

we are come to ask is such as

there is no danger in granting,,
kv oTs

(Isocr.). §W If « negative pre-

cedes, (8[C.) os always

takes , viz. (), (-is) —
.

should say that nothing is so

bad, that by practice it would
not be better,

/Hi, , -'
(Isocr.). After, fyc. —

-Tt, the indie, or optat. is usu.

negatived by : they are so im-

pudent that they are n. (-would n.

be) ashamed— , -'( ').
4) Dependent (single) interro•
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gations usu. retain . I asked
why he did n. come,-,

(fm
;). He asks whether I am

. ashamed, t/, ai-. (ipjp But dependent
questions with may also take

.) Questions with relat. ivords,

and esply oirars, relating to the

tvay in wch or means by web athg

can take place, take. He con-

siders by what means he shall n.

be annoyed, )
: he shows them a

way how they may n. be liable

to punishment, ,
(Oem.).

In dependent questions disjunctive,

the second member may have
or : let us consider whether
it is becoming or n.,

(PL) : I will en-

deavour to learn whether it be
true or ., ' ,-

(PL). If the

double question be distinctive with
' and,' is used when the verb is

understood, either or when it

is repeated: they know what they
(can) do and what (they can)not," ,
(.) : you know whom you be-

nefitted and -whom you did n.

benefit, -, (or)-.
) The infin. is negatived by,

and so the ace. c. infin., but the lat-

ter usu. (not always) tuL•s after,,,,,,, and
sts after otlier verba declarandi et

sentiendi (e.g.,-,, ,-
), §fp= provided the governing
verb is not in a form or construc-

tion wch icould require for its

own negation: it is base n. to aid,

: I beg of
you n. to say, -

: they are so impudent as

n. to be ashamed, -' '-. gfjr* But after ace. c.

infin. governed by,,
Qc, the neg. may be : do you
think them so ignorant that they
do n. know, —' -

(PL). I wished
you . to be ignorant,

) ayvoilv : I managed
that we should n. be opposed,-

• they say, (I think,)
that many are n. willing, -

(.) -
: consider (or, if they say)

that many are n. willing, -
(or ") ). ip^" Where toe join

'not' to the infin., the Grerk gives
it to the preceding verb if this be,,, ', ,
and the like, so as to constitute a
single negat. verb, (=
Lot. nego), (= veto), Sec.

(414)

= (to de-

precate, protest agst, £[c.). |^p
In many phrases like I deny that

it is so, the Gr. has with the

infin. :

?' o>s , — (— / deny,

contending that it is n. so) : the

verbs so used are verbs of denial

or contradiction, of prohibition, of
desisting fm or retracting a reso-

lution, of acquitting, of shunning,

hindering, holding back, freeing

fm, and of doubting or not expect-

ing ; see tinder the several verbs

of this description, e. g. Deny,
' change one's Mind,' \c.

e) The pmrtcp. and adj. with-

out art. is negatived by, except

when it involves condition (— '
with finite mood), or ivhen the go-

verning word is in a form wch
would itself require ?) /or its ne-

gation. He attempted this, not
being wise,,

: I perceive that I have n. ef-

fected athg of what I wished,-
: it is misera-

ble to live with a soul (that is) n.

healthy,

(PL, because of the in-

finitive) : if you perceive that you
do n. know, '-' (because of) :

what city could be taken by men
n. obeying?

(.) ',

f) An adj. or partcp. with the

art. takes when it means 'such
as — not,' 'if — not;' but if
absolute denial is implied, then

: desires (such as are) n. ho-
nourable, at -

: such as are . able, oi: those . rightly using,

oi (= sup-

pose they do n. —, then these), oi

(:= they do
not — , these then) : they did irre-

mediable harm to persons n. go-

ing nor wishing to do -

—

, /'7;>-^
(implyi?ig

.). As though — not, with
partcp., usu. , , un-
less the pnncipal verb be iviperat.,

then always : if ye are so

minded as though we should n.

hear, ,, : but, be
ye so minded, as though, &c,., .
With an abstract subst. the neg. is

or , according to the same
rules as for the infin. and partcp.

or adj., e.g. =
(the n. having

experience, if such be the case),

(Th.,

the n. breaking the bridges, =
they did n. break them).

G) Concerning two or more ne-

gatives in the same sentence ob-

serve—
1) A negat. expression formed

by the simple negative or •,

with a verb or partcp., is cancelled

by a preceding negat. : nor do I

n. see him,

(— I do see him very
well).

2) A composite negation follow-

ing upon another, either simple or
composite, with the same predi-

cate, does not cancel, but continues

the original negat. ; this coniinua-

tive negat. esply attaches itself to

'any,
1

'ever,
1

'either,
1 Qc, e. g.

do n. say this either,. See No, NONE.
3) Emphatic denial is often ex-

pressed by , with fut. indie.

or aor. subj. ; tvilh the former in

2 pers. the phrase is usu. inter-

rog. : won't you cease trifling?

; — ^
or (you wont trifle!

don't !) ;
you'll . call me by my

name? don't do so! -
(Aristoph.) ; nobody shall take you
off, : I shall

. be taken, q> (cf), ^ For the

explanation ofthis construction see

Appendix to Madvig''s Gr. Syn-
tax, § 293.

4) After a principal verb nega-

tived eapressly or virtually (by

interrogation, <|"C ), or after nega-

tive notions, such as, -
, Qc, the infin. is negatived

by (esply with wondering
repudiation oftlte opposite notion)

:

it is n. possible for me either n.

to remember him, or, remember-
ing n. to praise, -, -

(.,
where the latter clause implies mi-
rum foret ni —).

5) In like manner is used

with the partcp. (not freq. in Att.

prose). It is n. right to erect a
statue if one does n. surpass,

(JFIdt.).

See Unless (and for the explana-

tion of this and thepreceding, App.
to Madv., § 295, b). From
these distinguish with finite

mood after verbs offearing, con-

sidering, Sfc, e.g. I fear that —
., (e.g. ,, S^c.) : to change one's mind
and think that — .,-[, or the

like understood] y (PL).

% That — n. (after take care,

Sc),
: nay, don't —,

:

don't, : and ., . ei-

ther, . even, no, not,,-
: . yet, -, -, -,-- : . any longer, -,-

-: . at all, . in the least,. (or other neg.)-,. .. -.. : in-

deed .,. : surely

., : nay, . even,

: in truth ., :

then ., : so then .,, '. certainly .,
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. , ,

yap (in emphatic ansicer) : I

suppose ., : ., I

suppose — ? ; is it . ?

yap ; jj yap ; why . ?

yap ; . only, but,

: . only . —, but

—

,

(and str., ) (,
'),.
NOTABLE. 1 Remarkable]

Vir>. Economical] Vid.
NOTARY,", iois,

6. «?)«, ov, 6. .
public,, 6.

NOTATION,,-, .
NOTCH, s.,,

., ., . -, ., , (of
an arrow).

NOTCH, v.. -.. prps-.
NOTE, s. Mark]. f

Distinction, importarice] Vid. A
man of ., or-, 6,. if A small letter]',, also-, . TJ A musical note] -, (g. t.). ^f An annota-
tion], .,. See Comment. U A note

of hand], . See
Bond. To give aby a n. of band,.
NOTE, v. TT To mark] Vid.

"[} To make notes]-.-. &« REMARK.
NOTED. See Celebrated.
NOTHING,,,

(for the rules, see under Not).
For, or about, ., ,. .
but, or .' : . more,.

: you effect . more by
your cares,

: . to the pur-
pose, : that is

as good as saying ., -
: to come to .,-..

(pass.) : to consider (reckon athg)

.,' '.., -
: to be reckoned

or considered ., -
: to be or signify .,

: to make . of, to

look upon as ., ,, -: to turn or change
into .,..

: good for

., , 3.,
3. , 2., ., 2.,-, 3. A good-for-n. rascal,, , .,
(e. g. ,
good-for-n. soldier).

NOTHINGNESS,,
(PI), (),.

(415)

NOTICE, s. Observation,

remark] ',,
., (heed). To take

. (no .) of athg, see to Notice.

. is taken, -
(Thuc.) : to take . (=

punish, animadvert),

(Dem.) : worthy of n.,,, 2.

or , 3 : to be
taken no n. of,

(Hdt.) : worth no n. or

regard,, 2 (Horn.).

If Information given beforehand], (as act), and -, (public, by a herald),, (as order issued

by a commander),, »;,

and, (a written

n.)., . To give n.

(of athg), to issue a .,-().
and (of regulations

or laws), (by a bill

posted up), (of a
military order), and

(by a herald). To
give n. (to a debtor, of repay-

ment), . % To
take notice of athg (= animadver-
tere)] .
To take no . of it, . -, Tivct.

NOTICE, . 1 To remark]',, and
', or with par-

tep. in t/ie dependent clause. See
to Remark, to Observe, to

Heed, and 'to take Notice.'
That is worth n.-ing, orpoor ,
^ NOTIFICATION, ,, - and--, . See Announcement,
Intimation.
NOTIFY,,,-,-,-,. -, -,--.

(

NOTION,,, and,
. ', . /is .
form a . of athg,. . -

: to have a clear

. of athg, : to get

a n. of athg, -
: to give or impart a n. of•

athg, :

that of wch a n. can be formed,, 3 : —. cannot —,-, 2 : that has no n. of athg,. See IDEA.
NOTORIETY,,, , but better Orel, tvith the

adj. Notorious, e. g. it is a mat-
ter of ., , or, —

.

NOTORIOUS,, -,, . ,
3. , 3.-,, 2. ^ In a bad
sense] . g. a . rascal, see Infa-
mous.
NOTORIOUSLY. From the

Adj., and , a?id

Crcl. with Adj., e. g. he is n.

afraid, -.
NOTWITHSTANDING. As

prepositional word tvith a case,

usu. rendered by tlie Gr. partcp
,

e. g. n. the difficulty of the way,'. See Though, Although,
' for All that — .' N. all his

endeavours, he did n. find

—

,' -,. "
or -

: . the multi-

tude, :

. the greater number of the

enemy, they still attacked them,. gS^• Poet.

also is used, e. g. n. your
bravery, . U As
conjunction] N. (that), r= Al-
though, Vid. N. he is very
strong,

(Horn.), Tf Adverbially] See
Nevertheless and However.. '. . -, ..
NOUGHT, s. See Nothing.

To bring to ., : to come
to .,.-. (pass.) : to

set at ., ' .,
: a thing of

., , (differing

as and , see Not). % In
arithmetic, zero] ,,. -, , (as cy-

pher).

NOUN. E.g. a . substan-

tive, , ., : a . ad-

jective, see Adjective.
NOURISH, .

(propr.

and metaph.). (to

feed), and
(to sttpport).

NOURISHER,,,
. 6.
NOURISHING,, 3., 3., 3. .

property,,, ..
NOURISHMENT,, ., . -, , . To give . to

athg, .,-
.

NOVEL, adj. See New.
NOVEL, s., b (esply in

pi), , 6. See Story, Ro-
mance.
NOVELIST or NOVEL-

WRITER,-,-, b.

NOVELTY. «U Newness]-,, . .., . "[] A new
thing] or,. .
NOVEMBER,,

(lat. Gr.). . . See

chronolog. remarks under Month.
NOVICE,, 6, n (as



NOV NUR NUT
eccl. £., mod. Gr.). ,-, , and their

femm. (= tiro, beginner). To be
a n. in athg, -. or.
NOVICIATE,, {eccl.

t., mod. Gr.).

NOW. H Particle of time]

(nunc, at this present time

;

the now of the speaker), also.. . (jam =
now, in the senses of forthwith,

henceforth, already, at last, still

;

the now of the speaker, or of the

person spoken of),. . Just
.,. : I was saying
only or even ., ().
he went away just ., -

: I am even . saying,. See JuST. Until .,-
: even (= still) .,. : . this in-

stant, . See IMMEDIATE-
LY. Ere . (=full oft), (with

preterite) and - : . of a
long time, : . at last,'. . that

—

,, fol-
lowed by, e. g. . that he has
done this, he thinks, ', . ^[

Particle of transition or consecu-

tion] . , or simply.. . .. then ! .
NOWHERE,,-,, and corresponding

forms of -. For the use, see

under Not. or' '. . in the world, -
: fm . (or no place),.

NOWHITHER,,,.
NOWISE. See No.
NOXIOUS. See Hurtful.
NOZZLE (e. g. of a lamp),, (Aristoph.).

NUDGE, (,
with the elbow. Horn.),-

(Aristoph.).

NUDITY. See Nakedness.
NUGATORY. See Absurd.
NUISANCE, ,,,, -. To be a . to aby, '

or .. . See
Annoyance.
NULL,, 2 (n. and void),,, 3. ,

3. To declare athg . and void,.
NULLIFY,...
NULLITY,, ..
NUMB, ..

(PL), (offrost.
.). Numbing,,
(Hipp.). N.-ing (subst.),-, (Hipp.). See Benumb.
NUMB, adj., ', ., 2, and, .

To^be or grow .,. -, also (JEsch.) :

(416)

making .,, 3. -, 2, and, 3. : a grow-
ing .,, v. See Be-
numbed.
NUMBER, s., . An

even ., : an un-
even or odd ., or

: . one., -, , : . four,,, or, , : to

state in n.'s, .
*\ Amount], 6.,. In .,/, -
/,. : they
are strong in .,

: in considerable .,: to be equal
to the enemy in ., '

: to

belong to the . of good men,
: to reckon

or place aby among the n. of the

enemy,..
: many in ., in

large n.'s, see Numerous.
NUMBER, v. See to Count.

Easily to be n.-d,,
2 : to admit of being n.-d,

: how many sol-

diers or men does the armyn.?-; '
;

NUMBERLESS,,, 2. or-.. See Innumerable.
NUMBNESS, , -, .,.-
, (esply with cold, in the ex-

tremities).

NUMERAL,,-, .
i

NUMERATION,,
' NUMERICAL,

3.

NUMEROUS,, -, (with or without the ad-
dition of ),, 3..,,,,, .
NUNNERY,-, .
NUPTIAL,*, 2., 2. Also, 3

and 2, and, 3. See
Bridal and Marriage. .
couch, or,
fl : a n. song, ,
. (). -, : . pomp,
' : a . gift

or present, , :

to bring or offer . presents,.
NUPTIALS,, 6. See

Marriage, , ,
(the festivities), , oi (the

feast or banquet).

NURSE, s. One ivho tends

children], »} or-
, ., (she that brings

up a child), or-

, (ivet-n. or nursing-mo-
ther). Poet.,, .,
6, .,, 6, and-, . To be a .,-, : the place or office

of a .,, : a n.'s tale,, . ^[ One
who tends the sick], ..
NURSE, . . children,/,, -

: to . her own child, '-
:

to . the sick,.-
or .

: to be carefully n.-d,.
NURSEMAID, --

or-, . See preceding
Art.

NURSERY. % Room where
young children are brought up]
Crcl., e. g. -. . tale,-, . -, ., . ^[ Plan-
tation for young trees] -,., . --, , or-, .
NURSING,, . -, (the suckling of infants),, ., f). -, (attendance). . of a

sick person,-, --, . -.
r

NURSELING,,,., , . -, .,, (poet.).

NURTURE, s. See Nourish-
ment.
NURTURE, v. See to Nou-

rish.
NUT,, (g. t., but

esply walnut),, (acorn
and similar fruits, glans). Fil-
bert or hazel-., -

or, : chesnut, ., also , :
walnut, . or-, , and also, .
See Walnut. Of or belonging
to a n., n.-like,,-, 3., 2 : the kernel
of an.,,. -, : a little .,, :

. -oil, , : .-
shell, , '.

. branch,, : to play with
n.'s,.
. NUT-BROWN,,
*NUT -CRACKERS, -, , .,, and,, (for

almonds ; Pamphil. . Ath.).

NUTMEG,,.
NUT-TREE,, (esply

ivalnut). Of .,', 3.

NUTRIMENT. See Nourish-
ment. That contains no n.., 2: want or absence of

.,, (both offood).
NUTRITION,, .-, .



NUT
NUTRITIOUS, 3., 3.

' NUTRITIOUSNESS,tPo</u-, »/tos, . /.
NUTRITIVE. See Nutri-

tious.

NYLGHAU,,
(Aristot.).

NYMPH,-, . N.'s of

the mountains,: of val-

leys, : of groves, -
: of trees, and

: of meadows or

pastures, As.'-
or : of the sea,' or : of the

ocean,: of lakes, At-
: of rivers,:

of fountains and wells,

and, ai. Born of a n.,, 2 : inspired by the
n.'s,, 2 : the state

of one so entranced,-
xj/, : to be entranced or rapt

by the n.'s,.
NYMPHA (of a caterpillar —

chrysalis, aurelia), ',, -.

\ col or all miserable

!

! me ! woe is me !' ! ! (Trag.) ! ,
my troubles \ -

! woe !' ! !

, (would) that— ! , \
, that I had died ! or

! , that he
were but alive !

! To cry !

OAK,,, . <$^" A va-
riety, with esculent acorn, is the-, jj, not — the Lat. fagus, our
beech, but prps quercus esculus,

Linn. Its fruit is also, .
Of .,, 3 (oaken, made of
o.), and () in com-
pounds, e.g. an o.-leaf,

or :

.-wood or timber,

or , : an .
grove or copse, ,:
an . wood,, , 6., (quercetum). ,, b (esculetum) : o.-apple or

. -gall,, , : heart of

., lit., (= -, Horn.), fig., see

under Heart. HoLM-oak, Vid.

OAKEN,, .,
3 (Horn., see ipg* under Oak).().
OAKUM. See the g. t. Tow.
OAR,, (propr., han-

dle of an oar), also,
(poet.). The blade of the o.,

7)), (also and, ), ,
6 (igfjf* both also usedfor the o. it-

self and likewise collec-

tively for the whole line of o.'s on

(417)

OAT
one side of a ship). Upper end
of an .,, : a spar for

an .,, , 6, and -,, 6 : shaped like an .,
.-shaped,, : to fit

or furnish with o.'s,.
(both poet.) : to propel

with o.'s,.-. See Row. To pull an o.,

see ibid. To splash the water with
the broad part of the .,-

: the plash of o.'s,-, (poet.) : to sweep off the
o.'s of a ship by brushing past

her,

(Polyb.). OarVman, see Rower.
One belonging to the upper, mid-
dle, lowest, tier of o.'s (or row-
ers) ,, ,-, , : having as many, long,

white o.'s, fond of the o., having
o.'s or employed at the o., -,-,-,-,-,
2 (all poet.) : with two, with ma-
ny o.'s, -,- and-, 2: with a single bank of
o.'s,, 2 (.) : with
three, five banks of o.'s, -,-, : with twenty, with
fifty o.'s,',-, 2.

OAT or OATS, or, 6 (a kind of oats. Theo-
phr.).,, and poet,

(wild-oats, avena sterilis).

ft^- This cereal seems not to have
been cultivated by the Greeks,

among whom the usual food of
horses was (barley). Oat-
meal,, oi (g. t. groats or
grits).

OATH,, 6 (freq.,
oi, or, , esply in cove-

nants). A solemn .,, : a false .,, . See Perjury. To
take (= swear) an .,,,. -. (seq.

infin.). (poet.) : to

keep one's ., .. -
: to take a false .,-, .

(Aristoph.) : to

take an . of aby,, : to

lay aby under an ., put him on
his ., and

(Hdt.).. , 6"
: to break one's .,-,'

: to offer to take one's

., : to ten-

der an . to another (i. e. to name
the object by wch he shall swear),

: to accept an o.

tendered, : to

propose and accept an .,
: to bind

aby by an .,. or -
: on one's ., that is

done on aby's .,,., 2., ' -
(adverbially) : to assure aby

OBJ
with an o., or upon his .,-,

: to declare on . one's
ignorance respecting a fact, -' . Upon my, your,
&c. o. (introducing the very words
of the .),, S[C, (c.

infin.) : t take my o. not to do
athg, -

: one that remains faithful

to his .,, 2 : the faithful

observance of an .,', :

secured by (another's) .,-, 2 : bound by ., - and --, 2, and -,-, 2
(poet.),, 3 and 2: bound
together by .,, 2. The
o. taken (in Attic law) by both
parties in a suit that their cause
is just, -,-, .
OBDURACY, OBDURATE.

See Obstinacy, Obstinate.
OBEDIENCE,, ., . Also,,

, and, (Thuc). -
and, (chiefly in

a military sense).

OBEDIENT,
f

, 2., 3. , -, 2., 3.,
2., 2 (chiefly ofsoldiers).
To be .,/,.' : to have . servants,' :

to show oneself . towards aby,

or.
OBELISK,, .-, .
OBESITY. See Corpulency.
OBEY, (pass.)(, in athg).. ,

or,. Aby o.'s me,
: to . aby punctually,

: not

to . aby's commands,-
or -.
OBJECT, s. Athg without

us] xprjua,, . An
important ., .
fur Object is one of those substt.

ivch are usu. not expressed in the

Gr., or expressed by a different

turn, e. g. these o.'s, :

petty o.'s, : an o. of sus-

picion,', 6, .,
: to be an . of hatred,-. : the

. of love, desire, &c, -,, ., or, ,. Of-
ten by verbal subst., esply in ,
e. g. the o. of learning, of admi-
ration, of hatred, &c,,,, , and -, . . of derision,?,, . Design, aim, <J*c], .,.-, ., ., .
To live for the sole . of—,' (Dem.) :

with the . of

—

, (c. in-

fin.).,' (with verb). What
could be your object in doing

Ee



OBJ OBS OBS
this ? ??; See Design, Pur-
pose. As gramm. t.] -. As philosoph. t.]. » or.
OBJECT, v..-..-. (in argu-

ment), and . -
(to find fault), also-
and. No one

can . that &c,?,
? : many things might still be
o.-d respecting this assertion,-? ?.
OBJECTION,,,, . To make

., see to Object. I have no
o. (to make), -. ., , -. ? ?,

: in the form of an .,? : to forestall o.'s,-
: to refute the o.'s, -!/ : to have

no ., = to be willing, Vid.
If you have no .,?, .).
OBJECTIONABLE, -?, 3.? and -?, 2. ?, 2.

OBJECTIVE,?
\•>?, 3. The . world,. .
OBJECTOR. Crcl. with verbs

under to Object.
OBJURGATION. See under

Blame, Reproof.
OBLATION. See Offering.
OBLIGATION, f Duty] to-, -, -. .?, . To discharge one's

O.'s, - or--, or, or --. See Duty. Ti Necessity]
Vid. Engagement resultingfn
a kindness] ?., .,
(tlie benefit conferred). To be un-
der o. to aby, -, (pass.)? : to be under great, so great,

&C., o.'s to aby, (-, <§£C.) ? -
: to lay aby under an . by

an act of kindness,. .-. In
concrete sense : a written document>,

To sign an
o. for a debt, : to
make aby give an o. for a debt,. See AC-
KNOWLEDGMENT.
OBLIGATORY, ?, -?, 3.?, 2.

To make .,. See Bind-
ing.

OBLIGE. Ti To compel] -...
(sir. t., force, compel).

Ine law o.'s me to do this, 6 -
(418)

respecting a debt] •, . To sign an

? :

am, or find myself, o.-d,-, or, . ?
: I am absolutely o.-d,-

: to do what one
is o.-d to do, -. TT To lay under obligation by

favour] . -. -... To be o.-d to aby,-
: to express one-

self o.-d towards aby,: to feel o.-d, '
or. (for athg,?) : to feel o.-d for an
invitation and decline it,--

: I feel ex-

tremely o.-d to you,.
OBLIGING, ?, -, gen. ?., 2.?, 3. ?, 3.?, 2.? or?, 3.

OBLIQUE,?, 3. -
?, 3. -,?, 2. An
. direction, ,-?, ?, .
OBLIQUENESS, OBLIQUI-

TY, . ?,?, ?, ., .
. of the ecliptic, ?, ?,
. . of conduct (fig.),,
OBLITERATE, -, -,-.. O.-d,?, 2. See Blot out, EF-

FACE.
OBLITERATION, -

?, ., (state of .).

OBLIVION,, .-, ., .
come or fall into .,--. (pass.) : athg
falls in . with aby, -? : to allow athg
to fall into .,. -? : to cause athg to be buried
in ., ?. -

: act of ., see

Amnesty.
OBLIVIOUS. See Forget-

ful.
OBLONG, -,-?,

?.
OBLOQUY. See Censure,

Detraction.
OBNOXIOUS. Ti Exposed or

liable] Vid. Tl Hurtful] Vid.

OBSCENE,?, 3.-
?, ?. See Indecent, Filthy.
O. language or sayings,,, : to use
. language,'.
OBSCENENESS, OBSCE-

NITY,, . See INDE-
CENCY,, .? (of language), al-,', (of
conduct).

OBSCURATION (act of ob-

scuring),?, h. -?, 77.?, r\.

OBSCURE, adv. Tl Dark
(propr.)] Vid. Ti Fig.: not clear

or intelligible] ?,?,
?. ?, ?,?,?, 2. Undistinguished

(of birth, rank, £[C.)]? (of
birth),?, 2. Of o. name,?, 2.? ?.
OBSCURE, v. See to Dark-

en, Dim. To o. aby's glory,.?. See under
Shade.
OBSCURITY. Ti Propr.:

darkness] Vid. Ti Uncertainty,

want of clearness],-, . , ?,?, ?. ?,
?. . of style,

(Plut.) : to be or be enve-
loped in ., or?

: athg is enveloped in o.,? ?. Want
of fame or celebrity],, .
OBSEQUIES. See Funeral.
OBSEQUIOUS,-

?,?, 3. ?,
2. ?, 2 (poet.). To be
. to aby, .-/.
OBSEQUIOUSNESS,-, . , and

Crcl. with Adj.
OBSERVANCE. Ti Attention,

regard] Vid. Ti Pule of prac-
tice] See Custom. The o. of
one's duty, &c,, and with partcpp. and
infinn. of other verbs, as

(e.g. a law),

(of a proceeding) : by the o. of a
proceeding, a mode of life, &c,?, -,.
The . (of a holiday),,
h : the o. of what is holy or sa-

cred,, : the . of a
feast, &c, see Celebration.
OBSERVANT. See Atten-

tive, Obsequious.
OBSERVATION. 7\ Keeping,

practice] ?, ?, .
. of the laws, or-??, -??. Ti Act of con-
sidering with attention],?,?,,?, . An . (made),,, :

. of the stars, -,-, : an astronomical .,,: to make them,-,- : to be oc-

cupied with astronomical o.'s,-
(Isocr.) :

. of nature, , ., . Notice] VlD.
To escape .,. Re-
mark] Vid. To make or offer an

.,.. Military
ter?n] . g. army of .,-? ?, .?-
?.



OBS OBT OCC
OBSERVATORY,-, .
OBSERVE. To keep,prae-

tise],,-, .
'.. *f[ To watch or
contemplate attentively and care-

fully],,-,
: to . fm an eleva-

tion, : to . the
flight of birds,, oi-

: to o. the stars,. -, -vo-

: to . the heavenly pheno-
mena,.

: to . (= watch) the

movements of the enemy,-.. %
To ivait or watch for, in order to

profit by athg],,,. .
the right moment, or-,-,,-. [ To follow, as a mode
of action, £[C.],,-. . .
silence, or-. •,,

: to . (= act with) precau-

tion, ,-. -
(pass.) : to . order and

discipline,,
: to . some mode of

behaviour, . ^[

To make an observation],. /. See to Mention. Ob-
serve, be it o.-d. {parentheti-

cally), " (more strongly).

OBSERVER,
or .
', and Crcl. with verbs wider
to Observe. An o. of the hea-

venly bodies,-, --, b.

OBSOLETE,, -, 3, and partcpp./'-, (pass.)., 2 (sir. t., stale, vapid),-, 2 {no longer in force). An
O. phrase, ,

{Dion. .).
OBSTACLE. See under Hin-

drance.
OBSTINACY,,, . ,.. , ., .-, (co7itentiousness) . -, (presumption;-, Hdt.).-

and -, (diffi-

culty of being got rid of; the latter

form doubted by Lobeck, Phryn.
509). To maintain with .,-.
OBSTINATE,, 3 (of

things)., 2., , , . -,-,, -,-, -,-,
2., ., is

(419)

(JT.)., 3 (stubborn, of
a beast. Aristot.).,
2., 2.-(, PL), 2.

be . (contentious), :

an . fight or engagement,
: an . complaint or dis-

ease, ,',
' OBSTREPEROUS. See un-

der Noisy.
OBSTRUCT. See 'to Block

up,' to Stop, to Hinder.
OBSTRUCTION, -, -, -., . -, 6., .-,., ;. See HIN-

DRANCE.
OBSTRUCTIVE,

(2) or (c. infill.),, 3.

OBTAIN, . -,, and-
Tii/os.' .

(by chance

or accident), . See
to Get, to Acquire, and cf. to

Attain. To o. by entreaty,
' : to .

by legal claim, :

to o. (=: effect by remonstrance,

&[C.), and-' () : likely

to . his object (request, &c),
(.) : he with-

drew without having o.-d his ob-

ject, : to .
the prize, .: to .
aby's pardon, -

: to . per-

mission, .
(pass.) . ^[ -

trs. (by ellipsis of currency, cre-

dit, ground, or the like)] E.g. the

same principles of justice do not
o. among us as among you,

hulv, (PL). See to

Hold. The report o.'s,-.
OBTAINABLE,,-?,, 3.

OBTRECTATION. See Ca-
lumny.
OBTRUDE, ,-

or. To . one-

self,.
(), . -. It constantly

o.'s itself in the midst of our re-

searches, ,-
(PL). See

Intrude.
OBTRUSION, -TRUSIVE.

Crcl. with the Verb. See Intru-
sion, Intrusive.
OBTUSE,,, (g.

t.). See Blunt (propr. and fig.),, 3 (fig.). An o. angle,

: that has an o.

angle,, 2. Of o.

perceptions, -, -'\,
2., 2, and,,
. See Dull.
OBTUSENESS,,

ijTos, n. See Bluntness. O.

of perception, -,,
., .,,
.
OBVIATE, or. ... .

or or. See to PREVENT.
OBVIOUS,, 3. See

Evident,. 3 and 2.

OCCASION, s. 1 Occurrence,

circumstances], .. On this . (= in these

circumstances), .: according to the

., , -
: on the present . (= at

the present time), -
: on such an ., -

: upon the . of
the Olympian games,' : on many o.'s,. ^[ Opportunity]Vm., 6. . On o.,

when o. requires,. ^[

Incidental cause],,,., t) (g.t.). To
give aby o. for athg,

or ,
or . -

: to give . for

suspicion, :

I took . to speak, -. Casual need] To have
. for athg,' ,

/o's : I have .
for athg, <5 : there is

no . for it,' .
OCCASION, .,,',-, (e. g. joy,

grief, ?.,,).
OCCASIONAL^uXio^-n-apa-,, , :

or Crcl. ivith (=
and then), ' (casual),

4"C His . remonstrances,.
OCCASIONALLY, -
, , ., .
OCCIDENT. See West and

Sunset.
OCCIDENTAL. See West-

ern.
OCCIPITAL (anat.). E. g.

o. region, see Occiput.
OCCIPUT,-,-, . , (. to, sinciput, Aristot.).

OCCULT,, 3. See

Hidden, Secret, and Myste-
rious.
OCCULTATION,,, .
OCCUPANCY. Crcl. with

verbs to Occupy.
OCCUPANT. See Occupier., and other partcpp. of

verbs to Occupy. The first o.,.
OCCUPATION. H The tak-

ing possession of],
.,,-, . % Holding or tenure]

Ee2



occ GDI OF., i7. Occupa-
tion of a house or land as

dweller, ', -, --, 7j. In both these senses, more
urn. Crcl. icith the verb, e. g. after

the o. of the town,
: before the o. of the

town, or

: on the ground of their

previous o. (of the country), they

claimed —
,, -— : to enter on . of

athg, ' . Tj Em-
ployment, business], ., ., ., . , . -, ., 6.

OCCUPIER (of a dwelling),

6,,.
{of a country).

OCCUPY. J To take up (of
space or time)] ,,, -,-.

. a place,, -,-
: to . one's time,

: this o.'s all

my time,. or -. See to ENGAGE.
To he o.-d with athg,

(pass.) , . -, or, ,- , .
or -
, , ,, .

or or or. : to be con-
stantly o.-d,'
(PL). To take or have posses-

sion], .-' . (esply of
landed property ; tlien, of posses-

sions in general). To o. a house,',, oi-

: to . a rank,, -
: to . the first rank,. -. . as possessor

(= take possession of),-.,,' : to . the town
(with a garrison),/,. See Garrison.
OCCUR. «H To happen] -,.-. -,-. %

To come under observation, to be

met with],. (is

met with at a spot), or, .. To present itself to one"'s

mind],(-),. It o.'s

to me,',-, ,-., -, '-
or. ,.. and-
(of things ivch the person

already knew). It never o.-d to
me even in a dream,.
OCCURRENCE,,.

(420)

,.,., -.,.-,., . See

Event.
OCHRE,, h (Aristot).

OCEAN,, . -.
OCTAGONAL,,

2.

OCTAVE, (-), (as

eccl. t.; mod. Gr.).

OCTOBER, .
See remarks on Month.
OCTOGENARIAN, -, . .
OCTUPLE,- and-, 3.

OCULAR. Orel. e.g. . dis-

ease, -. See other combinations un-

der Art. Eye. An o. witness,,, , .,
(of athg, ). ,

(of athg, ) : to he an
. witness of athg, .,. : to know
athg fm . demonstration,-

. '-
(jEsch.).

OCULIST,,, . ^, , (one that

cures tlie cataract).

ODD. H Not even or like],, 2. See
Unlike. *\\ Of numbers]-, 2., 3. An o.

number of times,.
Strange], 3. -

,2., 2. That would
indeed be ., '.
How . you are ! !

! An . thing or af-

fair, . And more,
over and above], 3, e.g.

twenty ., (Dion.

.) : seventy . (years), (). (;).
ODDITY, f Oddness] Vid.

*\l An odd thing],..
ODDNESS. 1 Unevenness],, , .,, »'/.,

V. U Strangeness] , ..
ODDS, «fl Difference] Vid. 1

Advantage, superiority] Vid. ^f

Variance] Vid. To be at .,-
(pass.) or

(about athg, ).
ODE,, ., . One

that writes o.'s,,-, , .
ODIOUS,*, 2. -, 3., 2.,

3., 2 (the latter of
things only). Very .,,
3. See phrases under Hate-
ful.
ODIUM. See Hatred, -, , and (invi-

diousness). To bring o. upon ahy,, :

to draw upon oneself, or to incur,

the o. of aby, -. -.
ODORIFEROUS, ODOR-

OUS,, ., 2. See
Fragrant.
ODOUR,, . See Sl\IELL,

Scent. ^ Fig.] Good ,
-, . , : bad .,, : to be in good, bad,

., ; or,,.
See Repute.
OF, a) in attributive relation,

is expressed by the genitive case,

but also sts by attributive adjj., or

substt. in apposition, or by prepp.
a) Genit. of possession and mu-
tual connexion] King of Persia,: hornsofoxen,

: father of aby,, ) Genit. of the subject]

A multitude of men, -
: expedition of Cyrus,. ) Genit. of

the object] Siege of Thebes,-
: bringing up of

Cyrus, , ) Par-
titive genit.] One, none, some, of

the Greeks, tls,,', ) Genit. of the pre-
dicate] A man of great conse-

quence, -
or : a

man of comely person,)
: a woman of remark-

able beauty, -
: a matter of import-

ance, : a
child of excellent parts,

: a man of
great wealth, -

: a column of thir-

ty feet, ?); -
: a distance of five stadia,

: a
journey of seven days,, a boy of ten years of
age, or. $f§" Note the expres-

sion, a monster of a boar,

: he is a monster of a
man, .
@p= The folloiving are instances

of the attributive of — rendered
by prepp. : the battle of Mara-
thon, Salamis, />,

( -) : the admiral
of the fleet,

: the officers of the artil-

lery, 7 : a
treatise of (= on, concerning)

riding, : the

friends, &c. of aby, oi .
$f$° Observe that esply for the

attributive genitive of the object

the verb may be used instead of
the verbal substantive, followed

by of; e. g. the slayer of my
brother,

: he gave them the use

of my house, /
). gg^>

When the name of a city is used



OF
attributively, the notion is rendered

by corresponding adjj. : e. g. Pe-
ricles of Athens (= the Athenian),? : Mile- of

Croton, b.:
Pindar of Thebes, 6. (^a The genit. of the

material may also be expressed by

an adj. : e. g. a statue of bronze,

or : a
house of stone,' or.

b) In objective relation, of, with
its subst., dependent on a verb or
adj., is expressed by the genitive

case, when the verb or adj. is one
that governs a genitive : e. g. to

accuse of, acquit of, repent of, full

of, empty of, deprived of, weary
of; but very often in Gr. the ace.

or some preposition is used where
the English has of, e. g. to beware
of the enemy,? : to speak of athg, -. For these see

under the several verbs and adjj.

^* The following are examples

of the rendering of of {objective)

by prepositions : to expend of (=
fm or out of) his own means,,

: made of gold, sts but

rarely ,
more usually the simple genitive

(or adj. of
the material) : to learn, hear of

(= from) aby,,-
: to be

admired of (= by) all, -, ' or

: to die of a disease,

or
(pass.) or -

: to die of poison,

: of
one's own accord, -, ' : this holds not
only of men,

: to be com-
posed or consist of,,
(but, the army consists of 500
men, -, predicative genit.) :

to make of (— out of, instead of)
a king a slave, -

or. (Jf^*

Note the following expressions : to

make something of aby,

or or

or , e. g. to

make a learned man of aby,-
: to make

a beggar of aby, -. What will be-

come of me? ; '
;

; To come of age,: beautiful of form,

: blind of one
eye, deaf of both ears,',. To do athg of

(= out of) friendship, enmity.

&C,, .
also ','',, ' : out of igno-

(421)

OFF
ranee, &c, Si,.
See Out of. For of in numerous
prepositional expressions, as be-

cause of, by reason of, in conse-

quence of, for the sake of, <|-c\,

see the leading ivord.

OFF. If Denoting separation

or distance] ,,,
ig^» more seldom and,
all used in composition with verbs,

e.g. to break ., :

to fall .,,-
: to be (— go) .,() : to keep ., -.

or , or -
(by a defence) : to hew

or cut .,'/ : to leave

., (mid.) or
: to turn .,-, (e.g. water

in another direction, -).,-, (by a canal)

:

to march .,: to

rub .,,
(by constant use) : to wipe .,,. U
Miscellaneous] To get ., '-

(pass.), and
pass.: to get o. well,

: to make o. (=
run away),. -

or.
He is ., .. '. Be . \.. . .
To be badly .,. -

: to be well .,} .. .
and on, see . Tf In nautical

phrases] E. g. o. any place,

: to be sailing o.

Salamis,-/ -.
OFF-HAND,, 2,

and adv. (e. g.-, to ansicer o., in an o.

manner), also, (easy,

careless), and (adv.). -, 2 and 3. See Extem-
pore, (on the spur

of the moment).
OFFAL,, (Hip-

pocr.). See Intestines.
OFFENCE,, r). -,,-,, and,,,, r) (str. tt.). See Wrong,

Affront, Outrage. To give

offence, see to Offend : that

does not give .,, 2 :

to receive an .,, -, or -,': to

take . at athg, or -.
or or .

.. or

or (.), Tivior. (1•).
(Horn.) : at

wch no . is taken,,
2 : no . was taken for this,-

(PI.) : — at

him, — (JEschin.).

OFF
OFFEND.

«ff (Trs.)],, . -*.-,-,-. .
grossly, daringly, or on purpose,

/,
or or .,

or.'/
or : to be o.-d at athg, see

'to take Offence.' TJ To offend
agst athg, as a law, statute, Qc]..-. % (Intrs.)
be offensive to] See Offensive.
OFFENDER. Partcpp. of

verbs to Offend. Also-,, 6. b
(or ).

^
OFFENSIVE, and, 3. , 3 (of

things),, 2.,
3. Athg is . to me,,,, or. .

or . An . smell,-, h : that has an . smell,, 2. Offensive language,, . -, : to use . language to-

wards aby, ..
^§=• or-

(obscene language),
and' (to use lan-

guage offensive to aby*s moralfeel-
ings), il As term of war] E.g.
an o. and defensive alliance,-, r). See Defensive. To
enter upon an o. war,

: to act on the .,
or . /.. See INVADE,
Assail, Attack. A commander
skilful in o. and defensive opera-

tions,?
(.).

OFFER,!?,,-,,(, athg to aby). To . sa-

crifice, or,
or or-. See Sacrifice. To . a

choice, ' or
: the choice is o.-d

me, or '.
To . athg to aby for his use,•7/,•7,7-

: to . his purse, his

services, to aby,,, ', -
: to . to help in athg,-, -

, or '
: to . oneself (for

athg), or -
: to . oneself for a

place, post, an office, &c,-,
: to . marriage to a wo-

man,
: to . violence (to a wo-

man), see to Force : to o. battle,

see to Challenge. U (Intrs.)]

E. g. an opportunity o.'s,. .. ^ With ref. to

price] or -



OFF OIL OLD
as (ore the part of the seller,

to o. at a certain price),

or (of the

buyer). See to Bid.
OFFER, s.,. To make

an , /s (e. g.

of marriage, ). See the

Verb, and cf Challenge. To
make aby considerable or great

O.'s, -yaXa .
OFFERING,,-, . See Oblation and Sa-

crifice
OFFICE, ', (business,

and sphere of duty), ,
(post),, (discharge

of duty),, h (o. with honour),, V (with authority), -, (state-burden involving

expense and exertion). To per-

form the duties of one's o., 7roi-, ,'
: the holders of public .,'

(JEschin.) : he has held the high-

est and most honourable o.'s, -res

(PL) : to enter upon or be in-

vested with o. (of rule),. ,
(Don.) :

to be in ., .
(Dem.). , -

(Hdt.) : to resign or
quit .,,-.

: to serve the public
o.'s (state-burdens),

: whilst still in o.

(as magistrate), .
Priest, your office ! ,

! (Aristoph.) "ff Service of
kindness], . -, . , . To ren-
der aby a kind .,. -
.. Offices of religion](),,., .., . -, (eccl. t.). To render aby
the last o.'s, -, . U Place
of business] Prps Orel, -,. . ^J Of-
fices = side-buildings]-, .
OFFICER, m Civil],, .,-, , 6. See Magistrate.

An . (= public servant, appari-
tor),, , 6 : . of jus-
tice,, , 6 : . of po-
lice,, . U Military], (g. t.). , b
(ipr less general than the English
word, but often used to denote o?ie
invested with command ofsoldiers).
An o.'s commission,, :
to hold it,. The o.'s
(generally), oi. A subaltern o.

}-
(422)

, 6 : a cavalry .,-
X>js, , b : a naval or marine o.,, 6.

OFFICIAL, adj., 3,

and CrcL, e.g. during his o. life,

while holding an o. situation,. : . in-

telligence, ,
: to give an . report,-.
OFFICIAL,' s.,,

6., .
OFFICIALLY, -,.
OFFICIATE '(in public wor-

ship), or //
(g. t.). (of the priest),

or
(at a sacrifice), (eccl.

t.)..
OFFICINAL. See Medical.

An o. plant, -, .
OFFICIOUS,,

ov. To be .,.
OFFICIOUSNESS, -, .
OFFSCOURING,,. See Refuse, Dregs.
OFFSET,, 6. -,,.
OFFSPRING,, .,., ., . -, , . . 6 -

or or .
In a collective sense],, . or. To have or

leave an ., or

or :

to leave a numerous .,-
: that has no .,, , ., 2.

(2), , 2. See
Childless.
OFT, OFTEN,.

()7.,. -,- and . Very.,. ., (str. tt.) :

more ., : most .,
: how . ?

;

as ., so .,,,
: however ., -

: as . as,,-, (c. optat.).

(sts with ), and
(c. subj.) : . repeated,,
3., 3.

OGLE, '.,-
(to leer upon aby).

OH ! ! ! or ! !

OIL, s.,. To anoint

oneself (with .), -
or. See ANOINT

and Oil, v. A little .,,
: to make into .,:

to become ., (pss.)

:

making of .,,-, : dregs of .,-,., , b, and, : dipt or steeped in .,-,-, 2.--, -, : stained

with (or soaked in) .,-, : fed with .,-

, 2 : producing much .,-, 2: to yield little .
(TJieophr.) : apainter

in ., prps, b : an
. -painting, prps,
-
OIL-CRUET, -,-, .
OIL-FLASK,,.-, .,.
OIL-MAN,-,--, .
OIL-PRESS,-,-, , .
OIL -SHOP,,, .
OIL, .. or. O.-d,, 3.

OILY,, 3 (of oil),,, (Soph.), -, 2 (UL• ., slippery),-
], 2 (greasy).

OINTMENT,,. -, .,, ., .-, (any greasy substance for
rubbing in). See Unguent and
Salve. Wet with .,-, 2 : smelling of .,-, 2 : one that sells .,-, , ., ,

: to be a dealer in .,-
: a shop or place where o. is

sold, and,
: a flask for .,

or, and 6 : a small
box for .,, .-, . ,., : the making
or preparing of .,, :

one who prepares .,
and, b : art of prepar-
ing .,, : to perfume
with ., and.
OLD. Tf Ancient],

3 (that has been long in existence,

Lat. vetus, vetustus, that teas long
ago)., 3 (with accompa-
nying notion of venerableness) . Of
.,,. To grow
or get ., (pass.).

II Having a considerable age, esply

of persons], b, and, , (fern.), also, 3 (compar.). -
and [comp.-, super,], -,, b. and,,

(fem.). ,, (e.g. aby is so old that—
,9 ). To be getting .,{)().,,.

to be very .,(^8.). See

Aged. The . ones (of animals,

opp to the young ones), o\.
11 Of a certain age] Usu. with

the verb to Be. Here either the

adj. is omitted and the age speci-

fied is put in the genitive case, or
the verb is used, e. g.
six years ., or, , . Also '



OLD,'?,?,
6, and £5, ?, {/em.).

Older,? : oldest,?, 3. See Elder,
Eldest. The oldest of us,-? : to be older than
aby, /os and

(with notion of pre-

eminence. Hdt.). Howo.,iri|\t-

?, 3 : so .,?,,.
OLD AGE,, . See

OLD-FASHIONED,-
?,2. and-
, 3. . ways or manners, -, .
OLDEN. See Old.
OLFACTORY. E.g. the o.

organs, 6V .
OLIGARCH,,

?, ,-
?. See Oligarchy.
OLIGARCHICAL,-?, 3. To have an o. govern-

ment, (pass.).

OLIGARCHY,,, .
$SF* In the old writers,-

denotes what toe should call
' aristocracy

;

' this is clearly seen

in Thuc. 3, 62, where the two ex-

pressions are distinctly opposed to

each other:? -, -' ' ?-,» -, -.
Later was used in the

sense of our oligarchy.

OLIVE, and,
(fruit and tree), ?, ?, ,
Att. pi.? (the tree). Fully
ripe .,?, 6 (Aristoph.) :

a preserved .,? (),,: awildo.-tree,,
v. ?, 6, and ?, 6 :

planted with o.-trees,-
tos, 2 : the cultivation of o.-trees,, : to cultivate them,,. An o.-

yard,, ?, 6.-, : the gathering of o.'s,', f) : to gather them,. Wood of the o.,? or : of or

made of o.-wood, '?, 3.

OLIVE-COLOURED, O.-

GREEN,?,2.,, . To be .,.
OLIVE -PRESS. See Oil-

OLIVE- HARVEST,-?, 6.

OLYMPIAD, ^-,
artos, .
OMEN, ?, 6.,. '?, b,and?, ?,

6, (esplyfin birds),,-,, (Att.), (o.fm
voice or sound). Also?
(sc. ?), b (casual augury,

poet, and Xen.). Of good o., at-

(423)

ON
?,?, ?,?, 3.?, 2 (of sounds). Words
of good O.,,
(Thuc.) : to speak such,-

: of bad ., ?, 2.?, 3: to shun as a bad o.,' : to look for o.'s,

: to consider as an
., , or -, or, '

.
OMINOUS. Orel, with?.

To consider athg ., see under
Omen. O. of good, ?, 3.

See Propitious. O. of evil,?, 2. See Ill-omened.
To speak o. words,-

(Hdt.).

OMISSION,,
(actively), and Orel, ivith the Verb,, (passively, the thing

omitted), and partepp. of the Verb.

Also ^, . See Defi-
cient, Defect.
OMIT,. -. To o. the mention of athg,, -

.-. : — pur-

posely,. See Leave out,

Neglect.
OMNIPOTENCE, -, (late),.
OMNIPOTENT,-, 2.?, 2. -, , . -,,.?, ?., ?, and?,

' OMNIPRESENCE, -.
OMNIPRESENT,,, .

>

OMNISCIENCE,.
OMNISCIENT, ?,, ?.
ON, prep. % Ofplace] a) De-

noting rest on the surface ofa body,

£[C, in ansiver to the question

where ? (c. gen. ; more rarely

and for the most part only poet,

with dat.). Sts (c. dat.) and
(c. ace). On earth,? (rare, ?, Thuc.) : on

horseback, </>'' : to lie on
the funeral pyre, »;

(PI.) : on (the banks of) a

river, () ,
: on (= in the range

of) the mountains, :

to be on the road,

(Thuc.) : but to find aby on the

road,' . Also
ivith dat., e.g. to wear rings

on the hand, ttj -: and with ace,

e. g. on the frontiers,

'. The use of with dat.

in this sense is poet., e. g. on a

golden sceptre, -
(Horn.). 0jr* On may be

expressed by tlw simple dative in

expressions like riding up on (=
with) a horse, -

: rarely, and almost exclusively

ON
as a poet, usage in expressions such
as to be seated on a peak,

: most usu., ivhen the pre-
position is contained in the Greek
verb, e. g. to be borne on (= by)
the water, .
Sts on ivith a subst. may be ren-
dered in Greek by an adj., e. g.
on the sea-coast,,
3 and 2. §?$» Note the brevilo-

quentia in expressions like the peo-
ple on the house-tops fled,

(= —
—) : those on the

bastions remarked it, oi

: those on the
towers will render asssistance, oi.
To fight on horseback, ' '-. ^ip* Note also

the following expressions : all de-
pends on him,

: he is on the point

of coming,?
or ' : he is

on my side,? ,
(PI.) : on the one side —

,

on the other side —, ?7 —

,

?7 — : on all sides,

(and) : on the spot,?, : on the
ground,.
) Denoting direction of a mo-

tion, in answer to the question

whither ? upwards,, '?, with
ace: downwards, with gen.,

with ace. To jump on the

trees, -- :

to strew ashes on the table, -? -
: water on the hands,? '. iggp Note

the use of with dat., with
gen., after a verb of motion, de-

noting the state of rest in which
the motion terminates, e. g. to fall

on one's knees, -. Esply after verbs denoting

to put, place, and the lilce : thus,

to put on board, :
to set on table,' : to seat oneself on a
chair, ' : to

smite on the cheek, ?
(to smite oneself on, = to

smite one's, thigh,, .). §3§* After compounds
in which the notion of direction is

already contained, the preposition

is not separately rendered : e. g.
to put athg on the chariot,-

: to get on
the chariot,?-

: to imprecate curses on aby,? .
fi Of time] a) In answer to

the question when ? dat. with or

without , and sts other preposi-

tions, e. g. on the third day, ()
»; ,

: on the following day,

?;: also by adjj. in

?, e. g. he perished on the

twentieth day, -? (Antiph.), and advv., as,

on the same day,,
) On with abstract subst. equiva-



ONC ONE ONE
lent to during, or to while, with

partcp., (gen.), (dat.),

(ace.), e. g. on the march,, ,. $^• Often ren-

dered by participial construction,

sts with and : to

sing on the march,
v. ) On with participial

subst., on doing so and so, = as

soon as this is (was, <$£C.) done, is

expressed by the participle, on
heing asked, he answered, -

: on receiv-

ing this intelligence, they man-
ned a fleet, '

: on per-

ceiving the enemy they took to

flight, .—On, = at the

instant of (and in consequence of),

e. g. on a given signal, -
and .

U Of causality and other rela-

tions'] (c. dat.). On fair terms,, ', ' ,
: on condition (that,

&c),' and'. To lend
(money) on athg,

or (e. g. on a pledge,' : on deposit, '
: on our property, '). On this account,, : on

pain of, : on pain of

death, : to swear on
athg, : to

live, feed, &c. on athg,

: on purpose, or, .
^» For the rendering of on after

verbs wch take, their objects under
government of this preposition, see

the respective verbs, e.g. to hang
on, to RELY on, Qc. ; and for
other phrases, such as on a sud-
den, on the right, on the left,
on high, on the contrary, fyc,
see the leading words. ^Ad-
verb] E. g. to go on, to get on,

§c, see to Go, to Get, £c. To
have athg (e.g. a hat) on,-

(). or-( or). Off and on
(propr.), . To be
off and on (fig.),.
ONCE. H Adverbially, with

ref to number] . Sts by
compounds with, e. g. to

marry ., : to eat o.

in the day,. More
than .,,

(r= not only ., but several

times) : not .,' (z=not
even one time). O. for all, -

: to enjoin o. for all, -
(e. g. ,

Dem., also, peremptori-
ly) : all at ., (forth-
with), (suddenly),-,,,,,, 3. .

(together, simultaneously) :

two, three, &c, at ., = at a
Time, Vid. For o., this .,

(424)

: he with me if but
this o. ! '

(Soph) : we must venture it

for ., :

for . in a way,,
or -

: to look . and again at aby,

(PL) : yet ., . more,, . U As par-
ticle of time] . (upon a time),

(end.).

ONE. % Numeral] Is,,
. a (as numeral sign). Twen-
ty-o., &c, ,. . or none (prov.),, or ? -

: to have . throw, -: . by .,' '. ' .
£V hi. . HALF, . THIRD, &C,
see those words: o. and a half,

see Hal f : o. and a third, -, 2 : . and a fourth,-, 2 : . and a fifth,-, 2, S[C. . and all,-. U A single —
,
(only)

one] and, 3. Often
also by compounds, e. g. having o.

eye,, 2 : to take
only o. meal in the day,-. See the Greek Eng. Lex.
under -, H One and tlie

same, identical] Is .
Is . 6, ,

(<). It is . and
the same, it is all .,, ,

: to be of . mind,
: as . man, with

. accord,,
: to make . (unite),'. : to set at

.,!/ . See
Reconcile, "fj One of two (Lot.

alter)] ', 3, e. g. to carry
in o. hand,
(Horn.) : . is taller by the head
than the other,'

(.) :

the . rules the other,'
(Thuc.) : the .—

, the other—, ' . . .

... . . . . .

.

and ' . . . . . . (pi.) : .
or the other way, :

on the . side—, on the other —

,

. . .,

... : fm the . side,

(. to, Thuc.) : blind of . eye,'.
^* For numerous compounds with-, e. g. leaning to o. side,, : to weigh down
to o. side, : to go
lame of o. foot,, see

the Greek Eng. Lex. U One (of
several), with opp. to the others

(Lot. alius)], 3. One —

,

another —, . . .,-
. . .. . . ., 6 . . ..

. . ., 6 . . ., or. Also 6 . . .,

. . .. . . .,

. . .. . . .,' . . . (Hdt.). 6 '-
. . ., 6 . . . (Eur.),

andpl. . . ., . . ..() . . ., (/«)
. . .. . says this, another that,

or . says . thing, another says

another, . At
. time —, at another —,

-
. . ., .

. . , .
. . ., . . . way, . an-

other, . ^jp Also
sts' is so used, e. g. o. cala-

mity oppresses o., another others—
,

(Eur.) : the . rules the

other, .
It is . thing to —, and another
to —

,
—

,—. . and another, . or two,

(.) : . thing
after another,

(.) : (reckoning) . with an-
other, '. -. Fm . end of the land to

an(or the)other, '' : to tell

. story after an (or the) other,» -you : to cause

. delay after the other,-. *t[

One another], 3 (Lat.

alter alterius; more rarely du.). To love o. another,

: they help o.

another, .' (.
helps the other) : to give pledges

o. to another,: . upon another,-' : beside . another,
7', as, a (whence, 2). ggp For com-
pounds of-, e.g. devour-
ing . another,|/3, 2 :

to eat o. another,,
see the Gr. Eng. Lex. U Indefi-
nite] (Some) one (of a definite

number or body), , e.g. .
of my people, :
some . (of an indefi number),,
e. g. some o. may say,'. See Some. If any o. asks
me, " , tgi^• Where
we use one substantively, in place

of renewed mention ofa preceding
object, the Greek either repeats the

subst. or leaves it to be understood,

e.g. she delighted in dogs, and at

sight of o. was beside herself for

joy, , -() -
: how big is an elephant ?

did you ever see . ? 6; ' ; The
fair ., : the beloved .,. Each . (of two),-, 3 : each . (of a number),', 3. See Each, Every.
. (= a certain), e. g. there was
o. Thersites, :

such a ., . II As indef.

pronoun ( Fr. on, Germ, man)], (end.). 0§* The En-
glish use of the indef. subject is

not nearly so extensive as the Fr.
and Germ., wch may often be ren-

dered as in English by 3 person
plur. act., by ' they,'' e.g. ' on dit,'



ONE,' (end.) : or by 3
person singular of the pass., as

(with ace. c. infin., or
nom. c. infin., or with finite

verb). Where it does occur in

English, it may very often be

rendered by 2 person singular of
optat. with , e. g. o. might,
could, would say—

,
—

:

' — : . could, would,
&c, think or fancy, ,. Also it may often
be rendered by verb impers. or
by verbal adjj. in, e.g. o.

ought, , : there . might
see, : . may (= is

allowed to do), :

o. ought to be, must be, content-
ed,,. $0jF As indef.

obj., the oblique cases of may
be used, e. g. to help .,, or Crcl., e.g. it does one
good to see it,,-, Tit . The possessive

one's is always reflexive, and must
be rendered in the same manner
as the reflex, his, her, 8rc, e.g.

to squander one's goods, -
: to wash one's

hands, tos; .
should keep o.'s own people un-
der discipline,?-?.
ONESELF,,?,

and cases of, 3. We flat-

ter ourselves one will take no
harm o., or that no harm will

come to .,'
(Thuc.) : to prepare for ., -" : to be .,,. ,,, : to come to

or be . again,

: to wash .,
(mid.).

ONEROUS,, . See
Burdensome.
ONION,,,
(theformer more usu.). Abed

of o.'s,,, 6 : .-leek,, (prps chives)

:

abounding in o.'s,, -, .
ONLY, adj. , 3. The

. hope, , : an .
son,-, 6. -, 6, (Eur.),•, 6, : . (= / alone) have
seen, : I have
seen . his face,\

: in the . way,
: the . way in wch,. & For other com-

pounds by wch only is expressed

see the Greek Eng. Lex. under-. The one o. person, one
above all others,, 3.

See Alone, Single, g^• Only
may sts be expressed by,
e. g. to benefit those o. who are

praised, -. "ff Adv.].
I have . (=but) heard, not seen,, 1

:

. now, this moment .,,. : not . — but

(425)

also, . . . .' or . . .

or : not . not — but,

or . . ..
ifpip When the limitation is ex-

pressed not by a single word but by
a clause, only ( rz but) is expressed

by. or .
I heard, . (= but) I don't un-
derstand, ,' . And so

when only is used conditionally,

e. g. I am about to speak, o. ( =:

do but) listen, '£ ,. See But.
ONSET, ONSLAUGHT,-,,, '-,, . See ATTACK,

Charge.
ONWARD. See Forward.
ONYX,,, 6. Made

of .,, 3.

OOZE, v..-
(. or spirt. Aristot.). To let

water o. through,

(Aristot.). An o.-ing,-, .
OOZE, s.,, .,.
OOZY,, 2. -, 3., , and

partcp. of.
OPACITY,,,

. or,
or Crcl. with, adj. Opaque.
OPAL,, 6.

OPAQUE,, 3.

or, . Bodies
transparent and .,.
OPEN, adj. % Propr. : not

shut],3.,
2., 3 (. to

folded together or closed, Qc, of
the eyes, ears, nostrils, Src., and of
doors ; also of the sea, and fig. of
impudence, Qc). An o. letter,}, -, jj : with o. eyes to see no-
thing, : to

receive aby with o. arms,-, -. . field,, : the .
country, (esply mil.,

Polyb. and later, . to walled
toivns) : o. air,, . -, : in the air,,
2., 2., 2 and
3 (the last esply of an army) : to

bivouack in the o. air,-
: to live in the o. air,

(PL) : in the o.

sun, (. to, PI.). In an . space (clear

fm obstacles, ?.), : to

flow with a clear and o. course,

(Hdt.). .
sea,, 6 : to get into the

o. sea,' (used absol. X.).
To stand o.-mouthed,.
See Gape. TJ In various more re-

stricted significations] O. bowels,, : to have
the bowels .,. See
Loose, Loosen. To have aby's

purse o. to one, -

, -' -. .
(z=LUincalled),, 2. -, 2 (see above) : on the .
road, or.
. to all (zzzpublic),,-, 3 : to keep . table,. .
(= accessible),, 3 : a place

. to strangers for study, -
: most . to the enemies'

attack, -
: to be at . war, -. . (=FRANK, Vid.),, 3 : to act in an . man-

ner,. The . (pa-
tent, undisguised) truth,, . . (= undecided),,, 2. To lay

., see to Open, Unfold, Dis-
close. To be, stand, lie ., -

(the proper Attic for this

sense; in later Gr.).
To lay oneself o. to the charge of

athg, . See Ex-
pose.

OPEN-HANDED. See Li-

OPEN-HEARTED. See
Frank.
OPEN-MOUTHED, -,, . II Adv.].

To be . in abusing aby, -
(Soph.).

OPEN, v. «ff (Trans.)] -,',,-.. .
a little,- and-,

(e.g.) : to .
a letter,, -: to . a book, '-

: to . a vein, -
: to . a dead body,,,

: to . the eyes,

: to . the

mouth,, : to .
the mouth in abuse of aby, see

under Open-mouthed. To o.

(a trench, Qc. , with notion of ex-

tension), : to o. out

the wing (milit. t.),. TJ Pig.] To o. one's ears

to flattery,

: to . one's

heart to aby,'
(Eur.) : to . aby's

eyes,, .
"[| To make a beginning],
-,-, -'. . a ball, -

: to . a school,

: to . an
assembly, . -

: to

. a case,'. U
make known, to make aby privy to

athg]..-.. "f[

(Intrans.)] Passive of verbs

above given. Also,
(part asunder), -, (of the earth, <|c.).

The spring o.'s,

and mid. To o. to the right and



left,.
OPENING. | In the abstract:

the act itself],,
), . , (of a
letter),, f] (of a
trench, Qc). U In the concrete:

the thing or place standing open], . , . See

Mouth, Aperture. *]" The be-

ginning of athg],-, - . of a pleading, -, . ^* But usually all

these notions are rendered by Crcl.

with verbs to Open.
OPENING, part. adj. E. g.

o. speech, Crcl. with verb to Open
(zz to commence), ^j Laxative], 3., 2. An
. medicine,, .
OPENLY. Propr.]-

9. . ^| Pig.]

See Candidly, Freely. To de-

clare oneself .,
or Tl -.
OPENNESS,,,

V- ), jjtos, . . in

sj>eaking,-, .
OPERA, p?ps.
OPERATE. U To act, in ge-

neral] See to Act, Effect, ij

Surgically],-. The part o.-d upon,-,. If /« mt&S. sercse].
OPERATION, , ., ., .

surgical .,, 6: a mili-

tary ., . -, . -
: a plan of ., -, ., .-, , also. The hase

of o.'s,,: to make
any place one's hase of o.'s, bp-

: a place

wch they would have to make
the base of their o.'s in the war,() -

(Thuc).

OPERATIVE. II Adj.] See
Effective. U Substantively] See
Workman.
OPERATOR^» general) . See

Agent, Doer. *i Surqeori] Vid.

OPHTHALMIA,,
v., . To have it,

and-.
OPIATE, or, .
OPINE,. .

See next A rt.

OPINION,, .-
uVts. ., . Preconceived
.,', : in my .,. .,. or':
to entertain an ., .. : to de-
clare or give one's .,-, :
to keep back or reserve one's o.

on athg. or-
(426)

: to change
or alter one's .,-. (pass.). aXXoiuv -

: I am of .,.. . or -.:
I am of . that,',

: I am still of the same .,
?7-

(Thuc.) : I incline to this .,-: he was decidedly of

., :

to be of one . with aby.. .-,- : to

concur with aby in .,-.
: to differ in

., ..
: to be of a contrary or an

opposite .,
: of different . (opp. to, of the same o.), and,

of another than the right o. (opp.

to, 2),, 2 :

another, esply a wrong, .,-, (Pi.) : to be of another
o. than the right,

(PI.). What is your . ?

;
'

;

To have or entertain a great .
of athg, or

: to have no great o.

of athg, . -
: to have

a bad . of aby,

: a bad . of aby,-' (Thuc).,/-, 2., 2.,
2.

OPIUM,,.,.
OPPONENT,, -. Sts -. . in any strife

(of arms, or at law, or of rivalry)

,

, , : . in a
present or impending strife,-, : . at law,,
. , .
See Adversary, Antagonist.
OPPORTUNE, , 3.,, 2., 3.

The . time or moment,,
. See Convenient, Favor-
able. Seasonable.
OPPORTUNELY, .. . Athg

comes or happens very . for me,.
(

OPPORTUNENESS,^a (

p

'

s
,

. -, -,-, . -, , , and Crcl.

icith adj. Opportune.
OPPORTUNITY,, ., . A good . for athg,' or

: a famous . for making mo-
ney,

(Dem.) : there

is a good .,
(chiefly with absol. participial con-

stiiiction ; , a

convenient o. presenting itself) : an
o. presents itself to me,. -

: to give or afford aby an
O. for athg, -. or or

or
or /, -

: to al-

low an . to escape,-.-.
OPPOSE. To set or place

agst] .-.,-. (to

raise agst athg). To . artifice to

artifice, and mid.
To o. force to force,-. ^j To oppose oneself to

aby or athg, and (ellipt.) to oppose
aby or athg] ivuvTiovatiai(pass.). To o. oneself (propr.),

or .
or .. g^* The

manner of opposition may also be

expressed by the appropriate verb

compounded with, e.g.-
(. in words),-

(in act). See Encounter,
Resist. "[[ To be opposed]-. tlvai. See
Opposite. kvavTiodaOai(pass.).
-,-..yva (to be agst;
denoting impediment). To be vi-

gorously, strongly o.-d to athg,

,' (to doi?ig athg).

OPPOSITE. IT a) With refl

to place],, 3 [the

former with gen. and dat., the lat-

ter with gen.). , ,., 3. -,,-
(adverbially), also (ace).

On the . side, in the o. direc-

tion, . :
fm the O. side, ,, :

just ., : to proceed
in the . direction,

: to be, stand, or be
placed ., . ^[

) With ref. to condition, quality,

?.], 3 (gen.),,
3 (gen.). Entirely or altogether

or diametrically .,
: to act in an

o. direction, :

to give an o. direction, to turn
the o. way, : in

an o. direction,, 2:
to have or produce an o. effect,-

: the . party,

or, or-. See Contrary. Also
expressed by compounds with,
e. g. to put or place .,-. : to

stand . one another,-
(of persons),-

(of inanimate objects),-,
(of two hostile armies) : to be en-



OPP
camped . the enemy,-..
OPPOSITE, s. ,,,,

77. To be the o. of athg,-/ tivl.., tivl : to be
entirely the o. of what one ought
to be, -. See Contrary, Reverse.
OPPOSITION,,, . -. . by words, -, --, : athg meets with

., tl : without .,7 or-
: to make ., see to Op-

pose. Orel, with verbs to Op-
pose. To be or stand in direct

., or

: can any two
things be in more direct o. than
—

,

Tii ; ^[ The
opposition in a state],
77. , tj.-, . To form an . (party),' : one of or be-

longing to.,,
, .
OPPRESS, itii&iv..

or.
(pass.) .. .
To be o.-d,.-. . -

: to feel o.-d by
athg,' /. or

: to be o.-d

with grief, .. (to feel one^s

heart o.-d) : to feel one's breath-

ing o.-d,.
and -/.
OPPRESSION,,,, . , ,

. State of .,, . -, : to suffer ., -. : to live in a
state of .,. -..
OPPRESSIVE,,, ,,,, 3., ,, 2 (of

food. ). See Burdensome.
Athg is . to me,
or . . heat,,, .
OPPRESSOR, 6-. 6. 6-, (ofaby, ).
OPPROBRIOUS. See Dis-

graceful.
OPPROBRIOUSLY. ^Dis-

gracefully.
OPPROBRIUM. See Dis-

grace
OPTATIVE, -, . In the . mood,-.
OPTICAL,, 3. An

. tube or instrument,,
h-, . 6-; an . illusion, 77

6!/.
OPTICS, (), .
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OPTION,, . See
Choice, Election. leave

(athg) at aby's o., to give him his

., or
or , or simj ly

(seq. infin.).-' . :

athg is at my .,' or-'.'. :

have no ., '.
OPTIONAL. Crcl. by ', ', -. Athg is not .,

: it is quite .
whether I wish to do it, '

or .
OPULENCE,, . -', ., .

be or live in .,. -... -. See RlCHES,
Wealth.
OPULENT,,-,2. .-, 3., 2., 2.. Also simply ,, . To be .,.
OR, (= vel, and also =

aut). ' (= sive). Either —
or, 77 — 77, 77T01 — : whether,
or whether, if, or if, ', '.,. , . ,. ^» In numerical statements

simply may be used in certain

cases, e.g. two or three steps,

: three or four
years, '»; :

but is likewise not unusual, e. g.
with four or five Cretans,, -

(.).
ORACLE,, .

Tn prose usu.,, 6. -,,, (all

= . pronounced),,-, (place of .).
give or pronounce an .,-.,-. ,. (princi-

pally of the . at Delphi). I ob-
tain an .,. .

: to consult an .
about athg,, -,,-,,, .

: to send to

consult an , -,, — (by a depu-
ty) : to give athg out as an o.,

:

to take or receive athg as an o.,

or

: pro-

nounced by an .,, 3., 3.

ORACULAR. Crcl, e.g. to

receive aby's words as .,
xpijTui : an . sen-

tence,/,.,
: to consider athg .,

or -.

ORAL, ,.,. <5 -, , -,. An . deposition
or testament,

:

an . discourse,

: to deliver
an . message, -

: an . instruction or com-
mand,, .-, : to give aby an .
instruction or command,

or-. .
ORALLY, ,. See Oral.
ORANGE, ,., . Of an .

colour,, 2.

ORANGE-TREE, -, .
ORATION,, 6. A so-

lemn .,, : to make
an ., .
{before aby, or
or ) : a funeral .,, 6 : to make a funeral

., . See
Speech.
ORATOR,,, (that

has studied the art of speaking).,, 6.? (one that makes a
speech). A good or distinguished

., or -, < .
ORATORICAL,p77T0/ot/vos,3.

talents or qualities, -
: . ornament,

: . skill, 77. See RHE-
TORICAL.
ORATORY, f Art ofspeak-

ing] , -
(), ., .

TJ Eloquence] Vid.

ORB,, b. See Circle.
The o.'s in the heavens,,, : the . of the eye, ,

' ORBICULAR. See Round,
Circular.
ORBIT (of a constellation),, h. , . See

Circle. To revolve in an o.,.
ORCHARD,,, ., ,. --.
ORCHESTRA,,
(§w in the strictest sense, the

place where the music is, and
forming a division only ofa more
extended whole, i. e. the -, ;, or, . %
Musicians in the orchestra] -, .
ORDAIN. 1 To appoint] Vid.

To o. (an ecclesiastic),-
(mod. Greek). ^[ To com-

mand] Vid.
ORDER, s. ^Arrangement,

disposition], -., 6.,, . Good
.,-,-, : to put



ORD ORG ORN
§.,-,-,

or or-. (Put) in good ., --
ktos, -, 2 (awe? advv.).

Want of .,,.
See Disorder and Derange.
To restore o. in the public affairs,

7>?. In

. (= due succession),, -,-. . of nature,-. . of

the day (in deliberative assemblies),. if To put in or-

der {with coercion or restraint)]',... if Love of order] -. A lover of .,,, 2 : good . in the state,, : to disturb the public

., : an
enemy of the public ., -«5 or, 6 :

to observe the established ., -
or. if Military order],, (. of battle). To

march in .,{ ). if

Class {of animals, plants, S[c.)]?, ;;. , . , .
To be of the same ., t^s

: to arrange by their

o.'s,.. if Class

of citizens in a state], .,. Equestrian .,,, : to belong to it, -
or -

{propr., to pay the eques-
trian census). $w Often expressed
by neut. of adjj. in, e. g. the
senatorial ., {, Plut.)

:

the sacerdotal ., .
Moral or intellectual rank],
., . ?, . An
artist of the highest ., -. if
body of men subject to certain
rules], or, ., . A religious .,, {mod. Gr.). if Order
of architecture] , , and, 6 {e.g., Qc). if
Command] -,-,., . -,- , and other par-
tepp. To give o.'s, -,--,,-

: I did it by
your o.'s, or

or
or

: by . of the people, -
: to have o.'s to do athg,

: to obey
. s,, or-

: to act without o.'s, -
••«/. . given by the gene-
ral,, : . of the
day {milit. t),, .
if Holy orders] See Ordination.
if In order to, in order that ], , , or
simply, {all c. infin.,
or with dat. of an abstract subst.),

{with infin.), and also the

(428)

final particles ',. See un-

der To and That.
ORDER, v. if To arrange,

adjust] , /.., -,.-.. . properly or

judiciously,,.. 1J To com-
mand] {ace. and infin.).

or. See to Command. To be

o.-d to do athg,

: he o.-d meat to be distri-

buted among the people,:
he o.-d stones to be carried (to

the spot) by slaves, -,. t§^* In
this sense tL• mid. is often used,

e. g. to o. "weapons {i. e. at the

smith's), : to .
some paintings {at tlie artist's),

: to . a meal
(to be prepared),-

{by tlie cooks). See
under Have, Make.
ORDERLY. if Objectively•,

well-arranged, regular] ,, 3., 2. -, 3., 2. if Subjec-

tively : loving order] ,2., 2.

ORDINAL NUMBER, -, 6 (Gramm.).
ORDINARILY,. , -. See Commonly.
ORDINARY, adj.

f
if Com-

mon],,,. , 3. . things,. See Common. if Custo-
mary, usual] Vid.
ORDINARY, s.-,--,,.
ORDINATION, if Appoint-

ment] Vid. if In sacred matters], ., .-, {eccl. t.).

ORDURE. See Excrement,
Filth.
ORE,, . Raw .,, h {e.g. silver-o.,). Copper-o.,-, 6 : iron-O.,, 6 : lead-O.,,., ,
ORGAN,, . -, . An . of the senses,, : God gave man

for his use all the o.'s of the
senses,' -' -'. if Musical in-

strument] ,.
ORGANIC, or,, . An . defect,, .
ORGANISATION,,.., ., . -, .
ORGANISE, and

-, {all late),-'. .-, -

.. .-,-, 3 {late) : well o.-d, -?, 2.

ORGANISM,, .-, . -, {late).

ORGIES. if Tliefeast ofBac-
chus] ", , . To cele-

brate the 0., : the ce-

lebration of the .,,, : one that celebrates them,,, b : relating to the

.,, 3 {all in the

ancient sense). if Debauch, revel]

Vid.
ORIENT. See East.
ORIENTAL. See Eastern.

if As subst.] or.
ORIFICE. See Opening.
ORIGIN,, . , ., . To take its . from

athg, or, if Extraction {of
persons)] Vid.
ORIGINAL, adj. b, , ,

or' or
or, also

and, 3.,
2. , 3. ,
(causal),, {PL),,, 2
(poet.). The . constituents or
elements, or

: . mo-
tion, , :

the . cause, , : .
writing or MS.,, ., : an . letter,, : .
language or tongue,-, : an . evil,, : . essence, ,, : .
meaning or acceptation,, : . sin,,. if Peculiar, novel], 3. , 3.,
2.

ORIGINAL, s. if Propr.:
of a writing], -, (also of a picture),, ., (an . letter). if

Fig. : a person of peculiar man-
ners] prps aviip. Quite
an ., .
ORIGINALITY. Orel, with

adjj. under Original, if Fig. :

originality of character] -.
ORIGINALLY, ,' or, ,.
ORIGINATE. if (Trans.)]

or -, if (INTRANS.)],
or, or, .

ORIGINATOR,, b. See

Author.
ORNAMENT, s., .,,.-, ., .,,,

(poet.). See Adornment.



ORN OUG OUT
She is the o. of her sex {fig.),.
ORNAMENT, v... See ADORN.
ORNAMENTAL,,,, ,, 3.,,, 3.

And Orel, with Ornament, s.

and v.

ORNATE. See Adorned. An
o. style, ,
b., .
ORPHAN, or-, 6, or, . To make

(a child) an .,,-
: to be made or to become

an .,
(pass.) : to be an ., -,.

: to bring up an ., -
: bringing up o.'s,, 2 : to take care

of the o.'s, :

a guardian of o.'s,,, 6.

ORPHAN-ASYLUM,-, .
ORPHANAGE, ORPHAN-

HOOD,, ., {PL), ,
(Hom.)., (Eur.).

ORTHODOX,, 2.-,. To be .,-
ORTHODOXY,,

' ORTHOGRAPHY,-, .
ORTOLAN,, 6.

OSCILLATE,
and.-.
OSCILLATION,-, .
OS1 ER. See Willow.
OSPREY,,-, ., .
OSSIFICATION. Crcl. with

the Verb.

OSSIFY, (pss.).
OSTENSIBLE. See Appa-

rent, Seeming, Pretended.
OSTENSI VE,,-, 3.

OSTENTATION,,
., .,
b. See Display.
OSTENTATIOUS,,

2., 3.,
2., , .-, 3. To be ., '., (pass.).

OSTLER,, .
OSTRACISM,,, .-, . To banish by a judgment

of ., or-'.
OSTRICH,,

borr).',,.-.
OTHER,, , . See

Another and Else. At . times,
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: to . places, : in

some or any o. way, :

fm some o. place, :
in some o. place, :

in many o. place», -
: to many . places, -

: in . respects,

es ,,
or : he has distinguished

himself in . respects too,-
: his son

died, in o. respects he is doing
well, ,

'
: and

among o.'s, also, ' ,, e. g. I saw ma-
ny remarkable things, and among
o.'s likewise a trophy, -

: in . respects and espe-

cially,? — : he and
two, nine o.'s,,, if The other (of two)], 3 (ipsp but often used ivliere

ice should me another). From,
on, to the o. side,,-,. The O.'s, -

(ceteri), ' (in speak-
ing of two parties), oi

(reliqui, the rest) : the o. por-
tion or part of Greece,? : his . property,
' -. ^° For other, in parti-

tive expressions, the one —, the
other —, some —, others—, S[C.,

and other combinations with one,

such as some one way, some an-
other, see under One and An-
other. H Each other] See Each
and ' One another.' ^[ Every
other (— alternate)] See under
Every. ^J Denoting difference], ', 3. , 3., 2. To become an .
man, . 1J The
other day (=: not long since)]-. . Only the . day,.
OTHERWISE. ^ Ina dif-

ferent ivay] ., -. , -. -. See Differently.
if In other respects]. See
under Other, ^j In the contrary
case, (or) ELSE (vid.)] ,. You must pay us our
wages, o. we shall leave you,,, .
OUGHT, v. auxil. One .,. , (with

infin.). Also verbals in, e.g.

man o. to serve the gods, ot.-
:

the gods signify to us by heavenly
signs what we o. to do and what
we o. to leave undone, oi'

: not to understand
what one . to understand,

: you .
to have done it,'.

(it was your business to do

it) : such people o. to be punished,
tous .
OUGHT. See Anything.
OUNCE,' or,
(Lat. Gr. ' uncia').

OUR,, 3.. §?§»

Like the other possessives it is not

expressed when sufficiently indi-

cated by the context : e. g. we love

o. parents, -
: fm or of . country,-, 3 : for . sake,-,. ', '.

OURSELVES,, 3. See
Self.
OUT, he or (c. gen.). To

be ., (not to be at

home) : not to be ., ,. $0• If used in con-

nexion ivith verbs, such as to GO
out, to find out, <%c, see the

Verbs. To be o., to be gone o.

(= to be extinct),,-,- (pass.).

OUT OF. *H Awayfm] ,
(c. gen.). To live o. of the

town, :

to live . of the country,-
v. "fl Beyond] O. of reach

of athg, : to be o. of

all danger,. For numerous
other phrases, e. g. o. of doors,
o. of one's mind or senses, o. of

one's reckoning, o. of one's

POWER, O. of SIGHT, 0. of TEM-
PER, o. of patience, see the

Substt. To put one's head o. of

athg,

: to look . of window,
-,- ' :

the flame bursts . of the roof,-. By means of] . of

one's own means,. ^ Denoting the in-

ner moral cause or motive] O. of

ignorance, St,-
av. ,. ', ' : . of

fear, ..-; . of love, enmity,,, ', ',', ': . of neg-

ligence or carelessness,

or.
OUTBID,'

or.( or).
OUTBREAK,,-, . The . (as beginning of

any condition),, : at the

o. of the war,,.
OUTCAST. 1 Exile],, .,, . -,, b. "f| Reprobate],,.-, 2.

OUTCRY. See Cry, Cla-
mour.
OUTDO (aby in athg),., or-



OUT OVE OVE, or .' .
OUTER,, 3 (late).

6, , or or
or wtos., 3

(exoteric). The o. parts or por-

tions, : the . or external

world, . -: the . works,-,. See EXTERNAL.
OUTERMOST, £VXaTos,£^-, 3. See Extreme, Ut-

termost.
OUTFIT,, (al-

lowance/or o., e. g. for the caval-
ry at Athens).

t
OUTFLANK, -,-

(Tltuc.X.). (.)
and (Polyh.) .

. the enemy's wing,-
{.),() .

: the}' will . us,-
: the act of o.-ing,-,-.

(both Polyb.)., : the
o.-ing phalanx, -, (Dion. .).
OUTGROW,

and.
(pass.) .
OUTHOUSE,-, . .
OUTLANDISH,, 3.

See Foreign.
OUTLAW, s. (-,,). 6-. See Exile, OUTCAST.
Outlaw, v.,. .

(to
proscribe. Polyb.).

OUTLAWRY. Crcl. with
sulist. and verb OUTLAW.
OUTLAY, ,,. See Expense.
OUTLET,, (g. t.jor

EGRESS, Vid.). , (of a
holloiv, den, passage, S[c.). -, h (the spot ichence athg flows
otd). , (for fluids or
liquids). A subterraneous passage
has a secret .,

: without .,,, 2.

OUTLINE,, -,,, -,, ?;., . , 6., 6 (propr., style for
scratching an .). To draw an
O. of athg,,-, . >.
(sratch an .) : to give a general
., '.
OUTLIVE, ..
OUTNUMBER, or. We

. them many times over,-.
OUTRAGE,.,-,,,-. To be o.-d,

(430)

. -
(str. t.).

OUTRAGE, s.,,,, • ', .,, . See

Insult, Wrong.
OUTRAGEOUS, $ieum,2md

3.,, 3.

. treatment, ,, .
See the Subst. H Excessive
( Vid.) and extravagant],
2.,, ov. -, 3. , fi, '.
, , or.
OUTRIGHT. f Entirely] Vid.
Immediately] Vid.
OUTRIDER, 6' ', or, .
OUTRUN, -,,-,-. .
OUTSIDE, or ,
or . Fm the .,-
: towards the ., is or

: on the . of, ,-, (seq. gen ) : the . ap-

pearance, ,, . , . , .
H At the outside (=£ the utmost)], () .
% As preposition] See ' on the

outside of.'

OUTSTANDING (of money
or debts),, 3. See
Arrear.
OUTSTRIP. See Outrun.

(Polyb.).

OUTVAPOUR,<x\a£oi/£i>o>£-' (Aris-
toph.).

t

OUTWARD, , ',, 2 (external),

(towards the outside),,
3 (strange, foreign). Bent o.,, 3., 3 (the latter

esply of the legs). To bend o.,,.
OUTWARDLY,.
OUTWEIGH,_--,-. ^J Metaph.]-, -',-

(c. acc). and-
(c. gen.).

OUTWIT,.... ,-
(overreach).

OUTWORKS. See ' Outer
works.'

OVAL,*, 2.
(OVEN,, b, and -ov,., 6 (a bake-.), or-,, ., 6.

OVER, prep. TJ In local re-

lations] ) (c. gen., answer-
ing to the question where?). See

Above. To fire o. (the heads of)

the front rank, -. (c. acc,
= to the other side ; poet and
Hdt.), e.g. to fling athg o. the

house and to the other side of it,.
is alsofreq. in composition,

e. g. their lies a hill o. the city,

:

to go . the mountain, opos
: to hold athg o.

athg, ', )
(c. gen., down ore?•), e.g. to

fling aby o. the rock,

: to run or

flow down o. athg,,. And
in composition, e. g. to pour out
o. aby,,. See Upon, (c.

acc, [all] o., o. along), e. g. there
was great sorrow all o. the Lace-
demonian army, -

(.), ) (c. acc),
to look . athg, : .
the whole land,. ) (c. acc), . a
space of forty stadia,

: famous all .
Europe,. (c dat.), . all,

: . these, they wear

—

,— . )
(c gen.), to go . (= across) the
sea, : to cross

. the market,. And in composition,
e. g. to go o. (= to cross) a river,. £) >«
(c gen.), . the river,. See Beyond, Across.
*\\ Over (= occupied icith athg)]

(dat.), (dat.), (acc),

as or ,
or . -. . their dinner (=

tvhilst the dinner lasted) they con-
versed with one another, on--: to fall asleep . his book,

<i. % With notion of causality]

E.g. to weep o. a misfortune, ca-. % With
notion ofcommand or superiority]

E. g. those (set) o. affairs,

: to set aby o.

athg, : to

be set o. athg, .
: to have

charge .,/ : to

be lord, ruler, ., :

to be victorious ., -. *f| Adverbially] It is . (at

an end), : it is all o.

with me, (poet,-) or. . again,-. See Again, Anew. O.
and above, ,
., . Also-
and - in composition, e. g. to

gain o. and above, -, -. . and .,,
(str. t.). See REPEAT-

EDLY. All .,,-.. All the world .,. , 3
(completely) and.-. See Entirely. (} Over
in composition denoting excess]. (g. tt.). gfg" Also
expressed in various manners, viz.

in connexion with adjj. freq. by
the comparative, follou-ed by

or , e.g.



OVE
an o.-clever child, -() : or by com-
position ivith -, -,
e. g. o.-busy,?, 2 : o.-

wise,, 2. -
ayav. ,. §% For over (prep,

or adv.) in combination with verbs,

as COME O., GO O., GET O., FALL
o., run o., talk (matters)

,

talk (aby) ., 8rc, see the several

verbs.

OVER-AGAINST. See Op-
posite.

OVERAWE,..
OVERBEARING,-, 2.,,., , 6., 3., 2 (poet.),,
(later, and stibst.,

h. LXX.). See Insolent.
OVERBOARD. E. g. to

throw ., or-. -.
OVERBURDEN. See Over-

load.
OVERCAST, -, --, , and-, 2. See

next Art. The sky is .,-
or .
OVERCLOUD,.< (Plut.).

OVERCOME,
and.,-,-,, , -.,. . in battle, -

: to . in wrestling,

: to . in a duel,' : to O. difficul-

ties, obstacles, &c,
: to . all difficul-

ties, : to

be ., ,,.
OVERDO,.. See Exaggerate.
OVERDRIVE,.
OVERFEED,-. See Gorge, Cram.
OVERFILL, 7-7'7-,-,-.

>

OVERFILLED or -FULL,-, KuTa-, . -, (only of vessels contain-
ing a liquid). To be .,-.
OVERFLOW, V.-

(pass.), (of li-

quids), and-
(of vessels as well as li-

quids), or
elvtti, (pass.,

only of the vessel),,
(to be in food), also,. Tl (TRS.)]-, -,-, \-. .-' (pass.),,
(pass.) ' ,.
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OVE

t

OVERFLOW, s.,
., .,, .
OVERFLOWING. See Abun-

dant, Affluent.
OVERGROW,,-,-,-.

^
OVERGROWN,,
(of inordinate size). O. with

athg, (2) : . with
trees, (, )
(.),, 2.

OVERHANG,.
See Hang over and Impend.
OVERHEAD, -, (, &C,)"

OVERHEAR,
and.
f

OVERJOYED,,. To be .,
or . ..
(pass.).
OVERLADEN. See Over-

load.
OVERLAND. E.g. the o.

road or the way or road .,, . : the
. traffic,

or , : to

journey .,
(pass.).

OVERLAP,.
The o.-ing ends of broken bones,\(.).
OVERLAY,7///. (to cover

athg with), (to

spread, extend over, a surface).

To o. with gold, silver, copper,,,-. See to Coat, CO-
VER.
OVERLOAD, OVERLA DE,

or (of
a beast of burden),

(of a ship). To . one's

stomach (fig•),. See to GORGE.
OVERLOADED, f Propr.], 2. To be .,-. if Metaph. : ofstyle and

expression] or-, 3. An o. style,-, -.

OVERLOOK. H To see over
the whole range of its extent] -.. .
poo . % To command a view

of] , ff To go
over, look over] VlD.', (as an over-

seer). % Not to observe or notice],.(/). ,, , -,
(to

wink at).

OVERMATCH,-
\.. See Excel,
Surpass.
OVERMUCH, -

or . (See the

remark and examples on Over,
towards end of the Art.)

OVE
OVERPASS. IT To pass over]

See to Cross, to Pass, if To
exceed] Vid.
OVERPLUS, .

See Remainder, Surplus.
OVERPOWER,, -. -. See Overcome.
OVERRATE,..-

or.
or Tivct.

or.
OVERREACH,. (mid.) -.
OVERRIPE,,. An

. olive,, (Lat. druppa).

OVERRUN, -,--.. See Infest and
Incursion.
OVERSEER,,-, ,,, 6.

6 (that is set over athg)., , .,
6 (keeper or guardian). The of-

fice or post of an .,,
: to be the o. of athg,-. , -. (pass.).
OVERSET. See Upset.
OVERSHADOW, -, -

-,-..
O.-ing,,, , (Eur.).

O.-d, -, -, -, 2.

An o.-ing,, .,!/.
.

OVERSIGHT. H Care, charge], ., . ^|

mistake\appaa,.-, ., ., ., .-, ., . By
some ., ',,, .
OVERSLEEP (oneself'),, ,-.
OVERSPREAD,.

See to Cover.
OVERSTEP,.
OVERSTRAIN,-..

(to overwork one-,

self).

OVERT. See Open, adj.

OVERTAKE, (with

and without ). -,..
(outstrip. Polyb.)^ 1 Me-

taph. : to come up to] is

(in athg, ).
if To lake by surprise].

or-
'.

OVERTHROW, . -,-. -,--. -,-.-. .-
(a government, Qc.). See to

Throw down, Subvert. To be

overthrown, ..
OVERTHROW,^/,



OVE PAC PAD,,-,?, . See Sub-
version, Fall, Ruin.
OVERTOP, (athg,-

).
OVERTURE. See Proposal.

To make o.'s to aby, /?
or -

.
OVERTURN. See to Over-

throw, Upset. O.-d, ',
3.

OVERVALUE. See Over-
rate.
OVERWEENING,U7T£p>;(/)a-, 2. To be ., .

: an . character or

disposition,,.-], .
OVERWHELM. See Over-

come, Oppress. To o. aby -with

reasons, -
(PL) : a boy o.-d with ques-

tions, "
(PI.) : O.-d with debt,

: to

be o.-d with grief,

: to be o.-d with misfor-

tunes, .
OVERWISE,, 2., 2 (JEschyl.).

OVER\YISENESS,7r £(nVota,

h (Thuc.).

OVERWORK (oneself), p-. \-. (overstrain).

OVERWROUGHT. See Ex-
cessive, Exaggerated.
OVIPAROUS, ,, ov.

OWE, (e. g.,
a debt: , many
thanks). See Indebted, Debt.
OWING (= in consequence

of, caused by), Crcl. with,
3, e. g. it was o. to the following
circumstance that—, <5 (in-

fill.), : it was .
to me that— , —

.

See CoNSEQUENCEa/«Through.
OWL, or -}\~,-

?, . The horned .,
and, . ,, 6 :

screech- ., ,,
(Horn.), or,,
V, or or, .
shriek like a screech-o.,-" : the cry (too-whit, too-whoo)
of the screech-o., : to

be as purblind as an .,-
: like an .,, .
WIS, adj. ', 3. ,

3. Or possessive of reflex, pro-
nouns,,, -, or with, , , e.g. with
my, thy, &c, o. hand, -

or, :

he wrote it with his o. hand, -' : to repeat aby's o.

words, -
:_out of his . means,', . (and poet,) : to behold athg with

one's o. eyes,•, written with one's o. hand,-,-, 2 : to act
after one's o. fancy or suggestion

(432)

-,- : to

make one's o., appropriate or

adopt as one's .,,,. Of one's

. accord, () ' or'. See Accord.
OWN, v. ij To possess, or

have the right of possession] See

to Possess. I o. athg (as pro-

perty), or ,, .. ^[ Achiotvledge] VlD. IT

To confess] Vid.
OWNER. Partcp. of verbs to

Have, to Possess, e. g. the o. of

the house, ' or. See Master, Mis-
tress.
OX,,, 6. To drive

or feed oxen, : a drove
of oxen,, : a tender,

herdsman, or driver of oxen,-, -, 6. ,, , 6 : that has the

horns of an ., (neut.) : an o.'s head,, :

that has an o.-head,,
2 : belonging to an .,,, 3.

OX-EYE (a hind of chrysan-

fliemum),,.
OX-GOAD,, .,, f}.

OX-HIDE, (), .
Made of raw .,, 2, or', 3 : a thong of .,-,, 6 (Horn.).

OX-STALL or -PEN,,, ., . --, ,-, .
OX-TONGUE (plant,bugloss),, , and -,.
OYSTER,, but more

usu.,.,
(Horn.). The pearl .,-, , . . shell,,() : of the . kind,, .

PACE, s. 1 Step] Vid.
_ 1

Gait] Vid. % Degree of celerity]

E. g. moving at a quick, a slow,.,-,-,(-
tot.) : to move at a slow, leisurely

p.,, :

to keep p. with aby, '.
(pass.) . ^f As measure of
length (= ten, cir. 2g
feet)] }. To measure by p.'s,

: one that measures
by p.'s,, , .
PACE, V.,.( = to am-

ble). To p. out (= measure by

p.'s), see the Subst.

PACHA,, , .
PACIFIC,, 3. -,, . -, 2 (quiet). See under Peace,

Peaceable, Peaceful.

<

PACIFICATION,,
. (), -.

And Crcl. with to Pacify.

^
PACIFICATOR,-
, 6., , . See
Peacemaker.
PACIFY. 1 To make or

bring about a peace] or
or.. (bring to

peace), (and mid.),. % To appease]
Vid., and to Soothe, Tranquil-
lize.

PACK, s. H Bundle] Vid. [
Pack ofhounds],.
if A number of people confede-
ratedfor an evilpuipose, or spoken

of contemptuously]', ., or simply,
6., . U A great quan-
tity] E.g. a p. of troubles,. See World.
PACK-ASS,,-,,, .
PACK-HORSE, or', .-', (for soldiers).

PACK-SADDLE. See Sad-
dle.
PACK, PACK UP, v. -

(and mid.),-
(vasa colligere)..

(to p. upon
athg), and (e.g.', .), -

(to wrap up, put up in

athg). (to make up a
bundle), il Fig. : to pack off (=
to make off quickly)] See under to

MAKE. P. off!'
(out of the way), -

or

(go a?id be hanged), or. il To unite pickedper-
sons for an unfair design]-

(mid., Lys.). -
and

(mid., to call together one's adhe-

rents). P.-d as an audience, jury,

&c,, 2 (Thuc.

with var. .).
PACKAGE,,.-, .
PACKET. SmaU pack or

package] ( ),,, (late). U
swift sailing-vessel]-, , also,, .
PACKING-UP (),-, .
PACT. See Compact.^
PAD, s.,.,

(for carrying burdens on). U A
robber] Vid.
PADDED. See Stuffed, and

nest Art.
PADDING,,

(Plat. Com., or ' stays").

PADDLE, s. Seeg. t. Oar.
PADDLE, v. See g. t. Row.
PADDOCK,,.
PADLOCK, prps,.



PAG
PAGAN, PAGANISM. See

Heathen, Heathenism.
PAGE. 1\0fa book] is,, . H Attendant boy],, 6.

PAGEANT, PAGEANTRY.
See Show, s., Pomp.
PAIL,, b., 6

(ivater-p.), and,
(dim.). -.,7., .-, fldS, 6.

PAIN, s. If Bodily],,, and,,
(more poet.). Acute p.,,

. ,, (propr. of child-

birth)., 6 (with convul-

sion). To be in p., have a p., \-
yiiv (e. g. , in the

feet), (sir.) : to be in

violent p. with cramps or convul-

sions,. :

the p.'s abate, al -
: to be worn out with p.,-

: to be over-

come by the p., unable to bear

the p., i/ :

to cause p.,. -. See Smart. To be in

exceeding p.,-,-
(Hipp.),: to feel

a slight p., (Hipp.).

U Mental] «See Grief, Sorrow.
It gives or causes aby p. to hear
or be told athg,- (pass.)

: to think of, or call

athg to one's mind with p.,-
or

: free fm p.,,
2., 2. See PAINLESS.
1 Penalty] Vid. , . U
Pains (=trouble, diligence)]-
", r). , b. To take p.'s,, ,. ,-, (/os or), .-, . See
Labour. To take superfluous

p.'s, to waste one's p.'s,([> (prov.)., V.. -... «SeeHuRT,
v., and Grieve.
PAINFUL. «IT To the body],,

3., ., 2.

(very p.). ] To the

mind],,,
3., , ., ., 3., 3 (exceeding

p.). A p. feeling,,-
and,, .

PAINS. See Pain (end).

PAINS-TAKING,-, 2. See Diligent, Labo-
rious.
PAINT, v. U (Trs.)] -. ("-, mid.Hdt.)..' or.

Painted, rendered with partcp.

pass, of the above verbs, and be-

sides by '-. % To lay on colours] iv-

(). To p. oneself,

(mid. ; with athg,,
also) : to p. one's eyc-lashes,

(433)

PAL,.-: with p.-d

cheeks or face, «>7-
: to p. oneself red,

or

: — white,

(mid.) or -.
PAINT, S.,-,,, .

Red p.,, and -, ., : to lay on
or use red p.,.-

: white p., ~, :

black p. (for the eyelashes),-
.. ,, .
PAINTER,,, ., .,, .
PAINTING, s. f As aH], .,-, . P. in perspective,-,, . ^}

Picture] Vid. P. on the ceiling,,, (JEschyl.).

PAIR, s.,.,
.,, . In p.'s, -. , .

: disposed to live in p.'s,, 3 (Aristot.) : a p.

of, e. q. tongs, Vid.

PAIR, v. (Trans.) To ar-

range or couple in pai)-s]-... -. To p. dogs (for breed-
ing), (X.). *fl (-
TRANS.)]. See to

Copulate.
VAIRYNQ,, b.-, (coupling),,, (copulation). A p. of

boxers by lot, ,
(PL).

PALACE,, , or

(of royal-

ty),, (more general),

also., (later),-, (Lat. Gr. Phd.).
PALANQUIN. See Litter.
PALATABLE. See Relish-

ing.

PALATE, (-), b (Aristot.).,
b., (Horn.). TJ Pig. :

taste] Vid.
PALAVER. See under Talk.
PALE, s.,, b.,, b and .,

b.

PALE, v. (tofence ivith pales),,. See PA-
LISADE.
PALE, adj., 2.,

3 (especially ivith yellowish tinge),, 3., 2 (with

yellow or gree?iish tinge). Ghastly

p., p. as death,, 3. See

Ghastly. P. red, p. blue, &c,
see under Light, adj. To be p.,. . See Wan,
Dim.
PALE (fm the adj.), v.-

(trs.). (intrs.).

PALENESS,, , .,, }?, .
PALETTE,, , ,

and, (dim.).

PALFREY. Seeg.t. Horse.

PAN
PALING. See next Art.
PALISADE, s. PL ofsubstt.

PALE,,,.
PALISADE, v.,-,. A p.-d

camp or space,, ,
and also,, .
PALL, s.,, but Att.?,, . ,
(robe of state), -, (covering of a bier).

PALL, v. 1\ (Intrans.) To
grow vapid] or. U (Trs.) To sate,
cause satiety] Vid. -.
PALLET,,-, , .
PALLIATE. See to Cloak,

to Extenuate,.().-.
PALLIATION,',,,,

or Orel, with the Verbs.

PALLIATIVE,,., r).

PALLID. See Pale.
PALM, s. U The tree] -,, b. The cocoa-nut p.,

pips, , (. ;

and its fruit,, ,
Cosmas). The fruit of the p.,, . See DATE.
Grove of p.'s,,, b :

p. branch, ', . ,,
. , . Fig.]

P. of victory,, .,
: to bear off the p.,-

: that bears the p., -,-,2. The p. of martyr-
dom,
(eccl. t.). Of the hand]-, . Tf As measure]-, . Of the length or width
of a p.,/ (genit.) or, 3 (adj.).

PA LMISTRY. See g. t. Di-
vination.
PALMY. See Flourishing,

Victorious.
PALPABLE. If Propr.]-,, 3. ^| Pig.]

See Evident, Manifest.
PALPITATE, (of

the heart), (of heart and
veins, Src).

PALPITATION,,
(of the Mart), , , and, b (of heart, arteries,

veins), , rj

(in alarm).
PALSIED, PALSY. See Pa-

ralytic, Paralysis.
PALTRY,,,,, 3.

or , 3. See MEAN,
Little. Contemptible.
PAMPER, (g. t.feed).

To be p-d,.-
(pass.) : to p. oneself, -. (pass.),-, or .

PAMPHLET,-, .
PAN,,. See.

Ff



PAN PAR PAR
P. for frying, &c,,-,.
PANACEA,, , and, .
PANCAKE, (-
), , .
PANDECTS,, ,
(late).

PANDER, s.,-, 6.

PANDER, .... .-
ing,,,
.,,,-
, .
m
PANEGYRIC,,., . (sc.-
)^. To pronounce a p.,-,',
or , ,

or,'
>
vorav-'' (late).

EG R I S,-, , . -., , .
PANEGYRIZE. See' to pro-

nounce a Panegyric'
PANEL, s.,.
PANEL, v.. -. Panelled, and, 3.

PANG. See Agony, Pain.
The p.'s of conscience, '-

?. See Remorse.
PANIC, (with orwith-

out, ), ,
, and pi. or,
(sc. ). To be taken or
struck by a p.,. or' -
(pass.).

PANNIER. See Basket.
PANT. H To be out of breath].. P.-ing,,, . '

(comic). if To punt
after] See 'to Thirst after.'

LOONS ($m»notGr.),, , (as worn by tJte

Gauls),, .,
(loose Persian drawers).

t

PANTHEISM,\.
PANTHEIST. Crcl. as above.

PANTHEON, and^ .
PANTHER,,,., .,, .

young p.,, : spotted

as a p.,, 3: the skin
of a p., (), .
t

PANTOMIME. "U Asperson], , or,, ., .,
(late). if As action], .- and-, . To re-
present or act p.,. -, : a p., -, .,,,.
PAP. if Nipple of breast]

(434)

Vid., and Teat, Soft food
for infants], .
PAPACY, Tod

(eccl. t.).

PAPIST, -.
'. .

Mod. Gr., ,-, . .
PAPISTICAL,PAPISTRY.

See Popish, Popery.
PAPER, s. if The material], and ., ,

., ., .
Like p.,, 2 : a scrap

of p.,, ., : of

or made of p., see the Adj. That
deals in p. (— stationer),-, , : a p. manufacturer,, : p. -mill, prps, : p.-money, see

the Adj. if Meton.: a writing]

Vid. There is a search made at

aby's house for his p.'s,"'. Armies on p.,-
(Dem.). if

Newspaper] , .,.
PAPER, adj. or-, 3. or

(gen. of the material). P. money,
or,.

PAPPY,, . See
Soft.
PAPYRUS,, and

., .
PAR. See Equal.
PARABLE,,-, . See Similitude, Al-

legory.
PARABOLA (geom.t.),irapa-, . To describe a p. (as a

projectile), -.
PARABOLIC,,

3. , -
(rhet. and geom.).

PARADE, s. if Display] Vid., . See SHOW, Pomp.
To make a p. of athg,.'(—
prse se ferre). *\ In a military

se?zse] -, ., (of cavalry).

PARADE, . -. See to Display,
Show off.

PARADIGM,,. See Pattern.
PARADISAICAL, -,, -, 3.

PARADISE (gardenofEden),
r; .
if Fig. : = a charming spot] -,. % The abode

of the blessed],, .
PARADOX, s., and PARA-

DOXICAL,, 2.

PARAGRAPH,, ., ).

ARALLEL,7ra
f)
a\\jjXos,2,

and,,
(advv.). To draw

a p., : to run

p., . if

Fig. : similar], 2.

PARALLELEPIPEDON,, .
PARALLELOGRAM,-(),.
PARALYSIS,, .
PARALYTIC,,

3 (late),, 3.

p. stroke,, ).

PARALYZE,. if

Fig. : rz to render inefficacious], -,-,.. P.-d
limbs, -

(Aristot.).

PARAMOUNT. See Su-
preme.
PARAMOUR. See Lover.
PARAPET,, .
PARAPHERNALIA, f

Propr. (not usu.)],
(personal property of the wife

besides her doicer). if Appurte-
nances (of dress, fyc.)].
PARAPHRASE, s. -, ry.

PARAPHRASE, v. -.
PARASITE,, .

^jp" And several words invented

by Comedians, as-
(Aristoph.),- (Diph.), .,(.).-,, (Cratin.).

See Toad-eater. be a p.,.
PARASITIC,,

3. P. customs or habits,-, .
PARASOL, or-, ., (Theocr.).

PARCEL, s. if Part],. if A (small) bundle] Vid.

if Contemptuously : e. g. a parcel

of rogues] See Pack.
PARCEL out, v. See to Al-

lot, Distribute.
PARCH, or-,.,-. P.-d, see Dry. P.-d

lips, (Theocr.).

PARCHMENT,,
., .
PARDON, s.,-, .,-, ),, (p. fm

feeling ofcompassion). To ask p.

,

,'.
: to grant p.

to aby, or.
: to obtain p.,: faults

committed without design deserve

p., -.
PARDON, v. See Forgive.
PARDONABLE,-, 3. It is p.,

(seq. infin.) : athg is p.,-



PAR
.».

PARE,-, --, -. To p. one's

nails, ,' and.
PARENT. See Father, Mo-

ther,, and poet,,
, and 6, h. P.'s

6 ?';. 01-, also ,-,< (all c. ace.).

The boy's parents,.
PARENTAL, , h,. P. love,,-, 77.

PARENTHESIS,™^^*»?,, v. To put in a p.,.
PARGET, s. and v. See un-

der Plaster.
PARHELION,, 6.,.
PARIETAL. See 'of or form-

ing a Wall.'
PARINGS, .- or-.-,.,,

and, (filings,

shavings). P. of an apple, see

Peel : p. of cheese, see Rind.
PARISH, or-, . Mod.

Gh:,,, v. Parish
church, ?'/ ,
and parishioners, .
PARK,«), .
PARLANCE. See Discourse,

Speech.
PARLEY, v. -. See CONFER.
PARLEY, s. , . To

hold or have a p., see the Verb,' '. See
Confer.
PARLIAMENT, , h.

An act of p.,, : a

member of p.,, , .
PARLOUR, (sc.), -
PARODY,, . To

make a p., : he that

makes a p. (parodist),^,
6 : belonging to p.,,
3.

PAROLE (milit. t, word of
7i07iour),,, .,. To be a prisoner on p.,-

or -.§,,.
PARRICIDE. The doer],, , ).

6, 77, ,-. or-, a and , . ^[ As act], . To be guilty

of, or commit p.,.
PARROT, -, . and-. .
PARRY, -, -, -

(e. q.).
PARSE. See to Analyse.
PARSIMONIOUS. See Sa-

ving, Frugal.

(435)

PAR
PARSIMONY,, ous,, and-, V-, .
PARSLEY,,. Rock

p., horse p., -,--,: made of p.,, 3:

wine flavoured with p.,-, : like p.,-
', : p. seed,,.
PARSNEP,,

and 77 (a kind of p. or carrot)., , and, (a kind
groiving in Crete, and used as me-
dicine).

PARSON, or-, .
PARSONAGE,, , toD.
PART, s.,. ,. , , (share, divi-

sion),, (portion, p. allot-

ted). Ever so small a p.,-, (Th.) : consist-

ing of large, small, many p.'s,,,,-, 2 : p. — , p. —, —

,

. —
, : I, for

my p., ,,
' ' : to have p. in

athg,»/,,, () : to

take p. in athg,, -,
/-,-.

Party] . g. to take p. with
or to take aby's p., or-

or' (). See Side, v. ^[

Character (in a play)],. , . , (the

words the actor has to speak).

To take or act a certain p. of a
play,

or : to go through his p.,

or-
: to act a tragical p.,-: to give aby

a p. to perform,

(of the poet of a thea-

trical piece) : to play or act his

p. well or cleverly, -. He has acted
his p. well (fig.),' or .

Duty] . g. it is my p.,-. ' (or

seq. infin.), also (c. ace.

and infin.) : it is your p.,

: it is the p. of noble-

minded persons, ,
or the gen., .

Plur. : e. g. a man of parts
(— abilities, talents)] Vid.

TI Part of a country], ., f]. , . The flat

p. of a district or the country,

7?, , rj- , : a

mountainous or hilly p.,,
77 (sc.) : fm what p. (of a

country or land)? ; on
being questioned what p.'s he
came fm, -

'. *( The parts of speech]. % Fig.:
eocpressive of a certain mode of
feeling or viewing athg] E. g. to

take in good p., -

PAR
: to take in ill p.,-,» .< (pass.) or. IT Adverbially: e.g. for

the most part] .. .
PART, . 1 (Trans.)] -,. ,<.»

and ,
and. See to

Divide, Distribute. (In-
TRANS.)] (pass.),-

(pass.),

(to fall into separate parts). See
Sever, Separate. Tf To part
from aby orfrom a place] See to

Leave. Tf Absol.]-
(pass.). They

parted,} or »)-7;' or '-. '77 "f[

Part with, give up to another](-) .
U Alienate'] (expend).

PARTAKE,,
/os, or, also '(). To p. equally in

athg with aby,. See Share.
PARTAKER,, .,' (of athg,).
PARTERRE. 1 Of a gar-

den] -. if In the theatre]-, v. ( ), the spectators in the p.)
PARTIAL, t In part, or re-

lating to the part] ,, , ,', . % Dis-
posed tofavour one party] -, 3. ->?)9, -?,
. ()7)9, 2 (of things). To
give a p. judgment, '
or or.

: not p.,, 3. ^[

Favorable (not implying censure)]

. g. to be p. towards aby,-..
PARTIALITY, -. If rr Liking] VlD.
PARTICIPATE. See Par-

take.
PARTICIPATION, -,/,,-,,, .

And Crcl. with verbs to Par-
take.
PARTICIPLE, »?, v ., (gram. t.).

PARTICLE. 1 A small part], . Composed of fine

p.'s,, . Tf Gram,
t.], V.

PARTICULAR. 1 Relating

only to one, single, not general]', '. See

Single, Several. 1 Set apart

fm among other things for any
given purpose] , 3.-, 3., 2. % Pe-
culiar, especial] Vid.,

Ff2



PAR PAS PAS
,., 2. % Exact,

precise], .
PARTICULAR, s. f SMagrfc

arcawsiawce] 2?. <?. this one p.,- (' ). il PL :

detail] '',''. To go or enter

into the full p.'s,' '
: 1 am about giving the

full p.'s of the affair,'. \ Ad-
verbially : in particular]-,.,. Quite in p.,, , :

in p. also, .
PARTICULARITY, -, , and Crcl. with Adj. or

verbfollowing—
PARTICULARIZE, -.. See

Det ail

PARTICULARLY. H Espe-
cially],,, . Quite p.,-, , -, ,-— . -

—. ] In detail]'. ...
PARTING [in an intrs. sense),, ., . A

p. speech, : to

give aby a p. kiss,--
: a p. call or visit,

or.,?,-,, ,-, , 6 (in a political sense).

Aby's p.'s, , -
: to be aby's p.,' or .

or .-. . Tf

pike (weapon)] Vid.
PARTITION, m In the ab-

stract: tlie act of parting] -,, 6. ',
. In the concrete: that tech

forms the material partition] -
and,

(also used in a fig. sense). 6

or (only

propr., = a wall of p.). % Com-
partment] Vid.
PARTITIVE,, 3

(gram. t).

PARTLY. H In part].,. ,. . —
, .—,

—
,. —

, .—
, .

PARTNER,, 6. 6. Wedded p.'s, p.'s for
life (fig.), . To
be a p. in athg, see Partake,
Share
PARTNERSHIP,,

- To act, undertake, or do athg
in p., '. -', to carry
on (commercial) business in p.,

: to en-
ter into p. with aby, ^'; or-.

(436)

PARTRIDGE,, ,
\

., . To cry like a p.,

: to fly off like a p.,'.
PARTURIENT. See < about

to Bring forth.'

PARTURITION, , 6.

See Childbirth, Travail.
PARTY. TI A number ofper-

sons metfor a particular purpose]

See Company, Society, -, ., 6. To give a

p., invite one's friends to a p.,

:

to join a p., be at a p., be one of

the p., )(/ .
: there "was

a large p., -.
or : to go

out to a p., :
the p. is breaking up, --. H In a political sense: a
number of persons confederated

by similarity of vieics in opp. to

others, afaction] ',.-, (FACTION, Vid.). Also, ,,-, . To form p.'s in the

state, : to

be divided into political p.'s,-
: to be

of aby's p., or. .. or
: to join or

embrace aby's p.,

: p. spirit, -
or : to act fm

p. spirit, : of no or

neither p., see Neutral. "[[ A
person considered in opp. to an-
other] $$• Not expressed in the

Greek, e. g. the contracting p.'s,

: the p.'s in a
suit,. -
PARTY-COLOURED, -, 3.,, 6,

.,.
PARTY-WALL, 6

or .
PASCHAL. . g. p. feast,, (eccl. t.).

PASHA,, , .
PASHALIC,, .
PASQUINADE. See Lam-

poon.
PASS, v. (Intrans.) 1 To

gofm one place to another]-. To p. by sea into Afri-

ca,, : to p. fm town
to town, -

or

: to p. on his way,-
",. -

: to p. on one's way into—
,— . The word p.-d

fm man to man,. 1\ Of things changing
possessors] .

or '. The sovereignty p.-d to

Laius,

or
j

'. Fig•] To p. into a cus-
tom,.. '., :

to p. into a law, into oblivion,
&c, see the Substt. H To have
currency, as mo?iey],-. To p. for (= be reputed),

.' :

he p.'s for a just man,(). ^J To go arcay
progressively (esply of time)]-.. '... The night

was p.-ing, : as time
p.'s, . See
Elapse. To let athg p.,-, (e.g.). See 'let Slip.' 1\ To
be at an end, to be over]...-,-. \ To take place]-. To relate to aby all

that p.-d,

: to p. unnoticed. to let athg

p. (=not to controvert) ,. (') : let that p.,. 1\ To be enacted] Vid. %
To go through the alimentary duct]. What p.'s ( = excre-

ments), (Hipp.).
Pass AWAY,'.-. Pass ON, p. OFF, see go
ON, go OFF.

PASS, v. (Trans.) % Togo
beyond and leave behind]-. .
See Pass by. 1\ Fig. = to sur-

pass] Vid. H To cross, traverse,

go through] . -
(e.g. ).

Also -, -, --,-, and other

verbs to Go compounded tcith

through. 1 To pass athg (thro"

a hole)],-. and -.. To p. through a
SIEVE or STRAINER, filter, see

those Substt. 1\ To pass (one^s

time)]..-. To p. a day in (some
pursuit, &c),. See to Spend. To p.
one's life in (doing, &c.) athg, -

or

.
: to p. the day at a place,

or -' : to p. the night,-, (at aby's,) : — in revelry, -
: to p. the winter,

summer, spring,,,,,-. H Causative] .
athg on to another,,

(e. g. the torch,), (top.

tlie word) and. -, also

(mid.) : to p. a sword through aby,

see to Thrust: they p. arrows
through their left hand,--

(Hdt.). To p. the hand gently
over athg, or :



PAS
to p. the sponge over,() : to p. one's pen
through,- or-. To p. a law, see to Enact.
To p. an examination,-, (). To
p. muster,. To p.

one's (official) accounts,,•: or kui( •:): that has not

p.'d his accounts,, 2.

To p. sentence, Vid. To p. in

review, ' -,,. H
dismiss fin one's mind, think no

more of it] or

. .?. Pass
BY,-,-,--,-,-, --.
or . Pass OVER (prop.),

see 'to Go over,' to Cross, and
the simple verb above. To p. (over)

without notice or unmentioned

{fig.),. ()..
(Hdt.). , -, -( or),-, -, or-. . Pass
through, see to Pass.
PASS, s. 1} Passage] -, . , 6., .

A narrow p., ,, h-,.,,. -, ., , : a dif-

ficult p., : to

occupy the p.'s,,-,. .
Passport] Vid. Infencing:

a thrust], . State or
condition] E. g. matters are at a
fine p., truly, , yap;

: I see that

things have come to such a p.,

that —,, — . ^|

To come to pass] See to Happen.
To bring to p.,... See
l^PPFPT
PASSABLE. TI Practicable

for passing],-, 2. /, 3., 2.

Also, 2., 2. .
for horse or cavalry,,
2 : not p.,, 2.,
2 : to render p.,. H
Tolerable] Vid.
PASSAGE. If In the abstr. :

the act ofpassing],-,,,
.,,,, . P. on the water,, , 6, and Orel, with

verbs to Pass, e. g. after effecting

the p. over the river,

: no p. is possible

or practicable at this place, -
oil/

or : during his p. he
ordered, :
to allow or grant aby a free p.,() (g.t.). -

{through
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PAS
place), () or

(through
pass). TJ Attributively used] E.g.
bird of p., , .,

oi (pL). .
money,, .,, and, . % Passage
of a book, 4"C•], .,
., (Hdt. Thuc.).

PASSENGER,, , 6., . On board ship,,, , .-, 6.,, 6 : in a
waggon or vehicle,.,, b: p.'s

goods or luggage,, .
PASSER-BY,',,

.,, (fern.) : and
partepp., e.g.,-.
PASSIBLE,, 3,

whence passibility, .
PASSING,joaj-icjo.sziosi. E.g.

manner of p. on's life,,
n : in p., () .,; to mention
in p. (to make p. mention),-. IT Adv. —surpass-
ingly, exceedingly] E. g. p. beau-
tiful,,
().
PASSION. Emotion] -, (g. t., any mental emotion),, (desii'e). , ,

and, 6 (excitement). Con-
troul over one's p.'s,,

: to controul or govern one's

p.'s,' -,» : that

is under the influence of p., -, 2 : to be under the in-

fluence of p.,,-
or-. [ Anger] Vid. To put

aby in a p., -. , -, --', ,. See ANGRY,
and to Incense.
PASSIONATE,, ., sts, 3.,
., 2 (all of per-

sons),,, ' (of ac-

tions). P. disposition, character,

or feelings,, . ,
h.,, . " In-

clined to anger],-, 3.

PASSIONATELY.
(

Fm the

Adj. To be p. fond of,

or .
PASSIONLESS,, 2.

See Unimpassioned, Calm.
PASSIVE, ,^ 2. ^ To

keep (oneself) p.,

or. :

to be quite p. in aby's hands,

b. | Grammat. t.], 3., (as

subst.).

PASSOVER,,.
PASSPORT,, ., , (Aristoph.)., (mod. Gr.).

PAST, adj.,,

PAT
.,, ?.-,,.-, , . At a time p.,

: in times
p.,, , -. See Formerly,, -.
PAST,s., or-, or , or-, -

or or -
or .

PAST, prep, and adv. . g.

to go p. athg,,-, :

p. (= beside and beyond) the town,

: p. recovery,

p. hope,,,
2 : to be p. remedy, p. hope, av-

or,-
: to be p. doubt,.

: p. shame,, . See
Beyond.
PASTE, s. IT Dough] Vid.
For sticking], .
PASTEBOARD, 6, or, .
PASTE, ..
PASTIME,, . -,, ., . -

U/is, .
PASTOR,,, 6.

PASTORAL (in composition).

. g. p. life, , 6 :

a p. staff, , - :

a p. s,Qng, or. ,
: p. poem,, . -, . (with or

without, ) : a p. poet,, , .-, 6 : a p. people, -, , .
PASTORAL, s.

with or without,.
PASTRY,,.
PASTURAGE, PASTURE.
Foodfor cattle], . -, 77., . *\\ The

place] , . To drive cattle

to the p., or. : to

be on the p.,. -
: the cattle on the p.,-,., : mu-

tual right of p. on each other's

lands,, : to drive cat-

tle on another person's p., -.
PASTY, prps, ,
(Pers.).

PAT, adj. See Convenient,
Fit.
PAT, V.,,.

{fig•)•
PAT, PATTING, s. -

or. ,
. xf/,.
PATCH, S.-,--, . To put a p. on athg,-,- .
PATCH, ...,.



PAT PAY
To p. up old shoes,.
PATCH -WORK,,, 6 (properly, a coat that is

paiclied up ; then also fig. of
writinos, ' cento').

PATENT, adj., 3.

See Open, Evident. Letters p.,

see next A rt.

PATENT, S., .-,, .
PATERNAL,. 3 (of

possessions passing from father to

son), - 1}, 2 and 3 (of cus-

toms used by one's fathers), --, 3 (offriendships or en-

mities wch the son inherits or takes

up). A p. government or rule,, . See FATHERLY.
PATH,,, '-, . , b (poet.).

PATHETIC,, 3., 2 (impassioned). See
Moving.
PATHLESS,a/3a-ros,a7ropos,, 2.

PATHOLOGY,,
V., . To write on

p.,.
PATHOS. Crcl. with adj. Pa-

thetic or Moving.
PATHWAY. See Path.
PATIENCE,,,,

have p., , -
: have p., p. only ! '
: to have p. with athg,. .

: to hear with.,-
: to listen to (athg)

with p., :

to look at with p.,. See
Endure.
PATIENT, adj.,, 3. ', 2. -,, , or, 2.,

2.

PATIENT, s. See 'Sick per-
son.'

PATIENTLY. Fm the Adj.
To bear athg p.,.
PATRIARCH,-,, (late).

PATRIARCHAL,--, 3. P. dignity,--
X'«, fi.

PATRICIAN,, 3
(Dion. H.). See Noble.
PATRIMONY. See Pater-

nal and Inheritance.
PATRIOT,-,,

and-,, , q. --, 3. To he a p.,. .
PATRIOTIC. See the Subst.

PATRIOTISM, 6 --'.
PATROL, s.,. -, ., .

The head or leader of the p.,--? or-, 6 :

to go the rounds as p.,-..-
: as the p.passed by, -

(Thuc.).

(438)

PATROL, V.-.,.
PATRON,, ,, , -/,

(lat. Gr.), . To give aby a p.,: tochoose

a p., : to

be 'under a p. as client, -'.
PATRONAGE, PATRON-

SHIP,,,
., (lat. Gr., Dion.
Hal).
PATRONIZE. See to Fa-

vour.
PATTENS,- (--
, -), , and",

(high wooden shoes, Lat. scru-

peda, sculponea).

PATTER,-. A p.-

ing., .
PATTERN,, --.
PAUNCH. See Belly.
PAUPER, PAUPERISM.

See Poor, Poverty.
PAUSE, S.,-

\a, q.,. -,., (in

music). To make a p.,-,.
(e. g. there one must

make a p. at the word ' willing,'-'. PL). After a
short p., or.
PAUSE, v..-.-. See

the Subst., and to Cease, Dis-
continue.
PAVE, or-. P.-d,-, 3. ?, 2: (the

act of) p.-ing,, . -
or, (of the

roads). To p. the way for aby

( fig.), thh.
'PAVEMENT, ', ., . The p. of the
town is of free- stone, -

--.
PAVILION, -, . , , ., . , .,., .

VIOUR, (
).,.^3-, , .
PAW, 5. SeeFooT and Claw.
PAW (the ground), . -

(as an impatient horse.

Horn.),- (as a lion,

tearing up the ground. Hes.).

PAWN, v. .. .
To be p.-d,.
PAWN, S., . -, . To put in , -

: to be put, to

lie, in p., . See
Pledge, Mortgage, Security.
PAWNBROKER. Crcl. with

Lender and Pawn.
PAY, v., -, -'-.,.-

- and-
(to pay down). To p. a debt,

: to p.

taxes, &c, -- or-,, or ,-, . : to p. aby,
or : when they

should have paid their creditors,

they became bankrupts,'),-
(Dem.) : to pay as price for,-

or, , ,-. ^\ Fig.]
To p. the debt of nature, -

: to p. (= suffer) for athg,

or

: to p. dear for athg, -" or -
: to .

very dear for one's indiscretion,. ^| Pay dozen] «See to

Pay (init.). 1 Pay off] -,, -, -. To p. off a debt,-
: a p.-ing off, -,-, . (-), .

PAYABLE,, 2.

A debt is p., or-.
PAY-DAY,

or ,.
PAYMASTER,, ,

. .
PAYMENT,,-,, : a term for

p., -, : to neglect

making a p., -.
PEA, or -, , or,. Made of pease, e. g.

p. -soup,-", ., : pease-meal, --, .
PEACE, m Of a state] -, . To be at p.,'. , }]-

: occupations or aits of p.,, . ', . To make p. (for
others),-'. --

: to negotiate p.,

: to conclude a p. (for
oneself), '. '. Also

:

to accept p., (-, 77?..). '.
(.) : a treaty

of p., or p.* by treaty for a fixt

time,, : to make it,

: p. is con-

cluded, ,-
: to make over-

tures of p., tv or

or, :

to keep the p.,'. -. :

to break the p., or-



PEA FED PEL' . or- t«s : arti-

cles of p.,, .. -, : a condition
of peace, '

or
or -

: one of the conditions of

p. was —,' or. "[j Of individuals] -,, fi. To be at p.

with aby, or,',
: to distui'b the p.,

' to make
aby's p. with aby, '-, --

or-
: to be at p., -, --?]. .

of mind,,, : to

have no p. for aby,',
: to leave

aby in p., ,
: to live in p. and quiet, iv' : p. of con-

science,.. Peace ! (interj.),. .
PEACEABLE,, 3.,, (of

the public peace) . ', 2 (in a
J), condition),, (living

in concord, aqreeing).

PEACEABLY. Fm the Adj.
To live p.,,
or.
PEACEFUL. SfeePEACKABLE,

Tranquil.
PEACE -MAKER,-, , ., .

act the part of a p. between the
belligerent parties,. -.
PEACH,,.

A p. -tree, , -.

_ PEACOCK,,,.,, . Of or belonging to a p.,, 2.

PEAK,,., .
See Summit.
PEAKED, .

Having a p. head,

(Horn.).

PEAL,s., 6. See Sound
and Ring, v.

PEAL, . (g.t).

PEAR, yv(andlaterv),
(Horn., tree and fruit), ,
(tree andfruit),, (the

fruit), ,, (Theophr.,

a variety). A wild pear,,, and, (tree and
fruit).

PEARL,, , ,
and,, (tvith or
without). Also,. and,, ., . Like
or of the nature or form of a p.,, 2 : a p. shell, p.

oyster,, or simply,
and . Mother-of-p.,,.

(439)

PEARLY,, 2.

PEASANT,,-, . '. Poet.,,,,, . A p. g.il, or, . A p.'s wife
or p.-woman, , ., , : like a p.,, 2., 3.

>

PEASANTRY, ., .
PEBBLE, , ,, ., (rolled

stone). To count with p.'s (calcu-

lare),.
PEBBLY,, ts

(
T/ieophr. , like pebbles) .-, (full ofpebbles. Geopon.).,, , (poet.).

PECK, s. (measure of two gal-
lons), most nearly,,
(= Lat. modius, the sixth part of
the Att., tvch contained
twelve gallons nearly).

PECK, v. (with
the beak),.,-.
PECTORAL. See Breast

and Chest.
PECULATE,

(fm a public chest or the treasury),

also -,-, -
iv. See next Art.

PECULATION,, &, (g.tt.).,, ., -, . To be guilty of

p.,...,.
PECULIAR,, 3.,

3. It is p. to him, it constitutes

or forms a p. feature in his cha-
racter, . -. (seq.

infin.). : p. nature,

WtoVijs, JJT09, .,.-, .
PECULIARITY, 20«rn,s,, . , .,

(g. tt.). P. of a person (peculiar

mental disposition),, ., : p. of character,

: it is a p. of his

character, -, . See
'it is Peculiar.'
PECUNIARY. Crcl. tvith

Money, e.g. p. difficulty,, : p. loss,, .
PEDAGOGIC,-, 3.

PEDAGOGUE,,
.
PEDANT, ,

., .
PEDANTIC,, 2.

PEDANTRY,, .
PEDDLE. 1 To trifle) Vid.

*[[ To act as a pedlar]-.
PEDESTAL,,.-, ., . -, ., , .
PEDESTRIAN, (),

\
. A good p.,, •, .
PEDICLE. See Stalk.
PEDIGREE,,. .

See Genealogy.
PEDIMENT,, .-, (fastigium).,., .,. We will

roof your houses with p.'s,

(Aristoph.).

PEDLAR,, .
drive a p.'s trade,.
PEEL, s., . ,

. , , and, .,, , . ,
and, ,

and, . ,,. To take off the

p. of athg,77/,-
PEEL, .,,, -, -.,'.-.
PEEP, . (g.t.), also. .

or.
p. into, -,- :

to p. through the window, -,- . ^[ (-
TRANS.) To shine through] -,- .
PEEP, s. . g. to take a p.,

see the Verb. P. of day, see Dawn.
1 Peep! to cry peep ! (as young
bi?'ds)],'.
PEER, s. See Equal. 1 As

title] prps, . ,
(mod. Gr.). Chamber of p.'s,

prps .
PEER, v. See to Peep, to

Pry.
PEERAGE, prps -. To raise aby to

the p., or-.
PEERLESS. See Incompa-

rable.
PEEVISH. See Cross, Mo-

rose.
PEEVISHNESS,-,, . -, ., .
PEG,, .
PELICAN,,,,, .
PELISSE,, . -, and, .
PELLET. See Ball.
PELLICLE,,, .
PELL-MELL,,-,. . .., at,

., at, a (Horn.).

To be placed or lie about p.,. : to

mix or throw together p.,,. .
PELLUCID. See Transpa-

rent.
PELT, v. Seeg. t. to Throw.

To p. aby with stones,. /u:
to p. with mud,.



PEN PEN PER
If Fig. : of rain] E. g. a p.-ing

shower, , 6.

or or, -.

PEN (writing), s. (?),, /cos, 6. See
Pencil.
PENKNIFE, , .,

(LXX.). , 6
(poet.).

PENMAN,,.-, 6, , or-, 6.

PENMANSHIP,
(sc.), .
PEN, v. See to Write.
PEN, s. (small inclosure) for

sheep, , : for

fowls, see Coop.
PEN UP, v. ',-.
PENAL, f Relating to pu-

nishment] Vid., and Punish-
able. P. code, -, ,, (mod.) : p. authority or

jurisdiction, or-, : to have it, -.
PENALTY, plfija, . -,,.,. To condemn or subject aby

to a
,

or : to be sub-
jected to a p., -. See PUNISHMENT, FlNE,
and ' on Pain of.'

PENANCE. E. g. to do p.,. Sacrament of p.,

(eccl.

t.) : p. imposed,, .
PENCIL,,,.,, ., 6

(style). LEAD-p., Vid. P. of
light (fig.),,, .
PENDANT, adj.,, 3., 3.

PENDANT, s.,
(e.g. , of the ears). See
Ear-ring. "R Atlig hanging be-

side another to match it](, ', .)-
or .

PENDING,, 2. -
(as ),, 2.

PENDULOUS,,
3., 2., 2
(poet.). See Hanging."
PENDULUM, (-
), ., .
PENETRATE, -,-, -..

or. -
(of light or sound). ^[

Fig. : with the understanding)]-.. Not
easy to p., (PL).
PENETRATING. ^ Prop.],, 3. See

Piercing. [ Fig.] A p. eye,, : a p. mind,,. See next Art.
PENETRATION. ^ Act of

penetrating] ,)., . 1 Fig.]

(440)

.
or. A man of

p., or
or or .
PEN$S[JLA,pvoor, . To form a p.,

»>,-" : the in-

habitant of a p.,,, b.

PENINSULAR,-, (Hdt.).

PENITENCE. See Repent-
ance.
PENITENT. Ptepp. of verbs

to Repent,, 2.

Subst. : one confessing sins to a
priest] , --
, .
PENITENTIAL,-, 3, and Crcl., e.g. with.
PENNANT,, -, 6 (g. t.). H Flag] Vid.
PENNILESS,, 6, v., 3. ,

2.

PENNY, most nearly

or -, gu* The is eight, and is the sixth part of a, ofwch the value is nearly

9|d. of our money. Hence our
farthing (vid.) is almost ex-

actly tlie thirty-ninth part of the

drachma.
PNNNYROYAL (menthapu-

legium), (Ion.),, . Prepared with p. (e. g.
wine), or-.
PENSION, s. ,, also, . To re-

ceive a public p., -
(pass.).

PENSION, . -.
PENSIONER, -,. A p. of the state, -, 3.

PENSIVE,,.
PENSIVENESS,, ..
PENT up. See to Pen.
PENTAGON,,.
PENTAGONAL,-, 2.

PENTECOST,
(), .
PENTHOUSE, or, . To shelter by a

p.,(),().
PENULT, PENULTIMATE,, 2.-, 3. The p. (syllable),-

or (-', : a word with p. acute,, : with p. cir-

cumflex,,:
with its p. long, short, -,-, 2 (whence
verbs -, --).
PENURIOUS. 1 Niggardly]

Vid. 1 Scanty] Vid.
PENURY,, ,,

, . ', fj. See POVERTY.
Indigence.
PEONY,,-, .
PEOPLE, s. IT Natimi] Vid.

(Att.), 6., 6 (the

common people ; and in democra-
tic states, the p. = free citizens),, (the multitude, espe-

cially opp. to aristocracy, hence, in addresses).

The low common p., see Mob,
Populace, Vulgar. One of the

{>., (), 6 : of or be-

onging to the p.,, 3., (popula?•).,
3 (publicus). See Public, Po-
pular, National. The whole

p.,, : consisting of
the whole p.,, 2 : be-

nefitting, pleasing the p.,-,, : haranguing
the p.,, 2. See Ora-
tor. Leading the p.,-, 2. See Demagogue. TJ

Men, persons], , and,
(pi., men, as soldiers. Horn.),, , oi. Often

omitted, e.g. many p.,, '
:

most p., p. in general, oi:
they are kind p., .
The p. of the town, the city, oi, oi. Indefinitely,

e. q. p. say,..
PEOPLE, V. (c.

acc).

(c. dat.). Thinly p.-d, -,, 2.

PEPPER, s., and, (and tree). Sprinkled
or seasoned with p.,-, 2 : to taste like or of p.,'.
PEPPER, v. -. P.-d,,

2.-, , 6, -,,
.
PEPPER- CORN,,, .,.
PEPPERMINT, h-.
PERADVENTURE. See

Perhaps
PERAMBULATE,-. See to Walk.
PERAMBULATION,-, .
PERCEIVABLE. See Per-

ceptible.
PERCEIVE, (c.

gen. or acc). -, -, --., -. -,-.... See to

See.
PERCEPTIBLE,,

3. , 3 (by the mind), -, , and,,
3 (manifest).

PERCEPTIBILITY, -
, or Crcl. with verbs under

"PV R. V VE
PERCEPTION,, .'. .

I have a p. of athg,

or tij/os. '-
: to be without p.



PER
for athg,/
'"PERCH, s. f A pole) Vid.- or -/, {for
fowls). T| ^4 fish],-,, to"os, 77.

PERCH, V. {ofbirds),»,^ or .
'.

PERCHANCE. See Perhaps.
PERCUSSION,,-,, . See STROKE,

Blow.
PERDITION. See Destruc-

tion.

PEREGRINATION, -,-, . See TRAVEL.
PEREMPTORY,-, 2. See Decisive, Posi-

tive, Imperious. P. sentence

or decision,, .
PERENNIAL, '?, 2

and 3.- and-, 3 {poet. ; all these esply of
fruits and vegetable produce)., 2 {everflowing, as springs,

«IM-
PERFECT, adj.^ 3

and 2. -,-, . -, 3., 3. See
Complete, Finished, Entire,
Exact, Consummate. P. in it-

self,•:, . U Ingram. :

the perfect tense),- or--, 6. .
PERFECT, v.,-, . See to COM-

PLETE, Finish.
PERFECTIBLE,T£\ fIoi;-

or,
PERFECTION, .,,, . . -,-, -. To cany to greater

p., or,,-
: in p.,,-, : p. of virtue,, , : to

be arrived at the p. of virtue or
excellence, -

: to be in p.,-.
PERFECTLY^ EW-,. See COM-

PLETELY, Entirely, Quite.
PERFIDIOUS, -,--, 2{ ), ', 2

{of things). See Faithless and
Treacherous.
PERFIDY, PERFIDIOUS-

NESS, -,-, . See
Faithlessness, Treachery.
PERFORATE,,, and.,.
PERFORCE, . :

and C'rcl. with

(pass.),, 3.

PERFORM. See to Do, to

Execute, to Effect. To p.

one's duty, :

to p. one's promise,

or a tis -
: to p. a part on the stage,' and{ or). See to

(441)

PER
Act. To p. a religious service,

: to p. a musi-
cal piece, :

to p. on the flute, .
See to Play.
PERFORMANCE. See Exe-

cution, Action, Deed. A man-
ly p.,, . 1J In
a theatrical or dramatic sense]

The p. of a tragedy,, : the p. of the

actor,, . The p. (=
the play performed), .
P. on the cithara,, b

{the act of performing), -, [the piece performed).
PERFORMER. See Doer.

IT Actor, player] Vid. A p. on
the flute, cithara,,-, , 6 : a skilful p. on the
flute,, 3.

PERFUME, s. -,-,-, ., . The
p. market,, : a p. box,, , or-,.
'PERFUME, .-. The flowers p. the air,

.
PERFUMER, and, 6 {one that prepares

scented oils),, , b

{a dealer in such). P.'s shop, -/, : the p.'s market,,.
PERFUMERY, , .

See Perfume, s.

PERFUNCTORY. E. g. to

do athg in a p. manner,-. See under Form and
Cursory, Slight.
PERHAPS, {c. opt.),. ',' (c. optat.).' ',' {vily with

{c. optat.). {end.),.-. Orel, with -
and infin. ^* Esply in

affirmative answers, perhaps (=
may be, His lifaly, probably), is

often eoqiressed by.
PERIGEE,,. In

p.,, 2.

PERIL. See Danger, Risk.
If they err, it is at their own p.,, --

{Thuc.).

PERILOUS,, 3., 2. See DANGEROUS.
PERIOD(/ [vid.], and

in rhetoric),, v. A well-

rounded p., , .
PERIODIC, -ICAL, -, 3.

PERIPHERY,,
-
PERIPHRASIS,7r fpi<ppa CTis,

h. To use p.,

{Dion.., to write about and about

athg).

PERIPHRASTIC,-, 3.

PERISH,,-
(mid.),

{pass.),'. To p. misera-

bly, : to p. by or of hun-
ger, .

PER
PERISHABLE,, 3., 2., 3.

PERISTYLE, /,., or,.
PERITONEUM (anatom. ),, {sc.),-, .
PERIWIG. See Wig.

f

PERIWINKLE, (),, , b.

PERJURE {oneself),-,. -
{upon oath).

PERJURED, , 2, and,, . -
and xj/, 2.

PERJURY,,.-, • -, . To be
guilty of p., see to Perjure (one-

self).

PERMANENCE, -NENCY,, -,-, . -
or.

PERMANENT,, 2.,, 2 : and
partepp. of, -, -,
-, -, -. -,-, . P. friendship,, . See ABIDING,
Lasting.
PERMEABLE. See Pene-

trable.
PERMEATE. See Pene-

trate, Pervade.
PERMISSION, , n., ., v., rj. To give p., -

or. See
Leave, Allowance.
PERMIT,. -

.
. . See AL-
LOW, Let, Suffer.
PERMUTATION,-,--,, .
PERNICIOUS,, 2.

See Mischievous, Destruc-
tive, Deadly.
PERORATION,, b.

To make a p.,.
PERPENDICULAR,,

3. , 3. or
or -, 3. A p. line,

or, (sc.).
PERPENDICULARLY,-, or .

stand or be placed p., -.
PERPETRATE (e.g. a hor-

rible crime),'. See to Commit.
PERPETRATION. Crcl.with

verbs under to Commit.
PERPETRATOR. Partepp.

of verbs to Perpetrate, or-, b (with ref to something

previously mentioned).

PERPETUAL,, -,?, .-,, 2. See

Continual, Constant, and
Everlasting. Mountains co-

vered with p. snow, -.
PERPETUALLY,-



PER PER PER
<3..!,.
To be p. doing athg,.
PERPETUATE,,-, or ,

or. To p. the me-
mory or recollection of athg,-/ .
<

PERPETUITY,,
., »|tos, . -. ;, ? .,.
PERPLEX, -. (PL). See

to Confuse, Embarrass. P.-d,, airopos, 2: to be p.-d,,.. . See
'at a Loss.' A p.-ing or p.-d

question, ,.
PERPLEXITY,, tj.

To be in p.. see last Art.

PERQUISITE,, ..
t

PERQUISITION,,
il., . See SEARCH.
PERRY, .
PERSECUTE,. (of Chris-

tians), ,. tlvl or (ha•

russ, importune).

PERSECUTION,, -, ., .,
) (importunity).

PERSECUTOR. Partcpp. of
tlie verb, and, , , and, (of Christians).

PERSEVERANCE,,,, . P. in

one's petitions,,-, ' to display p., <5-. See to Perse-
vere.
PERSEVERE,,. ,. ,. See Persist. To p. in

one's demands upon aby,-. :

to p. in doing athg„
: to p. still in athg,

(TltUC).

PERSEVERING, ,
2., 3.,,, (,
).
PERSICARIA (plant),-, .
PERSIST,,-

(pass.) . ''-,' (in an as-

sertion, Qc). See Insist. He
will p. in wronging,

[Dem.\.
PERSON. ' 1 With ref to ex-

terior appearance],. -, (poet.),, .-, . ,, , and -,. See Form, Frame.
have a handsome p.,., -

: of a diminutive p.,

or .
J,
Human individual],

. , .,
(Polyb. and later). Poet.,-

(442)

»;, .,.,.
be about aby's p.,

: a certain p., tis (end.). 6,

: each p., tis :

a p. of quality, tis -. In one p., ? (e. g.

priest and king in one p.,). As re-

gards my own p.,,, ' : in (our)

p.,, , .,,
: to view athg in our p.,-

: to hear or lis-

ten to in our own p.,. .
U Involving the notion of dignity,

S[C.] E.g. to notice or regard the

p. or p.'s,. : and,
respect of p.'s,,
(. .). Ingram.]-, .
PERSONAGE, , (). (»;).

PERSONAL, , , .,, . , 3. .
differences, ' : to

entertain a p. hatred against aby,

or

: a p. wrong done to aby,' : p.

interview, -
: p. property,

: to be p. in one's remarks,, . Tf

In qrammar], 3.

PERSONALITY.
TJ

Indivi-

duality],, . ",. " A personal taunt, Qc],, . -, .
PERSONALLY. Crcl. with

adj. Personally, e. g. to come
p., or-

: to be p. present, uutov. (-) : every one
thinks that the performance de-

volves upon him p., /TOs -? -
: to become p. ac-

quainted, ' oxpiv.
PERSONATE,.. See to REPRE-

SENT, to Counterfeit.
PERSONIFICATIONyrr/ooa-, .
PERSONIFY,-

1

PERSPECTIVE, s. -,-, . To draw in

p., -,- : artist

drawing in p., -,--. A picture drawn in p.,, . "[J As adj.]-,-, 3 (e. g., , the art

of painting in p.).

PERSPICACIOUS,-, 3 (Luc). See Clearsight-
ed.

PERSPICACITY. ^Clear-
sightedness.

_
PERSPICUITY,,,, and fin

the Adj.

PERSPICUOUS,, -,, . See
Clear. Intelligible.
PERSPIRATION, PER-

SPIRE. See Sweat, s. and v.

PERSUADE,
, .
(over-p. ; usu. to something bad).

or

(induce). To p. aby craftily.-'. Comp. DISSUADE.
To allow oneself to be p.-d by
aby to do athg, (pass.).

. gfy* If used in

the sense of Convince, Vid. I

am p.-d, or

(feel confident), ,-
(know), (am of opi-

nion).

_
PERSUASION,, ,
(and Goddess of P.). Power

or art of p.,,, . -,, : that possesses

the power of p.,, 3. Un-
der the p. that—, often best trans-

lated by «is c. partcp., either in

agreement icith the subject of the

sentence or an object to it, or icith

gen. or ace. absol. See Belief.
PERSUASIVE,,,, 3. A p. dis-

course, 7ri6ai>oXoyia : to hold one,. "ft As subst.] See
Inducement.
PERSUASIVENESS,-, ,,

(PL).

PERT,, 3., ., 2 (foricardly loqua-

cious).

PERTAIN. See Appertain.
PERTINACIOUS. See Per-

severing and Obstinate, --,-, 2. Most
p. in resisting argument,-

(PL).

PERTINACITY,-, .- or
-. V (PL).

PERTINENT. See Apt, Fit,
Becoming.
PERTNESS. See Forward-

ness.

PERTURB. See to Disturb.
PERTURBATION,

., . P. of mind,-, : to be in great p. of
mind, -..
PERUKE. See Wig.
PERUSAL. Crcl. with to

Peruse.
PERUSE, -, -..
PERVADE,-(-,-. And

(with sense offilling, as e. g. an
odour).

PERVERSE,, 2., 3. , 3. 7?,
2., 3. /Xos, 2 (of
temper). To be p.,//:
to act in a p. manner,.



PER PHL PIC
PERYERSENESS, -VERSI-

TY. Crcl. with Adj.,
ft {oftemper).

PERVERSION,,
ft. , ft (corruption).

Arid Crcl. with the Verb.

PERVERT, {e.g.

the truth, ) : the right

meaning of the law,

or , To corrupt].
PEST. See Pestilence and

Plague. *H Fig.: ?iuisance] Vid.

PESTER,. See An-
noy.
PESTIFEROUS. See Pesti-

lential.
PESTILENCE, , ., ft.

PESTILENT, PESTILEN-
TIAL,, 2. -, 3. A p. fellow of a scribe

[fig.), , b.

PESTLE, ,.,,,, b. P.-shaped,, .
PET, s. H Slight fit ofanger

or peevishness] E. g. to be in a

p.,. Tj Favourite], ., . -, ., (play-

thing). A p. or cherished priest

of Venus, (=tame)
(Find.).

PET, v. See to Indulge.
PETAL. See Leaf.
PETITION, s. See g. tt. Re-

quest^., Intreatv, Supplica-
tion. Written p.,,. ,, ft.

PETITION, v. See to Re-
quest, Intreat, Supplicate..
PETITIONER. See Suppli-

ant, and Crcl. with the Verb.

PETREL (stormy), prps-, , .
PETRIFACTION,,, ft (as act),-

ua, (the thing p.-d).

PETRIFY,'.,. -. P.-d,, 3 : a p.-d

specimen,,. *\ Fig. :

to petrify (u-ith astonishment, <|*c.)]

/-,-. P.-d,-,, 2 : to look
at aby as if p.-d,.
PETTICOAT,'.
PETTIFOGGER, -, --, ., ., , .

Comic terms,,,,
(greedy pettifogging knave, both

Aristoph.).

PETTINESS. See Little-
ness, Meanness.
PETTISH,', 3., 3. ', 2

[morose).

t

PETTISHNESS. Fm the Adj., ft (moroseness).

(443)

PETTY. See Little, Mean,
Trifling.
PETULANCE,,, ft.

PETULANT,, ., 2., . Sir.

t., see"Wanton. To be p.,-.. «-. (as

boy). A p. doing or proceeding,,.
WET ilapwing), prps-, (as q. t.).

PEWTER,, (§
propr. tin, but prps sts a composite

metal, esply in Horn.).

PEWTERER,-, .
PHALANX,,,

ft. To form a p.,

(pass.) :

to draw the troops up in a p.,.
PHANTASM, PHANTOM,,, .
PHANTASTIC,,.,

, ft (conceiving vainfancies) . See
Fanciful and Silly.
PHANTASY. See Fancy,

Imagination, il In music (fan-
tasia)] prps ,.
PHARISEE,,

(. ).
PHEASANT,, .

A place where p.'s are kept,, .
PHENOMENON, «/.. Tf Anything surprising], .
PHILANTHROPIC,-, 2. A p. action,-, : to behave towards

aby in a p. manner,-.-
(pass.) or..

PHILANTHROPIST, -, .
PHILANTHROPY,-, ft.

PHILOLOGER, PHILOLO-
GIST,, .
PHILOLOGICAL,-, 3.

PHILOLOGY,, ft.

PHILOSOPHER, -, .,, or,
(more anciently). To be a p.,.
PHILOSOPHICAL,-, 2, also, (accu-

rate).

PHILOSOPHISE, -
PHILOSOPHY,,

ft. To study p.,.
PHILTRE,, .
PHLEBOTOMY,-, . See to

Bleed and Vein.
PHLEGM. 1 Prop.],. Like, suffering fm, or full

of p.,, , and, .-

, 3., 3 : to car-
ry off the p., :

that carries off the p.,-, 2 : the carrying off the

,, . ^[
Fig.],, ft. -, ft.

PHLEGMATIC. H Propr.
(med. term)] -, 2., 3.,
3. *[[ Fig.],, .,, , ft.

PHLEME,().
PHOSPHORUS (chemical t),, (mod. Gr.).

PHOSPHORESCENT, -, . P. appearance
(phosphorence)

,, ft :— of the sea, 17.
PHOSPHORIC,,

3 (mod. Gr.).

PHRASE,,,., -ft.

PHRASEOLOGY, ft

or.
PHTHISIS, PHTHISICAL.

See Consumption, Consump-
tive.
PHYLACTERY. See Amu-

PHYS1C. See Medicine.
PHYSICAL. See Natural.

P. science, (sc.-
), ft : to apply oneself to p.

science,..
PHYSICALLY,,, ().
PHYSICIAN,, .

clever p., : to be aby's

p., / : to employ
a p. for aby, to call in a p.,

: a p.'s fee,-
oi/, ' (LXX., arid a p.'s shop
or surgery) .

PHYSICS, (),
ft., ft. To study p.,, -

: one that studies p.,, -, .
PHYSIOGNOMIST,-,, .
PHYSIOGNOMY, f The art

or science], ft.

Experienced in p.,-, 3. Tf Cast of theface],,., ft. To judge fm (aby' s)

p.,.
PHYSIOLOGICAL,-, 3.

PHYSIOLOGIST,-, . To be a p.,.
PHYSIOLOGY

,
,

ft.

PIACULAR (offering),-,. or-
(), . , .,.

PICK, . 1 To select]-. -,-,-.-. A p.-d band or com-
pany,, ., : to .
out the dainty bits beforehand,
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: to p. at table (=
eat daintily and without appetite),

Crcl. with it, 2. U To
cull].. To
p. ears of corn, :

to p. grapes,. To p. up
(e.g. fm the ground),

?, .
To p. a quarrel (fig.),??. To clean

or lay bare by removing things

adhering] E. g. to p. one's teeth,?? :

to p. bones, see to Gnaw. To
p. a pocket, \udpa

or-. To pierce or strike, with
athg pointed]. See to

Peck. To p. at a hole (to widen
it), (Aristoph.) : to p.

a lock,

: to p. out an
eye, -, --,. To p. a hole
in one's coat (prov.),. See Fault.
PICK, s. See 'Pointed in-

strument.' U The choicest and
best] ?, . , .. To have the p. of athg,. U Various com-
pounds] PlCK-AXE,, h.

Pick-lock,, .
Pick -pocket, see 'to Pick a
pocket.' Cf Cut-purse. Pick-
thank,, 6. See
Parasite.
PICKED,?, 2. -

?, 3. ?, 2. ?, 3.

-, •7-,-?, 2. ?,?, , . ?, 3.

PICKEREL. See Pike.
PICKET (milit. t),-, . To be on a p.,-, or simply-..
PICKING(-ouT),jr,artcp. subst.. g. by p. -out, (esply

of stones for building). ^ Pick-
ings] Crcl., e.g. ?-.
PICKLE, s. ,, . To put

in p.,. P.-herring, -?, {buffoon, jack-pud-
ding).

PICKLE, .. -.. (to salt).. P.-d,?,-?,?,?,
3. The act of p.-ing,,
V.

f
?, . P.-d cucumber,? or? -?, : p.-d meat,,.,. ?, and

.
PIC-NIC,?, .-, .

or or,.
PICTORIAL, ?, 3,

and Crcl. with Picture.
PICTURE, s., j). -

(g. ft.). v [vaf?, [the latter on wood), -?, ,',. , .
bee Portrait and Painting
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PICTURE, v. 1 Propr.] See

to Paint. i[ Fig. : to depict]

Vid.
PICTURESQUE,?,

3.?, 3.?. A p. view,?-
: to afford a p. view,..

PIDDLE. Tf To pick squeam-
ishly in eating] Crcl. with-?, 2, or, . U To
make water].
PIE. II A bird] See Mag-

pie. % A pasty] prps -?, ?,.
PIEBALD, \J/apo?orfiaXio?,

3.?, 3.?, 2.

PIECE, s. 1 A part of athg

(comp. BIT)] ?, . ?,
?, ., . A p. broken
off,?,-,--, . See FRAGMENT. A
p. cut off,, . See

Slice, Cut, s. A p. torn off,-,-,. A
p. put on (to a garment), -,, . To di-

vide into or in p.'s, to pull in p.'s,

: to break in p.'s,-
: tear in p.'s, -

: cut in p.'s,-. To cut to p.'s, -,-. (of
an army). ^* A p. of— , serv-

ing to individualize abstract or
generic nouns, is usu. not eocpressed

in tlte Greek ; thus, a p. or bit of

wood,, : — of land,?, .,: — of good
fortune,, : — of

money,,: — of work,,, : to make a

p. of work (fig.), see Ado, Dis-
turbance, Fuss. A musical p.,

or p. of music, Vid. A p. for

the stage,,: a p. of ar-

tillery,, , $fjp• or
better, the modern,, .

Of one piece] oXo?, 3. -?,-? and -?, ?.?, 2. ?, 2. -?, ? (of a garment), -
-?, -?, 2 (of a single .
of wood, of one single stone). Tf

Of a p., = consistent, con-
gruous, in keeping] Vid. TJ

-piece] See Each.
PIECE, v. TT To enlarge by

the addition of a piece]-. -,- (to seic

on). ^ To piece out].
PIECEMEAL, .
PIER. If Column on wch the

arch ofa bndge is raised], ?, . % A
dam or mole] Vid.
PIERCE,,-

(with a bore or gimlet).

Also'.,
(to bore holes into).

To pass a sharp instrument

through] -,-.-'.,-
(transfix). To p. with a

dagger, -. P.-d, partcpp., and

?, 2 (but?, piercing)

:

p.-d on both sides, ?,-?, , v.

PIERCING. Partcpp. of the

verb to Pierce, ?, 2
(esply of sound), as also^-
?, 3. ?, 2 (of wounds,
and also of mental affections), -?,?, 3 (of cold).

PIETY, -,-, .?, ?, . ?,
?. /. P. displayed to-

wards aby, r/7 :

to show one's p. towards the gods,? ?,
or? or ?? ?.

PIG, ? or ?, ?, , . -
?, , , . A young or suck-
ing p.,, ?, , .-
?, : a gelded p.,?'? or '? : of a p.,?, 3.?, 3.?, 3:
a small p.,,,

: one that sells p.'s,-
?, , : herd of p.'s,-, . , i] : a .-
market, , : like

a p., ?, 3., ?, , .?, 2.

PIG-STY,?,.-, .?, .--,-,-,.
PIGEON,, (g. t.

for p. and dove). A young p.,?, ?, .-
and, : a

wild p., wood p., or -?, ?, (distinguished fm
by Arislot., but not by

Dorians), also, - (or ring-

dove, cushat; a smaller kind of
wch is the,?, JEschyl.).

PIGEON-HAWK, -? and?, , .
PIGEON-HOUSE,-, ?, .-, .
PIGGERY. SeeViG-STY.
PIGGISH. See Hoggish and

Swinish.
PIGMENT. See Paint.
PIGMY,?,.

See Dwarf.
PIKE. IT A weapon],

V. , ?, . TJ A fish]?, .
PILASTER. See g. t. Pil-

lar.
PILE, s. ^\ A timber driven

into the ground for foundation],?, .,. P.'s of a bridge,?, . U Heap] -
?, .,. P.'s upon
p.'s,. ^\ FUNERAL pile]

Vid. f Edifice] Vid.
PILE up, v. See to Heap,

Accumulate.
PILES (pi, med t.), s.-?, .
PILFER,, -,-.,'.
PILGRIM. 1 Propr. : one

making a journey of devotion]?, . A p.'s life,7-



PIL PIN PIR, : to be a p.,-
(all LXX.). For the

g. t. see Traveller, Wander-
er.
PILGRIMAGE, (Up a) -

or, . To go
on p.,\\.
PILL,, 6. -

or,. -, 6.

PILLAGE,,-, ., , .-, . $&t, , relates

to despoiling the slain enemy. To
allow the p., to send the men out

for p., .
PILLAGE, v. % Absolute]

lv,&.. .,. ^[ With state-

ment of the place] .. .. .
. (to de-

spoil the slain enemy).

PILLAGER, , , 6.

To be a p., see the Verb.

PILLAR. U Column] Vid., , . if Fig. : stay,

support], . Aby is

the p. of the state, 6

or or or.
PILLARED,-,-',, (in theform

of a pillar). if Resting on pil-

lars] Crcl. ivith v.

PILLION. Seeg. t. Saddle.
PILLORY, s. , (a

heavy piece of wood like a collar,

put on the neck), also, 6

(X.). Comp. Stocks. §^* The; yov, (Aris-

toph.), had five holes for neck,

arms, thighs, therefore combining
pillory with stocks. To put aby
in the p., .

(com.,

Aristoph.).

PILLORY, . See above, £?•
does not imply cor-

poral restraint. See to Gibbet,
to Placard.
PILLOW, -,--, .
PILOT, s. ,

6 (Thuc. vii. 50)., ,
b (steersman).

PILOT, v. (to steer),

(to bring a vessel into

port).

PILOTAGE,, .,///, (mod.
Gr.).

PIMP,,-, 6. Like a p.,,
3 : to act the part of a p.,-..-

: the trade or doings of a

p.,, .
PIMPERNEL,,, ., 6.

PIMPING. See Meagre,
Thin.
PIMPLE,, . See

Pustule, , 6 (p. accom-
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panying the first growth of the

beard), also ', al.

PlN, s., .
and,, .
PIN, . ..

p. athgup,
or.
PIN-MONEY. £9- A corre-

sponding term is furnished by the

Persian custom, or-.
PINCERS,,, . -, (dim., tweezers), -, (p. or pliers, esply

for hot metals), , , 6,, , and, ,
(all surg. tt.)., , and, (for extracting

teeth)

.

PINCH, f Propr.],
(behveen the fingers),. Nobody knows where

the shoe p.'s (prov.),

or ''
iroZ*(Plut.&m.P.c.5>). f Fig.]

To be p.-d for athg,., (pass.) :

I am or shall be p.-d for provi-

sions, . To p. oneself,-. --. Pinching (=
niggardly),, 2.

PINCHBECK, prps, .
PINCH - PENNY, ,, 6.-',-,, (com.). See Miser, Skin-

flint.
PINE, s.,, .., b (propr.

the p. -cone). Made of p.,-, 3., 3 : a p. wood,
see Pine-grove.
PINE-APPLE (not knoivn to

the ancients), coin, , 6.

PINE-CONE, -, 6., 6. -, (a small p.). Of or like

a p.,, 3 : wine fla-

voured with p.'s,, b.

PINE-GROVE, -, b. -,, .
PINE, v. To cause to p., -

{break the heart) : to

p. away (with pain, love, &c),',', '. -, -
or : to p. (with longing)

for athg, -.
PINION, s. (chiefly in pi),7,, . -, .
PINION, . -.
PINK (the flower), s. prps -, (propr. clove).

PINK, adj., 2.

PINNACLE. if Of a wall], .,,
b. if Fig. : summit] Vid.
PINT, very nearly,,

b (Lat. sextarius), = -, . Half a p.,, :

containing half a p.,.
See Gallon, Quart, and Gill
($fjp in tlie last, for three . read
six .).
PIONEER, If As^ milit. t]

pips,, b, or Crcl.

with. If In its

more extended sense], b., b (2Eschf/l.). To
go before as p.,.
PIOUS,,,, 2., 3.. P. action,-, : to be p.,.
PIP (seed, esply of apples), to. See SEED,

Stone.
PIPE, s. , b (tube; as

musical instrument, — flute or
oboe),, b, and,, h (tube and musical pipe),,, b (channel),,, b (siphon, and p. offire-en-
gine). See Tube and Flute.
Sound of a p.,,. To
make into a p., : like

ap. (or tube),-,-,
. A water-p., -, b., b : by p.'s,

: there are p.'s laid

for supplying the town with water,'. The p. of a pair of bel-

lows,, . Tobacco-

p.,,, (mod. Gr.) :

bowl of a tobacco-p., pips,, ., (mod.
G. , , b, Turkish).

pitch-p. (in music),,.
PIPE, .. A p.-ing,, ., : a

shrill p.-ing voice,, b.

PIPE-CLAY, and
-, b (Diosc).

PIPER,,,, and,, b.

PIPKIN. See Pot.
PIQUANT,,, (for

the taste, and fig.),, 3.,, (fig•).
PIQUE, s. See Grudge.
PIQUE (oneself), v.-.
PIRACY,, Xy-, . To carry on p., 7-

: to put down p.,-.
PIRATE,, , 6., or

simply. To be a p.,-
: a p. -ship, see Pirati-

cal : chased by p.'s,-, 2 (.).
PIRATICAL, or, 3. A p. vessel, 7-, .-,. (),, : a p. state, -

or -
: a .



PIR PLA PLA
expedition, -

or .
PIROGUE, -

Xos, .
PIROUETTE,/,.-?, , and, .
PISH !' ! !

PISTACHIO,
(fruit and tree),

(fruit).

PISTOL,, , , and, , (mod. Gr.).

PISTON,'^ 6.

PIT,, 6 (esplyfor mak-
ing wine), and,
6., ., . -, 6 (for keeping corn), -, (for throwing criminals

into),, (in mining).

To open a p., .
In the theatre], .

If Z%e spectators in the pit] oi. . U 7%e-
tomless pit] See Abyss awe? Hell.
PIT against. See to Oppose,

Match.
PITCH, s. H Resinous sub-

stance] and Alt., .
Made of p.,, 3: like or

of the nature of p.,, :

smelling or tasting of p.,-
po's, 3 : to look or smell like p.,: prepared with p.,-, , : to do over or coat

with p., or,
: coated with p.,, 3 : to boil p.,-

: one that manufactures

p.,, : a torch of p.,), . : tow
steeped in p. (for burning as a
light),

(Diod. xiv. 51) : a p.

plaster, , : to

pull out the hair by a p. plaster,'. : as

dark or black as p.,,/., 3.

PITCH (to cover with pitch), v.

or,-. P.-d, 7£?, 3.

PITCH, s. % Degree ofheight]
See Degree and Height. To
a high p., : to reach a

high p. of athg, -
Tti/os : the highest p., to

: to reach the highest p. of
athg, -

: to such a p., -
: they would not have got

to such a p. of insolence,

(Th.) : to what
a p. of infamy, oi. P.
of the voice,, 6. A p. pipe,, . Tf In music] See
Tone.
PITCH, v. To fix] Vid.

To p. a camp,
(usually w ith mid.),..-

or.
: the p.-ing of

a camp, and, . See Camp, ^f
In music,orofa musical instrument}
See to Tune, f To pitch upon]
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See to Fall headlong. 11 Tofix
choice],,,.,, .
Also (e.g. els o^os

(Thuc).
PITCHED battle (a), Crcl.

with. There was a

p. battle, . -.
PITCHER,, 6.,

.,.,,, , .
PITCHFORK,,.
PITCHY,, 3. -, ., 3.

PITEOUS. See Pitiable.
PITH,, .-,., . Wood with

the p. in it, , .
PITHY, f Propr. : full of

marrow], 3. *ff Fig.

:

of expressions], 3,

e.g. or-,. ,
(Lat. oratio pressa).-

. A short p. say-

ing, -
(Lat. contortus).

PITIABLE,, 3. -, 3 (exciting compassion),, 3. See MISERABLE.
PITIFUL. % Compassionate], 2., 2. /-

7rat)?;s, 2.,,.
See Merciful. A p. disposition

of mind,, . -, . Wretched, miser-

able] Vid., and Despicable.
PITILESS,, 2., 2., 2., 2. , 3. .

disposition,, .
PITY, s. | Compassion],

6., . , '-, . To have p. on aby,

or -, . *\\ A thing

to be lamented] . g. it is a p. he
is dead, -.. .
PITY, .,,, -,-,

(aby about athg,

and ).. .
athg, : — aby for athg,.
PIVOT,,, .,, .
PLACABILITY,,., . -.
PLACABLE, -, .--, 2. or-. or,, ., 2.

PLACARD, s.,., ). To make
known or publish by a p., 7rpo-.
PLACARD, v..

To p. aby's name as infamous (on

the >??;), .. -,,. One

who is so p.-d,, , 6.

See Gibbet, v., ^* to wch add-,-".
PLACE, s., .,

. , . At, to, fm this,

that, which (what?) p., see Here,
Hither, Hence, There, Thi-
ther, Thence, Where, Whi-
ther, Whence. At some p.,

(end.) : at some, or certain,

or vai'ious p.'s,'. -
: at some p.'s, — at others

(i. e. p.s), , :

at every , : fm every

p., or fm all p.'s, :

of or fm what p. ? ;-, »;, (ivith ref. to birth) ; on
being asked fm what p. he was,

or what p. he was a native of,

:

fm whatever p. it may be,-
: at many p.'s,7-

: at no p.,. See
Some-, Any-, Every-, a?id No-
where. At wch p. (relat.), 77,

: at another or different p.,

»?, ],. See
Elsewhere. Sometimes at this

p., and then at another,). To put athg in its p.,. To put athg
in its right or proper p.,

or ',-, .
We promised to meet at the

usual p., »-'. ^[
With regard to abode] ,. A fortified p.,,. , : the p. of aby's

abode, see Dwelling-place :

at this p. (i. e. the p. ice live in),' . . ^j Situa-

tion or appointment] , ., . , . Those in

p., or holding a p., of authority,

oi iv : a p. of command,
?, : to take a p. (as a ser-

vant), : to

have a p. (as a servant),-,, . TJ

Place of a book, Qc] See Pas-
sage. Common p.'s, -, ., . U Position,

circumsta?ices] To put oneself in

aby's p., :

were I in your p., ' -. H Phrases]
To give p.,,,-,' : to take p. (=.come to

pass), : to take one's

p. (e.g. at table),,
: to take aby's p.,,

: in p. of, see In-
stead. In the first, second, &c.

p., see First, Secondly, &c. In

p., out of p., see Opportune,
Inopportune, Seasonable,
Unseasonable, ggr ' Fm one

p. to another' is often expressed by
in composition, thus to move

athg fm its p. or to another p.,, .
PLACE, v.,-

(things at some spot),-
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, {of persons and
erect objects), is -

(in the midst), ,
(according to a certain

order). See to Put, Set, Lay.
To p. (= assign the p. or p.'s, e.g.

at table), .
PLACEMAN (man in place),. -

toIs, -
(pi.). A born p.,-, , 6 (comic patronymic in

Aristoph.).

PLACID, and -
Xios, 2.,, , or,
2. *See Mild, Gentle.

t

PLACIDITY,,-
ot7]s, jjtos, >). See Mildness,
Gentleness.
PLAGIARISM,-, (Tim. ap. Diog. L.).

.
PLAGIARIST, ,

6.

PLAGUE,, 6, also

or (where plain

fin the context), , . -, 6. The p. is making its ap-

pearance, -
(among the Athenians,). 6 -

or <?' : to have the p.,: like the p.,-, 2 : a p. boil,

: to get p. boils, -. *[[ Annoyance]
. g. to be a p. to aby,. . or

'. -
or .

PLAGUE, . See tU Subst,
toivards end.

PLAICE,,
(Att.), h (prps g. t. for p., sole,

turbot, 8fC.). , ',,
(prob. a hind of p.).

PLAIN, adj. ^ Even, flat,

level] Vid. *£ Clear, manifest,
evident] Vid. ^J Simple] -, ., 2., 2., 2. 7'5, 2 (e. g., a speech without rhetorical

ornaments), , 3 (e. g. -, ivithout anyprotestations) . P.
dress or attire, , :

a p. way of living,, 6 : stuffs p. and wrought,
te (Thuc).

To speak, tell aby, in p. terms,

or.
PLAIN, s.,.

(yv), h.

PLAINLY. Fm the Adj. To
tell aby p., see 'in Plain terms.'

PLAINNESS, , -.,, ,
see Clearness.,-, , . ,.,.,
, see Simplicity. *H Frankness,

honestif] Vid.
PLAINT. See Complaint.
PLAINTIFF, ,. See

Prosecutor. P. and defendant,.
(447)

PLAINTIVE. See Mourn-
ful.
PLAIT,?;,, /-, -,-. P.-d,, 3.,, 3.-, 3., , and, 2 (poet.) : anything

p.-d,, , and, :

to make p.-d work,-
: the act of p.-ing,, ., : fit for p.-ing,-, 2 : good at p.-ing,-, 3 : one that p.'s hair,-,, 6.

PLAIT, s.,-, . In p.'s,. See
Braid, Twine.
PLAN, s. ^1 Design] -,-, ., ., . To sketch or

draw a p. for athg,

or . ^| A plan
conceived in ones mind] -, ., ., ., ., . -, . An artificial or cunning

p.,,, : to

form a p.,,-^),. (passj.-.. -
(with and partcp.

fut., e. g. he has formed p. of fall-

ing upon us, ). To execute
or carry out a p., -. -.
PLAN, (to make or form a

plan), v. See the preceding Art.
PLA NE, adj. (geom. t., opp. to, solid),, 2. A

p. angle, , : a

p. surface, '.
PLANE, s. m Geom. t] -,. *f[ An instrumentfor

planing], ., ., ., .
PLANE, . ,

(-).. The act of p.-

ing,.
PLANE-TREE,,

(oriental p.). Like a p., -, : a grove of p.'s,,, b : of or be-

longing to a p., 75, 3., 3 (Galen).

PLANET,,, 6.),,.-
or or-, .

PLANETARY. Crcl. with
gen. of Planet.
PLANK, s. ', , ., , 6 (smaller). See

Board. P.'s of a ship, -, (poet.),, ai

(Horn.) : like a p.,,
: to cover with p.'s, see next

Art. : a covering or plate of p.'s,, .
PLANK, v. (to floor

with p.'s or boards). P.-d,-. 3., (poet.).

PLANT, s., . -«, ., . To raise

or cultivate p.'s,,

: the raising of p.'s,, : knowledge of

p.'s, , . -
(sc.), .

PLANT, . (trees,

<JfC, more rarely to p. ground, as

. , /.), (poet.).

To p. into athg, .
P.-d,, 3.-, 3 (trees, S[C, sts of ground,
as , opp. to -
),, 2 (of the ground
p.-d upon). The act of p.-ing,,, : to p. with
athg,. ^f Fig.: as
a standard, a sign of victory, S^c], -,- (e. a.).
(milit. colours), -

(guns). % To settle a co-

lony] See Colony.
PLANT,-,-, (ofyoung trees), also, , or simply, , b.,., .,

(any place planted upon), -, . ^[ The act of
planting],,-, .
PLANTER, /js, ,, b. Partcpp. of-. *ij With ref to a colony], , b.

PLASH, s. (as of oars),-, b (also offast falling drops,

e. g. ., Eur.).

PLASH, v.. Also
poet., (of breaking
ivaves),' (of ivaves, or
ivine poured into a cup). The
water gently p.'s over its pebbly
bed, ' -
(Ckrys.).

<

PLASTER, s. m For build-

ing], . P. of Paris, -, . or, b., (gypsum). A worker
in p. of Paris,, , b :

one that makes models— ,. Coated with

p.,, 2. ^J As an ex-

ternal medical application] -
and, ., . To apply a

p.,.
PLASTER, .. -,-. , or

(with clay),

(with gypsum). | As
med. t.].
PLASTIC,, 3.

PLAT, v. and s. See Plait.

PLAT (ofground). See Plot.
PLATE, s. A broad flat

piece of metal],, .,.,. 1} For
meat],, .,
(a large p.), also,,.,,,., . ^j Wrought gold or
silver (utensils)] See Gold, Sil-
ver. Gold and silver p., -

(Lys.).

PLATE, v. See g. tt. to Co-
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ver, Coat. To p. with Gold,
Silver, Vid.

PLATFORM, ,
{Hdt).
PLATOON,, . ',

V {of cavalry).

PLATTER. See Dish.
PLAUDIT. See Applause,

Acclamation.
PLAUSIBILITY. ^Proba-

bility] Vid. U Speciousness] -, -.

PLAUSIBLE. [ Probable]
Vid. li Specious], 2., 2. A p. ground
or reason, or.
PLAY, s. arid-, .,.,.

See Sport, Game. It is mere
p., oil .

: it is no child's p.,,. % Gambling] -, . To win, lose, at p.,-,-
or. 1 Of an actor], . The p. of his lips,

: — of his hands,, -. H A theatrical

piece] , ., {g. tt.)., - (a tragedy),-, (a comedy). H Changeable
motion of colours] Crcl. ivith ai-, aioXav, or {adj.),

3. Also', .,
{twinkling, glancing, and p. of

the features, poet.).

PLAY, v. H To sport {by

ivay ofpastime)].
[with aby, ),-.. To p. with athg,

{propr.). . -
{metaph.), e.g. to

p. with the lives of men,-
:

fortune or fate p.'s with the affairs

ofmen,?? -. See Sport,
Trifle. To p. a game,

: to p. at BALL, DICE,
&c., see those substt. To p. for

athg, /t : to p. on
an instrument, see Flute, Lyre,
S[C. To p. aby a trick,-. See TRICK. To
p. in a theatrical piece,-. See to ACT, to PER-
FORM. Ti Fig. : to pretend to be]

E. g. to p. the honest man,--. -
: to p. the good easy man,

: to p. the fine

gentleman, :

to p. the master, -
: to p. the fool,.

PLAYER. «U Generally, one
that plays] b, -,,, ,-, h {poet). The p.'s at a par-
ticular sport,

:

and see Ball, Dice, <%c. % On
the stage], , . -, : and Crcl. with-

(448)

. The p.'s,

[at Athens). See Actor, Per-
former.
PLAY-FELLOW,-,, ., , ., {fem.). -

{of aby, ).
PLAYFUL,, .', 2. or

{Hdt.), .,, 3. {in. manner). See Sportive.
PLAYFULNESS, -, .,,

-
PLAYGROUN D, prps-, , or, .
PLAYHOUSE. See Thea-

tre.
PLAYTHING,,,, .
PLEA. *U Legal process],

. | Allegation, excuse] Vid., {excuse),,
{pretext),, {an-

swer put in by defendant), ^
For -,-,-, , see

the Gr. Eng. Lex. and Gr. Anti-
quities. ' On the p. of —' may
sts be expressed by withpaiicp.,

e. g. on the p. of having conferred

benefits, they claim —,.
PLEAD. % Propr. : in a

court] -.,-
{of the litigants). To p.

for aby (in a court of justice), '-
: to p. aby's

cause, : to p.

causes, ,.
U Fig. : to allege],

{e.g. a reason or mo-
tive). To p. athg (as an excuse),

{or seq. infin.).

: to p.

athg agst or in exception,-
{to put in an-, see Plea) : to p. agst

another that such is the case,

or {c.

infin.) : to p. in reply,.
PLEADER,,-,,, .

hackneyed p., -, .
PLEADING, s. {as advocate), ., {for)., {agst). P.'s pre-

paratory to trial,, :

p.'s on oath of plaintiff,- :

of defendant,- : of both par-

ties,-, .
PLEASANT, ,,, ., 3., ., 3. ,'2.-, 3.,, . -, 3., 2.-, 3., 3.,

3. See Agreeable, and str. t.

Delightful.
PLEASANTNESS, ,,,,, -, , andfm other

Adjj.
PLEASANTRY,, h-

, . -, . Harmless p.,,.
PLEASE,, -, {poet.). -. To seek to p.,

: that seeks to p.,, 3: athg p.'s me {= gives

me pleasure), .. {pass.).-. ' :

it p.'s me {it is my pleasure or
icill), , ,,,.-

{perf.) : if it p. you, if you
p., ' . .. ': to act as one p.'s,

or : diffi-

cult to p.,, 2. P.-ing,

see Pleasant.
PLEASURABLE. See Plea-

sant, Delightful.
PLEASURE,, v.,., . ,-,-,. Sensual p.,. To do

aby a pleasure, .. See GRATIFY.
To do athg for the sake of giving

p.,' or -
: with p.,, '.

with the greatest p., ... 1} Choice,

arbitrary wilt] ,.
At p., according to one's own p.,. ',', , -.
PLEBEIAN, ,

.,, , . The
p.'s, , ',. ^[ As adj.] -, 3., . -, 2. See Ignoble.
. PLEDGE, S., . -,,.,
.,. See DEPOSIT,
Security. P. deposited with a
third party, or-,

: to take a p. fm aby,-
{later): to take

athg in p., . -
: to give athg in p., -

{mid.) [Dion.

.). See the Verb. A p. (==

promise, &£.),, . ,, and -, : a sure

p.,, , : p. of
friendship,, {Soph.).

See Pawn, Mortgage, Gua-
rantee.
PLEDGE, v. or-.

{mid.) , also {leave

in deposit with a third party). To
be p.-d,,. Pledged,, 2., 3.,
2. U Fig. : to engage or bind

oneself]..
To p. oneself to do athg, -

'.

to p. one's honour, or
: to p. their

honour mutually to one another,
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oneself by an oath,/ : to make aby p. himself,

: — by an oath,.
or !/.

To invite to drink]'
'.

PLEDGET,, {of
lint),, (g. t. plug).

PLENARY,, . See
Full, Complete.
PLENIPOTENTIARY, -, , 6. 6

or (Thuc).
PLENITUDE. .See Fulness.
PLENTEOUS. See Plenti-

ful.
PLENTEOUSNESS. See

Plenty.
PLENTIFUL, *, 2.*, 3. , , ., 3. ,,., 3. See Abundant.

A p. harvest,, ., r)., .
. PLENTIFULLY,.,. P. provided

"With athg,?, -, or '
: to possess or enjoy athg p.,..
PLENTY,,-, ',, . See

Abundance. To have p. of
anything,' ,. -,' : I have
p. to say,

(PL) : to live in p.,.
PLEURISY, {with

or without ),, . Sub-
ject to p.,, -, 3.

PLIABLE, PLIANT, -, 3.,,
2., 2.,

(Horn.), if Fig.] usu.-,, 2. , 3. -, 2 [to persuasion).

PLIABLENESS, PLIANCY,',-, »';. -. | Fig.] -,, .,,
V.

PLIGHT, s. See Condition,
State.
PLIGHT, v. See to Pledge.
PLINTH,, .
PLOD,. -. -. P.-ing,-, 2.

PLOT,s. 1 Parcel ofground], b. , . *[[ Con-
spiracy] VlD.
PLOT, v. See to Conspire.
PLOUGH, s.,. To

draw the p., : p.-

share,. .,, (LXX.). or,, {Pint.): yoke of the p.,,.,, {Theogn.) : p. tail (stiva),, {poet.) : a horse or ox

(449)

that is put to the p.,',,, 6.

PLOUGH, .,-. P.-d,, 3.,
2 : p.-d land,, ,, : the act of p.-ing,,
6 : the time or season for p.-ing

the land, ?, : fit for p.-

ing, see Arable: the p.-ing of

fallow land,, b.

PLOUGHMAN,, ,
6.

PLOVER, prps, b

{as g. t. for lapwing or pewet,

curlew, plover), or, 6 ?

PLUCK, V. , -,-. To p. fruit, &c,
{and mid.) : to p. up by

the roots,' : to p. fowls,. : to

be p.-d, (Aristoph.) :

to p. {twitch out) hair, tv. % Fig. : to pluck up
courage, one's spirits] ,.
PLUCK, s. 1 A plucking], 6., : and Crcl.

with Verb. *U Of animals] See

Heart, Liver, Lights. 7\ Fig. :

vulg. courage] Vid.
PLUG, s.,.,

V.,, and, ., {in a ship's bottom.

Hes.).

PLUG, v. . See Stop
"•
PLUM,,.-, {prunum).
PLUM-TREE,

and, .,
and also, ). An orchard

of p.'s,,, 6.

PLUMAGE,, ,., .,,. Of
same p., 075, 2.

PLUMBLINE, -, . , , .
throw out the p.,.
PLUMBER,,.
PLUME, s. «IT Feather] Vid.,

and see Crest.
PLUME oneself {upon athg),,

or . See to Boast.
PLUMMET {of carpenters,

masons),, . -, 6., . -, , 6.

PLUMP,ac(/..-,.
PLUMP, .. See

Fatten.
PLUMP, adv.,,, and adj.,

2.,, 2.; P. into athg,

—

.

PLUMPNESS, -,-, r).

PLUNDER, s., ., r) {as act). To set out

with an object of p.,, -
: to live by p.,' .

,. -« : by p.,. In

the concrete] ,, -, . and-
{PL),. See Booty, Pillage,
Spoil.

PLUNDER, v. See Village,
v. To p. the temples of every-
thing,

(.) : the act of p.-

ing,,,-, , .
PLUNDERER,, ,

' PLUNGE, v. U (Trs.)] -,'.. .
intoathg^/Ujiia-n-Ttii/Tii/iort/'sTi.

{e.g.) :
to p. one's sword into one's body,

: to p.
the state into confusion, into war,\ '-

{Dem.). .
{Plut.). 1[ (INTRANS.)].,-. To p. into athg,

or ,. To p. (as a horse),-.
PLUNGE, v. {the act ofplung-

ing), Orel, with verbs under to

Plunge.
PLUNGEON (mergus), -,, . ', . -

and, 6.

PLUNKET. See g. t Blue.
PLURAL, -, 6. In the p.,,

3.

PLURALITY,, .. . o\.-,'. «See MULTITUDE
and Majority.
PLUSH, prps -

or,.
PLY, or -.-, . .

To p. one's task,7// : to

p. aby with requests,.
See Importune. To p. one's

ind. -, or-
(poet.). 1 To bend] .

PNEUMATIC,,
3.

POACH. See next Art.

POACHER, prps-. 6 .
POCK,, . See

g. t. Pustule and Pox. A p.

mark,.
POCKET, s., (scrip,

£[C., suspended fin the neck), -, 6., (prps

attached to the clothes), also-,., b, and-, (the fold above the girdle,

answering the purpose of a p.).

POCKET, v.. (fig.). To
an affront, -

vnv. See ' Put up with.'

POCKET-BOOK,,, ., .
POCKET-HANDKER-

CHIEF,, . -, .
G?
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POCKET-MONEY,

t« -.
POD [of leguminous plants),

and (dim.),. See g. it. Shell, Husk.
Consisting of p.'s,, 3 :

p.-like.\, .
POEM,, . A lyric

p.,, : an epic p.,

: a short [esply pastoral) p.,', : to write or com-
pose a p., .
POET,, , b. See

Bard, Minstrel. Lyric p.,-, . See Lyric, Tragic,
Comic, Epic, fyc.

POETESS,, .
POETIC, POETICAL,-, 3. P. fire or inspiration,, 6., : one

seized by it,, 6. -, ov, b.

POETIZE,. -..
POETRY,, . -, [the art of p.). A piece

of p.,, . , ., : epic p., \1/ -, [PL).,
(Aristot.,. to . , lyric

p.) : scraps of p.,,.
POIGNANCY. See Sharp-

ness, Acumen, and next Art.
POIGNANT, ,,, .,, -, and Crcl. with.
POINT, s. 1 A sharp termi-

nation [in general)] ,, ., and (poet.), , also, and (of the spear),

. , , rj (of an arrow),
and gen.,,. The high-
est p. of athg,, . ,. -. See Top, Sum-
mit, Extremity, Tip. ,, (rare), and, .
Having a p., see Pointed. To
bring to a p., see the Verb. P. of
land, , ". ^[
Degree] Vid. To the last p.,, , ',. See Extreme. To
or until a certain p., ,, (end.). % A small round
spot], (produced by a
pointed instrument),, .(, , as used at the
end of a period, rr full stop

;

also as mathematical p.).
See Dot. Of the size of a p.,

or, 3 : the
longest life is but a p. compared
with eternity,,? -

(Plut.). % An indi-
visible part of space or time], (also with addition of

and ),-, (in space),, b (in
time), &* Often the subst. is not
expressed in Greek, e. g. at this
p., . -.-: fin this p.,: fm

P
,

? "7<5£
;
at every p., at

all p.'s,,
:

on diverse or various p.'s,

(450)

: to concentrate on one

p., or

: to meet at one p.,-. To be or

stand at the (same) p., where
&c, , : mat-
ters stand or have arrived at

this p., -.
be on the p. of doing athg,

: I am
on the p. of seeing, '

(Eur.) : at the p. of

Death, Vid. The turning, criti-

cal, or decisive p., oottjj, : to

be at the turning p., ,. ^J Thing,

circumstance] '. -, . To embrace or consider
all the p.'s, -. ^ In most
cases, however, it is suppressed in

Greek, or rendered by a pronoun,
e.g. p. after p., one p. after an-

other, p. by p., ' ',' . '
: there was one p. stipu-

lated in the contract,'
: in this p., as

regards this p., ,
: the most impor-

tant point, . See
Main. A point in dispute,

: the p. in question or

under consideration, "-. To the p., :

to keep one's opponent to the p.,-
or

(AEschin.).

1 Point of honour] Vid. if

Point of view] E. g. in this p. of
view, : to look upon or

consider athg in a right p. of
view, or -

or : to bring
things under one p. of view,. In p. of, see

'in Regard of.' To press one's p.,' (.) : to gain, carry,

make one's p., a' : to make a p. of,, : I will

make a p. of coming,,
: to bring to a p.,

-, -, or-. -,- (to bring to a
definite conclusion or settlement).

TI Piquancy, tvit] Vid.
POINT, v. H To give a point

to], -, -,--... ^|

To direct (as e. g. a gun)] Vid.

U To point to athg].. To p. to athg with
one's finger,. :

to p. out (e. g. the way to aby),

or or
: to p. out (e. g.

what measures should be taken),. See INDICATE.
li To distinguish by points]-
.
POINTED. f Propr.] Par-

tcpp. pass, of verbs to Point., , ., 2, and

', ? (extended to, or
ending in, a point),, 2
(piercing),,-,, ., 3.-, (jagged), and,, (both poet.). That has a

p. head, (, ) -., 2. Having .
leaves,, 2 : with .
hair,, 2. Sharp-p.,-- (Horn.),- (A^S-

chyl.), . ^p For other com-
pounds see the Gr. Eng. Lex. un-
der -. Fig.], 3., 3. See Biting, Cutting,
Stinging. Pointedly foolish,, 2.

POINTER, prps -, , b, or -
POINTLESS. See Blunt,

Dull.
POISE, (and in-

trans. to counterpoise),-
(to balance).~,-

(weigh in the hand).

(to brandish). To have
their darts p.-d,

(Hdt.) : evenly p.-d, see

Equipoise, Equilibrium.
POISON, s., b (esply venom

of serpents),, (esply

vegetable), , (esplyfor
smearing arrows).,

(whatever is deadly to human
life). To mix p.,-

: to give or administer p.,

or -, : to

take or drink p.,

or.. To
be p. to aby (fig.),. Like p.,,-. .
POISON, v. To p. athg,-

or-. : to p.
aby, or
vapvva(tokillbyp.).-

or' and or -
(to administer .) :

to p. oneself, -
or...

POISONER,,,
., .,, , and,
[fem.).

POISONING,, ., .-', (of oneself).

POISONOUS,,, . -,- (ve-

nomous), 2.

POKE, s. See Pocket, Bag.
POKE, v. See Thrust. To

p. the fire, .. Why do
you go p.-ing (or pottering) about?% ;

(com.)

POKER,,.
POLAR. . g. the p. star,, b. See the compounds

under North.
POLE, f Of the eaiih\ -



POL POM POP
, (g. t.). The north p., -?, : the south p.,?, . ^f A
long staff],,,
6 and .,, (oftoood)., (of a spear), ?,
6 (used as an oar), if Pole of a
carriage] .
ff For measuring] See Rod.
POLE-CAT,»),
POLEMIC, POLEMICAL,

POLEMICS. See Controver-
sial, Controversy.

>

POLICE.
<

m In the abstract], . The director of
the p.,, 6 : a p. magis-
trate,, , b (justice

ofpeace) : affairs relating to the

p., : a p.

officer, p. -man,
or 6. If Po-

lice, the (in the concrete)] o\-, (at Athens),

(patrol). Superinten-
dant of p., or-, , 6. P. station,-, .
POLICY,, (poli-

ty), (6/,

8

public measures) . They make per-

petual war their p.,-. See
Art, Management, Strata-
gem.
POLISH, «. ,, -,, (to pro-

duce a smooth surface) .

and-, (to pro-
duce a bright surface). Act of
p.-ing,,, : a
p.-ing brush, tool, &c,-, . Tj To improve, refine]

Vid.
POLISH, s., -,, , .

To give athg a p., see the Verb.

if In the concrete],
(an instrument as well as the

material for polishing).

POLISHED,,,,,, 3.

A man of p. manners (fig.),.
POLISHER,, ,, , 6.

POLITE,, 3, and -, 3 and 2 (ivith ref to exter-

nal conduct),, 2 and 3.,, . See ClVIL,
Courteous, Refined. To show
aby p. attentions,.
POLITELY. From the Adj.

To act or behave.,.
: to treat aby p.,.-.

POLITENESS,,-
xl/, )\, , ., . See CIVILITY,
Courtesy.
POLITIC, POLITICAL,-, 3, and Crcl. with

or' . Ex-
perience or knowledge in p. af-

fairs, -
(451)

, or simply :

affairs or politics,

(with or withoid),, or, . •[[ Fig.]

See Crafty, Cunning.

^
POLITICIAN,, b. -

or. See Statesman.
POLITICS,-/. See

under Politic.
POLITY,, v.

POLL, s. 1\ Head]. P.-
tax, or -, :

to pay a p. -tax,'. If Voting]. To go to the p.,-. .' and.
POLL, v.^To(),

the hair] See Hair.
Vid.
POLLARD. If A t>

Crcl. See to Poll.
(fish)] prps -, b.

POLLEN,, . See
fine Flour or Meal.
POLLUTE, iv, -
and,... See

Contaminate, Defile.
POLLUTED. Ptcpp. of verb,

and,, 3.-,2.?, (p. with blood-

guiltiness),, b (the

same as suppliantfor cleansing).

POLLUTION, ", ),, b., b. -, ., . ,. , . To expel as a

p., : one whose pre-

sence is a p.,, ooo'i, b.

POLTROON. See Coward.
An impudent, bragging p., -, b.

^POLYGAMY,oyaa,.
POLYGON, or, .
POLYGONAL,

and, 2.

POLYPUS,,,
b (the animal, and the excrescence

in the nose). Strong smelling sea

p.,, b., .-, (also fetid p. in the nose),,. .
POLYSYLLABIC, -, 2.

POMADE,POMATUM,Xpi-, . , . To do
over with p., -.
t

POMEGRANATE, poa,also, (fruit and tree), ,. , . The kernel of a

p.,,, b : a garden of

p. trees,,, b : the blos-

som of the wild p.,,.
POMMEL (to strike with the

fist), or. .
POMP,,, .

, .,-, ,,-,, .
POMPOUS,,, .,-,, 3., .

With p. air., 2.

POMPOUSLY. Fm the Adj.
To bear oneself p.,,

: speaking p.,-, 2.

POND,, b.,.
A fish-p.,, .
PONDER. See to Weigh

(fig.),,, -. See CONSIDER,
IVIedit 4TIS

PONDEROUS,,, .,, .
PONIARD. See Dagger.
PONTIFF, , b (g. t

priest),, , b (Lat.

Gr.). Pontifex maximus, -
b, b.

PONTOON, ?, .. To throw
a p. over a river, or.
PONY,,,
(a small horse).

POOL,, ., .
POOP,, . See STERN.
POOR,, , . -

(fern.). Also, 2.., 2 (without

money),, 3 (as poor as a
beggar), , 2. ?, t?

(indigent),. To be p., '-, .
(pass.),.

or ,
and or .
If Miserable], 3. •, 2. , 3.,
2. P. creature ! ! if

Not good], 3. Having a

p. soil, (neutr. ,
gen. ). P. food, :

p. subject (for discussion),-, : a p. dress,-
: a p. state of bodily

health,, .\
POOR-HOUSE,

, .-,,.
POORLY. Adv.

t

fm the adj.

Poor. To live p.,, -" : to be p. in health,.
POP, S., .,., ., (all

g. tt.for sound, noise),,
b.,.,

(smack).

POP, .. (g.

t.).,.
POP IN, INTO. If (TRS.)] -,'-,-,- (g.

tt. put, thrust). *ff (INTRS.)] -
or- (g.tt.), --,-,-. To p. into

one's head,'
or or .
POPE,, , . -,

G <r2



POP POR POS
'?, . To be p.,-
POPEDOM. See Papacy.
POPERY, 77 -

{mod. Gr.) -.
POPLAR,, (the dark

p.). , (the white p.). Of
or made of p.-wood,,, 3 : a grove of p. -trees,,, .
POPPY,,, (and

p. seed). Of or belonging to a p.,, 3 (Theophr.) : like

or resembling p.'s,,
2., , (Hipp.) : p.-

head,, : p.-juice,-, .
POPULACE,, . ol,, ., . See

' common People' and Mob.
POPULAR. % Acceptable to

the people]>, 3.,
3 (of persons). -,-, . (3) ?' -. *[|

Habitual among, or belonging to,

the people],,
2. A p. feast,, ,
), or , .
See People. A p. song,, : a p. affair,,: a p. tradition,-

or , : the

p. opinion or belief,, or a -
: p. favour,,

: that p. (e.g. doubt),

: a p. govern-
ment,, .
POPULARITY, -,,, .

77 ,. A man of
great p., -

: to court p., -,-.
POPULATE. See to People.

"Well or densely p.-d, see Popu-
lation and Populous.
POPULATION, ol

T£s. . A large or
dense p., ,.', -; a scanty

p.,, .
POPULOUS,,

2., 2. ,
3., 3.

PORCELAIN, (-
or), -.

clay, (-) : p. vase, or. &§* Some
with much probability identify the

or, (Pans.),, (, Arr.), Lot.
myrrha (Mart.), vasa murrhea or
murrhena (Propert), with Chinese
porcelain, china.

PORCH,, -, . See PORTICO.
PORCUPINE,,,

and ',, and 77.,, .
PORE,, . The p.'s (of

the body, skin, &),, ol

(452)

(PL, Lot. 'meatus'). P. of a
sponge,,, (PL).

PORE OVER,. ,, .
PORK, or,
. P. lai'd, , .
PORKER. See under Pig.

)

POROSITY.
(

From the Adj.,, .
POROUS,, 2

(Plut.)., (as a
., 3.

PORPHYRY,,, .
PORPOISE, prob. ,, (as g. t. for p., dolphin,

and smaller ivhales).

PORRIDGE, , .,,.,.,
(of lenities), prps or

(sc. ), .,
(gruel. Hipp.), , (of

groats). See in Lidd.

Q Sc. Lex. Like p.,, 2., 3: a p. -spoon,-
PORRINGER,,., . See Dish.
PORT. See Harbour.
PORTABLE,, 3.,, -, 2.

PORTAL,, , ., . See Gate.

t

PORTCULLIS, prps-, , .
PORTEND. See Forebode,

Foreshow.
PORTENT,, ,,, . ,, .

See Omen.
PORTENTOUS,,

., 3. See OMINOUS.
PORTER. 1 Keeper ofa gate],, . To be p.,. : a p.'s lodge,, . TJ A earner of

burdens],,-,,,, .
PORTERAGE,, .
PORTFOLIO,, ., .
PORTHOLES (of a ship),,.
PORTICO,, , and-, (dim.). ,

(Horn.),,, .-, .
PORTION, S. , ,, . ,, .

A small p.,, . ,, . See Part, Piece. An
equal p., , or simply, ',, : in

equal p.'s,. P. of an in-

heritance,, .-, (g. tt.). Marriage p.,, . ,, .
See Dowry.
PORTION, v. TT To parcel

out],,-
(among people, ).

(by lot). See to Dis-
tribute, if To give a marriage

portion] .
P.-d,, h : to be p.-d,-.
PORTIONLESS,,, 2.

PORTLINESS, -,.,, -,-,,-, .
PORTLY,, . -, 3., .-, 2., .
PORTMANTEAU,,-,-, .
PORTRAIT,,, ., . A p.-painter,'-, -, : .-

painting,, v. See
Likeness.
PORTRAY,-, or simply,-. % Fig.: to depict] ViD.,

and to Picture.
PORTRESS,, .
POSE. See to Puzzle, to

Gravel (fig.). To p. with art-

ful questions, or-. -.
POSITION. Propr.: state

of being placed or situated],
. , , and, r\.

See Situation. To put or bring

athg into a certain p., to give it a

p.,, -,-
: to have a p.,,

(pass.),,^, e. g. to have a p.,

be in a p., wen secures indepen-
dency, :

to have a good p., or-'. A proper p.,, : to change p.,-. Condition, state]

Vid., and Posture. P. in life,

is, 77. TI In philosoph. lan-

guage] , (principle laid

down). See Proposition.
POSITIVE, adj., 3

(philosoph., and as gram. t. ; tlie

latter also, 2). ',
(true, actual, opp. to

'
conceived''

or i
implied'). P. slavery,-, : p. democracy,, . ^[ Affir-

mative] VlD. Tj CeHain, reliable], 3 and 2. ), -,, . I have nothing
positive to communicate,: there came
p. intelligence, --. % Sure, convinced] . g. to

be p. that athg is right,-
: to speak

in a p. way, ...
POSITIVE, s. (gram, t), -,,,.
POSITIVELY. Fm the Adj.

Also,. - and-.
POSITIVENESS. Crcl. with

Positive.
POSSESS. 1 Propr.]-,,,'



i>os POS POT
nom. of thing),

./ ,-, (of
things wch we share with others,

e. g., .),
(of lands), . Top.
aby's affection, esteem, &c, see

to Enjoy. To p. oneself of athg,

see ' to make oneself Master of

athg,' and under Possession. To
p. aby's heart with pride, hope,

&c, or

xj/ ,-,.
POSSESSED. P.-d of athg,. P.-d with, e. g. I am

p.-d with fear, pity,,,
or , or

£/uiri7n-ii : I am p.-d with
hope, (c. infill.).

To be p.-d by athg,. P.-d, as by a demon,
&C,, 3.,, ., 3 : to be

p.,,.
POSSESSION, f In the ab-

stract], . . %
In the concrete (as object)),', ., . A pre-

cious or costly p.,,:
one's entire p.,, : a

p. in a foreign territory, -, ., : to have
such a p.,. To take

p. of,,,'. .-
and '

(forcibly). The act

of taking p. of athg,,,,-, v. To have in one's p., be
in p. of, see to Possess. To get

p. of atbg,,-.','-
. See Get, Obtain,

Take.
POSSESSOR,,, ., b (both as partcpp.

with ace, e. g. the p. of the house,

b '). »SeeOwNER,
Master.
POSSIBILITY, .

According to, or within the limits

of, p., or .
See Ability. There is no p.,

that — ,
' (c. conj.

and av, or with fut. indie), -, (c.

fut.).

POSSIBLE,, 3. -', 3. See Practicable. It

is p., .,.,.,,. : it is p.

for me,. .. See Can and May.
If p., or .

, .. (according to the

context). As much as p., ,, or oiovTt,, ,' ,-, or -: as quietly

as p., . -
: as quick as

p., (is ,
(453)

, ,
(). All or

every — p.,, -, . -. , ,, e. g. all p. care,

: to use
all p. precaution, -

: to make
all p. attempts, to try aby in all

p. ways, -
: to

annoy aby in every p. manner,

: in every p. way,, -
: to do every thing p.,() or-.] -. .
POSSIBLY. Fin the Adj.,

and see Perhaps.
POST, s. 1 A piece of tim-

ber set up erect],,
., b. Also and

(on a racecourse). The
p.'s of a door,, .
H Station assigned to aby),
. , . An honourable p.,

: a sinecure p.,, : every one was
at his p., '

: to have a p.,

or : to remain at

at his p., keep at his p.,-
: to remain at

the p. assigned to one, and not
leave it day or night,

tis -
: to desert one's p.,-.. ^[ A public institu-

tionfor conveyance), ., . -
or. To send or

forward by p.,. I

will write by the next p. (or

mail), -.
POST-BOY, prps, .
POST-CHAISE,, , or -, .
POST-DAY (or MAIL),-, .
POST HORN, prps, .
POST-HORSE,', .
POST-MAN,

or, . -,, (JEschin.).

POST-MASTER, or.
POST-OFFICE, r, -. .

The p. service,, :

things relating to the p., p. affairs

or business,,-, . .
POST-PAID,? toD-, 2.

_
POST-STATION,,

.,, .

POSTAGE,,. Free
of, exempt fm, p.,, 2 : exemption fm p.,.
POSTERIOR. ^Withrefto

place] See Hind, Behind. ^
With ref. to time] See under
Late.
POSTERITY, ol-. '.. -. Our p.,

: to leave a p.,-. Fame handed
down to p., .
See Descendant.
POSTHUMOUS,/,-

(of a child),

(ofa book).

POSTILLION,, b.

POSTING,, .-.
POSTING-HOUSE. See

Post-station.
POSTPONE,

usually ,-,-, (delay, ad-
journ).

POSTPONEMENT,-
POSTSCRIPT,, b.,.-
or ,

POSTULATE,, .
POSTURE. Attitude, po-

sition], ., .
U Condition] . Often omit-

ted, e. g. in this p.,' : to be
in a better p. (of affairs),

: I see in what a p. we
find ourselves, iv'-.
POT, s., .,.,,. -,, ., . -, . and,
(for cooking). To put in a p.,, : like a

p.,, : made in a p.,, , b : a seller of p.'s,, , : a foot,,, b, and -, : bearing a p.,-, 2 : p. boiler,-
vi/o's, 2. Go to p." (vulg.), comp.' ('to dish aby.'' Aris-

toph.).

POT-BELLIED,,, ., 2. -, .,,
°' POT-COMPANION,-, , ., (pi.).

POT-HOUSE,,.
POT, v. See to Pickle.

POTASH, POTASS,,, (g. t.forp., soda, na-

tron, not our nitre or saltpetre).

Of p.,, : like p., -, .
POTATION,>, ', -

«, v. See Draught, Drink.



POT
POTATOE, ,

(mod. Gr.).

POTENT. See Powerful.
POTENTATE,,,

. , 6.

POTENTIAL. « Efficient]

Vid. Tl Possible] Vid.
POTHERB,, .
POTION, (),.
POTTER, s., -,,,-, . To be a p.,-

: made by a p.,, 3., , : p.'s clay,' or , ., 6. -, . P.'s, be-

longing to a p.,,
3, e.g. p.'s furnace,, : a p.'s wheel,-

or
or , . ,, (Anthol.).

POTTER, v. E.g. why do
you go p.-ing about ? -« '; {com.)

POTTERY, % Potter's busi-

ness] or
(sc. ), . P. ware, -, .,, . -, .,. ^J The place
where pots are made],. ,. The p. market,, .
POUCH. -See Pocket.
POULTERER,-,, 6.

POULTICE, s.,, .,, (Hdt.).

hot p.,. : cold p.,

\}/, : emollient p., -,, .
POULTICE, .-.
POULTRY,". , ., ., . The flesh of p.,

or',. See
Fowl.
_ POULTRY-YARD,,, .
POUNCE, s. See Powder

(g. t.), with genitive of,•^78•&).,, (pumice-stone).

POUNCE UPON, V.-.' or., }-.
POUND, s. Hr, , = ^

of an Attic talent is about 0"94 lb.

avoirdupoise, = 1 T4 lb. troy, -, , Lat. libra, being ^ of the
Roman quadrantal orAtt. talent
is about 07 lb. avoird., = 85/6.
troy. The ounce (vid.) avoirdup.,
= 437g grains, is a little less, and
the ounce troy,= 480 gr., is more,
than 4,,, or 2 (Hebr. shekels at
224 gr.). That weighs a p., ,,-,,, 3. -. 3. ^ For stray cattle], .
POUND, ., -,-,. Also

(454)

POW
or .

See Bruise and "Grind. P.-d,

and, 3.

POUR,. To p. into athg,

-,- : to p. out of athg,

-, -. : to p.

upon, : to p. over athg,, : to

p. along with another fluid, to

add by pouring into it,-
: to p. out wine,:

to p. as libation, Vid. | (In-

trs.)] (pass., and com-
pounds), -, -. -. -,'- (as rivers

into the sea). The act of p.-ing

out,,, . A p.-

ing rain, , 6.

or or-, . :
it is p.-ing with rain,' . -SeeSHOW-
ER.

POUT, (to p.
the lips. Hippocr.). (to

make mouths), (to

look sullen).

(

POVERTY, , ,,,, . To fall

into p., or "-, ' or. ^J Eig.] . g. p.
of intellect, -

: p. of expression,, .
POWDER, s. , , .,. ), . -, . To reduce to p.,-,-..
POWDER, v. To reduce

to powder] See the preceding A rt.

if To sprinkle with powder] See
to Sprinkle. To p. (aby's hair),.
POWER,,, , and, (force, strength),,, ij.,. See MlGHT,

Strength, Force, Ability.
To the best of one's p., ,. , ,,, ' :
to exert all one's p.'s,. -

: beyond one's p., -. : athg is

in my p.,, .. \ :

athg is not in my p., or out of my
p., : to

have athg in one's p., or,, .
or' '.

: to be in aby's p.,, ,
: to reduce athg to or

under one's p., -
. See SUBJECT, SUB-

JECTION. To have p. over aby,, ' or. The p.'s of the soul,

ai . See FA-
CULTY. He had or possessed

great p. of eloquence,?, ^j Authority]-, ., . To have the

PRA
p. of doing athg,

or or

: athg is in my p.,,. ' .
: since it is in our

,. See Authority, Au-
thorize, Empower.—A p. of at-

torney,^ ., .
To have full p., .-

: to give full

p.,.
or : one that has full

p., see Plenipotentiary. *\ In
the concrete] A higher p., the p.

above,, ., .
A maritime p.,, . Official ,, .
To be in p., -. See ' to be in Office,' Qc.
The legislative p.,, or , ,
and
(collectively).—Balance of p.,-, , e.g. to have a great effect

on the balance of p.,.
POWERFUL,, -, 3. -'. See Mighty, Great.,, 3. ,, .,, .-,, 3. <See STRONG,

VIGOROUS, or,
2., 3.,, . See
Effective, Energetic. A p.

speaker, or-
: a p. medicine, or' : a p. voice,

: a p. (= nume-
rous) armj•, : he
had a p. party,.
POWERFULLY. From the

Adj., and,..
POWERLESS. -See Weak,

Feeble, Impotent, Incapa-
ble.
POWERLESSNESS. See

Weakness, Feebleness, In-
ability, Impotence.
PRACTICABILITY. Crcl.

uith adj. Practicable.
PRACT1CABLE,,., 2.. 3. -See

Feasible, Possible. U Ofroads,
S[C.],, 2. P. for

cavalry,, 3.

(2), (3) ' : not p.,, or, 2.

Comp. Impracticable.
PRACTICAL,,, 3 (e.g. the p. part

of music,),, .,2. P. ability,,
(Polyb.). Prudent, p. advice,,

: .
wisdom, :

p. application,, : for .
life or purposes, \ -

: to exercise in a p. manner,
: p. and theoreti-

cal pursuit of athg,

: to have a p. know-
ledge, .



PRA PRA PRE
PRACTICALLY. From the

Adj. Also and
(opp. to), and Crcl. with

verbs,. To
carry on, proceed, &c, p. and
theoretically, -

: I know it p.,-.
PRACTICE. ^ Opp. to theory],, h- -, . Theory and p., e. g., ....-, yap, '' -

(Isocr.

ad Nicocl.). % Exercise]-,,, . To put

in p., : put, or to be
put, in p., or to be acquired by

p.,,, 3. P.
of religion,, . -, h (eccl. t.). A place for

p., : meetings (de-

bating societies) for p. of ora-

tory, . *J[

Performance, execution],
v., (of virtue). P. of

justice, : to put in

p., : that may be put
in p.,, 3. ^j Experi-
mental knoivledge],-, ., (practical abi-

lity. Polyb.). That has had much
p.,-,-,.-

its . % Routine]-,, tj. U Custom, ha-

bit], (in athg,

), ,, 6. ,,. It is aby's p.,-. : it is

an ancient or long established p.,

: he made a

p. of associating, -. "\\ Professional practice], (of a physician), -, (of an advocate). To
have or be in extensive p.,-

(as phy-
sician), (as

lawyer). In a bad sense : e. g.

foul practice], -, . Also,
(Polyb.).

PRACTISE, . (e. g.,,,
and c. infin., e. g. .,, and absol. to p.,

r= go into training, .
). ( and ,
doing atlig, e.g. .,
to p. shooting, and absol., to p.

oneself), (train, and
mid., absol., p. one-

self), (' agere,' and
absol.,. ', , to p.

upon aby).,-. (' stu-

dere rei'). See Practice, and
to Exercise. To p. medicine
or surgery,.-

: to p. at the

bar,./. P.-d,, 3

(455)

(in athg,) : well p.-d in athg,' '. dili-

gent in p.-ine,, 3.

PRACTITIONER. See Phy-
sician. To be a p.,.
PRiETOR,, 6,

and,, b (Lat. Gr.).

PR^TORIAN (guards), -, , .
PROCTORSHIP,,

V-

PRAGMATIC^payiaaTi/cos,
3. A p. history,

: a p. writer or historian,

'' -. In a bad sense,-,. <& MEDDLESOME.
PRAISE, S.', 6. Aby's

p., (objectively, i. e.

wch is bestowed upon aby). '-
or

(subjectively, i. e. wch aby bestoivs)

.

' ' , ,
(wch is bestowed upon

aby). See Encomium, Eulogy.
To bestow p. upon aby,

: athg is in p. of me or to

my p., -
or ,, : for the sake of

p., ' : to

delight in p., «-. desire of p.,, : to harangue in p.

of, : to sing in

p. of,,,-. % Sir. t., also of de-

votional praise], f] (e.g.). See to Praise.
PRAISE, v. (ggp the

simple form' poet. only),

or (to speak
well of), (poet.), -

(in a set speech). To
p. aby about or on account of

athg, (and athg
in aby), ,. TJ To sing in praise of],..
God be p.-d ! .
PRAISEWORTHY,, 3., 2.-, 3.

PRANCE, (pass.

AT),.-; (.).
PRANCER, PRANCING

(horse), ', 6.

PRATE, v. See to Babble,
Chatter.
PRATE, s., PRATING,-, . Mere p.,, .
PRAVITY. See Depravity.
PRAWN,,,,
(a small kind of lobster ; ^fp

add to that article, and also-, 6, jElian, wch may
likeicise denote the large p. of the

warmer seas).

PRAY. See Ask, Beg, In-
TREAT. (pass.)

(or seq. infin.).' and ni-

or. -,- (infin.; to be-

seech by prayer). To p. earnestly,
see Beseech, Implore, Suppli-
cate. To p. for aby, see to In-
tercede. To p. against athg,
see to Deprecate, ^f To offer a
prayer], -

(both absolute and objective,

e. g. or ,
to the gods),, -

(to aby). To p.
for athg,. '-

: to p. that athg may not
come to pass, -

(e.g., p. that ye may
not know him as your enemy).

PRAYER, (g. t.), -, . , ., -,. A just p.,, :

an instant p.,,, :

urgent p.,, . See -
treaty, Request, ^f A prayer
offered to the deity] ,-, (both itsu. inplur.,
'). To say one's p., -. . -

: of or belonging to p.,, 3 : to listen to and ful-

fil aby's p., -: my p. has been heard, -.
PRAYER - BOOK,-, (Suid.).

PREACH, or.
p. athg, (to aby,) : to p. before the learned,

: to

p. to deaf ears, -. '.
PREACHER,. 6.. The office

of a p.,, •
PREACHING, s. Crcl. with

Verbs. See Sermon.
PREAMBLE. See Intro-

duction, Preface.
PRECARIOUS,, 3.-,- (PL), •-, 2., .
PRECAUTION. 5fee Fore-

thought, ,,, . To use p.,-..,-
: with p.,, 2. -, 3 : with all possi-

ble p., -. See CAUTIOUS.
A measure of p.,, ., .
PRECAUTIONARY. Crcl.

ivith subst. Precaution.
PRECEDE,,-,-, -,- (of persons), -. (of cir-

cumstances). P.-ing,,
3. , n, or

or' or.-, 3.-
3.,, .,, . In the p.-

ing night, >7 or. See FORE-
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going and Before, ^fp5

• In a
relat. clause, that wch p.'s, or its

abridgment by the partep. p.-ing,

may mly be rendered by c.

gen., e. g. the night that p.-d or

the night p.-ing his death, fj

Qiiva-.
PRECEDE,,

?j., ., .,., .
have or take p. of aby,-

(pass.),,-
: to give aby. the

p., .' : — over aby,

: to dispute for the p.,-.
PRECEDENT,

or or"-.
_
PRECENTOR, b? or.
PRECEPT,-, '--,, .,

V. Also,,
(as lesso)i). , (of philo-

sophers). To give aby wise p.'s,-.
PRECEPTOR, ,,,, 6. See TEACHER,

Instructor, Master.
PRECINCTS. -See Environs.

P. of a temple,,,, : to consecrate
such, : belonging to

such,. 3.

PRECIOUS,, 2,

and, 2., 3 and
2. Very p., , 2. See
Dear, Costly, Expensive, and
Valuable. % With ref. to gems]
A p. stone, ', 6,

or simply, v. See Gem,
Jewel.
PRECIOUSNESS,-, -. ,,, n.

PRECIPICE,, 6. A
p. of immense depth,.
PRECIPITATE, adj. -, .,2(.).

See Headlong.
PRECIPITATE, r. y Prop.]. Fig.] -.-.,-. See Hurry (trs.).

PRECIPITATION,-,,,-.. See PRECIPITATE, adj.

^
PRECIPITOUS,,-, -, 2. -

/,, b, f] (poet.).

PRECISE,, . -, 2 (of time). See Exact,
adj.

PRECISELY. See Exactly
and Just.
PRECISENESS. PRECI-

SION. See Exactness. To
speak with p.,.

(vEs-
chyl), and'
(to reckon exactly).

PRECLUDE. See to Ex-
clude and to Hinder.

(456)

PRECOCIOUS,,,,, and, 3. -, 3, and, 2.

PRECOCITY. Crcl. with the

Adjj.

PRECONCEIVE, --, -, -..
PRECONCEIVED, -, 3. A p. opinion or

notion,-,-, .-, .
PRECONCERT. See Con-

cert and Previously, --, -".
PRECONSIDER, --,-. P.-d,-, 3.

PRECURSOR. SeeForerun-
ner.
PREDATORY,,

3., 2. or, 3. And Crcl. with
Plunder, Prey.
PREDECESSOR, 6--,- (g. t.). b

or
or/. He "was my p.,,..

PREDESTINATE, PRE-
DESTINE, '. -..
PREDESTINATION, -, .
PREDETERMINED, -, , 3.

PREDICABLE. f As adj.]

Fm the Verb. H As subst. (log.

t.)], (head q/'jo.'s).

PREDICAMENT. See Ca-
tegory, Class. In the more
colloquial sense= plight, see Con-
dition, State. To be in such
a p., : in what
a p. we are, '.
PREDICATE, v.

or .
PREDICATE, s.-, .,
(. to , tlie sub-

ject).

PREDICT,,(,-). See Foretell.
PREDICTION,-, . and Crcl. with Verb.

PREDILECTION,,
(for a person),

(for a thing). have a p. for

aby, ,
: — for athg,

. See Preference, Partial-
ity, Liking.
PREDISPOSE,--,-,-,-,-'. P.-d, par-

tep , and see Inclined, Prone.
PREDISPOSITION,*r'piriui-, and Crcl. with Verb.

PREDOMINANCE,-,, .
PREDOMINANT. Partep.

ofverbfollowing.
PREDOMINATE,-,

(over athg, or ).
See Prevail.
PRE-EMINENCE, -,-., . To have

the p., (surpass

athg), (surpass

aby).

PRE-EMINENT,, 2., 2 and 3., 2.?, 3., 2.-,, . See Excel-
lent.
PRE-EMINENTLY, '.,..., -.
PRE-EXIST,.

Also by other compomids with

and, verbs to Exist.
PRE-EXISTENCE,-,, .
PREFACE,,-,., b. To make

or write a p., and to mention,
allude to, in the p.,-

(): without p.,-,, 2: to be spo-

ken by way of p.,.
PREFATORY. Crcl. with

verbs, e. g. to make some p. re-

marks, Ti-

ros.

PREFECT,, 6 : —
of the praetorium, . -

(Rom.).
PREFECTURE,, .
PREFER. 1 To set a higher

value upon]
or or

or n .
or ,,

, . -,-. and. I p. it, ul-

(c. injin.) :

to p. to all else, -
. U To promote] -

or ?, or
simply. To be p.-d,

or (pss.)

T7J. % To offer] Vid. To
p. a complaint,

. ' or-, -.
PREFERABLE,-, 3, e. g. I find athg p.,-

(c. injin.). Na-
ture is p. to art, -- or- .
PREFERENCE,,, fj (actively),-, (passively). To give the

p. to one over another, see the

Verb. To obtain the p.,--,- (pass.). By
p., .,.
PREFERMENT,,

. See Promotion.
PREFIX, v..
PREFIX, S., rj.

PREGNANCY, , h., . To be in her p.,

see to be Pregnant.
PREGNANT, and.
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'

(.) or and.
[

(by aby, ), kv, (pass.),
j

or... U |

Fig. : full of consequence, mean-
j

ing, or moment] See those substt.
j

PREJUDGE, .
tij/os (e. g. I, , and,

to p. aby as guilty of a wrong ;

also p. , to p. that —).
j.

PREJUDGEMENT. . g.

to condemn by a p.,-
j,-,.

PREJUDICATION,-
j

ay,, (Lot. prsejudicium).

t

PREJUDICE, s.

opdn, h, or -
l/»;, , or ,
. ^f Hurt, detriment],, . To my p.,

or kiri . -. See Prejudicial.
PREJUDICE, v. m To pre-

judice aby agst athg or aby] -. 1j To
be prejudicial] Vid., and to Hurt, I

Injure.
PREJUDICIAL. To be p. to

aby or athg, or
', or .
PRELATE, -, , 6., 6

(eccl. t.).

PRELIMINARY^po.jytjTi-, 3.,-, 3. dip* But usu. by com-
position with prep, , e. g. p.

instruction,, : to

give p. instruction,-
: p. conditions or articles of a

contract, &c. (as subst. pi. preli-

minaries),.
PRELUDE, s.,.(), . -, ., (all

with ref. to musical performances),,, . To be a p. of
athg, .

: to look

upon athg as the p. of a great

undertaking, -, to make
a p., see the Verb.

PRELUDE, v...-..
(to give the tone).

PREMATURE,, 2., 3.

be p., (Hipp.). See
Precocious. *|1 Fig.] A p. death,

: a p. birth, -\, (as act),,
(the untimelyfoetus). See Miscar-
riage. H Over-hasty]-, 2., 2. To act

in a manner,:
p. proceeding or mode of acting,. .
PREMEDITATE, -

(and mid.), (in

Att. more tisu. mid.). P.-d, see

(457)

Deliberate, adj., and Pre-
pense.
PREMEDITATION,-, ., .
PREMIER,. 6.
PREMISE, ...-.
PREMISE, PREMISS, s. (in

logic),, . Relating to

ap.,7rpoTaTt/cos, 3: the major p.,, (Lot. sumptio). The
p.'s (of a syllogism), -. H In law language] The
p.'s, . % House
and its immediate appurtenances], 6. ,.,.
On the p.'s, '.
PREMIUM. See Prize, Re-

ward.
PREMONISH,-..
PREMONITORY. Crcl.with

Verbs.

PREOCCUPATION. Crcl.

with verb to Preoccupy.
PREOCCUPY^po/caTaXayu-. P.-d (fig.), see Occu-

pied, Engaged. Having his

mind p.-d,,.
PREPARATION,7rapa™ £ u-, -, -,-,, . P. of

dinner,, : p. of me-
dicines,, . .
for public speaking,,-, . To make p.,-,- :

—
for one's departure,-

: to make
p. for war, -

or : when
they had made p.'s, -

: p.'s are mak-
ing for dinner,.
PREPARATORY, -,, 3.

$$r° And by compos, with -,
e. g. p. instruction,,

: to give it, .
PREPARE. H To get ready]-,-,-,,-. (artistically).

To p. oneself (sese),-
: to p. for oneself (sibi),, ,-,

(mid.) : to p. for athg,,
(by study and prac-

tice), or,, , or :

to p. for a journey,-.
: to p. to do athg,

or. P.-d, partcp.,

and, 3. ?, 2, and, 2 (Att.). See Ready.
To be p.-d,.
PREPAY,().
PREPAYMENT,-, .

PREPENSE, , , *-, (e.g.-, ). Also , ,. Wrongs by
malice p.,

(Lycurg.). See DE-
LIBERATELY.
PREPONDERANCE,,
(inclination of the scale). ^[

Fig. : predominance, prevalence]

Vid.
PREPONDERATE,

(incline to one side). TI Fig.] po-..-. See Predominate.
PREPOSITION,, h., .
PREPOSSESS (aby in favour

of aby), .
To p. aby in one's own favour,, :

I am much p.-d, -.
PREPOSSESSING, -,, , ., 2.

PREPOSSESSION. See Pre-
judice.
PREPOSTEROUS, f In the

proper signif. of Lot. prseposterus]

and-, 2 (comp. ).
In the usu. sense : absurd] -, 2. A p. thing, ?,

OTOS.

PREPOSTEROUSLY, -.. To talk p.,.
PREPOSTEROUSNESS, -, .
PREROGATIVE,,

.,,-,. To confer a p. on
aby, and. -

or : athg is a

p. of the king, -,.
6 . -

6 : an

hereditary monarchy with settled

p.'s,

(TL).
PRESAGE, S.,-,,, .

See Omen, Augury, and Fore-
boding.
PRESAGE, . See Forebode

and Foreshow.
PRESBYTER, 7

(
)/3 5,

(eccl. t.).

PRESBYTERIAN,-, 3 {mod. Gr.).

PRESBYTERY,-, . (eccl.

t.).

PRESCIENCE,,
, and Crcl. withfollowing—
PRESCIENT. CrcZ.tt^irpo-.. -.
PRESCRIBE, -, -,/,.

See Appoint, Order, v. To p.

a law or rule, or

or : to p. condi-

tions or terms, -
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come to agreement on the condi-

tions p.-d by aby,' oTs

or
t«s is : a p.-d time,-, . il To prescribe me-
dicine] -,--, .
PRESCRIPT, -, -, 2. Also tcikto's,,

3, and paricpp. of Prescribe.
PRESCRIPTION. 1 Com-

mand] -,-. Phy-
sician's p.,

or-: to follow the p.,.. H In laic

language: custom continued till it

has the force of law] Crcl. with

(gfsr "wch is the proper
tcord for all usage, esply when it

has acquired the force of law by

prescription). If the notion is to

be marked prominently, express by

an antithesis, e.g.,'-.
PRESENCE,,.. In aby's p.,-

/os. .
and ., . P. of MIND, Vid.,

to wch add, poet., -
{Eur.),, {readi-

ness of m.).

PRESENT, adj. ^ With ref
to place],, .-, 3. To be p.,-. {atathg,Tivi):

those that happen to be p., oi

: to remain p.,. *[f With ref. to

time: now existing, extant or hap-
pening] 6, , , or,,, .
Things p., , -. : times p.,

or the p. times, .
6 : the p. life, -

: the p. (time), .. . 6, {p. circum-
stances). For the p., {-
),. . -, . U The pre-
sent tense {gram, t.)], 6.

PRESENT, v. If To bring to

view] -,-. -, . "| To repre-

sent] Vid. U To offer]-...
p. oneself {or itself),,. -,.,,. {acciden-
tally), {with in-

tention or design). An opportunity
p.'s itself, . -. .

To bestow upon, by icay ofa gift,

fyc] and
{to p. aby with athg, and
(458)

athg to aby). .
{as a rewardfor

deserts), .. "IT

present (by introducing to another)]

See to Introduce. Hi To present

arms] ' : — to

aby (as mark of honour),.
PRESENT, S. ,. -, ., . Friendly

p.'s,, {given to a guest,

Lot. lautium). See Gift. To
make aby a p. of athg, see to

Present.
PRESENTLY,,-. . -,. See Immediate-

ly.

PRESERVATION,aa)T»,p t'a,,, and by verbs

to Preserve. See Keeping,
Defence, Safety.
PRESERVATIVE, f Adj.], 3. U Subst.], . For both Crcl.

with Verb.

PRESERVE,, -,-., -. or. To be p.-d,'. See Keep, Defend,
Save, fT Of meat, ?.] -... P.-d,, 3.

PRESERVER,,,
6, and partepp. of verbs to Pre-
serve.
PRESIDE,.-

(c. gen.). To p. in the

council, -
PRESIDENCY,

and -, , and Crcl. with Verb.

PRESIDENT,,-,, , .
be the p., {of athg,).
PRESS, v.. P. toge-

ther, : — with vio-

lence,, {to

squeeze, crush). P. heavily upon
aby, .. To p. aby to one's bosom,.-

: to p. aby's hand,. See to FORCE,
Squeeze, and Com-, De-, Ex-,
Im-, Op-, Re-, Sup-press. To
p. {crowd) one another,.
See Push, Crowd, Throng. To
be p.-d {straitened),.

(Ionic): to be p.-d

for room, (but more
freq. trans. =to straiten). To be
hard p.-d {fig., to be in difficulties),'..-.. [} To press upon (= to

pursue close)] .
To p. upon the enemy fm every

side,: to be hard p.-d,. *i\To urge]-,..
Necessity p.'s, -

: circumstances are p.-ing,

: to p.
one's point,. See
Urge, Urgent. T| To imjior-

tune] -,- :— with a request, —
{or) : —with ques-
tions, —,-

{or). To p. aby to

do athg, -,-.-, --/ or .
"IT To press forward, press on
{intrans.)].-.. See Haste. *ff

To press sailors] -. They are p.-d into ser-

vice, ',{^.).
PRESS, s.,-,.,, .

Comp. under Olive, Wine. A
printing-p., -, . "[} Thronging, push-
ing],, , and by
verbs to Press. IT Metaph] -, .
PRESSURE,,-, ., . ,

{u'eight)., {compression,
squeezing), , {strain,

stress). Crcl. with the Verb.

PRESUME. See Conjecture
and Assume, -,-. 1 p. {put parenthetically),. *H To venture without
leave, or arrogantly], and

{ubsol.). To p.
upon their good fortune,-\ ttj {Th.).

PRESUMPTION, "ft Conjec-
ture] VlD. -, -, .

Arrogance], {bold-

ness),, {overween-
ing). In both senses Crcl. with
the Verb.

PRESUMPTIVE,, -, , and Crcl. with cos -,,,.
PRESUMPTUOUS, -, 2. ,-, 2 {of persons),,

3 (of acts). To be p.,-.. ,-.. See Arrogant, Au-
dacious.
PRESUPPOSE,-..
PRETENCE (comp. Pre-

text),, (g. t., that

wch is alleged, usu. a mere p. or
pretext),, (both esply =
EXCUSE, Vid.),,
cloak ; all c. gen. : , for
athg). , 6, and,
(mere words, opp. to),-, (a mask),,

(acting a part),, (a

shoiv of willingness, fm wch the

person draws back). A poor or

slender p.,

(Th.) : in p. (as one pretends),. . -
: under the p.,,' : to be a p.,-
: to use as a p.,-'' : to put athg for-
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ward as a p. {screen) for athg,

tivos {Hdt.) :

the p. was of doing athg,-
tl : under p.

(making p.) of doing athg,-,- : to make a

p. of marching against Athens,, '' {Halt.). See
also Show, Colour, Cover.
PRETEND. 1 Make a pre-

tence, make believe]-
(, ), {c.

infin.). {act a part,

simulate),, e. g.

they p. to be unlearned,-. : he p.'s

to know, cos :

to p. not, , -
(dissimulare). See to Af-

fect, ij To putforward as pre-

text or excuse],,. To
p. (make a p.-d plea of) being out
of one's mind, -. See AL-
LEGE, Excuse. *ff To pretend
to, = to claim]

or, -
or' .. P.-ing to,-

kos, 3. ] To profess or presume
on ability to do athg]-,..
PRETENDED,,^,, , . ,,., 1

!.-, 3., 2.,
3.

PRETENDEDLY,-. ..
{as pretext).

PRETENDANT/fENDER,
or, {of

athg, ). 6,-, . P. to a throne, 6-
: .

to a lady's hand,, 6.

See Suitor.

(

PRETENSION,Trp^7ron,a-i9,
h- See Claim, s. Crcl. with verbs

to Pretend in the sense to claim,
to PRESUME., 6

{assumption of what does not be-

long to one),- and-, {affectation),,
[conceit).

PRETERITE {gram, t), 6

or.
PRETERMIT. See to Pass

over, Omit.
PRETERNATURAL,-, ., 3.

PRETERPLUPERFECT
{gram, t.), -, 6.

PRETEXT {comp. Pre-
tence),,, ,
and, {for athg,), i),,. A plausible p.,

or, : by way
of p.,, {accus. and
absol.) : to set up as a p.,-'. :

(459)

serving for p.,,
3 : under p. of doing athg,-

{ace. absol.)

: to reject a (decent) p.,-, .
PRETTINESS,,

ijtos, fi {of persons and things,

esply of language), , ,
v.

PRETTY,, 3 {of per-
sons and things),

{Lot. ' bellus homo,' a pretty fel-

low), g^*, as applied to

persons, is too strong, as it implies

the notion of dignity or of admi-
ration, which is excluded, from the

English word, . Tf

As adv. attached to adjj. or other

advv.,= in some degree],,. Corn is p.

high in price, 6

: these I think were p.

nearly the persons present,--
: p. clear, -

: I am p. certain, fm what I

have seen (of him), that he will

not —, -—

.

PREVAIL. 1 Absol.] -,. . This
opinion p.-d, ») ",. If To pre-
vail over] See Overcome, ^j To
be in force, have effect] '-{)..

{of a custom). A fa-

mine p.'s, : at Athens,':
a custom p.'s among the Persians,.
If To prevail upon aby] -..

or . or

{to do
athg). To p. upon oneself,-..
PREVAILING. Partcpp. of

Verb, and see Prevalent. *[f

Common, general] VlD.
PREVALENCE, -LENCY,,., .-, .
PREVALENT, f Victorious,

gaining superiority],, .,,,.,.-, 3. if Predominant, pre-
vailing], 3. ',,
os., , . To be-

come p.,. P. opinions,,
{Aristot.).

PREVA RIC,
{g.t. to lie), ]-

{to pervert the truth),-
{to shuffle), -..

PREVARICATION. Fm the

Verb,,
{comic).

PREVENT. If To go before

{obsol.)] Vid. If To anticipate,

to forestall] Vid. ^f To hinder,

obviate, Iceep fm] Vid. .

. {, C. infin.).

To be p.-d (from) athg by athg,

or .
PREVENTION,,, . See Hindrance.

Crcl. with Verb. To take mea-
sures for p. of athg,.
PREVENTIVE,,,,

3. Crcl. with Verb. A p. mea-
sure, or a p. {as subst.),-, .,.-, .
PREVIOUS,, 3. 6,

, ,,., 3.,
3. See Preceding and Before.
PREVIOUSLY,,. . See Be-

fore.
PREY, s., . See

Booty, Plunder, Spoil,,, . and,
{poet.),, . A beast

of p., di)piov or-, . ' '-. A bird of p.,,
6. To become a p. of the flames,.
PREY upon. See to Devour.

{propr. and fig.), -,, {fig., of
grief care, ?.). To have athg

p.-ing upon one's mind, to have
one's mind p.-d upon by athg,

{pass.).
PRICE, , . , .

Beyond the p., :

what is the p. ? ; at

what p., ; ; at

a moderate p., : to fix

or settle the p. of athg,-
or : to

raise the p. of athg, .
{esply of corn, by false

reports), {and
dep.mid.). or-

, also and
{all late). To rise

in p.,- {pass.) : to

fall in p., or-
{pass.) : high in

p., ', 2., 2.

See Dear, Costly, Expensive.
To make of a certain p., say at

what p., {Theophr.) : to

fix or set ahigh p. on athg,^ : at a high

p., or : at a low

p., : to sell at a high, at

any, at the regular p.,,, '-. To set a p. on aby's

head,.'' ', a great

p. is offered for the discovery of

the evil-doers, -.
PRICK, V., '-

\. .. .
with the spurs,' toTs -.
PRICK, s. 1 A puncture] Vid.

If In the concrete : an instrument
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or sharp projecting point"] -, . *, *, ., . See Sting. To kick
agst the p.'s,* -/ (prov.), and, of similar mean-
ing,**.
PRICK up (the ears),

or .
PRICKLE. See Prick and

Thorn.
PRICKLY,* ,, ov.*, .-
*, 3.

PRIDE, s. f Subjectively']-, .,
h. *, 6,, . See
Haughtiness, "fj Objectively], ., .
PRIDE oneself (mjoo?? %),

/ieya .' (pass.) *. -
(pass.),,, or .

PRIEST,, *, 6.

be a p., : to officiate as

p., perform a p.'s duty,-: the office or duty of a p.,,, : of or be-

longing to a p.,*, 3. 6,

, )* or .
PRIESTHOOD. 1 As office]

See under Priest. •[[ As body,
collectively] *,, .
PRIESTLY,*, 3. ,

, * or .
PRIM. £9" One of those words

for wch the Gr. has no exact equi-

valent. The nearest tt., *,
3, is 'prudish,'\*, 'coy.'

Comp. Demure. Crcl. according
to the context, e. g. a woman of

p. manners,* *-**.
PRIMARY, , ,

or or *, -*, 3. *, 2. *,
3. See Original, Elementa-
ry, and First.
PRIMATE,* -, b (eccl. t.).

>

PRIME. % The best of athg], .*, (FLOWER, Vid.).

The p. of age, **:
to be in the p. of life, :

that is in its p.,",,
ov. *, 3. % Metaph. : be-

ginning] Vid. TJ Morning] Vid.
PRIME-COST,, 77.

PRIMER. Ti Prayer-book]
Vid. I] Horn- book] *,
*, 77. or-, . -, (mod. Gr.).

PRIMEVAL, *, 3.-,-*, *. -*, 2. *, 2. From
a p. period, -

: facts relating to a p. pe-
riod, .
PRIMITIVE, , 77,

or or *, -*, 3. *, 3. A p. word,,, .,,.
PRIMOGENITURE,-, .
PRIMORDIAL,*, -

(460)

*, 3. ?, *. See
Primitive.
PRINCE. See King, Ruler.

U The son ofa sovereign] -* *, 6. -
*, (pi., the young jo.'s).

*. **,
6 (Plut.).,*, (Isocr.).

PRINCELY. See Kingly,
Royal. U Fig., = munificent]

Vid.
PRINCESS, -, . ? *

(the ivife of a prince), fi* or *
or (tJie prince's daugh-
ter).

PRINCE'S -METAL, prps**, b.

PRINCIPAL, adj. See Chief.
PRINCIPAL, s. % A chief-

person] *, , b. See

Head, Master, if Money em-
ployed, laid out at interest] -,. () -. See Capital and In-

terest.
PRINCIPALITY, , ., v.

PRINCIPLE, m Origin] Vid.

U Maxim laid dow?i] \\
(as scientific result),,
(acknowledged p., esply in mathe-

mat.).*, (supposition),, (moral view), *,
b. *, b. This is my p.,*

: the adhering
to a p.,, : I have
made it my p., (seq. in-

fill.) : to have no p.'s,.
Xfiv * -

: to become faithless

to one's p., *-* : to be brought up in corre-

sponding p.'s, -* (Th.) : a leading

p., . .
leading and ruling p.'s, ap-

(PL). $W"
Principle is often not expressed in

the Gr., e. g. the state's p. of

hating evil-doers,**—**. it is

an invariable p. that — ,
-

(tvith ace. e. infin.) : on
this p.,7 : on what p. ?

'
;

PRINT, v. -
*.
PR , s. 1 Mark impressed]

See Impression, Mark. The
p. of aby's foot, '*, *, .*, b. % Engraving]-, . To put in p., see to

Print.
PRINTER,*, b.

A p.'s trade or profession,-,, V (both

words of modern formation).
PRINTING. See preceding

Art. P.-house or office,-, : p.-press,-, .
PRIOR, adj. See Former,

First.
PRIOR, PRIORESS, s.-

*, , b.*, icos,

77 (eccl. tt.)

PRIORITY, ,.-,, and Crcl. by the adj.

Prior.
PRIORY. See Monastery.
PRISM,,.
PRISMATIC, -'. P. (of colours),*, *. *

(Horn.). See Rainbow.
PRISON,, .,, -, .

To put into p., see to Imprison :

to escape out of p., break p., to-
: the keeper of a p., see

Gaoler.
PRISONER, f As captive]

Partcpp. of... ^[ As prisoner in

custody or bonds] \ ,, . *, , . -*, 3 (taken into custody).

A p. of war,, b (and

fern, in -is, t'oos). *,*, b. * ttJ

or : to

make p.," or..',.
PRISTINE. See Former,

Ancient, Primitive.
PRIVACY,, .' ,,

. See Loneliness. To live in

p.,. .
PRIVATE, *, 3. -

*, 3. *, 3. P. affair or
concern, , : my
p. affairs, or :

to manage one's p. affairs, iolo-. to have some p. end or

design, or -' , or * '. .
audience, * :

to grant a p. audience, -.
: to have a p. audience,. -. P. property,', :

athg is aby's p. property, '
'*. P. life,**,*, or '*, b, also '-, - To lead

a p. life,

(. ,
to be a public man) : a p. teacher

or tutor, b or -»*: a p. pu-

pil, b : to

receive a p. education, or' .
PRIVATEER. See Pirate.

H A shiphaving letters of ARQUe]
Vid.
PRIVATION. Act of de-

priving]* and-*, *, . "U In a
passive or intrans. sense],
77., - See WANT.
PRIVATIVE,*,*, 3. Comp. Ne-

gative.
PRIVILEGE,, ., . See Preroga-
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TIVE. To grant a p.,'. -/ : whose p. it is, see

following Art.

PRIVILEGED,',, ov. -, , /, or, better,

c. inf., or? e.

inf. If this man alone is p. to

err, .
PRIVITY. With aby's p.,

: without aby's

p., ayvooivTO?, -. , .
PRIVY, adj. f Private] Vid.

*U Secret] Vid. The p. parts,. *fl Conscious of] E. g.

to be p. to athg, :

that is not p. to athg,-, 2 : without the others being

p. to it, -. See preceding A rt.

PRIVY, s. , , and
prps, . , 6 (all

Aristopk.).,, 6 (la-

ter, . ).
PRIVY-COUNCILLOR,

().
PRIVY-PURSE,'-. To pay out of one's p.,

TT(tp' : to expend
athg or defray the cost out of
one's p., or -.
PRIZE,, (awarded

for any good and noble deed)., (for valour). Also, , . P.'s have been
offered, or-

or : to carry

off the first p. in athg, -
or or-

: to distribute the p.'s

in the public games, :

the distributor of such p.'s,-, , b : the first, second,

third p., ,,
PRIZE ESSAY,-,.,.
PRIZE-FIGHT,,,

6. /,., (of
a pugilist).

PRIZE-FIGHTER. See Pu-
gilist,, , 6. A cele-

brated p.,, b : to be a

p.,.
PRO and CON. E. g. to ar-

gue p. and c,
(^.). -' (Thnc.).

PROBABILITY. See Like-
lihood. P.-s, : in all

human p., (hue).

PROBABLE. See Likely.
It is p., . . -, . $#» These verbs

are generally used personally of a
person, thus, it seems p. that they
—

, (c infin.) : does it

seem p. to you that — ?

—
; it seems p. you will (=

you seem likely to) — , (c.

fit. infin.).

PROBABLY,.
(461)

. (), -. . .
Very p., . See
Perhaps. Crcl. with optat., usu.

with particle , e.g. you might

p. be disappointed in your expec-

tation, )
: but, some one might

p. say &c, or it might p. be re-

marked &C,' tis .
guP" Also by personal use of-,,, as above,

followed by infin. In affirmative

ansivers, probably is often-.
PROBATION,, -, ., . -, b. To submit or subject

to a p., or
or ,

or: period or time of p.,, , b : this

earthly life is, as it were, the time
of our p., .
PROBATIONARY. E.g. p.

year, -, : p. work or task, -, .,
. See Trial, Specimen.
PROBATIONER, ptcp. of. See under Trial and

Novice ($%t to which add,-, ).
PROBE, s., .
PROBE, V. (Hipp.).

See g. t. Examine, Explore.
PROBING,, .
PROBITY. See Integrity.
PROBLEM,,

(and = difficulty. Pol.),-, . To set aby a p.,-/ : it is a diffi-

cult p., .
PROBLEMATIC,--, 3, and -, . -, 2. ,, ., 2. It is p. as

yet, .
PROBOSCIS, and
-, .,, . Sts,, .
PROCEDURE (mode of act-

ing),, ., .
observe a certain p.,. ^* But more usu.

not expressed by a separate word,
e. g. a just p.,, : a

legal p.,, ., .
PROCEED. «IT To advance].

or or

or.
(pass., to

move on). See to Go on. P.

(with your speech) !

or , or sim-

ply. To p. on the march,
or

or-. *H To pro-

ceed agst aby (at law)]( ), , also

with addition of -, (in

court of justice), .
(on account

of athg,). See ' to bring an
Action (agst aby),' 'go to Law,'
Prosecute,

«fi To proceedfin:
a) propr.] See ' to Set out.' )
Fig. : to originate],-,/ or. '

or ,. Athg p.'s fm
me,? .
PROCEEDING. See Proce-

dure . *fl Proceedings= doings,

acts] Vid. Legal p.'s, see ' to

Proceed agst abv.'

PROCESS. See Progress.
In p. of time,,. ^• To be in p.

of athg is often simply expressed by
the pres. and imperf tense, e. g. to

be in p. of building
(

to be being

built
-1

),. % Action,
writ (legal tt.)~\ Vid.
PROCESSION, m Train

marching solemnly],-,, . P. to a
temple,, : to hold a

p., go in a p., or
or .

: to make p.'s, -
: to lead a p.,-, (the for-

mer also = to march in p.) : one
that marches in a p.,,

: to march at the head of a

p., : belonging to

a p.,, 3 : to go round
athg in p.,.
PROCLAIM,,-

(by a herald, esply as
victor or conqueror),-,.. To
p. as emperor, -

or / :

he was p.-d king, or. To p. as an order of

a magistrate or general,-. (e.g.wi-
or-). (in

writing).

PROCLAMATION,,,, (as

act),, (as act). A
previous p.,, :

to p. in writing,, ., : to make p., see

the Verb: to forbid by p., -
(c. infin., X.) : to

cause p. to be made,-
(mid., JEschin.) : with-

out a previous p.,.
PROCLIVITY. See Incli-

nation, Proneness.
PROCONSUL,

and, b. To be p.,-
: relating to the p.,, 3.

PROCONSULAR,-, 3. P. province,,
PROCONSULATE, -SHIP,, .
PROCRASTINATE, h-, --' ..
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PROCRASTINATION,-, v., : or Crcl.

with the Verbs.

PROCREATE, ytwav. -. See BEGET.
PROCREATION, ?,?, . P. of children,-,-, .
PROCREATIVE. See Ge-

nerative.
PROCTOR. See Procura-

tor.
PROCUMBENT. See Lying

down or along. Prone.
PROCURABLE, ?, 3.

Easily p.,, 2.

(

PROCURATION,,, , and Crcl. with
Verb. See Assignment, 'letter

of Attorney.'
PROCURATOR,?,

b. ?, ov, 6. To be p.,. See ATTORNEY.
PROCURE,,' (0§* mid. of both verbs,

p. for oneself, but the act. also used

with ref. to self),, -
(to find out), -

(to prepare), (to

effect, carry into effect) .

and (to accord),

(to get for aby by one's

intervention or agency),

(to collect, e. q. forces, /).
PROCUREMENT,-

?, , and Crcl. with Verbs.

PROCURER, PROCURESS,?,?, b, .
See Pimp and Pander.

f

PRODIGAL, adj. ?,
is,, 3. To lead a p.

life,. See LAVISH.
PRODIGAL, s. ?, b., , b (PL).
PRODIGALITY,,.?, ., .
PRODIGIOUS. See Enor-

mous, Monstrous.
PRODIGY, ?, . -, (Horn., only of living

things). See Monster, Portent,
and Wondkr, Marvel, Mira-

PRODUCE, v. II Bringfor-
ward, offer to view] ?. and-

(esply of proofs). Top.
witnesses,?-,,. See
Bring forward, Exhibit, Pre-
sent. 1 To bringforth],,.,.

(e. g. ?). Of
works of industry, S[C,.',. %
To cause] VlD.... To p. an effect,

Civ : to p. an effect upon
aby, Kivtlv, (as an ora-
tor) : to p. a great effect,

or
: a good

effect on aby, tl or?-
: — no effect,. -: to p. a noise, -

and
: to p. a tone

or note,,.
(462)

v. "jj To carry forward as

a line (math, t.), a wall, 8[C•]

iv. See Extend.
PRODUCE, S. -, -, . ?, ?, b., . Also,. P. of a sale," ?? : .

of the land,

or .
PRODUCT,?. See Work, Result,

andfollowing—
PRODUCTION. IT Act of

producing]?,?, .
T| Thing produced],.
A p. of art,?, ., : p.'s of the intel-

lect, ??-,.
PRODUCTIVE,?,

3. -,-, and --
?^. See Fertile, Fruitful.
To be p. of athg,,.. See to Produce.
PROEM. See Preface.
PROFANATION,-
PROFANE, adj. ?, 2.?, 2. ?, 3 (of places),?, 2 (ofpersons), ?,

2. ?, ? (impious).~~,..-
or '? (not to reverence),

(fig., put to a shame-
ful use).

PROFANENESS. See Im-
piety.

PROFESS,
(e.g. ). 51 To exer-

cise, practise] To p. an art,-. \..
: to p. medicine,.. *\ To AVOW, DECLARE

publicly] Vid.
PROFESSED. See Open, De-

clared. A p. (rz declared) ene-
my,??
(propr.).

PROFESSION. «H Avowal,
declaration] Vid., .
A p. of faith, or -?. *\\ Call-

ing, known employment], ., . ', .-, . To follow or have a
\).,vor or

: to choose one's p., ai-

or

: to embrace the p. of arms,'. Of
what p. is he? ;
Of no p. (or, not of the p.),-
?, , b : to be of no p.,-
PROFESSIONAL. Crcl. by

the terms under Profession. P.
income,? b ??? : p. men, ??.
PROFESSOR. Partcp. of-, -. U Teacher]-

?, b (e.g. of law, of theology,, ). 4^ In

mod. Gr.? -? and?. An
ordinary p.,?-? : a p. extraordinarius,-. The office of a

p.,, : a p.'s fee, -,.
PROFESSORIAL,-?, 3.

PROFESSORSHIP^oaa/ca-, .
PROFFER,. See

Offer.
PROFICIENCY,7rpoK07r»j, ,

but usu. Crcl. withfollowing—
PROFICIENT (to be, become),?.,,?.? . To be

quite p. in athg,

.
PROFILE, -

(. to -
), also

(PL), and, {LTesych.),

andprps, . 0jf° But, , are figures in

Perspective {add to that ar-

ticle), Lai. obliquag imagines.

PROFIT, s. ?, . See
Gain, Advantage. P.'s of bu-
siness, : p.'s made on
merchandise sold,, ., .
PROFIT, .. -'. See BENEFIT. What

does it p. ? (c. infin.) ;

it p.'s nothing, . See

Good, Advantage. H (Intr.)]

or ? (by

athg). ?.-
(pass.) ,,-?.?.

PROFITABLE,K £i>c-a\ £'os,3.

SeeGAINFUL., 2.-?, 2. See Beneficial, Use-
ful.
PROFITLESS, ?, -?,?, 2.-

?, ?. See Useless.
PROFLIGACY. See Cor-

ruptness, Depravity.
PROFLIGATE. See Cor-

rupt, Depraved, Dissolute.
PROFOUND. See Deep. P.

peace, or :

f».

sleep,? '? : p. know-
edge, ?. -, : p. grief, >) or-

: p. misery,

or -
: to observe p. silence, -.

PROFOUNDNESS. PRO-
FUNDITY. See Depth.
PROFUSE. See Abundant,

Lavish, Wasteful.
PROFUSENESS, PROFU-

SION, f Abundance] Vid. ^
Wastefulness] Vid.

PROGENITOR. See Ances-
tor.
PROGENY. See Offspring.
PROGNOSTIC,-, (.). , .



PRO PRO PRO, . See g. tt. TOKEN,
Omen, Augury.
PROGNOSTICATE. See to

Forebode, Prophesy.
PROGNOSTICATION. TI

Prophecy] Vid. TT Prog?iostie]

Vid.
PROGRAM, 7,.
PROGRESS, s.,,, or-

pijais, y., . -,?, y. To make p.,-, -, -,-,- : — in athg,

', , or .
or

or .
or or .

(pss.).-
(to increase in extent, cir-

cumference, strength, Qc). See
Proficient. To make good p.,. the affair is

making good p., -
: favorable p. (with ref. to

an enterprize), or -, y. -: in or during the p. of

athg, (e. g., ). See
Course; Process.
PROGRESS, v. See 'to make

Progress.'
PROGRESSION,,,, , and

Orel, with Verbs.

PROGRESSIVE, , with
partcp. of verbs to make pro-
gress, e.g.,-. See GRADUAL.
PROHIBIT. See to Forbid,

Hinder. P.-d goods, see Con-
traband, . §*
But ,

(— goods introduced by smug-
gling).

PROHIBITION,-, ., y. To is-

sue a p., -.
PROHIBITORY,-,,, 3,

and Crcl. ivith Verb.

PROJECT, s.,,
y., ., -

(attempt). See Design, Plan,
Purpose.
PROJECT, v. TT (Trans.)

To cast forward].
TT To exhibit a form] --
,, -,. TT To design]

(rnid. , and c.

infin.). See to Design, Plan,
Purpose. TT (Intrs.) To jut

out] -, -, -. -
()..,. P.-ing,,, ., 2.,, 6, .

PROJECTILE. TT Adj.] .
g. p. force, or. TT As subst.] See MlS-
SILE.

PROJECTION, TT The act

of projecting] By the Verbs. TT

In the concrete], ..
(463)

PROLEGOMENA. ^Pre-
face.
PROLIFIC,, 3 and

2. P. virtue, -, y. See Fruitful, Fer-
tile.

PROLIX,,
(Ait.), 3, -, --,, 2 (of
discourse),, 3 (Plut.,

detailed). To he p. in discourse,-,-.-.
PROLIXITY, (),, -,-, y.

PROLOGUE,, ., . To speak a p.,.
PROLONG,, -. See to LENGTHEN,

Extend. To p. one's stay,-!; Trj : to p. a line,

iv or .
PROLONGATION. See

Lengthening, Extension.
PROLUSION.TrjooMiXtTjjtfis,

y., y. -, .,, 6.

PROMENADE,,
6 (both as place and act of walk-
ing),, (as act).

PROMINENCE. TT A stand-

ing out], , and Crcl.

with Adj. TT Eminence] Vid.
PROMINENT. TT Standing

out] Parlcpp. of -,-., 2. See PROJECT-
ING, -, -,-, . Paricpp. of -, -, (tiio's). See
Eminent and Conspicuous. P.

eyes, (.) :

that has eyes,, 2.

PROMISCUOUS,,
2., 3, and,
3. -, (and poet.)-,
.,, 6, .,
2 (e. g. ., p. intercourse).

A p. crowd, -
PROMISCUOUSLY. From

the Adj., and.,,. See INDISCRI-
MINATELY.
PROMISE, s., y., (with notion of

boasting, or not intending to fulfil

the promise),, .,, - (as-

sent,- agreement),,
y (reciprocal p.)., V (an

undertaking). A p. of marriage,, - : to give or make a p.,

or -. See to Promise.
To keep one's p.,

or ..:
to make a verbal p.,-: — written p.,. Hope, ex-

pectation] . g. to hold out a p.,

or :

a boy of much p., see Promising.
PROMISE, V.,

(flap' followed
byfut. infin., sts with pre-
fixed, e.g. -). and-

(of ostenta-

tious or insincere profession), -,,-
, also in mid. (to give an as-

surance at aby's request), ava-, (to un-
dertake). To p. for certain,-

: to p. more than
one is able to perform,. See to EN-
GAGE, ' to Pledge oneself.'

To give hope]

or. To p. to oneself a
favorable result of athg,-,-.
PROMISING. Aspartcp.]

See the Verb. As adj.: that

bids fair, hopeful],,
6, y. or-,,

(sir. tt.)., 2, and,
3 (of omens, 8[c.). The matter
seems p.-ing,

: is the matter p.-

ing? is it likely to be p.-ing?

;

; ^p Of
persons, -

(e. g. of a p.-ing

youth, &c.).

PROMISSORY-NOTE, -, v. To give or issue a p.,. -
: to pay by a p., \-.

PROMONTORY,-, ., y. ,, and,, b (poet.).

PROMOTE. See to For-
ward, to Advance (trs.), and
to Elevate, to Prefer, -.....
PROMOTER. Partcpp. of

Verb. 6,',,, b. See to Pro-
mote. Also 6.

(of any crafty

design),,, b.

PROMOTION,, y.

(as act),-,., .,, y. Advancement,

preferment], -
receive p., (pass.).
PROMPT, adj., 3. -, 2. Also or-, 3., 2. ?,, ., 2., 2

(eager),, 2 (not

shuffling or making excuses). See

Ready, Quick.
PROMPT, v. 1 To assist at

aloss] -. P.-d,, 2.

To incite, to instigate] Vid.

PROMPTER,,, 6. To act the part of the

p., iv.

PROMPT-ITUDE, -NESS,
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?,,,-,, .
PROMULGATE,7rpoa7op£U-(). and..
PROMULGATOR. Crcl.with

verbs in to Promulgate.
PROMULGATION, -, ?;. See Publication.
PRONE,,-, . See Bent, Inclined.

II Impropr.],--, -, 2.,, ' . P. to an-

ger, ?, 3.

PRONENESS,,, ., . See

Inclination,,-, . P. to vice,, : p. to anger, —.
PRONG, , , 6.,, (tyne of a

deers liorn). Furnished with p.'s,

see Pronged.
PRONGED^, 3., , .

Two-p.,,,., 2. , 2 : three-p.,, , , : four-p.,, 2.

PRONOMINAL,-, 3.

PRONOUN,, .
PRONOUNCE. «U To pro-

duce a sound by the voice~\ --,-,-,-, { ).
To express by words]-

{utter).

(e. g., to p. a sentence).

See to Declare.
PRONUNCIATION (the act

or the ability ofpronouncing), -, ., .,, -. A had p.,,
: good p.,, .
PROOF. If The act of prov-

ing] -and-, .-, 6. See Demonstration.
^f That by wch athg is proved, the

means of proving], -,-, -, . See
Evidence, Sign, Testimony.
To adduce or hring forward a p.,

or : to

allege as a p. in favour of athg,

/os :

to afford or furnish a p. that —

,

— : to

give p. of athg, .
: to

give cogent p., (comp.
Lot. evincit ratio) : to afford a
hetter p. than athg,-

: a p. of it

is —, as a p. of it the following
may be mentioned, or the fol-

lowing may serve as a p.,

or () [0§*
the subsequent clause being attended
by the particle\ ^j Test, ex-
periment],,-, 77. To make p. of athg,
put athg to the p.,,-,-. -,

(464)

(Thuc.). -
(Thuc.), -

(PL),,.
: to put aby's courage to the

p.,: to give p., -
(specimen sui edere. Thuc.) :

to be brought to the p.,

(Thuc.). [ As adj.], 2., 3 :

to be p., (pass.),, or -
(pSS.). See APPROVED,

Tried, ^p P. agst athg requires

to be variously expressed, e. g. p.

agst money, see Incorruptible :

p. agst entreaty, see Unmoved,
and generally Impenetrable :

p. agst Fire, see Fireproof,

PROOF-SHEET, prps-, .
PROP,s.,,.,, . *\\ Support

(propr. and impropr.)]-, f),and, '.,
77.,., [me-

taph.). A vine p.,, .
(Horn, ), , 6

and 77. See Support, Stay.
PROP, v. (propr.),

(). '',,. , -,
-,-.

(of a vine). See to Sup-
port.
PROPAGATE,. -,. To p. his race,

or'.
*H To spread, diffuse, extend] -.,... .
a report,,,,,-, . See to

Disseminate.
PROPAGATION,,

77., ., .
PROPAGATOR,,, 6, and Orel, with the Verbs.

PROPEL,-,-,-,-.
PROPENSITY. See Incli-

nation,,-, 77. To have a p. to or for

athg, or. or~ or .
PROPER. See Peculiar,

Own. Belonging exclusively

to a person or thing, speaking of
words] , 3. A p. name,, : the p. expres-

sion, 77 : the

p. signification of a word, 6 -
: in the

p. signification, : to use

the p. word,, -. If Proper to or for
(= APT, FIT, Vid.)]

and (e. g., the

p. time). That wch is fit and p.,, . U
Becominq] VlD.
PROPERLY,,,'..-

,. Virtue p. so called,

71 .
PROPERTY. H Peculiar

quality] or.', 6 (of a person),,.,, (of things).

See Nature, Habit, Quality.
Or simply by the art. , e. g. it

is the p. of virtue,

: or the gen. qualitat., e.g.

it is the p. of God alone to be in-

fallible, -
: to have such or such p.'s,. ^J That wch is

one's own, goods possessed] -,.,. ',.-,., -. -. It is my p., or, . -
: I acknowledge athg

to be your p., or

: to have a
good deal of p., to be a man of
good p.,

or. P. real and per-
sonal, ,

(IscB.) : .
in kind and money,

(PL) : to realize

one's p. (turn it into money),-'.
PROPERTY- TAX, -,, .
PROPHECY, s.,,, . -,,-
, ., 6. The gift of

p.,, .
PROPHESY, ..,.-.. -. (only of an oracle,

esply of the Delphian).

PROPHET,, ,, , 6.-
and -, , . A false p.,,, .
PROPHETESS,,. 77- ,, .
PROPHETICAL,-,, 3.

PROPINQUITY. SeeNear-
ness, Affinity.
PROPITIATE,,

(a deity),-
(of men). See to Appease,

Conciliate, Reconcile.
PROPITIATION,,, 6.,-, (the propitiatory victim,

4fc), also,. To offer

for the sake of p., -. See Atonement.
PROPITIATOR. Crcl. by the

Verbs.

PROPITIATORY, -,-,, 3., 2.

PROPITIOUS,, 2 (of
gods),, , a?id -, 2 (of men). To make p.,

see the Verb: to be p.,-: be p.!, and,. (poet.).

PROPORTION, s., ., ., - In

p., or or-



PRO PRO PRO
{adj.), 2. $0- Often also

by or irpos, c. ace, e. g. in

p. to his fortune, -
(Tkuc.) : in p.

to the size of the town, to? : in p. as—
,, followed by, £[C.

"[[ Symmetry], .', -,-,
/?, . Good p.,,, : out of p.,-

: to be out of p.,-. ^J Equality of ratios

{math. t.)~], . Con-
tinued p., ., V, or "-

{geom. p.) : arithmetic

p., ., .
PROPORTION,?;,. '.' or 7rpos. P.-d,, /-, -?, 2., 3. See ' in

Proportion.' Well or duly p.-d,

: badly p.-d,,
' PROPORTIONABLE. See

' in Proportion.'
PROPORTIONAL, -, 2. /See ' in Proportion,'

and comp. Comparative, Re-
lative. A mean p. (line),-, .-. .
PROPORTIONATE. ^Adj.]

See ' in Proportion.' 1[ Verb]

See to Proportion.
PROPOSAL,, 6 {g. t),

and partepp. pass, of,, {X.). See OVER-
TURE, and in the sense of public

proposals to the legislature, Qc,
see Bill, Motion. P. of mar-
riage, see Offer.
PROPOSE,.-.-. -,-,-..-...

To p. athg to aby,' ., :

to p. aby for an office,-.
purpose, intend] Vid. ^» To p.

to do athg is often translated by
using the present tense of a verb,

e. g. to p. to crown aby, -.
PROPOSITION. See Pro-

posal, , 6. , ., . and,
{scientific p.).,

{in logic).

PROPOUND. See to Pro-
pose.
PROPRIETARY, -, 2, and Crcl. with the follow-

ing—
'PROPRIETOR, , 6., , 6. 6

or .
PROPRIETORSHIP, -,.,.,
PROPRIETRESS, h-

Tior ..
PROPRIETY, t Right of

property] See Proprietorship.

(465)

U Fitness'],,
. ,, ,. Becoming demeanour],,,
. . See Decorum.
With p.,, -,.. -.
PROROGATION,,

., .
PROROGUE,.

: to be p.-d,-
or (-

lyb.). See to Adjourn.
PROSAIC. See Prose. %

Fig.], 3. *See Dry, Un-
interesting.
PROSCRIBE,..-

{to set a
price upon aby's head, Hdt.) and. {later),

whence a p.-d person, -. See Outlaw.
PROSCRIPTION,-,, . See OUT-

LAWRY.
PROSE, or -, .

{D. Hal.) : in p.,\\\.-. : to write

in p., 7-,-. -
: the art of

writing p.,, : p.

writing,, . -
: a p.-writer, -,-, .,

"PROSECUTE. 1 To con-

tinue, pursue] Vid. ^f In a legal

sense] .
', about or for athg, tij/os :

to p. aby legally, -
', for athg,, -/, or-' .. See to Accuse, Impeach,

bring an Action. To be p.-d by
aby, ,.
PROSECUTION. 1 Pur-

suit] Vid. *[} In a legal sense],, . ,
. See Accusation, Impeach-
ment.
PROSECUTOR, 6,. b,-, of aby, /. See Ac-

cuser and Plaintiff.
PROSELYTE,,
(. ).
PROSODIAL,

and-, 3., 3.

PROSODY,, ., . .
PROSPECT, View],

-, -, . See VlEW.
Tf Metaph.],, .-, . See Expectation,
Hope.
PROSPER. II (INTRS.)] -, -, -.

or .... p. as a statesman,

: agri-

culture p.-s, -. See to Succeed. U (Trs.)]
See to make Happy, to Favour.
PROSPERITY,-,-,-, -,--, and poet,-, .

or. To become in-

solent in p., -.
PROSPEROUS, "fl Favor-

able, successful] , -., 2. ,,,, 3. P. condition,', : a p. lot,,
. % Successful, fortunate (of

persons)]-,-, ., 2. , 3 and 2..
PROSTITUTE, s.,. or ,

. ,, . A com-
mon or vile p.,, :

common prostitutes, -,()
(Dem., Lot. quaestum corporis fa-

cere), {Hdt.).

PROSTITUTE, V.-.. Fig.KaT-.. To p. one-

self,..
PROSTITUTION,-, {of aby by another),-,,, (har-

lotry). Usually Crcl. by the Verb
in the prop, and fig. sense.

PROSTRATE, adj. 1 Laid
low, lying along] Ptcpp. pass, of-,-, and
pret.. »//-. ] In humble supplication]

Ptcpp. of verbs

{) {){ or ),
{),-

().,
{poet).

PROSTRATE, . To p. aby,

and to p. oneself in supplication,

see Verbs under Adj. Pros-
trate.
PROSTRATION, t Act of

falling down in supplication]-,, . -, {in supplication).

Dejection, depression] Vid. P.

of one's strength, and
-, ., .
PROTECT. See to Defend,

to GUARD,,-
{and),, .

PROTECTION. See De-
fence,,-, . ,.,.
To need aby's p., -

: to implore aby's p.,

: to afford

iiby ., ,-'.-.
PROTECTIVE,,,, 2,

and Crcl. with the Verb and
Subst.

PROTECTOR,,
, .,, . -
»), , b, and Ptcpp. of the

Hk



PRO PRO PRO
Verb. See Defender, Patron
(to which add -, . .).
PROTEST, S.,-, .,-, . To enter a p., see to

Protest. A p. of a bill,-, .
PROTEST, v. P. against athg,' tlvl or ... .
To affirm strongly, declare so-

lemnly (e.g. by the gods)] -,̂, seq. infin., usually

followed by .-,. See AS-
SEVERATE. To p. a bill (mer-
cant. t.), \ -».
PROTESTANT (mod. eccl. t.),

6 ( ) -.
PROTESTANTISM,.
PROTESTATION. See Pro-

test.
PROTOCOL,, ., . To draw up or

enter into a p.,,-.
>

PROTOTYPE, -,-, . See Model, s.

PROTRACT. See Draw
out, Lengthen, Dela, v.-,-. -,-.. . -. To be p.-d,

(pass.), ,
or

(pass.). Crcl. with -, e. g. this suit has
been p.-d eight years, .
PROTRACTION. Crcl. with

Verbs to Protract, and see

Delay.
PROTRUDE, f (Trans.)]

(to thrust athg onivard).

% (INTRANS.)J. -
(from athg). See to

Project.
PROTUBERANCE,-, (Aristot., tumour), ,

., ., -, (= hump).
PROTUBERANT, ,, . See PROJECTING.
PROUD, ,,., 2. -, 2. To be p. of athg,. '-

(pass.) . -
(88.),
or ..

: to render p.,-. . Comp.
Haughty, Arkogant, Pre-
sumptuous. U Metaph.] P.
flesh,. (surqical t.).

PROUDLY, from the Adj.
To speak p., : to be-
have very p.,.
PROVE,

«fi (Trans.) To show,
demonstrate] Vid. To p. clearly,.. @f§»

(466)

* To prove ' is often implied before

a sentence beginning with, ,
e. g. and to p. that it is as I say,

produce the act,,\
(Dem.) : to p. that what we do
is but fair, consider also this,

' ,. ^| To try, test, put to

the proof] Vid. U (Intrans.)
To befound by experience] -, e.g. worse (men), -

; curable, : if they

p. impartial,

: and' (pass.),

or simply : he p.-s (is

p.-d) to have done athg,-.
PROVED, ptcpp. of-

(pass.), , 2.'?, 3 (ofpersons only), -, 3., 2. A p.-d friend,. See
Approved. Tried.
PROVENDER. See Food,

Provision.
PROVERB,, '., ., 6 (poet, , ).

make athg a p., :

to pass into a p.,

(pass.) : to use a p., say in a p.,' (mid.) : a p. is

taken or derived from athg,

:

after the p., as the p. has it,. -. . -. -, ,
:

' like will to like,' or
' birds of a feather,

1

as the p. says,,
(PL), or ., -

: the

p. ' more healthy than Croton,'. gup The partcp. -
must always be inserted in

expressions like this last.

PROVERBIAL,-, ., -, 3. To make p.,-
: to become p.,-
(pass.) : a p. expression

or saying, -
: to use a p. phrase,-

(mid.).

PROVERBIALLY,.. To
speak or express oneself p.,-

(mid.).

PROVIDE,»,,,
(p. athg for aby or aby with athg,

), .. See FURNISH, SUP-
PLY. To p. oneself with athg,

iv .-
: I am p.-d with

athg, . . -
: to be amply p.-d

with athg, : to be
p.-d with resources,-

(Dem.) : well p.-d,-, (Thuc), 2 : able to

p.,, 2 (Aristoph.).-

, 3: easily p.-d,,
2 : to p. for athg, ,, and Att. also.

or ,, : to p. for aby,, ,, tivos (to p. for
aby's interests), , -

or.-. To provide against]() :

to p. against suffering,-
(Thuc). Also

, or , or
with subj. or opt.

($gjt but Att. more usually mid.,

except .) or . -' or -' .
PROVIDED THAT, -. or (icithsul/j.).

() or ()
with indie, optat. (subj.).

PROVIDENCE, f Fore-
thought and prudence] Vid. ^J

Divine providence], ., .. Also, .,
. .
PROVIDENT,,-, ., 3.

PROVIDENTIAL. Crcl.

with the terms under Provi-
dence.
PROVINCE. 1 Prop.]-, (a district under a gover-

nor), , 6 (in Egypt), -, (in Persia). A man
of the p.,, , '.

concerning the p.,, 3 :

the governor of a p., ',, ., -, , : to be the go-

vernor of a p.,,-.
PROVINCIAL. f Prop.], 3. P. dialect,-, fj. As subst., a p., -, , : the p.-s (opp. to

the capital), ol. % Bus-
tic, rude], 3. -, 2.,,, 3.

PROVISION, s. % Act of
providing] Crcl. ivith verb, "ff

Measures, terms] Vid.,
., ., .
To make a p. for aby or athg,-,, (aor. pass.)

or .
Provision and provisions, pro-

vender], ( ). -, ., .-, .,. Money
for p.,, : suffi-

ciency of p.,, , and- (e. g., for a month)

:

to lay in p., : want
of p.,, : to be short of

p., : p. for a jour-

ney,, , usu. pi. -, : to lay in p.,-.
PROVISION, v.»



PRO
(e. g., Polyb., to

victual a force), -
, (JC.)

PROVISIONAL. "R Tempo-
rary, ad interim], 2.

6, , or. The
p. committee (often, at Athens),

oi : p. command or

government, .
PROVISO. See Stipula-

tion.
PROVOCATION,,
(to anger),, .-, , and Crcl. with verb

to Provoke. See Offence.
PROVOCATIVE (to anger),, 3. •:, 3.

As subst., a p., e. g. of lust, -,. Crcl. with the verb.

PROVOKE,»,-. '.
To p. aby's anger, or p. him to

anger, '.
: to p. aby's hatred,

: to

feel p.-d that, or: to p. aby to athg, or to do
athg, .

: to p. aby
(by offensive or injurious words or
deeds), and-

'. , -. See Annoy, Anger. To
p. an appetite,. (whet) -

: to p. hunger or thirst, -
or ().. -

: that p.'sthirst,, 2., 3. See
Excite, Irritate.
PROVOKING, ,,, -, 3., . To be p.,. . \\\ :

it is p. to me, or.
PROVOST,, ,

. See President.
PROW,, v. With p.

turned to the enemy,-, 2 : look-out man on the p.,, , : to be

—

,-.
PROWESS. See Courage,

Fortitude.
PROWL. See to Prey, to

Plunder.
PROXIMATE. See Near,

Next, Immediate.
PROXIMITY. See Near-

ness, esply of kindred, -, .
PROXY,, . -, , . To do athg

by p., ' .
PRUDE $° is one of those

wordsfor ivhich the Greek has no
exact equivalent, because the qua-

lity denoted belongs to a different

state of manners. The nearest

t. may be, 3 (delicate,

affected), or sts -,-, 3 (used ironically), or

prps we may coin.
To play the p., (deli-

cias facere) and (be

(467)

PSY
coy, bridle up), (g. t.

to be affected).

PRUDENCE, .,, -, (and poet, -),, . -,-,-,, . See FORE-
THOUGHT, good Sense.
PRUDENT,, 2., ov., 2.-, ., 3. -, 2., 2 (all of

persons). P. counsel, or, : p. conduct, -, .,, and-, (later) : to be p., act like

a p. man,,,
: like a p. man,.. -. See Sensible,

Discreet, Cautious, Conside-
rate, Provident.
PRUDENTLY, from the adj.,

also... To behave p.,

see 'to be Prudent.'., also -. — in athg,

or .
PRUDENTIAL. Orel, with

Prudent, Prudence.
PRUDENTIALS. Crcl. with.
PRUDERY,, .

A piece of p.,, .
%$ See the rem. under Prude.
PRUDISH (nearest t), -, 3. (i§up, 3, and, 3, both rr affected or

mincing, esply in gait). To be p.,..
PRUNE, s. See Plum.
PRUNE, ( -, Theophr.). (esply

vines). See to Lop, Retrench.
PRUNER,,, (i. e. tree-cutter). Ptcpp. of

verb to Prune.
PRUNING. Crcl. with verb

to Prune. P.-hook, or p.-knife,, .
PRY INTO, - -,-.
PSALM,, . -, (eccl. t.). Saying or sing-

ing p.-s,, 2 : to —

,

.
PSALMODY,-,

-ooya, .
PSALTER,, .
\1/,, .
' PSEUDO. In composition]-, -. gu" The Eng-
lish formation is not so extensive

as the Greek, nor does it always
coincide in meaning: i^wspseudo-
graphy in classical Gr. is-, , whereas -

denotes false drawing or de-

scription.

PSHAW !. (bah)..
PSYCHOLOGICAL,-, 3 (word ofmod. coinage).

PSYCHOLOGY, -, 3 (of mod. coinage, without

classical authority).

PUB
PTISAN, 7>, .
PUBERTY,,,-, or simply,

. Of the age of p., -,-, 2 : to reach the age of p.,-, -. -. .
PUBLIC. % Intended for

everybody's use, belonging to the

stale] , 3. , 3., 2., 3. -, . Also, 3
(of the state). P. money, or the

p. treasure, or
: at the p. expense, -, , : to

carry on the p. affairs,

or :

the p. good, :

to promote the p. good or inte-

rest, : to issue

a p. notice, &c,(). (- '), (by a herald)

:

p. life, p. career, or sphere of ac-

tion,, : to lead a p.
life, hold a p. office, hold a p.
function,: to come
forward as a p. man, or in p.
life, '
(Dem.) : to be a p. man, -

: to be a p.

servant, to receive p. pay,-
: to perform a p. office,

bear a p. burthen,.
See State. H Open],
3., 2., 3
(bruited abroad). To make p.,. . -.,.

Stibstantively] The p.,, ., . , . -, ., (the spec-

tators in the theatre), or -., oi (the hearers

ofan orator), or : the
great mass of the p., ,

: to appear before or
in the presence of the p.,

or

: to be among or before

the p., : to do
athg before the eyes of the p.,

or )
: to appear in p.,-. (-) , or ', or -

: to bring forward in p.,, : to

be talked of in p.,

(pass.),,-
"pUBLIC-HOUSE. See Inn,
Tavern.
PUBLICAN. See Inn-

keeper, Landlord.
PUBLICATION,-, ., (see PRO-

MULGATION), , (of a
book, S[C.). A literary p. (in the

concrete),, ,-.
PUBLICIST, ptep. of-,,.
PUBLICITY, .

Hb.2



PUB PUL PUN, , and Crcl. with

adj. or verb.

PUBLICLY,, -, ,
(e. g. , to be p.

knoivn). (e. g., to become p. knoicn).

See under Public.
PUBLISH,.-

{by a herald),-
(by placard),-. See to Promulgate and

to make Public. To p. a book,,
(PL).

PUBLISHER, picp. of the

verb : p. of a book, ,, 6 (bookseller). ^$* 6

or is more
suitable to the author or editor.

PUCE,., 3.

PUCKER, v. See to Gather,
to Wrinkle.
PUDDL\T

G. The nearest U.

are prps", or, , or, 6. Black-p.,, ., : .-
time (e. g. in p.-time), .
PUDDLE,, , ., ., , .
PUERILE,,, . See CHILDISH.
PUERILITY. See Childish-

ness. P.-S,, , ., , : to commit p.-s,.
PUFF,.. See to Blow.

P. up, see to Inflate, if Fig.]
To p. up (with pride),.

or . -
(PL),..

(poet.) : to be p.-d

up (with pride),

(e.g. bird \-,,
JC.). or
(PL),',. -

(in pride,
Dem.). (be-

come presumptuous) and
(Aristot.). (-

lyb.). Puff off, or simply puff']^-, -. (rare in prose).
To puff off oneself,

(poet.).

PUFF, s., .,.
PUFFY. See Inflated.
PUG (dog). See Dog. «ft An

ape] VlD. P. -nose, , .
oiuoTjjs, ?'; (one that has it) : p.-

nosed,, 3.

PUGILIST,, , .
A good p.,, : to be a'

p.,.
PUGILISTIC (contest),-, v. To carry on a p. contest,.
PUGNACIOUS,,

3. ,, .
or. See QUARRELSOME.

PUGNACITY, -
t

PUISNE (French), -,-, .,
3. Also, 3.

(463)

PUKE. See to Vomit.
PULE, (as a chicken)

.

(as a child or young
animal), and-
(as a child) .

PULL, v.. . -.. To p. an oar— to,,',-
or ?7-. : to .

on sbore,

: to p. backwards,
(i. e. to back-icater) : to

p. and let go again (as a string.

<Jfc), : to play at the

game of p.-ing and hauling,-
(like our boys'

game of
' French and English"

1

).

H To pull ABOUT] -, -. . See Haul. *H

To pull ALONG]. See

Drag. % To pidl against]-. % To pull ASUNDER]
(divellere). .

If To pull AWAY from] -, -. ^f To pidl Back] See Draw
back. To pidl down] Propr... -. Impropr.,.. -,.-. The wall being p.-d down,

: the
act of p.-ing down, /iatfatptais,-,, . % Metaph.
relative to physical, strength] See
to Weaken. To be p.-d down
by the journey,. If To pull IN] See
Draw, Take in. To p. in

pieces,. See Rend,
Tear. *$ To pull off].. (of gar-
ments), -, and- (on

other persons), -,-
(one's own dress). To p. off one's

shoes, ,
or simply : to p. off

aby's shoes, : to

p. off the skin, &c, -, -. See Strip, Flay. U To
pull ON (e. g. one's shoes)] -. See to Put on. •[[ To
pull OUT].
(ofplants),.
[hair, feathers, <§"<?.). To have a

tooth p.-d out, .
See Extract. TJ To pull ]. U To pull UP] -. ',. To p.

up (—make a halt),. -.
PULL, s. Crcl. by the verbs.

PULLET, opvWiov, (a
young hen). See Chicken.
PULLEY, or -

(and as vv. U. -, -,
Lat. trochlea), .,
, or, (Math.),,
(Pint).

PULMONARY, -, 3. P. disease,, .,, . , (
higher stage of the disease),

, r\ (inflammation) : to

have a p. disease,..
PULP,, . ,-, .
PULPIT,,. -,. To enter the .,,-

: the eloquence
of the p.,, , .
PULPY,,-, .
PULSATION,',., .,

v. Attended by a strong p.,, : without p.,, 2 : weak p.,-, n : with a weak p., or
having, &c,, 2.

PULSE,, . A full

or strong p., a(5pos : a
weak p., : re-

lating to the p.,, 3:
the p. is beating,7 or

alua :
aby's p. beats irregularly or is

suspended, : the
suspension of the p.,, ?';

:

a regular p.,, : the
beating of the pulse (see Pulsa-
tion), ^j Pulse (veget.)],.,, -, %,
., 2. Like p.,

7(>-,-, : to eat

p., : a dealer in

p.,, , . See
Bean. Pea, Tare, Yetch.
PULVERIZE,.. P.-d,, .
PUMICE-STONE,,, . To smooth with p., -, : like

or of the nature of. p.,-.
PUMP, s. g®» Unknown to

the ancients : the purpose was an-
swered by ijistruments for baling,, (esply of a ship),-, (athg to draw wa-
ter), and by hydraulic machines
such as, , and -, , (a machine for
rainng waterfrom a well), -, (), (a spi-

ral enqine for raising water).

PUMP, v. (to bale).

PUMPION, PUMPKIN.
See Gourd.
PUN, s. -., (Lat. anno-

minatio).,
(a putting one letterfor another,

esply in names ; also called-, Aristot.).

PUN, V.

(esply in aby's name, by substitut-

ing one letter for another. See
Lidd. Sc. Lex.).

PUNCH. % An instrument

for boring, 8rcJ\, -, . See Awl. ^[

(Vulg.) A knock] Vid. U A
buffoon] VlD.
PUNCH. See Pierce. ^

(Vulg.) To knock] Vid.
PUNCTILIO, e.g. to stand

upon p.'s (see next art.).



PUN PUR PUR
PUNCTILIOUS (see Exact,

Nick, Precise),,
6, . To be p.,.
PUNCTUAL, *, '-, . ), 3.

Also ., .
PUNCTUALITY,,

., .
PUNCTUATE,,-'.
PUNCTUATION,,, .
PUNCTURE, s.*, . See

Prtpic *?

PUNCTURE, v. &e Prick, v.

PUNGENCY, *,*, *, h. See Poignan-
cy.

^
PUNGENT, *, 3.

*,,, . iSfeeBlTING,

Poignant, Sharp.
PUNISH,. or -, -
, and -

(esply with corporal

chastisement). To p. aby severely,

: to p. aby in purse or

money (see Fine, Mulct) : to

p. aby with death, -.
PUNISHABLE, or, 3.,, 3.

PUNISHMENT. [ Act of
punishing],, ., 6. ^[ The pain in-

flicted] ,, (for trans-

gression of a law), and poet, a-,.,,
(in person),, (esply fine).

Also, , and, .,-, and --, (esply penalty inflicted

by a judge) ; likewise,
and poet, , . See Fine,
Mulct. To suffer p., -

or (at aby's bands)
: liable to p.,,, 2 : what p. have I

deserved ?

;

—

Phrases of Attic

law : To estimate (asjudge) the

amount of p. due to the criminal,

(Lat. litem aestiniare), e.<7.,, ,
(all PL) : to lay the

p. at so and so {as accuser), -
(mid.)- \] -, e.g.,,. :

to lay the p. at a less rate (as ac-

cused in reply to the prosecutor),

(PL), and prps
(X.).

PUNNING. See Pun.
PUNSTER. Crcl. with Pun.
PUNT. Seeg.t. Boat,, (Diod., a barge

propelled by a cont).

PUNTING-POLE,, .
PUNY. See Small, Weak.
PUP, s. See Puppy.
PUP, v. (g. t.).

(469)

PUPIL. H Ward] Vid. 1
Scholar], (poet, and
PL),,, , 6,

and ptcpp. of
(to be aby's p.). *
or (in athg, ), or

(sc.).-.,
: to offer to take p/s, adver-

tise for p.'s, -. % Apple
of the eye] , ., ., , is poet, (whites and
also p."s of eyes).

^ PUPILAGE.
(

H Minority], . ^J State of a
learner], . See Ap-
prenticeship.
PUPPET,,

(as used by Lat. ivriters, e. g. ap.

Gell. 14, 1, § 23). , (PL),, .,
(all= pupa, doll, Vid.). A mere
p. (ironically),,,
(Dem.).

PUPPET-SHOW, -,.,,',, . The
actor or exhibitor of a p.,-, , .
PUPPY,, , but most

zisu.ii., and poet,-, ., . -, 77 (bitch-p.). Belonging
to a p.,, 3 : like a p.,, .
PURBLIND,, 2,

and -, - (dim-sighted). To be

p.,.
PURCHASE, v. &e to Buy.
PURCHASE, s., v. -, . To make a p., -

or -. U The thing pur-
chased. See Goods.
PURCHASEABLE, ,, 3.

PURCHASER,,, .
Ptcpp, of verbs to Buy.
PURE. H Prop, a) Free fin

stain, spots, or blemish (see

CLEAN)], 3.,
3. To make p., see Purify,
Cleanse. To be p.,

(fin athg). % ) Free fin
extrinsic admixture], 3.,,, 2.,, . .
water, ' : p. wine,

and : .
gold, or -. % (Fig.) : freefm offense or

fault], 3.,-, : p. language,

: p. (of style),, 2.

f[ (Metaph. ) : freefm moral stain

or blemish, i. e. undefiled],
3., 2. ',,
3. P. friendship, :

a p. virgin,

or : to be p., : to

lead a p. life, : to keep
oneself p. fm athg,

or : to have led

one's whole life p. fm such doings,

(PL).

PURENESS. See Purity.
PURGATION. See Cleans-

ing, Purging.
PURGATIVE, adj.-, 3, and, 2. -, 3., 2.

PURGATIVE (as subst.),,,-,,(), ., (.
or emetic, esply used by the Egyp-
tians : to take such,-

: one who sells such, -, , ).
PURGATORY. 5» The

doctrine of purgatory being only

Romish, the Greeks have no word
to express it: prps,, , or, with ex-

plication, * * **.
PURGE. See to Cleanse, to

Clear, to Purify. To p. one-
self fm sins of negligence, -

(mid.) : to p. the land
(e. g. of monsters),. "H In a medical sense] -,,, or,,

or. .
violently, : p.-d vio-

lently,, 2.

PURGING. See Purgation.,,-
(* ),

(Hipp.), : violent p.,-, -
_
PURIFICATION,?,

.,, .*., . -, . An offering of p., -, ., '. a
means of p.,, ., .,.
PURIFIER. Orel, with verbs

in to Purify.
PURIFY. See Cleanse, -,,

(from athg),, '-. To p. fm crime, &c.,. : to p. a

place by sacrifices,,-
: of p.-iug properties

or effects,,-, 3.

PURIST prps may be expressed

by, , (a comic

word, which however seems not to

be applied to persons).

PURITAN (eccl. hist.), ol -, when used as

reproach, e. g.,,-.
PURITANICAL. Crcl. with

Subst.

PURITY^, *,
. . P. of soul,-, h ' from sins,*,
*. ., . .
of style, or -*,*().
PURL, /.-. .



PUR PUR PUT
PURLOIN. See to Pilfer,

Steal.
PURPLE,, fj (the p.

fish, the p. dye, the colour p. ; and
in pi. p. clothes). As adj.-,, 3 (dark red). Dyed
with\>.,, .-, 2, also,
2, and later 3, but better Att., (genuine p., opp. to

imitations) : like p.,-, .,, b. -, , : having a p.

tinge,,2(€?:):
to have it, and

(to be purplish) : to

make p., to dye p.,.
a p. rote, cover, or tapestry,-,, , : co-

vered with p. hangings or tapestry,, 2 : one that

dyes in p. or a p. dyer,-, '()5, 6., 6 :

a place of p. dyeing,-, ., :

a dealer in p.,-,--, , 6 : the trade of a
dealer in p.,-,-, 77 : bordered or trimmed
with p. stripes,, is:

the p. (fish),, , also,, - : one occu-
pied in catching the p. (fish),,,, b\:

to fish for p., be a p. fisher,-. ipsp For otlier coin-

pounds ivith-, see the Or.
Enq. Lex.

PURPORT, s.,
(the subject-matter), ,
(effect, meaning), -

(contents). The p. of the
letter was the following,-, or' ttj. See Effect, Teno ur,
and comp. Import, s.

PURPORT, v. Crcl. e.g. this
letter p.'s to be, '-, «is.
PURPOSE, s.,,, . See INTEN-

TION, Design, , 6. See
Aim. , (end). To ac-
complish one's p.,, -

: not to
accomplish one's p.,., or, or. : my .
is —

,.
: your infirmity of p.,

(Time) : for or with what p. ?' or
;
',, ; for that p., ,

: for the p. of

—

,

(with infin.). (with subj.

and optat.) : to some good p.,., -,, 2. -,-,, : to no p., -, 3. , 2: labour
to no p., : on p.,
see Purposely. That is done
on p.,, 3.,
3., 3 : that is no-
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thing to the p.,

or ' (or, prov.),

also : to speak
to the p.,

(Hdt.).

PURPOSE, v.. -.. -.\.,.
(seq. infin.). See to Design, In-
tend.
PURPOSELY,,.. .,,. , ,,,. ,

and . To do athg

p., or-.
PURR (as a cat), g. it. -,. (§^> The Gr. has

no distinctive words for the pe-
culiar sounds of this animal, see

Mew.)
PURSE,, . -', . -, . One's private p.,

: to give or spend
out of one's p., ' or

: to defray
the cost out of one's own or pri-

vate p., or ' -.
PURSINESS, -,, (and from the

adj.).

PURSLANE, and
-X>»h - -Also and-/os, (Tlieophr.).

PURSUANCE. Orel, ivith the

Verbs. In p. of athg,. See According to.

PURSUANT TO. See Pur-
suance.
PURSUE,, -,
-, -, -,-,(-), and. .-. and -. [[ To prosecute,

carry on, continue]. -,
or -. To p. his

work, ' :

his project, -
: his way,

or. ^J

pursue the study of athg]-" .-.
PURSUER,, , 6.

6,,.
PURSUIT,, . -, 6. A further p.,,

: in the p. of the lion,. See Chase.. To carry

on the p., see to Pursue. To
go too far in p., : to

join in p.,. 1J Occu-
pation] VlD., . -, . See Study. Li-
terary p.'s, 77 -

(see Study, s.) :

one given to literary p.'s, b-
: to devote onself (or one's

time) to philosophical p.'s,-'.

PURSY, •., (ASTH-
MATIC, Vid., also = flatulent,

Hipp.),, 2, and-, 3..'.
PURTENANCE. See Ap-

purtenance.
PURULENT,, is., 2, and see under Pus.
PURVEY,.
PURVEYOR,,, 6.

PUS, and, . See
Matter. To promote or assist

the formation of p.,,. . .
: that promoting the for-

mation of p., 7ruoTrotos, 2. See
Suppurate.
PUSH, v. .., e. g. -

(aby into the mire, Dem.).
See Thrust, Shove. To p.

(one's way) through a crowd. See
to Force, to Press. To p. on
= advance, : to p.

away, : to p. fm oneself,

(mid.) : they kept
p.-ing off each other with conts,

(Th.) : to p. off

from land, and
(both Horn.) : to p. about,

: to p. about the wine-
cup,

(.), (Me-
nand.) : to p. together, p. in to-

gether,: to p. matters
on, (Hdt.) :

to p. things too far,. See to Urge, Press,
Impel, Propel.
PUSH, S., 6. , h

(ofany bodily contact). To give

aby a p., : to make a p.,

(to exert one^spower)
or (to strive ardent-

ly) : the enemy is making a p., ol.
PUSILLANIMITY, -, -', . See COWARD-

ICE.

PUSILLANIMOUS, -, -, 2. To be p.,-, -.-. See Cowardly.
PUSTULE,,

(g. t. for rising on skin whether as
blister or eruption),,, , and dim. -, : also•,, . A large p. (or

pimple),-, , or-,, : to get or have
p.'s, : an erup-

tion of p.'s,, :

covered with p.'s, seefollowing.

PUSTULOUS,-, , and-, .
PUT,..-. See Set, Lay, Place.

^p When it lakes its object under
government of a preposition, a
compound is often used : often also

a verb ofspecific meaning is used
in preference to the general notion.

Thus, to p. athg in or into athg

(or aby),,
: to put athg on athg (as



PUT PUT PYR
e. g. hat on head),

(see P. on) : (as a hettle on

the fire),/« ()
or : to p.

athg to athg (e. g. flute to lips),- or- -
. See to Apply. To p. a ques-

tion to aby,-, --
Tivt. See to Propose.

To p. the case. See to Suppose.
To p. athg on board ship, -( ) : to p.

aby on board. See to Embark.
To p. into (e. g. a chariot), -

: (as plants into the

ground),.-
vcu : (as seed),

: to p. athg under athg or

aby,-,- and
(as e. g. a carpet under one'sfeet)- : to put aby
or athg under= in subjection
to, Vid., and to Subject : to p.

aby over= in command of, Vid.

To p. to sea, : — into

port,,, or-, or- vuvv... $W For
a vast number of phrases with

substt. often under government of
the prepositions in, to, S[C, the

rendering must be sought under
the several substt., e. g. to p. in

fear, in mind, in practice, in

a passion, in order, in prison,
in print, in hand, in motion

;

to p. to shame, to the blush, to

dkath, to the hazard, to the
vote ; to p. into aby's hands,
mind, or head ; to p. at the

head, out of hand ; to p. an
end (or stop), to p. one's trust
in, to p. a construction upon.
—To p. aby on his mettle,-

: to be hard p. to

athg, or, : to p. aby
(hard) to it, -

(PL), see Distress,
Perplex, Press (hard), and
Shifts.
PUT ABOUT,,.
PUT aside. See Put by.
PUT AWAY,-,--.. See REMOVE,

Dismiss. To p. away one's wife,

see to Divorce.
PUT BACK, ,-,-. See to RE-

PLACE, -,- (cause

to recede). See Repel, Reject.
To p. further back,, : to p. back
(a ship) to a place, -,>.
PUT BY,,-

(p. on one side), -,-. (throiv

aside). To p. by (sparry) a

thrust, (mid.).

(as savings, see Lay
by)•

PUT DOWN, -, -,,
(to p. down in a place and leave
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there). To p. down in an ac-

count, : money in

payment,. «ft To
suppress],.
IT To depose (from rule, ?.)]
Vid. To p. down a speaker,-,-.
PUT FORTH,-,-.

(reach out). To p. forth

one's strength, see Exert. To
p. forth (as buds, S[C.\, : to

p. forth a book, see to Edit,
Publish.
PUT FORWARD,,

(as pretext) , and po-,-, --, mid. (as screen or defence),- (as screen or pretext),

/os. See Advance, Al-
lege.
PUT IN, (e. g.

seed, ), "ft To mterpose]
To p. in a word for aby,-

: to p. in bail for aby,, or, or, or, ,. *ff To give one's name as
candidate for a place~\-

(e. g. ,
the consulship) .. See
Canvass, Candidate, and Try
for.

PUT off (as agarment),-,- : (a ship), -.. To p. off

athg to another time, see Defer,
Postpone. To p. aby off with
vain hopes, -

: I am not to be p. off

with that, .
PUT ON (a garment), -,,-, (on

oneself), ,,/ and -,- (on

another). To p. on one's shoes,

: to p. on one's sword,
see Gird. To p. on a tax, see

to Impose. To p. on a grave
face,, see to Assume.
PUT OUT,

(

,-, (cast out). To
p. out from port to sea,-, or: to p. out a flag or signal,' : to p. out aby's

eyes, (,-) :

to p. out one's child to be taught,

: to p. out

money on interest, -
, see Interest : to p. out

(a book), see Edit, Publish. To
p. out (of one's self-possession),

see to Disconcert,,
: that I mayn't be

p. out, ' : to

p. out (a fire),, see to

Extinguish. To p. out of joint,., see to

Dislocate.
PUT to (as horses to a chariot),.
PUT together,

( ), .-. or,
or . See

Compose, Join, Compare.
PUT up. See Set up, Erect.

To p. up (as aflag), see to Hoist.
To p. up (a parcel),., see P. together. To
p. up a prayer, Vid., and of-
fer, present, v. : to p. up (=
start, as game, Qc),.

: to p. up (as a sivord

into its scabbard),,-( ) :

to p. up to athg, see Instruct.
To p. up aby to do athg, see to

Induce, to Instigate. To p.

up to auction, Vid. To p. up
with athg, , -,,,,. See Endure, Sub-
mit, Bear with. To p. up for

(a place), see P. IN. To p. up at

aby's, or at a place,, or , or, or ,, or, or .
PUT upon. See to Impose.
PUTATIVE, ptcpp. of-

(pass.) or.
(

PUTREFACTION, ,, (act ofputrefying)., ., -,,, . To re-

duce to a state of p.,. -.
PUTREFY,, pass,

perf. -,-. To cause to p., -, -, -,- :

that will easily p.,, 2 :

a p.-ing,, : a tendency
for p.-ing,, : a p.-ing

sore, , , 6 and f]

(Hipp.).

PUTRID,, 3. -,, .
PUTTY,, ), $^ ..
PUZZLE, . or, . See

to Perplex, Embarrass. To
be p.-d about an answer,, -

: p.-ing, see Confused.
This is a rather p.-ing affair,*.
PUZZLE, s. Se Perplex-

ity, Embarrassment, and
Enigma.
PYGMY (pi., a race of small

men in /Ethiopia),,,
. See Dwarf.
PYRAMID,,, .
PYRAMIDAL, PYRAMI-

DICAL,, .
PYRE. See Funeral pile.

PYRITES, , 6
(copper p., and alsoflint), -,, .
PYROTECHNY,-
, (mod. Gr.).



QUA QUA QUA

QUAB,, b, and dim., (g. t. for fish of'the

'jeon and tench kind).

QUACK, s. ayujJT»js, , .
fern., 17. Like a q.,, 3: to be a q., -

(use clap-traps in rhe-

toric).

QUACK, v. [ To cry as a
duck, S[c],.
To q. as a frog, (comic word
in Aristoph.) : prps coin.
QUACKERY,, .
pi) , (use ofclap-traps in

rhetoric),, .
QUADRANGLE,-, .
QUADRANGULAR,-, 2.? and-, 3.

QUADRANT,-(), .
QUADRATURE,-, 6.

QUADRIENNIAL, -, . . A q.

feast,,, .
QUADRILATERAL, -, 2.

QUADRIPARTITE,-, ., 2.

QUADRUPED,,
neut.-, gen. : a q. (ani-

mal), , .
QUADRUPLE,,

,., 2.-. 3 (fourfold).

QUADRUPLICATE. Crcl.

with preceding art.

QUAESTOR,, ov, 6 :

to be q.,: belonging to

the q.,, 3: office of

q., see following.

f

QU^ESTORSHIP,,
v.

QUAFF, ,
and g. t. drink, Vid.,.
QUAGGY. See Boggy.
QUAGMIRE. See Bog.
QUAIL, s.., 6, and

dim., . To keep q.'s,

: excessive love
of q.'s,, : one
that catches q.'s,,
a, b : the catching of q.'s, 17. $fg*-, , afavourite sport or pas-
time of the Athenians, consisting

in aiming at a quail, and-. to indulge in that sport.

QUAIL, v. See to Droop.,- and--.
QUAINT, ^ The nearest

it. may hefound, according to cir-

cumstances, under Nice, Affec-
ted, or Old-fashioned.
QUAKE. See Shake, Trem-

ble.
QUALIFICATION,

«fl That
which makes aby or athg fit for
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athg'] Crcl., e.g. the q.'s for a ru-

ler,

: what are the q.'s for a
philologer, . See

Fitness, Capacity, Ability.
Also , e. g.

(Thuc, q. for con-

tending in the games). To possess

the necessary q.'s for athg, -
or. : to

admit aby's q. for an office,-. m̂ Abatemeni\'Kapa-, (PL, a qualifying

remark).

QUALIFIED. See under
Qualify.
QUALIFY. 1 Make aby or

athg fit to be athg] See to Fit (for

athg). or. -
(later). Q.-d,,

2., 3 : and fin -, c. inf. See Fit,

Capable. 1J To qualify an as-

sertion] (PL).

QUALITATIVE,,
3 (imparting quality),

(dat., in point of quality, opp. to

in point of quantity,).
QUALITY,,-,, ., .,, and esply.. Particular q.,,,. $* Inmany

cases the subst. is suppressed, and
Crcl. by tJte art. in neut. c. gen.

or, and ace. of tJie object in

which the quality spoken of is per-
ceptible or inherent, e. g. the q.'s

of animals, or. See PROPERTY.
Of the same q. as,' : without q.,,
2 : to impart a q.,, ivhence

adj., 3. Bank] Vid.
A person of q.,, 6. -, ., , ..
QUALM. See Sickness, Lan-

guor. Q.'s of conscience, Fid.,

and misgiving.
QUANTITATIVE,-... There is

a q. difference between two things,

(Arist.).

QUANTITY,,,
., ., 6. So
great a q.,, -', --

: one ought not to inquire

respecting their q., but their qua-

lity, -,' : without
any q.,, 2. See Great-
ness, Magnitude. Great q.,

see Abundance. U Metrical'],. A syllable that has

a long q., , 2.

QUARANTINE. To perform

q., .
QUARREL,*, ,,.

poet,, . See Conten-
tion, Dispute, Strife. Object
of q.,,.

QUARREL, v. , -, ,-. See Contend, Dispute,
STRIVE. Also,-

(to find fault with
aby). I have a q., am involved
in a q. with aby.

(.) .
or .

(poet, and Hdt.)
: to seek or pick a q.

with aby,. : to

raise a q. between persons,-
or. .

QUARRELSOME,-, 2., , ., 3. To be q.,-
: a q. disposition,-', : a q. fellow,-,, ,

6.,, , 6.

QUARRY, s. H A square]
Vid. A stone mine] -,-, (usually in pi.). i[

Game fioivn at by a hawk] Crcl.

with verbs to Fly at, to Chase.
QUARRY, v. See to Hew

and to Dig. Labour of q.-ing

in the mountains,,
(Hippocr.) : one so employed,, 6, (AnthoL).

QUARRYMAN, -, -, 6., 6.

QUART,,, 6 (dry

measure), , (liquid

and dry measure). See Pint,
Gallon.
QUARTAN (e.g. fever), -, b. To have

a q. fever,".
QUARTER, s.-, (thefourth part). Q. of

a year,, (Hdt.). -, b. II Region]
Vid., (of the heavens).

The four q.'s of the heavens, ai
(Hdt.). ggf*

With ref to the cardinal points,

quarter is best expressed by an
adv. ofplace, e. g. in what q. the
sun rises or sets, b, . Q., = ward,
of a city,, : to divide the
city into q.'s, or wards,-
(PL) : also, the q.'s of a city,, (Hdt.), see

District. From all q.'s, -
: from many q.'s,-,. See DI-

RECTION. ^\Ofan animal] The
hind q.,, . *\\ Quarters,

esply of soldiers] Sts, ai

(not ' tents'), also, .
To p. into q.'s, : to as-

sign as q.'s, : to

have q.'s assigned one,-
(pass.) : a house is as-

signed as q.'s,. See to Quarter. Win-
ter quarters, Vid. To take up
one's q.'s with aby,

or . -
(mid.)



QUA
(PI.) : to move one's q.'s,-( , .).
fl Metaph.] To come to close q.'s

with aby, e. g. the enemy,
'/ or .

at)ta/uoi/ {Hdt.).

See Engage, Encounter. %
The grant ofhis life to a conquered
enemy] E.g. to ask q.,-

: to give or

grant q.,

: also (to take alive),

e. g. to grant no q., or sts,,/.
QUARTER, v. «ft To divide

intofour parts]>. *[j

To station, put into quarters]

(bring to q.'s). -
(assign as q.'s). See

Billet. <^§> But obs. that the

verbs there given are much more
cmly used in tlie intrans. sense=
to be q.-d,, -, , (all= take up
one's q.'s, , ),-

(to be billeted upon another,, 6, one so q.-d, and, liability to have per-
sons q.-d on one, Cic. Att.).

QUARTER-DECK,,
(g. t. for hinderpart ofa vessel).

QUARTER-MASTER,-, , 6., 6

(fsocr.).

QUARTERLY,,
3. ,.
QUARTET, QUARTETTO,

prps ,
V.

QUASH. 1 Prop.] See to

Crush. *\\ Fig.] See to Annul,
make Void, () -,.
().
QUATERNION,

and-,.
QUAVER, v. To shake,

tremble ( Vid.), esply of sound

:

(in music, to trill).. A q.-ing,,
6 (on an instrument),, 6

(with the voice),, 6

(both together),, .
QUAVER, s. See preceding

article.

QUAY,, . -, , ., . Q. of a

sea-port,, 6.

QUEER. See Strange, Odd.
QUELL. See to Put down,

Suppress. To q. a riot or in-

surrection, .
QUENCH, (of

fire) : also -, --. See Extinguish. To q.

the thirst, .. See to AL-
LAY.
QUERIST. Crcl. with verbs

in ASK, INQUIRE.
QUERN,, .
QUERULOUS. See Plain-

tive, COMFLAINING.,
3., 3, and-',-, 2 (poet.).

QUERY. See Question.
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QUI

^
QUEST. U Search],, . Crcl. with verbs, e.g.

to be in quest of athg,,. . See to

Search.
QUESTION, s. H To which

an ansiver is expected],, and partcpp. pass, of
(= thing asL•d).,, .
To put a q. to aby, -

: to answer a q.,

: to bother aby
with q.'s, -

: to this q. he would
not answer,

:

in the form of a q.,-, 3. Tj A subject of investiga-

tion] ,, ,
and later,, . -. A q. = a doubtful
point,,,-, : a q. is raised,--. : to put
a q., ,

(Athen.) :

that's not the q.,») : no q. about that,

: without q.,. See UNQUESTIONABLE.
The q. is — ,. -

: that's another q.,7 : to

put the question (to an assembly),

see put to the Vote. <pj= Sts

question is omitted, as e.g. to enter

again into the whole q. of— ,. See
Argument, Discussion. if

Torture], . To put to

the q.,.
QUESTION, i>. (aby about

athg),, (-,), . -. See ASK,
Interrogate, Inquire.
With accessory notion of uncer-

taintyor implied doubt]...
QUESTIONABLE, -, -,-, 2.

QUIBBLE, s. (petty Cavil,
&§° which ivord is omitted), -, (g. t. fallacy), -, (esply legal; false argu-
ment). Logical q.'s,

(Julian) : petty q.,, 6.-, . (all

Aristoph., and usu. pi., as-).
QUIBBLE, V.

(mid., g. t.)..
QUICK. TJ Living (opp. to

dead)] Vid. Q. with cbild, see

Pregnant. Tj Swift],, . See Nimble, Swift.,, . See SHARP, Keen.
Q , be q. ! ,,

! q. pace, q. march, -, and adv. : one could

not be too q.,

: q. of hand,, , :

q. of action, -yos, 2: q. of

growth,?, 2 : q. to

anger,,, , and,

QUI
2 (to be — ,) : q. at
seizing,, (to be —

,

) : q. of hearing, -, 2 : q. at learning, -, . ^ For other Greek
compounds expressing ' quick of
athg,' 'doing athg quickly,' or
compounds of quick, as e. g.
quick -sighted, quick-tempered,
see the Gr. Eng. Lex. under-
and -. H As subst. (by ellip-

sis offlesh)], . To cut to

the q., (prop, and

fig.). See Sensibly.
QUICKEN. ^ Make alive].. If Hasten,

accelerate] Vid. *|f Excite]-..
QUICK-LIME, -, .
QUICKLY. From the adj.,

also , , ,. . As q. as

possible, '. or, ,
(poet.) : as q. as he could,.
QUICKNESS, ,, . , . See Ce-

lerity, Swiftness. Q. of wit,, h.

QUICKSAND,,
(g. t).

QUICKSET (HEDGE),-, 6. , ., ., (sts b: a prickly shrub

used for the purpose).

QUICK-SIGHTED,--
and -, , and -,

2. To be q.,.
QUICK-SIGHTEDNESS,- (and -), -,-, .
QUICKSILVER,, 6 (native q.).

(artificially prepared fin cinna-

bar).

QUIESCENCE. See Rest.
QUIESCENT. See Quiet,

of "FifrsT

QUIET, ', 2 (without

quick motion and without sound),, 2 (without commotion),', 3 (comparat.-
and -, 3). ', 3.-, 2 (without occupation). See

Still, Calm, Gentle. A man
of q., steady character, -, b : to be q., -,, or..,-

and ,
(to keep still), . ', (^5"

in Hdt. always with negative),: be q., will you?'
;

QUIET, s.,,, ., . See

Rest, Stillness. To live in

peace and q., } '..
QUIET, .. -. See to Calm, to PACIFY.
QUIETLY, and-

(g. t.) (). ().



QUI RAC RAG
], (and fin the other

wljj. in Quiet). To take or

bear athg q., or

. .
or .

QUIETNESS. See Quiet.
Q. of disposition,, .,, r).,
77 (moderation, e. g. -, q- in dress).

QUIETUDE. See Quiet-
ness.

QUILL, ,
(Hipp.), and , 6
(PL). Q. of a porcupine,,

: q. for striking the lyre,-, .,, .
QUILT, s., prps or, /oOs(}, .
QUILT, v., prps.
QUINCE, \>.

. or (
variety).

QUINCE-TREE, -. ?';., .
QUINQUENNIAL,-, 2. , and..
QUINSY,,,

V-

QUINTAL {Lot. centupon-
dium), , . See
Pound.
QUINTESSENCE, -., r). , .
QUINTIN. $> Similar to

this English game is the-
(Hipp.),- (Aret.),

r) : in which the, a large

leatliern sack, filled icith sand, fig-
grains, or flour, was suspended
to be banged to and fro by the

athletes.

_ QUINTUPLE, /^,
,., 3.

QUIRE. See Chorus, Choir.
QUIT. See to Depart,

Leave. To q. (= acquit) one-
self like a man,.
QUITE, '?.,-,. ().'. ..., (from

the very foundation, see Com-
pletely). Q. happy, >. 51 Also rendered by
superL, q. sure or safe,-,, 3.

QUITS, e.g. to be q. with aby,.
t

QUITTANCE. «U Discharge], . -, .
QUIVER, S., . -,, 6 (Hdt.).

QUIVER, ..' (mid., poet., of the
voice). See to Tremble.
QUIZ, v..
QUO IF. See Hair-dress,

Cap.
QUOIT, 6. To play

at q.'s,
: playing at q.'s,, r).

QUOTA, .
(474)

QUOTATION. Crcl. with the

Verb.

QUOTE, -,-... -. See ADDUCE.
QUOTH (I, or q. he),.,',. '. ?j

' os.

QUOTIDIAN, , , '. See DAILY.
QUOTIENT, .
QUOTITY,,, .

RABBET, s., (g. t.).

RABBET, .,-'.
RABBI,, (Heb. L),

also, , (eccl.).

RABBIT, *, . -,, (Strab., ichere prps
it should be, , JEol. —
hare),, (prop. = le-

veret).

RABBLE,, 6. -, ., (poet.). See
Mob. Liketber.,aup</jtTo)5)/s,2.

RABID. See Fierce, Fu-
rious, Mad.
RACE, s. f Of men],. , . , . Of

the same r.,, . -, 2 (also= ivorshipped by
those of the same r., PL),

or : of
another r.,, 2 : to

spring or descend from such a r.,

: descend-
ing from a noble r.,, 2.

to descend from, to trace one's

origin from an ancient r.,

: to distinguish

r.'s, or by r.'s,- (Th.,

whence subst. -, r), and
adj.-, 3, skilled in dis-

tinguishing r.'s, both Clem. Alex.).

See Family, Kind, Breed.
*W Course], (both on foot
or horse). Chariot r.,-, : horse r.,,
r) : foot r., Vid.

RACE, v., -
(aho of ships),-

(foot r.). To r. with
aby, .
RACE- COURSE, ,., ., .

(poet.).

RACE -HORSE, RACER,', .
RACINESS. From the adj.

Racy.
RACK, s. if Wooden grate

for hay ofcattle],.
% Instrument oftorture],,, (Aristoph.). -,, ., (wheel of torture), -, . To put to the r.,. '.— Me-
taph. (= to torture). To
put aby to the r.,

. -
or ': to

extort a confession from aby on
the r., . ^f
Clouds driven by the wind] --.
RACK, v. If To stretch] Vid.
To put to the rack] See Rack,

s. 1 To clarify] Vid.
RACKET. See Clatter.
RACY, -,, 3 (of wine). Of

style, relat. to ancient authors,

prps, (having the good-
ly rust of antiquity, simple, na'ive,

Cic. Alt.) ; and subst.,
(simplicity, naivete).

RADIANCE or RADI-
ANCY. See Brightness,
Glitter.
RADIANT,,,

ov, and (=splendens
and nitidus),, 3. See
Beaming, Bright, Glitter-
ing. Their faces were r. with joy,,.
RADIATE. See to Beam.

R.-ing,, 3. -, 2 : to r. in all directions,.
RADIATION,,

y)., ., .
RADICAL. Prop.] -, 3., 2 (growing

from the root). <fl Fig. =primi-
tive] , , . A r.

word, ,-, -,, .
Essential], 2. -, . ^} Entire, thorough']

VlD. A r. cure,, r).

(

RADICALLY,,-
/, (radicitus). is,.
RADISH,, , ., . Like a r., -(), (Theophr.).

RADIUS, ,
. .
Within a r. of ten stadia,.
RAFFLE. See to cast Lots,

Lottery.
RAFT,, r).,.
RAFTER,, , r)., , . ", .

The r.'s that meet and cross each
other, (Horn.).

RAG,, (a ragged gar-
ment),,.-, (poet.). R.'s (and
tatters),,. -, (poet.) : covered with
r.'s,, 6, : to be —

,

.
RAGAMUFFIN,,. A parcel of r.'s,, .
RAGE, s. See Fury, (vio-

lent) Anger. % Enthusiastic or

eager desire], r). To have
a r. for athg, -.
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RAGE, V. (pass.).

or (to be mad),,, -
(poet.). A disease is r.-ing,,7;,5,.

RAGGED,, . -,, (Anthol.). -, 3. A r. garment,,
: to be r. (go in rags),-

: a r. fellow, <55,
'RAGING. See Furious,
Mad. A r. disease,, or, or , .
RAG-MAN,,, 6.

RAIL, s. A cross-beam] -, , . See Railing.
Bird] Land-r.,,,

6., . ^| Rail-

road, railivay] Prps
or, .
RAIL, v. i\ To enclose with

rails] (g.t. fence),. -.
RAIL (at),.

(poet, and Ion. prose),-
(ivith slang). To r. at one

another, (mid.). See
to Abuse, Revile.
RAILER,, 6, ., 6, (str. t.).

RAILING, t Enclosure], 6, and,
(balustrade). U Reviling]-,. ', .,
(Ion.). To get to r.,

(Hdt.).

RAILLERY,, .?, •,,
.,, 6.

RAIMENT,,, .-\,-, .,
(frequently per, -). See Clothes.

RAIN, s. ' or air', or simply' from the

context. A gentle v.,, 6 :

a violent or pouring r.,

or 6. '
: fine, misty r.,,

ados, : a gust of r.,

: it is dropping r., xf/ :

without r.,, 2 : want
of r.,, : bringing

r.,,, 2. See

Shower.
RAIN, v. .. It

rains, b or 6.. ' ( -) : it r.'s hard, ', '-
: it r.'s in torrents,

: it rains in a

country, : it r.'s

very rarely in Assyria,

[sc.] : a land where it rains,, : to r. stones,

blood, &c, ,
: to cause to

r.,.
RAIN-BOW, lots, loos, .

R.-like,, .
(475)

RAIN-DROP, ' ^-, . , .
RAIN-WATER,

>

-. or, .
RAINY,, 2.-, 2., 2. The . sea-

son, or,
: the r. month, -

: . weather,, -, .
RAISE, f To lift up]',

-,- (mid. is used if
athg is raised belonging to the siib-

ject). See Lift, Heave. *\[ Mis-
cellaneous phrases] To r. a siege,

a blockade, -. : to

r. troops or an army,
or or

: to raise money,
means,, :

to r. money by trade and loans,

: to . ghosts,

: to r. one's

voice, : to r. a cry,

or.." or-
(the tivo latter ofa war-cry) :

to r. a report, ».
For other senses, see Elevate,
Exalt, Erect, Set up, Rear,
or Breed.
RAISIN,,-, , . R.-wine,-, 6 : made of r.'s,,., 3:

to make r.'s, (Diosc.)

:

the making of r.'s,-, .
RAKE, s. IJ An agricultural

implement], (An-
thol.). , . ,, 6

(Anthol.)., (Eur., Lot.

harpago). IT A dissolute felloio], 6. See PROFLIGATE.
RAKE, v. f To clear, £c,

tvith a raL•]

(to r. up, as straio, Src).

or. ^| To
rake up = Collect] Vid.
RAKISH,, 2. -, 3. See DISSOLUTE.
RALLY, f (Trans.)]-..

(Joseph.). ^J

(INTRANS.)] or,. Time
to r.,, : to have a

point to r. to, a r.-ing point,

(Thuc.).

RALLY.^I To banter]-. 7-,-.
RAM, s., 6 (male-sheep

and also battering-ram). Head
of a battering ram,, h
(Thuc).
RAM, v. -, -,--. . . '(, ',, with the

original notion of rolli?ig, screio-

ing tight). To r. clay into crates

of wattled reeds, -
(Thuc).

RAMBLE, .,

,(58.).
Also-,-,-.
RAMBLE, s., RAMBLER,

RAMBLING, s. Crcl. with verbs
in to Ramble.
RAMIFICATION, f Prop.], . ^J

Fig.], (division). R. of
a science,, : of a plot,, .
RAMIFY. See Branch, v.

RAMP. See Leap, Climb.
RAMPANCY. See Preva-

lence, Exuberance.
RAMPANT. See Exube-

rant. •[} Of animals (in he-

raldry)] Prps ,
(to rear up, as a

horse).

RAMPART,,,
(g. tt.),,, b {battlement), ,

(as mound). / and, (as pallisades)., 6, and-, (tL• round ofthe walls).

To surround a town with a r.,, -.
RAMPION (plant), prps -,.
RANCID,, 3. -, 3 (g. t). Be or turn r.,. : a being or

becoming r.,,,
, and, .
RANCIDNESS. See the Adj.
RANCOROUS,,

2.,, , and -,, 2 (poet.).

To have a r. hatred of aby, -
',' Crcl. ; e.g..

RANCOUR,, .,.
RANDOM. H Adj.] See

Casual, Inconsiderate, Has-
TY., 3.,, ., 2., 2
(poet.). R. talk,', :

r. breezes,, (Hes.) :

a r. shot, Crcl. tvith

(to shoot at a venture). *{[ As
subst.] At r., '..' : to act at r.,

: talking at r.,-, 2., 2 (poet.)

:

to speak at r. on important mat-
ters, -

(Aristot.).

RANGE, s. «ft Row],, b. , .,. Course] Vid. A range of
mountains] ,. See
also Chain (of mountains). U
The range or reach (ofa missile)]' ., , e.g. (r. of
javelin, Antiph.). A place within

bow ., , :

to be within (without) the r. of

shot, () or
: to come within

the r., :

!

before they came within r.,;.
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RANGE, v. TI To place in

proper order] See to Arrange.
11 To rove over].

(pass.), ,
(both poet.).

RANGER. % One that roves

about] Orel, with verbs in to

Range. U Keeper qftlie woods], 6.

RANK, adj., 3.-, 3. To turn or become r.,. See Luxuriant (of

growth), Gross, Coarse, and
Rancid. A rank fool, &c, see

Complete.
RANK, s. f Row] Vid. f

irrarfe] £5, . , . -, ., . , .
The first r.,-, : to

have or occupy the first r.,-
or,. "-

: to aspire

to the highest r.,-
: of the same r.,., 2: to be of

the same r., :

to hold a high l\,... See CONDITION.' U Mi-
litary t.], ., ., 6. To draw up the

troops in r. and file, /-
or -

: to fight in close r.'s,

: in

. and file, ,-, ,: to march in r. and
file, -

: front-rank, rear-rank, see

Front, Rear.
RANK, v. f (Trans.)] See

to Range, Arrange, (In-

TRANS.)] To r. with aby, '-.
(pass.) ' '. -. .
RANKLE. See to Fester,

to be Inflamed. R.-ing afresh,, 2 (with v.,-, subst. -, ) : to

have a r.-ing resentment, -
(with subst.,,

fi : adjj.,, 2, and, 3).

RANKNESS. See Exube-
rance, Coarseness, and under
Rancid.
RANSACK, t To plunder]

Vid. *[[ To search thoroughly]^,-, --
v.

RANSOM, s. (usu. in

pi. , ). ,
(poet, and Hdt.). A fixt r.,, : to demand
a r., (law in Dem.) : to

set at liberty for a r.,,-, -,- : to de-
liver by paying a r.,,, and (mid.),

also : a r.-ing or pay-
ing a r.,, -, -, .
RANSOM, ., ...

See under Ransom, s.

RANT, v. (pass.),

(pass.),-
(476)

. (to speak in a
bombastic manner). R. out,.
RANT, s. 6 -, -. -, or simply, .
RANTER. Orel, with the

Verb.

RANUNCULUS,,.
RAP, V. or -

(). (with

a stick),, (),
e.g. (to r. at the door).

RAP, s., h (see g. t.

Blow, s.), and Crcl. with Verb.

RAPACIOUS,,
3. , ,., 2. ,, 6, .
RAPACITY, f Prop.]. -, . Metaph. (== avidity)], . 6 -

or' .
or,

. An insatiable r.,,
V.

RAPE,,,
(a carrying off), , (leg.

g. L). To commit a r.,... U Plant]-
and, , (turnip,

Lat. rapa, rapum).
RAPID. See Fast, Quick,

SwiFT. , 3.,, ., 3. ,
3 (poet.).

RAPIDITY,,. -,,,, .
RAPIER. See Sword.
RAPINE,, . --, . To live by r. and

plunder, -.
Inv.
RAPT, adj. See Entranced,

Enchanted, Ecstasy.
RAPTURE. See Ecstasy.
RAPTUROUS. See Ecsta-

tic.

RARE. U Of unfrequent oc-

currence], 3. To be r.,, '. U
Uncommon, select] ., .,,.,
3., . See EXCEL-
LENT.
RAREFACTION. Crcl. by

the Verb.

RAREFY,, -
(ofsolid matte}•) .-

(to reduce or diminish the

density)

.

RARITY. «U Rareness (rela-

tive to quantity or number) ]-,, .,, .
"if A rare thing],, .,., .
RASCAL,,-,,,, -, 6. To act like a r.,

-
or (prov.)

:

to call aby a r., -
(prov.).

RASCALITY,, ., .
RASCALLY. See Rascal.

A r. trick,, . -, .
RASH. H Inconsiderate]-, -,-, and,,-,,, all

2., . See Hasty,
Inconsiderate, Ill-advised,
Random, and str. t. Reckless.
RASHNESS,,-,,-,, .
RASP, S., . -, . ', ., .,, (a r.-ing knife).

RASP, . ,.
(and stricter Attic ,

scrape, grate), , - (to

file). A r.-d loaf, -, b (Athen.) : a r.-ing knife,

see the Subst.

RASPBERRY, or RAS-
BERRY, ', .
R.-juice or vinegar,

: r.-bush, or, .
RAT. gu= This vermin was

unknoivn to the ancients; express

by g. t.,, b, or by coining, 6. To smell a r. (prov.),

.
RATE, v. If To estimate, as-

sess] (a property
at such a value). Value at which
property is r.-d,, : the
house is r.-d at ten mina;, -. See
to Chide, Censure.
RATE, s. II Price] Vid. ^

Degree] Vid. R. of assessment,, , and , . 1J
Tax],. , .
"U Phrases] At this r.,, '
or : at any r.,. See Event,
Case.
RATEABLE, e.g. ther. value

of a house is —, see under Rate,
v.

RATHER,. Or r.,

: nay, r., :

hasty r. than wise,?
: I had r., would r.,

(seq. infin.) : to have r. (one thing)

than (another thing),. .
.~ . See

Prefer, Like better, g^- The
A ttics arefond ofexpressing rather

than by after a prin-

cipal sentence which is (actually

or virtually) negative, e. g. it is a

cruel resolve (= one ought not) to

destroy a whole city r. than the

guilty,

(Time). See Mad-



RAT REA REA
vig, § 89, 2, and App. 285. 1
Somewhat (=zn some degree)]

E. g. r. curved or bent, -, 2 : r. timid,,
: corn is r. dear, 6 ?

: r. before that

time, or r. sooner, -.
RATIFICATION,,, .
RATIFY,,,.
RATIO (as math, t),, b.

See Proportion.
RATIOCINATION,-?, 6. See also REASONING,

Reason.
RATION,, ,,

V.,.,, .
RATIONAL,/ or, ovcra, ., -,, 2 (ofpersons), -,, 3 (of things).

RATIONALISM,.
RATIONALIST, 6.
RATIONALLY,-. To act r.,.
RATTLE, s., -, ., .,

.,.,,, 6. U A rattle (as instru-

ment)],,.,.,.
II Fig.] A r. = noisy talker,,, .
RATTLE, ., -, xj/,, and.,,

(poetic). See CLAT-
TER,','',

(to make a noise

with a r.). They r.-d shields

against spears,

(-.) :

aby's throat r.'s,. -..
RAVAGE, .... .-. See to Destroy, to De-

vastate.
RAVAGE, s. , -,,,-
(of lands and fields),, .

See Devastation.
RAVAGED,,-, 2.

^
RAV,,,

6.,, 6, and ptcpp.

of the verbs to Ravage, Devas-
tate.
RAVE,.,

(pass.). See Rage,
v., to be Mad.
RAVEL, -,-.
To ravel out] -,--. -,-'.
RAVELIN (in fortification),', (g. t.for older

works), to ivldch may be added
(moon-shaped, or other

descriptive term).

RAVEN, s., , 6

(477)

(or crow). A young r.,-, 6 : like a r.,,,, , and,, 6.

RAVEN, . See to Devour,
to Prey.
RAVENOUS. See Vora-

cious.

RAVINE,,,, . Full of r.'s,-,-, .
RAVING, ', , .

To be r. or r. mad,

RAVISH. 1 To carry of by

force] iv. To r. a woman,
see Rape, % To delight in a high

degree] «See Delight, Enchant,
Charm.
RAVISHER. Crcl. with the

Verb.

RAVISHMENT, f Rape]
Vid. 71 Ecstasy] Vid.
RAW,, 3 (undrest, esply

of meat, opp. to e. g.,
cooked, and offruits opp. to-, ripe),, 2. To eat

aby r., .
: eating r.

flesh,,, , . -, 2 (poet.),, 2
(Thuc.) : eaten r.,, 2
(Eur.) : to cut r. or unripe,-

: bruised or pressed r.

(= unripe, as olives),,
. % Unwrought] 6, ,., 2., , and compounds
with -, e. g. made of r. (=
untanned) ox-hide,, 3.-, 2.-, 3. R. tanned,, 2 : r. flax, -, (Lot. crudum linum).

U Rude, unmannered]-, 2. ., . % Deprived of skin]

-.,-, 3 (made
r. by rubbing). *f[ Of air and
weather],, . -, 3.

w
RAW-BONED,, 3., 2.

RAWNESS, (g. t.),

and fig., (rudeness),, jjtos, v.

RAY. t A beam of light],, . Also (pi.) ai'. To emit r.'s,

: to send its r.'s in

all directions,

: crowned with r.'s,, 2. "ff A kind of
fish], , and,,
(prickly roach).

RAZE, -,-.', (poet.).

See Demolish, Destroy, and
Erase, Efface.
RAZOR,, .-,, ., , . R.

case,, .
REACH, . 1 (Intrs.)] See

to Stretch and to Extend or

be Extended,
(to r. up to) and ,
also the simple (e. g. ',,

to r. to such a point offolly),-, (to come down
to; e.g. the mountain r.'s to the

sea, ,),' Tt (to r. or extend from —
to — ). (),
with ace, or , , c. ace., c. gen., and ,, ., c.

gen., c. ace. and, and. Also
(c. ace. in Horn, and Trag., but in

prose seldom without prep, ,, , or ), -' , . ',,, . (all poet.). See
Arrive, Attain. As far as an
arrow r.'s, -

: as far as the army r.'s,

: to

r. the mark, .
See Hit. % (Trans.)],, . To r.

aby the cup, or

: to r. aby the
hand, or.
REACH, s. See Extent,

Compass, , 3 (attain-

able), , 3. -, 2. (Theophr.).

(Thuc.) : to come
within r.,

(Plut.). See Range, s.

REACT,.-.-,-.
To r. (in its turn) upon athg,

.
REACTION,, ,,.,-, .
READ,.

have r. a book, -.
: to be fond of

r.-ing, : worth
r.-ing, (, )
or : well r. (subjectively),-, 2, or-,
. -,, : to r. over,/' (or aloud), -

: to r. over

hastily, -
: to r. through,, -, --. -.

READER,, ,
6, and partep. ofverb to Read.
READILY,from the adj., and

see Easily, Promptly, and
Willingly.
READINESS,,, (state of being ready),, , (adroitness).

R. of comprehension,,, : in r., see Ready, Pre-
pared : to keep oneself in .,-

: to stand in r.,

or.-. :

to have in r., '.
if Willingness] Vid.
READING, ,, .
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Love of r., :

a person of great r., '. ^j

Words of a passage], -, . Different, va-

rious r.,,:
the difference in the r.'s,-, : there exist different

r.'s,.
READING-DESK, -,-, .
READY. «ft Prepared]-,, 3. -, 2., . Also, , -, 2. Lying r. at hand,--, 3: to make r.,-,, -

: to get r., keep oneself

.,.-
(of soldiers). See in

Readiness. ^J Accomplished,

finished, done] VlD. U Willing]

Vid. "|f Phrases] A r. speaker,

or,
: to pay

in r. money, -
: to have a r. sale (of goods),. -.

REAL,, 3.,
., 3. ,, .
R. things, : the r. na-

ture of a thing, :

r. life, b .
See Actual, Practical. R.
property, , . -

or ,.
REALGAR,,

(Lat. sandaraca, AristoL, red sul-

phuret of arsenic).

REALITY,, . ,, ., h-,
h. -, h- To exist in •.,' , -

: in r., .: ap-

pearing greater than in r.,

: it is not so

in r.,.
REALIZATION, '.
REALIZE, .. To be or become

realized,,
(passive),

: to realize one's plan,' or.. To r. property,

(to turn into money)

:

to r. a profit, : by
which he r.-d a clear thirty minas
per annum, ' -

(Dem.).

REALLY,. Ty-, ., . '.
R. ? ; -

;

REALM,, .,
V.

>

REANIMATE,,. See to QuiCKEN.
REAP,.,. and\- (fruit of

all kind), (poet., Hdt.).

(478)

(offield and tree fruits).

*H Fig. : to receive, to enjoy]-
and .. . the fruits

ofathg, -
or .
REAPER,, od, ., , 6., jj

(fem.).

REAPING-HOOK, -, ., .
REAR, v. See to Raise, to

Lift up, to Erect, ^f To bring

tip],. -. To r. in, :

to r. together with, -,-
: r.-d with, together in,

-, -,-, 2 : to .
children, : r.-ing

children,, 2 : athg
r.-d,, (poet.),

: r.-ing, ,,,, : a
r.-ing or being r.-d alone,-, ) : reward for r.-ing,, and poet,,,. ^[ (INTRS.)] To
r. (as a horse), ,

(struggle and kick,

.), (JUT.),-
(poet. r. up, and Trs. r.

up and throw the rider).

REAR, s., , and,, and (}-), ',-, . To bring up the r.,

: to cover the r.,-
: to get or put the

river in one's r., -.
REAR-GUARD, -. To be in it,-

: the command of it,, : commander
of it,, : to be so, oip-.
REAR-RANK-MAN, -

(as front-rank man,-), , 6.

RE- ARRANGE,-, whence subst.,
(re- arrangement).

REASON, s. ,, 6.

() - (). -
() ('?), --, .

(PL). Right r., or
(PI.) : endowed with

r., void of r., see Rational,
Reasonable, Irrational. R.
teaches us, it stands to r., 6 -

: to bring aby to i\,. *\\ Ground, cause]

uiTia, t). , , and -, r\ (alleged r., often pre-
text)'. What just r. have you for

despising?

(PL) ; with r. one
may, or good r. why one should,

c. inf.: for

Avhat reasons (on what grounds)?

; without any
one good r., '

: to state one's r.,': I had many r.'s

(grounds, motives) for doing this,

: for this .,
or. :

for these r.'s, ',, : from what-
ever r., or whatever may be the

r., ', ,() : there is no r.

why, &c, '.
See Cause, Ground, and Why,
Wherefore. By r. of, see Be-
cause of.

REASON, V... The r.-ing fa-

culty, ,-. See to Argue, and to

Conclude, il To discourse by

way of reasoning], -, .
REASONABLE. 7[ Endowed

with reason] or ,, ., 2.-, 3 (.),, 2. -,, 3. , 2.

Consistent with reason] -, , 2. , .
Not immoderate, just],

3., ., ', 3.

See Fair. What is (but) r., to.
REASONABLY, .,,. To act r., -

: one may r.,

c. inf.

REASONING,,
. Act of .,, -, , and Orel, with verb to

Reason : art of r., ,
: false \,-, : specious r.,-, ) : to use it,.

REBATE. 1 To blunt] Vid.

i[ To deductfrom the price] See
Deduct.
REBEL, V......
REBEL, s., ptepp. of verbs to

Rebel. To join the r.'s party,.
REBELLION^Taats,-, . To urge aby to r.

agst aby,,-..
REBELLIOUS,-,, 3.-, . To be r., .

.
REBOUND, -,--, , pass, (of

bodies in general). See Reflect,
Reverberate, Recoil.
REBUFF. See Refusal.
REBUILD,,

with or without, -,-..-.
REBUKE, v. and s. See to

Blame, Chide.
REBUT. See Repel.
RECALL, v. U To call back]

-, -,- : to

r. athg to aby's recollection or

memory, - and--
or : to r.
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athg to one's recollection or mind,- or :

to r. aby (e.g. from office),-
: — a com-

mander,
(Dem.) : to r. from exile or ba-

nishment, , -.. %
recant, revoke] Vid.
RECALL•, s. -,-, .
RECANT,. -,-.
RECANTATION, -, v. .

' RECAPITULATE, -. ..
RECAPITULATION, -, ., ., (Aristot.).

RECAST,. -. -,--. See Refashion, Reform,
Remodel.
RECEDE,

or ,,-. -,-. -() ,
(-). See RE-

TIRE, Retreat, Withdraw,
Draw, Go, Fall back.
RECEIPT. TT The act of re-

ceiving] , -, -, . ",, .
R. of tribute, of taxes, -,-, : of custom, -

and , . if That well

is received],. ',
jj. See Income, Revenue. R.'s

(opp. to expenditure), .
To be in the r. of,

or, also-
. See RECEP-

TION, Acknoniedgment ofpay-
ment],, . To
give aby a r. for athg,,

and ..
{Dem.). U Prescription]-, (med.).,

ai (modes of dressing).

RECEIVE. 1 To get into

one's hands] (g. t.)., (athg

offered), (a debt,

wages, S^c). .
(of things sent or con-

veyed). I r.-d your letter, -' -
: to have r.-d, ,

: I r. news,'-. See NEWS, INTEL-
LIGENCE. To r. a benefaction or

kindness, (pass.).

: to r. one's share,-,- : to

r. (benefits, injuries) in return,

(,), ^j To
receive punishment] Vid. TI By
way of hospitality, fyc] -, -, '-, -, -,-...
To r. aby at the door,

or

: to r. friendly,-
(479)

.
(pass.) . :

that which is well r.-d,,
: to r. heartily,«7-

: to r. with open arms,
: to r. back

from exile, : to r.

one as a citizen, -. -: to r. into a league, &c,. -
: to r. into

a society,,.. '-
', ' (by elec-

tion). TJ To admit] Vid.
RECEIVER, ptepp. of the

verb, b, -. 6, . 6, , ...
The r. of a letter, -.-,, and, , .
RECENT. See Fresh, New,

Late.
RECENTLY,. .. Quite ,. See

Latfi V
RECEPTACLE,, -, -, , ..., --,., (Stob.

Eel).

RECEPTION,-,-,
(the latter of friends and ene-

mies), h (of athg new,
Thuc, and generally),'
and, (in a society).

Good, friendly r.,, ., ., 6 '. .
of strangers, ,, : to give a friendly

.,, : to

give a hearty r.,-
: to give a hospitable r.,-. our r. by Philip, Philip's

r. of us, n
(JEschin.).

RECESS, t Retreat] Vid.

Tl Vacation] Vid.
RECIPE. See Receipt, Pre-

scription.
RECIPIENT. See Receiver.
RECIPROCAL,, 3

and 2, but usu. Crcl. with Each
other, Vid., and see Mutual.
A r. contest, murder,-, -, : a r. genera-

tion,

(PL).

RECIPROCALLY,. , -,.
RECIPROCATE,

or .
See Alternate, v. and Inter-
change.
RECIPROCITY. Crcl with

Reciprocal, e. g. there exists

between them a r. of needs, -. Also,, .
(retaliation, Aristot.).

RECITAL,, -, ., ., 6., .,, and Crcl with the Verb.

RECITATION,,

, , and Crcl.

with the Verb.

REGITATIYE,prps,
. To chant in r.,.
RECITE,.-. (by

heart).,
(pompously).

RECITER, ptepp. of the Verb,

also, 6.

RECKLESS,,, .
(3) .,

3. ', , ., -,, 2.

RECKLESSNESS, -,, ,-, , and Crcl. with the Adj.

RECKON. See to Count, to

Calculate, to which add, to r.

upon doing athg,

: to r. (—number)
among a certain class,-

or or-
Qivui (and mid.) , or, also ,. -., e.g.'; : to be r.-d among,

— (Dem.).

To r. in (= take into the account),. To r. with (=
settle accounts, Vid.) aby, -

or
/.

RECKONING,,
6. See Calculation and Ac-
count.
RECLAIM. «H To demand

back]. [ To cause to

improve or amend] -,-. See to Reform. To r.

(waste land),. Tf To
cry out against] ..
RECLINE, -, -. See to Lean.
RECLUSE. See Retired,

Solitary.
RECOGNISANCE. See

Acknowledgment, Badge,
Bond.
RECOGNITION,,, . A mark for r.,, .
RECOGNIZE,'.
-,-. To r. aby
by his voice, :

do you fancy they don't r. you?

(Dem.) ; r.-d,-, 2, and ptepp. pass. %
To acknoidedge] Vid. To r. athg

as king,

(by the people),

(by other kings) : to r.

aby's merits or deserts,-.
RECOIL, . -,--

(rebound),

(as a gun), and-' (mid.), and
(JC.), (pass.), -. -,- (re-

treat, fall back).

RECOIL, s. Crcl by Verbs.
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RECOIN. See to Coin {with).
RECOLLECT,-, -,-^, or,

or with ptcpp. or. or. See Re-
member, call to Mind.

>

RECOLLECTION,, v.-,-, - To the best

of my r., cos .
cos . See ME-
MORY, Remembrance.
RECOMMENCE. ^ (Trs.)],.. To r. the war or hostilities,

/s... % (IntraNS.)] -, .
RECOMMEND, To com-

mend\ and
{only ofper-

sons), ' [only of
things), . :
aby as a physician, (or) :

to r. oneself to aby, -, <
: to r. oneself by athg,

or or-,
: to endeavour

to r. oneself to aby,-
(pass.) . -

(pass.) .
To persuade, advise] Vid.

and c. inf.

(euphem. for.)
m
RECOMMENDATION., 6., . To

have a r. of aby,

(pass.) .
(pass.) : on his bro-
ther's r., or-

: a letter

of r., , '

beauty of form is an open or the
best letter of r. (rr introduction),-.
RECOMMENDATORY,, 3. , -,, , .
RECOMPENSE, v. and s.

See Reward, v. and s.

RECONCILE,
and or

or (e. g. ),.-/,,. To become r.-d

with aby, (pass.)

or .-
or .-

or, alsoKaTa-. -..
RECONCILEMENT, RE-

CONCILIATION, -, -,-, . -, -, . To make the first step
for r., -.
RECONDITE. TJ Prop.]

(480)

See Hidden. ^ Fig.] See Ab-
struse.
RECONNOITRE, -

(as commander),-
(as emissary or spy), and

mid.... -. (explore),

(mid.). To r. the

enemy's movements,
: to send per-

sons to r., -
(.). -.

RECONQUER, or,..
RECONSTRUCT,-. See Rebuild.
RECONSTRUCTION, -, . (ofa house),, (of a town).

RECORD, v. f To relate]

Vid. Tf To register in public

monuments] -, -, -,-. See to REGIS-
TER. % To celebrate] Vid.

RECORD, s. See Relation
and Register. The state or

public r.'s, -,, . -
(Dem.) : r.'s (as place),, . See

Archives, Registry.
RECORDER,-,-,, 6.

RECOUNT. See Relate,

RECOURSE, -,-,,,
. To have r. to aby, -

or .. -
: to have r. to

athg, . -.
: to have r. to denying,-

: that

they may have r. to,

(Dem.).
RECOVER,-,- (mid.), -

(mid.),. -
(, e.g., one's oar,

Thuc, and , e. a./ - \ ^\ ,
Thuc.)., (to save or
rescue). Also. To r. one's strength,

(pass.) : to r.

one's sight, : to r.

one's reason, : to r. a
debt, or -. U (Intrs.) To
recover from illness] iv,.,

(pass.),-, (and
mid.) ,
(with or without ),

(pass.),

(.).
RECOVERABLE. See Cu-

rable (from illness).

RECOVERY, t A gaining
back] ,,, (ofa debt). TJ Re-

storation from illness] pata, ., . , »;.. Means of

r.,, . See Remedy.
g^p* In both senses usually Crcl.

by verbs, e. g. after his r. he set

sail, -.
RECREANT. See Coward-

ly and Apostate.
RECREATE. See Refresh.
RECREATION. «See Re-

freshment, Amusement, Di-
version.
RECRIMINATE,-,,-

(agst an accuser), -,, -
(agst reproach or

railing)

.

RECRIMINATION, -, ., ., . To use r.,

see to Recriminate.
RECRUIT, v. % Relative to

an army]- or-.. A
r.-ing,, .,
6., : a r.-ing

(officer), ?, . 1J

Fig.] See Refresh.
RECRUIT, s., -,, 6.

To levy r.'s, see the Verb.

RECTANGLE, ,,.
RECTANGULAR,-, 2., 3., 2.

RECTIFICATION, -,-, f] (as act), and-, (as thinq).

RECTIFY, -,-.
See Correct, Emend.
RECTILINEAR,-, 2.

RECTITUDE,,-, , . See Sincerity,
Probity.
RECTOR,, , 6.

R. of a school,, , 6., , 6 (mod. Gr.).

RECTORSHIP,,, v.

RECUMBENT,/?™»/. of
Recline.
RECUR. Tf To return] Vid.

5i To come bach again to a thought]

See to Recollect, Remember.
If To have recourse] Vid.
RECURRENCE. See Re-

turn.
RECURRENT. Crcl. with

partcp. of Recur.
RECUSANT. Crcl. with Ftcp.

of Refuse.
RED,, 3. Crimson

r.,, 3 : scarlet r.,-, 3., : purple

r.,, 3., 2 :

rosy r.,, 3., :

tawny r., yellowish r.,, 3
(darker than, esply ofred
hair). Rather r., see Reddish.
To make r., : to

turn r.,,
(blush) : the r. sea,' -, : the r. colour of the



RED
cheeks, -

or?: to give one a

. tint,,
{Luc.) : that has r. cheeks, -? (,)??,?{, ) ?? :

that has a r. beard,. or-' : that has r.

hair,?, 2.,?, , , and?,
2. See the Gr. Eng. Lex. for
compounds under po- ,-.
RED-CAP (bird), \-?, tews, h.

REDDEN. 1 (Trans.)]
and- (to make

red, give a red colour),-
(LXX., to dye red). ^}

(INTRS.)] (pass.),.
REDDISH,, 2.?, ?,?, 2. -?, , 6. ?, 3. Yellow-

ish red (ipy* , PL),?, 2. ?, ? (Lot.

russus, russeus), 2. To be of a

r. brown colour,

(pass.),.
REDEEM,,, -. See Ransom and De

liver.
REDEEMER,?, 6.

Crcl. with the Verb. The R., our

R., , rjpo?.

^
REDEMPTION,,?,?, .
RED-HOT,?, 2.

REDNESS,?, ?,
V , . ?, .
To produce \,.
REDOLENT. See Fla-

voured.
REDOUBLE,-

/. See to Double. To r.

one's pace, -
ptiav.

REDOUBT,, V.\\,,.
REDOUBTABLE. See For-

midable (to foes).

REDOUND. 1 To be sent

back by reaction] See to Recoil.. The disgrace wili

. upon you, ?
: the censure r.'s upon

the censor, b?' . %
conduce] . g. athg r.'s to aby's

credit, ? or,' .
REDRESS, . See to Rec-

tify, Amend, Repair.
REDRESS, s. Crcl. with the

Verb. Also, fi, e.g. to seek

to obtain r., , -( : to obtain r. for aby,-.
RED-START (bird),-?, , h.

REDUCE. If To bring again
or back] -,-, -,-. 1 To constrain,

force] Vid. Tf To lessen] Vid.
To be or become r.-d, -

(481)

REE, (pass.), e. g.

in price, ^/. See Price
and Fall, Lower. To be r.-d

in one's circumstances,,//,
(pass.), (pass.)

. To bring into a state

of diminution] E. g. to reduce to

ashes,, : to

be r.-d to extreme poverty, ?
:

to be r.-d to unmerited misfor-

tune, : to r. (to

subjection), see Subdue, Con-
quer : to r. (a place),

: the town is or has been r.-d

by the besiegers, fj? :

to r. to slavery,.
: to be r.-d to

more abject servitude even than
before, ?

: to be r.-d to the

lowest degree of slavery, -
or-.

REDUCIBLE. Crcl. with the

Verb.

REDUCTION, f TJie act of
leading or bringing back] -,-, . -, -, -. "U A diminishing]-?, ?,, -, h. To make a r.,... -

: r. of PRICE, Vid., and
Fall.
REDUNDANCY. See Exu-

berance, Superfluity. R. of

language,-,-,
REDUNDANT. See Exu-

berant, Superfluous. To be
r. in language,.
REDUPLICATION, -?, 6, and Crcl. zvith

verbs to Redouble.
RE-ECHO. See Echo.
REED, ?, 6. ,?, 6. , • Full of or

abounding in r.'s,?, 2.?, 2 : made of a r.,-?, 3 : a spot covered with

r.'s,, . ,>, ?, 6 : to waver or

be shaken like a r., :

to do, make of, fasten, or secure

with r.'s, : to cut r.'s,

: a flute of r.,, ?, b.? -
?, 6. ,?,

: a weaver's r.,, : the

r. (or quill) with which stringed

instruments are played, ?,
?, n.

REEDY (like orfull of reeds).

See Reed.
REEF, s. (of rock),, ., . "II Reef (= little rope

on lower part of the sail)] ?,
6, usually pi. Also,
(reefing-ropes) . To let out every

r., (Att.

poet.). Also???.
REEF, . (the sails), -.
REEK. See Smoke.

REF
REEL, s. (g. t.)

(and -fcia), n.

REEL, v. See g. t. to Spin
and to Wind. To r. off wool,
prps. 1} To stagger]. -. (to be dizzy),

(to be intoxicated).

RE-ELECT,,
or or .
RE-ELECTION. Crcl. with

the Verb.

RE-EMBARK,. .
RE-ENTER. Crcl. with to

Enter and words in Again.
RE-ESTABLISH, -, ,.. See

Reinstate.
REFECTION. See Refresh-

ment.
REFECTORY. See Dining-

room.
REFER, f (Trans.)-/ (aby to aby).

To r. athg to aby,

7rpos. '.
: to

r. to athg, or?. '? (=:to go
back to) : to r. to a person, -

'? : to r. their case

to the council, '?
(Isocr.). ^[

(Intrs .)] To r. to athg, see to

have Reference.
REFEREE. See Arbiter.
REFERENCE,, .

A r. to athg premised,-, (§U" but usu. Crcl. by

preposs., ?, c. ace), to
, ? : to have a

r. to athg,,,? . ? or
'? . '? : without

r. to athg, ? .
See Regard.
REFINE. II To purify] Vid.

H To polish] Vid. and to Culti-
vate, il To affect nicety]-
\{/.. -.. R.-d, as

metal,?, 2 : of manners,
language, &c, ?,-?, 3 : a r.-d person,-?, 2. See Polished, Ele-
gant.
REFINEMENT. Crcl. with

the Verb in its different applica-

tions. R. of manners, language,

&C, ?, ?, • -
: to cultivate r., -

: r. in discourse,-, : r. in an art,-, - See Subtlety.
REFINER. Crcl. with the

Verb. Also?, , b. R.
of metals, -.
REFIT. See Repair.
REFLECT. 1 (Trans.) To

throic back, as light or sound] -,-,- (light and
sound), (especially

sovnd). iv (as a mirror,

or water). To be r.-d, passives

Ii
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of preceding, and,,, -

(all of light) :

water in which objects are r.-d,

iiSivp, :

r.-ing,, ? (as a mirror).

"If To consider] ...... -().,..-
or ", or simply .

% To animadvert, censure] Vid.
REFLECTING, REFLECT-

IVE. See Thoughtful, Con-
siderate, and ' causing Re-
feection.'
REFLECTIVE (or RE-

FLEXIVE), gram. t. -?, '?. A r. verb, -
or.

REFLECTION {or Reflex-
ion). U Propr.],
) (of rays, but of sound),,, -, (of light). Also -, ., , and

(esply of
sound),, .,

{esply in water). Causing r.,?,?, ?. *\\ Con-
sideration], .,., ., ,
and Crcl. with the Verb. Power
of v.,, . , :

you will do so and so upon r.,

i»7ro -.? . ^[ Cen-
sure] Vid.
REFLECTOR,--, .
REFLUX,,-, v. See Ebb and Tide.
REFORM, S.,

. , ).,.,.
REFORM, . and

mid. and mid.'.. To r.

the church,,
:

r.-d (. to Lutheran), Crcl. with..
REFORMATION,-,, . R.

of religion or the church, r)

or-: r. in the conduct,-, r).

REFORMER, -, -?,, , and Ptcpp. of the
verb,

^
e. g. our church r.'s, ol?.

REFRACT,, -. (§^• The Greek does
not distinguish reflection and re-
fraction.)

REFRACTION (of rays),,, .?, .
REFRACTORY,-

tos, 2. ?, ?. ?,
. To be •.,: to be

(432)

very r., -.
REFRAIN, v. Tf (Trs.)] IT To

check, restrain] Vid. H (Intrs.)]

To r. from,- and -?. See FORBEAR
and Abstain, and see under
Help, v.

REFRAIN, ?, 6 (the

burthen of a song).

REFRESH,. -. To r. oneself, mid.

and (),
(memory, Qc). See to

REFRESHING,-
?,?, 3.

REFRESHMENT.
^
f In the

abstract],,
) : in the concrete,,. "f[ Asfood] Vid.
REFRIGERANT. See Cool-

ing.
REFRIGERATE, -,
-,-.
REFRIGERATORY,-?, .,
?, ., .
REFT. See Bereave.
REFUGE,, -, . See Retreat, s.

take r. with aby,? or . See
phrases under Recourse.
REFUGEE, ?, ?, ,

and Ptcpp. of Verbs-,.
REFULGENT, REFUL-

GENCE. See Bright, Bright-
ness.

_
REFUND, -, -.-,-. I shall

r. the money to you, -.
REFUSAL,, ., . . -, ., r) (failure

of a request). To meet with a r.

from aby, or

(?? or )?. :

to give aby a r., -..
REFUSE, v.

j

II Not accept],,-, .
r. with disdain, : to

r. combat, : — an
employ,
(Dem.) : — presents,

: — an invitation, -'/ : . to do
athg, , ,( ), -( ) : to r. all

terms, -
: to r. one's assent to

plain proof,? . *U Not
grant] , ,. to. -, -.. To refuse

downright, : —
stoutly, (?

or) : to r. aby's request,

io r. a favour,

or ..
(Plut.) : to r. no request,

: I r.

nothing to you,

or ' :

to r. athg from fear,-. See Deny, Reject,
Decline.
REFUSE, f As Adj.] -? ?, 3 ?, 2.

Ptcpp. pass, of (pick

out and reject) and-. U As Subst.],,,-, . ?, . ?,
(poet.).

REFUTATION,?, .,,, .
Proper for r.,, 3.

REFUTE, tv, -.
/. ?., (upset in

argument, Aristoph.) and -' (undo an argument). To r. an accusation, a sus-

picion, a mistake,,,, -.
: and if

the accusation is directed agst our-

selves, -,- (mid.)

or (— wipe off),, : to

be r.-d,?, 3 : easy to be
r.-d.,'/CTOs, 2 : not to be
r.-d, -,-?, 2.

REGAIN, -,-, -, --
(mid.), -

?.
REGAL. See Kingly, Royal.
REGALE. See to Feast, trs.

and intrs.,, and
their passives.

REGARD, v. To attend to

(as worthy of notice)]. . |
To regard as —] See to Con-
sider (as), or-

' . ' or?. I should r. it as a
favour, '. ^[

For other senses, see ' to pay Re-
gard to,' to Mind, Esteem]
H To Respect— have Rela-
tion to, Concern] See those

words. As r.'s me, ? or. or '
'. ? (PL).

REGARD, s. 1 Attention to

athg (as worthy of notice)]-,, (poet, and
Hdt.),, (str. t). To
have regard for or pay regard

to athg, ? ./ or or -?. -?.
and (pass.) -
?." ?.? and? (poet.) : to have no r. for

or pay no r. to athg, -?. -
tivos. ,



REG,, or -, -/. See to Disregard,
Slight. To do athg out of r.

for aby,

. Tf Respect] Vid., and Es-
teem, Reverence, "ff Respect,

relation, reference] With r. to athg,,, ,
or (with

an eye or vieio to), .. . . if^*

But often expressed by the ace, e.g.

with r. to his body he is ill, with
r. to his mind he is whole, to,. |^° Of"ten also the art.

and the infin. is added to

the prepos., e. g. with r. to

this one, .
In some r., in certain r.'s, -
irov , (enclit.), : in

some r. this is disgraceful to me,
\\

(.) : in some r. it

gives an edge to the mind, )
(.). See

Sort. In one r , in another—

,

- , : in every r.,•,.,.
REGARDLESS, express by

' not regarding,' or ' without re-

gard.' See Heedless, Negli-
gent.
REGENCY, and
, . , .
(Hdt.). In the r. of,-.
REGENERATE, -.. U Fig. to re-

form] Vid. il Regenerate, adj.,

or regenerated] Ptcpp. pass, and, .
REGENERATION,-

!/;9,*, .
REGENT, , -. *ft In the

academical seiise],, and, . To be
.,.
REGICIDE,

(as act),

or (the per-
son).

REGIMEN,, ijs, .
See Diet.
REGIMENT, f Govern-

ment] Vid. % A body of soldiers], .,.,
(mod. Gr.).

REGIMENTAL,-, 3, and Orel, with genit. of
Subst. If As Subst.] R.'s,-.
REGION,, . ,

. The western r.'s,. See DIS-
TRICT, Tract.
REGISTER, s., ., .,.
REGISTER, ... -

: athg,.
REGISTRAR,. -, --

(483)

REI,, .,,, (the keeper

of the archives).

REGISTRATION. Crcl.

with the Verb.

REGISTRY, .
REGNANT. See Ruler,

Regent.
REGRESS. Crcl. with

or.
REGRET, S., . -, jj. Object of r., -
ua, : to feel a lively r. for

athg, . For
other senses, see Vexation, Sor-
row, Repentance.
REGRET, v., -, or. R.-d, -,, 3. *f[ To be

sorryfor, vexed at, athg]-,,. Also , C.

prtcp. dat., c.ptcp.

nom. $§* For stronger tt., see to

Repent.
REGULAR, m According to

rule], 3. -, -
and ,, 2 (ivith

ref. to symmetry ofoutwardparts).
if Subject to a certain order], 3., 2 and 3., 2., 3.,, , and, 3 (even,

steady, not changing). R. motions,

(Greg. Naz.)

:

a r. verb, , . %
Customary, accustomed] Vid. II

Entire, real, truly, or quite a —

]

E. g. to be a r. woman, a r.

slave,,,
: he is a r. fool,. 1J That

happens in the usual manner] -, , .
REGULARITY,

and, jj (relat. to exter-

nal form),, (stabi-

lity, steadiness),, (strict

observation of a prescribed or set

form), , .
REGULATE, ,

USU.,, -,, . Also
. See ORDER,

Arrange.
REGULATION. H Act of

regulating] , -,, . to
See Order and Rule.
REGULATOR. Crcl. with the

Verb.

REHEARSAL. % Relation]

Vid. II Previous practice] -, (^* when the poet

himself arranges his play for the

stage, and practises the actors)

.

REHEARSE, il To relate]

Vid. U Of a theatrical repre-

sentation] , -..
REIGN. S.,, .

In the r. of Cyrus,. -, . See KING-
DOM, Empire, Dominion.
REIGN, v.. -. See to Rule, ' be King.'

REJ
REIMBURSE,. «-,-. See Repay, 'make

Good.'
REIMBURSEMENT, '-. jj.

REIN, s. , jj (usu. in pi.),, . To take the r.'s,

: to have or

guide he r.'s, : the ma-
nagement of the r.S,, jj :

to give the r.'s, or
or or or -

or t«s (prop,

and metaph.) : to give the horse
the r.'s, : to

pull up, or draw in the r.'s,-, ,. :

to put on the r.'s,,-. :

to ride with one's r.'s dropped,.
REIN, V.. -. To r. in,.

See to Restrain, Curb.
REINDEER, prps,
(a horned quadruped of the

North, Theophr.).

REINFORCE (milit. t),-
: also.

REINFORCEMENT,,, . -,, . To receive r.,

:

to receive considerable r.,-
or-

: I am receiving some.,- -, ''
: to require r. in the garri-

son, or.
REINS. See Kidney.
REINSTATE, -

(e. g., as king),

(of an exile, S[C.).. To r. aby on the throne,:
he took Amyntas with him to r.

him as king,

: to be r.-d,

or
REINSTATEMENT, -, .,

(but chiefly Crcl. with the Verbs).

REITERATE. See to Re-
peat.
REITERATION. See Repe-

tition.
REJECT, ,-, and. .. . -

(mid.) and-
(a motion by voting).

See to Refuse. To r. with dis-

dain, : r.-d, -,, 2.

REJECTION,,
jj., , and Crcl. with

the Verb. See Refusal.
REJOICE, f (Intrs.)-

ptiv (to abandon oneself to afeel-

Ii2
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ing ofjoy), (denoting the

calmerfeeling ofpleasure, gratifi-

cation), (pass.). See to Delight, to

be Glad. To . immoderately,. -
: to . at athg,-, ' or or

: at or in being

praised, : to r. in

the prospect of athg, -
or . -

or . *\\ (Trs.) -. -. See to DELIGHT
(trs.), to Gladden. It r.'s me, I

am r.-d= I Rejoice (trs.), Vid.

REJOICING. See Joy. R.'s,, (Hdt.). That is

matter for r.,, 3. -, 2.

REJOIN. H To join ogiin]. H To reply] VlD.-.
REJOINDER,, v.

See An^ver, Reply.
REKINDLE, -,--

ptlv.
RELAPSE, V.-,, and-

(med. it., Hipp.). To r. (into evil

courses, &c), -
\lv « ti : to r. into the same
fault, (or)

: a r.-d heretic,

(or) ()
or (). -, , , -,, .
RELAPSE, s.- and-, b (Hipp.),,

V- and-, .
To have a r., -

: also.
RELATE, t Narrate] -

and. and,. -, -,-,. -..' or
(also mid.).

It has been r.-d, : worth
r.-ing, or , 3., 2. "ff To re-

fer to] or', . ..
RELATED. 1 Bearing a re-

lation] Ptcpp. of the Verb, e. g.-,-,, ov. To be
r., , but often Orel,

with prepos., e. g. how strangely
it is r. to its seeming opposite,-

(PL). TJ Re-
luted by birth, S[c], .,, ov (with or with-
out )., 3., 3., 2.

aby, ' : one closely r. to aby,, -, ., , . See
Relation. To be closely r.,

: only r. by name,. See
Near, Next.
RELATION, f Manner of

(484)

belonging, reference] ,,, fj.

: but usu. Crcl., e. g. to bear
r., stand in r., see Relate, be

Related ; comp. Refer and
Reference. To have friendly

r.'s to aby,. U Ofkindred] Crcl.

ivith Adjj. See Related. The
nearest r.'s, or -,

(Diod.). %
Narrative, Recital] Vid.
RELATIONSHIP, -,, ,, . . -. . R. by mar-

riage,,,. See
Affinity. By nearness of r.,

(Solon).

RELATER, ,-,.
RELATIVE, adj. *[ Having

relation to] -,- is

Or : but usu. expressed

only by a preposition, as,, ,, e. g. things r. to

politics, .
To be r. to, dva-, : . (to

each other), e. g. the r. velocity

of the stars,

: usu.

(Aristot.), sts -
(PI.) ^

Gram, t.], 3. ^ In
logic], 3. ^] As Subst]
See Relation.
RELAX. II (Trs.) Slacken,

loosen]. , -,-, -, or-. -,, -, -, -,-. . See REMIT. "|J

Ease, divert] Vid. R.-d, ptcpp.
and, 3. , 2.

Also, 3., 2. See
Slack, Lax, Remiss.
RELAXATION. 1 Propr.

diminution of tension], ., . ^\ Fig.] R. of mind,, ., . See
Ease, Diversion.
RELAY (of horses, Qc), prps', ., (mules), or better Crcl.

icith, 2..
See to Relieve.
RELEASE, v. See to Free,

v., to set Free, v., to Libe-
rate.

%

RELEASE, s. TI Dismission

from confinement],
., . , -, : from athg, /os.

Discharge for money received]

VlD., .
RELEGATE, v., RELEGA-

TION. See Banish, -ment,
Exile, v. and s.

RELENT, (pass.)

and. (Thuc).-
(pass., Thuc). - and

(pass.^be mol-
lified, poet.).

RELENTLESS,,,, 2.,, .-

,, 2 (poet.),, 3. See Hard, Cruel.
RELIANCE,, , .

or,, . See
Confidence, Trust, *•. In r.

upon athg, . -/ : to place no r. in
aby, 7/ .

or .
RELIC. That which is left,

or remains of athg] ,-,-,-,-,, . .
II A corpse] Vid.
RELICT. See Widow.
RELIEF. 1 Alleviation]-,,, -, ., 6. -, . See ALLEVIATION,

Mitigation. U Succour (af-
forded to the poor)],, . -, . To be in the receipt

of public r.,. *\\ Milit. t.] a) Succour
(to a besieged place, &c), -,, : to bring r.,,. In the

concrete, r. party,, -, oi. ) R. of sentries, &c,, ., (those

relieving guard) : divided into r.

parties, -
(Thuc.). See the Verb under

this sense. ^ In a painting] To
produce r. by light and shade,. ^[ Alto relievo], . -, . Wrought in r., -, 2 : to represent in r., -

: has-r., see Basso re-
lievo.
RELIEVE, m To alleviate], -,-.

or-,-. To r. aby's trouble,

: to r. (the poor, &c),,,, -
,. See ALLEVIATE,

Mitigate. ^ Milit. t, a) To
relieve a town, <^~c],.. or. ) To relieve guard,

?.].
or . By

or on r.-ing one another, -
: divided into

parties to r. each other,'-
(Thuc.) : sen-

tries r.-ing one another,.
RELIEVO. See Relief (to-

wards end ).

j

RELIGION, f Subjectively]

-, -,, .
To have r.,. Objectively]().( or), -. . -, 17. As doctrine or
dogma] oi -, ,,
. Liberty of \, h
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or :

an act of r., or, : a Avar of r., boos', 6 : compulsory r.,-,-' ))5, :

a teacher of r., -,},,, : of the same r.,,
2. , 3 : com-
munity of ., ..
RELIGIOUS, , 3. -

() , -, . (2) is., 2 (later). .
act,,: to be ., -

: . usage or worship,, ., : to

introduce r. observances, -: of or belonging to such,, 2 (late) : r. rites

or mysteries,, ai : r. ha-

tred, -
: . war,-, 6 : r. liberty,

or
: . duties,

or (late), : a r. society,, .
RELINQUISH. See to

Leave, Abandon, Forego.
RELISH, v. ,, . -. Relishing,,-, 2. ,, .
RELISH, s. See Taste, Fla-

vour. To eat with a i\, see the

Verb. Athg eaten as a r. to bread,

&c,, .
RELUCTANT, RELUC-

TANCE. See Repugnant,
Repugnance, and Unwilling,
Loath.
RELY (on),,-, or .-.,-.
(PL), or (Polyb.),

subaud.

(Dem.). R.-ing on, ptcpp.

and / (Thuc.) : to be
r.-d upon,, 2 (Thuc).

See to Depend, to Trust.
REMAIN. To continue to

exist], -, -, -,-.
(pass.),,
(pass.). To continue to be so

and so, or at such a place],-, -, -,- (the

latter three c. dat.).,
and,,, ... To r. at a

place, or,,
: to r. with

aby,,. See Continue, Rest,
Abide, Stay, and Keep. ^[ To
be left over, as residue],
-, -,-
(pass.),, -,-,—,-..
REMAINDER, ,

(485)

-, -,-, ., ., ,
and ptcpp. pass, of the Verb.

REMAINING,, 3.

-, -, -,-,-, 2., (PL),

and ptcpp. of t/ie Verb to Re-
main.
REMAINS,,.

See Remainder. The mortal
r.'s of aby, .
See Corpse.
REMAKE. See Restore.
REMAND. See to Send

(back).

REMARK, s. See Observa-
tion, Note, Notice.
REMARK, v. See to Note,

to OBSERVE, (,
or c. ptcp., $^° which usu. sta?ids

in aecus. when perception by the

outward senses is denoted, in gen.

when by the mind : the infin. is

rare), - and- ().
and (c.

partcp), , (
and c. ptep.) or

(for. athg in aby).

',
(athg disadva?itageous) : I r.-ed

that he was reluctant,

or

: r.-ing his embarrass-

ment, -
(PI.). II To make a remark]

See to Observe.
REMARKABLE, f Worth

remarking] , -, 2. or -, 3. R. sayings and
acts,, .
REMARKABLENESS,. CrcL with the Adj.
REMEDIABLE,, 2., 3. See CURABLE.
REMEDIAL,, 3. A

r. measure, see Remedy.
REMEDILESS. See Irre-

mediable, Incurable.
REMEDY, s. For healing], . ", . , .,. The use or ap-

plication of a r.,, :

a r. agst athg,,-, . See MEDICINE,
PHYSIC. U Fig.],, and the adj., 2

:

agst athg, : for aby, ., : agst athg,., (means of re-

covery, resource), ,
(device),, .
REMEDY, v. 1 In a medical

sense] ., -..-
,.. Easy, hard, to

r. or to be r.-d, -, -,-,-, 2 : not to be r.-d,

see Irremediable, Incurable.
TI In a general sense],. .
REMEMBER,

or (more usu.) . -, and in an acces-

sory clause c. ptcp. or., , -,-. or'

. As well as I can i\,.. .'
: r. that you

are a man (—mortal),
: to r. athg agst

aby,
:

that which one can r.,-, 2 : easy to be r.-d, -, 2 : to be easier to

r. or to be r.-d,

(.) : hard to be r.-d,-, 2 (Aristot.).

REMEMBRANCE, ,
., . a?id, ., .
keep aby in kind r.,. See ME-
MORY, Mind.
REMEMBRANCER. Crcl.

by the Verb.

REMIND,-,-,-
or, or

(aby of athg or of aby, or aby
that),,-, .
REMINDER. Crcl. with

Verb,, (memo-
rial).

REMINISCENCE. See Re-
membrance.
REMISS,, 3. /-, 2.,, . See

Slack, Slow. To become r.,. See to FLAG.
REMISSION. 1 Abatement,

relaxation] VlD., . -
and, . "[[

Release] VlD., . Tf For-
giveness, pardon] . ,, .
REMISSNESS, .

See Negligence, Slackness.
REMIT, % To send] Vid.

H Of a payment] or,
apyvpiov. "fl To grant re-

mission'] (partial),-
(full).

REMITTANCE (of money).
See Payment.
REMNANT. See Remain-

der.
REMODEL, -, -. -, --,-,-,-.. To be r.-d,

(passive),' : the

object r.-d,, .
REMODELLING, -,-, -,-, .-, 6.

REMONSTRANCE, -,-, . -,., (to a superior),, (faultfound by afriend,
opp. to, by an enemy,
Thuc). To make r., see the Verb.

My r.'s are in vain or to no effect,

or'».
REMONSTRATE,. . .-' / or

(str. t).

REMORSE. 1 Pain ofguilt]
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i'lH'Sj h• To feel r.,

: to stifle r.,'. Comp.
Conscience. *\ Pity] Vid.
REMORSELESS. See Cruel.
REMOTE, m Relat. to space]<, 3. or -,,, . To be

or lie r. fm the sea,,.\ >-
-/9 : the most r.,, 3.

See Distant. Far off.
REMOTENKSS,,

. See Distance, and Crcl. with

Ad
EMOVABLE,,

REMOVAL, -, -
and', -,-, -, -,-,-,-,,, -,-, .

Also, as change of abode, -,, .-, , and -, . -,- [from abode or
settlement)., -, (from a public post).

gfy" Often best Crcl. with the Verb,

e. g. after their r. from the
country,.̂
REMOVE, . 1 (TRS.)] M t-ra-,-, /-, -, -, ,

-, -, -, -, .. -,-. -,
-, -. -,-,-,-,-..-. For the specific use

and government of these verbs, see

the Gr.-Eng. Lex. To r. from an
abode, -, -, -,-,

[and Hdt.)
(Hdt. and Thuc.) :

to r. ships, : to r.

from office, see Defuse, Recall.
(by vote). To r.

a burthen from aby,, -, -
aiptlv : to r. an im-
pediment, .
% (Intrs.)] Pass, and intrans.

forms of the preceding verbs, e. g.

and.
-,-, mid. (to change
one's abode), . -. -, -.

(pass.), -
.

REMOVE, s. Crcl. with the

Verb. See Removal, Distance.
REMUNERATE, -ATION,

-ATIVE. See Reward.
RENCOUNTER, s. -,-, .,. -,-,,, ).

See Clash. Meeting.
RENCOUNTER, v. See to

Encounter. or. -, -, - -
. ,-( or ),-,

or iivui or, .
(486)

REND. See to Tear.
RENDER. If To return, give

back] -, -, -. .. .
See Requite, and Retaliate,
Return. TJ To do] E. g. to r.

aby a kindness, .
or' -

, : to r. aby a

service, : he has

r.-d us important services,-. *||

make (aby athg, ?.)] -,. ] To trans-

late] Vid.
RENDEZVOUS, -, . )

or.
To give a \,' . See MEET-
ING.

RENEGADE,,, .
RENEW,, --, -,.

kuivov or .
and mid. (e. g., ',^,).-

(restore), and
(repair), -, -/-

(to begin afresh, re-

sume). &f Often expressed by
the advv.,,
in connexion with verbs, or by com-
pounds with -, e.g. the enemy
r.-d the attack,

or : to r.

the contest or battle,\ -. -, -. : to r.

hostilities,.: tor.
the friendship,%.
RENEWAL,-, ,-, ,-,-,-, , and Crcl. with the Verb.

RENNET,, (a Do-
ric ivord, Theocr.). , ?';

(beestings, used as r.). Also,
r), and,, . Cheese
made with r., ,
6 : to curdle milk with r., -'. 0jF The acidjuice

of the fig-tree,, 6, was also

used instead ofr. : hence cheese so

made, , .
RENOUNCE, .{), -', (and

mid.) . See Give up, Disown,
Forego.
RENOUNCEMENT. Crcl.

with Verb.

RENOVATE. See Renew.
RENOVATION. See Re-

newal.
RENOWN. See Fame, Ce-

lebrity, Praise.
RENOWNED. See Famous,

Celebrated.
RENT, s., fm Rend,,, ., . -,, r). ,, , and, (poet.). To get a

r., ,,
and"

(pass.), if Stated payment for
house or land] , 6. -, ., r) (g. tt.

for land and houses),,
al (revenue to owner), , r)

(vectigal, pay, tribute),,
r) (return, profit), -rpov,

(
pay, hire, acknowledgment) ^"
On the ''metayer'' system, r. was
paid by a fiat proportion of the

produce, ' non nummo sed parti-

bus locare' (Plin.) ; the landlord
and tenant under this arrange-
ment are ' partiarii,' and the for-
mer
(S. Luc). House -r.,,

: collector of house-r.'s, ivoi-, : to produce r.,-.
RENT, V. (mid.).

To r. a house, )
or : — together or
between them,
(pass.) . — at

a low rate, -
: r.-d,, 3.

RENTER. See Tenant.
RENUNCIATION. Crcl

with verbs to Renounce.
REPAIR, v. -,--

,. -,-. Also, ,
(Hdt.).. See
Mend, make Amends, and Re-
medy. The loss of athg may not
be easily r.-d, -

: to r. a loss,

&c, caused to aby, - and- and--
. *[j Itesoj-t, betake

oneself to a place]

(pass.), or or '.
REPAIR, S., ., r). To put in .,

see the Verb. To keep in r.,

or-
: out of r.,, 2., 3.

REPARATION. If Act of
repairing] -i, .,
h (see phrases in Repair, s. and
v.). R. of loss or damage,,
., ) (restitu-

tion). See Amends, Compen-
sation.
REPARTEE,' or, r).

REPAST. See Meal.
REPAY,. -.,-. See REQUITE.
REPAYMENT. Crcl. by the

Verbs.

RKPEAL, v. and s. See to

Abrogate, Abolish, and Ab-
rogation.
REPEAT. % To do or say

agabi] (resume).

To r. (an action), or
or : to

r. (words), ,-. , :

to r. a narrative,

: to r. the same thing



REP
in other words, -/,-. To recite] Vid. If

Repeated],,., 3.

REPEATEDLY,.
To do athg r.,

(be always at it, PI.).

REPEATER (watch), prps

?.
REPEL, -, -,-.-,-..

(mid.), '. -.
REPENT, (im-

pers.),. -,-.-
(retract), (to rue),

(to be sorry after-

wards ; absol., and with ',
Hdt.). I r. of athg,

or or ,, or with partcp., e. g. I r.

my silence, -, or, and -, '. they
r.-d having concluded the al-

liance,

: you will surely r.

of it, ',,
: I never r.-d having

held my tongue, hut often r.-d

having spoken, -,-
: what one is

likely to r. of, -
: not to be r.-d of,-, 2.

REPENTANCE,,
W. .
and -yvoia, . I feel r.,-

: to have or feel

. at athg, or, or chiefly c. ptcp.-, ' -, : Cato
said he had but on three occa-

sions in his whole life felt r.,

6 -
(Plut.).

REPENTANT. See Peni-
tent.
REPERCUSSION,,, -,--, .
REPERCUSSIVE,-, 3.

REPERTORY, ?,
6.-, V•

REPETITION,,
. R. of words, -, -,-, (., PL), of

a story,?, : r. of

the same tiling in other words,,, . if

Rehearsal] VlD.
REPINE. See to Fret intrs.,

and comp. Fretful, Discon-
TENTFD
REPINING, s. See Discon-

tent, Complaint.
REPLACE, or. (as

substitute, or amends).

(487)

REP
REPLENISH,. See Fill.
REPLETE, adj. See Full,

Glutted.
REPLETION,, -

See Fulness, Glut. To be full

to r.,-
or- /os.

REPLY, S., -, . See ANSWER, s.

REPLY, V... See to Answer.
REPORT, s. 1 Rumour] -, 6. , ., h•,, 6. To spread a *.,. : to

spread a r. all over a place, -
or . -

: the r. has been
universally spread, :

a r. has been spread,

or or or. U A narrative, relation']

Vid. *\ An exact or official ac-

count or statement],
h- A written r.,, :

an authentic or historical r.,-, (usu. in pi.) : the r.'s

that have been sent in from all

quarters, -
: to send

in a r. to aby concerning athg,

or, '. -: to

send or forward a r. to any public

or civil department,

: to send or dispatch a

r. to a place,

or : one that sends a

r., see Reporter. %\ Repute,
reputation] Vid. If Loud noise], 6., ., 6.

REPORT, v. % To narrate,

relate] Vid. To r. what one
has heard, .-. -,-. -. See phrases in Re-
port, s.

REPORTER. Crcl. with ptcp.

of the Verb. An official r., -., 6.

REPOSE, v. f (Trans.) To
place, set, put] Vid. To r. con-

fidence in, . -
or . See

Confidence, Trust, Rely. if

(Intrans.) To sleep, to rest]

Vid.
REPOSE, s. See Sleep,

Rest v

REPOSITORY,, -, .
REPOSSESS. See to Pos-

sess and Again.
REPREHEND. See Re-

prove, Blame, Censure.
REPREHENSIBLE. See

Blameable.
REPREHENSION. See

Blame, Censure.
REPRESENT, 1 Exhibit (as

present)] -.. -'...
render the likeness of a

REP
thing]..»,'.-

(in plaster, S[c).-
(in wax),, -, (by

the, pencil),,
(in sculpture). II exhibit by
loords to the mind] -, -.. (in

poetry). Also-,--
(to malce out to be). if To

personate] -
or , e. g.

and..
1T To bring on the stage]

(a theatrical perform-
ance), // (aby on the

stage), ^f To represent aby vi-

cariously] -, or-
and

/os. or, .
To r. aby in any matter, -. 1J

show (with modest or gentle re-

monstrance)] -
c. inf. or or or. or-. I r.-d to him the great-

ness of the danger of not con-
tinuing in the right course,

6, '
(Luc). .

to oneself, (mid.). . -, -. .
.

REPRESENTATION. fl
A ct ofrepresenting],-, -,-, . ^| By
imitative art], -,, . -, .,,, . Also, ', .,, (as

thing). See Image, Likeness. R.
of a play in the theatre,

or, . See
Performance, if Act of sup-

porting a vicarious character]

Crcl. with the Verb in this sense.

1 Showing (by words)], 6,

and Orel., e. g. according to your
r., : r. with Remon-
strance, Vid. If Menial re-

presentation] See Conception,
Idea, Notion.
REPRESENTATIVE, b-,, -

. See Deputy.
The assembly of r.'s, or r. assem-
bly, or .
REPRESS, -, -,,,-

,

-,.
REPRESSION,,-, ., 6. -,-, , and Crcl. with

the Verb.

REPRESSIVE, -, -,, 3.

REPRIEVE, /0«
(tiji; ))/ ).(),*. See to Respite.
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REPR1EVAL, [). See RESPITE.
REPRIMAND, v. See to

Chide, Reprehend.
REPRIMAND, s. See Cen-

sure. Reproof.
REPRISALS, '.

To maker/s,'. ... --.
tlvl. (Soph.) :

right of r.,, (letters of
marque), sts, .
^ REPROACH, s. ,,,-,., . -
?, ., .,
jj. , r\ (poet.). To make
r.'s, to impute as a i\, worthy of

r., matter of r., see the Verb.

Without or free from r., see Ir-
reproachable. To incur the

r. of atbg,' or-. See CENSURE,
Shame, Disgrace.
REPROACH, v.,,,,-,,,,

all with (aby with athg,

also ..', to make athg a r. to

aby). -
or — . -See Censure, Upbraid.
To r. aby justly,. -

(Thiic.) : to r. in

strong or bitter terms,

: to r. aby
angrily with -

—

,— (Thuc.) : to remind people
of benefits is to r. them,

b-

(Dem.)

:

that is to be r.-d,,
2 (matter ofr.)\ also,
2., , and,, 3., 2 : they
have the impudence to r. others
with what they themselves are to

blame for, -roi,.
REPROACHFUL, -, 3. ', 2, and,, 6 (poet.), and

Crcl. with Verb or Subst. -, 2.

REPROBATE, s./3)9,
2., 3. -. 2., .,
2. See Abandoned, Profli-
gate.
REPROBATE, v.-. See REJECT, CONDEMN.
REPROBATION,-, , and Crcl. icith Verb.
REPRODUCE,.. -,- (of nature). %

To bring forward anew]. -
or. To r. the

same thoughts in different terms,

(488)

-',' or. Tf To represent by

imitation]. -,- .. -. Sensation r.'s the

forms of sensible objects, -'.
REPRODUCTION, -,, .
REPRODUCTIVE, e. g. r.

power, -,-.
REPROOF,,-,,, ., 6.,,. To give aby a r., see the Verb.

REPROVE,
. and

.. See to Censure.
REPROVER. Crcl. by the

Verb.

REPTILE,, .,, ,
(poet.).

REPUBLIC,
and -, .-, ., 6.,.
REPUBLICAN, .-, 3. A r. constitution,--, .-, : to have a r. constitu-

tion, (pass.) : to

be of r. sentiments,-. .
REPUBLICAN, s.-, ., 6.

REPUDIATE. See to Di-
vorce, to Reject.
REPUDIATION. See Di-

vorcement, Rejection.
REPUGNANCE. See Re-

luctance, Aversion.
REPUGNANT. See Con-

trary, Opposite.
REPULSE, v. ,

-, -..
or.- and-.-. To r. the enemy,

or or

or -.
REPULSE, s. Crcl. with the

Verb, e. g. to meet with a r.,-
(pass.). TI Refusal]

VlD.
REPULSIVE,-, 3. % •]-

(Dio?i C),-, --, 2 (Soph.). A r. exterior,-.
REPUTABLE. See Respect-

able, Respectably.
REPUTATION, , -, ., .,

., . The r. of virtue,

(Thic.). See
Repute. To have the r. of
being

—

, (PI.),

or (Dem.).
(pass.) and (Hdt.).

REPUTE, v. See to Hold,
to Account.
REPUTE, s. See Charac-

ter, Reputation, Fame. To
be in good r., }...
or .

: that is in good r.,,, 2. ', :

to be in ill r.,. -. : that is

in ill r.,, 2.,, : to bring aby
into bad r., -. : to

stand in high r. with the towns-
men,

(Thuc).

REQUEST, s.,,,,, . -,, , and Crcl. with
the Verb, e. g. to make a r.,' (pass.) : his r. was,

: not have one's r.

granted, . To
be in r., see Demand, s.

REQUEST, v. (pass.)

or c. infin. ' and' or -
. See to Ask, Beg, En-

treat.
REQUIRE. 1 To demand,

to ask athg as a right].. See to Demand,-
(exhort), e.g. the occasion

r."s us to do so and so,

6 . Tj To
make necessary, to need]. (pass.), ,, .. c. gen.: athg requires
much expense, -

: athg is r.-d,

: bodily strength is little

r.-d in athg, ?)
: it is r.-d

that, c. ace. and inf.() c. ace. and inf. As cir-

cumstances may r., -
: as present circumstances

may r., ,. R.-d, see Requi-

REQUIREMENT. See
Need, s., Demand, s.

REQUISITE, ,-,, ., 3 and
2., 3. See Neces-
sary, Needful. The r. cau-
tion or foresight,

: the r. zeal or ap-

plication, : the

r. number, or

: it is r. (z= neces-

sary), . .
(), : athg is r.

for athg, . -
: more than r.,,-, 3 (adj.).

(adv.).

REQUISITION. See Need,
Demand, Command, s. To put
in r.,,
(e. g. horses, carts,',-) : also (e.g.

iron,, Thuc.).



REQ RES RES
REQUITAL,, -,-,-, . See Re-

turn, s., Retaliation, Re-
compense, s.

REQUITE, -,-. -. .. To r. aby's services or kind
deeds, .-. -

: to r. a wrong, -. See Retaliate, andphrases
under Reprisals.
RESCIND. See to Cut off,

to Abrogate.
RESCRIPT, and

prps, .
RESCUE, v. See to Libe-

rate, set Free, Save.
RESCUE, s. See Deliver-

ance, and Orel, with the Verb.

To come to the r.,. -,-.
RESEARCH,, -,,,,, . Exact-

ness in r.,, . See
Investigation, Enquiry.
RESEMBLANCE. See

Likeness.
RESEMBLE,. . ',

and usu.' {pass.).
(esply of per-

sons). To r. very much,-. -
: to make to r.,.

RESENT, or. .
or( .

^ RESENTFUL,,,, 2. -, 3. To be r.,-
: a r. disposition or feeling,, .

RESENTMENT. See Anger,
Displeasure. ,,, ., 6.. To feel r. agst aby,. .

(Hdt.).

RESERVATION,, .
See Concealment,,
. See Exception. "Without r.,, -,, 3.,,,. (with-

out exception).

RESERVE, v. If To lay up,

lay by] Vid. if To reserve to

oneself]. See Keep back, Retain.
I r. to myself the right of —

,

' — : it

has been r.-d for him to — ,
-

— (c. inf.) : it is r.-d

for me, . -, or- : the glory of
it is r.-d for you,.
RESERVE, s. % A keeping

back] Crcl. with verbs. To keep
in r.,.'...-

(489)

: to he kept in r.,-, and the pass, of the above
verbs. if Ofan army, a body of
reserved troops], -,-, .,. $$* From the time of -
lyb. also, . To stand

or be in the r.,

(pass.), -.. Relat.

to manners, fye.], -,-,, . Without
r., see without Reservation.
RESERVED. If Propr.]

Crcl. with past ptcp. of the Verb.

If Fig. : ofmanners],
(cautious),, 2 (.),, 3 (PL). Also-, 2 (not communicative). A
r.-d character,, .
RESERVOIR,, -,-, fiy and-,,.
RESIDE,.. See to

Dwell.
RESIDENCE. See Abode,

Dwelling. To have one's r. at

a place, ,',.
RESIDENT. See the Verb.

RESIDUE. See Remainder.

(

RESIGN, «ff To give up] Vid., and mid. .. if To lay down, e.g.

of a post, government, Qc] -,
or or- or -, : to r.

in favour of aby, or

(or), "[f Fig.] To r. one-

self, to be r.-d,, -, . See
Resignation, Resigned.
RESIGNATION. 1 The act

of giving up],, , -,, . To give in

or tender one's r.,, or-,. If Submission]-,,, -, . To show r.,. or -
.

(JElian). R. to the will of God,.
RESIGNED. See Submis-

sive, Patient. To be r. to

athg,'.. .
or . or.. .. .

RESILIENCE, neut. of adj.,

or Crcl. with Verb. See Elas-
ticity.

RESILIENT,,
3 (Sext. Empir.), or ptcp. of verb,,. See ELASTIC.
RESIN,, . Having a

flavour of r. (e.g. wine),-

^ (), 6 : to coat with
r.,.
RESINOUS,, 2.

RESIST, .,, or
(of a solid body). To

r. the action of fire,

or . Also-
(pass.) (to oppose

athg).,
(or ). To r. stoutly,

(mid.) .
: not to be able

to r. athg, (pass.) or
J7TTO) : to r. an at-

tack,,.
RESISTANCE,-,-, (ofsolid bodies) : that op-

poses r.,, : r.= op-

position,,,
., ., :

to make or offer .,,.
or or : r. agst

attack,,, :

to offer r. to the enemy, -
: to make

a valiant r., -. :
without offering or meeting any
r., or

or. Also, (and -).

RESISTLESS. See Irre-
sistible.

RESOLUTE,, 3., 2., . -,, 2. R. con-
duct,, ., .. See Determined,
Firm.
RESOLUTELY, fm the adj.

To actr.,...
RESOLUTION. If Act of

resolving], -,-,
. To give r. (of a question,

difficulty, &c),.
or .

a r. in writing,, .
if Fig. : determination, purpose], ., . See
to be Resolved. To pass a r.

(of an assembly), -. , -
and, -

(by ballot and show of
hands), or. and -

(of individuals) : a r. is

taken,. -: . has passed or has been
taken, ,-. U Firmness ofpurpose], -., . -.
RESOLVABLE, RESO-

LUBLE,, 3.

RESOLVE, . If (Trans.)
Solve, dissolve], -,-

(propr. and fig. to r. a
doubt or question). If To de-

termine],-,,-
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..
(aor. pass.), .
See to Determine, and ' to pass

a Resolution.' To be r.-d,. .. : to . de-

terminately upon athg,

c. infin. : not to be able to r. upon
athg,. ,

airopLuv. -..
RESOLVE, s. See Resolu-

tion.
RESONANCE, -, -,-,, .
RESONANT, ptcpp. of -,-., 2.

RESORT, .. -
». See to have RECOURSE, to

Repair to, to Frequent.
RESORT, s. See Concourse,

Frequency. A place of much
r., -. See Haunt. The judge
of last r., ()-

(), b : those com-
posing the court of last r., oi to• (JDinarch.).

RESOUND. H (Intrs.) To
echo, to sound back] -, -,-.-,-. Athg r.'s from the

mountains, -. % (TRS.)].. See to SOUND.
RESOURCE, , 6., V-, ,-, (refuge). To provide r.'s,

: to have con-

siderable r.'s,. : the man is not
"without r.'s, ,, 6

: I have but one r.

left, -
: you are our only r«,

: (a person) fertile in r.'s,, 2.

RESPECT, s. ', {-
and ), also »},, ', ,

V (poet.), , rj, and,
(r. in which aby is held). To

feel r. for,'. -
pav ' (Soph.) : to have
l*. shown one,.

(proper,
reasonable, ?•., Time.) : a person
held in great r.,

or -
: to be held in r. by

aby, ... *H Account, regard],, 6.,
v. See phrases in Regard. In
. of, or .

: with r. to athg, ,
'?,

: in this r.,. . -
: in every r., ,. ,-,-,-. irat/TtXcus : in a certain

r., , (enclit.) : in one r.,

in another r., , .
t

RESPECT, . «R To regard]. or

(490)

or -,', -. or,
(pass.) ,, -,,. See the

Suhst., and Regard, v. and s.

To relate to] Vid., and to Re-
gard.
RESPECTS,, ., b. To pay his r.,

: to go to pay
his r., -.
RESPECTABILITY. Crcl.

with adj. Respectable.
RESPECTABLE,, 3, and, 2 (of

persons), , or simply, 3 (chiefly of things and cir-

cumstances),, 3.,, 2.

RESPECTFUL,,
3. ', 2. .
RESPECTFULLY, from the

adj. Allow me r. to observe —

,

, -.
RESPECTIVE. Crcl. with

(each) or ,
or (of two), e.g. the r.

ambassadors, oi -. oi -
: the traitors in your r.

states, oi ' -
: they perform their r.

functions,. •[[ Eachfor itself]. ' .
RESPECTIVELY. See the

adj. The two brothers r. became
blind and died, b, '.
RESPIRATION,, .- and- (inspiration and

expiration), ft. See Breath.
RESPIRE,,.

'- and- (inspire and
expire). See Breathe, take
Breath, to Rest.
RESPITE, S.,-,,,
(), . See Reprieve.
RESPITE, ..

See to Reprieve.
RESPLENDENT, RE-

SPLENDENCE. See Bright,
Brightness.
RESPOND. See to Answer,

to Reply.
RESPONDENT. Crcl. by the

Verb.

RESPONSIBILITY. Crcl.

with the Adj., e. g. to have the r.

of athg (= to be responsible) :

he took upon himself the entire

r., '
(Xen.).

RESPONSIBLE,,,,,
2. To be r. for athg,, -

: to be r. to aby,

: to make aby r.,-
: to

make or render oneself r. to aby,
or

: for athg,-
:

to declare (aby) r.,

: that for which aby is not
r.,, 2.

RESPONSIVE. See An-
swering, Correspondent.
REST, s. il Absence of mo-

tion],, . To be
in a state of r., :

to have no r.,

(pass.) : r. of the water,,
. (poet.),, :
of the wind,, . } Ab-
sence ofexertion],,,,,,, . To have
or give to oneself r.,. or '.

to have no rest, or
: to be at

]

rest, see to Rest. To lay to

r., (Irs., PL), -
\
,.
to leave aby, let aby have, no
r., or -

! . See REPOSE, QUIET,
Peace. ^ Sleep] Vid. To lay
to r., tv. and-: to go to r.,

(pass.), (mid.), ^f
Remainder] or -

!, or adjectively,,
I

3, and, 3. The r. of the
day, : the

1

r. of mankind, oi or oi

: for the r. (ad-
I verbially = otherwise), .
!

'. (), too.
REST, v. If To be without

motion].
or. . ^
desist from exertion] To rest

from anything,, -,-,- ,. TJ

sleep] . .. (of the
dead), ^j (Trs.) To give rest,

causetorest],.
(PL). U To rest athg

on athg],,. See to Lean. To r.

one's oars, .
(Intrs.) To have rest or sup-

port],-, . To let

one's eye r. upon an object,.
To depend (== to rest with) ] . g.
it r.'s with me, ' .

(=zit is in my
power) : every thing r.'s with
God, -. -.
] Remain (Lat. restare, Fr. res-

ter)]7 (pass.),,. "fl To continue], -,-. R.
assured, : to r. contented
with athg, ()

(Alciphr.), see Acquiesce.
RESTING-PLACE, -,



RES
\, , .,.,,
(place to put up at).

RESTITUTION,,
, and Crcl. with verbs to Re-
store.
RESTIVE,, 3 (of

a horse), and, 3 (hot,

wild), whence to be r.,-
(X.). See Unruly.

RESTLESS,<?,2.,2. ,
3., 2 (not lulled, poet.).,2. See SLEEPLESS- -, 2 (in suspense, wavering).

See Unquiet, Unsettled. To
pass a r. night, or

: a r.

(turbulent) person, -, 6. :

to be r.,. -
(pass.),.-
(pass., of the mind). Also.'' (pass.)\
.

RESTLESSLY,..
RESTLESSNESS,-,, ., 6.

RESTORATION, -,-, (of
health, see Recovery),,/, (PL), ,
and Crcl. with the Adj.
RESTORATIVE, -, (Hipp.), 3,

and Crcl. with the Verb.

RESTORE, To give back]

atro-,-. -,-. IT To re-establish]-. ,..-. (an exile to his

country) : to be restored to one's

country, : — to

one's strength,

(pass.), see Recover.
RESTORER. Crcl. by the

Verb.

RESTRAIN. H To confine]

"Vid. H To repress] Vid. «ft

To keep back, control] -, -. To r. aby from doing

athg,. .
/o's :

to . oneself, -, --..
: able to r.,,

,,, 3, -
(Aristot.).

RESTRAINT,, -,, (re-

pression, contraction),, ., (hindrance, check).

To keep under r., see to Re-
strain. Without r.,,
3, and adv. -.
RESTRICT,-

(circumscribe), -,'. '. Also
(repress, contract),' (check, curb),.

/-,-. See to Li-

MIT, to Confine. To r. to a
confined space, -

(Thuc.) : to r. a proposition,

(401)

RET- : to '

r. one's expenditure,»
or : to

be r.-d to athg,' .
RESTRICTION,-, ., ., ., . , (a r. or li-

mitation, VlD.). With ., -
(and adv.) : without

r.,,.
RESTRICTIVE. Crcl. by the

Verb,,, 3.

RESTRINGENT (med. t.),,, 3 (styp-

tic).

RESULT, s. /, '
(sum ofan addition),,
. -,,-
(issue, consequence),,
(Hdt. and Polyb.) : sts-,. R. of an investigation,

(e.g.-
(PL). To give the general r.,-

(PL).

RESULT, .,, -, . -
(to come round, mostly

of advantageous r.) and-.' (by an un-
expected change). This is what
has r.-d to me from the business,

and may the same r. to those of
you who think evil,,. See
to Follow, and Consequence.
RESUME, -, -. and

(to come
back to a point). I will r. the

thread of my argument at the

point where I dropt it, -
(Dem.).

RESUMPTION. Crcl. by the

Verb.

RESURRECTION,,
.,,
(. ).
RESUSCITATE, ,. To be r.-d, -,-.
RESUSCITATION,,, .
RETAIL, s., .

carry on a r. business, -.
RETAIL, V..
RETAILER,, ., 6 (in jEsop). -, , and -,

(Lys.), or-, (Isce.),- and-, , ., (Dem.).

be a r., : trade of

a r., retail trade,,, : a r.'s booth or

shop,, .
RETAIN. 1 To keep] -,. -,-,-,-, and-. -

(to keep for oneself). To

RET
r. in one's memory, or,,,» : athg (e.g. a
custom) is r.-d, .
1 To keep in pay (e. g. soldiers,

servants, Qc.)] See phrases in to
Keep and to Hire. To r. coun-
sel,,

or.
RETAINER. \ The person

who retains] Crcl. by the Verb.

If A follower] Vid. TJ Client]

Vid. U A retainingfee (to coun-
sel) ] Crcl. as above.

RETAKE, -, --. ' (e.g.-,, a city, a fortress).

RETALIATE, ".. or -,
or- '.

/...
RETALIATION, -,-, . -

(Aristot.). See Repri-
sals. Also Crcl. iviih Verbs.

RETARD. See to Delay,
Obstruct.
RETCH,.. R.-ing,, .
RETENTION, f The act of

retaining] ,, ,
and Crcl. by the Verb. lj (Med.
t.) retention of urine] - and-, or-, : to

have or be subject to a r. of
urine, - and,
and-.
RETENTIVE. Crcl. with the

verbs in Retain. R. of me-
mory,, 3: to have a
r. memory, or-.
RETENTIVENESS. Crcl.

with the Adj., e. g. r. of memory,,.
RETICENCE,,, h. See SlLENCE.
RETICENT, ptcpp. of-, .
RETICLE, RETICULE. See

Net.
RETICULAR, RETICULA-

TED,-, , and -coto's,

3.

RETINA, ) -,, 6.

RETINUE,, -, ., (suite of
servants, and poet, oi) and

(escort), oi,
-, - ., , -. A brilliant r.,,

: to belong to aby's r.,. -
. : to have a

large r. about one,.
RETIRE. m Propr.] -

(with or without -
or ), -, -,-,-,-. -, -, -, -
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(the latter also with).

See Retreat, {not

to carry out a design or plan)..
{mid. and pass.), ~.,

{from military

service). To r. from business,,,-
: to r. as waters after a flood,. See Recede. It

r.'s as much, as possible within
itself, '

: to make to r.,',.
RETIRED, Ptcp. of the Verb.

Also, 2 (from busi-

ness), pas, 2 {solitary). A
r.-d life, ', . ', -, 6 : to lead a r.-d life, '-. .
RETIREMENT. ^ As act]

-,-, , and
Crcl. with the Verb. "^ As place], ., : to

live in r., see ' to lead a retired

life.
1

RETIRING, f Subst. {the

act of)] See Retirement. TI

Adj.] See Modest.
RETORT, V.-,-. ^ or,. To r.

atlig upon aby,

: to r. upon one another,

: to r.

an accusation,'-
{Dem.) : one must r.,-: to r. an argument

upon aby, -.
RETORT, S. b

{Gel/..). See Rejoinder.
RETORTION {rhetor, t.),, -.

RETOUCH,,-,-.
RETRACE, e.g. to r. one's

Steps or course, -
{PL).

{Eur.), :

to r. in one's memory,-.
RETRACT, -, -

{e. g. ,').. To r.

one's opinion,

{PL) : to r., and say it is

not so,

{PL).

RETREAT, v. See g. t. Re-
tire, dva-, -,-,-,,,-

{of troops ; mid., and
also act., both .),
{fall back) and -. -

and- {of
ships, also and. and

(Thuc.). To r. leisure-
ly (pedetentim),. {sc., as general),. » {Eur.).
RETREAT, s., f}.

(492)

, . To commence
the r., {pass.) or 6p-

{pass.) -
: to effect one's retreat,.
-,- {as

general) : to give the signal for r.,

to sound a r.,. .
{.). H Retirement] Vid. f
* Place of retreat or refuge]-,-,,
., . An in-

violable r.,, : to give

aby a r., ' its-, or-.
RETRENCH,.. Also,-'// . To r. one's

expenditure, -, -
{Thuc.).

: to r. what is super-

fluous,

(Plut.) : — with the pen, -,-.
RETRENCHMENT, -,,, .

R. of expenditure,, h
{Polyb.), and Crcl. with tlie Verb:
r. of a syllable at the beginning
of a word,, .
RETRIBUTION, -,-,,, .,, -. See RETALIATION.
RETRIEVE. See to Re-

cover, Repair, Restore.
RETROGRADE, adj.-, 2,-, , 6.-, 2 (of the stars),-, 3. A r. motion (re-

trogradation),- and-, : a r. march,,,, ., 6.

RETROGRADE, .-" (« ).-. -,--. {ofthe stars).

RETROGRESSION, -, ., 6.

RETROMINGENT,-, 3 {Aristot.).

RETROSPECT,

RETROSPECTIVE, e. g. to

cast a r. look at the past,-.
RETURN, . 1 (Trs.) To

give back] ()-,-,-.-. and-
{repay) .. See

Requite, Render, Retali-
ate, {yield as re-

venue), and -,- {make answer).

See Reply. To r. thanks, Vid.

This sense is often rendered by

compounds with, e. g. to re-

turn aby's salutation,-". -/ : his salute was not r.-d,

: to r. a

favour,. -
: to r. a kindness, /-

: to r. a signal,-. If To report officially], or -
, or ,-.. : — one's

income,., {mid.)

:

to be r.-d as —,-
{Dem.). U (Intrans.) To

go or comeback]-,-, also-.().. -,-
{from banishment). To r. upon
his steps,

{Luc.) : to go and r. the same
day, (.) : to r.

by sea,,-,- {home) : to r. (=
come or happen over again, re-

cur), and -
: an illness r.'s,

(or -, Hipp.). To r. to athg,

: to r. (= re-

vert, come or go back) to labour,'
:

to r. to his natural disposition,

(JEschin.) : to r. to the
subject of,

(jEschin.).

RETURN, s. -,,-,, -, ., {from
exile), {by sea, andfin
exile),, . A celebra-

tion of one's safe r.,

{i. e. ), : return by the
same track, on one's own steps,-, -, -,-, : on one's r.,

ptcpp. of the verb, e. g. on his

r. from Laconia,

: r. of an illness,-, -, , see

Relapse. To have a periodical

r., : on the r. of
spring, (Thuc).. ^[ A giving
back],, ., . See RESTI-
TUTION. Requital] E.g. to

make a r. to aby for athg,-. See the Verb and
Requite, Requital. A r. of
affection or love,, fj., , 6 : in r., -

: in r. for athg, .
See Exchange and Equiva-
lent. TI Produce] Vid. U Of-
ficial report] Vid.
REUNION,-,-,, , or Crcl. with the

verbs, ,, .
Also -, -,-,
(ofcontending parties).

REUNITE, -. - or-,
or, or (to rejoin).

REVEAL,.. -,-. -.. To r. one-
self, ,-
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. See Disclose, Discover,
Divulge. In the biblical sense,

, and later -, e.g. the gods r. to us

by heavenly signs, oi

Or .
REVEL, S.,, 6., .,

(esply pi.). See Orgy and Ca-
rouse.
REVEL, v.. -.. To r. in athg,, {both poet.).

REVELATION,, ,
or Crcl. by verbs. See Disclo-
sure. Divine r., :

a r. from the gods, a divine r.,-
: by divine r., .

: the R. (of St. John),, .
REVELLER, ?, ., , , and ptcpp. of

the Verb. A band of r.'s,,, 6 : a fellow-r.,,, , b : to burst in

like a band of r.'s,-.
REVELRY,, ., ., , and

Crcl. with the Verb.

REVENGE, S., ., ., . -, . To take .,-', .-
or :

to have taken dire r., :
to thirst after r.,

. See Vengeance, Re-
prisals, Retaliation.
REVENGE, v. To r. athg or

aby, see Avenge. To be r.-d on
aby for athg,, or -, -

{punish
aby for athg, Thuc). See the

Subst, and Requite, Repay.
REVENGEFUL, -, 2.,-, 3. (3) -., 2 {poet.).

REVENGER,, 6, .,.,, 6 {Eur.).

REVENUE. See Income.
giy* To which add{), {Lys.) and,

(PL, receipts). R.'s of the

state, and, {Hdt.).

To return or yield as r., ava-

REVERBERATE,-, {g. t. to

refect), {of sound). See
to Echo, Resound.
REVERBERATION. Orel,

with the Verb.

REVERE,. -, -,-, '' ,
'. {Hdt.) .' . -.
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REVERENCE, s.,,, ., . ,, (poet, and Hdt.).

REVERENCE, v. See to Re-
vere.
REVEREND,, 3., 2., 3. -, ., 2. -, 3. R. character or con-

dition,,,, ., .
REVERENT,,2, and

{poet.)', 3. To show one-

self r., or'
{pass.). :
v. behaviour or comportment,,, ., .
REVERENTIAL, ' ai-., 3.

REVERIE. See Dream.
indulge in many such r.'s,

•.
REVERSAL {e. g. ofa judge-

ment),,,, .
REVERSE, . -,-,. See

Overturn, Subvert. U To
repeal], .
il To alter, change] Vid.
REVERSE, s. 1 Change]

Vid. R. of fortune,,
. -,,,, : there was a r. of
fortune, or, -. % Opposite side]. f[ The contrary] Vid.
REVERSION. 1 The act of

reversing] Crcl. by the Verbs, "jj

{Legal t.)] Crcl. with(
).

REVERT. 1 (Intrs.)] See
to Return, to Fall back.

REVIEW, s. U The act of
reviewing athq] Crcl. with the

Verbs. U (Milit. t.)],
and, .. To hold

a ., {)
: to be present at a r.,. If In the li-

terary sense, critique']

and, .
REVIEW, . f To go or

look over] (,
see to Examine), "ff Of troops]

See ' to hold a Review,' s. ^
To criticize],.
REVIEWER. Crcl. ivith the

Verb. A (literary) r.,, ,
6. See Critic.
REVILE, ..-". ,-

{and the pass,),-, ./ or '.
REVILER,,.-,\]{ or -), 6.

REVILING. 1 Adj.] -, 2. See Opprobrious. TJ

Subst.],, fj.

/ma,.
REVISE, {examine),

(correct^.

REVISION,',-,, .
REVISIT, .

(AT). aCOis or
{a school, £[c.).

REVIVAL,, ,
and. Crcl. with Verb.

REVIVE, «ff (Intrs.)]-
\, -. *ff (Trs.)] -,-.. aw.. See RESUSCI-
TATE. | Fig.]-,--

{renew). To r. the old enmity,.
REVOCATION,,, ( calling back

or again), and Crcl. with to Re-
voke.
REVOKE,. See

Recall. TJ Ofa laiv, institution,

<Jfc] See to Repeal.
REVOLT, s. -,-, . See REBELLION, RE-

VOLUTION.
REVOLT, v... See to REBEL.

To cause to r.,. ^\

Fig.] Athg r.'s aby, is r.-ing to

aby, , and
Crcl. with : r.-ing,, 2., 3 {sts-, Aristoph.) : isn't this

what is so r.-ing?

kuI , {PL).

REVOLUTION. TJ A re-

volving {as of the heavenly bodies,

?.)]-,-,-,, ., .-, {com-

plete r.),,-,-, -, ,-, and -, , -, 6, and Crcl. with,, and other verbs to Revolve.
The year having completed its r.,- or- -. % Change],,, .
undergo a complete r.,-. -. Revolution in politics]

or

or {over-

throw of a government),-, {and -) -, {r. of states, Polyb.)., {sedition,faction), -, {attempt to change).

To try to bring about a r., -,.
REVOLUTIONARY, -, 3., 2.

2. To entertain r.

sentiments,. A man of r.

sentiments,,-,, , .
REVOLUTIONIZE, -

or or-.
REVOLVE. 1 (Intrans.)]

(pass.).



REV RIC RID,,-
(in the same track,, PL), -, -. See Go round,

Come round. H (Trs.)] Fig. :

to r. athg in one's mind, -
[with or witlwut )- or .

.
(pass.) .,-, (PL),-

(e. g., Soph.).

>

REVULSION. «U {Med. t.)], .
REWARD, s., ', and, -(, in return

for athg). ,, (thanks,

acknowledgement of obligation),, 6 (pay), and-, (a prize). £,,
(honorary r.).,

(for rescuing out ofdanger). R.
for recovery of a runaway slave,, (JT.) : to

offer a r. to aby who will kill,-
(Thuc).

REWARD, V., ( -
), . See to

Requite.

t

RHAPSODY,, ,, (in the classical

sense, and verb, subst., . adj., 3,

a?id also in the modern contemp-
tuous sense, tirade, idle declama-
tion).

RHETORIC, (-
), rj., , and •

(all PL). A figure of r.,, .
RHETORICAL,,

3. R. art, it ,(), .,
V : . ornament,

: . skill or fluency,'. See ORA-
TORICAL.
RHETORICIAN,,, . See Orator, -, ., , .
RHEUM,, .-, . See Diffusion, Ca-

tarrh. Subject to,-, 3 : liability to it, -, : to suffer from it,

: like or of the
nature of r.,, .
RHEUMATIC, RHEUMAT-

ISM, i^p• These words, bor-
rowed from the Greek, have ac-

quired a specific meaning distinct

from that of tlte corresponding
Greek words contained in the pre-
ceding article. Chronic r. may
prps be denoted by,
(chronic affection of the joints,
Hippucr., and adj.',
), or included under the g. t., 2 (Matieth., having
disease in the sinews) : but it may
be_ better expressed by ('. R.
fever, or, .
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RHINOCEROS,,, and , .
RHOMB,, .
RHOMBOID,*., neut. of the

following.

t

RHOMBOIDAL,//•^,
^RHUBARB, pa, .
RHYME, s. -. A verse in r., -, : poetry in r.,-,

., : neither r. nor
reason, prps.
RHYME, . -

or

(of the maker),

(of the verse).

RHYMER, -. A mere r.

(contemptuously),, .
RHYTHM,, . Good

., : bad 1\,, .
RHYTHMICAL,,

3.. Not r.,,, 2 : to be not r.,.
RIB, 7«, . The larger

r.'s, : the smal-
ler r.'s, . Fig.]

The r.'s of ships,. ', (Horn.,

Lat. statumina) : the middle r.

of a leaf, (), h
(Theophr.).

RIBALD. Sec Obscene.
RIBALDRY. See Obscenity.
RIBAND,, . See

Fillet, Tie. Like or in the
shape of a \,, .
RlCE, (and ,

Anecd. Bekk.), . , .
Boiled r., r. gruel or pudding,

: .
bread, , (Soph.).

RICH,, 3. -,,., 2., 2. R. in athg,. See to Abound (in athg)., 2 (abundant). See Co-
pious, Plentiful. R. booty,, : r. in nourish-

ment (offood), see Nutritious:
r. milk, (sc.) : of

countries, &c,, 2: of

soil, see Fruitful, Fertile :

very \,, 2. -, 2.,, : to be r.,-. .. -
: to be very r.,. : to be

r. in athg, .
: to become r.,

(pass.),-
or :

to make r.,. See En-
rich. Newly r.,, 2
(Dem.).,2 (Eur.):

a r. churl or parvenu,,, (EupoL).
RICHES,, . -, . , . See

Wealth.

RICHLY,, -.. R. provided with
athg, , -, or .

Fig.] . g. he r. deserves to

perish, -.
RICHNESS. See Opulence.

R. of soil, see Fertility (,, Horn.) : r. of attire, &c, see

Costliness, Splendour : r. of
meats, .
RICK (ofhay, corn, $£C.),-, , ..., .,, .

To gather in r.'s,. -
or- .

RICKETS, , .
RICKETY,,. ^ Fig.: unsteady]

Vid.

RID. 1 To set free, to re-

deem] Vid. TI To clear, dis-

encumber of] -, . ^[

To get rid of athg]-
(pass.), -, (pass.),

: to get r.

of aby or athg (troublesome),,
or . -

, or :

I endeavour to get r. of athg,

: easy to get

r. of,, 2 : a get-

ting r. of,, (Aristot.) :

to be desirous of getting r. of

aby,

: to get r. of one's debts,

: to be r. of
athg, or -, : to get

r. of a vendible commodity, -
or : to

be r. of a thing,

(to have disposed of it).

RIDDANCE,,, : of or from athg,. See Deliverance.
RIDDLE,', . -, . To make or invent, give,

solve a r.,,-, , or -
: to guess at a r., -

or :

to speak in r.'s (= obscurely),

or ' -, ',-
: in r.'s, ','. ' or

: like a r., see Enig-
matical.
RIDE. II (Intrans.)] -, 77(3, i7r7T)j\rr-

or' or ' ', or simply. or' or. ',
(pass.), {on

race-horse, Horn.). To r. on a

horse, ' : to r. on

a dolphin,: to r. fast, or':
to r. like a woman, -



RID RIG RIG: to r. oneself sore,

: to

come r.-ing along, -
: to r. up to,

and.-
: to r. up to a person, -

(pass.)

: to . through a country, Si-

: to r. off,-, : to r. in,

: — round, -
: — by or past,-.,-
(in racing) : — agst

one another, : —
up, : — down, --

: to r. aby down, ava-',-
: one that cannot

r.,, 2 : a horse is dif-

cult to r., b'. if Of ships] To r.

upon the main, :

to r. at anchor, '
(' or '): tor. out a gale,.

RIDE, S., . To
take a r.,oroa.
{see the Verb) : to give aby a r.,.
RIDER,,,-, , 6.,-, , 6. See Horseman.

After the fashion or in the man-
ner of a r.,.
RIDGE. if Earth thrown up

by the plough : Crcl. tvith Fur-
row] Vid. H The sharp ridge

along the back of animals, and
hence fig. athg ridged lilte the

back-bone] E. g. r. of a mountain-
chain,,, (Hdt.), also, (.) : a rugged
mountain-r.,, (Soph.) :

. of a chain of hills,,,
(poet.), also, 6, and

poet,, , and, :

a r. with overhanging bank,, uos, (brow).

RIDICULE, s. See Laugh-
ter, Derision.
RIDICULE, v. See Laugh

at, and phrases in Derision and
Ridiculous.^. -.'.
RIDICULOUS,-, 2., 3. Very r.,-,2: excessively r.,-, -, 2

(Dem. and JEschin) : to make
oneself r., . See
Laughable. To put athg in a

r. light,

(turn into ridicule).

RIDING (the art of),',,,',
and,, .

Of or belonging to r.,, 3

:

awkward in r.,, 2 (PL) :

awkwardness in r.,,
(X.) : fit for r. (country, &c),-, 3.. 2 (.) :

(a horse) —,, 2 : unfit

for r. (ground),, 2 (X.).

if A district] Vid.
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RIDING- SCHOOL, -, 6. To attend it,.
RIFLE, v. See to Plunder.
RIFLE, S. p?-ps, . $* The Greeks

use of a machine which
carries a great distance and hits

the mark accurately.

RIFLEMAN. Crcl. with the

preceding.

RIG. f Prop, (of a ship)], (vuiv). if

Fig.] iv, -
. See Equip.

RIGGING,
or or. To get

up or fix the r. of a ship,-.
RIGHT, adj. Straight, not

curved], 3. , , :

e. g. a r. line (math, t.),,, , also .
(Aristot.), but . is more
usu. of lines : consisting of a r.

line, -,-, 2 (rec-

tilinear). See Straight, Di-
rect, if Not oblique (math, t.)], 3. A r. angle,-, : r. angled,, 2
(rectangular). if True, genuine], 3. , . -, 3. if Suitable to the end,

purpose, or circumstances],
3., 2. , 3.,, . To take the

r. way, -
: to come to the r. house,

)
: to take by the r. end,',

: at the r. time or mo-
ment, , ,

(e. g.) : to make the

r. use of athg, .
or ' :

the r. proportion, : the

r. medicine, -
: to have the r. magnitude,. See

Proper. if Jtist, lawful, equi-

table] , 3. , 3., 2. Also, 3, and,, . , 3. You are

r. in so doing,

: it is r., '.

they say it is r., :

it is not r., , ,
: it is not r. of you to

do so, .
: it is . and

just,

: to consider

athg r., .
, also-, : to count athg quite

1'., -
(Aristoph.) : it serves

you r., or ,',. H erroneous,

not mistaken, correct], ., . You are r.,^
or or : he
is quite r. not to keep silence,. -

: he ia r. in

doing so,

: the r. pronunciation,

: the r.

number, or -
: a r. conception, ), : your notion of me is

quite ., :

to be r. in one's judgement, --. and (hit,

Trag.). (Hdt.). -
(PL) : to set r., see to Cor-

rect. If Conformable to one's

wish] To be all r., :

I am or feel all r.,

or, or or. U Not left], 3.

The r. hand, () : to

give one's r. hand,. .
: (upon athg). -
(to one anotlier) :

the r. side, : on the r.

side, ' , :

the right wing, :

on or to the r., ,. : to

turn to the r.,

: but as milit. t., ,
e. g. to wheel to the r.,

: ^^ opp.-'.
RIGHT, adv. If Straight-

forward] See Straight. if

Exactly] E.g. r. into the middle,. if Very]. , and superlat.,

e. g. . well,, :

r. gladly, . if Rightly]

Vid. and Aright.
RIGHT, s. if Not tvrong],, . ,,,,. See JUS-

TICE, Equity. With good r.,,,,', : with
perfect r., :

. and wrong,
(Aristoph.) : to have r. on his

side, .^» : con-

trary to all r.,, if Not error•] -, . To be in the r.,,, ...
See under Right, adj. if Just
claim] . My own r.,

: aby'g r.'s,

: I have a r. to do
athg, , or, . £. :

to have equal r.'s with aby, to", ',
: possession of equal (civil)

r.'s,, : in possession

of one's civil r.'s,, 2 :

possession of them,, :

to help aby to his r.'s,

: to claim as one's

., . if Power] -, . To have a r. ( — be
empowered),. -

and :

to give a person a r. (put it in

aby's power) to do athg injurious
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to us, or, e. g. to laugh at us, to

take us to be fools,,.
RIGHT, . . g. to help to r.

aby, to see aby r.-d,.
RIGHTEOUS. See Just,

Upright, and Pious, Reli-
gious.

RIGHTEOUSNESS. See
Justice, Piety, Uprightness.
RIGHTFUL. See Just, Le-

gitimate.
RIGHTLY, advv. of the ad-

jectives in the different senses, as,,,-,, ... To judge
r., :

to understand r., :
not to understand r.,

: if I remember r., -
: if I am r. in-

formed, ' -
: I don't r. know,, : you have not

r. considered, .
RIGID. See Stiff, Severe.
RIGIDITY. See Stiffness,

Severity.
RIGOROUS. 1 Hard], , .. R.

education, or
: a r. law,- -, 6. See Severe, Strict.

RIGOUR, m Cold] Vid. and
Stiffness, Shuddering. %
Severity],,,, , .
With r.,..• : to proceed with r., have
recourse or resort to r.,-. or-

(pass.). ^J
Strictness],-, . With the utmost r.,

: of extreme
1".,, .
RILL. See Rivulet.
RIM. See Border, Margin.
RIME. See Hoar-frost.
RIND, , . ,, .,, (r.

peeled of),, 6 (bark of
trees),, 6 (crust). Like
r.,, : made of r.,, 3 : covered with a r.,, 2 : that has a thin,
thick, smooth, rough, split i\,-, -, -, -,-, 2 : to peel off the
r. of athg, or -,-

: to peel off the r.

of trees, ,.
RING, s. , 6 (athg

round),, 6 (concrete),-, (circular line), -, 6 (for tL• finger). To
form a r. about aby, -

(see under Group,
s.) : to make into a r., fasten with
a r.,

: he has a copper r.

through his lip,

: made of r.'s,, 3 : seal-r., see SlGNET.
R. -finger,, , .
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6. Ring
for combatants], .

RING, v. % (Trans.)] -,.-. (). H
(Intrans.)], and poet,-,,. -

(pass., as the ears).

A r.-ing, a r.-ing sound,, 6 :

my ears r.,

: it still r.'s in my ears,, b, -
(Luc.).

RING-DOVE,,-, (Lot. palumbus). ,, (a smaller kind).

RINGLEADER,,,,,,,, ,, , 6., , 6: e.g. -.
RINGLET. See Curl, and, /cos, .
RINGWORM,,,
(g. t.). To have it,.
RINSE, -,-., -, -,-.. To r. one's mouth," .
RINSING (the act of), -, 6., .
RIOT, s. f Revelry] Vid. «[J

Uproar], 6.,, ., (sedition).

To run r.,,-.
RIOT, v. «H To revel] Vid.

% To make uproar] v." or
(seditious uproar). See to run
Riot.'

RIOTER, ptcpp. of the verb,

e. g. 6 or,
and, , 6.

RIOTOUS. 1 Tumultuous], .,
3. If Licentiously festive] Ptcpp.

of ' to REVEL.', 2.

»}?, . U Seditious]-,,3.-, .
RIP (g. t.),, -,-. (ofa texture).

To r: up, (Hdt.).

(poet.) : to r. up
old sores,

(Aristoph.) and '
(Themist., both= Lat. 'refricare

ulcus,' strip off the scar ofa heal-

ing wound).
RIPE, adj. and -, more rarely, 2.,, 3. , 2., 3. R. fruits,, : a dealer

in r. fruit,, , 6 :

place where r. summer fruit is

kept,, : with r. fruit,, 2 : to make r., to

become r., see Ripen. "|J Fig.]

Of age,, 2, usu.,, 3 : r. for marriage,, : a
maiden r. for marriage,,

: to be of r. age,

,' (Isocr.) : of r. experience,, 2..
RIPEN. IT (Trs.) To make

ripe],.
and. il (Intrs.) To
become ripe] (pass.),

(pass.),.
Also".

(for athg). See come
to Maturity.
RIPENESS,,,

ti, and, . See Ma-
turity.
RIPPLE, s. (of tL• sea or a

lake under a gust ofwi?id),,, (Horn.),, (Eur.).

A r. or plash of waves,,
ojtos, , and, (both

poet.) : the strait is crisped with
a r.,

(Eur.).

RIPPLE, v. Crcl. with the

preceding.

RISE, v. % Raise or lift one-

self from lying or sitting] av-(,-).. -
(from afall). To r. to

aby,- or-( ', ,
Aristoph), also'' : to r. (from bed), -

(with or without) : from sleep, -. : to r. early,

or :

from a sick bed,

(Dem.), also-
: to r. to life again, -,- (PL). Tj Of

a heavenly body] and
(§* in ancient wri-

ters, and
only of the sun and moon, and

a?id ofstars,
but Trag. and later ivriters do
not constantly observe this distinc-

tion, Lobeck. Phryn.p. 124). Also,. "[J To
mount up, ascend],

(pass.), -
(of bodies, dust, vapours,

<$[C.). (pass., g. t.). -
(pass.) .
(up into the air),-

(of vapours and smoke),

(as a rocket), -
(by explosion). A fog

is r.-ing, :

clouds are r.-ing,

: to r. as a bird, -,-. -,-:
to cause to r.,. See
Ascend. To r. in flames,-

(pass.). % To grow
more or greater] To r. as a
river,.' : the

water r.'s beyond athg,

: the river

r.'s, or -
or :

to r. in importance, rank, &c,
see under to Elevate and Ad-
vance : the price of athg is

r.-ing, or



RIS.. :

to r. (as the wind), :

the wind is r.-ing, -. yiyvtTai '.

to r. (as a hill above or from the

plain), or-
: to r. (as a building in pro-

gress), : to r.

above, : to r.

out of,,'-
: to r. in the stomach (as

undigested food),

(Hipp.) : apt so to r.,-, 3 (Hipp.) : to r. up to (=
as high as) athg,, : to r. at

athg (as a fish at a fly),

: the gorge r.'s at athg,' .-
: a contest or

quarrel r.'s, .
See Arise. A thought r.'s in my
mind,' --- or. To rise in revolt

agst aby] .. See REVOLT,
Rebel. To r. up in arms, a'iptiv

or '. -. % Toflow,
proceed, or take its origin from], ,

or, -,\, 6-
or .

RISE, s. ] The act of rising],, ., (into the air). % Of
the heavenly bodies] and, (see diff. of Syn.,

and, in

to Rise). Sun-r., see Sun. ^J

Rising ground] See Eminence.
if Source, origin] , ., . , . To take or
have its r.,. See to

Rise. To take r. from,-
or

(g. t., ofa river, tyc).

or (e. g.

or , from
mountain) : to give r. to,

or (adjectively) -, . *[ Increase],, . R. of

prices,, - : . and
fall of tide,, r;.

RISIBILITY,.
RISIBLE,, 3

(Sext. Empir., inclined to laugh).

See Laughable.
RISING, s. (from one's seat),, f], or Crcl. with

the Verb, r. of the sun, &c,
see Rise, s. A r. of waters, see

Flood-: a r. into the air, -, : a r. of undigested food

in the stomach,, 6

(Hipp.) : a r. of the gorge at athg,

see Nausea : a r. of acidity from
the stomach,, fj, see

Belching. R. in revolt, see In-

surrection.
RISING, as ptcp., see the

Verb ; as adj., e. g. as ground,, 3. See Elevation, Emi-
nence. R. above,,
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RIV
(poet.) : the r. generation,

f/ : a r. man,,
\.
RISK, s., b. See Pe-

ril, Hazard, Danger. There
is a r.,, c. inf. : at one's

own r., ' -
(Dem.) :

: there is r. of athg,

(e.g.,
ofchange, Dem.) : to run a r. of
athg, or of doing athg,, or inf. -, -, -,- .

(metaph. from the

dice), also -,, :

the r. is with, is run by, the
lender, -

(Dem.) :

attended by, or involving, \,-, 2 : without r., -, 2.

RISK, v. See the Subst., and
to Hazard. To r. one's life,-.-

: to r. all or
the utmost,. ..

(Dem.) : to

r. doing aby a service,

(viz., without
knowing whether he will repay it)

.

RITE,, b. Also,
v, and, (Trag.). Re-
ligious or sacred r.'s, ,
oi (Plut.)., . .

or
and (esplyfuneral r.'s,

Lat. justa).

RITUAL,,
(eccl. t).

RIVAL, V.. . -.. See
Emulate, Vie. All r.-ing each
other in good-will, -

(Dem.).
RIVAL. «|f Adj.],,, -, 2. The r. party, -

: a r. artist, &c, -, 2. Subst.] the same
and, , b : aby's

in athg, :

r. in love,, , b., .
RIVALRY,, b

(Thuc). -,-, .
See Emulation. <^§* Sts ex-

pressed by in composition

;

e.g. to desire athg in r. of another,

: to serve as

choregus out of r.,-
(Dem.) : that is

the object of r.,, 2 :

there is a r. in kindness,

: to ex-

cite to r. in good offices to each
other, -

(Dem.) : in a

spirit of r., ().
RIVE. See to Split.

ROA
RIVER,, b.,, (poet.). A small r.,, , and,

b (both Strab.) : belonging to a
r.,, 3 and 2 : beside
a r.,, 2 : r. ani-
mals, animals living in r.'s,, or -

: r.-water,,. , :

deposited, washed or watered,
borne by a r.,-,-,-, .,
RIVER-HORSE,' -, ., .
RIVET, s. See Nail.
RIVET, v.. '*.
RIVULET,, -, (PL).

ROACH (the prickly, a fish),, , (whence-, , , looking, or greedy,

after n's, Aristoph.)., ,
b (Aristot.).

ROAD, ,,
(g. it.). Trodden r.'s,-

: carriage r.,

(), ft: to be traversed by
wagon r.'s, have wagon r.'s pass-

ing through it,

(
pass.) : r.-maker,, -, 2 : to make r.'s,

: r.-making,,
rj : to forward aby on his r.,

: belonging to

(or occurring, seen, &c, on) the
r.,, 3., 2. See Way
and Street. % For ships] -, b.,. To lie

in the r.,.
ROAD-STEAD,, ai

(Thuc).
ROAM,,,

(about athg).. (pass.).

(pass., about a
place, ), -,, pass, (). To r. about (in a
desultory manner),,-,,
(LXX.), whence r.-ing, adj.,-, 3., : subst.,, . (Galen),, f) (Hipp.).

ROAN (horse, ),-
(2)', .

ROAR,,
and. (bel-

loiv),, .
(especially of waves and

storms), (of the wind).,,(/'?86).
ROARING, adj., ptcp. of

the verb; poet.,,-, -, --, 2 (of the sea),,, 2 (of a sea-beaten

shore, rock, S[C.)., 2., , b (of thunder).

Attended with a r.-ing sound (as

an earthquake),, , b
(Aristot.).

ROARING, s.,-,.,•,,
Kk
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., ., .-, . , 6 (esply of
thunder), , 6 (of water),, 6 (oftcind).

ROAST. II (Trs.)]
(usually ivith addition of).

(whence, ,
, and, . a vessel

for r.-ing),,,-, (all — toast,

parch, whence, , a
vessel for r.-ing). /., and (in embers).

One who r.'s,,, 6 :

r.-d, r. (adj.), ptcpp. pass, of the

verbs, and, 07tt()tOs, -
(Horn.),, -, 3: r.-ing, act of r.-ing,, ., 6 : fit for

r.-ing, (opp. to,
3), 3., 2 : place for

r.-ing,, : skilled in

r.-ing,-, 3. if (Intrs.)]07, and fig.,, (pss.).

H Metaph.] To r. aby,

(Aristoph.). See Irony.
ROB,,,

(absol.). See

Steal, Plunder, ()-
or

or >? .
(aby of athy). -

aTtptlv . See De-
prive, Bereave. To r. aby of

athg, or. -, or ()-
sol., without mention of the thing

taken by robbery) : to be r.-d of

athg, and-
.

or.
ROBBER,, , '-, ,, , -

or-, (highicay >•.,

Ionic), , and ptcpp. of the Verb,

e.g. 6 or-, or., ,,
(fern.) : a fellow-r. (fern.),, (Aristoph.) : a

set or band of r.'s,,.-, . -,.,, : the chief

or leader of r.'s,- and, ., ,
6: a r.'s den,, : the
life or trade of a r.,, :

like a r., or,2r, V " < <
*•

'

., ayos, , .-, 2. ap7ra/cTi/fos, 3.

ROBBERY,, -, . To carry on r., -. : to

commit a •.,: prac-
tice of .,, .
ROBE, s., .-, (poet.). and -re,, (poet.). A long r.,. : a flowing r.,-,. : a purple

.,?, ^. \ r. of State.
r. with a train, ',. :

a Persian r.., , (.):
with white, black, long r., -,
yutXuu-,-, 2 (white-
robed, S[c). See Gown, Cloak,

(498)

Mantle. ^[ Fig.] Profession of

the long r., : gentle-

men of the long r., oi.
See Law, Lawyer.
ROBE, v. and -(, ..)..

r. oneself, (.), and the mid. of the

other verbs : r.-d, ptcpp. and com-
pounds with, see under
RoRE s

ROBING-ROOM. See Ves-
try.
ROBUST,, 2. -, 3.?, 2.,

3. To be r., . -.
(PL),

(A ristoph.) : r. health or constitu-

tion,, . See STRONG,
Stout.
ROBUSTNESS,, .,.-

/s, tjtos, v.

ROCAMBOLE. See g. t.

Garlic.
ROCHET (fish, Lat. rubel-

lio),, (a variety of
red mullet). % Part ofa bishop'

1

's

attire] Mod. Gr.,, .
ROCK, s., ., 6

(a piece of rock).,
(a high rock, esply in the sea).

A r. by the sea,,, :
a low r. (just rising above the

sea),,, (hog's-back)

:

sunken r. (reef), ,
., . See CLIFF, Crag.
Made of r.,, 3 : like r.,

also firm as r.,, : of

or belonging to a \,, 3

:

a r. hollowed out by the sea, -
pay£,, fj : a rock with
clefts or gullies,,,

: of or pertaining to a r., -, 3 : to strike on a r., -
or '-

: the ship struck on a r.,?-.
ROCK, . 1 (TRS.)]..,.

To r. a child to sleep, /3-..
(Intrs.)] Passives of the pre-

ceding, and. See Shake,
Sway. Swing.
ROCK-CRYSTAL,-, 6.

ROCKING (the act or motion

of), ', -., ., 6., (ofa ship).

ROCK-OIL,, ;, -, .
ROCK-SALT, ,

oi.

ROCKY,, 3. -, 2. R. or stony ground., , .,
(usu. plur., .), ,
[lsa. Bekker). yfj, ,
and,, .
ROD,,, , .,, . A measuring r.,, ., , : to

beat with a r
,.-

: a beating with the r.,-, 6 : a cut with a r.,, : to get the r., pa-
(pass.). \\ Fortieth

part of a Rood] Vid.
RODOMONTADE, s. -,, . -

vtvua., . See Brag,
Boast. ^- In Ariosto's Rodo-
monte, from which the icord is

derived, there is an allusion to the

fable of "the leap in Rhodes: 1 ''

with the like ullusion we may
render, e. g. Don't think to put
your r. upon us by the prov.,

(or ) ',
().
RODOMONTADE, . -. (Cic.

Att., sivagger).

(pass., play the braggart, Aris-
toph.). See to Brag, Boast. A
r.-ing fellow, rodomontader, ya5-,, 6., . See
Braggart, Boaster.
ROE,,, (and

also ).,, (antelope,

gazelle). ^ Roe of a fish]-, oi. Having r.,, 2.

ROGATION. See Prayer
and Litany (eccl. t.).

ROGUE,, 6.-, 6., . See KNAVE.
An arrant r., see Rascal and ' r.

in Grain.' Also,,
(u-ho has been in the pillory),, , b (l>een whipt).,,,,-, , and, -, .
ROGUERY. See Knavery;

and in the playful use, Drol-
lery, Fun.
ROGUISH. See Knavish

and Droll, Funny.
ROLL, v. H (Trs.)]-

and (Att. prose and Aris-
toph.), and (later) -

(allz=zto ., r. on, r. along).

(rare in active),

(prob. only pass.).-
, (poet., r. along).

That may be r.-d,, 3 :

to r. away or off, -,-
(the latter also to r.

over, as to r. oneself over upon
athg, . , Aris-
toph.) : to r. forth or forward,

: to r. out, -
(usu. pass., and only

aor. 1), (only aor.

ptcp. and perf act, e.g. you have
r.-d me out of house and home,, Aris-
toph.). (to r. forth
or out, song in Athenae.) : to roll

down, : to roll

up, back, or away,,- : to r. about, -,-
(Aristot.) : to r. the

dust (in eddies),

{poet.): to r. the eyes,

and ,-, -
(all poet., and adj.,, , ., , ,

Horn.). If To twist round] -
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,; (Att. ., to r. up
tight)...

: to have one's head
r.-d round with a turban, or a
turban r.-d about one's head,' -
(Hdt.) : to r. up a cable, -. ^[ To level by
r.-ing]. or.
IT (Intrans.), atid reflexive,

to roll, roll oneself] Passives of
the preceding Verbs. -. The tears r.

down the cheeks, -
: to r.

in the dust,. -
or. See to

Wallow. To r. (as thunder,

&c),< xl/. -
: that r.'s easily,?,

2 : r.-ing, ptcpp. and?,
3 : to set r.-ing,, ike :

to lie r.-ing,, gc. :

r.-ing oneself,?, 3 {wrig-

gling) : that has a r.-ing gait,

tiXi-rroui (EupoL, of ivomen, but

Horn, of oxen, trailing tlie hinder

feet) : a r.-ing stone,?,
6 (Ion. and X.) : r.-d, ptcpp. and'?, ?, ?, 3:
athg r.-d,, .
ROLL, s. t Abstr.] Crcl. with

the Verb. To take a r. in the
sand,. tg^» See under
Horse. R. (as of thunder), -
?,?, 6 : r. of the drum,
6 or'?. TJ Concrete, athg rolled

up],, -, ., , and
ptcpp. of verbs to Roll up : r. of
a book, ?, b (Diog. L.).

MusTER-r., Vid. R.'s= public
documents, -, : . of bread,?, 6. , ?, ,
and, (of coarse bread).

ROLLER. [ For moving
heavy loads], ?, 17

(Lat. pi. palangae).,. To move with r.'s,-. ^\ For levelling] -
?, . To level with a r., -
Xtvr.pouv. See the Verb. % Band-
age], ., r).

ROLLING, S. ?,?, ?, ?, .?, , or Crcl. with the Verb.

See Revolution. A r.-ing up,, : a r. place for

horses, a- and. (Lat.

volutabrum, see tender Horse)., (in the dust, esply of
birds) : birds fond of r. in the dust,

opvities, o) (Aristot.) :

a r. of words, ,
(Aristoph., bmg r. words) : by
. along,' and
(poet 1.

ROMAN-(Catholic), -?? (mod. Greek).

Having a r. nose,?, 3.

ROMANCE, S. ?, . -, , -,, -Xoyia,-,-,, . To write or com-

(499)

ROO
pose a r., \oyo-,-,-, -, or prps
coin : a writer of r.'s,

\oyo-, -?,?
(Plat.), ?, , '

composition of romances,•?,-, .
ROMANCE, . -,-. Fig., See Rodomontade.
ROMANISM,/77/

(mod. Gr.), , or-,.
ROMANIZE, -

or —-,, or coin.
ROMANTIC, ?, ?,?,?,%,?.?, 2. "ft

Fig., improbable, fabulous] Vid.
For the senses, Beautiful,
Charming (esply of scenery),

see those words. R. = quixotic,?, 2 (PL, as a milder
termfor).
ROMISH. See Popish.
ROMP, s. prps -??, .
ROMP, .?'.
ROOD. 1 Fourth part of an

Acre ( Vid.) = 10,890 square feet
English] i§^- The nearest term is, , being tlie square of
100 Greek feet= nearly 101 Eng-
lish feel (10,201 square feet Eng.).

It is also used, very incorrectly,

to represent the Lat. jugerum,
tvhich being twice the ' actus quad-
ratus,' or square of 1 20 feet Ro-
man (of 11 62 inches Eng.), is

2S,800 square feet Roman =
27,000 squarefeet Eng. H Cross
(eccl. t.)] Vid.
ROOF, S. ?, .,

. '?, (Th., .), ?^
(poet, ^» but Th. Magist.r?, ?-. Tiyo?, as. to,

is . of a house as. to ceiling

of a room,?, Hesych.).,
h (esply r. as covering, opp. to

being under the open sky, X.).?, (Plut). To take off

the r.,().(, by tearing it up, making
a hole in it) : to get upon the r.,? (Th.,

X.) : a . of tiles, -, (Strab.).

(Polyb.) : a r. of slates, or? : having
a r.,?, ?. See Roofed.
Belonging to a r.,?, ,

: fit for a r.,?, 3. -
-?, 2 (PI.) : without a r.,?, ?, ?, 2 : living

under the same r.,?
and '»?, ?, 2

:

to live with aby under the same
r., .

opo'fov :

under the or one's r.,?,?, ?,-
?, 3 (all poet.) : a garret under

the r.,,, and-

ROO
!, (Diod.). % Fig.] R. of
I the mouth, see Palate.

ROOF, V.,
(1JS3P the former opp. to

I

leaving it unroofed). R.-d,-
i
?, 3 (, covered dwell'

j

ings, .),, 2 (e. g., al, Hdt.) '.

\
the r.-ing, , ?,?, : fit for r.-ing,-
?, 2 (PI.) : wood for r.-ing,,.
ROOFLESS, ?, ?,?, 2.

ROOK. II A bird]-?, (Aristoph., Aristot.).

1 Fig., cheat, opp. to pigeon, gull]?, , or?, ,
(g. t.). Hence verb, to r.,,
or prps (to Gull, Vid.,

though the authority, Cic. Ep., is

onlyfor the passive).

ROOM (in the abstract). H
Space] VlD. ?, . ?, ., . Large r., plenty of r.,, : to make r. for,. :

to make r. for athg into athg,

? , e. g.? . See to

Admit. To give r. (or time) to

do athg,

: there is r. (to do so and so),. (sc. ?),
(it admits of), igij»

The phmse ' no r. for athg ' may
often be expressed by negative com-
pounds, e.g. no r. for hope by the

adj.?, 2, verb-
: no r. for doubt, see IN-

DUBITABLE. H Apartment, cham-
ber] \r iD.. to tvhich add, r)

(Plut.). Dwelling-r.'s,-
piu, : men's r.'s,?,
women's r.'s,?, ?,
f) : guest r., spare r.,,?,

: school or children's r.,-,, (the

latter a public lecture-r. or school-

r., to ivhich may be added
to fix the meaning to a school for

boys, Thuc.) : bed-r., see Bed-
chamber ; Dining-room, Vid.,

(=ccenaculum, in the

upper sto)-y)., -
(late), : steward's

r., store-r,, (PL).

ROOMINESS,, .
ROOMY, ?, , . -?, 2.

ROOST. Go.,
and ' (both Horn.).

See Perch and Sleep.
ROOT, s. , , and poet., ?, h. A little r.,,
(Aristoph.) : r. or stock of a

tree,, ?, (Horn.) :

belonging to the r., ?, 3 :

like a r., ?, 2 : like r.'s

(adv.), : made from or

out of the r., pi^iu?, (e. g.?, , juice) : from or by the

r.'s, ,, and p<>et.. -,-,-?
(adj), also poet,?,
and?, 2 : to pluck

up bv the r.'s, to destroy r. and

Kk2
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branch,. See Era-
dicate, Extirpate. To strike

.,, (pass.),

ayt.iv,,-
(Hipp.) : striking r.,-,2., i's : to make

to strike r., : a making to

taker.,,: that which has

taken r.,, : to gather

or cull r.'s,,- :

a cutting and gathering of r.'s,, : cutting r.'s,-, 2 (and cutting up by tJie

rJ's): to dig up r.'s,.
digging for r.'s,, 2: to

live on r.'s, : living

on r.'s,, 2. Without
r., : abounding in r.'s,, 2 : with long, deep,

large, thick, numerous, few, single,

fleshy, superficial r.'s, -,
6-,-, -, -,-, -, -, -- (all Theophr.), 2:
under the r.'s, or having r. be-

neath, (Aristot. and
Theophr.) : having r.'s,-

(Theophr.) : with leaves

from the r.,, 2 : with

flower growing straight up from
the .,, 2 (Theophr.).

^p Several of these compounds
form denominative suhstt. in ,
e.g. length of r., the having many
r.'s, -, \-,
(Theophr.). A tree with inter-

lacing r.'s, ,
(Theophr.) : to be full of

entangled r.'s,

(pass., Theophr.) : to entwine its

r.'s, (pass.,

Pherecr., of corn) : the r. of the

nail,, : r. of a moun-
tain, 7roDs,, 6.,

(foot of mountain),,
(poet., foundations). 1J Fig.]

R. or element,, , and -, : r. or origin, and, : also adj. ', 3 : r.

of ill,, 2 (Horn.): r.

word (radical word), -,-, : r. of a num-
ber (e. g. as 2 is square r. of 4,

3 of 9, S[C,),, , 6 :

also, : gs§* e.g. ., ^ the

square root of 4, of 9, or, the side

of a square of 4 or 9 (gig
3

- not as
we use the term ' power ' tvhen we
say that ' 4 is the second power of
2,' or ' 8 is 2 raised to the third

power ') : 2 is the square r. of 4,

or
(PL Thecetet.

p. 147, 8, see Stallb. in I.). Square
r. of a square r., biquadratic r.,,, .
ROOT, v. To r. itself, or be-

come r.-d,see to strike Root. Fig.,

(pass.), -()..
See Engrained, Inveterate,
Settled.

. ^ To root out or up].. A r.-ing
out,, . ,

(e.g. -). See to Extirpate.
(500)

ROPE,, , and-
', (originally of rushes),, and dim.,. , , . ,, ., . -, (tow). See Cable,
Cord, Halter. A twisted r.,, (.) : stretched

with r.'s (as a bed),,
2 : . or girth of a bedstead,, (Lot. instita) : to let

out the r., :

sail r., r. from end of sail-yard,, : like a r.,-, : fit for r.-making,-, 3 (Strab.) : a dealer

in r.'s, -, -, --, , .
ROPE-DANCER, -, , -, .-, , . To be a r.,-, : the art

of a r.,, : the

practising of that art, -, ., : the
scaffold for it,, .
ROPE-MAKER, -,-,-,-

-,-, .
ROSE,, . Of r.'s,,, 3.,,
: made of r.'s, , 3

:

prepared of ?• with r.'s,,
3., , : to he like or
resemble the r., : like a
r.,, 2 : vinegar flavoured

with r.'s, , : oil

of r.'s mixt with vinegar,-,: r. honey,,, : extract of r.'s prepared
with honey,, :

an unguent or powder made from
r.'s,,, (Diosc). Prov.,
be it spoken under the r.,' (PL).

ROSE -APPLE,,.
ROSE-BED, or -garden,

ROSARY,,,, ., .
t

ROSE-BUSH or -tree,,, . Dvvarf-r.,,, .
ROSE-COLOURED,. , .-,, 2.

ROSE-LAUREL, --,-, (prps oleander or
rhododendron,, ).
ROSE-WATER,,
(Lot. rosatum).

ROSEATE,,,, 3., . Breath-
ing a r. fragrance,, 2.

ROSY, as preceding : in com-
pounds, -, e. g. r.• faced, r.-

fingered, r.-ancled, r. -bosomed,,, -,, 2.

ROT, v. 1 (Intrs.)]-, (pass.)...-. (Horn.). To r.

by moisture, (Theophr.) :

that will easily r.,, 2.

JI (Trs.)] To cause to r., -, -, -,-.. (poet.).

ROT, s., : by mois-
ture,, (Theophr.).

ROTATE, ()-,,-
(pass.). To r. around

athg, .
ROTATION,,

. (), ij., ., ., (circidar

motion). In r.,,, : coming in

r.,, 2 : services re-

quired of each citizen in r. or
turn, ', ai

(Dem).
ROTATORY,, -, 2, and Crcl. with the

Verb. R. motion,, ., ...
See the Subst.

ROTE, e.g. to learn by r.,. See ' by Heart.'
To repeat athg by r. = mechani-
cally, without meaning or com-
prehension, or

t»j -
.

ROTTEN,, 3. -,, ., 2
(of ships, by long soaking, Thuc).
ROTTENNESS,,,', ,, -., .
ROTUNDA,, (Plat.,

of the round chamber at Athens
where the Prytanes dined).

ROTUNDITY,-,, . See ROUNDNESS.
ROUE' (French),,-,,,, . An

old r. (or lecher), ,
(Phikm.).
ROUGE, s., or', . As . ->.
ROUGH, , ,

(g. t. prop, and fig.),
and, 3 (of soil, and

fig. ofpersons, and also weather),, 3, and, 3 (fig. of
persons only),, 2
(raw, unwrought). Also -, . , ,
(without the addition of art, na-
tural),, 2.., (rude,

uncultivated). <, 3, and, (of the voice only).

. voice,, . Ktp-, : with a r. voice,, 2 : r. manners,, , and (str. t.),.-,, : of r. skin,-,, 2 : a r.

country or ground, ,,
. Rough of taste,, 2
(harsh, astringent). R. weather,

see Stormy, Tempestuous.
Comp. Harsh, Rugged, Rude.
R., in the r. (opp. to,),, .-, 3, and adv..

(Aristot.). Also -. (PL).

make a r. (off-hand) calculation,
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(Arislot.).

(Aristoph.) :

the r. (estimate),

(Thuc., opp. to ) : to

r.-draw, r.-cast, r.-hew,-- or-, -,,-
: r. draught,

or,
... : r. cast (with plaster),/.
ROUGH, ROUGHEN, ..
ROUGHNESS,

and (prop, and fig.),
and (fig.),, . See Harshness, Rug-

gedness. Severity, Asperity.
R. of voice,,,
., , see Hoarse-
ness. R. of weather, see Storm,
Tempest.
ROUND, adj.,, 3.,

(made round),, .
or , 2 (r. in

its circumference), upas, 3 (e. g.

r. shouldered, . ,
Horn.). See Circular, Sfheri-
cal. To make r., see to Round.
TJ Phrases] A r. number, -, : in r. num-
bers, a hundred,, -

: a . dozen,

: a r. reckoning
(without fractions),-, : at a r. pace,.
ROUND, s. See Circle, Re-

volution, Rotation, Ti Rundle
ofa ladder] 6 -. ., ., (the

r.'s, and sts shafts of a ladder). TT

A round (ofvisits, inspection, £[C.)]' or ,, . To
make or go a r.,,-,- : they go
the r.'s (as patrol),,

(Aristoph.).

ROUND, v.,,,,,, , -, . To r. off (in

point of expression or style),

: r.-d,

ptcpp. and, 3 (also

of style) : a stone r.-d by the ac-

tion of water, or-, 6.

ROUND, prep, and adv.

and c. dat. or accus. (ac-

cording as a state of rest or mo-
tion is denoted), ,.
To sit r. a fire, -
#;. In composition, -,
as to go r.,-,-,
or other prepositions, as e. g. to

bring aby r. (to an opinion), -. See the several

verbs. To wear golden rings r. the

arm,-*, $$" but more
usu. by compound verbs, e. g. to

build a wall r. the town,7£ : to go .
(501)'

HOW
the town,' :

to throw a cloak r. (oneself or
one's shoulders),

or : to have
athg r. oneself or r. one's body,.-

or .-
: to get r.

(= cheat) aby, ,
see to Circumvent.
ROUND-ABOUT (in all di-

rections). TJ Prop.] See Round.
To go r.,. -

(pass., also in speak-
ing),

(mid., PL, longis ambagibus
uti) : r. steps, ,

(.) : a r. way or road,-, 6.,, :

with r. ways,, 2:
a r. mode of expressing oneself,, , see CIRCUMLO-
CUTION. To take a r. way,. -

: to take many or
long r. ways,

(.), -
(pass.), also -., see CIRCUI-

TOUS.
ROUNDLY, e.g. to declare

athg r., or-
: to deny or refuse r.,.

ROUSE,.... ,•-. .-ing,, .
See to Excite, Stir up.

ROUT, s. TI A clamorous mul-
titude] See Rabble, Crowd.
TJ Discomfiture,flight],-,, . Put to the r., see

the Verb and Flight.
ROUT, v. ().'.. An army

r.-d and in disorder,

(Thuc). See Put
to Flight, Scatter.
ROUTE (French),, 6

(of an army). See Journey,
Road.

(

ROUTINE (French),,, (the being versed in

the r. of athg). To acquire the r.,

; versed

in the r.,, :

mere r.,, . , :

to go by mere r. (without reflec-

tion), -.
ROVE. See Roam, Wander

(about). A wild r.-ing eye, -, 6.

ROVER. One who wanders
about] Crcl. with Verbs, TI A
vagabond] VlD. TJ A pirate]

Vid.
ROW, s., 6 (ofpersons

and things) and (only plur. nom.
and ace.) , al (poet,)., b (of objects regularly

placed, e.g. ofsteps,),, 6 (of trees, esply of vines)., .,. See RANK,
Line, Series, String. Like a

r., in a r., or r.'s,,

RUB, , and, 3., 3 (of inanimate
objects), , 3 (of
animate objects), adv.:
all in a r., (A?'is-

toph.). (Thuc.) :

by r.'s, »<5/ : of or in three
r.'s,-,-, adv.: to stand or be placed
in a r., : to place, put,

or set in a r.,/. -. . See to

Range. TI A small street, lane]

Vid. TJ Vulg., noise, disturbance]

Vid.
ROW, v. TJ To pull an oar]

and.-.. or
»;- .
row backward (= to back-oar),

(mid.) -
(Hdt.). or

(Att.), or
alone, and
(all g. tt. for putting a vessel back

sternwards) . R. -ing oneself, -, , (Thuc.) : the art

of r.-ing,', .,
n : belonging to r.-ing, -, 3.

ROWER, and -, , . R. of the first

bank of oars,, of the

middle bank,, of the

lower bank,, , :

whole body of r.'s, (ship's crew),, and later', n :

to make the r.\ keep time, prps,' (Thuc.) :

the boat-song, to which the r.'s

kept time,', (Plut.).

ROYAL,, 2.-, 3- , , ,
and later Attic,, 3., 2 (Trag.). R. palace,, (usu. in plur.~, ).
ROYALIST, ,-,, . ptcpp. of-,-. The r.'s, -.
ROYALTY,, .

(r., dignity).

RUB, .. .
or (with a view of

cleaning),. To r. into

dust or atoms, or: to r. gently,

: to r. oneself agst

athg, tuu or

: he drew up his leg,

and r.-d it,

(1•) ' to

r. oneself agst another person,,-, : to r. down a horse,,, -, () : to r. one down,-
(fig•)•

(r. down
with an oaken towel, give aby a
dusting) : to r. away or off, -,
-,- : to r. through

or into holes, -, -,-: to r. through (diffi-

culties, the world, &c),-
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(mid.) : to r. out,-
[efface) : to r. on or into,,

: to r. up, see to Polish, and

fig. to Renew, Refresh : the

act of r.-ing,, . -, . , : a r.ing in,, : a r.-ing down,, (.) : a dry r. ing,

RUB, s. 7 act of rubbing]

See under to Rub. ^] -Fie/.] To
have a r. with aby,.»\\. ^]

Obstacle, difficulty] Vid. There's

the 1'., " (•)..
RUBBER. if One who rubs']

Crcl. with partcp. of Verb. *\\ A
cloth for rubbing] See Clout.
RUBBISH,, . ,, 6 (earth thrown up), -,,,,
(sweepings, refuse),,, . A r. heap, place

where r. is shot, -,
V- if Fig.] ,-,,.,
6 (nonse?ise). Won't you have
done with your r. ? )-, ; See STUFF.
RUBBLE,, oi and

(Thuc.). Full of .,,
(Tkeophr.).

RUBICUND,-
onros, 2 (ofcomplexion). See Red,
Ruddy.
RUBRIC. If Prop.]

: gen., direc-

tions written in red in law-booL•
and liturgies,, . -, .
RUBY,, , 6.

RUDDER. See Helm.
RUDDINESS. See Red,

Redness.
RUDDLE,, v.

RUDDOCK. See Red-
breast.
RUDDY. See under Red., 2 (Aristot.). A man

of r. complexion,, , 6
(Aristot).

RUDE. U Unwrought, with-
out art], .-, 2., . 6, ,. ^J Unformed, un-
taught],, 2., . R. in speech,-, 2. "[J Uncivil, boorish]-., 3: to

do r. things,.
RUDENESS, -, ,,, (simplicity). Tf Coarse-

ness of mind or manners]-,,,-,,,,
V.

RUDIMENTS, ,., . Belonging to the
I.'s,, 2. See ELE-
MENTS.
RUE, v. See to Repent.
RUE, s.,. .-
(wild r.). . (gar-

den r.). Like r.,, .
(502)

RUEFUL. See Sad, Sor-
rowful.
RUFFIAN,-,-,,, .,, 6. An unmitigated r., 6

(AEschin.) : to

be a r., <>.
RUFFIANLY,,, 3. A r. action,', : r. treat-

ment or conduct, , ,, ., : to

behave in a r. manner,,
: to be treated in a

r. manner,. Sir. t.

Brutal, Via.

RUFFLE. See to Agitate
(prop, and fig. of the mind).

RUG,, . -,, 6. See under Cloth.
RUGGED. See Rough,

Rude, Shaggy.
RUGGEDNESS. ^Rough-

ness, Rudeness.
RUGOSITY,, -,, . See WRINKLE.
RUIN, s. t Fall of buildings]-, , -, ., . U In the concrete,

a ruin, ruins, pi.] ^, -, . To become a r., to

fall in r.'s,,-
: to bury under the r.'s,. . If De-

struction ofpower,fortune, honour]
-,-,, ., 6. , (poet., Hdt.)., (poet.). Utter r.,-, (Thuc). See De-
struction. To bring about the

r., to come to r., see the Verb.

RUIN, v. U To demolish, de-

stroy] Vid. H To injure greatly],.-..,-. or.
To r. oneself, -,
(Thuc).
RUINOUS,, 2.-, 3., 2. -,-, (poet.),, 3.

See Destructive, Pernicious.
% Of a building, dilapidated], 2., 3. A r.

state,, .
RULE, s. If An instrument

for drawing lines orfor measur-
ing], .,, b.

If A law, regulation] , b., , b. A r. of life,, ., : . of
proceeding or conduct,,

: a procedure by r.,, -, h : r. given by a teacher

or friend,, : to

give r.'s to aby,,
: it follows the

r., (gram, t.) : to

fight by r., or

: as a general r.,, and as udj. ',, : to make athg a r., -» c infin. : to make it a
r., : to de-

viate from a r.,

. -
: without any ., -,,-, 2 : according to the common

., '. See REGU-
LAR, Irregular. To reduce
athg to r.'s, :

no r. without an exception,. ^f

Dominion, governmeid] Vid. To
have or exercise the r. over athg,

or ., :

to be under aby's r.,, :

to reduce under aby's r.,.
RULE, . (Trs.) To draw

lines with a ruler] /-. or. "\\ To govern] VlD.,,().
RULER (as instrument), -, , ., , .

See Rule, s.

RULER {as person),,,. b (),. See Governor,
Lord, Master.
RUMBLE, (g. t.),

and str. tt.,
(<, -. To r., have a r.-ing in

the stomach or bowels,•, (IJtpp.).

(Ariatoj)h.), biuKop-. (Aris-

tot.) : a r.-ing of the bowels,-, ), and-, b (Hipp.),, (Aristoph., and=.
any holloiv din, JEschyl.), and-, b (Luc).

RUMINANT, ptepp. of the

folloiring. A r. or r.-ing fish,,, b (Aristot., like the, b. scarus).

RUMINATE,
(prop, and fig., Aristoph.). -, -,- (dep.,

PluL). For the fig. sense, see

Ponder, Meditate. R.-ing (act

of),, b.

RUMINATION,,
, and Crcl. with the Verb. See
Meditation, Consideration.
RUMMAGE, -

(e. g. o'n/), also

(mid., ,
). To r. the hold,-
or .
RUMMER. See (Drinking)

Cup, Glass.
RUMOUR,, b. ,, ., , b. See RE-

PORT, Fame.
RUMP,, ., ., .,

(tail and r. of animals and birds).

RUMPLE. See Wrinkle,
Crumple.
RUN, v. If Prop.](), and fut..

(fut. ).
or or or}(8.). To come r.-ing,

: to r. as fast

as one can, at full speed,
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. (o7rtos). -.

: to r. hither and thither,

: that r's hither and
thither, -, -, 2.

;,, , : to r. dif-
'

ferent ways, (so

as to meet or cross) : to cut and r.

(colluq., see below, R. away) :
|

to r. for athg (as a prize), inpi
Tii'os . , !

(.) : to r. the torch- race, -» // \upTraS(t (X.) : to r. a
race, a course, a heat,

: to r. a dead lieat with,

(Hdt.),

see Race. Fig. expressions : to r.

for one's life, one's all,( )
\

(.). -' : to r.

(a deadly risk) for life and death,

(Eur.). See Risk. To r. in a
straight line, with a straight

j

course, -,-, --
j

: that so r.'s, -,-, 2,,
\

{PL). If Of the motion offluid
j

objects] (pass.),

(flow). (pass., trickle,
J

distil),,-,-,- (melt). The !

river r.'s into the sea, - I

or, -, -, or-, or '
: the r. runs past the

city, 6

: the tears r. down aby's

cheeks,

: the water
r.'s into one's shoes, -

' : the
river r.'s high, 6-

: the sea r.'s high,-: r.-ing water,, . ' -, : to r. dry, Vid., and see

to Exhaust : to r. as a sore,-, -" : a r.-ing

sore, Vid. : r.-ing (of the eyes),

\\, (Hipp.) : r.-ing (in a

fluid state), , , ,
(Aristot.). 1 Fig.] The tongue
r.'s glibly, (JEs-

chyl.) : his tongue r.'s boldly

aget you,
6' (Dem.) : that r.'s

smoothly,, 2. See FLOW,
s. and v. Because of things always
r.-ing on and changing, cos

(PL).
Kul (PL).

See Flux. The story r.'s, ,
6, -

(Arat.) : as the

story r.'s, , -*: the memory of man r.'s

not to the contrary (leg. t), '-
(.) or '

(Dem.), , .... : the

letter r.'s thus, -
: athg r.'s in my head,

see ' to have one's Head full of

(503)
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athg,' &c. : athg r.'s in the blood,

(Hdt.).

(Dem.) : . to seed,
r. to stalk, r. to waste, Vid. :

to r. southward, &c. (as a coast,

road, &c),/ -. ff To run as a ship

(nav. tt.)] (c. ace, e. g. -, to r. over the sea, poet.).

(g. t.). To r. before the

wind, (or)-
or or

(PL, Aristot, Soph.),

(Aristoph.). (Phe-
recyd., and adj., 2) :

to r. with half a wind,

: to r. into port,-, e. g. (-),. (-
lyb.). '...' (. of
ships, and Plut. ofpersons) : to r.

out to sea,. :

to r. along (a coast),

: to r. straight, in a straight

course, (later), and
adj., 2 : to r. foul of,' or : to

r. (the ship) ashore, aground,
Vid. R.-ing, ptepp. and -, 3 (e. g. to come r.-ing,).
and, 3 (tripping),-, 3 (as on wheels, e. g.-

s; to make
aby r. quick) : a r.-ing account,
see Current : r.-ing on wheels,, 2.

and, 2 (glib, voluble)

:

r.-ing as a fluid, &c, see above:
r.-ing in a straight line or course,, (PL),,
2: r-ing. swiftly,,
2• ((US* Other compounds are
given in the course of this article.)

If (Trs.)] To r. a vessel aground,
ashore, Vid. : to r. a race, see

above, and Race : to run the
gauntlet, Vid. : to r. a risk,

see above, and Risk : to r. goods,
see to Smuggle : to r. a stag,

see to Hunt, Chase, and com-
binations with prepositions, as to

r. one's head agst atlig, to r. aby
through with a sword, &c, see

below.—Compounds and phrases
with prepositions

:

—
IfRUN ABOUT,,.-

and-. (Thuc.,

and fig. as a report or panic, X.).

If Run ACROSS,. . If a cat

should r. the street,

(Aristoph.).

If RUN AGAINST,
or.

(assault),'., ',.' ,
(r. foul of). To r. aby in the
race, or.. If (Trs.)] r. athg
agst athg,

or .

RUN
If Run along, ($&>

but rejected by Atticists, Lobeck.
Phryn.). The fire ran along the
ground,

(LXX.). ^ (TRS.)]
r. one's eye along (the page, &c),, or prps-.

*f| RUN AFTER, (),, (Hdt.
=: aim at),, -, -. -,, .

1] RUN at,

(., make a sally), -. or
(see r. AGAINST),
(Hdt.).

If Run AWAY,
or.-, -,- (pass., Horn.),--, also .-, --. (PL)
or (Luc). To at-

tempt to r.,, (Lys.).

See Flee, Escape, Abscond.
To r. together,-

: to r. with athg or aby,' or -
. -,-

or : a horse that r.'s away
(. horse), ', 6 :

aby's passion r.'s away with him,
: a

r.-ing away,, b (poet.),, .,. See Flight.
RUN BACK, -,-,-.,
or (of fluids). A

r.-ing back,, .
RUN BEFORE,.

•ff Run BEHIND, /os.
% RUN BEYOND,.
If Run BY,.-

(of water).

11 Run Counter,, (pass.).
If RUN DOWN (lNTRS.)]/C«Ta-, -,- -,- (of liquids) and --. To r. with blood, sweat,

foam,^. or
(Plut.), or -

.^ (Eur.).

If (Trs.)] r. aby in argument,
(PL): tor. (= inveigh

agst aby),

(PL) : more freq. Tifos, also

(and subst., -, »';) : to r. = DEPRECIATE,
DISPARAGE, Vid.

If Run forth, forward,,
(of water), .

If RUN FROM,-,
-. See Run away.

If Run in or into, '-
(), (Aristoph.)., . '-. () . .

the midst of, ,
— : to r. between

(and intercept),():
to r. inwards into athg,': a wall r.-ing inwards into
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the city,

(Thuc.) : to r. debt,
Vid. : to r. danger, Vid. U Trs.]
To r. athg into athg.

. «See to Run through.
U RUN OFF,-,-.',/. -

(in a hurry). See Run
AWAY,/(,
offluids). The sweat r.'s off his

face, see Run down : to r. his

feet off, -? : to r. its claws or nails off,. Fig.,

To r. with any gain,

.-.
. -.

U Run ON,-,-.
See Run upon, (joro-

ceee?, 6e i» progress). Fig., to r.

with athg, !/, -, : to r. = be
glib, Vid. : to r. about athg,, -

: he r.'s on agst you, -'
(Dem.) : things are ever r.-ing on
and changing,

(PL, and, Id.).

Run OUT,-,-...
(of fluids,, -
Vvui), also,.
See Leak. r. s= project, -

: to r. to a point, $. If &.\.§. to r. his

property, see Run through : to

r. his shoes, -,-(\\) -.
RUN OVER,

(also= to be diffused, spread, and
treat lightly of, and, oratione per-

currerej. '/-
(read over hastily).

To r. with athg (— be over full),, -, :

his eyes r. with tears,

:

to r. aby with the wheels,-.
Run PAST,-,-, — ().

See Run by, and Outrun, Out-
strip.

U RUN ROUND,-',-.-,-.-. (as a icheel)

= to surround, (as

e. g. a rim, poet.), and
(e. g. there r.'s a wall round the
town, -
). (as a river).

H Run through,-,-,-,-,-, (),-
{as a rive?•) and.. — in drops,-

: to r. in a cursoiy man-
ner, see Run over. Fig. = to
exhaust, to r. the sweets, a
story (and come to the end),-

(504)

(-ST.), -
(PL). Tf (Trs.)] To r. aby

through with a spear,.
*[j RUN,. (.). 7-. '.
U Run together, -,. ' (and

= twist, shrivel up, as hair, X.).
(Luc, and of things, to

meet, join in one point, X.). That
r.'s together (meeting),-, 2.,, 6, .
] RUN UP, ,
? {prop., andfig. as a plant,

or sap rising in a plant, or athg

elevated, e. g. a rock). To r. to

aby, :

to athg, ,. : he
ran up and reported,-

: to r. to a point,

: the interest

is r.-ing up,

(AristopL). See to Amount,
Mount up. To r. (a tree, &c),
see to Climb. U Trs.] To r. a
building, fortification, &c. : use

the appropriate word, Build,
Cast up, Throw up, Wall,
PalLISaDE, &c, with,, or the like, if haste

is implied. To r. the price of athg,. See
to Enhance and Price, Raise.

Tf RUN UPON, -
or '.. . -

(e. g.-, •), also', ' . His discourse r.'s

upon this, -
: my mind r.'s upon athg,

or-. .
RUN WITH, -',-,-,--

. To r. a race with aby, see

Run against.
RUN, S., 6.,, and Crcl. with the Verb, e. a.

to take a r., : at a r.,. (adv.). -, 3 {adj.) : a day's r., -, {or, ofa ship),
b : a r. of water, see Stream,
Rivulet : a r. of ill-luck, -, : in or
on the long r.,, Horn,

(, ) . See at

Last, Sooner or Later.
RUNAGATE. See Vaga-

bond.
RUNAWAY. See Deser-

ter, Fugitive. A r. slave,, , : a r. horse, 7-, b.

RUNNER,, , b

(PL),., b (post-

man, courier),, b (run-

ningfootman). A r. in a race^Ta-,, , b.

RUNNET. See Rennet,^
to which add : the leaves of the, b (a kind of thistle, Lat.

cnecus, were also used as r. to

curdle the milk in making clieese,

Anaocandr., Aristot., Theophr.).

RUNNING, m As adj. or
ptcp., see under the Verb. TJ As
subst.~] and, b
(both also = place for r., see

Course, Race-course),-, (poet.),, (He-
sych.), and Crcl. with the Verb.

Good at r.,, 3 : in r.-ing

(adv.), -,- : a r.

hither and. thither,, :

a r.-ing away,, b. -, : of a horse with his

rider,, (X.), and Crcl.

with the respective verbs for these

and similar compounds. A r.-ing

from a sore,, . See
Defluxion, Catarrh.
RUNT,,,-,., (small

bull).

RUPTURE, s. 1 Breach]
Vid. ^1 Hernia], Att. -, ., b (Dioscorid.).

(scrotal hernia, Dios-
corid.)., (h. of the

omentum, Galen). Having a r.,

(Att. .), , b
(Strab.)., 2.-
and prps-, 3.

RUPTURE, v. See Break,
Burst. R.-d (med. t.), see the

Subst.

RURAL,, 2. , ,
or ,

e. g. r. pursuits, occupation, em-
ployment, &c, ' -, . See
compounds w-ith Country.
RUSE (French). See A rtifice.
RUSH, s. U A growth]-, band .,. A bundle

of r.'s,, (Theophr.) : —
on which boys leamt to swim,,, (later , also a mat
of r.'s) : made of r.'s,,
3., 2 (Hipp.) : one
who plaits r.'s,, b

:

like a r.,,-, 2 : full of r.'s, see Rushy :

a mat made of r.'s,, .
Fig. : insignificant or worth-

less thing] E. g. not a r., ','
: not

worth a r., , 3. T[

Subst. from thefollowing verb, see

below.

RUSH, v. (pass.),

and.
(poet.),,, -, (as water, see to

Gush, to Stream). or. at athg,. -
'. : to r. into

athg, or' . : to r.

into a place, () '-,',',
: to r. into the

house, (pass.) or',, '-, ''.
See Burst. To r. headlong into

a danger,

: to r. upon aby,
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{) . -
. .

: to r. upon or
agst the enemy, or

[pass.) -. :
to r. out of the house,,-,- -

: to r. on with,-
(.) : to . in

with, : to rush
through,. R.-ing, ptcp.,, 2 (poet.) : a r.-ing

motion, noise, or sound, and to

r., in the sense to make a r.-ing

noise, see Rush, s.

RUSH, RUSHING, s.
^
(from

the verb),,, . p^yutj,

(as motion, swing, and sound, e. y.

ofwings),, (as ofwind,fire,
4*c), also, .,
(motion and sound, as of wind,
and of wings),, 6 (ofwaves
and of wings). To make a r. at

or upon, see to Rush : to make a
r.-ing noise,,(.-" (as the wind) : like or with
a r.-ing noise or motion, poi-, (Plut.) :,,

(poet.),, 2 and 3 (like

waves) : with a r. (or swing), -
(Polycen.).- and- (poet., with r.-ing sou?id or

motion).

RUSHY,, .,, (poet.),, .
RUSSET,, 2 (Lat.

russus, russeus)., .
To be of a r. colour,-
,.
RUST, s. , (of metal, esply

ofiron and brass, ferrugo, aerugo).

To be coated or encrusted with
., (pass.) iw :

the colour of r., ,
: a spot produced by r.,

(), .
RUST, . (pass.). To

. away, (pass.). | Fig.]

(pass.). Better to wear out than
to r. out,, -.
RUSTIC, s.,-, . and,, (poet.), (plur.).

(Plut.). See
Countryman, Peasant, and
also Boor, Clown. ^» Some
still hold to the distinction made
(apparentlyon insufficientgrounds)

by ancient grammarians, viz. -
= rustic, =

boorish, rude.

RUSTIC, adj., 2 (of
persons and things), , 3
and 2 (both also opp. to,
as rusticus to urbanus). , ,
iv , ,

(of things), -

),, (as adj.. poet.), and-, 3. To be r., aypoiK--
and- : a r. dress or

attire, , . See
Rural, and compounds with

(505)

SAB
Countrv,and Boorish,Clown-
ISH.

RUSTICATE, f (Intrs.)]. -. .
[ To banish into the country]()().
RUSTICITY,, .

See Boorishness, Clownish-
ness.
RUSTLE, (g. t),-. (as trees).

Str. tt.,' (as the wind),, e. g. letting her belly-

ing aegis r. (as she flies),

(JEschyl.). -
(whistle, whirr). To r., cause

tor.,: a r.-ing,,,,', .
RUSTY. \Propr.] ',?

To make r., : to become r

(pass.).
"fl

Fig. : >i«,

rose] Vid.
RUT. 1 Track of a icheel], (track of icheeh). --,-, . *fi Put,

rutting - season (of stags)] Orel,

with , or Tats.
j

RUTHLESS,,, 2.,-, ., 3.

RUTHLESSNESS, -, . , ., . ,.
RYE, , %, (or coarse

barley, esply asfodderfor horses,

Lat. far or adoreum : in Horn,
plur.)., (usu. plur., Lat.
arinea, Plin.). 0$* Mentioned as

food for horses along with ,
barley ; but in Egypt bread was
made of it, Hdt. ii. 36, where it

seems the same as or very like

or^tia, though Theophr. and Diosc.
distinguish itfrom that and from

and : prps a kind of
spelt, , , is a kind of r.

still called vrisa in Thrace and
Macedonia ; the same, according

to Galen, is, . Made of r.,', , (e. g. ),,, (LXX.). Ergot
ofr., Vid.

SABBATH (Hebr.),-,. To keep the s., -., : the
celebration of the s.,-, .
SABLE, s. T| The animal]. §^* In modern Gr.,. ^f Thefur]-.
SABLE, adj. See Black,

Dark.
SABRE,, rj. A Per-

SAC
sian s.,,, 6. S. shaped,,. See g. t. SWORD.
SACERDOTAL. See Priest-

ly.

SACK, s. or, ., (Aristoph.), and-,, . See Bag. -, (the linen or leath-

ern sack in which slaves had to

put the bed-clothes,,
PI, X.).

SACK, v. 1 To put into a
sack] or

or. % To devas-

tate, plunder] Vid.
SACKCLOTH,, -, (itsprop, meaning— coarse

cloth [ofwhich bags, ?, are made],
esply ofgoats' hair, Lat. cilicium,

see Hair-cloth). Made of s.,, 3 : wearing s.,-
(Plut., with verb-, subst., ).

SACRAMENT, ^, h., .
SACRED,, 3. , 3.', 3. See Holy. A s. place

or spot, \, ., :

to be s., and
(of things, e. g. ,

to a god). See Hallowed and
Consecrated. It is a s. duty,

: to consider athg
a s. duty, : to

regard or keep athg as s.,-
. .

: by all

that is s.,. See INVIOLABLE.
SACREDNESS. See Holi-

ness, Sanctity.
SACRIFICE, s. H Propr.],, r\ (as act and

thing),, (as thing),,, ., (asfeast). A
8. of thanksgiving,,: as. or offering for the saving

of one's life, (), :

for some happy achievement, -: for the

corroboration of an oath or com-
pact,, : an expiatory s.,, . or -

(), . -,.',.,: to offer an expiatory s.,-
: to offer a 8., see to

Sacrifice : to celebrate athg by
a s., , e.g. a victory, nup-
tials, &c,',,-

(for one's safety),

(for one's bh-thday),

(for the good news), and the adjj.

in-, e.g. ., S{C. :

the s. proves propitious, unpro-
pitious, gives favorable, unfavor-

able auspices for athg,() ()
or , or , or

c. inf., e. g. on my consulting the

s.'s they were not favorable for

our going agst the king,

(Xen. An.
ii. 2, 3) : the s.'s appeared to be
auspicious for himself and the

army to go in safety to Seuthes,
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(lb.. 21) : to have or obtain fa-

vorable signs from the s.'s,-
c. inf. ; e. g. he did not

obtain favorable signs for cross-

ing,

(Jffdt.), also to yield good aus-

pices, Itpa being inserted or
omitted, e. g.

{the s.'s would not yield

good omens),

(Lut. litato, perlitato),

also (mid.) : an
auspicious S.,, :

inspection of the s.,,
: to hold that inspection,-

: the day appointed for

a 8., or-, . % Improp., pri-

vation imposed on oneself]-,, . The s. of one's

life, ,
for aby, : to make a
s., see to Sacrifice : to gain

much by a small s., ava-

:

it is a great s. forme to —
,

or

c. infin. ^j The thing sacri-

ficed] See Victim.
SACRIFICE, v. f Prop.], .

(mid.) and .
(§ The mid. usually denoting

to sacrifice for oneself, e. g. in

order to obtain the desired indica-

tions.) (of the priest).

(to kill the victim),,.
To s. for athg (= celebrate any-
thing with s.), see the Subst.

:

to s. for (=to consult the aus-

pices about) athg,, e. g. »;
(., when the object is regarded,

as something purposed), -
(when the choice is not fixt),

(implying a ivish that

the auspices may be for, in fa-
vour of, the particular course

;

ofpersons, to s.for their good) : I

s.-d in order to ascertain whether
it were better,

(.). | Improp. = to aban-
don, give up, destroy for the sake

of something else] To s. oneself
for one's country,

(Plut.)., (JEschin.),

also,,
(e. g., all one's property),-, ...,

also ( ,
: to which I have s.-d my

property,\
: to S. one

thing to another (i. e. renounce
one thing for another),', ,

: to s. justice to his in-
terests, -
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: to s. aby or athg to aby

(= make a present of him or it

to him), or

. ' or ,
also, e.g. the interests

of our country have been s.-d

for momentary pleasure,-
(Dem.).

SACRIFICER,, , 6.,, (</. U).,, b (the priest tvho officiates at

the sacrifice) ; or,from the context,

and, 6.

SACRIFICIAL,, -,, 3. Also,, , e.g. s. cry, ., (jEs-

chyl.) : s. prayers,

(Soph.), and Crcl.: a s. prayer, ai':
s. custom or rite,

: s. utensils or vessels,. or

: 8. garb or
garment, : s. feast

or banquet,. -, .
SACRILEGE,,

.,., .
To be guilty of 8., :

one guilty of s.,, ., , 6.

SACRILEGIOUS. A s. per-

son,, 2 : a s. offence

or crime, see Sacrilege.
SACRISTAN,,, 6., 6.

^
SACRISTY,, ., .
SAD. 1\ Sorroivful],, and, 3 (ofper-

sons and things),,-,, 2 (of per-
sons), , 3. , , ,
and-, 3 (only of things).

A S. day, '. to

make sad, see Sadden : to be or
feel s., see Grieve : to look s.,' : 8. looking, -, 3 and 2. See Mourn-
ful. U Grave, serious] VlD. ^J

Dark-coloured] VlD.
SADDEN, . -" .. To be s.-d,-

(pass.).

SADDLE, s. gir Instead of
s.'s the ancients used coverings or
cloths offelt,,.-, .,, 6 (.,
prps Persian). gi$* (or), , is more general, =
housings, harness. Pack-s.,-, . >), (Lys.) :

to put on a s., see the Verb : to

take off the s., see Unsaddle :

that has a firm seat in his s.,, 6 (.) ' to throw
out of the s., ',

(mid.) -.
SADDLE, V.(, .),'. Pig.] To s. aby with

athg, ' : with
the blame of athg,,-

»
: to put the s. on the right

horse (prov.),. --
.
SADDLE-BAG,,, (Seneca), or from context,, -,-, .
SADDLE-CLOTH (or hous-

ing), or, .,, .,
(.). See remark on Sad-

dle, s.

SADDLE-HORSE,' 6, ,, 6.. 6.

SADDLER,, ...,
(harness -maker). A s.'s shop,

(.).

(

SADNESS,, .,
.,, . See SOR-
ROW, Grief, and to Sadden.
SAFE, if Not exposed to

danger] , , ., 2.,^ (ofplace).

To keep athg as s. as possible,' or -
: to consider athg safe,, or'
: to make or keep

athg s.,
1 -

.^ . -. .< : to place aby in a s.

position, .
or -

: to be 8.,

: you are s. in this respect,

: to be
8. from or respecting athg,, -, .
C. subjunct. or optat. -,

: I am quite s.

in every respect, -'
: to think it s. to

(=that one may with safety or
impunity) do athg, -' or , str. t.,

(embolden oneself).

U To be depended upon, sure], 2., 3. A 8^

horse, iTnros : a s. under-
taking, or

: the road is s. t, -
: the sea is not s.,. ^| Safe and sound], 3. ,., 2., . ,, , also, 3 (as a ship,

a tower, £[C, still uninjured). To
brings, to,, e.g. home,' : to get s.,

(pass.) : to come off s. and sound,

: a s. return

home, ', .
SAFE-CONDUCT, e. g. to

afford or grant aby a 8.,

or : to

obtain a s., /£»,, e.g.-



SAF SAK SAL
(in

leaving the town) : under or
having a s., '.
SAFE-GUARD,"-, ., , or -, , e. g.

/i>' -
/nu {Plut.).

SAFE-KEEPING. See Care,
Keeping. To commend or con-

fide athg to aby"s s., !/,,. « and-
: for s.,

(PL) : guarantee for .
of athg, /iiiu (Dem.).

SAFELY, from the adj
%

One
may s. do athg, ^-

.
: it seemed they could s. do so,

(Thuc.) :

to travel s., .
SAFETY,, ., . /,, (esply of personal s.).,, . ,

(a state or condition

to be depended upon),,
V (salus) and '.
Great or perfect safety, 7»/: to be in s., -, or: to live or dwell in s.,

'.-
: to put athg in s., see

Safe : in s., is and'
(Soph.), (Thuc.),

see Safe : one may with s. do
so, see Safely : thanksgivings

for s.,,, .
SAFFRON,, . Ofs.,, 3 : to resemble s.,-. to besprinkle with s , dye

with s., : of s.,,
3., , 6 : s.-coloured,, 3., 2.-, 3 (esply a s. robe).

SAGACIOUS,, -,, 2.,
, . or ., 3.

SAGACITY,, .,, -, (PL), .
SAGE, s. (a plant),, 6

(Lat. salvia)., ,
and-,. (The mod. Gr. for
S. is, .),

(Theoph.), and,
(Polemo Ath., a kind of s.).

Wine flavoured with s.,, , (Diosc).

SAGE, s. and adj. See Wise.
SAIL, S. ', . ,

(canvass). Tops.,,,
: to set s., ,

or-
vai : to set s.= to s. forth,.' ,

: to furl or take in the

S.'s,, (Horn.)' : to strike s., :

to furnish with s.'s,

(Strab.) : to keep the s.'s reefed,

-riois (Aris-

toph.) : to carry all s., run under
full 8., ().
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: to make 8. for,. , :

to fill the s.'s (of the wind), -
: filling the s.'s,7)«, 2 (poet.).

SAIL, V..
(pass.).. -,, (pass.

and mid.),.-
or (mid.,

to s. away, depart in a vessel, set

s. from a place),

(with afleet), -,-
(to meet the enemy),

also. The act of

s.-ing away,,,, , 6., : to

s. towards a place (=set s. for),, ,-
: to s. up (e. g. the river),

: to 8. down,•
: to s. along the coast,

: to s. into the har-

bour,.,
also . -

or : to

s. over or across, -
(pass.) or :

to s. faster than —
,

-
— : to s. through, :

to s. round, : ready
to s., or

: to s. with a half wind,
: to S.

with a fair wind,' -
: if you s. continually

with a fair wind,' 6 : to

s. in the same boat with aby

(
prov.), ()

(Dem.).

SAILCLOTH, , .(),, (Egypt, word
in Lycophr.). A piece of s.,(), (Luc. Lexiph.).

SAILER (i. e. 'a ship that

sails,' e.g. a good or fast s. ). See
(Fast) sailing.
SAILING (the act of). See

under to Sail. A s. out, in,

round, through, &c, -, '-,
-,-, : fit or fa-

vorable for s.,, 2 (Thuc),, 2 (of the sea, Soph.)., 3 (of the wind,
Thuc): skilful in s.,,
3 (PL) : a fast s. vessel,

or , or-, .
SAILOR,,,,, . ,
(as galley-slave), , , 6

(as rower, Vid.). A fellow-s.,, , b (PL) : S.-boy,, (Hipp.) : to

press s.'s, .
SAILYARD, (yard-

arm),, . Extremity
of 8.,, (like,
but see Lidd. & Sc).

SAINT,, (eccl. t.).

SAINTLY, SAINTLIKE,. See Holy, Pious.

SAKE. For aby's s., for the

s. of aby, , -, (c. gen., for the benefit

of) : for my s., : to

beseech for heaven's s.,. See on ACCOUNT
of, and for the Purpose of.

SALACIOUS, SALACITY.
See Lecherous, Lechery.
SALAD, (g. t. athg

eaten raw,
or, dressed with vinegar)., (Diphil.), and -is, (Athen.), also,

(Menand.). /s, ,
(esply of lettuce, Athen.). See
Lettuce, Endive, Succory.
A s. maker,, 6 :

s. burnet, prps, , , and, (poterium spinosum) :

s. sauce,, (ofvinegar
and oil).

SALAMANDER, -, .
^
SALARIED,, ,

., , . A S.-d

teacher, ,.
SALARY,, .-, ., .
SALE,,,,, . -,, : to offer

or put up for s.,.
: to have or keep (athg)

for s., or

: the thing offered or put up
for s.,,., :

athg is put up for s.,

: to find a s., .
(passive, of

goods), (of
the seller) : to find a ready 8.,777).

(of the setter),

(of goods),

(of seller

and goods) : athg finds or has no
s., .-

: want of s.,, : to put up to public

s., have athg cried for s., -
(mid.) . See

Auction.
SALEABLE,,-, 2.

SALESMAN, ,.,, 6. -, 6 (a retailer).

SALIENT, f Prop.] Crcl.

withpartic of to Leap. [ Fig.
t

prominent] Vid.

SALINE, adj.,~, 3. See Salt.
SALIVA,,.•
and, . To have

a great deal ofs.,'/ or

: a flow of s.,-, : to have it,-
: one that has it,-. 2.

SALIVARY (. &. gland),\, and .
SALIVATE,.
SALIVATION,,

. One subject to s.,,
2 : to be subject to, or under a

cure or treatment of, ., -.
SALLOW. See Willow.



SAL SAM SAN
SALLOW, adj. ?, 3.

See Pale.

m
SALLY, s. ^Prop.(milit.t.)],,, .

-, -,-, .
make a s., see the Verb : the men
to make a s., -
(Thuc.). Fig. : sprightly out-

break] S. of wit,? Kayos,
6 : s. (— freak) of youth, -, .
SALLY, v. (), -,-, and --( or ).
SALMON,?, ',

{Gloss.).

SALOON, (?), 6., , .
SALT, s.,, 6 (as raw

substance or 7nass, piece or grain

qfs.)., (as prepared for
use). To put s. to or into athg,

to season with s., (in

pass., of sheep, to eat or lick s.,

Aristot.) : seasoned with s., -,, 3 : sprinkled

with s.,, 2 : a dealer

in s.,, , : the sale

of s., the right to sell it,-, (Aristot.) : a provision

or store of s., .
To have eaten a hushel of s. to-

gether, prov. (= to be old friends),-
(Plut.). % Fig.: — wit

(Lat. sales)], oi (Plut.).

SALT, adj.,,
3.,, {of the sea,

poet.), (Hdt.) and \-, 2 (Clem. Alex., made of or
from salt). See Saltish, Briny,
and Salted, under the Verb.

S.-spring,,, (Stixib.)

:

s.-water,, -. See Brine.
A s. incrustation on the skin,, , (Hipp.) : a s.

efflorescence on soil, \,
(Hdt.) : with s. soil,-, 2 : to be s., :

to become salt,

(Theophr.).

SALT, v..
(=fo put, keep in s.). -

(to pickle, preserve in s.)

or,. S.-ed,, 3. , 3 (see

Pickled),,, , e.g.

(Aristoph.). , 3
(Diosc, ofroots, herbs, olives, Qc,
preserved in brine) : s.-d provi-

sions, , (Afetia?id.) :

s.-d meat, s. meat, -, .,., (or s. fish).

t

SALT-CELLAR, , ., .
SALT-MINE or MANU-

FACTORY. See Saline.
SALTISH, -, -,-, (all Hipp.).

SALTPETRE, prps -, (Gloss.). $$• Otherwise
tlte ancients do not seem to have
had a distinctive name for this
salt= nitre, nitrate of potass, but
to have included it under the ge-
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neral name,, with natron
or soda and potash. For accu-

racy say, -.
SALUBRIOUS, SALUBRI-

TY. See Wholesome, -ness,

Healthful, -ness.

SALUTARY. See Whole-
some, Healthful, and Ad-
vantageous, Beneficial. U
Conducing to safety],
2.

SALUTATION. See Greet-
ing.
SALUTE. See to Greet.
SALVAGE,,.
SALVE, s., .(),

(Hipp.),, (Ga-
len),, (Diosc).,. , and -, r\ (cerate).

SALVE, . (to

plaster up), (to

put on as a plaster or s.). U Fig.,

to s. aby over,'-. See to Flatter.
SALVER. See g. t. Plate,

Tray.
SAME, the, , ,, and with crasis

(u7id for ). In
the s. manner,,,, (), '. §§•
The comparative particle 'as'/o/-

lowing this pronoun is usu. ren-

dered in Greek by the dative (= s.

with), or (but more rarely) by a
relative pronoun or tlie particle, e. g. all had the s. weapons
as Cyrus,

or 6

Kioos o7r\ois: it comes to the

s. thing, or -
: it is the s. as if he had not

thought, -
(Thuc.) : that is quite the

s., one and the .,, . See IDEN-
TICAL and ' One.' It is all the

s., (e. g.

whether a man drinks much or

little, -). See 'All one' and
Indifferent. Nearly or almost

the S.,, 2. -, 2 : to consider or take for

the s., : of the

s. — (see Equal, Like), e. g. of

the s. size,' , -, : of the s.

length, height, width, thickness,, ,, , or,, ..., : of the s.

nature or condition, TotoUTos,

otos.', gfjp

Also rendered by compoundforms
of -, -, and- (the

last occurring most in later au-

thors), e. g. of the s. weight, -,, -, : to be of the s. weight,

: of the s. sentiment
or mind,,,
2 : to entertain the s. sentiments

with or as aby, or 6-, ,
: to be of the s.

opinion,.
(adj., 2. late) : of the

s. will,, (late) : of
the S. birth,,,
2 : to be of the s. descent, -

: of the s. sex or
kind,, (late) : of
the s. rank, -,-, 2 :

of the s. character,,
2 : of the s. age, stature, -, -, , 6, . -

and- (as

or with aby) : of the s. time,,, 2, see

Contemporary : of the s. num-
ber of syllables,, 2:
to have the s. syllables,-

: of the s. colour,, 2., 2 :

of the same meaning or tenour,, 2.,-, 2, and verb-
: liable to the s. suffer-

ings,, (arid subst., ) : repetition of

s. foot in s. verse,,
: of the s. sort of time,-, 2 : to be always doing or

saying the s. thing,' (be

always at it, PL, and subst.-, ), also : to

make or take as one and ihe s.,.
SAMENESS, »)5,, (Aristot.). See Like-

ness, Equality, and Identity.
S. of words or speech,-,, : s. of ac-

tion,-, of tone, --
and, : s. of

colour, or-,-, : the
continual s. of motion,

6 . See
Uniformity and Monotony.
SAMPHIRE, (Hipp.)

or (Diosc), . Prickly
S., , .
SAMPLE,,,. -,-, . -
<5,. 8. for tasting,-, . See Specimen and Ex-
ample, Pattern.
SANATIVE. See Healing,

Salutary.
SANCTIFICATION. 1 Of

things] -,-, (con-

secration),, (pious

observance of a holy day), and
Crcl. with verbs to Hallow. If

Ofpei'sons], b. -, (. ). See Holy, Ho-
liness.

SANCTIFY. IT To make
holy] or (of
persons or things), itpouv. -,. See CONSE-
CRATE,, (. .),. "ft To keep holy] See to

HALLOY. S.-ing, '/,
3 (eccl.) : s.-d, ptcpp. and,, 3.

SANCTIMONIOUS, ,-



SAN SAR SAT,. See HY-
POCRITE.
SANCTION, s.,-, {ratification), '-, {approbation), -, {concurrence). With the

father's s., :

Under s. of an oath,,
2.

; SANCTION, v.,-
{ratify),-.(™).

-, -. ., -,-.
SANCTITY,,-,,, 17. See HO-

LINESS, {inviolabi-

lity). The s. of consecrated places

has been violated, &c,. See SACRED NESS.
SANCTUARY, , ,

and, (any Itoly place
or spot), , , b {a temple),, and-, {the part of a temple
which was accessible to the p7-iest

only), also,, and
{eccl.). Take s.,-

or . See
Asylum.
SAND, S.,, fj., (rarer form, Hdt.).,, {poet.). S.

by the sea-shore, -
(...), : like it for mul-

titude, : s. brought
down by rivers,,, :

a grain of s.,, : cal-

careous s.,, : s. with
potass or natron (and a coarse

glass made of it),,
: of S.,, 3. -, , {poet.), see Sandy.

Choked up with s.,-, 2 : a silting up with s.,-,-, : a bury-
ing in the s.,, : that

buries itself in the s.,-(), , (sand-

diver, a serpent so called) : grow-
ing in s.,. 2 {Mel.)

:

a place for horses to roll in the s.,, , see under Horse.
S.-bank, , {on the

sea-shore), as quicksand, Vid.

:

s.-pit,, , : s.-

stone, , : S.-

marten (bird),, (Aris-

tot.).

SAND, V. -
(). {to s.

over, Aristot.). To s. oneself

(after anointing and before wrest-

ling), {X.).

SANDAL,//,. 7-,., . To put
on one's s.'s, -

or.
SANDAL-WOOD or SAN-

DERS (Lat. santalum),-, {Diosc, wood and tree).

Made of s.,, 3.

SANDARACH,
or, {red sulphuret

of arsenic or realgar, the yellow
sulphuret or orpiment being-). Of s., {and

-), 3 : a pit whence s. is dug,

(509)

-(--),
(Strab.).

SANDY,,-, 2.-, 3.,, .,, . S. soil,

yrj, : also-
{Hdt., .) and

{Theophr.), 2. A s. waste or de-

sert, , .
SANE. 1 Of the body and

mmd] See Healthy, Sound.
Not s., see Insane.
SANG-FROID {French),-, . . -,, . With S.,-,,, 2,

and their advv., see Cool, Cool-
ness, and Cold-blooded.
SANGUINARY. See

Bloody, Bloodthirsty.
SANGUINE,, 2

(r. in blood). Of a s. hue, see

Blood-coloured. H In a moral
sense] See Ardent, Eager,
Lively, Confident. S. (in his

expectation) of athg,, ,
(Thuc.)., '.
SANIES, ,.
SANIOUS,, .
SANITARY. Crcl. with

HEALTH, , ,
or , &c. : in the

modern political sense,-. 3 {mod. Gr.).

SANITY,, . To
be in a state of s., ..
SAP, s., {flowing na-

turally or by incision), and, {extracted esply by in-

fusion or decoction). Also
(moisture, fluid). Full of

s.,, 2 (Tfoophr.).

SAP, v. -, -.-, -. See
Undermine.
SAPLESS. Prop.]

and, 2. , 3. ^j

Improp.] See Dry (in the fig.
sense).

SAPLING,, (a

small or young tree),,.,, .
SAPPER,, ,

(fm the context). S. and miner,
or ENGINEER, Vid. Also-, (Diog. L.). To be at

the head of the s.'s and miners,, and Crcl. with the Verb.

SAPPHIRE,, .
Of s.,, 3.

SARCASM,, .,, . -, .
SARCASTIC,,

3. and, 2
(poet.). To be S.,

(speak bitterly, sneer) : upon aby,.
SARCOPHAGUS,-, and (prop, a coffin of

the limestone so called, and also

gen. =). See Co F FIN.

SARCENET. See Silk.

SASH, , .,. See Girdle.
SATAN ^(Hebrf), ,, ., , .
SATANIC. See Diabolical,

Devilish.
SATE, v., SATED, ptcp. See

Satiate.
SATELLITE,, .
SATIATE,,-. -, -, aby

with athg, : to s. one-
self with athg,

{pass.). S.-d,, 3.

See to Glut, and Replete,
Glutted, Gorged.
SATIETY,, .-, fi. See Repletion.
SATIN. See Silk.
SATIRE, or, . -, (usu. — satirical poem, and

gen. s., jeering, with verb-, subst., a
writer of, a ivrit-

ing of). Also ",
(Horat., iambi criminosi, with
verb,). See Lampoon.
SATIRICAL, and, 3. S. poem,-, . See the Subst.

SATIRISE,
(to write, see the Subst.),

also (prop, to ridicule

in a comedy or on the stage, whence, , a gibe, satirical

taunt), and-
(attack in ). See to

Jeer, Lampoon.
SATIRIST,, .
SATISFACTION, f The act

ofpleasing to the full],, . .
S. of one's anger,, and Crcl. with the

Verb, il The state ofbeingpleased]
Crcl. with the Verb. To give ge-

neral s., to acquit oneself to the

general s., -,. See also CON-
TENTMENT and Gratification.
To derive lively s. from athg,. ^f

Amends] , ., ,
e. g. to give aby s.,. or

: to demand s.,, -
: to receive or

obtain s., or
or. -, -

/. :

to give and receive s., -.
SATISFACTORY,, 3.,, . To do athg

in a s. manner,. .
. See Sufficient.
SATISFY,, -, •,-

{ofclaims and demands).

{ofpersons). To
s. one's creditors,. : to

s. aby, '.



SAT SAV SAY./. : to s. one's

hunger,.. See
Satiate. S.-d, see Content.
Contented,, 2 {ac-

tively, having no fault to find).
To feel or to be s.-d= persuaded., &c. (see Persuade) :

you may then be s.-d that I shall

pursue the same course as your-
selves, ',

: to be s.-d respecting the
correctness of athg,

tl : I am S.-d. (=:
have enough of athg),. (puss.).

/os. , -
: to be never

S.-d, 7?5>5 : I was
never s.-d with promising, -.
SATRAP,, , 6.

To be s. of a province,-
: the pro-

vince of a s.,, .
SATURATE (diem, t),-,. S.-d,.

t

SATURDAY,., .
SATURNALIA (the feast of

Saturn), , .". Generally, a licen-

tious fio/iday, e. g. to keep s.,.
SATURNINE. See Gloomy,

Melancholy, Severe.
SAUCE, (to dip into),

and
(poured over meat), .,, and (g. t. as athg eaten as a
relish with bread),. ^>, a sauce of vinegar with
oil:, , of vinegar and
brine :, .-, (see Gr. Eng. Lex.) : -, (a rich s. of blood and
spices, and gen. any rich s., see

its derivatives in Gr. Eng. Lex.).
Hunger is the best s.,.

(.) : so,

(. ).

SAUCEPAN,,,
and -,, 6,, (for
boiling),, (for roast-
ing or steiving).

SAUCER, > and -, and, (the

two latter prop, for vinegar, Lot.
acetabulum, and gen. any shallow
earthen vessel).

SAUCY,, 3. See
Impudent.
SAUNTER,. See to

Idle (about).

sausage,, to.
and, . , , aud, 6. , , b., , and , b
(paunch stuffed, haggis, black-
pudding). To make s.''s,-.\: to sell s.'s,// : a s.-maker

(510)

: a s. vender,-, , 6.

SAVAGE, adj. *, 3., 2. , 3.,
2. , (like a wild
beast). See Fierce, Wild, Fe-
rocious.
SAVAGENESS. See Fero-

city.

SAVE. ] To preserve from
destruction]» (g. t.). -,- (to preserve or keep
unimpaired), (poet.). To
s. from, -,- (/os).

See Rescue, Deliver, Pre-
serve. To s. a town,

(from, being taken),

(from ruin,

S^c.) : s.-ing, that s.'s,,
3., 3 (Aristot.). *jj Not
to spend, preservefrom being spent

or lost] . To s.

expense, . See
to Spare, to Husband. S.-ing,, 3., 3. See
Sparing, Frugal. *[} To pre-
serve or lay by] -

or or -
(mid.) : also,. '' .

Phrases] To s. time, -
(not to cause delay),. -

: to s. (not let slip) the

favorable moment (e. g. tide),,, -. -
: to s. appearances, Crcl. with' , -

: to do athg merely by way
of s.-ing appearances,-.

: to s. aby the trouble,.
: to s. oneself

trouble, ,.
SAVE, SAVING. See Ex-

cept. S.-ing your presence or
the respect which I owe you,

(absit

verbo invidia).

SAVIN,,, (herba
sabin a, Galen).

SAVING, ', ,
and Crcl. with the Verb. Reward
for S.,, and,

: to effect a s. of athg, -
or : s.'s

(plur.),, . -(),'.
SAVIOUR,, , ,

and ptcpp. of verbs to Save, to

Deliver.
SAVORY (the herb),,

h (satnreia thymbral, and -,. (Hipp.), -, (doubtful, Schneider).

Flavored with S.,,
(e. g. ), : like s.,-
<5jjs, : eating s.,,
2 : to look as if one had eaten

s., (=fo
have a verjuice look).

SAVOUR, s. See Taste,
Flavour, and Odour.
SAVOUR, v. See to Taste

of, Smell of, Smack of.

SAVOURY,,-,
2. A s. taste, and -. : s. smell,, ., ., (Horn.,

of burning fat).

SAW, s. (from to Say), see

Saving, Maxim, Proverb.
SAW, s.,, 6 (., a toothed s., opp. to., a toothless s.

for cutting stone, Galen),,, 6 (Areta?.). To work the

s. backwards and forwards, --
: like a s.,-,

, -, and*
(LXX.), .-, 3 (made
like a s., serrated or jagged) : to

make like a s.,.
SAW, v. ',.7(.). To s. out,--
(Thuc),- (Geopon.) :

S.-n,,,-, 3 : s.-n through,-, 2 :, 3 (Hipp.) :

athg s.-n,,, :

athg s.-n out,,
(Aristot.) : s.-ing, act of,,
(and the hole made by a cylin-

drical saw as in trepanning) : a
s.-ing out,, (med. t.).

SAW-DUST, ,, ,.,. (,
).
SAW-FISH,, ,

(i^sr• not to be confounded icith,, , a kind of whale,
for, Lat. pristis).

SAWYER,,, 6., , 6.,, 6
(Aristoph.).

SAY, (aor. act.,
pass, and,
perf act. ', pass, tipfj-

and, fut. act.' and, pass, -).
(often parenthetical,, ).
poet.,,, 9

: also interchanged

with }, * ti/ (make
knoun, tell). $&r> For the

construction is ojdionally either

ace. with inf. or with dpt
sentence, when simply affirmative,

when the thing said is marked
as an uncertain or untrue asser-

tion, pretext, or evasion, therefore

also , — . ,. He said (that) it was
nonsense for any one to s. that he
could obtain deliverance othei•-

wise, -
: Anytus s.-d they were not

in a condition to be revenged

upon any of their enemies, but

that for the present they must
keep quiet, but if restoi ed to their

country then they would take

their revenge upon the authors of

their wrongs, ^,



SAY SAY SCA,-, -,
(Lys.) : they

"will say (= will pretend, will

want us to believe) that our city

has two laws, ?
?7 vouoi (JEschin.) :

I don't mean to s. that we ought
not to go agst the enemy, ov

? itvui '
(.). g^» -

vm and take tlie infin.

He s.-d he would come,
: he s.-d he was a god,

tlvui : he s.-d it was not
expedient,( used like the Lot. nego)

:

Cleon s.-d he (Cleon) was not ge-

neral, but the other (Nicias) was,-' ( Thuc. ) :

they say (French, on dit,

and parenth., as Lot. in-

quit, ait, they say or it is s.-d)

that I am= I am s.-d to he, -
: 'tis s.-d they

are, and
: they s. he is

—
he is s.-d to be, dead,. -. and poet, -

(Eur.) : if you have aught
to s., s. on, ' or? or ? :

to s. something of aby,

: to s. something, nothing
to the purpose, ,

: to s. the truth,: to s. what is not= to

lie, : to s. well
(truly, &c), : to s.

all at once (verbo dicere),?
: you don't s. so (= in-

deed)? »)?; '?! don't

8. so', :

as I was s.-ing, ? ,
: to s. athg by heart {or as

a lesson, &c), ? -
..-. : to s. a

lesson, Vid. : one's prayers,
Vid. : what s. you to this ? '

; how s.

you ( — can you really mean what
you s.) ? \ ; 7? - ; to

have heard s.,..\\"-, : to s. not a word,': to s. yes, no,,
: s. yes or no,

r) u>) (PL) : he s.-d no,

(PL) : so to s., «is : as

they s., as the proverb s.'s,.
(parenth.) : as I s.-d, as was s.-d,',. '.' [parenth.) : not to

., to s. nothing of (=not merely,

not only, and not only not),, and ,
--? : would you approach, I

don't s. a town, but even a house,

where there is danger? -
(511)

, 7rpos '-
;
(JEschin.) Apa-

turius, to s. nothing of (=far
from) going to law, did not even
dare accuse me, ''-

(Isce.) :

you wouldn't part with it, I don't

s. gratis, but not even for less

than its worth?'; (.) fe'FAR
from,' ' not only,' ' much less,'
' much more.' To wish to s.,

(desiderative) : s.-d I,

he, she, &c, 1</>», or
1, ' , ' (parenth.) :

but, s.-d she, I will put it plainer,' , '
?;,

: s.-d I, &c. (at l>eginning of
a sentence), e.g. s.-d she, will you
be quiet ? , ;. §W is sts joined tvith

a synonymous verb, e. g. he s.-d,

he went on to s., &c, -,', &c. (Hdt., and
not seldom in Att.). But it may
be s.-d, ' :

I s. (in resumptions, ?-), :
as he (they, &c.) s. or s.-d (ironi-

cally), : that is to s.,',,,,,, , and (in the sense

of the Lat. scilicet). -
: I dare s., (enclit.), -
: and s. (= suppose, Lat.

fac) I accept, (wiiat then ?)

: to s. again, see

Repeat : to s. for oneself (in

one's defence), :

to s. for oneself, why sentence
of death should not be passed,«77
(Th.): to have nothing to s.

to athg, : I have
nothing to s. to such people,. Said,

the partcpp. pass, and,,, 3 : that must or
may be s.-d,,,,, 3 : no sooner
s.-d than done, ' , ', easier s.-d than done,-.

: the s.-d or

aforesaid,'..
SAYING,, 6 (= state-

ment, and also report, opp. tofa-
ble,, b, and to history or
ascertained mutter offact,-, ),, (act and thing),, (thing s.-d) : also ptcpp.

pass, of the verb, e. g. -/, ,. ,
(report), , (poet., and

Hdt.)., (poet., an
utterance), (terse

andpointed, apophthegm),,
(see Maxim) : sts omitted, e. g.

that 8. of Solon's, -
: s or doing, <?
(PL) : a good, witty s.

(Fr. bon mot), ,
or, b., .

: it was a good s.

that of the groom,^/ (Plut.) :

as the 8 is, .
or..

SCAB,, (onaicound,
esply by burning, med. t. eschar).

To cover witli a 8., :

to be so covered, to s. over,-
(pass.) : wounds covered

with a S., '
(Diosc.) : forming a s.,-, 3 (med. t.) : the forming of a

s.,, (Aristot.) : like

S.,, 2. //= SCURF,
Vid. S. (as disease = itch, scurvy,

mange, of men and beasts),,
.,, b : pertaining to

it,, 3 : to have it, ii/-. (PL,, of
trees, Theophr.) : the having it,

xf/, : like it,,
.
SCABBARD, , b., :, .
SCABBED (over). See Scab

and Scar.
SCABBY,, 3.-,, .-, . and, 3.?, 3., 2.

SCAFFOLD,,
(platform), , (Hdt.)., . As place of exe-

cution, , or simply, . He died on the s.,.
SCAFFOLDING,-,.
SCA LADE, -,-, -, b, or CrcL, e. g. to take

a town by s. or escalade, ---
: that can be so taken,, 3., 2.

SCALD, V.. S.-ing hot, -
?, 3.

SCALD, s. (scurf or scabbi-

ness on the head),,, b.

See Scab, Scabby, Scurf.
SCALDING (the act of).

Crcl. ivith the Verb.

SCALE, s., viz of fishes, -, , : of reptiles,,, (Aristot., bid often inter-

changed) : that has s.'s, --,
-, -?, 3. ^ Of a ba-

lance\,, >'j (the

single s. and pair of s.^s). See

Balance. To incline as the de-

scending s., (and trans.

to make the s. incline one way
or the other, poet.) : the inclina-

tion of the s., , : that

weighs down the other s.,-, 2. H Lat. seal a] Only in

the sense Scalade, Vid., and the

fig. sense = series proceeding by

gradations like a ladder, viz. the

musical S.,

: s. of degrees or mea-
surement, prps,, b (from Ptolemy's-, an astrono-

mical instrument to measure de~
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on a great s.,-, : on a small, reduced

s., Is,, ...-, 3.

SCALE, .( ), -, -',
-uipttv,- , and the

simple verb.
SCALENE (geom. t), -, 3.

SCALING-LADDER, -, . <,, n (<7- t.).

SCALLION. See g. t. Onion.
SCALLOP, s. H A kind of

shell-fish] -,, . »}-, or us, uoOs, (for
measuring liquids). ,
(cockle). S.-shaped,,
.
SCALLOP, V. -.
SCALP, s. prps, ',., ., (hairy scalp,

LXX.). The s. when stript off

in the Scythian fashion, -, (referred to the head by
the context, Hdt. 4, 64).

SCALP, v.,, .... (Hdt. U. s.).- and- (Ath.),

with subst., (act

ofs.-ing), and,,
(one who s.'s) : also, from the

Scythian custom of using s.'s as
napkins, s.-d, -

(Soph.).

SCALPEL,, (scalp-

rum),, (scalpellum),

also, (a surgeon s

knife),,, , and-, . Formed like a s.,, 3 (chirurg. vett.).

SCALY,, 3 (of
fish),, 3 (of reptiles,

but see remark under Scale).
To render s., : having
a hard s. surface,,
(Hipp.) : s. ant-eater, prps-, , .
SCAMBLE. See to Scram-

ble.
SCAMBLING (of gait). See

Shambling.
SCAMMONY,,

(Theophr.)., (Nic.

.), and,, (Id.).

SCAMP (colloq.),, ., . See
Knave, Rogue.
SCAMPER, .

or. See to Run (away).
SCAN, . See

to Examine (closelv or nicely).
SCANDAL. % Offence^-, ., (.. and eccl). ^[ Aspersion], (CALUMNY, Vid.).

To produce s., -: to talk or indulge
in s., . -,.. See Slander.
SCANDALIZE, -

(512)

' (to put a stumbling-

block in aby's way, give offence or

scandal, . T. and eccl.). See to

OFFEND. -. To he s.-d at athg,- or- or. . -
(str. t.).

(Hdt.)..
SCANDALOUS,,, 3. See DISGRACEFUL,

Opprobrious, and Defama-
tory.
SCANT, SCANTY,,, (sca?itily

doled out), 3. To be s.,-
(Aristoph., but more usu. to be

in want of, scantily provided with,

athg, /os). -, 3, and Att. 2 (barely suf-

ficient),, 3 (slight, shabby).

See Deficient, Scarce, Poor,
Thin.
SCANTILY (from the adj.),

(PL•). To be s. pro-

vided with athg, 7/> -. . See

to Lack.
SCANTINESS,,,»),,, .
SCANTLING,
().

SCANTY. See Scant.
SCAPE-GOAT,,

(a public victim, Schol. Aristoph.

Eq. 1136)., (one sa-

crificed as atonement for others,

e. g. the state, ,
Aristoph. Ran. 1733).,

(piaculum, purgamentum).

^
SCAPEGRACE,,, (protervus),

.
SCAR, s. , h (with or

without, -),-, fj (., Hipp., rare in Att.

prose),, (with gen. of in-

strument), , (pi.' . PL =z marks

of the blows), (SCAB, Vid.,

esply of a burn).

SCAR (over), v..
Make to s., (Plut.) :

s.-d over,, 2 : a wound
is s.-d (or scabbed) over, -
or- : a
s.-ing over, -, -, and-,, v.

SCARAMOUCH, -, .,, .
SCARCE,, 3. -

yos, 3. , 3., 3.

See Rare, and Scant, Scanty.
To be s., '
(PL•), (absol., more
usu. to lack athg, .).
SCARCELY, (ivith

difficulty) or,
(hardly),: str. tt,, ,-( ac ne vix
quidem),. See Hard-
ly, Barely. ^» Often ex-

pressed by a compound with,
e.g. s. to be overcome, -, 2. S. had I opened the win-

dow, when the bird flew away,-.
SCARCENESS, SCARCI-

TY,,, .,, . S. of food,,,, :

to have a s. of athg,»
and (pass.). See Lack, Deficiency.

SCARE, (dep.

mid.), Att., from
athg, , ,-

(prop, to say, , ,
shoo, shoo, to birds),. See
to Frighten.
SCARECROW, ,, .,-,, .
SCARF,, (large

shawl), , (sash). S.

skin,- and-,, .
SCARIFICATION, -, , and Crcl. with Verb.

SCARIFY,.
SCARLET,, . -

and (sc.),. (Simo-
nid., Schneidewin., , being

the s. oak which bears the kermes-
berry, whence the s. dye,
mod. Gr., is extracted).

Of a s. tint or colour,,
3. -, -, -, : dressed in s., attired

in a s. robe, -.
SCARP. See Declivity,

Slope.
SCATHE. See Damage, and

"Waste, s.

SCATHLESS,, .
SCATTER,, -,-. To s. in or among,

: to s. beside,-. Also,,
-,- (to dis-

perse), (later).

See to Sprinkle, Strew, and
to Disperse, Dissipate. To s.

with fear,/ : to s. beaten
troops, : to s. a popula-
tion, : to live s.-d about
in villages, (X.) : to

throw down and s.,

and : s.-d,, 3., 3.

and, , , h• -, 3 : in scattered fashion,: the act ofs.-ing,-,,,, (ofa popu-
lation), .
SCAVENGER,., (dung-gatherer).
SCENE. Stage] Vid., (the stage on which the

actors appeared, and also in our
sense the s.'s, esply the three-sided

back scene which moved on a pivot,

Plut.). The side-s.'s.-, : a machine for changing
the s.,

(Plut.) : the s. is laid at

Corinth,
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or ..

if Fig. : assemblage of objects pre-
sented to the view] , ., . A dreadful s., -, (Pint.), see

Sight, Spectacle : if= oc-
currence, Vid. : a ridiculous s.

takes place,/ -
or : to form

a picturesque s., -
. To make

a s. (=: disturbance), or..
if Locality, Vid., and Theatre
(fiSl•)•, e• 9• tne s • °f war

» X™pa
or

or 6 : Greece
was the s. of war, iv'

: to quit this earthly s.,.
SCENERY, . 1

Fig.], , see LANDSCAPE,
View.
SCENT, s. See Smell, s.,

and Odour. A dog good at the
s., of good s., , 6. See
Nose. The s. (of athg chased,
&c), ., ', (slot, trail.

.) : to get s. of,,, andfig.-, .
SCENT, v. See to Smell and

' to get Scent of.' if To per-
fume] Vid.
SCENT-BOX or BOTTLE,,, 6., .
SCEPTIC, SCEPTICAL,

adj.,, ,, 3. To he sceptical

ahout athg, see to Doubt : s.

treatment of a question,,
v.

SCEPTIC, s. Same as the

adj. To be a s., or sceptically

disposed, in religion,.
SCEPTICISM, (-), .
SCEPTRE,, 6.

sway or wield the s. (fig.), see to

Rule. S. hearing,,
2 (poet.).

SCHEDULE,,-,,.-
, (late). There is a s. at-

tached to athg,': to draw out a regu-

lar s.,

(JEschin.).

SCHEME, s. and v. See De-
sign, Plan, s. and v.

SCHISM,, to (eccl).

See Division.
SCHISMAT,,

3 (eccl).

SCHOLAR. If A learner,

pupil] Vid., and Disciple ; also

Student, ?, , . if

A u-ell-taught or erudite person]- and -, b. -, b., or Orel,

with adjj., 2. -, 2. (').
A (good) Latin s.,'»).
SCHOLARLIKE,-

(513)

, 3., 2.-,,, 3,

or ,-.
SCHOLARSHIP,™^,,,, .

See Learning. show one's

S., ,-.
SCHOLASTIC,-, 3.

SCHOOL, s.,, -,,-,,.,
h (Aristot.) : and fig.,
, e.g. our city is the s. of Greece,'

(Thuc). To go to or
attend a s., -

or
(sc. or) : to

send to s., -
: to leave s.,-
(pass.) or. A s. of virtue

(metaph.), ,
: the s. of adversity,-

(prov.). if

Metun.: the pupils orfollowers of
any master] ^ The
s. of Plato, ol -

: according to the rules of
the s.'s,, 3. S. -boy,
see Scholar, Learner, and pi.() -

: s.-girl,,,, : 8.-

fellow,, , . -,,, ., , . -
: s.-master, see Teach-

er and Master : s.-room,-',: s.-task,,, see Lesson.
SCHOOL, v. See to Teach,

Train, Instruct. He has been
s.-d by adversity,.
SCHOOLING, s. ,. if Meton.

:

money paid for schooling] -, ., ..
SCHOONER. Seeg.t. Ship.
SCIATIC, adj. or, 3.

SCIATICA, , ,,, .
Having the s.,?, :

to have it,.
SCIENCE,, V. -, ., . The s.'s,

or,
'. Occupation with s.,

or --, :

to addict oneself to s.,-> , -.
SCIENTIFIC,,,, 3. , ,,, 2.

S. knowledge or understanding,, . -
or '

: s. train-

ing,, : s. pursuits or
endeavours, -

• s. treatment of a
subject,

:

to be engaged in s. pursuits,-
or.

SCIENTIFICALLY. From
the Adj. S. taught or trained,, : a sub-
ject admits of being s. established,

: capable of be-

ing s. known,, 2 (PL).
SCIMITAR,, , b.

See g.,t. Sword.
SCINTILLATE. See to

Sparkle.
SCINTILLATION. See

Spark, Sparkling, s.

SCIOLIST,, b.,, b.

t

SCION.
^
iT Propr.],

b and ., .,., , .
propagate by a s.,,

: propagation by
s.'s,, . See Shoot,
s., Offset, if Fig.] -,-, b. b , ', b
(poet.). To be a s. of aby,-, .
SCIRRHOUS, * or-, 3. To make s., :

to become s., (pass.)

:

a s. tumour,, -,, -, . :

SClRRHUS,,,
. ,. .
SCISSORS, ,
(used to cut the hair : ggf• \j/a-, , , usu. supposed = s.

or shears is rather a single-edged

instrument or razor = -).
SCOFF, V., -,,-, . ,.

and.
SCOFF, SCOFFING, s.,, -, .,,,, .-, , or Crcl. with the Verb.

SCOFFER,, ,
b, or Crcl. with the Verb.

SCOLD, v. ..-,--.. -
and. See Chide, Reprove.

SCOLD, s. ,,, -, : alsoprpsfm-
(to scream continually

at aby. Aristoph.).

SCOLDING^oi<5ooia,i7.-
//,))5, ., b. To give

aby a s., see the Verb.

SCONCE, prps. if Vulg. : r=

pate] Vid.

SCOOP, s., prps,, . , ,
(ladle).

L1
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SCOOP OUT. See Hollow,

v.

SCOPE,, . See Aim
and Reach, s., Room.
SCORBUTIC,, 3.

S. disease of the gums,-, h- See Scurvy.
SCORCH,,--,-. [singe).

To s. with a hot iron,-: s.-ing,, :
s.-d by the sun,, ., 2 : s.-ing hot, see

Burning.
SCORE, s. 1 A mark of

number] See Mark. "fi An ac-

count] vid. On the s. of athg,.' : to run up a

s., see Debt : the s. (= reckoning

for an entertainment),.. Score,

in music], ., . % A number of
twenty] Vid.
SCORE, v. TT To mark] -,. -. Also to s. or underline,. pa. H To score athg

to aby] See Account, s.

SCORN, s., ., .,
., .,
. Worthy of or deserving 8.,, 3. -, 3., 3. -, 3. See Contempt, Dis-
dain, s.

SCORN, V. -,--. ,,., -
or.

or . .-,. See Despise, Disdain,
v.

SCORNER,,, , 6, and partcpp.

of the verb.

SCORNFUL,-,, 3.,, 2.

SCORPION,, .
The sting or bite of a s.,-, : bit or stung by
a s.,,-, 2 : like a s.,-, ., . ^|

kind ofplant],-, .

§

SCOT. See , s. S.-free,, , .
SCOUNDREL. See Rascal.
SCOUR,.,^ or.-,. %

range through] -, --,-, -,' (esply of soldiers).

Also .
SCOURGE, s. «tf Prop.] -, , . A cut with the

8., , . "ft Metaph. :

plague, evil], . -, .
(514)

SCOURGE, ..,. S.-ing,-, .
SCOUT, s. and v. See Spy,

Reconnoitre.
SCOWL, s. andv. See Frown,

s. and v.

SCOWLING,, 3.

See Frowning.
SCRAMBLE, y. 1 To at-

tempt to seize hastily]

or . To scram-
ble up= to climb].

or..
SCRAMBLE, s. Crcl. with

verbs.

SCRAP,,
(a piece torn off). See Frag-
ment.
SCRAPE, v. 1 To rub the

surface of athg by an edge] ,, (in order to clean

fm extraneous matter), and
[in order to make smooth),,, (to clean

by scraping off), -,-, (to se-

parate by scratching off), -
(to s. up like foich on a

dunghill), -, -, --
(to rub off), or-
(for the sake of cleaning),

(to s. all round), -
(to s. down a ^se).

To s. out (= erase),

(Thuc, Dem.). Scraped,,
3., 2. See to Grate.
Scrapings,,,., .
SCRAPE, s. t Propr.] Crcl.

with Verb. TJ Fig. : difficulty,

dilemma] , . To get

(oneself) into a s.,: to be in a s.,.
: to be in a pretty

s., ttittijs (prov.,

a mouse in a pitch or pickle tub,

like our ' aflea in a glue-pot'').

SCRAPER,, -,.,,-, ,, .,,, .
SCRATCH,!;,,-

and , (to

wound with one's nails), -
(aspoultry).,-

(pass., because of itching),

and. To s. one's head,: to wish
to s., : the act of s.-ing,, ., . ,, ., ?';., :

to 8. out,

(e.g. the eyes, ),, (to re-

move by scratching, erase) : to s.

through, : to s. severely,

(TIdt.) : to s. out athg

written, -,-, --, -.
SCRATCH, s. , ., ., ,

(Horn.),, (or, scar).

SCRAWL. See Scribble.

^
SCREAM, SCREECH, v.. .

.. Also simply,.,-
(Horn.). 8. with all one's

might,,.
or .

SCREAM, s.,, ., (of birds). To set

up a s., . -.
SCREECH-OWL. &e Owl.
SCREEN, s. and-, .,,. ,, , .

To put over or before one as a s.,

or : to put
athg forward as a s. for athg,.
SCREEN, v. (aby

agst athg, ). -
and .

. (= hide) oneself behind aby or
athg, or.

or.
SCREW, s., , ,

and,. , , ., (a s. or press. Plut.).

S. of a musical instrument,-, . Pig. : = miser]

Vid.
SCREW, v., -. (to s. up

the strings of an instrument.

Plat.). To s. to athg, s. together,

8. down, .
U To contort, twist, and
screw out =. extort] Vid.
SCRIBBLE,

or. See g. t. Write.
SCRIBE,, ,

(author of any writing, writer,

copyist, S[c.). ,, (copyist),-,, ,
(scriba publicus)., (no-

tary). To be a 8.,-.
SCRIPTURE. See Writing.

The holy s. or s.-s,, .
SCRIVENER. See Notary.
A money- or stock-broker] prps, . See MONEY-

CHANGER.
SCROFULA,

(glands of the neck when hard-
ened, Lot. scrophulae, also any
scrofulous induration).

SCROFULOUS,,
.
SCROLL,, . See

Roll.
SCRUB, v. ,-

or -,. -
(to rub off). See Rub

and Scour.
SCRUB, s. 1 = Mean, piti-

ful fellow], . ([

Brushwood] Vid.
SCRUBBY. U Mean, shabby]

Vid. H Low -growing, stunted

(of trees, &c.)] Vid.
SCRUPLE, s. m Doubt, dif-

], .,
o make a s., feel or have a

ficulty



SCR
8., about athg, -

or .
{Hdt.).

. See Hesitation, *\[ As
weight : = twenty grains, the 24th

part of an ounce troy] See under
Pound.
SCRUPLE, v., and see

tlie Sufjst.

SCRUPULOUS^tto^tikOs,
3., .-, 2.

S C RU ,*.-,-.-,. -.
SCRUTINY,,-, (most

usu. plur.), ft. See Examina-
tion. To submit to, be subject

to, s., ,-
: to acquit after 8.,

: to be acquitted after

8., - or-
SCUFFLE, S.,-(),, ft.

SCUFFLE, V.,
(with aby, ).

(pass.) or. -.
SCULK. See Hide, Lurk.
SCULL, S., . A

dead man's s., ,
ft. If Oar] Vid.
SCULL, v. See to Row.
SCULLERY. Crcl. with

Kitchen.
SCULLION, h

or ,.
SCULPTOR,

and ,,,, 6.-,-,-,-, and"--, 6. A s.'s shop or study,, : the art of a
8., (see next Art.).

To be a 8., exercise the art of a
8.,,, and-. (in alto-

relievo or raised work),.
SCULPTURE, s.-, -,-,, and-,-, ft (in marble or

stone). , ft. ,,, . -, ft (in relief), and plur.- or-,.
SCULPTURE, .

(engrave or carve in brass, stone,

or wood). (of coarser

work), (in wood, stone, or
horn)... See
other words under Sculptor,
and Carve, Engrave, Chisel.
SCUM, , 6 (FOAM,

froth, Vid.). S. of liquids,, (Hipp.) \ 8. of

boiled milk,,, (mo-

ther). If Fig. : of persons]-,,. SeeOFF-
SCOURING.
SCURF,, (propr.

bran, Lut. furfura, then a bran-

like eruption on the skin, esply the
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SEA
head, Lot. furfures, porrigo), also, ., ., .,, 6.

SCURFY,, .
be s.,.
SCURRILITY,7E\w-roTroua,, (buffoonery), -, ft (abuse).

r

SCURRILOUS,-
, 2., 2.

SCURVY,, , (g. t. for
itch, s., scab, and mange, Lat.
scabies, impetigo).,,
6 (tetter, scab). Full of, having,
s.,, 3 : to have it,-. See Scrofula.
SCUTTLE, s. 1 For coals,

Sec], -, 2. ^f

Scuttles or hatches of a ship] -,, .
SCUTTLE, v. f (Intrs.)]

To s. off, (intrans.).', -. 1 (Trans.)] To s. a
ship,.
SCYTHE,, . See

Sickle. A chariot armed with
s.'s, , .
SEA, or,
(g. t.)., (the open,

high s.)., 6 (s. as bounded,
e. g. 7.). , b (s.

as fluctuating and unsteady, esply

in opp. to the harbour). ,, ft (the brine, poet.). At s.,. -
: on land and at 8.,

:

athg comes by 8.,

: to attack aby
at s., or

: at s., in tbe open

8.,, 2., 3 and
2 : to be, remain, in it,-. (opp. to

being in dock). (X.)

:

during, or there being, a high s.,

:

to put to s., (mid.)..'(
or ).. -., : to

get into the open s.,

(X.) : to ride at anchor in the

open 8., ' -
(Dem.) : living

on or by the s. (as a fisherman),,,
6 : of or belonging to the s.,

found or met with, near, or in

the s.,?, 2., 2., 3 and 2 (Horn, and trag.)., 3 and 2., 3
and 2 (trag.) : situated near or by
the 8., -,-,
and-, 2 and 3 (all

Time, and .)., 2:
like the s.,, 2: the

empire or dominion of the 8.,-, : to have it,- and- : hav-

ing it,- and --,, , ft., .
To carry or convoy by 8.,-

and: to go by 8.,

pass, offoregoing: to take with

SEA
one by s.,/, mid.
(all poet.) : to travel or voyage by
s , j/ : to sail on the
s., (later ).
To throw into the s.,

(poet.), iv : to throw
aby into the s.,/-/ (Soph.) : a throwing
into the 8.,, 6
(hoc, Dem.) : one who throws
into the 8.,, ,
6 (Isoc.) : to make into s. (what
was land), (Aris-
tot.) : to form a 8. (or lake, e. g.
by an overflow),' :

washed or girt by the s.,-, 2., 2 (poet,

and Hdt.)., 2 (poet,

and X.). §^f* For other, poeti-

cal, compounds see the Gr. Eng.
Lex. under -,-, and-. See Marine, Mari-
time, and Naval.
SEA-BATH or -BATHING,, (as place).

»; (as

act). To take a s.-bath,.
SEA-BREEZE,.
SEA-CALF,, .
SEA-COAST,, ., .. .
SEA-FARING. E.g. a s.-

man,,, ,-, 6 : a s. life, -, .
SEA-FIGHT, or.,

. To engage in as.,-(, with aby) : to

maintain a s ,//
(Thuc.) : to have a s. for,-

: — with,-
: to wish to en-

gage in a 8.,

(Thuc.) : to be victorious in a s.,

: to conquer,
destroy, subdue aby in a s.,-.
SEA-GREEN,, -, 3.), .
SEA-GULL, -MEW,,

. See Gull.
SEA-KALE,, . See

Cabbage, g. t.

SEAMAN. See Sailor and
Sea-faring.
SEAMANSHIP,, h.

Skilled in s.,, 3.

SEA-MONSTER,, ., .
SEA-PORT. See Port, Har-

bour, Haven.
SEA-ROOM. E.g. to get s.,

(X. ).

(pass.).

SEA-SHORE. See Sea-
coast and Shore.
SEA-SICK (to be),

or..
SEA-SICKNESS, or, ft. , (Luc), -, b (Alciph., usu. plur.).

SEA- SIDE, -
L12



SEA SEA SEC
. At the 8., -
»7?. See Sea-coast.
SEA- SULPHURWORT

(plant),, . -, .
SEA-URCHIN, (-), 6. , -, 6 (Aristot.), and-, (Aristoph.).

SEA-WARDS,, irpos.
SEA-WEED,, (Lat.

fucus), and or,
(usu. plur.). (a mossy

s.-w., Lat. alga), also or, . Full of s.,,, : bearing s.,-, 2: eating s.,- and--, 2: to stuff with s.,

(Diod.).

SEA-WORTHY,, 2

(of a ship. Thuc.). Ships not s.,

(Thuc.).

SEAL, s. U Sea-calf],
, also, , and plur. -, oi (Horn.). 1J To seal

with], I<5os, h. U Im-
pression made by a seal]-, loos, ., .,, -', . To put a s. to athg

or affix a 8., -. .
:

to break the s., -
: to keep athg under s.,.' (for security),

(legally, fur se-

questration) : a counterfeit s.,, [PI.) ' one that

forges a 8.,

: one that en-
graves s.'s,, b

(i. e. of a s. on a ring) : a s.

ring,, : the keeper
of the S., ,,
6 : one that affixes a s. to athg
(as to a document, <Jfc),-,, 6.,, . 6 -

: the case inclosing the s.

affixt to public documents, -, . See Stamp, s. If Fig.]

E. g. to tell aby athg under the
s. of secresy, -

.-
or -.

SEAL, ., -. ..
.-' (sts with notion of

attestation).

(mid., sts to s. up, as an empty
house. Dem.). To s. bottles,.
SEALING- EARTH or

CLAY, , .
SEALING-WAX,, 6.

SEAM,, .,.
Without s., seamless,,

(Aral),, 2 (. .).
SEAMSTRESS,, .
SEAR, adj. See Dry.
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,

SEAR, v. ',.
SEARCH, s.,,,, . -, (hunt), . The s. of

aby's house,, but also', : to make s. for (athg),

//, -, -,-., -, -, -, -. and-
(especially for a thief or

stolen goods, but also generally of
things obscure or difficult), -. (to endeavour
to discover athg). To make a s.

in aby's house, -
'. .
SEARCH, v. See ' to be in

Search,' ' make Search,' in

preceding Art.

SEARCHER. Crcl. withVerbs.

SEASON, 6'. , ',
h. That is after or according to

the s.,, 3 : athg comes in

its s., ' .
The succession of the s.'s,, , , :

to send or wish aby the compli-

ments of the s.,' -. The summer s.,

see Summer, Qc. In s., or that

happens, is performed, &c, in s.,, 3 : quite in s.,,
2 (e. g. to render assistance or

assist,). See OPPORTUNITY.
Out of s. (= mat a propos),, ,,,, 2.

See Unseasonable.
SEASON, .. -. S.-d,, 3.,

3.

SEASONABLE. See under
Season, s.

SEASONING (the act of).

Crcl. with the Verb. ^T In the

concrete: condiment], ap-,. Appetite is the best

s. to food,.
SEAT, s. ',, .

and, 6. , ., (later ). Poet., -,, ,',, . To take one's s.,,,.
See to Sit. The front s., s. of

honour,, rj : a raised s.

(ofhonour),, : he was
in the s. of honour, next to that

of Seuthes, -- (.) : S. for

rowers,, . See Bench,
Chair, Stool. A s. (place to

sit) in the sun, ,
(Soph.) : s. in a theatre, at a

spectacle, &c, : to assign the

ambassadors seats at the Diony-
sia, -

(JEschi?i.).

A rider that has a firm s., -. % Locality] E.g.
s. of war,, fj

-
or or

6 : to change the s. of

war, . *\ Seat— abode
y

residence] Vid.
SEAT, v. ( '<:

),,. ,
(Horn.). To s. oneself, be

s.-d,,,, -. See to Sit. To be s.-d

= situated, Vid.

SECANT (geom.t.), -.
SECEDE,, -,. See WITH-

DRAW.
SECEDER. Partcpp. of the

Verb.

SECESSION,, rj,

and Crcl. ivith the Verb.

SECLUDE,. See
to Exclude, (to make
solitary). S.-d,, 3. See
Lonely, Retired.
SECLUSION,,

(a shutting out), , h
(state of being secluded). Crcl.

with the Verb and adj. Secluded.
SECOND, ',?. giT

Of two only,', 3. For the

s. time,, ,, : a s. time,

(.),(1.):
in the s. place, see Secondly :

on the s. day, ttj- :

that arrives or occurs on the s.

day, : every s. day,()'. Second
thoughts are best, ai

(Eur.) : the s. place or prize in a

contest, : to assign

aby the s. place,

(Hdt.) : the s. place in

acting or speaking,-, : to hold the s. place, act

the s. part,.-. : to

come off s., -
: to play the s. part, -

(Aristoph.) : to play s.

to aby, (Plut.,

comp. Cic. secundarius fuit Cras-

si) : the actor who takes the s.

class of parts (Lat. secundarius),, , 6 (and
metaph., s. advocate — junior

counsel. Dem.). S. marriage, <5--, : to contract it,- : that has contracted it,-, , (all eccl.). To speak
a s. time,«57/ : bear-

ing a s. time, /cos, 2
(Aristot.) : to do a s. time,-

(LXX.). S. (= infe-

rior) to none,?.' toTs (Hdt.).. To relate

anything at s. hand, ' -
: 8.

hand (as adj.), , 3.

() '(). S.-rate,-, 2 (of a person. PL), -, 3 (e. g. ),. S. causes, -, ., .
SECOND, S.,, 6 (e. g. in a duel, with v.



SEC SEC SED
)., 6.?, 6, and partcpp. of the

following—
SECOND, v. -,- (, a speaker), -,,

().-,-.
SECONDARY,-

?, 2. ?, 3. All the

rest is but s. compared to this,' ?
: to consider s. or of s.

importance, ',,
: to consider every thing

8. to this — , vo-' — c. inf. (Dem.).

— (TJtUC.).

^ SECONDLY,,,,'.
SECRECY.

f
1[ Hiddenness,

privacy]?, ijtos,-, . ?, and Crcl.

with verbs to Conceal, to Hide.

IT Retirement] Vid. IT Silence

upon a secret confided] ,,, ?j. To tell

aby under the seal of s.,? .
SECRET, adj. ?, 3.? and ?, 3 and

2. ?, 2 (not to be di-

vulged), ?, 3 and 2 (clan-

destine).- and-?,
3 and 2. ?, 2 (shut

up, e. g.?, s. hatred),?,
2 (not showing itself), ?,
i? (unnoticed). S. of persons (=
close, reserved), ?, 3.?, 2.? and -?,
3 : also ?, 6, . To
keep athg s., -' . or-.

(athg from aby) or'.,, -,-. () or. To hide athg in a
S. place,

(PL).

See Conceal, to Hide. To have
as. conversation or interviewwith

aby,? ?. See Private. To indicate

athg to aby by a s. sign or beck,-' : the s. plans or

deliberations, -
(•).

SECRET, s., .??, 6. To keep a

s. confided to one,

: to make a s. of

athg, :

to confide to aby a s.,-
or -

: to reveal or unveil to

aby, or divulge to him, a s.,-' ,.
have been told all this as a s.,? (PL). In s., see

Secretly. In the s., see ' Privy
to athg :' to be in the s., -. .
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SECRETAIRE (Fr.),-, .
SECRETARY,/-

?, , ?, ?, 6.

First or chief s.,-?, : to be aby's s. or s. to

aby, . Pri-

vate S.,?, ?, (.).
6 '. S.

of state, see Minister. TT Bird,
falco serpentarius] prps?, b.

SECRETE. fT To hide, con-

ceal] Vid. if Lat. secernere]

(esply of vapours, the

animal functions, fyc.) : to be
s.-d, (pass.) : to

help to s.,' (Aristot.) :

to be s.-d together,-
(pass., Aristot.).

SECRETION (med. t.), -?, ?, (act of se-

creting),?,,
(that wch is secreted, and ex-

crement).

SECRETLY,,,.,?.
or ?. ?.?. -yy. .. ?,,?, and
esply by tlie verb, with
partcp., e. g. to escape s.,-

: to do athg
s., .
Also Crcl. by compos, with -,
e. g. to escape s., :

to take away s.,.. *SeebySTEALTH.
SECT, '?, .,

., . The head or
chief of a S.,?, ,'?,?, , :

to be head of a s.,.
SECTION. IT Cut, act of cut-

ting],?,, v.

IT Segment], . ?,
6. S. of a cone, conic s.,, V, or,. ?,
6 (s. of a cone or of a sphere).

To make a conic s.,.
^T Fraction, division] ?,.?, ioos,, •
SECULAR. 1 Of the length,

age, S[C, of a century]-?, -?, 6, and fern,?, ?. "[ At inter-

vals of a century] .
Profane, opp. to sacred ; civil,

opp. to ecclesiastical] ?,-
?, 3. ?, 2.

SECULARIZE,
(mod.).

SECURE, adj. ?, ? (with-

out fear), ?, ? (not liable

to fall), ?, 3 (of places,

strong). To keep athg s., -
or :

to be S.,? : you
will be s. in this respect,'? : to be S.

agst or respecting athg, -?..
?,? ?,

with subj. or optat. See Safe
and Sure, Confident. ^ Fast,

stable] Vid. To make athg s.,

see to Secure.
SECURE, v. IT To make safe,

to put out of danger, <§•<;.]

or-. -\'.\,?,.-, ,,, (to hold athg
together), .-

(preoccupy a military post).

I am s.-d, or have s.-d myself,
'.?.. To be s.-d

as a debt upon mortgage, &c,
(pass.). To s. aby's

person, see to Apprehend.
SECURITY,, .?, ?. ., . ?. ?,?, . , .

See Safety. In a bad sense,,,,
v. TT Bail, pledge (for payment)]
Vid., and Surety. ,,,-, . To make aby give s.,

(e. g. in twenty
talents, ? ,
Dem.). To give or find s., -

or-
(pass.) : to give as s. for

money,
(Dion. .) : to be due to aby
upon a s.,

(Dem.) : to give s. for aby to

another,

(Dem.).? (PL).

SEDAN,,,.,, .
SEDATE. See Calm, Com-

posed, Considerate.
SEDATENESS. See Calm-

ness, Composure.
SEDENTARY, ?, 3.

Most artizans lead s. lives, ol??
(.).

SEDGE, £$» There seems to

be no g. t. corresponding to the

Lat. ulva : the following are spe-

cial tt.,, (flag),-?, ?, (reed-grass),? 6 ; (the

lesser duck-weed),, . See
also Reed, Rush.
SEDIMENT,-,,-?,., . ?,

?,?, ?, . S. pro-

duced by fermentation, ,?, . ?,,.-, (that is thrown down,
also chemical precipitate). To
form a s., or be precipitated as a
s., : full of s.,-?, 2.

SEDITION, ?, (agst

a ruler), ?, ., fi

(commotion). To be in a state of

s.,, :

to join in a s., to take an active

part in it,/.-
: to raise a s.,-: — among the citizens,

ti? ?-



SED SEE SEE, also ,-, or -. or -
: to suppress

or quell a s., -
: one engaged or that takes

an active part in a s.,,,/;, , , or ptcpp.

of, !/: a

raising of 8.,, -, : a state of s.,-, .
SEDITIOUS,,!, 3.,

2. ;,, ?
(of persons and places).

SEDUCE,; ??
mid. (to entice or draw
fm the right way),»
(to corrupt morally), ,

(to bias abys will or

inclination, overpersuade, esply to-

wards ivrong or evil),-
(Horn.),,-
(to deceive), (to

beguile). To s. a woman, -, ,
(a married woman) :

to attempt to s. a woman,.
SEDUCER,, and

(poet.), t'tus, b. '-, b [ofwomen), and ptcpp.

act. of», and other

verbs, e. g. s. of youth,.
SEDUCTION,, h-

and (esply of
women), .
^
SEDUCTIVE,, 2.-, 3 (persuasive.

Aristoph.).

SEDULOUS, SEDULITY.
See Active, Diligent, Indus-
trious, and their substt.

SEE. s., (eccl.,

of a bishop).

SEE, v. TI To possess vision]. bpav. Sts-
(have eyes), and poet,-" (Soph.),-, --, -, -. To s. acute-

ly, weakly, to a great distance,

see sharp -sighted, short- and
weak- sighted, long- sighted,
S[c. : able to s. veiy distant ob
jects, , 3
(Aristot.). See also under Sight
and Eye. To s. through a mill-
stone, bpav (prov., to

s. though an oak). % To perceive
with the eyes] bpav. ivith

fut.. -..
see athg with one's own eyes,

bpav,,.<-\ : it is to
be seen, may be seen, one may s.,

: one can hardly s.

before one, Ut'iv

: not to s. or be
able to s. athg,. @y- The verb of the dpi
clause stands in the partcp. : I s.

enemies advancing agst us,:
8. have missed the way,

(518)

: to 8. aby
die, bpav :

to feel pleasure in seeing, to like,

be glad, to s., athg, -. (pass.)

or . bpav
or . (pass.)' . To let athg be
seen, : — in one-

self (e. g. one's skill, cleverness,

&c.), (mid.) : to

let oneself (itself) be seen,-.. : to

be rarely or seldom seen, --
: to be seen, let

oneself be seen, in public,-
or .

One sees plainly, 'tis easy to s.,

that they have a design agst us,' or -. , '. See ! =
Look, Lo, Behold, Vid. As
you S., . Sts,
' thus,' will do, if the narrator is

pointing to the subject of his dis-

course. Seen, that may be seen,,', 2 : to be or that

must be seen,,,, 3 : able to s.,,
3 : not s.-ing,, 2 (athg,, X.) : of or for s.-ing,,, 3 : easy to s.,

easily seen,,,
2. \ To perceive {vid.), be-

come aware or conscious] bpav.. . To see

athg, not with the eyes, but by a

mental perception (by the opera-

tion of the mind), '
(.) :

8. you are not in your right mind,
: we

shall s. how things turn out, -
: don't you s.

you have been taken in?-; even a
blind man must s. this, -. Let
me s.,\. "ft To perceive

as consequence, conclude or judge]. bpav. Hence I s.,

: one
may s. fm this,. -

: to s. more correctly or bet-

ter than other persons,

or-. 8. fit,,. See ' to think fit,' ' to

seem good.' Tj To endeavour,

attempt]. I will s.

if I can move or induce him,, :

I will s. if I can manage it,-
f]V -. To take care or pains]

and..-. . .. We must s. that

we raise some money,-' -
j

: he must s. (to it) how he
shall save himself, -, ' : I will

s. athg done, ,

c. fut. indie. ^[ Phrases] To
s. company, -

or : to

s. aby home, to the grave, &c,
see Accompany, Escort : to go
to s. aby, see to Visit. To live

to s. athg,- or--' : may I never live to

s. this ! ^7',.
To stand by and s. (a wrong done),,. ptcp. (e.g. you will not
tamely look on and s. us wronged,-). I will see you hanged first,, ft—.; (Aris-

toph.) Tj Miscell. compounds] To
see again,: — before
one,, andpoet.-

: — incorrectly, :— at a glance, in one view,-, : seeing at a glance,

and, 3:
that can be so seen,, 2

:

easily seen at once,?,
2 : to s. at the same time,

: to s. athg in aby, iv-

: to s. through, o"i-,- and --
(Horn.), see to Penetrate:

easily seen through,,
2. Having seen much,-, b, (PL) : all- seeing,

•7//-,7>-'7»)?,'7>>;9,
, b (poet.) : far-seeing, ?)-7, 2 : difficult to s., -, 2 : worth s.-ing, -. 2.

SEED,, (veget. and
animal),, b (veget.). -,, b,, (animal).

Of or belonging to s.,-, 3 : to bear s.,.-,-,- :

bearing s.,-, --, 2 : a bearing of s.,-, : springing fm s.,-, : to scatter or to yield

s., : to pick up or
eat s., : eating

s.'s,-, 2, and --, (subst.) : to run to s., -
(pass.) : left for

s.,, , b : having
many, few, small s.'s, -,-,-, 2. ^|

Fig. : cause or germ],., ., . ^\Fig.:
progeny, offspring] Vid.
SEED-CORN, -

or -, .
SEED-TIME,, ..
SEEDLING,,

b (in plur., s.-plants. Theophr.).

SEEDSMAN,-. , b.

SEED, V.

). See ' to bear Seed.'

SEEDY,, 2.

As a cant expression, seedy may
be imitated by- or-,, ' (that has lost or past its

bloom, withered) : a s. coat,-, . -,, .,.



SEE SEL SEL
SEEING THAT, as conj. See

Since.
SEEK. «I (Trans.) To make

SEARCHfor] Vid. /,-.,
(go to seek),,,

(poet.), ^f To endea-
vour to attain or compass athg~\,,, -. (or), or. ,, and with inf., to s. to —

,

, »,-,, (all

c. infin.), also , c.

indie, fut. To s. (= look out) for

friends, : to 8. aby's

profit or advantage,
or .
Sought,, 3 : a thing
sought,, . -

: to be sought,,
3 : to be sought earnestly,-, 3: one must go and s.,

: to be each s.-ing the
other,

(.).
SEEKER,, ,

(.), and partepp. of verbs.

SEEM, (c. infin. ;

fm outward and sensible signs).

and (fm suppo-
sition). They s. to love one an-
other, -, ^" The impersonal phrase,
' it s.'s that—,' is formed person-
ally, e.g. it s.'s that you (—you
s. to) have done this,

: it

s.-s as if you were going to say
something strange, Tt

: it s.-d as if they
were amazed, they s.-d amazed,

(.,% like .) : aby
s.'s to be (athg), -ris :

to s. to be athg, or
/os : as it s.-s,, ,. . -

: it s.'s to me (parenthet.),

: it also s.'s to me
(so), . I s. to my-
self (videor mihi), : I

s.-d (to myself) to hear, '. ^» It s.'s, parenth.,

may often be expressed by a a,

when afeeling of surprise, offind-
ing oneself agreeably or disagree-

ably undeceived is denoted : how
ignorant, it s.'s, I was !' (Soph.) : sts with -, e. g. why then it s.'s we are
come in vain, '

(Soph.). Athg
s.'s likely, Vid. : it s.'s good,,.
SEEMING. See Apparent.
SEEMINGLY, ' -. , .. '. They

s. loved one another,.
SEEMLY. See Decent, Be-

coming.
SEER, yuai/Tis, , 6. The
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' art or gift of a seer,, .
J

fem.,,, :

to have the insight of a s.,

Trj ' (Thue.).

SEETHE. See Boil.
SEGMENT,,.-,.
SEGREGATE. -See to Sepa-

rate.
SEIZE,, -,- (athg,, by athg,), or -, ,, ,. To s. forcibly,, .

(arrest), (e.g.,
s. arms), (rapere),-,-. (Epic),

or,
(propr. and fig., e.g. -). To s. upon the occasion,/ (jump at

the opportunity) : to wait or be
ready to s. the favorable opportu-
nity, :

to s. upon a pretext,-
: to s. as se-

curity,- : to s. as a
pledge for payment,-

(Dem.) : to have one's

goods s.-d for debt,-
(Aristoph.).

Fire or the flame s.'s athg, to,-, .
am s.-d by a complaint or disease,

: to be s.-d

with rage or fury, or-
: to be s.-d by

fear or with a panic,-..
or' -

(pass.) : he is s.-d with
fear, or.
SEIZURE,,-,-, (of property),-, h (of disease) : and Crcl. by

the verbs under Seize. Right of
s., , , see ' letters of

Marque.' To exercise right of
s. agst the Boeotians, -

(Lys.).

SELDOM,,-. (PL),.
Poet.,,,
(PI. com., c. gen., e. g. -
). To be s. seen,. See Rare.

t

SELECT, v. , -,
-, -,-.
(poet.),., -,-,- (the last,

Eur.). The mid. of these verbs,

= s. for oneself. Also --,- (set apart). To
s. beforehand,. S.-d,

see Select, adj. One must s.,.. S.-ing,

partepp., 3 (eclectic).

^
SELECT, adj., 3. -,-,, 2. -,-, 2., 3 (poet.)., 3. , , 6,

(picked, usu. plur.)., 2

(later). A s. band (of troops),,
ol. , . See
Choice, adj., and Picked.
SELECTION,, (as

act of selecting), , (as
act and as result, as e. g. a s. of
passages),, (chiefly

of select authors) : and Crcl. with
adjj. or, 2., 3., 2. To make
a s., : (done)

with due s.,,.
SELF,, , . ^» For

the use of the reflex, pron. of 3
pers. see Himself, and comp.
He, His

; for the other persons

see Myself, fyc, and gen. One-
self. One's very s.,-, 3: one-s., him-s. (&c.),with

nine others, . Man
considered in and by hims., -, 6. He is humanity
itself, -. % Self (as subst.)~\

. g. he thinks only of s., s. is

all in all with him,. My
other s., : making
much of s. (or great ), -
(PL).

SELF-ABASED, partepp. of,.
SELF-ACTING,,

2 and 3.

SELF-CAUSED,,
2.

SELF-CHOSEN,,
2 (e.g., poet.), -, 2 {left to one's choice).,2 (freely under-

taken).

SELF-CONCEIT,,
(Plut.). , 6.-, (PL).

SELF-CONCEITED,-,3., 2 (poet.,

self- admiring ) . -,- (wise in one's own conceit),

(clever in one's own
conceit). To be s.,

(later).

SELF- CONDEMNED, -, 2 (. .).
SELF-CONFIDENCE,-,. See Self-reliance.
SELF-CONFIDENT (to be),./-. .
SELF-CONTRIVED, ,-, 2.

SELF-CONTROL, -
or,

. To possess, have, or exercise

s.,. -,.
SELF-DECEPTION,'. ' -, and prps, .
SELF-DEFENCE,, .. What can be

more just than s., what more
honorable than assisting one's

friends? ,
;
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SELF-DENIAL,.
SELF-ELECTED. See Self-

chosen.
SELF-EVIDENT, .-, 2 (JEschyl.). See Evident.

/

SELF EXAMINATION,-', ..
SELF-EXISTENCE, -

(of the Deity. Eccl.). -, (Eccl.).

SELF-EXISTENT, --,-, 2.

SELF- EXPERIENCE, -, (Polyb.). -. Speaking from s.,-, (Polyb.).

SELF- FORMED,-, 2 (natural. Eur.).

SELF-GOVERNMENT. See
Self-control. In a political

sense, see Independence.

^
SELF- GROWN,?,., 2. -

or.
SELF- INCURRED, -

?,2(.., .), -,2.(^., JEschyl.).

SELF-KNOWLEDGE,
yvuivai.
SELF-LOVE,, .
SELF-MADE,,, 2 (—simple, artless).

See Self-formed, -contrived.
SELF-MOVED,,

2. See Self-acting.
SELF-MURDER,-, . , .

To be guilty of s.,, ..
SELF-MURDERER, -,, ., , ., ., ,

. To be a s., -. See precedinq Art.
SELF POSSESSED. E. g.

to be s.,.,.
SELF-PRAISE, '-,, .
SELF-PRESERVATION,. The in-

stinct or instinctive desire for s.,

V .
SELF-PROCURED. See

Self-incurred. Besides natu-
ral evils men suffer other s. evils,-

(PL).
SELF- PRODUCED, -, 2 (Soph., = not planted by

man).

SELF RELIANCE. See Self-
confidence. Because they had
no s., -

(Thuc).
SELF - RESTRAINT. See

Self-control.
SELF - SAME. See under

Same.
SELF-SATISFACTION,, .
SELF-SATISFIED,-
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, 2., 2.,
2 (in a good sense),, 2
(as censure).

SELF-SEEKING. See Self-
ish.

SELF - SUBSISTING. See
Self-existent. S. (= absolute),, (e. q., ).
SELF - SUFFICIENT. See

Self-conceited.
SELF-SUFFICING,-, .
SELF-TAUGHT,-, 2. S. in philosophy,-- (.).
SELF-TORMENTOR,-, , . -, -.
SELF-WILL,, ., (poet.). To be

possessed of, be swayed or ruled

by, s.,,-.
SELF-WILLED,-,, 2. -,
-,-, 2.-, 3., .-, 3., 2 (Soph.).

To be s.,-, -,--, and (Dion.

Cass.),- and--.
SELFISH,, 2.

or
and

(. to)., , (
grasping person),,
3.

SELFISHNESS,,,, , and
Crcl. with the Adj.
SELL. 1 (Trans.)]-,.-.. (mid.,

fut.,andaor.).. Also, (alie-

nate), and poet,,-
(the price always genitive, e.g., ).

To s. and hand over (at once),

(. to

selling upon a written or formal
agreement), also -: willing to s.,, 3 : to s. real pro-

perty,, -
: to s. by

Retail, Wholesale, by Auc-
tion, Vid. Sold,, 3: that

may be sold,, 2 : that

must be sold,, 3: a thing

to be sold,,.,
: it is sold or is to be sold,

: athg sold, -, : goods sold in the

market,, : to have athg

to s., or
. See Sale, Saleable. ^[

Pig.] That has sold himself (for

a bribe), -
(Dem.) : to be

betrayed and sold,. To s. his life

dear, or-. "ft (INTRS.) To
find a sale (of goods)]

.(8.).
To s. well, ' -

I

.
. athg does not s., -.' .

SELLER, , -
I tos,,, .,
|
, ., , (Aristoph.,

but not elsewhere except in com-
pounds). A s. of everything,

: — of his own
manufactures,, , 6
(PI., with adj., 3,

Id.). See Dealer.
SELLING. See Sale.
SELVAGE or -EDGE,-, (of cloth, cut off by

the tailor). See Strip, s.

SEMBLABLE. See Like,
Resembling.
SEMBLANCE. U Propr.\

See Likeness. U Fig. : pretence]

Vid.
SEMICHORUS,,.
SEMICIRCLE,,.
SEMI CIRC ULAR,^"iu-, 2.

SEMIDIAMETER. See Ra-
dius.

SEMINAL,, 3
{with ref. to veget. and animal
seed), and, 3
(animal only),,
(seed-UL•).,,
(e.g. ).
SEMIN,-, (late; mod. Gr.-, ).
SEMITERTI,-
, 3 (Hipp.).

SEMITONE,,
(Plut., with adj., 3,

consistinq of s.^s).

SEMIVOWEL,,.
SEMPSTRESS. See Seam-

stress.
SENATE, ?, -- and-,, .

Assembly or sitting of the s.,, ., : to

assemble or convoke the s.,-, :

decree of the s.,,., .
SENATE-HOUSE^oiAtio»/,, .
SENATOR,,, , . To be a s.,,.
SENATORIAL,/8ou\^tiicOs,

3 (e. g., s. oath). Of s.

rank,//, (sc. ).
SEND,, -,-- , .-

(e. g., a let-

ter),, -, -, -,.,-,-,-, and poet.,,. To be sent by aby,

or :

to s. to aby, :

to s. ambassadors to aby,

or (the object

understood fm the con-
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text) : — a person to a place or
spot, or or

:

— on a journey, :— to school,» : — in different direc-

tions, ( uWrj)

:

— to prison, the stone -quarries,

the mines {as punishment),-, -?, :

— into exile,. A s.-

ing,,,/,
of news,, . Sent,-, 3, and partcpp. Poet,, 3., 3 and 2.

Sent privily,, 2
(X.). if To serco? about] -( aXXy, in dif-

ferent directions),.
A sending about,,
(Thuc.). if To send away]-»/,, -

{of persons),

and {of persons
and things). See to Dismiss.
if To send back] --, --, .-,- {as an-
swer). To s. back word,-{, ) :

to 8. back for,-
(Thuc). if Send down].. ^ Send

for] s. aby to fetch athg,

: to s. for

aby,.-
(Thuc).-

(.),. Poet.,

and. A
8.-ing for,, : sent
for,, 2 : that must
be sent for,, 3. if
Send in]. To s. in a
report, or. .

: to

s. in a message to a place, 07ray-
or . See

to Despatch. The (official) re-

ports sent in from all parts or
quarters, -. if Send
OFF or OUT] -,--, (as armies and
fleets). A s.-ing out,-,

(Thuc, PL), -
(Thuc), . , -, . See Dismission. An

army sent out on an expedition,?, . To s. out secret in-

telligence to the enemy,-» , —

:

secret information sent out, -, . if Send ON (before)]- (Thuc), --
(.),-

(X.). if Send ROUND]-
(word, orders, <§"c). See

send ABOUT. Sent round,-, 2. if Send up] ava--, -.
(emit). if To send word] -... (by

writing). To s. aby word or in-
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formation, .
: word

having been sent (or brought)
that—,' ' —
(Thuc).
SENIOR. Fm adj. Old.
SENIORITY,,

' SENNIGHT. See Week.
SENSATION,, ,

and .,,
and,, . See
Feeling, Sense, Perception.
The organs of s., .
To produce or make (quite) a s.

(fig.),. .
SENSE. If Perception by the

senses, sensation], . To
have a s. for athg,,

: to have
no s. for athg,

or',,. if The individual faculty
by which external objects are per-
ceived, as sight, £[c.],
., (seat Of the

s.'s, organ of s.), and pi. -, ' -. Anything
strikes, falls under, is perceived
by, the s.'s, .. The S.

of sight or vision,, : the

s. of hearing, /., ., '.

— of smell,, : — of
taste (gustatus), -

or »)? -. ,
. All animals have in com-

mon, or are endowed with, the s.

of feeling or touch,. Objects perceived by the
inner and the outer s.'s, -, if Faculty

of consciousness], , .. ,, 6.,
. To be in one's s.'s,, ,...

(Fur.) : to come to one's

s.'s,. -
: to bring aby to his

S.'s,. : not to

be in one's s.'s, .
: to get out of, to

lose, one's s.'s,. ,
or -, if Sense, good sense] See

Understanding. A man of s.,

see Sensible, if Meaning, pur-
port] , , 6. -, -, . . The s.

of a speech,

: keeping as close as

possible to the general s. of what
was spoken, -

(Thuc) : there

is no s. in the speech or saying,

oi . -.
SENSELESS, if Insensible]

Vid. 1 Without sense],
2 (of persons), , 2 (of per-
sons and things),, 6, r\

(and verb, X.). See
Foolish, Silly, Irrational,
and Nonsense.
SENSELESSNESS,-, ., -
SENSIBILITY, .,. "-. , and Crcl. with Adj.
SENSIBLE,,,, 3 (per-

ceptible),, 3 (percep-

tive, ). Athg becomes s.,

: to become
s. (= aware, conscious),-, , '-() '
— (Lys.). if Painful, grievous]
Vid. if Possessing good sense], 2., .-, 2., 3.,
2., , 2.

SENSIBLY. From the Adj.,
and, and

(PI.). or
(as one word.

Isocr.). To be s. (fig.) affected,.
.

>

SENSITIVE,, 3..-
or

(.). ()
(Aristot.), (Theoph.),

(Plut.), (Plut., with verb)., 3 (of fine or
delicate feelings) : keenly s. to

athg,, ,'.
(

SENSITIVENESS,£U7ra0£ia,
(Plut.). ,-, .
SENSORIUM (Lat.),-,.
SENSUAL, if Founded on

the bodily senses] b, 17,, e. g. s. pleasure

or enjoyment, -
: s. desires or delights,

ai

or at or. if Addicted to sensual

pleasure], (and verb). 77/
or or-,, 2.,

or

,.
SENSUALITY,,, . ., and

Crcl. with the Adj.
SENTENCE,*, if A pro-

nouncedjudgement],-,, ., .(), .
pronounce or give a s.,

or ., also» (of the

judge) : the judge (or juror) must
give, pass, or pronounce a just s.,, or

: to pass s.

on or agst aby,

: to pronounce a s. like

this,»;
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(Lys., with ref. to eachjuror) : to

pass a s. of death on aby,-, -
(sc.) :

to have a 8. passed on one,-, and the pass, of the verbs
in to Sentence, e. g.-

or\ (for
theft). A s. of death is passed
upon aby, -. See to CONDEMN.
A passing .,, . A
maxim or axiom,usu. moral]-, ., .,
- 1 A short paragraph or pro-
position in writing] , b.,,,, . , . A well-
rounded .,, h : the
structure or construction of a s.,

] .
SENTENCE, v.,-..-. See to give,

pass Sentence. To s. aby to

athg,- or--
£/ or-/ or--

: I am s.-d by
law to athg,

: to s. to the galleys, (-) :

one s.-d to the galleys, b.
SENTENTIOUS, *,, 3.-, 2 (Ar. and Aristot.). To

he s., {Ar.) : given
to be s.,, 3 (Ar.)

:

to speak in a (pompous) s. man-
ner,. a s. manner of
speaking,, .
SENTIENT,, 3.

S. life, , (Aris-
tot.), and CrcL, e. g..
SENTIMENT,, (no-

tion, opinion), , (feel-
ing), also, (affection

experienced). See Feeling; ^»
like that word, s., or s.'s is often
not expressed in the Gr., e. g. to
entertain friendly s.'s or a s. of
friendship,

or, ,- or -,
: he knows what are my

S.'s towards him,
: to entertain the

same s.-s with aby,-,
-votlv,-. Of high,
noble s.'s,, 2.

: of mean, base s.'s, --,-, 2. -,. Sus-
ceptible of lively, vivid, s.'s, -,
-,-, . Tf A striking
sentence], .
SENTIMENTAL, -, 3 (of things),, .,- (of

persons), and prps,
3. To be of a soft, s. turn,.
SENTIMENTALITY,-, . (and prps') .

(522)

,, and prps
(e.g., PL).

SENTINEL,,, ., ., . -
-, -,- (to pro-
tect a fortress, camp, ship). To
place or post s.'s, or.
SENTRY. 1 Sentinel] Vid.

•f[ Guard, watch] Vid. A s.-box,

or
or.

SEPARABLE,,-, t/xjjtos, 3.,-,-, --
and--, 2. Comp. DIVI-
SIBLE, Soluble.
SEPARATE, .,-,-' (with ref. to

place), (to divide into

parts). , -, -., (PL),
and (what before

was joined, e. g. man and wife,). -,- and- (with
violence)., (to

cleave). (to loosen,

make loose), -,- (by

a boundary), (by a
hedge), (i. e. to dis-

tinguish or discernfm athg,-" and ). To s.

the combatants,

: to be s.-d from athg,

or ,,-. To s. (oneself)

fmathg, (pass.), ,
(pass.) and

: to s. (one from an-
other), -

: to s. (oneself) fm wife or
husband, see Divorce.
SEPARATE, adj. From the

past partcp. of the verbs, e.g. -, 3, . ', 3
(particular, peculiar, several). A
s. treaty of peace, ",
ai : to conclude a s. treaty of
peace, :

s. negotiations, ', :

to enter into s. negotiations,

: a 8. compact
or bargain, or, : to conclude it,

or.
See Single, Apart.
SEPARATELY,... ' .

To place or arrange every thing

8.,, : I

shall dwell upon or discuss each
of these objects s., -

or''-. See Apart, Severally,
Singly.
SEPARATION,,

b.,,-,-,-,-, -,,, . See
Parting, s. S. of husband and
wife, see Divorce.

SEPIA,, .
SEPTEMBER, ,

b.", b (Lot.). $§>=•

For theAtt. rendering see Month.
SEPTENARY. Crcl. with

Seven.
SEPTENNIAL. See 'of Se-

ven years.'

SEPTUAGENARY. See un-
der Seventy•.
SEPTUPLE. See Seven-

fold.
SEPULCHRAL,,, 3. -,-, 2.

S. inscription,, :

s. urn,, : s. monument,,,,. ^f
Fig.] A 8. voice,,, ) : having a s. voice,, 2.

SEPULCHRE, ',, . -,, . See Grave,
Tomb.
SEPULTURE. SeeFuneral,

Burial.
SEQUEL, 0, n,,, , or

Crcl. with, (-
). Also, (= issue,

consequence).

SEQUENCE,-, v. See
Succession, Series.
SEQUENT. Partcp. of Fol-

low, Pursue, Succeed.
SEQUESTER. See to Sepa-

rate and to Sequestrate.
S.-d, see Retired : to live s.-d,.
SEQUESTRATE, &X-\. or (mid.),

(as se-

curity) : the thing s.-d,-,.
SEQUESTRATION,-,,,

V.

SEQUESTRATOR,-,, -
or -, , , and Orel, with the

Verb. To be or act as 8.,

or' -
.

SERAGLIO,, .
(As = palace of the Turkish sul-

tan,,, , mod.
Gr.)

SERAPH, SERAPHIC (Heb.

and eccl.). See Angel, Ange-
lic.

SERENADE, s., r), also.
SERENADE, v.

(Theocr.).

SERENE. « Prop.],,, 2. A s. sky,, ', . See CLOUD-
LESS, Clear, Bright. *U Fig.:

untroubled, calm], ., 3. To be s., yaXjj-, -", -. Spirit

of serenest calm, -
(JEschyL).

SERENITY, ,,, h (of the sky and tvea-
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ther). ,,, (of countenance), also/ and, ,
.,,, and, [of mind), also-, .
SERF. See Slave. , -, ., [esply Thes-

salian).

SERGE. See g. t. Woollen.
SERGEANT. % A subaltern

officer in the army} prps-
or -,,-, 6, or,, or, 6. S. major,, 6. U As officer of

a court of law or police],
ijpos, or g. t.?, , 6.

SERIES, ?, ?, 6., (Aristot.), also, ., . See
Order, Sequence, Succession.
In a S., , -

: a connected or continued
.,-, -, : form-
ing one,, ?,, ati -. 6, , ,.
SERIOUS. 1 Grave, earnest],, 3.-,-,- [earnest),-, . To be or look s.,

or : to put
on a s. look,..

: to say
athg with a very s. face,

-
: as. word,-, . , 6 : to

speak in a s. tone, :

very s.,, 3 (prop., stern,

scowling) : is he s. in this, or does
he joke?

;
(PL) ^f Grave in its

consequences],, 3.

A S. illness, ,
: to make s. matters of trifles,.
SERIOUSLY. Fm the Adj.

To speak s., -,-
: to pursue athg s.,-. See in Ear-

nest, Earnestly.
SERIOUSNESS,-,,, ,

v. See Gravity, Earnestness.
SERMON (eccl. t), or, 6. -',, . Conip. to

Preach. make or preach a

8.,.
SEROSITY or SERUM,

or, 6 (PI-, Tim., g. t. for
watery part of milk and of blood),

also,, 6 (the same, Id.

and Aristot.).

SEROUS,,,
, and, (Hipp.).

To run with s. matter,-
(Hipp.}.

SERPENT, , , 6.\, . ,, 6.

<,, 6, (a s. whose bite

causes putrefaction). See Viper
and Snake. Of or relating to a

s.,, 3 : begotten by a s.,

(523)

SER, : bit by a 8.,-?, 2 : infested by or full of
s.'s,, : s. -like,-, ., : 8.-

like hair, , : hav-
ing it,, 2. -, 6, . For other compounds
see the Gr. Eng. Lex. under-,-,-. Relating to

the treatment of s.'s,, 3.

_
SERPENTINE, adj.,

(poet.), , .,, ., 2 (Sopat.. Ath.). , , 6, (e. g., a s. line),-, . H As subst.] S. (stone),, 6, or, (),, (Orph. and
Dionys., Perieg.).

SERPENTINE, v. -
(pass.). S.-ing, see Ser-

pentine, adj.

SERUM. See Serosity, Se-
rous.
SERVANT,,,

6, and (less usu.), ,
., (attendant, waiter)., b (a slave), ', ,
b (domestic),, b (as-

sistant),, b (footman,
lackey),, , b (hired s.,

poet.), , b (boy, attendant

generally). A maid-s., -
,,,, oi-,,,
(lady^s maid), -. The s.'s, '-, , ., ,
. or, (col-

lectively), also Crcl.

or . To be aby's s.,

see to Serve. Your s., your
obedient s. (expressions of cour-

tesy), .
: (at leaving,

or as conclusion ofa letter),,,, and their plur.

SERVE, (as do-
mestic),,,., -

(as hired day-
labourer),' (as do-

mestic), (as slave).-,- (for hire

or wages). To be well s.-d,

or . -.
s. in the army, :

— in the fleet (as marine),-. : to

s. with aby in the army,-
: to 8. under aby,

or (Plut.), or-
: to have s.-d ten

years, .
:

to s. for pay, (or

act.) (.) : to s. on
horseback,. -

: to 8. on foot, -. or -
: — in the hoplites, 07-

: — in the light-armed,". 8. the

state or the public, -/.-. .

SER. ^[
be serviceable or useful] -. -. -' (to oblige),'

or /
(of things). * To wor-

ship] Vid. TJ To serve any given
purpose, answer the purpose of]

or or. Their shields s.-d

for ramparts,
' : to s. for a

pretext, . *\\

To serve up (meats, fyc, on the

table)],-. The viands that are s.-d

up, : to s.

at table, see to Carve. A well
s.-d table,

(Luc.) : his table is al-

ways well s.-d, --. % To requite] VlD.
I am rightly s.-d, it s.'s me right... Comp. Deserve,
Desert, s. Tf Phrases] To 8.

a warrant,: to s. an of-

fice, () :

to s. an apprenticeship, Vid.

:

to s. out one's time,»
: to s.

through one's campaigns, -.
SERVICE, f Function of a

servant],,-,,,--,-, and-, . and -, (poet.). Painful s.'s,

(Soph.).

enter into 8., -
: to be in s. to, in the s. of

aby, see to Serve and Servant.
To dismiss from one's s., -. U Military ser-

vice], . Relative to,

fit for s.,, 3: to

grow old in the s.,

: exemption fm s.,, : exempt from s.,, 2 : fit for S.,-, 3., 2 : to be in

active s., . *\\ Di-
vine service] ,
V (PL),, (poet.).,. or ,
., (LXJC.).

celebrate divine s., or, .
See to Officiate and Worship.
To dedicate oneself to the s. of

God, .
S. of the mass, of holy commu-
nion,, (eccl. t.) :

funeral s.,, : to

perform or celebrate it,-. Service of the state]

and -»}, , also,, (adminis-

tration). Those in the public s.,

oi '.
*[J A kindness done,

benefit, assistance] -, .,. See BENEFIT.-,-,-,,, and
poet,,,-, . To perform, do,
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or render a s.,, -, : to be
of great s.,

(of things) : to render great.',/ .. -
or ..

: he rendered to

the army many important s.'s in

this respect,

\
: to offer aby one's s.'s

in anything, or-
or ',

:

to be at aby's s., '
(De?n.) : all is at your s.,

or : I have
need of your s.'s,. To do a kind s.,-. . A pre-

vious s.,, (Aris-

tot.). (Dem.) :

a s. in return for another,-, . To be forward to

do aby a s., '-
(i. e. to risk it without

knowing whether the person obliged

will repay the person who served
him. X.). if A dinner, Qc. ser-

vice], (e. g.-, as. of silver plate).

SERVICEABLE,,
2., 3., 3,

or,,'. (See USE-
FUL, Advantageous.
SERVICE-TREE,, (Lot.

sorbus) : its fruit, , (sor-

bum).
SERVILE,, ., and poet., 3., . S. sentiments

and actions, see Servility. The
s. caste, (PL),

(Aristot.). if As obse-

quious or/aiming],. 3.

SERVILITY, -. -., .-, ., . if
Base obsequiousness],, . To shows.,-'. .
SERVITUDE, , ., . See Service and

Slavery. To reduce to s., see

to Enslave.
SESAME,, (the

plant),, (the grain).
Like s.,, : made
of s., (.),-, 3., , : a cake
made of s., and-, and, .,, 6 : sprinkled over with s.,,, 2.

SESQUI-, in words borrowed
from the Latin, as sesqui- alter,
sesqui-alteral, 1§,
or (a third half),, 2 and 3 (half [vid.]
as big again, in the ratio of 3 to

2): sesqui-pedal,

(524)

,, .,
3, and subst.,
(the length of afoot and a half) :

sesqui-plicate (= in the ratio of
3 to 2), as sesqui-alter : sesqui-

tone,, : but ses-

quitertian (Ji, or ratio of 4 to 3),, 2 : sesquioctave, -, 2.

SESSION,, f,.

or, ., 6. To
have or hold a s.,.. .

: a

hall where s.'s are held, -, (but also the s. itself).

See Sitting and Assize.
SESTERCE (Lat. sestertius),, 6 (nummus, Plut.; in

the Dorian states of Italy and
Sicily a coin of lg obols). The
sesterce after Augustus is supposed

lfd., in the latter times of the re-

public = 2|o5., which values an-
swer to 9T

3
3 and 10^ re-

spectively. See Penny.
SET. See g. tt. to Put, to

Place. if To give or assign a
place or position], -,, -, -..,
(make to sit, comp. to Seat).

(make to recline or lie, cf.

Lay). To be set (= placed),,... To s. trees, plants,

&c, see to Plant. To s. athg
in gold, &c,' (Horn.), -' : to s. in gold, silver,-,- : as
adj.,,
2 : to s. with precious stones,, as adj.-, 2. To s. a broken or
dislocated limb, ,-. - and--..-. 8. sail,, - or-

(prop?: to hoist them), -
or, (to

sail aivay) : to order the fleet to

s. sail,' t«s. To s.

his life upon the hazard,-. See
Hazard. To s. athg to aby's ac-

count (as its cause),. To s. a razor, see to

Sharpen. For various combi-

nations of set tvith an accusative,

see the accompanying subst., e. g.
to s. a price on athg or on aby's

head ; to s. a guard, sentry,
&c. ; to s. an example, the

fashion, a task ; to s. nets,
traps ; to s. bounds ; to s. one's

HAND, SEAL, SIGNATURE ; to S.

one's heart, mind upon athg;
to s. foot, if Set, followed by

an accusative and another term,

subst. tvith preposition, adj. or
partcp., infin. or participial subst.,

constituting a factitive relation, is

often rendered in Greek by a single

verb, esply causative, e. g. to s.

free, s. at liberty, :

to s. in motion, s. agoing,,

'. to s. oneself, itself, in

motion,.-
(of an army) : to s. at rest,., and fig. see

to Tranquillize : to s. right,

-, -,-, also-,, : to

set to r.'s,,-,-,. -
: to s. in ORDER, to s. on

fire, s. (the teeth) on edge, s.

athg on foot, see those ivords: to

s. aby to work, .' : to

s. (oneself) to work,
(mid.), ,

(mid.) : to

s. to work diligently upon athg,

: to s. to

work in earnest,

(mid.) (stripfor. Aristoph.).

To s. at nought,.' . -,. *ff To set (intrans.) :

to go doivn (of the heavenly bodies)], (,). if To take a direc-

tion] e. g. as a current, tide, <|t\,

: to s. (or fall) regularly (as

thefolds of a garment), -
(Eur.).

Set about athg (intrs.), tVi-
and-.. ., .

. 0$* Also in con-

nexion with advv. ,
e.g. to s. about athg in a skilful

manner,, -
: I do not

know (or see) how to s. about the
matter,,:
to s. about athg briskly,' (Aristoph.).

Set against. «See to Oppose.
To s. one agst the other (for com-
parison), .

: to s. army agst

army, : to s. speech
agst speech, -

(PI.) : to set

aby agst aby,// and.-: to s. one-
self, be s., agst athg,-., and sts,.
Set APART,.-.
Set aside. «See Set apart.

Fig., , '-
or -.-. See to Slight.

Set by. See Set apart.
Set down. «See to Put down.

if To take down in writing]-,-, -,-. To
s. aby down for athg (e.g. a fool),

see to Account. To s. aby down
(=z make him silent),

or .
Set forth or forward, if

if (Trs.) In discourse],
-, -,-, -,-,-, -, -,-,,,
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% (Tntrans.)] See to Set out,
Advance.
Set IN, iiriivai,,. The night sets

in, : the spring is

s.-ing in, :

when the spring s.'s in, ,, ..?. :

also or : when
the warm weather s.'s in,, : the

warm weather is now about s.-ing

in, : at the

time when the summer s. in, -
or -; the cold weather or winter

is s.-ing in, b

: the tide is s.-ing in,'.
Set off. H (Trans.) = To

adorn] -, -, -, -.',-. See to Enhance. To
set off athg in an account]-. "[J (iNTRS.)
To set off (on a journey)] See to

Set out.
Set on. See Set upon. To

s. aby on, see Instigate, -..
Set out. (Trans.)]-. See Place, Lav out. %

(Intrs.)] To s. out on a journey,
-,- (),-, -,-
(c.fut. mid. andaor. pass.), '-.. -,-,-

(by water) : to get ready
for s.-ing out,"

: at s.-ing out he sa-

crificed, or-. ^[ Fig.:
To set out with (= to begin with
athg)] or, .

Metaph.: in argument] -
(by way of

postulate or begging the question).

Set OVER,
or ., or -. To be s. over,

(pass.) . -
or.

SET ,- or --., (Aristoph.). See
Set about. One must s. to,

(PI•)•

Set up. lj (Trans.)] See to

Erect, Raise. To s. aby up
again, : to

8. up a shout, .
il (Intrs.)] To s. (oneself) up in

business, -
: — as merchant,-' or-. To s. up for oneself at

a place,. (to get settled)

.

To set (oneself) up for athg], also,: to

s. up for aby's benefactor,-.
(525)

Set upon. TJ (Trans.)]-. See Place, Put, Lay
upon. U (Intrans.) To attack]. '. (Plut.).

A s.-ing upon,', (.).
See Attack, v. and s. % To be

set (= have one's mind set) upon
athg] .
SET, adj. See Regular, For-

mal. A s. form, see Formula:
a s. prayer, see Prayer: a s.

speech, ,, 6: to prepare
as. speech,-,--, : in s.

terms, (PI.) : of
s. purpose, Fid. With the limbs
s.,, 2 : well s. on
or articulated,, (.).
SET, s. (a number of things

suited to, or matching with, each
other),,.,., (of utensils or

Comp. Pack, Parcel.
SETTING. U Of a heavenly

~_ , V (only of the sun)., . The sun is about or
near its s., b '

: fin the rising of the sun
unto his s., ' -. lj Of
a bone out ofjoint],
., .-, ., ., fj (stretching for the

purpose ofs.) : a machine for the
purpose, (),. ^| Of a stone, &[c] ',, (or socket, Lot. pal a or
funda), and Crcl. with the verb,

e. g. in a s. of amber,-
(Horn.). ^J Setting

of the hair from the croivn of the

head], .,
(Aristot., the latter also = the

crown as the spot where the hair
sets different ways).—A s. out,

see Departure : a s. up, see

Erection : a s. up in business,

see Establishment : and Crcl.

with the verbs for these different

SETTLE, v. H To fix, estab-

lish].. -
,...
s. with aby or one with another,

or

or ,
: it

is settled, (or

with ace. c. infin.) : we have set-

tled that,. -
: that has been

S.-d,, 2., 3.,, 3.-, 3, and,,
(of terms for payment). *\\ To
terminate, bring to a close, ar-

range finally],-,,-. (and
pass, ),-.. That has been
s.-d (= is a point s.-d),. To s. an account,. to s.

with one's creditors, ols. Accounts s.-d,-
apai , ai (Dem.). See
Pay, Liquidate. To s. a dis-

pute, (by a judge), -
(by an arrangement or

compromise), -, -,
(e. g.,-, a difference, <$£c).-, (e.g. -, one's own or their mutual

differences), also

(mid.) : to s. their differences with
aby or their mutual differences,,. A suit at law
that is not s.-d, ,
. With refi to abode, a) Trs.]'' (sts ace. of
place in wch)..' ( -
). To s. near,-

: to s. a place as Colony,
Vid. ) Intrans. To fix one's

abode in a place]',
(pass.) ' ,' (pass.). -

or c. ace. -
and or. .

(pass.) .
To s. near,. See
under Dwell, Inhabit, Abode,
Dwelling. H To settle in life]

See to Marry. H To subside

(vid.)] (as dregs).
: (as

the foundations of a house, dis-

turbed ground, £[C.) '
(pass.)., also

(as a stack of wood, or, an over-

flow. Hdt., Time). 1 Of wea-
ther: to get settled] See Wea-
ther. U To settle upon (intrs.)]

See to Light or Fix upon : to s.

upon any part (as a disease),-
(Thuc). U To set-

tle upon (trans., by deed, £[C.)]

or -
(for aby's support).

The king has s.-d on me a stipend,

: to s. upon aby as sa-

lary, .
If by bequest, see Bequeath.
SETTLE, s. See Seat and

Chair. .

SETTLED, partcpp.pass.fm
the verbs for the different senses,

and,, 3 (agreed

upon),, 3 and 2 (firmly

jLct).,, (s. as

certain or clear),, 3 (as

an account liquidated).

SETTLEMENT. 1 In the

abstract: as act of settling athg]

Crcl. with the Verbs. See Ar-
rangement. S. of an account,, b., .-, (ivith one's creditors). ^[

With ref. to abode],
(the act), -, -,
(a settling in a place), -, -,-, (a COLONY, Vid.). *fl

A settlement made upon aby] -
or-. -
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: s. upon a wife,' .

U Subsidence], .^, (of a mound. Strab.).

SETTLER, - and --
(sis c. <7era. o/" iAe country in

wch), (colonist), and-, a?so /»75 ( , ),
and partcpp. of the verb to Set-
tle, Vid. (e.g.,,
). To be a s., to come as a s.

to a country, (pass.)

til /. (pass.): to hold lands as a s.,-
: a body of s.'s,-, - : rights of s.'s,,

v : tax on s.'s,,. See
Colonist.
SEVEN,. Its numeral

sign, £'. Number s., ,
9, : s. times,: that

has s. mouths (of a river),-, 2 : ip^3
• and numerous

similar compounds, for which see

the Gr. Eng. Lex. under -.
S. feet in length, --?, 2
(also s. -footed), ., , .
He and s. other persons,. Of s. years, s. years old,,?,, b.-,, . . -,, : of S.

months,, 3 (ofage),, 2, and
(lasting s. months) : of s. days,, 2. : a
time of s. days,, ,
fi (and also fin the context, of
years. Plut.). S. sixths, or in

the ratio of s. to six,, 2.

S. hundred,, 3. Its

numeral sign, ' : s. hundred
times,, :

the s. hundredth,,
3. S. thousand,,
3. Its numeral sign, ,.
SEVENFOLD,,

3., 3.-, 2. To make s.,-^.
SEVENTEEN,.

Its numeral sign, '. S. years
old or of age,, 2.

: s. thousand,.
SEVENTEENTH,-, 3. '? ,. On the 8. day,, 3.

SEVENTH,', 3. The
s. day of the lunar month, -

(Hdt.) : — of the week, see

Sabbath, Saturday: on the s.

day, or occurring every s. day,-, 3. As denominator of
a fraction, see that word.
SEVENTIETH,-, 3.

SEVENTY,. Its
numeral sign, o. S. times,-

: a person s. years,, , : s. years
old or of age,,, . . '(, ).
S. -first,-, 2

(526)

(Archimed.) : s.-second, -/?, 2
(Plut.). S. thousand,-. .
SEVER. See to Separate.
SEVERAL,, , .

or, , ui.-
or,. ', ',

. (e?icl,), (neut.), and. To go through or over
the s. heads or portions of athg,.' .
SEVERALLY,' -.
SEVERE, y Hard, harsh], , ., -,, 3. , ,

. A s. mode of life or living,

or : a s.

education, or,, : a s.

law, , : to be s.

upon or with aby,-. or
(pass.). For

str. tt. see Cruel, Inhuman. A
s. measure or proceeding,-

(Thuc). T| Strong (—felt
severely)], 2. ,,, 3. ,--
,-.,, . A s. win-
ter, or or
or or 6:
I have never seen or gone through
such a s. winter,

: s.

cold, : S.

sufferings, : a s. fight

or battle, .
or : a s. disease,, . U
Strict, esply with ref. to a feeling

of duty or right],-,,, 3. -,, 2. 8.

man (as to principles of duty, £{C.),: a s. judgement,.
SEVERELY. Fm the Adj.,

e. g.,,,,. To treat,

act, or proceed s.,?). or

(pass.): to punish
S., .
SEVERITY. Harshness,

rigour],,,,,
. With ., see Adverb : he go-

verned the province with extreme
8., ) -

: this he effected by his

s.,

(.). H Violence] -,,.-, . ,.
if Strictness, punctuality] -, .,, .
S. of diet or regimen, -, -.
SEW,.^.,

poet.). To s. together or up,-
: to s. up in,, ' .

: to be s.-d up in athg as a
covering,

(Hdt.) : to . up again,-
: to s. on,,. Sewn,, 3: well sewn,-, .

SEWER,?, .,
(drain). See Canal, Drain,

s., Sink, s. A common s., -, ., ., (later

only), also, (Aristoph.).

Gentleman-sewer].
SEX,,., . See

Male, Female.
SEXAGENARY. See' Sixty

years old.'

SEXTUPLE. See Sixfold.
SEXUAL. The s. parts,

: 8. instinct,

, .
SHABBILY. From the Adj.

S. dressed,, 2: to be s.

dressed, : to deal s.

with aby,

(, in athg).

SHABBINESS,(pau\o-rt,9,, (mealiness), .
SHABBY,, 3.-, 2., . See

Mean.
SHACKLE, s. and v. See

Fetter, s. and v.

SHADE, s., . -. -, (darkness). The
s. of the trees, :

to cast a s. or shadow,-". , also(-,.,-
>
,

Polyb.) : a s. or shadow cast,, (and the object

wch casts it), -, : the plane tree does
not give s. enough for a grasshop-

per,

(.) :

the trees afford a pleasant s.,, -
: to throw a s. upon, -

and (oversha-

dow, Lot. obumbrare) : the parts

in, or thrown into, the s.,

or : to rest in the s.,,
(.) : to fight in the s.,. Fig.] The
s.'s of night, see Darkness, Ob-
scurity : to throw a s. over (=
to disguise), (e.g., one's fear. Thuc.) :

to cast aby into the s. (= obscure

his merits), :— athg

—

,.-
. In the s., -, 2 (fig. ., vita umbra-

tilis). -, -, 2 : to

rear in the s. (= within doors,

awayfm the light),,
pass, to keep oneself in the s.,

with subst., , and
adj., : in a like

sense, to fight in the s. (= in the

school,forpractice, to spar),-, with subst. -, .
il Athg affording shade],, (e. g. a canopy), -, (as an umbrella). See
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Screen. If In painting] ,
, more usu., .

or {. to, lights and s's.). That

fiaints figures with their proper

ights and s.'s,, 6,

(but = to draw in

outline, slcetch) . S. (= ' nuance ' or
gradation) of colour,,
77. See 'to Shade off.' A s. of

difference (fig.), -, n : they have their s.'s of
meaning,

(or). ff Ghost] ,
. ',. The s.'s below,

ai ,, ,.,.
SHADE, .. -,
-, -,-. See 'to

cast a Shade.' To hold the hand
to one's head so as to s. the eyes,-

(Soph.). See to

Screen. "If To shade off in paint-

ing] (Plat.), -
(Aristoph.). Apollodo-

rus the first inventor of the art

of mixing colours and s.-ing off

the tints,'-
(Plut.).

SHADOW,*. See Shade, s., (and fig., as e. g. a mere
s. of a man, and an uninvited

guest introduced by another, as
Lot. umbra, a s. of a shade, '-
\ov, . , ),
also, : to be afraid

of his own s.,

: to look at his own s.,-
(.) : a s. cast (and that

wch casts it),',-, : s.'s cast by a body,, ai (PL):
the casting a s.,, :
measures of time by the s. on a
sundial, ,
ol (Plut.) : the s. on the dial

marks the sixth hour,. *[f paint-

ing], , more USU.,. To paint merely in light

and s., (= to sketch,

Lot. adumbrare) with adj.-, , , and substt.-, , and-,.
SHADOWY. If Shadmv-like,

unreal], (Plat.).. Mere s. pleasures,.
If Full of shade, dark],
3. See Shady, Obscure.
SHADY,, 3. -,-, -,-, 2.-,, (poet.). Also-

and<<:, 3 (dark).,, , n (shading, over-

shadowing, affording shade, e. g.

i., , Eur.).

SHAFT, t Stem, stalk, han-
dle or straight part] e. g. s. of an
arrow, javelin, &c,, ., rj. , : poet., rr

arrow, Vid. : s. of a column,
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&c, ?, .

: s. of a spindle,,
: s. or pole of a carriage,. ^f Of a

mine],, and -,, .
SHAG (of hair). Crcl. with

the Adj.
SHAGGY,, 3.,, ., 3.

and, 2 (JEsehyL). That
has a 8. neck,, ,
, : that has s. hair,,, , ., 2,

also compounds with, e. g.
with s. beard,, 2.

SHAKE, v. f (Trs.)] -, -, -, -, -,-. and-
(swing, brandish, mly poet),

-, -, -,-.
(poet., Hdt. and .), -

(poet.), (Plat.,

propr. make to dance). To s.

aby's hand or s. hands with aby

(fig.), -,,
(mid.). See Hand. To shake
one's head, : to s. well
(give a good or sound shaking),. ,--.. To shake down or
off,, (e.g.

fruit,), :

to s. off the dust,. (psp (me-
taph. only, e. g. ,, .),-
»/ (spurn, e.g., Mschyl.)

:

to s. off old age,

: to s. off the yoke (fig.),
see ' to Free oneself

:

' to s.

out (of athg),. -,-.: to s.

out all the reefs,: to 8. against,:
to s. up,, -, -.—To 8. the voice in sing-

ing,. See to QUAVER.
"(1 (Intrs.)] See to Tremble,
to Quiver. Shaken, ptcpp. , and, 3., 2.

SHAKE, s. «if Propr.] See
Shaking. U Impropr. : of the

voice in singing] See Quaver.
SHAKER, partcpp. act. of the

verb, also,,-,, (both poet.). S. of
earth,,,, (poet.).

SHAKING (the act of), -, ., , and later-, .,, ., (poet.),,
(with t/ie hand),, ., . To give a good s.,

see 'to Shake well.' *[f Trem-
bling] ,, . U
In singing] See Quaver.
SHALL (pret. Should). I.

Shall, a) in principal sentences,

(I) as auocil. of the fut., shall is

rendered by the fut. tense ; comp.
Will. $$r The optat. with av
may be so used, as a modest expres-

sion (avoiding the appearance of
positiveness) : I s. (will) not go

SHA
away, : I shall
be glad to see, -

: a more impudent fellow
one shall not find, .

(2) When it denotes something
to be because another (or the sub-
ject) wills it, it may still be ren-
dered by the fut., as a courteous
mode of expressing, (e. g.) a com-
mand ; thus, thou shalt not steal,

: you shall go in, -' : in laws, by the third

pers. imperat., they shall deliver

up the slave,. For the str. expression

of duty, necessity, &£c, see Must,
Ought, ^p• By an idiomatic use,

it sts denotes permission (= may)

:

one shall smite such a man on
the cheek, and not be punished
for it,

(PL).

The subj. 's. dubitativus' stands
in questions of that wch shall be,

is to be done, S[C (what one is re-

quired to do by the will of an-
other). What shall I say, what
s. I do ? how s. we speak, and
how act about these matters ?

; ; -; (PL) gSr" When the notion

of requirement is not pressed, the

simple future may stand in such
questions : what then s. we do ?

s. we admit them ? -,',
(PL) S. we speak or s. we be
silent ? or what s. we do ? '-, ;

(Fur.) §gp A shall dpi on the

will of the person addressed may
be expressed in Attic by,

(=. is it your pleasure?
do you wish ?), followed by the

subjunctive : shall I tell ?() ;

) Independent sentences: (I)

the future indie, after , :

he says that we s. come,
: he would have

you believe that we s. not fight,

:—in dependent questions, consider

in what way we shall most safely

pass,

(Thuc.) : but it shall be my care

that (prop, how) you' shall com-
mend me,, (.) :

to consider how our affairs s. be
saved, -

:
—in relative

sentences denoting a purpose, we
will ask of Cyrus a guide who s.

(= to) lead us, '-
ULupov,

(.) :—in conditional sentences, if

I s. have athg, I will give it,, :
—sts in sentences

with dependent on verbs of
fearing, Qc, e.g. I fear (= doubt,

suspect) we s. find,.
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(2) The subjunctive stands in

questions dependent on a leading

verb in the present or future : I

am at a loss how I s. (how to)

portion my sister,' (D.) : I am
considering how I s. (how to) ab-

scond fm yo-u,,'
: I don't know whe-

ther I s. (whether to) give the

cups to this Chrysantas, --
(.) '.

—

after

verbs of fearing, Qc, with ,
e. g. I fear I s. become,-

:
— in sentences

annexed by, to

the present or future of verbs of
endeavouring, taking care, <$£C

(§?£* the fut. indie, as above, is

most usual ; rather less freq. the

subj. pres. and aor. 2; rare the

aor. 1 act. and mid.), to make it

one's care how athg s. be done,

(or). ^= With
added, it is marked that the

point will be gained, e. g. they
do every thing to secure that

he shall give up the helm to

them,

(Pi.) : and similarly ,, with su'j. in final sentences,

involves both ' in order that —
may,' and ' so that — shall,' e.g.

hold this umbrella over me, that
the gods may not see me (as they

shall not, if this be done),-
'. Also in stces of condition

with {^*a case put as uncer-

tain, but possible, and to be deter-

mined by future experience), now
if (it s. turn out that) Aphobus
s. say (or says) . . ., but if on the
other hand he s. say —,' . . .,

'
— (>.) :

—

in hypothetical

relative sentences, or such as are
introduced by relative words (pro-

nouns, adjj. , adverbs) , who-, what-,
when-, where-, how-ever, Qc.

;

as many as you s. find (= as it

shall turn out that you find), bring,',: where-
ever I s. be, : when I

shall have seen, (quum
videro). ipi» Observe that tlie

tense of the subj. proper to be

used is the aor. when the future
action is conceived as single, sepa-

rate, and transient.

(3) The infinitive : a) future, I

trust I s. do away the slander,-~ (Thuc.) : he says he s. come,
: I think I s.

be rilled with wisdom,
(PI.) :

1 think I shall be,, or aor. with av, e. g. I
think I s. fall,. b) present, c. ace, without
av. after verbs, S^c, denoting a
will (command, resolve, taking

(528)
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measures that something shall take

place) ^* shall after a pres. or

fut., should after a preterite: it

is decreed that Alcibiades shall

sail, -
(but .,

= that he should) : it is settled

that the king of Persia shall hold
the cities,

: we
will enact that none shall be per-

mitted to govern who has not
(shall not have) served, -. Sts

with : I will endeavour so

to arrange that you shall consider—
,

: have great hopes
of speaking (that I shall speak)

sufficiently so that you shall not

be left behindhand in your know-
ledge of the state of affairs,-?,' -

(D.).

II. Should, ) in principal

sentences (1) strictly such, and not

forming the apudosis to a condition

expressed or implied, denotes mo-
ral necessity, duty, Sj-c, and is

expressed in the manner suitable

to those relations, viz. by the verbal

in,, or by verbs ,, $c ; see Ought', Must. The
gods should be worshipt, -

: you should
practise virtue, ()

or ()
: we should set

about the work,() : we should
speak the truth, -

(= it is right, Qc that we
should speak the truth ; see below
on infinitive) : you should do, s.

have done, this,,,.
2) In apodosis (virtual) : I

should like to see this (e. g. if I
could), -

: I should wish,

av (velim) : I should have liked

(but it could not, or cannot be),

av : I should think,

av : I should say, '-' , : should you
feel disposed to continue — (s.

you mind —) ? ' »;-
—

;
(PI.) it

should (I s. think) be time for us,' — (X•)• And
so the optat. answering to the subj.

dubitativus; whither then should

we turn ourselves ? -' ; how should one
be wise in things he doesn't

know? av tis, -, '
; (.)

3) In apodosis to a condition

expressed: (1) optat. with av, as

apod, to a pure subjective assump-
tion expressed by with optat.

If I should say this, I should be

wrong, ,-
: if one must needs

SHA
do or suffer wrong, I should ra-

ther choose to suffer than to do
the wrong, '-, , .
(2) with imperf. or aor. indie,
as apod, to an objectively untrue
assumption by with imperf. or
aor. indie. Were I able (as I am
not), I should do, ,

av. had you ordered me
(as you did not), I should have
done, ti, :
had I taken advice (then), I

should not be out of health (now),, .
^^ The imperf. usu. represents

the present, and the aorist the pre-
terite, in theforms, ,

: , -
: ,.

) In dependent sentences: (1)

in conditional clauses (of oratio

recta) : if I should, = were I to—
, c. optat. : if I should, or

should I, = supposing that I shall,

should it turn out that , with
subj. ^» The form of the apo-
dosis will determine wch is proper
to be used : e.g. if I should have
athg, I would give it,, : if I should (or

should I) have athg, I will give

it, ,. See un-
der If.

(2) Generally (in common with
other dependent clauses), in orat.

obi., a should, dependent on an
historical tense, passes into the op-

tative (unless in orat. recta it u-ould

be expressed by imperf. or aor.

indie, in wch case these forms of
the verb remain), and the tense of
the optat. will be the same as that

of the indie or subj. : thus, I will

give what I shall be able, what I

shall find,,, a
: I will send when 1

shall be able,, -, become in orat. obi., he said

he should (or would) give what
he should be able, should find,

— that he should (or would) send,

when he should be able,() -, it : ,. ^@* Observe that

the use of the fut. optat. is con-

fined to the purpose,for wch alone

it is formed, of representing the

fut. indie in orat. obi. after an
historical tense (see Madv. Gr.
Syntax, § 134, Rem. 2). A should

of apodosis, expressed in oratio

recta by indie imperf or aor.

with av, does not pass in oratio

obi. into the optative. He said

that if he had (or had had) athg,

he should give (have given) it,, " (or), (or) .—
A should of ' virtual apodosis"

1

(above, II. a, 3), expressed by op-

tat. with av, usu. passes into orat.

obi. in the sameform: he said he
should like,

: he himself looked to it, that
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(— how) they should he the best

possible, (from),
(from) : they

asked, whether they should deli-

ver up the city,,-; (fin
the suhj. deliberat.,

;) : he feared lest we
should escape,, -

(fm, -. the fut., e.g. ., -, very rarely passes into

fut. optat., as, -). ^* A should, dpi
on a pres. or fut., is expressed as

if it were shall : I am at a loss

whether I should keep this or let

it go,,' "
: I fear lest I should be-

come, .
(3) Often (from the freedom of

Greek construction) the mood of
orat. recta is retained: he said he
should give what he should be
able, what he should find,,,- : he said he should send
when he should be able,, : they de-

liberated whether they should
burn them as they were,-,

(Thuc., fm suhj.

delib. —
,

;) : he feared lest his

grandfather should be dead,-
6

(.) : unless, & —
, I should be

quite afraid lest we should be at

a loss for reasons, (c. indie,

imperf), ,: we said we
were at a loss to know in which
of the two classes we should place
him, ', ','

(PL) : I said be-

fore, that you would do athg ra-

ther than answer, if any should
ask you athg,,-, " ' (.) :

the messengers said they had
brought guides with them, who,
if the truce should take effect,

should (or would) lead them
where they should (would) have
provisions, ol,',, -,,

(., for the regular
' —,, -).

(4) In ohject- sentences connected

by that, the infinitive is frequently
used, esply where equivalent to the

English to with infinitive : I ad-

vise, counsel that you should do

(= you to do) athg,,, : it

is right that he should bear the

blame of this, '-'
(= he has a right to —) : it is

fair that we should get some good

(529)
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by this that has taken place,--

: it was expected
that I should turn out — , -— : (it was
right) you should have done this,, : it

is not possible that the dead should

(for the dead to) return to the

light,

(Eur.) : I said

should (or would) send, when I

should be able,

(see II. , 2) : I

thought we should be here,: to make a de-

cree that the Avar should be im-
placable (without herald), -

(from 6

or) : it

was resolved that Alcibiades

should sail, '-
: all said that the au-

thors of the wrong should be
punished,

(.) : there came a letter

to him, (so as) that he should kill

Alcibiades,

: on condition that

neither should he molest the

Greeks, ' or '":
they make an agreement providing

that it should be lawful (allowed)

for them — ,
-()

—. Also in exclamations

ofwonder : e. g. that you should
have done this ! -

(to think of your doing this !).

Often with the article : that a man
of his years should believe in a
Zeus ! ,

(Arist.).

(5) The infijiitive with av, the

pres. answering to imperf. indie,

and pres. optat. with av, aorist

to indie, and optat. of aor. with

av, chiefly after verba declarandi

et sentiendi. Do you think we
should be able — ?

(or )
— ; I pronounced against myself
that I should never be able —

,

— (PL) '• if

we wished — , think you we
should lack means — ? -—

, .700> -
; (., representing-) : methinks we should

deliberate better, if we reflected—
,, '-— ()., fm) : they thought they should

easily force it to surrender, -
' -. See other examples under

Would.
SHALLOW, s.,

(shoal-water, shoal, in sea or ri-

vers, Lat. vadum).,

SHA
(vada). To be full of s.'s (or
pools ofshoal water), :

to fill with —, : fre-

quenting the s.'s,, 2
(Aristot.).

SHALLOW, adj. t Propr.], ., ?
(poet.). Covered with s. water,, . See the Subst.
Having a s. soil,, 2
(Thuc). ^f Impropr.] -, 2 (superficial), ', 3., 2 (of poor un-
derstanding. Hipp.).
SHALLOWNESS. Neuters

oftheadjj.,(),, .
SHAM, adj. «U Not real] See

Fictitious, Simulated,-, 2. A s. fight,-, (with verb) :

of cavalry,, (.).
H As subst.], . See
Pretence, to ,, (acting a part).

SHAM, v. See to Pretend,
Simulate.
SHAMBLES, -,^-- and-, .
SHAME, s. (for an

ill deed),, (bashfulness,

reverence, and also a s. or scan-

dal), (being put out of
countenance), (abash-

ment), ., ) (dejection;

with adj., , verb-, to be mute with s. ; subst.,, b, one who causes

s. Horn.). S. of or at athg, -
or (Oem.)

or (Plat.) : to feel s., see

to be Ashamed : out of or fm a
feeling of s., ', '' : to leave athg undone
(= not do it) out of s.,-

: to lay or set aside

any feeling of s., or to have lost

all 8.,.-: that produces or
calls forth s.,, 2: that

has no s., see Shameless. To
take s. to oneself,

(Horn.): to consider athg a s.,.
or ' . See
Disgrace, Scandal. (What a)

s. ! for s. ! s. upon you !,, ... !

SHAME (aby), .'
(). See to Disgrace. To
s. aby by importunity,.
SHAMEFACED. See Mo-

dest, Bashful. Sir. t.,
(mute fm shame).

SHAMEFUL,, 3. -, 2. , 3. See Dis-
graceful. S. treatment, ',
., : to treat in a s. man-
ner,.. -., -, -.: it is s. to

say, and yet true,, .
SHAMELESS,, 2., 2. See Impudent.

Perfectly s.,

Mm
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?, 3. To

act in a s. manner,.
: s. behaviour or

conduct,,,, .
SHAMROCK,,

(trefoil, clover).

SHANK,, (fm knee

to ancle).

SHAPE, s. and v. See Frame
and Form, s. and v.

SHAPELESS,&(-
oulshape), (ill-shaped),,, 2.

SHAPELESSNESS, -,-, .
SHAPELINESS,,, v.

SHAPELY,, 2. -
or .-, -, .?

(.)•
SHARD,, (pot-

sherd or tile),, . See
Sheath.
SHARE, s. ?, . ',,, ,, 6 (the al-

lotted portion), and, (the

latter poet, and X.). Aby's s.,

or
: the due or proper s.,

: an equal s.,, or simply .'., : at equal s.'s,

: one that lias an equal s.,

or that goes like s's.,,
2 : to have an equal s., ', (with aby in
athg, ), '-

: to let aby go like or
equal s.'s,

: a double s.,, :

to give a s., .-
(Dan.) :

to give every one his s., -
:

have a s. in athg, ./ () : to

have no s. or portion in any
thing, ,', -' : to get a s.

in athg, ,
: to demand a s.,

or : I never
failed to take my s. in,

(e.g.) : having a s.,,, 2. if Of a plough]
See Ploughshare.
SHARE, v. « (Trans.)] See

to Distribute. If (Intrans.)
To have a share in] See phrases
in Share, s. If To have or bear
(athg) in common] '-,,-,^ ',

(and compounds with-, -, -, -), all. -. To s. in aby's labour,
&c, or to 8. it with him, -,-, -,

: also-,,-, (, <$.).
To have aby to s. in one's labour,

(530)

or

: to s. aby's fortunes,

: to s. (in)

aby's joy, grief, &c, ,,,. One must
S.,,. -

(give as.).

SHARER. Orel, with verbs.

Comp. Partaker.
SHARING, S., -, , and Crcl. tvith the Verb.

SHARK,, (g.Lfor
any large fish). Varieties of s.'s

are, (and,), ., 6 (ma^d
like a weasel, Lot. mustelus). Of
the s. kind,, . -

j

, .
SHARP, , , (in the

same senses propr. and fig. as
the English word),, -, 3 (sharpened),

and, 3. See Cutting,

I

Keen. S. of sound, see Pierc-
ing, Shrill : of taste, smell, &c,, 3.,, (and of
persons), see Biting, Pungent :

of treatment, see Severe : to be
very s. -with aby (in rebuke), -. Ending
in a s. point, ,
and poet,, 2.,. A s. frost, -, 6. or -,, . To keep a
8. look out, ,,,/, or-,-

or -,-,
j

and fig., ( ), -
I

(to be intent upon). A s. ear,, : to have s. ears,

(adj., 2).. Cut s. off,-, 2 (steep, abrupt). U Com-
pounds] S.-EDGED,,, ., 2 (poet.). S.-NOSED,, , . Comp. under
Scent. S.-pointed,,
2. Poet,-,-, ., 2. S.-pointed rush,, . S.-SIGHTED,--, -, , and -,
2., 2, and,
(poet.),, , .
be s. -sighted,.. (Arr.).

S.-SIGHTEDNESS, -,-,-,-,-,
., (acomic word,
coined by Aristoph.). S.-tooth-
ED,, 2. S.-WITTED,

(Thuc.). . '
(PL), . (PL),, 2 (Eur.),,

(quick at learning).

SHARPEN,,-. (Eur.).,
andpoet..,-. (of a saw).

To s. by or on athg,

. S.-d off,, 2 (Diosc).

Fig., to s. the understanding,. See to

Whet
SHARPER,, (-

., a regular s.). -

,, .,,
6., (propr. bur-

glar, and generally knave) A fe-

male s., and -,, . Comp. Cheat, RASCAL,
Rogue.
SHARPNESS. If Keenness], ,,, (of

form, of the senses, and fig. =
cleverness),,, (of
taste, and also = shreivdness).,, (of edge, and also point).

II Severity] Vid.
SHAVE (comp. to Shear),

and. . -.. To shave off,

(as by a plane) : to

get shaved,,.
or

: to s. clean or close,-, .
: to s. all round,-

: to get s.-d,,-. S.-d, shaven, ptepp. pass.,

and, 2 (of the hair), •,-, 3 : close shaven,, (poet., as head or
hair) : shaven all round,-,, 6, , and -is,,

(Chceril.) : s.-d bare,, 3 (Eur.) : s.-n

close as punishment of adultery,

(Aristoph., . to being shorn

: this fashion of
shaving is called, ) : that

can be s.-d,, 2 : the
act of s.-ing,, (and that

which is s.-d off) : a s.-ing dish,, : a s.-ing cloth,,, ., :

s.-ing apparatus, ,
: a razor (vid.) for s.-ing,-, (or shears), -
(. to . = shears),, (Plut.). ^[

Fig.] To s. close by (in sailing),, comp. to

Graze : it is a close s.,

(it touches one nearly),

(it

was a narrow escape).

SHAVER,,,-, . . See Barber.
SHAVINGS,, .
SHAWL,, .
SHE, . See He, His,

and comp. Himself.
SHEAF, ,

b, or, , or, fj., (poet.). A heap of
s.'s,, 6 : to collect into s.'s,

: one "who binds in

s.'s,,, and -,, (poet.). A 8. (e. g. of let-

ters),, 6. S. of a pul-

ley, prps, (Aristot.).

SHEAR,,,
(Q^pwch stand alsofor to

SHAVE, Vid.).,.
To s. the sheep,. Shorn,(}, . to

., razor). See shaved, shaven,

under Shave. To have one's

hair shorn off, -: to have their hair closely
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shorn, -

: having the hair shorn all

round the head, leaving it only
on the crown, which resembled a

bowl,, -,--, 3. Fig., shorn of athg,, (e. g. of thy
crown of towers, -. Eur.).
SHEARING,, (and

that which is shorn off, a lock).

Sheep-s.,, 6 (ivith heterocl.

accus. plur., in the prov.

to an ass's s., of the wool fm the

back of an ass = where nothing is

to be got), '.
SHEARS, , ,

see remark under Scissors, -,, (or razor).

SHEATH,, 6. ,
., . S. of a flower

or leaf,, , : s. or
shard of a beetle's wing,,: s. -winged (as beetles), -
Xf07TT£pOS, 2.

SHEATHE,. See under to Put up.

S.-d, (or, offlowers, ?.,).
SHED, . -, -, and-,. To s. TEARS

(vid., and also to weep), -
: to s. blood,

: a great deal of blood is

8., : athg
causes much blood to be s.,

: without s.-ing any blood,. *H Fig. : to diffuse

(poet.)],-
(as light over athg). -

(e. g.) or, ft To drop] To s.

its leaves, feathers, hair,-
(and poet, -, with adj.-, -, 2).

and -. : to s.

one's teeth,

(and subst. ,
Hipp.) : to s. its horns,-

(Aristot.).

SHED, s. or-, (
pent- house) .,

h (hut, cabin).

SHEDDING,-,-,
. , (of
tears). The s. of blood,,
6. , (i. e. bloodshed;

but the 'act of s. blood ' to be Crcl.

with the verbs under to Shed).
SHEEP,, . ols,, ., (&$*inHom.,

e. g. , rains, we-
thers; but standing by itself

=flocks ofsmall cattle) . To graze

8., : to sacrifice s.,-: a keeping of s.,-, : to keep s.,-. To cast a s.'s eye,-
(leer), or

-'. S.-COT or -FOLD,\.,, .
S.-shearing, see Shearing: to

be s. -shearing,. S.-SKIN, -,.,
(PL), (Hipp.), : as.-

(531)

skill coat,,,,
. S.-WALK, to turn a district

into a, -
uvui (=: to lay it waste. Isocr.).

SHEEPISH,,
(Simplic). A s. lout,,,,,,
6 : to be so, : with a s.

(helpless, foolish, or discontented)

look, (Horn.).

SHEER. See Downright,
Meer, Pure.
SHEER OFF,.

S. off !..,' .
SHEET,, (of

bed), and,.
thin plate, Vid. : s. iron, '-

or, : s.

copper, or,. 8. of paper,-, , b (ivith or ivithout-
). S. lightning,, .
In a s. of fire,

(Eur.). The rope fastened to

each bottom corner of the sail],, b, and,, 6. To slack away the s.,, and
(. to haul

the s. close, bring the s. home,) : a ship with her
s. hauled close,

(all these fm Trag.). S.

anchor, .
SHEKEL, or,

b.

SHELF,, , (g. t.

BOARD, vid.), and,, 6.,, .,, . A book-s.,,
(or book-case). Fig., to be laid

on the s., (pass.)

or
or -. If Shelf of a rock) See

Ridge, ^j Sandbank] Vid.
SHELL, s., (the

hard s. of testacea, and sometimes

of an egg), ,, or, (hard skin. jVe-

cand.). ^jp" Aristot. calls snails

and other mollusca having hard
s.'s,, : Crusta-

cea, as crabs, lobsters, Qc.,-, : testaceous animals,,. With hard,

rough, smooth s.,-,-,-, 2 (Aristot.). An
egg-s., , (Aristoph.).

S.-fish (bivalves, esply muscle or

cockle), and, 6,

(and the s. itself conch,)), also,
and -, -, . S. of ve-

getables (as nuts, S[C, = rind,

husk, pod),,,
: of pease, &c, see Rind,

Husk, Pod. , (of

fruit, and also of Crustacea, as

crawfish, Qc). S. of a tortoise,

and also of the crab,

and-,,, ,
dim.,, and also of
the tortoise only,, and, , (the last also s. as

lyre, like Lat. testudo). To turn

to s., become covered with hard s.,

(pass.). ^| Bomb]
prps , . Mod.
Gr.,, .
SHELL, .,',, -, -'. To s. an egg,'.
SHELTER, S. , ., . , . -,,-, ., .

take 8. (fm the rain, <§"£.), -. Want of s.,

(Thuo.).

SHELTER, . (, ahy fin athg) or. (athg).

. (fm athg)., or-
Tt (of hostile attach), -

(athg with athg.

Thuc). To be s.-d agst athg, iu. Comp. to

Protect.
SHELVING. See Sloping.

A s. beach, ,
ai (Horn.).

SHEPHERD,, ,
., , -,-, , 6 (poet.).

tend as a S.,. -. A s.'s —, or belonging to

a 8.,,, 3,

e. g. a s.'s dog, and
() , b : a s.'s

life, b : a s.'s

crook, , . See
Pastoral. S.'s needle (plant),,, .
SHEPHERDESS, prps -, . or, .
SHEW. See to Show.
SHIELD, S. , ,

(large round s.), and, b

(oblong, scutum),, (mly

poet., esply Horn.), ,
(light target, of leather, without

rim, originally Thracian). ,
(tvicker target covered with gyp-

sum, hide, or metal),,
(oblong, usu. tvicker, originally

Thracian). S. bearing, armed
with a S.,,
(targeteer),, ., 6.

Poet,-,-,,, ,,, . In the form
of a s.,, 2: the han-
dle of the 8.,,, 6:

the rim or edge of a s.,,,
: one that makes s.'s,--, -, 6 : his shop,, : a s.-bearer,, , b.,

b. Tl Fig.: defence] Vid.
SHIFT, s. See Artifice,

Trick, Expedient, s. To make
s. to do athg, or

or

(to do athg, but with difficulty) :

to make s. to live, -
: to make s.

with athg, see ' to Put up with

athg :' to try every s. or all sorts

of s.'s, >
Mm2
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(prov.). -

: to be put to one's last

t's,. (),. % Chemise],. -, b {^ cutty sark''). -, , {reaching to the

SHIFT, . «II To change] Vid.
*\\ To change one's abode]-..-,.
SHIFTLESS. See Helpless.
SHIFTY, and- [Horn.),-,

2.,, 3., 3.

SHIN,, (tibia, the part

of the leg that has two boties.

Aristot.)., (its

front part),,
(the hind part).

SHINE, s. (light, brilliancy),,, .,.,, .
SHINE, .,-

(splendere and fulgere).,' (nitere).,', (to

give light),.-
(to emit light or rays). Tbe

sun s.'s upon athg, b -
: begins to s.,-• : s.'s in one's face,.-' : to make (cause) atbg

to S., . [[ Fig.]
(to s. = distinguish one-

self), also (pass.)., -
or or . See

Surpass, Outshine. 1 Shine
FORTH], -, -,-,- (pass.).

-,-. TJ S. through]-,-.-
and- ,-

(pass.) or ,- and-. 1J
Shine UPON (athg)].
SHINGLE. Seeg. t. Board.

Prps, (more usu.= splin-

ter). ^J On the beach],, 6. See g. t. Pebble.
SHINING,, ,

ov, and, 3 (only propr.
= splendens,nitidus).,, 3 (propr. and metaph.).,, -, (metaph. only). Comp.
Briiliant, Bright, Efful-
gent, Illustrious, Radiant.
SHIP,,, .,
(g. t. vessel.), ,

(with three benches of oars, used in

tear), , (a kind
of three -dec/cer). A s. of war,, . ,

: a small fast-sailing s., -
]?,, 6: a merchant s.,

or or-, . ,
r\. or, . ,, - '. a
transport s.,^ :

the s. conveying tbe commander-
in-chief or general,,

(532)

, h : the admiral's s. or flag-

s.,,, : — convey-
ing soldiers or a portion of the

army in general,

: — conveying the horse or
cavalry, , : a

s. not seaworthy or taken from
the lists, : a s.'s

keel, Vid. : a s. with a good,

strong, or staunch keel,i/ais-
: — bottom

next the keel,,:
— ribs or belly-timbers,-, (Lat. interamina) : —
sides, : the

snug side of a s.,

(prov.) : the s. lies on her
beam -ends, : — reels

from side to side, ava- or (^jp
according to the Grammarians bet-

ter)- r\ : a s.'s

prow or bows (also = forecastle

of the moderns), ,
: — poop, stern or steerage,

'. — brazen

beak,,, .
ggsF* For other combinations with

substt. see s.'s deck, hold, car-
go, ballast, crew (= s.'s com-
pany), harbour-dues (= ship-

money), Sj'C. ; and icith vei-bs, see

LAUNCH, RIG, EMBARK, PUT to

sea, NAVIGATE, SAIL, STEER,
RUN AGROUND, WRECK, ANCHOR,
RIDE, and. phrases under Sea,
e. g. ' travel by sea,' ' convey by
sea,' <$£C. To build s.'s,-

and mid.: to fit out a s. or s.'s,-
: to man s.'s,: to pull a s. on

shore, or

: tbe hire, freight, or charter-

money paid for a s.,, :

to let a s. for hire, -
: to charter (hire) a s., -^: the commander

of a s. or admiral of the s.'s,

-, or of a s. of war,-- : captain or master of a
merchant s.,, 6. See
Captain. The admiral's s.,-,, : to have the com-
mand of the s.'s,. ^p•
For compounds other than the fol-
lowing, esply poet., see the Greek
Enq. Lex. under -.
SHIP-BUILDER or SHIP-

WRIGHT,, .
SHIP - BUILDING,-, fj. .

The art of s.,, : of
or relating to or fit for s.,-, 2 : experienced or ex-

pert in the art of s.,,
'SHIP-MASTER or -OWN-
ER,, b (with subst.-, adj. -, verb-).
SHIP-MATE,,,

b (sailor in tlie same vessel), -, , b (Soph.), -, , . , -. (fel-
low traveller by sea).

SHIP-WRECK,, v.

To suffer s., be s.-d,'.: s.-d, -, 2.

SHIP, V.

(put on board). To s. a
sea,',-.
SHIPMENT (ofgoods). Crcl.

with the Verb.

SHIPPING, s. , ah, . .
SHIRK, V. -,-,-,- (tergiversari).-

or (shrink back

from). To s. labour,-
(Fur.),/-

vtiv (to flinch fm toil, de-

trectare laborem. .),-
(toflinch cowardlyfm

danger or toil),

(pass.) (be wanting to one's

share of a duty),

(withdraw oneself

fm a duty. Antipho.). A citizen

who s.'s all state burdens, -', , b (coined by
Aristoph.). S.-ing (subst.),-

(e.g., Thuc),

h.

SHIRT,,, b. -, . -,
(
a cutty sark"

1

).

SHIVE,, (splinter).

See Slice.

SHIVER, v. (intrans. : —shud-
der), (with cold,

or , -. (pass.), -
Thiver, shivering, *.

(a shuddering),, . -, ', or, (brought

on by or attending fever). The
cold s.'s,,,.,
b. See Fever.
SHIVER, v. (—shatter; trans,

and intrans.). See ' to Break in

pieces,' to Shatter, ,-,-,- and-. To be s.-d, to

s. (intrs.), 'be broken or go to

shivers,' passives, and poet, -
(pass.,jEschyl.).-
(pass., Horn.), -

(aor. 2 of, Horn.).

SHIVER, s., in the phrase ' to

break, &c. to s.'s,' see the Verb.

SHOAL, s. and adj. IT Shal-
lotv] Vid. U A crowd or mul-
titude] Vid. A shoal of fishes,', : fishes swim-
ming in s.'s, :

fish that so swim in s.'s (with the

current, like herrings),,
(Aristot.).

SHOALY,, .
SHOALINESS, -.
SHOCK, s. U Collision, con-

cussion] VlD. -,--,,, . S.

in the collision of enemies,-,,,-
|
,, , and Crcl. with the

corresponding verbs. To stand

the s. of the enemy,. S.
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of an earthquake,, 6 :

there is a —, : an
earthquake giving one s., -? -rjs, : with many s.'s,

., , (both Aris-
tot.). *[J Fig.] To give a s. to

aby, to aby's feelings, &c,-(). -
: esply of pain-

ful surprise, displeasure, disgust,

&C, Crcl. with tlvI,,, -,. Aby's health has sus-

tained a severe s.,,
SHOCK, v. To shake] Vid.

U To offend, hurt or surprise

grievously]-,--,-.,
(Att.), -, --, -,-. (dis-

gust aby). To s. greatly,-.
be s.-d, (at

athg in aby, at abyfor athg). -, and -(, ).-
(to be disgusted

at athg). -,-.
(often with added, ).,

or more usu. mid..
SHOCKING,, 3.-, 2. -,-, 3..
SHOD. See under Shoe, v.

SHOE, s. ($9- Fm this Art.
supply tlie deficiencies ofthe articles
Boot, Brogue, Sandal, <gc.), and dim.-,
(sole or sandal tied to the foot)., , and dimm.-, , and, (a

wooden sole or sandal, later usu.

a kind of woman s s.).,
(sandal, and any kind offoot

covering, sts boots, brogues, e. g.' - -, Hdt.).,,
, and dim., (3-
tian s., used by the poor and old

men at Athens, esply offelt), -',, (sandal or light s.

of fashionable persons; dress s.,

pumps), also, , and dim., (usu. pi,, a kind of
slipper worn by fops; shod with
them, ., PI. :

trailing them, slip-shod, . -, Anaxil.)., ,
(a kind of high s., esply for hunt-

ing),,, (a light s.

for running quick),, ,
(leather boot of hunters), -, (ornamental boot, laced

in front, esply tragic buskin), -,, (propr. sole, slipper ;

also military s. or half boot, and
boot worn by philosophers, prob.

of coarse make),,
(boot of untanned leather),-
\, (half-boot ofpeasants, hunt-

ers, travellers),', ai

(mud-treaders, thick-soled s.'s or

boots. Hipp.), , (a

(53.",)

kind of woman's s.'s, prob. with

finely -cut straps. Eupol.), also, ai (Cephisod.)., (slit or slashed s.

Aristoph.).,, (Asia-

tic s. or slipper, Trag. thick- soled,, Anth. P.). -, ai (women's coarse s.'s,

Com.).,, and dim.-, (Lat. scrupeda and
sculponea, high wooden s.'s or sa-

bots, esply Boeotian, for treading

olives, S[C., and on the stage for
beating time)., ai (single-

soled s.'s, esply Lacedem. Dem.)., , and dim.',
(a warm winter s., with fur

inside. Hippon.). Easy s.'s, -, (Phericr.). ,,
(offelt. Mod. Gr.,,

). To put on, put off, wear
S.'s,-,-, -(, fyc.) : to change
one's s., (Aris-

toph.) : to make s.'s,-
or g. t. :

to patch or mend s.'s, -' (= reficere)

(PL),

( prop, to stitch with sinews ; see

Sole) : a s. fits, . :

a s. PINCHES (vid.), .. To clean s.'s,-' . (Athen., as the

ancients washed them. Aristoph.

Vesp. 600) : to black s.'s,-
(Aristoph.,

ibid.).

SHOE, v.,.. Shod,-
>?, 3: unshod,, 2:

ipshod, or.
SHOE-BLACK, S.-CLEAN-

ER, or. See under Shoe, s., ad

"SHOE-BLA CKING, prps-, . See under Shoemaker.
SHOE-BRUSH,,

(for washing the shoes. Aristoph.

Vesp. 600), and prps coin-, (for blacking them,, ibid.).

SHOE-LATCHET, -String,
-Thong, -Tie,, . ,
also , ,,, .
SHOE - MAKER,,,-, -, .

or prps.
(Sappho). To be a s., carry on a

s.'s trade,.-
: a s.'s trade,, :

of or belonging to a s.'s business,, 3 : a s.'s shop,, and s.'s bench,, -^jr-) (Pollux),. -
or , :

s.-s blacking,, , and, , . and/', (copperas water),, (prps oxide of cop-
per) : s.'s (waxed) thread or string,,,.-

, , : a s.'s knife, -,, . -, : a s.'s awl (vid.) or
puncher,,: s.'s last,-,, , and dim.-. .
SHOE-SOLE. See Sole.
SHOOT, S. ,-,, .,, and poet,, -,- (esplyfm root),,

., .,,
, and poet.,,.-, . , . and,. The first light green
s. of plants in spring, »), : the
hollow under a fresh s.,-, and -, , (like Lat,
ala, axilla, and the s. itself, esply

of young palm twigs. Theophr.),

See Scion, Offset, andfig. Off-
spring.
SHOOT, v. 1 (Trans.)]

(poet. ).
(and compounds, -, -, -,-, -, - and --). (propr.

the javelin, but also — to hurl,

in general), (with a
bow), or -

(arrows). Fig., to s. with
a long bow, prps , see

Rodomontade. To s. game,
to 8. aby

(dead),-,-,- ., or
or-

: — with a gun, &c,
: to be shot

dead, -
: to s. oneself (in the modern

sense), -
: to s,

at a mark, : to

s. wide of the mark,. .
: to

s. at aby, and
(Horn., ,

and. , and), (Luc):/3/ or,' , -
or : to s.

thro' or in the head,

or ,
: to be shot,, ,, (in

any part, or ' ) : — in the

ribs, the head, &c,, ' .
To s. a bolt (fig•),: to s. a bridge, (?

or-) \1
or. To s.

(absol. — to discharge missiles),-,, '/ -. To s. off, :
—

words like arrows, .-
(PL): to s. through,-, (Horn.

and .) : one could s. through

it (i. e. it is within bow-shot),
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(Horn.) : a

space that can be shot through,, fj (= a
place within bow-range. Pint.) :

to s. out, (X. ; and,
to s. away all one's arrows. Hdt.).. See to Dart, to

Emit. To s. out aby's eye,-.
: to s. out (e. g. from

a cart),, -,-(\) :

to s. down,
(dead ; see above), -
(iv, Qc. (fin a higher position).

*il (INTRANS.)],-, also,. To s.

through (e.g. the air),,-, and Att. (and

of pain, c. gen., e.g. -) : s.-ing stars, -
(Aristot.) : the pain s.'s

through me, 77

: a thought shot through my
mind, (Eur.). To
shoot up (in height),

(pass.), .
SHOOTING (the act of), -, (with a boiv ; see Ar-

chery), , ., rj., b. To have a s.

(archery) match,
(mid., X). To go s. (game), see

Hunt, Chase. % Fig.],, h (of rapid motion). S. of
plants, &c,, .
SHOP,, (booth), -<, (works.),, : and numerous

compounds with-, e.g. a
perfumer's s., or s. for unguents,, : for these see

under the specific term. To keep
s., : one who keeps
a 8., s.-keeper,, 6, and
fern, -is,, : and specifically

by compounds with-, --, , 6, and -11, , , e. g.-,-, £{C.

SHO RE,, (beach, strand,
usu. steep, where the waves break,
sis even of a river, rare in Att.
prose, but occurs in X. and Ly-
curg.), and, 6 (sea-s.,

beach, usu. fiat, poet, and Thuc.).
Poet.,,, and , -
i/os (epic), ', (epic, trag.,

but also ), . S. of a river, see

Bank : a rough s.,,
(Thuc.) : off, on, along s.,,
-,, 2 (all poet.) :

found on, inhabiting, Qc. the s.,', (Aristot.). S.
(opp. to water), see Land : to go
on s., haul a ship on s., ^c, see

Ashore.
SHORT. U With refi to space], , . , 2., 3. A shorter

way, or: the shortest way (or cut),. or -
(), : to take the short

est cut, : s. cuts,

: to be (but) a s.

way or distance off, '
tlvai. or -

(534)

SHO
: to cut 9.,... Cut

s.,partcp., and -,-,
2. "if With ref. to time],, . 6, , . -, 2., 3

(of syllubles). A s. study or ex-

ercise, ' : as.

time, or or-
: in a s. time,, . -, : a s. time

ago or since,. . -
: a s. time after,, ' .: a s. time before,, -

: it is but a very s. time
since, .
That has s. arms,, , : that

draws his breath s., s.-breathed,, 3.,, : that

has 8. legs, -,-,
2., : that has a
s. sight, see under Compounds

:

that has a s. syllable,-, 2 : s. in speech (curt),, 2 : to be s., in s.,

(ws) or,
tus, , or, (without

the infin.) : also or. ', .. .'
or. : to

make s., see to Shorten : I

will be s., make the matter s.,.. -
: make your answers s.,--

(PI.) : to give s.

(= curt, uncivil) answers, air -. ^f Phrases]
S. of athg,, ()

(implying want),

: also ivith. ,, or
: not to fall s. of athg, see ' to

be Equal to athg :' to stop s.,-
(in motion, in speaking and

acting) : to cut s. a conversation,--
or-, or -

: to take aby up s. (in-

terrupt),, --
: to bring a horse up s.,

(quite

check him, as., = half check
him, hold up).

SHORT-HAND,, or with, or. A s. writer, -,- (with verbs --
, and adjj.-) : to

be a s. writer, to practise s. writ-

ing,.
SHORT-LIVED, ,2

(Thuc). Poet.,,-,- and -, -, 2.

SHORTSIGHTED. % Prop.]

SHO,, 6, ., 2
(.), or. To be s.,.
Metaph.] or. ,,., 2.. See INCONSIDERATE,
Improvident.
SHORTSIGHTEDNESS. 1

Propr.] -,-, .
Metaph.],, .. See Improvi-

dence.
SHORT-SPOKEN,-, 2. See phrases under

Short.
SHORT-WINDED. See <s.-

breathed,' under Short, and
Asthmatic. S. in running, fipu-, 2 (.),'

(Menand.).
SHORTEN,.-

and -, also- (cut

short off), (with ref.

to space), and -
(with ref. to time or dura-

tion), (to lessen),

or-. To s. a speech

or discourse,,-, or .
See phrases under Short. Comp.
Abridge, Retrench. To s.

sail, . ^[

(Intrs.) To get shorter] -
and (pass.,

g.t.). See to Decrease, Lessen
(iutrans.).

SHORTLY. Briefly, not at

length] Fm the Adj. t With

ref. to time] See ' a Short time.'

SHORTNESS,,, . , .-,, . S. of expres-

sion,, .
: 8. of breath,

and-, . -, v. See 'short-

breathed,' under Short, and
Short-winded.
SHOT, s., (missile,

and its blow or stroke), ,
(wound by a missile, and the

missile. Hdt.). , (ivound

by a missile), , (g. t.

blow, stroke. JEschyl.).,
(missile fm a bow). To have

or take a s. at — , see to Shoot
at : I had two successive *s.'s, and
did not miss either time, (sc.) .

Shooting distance] e. g. bow or
arrow-s., ,
, USU., . ', see RANGE
(^sp to wch add 'within s.,', Time). Within
eye-s. of each other, see ' within

Sight:' within ear-s., -, : to be —
,

(.). Marksinan] ViD. %
Reckoning (at a tavern, <|c)]

VlD.
SHOULD. See Shall.
SHOULDER, s., 6 (also

of a horse),,, , and
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dim., (point of the

s. at the junction with the collar-

bone, Hipp., X., Aristot. ; and
gen. neck and s. Eur.). Upper
arm or s.,, (acromion
process) : on one's s.'s,

: having broad s.'s,-, 2 : a garment leaving the
s. bare,,, : to bare

the arm up to the s.,

(Aristoph.) : (borne, &c.) on the
s.'s,- (Luc.) and poet,-, "2

: to put on one's s.'s,

: to take on one's

S.'s, '.-
:

and fig. (under-

take to be responsible),-
: to shrug one's s.'s,

Vid. To give aby the cold s.

(fig.), : a
subject dragged in by the head
and s.'s (fig.), -, 6.

SHOULDER, v. (to tale on
one's s.'s), see the Subst. ; esply to

8. arms,. .
SHOULDER-BLADE,-,, ., .
SHOUT, s. See Cry, Cla-

mour.
SHOUT, v. See to Call out,

CLAMOUR, . .)•.-
,. . -. .. (sir. tt.).. or

(with all one's might).

(all at

once, as if out of one throat).

Tbey all s.-d together,.
SHOVE. See Push.
SHOVEL,S. ,... and, ., (later).

SHOVEL, .,, (s.

up or together). To s. out fm —

,

/os.

SHOW, s. Appearance}
Vid. 1 Pretext (e. g. tinder

the s. of athg)] Vid. ^ Sight,

spectacle] Vid. To make a s.

with or of athg,. See Display.
SHOW, . ^ To indicate], (e. g. —

aby the way,) : to s. by words or example,., ^ To let be seen or
appear, let people see]-

(mid., of oneself'). -,-, , or
simply or mid. They
s. that mental training is supe-

rior to the terror inspired by an
enemy,- -

: to s. oneself, be
shown, (e.g. athg must
be shown to have been, -),,

(to appear that one is).

(53.5)

, , -
(be made evident) : to s.

oneself a brave man,. U To
prove, to demonstrate] Vid. TJ

Phrases] To s. mercy, Vid. : to

s. good-will, kindness, friendli-

ness, &c, -,,,. ,,-
: to s. aby honour,-., .

U Compounds] To s. beforehand,-,-,-
(with adj., 3).

s. besides,-, --.. 8.

forth, -, -, -,--.. To s. in, -
(as a mirror),-. To s. in return or opposi-

tion, ./'''. To s. off,

-,- (mid.), -
(Thuc).

(mid. and pass.).

See to Display. Showing itself

first or from afar,, .
SHOWER, s. and -, . A thick falling s.,-, (Soph.) : a sud-

den or pouring s., -
(Hdt.), . -, ., .

or or >,
: the s. burst in torrents, •

: a s. of
hail, ,, .-, or ,
., : as. of snow,, , : a heavy 8. of

rain, . '. A s. of missiles,

or -
: a

s. of rocks, (jEs-

chyl.), also ,-.
SHOWER, v. See to Rain,

to Pour down.'
SHOWER-BATH,-, (portable s.).

SHOWERY,,2. -, 2., 2.

SHOWY,, 3 (splen-

did),, 3 (fit or meant

for showing off),, 3
(later, desiring to show offoneself),, , , and -,

(Plut. ; but, 2, =
fond of elegance).

SHOWiNESS,Ka\Xa>7r^os,, . See DISPLAY,
Ostentation.
SHRED, s. (smallpiece cut off),, ., .

S.'s or parings (vid.) of leather,, (Aristoph.).

SHRED, v. See ' to Cut into

small parts.'.-.
SHREWD. See Clever.,, . ,

3. As. rascal, ,
(Aristoph.).

SHREWDNESS. See Cle-

verness,,
(e. q.),, .
SHRIEK, . , -, or ', or., also poet, (to

wail), and'.
SHRIEK, S. or, and poet,, .,., . , .

See Scream.
SHRILL, , , ,

, and, 3. To call out

with a s. voice, .-
vstv : to utter or sing in s. pierc-

ing tones, and
(A ristoph. ). For poetical compds
see the Gh: Eng. Lex. under-
and-.
^
SHRILLNESS,,,

, and Orel: with Adj.

SHRIMP, , and, , and,, h '• and
as varieties,,, and-,, or, : and
prps as g. t. ', .
See Prawn, ^f A divarf] Vid.
SHRINE, , and Att., ., ., ., . or (), ? (a wooden niche contain-

ing the image of a god. Anthol.).

and,.
SHRIFT (eccl. t). See Con-

fession (of sins). To make a

clean s., -.
SHRINK, v. H (Intrs.)

contract, esply to Shrivel] Vid.

To s. as cloth, :

to s. by settling down or collapse,- (e. g. .,
PL),- (e.g. theflesh shrwik

by sweating, ', Theocr.).-
(pass., PL, SHRIVEL, Vid.).

Shrunk, partepp. pass., and -, 3 (shrivelled),,
2 (e. g. s. shanks, -
, X.). To make to s. (to s.,

trans., e.g. cloth, &c),;
(by drying, smoking, S^c, poet.).

(to make thin), -. A s.-ing,,
n. See Contraction. ^[ Fig.]

To s. (= hesitate, be ashamed,
scruple) to do athg,

. (e.g.,
vov),ando.-

(mid.) .
(to dread),

(through cowardice) and :

also . .
(e.g., fin danger. Thuc).

(give ground, epic, but

.). Comp. to

Flinch, Shirk, and str. t. to

Recoil. A s.-ing,,-, rj. See HESITATION, RE-
LUCTANCE. There must be no
s.-ing, , -.
SHRIVE (eccl. t),-

(receive ally's confes-

sion, mod. Gr). *U (Intrs.)] Sec

to Confess.
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SHRIVEL. If (Intrs.)] pi-,, and
(pass., by wrinkling),

(by twisting, as hair,

.), (pass., shrink

up. PL), (by dry-
ing)• II (TRANS.)],

(help to dry up.

Hipp.),..
S.-d, partepp. pass, and,
3 (prop, with cold, and by old

age),, 2 (.).,
3 (lean,ivit/iered). puao<s,3(d?-aivn

up, wrinkled). A being s.-d, pi-,, ' s.-d looking,, : with s.-d fruit,

branches,-,-,
2 (Diosc). A s.-ing,,,, .
SHRIVER (eccl. t. — confes-

sor),, , 6 (mod.

Gr.).

SHROUD, s. H Shelter, cover}

Vid. [ A winding-sheet] /-, . »;?, »;.,, (Horn.). U
Shrouds of a ship] As g. t. plur.

of, b., : the

nearest t. is prps,
(ropesfm mast-head to bows).

SHROUD, v. IT To shelter]

Vid. Tf To cover] Vid. -
(enivrap, enshroud, ., Soph. ; esply the dead,, componere, lay

out and dress a corpse). ^ To
conceal] VlD..
SHRUB,, 6.,., 6. ,,
(a low s., but rare in sing, -,, Dio Cass.). Comp^BvsH

and Underwood.
SHRUBBERY, -'.,.
SHRUBBY,, ., . S. plants or growth,

or

(Theophr.), also, (ibid.).

SHRUFF. See Dross.

m

SHRUG, v. (one's shoulders),

lit. , but the

Gr. having no corresponding ex-

pression, the sense must be ex-

pressed, e. g. by .
or -' ..

SHUDDER, .,,(88.),-..
or (to abhor, be horror-
struck). To s. (= shiver) with
cold, or: to make to s.,-

(Hipp.), .
That is to be s.-d at,, 3
{horrible).

SHUDDER, SHUDDER-
ING, s., (aguish shiver,
and s. of awe), ,,
(poet., ruffling, rippling, and the
sensation called 'goose's skin''),, ., , or -, (brought on by fever),', (aguish shivering).

(536)

, b. To be seized by
a 8., .' : causing or pro-

ducing a s.,, 2. -, .
SHUFFLE, v. f (Trans.)

To shift mixedly or hastily] -
or ,-. To s. the cards,-

or

(mod. Gr.) :

to s. off one's clothes,-, (mid.) -
: to s. off a fault upon an-

other,().
(Intrs.)] To s. in one's gait,,-. U Fig. : to

prevaricate (vid.), use mean
tricks]. -. (to slur

over or speak evasively so as not

to be understood. Dem.).
SHUFFLE, s. See Evasion,

Trick.
SHUFFLER. Crcl. with the

Verb.

SHUFFLING, s. and adj.

Orel, ivith the Verb.

SHUN,, -, -. (be

on one's guard agst).

(abstain fm).
(aor.) .-, .

(athg, and sts, aby). or. -,-' . That
may be s.-d,, 3. Comp.
to Avoid, Beware of, and
Shrink from.

SHUT, v. m (Trs.)] -
(e. g. the gates, . -

).. To s. by
putting athg to or on,-

(as a lid, ) : to s.

the door,- or--
: — violently, see

to Slam : to s. one's eyes,,. -, -
: to s. one's mouth,-

: to s. one's

ears against advice,

: to s.

one's hand, see to Close. If To
shut in]..
See to Confine, Enclose. ^[

Toshutout] .
See to Exclude. TJ To shut to

(the door)], also --,-,- (by draw-
ing) . ^[ To shut up]
-, -,- : — in

a place, '
(.), '. -,--. &etoCoNFINE,toCooP,
to Pen, to Imprison.
SHUT, adj. Partepp., and, 3. S. up, -, --, 2.-, 2. See Close, adj. S.-ing,

s.,,, , and
substantives from other verbs or
Crcl.

SHUTTER^),,

, (pi.). To fasten the s.'s,.
SHUTTLE,, , 17.,, 6 (Aristoph.).

SHUTTLE- COCK,, .
SHY, adj. See Timid, Ti-

morous, and Bashful ; also

Wary.
SHY AT, v.

(at athg, of a horse. Plut). A
horse apt to s.,'
(3) or, (.), b.

SHYNESS. See Bashful-
ness, Timidity.
SICK, ptepp. of,-., 2., .

See III, Infirm, and Diseased.
To be s., (of athg,' or , of any ma-
lady, , to suffer in any
part) : also,
(opp. to, Aristot.).

and sts

(Hipp.),... . To fall

or be taken s., ,, -. -. and-
: a falling s.,,

(Aristot.). (to be sick

from nausea). Fig., to be s. of
athg or aby, -

(e. g. -, of one continually saying.

Dem.), see Sated, Weary, and
str. term Disgusted. To make
aby s. (= produce sickness, make
himfall s.), ..
and-. (and adj.-, 2). To be s. with vomit-
ing, : to make oneself s.,

(Hipp.) : to feel

so,, see to VOMIT. To
tend or nurse the s.,.. -

: s. nursing or tending,--,-,- (PL),, -, : s. -nurse,-, , . -,. S. head- ache,-, : to have one,-. Sea-s., Vid. S. at

heart,, 2 (Manetho),
more usu. fm,-,,. S.-bed,, : to be on
one's s.-bed,aavor-

: to be laid

up in a s.-bed, -. .
SICKEN, f (Intrs.)]-. -. , -. . -. See ' to fall

Sick.' T[ Fig. : to sicken = be

disgusted at athg, and (trans.)

athg sickens = disgusts aby]
Vid.
SICKENING, adj. *,, . ,-,, 3. See NAU-

SEOUS and Distressing, Dis-
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GUSTING. Athg is quite s. to

me,,,, .. or -.
SICKLE,,.,

. In the form of a s.,-, () : one that

makes s.'s,, 6 :

a chariot armed with s.'s on
each side, ,

: spear or partisan with s.-

shaped head,,.
>

SICKLINESS,
<

, ., ., ., , ., fm the

Adj.
SICKNESS,, . -,.,. -,. A tedious or lingering s.,,, . See

Illness and Disease. To cause

8., : diet in s.,-, (PL),, (sc., poet.) : s. which needs
tending,, (medic, and
tending in s.).

SICKLY,, , and, 2 (of person and con-

stitution),, (of body
and season, Qc), also--, , and -, 3 (Aristot.)., 2 (of the body). To be
s., to have a s. body,..
SIDE, s. U Propr. : of the

living body, the pa?t fortified by
the ribs], >j, and plur.
(prop, ribs) : more poet.,-, , inly plur., .
Vom the s., : on or

at the s.,, , 6 : pain
in the 8.,,, : on
or along the s.'s,,
2, and-, 3 : armour
for the S.,,
(.) : to cover on the s. with
athg, : cover-
ing the s.,, 2 (Eur.)

:

a covering for the s.,-, : to split one's s.'s, or
have to hold one's s.'s, with
laughing, .
Wilh ref. to llie boundaries ofany
body or figure] Sides of a ship,, ., : s. of a

mathematical figure,,
(s. of a rectangle),, :

having one, two, three, four,

six, seven s.'s, -, -, -,-, -,-, 2:
having four, eight s.'s (= surfaces

of solid figures), -,-, 2 : having equal s.'s,-, 2 (equilateral) : (a tri-

angle) having two of its s.'s equal,, (with suhst.-
/, , opp. to [a triangle] with
unequal s.'s,, 3): s. (or

front) of a square or triangular

building,, (PL, whence
one-sided,, 2, Aris-
tot.). ^I Part, as opp. to any
other part or notion of extension

or boundary], , e.g., the

upper s., . See

(537)

Top, Bottom, Inside, Outside
;

also Right, Left, Front, Back.
S.'s of an army, , see

Flank ($§r to which add, the

right s. or flank, , the

left being covered by the shield) :

on the 8.,, 3 and 2 : fm
the s., , see SIDE-
WAYS : having fruit, stalks at

the s.'s,-, --, 2 (Theophr.). See Lateral
and Oblique. At the s. of (=
beside), c. dot.,

(aby), (athg). $^= Fre-
quently expressed by compounds
with-, e. g. to sit at aby's

s., : to follow
at aby's s., : to

lay athg on its s., iv

: to hew, burn athg on the s.,-,- :

to put s. by s.,, see

Beside : on one s. = aside,
Vid. : on which s.?

(hand) : the opposite s.,

: from it,

., : on it,,, -, : the western
s. of a country,

: on both
s.'s,','-.,,

(the four latter

prop.,fm both s?s,fm each, either

s.) : from every s.,-,-- : on all s.'s, -,-, see QUARTER, DI-
RECTION : on this or the one s.— on that or the other s., tjJ— . —
. — .— : on this S., :

on that s., : towards this

s., . : towards
that 8., ' or.. ^[ Party] .
be on aby's s., or-

(to be allied with
him, tofall to his lot or share, e.g.

the victory is on aby's s.,

). or'(), ,. .,. : to

come on aby's s.,

or ,-. .
: to draw aby

over to one's s., -.. "|[ From the side of
(= originatingfm any given side

or quarter)] e. g. from the fa-

ther's s., the mother's s.,, , -, ,,. U Relating to the

mode and manner in which athg
appears] e. g. to have two s.'s,

to have a good and a bad s.,, ,,
: that is (= be-

to, forms a part of) his

good s., -
: to show the good or

favorable side, -, and of persons,. -
: every one has his weak s.

(= hisfoible), ': to discover aby's weak s.,, rj' ' : to every
question there are two s.'s (—
aspects to be viewed in),-

(Dem.).
SIDE, in composition. Comp.

Lateral. S.-arms,, ., .,. S.-

blow, -stroke, or -thrust,

: to deal one,

. S.-board,',
(Aristoph.), . S.-

building,'jraj0oi/co5o
/
u7]/Aa,TO. S.-

door, ,,
, and dim.,. S.-

glance or -look,, -, -,
: to cast one at athg,-, : — to this also,. S.-

long,?, 3 and 2. , ,: a s.-long glance,

see side-glance : to cast a s.-long

glance, -. Comp. Askance.
S.-path or -way, ,, v. S. -wall, -
?, . S. -wards, s.-ways, see

Oblique,, 3 and 2. (,
fj, ) ,: to make a s. move-
ment (so as to avoid the direct

shock), (Th., X.) : to

turn s.,, or- :

to cast s., : to walk or
move s., see to Sidle. S.-wind,

too , ,-, .
SIDE (with), v. See 'to take

aby's Side.'

S1DERAL, SIDEREAL. See
under Star.
SIDLE,' (sc.). (Plut.).

Sidling,-,-
(like a crab), 2. To s. in, too.
SIEGE,, . To

raise the s., -. -
(Hdt.), or

(Diod.). -
(Hdt.) : to make to

raise the s., -
(Diod.)

:

the town is in a state of s., fis; to declare or put in a
state of s., -

: to lay s. to

a place, . See to

Besiege, to Beleaguer. To
lay a close s.,

: to be under close s., *-
: to push for-

ward the s. with vigour,

: to
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take a town by s. or after as.,1,
or :

relating to a s.,?,
3 : s. engines, ai.
SIESTA {Spanish), '?, b,?. To take a s.,-' or-.
SIEVE,, and dim.,,.-

pa, {Aristoph., s. or bag for
bolting flour), ?, 6 (v.

Ruhnk. Timce.). -?, b {sieve,

strainer, or colander), and dim., . Hoop of a s., t>j-, , also?, 6: the

perforated bottom of a s.,,: to pass through a s., see to

Sift : like a s.,-,-?, ?, and ?)?, ? : as

adv. (and like as in

or fm a s.). Prov. to draw water
in a 8., . -

(ptpttv. ?-
(labour in

vain). One that divines by the

s.,?, 6 : divination

by the s., and-, .
SIFT, f Prop.],-

and-. (and

). To s. in,. A s.-

ing, ?, . ?, b

:

that which falls through the sieve

in s.-ing,, . S.-d,

partcpp. pass., and ?, 3.? and -?, 3 (icell-s.-d

or bolted, esply of flour) : that

must be s.-d, ?, 3. %
Fig. : to investigate (minutely)]

Vid. To s. this argument,-
(PL).

SIFTER, partcpp. of verb.

aiwTa<s,b,h(ap.Atlien.,ofP~hryne,

who drained her lovers of money).

SIGH, S.,. -
vo?, b. To fetch a s., -?, -,-" :

to heave a deep s. (or, to fetch a
deep-draivnbreath),avavi'iKaaQai

(Horn, and Hdt.) : to fetch pro-

found s.'s, ??.
SIGH, . (absol.,

and = to s. over or bewail, .
or ), aho /» and

(str. tt., to groan, be-

moan), ?. To
s. loudly, iv.

: to s. over or about
athg, , .

''. to s. for athg,

(pass.) ?.
SIGHT. H Vision, faculty or

act of seeing] bpav. ?,?, , and infinn. of verbs to

See. To lose one's s.,-
or (pass.)

or ? ?. -: to lose one's
s. by being dazzled,
(Plut., and subst.', ):
to deprive of s.,

: to recover one's s.,.
(538)

: sts (Aris-

h.) : sharp or keen 8.,

?, -, -,, -', : that has it,

sharp -sighted, -?, --
?, -?, ?, and -?, ,
.?, 3: to be

—

,

bpav or,,-,-,- : weak or dim s.,-, .?, . ?? ?, ? : that

has it, weak-sighted,?,
?, and -?, 2. -
?,, , or?, ? : to

be —,-,- :

to have a long s., be long-sighted,

bpav (Diod.) :

short or near s.,, : —
sighted,, b, . ?, 2.?, , b : to be —

,
-

or-. To get s. of,, . In s., -?, ?? (to come,
S[c. in s.) : to be in s. of each
other, ? : the
enemy were in s.,?

: to get in s. of
each other, -? : out of s.,

or,?? (often in Eur.) : to get out
of aby's s., -.?? : to keep athg out of
s., : in the s.

of (coram), ?, -, ? : in the s.

of all mankind, -,,
(JEschin). See Eye, Presence.
At first S., ??? :

at first s. it seemed to me,
or. (PL):

he pleases at the very first s.,?? : to

love at first s., '? -: the very s. of him dispersed

the enemy,??-?? : at sight

of this, . : to

know aby by s., ?-
: it is a sad s.,?? : it is a

beautiful s., :
I can't bear the s. of aby,. ^J That
wch is seen] , ., .
See Spectacle. To show aby
the s.'s ('lionise'

1

him),(, Luc.) : one
seeing the s.'s, ?
(Pi.)•

SIGHTED, in composition.

See under Sight, 'sharp-sighted,'

SIGHTLESS. See Blind.
SIGHTLY,?, ?.?,
?, ., or.
See Comely, Handsome.
SIGN, s. A mark, token], and more usu. in prose,,, also,-, (fixt s. or sig-

nal, LXX.), and (con-

ventional s.),,. -

(symptom, Aret&.). Poet.,

and -,,?,. The signs of the zo-
diac, , : that is born
under the influence of a certain

s. (in the heavens), adjj. in -?,
from the given s., e g. born in

the s. of Aries, Scorpio, Taurus,?,?,?,
3. To give or make a s. or s.'s,( or? , to do
athg). (underhand),,,
(and svbst., ). See to

Beckon. To give the s., see

Signal. Athg is a s. (indicative

or characteristic) of athg,?. " ?.,,
: it is a s. of folly,? or. See to BETOKEN.

To judge by certain s.'s,-. ^[ Sign in the heavens,

S[C.],, ?, .?, b. See Portent, Omen,
Token. ^[ A sign hung out by
aiiizans, Sfc],.-, .
SIGN, . To mark] Vid... U To put

one^s signature] or
mid. (one's seal or mark), -,-,-, g^* but mid., -

(to set one's name to

a bill of indictment). To s. (or

seal) along with other persons,

join in s.-ing,() : athg is s.-d,-. See to Seal.
SIGNAL, s. (in a general

sense). See Sign. H As milit.

and naval term],
(more poet, and Hdt.),,
and, .,
(by fire). See Beacon. S. man,?, b, and collect,-, : to give a s.,-

: — for battle,' -
or (Thuc, opp.

., to take it down,
strike the flag, ?.) : to make s.

for the rest to put to sea,-?? -
: to give a s. by fires,?.-. (poet, and .) :

—of the approach of the enemy,? : to ap-

prise underhand by s.'s,-
: s.'s are given

of the enemy's approach,

: I receive a
s., or s.'s are made me, of the

approach of sixty ships,-?-
: to give the s. for the

attack, -. .
SIGNAL, v. (to apprise by

Signal). See phrases above.

SIGNAL, adj. See Conspi-
cuous, Distinguished.
SIGNALIZE. H To announce

by a signal] Vid. U To dis-

Vid. To s. oneselfabove
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all, -.
SIGNATURE, f A sign or

mark expressed] See Sign. IT A
person's name or subscription], ., .
To put one's s. to athg, see to

Sign.
SIGNER. Partcpp. of verb

to Sign.
SIGNET,?, 6 (g. t.

ring), (and-
),, and -, , b, and, <% (g. t. seal). See
Seal, s.

SIGNIFICANCE. Crcl. with

Adj., {rhet. t., force

of an expression, more than meets

the ear).

SIGNIFICANT, ,&*,
(Aristot., a s. orominous dream,

., , Plut.).,, 3 (fitted for mark-
ing ; of athg,),
(and Polyb.), 3, -. See Expressive and Mo-
mentous.
SIGNIFICATION. If Act of

signifying or marking],
v. lj Meaning] Vid. ,,
6.

SIGNIFY,,-,,,
or infin. See to Inti-

mate, to Declare, 'to Make
known.' *\\ To mean] Vid. ^j

To make a difference, to con
cern, be of moment].

(avail),

or . What does it

s. to you? / " ;
it s.'s nothing to me,, or

: it does not s. talk-

ing (colloq.), = it is useless,
Vid. : you seem to think it s.'s

nothing (it is of no consequence)

to have shown yourself so igno-

rant, ' ,.
SILENCE, S. ,,

. , (sfo7/7iess).

Profound s., : a
solemn or devotional s.,-, : in s., '., : in or with the

greatest s., : to

observe or keep s., -. .
(devotional) , and
(poet.) : to keep a long s.,

: to pass athg over
in s., . -, '-, : to put
to s , see to Silence : to impose
s. upon aby,. :
to command s., or -).(.).
Pauses of s. (in music), « -. Prov., to take s. for

consent,

(PL). S! (HUSH !

rid.), ,,.
Sec Stillness.
SILENCE, v.-

(539)

or-. -
/.
(to impose s.). See to

Still.
SILENT, partcpp. of,. -,-,'(.).

(.),, 2 (re-

ligiously S.). ', 2.,
., 2 (speechless). See
phrases under Silence.
SILEX (Lat.) and adj. SILI-

CEOUS. See Flint.
SILHOUETTE (Fr.), -, .
SILK, s.,, b (Al-

ciphr., propr. the s.-worm). -, . 0jt The later Greeks
havefor raw silk the foreign term- or-, (Zatf.metaxa),

and dim., . Of or
made of s.,,,
3 : the cultivation of s. (i. e. by
means of s.-worms), -.
SILK or SILKEN, adj.-, 3., 3.

SILK-WORM,,,
and, 6. ,, b

(the Seric worm). Coccoon of the

s.,, .
SILK-MERCER, prps-, , .
SILK-WEAVER,-, , .
SILLINESS. See Foolish-

ness.
SILLY. See Foolish.
SILVAN, - or-,

., 2. A s. nymph,,, : as. deity,.
SILVER, s., b (in

mass or unwrought).,
(wrought, dim. a piece of s.,

ivhence = money). To cover

(athg) with s., plated with s.,-, 2, and verb-
: made of s., see the adj.:

to make s., : belong-

ing to s.,, 3.-, , b, and fern, -,,
(e.g. , a ves-

sel of s. ore): rich in s., apyv-, : of wrought s.,-, 2 : the quantum of s.

contained in any ore, b: to dig for (and also to

smelt) s., : to try or as-

say s., (= to be
an , b, adj. --, 3): mixt with s.,-, . For other combinations

see the adj. and compounds, and
the Gr. Eng. Lex. under-.
SILVER, adj. or, 3, and contracted-, , : also

or, 2. (as

objective gen.). A s. vessel, -, , : as. plate (=
a plate of s.), ,
. See Silver-plate. A s.

pin, or-, : that has a s. bow, foot,

throne, s. studs, s. sides, &c,-, -, (gen.), -, -, -?,

2,. See tlte Gr. Eng. Lex.
under-. A s. (or silvery)
colour, ', .
(

SILVER-COIN or -Money,, ., ,
(a s. coin), or, . S.-LIKE, see SIL-
VERY. S.-MINE, -, . (ivith or
without, ).,. S.-ORE, -.', . -. With veins of s.-o.,, , , . S.-

PLATE, , b (col-

lectively),, , (a S.

vessel),, (a piece of
S.)., (collective-

ly), ,.-
or, .

S.-SMELTER,, b. S.-

SMITH,, , . -, b: also-
(smelter of s.), and -, b
(ivorker in s.). To be a s.-s., ap--,- : a s.-s's
shop,, .-, . S. -TONED, use the

g. t. Sweet, Clear, <^c, e. g.,2. S.-tongued, see

g. t. Plausible. S.-wlre, -,.
SILVERY,,-, 2. A s. colour,', : of a s. bright-

ness or look,-,-,,-,-,
(all poet.) : a s. note or sound,

olos'.
SIMILAR, see Like; and

Similarly, see 'in Like man-
ner.'

SIMILARITY. See Like-
ness.

SIMILITUDE. H Li
Vid. TJ Simile] Vid.
SIMILE,, . ',, . To use or employ a s.,,

: a capital s. that of

yours, '.
SIMMER. See to Boil, with

adv. gently or SLOAVLtf.

(

SIMONY (eccl. t.),,
, and adj. simoniacal,-, 3 (both mod.).

SIMPER,/ or-.
SIMPLE,, , (in

all the senses oftJie English term),, 2 (opp. to ''composite),,, , and,
3 (plain), also,-,\,,,,-, 2, and, (un-

adorned, unpretending, notgot up),, (artless).

Clear, not complicated],
. , 3. This is quite s.,. H Ingenu-
ous],, 3. -, ., 2. % Silly], ., 3: also,, , and, 3 (ironically,

PL). Who is so 8. as not to

know
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;

(D.) % Of com-
mon birth, opp. to high-born]-, 3. ioicoTtis, , .

(

SIMPLES {medicinal plants),, ai. To cull s.,-•
SIMPLETON, or-

/;0ijs Tts., 6 (later).

Also (comic),-,,,-,, -, .
SIMPLICITY, ^,

))?, jjtos,,-,, . ,,, and
neat, of other adjj. if In a dis-

paraging sense],,-
and,7],

tjtos, »?.

SIMPLIFICATION. Crcl.

with thefollowing verb.

SIMPLIFY,/ or

or-, or.
SIMPLY. Fm the Adj. %

Merely, only],, or

Crcl. by or, e.g.

it s. requires precaution,-.
SIMULATE,(),-

and. See to

Pretend.
S U LAT ION,?,, , and Crcl. with

the Verb.
' SIMULTANEOUS, -,-, 2. S. with this,'

.
SIN, s., , and, and Hdt.,, .,, and-, . See Wrong, Injustice,

Impiety.
SIN, v. and -

(agst aby, ),
(),.-. or. See to Offend, Trans-

gress.
SINAPISM (med. t.),, . To apply a

8., >7/.
SIN-OFFERING, in the He-

brew sense, :

in the more general sense, see Ex-
piation, Propitiation.
SINCE, li Causal conjunction], (seeing that, s. it is

clear that), (poet.),

7 (quandoquidem), ,
also,, (JDem.),

and sts' (but rarely, and the?i

the apodosis often, e. g. s.

or if they have proved able, surely
we —,
' -, —) : also' (siquidem, of things taken

for granted), ti, ', and
a>s,,, with participial con-
struction, see As, Because. $i^
«is also with the finite verb, esply
when negatived: I beg of you,
therefore, to stay with °us, s. (==
as assured that) there is nobody

(540)

SIN

I should better like to hear than
you,, lis ' li»os

(PI.) : s., if we
comply with you, neither will the

husbandman be a husbandman,
cos, ,

(PL).
Temporal conjunction] (sts,

but rarely, ever s.,= : Ion.,, /req. in Hdt., but also in

Att. Trag.). (postquam).

or, and poet,

(Callim). ' (). If

Temporal preposition] , ,
c. gen. S. that time,, or' : s.

the time when, see s. temporal
conj. T| Elliptically as adv.] e.g.

a long time s., and -. See Ago.
SINCERE,, , .

and,.-, 3. , 2 (guileless,

Eur.),,,,-, 2 (of persons), ,, 2, and,
(of abstract things), -, , .,.
be S., and-

and. Comp. Frank, Candid.
To entertain a s. wish for athg,.
SINCERITY,,, ? , »5-,, . With 8., see

Sincere and adv.

SINCIPUT (Lat.),,.
SINEW,, (in the

animal body ; and, metonym., the

string made of it). See Nerve,
is,,. (§&pbut the later

wordfor usu.).,
(nervus).,, (ten-

don). The great s.'s of the shoul-

der, oi.
SINEWY,,

(.), .
SINFUL,,-, also, 2 (agst

aby,).(2,,
JEschyL). , 2. ,
, also and,
3.

SINFULNESS,,-,,, :

and Crcl. with Adj.
SING, (), and

poet,,-,-,,,-, and
to hum, also PL). To s. a song,

: to s. with accompani-
ment of the cithara, flute,-,- : to learn to s., -. : to S.

in praise of,,, -,, (-
), and poet,,,,
(and to serenade). To s. over or

to aby,, (and
-, by way of incantation) : to

s. with, and
(as accompaniment) : to s. for a

SIN
prize, (and between the

acts,, Aristoph.) : to s. a
piece through, { : to

s. a solo,' : to 8. in a
low plaintive tone,/-
(Aristoph.) : to s. out one's life,

(PL, of the sican).

SINGE, (the hair fm
the skin), (epic),-

(Hdt.), also -, --.. A s.-ing,-, : place for s.-ing swine,
&c,, n (Aristoph.).

SINGER, ,,-
and,,-

and- (to cithara and
flute), .

SINGING, , , ., ., . The art

of 8.,, : practice of s.,, : to practise s.,-
: fond of s., ojoikOs, 3 :

in the manner of s.,

(Aristot.).

SINGLE, adj., 3, also

and, 3 (s. in
its kind, Aristot.), and,

(Hdt.)., (Hipp.).
Likewise (one alone),

and its (, ). Not a 8. one,() . For other senses,

see Separate and Several. %
Unmarried], 2 (chiefly

of men),, 2 (of both
sexes),,, 2 (of
women), or sim-
ply, (only ofvirgins).

She is determined to continue s.,.
SINGLE (out), v. See to

Choose, Pick, Cull.
SINGULAR. 1 Ofwch there

is but one] See Single, ^f Ex-
cellent] Vid. if Strange, parti-
cular] VlD. , . % As
gram, t.], 3. The s. num-
ber, , '.
in the s.,.
SINGULARITY,*,

jjtos,, . ,. See STRANGENESS,
Particularity.
SINISTER (prop, and fig.),, 3, also, 3 (of

omens). Of s. countenance,-, 3 : to have s. designs agst
aby, (Ap-
pian.).

SINK, v. H (Trans.)] -
(let down), (as a

ship), also (in anyfluid),- ,-\ (in the

sea). To s. a well, :

to s. a trench,. ^[
(INTRANS.)],,-. See to Settle,
(as a scale or athg in it) and. (as the

heavenly bodies, see to Set), and
(likewise as a ship,

also used intrans., e. g., Eur.),-
(by descent), ,

(to fall),-
(as a river). To s. lower

(in one's circumstances, &c), see
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to be Reduced: to s. under toil,

&c,,, see

to Faint (also) and to

be Overcome : to s. (as the

cheeks, &c), see to Fall in and
Hollow: sunk, sunken, ptcpp.,

also, (Diod.) : of

a sunken appearance,,
3: to be so,^ :

sunken eyes, -
(Luc.) : with s. eyes,

(= hollow-eyed),-
or-, 2. Sunk under water,, 2 : a sunken rock,,, , see ROCK. To
8. into, (as colour,

and fig. offeelings) : to s. (as pa-

per with ref. to ink), prps
: the rain s.'s in,-

b : sunk in debt over
head and ears, -

(Plut.), see PLUNGE,
Immerse. S.-ing backward,-, 2.

SINK, s., 6, and-, 6 (esply in a ship). See
Drain, Sewer.
SINKING, s.,-, . , (of a balance),, .
SINLESS,, and

poet.,2. See PURE,
Innocent, Unerring.
SINNER, partepp. ofapapTa-. ' or or

or or-, . (poet.). A great

s., , : to be a

8.,.. See to

Sin.

^
SINUOSITY,,., , . , ., (of a river). See

Winding.
SINUOUS,,-, . See WINDING, adj.

SIP,( -) or-.
SIPHON,',, .

draw the wine out of the cask

with a s., ,.
SIR. See Lord and Master., . Sirs, or -.
SIRE. See Father. 1 So-

vereign, in addresses] ()-
or or.
SIRRAH! \

SISTER,, . A s.'s

husband, ., (g. t. connexion by
marriage) : a s.'s child,-,, , : a s.'s son,

daughter,, -. , ,. For other combinations,

such as father's s., mother's s., see

Aunt.
SISTER-IN-LAW, h -

or ,.,
(q. t. relation by marriage).

^
SISTERLY,, 3. ,

, .
SIT (sedere),. -- and -',

(541)

and" : also,-, (all Trag.). To s.

on or upon athg, .. -,- and-' and : to s. next to

athg, : to s.

near or next to aby,-
-',- : — at table,- or-''
(pass.) : to s. quietly or still,. . -

or : to s. still

(r= not to move, keep onus seat),, but also-: to s. (= be) at table,-.-
: to 8. at the

head of the table,-
(pass.). To s. as a hen,,., -, and (all

Aristot.) : to s. before a town to

besiege it, Ttj ~-
: to s. still, see Sedentary :

to s. (=) over athg (fig.),. : to S.

firm on one's horse, -: a horse easy to s.,', : to s. (for one's like-

ness),\ or. Sit down,--,-. To sit up (a]

in an erect position),--, : (] not to go to

bed), (pass.) : to

s. up all night,,-.. -..
S.-ing, partcp. and, 2
(Trag.): s.-ing together,-

(Hdt.), (Trag.), 2:
s.-ing fast,, 2 (Eur.) : —
as a hen,, 3.

SITE,, v. See Situa-
tion. S. of a building,-,.
SITTING, s. m The act ofs.]' (esply a s. still),,, (at table),

(incubation of a hen), .
A s. before a place,,-, : a S. by,, .

Session] ', or
-, ., . To hold
or have a s.,. -. (Andoc.)

:

the s. of the senate or any coun-
cil,, .,-,, -, .
SITTING-ROOM. See under

Room.
SITUATE, SITUATED, f

Having a certain position]-, 3. To be s.,, '-
(pass., of a town) : s. near,, 3 : to be s. un-

der a mountain,
: to be s. at some distance,

or ,. ^[ With
ref. to circumstances] See under
Situation.
SITUATION. H Position]-, (g.t.).,,-
tia, . To have or be in a cer-

tain s.,- and-
(pass.), and -, e. g. to be in a s. which
gives or affords an independent
character, -

: to have a good s.,

or . ^} Con-
dition],,, . .. . My s.,, :

a critical or sad s., or
: the pre-

sent s. (of things in general),

: matters being
(found) in this s., -

: to be or find oneself

in a good or pleasant s.,. »; XPV~. -, : to be
in a fearful s., -

: to find oneself in a worse
s. than another person,,-

7»/,.
SIX, : as numeral, •?'.

Number s., , , : s.

times, : of s. feet (as to

measure),, , gen.- (and = that has s. feet) : a
verse of s. feet, (),

: s. years old, -, ,
and fern, -,, but also -, , and fem., :

after the boy and girl of s. yeare

old,

(PI.) : of s. years, -, (e. g. ) '.

for s. years, (Horn.) : a

space of s. years,, : s.

hundred,, 3 : as nu-
meral, : the s. hundredth, -, 3 : s. thousand, -, 3: as numeral, /r:

the s. thousandth,-, 3.

SIXTEEN,: as nu-
meral, it'. S. hundred,

: s. thousand, £-
: s. times,: a space ofs. years,,, : s. yeai's

old or of age,-,--, , , -, .
SIXTEENTH,,

3. , .
A s. part or portion,-, .
SIXTH, ', 3. For the s.

time, ' : one s., or s.

part or portion,, :

seven s.'s,, 2 (in ratio

of 7 to 6) : interest one s. of the

principal (— 16| per cent.),To-, , , and', (PL, viz. one obol

to the drachma) : but. is

more usu. assessment at one obol

in the drachma, e. g. to be con-

demned to pay the s. part of the

damages, .
SIXTHLY, '.
SIXTIETH, ,^ 3.

On the s. day,, 3.

SIXTY, : as nume-
ral, '. S. thousand,-
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times, : a number
of s.,,, ?'j (/ also

a sixtieth part, Strab.) : a man
of S.,,-, « : a woman of s.,-, i<5os, .
SIXFOLD,-, 77, out/,-?, 3. In a s. manner,,, and.
SIZE, s. and,.,-, -?},

and-, . Of a good (=
great) s., -,-, :

of an enormous s.,:
of tolerable s., , 3:

of the same or of such a s. as,, ' : of what s. ?

; 3 : almost of the s. of

the other, :

of much larger s.,

or : many times that s.,, 3.

SIZE, v. (to make of a size so

as to fit). See to Fit, Adapt.
SKATES, S. -,-, (mod. Gr.).

SKATE,.(?.
Gr.).

SKELETON,, , ., . , .. (<fgr*-
'?, never a s. in our sense of the

word.) Aby looks a regular s.,

(Theocr. 2, 89).

SKETCH, S., .
-, -,-, . -, ., 6, and-, . To make or draw a

s. of atlig,, -,-. (to

scratch an outline).

SKETCH, v. See 'to make a
Sketch,' s. To s. out a plan,

see to Plan or Strike out.

SKEWER, S. *,, .
SKEWER, v. (to fasten with a

S.), (.)•
SKIFF. See Boat.
SKILFUL,, 3.,
(esply of bodily dexterity), -, ., 2.,,,, 3.

do athg in a s. manner,-
: I am very

s. in athg, .
See Clever, Experienced.
SKILL, SKILFULNESS,,,-, --,-.,,, . See Dexteritv.
SKILLET. See Kettle.
SKIM, v. 1 To remove the

scum] -,-'. H To
brush the surface slightly]

(jEschyl.). To s. the upper air,

(Eur.).
SKIM, s. (or Scum, Vid.), e.g.

of milk,, .,,., .
oKl.N,s.,,.,
[of the human body), ,, and, (of animals ;

also the stript-off HIDE,
Vid.). , , 6 (as mem-, .,, and

(542)

, (hide),, rj (pre-

pared or tanned),,,
and, (hard s. or sliell,

Nicand.). The outer s., -- and-, , .
For goat-s-, sheep-s., ?., see

the first member of the compound.
Made of s.,, 3 : like

s.,, : with thick,

hard s.,-,-,--, 2 : to make the s.

hard, (Aris-

tot.) : with shining, dark s., --,-,, 6,

(poet.) : with rough, variegated

S., -,-, 2
(poet.) : a piece of old wrinkled
s.,,, (and := coat

or slough, e. g. cast by a serpent) :

callosity of the s., »), , and, : thickness of s.,-, (Hipp.) : to take or

strip off the s., see the Verb. Fig,,

aby is all s. and bone, there's

nothing left of aby but s. and
bone,' ticos (Theocr.).

(Arisloph., prov.,

strictly of a lean goat, alljaw and
horns).

SKIN-FLINT, imitate by--, lkos, or-,
(Aristot., propr. cummin-split-

ter), and--
(Aristoph., a cummin -splitting

cress-scraping niggard, Vid.).

SKIN, v. ,.. To s. over (ofa
wound),.
SKINNED, in compounds, e.g.

thick-, hard-s., see under Skin.
Thin- s. ( fig.), see Sensitive.
SKINNER, -, b., , 6.

SKINNY,, 3. ',
3. See Lean and under Skin.
SKIP, v..

(
poet.). To s. about,.

See Jump, Hop, Dance. To s.

athg (fig., in reading, 8[c),-, .
SKIPPING (the act of),-, ., .
SKIRMISH, s.-,

,-, ., ., .
SKIRMISH, V.-.
SKIRT, s., (of

a garment, and fig., e. g. of a
country, mountain, army, #e.)., q (extremity). The
outskirts of a place (^* omit-

ted in loco), ,.
SKIRT, V. -

(or ).
SKITTISH. See Shy(-, 3, of a shy, starting horse),, 3 (of a calf, Theocr.).

SKITTLES (e. g. to play at),

prps (or coined

by analogy). .
Game of s., prps-,

, or-, : s.-ground, -.
SKY,, b (heaven, as

vault or firmament), ,
(Horn, always , Att. prose always

6, Pind., Trag., and Aristoph.

and , the upper regions of the

air), ,, 6 (t/te lower re-

gions),, 6 (vault ofheaven,
firmament, esply with ref to the

heavenly bodies placed tliere). A
serene or clear s.,, : the
open s.,, : when the s.

is clear, (sc. = in

fine weather) : beneath the open
s. (see 'the open Air'),

(sub dio), and ,, and as adj.-
and, 2 (the latter

not used in good Attic except in

the phrase preceding. Lobeck
Phryn., 251) : to make the s.

clear,'. S.-blue, azure
like the s.,, 3, and-, (Aristot., §|* not-, 3, wch = dark blue as deep
water, 8{c.) : to be s.-blue,-

(Diosc). S.-high,-, 2.

SKY-LARK. See Lark.
SLAB (e.g. of marble,-

or), .
SLACK,, 3.,

2., 3. ,-, 2. See Lax, Loose.
SLACKEN,, -,-,-. -,-:

also. See to Loosen. To
s. the rein or bridle, -, -,- or or-

or : to

s. speed or earnestness,. See ABATE.
SLACKNESS,,,, . ,, .
SLAKE. See to Quench.
SLAM, e. g. the door in aby's

face, -,-.
SLANDER, s. and v., -DER-

ER, -EROUS. See Calumny,-, -IATOR, -IOUS.

SLANG, s. and v. To s. aby,/ (see Lidd. Scott,

' SLANTING. See Oblique,
Inclined.
SLAP, s. See g. t.

t

BLOW. S.

in the face,, .,., (a box on the ear) :

to give aby a s. in his face,--. \ or. or -.,' (Aristoph.) .
Tifos.

SLAP, v. See the Subst.

SLASH, s. and v. See Cut,
s. and v.

SLATE, , 6 (g. t.

any stone that splits in layers). A
layer of slate,, ,
(Diosc, g. t. layer, Vid.). S.

for writing on, see g. t. Tablet.
SLAUGHTER, s., 6.



SLA SLE SLI, . To make a s.,-
or

: a great s. takes place,(-), , —
on both sides, : to

lead the s., .
SLAUGHTER,^-,-.. -. See the Verb and But-

cher.
SLAUGHTER-HOUSE,, (the place where the

animal is killed). See Sham-

SLAVE,, , (Horn, has
only thefern., viz.), . -, (viz. captive ofwar),,, , and dim.-,, .,

(poet., mancipium) : a young
female s.,, : to be a s.,. to be a s. of one's de-

sires, passions, &c. (fig.),
or>/ or, :

to make aby a s.,,-, and mid. :-
•., and mid. :

the service of a s.,, : a
s.'s work or occupation,, : like or befitting a s.,^, 3. -, ., . See SLAVISH,
Servile.
SLAVE-DEALER, -,

and (rhet.)-, b. av-, , 6.-, 6.

SLAVE-TRADE,-, ., 6. -, . To carry on the

8.,^.
SLAVE -MARKET,-,. There

is a s. at a place, -
or.

SLAVER, ., -/ (Hipp.).

SLAVERY,, .
reduce to s.,. -
\. : to be
reduced to s., yyva.

and,
(pass.),: to sink into

or be reduced to greater s. than
before,

: to suffer, be reduced
to, or live in, the hardest or most
oppressive s., -
£7)>> or -
SLAVISH,, 3. -, .,.

A s. disposition or mind, s. sen-

timents or feelings,-,,-, : that has a s. look,-, 2.

SLAY. See to Kill, Mur-
der, Slaughter.
SLAYER,/,, . -, ., .,, .
SLEDGE,, . -, b (mod. Gr.)\ A 8. track

(543)

or road, -
^SLEDGE-HAMMER, =
heavy hammer, Vid.

SLEEK,, 3 (shining

with fat). See Smooth and Fat,
Plump.
SLEEP, s. ', .,

, and poet, ', . Deep s.,, , and poet,, :

deep, sweet s.,,, (poet, .) : to

fall into s., go to s.,. - or--. :

to be overcome by s.,-
or .

or or
: overcome or overpowered

by s., , 2: to resist

the inclination to s.,-.
(mid.) : not to be able to over-

come it, tow :

to send, put, or lay to s.,-
Tti/, , also

(lull to s.), later also',,8 ASLEEP
and Bed : putting to s.,-, 3 (e.g. ),, 3:

to awake fm s.,, -
(pass.) : to wake aby

out of s.,-,-'
and - (later) : to chase
or drive off s., or

: to pass

the night without s.,

: in or during s.,', , or by tJie partcp.. S. -bringing, -
and, 2, and

poet,-^.-. A
short 8., see Nap.
SLEEP, v., usu. -. and-

(pass.), also poet,

(prop?: put to s.), and -,, and.
(propr. be sleepy or

droicsy). To s. well,. -
(mid.) : to s. profoundly,

(sc.) : to

s. ill,-,- : to

go to s., see the subst. and Bed :

to s. with or by aby, - and- t or. -,-,
also , see

Bedfellow. To s. or go to s.

over athg,

(PI.) : to s. away fm one's quar-

ters,- (PL), --
(D.). (•).

SLEEPER, partcpp. and -, ov, .
SLEEPING (the act of),., . ,

., .
SLEEPING-APARTMENT,- and-, .,, (late),,
(more poet.).

SLEEPING-DRAUGHT or
POTION, - and--, .
SLEEPINESS,, .

, . ^[ Fig.],,, and ,,,, . ,
.
SLEEPLESS, (that

cannot sleep), (that

chooses not to sleep), 2. A s. night,

and poet, ,
: to pass one, or

(with

subst., , ) : to

pass s. nights over athg,-.
>

SLEEPLESSNESS, ',, .
SLEEPY, f Propr.]-, . or -,

and (poet, and late prose)-, (Hipp.), -
(late),, 3 (poet.),, 2., 3.

be or feel s.,.. % Fig. : indolent]

and, .,
3., ., 3., . See Lazy, SLUG-
GISH. A s. head,,, :

a s.-headed old fellow,-, (comic).

SLEET. See Snow.
SLEEVE,, , and, . That has s.'s in it,-, 3. A man's dress with-

out s.'s (or as others, with one s.),,, ., (with one hole for the

arm, opp., 2, co-

vering both arms, two-sleeved).

SLEIGHT. See Trick. S.

of hand,, . See Jug-
gling.
SLENDER, (slim,

taper, e. g. of s. make or form,

p. , Plut.).

(^» but rarely in a good
sense, usu. thin, meagre).

(thin, lank), (Lot. rarus),

all 3. See Thin, Slight, and
Scanty.
SLENDERNESS. Crcl.with

Adj., and -, -,-,, .
SLICE, .. S.-d,-, 3, and, ,

(esply offish s.-d and salted). See

to C ut, g. t.

SLICE, s., (esply

of salt fish), and dim.,., (of other meat or
bread, d"C.), also,,
and dim. -,, .
SLIDE. H (Intr.)]-. See to Slip, Gode. %

(Trans.)] (g. t.)

or its .
SLIGHT, adj.,-
,, 3, also, -, and, -, all 3. or

or (inconsidera-

ble), (trifling), ~>, 3., (light, unimportant),, , and, 2
(iveak)., 3 (of sound,

&c,faint). ,2(--
Kand and negligent). S. hope,

or or
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iX-jris : s. suspicion, or

: s. {— faint)
colour, : a s.

pain, : a s. trou-

ble, : a 8. wound,: a s. frost,. Of s. make
or shape, see Slender. S.-look-

ing,, : s. built, 7-, 2.

SLIGHT, v. -
.,-, . -
. For sir. tt. see under

Contempt.
SLIGHT, s., . See

Contempt.
SLIGHTLY. Fm Adj. See

' a Little,' Rather.

>

SLIGHTNESS, --, -,-,-,-, and --, , . ,
£05.

SLIM. See Slender, Taper,
Thin.
SLIME,, 6, and,

v {mucus). , , h {mud).

«?, , {mud of a swollen
river, Horn.).

SLIMY, {mucous),

{muddy), and,
(jEschyl.). To be s.,.
SLING, S., .-,, (=,,

g. t., athg that may be swung
round, esply a s.). S. stone or
bullet,, : to hurl fm
a s., -, as from a s.,--,- (Heliod.).

SLING, v., airo-,-. See g. t. Hurl.
S.-ing,, : good at

s.-ing,, 3 : art of
s.-ing,, .
SLINGER,, ,

6. To be a skilful s., Crcl.-, 3.

SLINK {to steal out ofthe way),. .
v. See ' to Slip off.'

SLIP, s. H A false step] -,,, and, {propr. and me-
taph.)., r\ (propr.,

Fr. faux pas). To make a s.,

{pass.),., (propr.) :

a s. of memory, -, : a s. of the pen,
iv .
"j , : a S. of
the tongue (e. g. a word or ex-
pression escapes me by a s. of the
tongue), . U A
branch set in the ground]--, -, , . ^
noose] Vid. % Fig. : to give aby
the slip] See the Verb. •[} Slip of
paper] See Scrap.

SLIP, v. TI (Intrans.)]-, -, £-,-.
To s. off or away, -,-«-
Vfiv, (steal
away),. - and-- (absol. and c. acc.,fm
athg, z=zHo shirk'),, also,- --

(544)

vtiv (one must s. off,-, Aristoph.) : to s. off one by
one, (as deserters,

Dem.) : a s.-ing off,-, h : to s. away (fm athg, and

fig. of time), (PL) : to

s. out of aby's hand,-
: to s. out fm

under, : having
s.-d out of the tent,

(Plut.) : to s. through,, e.g. under the fin-

gers, (.) :

the waves, (Luc.) :

aby's hand or grasp (= to give aby
the slip), (PL) : to s. from
one's memory,, or simply. or

: athg slips fm my me-
mory, (Plut.) : to

s. from under aby,

(as a horse fm its rider, X.) : to

s. in under, s. under or into athg,

or .
To let s. (as an opportunity),-, -, : to

let s. from one's hand,.
1 (Trans.)] To slip (e. g. the

dogs), (upon athg, )
and. See Loose. To
s. on, off (e. g. one's shoes, coat,

&c.\ see to Put on, off.

SLIPPER,, lh-', ., (easy shoes).

See under Shoe.
SLIPPERINESS. From the

Adj.

SLIPPERY,, 3 (as

ice, 8{C.)., 3 (metaph.,

of things and persons), ,
3 (knavish, Aristoph.). Making
S.,, 3 (Hipp.). S.

places where one cannot keep
one's footing,

(Poll.).

SLIPSHOD, or-,-, 3 (slovenly, e.g. ofstyle).

SLIT, v. ",.. To 6. up, -,-'..
SLIT, s. , . To

make a s., see the Verb.

SLOE,
and, (the

fruit), , (the

tree), also, (fruit),

and, (tree, Theocr.),

and pips,, (black-

thorn).

SLOOP,, 6. See Ship.
SLOP (inferior drink or BE-

VERAGE, Crcl. with those tvords),,.,
(rinsings).

SLOPE, s. See Declivity.
On the s., see Oblique and In-
clined.
SLOPE, V. -,--. See to Incline. S.-ing,, 3 (of countries, Lot. ver-

gens in aliquam partem), -,-, .-, : a s.-ing direction, -, : to give a s.-ing direc-

tion (=to slope athg, trans.), -.

SLOPPY,, . -, ., .,
3 (poet.).

SLOTH,,,-, ., (poet.). See
Laziness, Sluggishness.
SLOTHFUL,,,

2. , 3.,
(DiphiL). See Lazy, Sl uggish.
SLOTHFULNESS. See

Sloth.
SLOUGH, t Miryplace]-,. See MlRE.

1j Cast-off skin ofa snake], , .,,.
SLOVEN, s. (un-

tidy), (negligent), 6, .
SLOVENLY, adj.,

2 (ivithout neatness),,
(CARELESS, vid.)., 3., 2 (lax, loose),-, 3 (hurried or slurred over),, 2 (done careless-

ly). To do athg in a s. manner,.
SLOVENLINESS,,

. ,, and
other adj. neut.

SLOW,, , . -, 3. For sir. tt. see Slug-
gish, Tardy. In a s. manner,,, ,

: s. at learning,-, : to be s. in comprehend-
ing, or-

: s. to attack,-, , 6 (Aristot.) : s. of appre-

hension,, 2, or simply, (, )
(str. t.).

SLOWNESS,/V<5«,Tr5s,i5Tos,,, .,
(.). S. in learning or of appre-

hension,, : s. of in-

tellect, ,
., .
SLUG. See g. t. Snail.
SLUGGARD, -, 6, andfm thefollowing adjj.

Like a s.,, .
SLUGGISH. Comp. Slow,

Tardy, Inert, Lazy, ,
3.,, . ,, 6, (stupid and lazy),-, 3., 3 (poet.).

be 8.,- and-.
: of s. flow (of water),, (Theophr.) : making

s.,, 2.

SLUGGISHNESS, ,, and,,,,, .
SLUICE, or, , .,

jj., ' (Dion. Hal.).

A s. with flood-gates,,, 6.

SLUMBER, s. See Sleep., b., .
SLUMBER, v. See to Sleep.. . -.
SLUR, v. f To sully] Vid.

If To pass lightly] E. g. to s. over
athg, (do it negli-

gently),



SLU
or, (in

speaking or reading so as not to

be understood) : also

(put aside, keep secret, e. g.,
Sopk.). (do athg

forform's saL•) : s.-d over hastily,, 3.-, 2.

SLUR, = Slight, Reproach,
Vid.

SLUT. See Sloven (fern.).

SLUTTISH. See Slovenly.
SLY,, 2 (-, 2, and, ) :

also, 2., 3., 3.,
(fox-like), and, 2 (£.).
A s. fox, }£, , : to

be one,: a s. rogue,, ., . See
Crafty, Cunning.
SLYNESS,, -(),-

OTtJS,, h-

SMACK, s. if Taste, savour]

Vid. if A sound (made with the

lips)], 6 (g. t.), and prps, (as in kissing). if

A small sailing vessel] See Ship.

if A smack on theface] See Slap.

SMACK, v. if To taste, re-

lish, savour] Vid. if To make
a sound with the lips]-

(as in kissing). if (Trans.)
To slap] Vid.
SMALL,, Att.,,,, , and other

acUJ-, for wch, with their distinc-

tive senses, see Little. Very s.,-,-, 2 : quite a
s. party, . To
cut s., in s. pieces,,
see to Mince. S. clothes, see

Breeches : s. pox,,, or, (g. t. pus-
tules) : to have it, prps-

: marked with it,

or, : S.

TALK, Vid.

SMALLNESS,/xi/fDOTijs,o\t-,, also-,,, .
SMART, s. See Pain.
SMART, adj. if Sharp in

favour],, , and -, 3. if Quick, vigorous] Vid.
A s. fight, .
or . if Pungent]
Vid. if Fine, gay], 3., ., 3.

or .
SMART, .. -. See to Pain, 'to feel

Pain.' To make to s.,,
: you shall s. for it,,,-

-.
SMARTEN UP,.. See ADORN, Dress.

SMARTNESS. See Quick-
ness, Pungency. S. of dress

or appearance,, , and', .
SMATTER,

(to be just tinged with athg).
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SMI
or-.

SMATTERER. Crcl.withthe
Verb.

SMATTERING,',, (a superficial tinge).

A 8. of learning,, : that has but a s.

knowledge or a s. of learning,, b.,,
.
SMEAR. See Besmear.
SMELL, S. (Horn,,

but is better Attic), (,
of athg, or : also the

object ofs., = a scent or perfume,
and sts sense of smelling),,

(Diosc). , (Achill.

Tat.), and,-, fi,and (LXX.),
(all = smelling). Savoury s.,, : without s., a-, av-, 2., : a good,

bad, pleasant, intolerable s.,,,,,, also - and-,
(with adjj. -,-, ) :

of powerful s.,, 2
(with subst.', ). The
organs of s. or smelling,.
SMELL, v. if (Intrs.) To

emit a smell] ,,
or or

or (of athg,), also simply or
or.-

(e. g. offish,).
S.-ing,, 3, and -Jjtnjs, ., (or .) : sweet-

s.-ing,, : strong- s.-ing,, 3 (Hipp., esply stink-
ing, vid.). if (Trs.) To perceive

a smell by the olfactory organs], •, and' (to scent, snuff, track).

To s. acutely, -
: I s. meat,

: quick-s.-ing,-
and-, 3, and-, 3. Smelt, that can be

smelt,,, 3.

SMELT. See to Melt,
(s. and refine),.
SMILE, V. (^p but

is oft. used where we should

rather say s. than laugh),-( Tiva,upon aby).-
(). -,-:

no friend s.'s on me,: fortune s.-s

upon me, -
: to have a s.-ing face,

: to

s. through tears,

(Horn.).

SMILE, s.,. With
a 8.,, or-

: s.'s mixt with tears,,, (., .).
SMITE,,.

See to Strike, if Fig. : to be

smitten with aby] See Enamour-
ed.

SMITH,,.-

SMO,, , and, ,
. A s.'s work, -,: a s.'s profession or trade,,-, ., h : a s.'s

shop,,,.,.
SMITHY. See 'a Smith's

shop.'

SMOCK. See Shift, s. S.-

frock,,
(dress of a slave), : a peasant's

s.,, jj. ,
.
SMOKE, s. ,. A thick

s.,, ., : to cause
or produce s.,.

or : to fill the

town with s., -
(Aristoph.) : to raise a s.,-

(Hdt.) : to wrap in

s. or mist, : that makes
or produces no s., without s.,, 2 : to go off in s.,

(pass.), -
(pass.) : to hang up or

dry in s., : to suffer

froms., (pass.), --
: a column of s.,

: like a cloud of s.,.
SMOKE,. (pss.).. or.,. It

s.'s, , if (Trs.)

Todry in smoke] . S.-d,, 3 : the act of s.-ing,, : s.-d meat,-,. To s. out the bees,

or, -
(Aristoph.). See to Fu-

migate. To s., e. g. tobacco,

prps.
SMOKY,,-, . A 8. fire, ,.
SMOOTH, adj. if Propr.], 3. , 3, and -,, ., ., 3

(even), , d (of woven mate-

rials), and, 3

(planed down), , 3 (not

hairy). S.-headed (= bald),-, 2: s.-chinned (= beard-

less),, 2. -, -,-, 2 (level), also-, 2 (of a road, poet.). The
sea is s., h :

is getting s.,) :

a 8. sea,

(Luc), if Fig.] See Soft, Bland,
Gentle. , and Att. -, 3 (esply of the tongue), a?id, 2 (Aristoph.). S.

-

tongued (=fiattering),-, 2 : s. words,,,.
SMOOTH, v. (g.t.).

or, and-, (by polibhing or

scraping), (esply by

means of the lathe, also metaph. of
style), (-). -,. (to level), and-, -. To s. beforehand,

2



SMO
s. the way,-',-
(PL). If Fig. : to allay, appease,

soften] Vid., also to Palliate.
SMOOTHNESS,,

tjtos, h, and , . See

Evenness, and Mildness, Gen-
tleness.
SMOTHER,, -,-,-. To bite the

lips in s.-d rage,

(Horn.) : to s. a laugh, -
(Aristoph.) : to s.

one's wrath, (Id.),

also : a s.-ing,,, .,
: as adj., 2. -?, 3. See Suffocate.
SMOULDER, (and

fig., e.g. a s.-ing war,, Plut.), also poet,-
: to make to s. away,

(Horn.).

SMUGGLE,-,.-. S.-d goods, -,.
SMUGGLER. Partcpp.ofthe

Verb.

SMUT,, ., 6.

See Soot.
SMUTTY,',, and',, . H Improp. :

obscene] Vid.
SNACK. See Share. U A

slight repast] .
SNAFFLE. See Bit.
SNAIL,, , b. -, : also,

(Soph.),, (Aristoph.).

or -, and-, , 6 (a s. with a shell living

on shrubs). A s. without a shell

(prps = slug), , 6 (He-
sych.), and,, b. In
the form or shape of a s.,-
and-, : a«.'s shell,,.,..
SNAKE, , , 6. See

Serpent.
SNAKY,, . -, .
SNAP, . II To break short]

Vid. To s. (or nip) off, -. iJ To strike or fillip

with with a sharp sound] E.g. to

s. one's fingers,- or-,
(Lot. digitis crepare). \ To snap
at (with the teeth)]

(inhiare alicui) : to s. at

aDy (fid•)•, :

to s. up (eat greedily),,, and fig.--,,-' (athgfm
aby). See to Filch.
SNAP, s.-, --, (esply a s. of thefingers).

To go off with a s.,-,-. A s. for necklaces, &c,, - (Aristoph.) : to fasten
with one,.
SNAP-DRAGON (plant),-,.
SNAPPISH, ,, 2

(given to biting), and, 3
(fig.), or, 3 (quarrel-
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SNI
some)., 2 (peevish).

See Petulant, Rude.
SNARE, s. ,,,, ,, -., (gin, .). To lay

a s. for aby,

(propr.).

and (fig) : to

catch or take in a s., ay -
: s.'s are laid for me,, : to

fall into the s.,. ,
or (Eur.) :

to be caught in as., ttj-.
SNARE, v. See to Insnare.
SNARL, and mid.

(to bark), and poet,-
,,,. A s.-ing,, 6. ',',.
^
SNATCH, .. -,

-, -,-. -
(secretly). -, -

(to pluck atvay) : also -,- (athg

fm aby by forestalling), -, -' or .
To s. aby fm a danger, or.
SNATCH, s.,,., (morsel).

To get a s. (= wink) of sleep,

(Aristoph.) : by s.'s, Crcl. with. ,
'

: there are s.'s of sun-
shine, , -, .
SNEAK. See to Creep slily,

to Slink, and to Cringe, to

Crouch. Sneaking, see Servile.
SNEER, v.' and

(to turn up tlie nose, naso
suspendere adunco).
(by biting the lips, or speaking bit-

terly). Comp. to Grin,
(by shoivi?ig the teeth), also-' (Theocr.). -

(Mel.).

SNEER, s., ., 6.,
(LXX.). See Derision, Con-
tempt.
SNEERER,,,

and-,, 6, and Crcl.

with the Verb.
' SNEEZE, v. and.-'

and- (at athg). The
act of s.-ing,, 6 : caus-

ing to s. (and inclined to s.),, 3 : just going to s.,, 2 (Aristot.).

SNEEZE, s., 6.

SNIFF, v. 1 Prop, and fig.:
to draw breath audibly up the

nose]. . -
or.

(turn up the nose, na-
sum supinari). To s. at athg,.
SNIGGER. See Giggle and

Laugh.
SNIP, v. See 'to Cut with

Scissors.'

SNO
SNIP, s. U A cut with scis-

sors] Fm the Verb, ^f A shred]

Vid. T[ Colloq. : a tailor] Vid.
SNIPE,,, and, , 6 (Aristot., a

large variety, pips woodcock).

SNIVEL, v. H Prop. : of de-

fluxion fm the nose] Crcl. with

I

adj., 3.,
(snotty) : also (as fm a
cold in tlie head), il To cry (con-

', temptuous expression)]'
t
v(sob,

|

whine), (snort, moan).

j

S.-ing,, (moaning,
Hipp.).

SNIVEL, s. See Snot.
SNORE,, Att. -

and.
(Epicharm.). To s. loudly,

or : to s. slightly,

'. s.-ing,, v., 6 : the sound produced
by s.-ing,, : as if s.-

ing,, .
SNORT,,..(£^^,

but also metaph. of haughty per-
sons),.
SNORTING, ,^ ., b.,.
SNOT,, , aho,

(slime, phlegm). \, . -, b and.
SNOTTY,-,-,-

1 -, , and or,
3. To be s ,..
SNOUT, , , .

]

,,. See Nose.
SNOW, S. , , (if

lying on the ground, e. g. .,
and the s. lies a fathom deep,-)., b, and,, (when falling). A deep
s., : abeavys.,;, and sir. t. :

some s. is falling, -, : there

is a good deal of s. in a country,; :
mountains covered with perpetual

8., or
or-, : like s., - and --, 2 : a covering or coat

of s., ,
(.) : a flake of s.,,,

: a heavy fall or storm of s., a
driving s. storm,, . -, . , ., : cold as

s.,, 3 : water formed fm
melted s., or, : white as s.,-,-, 3, -, : of a colour
as white as s.,-,,
b, .-, 2. S.-ball,, b. S.-drop or -flake (a

flower), " or',
(a bulbousflower , Theophr. ; the

first that blows, Plin.).

SNOW, v..-,-.. 8. a little,

(better than -).
See under the Subst.

SNOWY, -,-,
., 3., 3. Also



SNU SO SOA
poet.,,, , and vi-,, h, and see Greek Eng.
Lex. for compounds with -,-. A s. night, -

(Thuc.).

SNUB, adj., 3 (s. -nosed,

and as epit/iet of nose), also-,, and-
{PL), 2. Somewhat s.-

nosed,, 2.

SNUB, v. .'.,
xf/, .
SNUFF, v. See Sniff, -, (, esply

as animals, Lot. nasum supinari).

Comp. to Scent, Smell.
SNUFF, s. il For sneezing],, . *\ Of

a candle],, (e. g.). As
verb, to s. a candle,.
SNUFFERS, -,.
SNUFFLE, ..
SNUFFLES (colloq.). See Ca-

tarrh.
SNUG, and

[poet.), 3. See Close, Comfort-
able.
SO. I. Simply demonstrative.

Tj In this manner] and, if
a vowel follows,, and with
demonstrative emphasis,.

(epic) . (but inA tt. usu. only

in the combination , '
: PL however has also —

, — as— so ; and ,
so ive shall say ; -,
so or thus then shall ye do). Also,
when followed by explication,,

(as folloics) . See Thus, and
comp. Such. It is not so,

: so stands the mat-
ter, : if

it so please heaven,. So (= in the

same manner),,,. So?
(ironically),; how so?

; and Att. ''
;'

;
(only in the familiar

style.) Sts not expressed in the

Greek, e. g. the so-called — ,(),,, . : if

may so say, tt . $U»
esply where 'do so' = ' do it ' re-

presents an action, fyc, tech would
require in Greek to be expressed
by repetition of the verb, e. g. to

be able to make a return and not
to do so,, :

and sim. where so represents an
adj. or subst., e. g. it is disgrace-

ful, or a disgrace, for you, and
still more so for me, -,' : or
by the demonstrative, if you say

so, : so to say,

cos (), :

so be it, ! \ ! So, so,

e. g. how are you ? So, so, '
;

'} (Aris-
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ioph.). See Indifferent. So and
so, ? . Mr. or Mrs. So-and-

so, , . And so forth,

or or. Just so, precisely so (in

ansicers), ., ; or empha-
tically by, with iteration of
the leading term : pity us, . . .

aye, do so,' '
. . .'. In exclamation:

e.g. I was so' (— was exceeding-

ly) vexed, , ,, comp. How. So much
for that, -. So far (= thusfar, hitherto),. Ever so (fol-
lowed by adj.), see Ever, ad fin.
So much the more,. So, with notion of
consequence] (accordingly)....,
and, with indicat. and im-
perat. (e. g. so be [= so that you
should be] of good cheer,), also, (esply

in ironical or indignant questions,

so then — ?). , (esply

in inference with surprise, so then
it appears that — !).

II. In correlation. H As —

,

SO—] —
,

— . —
,—. —

,;—. -. . As it fared

with his brother, so fares it with
him, -

or . In
protestations: so help me God,. '. SO

heaven bless me with my children
(as) I hate the man, ', -'. [ So (e. g. great,

good, $£c), as (expressed or under-
stood)] (e. g.), .
So much, so great as,

: so many as,' : see As — as, Equal, and
Equally. So far, Vid. &$-
Observe that in Greek the g. t., talis, is much used to

denote the specific term of quality,

such as so good, bad, excellent,

miserable, 8[C, and for
that of Quantity, so great, strong,

powerful, 8fc, e.g. with so power-
ful and excellent an army,.
No other precaution is so safe,/ .
So long as, ' ().

: so often as,, :

so soon as, ,. See Long, Often,
Soon, and As. 1 So —, that—

,

or — as (= in that manner in

wch, relation of maimer expressed

as an effect or consequence)] e. g.

he speaks so that he is (= so as

to be) understood,

: or by
adverbial phrases, e. g. to place

oneself so as to be heard, -. % So that (de-

noting consequence intended)] I

will march against these, so that

(or so as) they shall be obliged to

be on their guard against us,-
(.). So that—, ofan event past
happening, ,, with past
tense of indicat., e.g. why didn't

you kill me, so that I never
should have shown — ? ' ',

;

(S.). So that— shall, denoting an
effect or consequence intended and
implying that it will be realized

if the condition befulfilled,= that

so — may and nearly so shall,,, c. subj. tcith av : e. g.
let us leave him quiet, so that he
may (or so shall he) fall into

sleep,

(. to Mad-
vig., § 302). So that —, of con-

dition, see ' on Condition that,'
' Provided only that.' So that,

— ' wherefore* accordingly,*
' which being the case, it folloics

that* c. indie, e. g. so that

(consequently, in consequence of
the foregoing explanations) it will

be found that

—

,. T[ So —, that — or— as
to — (= in that degree — which,

relation of equal intensity mea-
sured by its effect or consequence)]

—, or esply Hdt.
and sts Att. — c. indie,

or c. infin. (see Madv. 166). He
is so senseless that he prefers war
to peace, -

(that he actually prefers)

or' (as to prefer) : he
was so very ambitious as to bear
every thing,: or tcith

omitted, they were so strong,

(that) you could scarcely break
them, , -

(Hdt.). Of-
ten instead of the so is

expressed by,,
Qc: let none be so powerful
as not to suffer punishment,-

'. See under so Far.
^° Often in Att. a relat. is sub-

stitutedfor : who is so silly

as not to know? ti's -
—

;

SOAK, . 1 (Trans.)]-, -, -,- (in

athg,Tivi), also -
(to filter through, percolate,, Hdt.), and', -,-'. ^j (Intr.) To be-

come soaked],-.. S.-d,

(e.g., a ship with

its timbers s.-d through and rotten,

Th.),' and-, 2. -, . S.-ing (subst.), Crcl.

with verbs and adjj. See Drench.
SOAP,, and Attic,.,, , and

dim., (Lat. sapo,

Celtic or German ivord), also, (athg used for wash-
ing). To besmear with s.,

and: one that sells or

2
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deals in s. (or unguents generally),?, , 6. •? or? , , a
kind offuller s earth, and-, , an alkaline clay ; -, , an alkaline powder; all

used in the baths, 8[C.,for s. To
wash without s., -
?. S.-dish,,. S.-wort (for cleaning wool),

(,), .
SOAR, - or- or,.

(pass.), -
or (pass.).. S.-ing, partcpp.,

and?, 2. • See WlNGED
and Sublime.
SOB, v...

See to Sigh.
SOB or SOBBING, s. ,?, ., (blow-

ing, puffing, as from exertion).

With s.'s,.
SOBER,? and ?, 3,

and,, (with ref.

to drink, and fig. wary, discreet) :

also ?, 3 (siccus), and -?, , 6., 2
(s. in mind, moderate, temperate)

:

to be s. -minded,. S.-

ing,?, 3. To be s.,

: to become s. again,-.- and --,. In his s. senses,,
' SOBERLY. Fm the adj. -?, and Crcl., e.g. to live s.,.
SOBERNESS, SOBRIETY,?,.? and?,

ijto9, .?, 6. -
\f/i?, (the recovering of it), -, , and,
(s. of mind). See Moderation,
Temperance.
SOCCAGE (feudal term, opp.

to ' knighfs service"
1

), Crcl., e.g.-.
SOCIABLE,?, 3,

and ?, -?,-?, 2. ?, d. See Fami-
liar and Conversible. S. ani-
mals, see Gregarious.
SOCIABLENESS, SOCIA-

BILITY,,-
tjjs, tjtos, 17, and Crcl. ivith Adj.
SOCIAL,?,-?, 3, and 6, ,

or. Man is,

nature intended man to be, a s.

creature, -?.-?? : the s. tie or bond,

: the tempers of s.

life, ' (Soph.) :

the s. state (of a country or peo-
ple), ? :

s. position (of an individual),?? ?.
The S. war, 6?-
?. Comp. Ally, Confede-
rate.
SOCIETY. See Company. 1

In the abstract],-
(548)

and-,, . Bad
or unprofitable.,? -'. See Company
and Fellowship. Fond of s.,

see Sociable. Suited for s.,-?, 3 (agreeable, Aris-
toph.) : agreeable s.,?? '?. (Human) s.,

: the interests of s.,,
Koivrj ??-. In the concrete] -,?,,-

and -, . ?, .
See Company.
SOCK, or,.
SOCKET, (cup of a

joint, esply hipjoint, Horn.), and, ? (Ar. and Aris-

tot., tfie same), .?, 6 (s.

of tL• pivot,,?, b,

on wch the door tur?is). ?,
(the same, and any hole in wch

a peg is inserted), ?, (s.,

e. g. of a clasp, and of a spear-

head, Horn.), , ?, 6.

S. of the eye,, -. ?,
: s.'s of the teeth,,. To start from the s. (of a

bot2e),.
SOD, -\?, , or-, , or fm the context,?, .
SODA. See Potass.
SODALITY. See Friend-

ship, Fraternity.
SODDEN. Ptcp. o/ Seethe,

Vid., and Boil. S. flesh,

(Eur.),

SOEVER, in compounds, e. g.

Who-, What-, When- soever,

&c, Vid.

SOFA. See Couch, Bed.
SOFT, ?, 3 (e.g. .,,, ., and

., a gentle air or wind).? and ?, 3 (tender,

delicate), ?, 3 (poet., but

also Pi. ; usu. fig.), (by

ripening),, 2 (by boil-

ing). S.- boiled eggs (or rather

half hard-boiled), -
(Hipp.). A soft (= gentle)

voice, : s. ground,? (X.). For the fig.
senses, Ductile, Pliant (in dis-

position), see those words. Soft-

(= fewu?er-)hearted,? (3)?., 2 (poet.),? (pitiful), 3.-
?, 2 : to make aby s.-hearted,

: s. -mouthed,-?: s. -skinned,-
?, 6, (and other compounds,
see the Gr. Eng. Lex. under-
and--). Rather s.,-?,?, ?,-, 2: to be S.,- (•).
SOFTEN,, -,-. ''

and-..-
(by moisture),

and^.-
(.). (melt, sap).

(make supple),

(by moulding in the hand, as

wax), (ripen) and -

(also fig., mollify of an-
ger), (make gentle, of
manners or character) . iv

(temper), and,-
(of passions),

(as by warm waier, and fig. mol-
lify),. See to MOL-
LIFY, Mitigate, Appease. S.-

ing, - and -?,?, 3, See EMOL-
LIENT. S.-ing (subst.),- and-?,?,-
?, ?, . ?, 6.? or -?, (Aristot.,

opp. to ?), and Crcl. S.-d,

partcpp. : that may be s.-d,-?,? (fig), 3.

SOFTLY, - and-?. ?, ?,
and -?. Comp. Gently.
SOFTNESS, .-, - and-?,?,? (by boil-

ing), ?, . See Gentleness.
SOIL, s. , (g. t.). ?

and , . See Earth,
Ground, Land. Poor s.,-

: that has a poor, a black,

s.,-,-?,: at-

tached to the s.,?, b,

(Horn.), il Dung, manure] Vid.

TI A spot, stain] Vid.

SOIL, V., -,--,,.
Str. tt.,,.

and
(Trag.). S.-d, ptepp. pass., and?, ?, 3. --? and Alt. ?, 2 (with
athg,? and ).
SOJOURN, .,-

( ). See to

Abide, Dwell, Reside. To s.

in a strange place,

(with adj.?, , ).
SOJOURN, SOJOURNING,

S.,-, --
?, jj. A s.-ing in a foreign

land,, . See RE-
SIDENCE, Stay, s.

SOJOURNER,?, b, ,
and partcpp. of verb.

SOLACE, v. and s. See to

Console, Consolation, and
Comfort, v. and s.

SOLAR, ?, 3, e. g. s.

year, month, . ?, :

s. eclipse, '? : but

chiefly by , e. g. a s.

eclipse, ?,
also '?, : the s.

orbit, (or?)?. See Sun.
SOLDER, s., (g. t).

Gold s.,, . See the

Verb.

SOLDER, V., -..
(with lead,^ though the verb is

found only in the pass.). S.-d,

partcpp. pass., and?, 3:

S.-d with gold,?,
2 : — with lead,?, 3:

s.-ing, ?,? :

— with lead,?, .
SOLDIER,? or
. Soldiers !?-



SOL SOL S. A common or private s.,

: a young s., -, 6. b -
: an old or veteran s., 6

or -
: never having served as

a S.,, 2. LlGHT-
ARMED, HEAVY-ARMED S., Vid.

The s.'s or soldiery,

(.) : the common s.'s,

(Horn.),, : belonging to

such,, 3 (X.) : the
commander, officer, and his s.'s

(= men), b (-) or

or : to be or
serve as a s., .': to

turn s., enlist as a s.,' or-. to enrol or enlist s.'s,

or or
or

: of or belonging to

a s. or s.'s,, 3 (and
soldier-like), see Military.
SOLDIERY. See under Sol-

dier.
SOLE, adj. , 3. See

Alone, Only, and Single. The
s. heir,, b.

SOLELY,, and Crcl.

with Adj. See Only, Merely.
SOLE, s. % Of the foot]-,, (Hipp.), . -, , . , .(, holloic of the foot.)

Of a shoe, Src.] - and-,, .,,, . To stitch s.'s

on, see tlie Verb. U A sea-fish], (g. t. for plaice, s., or
turtjot).

SOLE, v. (e. g. -), ,. To re-sole a shoe,

and (LXX. and
Joseph.).

SOLEMN. 1i Lat. solennis]

See Anniversary, Annual,
and Festive (of celebration). •[[

{Religiously)grave, reverend]-, 3. -,-,
., 3, and-,,. See Grave, Se-
rious. S. of speech,-, 2 (with subst.) :

to speak in a s. manner or tone

of voice,.-, (poet, and later

prose) : to talk in s. phrases,-,- :

spoken in a s. manner,-, 2 (Eur.) : a s. remark,-, : to trifle in a s.

manner, be a s. trifler,-: s. inanity,. :

to look s., :

of s. countenance,--, 2 (with subst.-,
and verb-) : to affect

a grave and s. air,

(mid.) : s. looking,,
£« : a 8. bearing,,
V : worshipt with s. rites,-
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, 2 (Eur.) : to promise in

a most s. manner, on one's s.

OATH (vid.), -.
SOLEMNITY. Solemnness

(in the abstract)],,
. .,
(s. of beanng). ,
(dignity, majesty, Epicur.).-, . See Earnestness,
Gravity. ^ A solemn feast],,. See Celebration.
SOLEMNIZE,... (e. g.-,) : also -,-. (e. g.-,,, a feast,

mysteries. Qc).
SOLICIT, (pass.) -

or seq. infin. ' and' or -
., (.) :

fit to s. favour,-
: to s. earnestly or

urgently, ..-. See IMPORTUNE.
SOLICITATION,, .

See Asking, Request, and str.

t. Importunity.
SOLICITOR. U One ivho so-

licits] Crcl. icith Verb. ^ A legal

adviser],, b.

SOLICITOUS,, ., 3. To be s. about
athg, . -

or .
See Anxious.
SOLICITUDE,,,, . See Anxiety,

Care.
SOLID. Prop. : not liquid,

not holloiv] and-, 3., : also, .,,
3 (compact, dense). % Cubic]-, 3, e. g. a s. angle,, : s. geometry, measure-
ment of solids,, .

Fig. : strong, firm],
., 2., 2.-, 3., .,
3. ?, 2. (e.g. -, s. reason, PL). ^[ Genuine,

massive], 3.,
2 (e.g:,). Of s.

gold.\, 2. Also-, 2 and 3 (ivith ref. to genius,

e. g. a s. poet, .).
SOLIDITY, SOLIDNESS,-,-,-, -,
-,-,, also --,-, , and neuters

of the adjj. See Firmness, Com-
pactness. S. of character, to.
SOLILOQUY,, ..

hold a s., soliloquise,-.', holding a s.,,
.

' SOLITARY, Single] YiD.

Tj Lonely], 2. , 3,

and fern,,.,
(Aristot.

} pr" earlier icriters

!
have only the adv. -, -). -, , b (JElian). -, 3 (of animals, Aristot.). -, , and fern, -,
(Aristot.) : also poet, --,-, 2, -,, , . --,,(^ meal),

2. A s. place,, : to live

a s. life, .
or, and

poet, and
(pass.). To make s.,.
SOLITUDE,, (as

condition and place, lp?j-, ),, ), and,
(as condition), '

(solitary life). To turn
into a s.,,.
SOLO (in music),, .

Arranged as a s., : to

sing a s.,.
SOLSTICE, (ai ). Summer s.,' -

or : winter s., t/j.

or.
SOLUBLE,,,

3.

SOLUTION, (prop, and

fig., e.g. ofa problem orfallacy).
-, -,-, . -, . To effect a s.,

(to dissolve athg, e.g. in a liquid,

or .).
SOLVE,, -, -,-. See DISSOLVE and

Loose, Explain, Refute.
SOLVENCY. Crcl. by adjj.

SOLVENT, e. g. not to be s.,

or. As subst., med. and
chem. t., ,.
SOME, is, (end.), $^- its

subst. often in gen., e. g. s. god,•= : in Ion. prose

and sts in later authors put be-

tween art. and genitive, e. g, s. of

the Phoenicians, -
: s. of the men were pre-

sent, -
: s. person, s. one, see Some-

body : plur. also or

', ' : s. things, s.,

(Ionic), (Attic), e.g. give

me s., . Some —
,

some — , or some —, others —

,

oi —
,

—.
—

,

: or more fully

tii/es, — or .
S. this way (— in this^ manner),

the others that way, -: so ,,. : in s. manner, sort, measure,

degree, ,. , (end.), .' : in 8. respect, ,, , (all endit.) : s.

others, ,-
poL (Ion.) : s. one', : s.

few, ,
: s. — or other (contemptu-

ously), tis, e. g. and s. wind or

other (forsooth!) hindered them,-
(Thuc.). There were some

;wo hundred of them (= two

hundred or thereabouts),
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or .

: they
sent s. two hundred armed men,,
or ,: (at) s. time,, see Sometimes : (for or
during) s. time, -.-. .
SOMEBODY, SOMEONE,

(enclit.). S. came and said,

: s.

one of my own,
: s. one possibly might say,' Tts ,. civ tis : if

s. one (r= anybody) asks me, '. Somebody (=
some great one), (a?id reverse-

ly, with contempt, somebody or
other).

SOMEHOW. See ' in Some
manner.' S. (= I know not how),'' : s. or other, '
yi .,.
SOMETHING, {end.). To

think s. of aby,

: s. (= some great
thing), , see Somebody.
SOMETIMES,,. ' . and -.

S. —, s. — or other times, -—
, —.—

, or .
SOMEWHAT. See Some-

thing, and adverbially Rather.

m
SOMEWHERE, {enclit).. '.] or

-.. S. else, -, ..-.: from s.'else,-
: from s. or other,

(PL).

SOMEWHITHER,
(') ,.
SOMNIFEROUS,-, 2. See ' causing Sleep.'
SOMNOLENCE,,.

See Sleepiness, Drowsiness.
SOMNOLENT,, .

See Sleepy, Drowsy.
SON,, 6, ^r and obsol., fm wch some of the oblique

cases are retained, interchangeably
with those of : viz. in Attic,, ,, ,
(and later Att. ), .

(), ., , and, (offspring, child.), gfjp•

The subst. is supprest before the
name of thefather or motlier, e.g.
Alexander, the son of Philip,' : to
be the s. of, , -: to have a s. born,
to get or give birth to a s., «-

(of the mother), -
(ofthe father),

and
[until ref. to both parents) : I have
a s., : I
have no s.,

: to adopt a child as one's
s.

(
,'.,.

: the
adoption of a 8.,, : the
son's s.,,

(550)

»,. -

, tms, . :

the s.'s daughter, ', rj. ',
. : a little

or young s., ', .,.
SON-IN-LAW,, .,, ..
SONG, (poet.), contr., (singing and thing sung).

(poet., singing),

and, (thing sung), -, (melody or strain). A lit-

tle s. (ditty),, .
SONGSTER, SONGSTRESS.

See Singer.
SONNET, , , or,
(g. tt.).

;

SONOROUS, ^ ., 3, and poet,,, ., 3 (e.g. a s.

voice, , ).
SOON,,,

(comp., sup.,),, ,,
(Hdt.). As s. as, usu. or, or,,-

or : sts, or ,: also : more
rarely (al.)
(.). (.). -

(D.), or . . .—
,

—
, e. g. as s. as we

heard we appointed, -, (D.)

:

or c. partcp. in construction, or
gen. absol., e. g. as s. as he had
spoken, he rose up,

(.) : as s. as the news
was brought they assisted,-

: as s. as possible, (,), .
(poet.) : as s. as they

could, (Thuc.) :

too s., . : s.

after,', -, . --. I would as s., or sooner,

see Willingly, Rather. No
sooner —, than — , e. g. I had no

;

sooner opened the window, than

I

the bird escaped,

Kat -
: no sooner had

they so determined, than they set

off, ? -
(Thuc.) : no sooner said than

done, ' ', '.
SOOT,, , and '-, ., , and,

: also, , , and poet,, : to reduce to s.,-, : to cover with
8.,.
SOOTHE,, -

I

(pacify, appease),-
[

(console),.
!
s. the pain, or

: to S. anger,

or or-. Athg S.-

ing the pain,, 2.

j
SOOTHSAYER,,,

.-, .,
(g. tt.).

SOOTY,'-,-,--, , and more poet,-,, , also.
SOP, V. /3•7',

(to dip into athg). (to

crumble into liquid, Hipp.). Comp.
to Soak. To s. bread in soup or

gravy and eat it,

(dep., Aristoph.). Soaked,-, 2.

SOP,s., (Dem.),

and,, (Anax-
andrid. )

.

SOPHISM,, (g.

t.)., , also-
or -, or,,, . To deceive

aby by using a s.,-
: a s. in refuting athg,, : to use such,.

SOPHIST,, , .
The school of a s.,,

: the arts of a s.,,
: to act, teach, speak, &c. like

or as a s.,. -
: to be infatuated by the

S.'s,.
SOPHISTIC or -ISTICAL,-, -, -,-, 3. A s. argument,

&C,, .
SOPHISTRY,, .- or- (sc.-

), , andpl. of Sophism.
SOPORIFIC, - and --, 3.-, --
, 2. See Somniferous. A s.

medicine or draught,

or , .
SORB. See SERVicE-tree.
SORCERER, SORCERESS.

See Magician, Enchanter.
SORCERY. See Magic, En-

chantment.
SORDID,,,

3. See Dirty, Filthy, Base,
Ignoble.
SORDIDNESS^irn-a/Ot^aiff-,, . See FlLTHI-

ness, Baseness.
SORE, s. ', (ulcer,

esply concealed s.), and,
(Hipp.). A slight s.,-, (Aristoph.) : to cause

s.'s, (and metaph. 'to

rip up old s.'s [i/'irf],' JEschin.) :

causing s.'s, and
(both Diosc), 3 : like

a 8.,-, .
SORE, adj., , and

Crcl. with the Subst. To make s.,: to becomes.,.
Comp. Wounded, Hurt. To
walk oneself s.,

(mid.) . S. THROAT,
s. eyes, Vid. To feel s. in any
part of the body, or

and
(at or fm athg, of physical

or mental pain). See Pain, Pain-
ful, and Hurt.
SORE (German 'sehr') and

SORELY, adv. See Exceed-



SOR
ingly. S. afraid, or? or : full 8.

against my will,.
SORREL, s.,, .()\,.
SORREL, adj. (colour), >

nearest it. are,, 3.

— and, , 6, are

rather pale yellow, as the wolfand
goat.

SORROW, s., .
(lon.and Xen.) and (Horn.),. See Grief.
SORROW, v., -

(pass.), . See
Grieve.
SORROWFUL,,-, 3, see Grievous, -, 3, see Sad. To have a s.

look,".
SORRY. % Grieved, sad

(for something past)] See under
Grieve ; also to Repent, Re-
gret, e. g. I am s. for not having
spoken, -
, : since

he is s. for it, (as

nom. absol.). To be s. for aby,

see to Deplore, to Pity. %
Mean, poor, pitiful] Vid.
SORT, s. See Kind, Species,

also Description, Quality.
What s. of?,,;
(in indirect questions),*,;,, . 1 don't

know what s. of man I have be-

come, \'
: of all s.'s, every s.

of,,, 3. A
s. of—, often Crcl. with or

or, e. g. a s. of dis-

inclination, ,
: a . of low-spirited-

ness, . In some
8., , .,, (enclit.).

SORT, .- or--
(').

SORTIE (French milit. t), see

Sally.
SOT. See Fool, Drunkard.
SOTTISH. See Foolish,

Drunk.
SOUL,, . From the

bottom of one's 8., () -
: with all one's s.,. -

: athg hurts or pains me
in my very s., :

aby's s. has departed fm his body,. -. Fig., to be the s. of
athg, .
Camp. Life, Heart, Spirit,
and Mind. Of or belonging to

the s.,, 3: having a s.,, 2 : having a great s.,, 2. Upon my s. !.
SOUND, s., b, and,

. , . , h (esply

articulate), , 6, and, ., . -, (noise),, (s. heard).

S. of FLUTE, HARP, TRUMPET,
&c, Vid. : a crashing, plashing,
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SOU
rushing s., see Crash, Plash,
Rush, <J-e. : of an agreeable s.,, 2 (with subst.,
and verb). To produce
a s.,.. -..:
to make a false s. (or note) in

music, : s. (or note)

on the cithara,. If Sur-
gical instrument], . -,, and, , 6,

also, . A shallow
sea], 6.

SOUND, . .,. .
See Resound. S.-ing,,, ., 2. To s. well,. :

that s.'s well,-, --, 2.,, . ^[
(Trans.) Give the signal] -, e. g. for the retreat, .

: to s. the alarm,
. or:
to s. the trumpet, . -, : the trumpet
is s.-ing, .. ^| take
the depth (by a plumb-line)]-. S.-ing line,, ,
and, : to take
the S.-ingS, -

or .—
Assurg. t.,, see to Probe.
Fig., to s. aby,
or .
t

SOUND, adj. f Healthy], , and,,
ov., 3., 2
(vigorous), , (corn-

pact). Safe and s.,, 3. Of
s. mind, see Sane : a s. reason,, 6. To give aby a
s. drubbing, ,.
t

SOUNDNESS,,,, and ,.. and,
(vigorous state of athg).-,, . (un-

impaired state or condition). S.

of timbers (in a ship),,, .
SOUP,, 6. See Broth,

Porridge.
SOUR, adj., 3., , (acid), , 3

(bitter), , , 6, (of
unripe fruit). To become, to be,

or turn s.,,
(pass.) : to make s.,.
rather or somewhat s.,,
., , and, 2 :

to have a rather s. taste,-
: s. wine,,

(wine that has turned sow), ,
: s. milk,, (with

adject,, 2). See
Acid. TJ Fig. : oftemper]-,, 3. and, , 6. To look s., have
or put on a s. look,-

: that has such,,
3.

SOUR, v..-
(fig. of temper).

SOURCE. Propr.],

sov
h (usu. in plur., at, as
origin of a larger body of water).
See Fount, Spring, Head (me-
taph.). The river has its s. at
such a place,' . ^|
Fig. : origin] ,, -, . To have its s. in athg,

or -
: such was the s. of athg, -. The s.'s of

information (= original authori-
ties), oi '. ,.
SOURNESS,-, -,-,-,, ,

and neut. of adjj. , .
SOUTH, s.,

(noon),, 6 (s. ivind, opp. to). As adj.,,
3, and, 3 and 2. Looking
S.,

(X.), and, 2 (PI.

and Aristot., viz. protected to-

wards the north, opp.-) : to lie S. of,

(Hdt.) : places lying

towards the s. of a country,

: southward,

: from the 8.,-
(Diog. L.) : a (wet) summer

with prevalence of s. wind,, (Aristot.).

SOUTH-EAST, -.
S. wind,,, , :

south-s. wind (S.S.E.),-, 6 (Aristot; Lat. Phoenix or
Vulturnus).

SOUTH-POLE,, 6.

SOUTH -SEA, -.
SOUTH-WEST, -.

S. wind,,, , and sts, : a wind between south

and south- w. (S.S.W.), -
and-, and-,, (Aristot.).

SOUTHERLY. See under
South and Southern.
SOUTHERN,,

3., 3 and 2. , ,
or. See under

South.
SOVEREIGN, adj. «|J Su-

preme] VlD., also,-,, 3.-, 2. S. remedy,-: s. contempt,, . Absolute~\, 2., .
S. lord,,,
or, and, ,

: s. mistress,-,, and-,,, : to be s. lord, &c,-,, and
(/0'9) : 8. power or

authority,, -, . .
SOVEREIGN, s. --, , 6, -, and-, , . ,



sov SPA SPE, , 6. The rights,

power, or sway of a s.,

V (Thuc.).

SOVEREIGNTY,-,, . -,, also,,
. To have or be in possession

of the s. in a state,

or or -.
SOW, s. or us,, rj.

SOW-THISTLE,
-, 6. Like a s.,, .
SOW, v. , -,-, -,-. -. (Tkeophr.).. The act of s.-

ing,, 6, also, -,

and, 6 : time for s.-

ing, see SEED-time. Sown,-
(as land, and also seed),, (poet.), 3:

fit to be sown,, 3 (of
land) : new-, late-, thin-, well-
sown, -, -, -,--, 2 : sown in winter,-, 2 : self-sown,-,,, 2.

SPACE,, ., ., ., . The S.

between athg,, . 6

: also,, , see INTERSTICE.
A large, wide, or considerable s.,, : a vacant s.,, . ,, :

8. of TIME, Vid.

SPACIOUS,, ~, . -
-,-,2.,,
'SPACIOUSNESS,-, .
SPADE,, . -

and,,.
and, . Comp.-

tock, Shovel.
SPAN, S., . Of the

length, breadth of a s.,-, 3.,, (space be-

tween forefinger and thumb ; the

lesser span).

SPAN, v..
SPANGLE, s., -, (g. tt.,-, of gold or silver) : also-, (of the stars, PL).
SPANGLED,,

3. The s. night,' ,
(Soph.) : the heaven s. with stars,

?
(PI.) : with s. robe,',
2 (poet.).

SPANIEL. See g. t. Dog;
and fig. Fawning, Flatterer.
S.-like fawners,,
(al., Hippias. Ath.).
SPAR, s. f Mineral}-, (silenite, also called, and, as used for

windows,, , ). ^[A small beam or bar of wood]
Vnx S. for oars,,, .
SPAR,

(g. t.).

(fence),-, (to square
one's arms in pugilism),

(Theocrit.).
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SPARE, v. H To reserve] Vid.

•ff To use or apply carefully or
parsimoniously] ,.. Not to s. athg,. -

and : to

s. no expense,

, see Unsparing and
Lavish. Cf. to Save. ^ To
forbear] Vid. H To be able to

part with or do tcitliout] Crcl.

with ,.
or

: enough and to s.,

: you will have
statutes enough and to s.,-' (Dem.),
see Abundance, Plenty. ^[ To
refrain fm severity], or -

or (pass.). See under Mercy, Pity,
and Forgive.
SPARE, adj. "(I Scanty, fru-

gal] Vid. If Superfluous, un-
wanted = to spare], 3,

e.g. I have a s. (athg),

or .
or . S. time,
see Leisure, Lean, thin] Vid.
SPARING. TI As adj.]-, 3, or Crcl. with verb. See

Frugal, Parsimonious, ^f As
subst.],, and poet,-, .
SPARK, s. -,, ,-,, and-,,(.),-,,-,. (Aristoph.) and,, (poet., fm hot

embers or ashes), ,
(Horn.),, (e. g.

of good-will, of glory,,, Polyb.). To emit b.'s,- and-.
SPARKLE,,-

and- (poet.), -... See
Glitter, v. S.-ing (as adj.),, 3 : with s.-ing eyes,, 2 (Eur.) : a s.-ing,, . /?)?, jjto9,

. Also- and-, ., (poet.).

SPARROW, (g. t.

for any small bird, .) 6,
and, .

Hedge-s.,,, (Aris-
tot.), and prps,',

(Aristot., also, -
pian).

SPARROW-HAWK, -,,", , .
SPASM, and-, ., : also,, (cramp). To be

seized with s.'s, and,
(pass.), .
SPASMODIC, - and-(), .
SPATTER. See Sprinkle,

Bespatter.
SPAWN, s. , (g. t), and, (seed).

SPAWN, v. .
SPEAK. T\ To utter articulate

sounds as expressions of thought], (mid.), -. Who has spoken ? b

; to begin to s.,-, or-
).

(of children making a first

attempt to s.). (of
children and dumb persons s.-ing

for the first time, rumpere vocem).
See to Talk. To s. through the
nose, :

that can s., ,,., 2 : to s. slowly,

tjj :

to s. in a low voice,-. (aside, sotto

voce, Plut.) : to s. at great length,.. -
: to s. but little,

:

to s. Greek,.
: to s. Greek in a pure man-

ner, : to s.

the Egyptian tongue,-
-. H To utter or

communicate thoughts by means of
speech] , (aor.).

(fut.,with perf)...-.,(^-
licly or before an assembly). He
spoke in the following manner,

: speak (= say) but
one word, : to s.

before or in the presence of seve-

ral persons, or
or

or : to s. in pub-
lic, : to s. before aby,: to s. with
aby about athg,

( pass.) or, . See to Talk,
Confer, Converse, Commu-
nicate. To s. in favour of aby,,-
', see to Plead and to

Intercede,
(be spokesman for aby, X.). To
s. against aby,

(or = argue agst aby,

oppose his opinion),

(s. in aby's disfavour), and
: to s. up or

out, freely, without reserve or
fear,^. -..
to s. well of aby, , --, and- : to

s. ill of aby, or -,, -,-,-,-
(Th.) : to be well, ill

spoken of,, (): to s. plausibly,-, (mid.): to

s. well-omened words,-,- : to s. for the sake of

pleasing, -.' : to be
prevented (caught up) from s.-ing,

(Lycurg.), Spoken,



SPE SPE SPE,, 3, and partcpp.

pass. : that must be spoken,-. : one niust 8.,-, : (one) to be, not
to be, spoken to,-,-
vyopos, 2 : that may not be
spoken, see Unspeakable.
SPEAKER, partcpp. act. of

verbs to Speak,,, 6

(orator). A public s.,-, 6 : an able or eloquent s.,

or
or .
SPEAKING. ^Assubst.]

Infin. of verb with., 6,

and , oi. Worth s. of,

or,-, 2: art of s., .
V,,. or

: to practise s.,

or :

clever at s.,,,
3: right of s. first,,
. T| As adj.],,• (vocal), ,,
(fig.

— clear, conclusive), -, 3 (of an image or portrait).

t

SPEAKING-TRUMPET,, (a contrivance an-
swering the like purpose)

.

SPEAR, s., .(, Att. usu., and
dat. and -,. and), . , (poet)., , and rj (Trag.)., (., propr. shaft)

:

shaft of a 8.,- and-,, 6 : butt-ends of s.'s,-, (Diod.), see

Spike, s. Hunting-s.,-,
b, and, (X.): a
fishing-s.,Tpioious,, (PL).
Armed with a s., -,-,2. ^ For numerous poet,

compds, see Gr. Eng. Lex. under- : of the thickness of a s.,, (X.). Comp.
Lance.
SPEAR-MAN,-,-, . To be a s.,-.
SPEAR, v. ,. S.-ing of fishes,, (PL).

SPECIAL,,, 3.', , ,'
t)v, , later also, 3. Set
apart for s. purposes,,
2. See Particular, Peculiar.
SPECIES,, . , .

Of the same, of like s., -,
: of different s.,--, .

SPECIFIC. See Special. S.

character or quality, ',, : to be s. (or a s. re-

medy) for athg,

: a s.,

or :

8. virtue, , .
SPECIFICATION. Crcl.with

the Verb.

SPECIFY, '. -, -, -,.
SPECIMEN,,'-

(553)

,. To give a s. of athg,'', -, or.', -, -'' .
or .
SPECIOUS,,,., 2, and-, 3., 3.,

. -, -, 2.

See Plausible.
SPECK, SPECKLE, s. See

Spot.
SPECKLE, v.,.. S. -d,,,, 3

:

"with a s.-d skin,,
2.

SPECTACLE,,,. , ,, .
afford a s., . -

(to exhibit) : to

make athg a s.,, -
: to afford a pleas-

ing, beautiful s.,

or : it is a sad
s., -. Fond of s.'s,--, -, 2: to be passion-

ately such,. See
Sight, Show. U Spectacles] prps.
SPECTATOR,, oZ,, , and partcpp. of-. The s.'s at the theatre, oi

or, -
(collectively) : to be a s.,.:

to be an idle s. of athg,.
SPECTRAL, -.
SPECTRE,,-, .,, . -, .
SPECULATE, or, .

s. in trade, &c, and
mid. : to s. upon a profit for athg,

or
: to s. upon the

misfortunes of the state,-.
SPECULATION. ^Inaphi-

losoph. sense], . -, ., . To lose one-
self in idle s., (.).
il In a mercantile sense]-, b., . I am
unlucky in my s.,

(pass.) ,-
: to fail

in a tempting s.,

(prov., see Lidd. Sc. s. v.).

SPECULATIVE,-, 3.

SPECULATOR. Orel, with
the Verbs.

SPEECH. H Facultyofspeech], or, -
(X-),, .-, . Having or endowed with

s.,, 3 : to have an impe-
diment in one's s.,

} : the organs of s.,, or-,. Discourse]

, .,-
(address), . A written s.,, : as. in public,, : a solemn s.,-, : to get up or com-

pose a 8.,,-, :
to prepare, get up, or study a
8.,,. -

(commit it to memory) : to

get up a s. off-hand, -
(PI.) : to

deliver or make a s., -. (before or in the

presence of aby, or
or ) : the s. is deli-

vered, : to

stick fast in the midst of his s.,

not to be able to get through a s.,

(pass.). Frankness of s.,-, : equal freedom of s.,, r).

SPEECHLESS,, -,, 2. To turn
or become s., .
See Mute, Dumb.
SPEECHLESSNESS, -, ?)., . .
SPEED, s. 1 Celerity]-
, V (with 8.,,, ), -
and-,, .,(, ,) : and by partcp. of verb,

e.g. with s., using s.,,,. See
Quickness and Haste. % De-
spatch] Vid. Most haste, worst
s., see under Haste.
SPEED, v. 1 (Intrans.) To

makehaste] (intrs.). -. . See
Haste, il To succeed {icell or
ill)] Vid. ^ (Trans.) To de-
spatch or send aicay (in haste)]

Vid. U To hasten or quicken]

Vid., -,--
(trs.).. ^1 To pros-

per] (further zealously)

.

(make to succeed),

(poet, and Hdt.). (with

afavorable wind).

SPEEDILY. Fm Adj., and
' with Speed,' Vid. See Quick-
ly.

SPEEDY. See Quick, and, 2 (not delayed; adv., ivithout delay), -' , ,
(of the perso?i).-, 2 (tmhesitating, e. g. help).

SPELL, s. "^Magical charm]
Vid. Love s.,, : to

bind with a s., (-, to set a ma-
gic wheel going against aby). See
Bewitch, il Turn of work] -, . To take a s.

of work, -
or -

: they worked s. and s.,-'.
SPELL, v. (to

form into syllables), -
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or. Such and such
letters s. such a word,- or --.
SPELT,, , . See

under Rye.
SPEND. IT % out, ap-

plyfor any given purpose]-
',, ', ,. -,-,-,-,
(Hdt.), «, ..' ( invest, lay

out). To s. besides,-,-. -, --
(Hdt.) : to s. gradually,: — uselessly,-

(Dem.) : to s. a good
deal,7. \1/-. See Expense. % With
ref. to time], -,-,-. {with or
without, or with,, , .). To s.

one's time over athg or in any
pursuit, (), , or ., ,
also ' (over
athg), (,
in any place) : to s. three years
over athg,

(pass.) : to s. the night
in writing, : —
in revelry,. To
s. (= waste) one's physical or

mental strength,

(pass.). What is spent, see Ex-
pense, Expenditure. A s.-ing,, : — of time,,. .
SPENDTHRIFT,-. 6-. Like a 8.,(.),-, 3., 2. See LAVISH,

Wasteful, Extravagant.
SPERMATIC (anat.),-, or, 3

(e.g. s. duct, — 7ro'pos, ).
SPEW. See to Vomit.

t

SPHERE. Ti Prop.],
?'?. U Fig.: province (of pursuit
or profession)] ,. To keep within one's s.,

or -
: that is not my s. (of

business or pursuit), -,. IT Compass of ability or
knowledge] . That
is beyoud or not within your s.,.

ft : to go
beyond the s., or fancy oneself
above the s. of mortal man,.
SPHERICAL, ?,., 3. A s. shape or

form, ,.-, . (ad-
verUally).

oPHIrsX,",, 77.

SPICE, s.,. Dealer
in S.'s,, , 6 :

his shop,7/, :

(554)

like 8., see Spicy. See the names
of the different s.^s, as Cinna-
mon, <|-c. ; ^* and to nutmeg
add, prps also, (Theo-
phr.).

SPICE, v.' (Di-
osc). A s.-d drink or prepara-
tion, and,

(Sotad.).

SPICERY, .
SPICY,-, 3, and-, . To have a s. smell or

taste,.
SPIDER,, , and

poet,, ov, and,
. Like a s.,, :

of or belonging to a s.,--, -, 3 : made by a s.,?, (and = thin or

fine as a s.'s web) : a s.'s web, see

Cobweb. Venomous s.,,, 17, and, .
Water -s.,, . Spiderwort
(pla?it),, .
SPIGOT,,-, .,, .
SPIKE, s. U An ear of

corn] Vid. 11 A nail] Vid., 6. IT The iron point of a
javelin] , . S. at the

lower end of a spear,,, 6.,.
SPIKE, .,

(iviih a nail). See to

Nail, (with the s.

at lower end ofjavelin, 8[c).

SPIKENARD, the plant,-, 77, and from the form of its

blossom, or vup-,, b. The perfume,
also, ). Oil of s.,-, : to be like s., vap-' : prepared with, s.,-, , 6, and -,, ft.

SPILL, -, -,-.
SPIN. IT (TRS.)] , -

(said to be not Att.). -. (.). To
s. a web., or

: to s. off,. Spun,,~, 3 : athg spun,,-,, see Thread, Yarn. IT

Fig. : to spin out] See Prolong,
Produce. IT (Intrs.) To turn

round quickly]

(pass.) or (pass.)

. (like a
top),. -,.-
and-. See to Whirl.
SPINACH, - or --,, and -,, •
SPINAL,, 3. S.

marrow, or or, 6.,, .
SPINDLE,, 6, and

., . ,,

. In the form of a s.,-
?, .
SPINDLE-TREE,,. , (Theophr.,

from the shape of itsfruit).

SPINE,,, . -, (prop, offishes and reptiles,

improp. of men and mammalia).
Without s.,, 2.

SPINNER,,, 6., 6, ' of wool,-, , (PL), and partcpp.

of the verb. See Spinster.
SPINNING (the act of), \-,, : 8. of wool,-- and -, -- Art of 8.,, : of or belonging to s.,-,-,--, 3 : s.-wheel,,-, .—A s. round,--, -, : to set athg s.,, .
SPINOUS^,. See

Thorny.
SPINSTER, fern, ptcpp. act.

of to SPIN, , .-, (of wool). If Unmar-
ried woman] ,-, .
SPIRACLE. See Pore.
SPIRAL,, 3. A s.

line,, , ., .- or-,
ft. To describe a s. line,-

: a 8. 8taircase,, ., , . -, 2 : a s. vault,,.
SPIRE (ofa serpent),,

., .
SPIRIT,, (propr.

breath), , h (health, life,

soul) : also,, , and-, ft (mind, intellect; e. g. the s.

of the nation, •
r\

7'). , , ' (chiefly

poet.),, . , (seat

or summary of sentiments and
feelings). tjt)os, /s, (character,

mode of thinking ; the s. of the age,". ). IT
Personally, as incorporeal being
or ghost], , , and, (a spii-itual being),,. See GHOST, AP-
PARITION. IT Life, courage]-, (poet, and .),,. A great or noble s.,--,-, : a man
of s., high s.,, ,
, see Spirited : to show a high
s., (Eur.) : he showed—

,7 (Dem.) : want
of s., see Spiritless. % Spirits,

momentary affection of the feel-

ings] or. Good s.'s,, ,
see Cheerfulness : low s.'s,, , see Dejection : to

recover one's s.'s,. IT Propensity, disposi-

tion] A s. of such a quality, usu.

expressed only by the term appro-
priate to the quality, e. g. a s. of

contention or opposition,-
: to have or act in such a.,. : one

that is of such a s.,,
2., 3 : to be animated
by a s. of hatred,.
IT As chemic. term : subtle fluid],., (mod.
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Gr.). ^[ As gram. t. : spiritus,

breathing], . Spiritus

asper, . : s. lenis,.-
: marked with the s. asper

(aspirated),, 2.,, : to place the s. asper on a
word (to aspirate), or: the writ-

ing or pronouncing with it (aspi-

ration),,-, 6.

SPIRIT, v. See to Inspirit.
To s. aby on, see to Instigate.
SPIRITED, ,-, 2., .

and, 2.,, , 6 (of
high spirit), , 3 (dar-
ing),, 3. A S. act,', : to be s.,-. See Brave, Cou-
rageous, and also Animated,
Lively. Weak s.,: low s., -,-, 2.

>

SPIRITLESS,, , and, 2 (that has feiu men-
tal endoivments). and., 3
(of thi?zgs without vigour or life).

>

SPTRITLESSNESS,,, -,, . .
SPIRITUAL,,

and with . to body,?,
3.,, 2. Also
as = mental, . 6, ,

or or
or ,,. if Sacred, . to secular], 3., .,

3: also, 3 (eccl.).

SPIT, S.,, .
SPIT, . (to fasten on a spit),.
SPIT, v., -, -/.. 3.

frequently,7-/: to s. out
hefore aby or to his face,-

: to s. into ahy's
face, iyUTTTUfii/ '.-
'.

: to s. over or
upon athg, '.-. ,' : to s.

blood, or -,. To s. out
flames or fire (fig.),. .

(of a volcano) : also

or
or ',.
SPITAL. See Hospital.
SPITE, s. See Malice and

Grudge. Having a s. agst aby,, 2.\. U In spite of, Lot.
ingratiis] , and poet,

/o's. See Notwithstand-
ing.

SPITE, v.. -.
SPITEFUL,, 2.

See Malicious.
SPITEFULNESS. See Spite,

Malice.

(555)

SPITTING, s.,-
•«, ?. Act of s. out, -., . S. of

blood,, .
SPITTLE. See Saliva, tttu-, (Hipp.).

SPLASH, v. (s.

tlie ivater as ivith an oar, s. about
in the ivater).. To s.

aby, see Sprinkle,.
SPLASH, s.,,

(the noise made by the few drops

of wine in the bottom of the cup,, , when thrown into

the with a s.) : also Xa-, , and to make the s.,-. To make a s. (=stra<7-

ger),,\.
SPLAY, V.". S.-d,.
SPLAY-FOOTED, prps'-

: more gen. tt. are, 3
(crooked, esply inwards, cnppled)., b, (ci'ook-footed)

.

(bandy-legged ivith feet
turned inward, . ,
withfeet turned outward)

,,
(boiv-legged) , 3.

SPLEEN,,, 6. Be-
longing to the S.,, 3., , : like the s.,, : without s., a-, 2: diseased in the s.,, 3. - and -, 2 : to be so,.
H Ill-humour], (gall, bit-

terness). Melancholy, vapours'], ., .
^
SPLEEN-WORT,,,, -, .
SPLENDID,,,, and,, 3

(e.g. a s. victory, ).-,-,,
. See Bright, Shining, and
Magnificent, Brilliant,Glo-
rious.
SPLENDOUR,,

(prop, and fig.), and-,, (Lot. splendor),

also . See Bright-
ness,, .. See MAGNIFI-
CENCE.
SPLENETIC,, 3.- and-, 2 (having

disease of the spleen). To be s.,. Fig.] See MoROSE,
Melancholy.
SPLICE. See Join.
SPLINT, s. (in surgery), -, , 6 (Lat. ferula), and,, (regula or

ferula). As verb, to s. (a broken
leg with pieces of, Lat.
' ferulis obligare'),.
SPLINTER, s. - or-,,, .

(ai, s.'s or chips that

fall by the side in cleaving, Qc,
Hipp.) To run a s. (into one's

body), (pass.),.

SPLINTER, v. f (Trans.)],. ^[ (INTR.)]
The pass.

f

SPLIT. 1 (TRS.)],-,-,-. -
(Eabul.), see to Cleave., see to Divide. Split,?, 3, see Cleft and Clo-

ven : s. all the way up,-, 2. To s. one's sides with
laughing, .• or, see to Laugh. S.

you ! (as imprecation),-". U (Intrs.)] Passive of
the preceding verbs, and see to

Cleave, Burst (intrs.).

SPLUTTER, v..
(in speaking), or-. S.-

ing (big) words,,
(Aristoph.).

SPLUTTER, s. Crcl. with the

Verb.

SPOIL, v. TT To plunder, strip

(of goods)] Vid. Tf To deterio-

rate] (e.g. ~-, an enterprise), also-
(ruin), or. (/,8^.). To

s. a child, or,-
or-. *[j (INTRANS.) To
spoil, as meat, Qe.],-,- (pass.).. See to Corrupt.
SPOIL, S. ,.'-,. (fm

the living), and (fm the

slain, enemy),.
SPOKE,,-, and

-, loos, . With four, eight

s.'s,-,-, 2.

SPOKESMAN, 6 Tok -( ).
See Speaker.
SPOLIATE. See to Spoil,

Plunder.
SPOLIATION,, -, . See PLUNDER, RA-

PINE.
SPONDAIC,, 3.

With s. termination,-, 2.

SPONDEE,, 6. To
use s.'s, (Plut., and
S.-, ).
SPONGE, s. (for wiping),

(Att. .), b. -
(Att. .), , and dim.-

-,-,. To wipe with
a s., see the Verb: like a s., see

Spongy : a diver for s.'s,--, , and-,, also- arid -
(Theophr.),, 6: to collect s.'s,.
SPONGE, v.,. (all round), .

(slightly). S.-ing,,
: that belongs to s.-ing,-, 3 : that which is s.-d,, . To s. upon

aby, .-.
SPONGINESS, neut. of adj.

and,, .
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SPONGY,-, ,

and -, as, /so-, 3,

awe? -u>o>js, ?.
SPO SAL. See Nuptial,

adj.

SPONSION. See Security.
SPONSOR. IT Security] Vid.,

and Bail. iJ Godfather] -
{mod. Gr.). To be or

stand s. for a child,

(mod.).

SPONTANEITY. Crcl. with

the Adj.

>

SPONTANEOUS,
(

(aUTOs)'. and -., 2.,,, ., 3.

SPONTANEOUSLY,.- and .'.- and -.,. And ad-
jectively.

SPOON,, . -, and dim.', .
A dealer in s.'s, -, --, , 6. See LADLE,
^f to wch add, soup-ladle,-, : ladle or s. for stirring,,.,,.
SPOON-BILL, prps-, 6.

SPORT, s., .
and, .,, ., 6. -, . See Pastime.

have or make s., see the Verb, and
' to make Game.' S.'s of the
field, see Hunting, Chase. To
spoil aby's s.,

. -.
SPORT, ...

See Play, v. . in athg, -' : to s. with aby
(^.),- and-'.
See Jest, Joke. Fortune or
destiny s.'s with the affairs of
men, h

or.
SPORTIVE. See Playful.\- and-

(PL), 2.- and-
(JEL), , . A s. poem,-, .
SPORTIVENESS,-, , and neut. of adj.

SPORTSMAN. & Hunts-
man and under Chase.
SPOT, s. 1 Mark],.,, (later,

6, esply stain of dirt, <§"). -, , (as on a leopard's
back, and also gen.). Without s.,

see Spotless. "Tf A small extent

of or any particular place] Vid.
To remain on the same s., iv. not to stir or move
im the s., .: on the s. (= instantly),

and, .. ()-.
SPOT, . (to mark),

and (to stain
with blemishes). Spotted,

(556)

3., 2., 3,

and-,-, 2,

and, 3 (of the skin of
beasts), and, 3 (e.g.

as a leopard).-,-,
3. To get or become s.-d, -,
(pass.).

SPOTLESS,,2.-, 3., 2.

and, 2. U Morally], 3. A s. state or condition,,, . .
SPOUSE. See Husband,

Wife.
SPOUT, s. t Mouth of a

pipe, gutter, .] See those

words, and, ?';

(waters., roofgutter). Water-s.

(of rain),,, and -, and, 6., .
SPOUT, .,,

and (poet, and later prose),- (Aristot.) and --
(Polyb., Hipp.), and-
(all= s. up, either absol. or c.

ace. cognato, e. g. ,).
(pass.),-

(spurt up. Horn.), also -,-, and -,-.. See GUSH, -, (, blow, spurt

out athg, e.g. ofan elephant s.-ing

water through his trunk, Pol.).

A s.-ing out,,,
. Fig. : to declaim pompous-
ly] ,.-, (talk big).

(talk in a break-

jaw style, Hermog.).
SPRAIN, v. (e. g.), (occurs in this

sense only in pass.). See Strain,
Dislocate, Wrench.
SPRAIN, S.,.
SPRAT,, ,,

and later, , and dim., .
SPRAWL, iv (strug-

gle),' (wriggle like a
worm). To lie s.-ing on the

ground, : to

lay aby s.-ing, .
S.-ing (=. trailed out irregularly),, 3.

SPRAY. «U Ofa tree],,, 6 (g. t.). See
Sprig. TJ Of tlie sea] (), 6.,, r\.

SPREAD, v. f (Trans.)], -, -, -, -,- (to unfold),

(strew), (e.g.

sails), -, -. -. (e.g.

report), -,-. -
(esply of reports, Qc,

only in pass.), -,--, and-, -,-, -, -
(abys reputation ; in a place,

among people, ,,). To s. a report, (see

above, and),-,-'.-,-

(to s. a report among) : the re-

port is widely s., b -, — . See RE-
PORT, Rumour. To s. around,-,-, -.-,- .
s. before, -. To s. over,. or. To s. on or upon, -

(sprinkle), -
(as ointment,

8[e.). To s. out,-,-, -. To s. under,-,-,- . Comp. Ex-
tend, Expand, Diffuse, Dis-
seminate, Divulge. A s.-ing,, -,-,-, . See Extension, Ex-
pansion, Diffusion. Spread,

partcp. pass., and, 3 (as

a bed, Sj~c.) : s. on,,
2 (as a plaster) : athg s. over,, : a wide-s. ru-

mour, (), -
: also,

(LXX.). t (Intrs.)] Passives

of the preceding verbs, and -- (-),- (of re-

ports, Qc). (e.g. to s.

over the whole globe,), and
poet, and (to s.

secretly), and.-
(pass.) and -
(ivith notion of increase).

To s. (as fire, contagion, fyc.),,. S.-ing, partepp., and (e. g. of
an eruption or sore)-,-, 3 (Hipp, and Aristot.) :

a s.-ing eruption (herpes),-,, 6, and-,, . Wide-
s.-ing (as a tree),,
(PL).

SPREAD, s. Crcl. with the

verbs under to Spread, and see

Extent, Compass, Expansion.
SPRIG,, b.,,, b.,. See

Branch (g.t.) and Twig.
SPRIGHT. See Spirit.
SPRIGHTLY, -LINESS. See

Lively, -liness.
SPRING, v. f Fm the ground

by vegetative force],
-,-.,-, -, and
Crcl. with or. See Grow, Germinate.
Also iv (absol.) and

(to cause to s.).

To s. out or fm athg,, -,- -
: to s. again,.
To issue from the ground as

water]-,,-,
-,-, (ab-

sol. and trs., e.g. ', cause tva-

ter to s. up), also .
See G ush, Flow, Rise. If Fig. .•

to take its rise or origin],.,,,,,,
or . To s., be sprung,
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from a noble family, -
yovivai. See Descend. If To
leap, rtish hastily] Vid. To s.

upon his horse,

: to s. up (as a hare),

(.). U To fly
with elastic power]-. (spurt out).

To s. open (as a door),-. if (Trs.)] E.g. to s. a
mine, prps -

: to S. a LEAK,
Vid.

SPRING, s. 1 The vernal sea-

son] , gen., and,. , . At the commence-
ment of s., () or(). or-

or,-
: belonging to

s., see Vernal,, 3 : s.

work, , : a s.

flower, , : on a
s. morning, : to

pass or spend the s., :

meadows drest with flowers in s.,

:

the s. of life, or

: to be in the s. of life,,, b, and,
2. , , ov. % A
fountain], (usu. in plur., ai, source of a river or
large body of water, hence metaph.
= origin), , , and-, 6 (fountain, bourn),

or, , (chiefly poet,

for ), , (mostly

poet., for and), -, (the place where water
gushes out). S. water,-
ov '. if Origin, rise] Vid.

H An elastic body] prps,, 6. A chariot or sedan on
s.'s, ', . 1J Elastic power]
See Elasticity. Tj A leap] Vid.
SPRING-TIDE. See Tide.
SPRINGE,, , and, .
SPRINKLE,

(athg on athg), (besprinkle

with athg). (e.g.) or ()
(or , besprinkle aby
with water ; but, sprinkle vinegar on
aby, besprinkle aby with vinegar),

(besprinkle, wet),

(besprinkle round
about), also (mly late),.,. (with deriva-

tives,,-). or
(e g. \, some salt) or, , -,- ,-() (all these

with () = besprinkle

athg (aby) with athg ; but-, s. athg on athg). See

Strew, and also Wet. S.-d,,, 3, and-, 2 (all besprinkled), -, 2 (s.-d on or over athg) :

that must be s.-d,, 3.

Athg s.-d,,, (drop),, .,
(557)

SPU
(athg that can be strewn). S.-ing,,., 6 (late),, (besprinkling, wet-

ting). A mere s.-ing of— (fig•)-,. Fit for s.-ing,, 3 : a vessel (or also

whisk) for s.-ing (holy-water),-,-, .
SPROUT, v.,-, . A s.-ing,, .
SPROUT, s.,.-, .,.,.

To prune or cut the young s.'s,

: to pluck off the

young s.'s,.
SPRUCE,, 3. To make

S.,,.-
(oneself) : a s. young

fellow,,,, 6 (dandy).

SPRUCE ESS,,, .,-( , PL), 6.

SPUNGE. See Sponge.
SPUR,, (also of

cocks, =:, ).-, , . ,, 6.

To have s.'s on, walk about in

s.'s, :
to set or put s.'s to, see the Verb.

Armed with s.'s (as a cock),-, 2. Tf Fig. : = insti-

gation, encouragement],
also, and /ua,. On the s.,().. -, also, 3 : on the s.

of the moment, (on

the sudden, of-hand, PL, Dem.).
SPUR, v.',-',.().

or - or-('). SeetoGoAD.
To s. aby on (fig.), -,-,-,-,

(). See Insti-
gate, Encourage.
SPURGE,,

(Diosc, Euphorbium).-, b, pi., . <gfg=•

Varieties,. (purple

s., Euphorbia peplis), also called

and, , ,
and, b : . (red

shrubby s., Euph. Nicseensis), also

called .,,, and : .
(Euph. Myrsinites), also

called . -,-, and--. ,
(Euphorbia Antiquorum ?), and
prps, , and-, , b (Galen, Euph. spi-

nosa?).

SPURIOUS,-, 3.,, 2., 3., 3.-, 2 (of writings). To
be s., to be pronounced or consi-

dered s., (of persons
and thinqs).

t

SPURIOUSNESS,,
., .
^
SPURN, (to kick),

(JEschyl.).

SQU
(to trample upon). See to

Reject, to Scorn. U As subst], b, and Crcl.

SPURT.
TJ

(Trans.)]-, (water from
one's mouth), ,
(by blowing),, and later

(spri?ikle). ^J (Intr.)]

iv (as blood from a
wound) , also ai(pass.)

.

See Gush, Shoot, Spout. [
As szd)st.] E.g. a s. of rain,-,, , and,.
SPUTTER,- (spit

and s., Soph.),-,-,
and pips- (spout),

(in speaking, splutter).

SPY, s., -,-, b., b (poet.),

(poet, and .), and -,-,, b, or-,,
b (poet, and Hdt.).,
b (secret informant or go-between,

Thuc.)., b, (listener,

Hdt.).,, b (inquirer,

Luc). See Scout.
SPY, v. (be or act as a spy),-,-,-

(mid.), or-, also,
{mid., Horn.),

(to s. as an infor-

mant, <^c). (, and
in pass, ). See
Reconnoitre. A s.-ing,-,-, and, .
SQUAB. « A cushion] Vid.

U A younq bird] See Bird.
SQUABBLE. See Quarrel.
SQUADRON. 1 Of troops], . , : also,., b (turma, ala, Polyb.,

Plut.). By s.'s or in s.'s,'. (turmatim). The
chief of a s.,, , b. ^J

Of ships] , b., b. Seeg.t. FLEET.
SQUALID,, and

poet,-,-,-?,
3,-,,,-,

(all in the proper sense of Lot.
squalidus, dry,frowsy). Also-, 3 (dusty, dirty),--, , 2, and -,, b, ., 2 (un-

washen). To look s.,

(squalere). See q. t. Dirty.
SQUALIDIT'Y, SQUALOR,, b, and poet, -, . See

g. t. Dirt.
SQUALL, v. See to Cry.
SQUALL, s. 1 Cry\ Vid.

ff Of wind] -, , ,
and-, b. -, . -

or., ai

(flaivs of wind, cafs-paws).

SQUA LLY,,.
See Stormy.
SQUANDER, "»;, -,-. (in

luxury), and -. See to LAVISH, to

Waste.
SQUARE, adj.,

2 (prop, quadrangular, but usu.

rectangular, and esply square).



SQU STA STA?, 3. Stones hewn
s., {rect-

angular, Thuc.) : a s. number,??07•-? ? {PI.) : not s.,?, ? {PL) : s. root (of

a number),, {g. t. fac-
tor, as side of a s., = root), -?, (§§* not used as our
math. t. power, but geom. = side

of a square, aritJim. =r square

root),?, : the

s. root of the s. root (biquadratic

root),?, h: to make
8., see the Verb : s.-looking, -?, ?: .-shouldered,? and79,-??? : s.-dealing {fig.),
see Honest.
SQUARE, s.{) or.,

{.), .
To be drawn up in s. (milit. t.,

agmine quadrato, in mass),

{opp. to agmine longo,

order of march), or

: to stand in s.

{quadrature) with,

{astrol. t.) : the s.'s into wch
the augurs divided the heavens,, (templa
or regiones cceli, Plut.). A work-
man's s.,, {PL). S. of
a number, see the Adj. and the

Verb. Dealing on the s., see Ho-
nest.
SQUARE, V. iv

(make s., e.g. a line, .-: a number,: the

circle,, Aristot.) : to be
B.-d(/^,
{pass.) : stones s.-d in hewing,

(Thuc?).

A s.-ing,?, b (e.g.

of the circle). To s. the arms (in

boxing), see to Spar. TJ Fig.:
to square with athg]? . .
SQUASH, -,-.-,-. See g. t.

Orush and Squeeze.
SQUAT, v.. -. {pass.,

of a hare, X.). &e Crouch. A
S.-ing,?, .
SQUAT, adj. To sit, to lie

or lay down, s., see the Verb. *§

Sfart and thick] Vid.
SQUEAK, v.,,.

(as ayounq piq).

SQUEAK, s., SQUEAKING,?, 6, and Crcl. with the

Verb.

SQUEAL, or-. See Squeak.
SQUEAMISH, -NESS. See

Fastidious, -ness.
SQUEEZE,,-,., {e.g.

a sponge,).,. (to crush), '-,. To s. forcibly-
together, -,-. See
Press, Crush. To s. out the
juice of athg,. '-. To s. (athg) out of aby
(fig.), see Extort. To s. into,
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through, see to Force. To be
s.-d out by drops,.
SQUIB,,,. See Joke.
SQUILL. 1 Plant],

. ?, 77. Autumnal s., '-, ",: like s.'s,-?, ?. Fish] See Prawn,
Shrimp.
SQUINANCY (med. t),-

and-, : having it, -,-?, 3.

SQUINT, v.

{pass.) .-,-,-,-,-,
(not, except in derivat.).\. See Look ASKANCE.
Squinting, or that s.'s,?,
3., ?, 6. ?, b

(some say Att. for?). -
?, ?, . ?, ?,-•, ?, , (Horn.).

SQUINT, s., SQUINTING,?, b. ?,. -
or .

To get a s., .
SQUIRE. See Esquire.
SQUIRREL, ?, -?, b.

SQUIRT, s., ?, b.,?, b (for lavements)

.

SQUIRT, v. ? -. '. -. S. with a noise,: to s. into, (in-

ject by a syringe, Hdt.).

STAB, v.... See PlERCE, STRIKE,
Wound.
STAB, s. ?, b (a stab-

bing),,,,
(a s. given). See Wound.
STABILITY, ,,,- and-?, ?, : also-?, . , and other

neut. adjj. See to be Stable,
also Firmness, Stedfastness,
Constancy.
STABLE, adj. ?, ?.?,?, 2. ?, 3.?, ?.?, 3. -?, ?, ?, and?, 2 (all prop, and

fig.)• To be s., :

to remain s.,,.?. See FlRM,
Fast, Stedfast, Constant.
STABLE, s.,or STABLING,?, b. ?, ?, .?, b (for cattle in general rr

stall),, . -, . ?, ., ?, b (for horses). The
s. of Augeas,

: to clean out the Augean
s. (prov.), -. S. -boy, see

Ostler, Groom.
STABLE, V.-. To be stabled,

{pass., Hdt.). S.-ing,,
, or ??-•
STACK, S. ?, ?, .

S. of hay,? ?? : . of wood,

?, b, or, .
put up in s.'s, see the Verb.

STACK, v.. -
or ?

or (e. g. /, of
corn). See Pile up.

STAFF. 1 A stick used for
support], h (also for
beating), ?, (a stick or
rod),, (for sup-
port, but also a herald's ivand, a
general's baton). To support one-
self on one's s., or: to feel

or find one's way with one's s.

(as blind persons),, ^f In a collective

sense : the superior officers of an
army] ?. An officer of the s.,? b

or.
STAG,? b. (^Sf*?, in Att., is ahvays fern,

ivhen generic = deer.) Of or re-

lating to a s.,?, 3: as.
of the second year {pricket, Lat.

subulo),?, , b {Aris-

tot). S.-hunting,,, .
STAGE. H A raisedplatform,

in general],-, . , {platform,
Hdt.). , {for scenic and
other exhibitions, e. g. to exhibit

on as., -
), also,

{place of the chorus), and,
{the parifrom which the actors

spoke),, . See Scene
and Theatre. Belonging to the
s.,, 3. \'? and
-}'?, , b : to bring out or re-

present upon the s.,

{a person or cha-
racter), or? {a person or a
drama), {as the dra-
matic writer taught the actors) :

poems are brought upon the s.,

{Stra-

bo) : to tread the s ,-
: to appear on the s., -,- . -

or -
or simply', and fig. ?: to quit the S.,. To give aby

a clear s., -? : to have a clear s.,

. ^[
Station or resting-place on ajour-
ney, and also interval fm station

to station] ?, b {lodging

for travellers, and in Persia a
day's march or journey). Fig.,

with ref. to any progress, usu. not

separately expressed, e.g. at what
s. (of athg) we have arrived, tV

{?) : at the present

S., . ?
or , -,. : at a later s., see La-
ter, Afterwards : in all s.'s,?. . {X.). See
State, Step, Progress.



STA STA STA
STAGGER. If (Intrans.)]

(pass.),.
(Heliod.). See to Reel, and fig...-. . %
(TRANS.)].-,. -. To be s.-d by athg,,,. (str. t., turn
giddy, tuvos, PL).
STAGGERS (of horses and

sheep), prps the g. t. Dizziness,
Giddiness, Vid.,-, .
STAGNANT, -, and poet,, 3 (all

of standing water). To have or
be covered with s. water,-

(pass.) : a pool of s.

water,, v.,.
STAGNATE, (and

fig. of the blood, Aristot.), also

(be stopt). -. (e. g. trade s.'s).

See Stagnation.
STAGNATION,, f,

(prop., ofwater),, [e.g.

of humours, £[c). There is a s.

of trade, business, «Sec, -, .-, -.
STAIN, s.,, , and

later, 6 (prop, and fig.)., 6 (defilement). S. of
sin,, . See Spot, De-
filement, Pollution, Taint.
STAIN, V.,

(both prop, and fig.),,
(dye and taint),-. and.

To s. with blood,:
s.-d, partepp. pass., and\-, 3., 3: — with blood,
blood-S.-d,, 3 : —
with the crime of murder,-, 2. The art of s.-ing glass,,,
(mod. Gr., and the artist,-

or 6). To s. with various co-

lours (as s.-d paper, S(C.),-
: so s.-d,, 3. -,, , .

STAINLESS,,,2., 2 (prop.),

and, 3 (morally).

STAIR,,, , and
dimm.,, .-,.-, , and -,, (flight of steps). To go
up s.'s, -

or : to

go down S.'s, -.
(to leave those who are up- stairs

and to go down): up and down the

S.'s, -
.: up-s.'s, down-s.'s (e.g. to

lodge), (as in the gar-
ret), : to lodge up
three pair of s.'s,'
tod : step of a
staircase,, -, 6, see
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Step : like s.'s (terrassed),--, ,-, 3.

STAKE, s.,, 6
(esply pointed), ,, 6
and ., .,
b (pointed, Aristoph., and-, , , , , both

Pherecr.). and,, 6 (spear -shaft and beam).

A stake put or driven into the
ground,,, . See
Pale, s., Pallisade, and Im-
pale. A s. for fastening nets,, , (.). Athg
pledged or wagered] ,
(g. t. deposit), -

vov : but usu. Crcl., e. g. athg
is at s., 6 :

not having equal s.'s, '
(.) : to have

more at s., -
(Thuc.) : to have every

thing at s.,

(HdL). See Ha-
zard, Risk, Venture. My life

is at S., -
or : my dear-

est interests are at s., -
(PL).

STAKE, v. H To fasten by
stakes]...

(to put a s. near athg, e. g.
by way of support). TJ To wager,
hazard] and-

(mid.) (objicere

aliquid, sc. ales, fortunae, <fc.).-,,, -
(PL),-. To s. every thing,

see phrases under ' at Stake :'

to fight, sail as one that stakes
his life upon the venture,-,. S.-ing,, 2.

STALACTITE (in caverns),, (Aristot.).

STALE, ', 2 (as bread,
meat, fish, fyc)., 3.

STALK, s. (of a plant),-, 6 (the main s.). and, 6 (Lat. pediculus, of leaf
orfruit), and, (esply of
apples andpears) ., i], and, 6 (of corn, S[C,= hahn).

Also,, and-, , ,, (s. of corn,

of asphodel ; like a s.,-, , Theophr.). , ., (stem, shaft, as of the

spindle). Comp. Stem : in• the

animal body also, , e. g.

a tail having a short 8.,

(Aristot.) :

a s. like a navel, .
(Id.). Hollow s. (as of garlic,

S[c),,, : to run
to s., shoot out into a s., -

(Aristot.).

(Soph.) : a s. put forth,-, (Galen) : with single,

many, lateral, thick, &c. s.'s,-, -,--, ., 2 (Theophr.) : with

fine, blender s.,,
2 : to pull off at the s. or with
the s., (Aristoph.).

STALK, v..-. (to ivalk proudly,
stvilt)

STALKING-HORSE, -, . See Mask, Pre-
tence.
STALL. H For cattle]-
, . See Stable. H A seat]

Vid. 1 A small house or shed

used by tradesmen, ^c], h.,, -,.
STALLION,'

or, , .
STAMMER,.

. (Mosch.).,. One that

s.'s,,, . S.-ing,

as adj., partepp., and,
3., 2 (Aristot., or. as v. I. in Hdt.) : as subst.,-,-, . -
?]9,, .
STAMP, s., (esply

of coin, Lat. nota ; and fig., e. g.

a man of bad s.,, Aristoph.). and, , (prop, and

fig.), also, . See
Mark and Seal, Impression,
Character. To set a s. upon
athg,

(Isoc).

STAMP, v. H To impress a
stamp] (as a coin, -),.,

' . See to

Mark, to Impress, if With the

foot] or. (Horn.,

of a horse), (s., tread

on athg). and-. A s.-ing,,, (in the

dance, Horn.). H Pound (in a
mortar)] Vid..,. A s.-ing, ',.̂
STANCH, adj., 2., . and, 2. See Stedfast,

FlRM. Also,-,
and,,
2 (all poet., = enduring).

STANCH, v.,,, or. The blood

s.'s (i?7trs), :

s.-ing the blood,, 2 : a
means for s.-ing the blood,-

(Hipp.), -, (Galen),

(styptics, Hipp.).

STANCHION. See Prop,
Support.
STAND, v. II (Intr.)]-,, (-, pass.), and poet,-

(pass.): of things inanimate

often and sts.
The house is still s.-ing,

or

or : athg s.'s (=
remains firm, as a promise, ^c),



STA STA STA
: the case s.'s so,, see State :

the tears stood in bis eyes, oi-.?. How do
you s. affected to, or on what
terms do you s. with ahy?' (yi/ou^jjs) ; to s.

FIRM, Vid. (pass,

and mid.), (intr.,X.).

(persevere, be firm
under sufferings) : s. one's ground,

(opp. to,
Lat. subsistere, Thuc.). -,
-,-,

: to s. good iu law,

: to s. high in aby's opinion,

&C, . Tos.
aloof, apart, asunder,

(e. g. ). To s. aside,

out of the way, -, --. .-, . To s.

NEUTER, Vid.. To s. STILL, Vid. To
s. quiet or calm (as water), -. To s. open,-. For other combinations icith

adjj., or advv., or substt., see the

words so used, e. g. to s. near,
to s. aby's friend, to s. sen-
try, S[C To s. godfather or
sponsor, Vid. IT With preposi-

tions, adverbially or with cases]

To s. against, (,), see Resist, With-
stand, (to s.

over against aby as adversary,
Soph.) : to s. against as candi-
date, (Dion Cass.).

To s. before, -
(in presence of aby).-,-,--
(as champion, ruler,

<§*C- ) • To s. behind, -. To s. beside,-' . To s. between,-. -
(as impediment, see hinder).

To s. by,-, --. -,-'. S. by! see Make way!
To s. by and see aby wronged,. To
s. for, , see to

Denote, Represent : to s. for

any honour or office, see Strive,
Compete, and Candidate. To
s. forth or forward, 7-<,-. To s. in, e. g. for a har-
bour, towards land, &c. (naut. t),

see to Sail : to s. in awe, dread,
fear, need, Vid. : to s. aby in
such a sum, see to Cost : to s.

aby in good stead,. To s. off,

: s. off! -
! to s. off any place (naut.

t.), (), .
. s. on,

: my
hair s.'s on end,

ai or. . out,-
(Aristot.), -, see Project
and Prominent : to s. out of
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the way, ,
see ' s. aside.' To s. out (fm an
agreement, ?.), Crcl. with -, see DlSSENT : to s.

out for a claim, &c,, comp. INSIST, PER-
SIST. S. round, round about,, see SURROUND. To
s. to, = abide by, Vid. : it s.'s

to reason, , see

Reason, Reasonable. To s.

together,. -S. up,-, see to Rise : to s. up
against aby, ., see ' to RlSE
agst :' to s. up for,-,-, see to Defend,
to Advocate, Maintain : s. up
under (endure),. To
s. upon,', and poet.

-,- : to s.

upon one leg,

: to s. upon equal
terms, ' : to s.

upon trifles,: to

s. upon ceremony, (af-

fect reluctance),

(be over precise) : to s. upon one's

rights, see to Insist. To s. with,, : to

s. with, = consist with, Vid.

If To stand athg, = withstand,
ENDURE, BEAR UP agst, TOLE-
RATE, or risk] See those words.
STAND, s. 1 Station] Vid.

To take one's s., (e.g.

we take our s. on this argument,' , Eur.).

1 Stop, standstill] Vid. [
Frame or tablefor things to stand
on], (Plut.), -, , also, (g. t.

receptacle, e. g. inkstand (vid.),

.).
STANDARD. ^Ensign]Ym.

S. -bearer,- or-, 6. TJ The RULE, TEST,
or measure (vid.) of undoubted
authority], (PI). The s.

weight or measure,, . ,.
STANDING (as participial

adj.), partcpp. of the verb, -, 2 (rarely 3, stationary,
stagnant, vid.). S. erect, -, 3., 3 (e. g., pugna stataria, close fight,

and or-,, an ungirt tunic hanging in

stiffplaits) : s. firm, upright,-, 3 (poet.),,-, 3 (steady, stedfast) : in

a s. posture,.
(upright) : s. before,-, 3 : s. round,

(adv.) : s. beside,

(poet.) : s. still,, 3
(Diog. L.). TI Fiod, constant (opp.

to transient, temporary)] -, , ., 2.',', 3.

s. army, .
or --, -.

STANDING, s. ^ As act or
posture] ,

., . 8. by or
near, round, apart, &c, -,-, -,-, .,
. Tf Condition], ., . , . See Rank,
Station, Position. The poli-

tical s. of a man,. % With ref to

age, date, or length of tenure, Qc]
E. g. of long s.,, 3, see

Old, Long : of the same s.,), , h (of same age, esply

of young persons), '- •.
STANDSTILL,,--, -,, -, . A complete s., -, : to be at a s.,-

or. -.., -. See Stop, Pause.
STANZA, prps, .
STAPLE. *h Mart, emporium]

Vid. S. commodities, -. , ai-. U Original substance or
material], . if Sta-
ple of a bolt or lock]-, .

STAR,affT»;p,i'oos,o.,
(&§* mly plur., seldom of a

single s., and when sing. usu. of
Sirius, X, or poet, of the sun, or

fig. of something admirable). A
little s.,, : a fixt s.,, : the fixt s.'s,, (Aristot.)

:

like a 8., -,-,
: belonging to the s.'s,-, 3 : to observe (the course of)

the s.'s,- and --
(^* both terms interchange-

able in classical Gr., distinguished

in Christian times as astronomy
and astrology, vid.). To steer

one's course by the s.'s,

or :

an observation of the s.'s,-, : to place among the

s.'s,' : aby's s., r=

fate, Vid., and Luck : an un-
lucky s., , , see III-
starred. Shooting or falling

s.'s, or-, oi (both Aristot.). -, oi (Procl.). For
numerous compoutids, as s. -gazer,, : star -bright,,, :
the relative position of stars,, ?';, see the Gr. Eng.
Lex. under-,-, S.

(as badge of honour), prps coin, ., . S. of Bethle-

hem (plant),,
(Diosc, but Plin. ornithogale).

S.-fish,, (Aristot.).

STARBOARD. -See 'Right
hand.'

STARCH, s.($.-
pov), . Mod. Gr., .
STARCH, v. ii -

or or. S.-d, see Stiff.

STARE, v. ,-
, later



STA STA STA', e'i/ot.. S. open-
mouthed,-,-,• {), see ASTONISH-
ED and Gape. (A consequence,

Qc.) that s.'s one in the face, -,?, .-,, 2 (foreseen). With
s.-ing wild hair,,, 6.

STARE, s. Crcl. ivith the Verb.

STARK. See Quite, Utter-
ly. S. blind, ,
3. , 3:

s. mad, Vid. : s. naked,, 3.

STARLIGHT,to.
STARLING,,, b.

STARRED {spotted with or
Wee stars),, , b (Aris-

tot.). See next Art. Ill-star-
red, Vid.

STARRY,,,
.,,3.-, 2 {all poet. ; see Gr. Eng.
Lex. for poet, compounds with-, -), (,) (star-

lit, star-light). The s. heaven,, .. -, : S. host, '-.
START, v. (Intrs.) Be

startled by a sudden apprehension]

(pass.) and
(g. it. of apprehension), and str.

(be scared), -
(to shy as a horse, at athg,). Given to s. or shy,-, 3 : to s. at death,-

vui : the horses s.-d

(or swerved, fin fear),-' (Horn.) : to 8. back
"with horror,',. % To spring],

(s. up), and-,. To s. from
its socket, : the bolt

s.-d from its hole or staple,

(Aristoph) : to s. asun-
der, see Burst (intrs.) : to s.

aside, (go
aside, swerve) : to s. into life (as

leaves), (pass.,

Horn.) : the tears s into his eyes,,-,. 8. on a jour-
ney,,,,',, see to Set
out. (Trans.)] To start (=
tnit up, as game), •, -,-,.
s. (= make a beginning of ) athg,-, -,- tivos. «p-/ ,. To s. aby (= set him
going) in business, &c,-(, . -

(put in a good way),

. To S. a question,-,
: the question just s.-d,, (PL) :

to s. gratuitous difficulties, iv -
(561)

. To s. the

anchor,,,.
START, s. 1 Sudden motion

of terror or surprise],,, . , b, and
Crcl. with the Verb. Tf Excite-
ment, impulse, and first beginning], h., : also,, . To make a
s. (with athg), ) -, (pass.) or. See the Verb. % Advance,
precedence], -,, . To get a
s. on a road, :— in flight,. : —
in running, . (outrun,

.) : to have the s. of aby, 7rpo-

(in athg, ). -,-.. See Forestall
and Beforehand. To give aby
some s. or advantage,7

(Polyb.) : the vessel
had got a whole day's s., -

: to

have the s. of three days' march,
: to

have got a tolerably good s.,-.
STARTING-PLACE, {/'-, (-, ),

(rarely ),,, (Lat.

carceres)., , and
Crcl. with —

.

STARTLE,,,,. See
Fright, Shock, Alarm,

(to surprise). I

am s.-d, or-.
STARTLING,,

3. A s. effect,, ., : to produce quite a
s. effect,(), -,-.
STARVATION (American-

ism.). See Hunger, Famine.
STARVE, m (Intrans.) To

perish ivith hunger] or
aor -

or, and pas-
sives of the verbsfor ti-ans. render-

ing: the inhabitants of a country
are s.-ing, .
See Famish. To s. with cold,

the same, with, or,. ^j (Trs.)]..
(or ),,. 8.

oneself to death,

(Hipp., Cic, and Plut.).

STATE, s. m Condition]-
(e. g. to be in a better s.,, PL),, ,, ., (affection). To be in

such or such a s., or-
: in my

present s., in the s. I am in,' : you see the s.

we are in, ' :

what s. of health are you in??, ; the actual or

existing s. of affairs, -, , -, - : such is the s. of
affairs, (or)

: to take into con-
sideration the s. of the army,.
See Condition, Posture. ^»
Often not separately expressed,
e. g. a s. of moisture,,

: — of madness,, .
U Civil community],., ,, .. Of or belonging to

the s. (s. as adj., or in composi-
tion), (see Political),
and, , 3, see

Public : belonging to a small
s.,, 3 : on the
part of the s., : con-
federate or allied s.'s,

or , : s.

offices, , ai : s. burden,, : to bear it,-
: affairs of s.,,,,

: maxim of s.,,
: religion of the s., -,, : OFFICER, MINISTER,

secretary of s., see those words.

1 Pomp] Vid. S. dress,, , or . '., : s. coach,

or,
.
STATE, v. See Say, Tell,

Relate, Mention,,-,,. -...
S.-d (zzi-fixt, regulated),, 3.

STATELINESS. See Gran-
deur, Majesty, Dignity.
STATELY. See Grand, Ma-

jestic, Elevated. A s. horse,

'i7nros, b: in a s. man-
ner,.
STATEMENT,, b., ', and fm other

verbs to State. According to

your s., .
STATESMAN,, b,

arid later, , b. To
be a s., -. , -. ,.,.
STATESMANLIKE, -, 3.

STATESMANSHIP,n/7ro\i-. -.
STATICS, .
STATION, s.,.-, ., ., (of

guards),, (of

ships). See Post, Situation,
Rank, ' Condition in life.'

STATION, v... See to Place, to Post.
STATIONARY,,

2.,, 3. To bo
or remain s.,, -,-.
STATIONER, --
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tijs,-, , b [dealer in pa-
per).

STATISTIC, -ICAL,--, 3: and Statisti-

cian,-, 6 : statistics,--, (all mod. Gr.). -.
STATUARY, f As artist]

See Sculptor. ^ As art] See
Sculpture.
STATUE,, . -,, . ', , .

To erect a s. to aby or in honour
of aby, or or

: an eques-

trian s., , 6.', . '''.
STATURE,, . ,., ., : also, . , (Horn., always

ace. adverbially), and,
[both often combined together with). Of small s.,

or .
STATUTABLE,,, 2., 3

and 2.

^
STATUTE,*, .,

b: pi. , and after Horn,. (poet, and
Hdt.). .
STAUNCH, adj. and v. See

Stanch.
STAVE, s. (of a cask), prps

(v)>p,f}(Aristoph.).
S.'s, pi. of Staff, Vid. U In
rhymed poetry] prps, .
"STAVE, v. m Stave off =

push off as with a staff] --, -,-,,. To break a cask (and let

the contents run out)] -, -. To 8. a
ship's bottom, ,.
STAVESACRE (plant). See

Larkspur.
STAY, v. II (Intrans.) To

continue] Vid. To s. in a place,, -, -
: — with aby,-,. I can't endure

.-ing here long,

or -. See Abide, Dwell,
Sojourn, il Stop (intrs.)] Vid... % Wait]
Vid., and Tarry. "[[ (Trans.)]
See to Stop (trs.), to Delay
(trs.), to Hinder. U To prop]
Vid., and to Support, Hold
up.

STAY, s. II Continuance] Vid., -,-, . To
make a s. anywhere, see to Stay.-. TJ Hindrance] Vid. 1J

Prop] Vid., and Support, s. A
pair of s.'s,, .,, . Stay-lace,
prps,, .
STEAD. See Place. In

aby's s., or ,
see Instead. To stand aby in
good s., . -

(562)

, .
: this definition will stand

you in good s., b

: also,-.
STEADINESS,,, . ,,

and other neut. adjj. Also-,, . S. of light

(opp. to fashing),, b

(Aristot).

STEADY, adj.,, 3., 2. -, /, ., -,, 2.

stand s. (in battle),. % In
a moral sense], 3. -

(a man of calm, s.

character, opp. to ),, 3 (sedate,

Plut.).

STEADY, v.. -, (prop, with

ballast). A s.-ing,,
(Hipp.), b., .

That wch s.'s, a steadier,-, , b (e.g.). Comp.
to Prop, to Support.
STEAK,, (slice,

esply of salt fish),,.,, (roasted or broiled,

e. g. beef-s.'s, ,
Archipp.).,
(g. t., athg broiled).

STEAL,, -, -,-.. The
act of s.-ing,, .,
. Stolen, partepp. pass., and
as adj.,,,, 3, see FURTIVE: the
thing stolen,,,.
To s. away, -, --

(prop, secretly), --,-,-, or

(fig., to ab-

scond, slink away). To s. into,. -,-. -,-,-, and- (-). -
-and '-,-

: to s. into an alliance,

(enter clandestinelyorby intrigues).

To s. upon aby or athg, or
-, -,-

: to s. a glance,' : to s. a march, -
(.). .

STEAL or STEALE. See
Handle.
STEALTH. See Theft. By

S., »,,, -,, and adjectively-
(poet.) and, 3

and2 (PL),, 3 (poet.),

see Clandestine. Also Crcl.

with or itspartcp.

(PL, Don., prop, under
the arm-pit, underhand).

STEALTHY,,-, (PL), 3., 2. - and-, 3 and 2. ?,-
(like a thief), and Crcl.

with, or phrases under

Steal. See Furtive, Clan-
destine. In a s. manner, see

by Stealth.
STEAM, S., b. ,, . See Vapour. Hot s.,, . See Vapour -bath.

S.-boat, s.-vessel, )
or .-, : prps coin,
.,, (mod. Gr.). S.-en-
gine, prps.
STEAM, v. (intrans.),-. . athg (trs., = cook by

s.), . S.-ing,

steamy, -,-, .
STEDFAST,,-

(Aristot.), 3.,
. and-,, 2., 3 and
2. See Firm, Fixt, Constant.
STEDFASTNESS,-, (PL), , and neut.

of adjj. See Firmness, Con-
stancy.
STEED,'(),

b. A war s., ., b.

STEEL, s.,, -
(g. t. iron),,

(a compound of gold and s., PL),
b. Of or• made of s.,

(as gen. of the material), -,-,, 3.

See Iron.
STEEL, V.,-

or (propr.).

or or
(whet, metaph. of cou-

rage), also or-.
STEELY,, , ., 3.

STEEP, adj., 3. -,-, -, -,-, ., 2 (Soph., uphill). A
s. descent,, b. For
str. tt. see Abrupt, Sheer, Pre-
cipitous.
STEEP, v. (in anything),-,,' .- ' : also

(soak), -, -, -,- . To s. and
dye hair, . S.-d
in debt, -

: to s. one in crimson (give

him a bloody coxcomb),

(Aris-

toph).

STEEPLE. See Tower.
STEEPNESS, neut. of adjj.

Steep.
STEER, v., '-

%.' (poet.). See
under Helm, Rudder. % To
navigate] ., (pass.),-. See to Sail.
STEER, s. (young bullock,

vid.),, b., b (bull).

STEERING, s.,.
Good at s.,, 3: art

of S.,, .
STEERSMAN,,,,, , .

See Helmsman, Pilot.



STE
STEM, s., (Lat.

codex, propr. the crown of root

whence the s. springs),, 6

(s. or stalk, Aristot.). S. of a
tree, see Trunk : s. of a plant,

see Stalk. To form a s.,-
: like a s.,, 2.

IT Prow (ofa ship)] Vid. -, 77.,., .
STEM, .,-,, .
STENCH, , V--, • That causes a s.,-, 2.

STEP, s., .,., rj (with re/', to the mo-
tion of the feet), or, 6., (a standing with the

hgsfar asunder). In s., and s. by
s., (at afoot pace) : to retire

s. by s., (pedetentim)

: not to stir a s. out
of the house,' : to
follow aby s. by s., to follow him
at every s. he takes, -. : to
keep s. with aby,.
(pass.). * Footstep'] ',, (foot-print), or, .
To follow aby's s.'s,.. ^[ A step ofa stair]
VID.,, , also,, .,,
v. See ' Flight of steps.' S.
of a ladder, Vid., and round,
s. See Gradation, Degree,
and Gradual. ^ Metaph.

: pro-
ceeding, measure],., .,. -
yov, . . I in-

form aby of the s.'s I have taken,

: I wish to be directed
by you respecting the s.'s I am to

take, or -
: to take no

s.'s without aby's knowledge,-
:

to resolve or determine upon a
disgraceful or dishonorable s.,-

: to take a false s., -. <g^>»

But usu. Orel., e.g. false or wrong
S.'s,, .,

: a bold s.,, : a
dangerous or hazardous s.,-, : a rash or inconside-
rate 8.,, .
STEP, v., -, -,-..

(poet.). To s. back,

(and = to make to

s. hack). See Fall back, Re-
tire. If = go or come, see

those words. To s. down, see De-
scend : to 8. (in) between, see

Interpose : to s. into, see En-
ter : — aby's place, see Suc-
ceed : to s. out (as a horse), a'i--.
STEP, in composition: s.-fa-

(5G3)

STI

ther,, 6 : s.-mother,, (pi. of both,) : s.-son,,
: s.-daughter,, : s.-

child, , , : s.-

brother, s.-sister, see Half-bro-
ther, Half-sister, pi.-,- (=
half-brothers or -sisters to each

other). Like a s.-mother, -, : to act like or as a

s.-mother," : to give

one's children a s.-mother,-. .
STEREOMETRY,-, (with verb -, adj.-,

3).

STEREOTYPE,--, 2 (as adj.), -, (as

subst.),- (as verb; all of
mod. coinage).

STERILE, STERILITY. See
Barren, Barrenness.
STERLING (toith ref. to the

English standard of currency),"-. For the derived
sense, see Genuine.
STERN, s., . Of or

belonging to the s.,,, 3 (poet.) : s. cables,, (Horn.) : fm the
s.,, (both

poet).

STERN, adj. See Severe., 3 and 2 (Horn., Hes.).,2($1^1.). With
a s. look, (Horn.).

STERNNESS. See Severi-
ty.

STEW, v. (to boil).

(in a close covered vessel).

A s.-ing,, ., ,
or Crcl. with the Verb.

STEW, s. , .
Fig. : vulg. — perplexity]-, . To be in a s.,., or prps-,.
STEWARD,' (g. t),, ,,-,,,,

. S. on a landed estate,-, : to be a s., act the part

of a 8.,,,.
STEWARDESS,, -,, .
STEWARDSHIP^oi^ia,,-,-,-, . To have or be

entrusted with the s.,.'.
STICK, s., (for

support, and as instrument of pu-
nishment),,, (X.). See
Staff, Rod, Wand, and sir. t.

Club. To walk with or lean
upon a s., or

: to beat with a 8.,

use the s., -, : a dry s.,-, (usu. pi., forfirewood)

:

to gather such,, see

Firewood.

STI

t

STICK, v. 1 (TRS.)]-' . - or -. -.,-
(with a pin),

(glue, all ). 1 To post
up] Vid. 1 To stab] Vid. IT
(Intrs.) To adhere, cleave fast],,- and-,--,,
(all ). , -. .
To s. to athg (e.g. an assertion),, see PERSIST :

to s. to one's opinion,-. 8.

fast, : — in one's
speech, -

: to s. at, see Hesitate,
Scruple : to s. out, see to Pro-
ject, £-,- : to 8. up
for aby, see ' to Side with,' '-.
STICKINESS,,, .
STICKLE, ,

or-.
STICKLER, partepp. of pre-

STICKY,, 3.-, . See CLAMMY.
STIFF. IT Prop.],, 3., 2, and

partepp. of Stiffen. Also-
(of clothes, e. g. .),, 2. See Rigid and

Hard ; and fig. by the negat. of
Graceful, Natural. Tomain-
tain stiffly, see Obstinate.
STIFF-NECKED,-, 2.,,

, . See Obstinate.

t

STIFFEN,?;, f (Trs.)]-, . ^[ (-
trs.) To become stiff]-.,,-

{become torpid),-
(pass., by cold),-, (pass., by the

action of dryness).

STIFFNESS,-,--, ti/tos, .
or or. S. of
the bowels, see Costiveness,
also . See
Rigidity.
STIFLEjiri/i^ii/, a7ro-,-,-. S.-ing,- and-, ., 3 : a

s.-ing heat,,.
STIGMA,, (brand-

mark). Fig.] See Disgrace,
Opprobrium.
STIGMATIZE, and

iv (brand), or
or-. S.-d,,, (as a runaway slave, or a

criminal).

STILE (in a fence or hedge),, ai (g. t., steps). S. of
a sun-dial,,, .
STILETTO. See Dagger.
STILL, adj., 2. -, 3, and, 2 (sta-

Oo2
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tionary)., .,
3, and,, (silent),' , 3
(without sound), , 2 (of the

air and the sea). To be or re-

mainor stand s.,>. -
or.,,,-. '» or (sit

still),.,-. and -
(to stop ivork, as a mill, <J"C.).

(of the sea). See Calm,
Quiet, Tranquil.
STILL, adv. «IT With ref to

time] .,
(even ), or .. (e.g. while s. in

office, . ). "*J Adversa-
tive or concessive] ', '. See Yet.
STILL, v.. -,..

See to Calm, to Quiet, to Al-
lay.
STILLNESS,,,,, • See Quiet, s.,

Silence.
STILTS,-,-,. To walk on — ,- :

one that walks on — ,-, ,-,-, , 6.

STIMULANT,-, 3. As.,, and,, (fig.).
STIMULATE,,-,,,-. ',.

See Goad, Incite, Instigate.
STING, v. Prop],. . /»/.. The serpent stings,

or 6 : the
bee s.'s, or

: the gnats
s., or -

: to be stung by gnats,-. **J Metaph. : to hurt, to

wound]. (esply

of words) , also,.. S.-ing, partcpp., and, 2. , 3. It

was a s.-ing speech, -
6 -.

STING, s., (of
animals, and fig.),,, (as instrument). That has
or is furnished with a s.,-, 2., 3.,, : to be furnished
with a s.,. Without
s.,: having a s. in the
tail, : having a
long s., (all 2). **|

The wound inflicted] (e.g.) : also,-, , and poet,, 6,, .
STINGINESS, -,-, , ,, .
STINGY,,,

and, 3 : also '<

See Niggardly. . fellow,",,,, 6 :

(564)

to be S.,, -.
STINK, .().-. See to

Smell. Stinking,, .
-,-, 2., 3
(esply putrid).

STINK, s. See Stench.
STINT. See to Limit, Re-

strict. Also (grudge).

To s. aby,( ') : to s. oneself in

food, : not
s.-d, without s.,, 2.

STIPEND,, . See
Wages, Pay, Salary.
STIPENDIARY,-, -,-, 2.

STIPULATE,
or (between one

another, ), -. '.
STIPULATION,,, (PL), . See

Agreement, Condition. Un-
der or with the express s.,

: under the following s.'s,

: the giving up of

the ships having been made an
express s., ttj.
STIR, . «1[ (Trans.)

J

(to MOVE, vid.). To s.

up,.,-. (as with a la-

dle),. . -
: to s. up together, -, : to s. athg

among athg,- or--
: to s. the fire, see to

Poke : to s. up the mob,-. See Rouse,
Agitate, and Excite. "J (In-

TRaNS.)],
(pass.), . To be s.-

ing (active),

: not to s., -. I forbid your s.-ing out of
the house, -. No state would
have s.-d a finger,

(Hdt.). S. (bestir)

yourself,,. To
be s.-ing (= have left one's bed),.
STIR. See Motion, Commo-

tion. To make a s.,. -. See Sensation.
STIRRING, adj. 1 Busy], 3., . -,,, 2.-, 3 (aivake). See Lively.

* Exciting] Vid., and Rousing.
(),,

3. Soul-s., /oos, 2 (poet.).

STIRRUP,, /,
oi (&^* not attached to the saddle

for riding, but only to assist in

mountinq).

STITCH, v. See to Sew. 6-. To stitch together, -,- : s.-d together,, 2 : a s.-ing toge-

ther,, .
STITCH, s. «TT Prop. : with

a needle] E. g. to make a s., see

the Verb. With every s. of can-

vass, -
(Eur.). *JT Improp.: a sharp

pain in the side] -, 6. (), ,
(pleurisy; to have it,)., (in the spleen).

STITCH-WORT (plant). See
Camomile.
STOCCADE. «fl Thrust] Vid.

*JI Palisade] Vid.
STOCK, s. f Thejrunk or

body of a plant].,.,.,, . See Stalk,
Stem. « Log, post] Vid. «if

Handle of athg] Vid.,.,. *[[ Support of a
ship in building] See g. t. Prop.
The s.'s (as building-place), -, : to have a ship on
the s.'s (= in building),-

v. Fig., to put athg on the
s.'s, , -

: to have any work on
the s.'s, .
*U A race, lineage, family ; Lat.
stirps],., . -, ,, , and,
(poet.), and,, 6. *\\

Principal orcapital sum,fund,
store] Vid. Live s., see Cattle.
*U Stocks (for punishment)] -, ., (PILLORY,
vid. ; ^" wch art. add,, 6, tvhence the punishment,, ). « Stock (flow-
ering plant)] S. gilliflower, prps
lov or (Dio-

sc), and as g. t. for s. and wall-

flower, lov, ( Theocr., comp.
Pind.,' -).
STOCK-FISH, prps, 6.

STOCK - STILL. See Mo-
tionless.
STOCK, v. See to Store, ' to

lay in a Store.' To s. aby, see

to Provide, Furnish.
STOCKING, prps, . §^» Unknown to the

ancients: later pips,.,, (=-, Hesych., seems to be a
kind of felt shoe: also,,' -, Suid., r= the modern,
calza). S.- weaver or -knitter,, 6.

STOIC, S. (pi), oi. o\ -
or'.

STOIC, STOICAL, adj.-, 3. « Meton.], .
(of per-

sons),,, 3 (of
principles, maxims, <$[c.). Stoical-

ly, or-'. -..
STOICISM, -, . *[

Meton.],, .
STOLE, and -is,,

. See Robe, Vest.
STOMACH, s.,

(later med. writers ; prop, orifice



STO
of the s., = oesophagus), ,

(lower belly, abdomen),,
(whole abdominal cavity, inter-

nally), yuari'ip,, (belly, s.

to the navel: thefront part of tL•

body between ribs and navel is, ), also,
(Thuc., the cardiac extremity of
the s.). The lower orifice of the

s.,, 6 (pylorus) : the
second s. of ruminating animals,, 6. Of or belong-

ing to the s.,, 3 (also

disordered in the s., Diosc.) : good
for the S.,,,
2 (and with good s.) : subst. -

(also a good s.), -, : that has a bad s.,-, 2 (and bad for the

s.) : to have a bad s.,-
: s.-ache,, ., ., : to

have it,.-
Ttiv : that is subject to it,-,., 3(Diosc):
causing it,, 3.

STOMACH, v. (-
/), (putupwith).
STOMACHER,-, .
STOMACHIC (relating, $e.

to the stomach), e. g. s. medicine,/,.
STONE, s. 1 Abstract: ma-

terial} , b. To turn athg
to s.,,»,-

: to be turned to s., -,- : like s.,-,-
-?}«, ., : to look
like s.,: of the nature of

8.,, . if Concrete"}, b (the common s.), and
(usually precious or some spe-

cial s.). -, (large; sel-

dom, b). A small s., -,-,-,., ,
see Pebble. A a, as monument
or pillar, Vid. Made of s. or
S.'s,, 3. or,
see the Adj. : to hew s. or s.'s,

v, see Hew, Quarry :

to work in s.,: work-
ed in s.,-, : working—

,

-, 2 (with subst. -ovpy'ia,

h) : cutting s.'s, worker in s., --,- (builder), but

cut or hewn in s.,, 2 :

cutting of s.'s, s.-work,-, : fit for or belonging to it,-, 3 : cut or carved in s.,, : graver in s.,, b, h : hewn in s.,, 2 : paved with s.,, 2. -
: to throw S.'s,.

: throwing s.'s,, 2 (ivith subst.-,
. -), but, 2,

struck with s.'s, also,-,-,2: to

pick out s.'s (for building),-
(with subst., :

(ludj., b, , esply ofun-
hewn s.'s, , , as

in Cyclopean building: and adv.). To leave no b. un-
turned, - (Hdt.).

(565)

STO

J

Not to leave one 8. upon the
other, -, ()
(Dem.). .

(PL),-. If Precious stone, gem] Vid., (§^*acc. to the gramma-
rians, but the rule is by no means
constant: the fan. also of some
special s.'s, e. g. .,
magnet; ., touchstone;

., crystal lens, as burn-
ing-glass), also, -,. ', (Strab.) : set with
s.'s,,-,- (poet.), 2. if Stone in

fruit],.,,
b. Without 8.,, 2. if

Stone in the bladder], b., : the disease, -, . (sc. ),, : to have it,.
: to cut for the s.,-

: the operation,,
: the forceps,, b (Ga-
len).

STONE, adj., 3. -, (genit. materia). S.

Wall, , ., : 8. pavement or floor,',.
STONE-BLIND,, 3. -

6\1/>.

STONE-CUTTER,Xieo-7XO-
tttj)s, ,-,-, --, -, . if As engraver]
Vid.
STONE-MASON,,

b. -,-,-,-, .
STONE-PIT. See Quarry.
STONE, v.,-..-, -,.. To be stoned,. -

(Eur.): the act

of s.-ing, death by s.-ing,-,-, : (one) that de-

serves s.-ing,,-, 2.

STONY,, . -,-, . -,-,
(poet.),S. Stony-hearted,, 2. See Ruthless,

Cruel.
STOOL. if A low seat] See

g. t. Seat and Chair. A foot-
stool, Vid. if Evacuation of the

bowels],,, . To
bring on a s., or. if The evacuated

matter], b.-, -,-,. Thin
s. (stercus liquidum),, b.,.,(.):
to have it,.
STOOP, v. if Propr.] -, ( ), and.
or ' . To s. aside,-( , looking at athg)

:

to s. down, : to s.

down and pass through,-
: to s. and lean over,-

STO. See to Bend. To s.

in one's gait,

-
(Aristot.). Stooping (in the

shoulders),, (humpbucked,
opp. to, 3, bent forwards
or inwards, Lot. cernuus) : a bent
S.-ing figure, ,

(Aristot.). S.-ing (as subst),, 77, and sim.fm compounds,
or Crcl. with verbs. To 8. (as

eagle or hawk),.
if Fig. : condescend, demean one-

self] Vid. .
STOP, v. if (Trans.) To

hinder from progressive motion], -,-. ',.. -
(Lot. deprehendere,

esply of an opposite wind), -
(intercept), -

(cause to stand still, e. g.

or ).
(to arrest aby)., -,-.-. (hinder, im-

pede),, (de-

lay),,. -.,
(cause to cease). To s. a horse,

&c, see to Pull up, to Rein in.

To stop aby's mouth,-.
: to s. people's

mouths (fig.),

(.) :

to. s. up (by closing or filling up
with athg), -, -,--.. -, -. See to Obstruct.
8. up the ears, .

(one's own), if To
punctuate] Vid. if (Intrans.)]
See to Stay, to Halt, to Pause,
to CEASE,. .,. -.. Stop ! !

To s. at aby's house,

or. Without s.-

ing,, 2 : a s.-ing,

e.g. to consider athg,,
. S.-ing (~ interpunction),-, . or-.
j

STOP, s. if Check, delay, $c]
tir-,-, . -,-,
. See Hindrance, Obstruc-
tion, , , or,
.,, . -, (pause, standstill). To
come to a s.,- or-.,-.. : to put

a s. to, -,-.-, -,- (to athg ;

all c. ace.), if Stay at a place]

Vid. if For punctuation]-, . Full s., .-, (to mark the end of a
sentence, Aristot.) : to put one,

»/, if Of an organ, fyc]
prps, b.

STOP -COCK,,.,,,
.
STOP-GAP,,
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STOPPAGE,, .,. (e.g., Luc), ., .

See Obstruction. A s. of the

bowels,
or, ,

' STOPPLE, STOPPER,-,, [plug),., .
STORAX,, /cos,:

the shrub producing it,,
: to smell or taste of or be like

., : made of s.,, 3.

STORE, s. f Large supply of
ctihg] ,-, .,. -, . Also Crcl., e. g. a s. of

provisions, 6 6

or.,
{Polyb.) : an abundant ., see

Abundance and Plenty : I

have a s. of athg,. .
: to take out of one's s.,

: to provide with or
supply a s. of provisions,-..
or/ or-

: to take in or lay in a

S-,.-" or' :

to lay up a s. (of favour) with
aby, '

(Hdt.). ^ The place ichere

athg is stored up~\, 6., ., v. To
lay up in 8.,, -

: a laying up in s.,, (Polyb.).-, 6.

STORE, v. See ' to lay in a
s.,' or ' lay up a s.,' in preceding
Art. TI To provide] Vid.
STORE-HOUSE. Sw Store

and Warehouse.
STORE-KEEPER. See Ste-

ward. Public s.,, ,', 6 : to be —,-
STORE-SHIP, -WAGGON,,, ., .
STORK,, .

young s.,,, 6.

STORM, s. Tempest] -,, 6. or
or, 6.,

., «ttos, .,, . , , and,, 6 (of the waves). To dis-

turb by s., : there is a
s., : to be caught in, be
exposed to, or to be out in, a s.,

(pass.) : I am ex-
posed to, suffer from, am out in,

a 8., .: to weather
a s. together, :

a s. of hail, snow, Vid. : thun-
der-s., ,.., .;
a s. is coming on,

(566)

-
(Thuc.) : a

s. is threatening,

: the s. is passing over,

6. U As-
sault on a fortified place]-, h ( ), and
Crcl. with-,--' . To take a

place by s., or-.
STORM, v. f (Intrs.) To

rage, to rave] Vid. *fl (Trs.)]/3£/ c. dot.

c. dot., or or

c. ace. See ' take by Storm.'
STORMY,, 2 and

3., 2. S. weather,,, b : to be s., -. (of the sea):

a s. sea, or

b.
STORMILY. Fm Stormy.
STORY, A short narra-

tive], b.,. -,.,.
A fabulous s.,, . -, . , .
They make up s.'s of mere ima-
gination, -

(PL). $U*
The subst. is often suppressed and
the article or substituted,

withfollowing gen. or prep.,

c. ace. : e. g. the s. about the
thief, to or -

: the s. about the dog,

: to tell or relate a
number of s.'s, -, -

: the s. goes, "-.. See to Say.
Floor] , . ,. Composed or consisting of

one s.,, 2 : of or con-
sisting of two s.'s,, 2,

and in a similar manner formed
of and, e. g. of
three s.'s, and -, 2 : of four s.'s,-

and. An
upper s.,, (-
),.
' STORY-TELLER, b,.,, .
STOUT. See Robust and

Healthy.
STOUT-HEARTED. See

Bold, Intrepid.
STOVE, (gir not known to the

ancients; for the nearest it. see

Oven.
STOW, - or-

or. See Lay up.

STRADDLE,. S.-

ing, , 3 (Archi-

loch.).

STRAGGLEAa-aTTft'/Oiaeai,-,, -,- (pass.). See
Stray. S. -ing, partepp., e. g., 3, also,, b, ., 3. Some
s.-ing firs, .
STRAGGLER,( ), b (of an

army, esply for attack), -
(dragging or trailing behind

the main body, Hdt.).-( -
), and other partepp.

STRAIGHT, adj. ! Opp.
crooked],, (horizontal

andperpendicular) ., 3 (per-

pendicular),, 2 (of
mathematicalfigures). <•,

(not twisted, PL). Growing s.,, (with verb-,
and subst.-, , all Theophr.).

For numerous similar compounds
see Gr. Eng. Lex. under -,-, -, A 8. line,

(with or without) : in a
s. line,', '.
A s. road, (with or with-

out ). I am come s. from
home, '
(Eur.). Straightway, ,, or simply, ', . See DlRECTLY,
Immediately. make or set

s.,,..
Cf Rectify, if As adv.] ... Standing s.,-,-. or.
STRAIGHTFORWARD,

adj.,, ., 2., 3 (simple, undisguised),, 2 (calling things by
their right names). In a s. man-
ner, (downright, with-

out ceremony), or
: also,

(plainly, openly),-
(PL) : to act in a s. man-

ner, : to say athg
s., to speak in a s. manner, fu-.
>

STRAIGHTEN,.
-,-.. -,
-,-.
STRA1GHTNESS,-,--,, , and Crcl. with

the Adj.
STRAIN, v. IT To SQUEEZE

(vid.) through a filter],
-,-. ,...-

(esply wine),.
To stretch, exert] -, -,

-,.
(exert one^s energies). To s. every
nerve, -: to 8. oneself (have the veins

swollen),. Tj To
sprain] Vid.
STRAIN, s.

x
t Exertion of

poiver] -, -, -,
(as act), , b (tension), -,, , and,
(exertion). *(| Sprain] Vid. if

Note, tone] Vid., and Song. To
speak in a different s. (fig.),-.
STRAINER,?,,, b.,,

: also and
(Aristoph.), b.

STRAIT, adj. See Narrow, •

Difficult.
STRAIT, s. *& A narrow part

of the sea], b. -, b. , , (e. g. b



STR",
ui [of Gib-

raltar] or 6 '). The s. between
Euboea and Boeotia, b

(now 'Golfo di Negroponte;' in

some cases also used as g. t. for
' strait '). ^f Difficulty, dilemma]
Vid. To be in a s. (fig.),. (pass.)

:

to drive to s.'s, -. .
STRAITEN, f Propr. : to

confine, limit] Vid. "fl Impropr.].. -
or . To be s.-d,. , -. (pass.) : I am

much s.-d for provisions, '-
.
STRAND, s. See Shork and

' Bank of a river.' % Ofa rope], 6., (both .).
STRAND, . -, -,-- (ivith or without). See Aground, Ashore.
STRANGE. « Foreign] Vid.

U Uncommon, unusual],
3. ?, 2. , 3. -
and-, 2.,-, 3., 2. -,, . , -, 3., 3. ', 3 (pe-

culiar). It would be s. if

—

,-
or ' — :

think athg s.,. , and-
(puss.) (be astonished).

What a s. fellow you are, -, . Is it not
very s. ? ; I

felt very s., had a s. kind of feel-

ing, . Comp.
Singular, Odd.
STRANGENESS,-,, . . -, 6 (novelty), andCrcl. with

Adj.
STRANGER,,-,, 3.,
., 2. For numerous
compounds see the Gr. Eng. Lex.
under -, -. To be a s.

to aby (opp. related),

: a s. to athg,

or , or
or-
: no 8. to

athg, .
f

STRANGLE,, -.,-.. See Hang, and
Suffocate, Throttle, Choke.
STRANGLING, STRAN-

GULATION,,-, ., 6. Marks
of s.,. ai (Dem.).
STRANGURY,- and- or-, . To suffer

from s., -,-
and-.
STRAP, S. , , 6

(broad s.). , (for tying

shoes), ,, b (trace for
horses or to flog with),,

(567)

STR, b (for carrying the buckler

or shield, <£c.) : also,.
Comp. Thong. Spare s.'s,-
,, (X.). To beat with a

s., (to s.) : to fasten with
a S., .-

(to s. on athg) : to draw
up with a s.,, Att. (e.g.).
STRAP, v. (to beat with, and

to fasten urith, as.), see the Subst.

S.-ing, as subst., see Beating : to

get a good s.-ing, :
as adj.,, . See
Great, Huge.
STRAPPADO. See under

Strap, v., and comp. Gauntlet.
STRATAGEM,-, ., . , .,, .. To conquer

by s., (Polyb.).

STRAW,, . -, b. To drink or sip up through
a S., -. Made of s., -, 3: an image of s., '--, : a man of s. (fig.),

-, b : a roof

thatched with s., -, : a hut co-

vered with s., -, bias, hut,

or -, : of the colour of
s.,, 3. S. bed or litter,,, .
STRAWBERRY,-, (mod. Gr.).—S. tree, -, b and ., . -, : its fruit,, -,.
STRAY, .,-. (Aris-

tot.). To s. fm one's road,-
(or, if rid-

ing) or.. See Astray. To allow
to s., (of cattle or
aflock). See to Straggle.
STRAY, adj., ,

b., (poet.), and
partcpp. of the verb.

STREAK, s., (in the

shy, and in cloths, animals, &c).

t

STREAK, v.. S.-d,, 3.

STREAM, s. «H Course of a
fluid body],, b.

and,., . Poet.,, . , , and,.
Comp. Current. With the s.,

y
(PI.) : up s., against 8.,

or () :

in s.'s (not drops),,
2, and adv. or -. -,: the wine flowed in

s.'s, :

the tears flow in s.'s,. Fig., the s.

(lapse) of time, , :

to be carried away by the s. of

athg, .
U Body of water, 8fc, in motion], ., b. See Rl-

STR
ver, Flood, Torrent. A s.

of lava,,, b.

STREAM, v. ',.
(pass.),.-

(pass.) (in a gen-
tle s). See to Flow.
STREAMER,, . See

Flag.
STREAMLET. See Rivulet.
STREET,, (g.t.). ,, (Lat. vicus),-

(sc. ), ($s§* the two
last opposed in later Greek, as

lane and main s.). A narrow s.

(alley),, (poet, or late):

windows facing the s.,

: a s.-song,. ,. To pave s.'s,()-
: pavement of the

S.'s,, . -. An overseer of
the s.'s,, , b.

STRENGTH,,,, , , and,
(with notion of superiority), -, , and,, (poet.).

S. of body, -, : s. of mind,
(courage),, (ofjudgement) : s.

of character, ,
(Time) : s. of voice, ',

: s. of passions,, : s.

of a fortress,,
: of unabated s.,-, (PL). See POWER,

Vigour, Force, if In respect

of size] See Thickness,,., ,,, . In respect of num-
ber and quantity]. The
s. of the army was so great,-

: the s. of the enemy is ex-

aggerated, -.
STRENGTHEN,
. (e.g. the

feet by going unshod,, .),,,. -,. , and sts

.,,-,
(to give stability). To s. the me-
mory, . To
be s.-d (become strong),-", (pass.).

STRENGTHLESS. See Fee-
ble. Impotent.
STRENUOUS. See Brave,

Bold, Active, and Zealous.
STRESS. See Importance,

Force, Emphasis. To lay s.

upon athg, : s.

of weather,,, b.

STRETCH, v. H (Trans.)], -, -, -, -,
-, -, -, -, -. (Epic tvord).,. (by spread-

ing or unfolding), (to

reachforth). To s. oneself,-
(after sleep) : to s. out

one's legs,- or-, (of



STR STR STR
animals) : to s. out one's hand to

or after athg,. ,: — towards
heaven, ?

: — towards
aby, or. *\\ (INTRS.)]
{to s. out towards, of geogr. posi-

tion), and (as a wall,

a line of country, <JfC.)• For both

senses, comp. Extend, Reach, v.

STRETCH, s. See Exten-
sion, Extent, Reach, s. To
he on the s.,, -, -,-,-,. RACK.
At a s., (continuously).

STREW, iv,-..., -,- :

also,-.
STRIATED. See Striped.
STRICKLE,,,

and, »';, and-,, ., ,
and (or?), .,, (esply used
by bakers in preparing dough).

STRICT. ^ Exact] Vid., and
Accurate, , 2. -, 3. The s. truth, -, :

in a s. sense (strictly speaking),

: to observe in a
8. manner, or. "ff Severe, rigorous]

Vid., 3., 2.

Of s. justice,, 2

:

a s. man, a man of s. principle,.
STRICTLY. FmtheAdj.,and. To examine s.,

(PL),( or).,(
to observe s.) : s. speaking,

(or) ..
STRICTURE. 1 Contraction]

Vid. S. of the urethra,-, Retention of urine). *ff

Slight touch]

(), or Crcl. with-,, . *[} Animad-
version] Vid., and Censure.
STRIDE, V. or-

or.-
or (Horn.).

STRIDE, s. Crcl. with the

Verb, e. g. taking long s.'s, -
or ,-, 2 (Aristot.). See Step, s.

STRIFE, , , (ace.

and ).,. See Con-
tention, Contest, s., Quar-
rel, s., Dispute, s., Contro-
versy.
STRIKE, V . «U (Trans.) To

hit with a blow].-...-/ (with a missile),. To s. aby with
a stick, or

: to s. aby with the

(568)

fist, or .
: to be

s. (caught) by a missile,-. See to Beat, to

Hit. The lightning s.'s athg,

struck by lightning, Vid. 1
To strike, with notion of noise],. To 8. the bell,

: to 8. the

harp, or -, also : to s. the

cymbals,. *\[ To
forge, to mint] Vid. To s. while
the iron is hot,

(prov.). % To stamp,

to impress] Vid. To affect sud-

denly in a particular manner]
or .

To s. with amazement,'-: — with terror,, see Amaze, Ter-
rify, cf-c. : to s. dead,-

(fin the context), see to Kill :

to s. blind,, :

to be struck dumb,
(pass.), . S.-

ing, = REMARKABLE, Vid. It

S.'s me that —,, -, . If To produce
by a sudden action] E. g. to s. a

light, .. *[j Miscell.] 8.

a BARGAIN, Vid. : to s. ROOT,
Vid. : to s. sail, :

to s. his flag, -
: to s. (fig. and absol.),

—
to surrender!,Vid. : to s. (work)
for higher pay, &c, Crcl., e. g.
KOLvrj ,-- : to s. hands,. Stricken, = AD-
VANCED (in age)] Vid. TJ Com-
pounds] To s. off athg, --,-, (cut, hew
off) : to s. off a debt,-

: to s. out or off, =
CANCEL, Vid. : = to FORM or
produce (by a quick effort),-: to s. up (music),

(commence), or simply with

verbs denoting to SOUND, to PLAY,
to sing, Qc, e. g. to s. up the

song,: — the trumpet,-!/ : — the psean,-. "U (INTRS.)] To s. upon
athg, . -,-,-.

(as a slap). The
road s.'s into —,—. To s. out in swimming,

(Horn.). To s.

(as a clock),..
(to sound) : the s.-ing of

the clock, . To
s. up (of a singer, <$[c.), see above,

trans. To s. (as colour or dye),

: the colour s.'s well,.
STRIKING, as adj.-,, 3, and-, 3 (str. t.)

%
1 Of a like-

ness, ^C.], 3.,
., 3. U Of a
proof argument, 8[c], 3,

see Cogent : also, 3., .

STRING, s. (and
PL .), . , (of mu-
sical instrument and bow), pa,

h, and, (esply ofbow) :

also,, 6 (gen. cord),, b (thread, and s. of lyre,

Philostr.). The highest (our low-
est), lowest (our highest) s. (of
lyre, S[C.), or,

: — but one, -,, or :

the s. touched by forefinger, -, : to make s.'s,-
: to tune the s.'s,-
: having three, seven,

many s.'s, -, -,-, 2 : to touch or strike

the s.'s,, ~\, -.. Screw by which
s.'s are tightened,,,
6. String (= bracelet or neck-
lace),,, 6. -, : a s. of pearls,-
pa,, 6 : moved by s.'s,-, 2. To have two s.'s

to your bow, -
(prov.) : to send aby

the bovv-S.,

(Diod. iii. 5). TJ Se-
ries] Vid.
STRING, v.

_
1 To furnish

an instrument with strings] -. -. Strung,, (poet.), 2.

To s. a bow,, (bend and
draw the s.). Strung (= drawn
tight),, 2. To s. together,.
STRINGED (adjectively, e.g.

a s. instrument), or-
or ,. Three-s., &c, see the Subst.

STRINGENT. See Strict,
Severe, and Cogent.
STRIP, s.,-,, see ' narrow Shred.', n (ribbon, and s. or tongue

of land),, (streak).

STRIP, v. -,-, --
(oneself). To 8. naked,, : to s. off

the skin, -,- : — the
rind,, see to Peel :

to s. aby of athg, see Deprive,
Divest, and Bereave. Stript
of athg, ,-

: stript of every thing,
'. to be stript,

or or.
STRIPE, s. 1 Line or streak

of varied colour], . A
narrow s., or,

: with black s.'s,-, 2 (Aristot.). [[ Stnp,
shred] Vid. H Lash or blow]

VlD., ., .
1 Weal] Vid.
STRIPE, v. To variegate

with stripes] .
S.-d,, 3. H To inflict

stripes] See to Lash, to Beat.
STRIPLING,, .-



STR STU STU,., 6. See
Lad, Youth.
STRIVE. IT To struggle, make

an effort] See to Labour, ' Ex-
ert oneself,' to Endeavour, be
Eager, or
or or — .-

(pass.), or'
—. ,($8.).' ., -, or .

or . ^J

To contend] ViD..—S.-ing, see Strife:
s.-ing for,, , see Endea-
vour : worth s.-ing for, -, 2.

STROKE, s. See Blow and
Knock, , fi. S. of an
oar,, 6 : s. (rr leading

rower) of a boat,, ,
: keeping s., ' -

(Thuc.). S. of a pencil,

&c,, 6., . ^|

Fig.] A bold s., -, : a s. of policy,,.
STROKE, v.-,-... -

(Horn.). A s.-ing,

»/«'/>/, ., .
STROLL, v. See to Ramble,

Rove, 'Gad about.'.-,-, and-. S.-ing,,
ijTos, see Vagrant.
STROLL, s., 6,

and Crcl. with Verb.

STROLLER. See Vagrant.
STRONG, f Great in quan-

tity],, {e.g.). The army is

two hundred men s.,

or. TJ
Having much force, power, or
stability], 3.-, 3., .,
2.,,,, 3, and poet,-,,,-,. Also,,, 3 (ofplaces). To
be 8.,., and
poet,., 2 (of
drink ; e. g. the wine was very s.

unless it was mixed with water,, '' ). A s. smell
or odour, and, : a s. wind, or

or : a S.

remedy,/ or -
: a S. voice, :

a s. pulse, : a s.

memory, or -. See Powerful. S. -hearted,

-handed,-, 2,-,
6, (poet.).

STRONGHOLD. See For-
tress, Fastness.
STROPHE,, v.

STRUCTURE. 1 In the ab-

stract] (e. g. of the

human body, ),
(e. g. ). See

Make, Constitution. The .

(569)

of a period, -
: grammatical s.,,

. See Construction. TT In
the concrete],-,. and -,
. See Building, Edifice.
STRUGGLE, . See to Con-

tend, Strive... (as

wrestlers).,-
(as a horse).

STRUGGLE, s. See Contest,
Effort. A close s. (ofwrestlers),, : a desperate s. (as

between disease and the vital pow-
ers),, (Hipp.).

STRUMPET. See Harlot,
Prostitute.
STRUT,.- and-., -. See Swagger. S.-

ing,, 3. , (as

subst.).

STUBBLE,, .-, .
STUBBORN,, 3. See

Obstinate. A right s. temper,
(Aristoph.).

STUBBORNNESS. See Ob-
stinacy.
STUCCO, s., 6.-, ., (opus alba-

rium). Worker in s.,,, 6.

STUCCO, . . S.-d,, 3.

STUD. H The head of a nail], if A place
ivhere horses are, bred]-, .
STUDENT, -. 6 -

or. To be a s., see to

Study.
STUDIOUS,
., (). Also, 3. -,, .
STUDIOUSNESS,-,,, . -, .
STUDY, . or
. (to

bestoiv pains upon athg, to apply

oneself to athg). and
(to practise), -

. (medi-

tate), (to learn).

orKTaaOui
(to acquire knowledge)-. Aby

s.'s athg, : to

have diligently s.-d athg,-.-.' .,, .-, 3 (effected by meditating).. 3 (designed craf-

tily). A s.-d speech, -, 6.

STUDY, s. IT The application

to a study], .-,., ., and-
. Object of s.,-,,-., .-

j

, . " In the concrete: place
for study, closet], .-,-,--, .
STUFF, s. 1 Matter] Vid.

IT Furniture or goods] Vid. *|T

Cloth, material (for dress)]-, ., (woven),, ., {linen), -,, (cotton). Trash], ., .-, . ,
(worthless things).

STUFF, .. -,.-.,... Athg stuffed in
(as expletive),, .
STUFFING,, .-, . , (as force-

meat).

STUMBLE, f Prop.]-,... xl/ -. (pass.). * Im-
propr.] To s. upon athg,-, '. to s.

upon aby, -, -,--. . -' ..
STUMBLING,,.,. A s.-block,-,,: also-,, and, (hindrance,. .) : this is a s.-block for me,-.
STUMP,, 6. ,.
STUN, t Prop.]

(the hearing),,-
(the feeling), -,-

(fig-, the mind), -,- (by thunder and light-

ning) .

STUNT,. S.-d, -, 3.

STUPEFACTION,eWXi,£is,
(propr. and fig.),,

. and, (prop,
only). ^[ Improp. : sudden amaze-
ment], .,, r/. , 6 (fin
fever, Hipp.).

STUPEFY, -, I/c-ttXjtV-. (benumb, deaden),. To s. the mind,; to s. with smoke,: s.-ing or of a s.-ing ef-

fect, -,-,-, 3. S.-d, partcpp. pass.,

and -, -, -, --,,,
2, and .
STUPENDOUS. See Asto-

nishing, Immense.
STUPID, adjj. under Stupe-

fied, and, 3. ,, 6, , and, 3., ., 3.

See Dull, Foolish. A s. looby,,, 6 : a 8. bu-
siness, , .
STUPIDITY,,,, -, .



STU SUB SUB
STUPOR {Latin),,

f). ,. -,
-, -,, ft., {lethargy), ,
(fm fever).

STURDY, -INESS. See
Stout, Hardy, and their substt.

S. as oak,,-
(maple), 3. ?, 3.

STURGEON,, 6
{Hdt. ; whence -, caviare).

STUTTER. See Stammer.
STY. Tf For swine],

b(Hom.).,.--,-, . ^J A
tumour on the eyelid] , ., ). ", .
STYLE, s. U Instrument used

by the ancients for writing] -
?, ., . [ Me-
tonym.: manner ofwriting],, . 6 .
To write in a flowery or florid s.,

: running, con-
tinuous S., ,
{Aristot.). S. of building or ar-

chitecture,, '-,, ., ft :

s. of an artist, ,, .
See Manner, Fashion. Old s.

{of tJte calendar),' {mod. Gr.).

STYLE, v. See to Call, to

Term.
STYPTIC, (3). Comp. to STAUNCH.
SUAVITY,. -, ], . . See

Agreeableness, Sweetness.
SUBALTERN, -, 6. The s.'s of an army,

(Dion Cass.).

SUBDIVIDE,.
SUBDIVISION,-, h-

SUBDUE. -See to Conquer,
to Overcome. Fig.,,

(with pathos). S.-d
{morally),, 3.

SUBJACENT. Crcl. with
verbs, e. q..
SUBJECT, adj. «[J In subjec-

tion] , 3.-
,, 2. 6 . 6•. S. and ruler,

kui. TJ Li-
able] VlD. (2). -. To be s. to athg, -

: not —, -
vui. Comp. Exposed, Ob-
noxious.
SUBJECT, s. If Opp. to ru-

ler] See the Adj. ^J Subject mat-
ter] or-. b,, . To discourse, write
upon, a s.,,• : to rise to the height
of his s.,. See Matter. A s. of
study, wonder, of grief, &c,-,,,,. :

the s. of discussion, ,. \ In gramm.
analogic] . -, . See Subjective.

(570)

SUBJECT, V. -,- (aby to athg, ),
and-,-. To s. (= bring into subjection

to oneself),' ,,. -, : to

s. oneself to the caprices of aby,,
: to S. to

examination,.
SUBJECTION,,,, , and Crcl.

with verb or adj., e. g. to bring

into s., put into s.,,.-,.-..
SUBJECTIVE^ {mod.phOos.

t.), Crcl. with [ ,
or not eocpressed, e.g. the s. na-

ture of man, ft -
: a s. judgment,,

ft. b :

sts by, opp. to, e. g. let

us give the most general defini-

tion of the worst (of men) ; he
will be one who is objectively

such as we subjectively repre-

sented,' ,', -
; (-) : or by, opp.

to, if the s. view is followed

by objective acts,

(PL).

SUBJOIN, -, --,, -,--. (in

speaking). See Add, Append.
SUBJUGATE,.,. -. See Conquer and

under Subjection.
SUBJUGATION,,,, -, .
SUBJUNCTIVE (gram, t.),, ) (se. ').
SUBLIME,, 3.,

3. 8. genius, -, 77. .See Lofty, Ele-
vated, Exalted, Majestic.
The s. (of sti/le), ', .
SUBLIMITY, ',, .,,, . -, (e.g. of style).

See Elevation, Majesty.
SUBLUNARY,,

2 (propr.). H Fig.] See Earth-
ly, Transitory.
SUBMERGE (trs.),,,-. -
. See Plunge, Dip, and

Drown.
SUBMERSION,,

. -,-, and
other verbs,, 6

(in.the sea), -.
SUBMISSION, -,-, r;., . See SUB-

JECTION, Obedience. To make
8., , -

: s. to the will of God,', . See the Verb.

SUBMISSIVE,,-,-, 3,-, 2., 3. S. to

the will of God,, .
See Resigned.

_
SUBMIT, m (Trs.) To sub-

ject] Vid. U To refer to judge-
ment, SfC.]. .-

or . See
Refer. H To sutjmit oneself, or
to submit (intrs.)]. -. . -

(to athg) and
(to aby) or . -,-.. Tos.to
the laws, .
SUBORDINATE, . -. -,--.
SUBORDINATE, adj. ,-, {),-, 2 (by the way). The s. ge-

nera, (Aristot.) : s.

to one another,, 2.

SUBORDINATION,--, -, (obedience

to discipline). Also, .
Sts, 6. See Discipline,
Order.
SUBORN,.-. (e. g.

false witnesses, -,).
S.-d, partcpp. pass., and-, 2 (PL),, 3
(Aristot.).

SUBORNATION. Crcl. with
Verb.

SUBPCENA, s. and v. -,. (to cite a reluctant

witness under penalty), with subst.. .
SUBSCRIBE,-,-'. To s. one's name,
-,-: also

(to endorse an indictment). See
to Sign, ^f Fig.] See to Con-
sent.—To s. money to athg,-( ).
SUBSCRIBER,,, 6, and partcpp. of verb. S.

to a book, 6 --.
SUBSCRIPTION,-, V•, , and

Crcl. with Verb.

SUBSEQUENT, ', 3,

and partcpp. of,
and to Follow. See Later.
SUBSEQUENTLY. See Af-

ter, Afterwards.
SUBSERVE. -See to be Sub-

servient.

t

SUBSERVIENT, partcpp. of,: and-, 3., 2. -,, 3.

SUBSERVIENCY,-, 77, and Crcl.

SUBSIDE, (as re-

ceding waters of a flood). See to

Settle, to Abate.



SUB sue sue
SUBSIDENCE,-, ?, and Crcl.

SUBSIDIARY,,
3., 2. ?: also, 3. -, 2.

SUBSIDIZE. See Subsidy.
SUBSIDY,, {e.g., of money),-, .? . To make

or furnish a s., : to

agree to — , to subsidize,-.
SUBSIST. 1 To have a con-

tinued existence] See to Exist.

H Get a livelihood],. See to

Live, and phrases in Liveli-
hood.
SUBSISTENCE. 1 Real or

continued being, or existence]
Vid. [} Life, living, livelihood]

VlD.

^ SUBSTANCE,, h.,, and later-, , and . To
be a man of 8., -

or . ^J

An essential part] E. g. to give

the s. of athg or give it in s., '-, U Substance
= property] Vid.
SUBSTANTIAL,, 2., 2., 3 :

or Crcl. with . See Es-
sential. Also, ., . See MATERIAL
and Considerable.
SUBSTANTIATE,^*)-, ,.
SUBSTANTIVE. 1 Adj.]

Crcl. with ', ^j
Subst. : gram, t.] or

or -
or, .

SUBSTITUTE, . -,-, -.,-',- . To be
s.-d, . , -

[of persons),

, (of
things). To s. in writing,-
ty-,-- : — by elec-

tion,(<.
SUBSTITUTE, s. b -, 6 -., 6. Later-, 2, also-, . To be aby's s., to act as

his s., ,
/os.-/ or -. See Deputy and to Re-

present.
SUBSTITUTION,-, -, , or Crcl. with

the Verb.

SUBTERFUGE,, .,., .
See Evasion, Shift, Trick, and
Cloak. To use s.'s,.,-.

(571)

SUBTERRANEAN, -,-,--,
2, and, 3 (poet). 6, ,

or . A s.

passage, , -, (mine, vid.) : through a
s. canal,. s. fire,-.
SUBTLE (propr.),, 3., . , , : also, 3., 2.

s. speech,,. See
Fine, and (fig.) Crafty, Cun-
ning.
SUBTLETY (prop.\,-,,,,

. See Cunning. act with s.,..-,-.
SUBTRACT, -,-

(fm athg, ). See ' Take
away or fm,' Deduct, Detract.
SUBTRACTION, -, -, -.

SUBURB,- and- (poet.), .
SUBURBAN, 2,

and-, 3 (poet.).

SUBVERSION,,, .
SUBVERT, /-',-. See to Over-turn,

-THROW.
SUCCEED. II (Trans.) To

come next] See to Follow, -. - and (Hdt.) -. (poet.).

To s. (to an inheritance or in of-

fice), . -; also,
(to athg). (to

aby). - and-
(a'bsol., as king). All s.-ing time,() : each s.-

ing —,
—. H (IntraNS.)

) Ofthings] (,)-, and simply «/ ,
also or -,,
or ., ()-. ) Ofpersons]-

and- .-,.,,.. -. .,,-. Likely to s.,-, 3. See to Prosper.
Not to s., to s. ill, see to Fail.
SUCCESS,, (-),-, --,-,,-, , and (of the thing sac-

ceeding),,, and partepp. neut. of verbs to

Succeed (e. g. -
). Ill s., see Failure, -.-, . X'JM<
SUCCESSFUL,,

(of a person), and Crcl. with the

verb or subst., e. g. to be s., = to

Succeed : a s. undertaking, z=. a
Success or athg Succeeding.
See Prosperous.
SUCCESSION,, f,

(sequence). £?, (order). Con-

tinual 8.,, : in 8.,,, . See SUCCES-
SIVE. TJ Ln an office] -, -,
and poet,-,, ., . The right of s.,-, . See Inheritance.
War of s., -, , 6.

(

SUCCESSIVE,, 2., 3., 2 :

and, (,-, 3) : also ,. Each s. —,— : s. order,», .
SUCCESSOR,,

(g. t.). S. in office,, b,

and partepp. of the verb.

SUCCINCT,, 3.-, 3. See Brief.

SUCCORY,, (ci-

chorea). , and ,
(Lot. seris) : also,, .,, and,
(as salad). See Endive.
SUCCOUR, v. and s. See

Help, Aid, v. and s.

SUCCULENCE. Crcl. with
Adj.
SUCCULENT, -, -, . -, -, 2.

See Juicy.
SUCCUMB, .?; ,-

or ., . -
. '

or . See Yield,
' Sink under.'

SUCH, toioDtos,,.,, (whenfollowed
by its explication)., 3 (poet.).

S. a man, 6 : some-
what s., toioDtos tis: of s. man-
ners or kind, toioi/totoottos, 2:

just s. (another),'-
: and s. like, -

: s. a man as you, olos. If such be the will of the

gods, .
In correlation] .

S. in point of age,, 3, see
' so Old :' s., = so great, Vid.

In s. wise or manner, : —
as, (outws,) c. infin.

SUCK, v...,. To s. the breast,-. S.-ing,, . -, 6. To s. dry, see Ex-
haust, Drain, '.
SUCK, s. E. g. to give s., see

to Suckle.
SUCKER (ofaplant),,

b. (dim.),,.,, and-, . Also,
(fm a root, Lot. stolo). Comp.
Scion, Offset.
SUCKLE,.-. .,

(to put to the breast). To s. her
child with her own breast, -.
S.-ing (== a baby on the breast),, ,. -



sue SUI SUM, , . -, .
SUCTION,, f, (g. L).

SUDDEN, and-
-., 2,-, 3. , ,

or. ,
2. That happens all on a s.,-, 2 : all on a s., see

Adv. See Unexpected.
SUDDENLY,, -.,. -,,,

or or.
SUDDENNESS. Crcl. by the

Adj. or Adv.
SUDORIFIC,- and-, 2. To have or produce

a s. effect, to be s., -..
SUDS. Crcl. with Water and

Soap. Dirty s. in wch clothes

have been washed,-,, and-, 6.

SUE. *\\ Request, petition, pray
for] Vid. i| In a legal sense]

See 'bring an action agst aby.'(),
(also with addition of 6 -, -, before a court),, ' (for
or account of athg, ),-..
SUET (renal fat, as culinary

t. only), , or, or simply,, .
SUFFER, f To endure] -

(g. t.)..-
(to undergo patiently) or -. and.

See Bear, Endure. U To un-
dergo (an evil)] ... For numerous combinations,

e. g. to S. SHIPWRECK, PUNISH-
MENT, pain, see tlie substt. You
shall s. for it (menace), see to

Smart. ^[ To permit, allow]
Vid., and Let.
SUFFERANCE. See Per-

mission.
SUFFERER. Chiefly Crcl.

with verbs. A great s.,, 6.-,, , : to be a great s.,

: a fellow-s.,

or -
: to be aby's fellow-s.,-.

SUFFERING. U As abstract

subst.] .,
(as act), ,,
(usu in a bad sense), .
See Pain, Grief, Sorrow, fyc.

U As adj.] See Sufferer and
Afflicted.
SUFFICE,.. To s. for athg or any given

purpose, (aby andfor
athg), -, -, -,-

and ' ...
SUFFICIENCY,,,, , and Crcl.

(572)

with verb Suffice. See Enough
and Competency.
SUFFICIENT,,,. -,-,-,.-,, . , 3. See

Enough, Equal, Competent.
To be s., see to Suffice.
SUFFOCATE, ,-, -. See to

Choke. S.-ing, and, 2., 3.

SUFFOCATION,,
., b.,.-, . To die from s., -.
SUFFRAGE,, . See

Election, Vote. To carry by
general s., or..
SUFFUSE, -,-..
SUFFUSION. Crcl. with the

Verb.

SUGAR,,, -,,, . TJ As
verb] .-'.
SUGGEST,,-. ( ),, -,-, and

mid..
...

SUGGESTION, -,-, .,,, . At aby's s.,-
or ,-

or .
SUICIDE. As act]-, . ,

6. --
or- or —-. "U The person commit-

ting it],,-, ,-, -,, 6.

SUIT, s. " Set] Vid., and
Series. A s. of clothes,,,, . . 6

: a complete s. of ar-

mour,, . T| Petition]

Vid., and Courtship. H Legal]

See Lawsuit, Cause, and Ac-
tion.

SUIT, v. y, To ft, to adapt], -, -, --'. -
. *ff To suit (in-

trans.) or be suited to] See Fit,

Befit,,, -,.,-
or'. S.-d to

the occasion or thing,

: to be s.-d to

the occasion or thing,() -.
SUITABLE,,,
., .,
2., 3. See Convenient,
Fit.
SUITABLENESS. See Fit-

ness, Agreeableness.
SUITE (French),,

. . See Retinue,
Attendance.
SUITOR. See Petitioner,

Wooer.

SULK, v. See to be Sullen.
SULKINESS, SULLEN-

NESS,, , ., . -
(Eur.).

SULKY, SULLEN,-, 2., 3., 2., 2., 2.

s.,/?, :

to look s., make a s. face, -'.
SULLY. See to Soil, to De-

file.

SULPHUR, , . To
clean, purify, or fumigate with
s., : like s., containing s.,, 2 : sublimated s.,. .
Sulphurwort, sea (plant),-, , and prps,, and, .
SULPHUREOUS, -PHUR-

OUS,, . .
SULTRINESS,, -, ,,. See Heat.
SULTRY, -, -, ., 3. See

Hot. It is extremely s.,-.
SUM, S., 6. -, .,, .,. .,,

{the total amount). A s. of
money, , ,
or simply,,
e. g. a small s. of money,. : a
large s., , -

or . See
Amount.
SUM, v.. -..

S.-ing up, , .
See Recapitulate.
SUMACH-TREE,, 6 and

-
SUMMARY, adj.,

2. -,-, . -, 3. S. recapitu-

lation,, : in a
S. way, or -

(e.g. ), and -
(e.g. ). Also-. .

SUMMARY, s. -, -., . See
Abstract, Compendium, Epi-
tome.
SUMMER,,. In s.,, .

: at the commencement of

S., :: s. is approaching,

: to pass or spend the

s. at a place,»
: a wet s., :

a dry s.,

or . or belong-

ing to s., s.'s —, and s. in compo-
sition,,,,
3, e. g. s.'s work or occupation,, .
or .

: a s.'s day, ,
. : 8.



SUM SUP SUP
days or the days in s.,-
', ul : as. night, or

: s. campaign,

: s. garment
or suit, or -, .,,

: s. residence,, ..
SUMMIT, see Top. , ., ., . §siP Also

Orel, ivith adjj. and-
(e. g. , the top

of a mountain). To reach, at-

tain, or ascend the s. of athg, '\: the s. of ho-

nour or glory, :

the s. of power or sway,, -.
SUMMON, .,-». -, -,-, -,--. (esply as wit-

ness),.. See

to Cite.
SUMMONS, -, -, . To send aby a s., see

the Verb: an official or public s.,, ay, apay"y-, .
SUMPTUOUS,,.-,-, . -, 3. See COSTLY, MAGNI-

FICENT.
SUMPTUOUSLY. From the

Adj.

SUN,, 6. Of or belong-

ing to the .,, 3, see So-
lar. Struck by the s., -- or -, 2 : scorched

by the s.,, .-, 2: brilliant as the s.,-, : the rising 8.,/ or: the set-

ting 8., ' : at the

rising of the s.,,-, ,' or'-. '
/u', :

to expose to the s., : to

dry in the s.,. -. >}-
: warmed by the s., »>-, . The best fellow under

the 8.,. S. -burnt, -,
(with subst. -, ). See Sun-
STRICKEN.
SUN-BEAM,{ or -

toTis),, . Motes in

the s., \, .
SUNDAY, ,

{eccl. t.).

SUN-DIAL,,, 6,

and (prop, gnomon
and its shadow),- (and later-), , b.

(and later .),.-, . The s. points to five,:
to consult the s., -

(•)•
SUN-FLOWER, --, -, , and -, 6.

SUN-RISE,
and', 6. At 8.,

(573)

' or
or.
^
SUN -SET, , .

or or.
At s., ,.
SUN- SHINE,- , 6, and 77X101, .

In s., : rain with
S., , 6 (Hipp.).

SUN- STRICKEN, --, -, 2.,, , .
SUN-STROKE^-rpo-jSoX,-, . -, . -, . To have or be suffer-

ing from a s.
3..

SUN, v. ... To s. oneself,-, (pass.) : the
act of S.-ing,,, :

a place for s.-ing,,.
SUNDER. See to Divide,

Separate, Sever.
SUNDRY, or-, , . or,. ', , . ,

(enclit.). See Various, Seve-
ral.
SUP. «ff To sip] Vid. «ft To

take supper] Vid.
SUPERABOUND, -ABUN-

DANCE, -DANT. See Abound,
Abundance, -dant.
SUPERANNUATED,/^/)/?.

pass, of,-.,, ., 2. -
(fm office),-
(of milit. service).

SUPERB. See Magnifi-
cent.
SURERCILIOUS, -NESS.

See Arrogant, Insolent, and
suljstt.

SUPEREMINENT. See Emi-
nent.
SUPEREROGATION, -TO-

RY (m-theol. t./mLat.o/Luke
X. 35, ),
Orel, ivith ,, ,--,-.
SUPERFICIAL,,

2 (prop, and metaph., e. g. s. ac-

complishments or education, i.), , . -, 2. See Shallow and
Smattering.
SUPERFICIALLY, '-. To do or perform athg

8.,,
^SUPERFLUITY,-
-, -otijs,, .-, . .-, 6. S. of words,--, (with adj. -, 2,

and verb- : Att. ). See
Redundancy.
SUPERFLUOUS,

(Att. ), 3, or, 2.,-, 3. To be s. (=r more),.\-

. See Redundant, Un-
necessary, and Needless.
SUPERHUMAN,', ,,, 3.

SUPERINTEND,'-.'. (PL),
(or ),
or. -.

SUPERINTENDANCEjTTt-, , and Crcl. with Verb.

See Oversight, Direction, and
Management.
SUPERINTENDANT,-,,,, 6, and partepp. of verb. See

Overseer, Director, Manag-

SUPERIOR. See g. t. High-
er, Upper. S. (in dignity, pow-
er, <$£C.),,, 2.

(poet.), and.
(pi'ose), and adv.

(poet.),. (Hdt.). See Pre-
eminent, Distinguished. Of
s. or s. in talent, (3)

xfi,, : to be
s. ,-,-,-. -

: to be s. m number,-
: — in merit,

/, ' ?, ,. To be or rise s. to athg,. If As subst.], , 6, and-,, , and partepp./-,. See PRESI-
DENT. One's s.'s, -.
SUPERIORITY,-,
--,,-, , and Crcl. Great s. of
power, force, or number,-. S. in talent,

&c, see Excellence, Pre-emi-
nence.
SUPERLATIVE (gram, t),, . .

In the s.,. % Fig.]

To attain a s. degree in athg,£> ,
: this is a s.

degree of athg,' '. Superlatively,.,: this is superlatively good,.
SUPERNATURAL,-, 2., 2. See SU-

PERHUMAN.
SUPER- or SUPRA-NATU-

RALISM,.
SUPERNUMERARY,7r £/otff-

(Attic ), 3.,, ., . To be
S.,..
SUPERSCRIBE,-

or .
SUPERSCRIPTION, '-, .,. That

has a 8. to it,,
3.

SUPERSEDE,
(appoint one in



SUP
place of another), ? or-

(remove aby fin office).

SUPERSTITION,-,, .
SUPERSTITIOUS,-,, 2. To be s.,

s.-ly inclined, or
(in athg,) : much addicted to s. ob-

servances, -
(Thuc).

SUPERSTRUCTURE, ptcpp.
pass, of-,-.
SUPERVENE,()-. .
SUPER-VISE, -VISOR, -VI-

SION. See Superintend, and
substt.

SUPINE, ', 3. -, 2. See INDOLENT, LIST-
LESS. As gram, t, p)-ps',

(or•) -
(or).

^
SUPINENESS,,

• See Indolence, Listless-
NESS.
SUPPER,, (tie

principal repast, our dinner,
vid.), tech was taken towards even-
ing),, (Athen.),. The time of s.,,
6 (X.) : at s., -, at or after

s.,-, 2 (poet.). The
Lord's Supper, ,., (eccl.).

SUPPERLESS,, 2
(.).
SUPPLANT,

(trip up) and (LXX),
also, (-). A s.-ing,-, .
SUPPLE, ,,? (Horn.), 3. With s.

limbs,, (.) : to

make s., (X). See
Pliable, Flexible.
SUPPLEMENT, ()-, ., .-, »';, also, .

add a s.,,-.̂
SUPPLEMENTAL, -ARY,,,

3. ,
SUPPLENESS,,. and neut. adjj.

SUPPLIANT,, , 6,

and -, , : poet., ',, , , -,--,-,. A company
of s.'s,, - : of or be-
longing to s.'s, s. (as adj.), -, 3 and 2., 3, also, is : to intreat as s., see
the Verb.

SUPPLICATE,...-,,,. (a?id mid.). See Intreat, Implore.

(574)

SUP
SUPPLICATION, ,,, . -, (Lat. supplicatio, suppli-

catory procession), also,
, and, at (Polyb.). See
Intreaty, Prayer.
SUPPLY, v. 1 To fill up],-,-.-

(to fill up). % To
furnish] Vid., and to Provide., .-.
SUPPLY, s.,-

(.), -, -,
- Often not expressed, e. g. a s.

of provision for three days,

: S.'s, -, , ., ',
and-, (esplyjbr war).

SUPPORT,•», if Prop, stay,

bear up] VlD. ", -....,-
(hold up). H To assist, aid,

abet] Vid. If To endure] Vid.

If To maintain] VlD..
SUPPORT, s. U Assistance]

Vid. H Prop, stay] Vid. 1
If Sustenance, maintenance]-, .
SUPPORTABLE,,, 3. See TOLERABLE.
SUPPORTER. II A support]

Vid. T| One who supports] Crcl

by verbs.

SUPPOSABLE,,
2.

SUPPOSE. IT To lay down
or admit without proof]-. and-

(mid.), . We will

s. or let us s. it to be so,

or or (=Lat. 'fac')

c. infin.: I 3. you will grant this,. S.-ing

the case to be so, -,
: s.-

ing this to be true,. See to ASSUME.
Imagine, think]... .

^» I s. may often be expressed

by particles : (expecting an
affirmative answer), also, e.g.

it seemed good, I s., :

well they are dead, s. it,

(supposition of a fictitious

SUPPOSITION,,-, ,-,.,
. See Assumption, Hypothe-
sis, Conjecture.
SUPPOSITITIOUS,-, 3. See Spurious.
SUPPRESS, -,-., (put down,

e. g. ). Also-.. See to CON-
CEAL.
SUPPRESSION,,, ., (preva-

rication, suppressio veri) : and
Crcl. with the verb.

SUPPURATE, -,-,. To s. a

little,. S.-d or

SUR
s.-ing,,, 2. -, .
SUPPURATION,,, , . To cause or

bring on s.,,,-
(adj. -, 2),-.

SUPREMACY, n,,,,, .
t

SUPREME, and poet,, 3 : also,-,- and -, 3.(),, , or, 2. To be s., hold or oc-

cupy a s. position,.(). See HIGH-
EST, Excellent. S. power, see

Supremacy : s. good (summum
bonum), or. Supremely,,,.
SURCHARGE,?;. See Over-

load. In respect ofprice, tax,

&c."\ ..
SURCHARGE, s.

(or), .
SURD. See Deaf. If As

math, t.], 2 (irrational).

SURE. *[ Certain] Vid., and
Infallible. Aby will be 8. to

(= will infallibly) — , ;' c. fut. : he would have
been s. to perish, -: be s. you do (not) —

,

or be s. (not) to —, ()
c. aor. subj. or fut. indie. : as

a. as my name is Alexander,'.
If Safe, firm] Vid., and Se-
cure, Indubitable.,, ., 3 and 2., 2. U Confident]
Vid., and Assured, Undoubt-
ING. To be s. of athg,,' ... Pretty sure, Vid.

To be s- (adverbially, = assured-

ly), ,. ,.
To be s. (rr yes indeed) !. . ... : and

;
(in reply, undoubtedly)

:

and ; they oppose each
other, to be s., don't they?; (PL): S.

enough, . . , esjily

(concession with indiffe-

rence) : I, for my part, s. enough,.
SURELY. See Certainly,

Assuredly, and Sa fely, Firm-
ly. U As particle] , e. g. if

not— yet s., ' . . ., . . .. ,, e. g. s., you
don't at all imagine?'

; ; s. they

are not leading you ?

'
; , e. g. if

. and C. have managed —, s.

we should be able, .
. ,

(Isocr.)., e.g. s. he will be al-

lowed to stand,

(Dem.). ,



SUR SUR sus
e. g. but then s. you don't mean
to say, ? . See
phrases under Sure.
SURE-FOOTED,?,

2.

SURENESS. See Security,
Stability.
SURETYa^SURETISHIP.

See Bail, Security.
SURF,, . ?,

(poet.). , .
SURFACE, or -

\?., . or
(the outside of athg).

or . ,,.,
(poet., of the sea). That is

found on the s.,?,-?, 2. ?, 3 : to lie on
the s., (with subst.-?, ,-?, 6).

SURFEIT, s., ,
(esply from wine),,
(repletion), ?, (Anstoph.).
To have a s.,. See
Repletion, Excess.
SURFEIT,.-. To be s.-d, see the Subst.

S.-d,?, ?, and?
(2) ?.
SURGEON, ?, 6.?, 6. To be a s., to prac-

tise as a 8.,,-
£eti> . See
Physician. A s. who practises

by anointing, friction, and exer-

cise,?, , 6 (ivitk

subst.-, , both Plin.).

SURGERY,, .,,?, .
To practise s., see Surgeon. if

As place~\, .
SURGICAL,?,?, 3. The s. profession,

see Surgery.
SURLINESS, -, --?,?,, .
SURLY, ?,?

(3), ? (2), ?,
2 (booriah). To be s.,-. See Morose, Sour, Un-
civil.

SURMISE. See Conjecture,
Suspicion.
SURMOUNT. See 'to Rise

above.' if Fig.] See to Over-
come, ?.?.
SURNAME, S.-,--,.',.-

?., .-, .?, (family
name). With the s., see the Verb.

SURNAME, v.-, - and-, -, .
be s.-d, pass., and. -

: also -. . S.-d,

partcpp. pass., and?, 2,

and adverbially, (by s.).

SURPASS,-- . or. This work s.'s human pow-
ers, \. See to EXCEED,

(575)

to Excel. S.-ing, see Excel-
lent.
SURPLICE, ,

(g. t.)., (mod. Gr.).. {the deacon's s.).

SURPLUS,, .-. -
(e.g.)., or partcpp. of-.

SURPRISE, v. m Take, $c.
by swprise] See the Subst. % To
cause ivonder] ,. Sir. t., see Astonish.
I am s.-d, it s.'s me that —,-

or —. S.-ing, see

Wonderful, Strange, Start-
ling, Astonishing.
SURPRISE, s. m The taking

or being taken unawares]. -.
: also (.).

To take, fall upon, by s.,-
or.".

(., by stealing a march), -? or? or-» (?) or (?),- or-,-
(by stratagem, Polyb.).(), also? (by ' coup de main,"

1

Polyb.). *J Sudden confusion] -?, .,, and Crcl.

tvith the Verb. See Wonder,
Astonishment.
SURRENDER, v. -, -,-. .

*[f Intrs. (by omission of reflex

pronoun)],-
(abseil.), and -. To S.

(without resistance),,. .. ?-? (of the besieged in a for-
tress, Qc). To s. at discretion,-, . S.-d,

partcpp. pass., and -, --
?, 2.

SURRENDER, s. (in a gene-

ral se?ise), -, -?, .
To ask or demand the s. of aby
or his person, or-

(from aby,?) : the s. of a town or for-

tress or of the besieged,-?,?, : to effect

or bring about the s. of a city,.
SURREPTITIOUS. See' done

by Stealth,' and Fraudulent.
SURROGATE. See Deputy.
SURROUND. See to Envi-

ron, Encircle, Enclose, and
Stand, Sit, Lie, &c. round.
7£0-/3(/,- (and
simple v.),-,-,-. To s. with a wall, a
palisade, a trench, --
\,-,-: —
with a fence,-, --. S.-ing, paiicpp. act.,

and 6, , () or
: the s.-ing landscape,

: the S.-ing ob-
jects, - or-.
SURVEY, v. -, -, -,-, -,-,,,.

See to View, Inspect, Look
over. "[[ To measure land] -..
SURVEY, S.?,-?,, ?, , and

Crcl. tvith verbs.

SURVEYOR. See Inspector,
Overseer. TJ Land measurer]?, , b.

SURVIVE, .- or- -
*. To s. fin a battle, -?. In the event
of my surviving, I will give —

,

,. The persons s.-ing aby,-?,-, --?,-, also -.
SURVIVOR. Ptcpp. of Verb.

SUSCEPTIBILITY, -.?, . See SEN-
SIBILITY, Sensitiveness.
SUSCEPTIBLE,-

?, 3, and Crcl. with,-,-, also?
or? or? (e. g.-

or, .). See
Capable and to Admit of.

SUSPECT,, -
7£/,,
(mid.), ? ?. -, -.? or?. ?,' /.? or .. See
DistrustJ Mistrust. To be

s.-d, , -? or. or ?.? . I s. (= think),

: 3. (= doubt)

athg will happen,.
SUSPEND. 1 Hang] Vid.,

and comp. Depend. % To in-

terrupt, defer, delay] Vid. To
s. one's judgement,

or ?? : to 8.

payment, or.?? : to s. aby from office,

&c, ? (or)-? ?,. :

to s. a priest from his functions,.
SUSPENSE, usu. Crcl, e. g.

in 8.,?, ?, 2.? or - : also .
To be in s.,.-.? : to keep in

S., jUiTiwp/^tii'.. -
: also,-

.
SUSPENSION, -,-, -, -?, , and

Crcl. with the Verb. S. of hosti-

lities, see Truce.
SUSPICION,, .-, .,. Seephrases



sus SWE SWE
under the Verb. Free from s.,,, 2. If
Surmise] Vid., . -,.
SUSPICIOUS. 1 Given to

suspect] ', 2.,, 6. S. of evil,-
and-,, -, 2. Liable to be sus-

pected], 2. .For oo//j

sewses see phrases under Suspect.
SUSTAIN, m 7b 6ear, AoW

up, support] Vid. if To feed or
keep] Vid. . -

or '.
Undergo or incur {e.g. a loss)]',(,, a great loss).

SUSTENANCE (prop, and

fig). See Support and Main-
tenance.
SUTLER,, 6. (fern.), ( -).
SUTURE,,. SeeSBAM.

S. of the scull,

(Aristot.).

SWADDLE,.
S.-ing (the act of),,
V. S.-ing clothes,,
(the si?ig., a swathing band) : a
child in s.-ing clothes,-, , 6.

SWAGGER,. -, and-,.,, and-
(comic). See Flaunt and

Strut, (rodomontade),. S.-ing,-
SWAGGERER. Fm the Verb.

SWAIN. .See Lad, Shep-
herd, and Lover.
SWALLOW, s. (a bird),-,, . A young s., -,, : of or belong-

ing to a s., and -,
3 and 2, e.g. a s.'s nest,-, : a s.'s egg,-, .
SWALLOW-WORT (celan-

dine),, (varieties,

. or and .). Also,,
(Linn&us, Asciepias Vincetox-

um).

t

SWALLOW, v.,-,-,-..-.,. -, -,-. The
act of s.-ing,, .-, .
SAVAMP,S.,.,. See Marsh, Fen, and Mo-

rass.
SWAMP, v. (e.g.). See to Sink, and Inun-

date.

t

SWAMPY, -,-,-, , and, 2. See
Boggy, Fenny.
SWAN,, 6. Of or he-

longing to a s.,?, 2 : s.-

down, , : a S.'s

neck, -, b.

SWARD.
«[J Aopr.: skin]
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Vid. TJ Surface of the ground]
e.g. green s.,,, . -, .
SWARM, s. , 6 (g. t.

CROWD, MULTITUDE, vid.). -,, 6, and,
(of bees). By s.'s, in s.'s,' '., 3.,

3, or simply and -.
SWARM, . and

mid. (pass.). The
s.-ing of bees,

: the time for s.-ing of

bees, . To
s. with athg (to be crowded to ex-

cess), ,-, ,,,
tivos.

SWARTHY,, 3. -, 2., 3 (of
a darkish brown) : also-,, 2.,,
, .,, . , 3

(of a darkish grey).

SWATH. Ofmown grass], b. U Swaddling -band],.
SWATHE, (poet),, -, -. S.-ing,, : s.-ing band,,: athg s.-d,-,.
SWAY, . f (Trs.) Prop.],,,-. See to SWING, -

(make the scale incline), -
(make to move to aridfro).

To s. the sceptre, -,,. If

To bias, influence],, also .-,, and,
(of moral suasion).

See ' to Weigh -with,' ' to have
Weight with.' He is s.-d by
the last word, -

(Thuc). Tf (INTR.)]-,-',- (pass.,

s. to and fro, opp. to-), and-, --
(pass.).

SWAY, s., . -, . The s. over one's pas-

sions, &c,,-, : to have or exercise a
s. over them, or-

or,' .
See Mastery, Rule, Dominion.
SWEAR,,.. See phrases

under Oath. *[[ To blaspheme]

Vid., and under Curse, Impre-
cation. % (Trans.)] To make
aby swear (= put upon oath), 6p-

or .. S.-ing,, (with ref to taking an
oath),, (blasphemy).

SWEARER. Orel, with the

verbs in to Swear.
SWEAT, v. f (Intrans.)], -, -, .

To s. fm the effects of anguish,'. Apt to s.,, (Hipp.). TJ (Trs.)

To cause to sweat (= throw into a
perspiration)] .. (by a va-
pour-bath).

SWEAT, S. ,, b.", , . Without s., -, 2, and adv. -,
(PI.) : causing s.,,
2 (with verb -, subst. -, ),.
SWEEP, v.

>

f Clean with a
besom],.
(a house, S[C , dust ; the last inly

act., pres. fut. aor. 1).

(not Att., and used in act. and
pass.) : also,.
To s. off or away, (e.g.

of a river s.-ing aicay a horse,

Hdt.)..-
(menfm a ship^s deck, Hdt.,

Thuc)., (strip,

plunder). if (Intrans.)] To s.

past,, (g. tt., of
any rapid motion) : to s. down,, (as a stormy
windfm the mountains, Thuc).
SWEEP, s. 1 The act of

sweeping], b, and Crcl.,

e. g. to make a clean s.,-. S. of the wind, -, . See Swoop, Compass]
Vid. TI Sweeps] See (long) Oars.
H Sweeper] Ptcp. of verb. Tem-
ple-S.,, b, fj.

SWEEPINGS,, .,,, -,, and, ..
and,, .

SWEET,, , ,
. My s. friend, !

a s. hope,
or : a s. voice,-, : a s. odour, -, : that has s. fruit,-, 2. Seefor other com-
pounds Gr. Eng. Lex. under-
-, -. To be s.,,

(pass., .). -
(later). To make s.,

see to Sweeten. % Fig•] See
Pleasant, Delightful.
SWEET-BREAD,,,.
SWEET-BRIAR,-, ., .
SWEETHEART. See Lover,

Suitor.
SWEET-MEAT (SWEETS),,,-, . S.'s,, -, . ^[ Fig.: the sweets],, . See

Delights.
SWEET-TOOTHED (licker-

ish),,, 3.

SWEETEN, ,-.,-
,. To s. with sugar,. '..
SWEETISH,, 2.

To be s., : a s. taste,

see Sweetness.
SWEETNESS, -,-,, . , ., . If Fig.: pleasant•

ness] Vid.



SWE
SWELL, v. IT (Trans.)] ol,- {poet.), -, --., -,-.

See to Puff up, Fill the Sails.
To s. the amount, see Increase.
II (INTRANS.)J ', -, -,-, -,-.. (pass.),. (with plump-
ness), (of ripe fruit), -

(of the sea), and -
(poet.),.

(tumour with in-

flammation).(33.,
to heave, e. g. as the breast, Sec),

(as sails),

(as a river). To s. a little,-
and- (adj.), 3 (Hipp.).

S.-ing,?, (of a horse's

sides, JT.). ^J Fig. : e. g. with
ostentation, pride, fyc] -. alpuv.,

(pass., ).,, and.'. See to

be Puffed up, Elated.
SWELL, s. (of the sea),-, .

u
SWELLING (in the abstract),, ., .,,, . ^[ Tu-

mour] Vid.. and Abscess.
SWELTER,a</>-aue<rtfai,-ai>-. S.-ing

(hot), -, -, ., 3 : s.-ing heat,-.
SWERVE, (pass.),

-,-.,
(start as a horse). To

s. fm the right way, see to Wan-
der, Deviate.
SWIFT, adj. ,,

tta, . , 3. Poet., '-,-,,,, 3, and numerous
compounds with -,-, for
wch see Gr. Eng. Lex. See Fast,
Quick, Rapid.
SWIFT, s. 1M rapid] Vid.

^I Sand-martin], .-',, f].,, .
SWIFTNESS, 5, .-, -Tjjs,, . See

Quickness, Celerity, Rapidi-
ty.
SWIM, and (to

be carried by the water), -
(only of living beings). To

s. at the top, see to Float : to s.

under water, :

to be able to s., :

able to s.,, 3 : to s.

across a river, -,. A s.-ing eye, -?, : the act of

S.-ing, or. -, . •:, h- ., : art of s.-ing, -, n : to save oneself

by s.-ing, : to s.

out of,.. Tf

Fig. : to be in abundance] Vid.

SWIMMER,?, od,

and -,, . A good 8., -, 3.
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swo
SWINDLE. See to Cheat,

Defraud.
SWINDLER. See Cheat,

Impostor.
SWINE. See Sow, Hog, Pig.

SWINEHERD,,,
. - and, .
SWING, v. f (Trs.)]-,. . -...-. (sling),

(aloft in air), (move
backwards andforwards, esply of
wool in spinning). See Sway. To
s. oneself upon a horse,-': to s. the arms in

walking, .
(Intrans.)] Passives of pre-

ceding, and ui (to hang),
or. -. S.-ing, -,, .',- and-
-, (a s.-ing motion) : a s.-ing

of the arms in walking,-, (Hipp.).

SWING, 's., r).

SWINISH,,,,
3., . To be S., -

(PL).

SWINISHNESS,, -, .
SWIPE (Lot. tolleno),,, , and, .
SWITCH, s., h (g. t

rod),,, .
SWITCH, . (g. t.

fog). (lash).

SWOLLEN, past partcp. to

Swell. ^ Fig.] See Inflated.
SWOON. See to Faint.
SWOOP, V.

(e.g. the hawk upon the doves,).
SWOOP, S.,,, (Horn.). The eagle's s.,

(Pind.).

SWORD,,,. Small S.,, .
(poet.), and also (Soph.),.,, : a Pei'sian s.,-,, '. to draw the s.,-

or or or
(agst airy,) : to gii'd on one's s.,; to kill,

&c. with the s., :

to put to the s., see Slay : in the

shape of a s.,, : one
that bears a s.,- and--, (with verb -, and
subst. -, ) : a short or small s.,, : one that makes,
sells, s.'s, s. -cutler,--, -, ,,

: his shop,,. S. -belt,, ,, , : S. -sheath,

scabbard,, . S.-dance,, , and,
(fm verb", to dance it).

S.-lily (plant, Lat. gladiolus),-, . S.-fish,,, .
SWORN. From past partcp.

of verb to Swear. A s. enemy,, . -

SYN
05, : s. enmity,?, .
SYCAMORE, prps

(hornbeam, greater maple), or
(g.t. oriental plane),

(^* not = mulberry,
nor —

fig-mulberry).
SYCOPHANT,,, . To be a s.,:

a s.'s trick,, :

S. like,, , $|f»
all in the ancient sense, false ac-
cuser, TALE-BEARER, Vid. In
the mod. sense,,-, (toad-eater). See Flat-
terer, Fawning.
SYLLABLE,, h.

The last s.,: the
last s. but one (penult.), -

: the last s. but two (an-
tepenult.), :

that has a long s.,-, 2 : that ends with a long
s.,, 2 : that
has the penultimate s. long,-, 2 (both with verb
-) : to write down from dicta-

tion s. by s., tos -: of two, three,

four, &c, or the same number of,

s.'s, -,--,--, 2.

SYLLOGISM,,
. To make a s.,.
SYLLOGISTIC,-, 3.

SYMBOL,,-, . ',, .
SYMBOLIC,, 3..
SYMMETRICAL, -,-,, 2. S.-ly,,, ,.
SYMMETRY,,&, /.

SYMPATHETIC,-,-,-, ,.
SYMPATHISE, -,-. .

To s. in athg,

(.) : —
in grief,,.^.
SYMPATHY, -,-, .
SYMPHONY,, .
SYMPTOM,,., .
SYMPTOMATIC, -, .
SYNAGOGUE,,

(eccl. L).

SYNCHRONISM,-, .
SYNCHRONISTIC, -,-, 2. See CONTEMPO-

RARY.
SYNOD. See Assembly.
SYNONYM. Orel, with Adj.
SYNONYMOUS^iwii/uMos,, 2. To be s.,-.
SYNOPSIS,, v. See

Summary.
SYNTACTICAL,-, 3.

Pp



SYN
SYNTAX,, .
SYNTHESIS,, .
SYRINGE,, /os, .•

?7/, ^/9, . Also^- (used

for medical injections, <§"C.), or,, 6.

SYRUP, ,,,.
SYSTEM,,. -, . To bring into a s.,-' : philoso-

phical s.'s,, : part

of this 8., ?.
SYSTEMATIC,-,, 3., 2.

Also , , '
(e. g. ',, PL). S.-ly,,,,.

TABERNACLE, s., .
See Tent. The Jewish feast of

T.'s,, .-
yia, ,. Also {the).
TABERNACLE, ...
TABLATURE,,

.,.
TABLE, ,^ .

small t.,, : to put
the cloth on the t. (= lay the

cloth),- or-,. (§f^*, -, Athen. vi.

267, ; Germ. Tischchen decke
dich !) To sit down at table,

(pass.) -
: to be at t., ava- or-

: to get up
fm t., :
at t., . -: to keep a good t,-

: to have
the' freedom of aby's t.,

: to make aby free of one's

t., '.
or : one

that sets the things on the t.,

serves or waits at t. (= the

waiter at t.), 6.,
6 : utensils and vessels for the
table, , .

•; : the
company at t.,, .
T.-cloth, -linen, prps-, (not used by the an-
cients). T.-wine, -, . . -talk, ol(),, . % Tablet]
Vid. «ft Index-] Vid. ,, ., . If
Game of tables'] S e Draughts.
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TAI

T| Prov.] The t.'s are turned,,.
TABLET,,-, (g. t.). % For writing], .,, .-,, .,, .-, . T.'s (= slabs as

marks), ', .
TABULAR, -, '.
TACIT (not eocpressed),-, 2. : but usu.

Crcl. with partcp. or

or '. A t.

assent or agreement,, ',
: to give one,

or - or--.
TACITURN,,-

and -,, 3.

TACITURNITY. Crcl., and
see Silence.
TACK, v. ! (Trs.) To join,

unite] Vid. if (Intrs.) Naut.
t. : to sail with a halfwind] -,-.

(Luc).

t. about, .
TACK, s. / ship] Crcl.

with the Verb. TJ A small nail],.,, 6.

TACKLING,
or or.

TACT,, -,-, . To have t., -. or-
: that has t.,, 3., 2 : want of t.,-,,,-, : that wants t.,-,,,, 2.

TACTICS,, . -,. (Well) versed in t.,?, 3: a treatise or writing

on t., ,.
TADPOLE,() -, (PL).
TAFFETA. See Silk.
TAG, s. See End. T.-rag

and bobtail, ,.,,, .
TAG, v. See to Fasten. To

t. verses or rhymes,
(comic).

TAIL,, ., . The
lion's t.,, (and poet,-) : the horse's t.,, :

to wag its t.,

or : to drop its t.,-
: to draw his t.

between his legs, -
: that has

his t. clipped,, 2 : in

fern,, , .-, 2. Of or belonging to

the t.,, 3, e. g. the hair

of the t., , : a
t. feather (of a bird),,, and,
{likewise = t.-fin of a fish). ^J
Fig.] The t. of a garment,,, : the tail of a
comet,,., .

H Colloq.] To turn t., see Flee:
t. foremost, (Aristoph.).

TAILOR,, -, , . A t.'s trade or pro-

fession,- and--
(), : a t.'s work,-,, : to fol-

low the trade of a t., or

or».
TAILORESS,, .,, .
TAILORING. See under Tai-

lor.
TAINT, v. See to Stain, De-

file, Corrupt. T.-d, see Ran-
cid, Putrid,, (as

meat).

TAINT, s., . -,, , and Crcl.

TAKE, v. II Propr.] -, . To t. with
one's hand, ., :

to t. arms, : to

t. in one's arm, ,
and-,-
(poet.) : to t. into one's arms, see

to Embrace : — on one's back,. -' . : to t.

aby by the hand,: to t. athg offered,

see to Receive, Accept : what
will you t. for the horse?

; to t. to one-

self, into one's house,, .'
: to t. aby with one,' : — away —

,' -
: to t. HOLD (vid.), -,- (ofor by athg,) : to t. (by depriving an-

other), -,- .
/os or :

— with violence, -' . : to t. by
the hair, by the throat, &c, see

Seize, Catch : to t. (by con-

quest),', (e.g.).' , sts-
(e. g. a harbour, ).

pass.,, (e.g.

the city was taken, -) : easy, hard to t., -,-, 2 : to t. aby prisoner,

captive,, -
, : to t. in

hunting, in a net, &c, see to

Catch : he took nothing by his

motion,
and
(metaph., fm angling, Aristoph.).

To t. (jig. absol. = to please),, str. t. see to Capti-
vate : t.-ing (of manners and
address),, . To t. food,

., (poet.): —
drink, : to t. breath,
Vid. : without taking breath,•

(Plut.): to

t. MEDICINE, POISON, SLEEP, a

ride, a avalk, see those substt.

:

to t. in hand, :
to t. one's time about anything,



TAL
\{7» : to t. the

opportunity, ,-: to t. the liberty,

: to t. possession of athg,

t. athg in possession, -, ' :

to t. aby's part, -, see Side : to t. a wife,-
: to t. as teacher,

: to

t. lessons, : I have
taken my part,, -

: to t. on hire or lease,

: to t. an OATH,
Vid., and = swear : — of any-
body,, or-: to t. REVENGE, Vid. : to t.

one's place (and aby's place),
one's seat, the road, copy,
pattern, example, &c, see

the substt. To t. the form of a
dove,

: to t. shape, -. : to t.

place, Vid. : to t. its rise or
BEGINNING, Vid. : to t. a FANCY
or a liking, Vid. : also to t.

ALARM, FRIGHT, HEART, COU-
RAGE, WARNING, NOTICE, HEED,
CARE, PAINS, TROUBLE, &C. : to

t. the trouble, (= be so good as)

to report to aby,

: to t. COLD, the

fever, and the UL•, see the sulMt.

and to Catch : to t.harm,,
(JC.)..

To t. athg strictly, -
: to t. athg seriously,

to HEART, ILL, AMISS, Vid. : I

should t. it as a favour,-', see to Esteem :

to t. the sense of the laws so,

(Lys.) : t. it as you will,, : to t.

athg for what it is not,

: I t. it (-
renth.),, : to t. aby's

meaning, (-
), see Understand, % In
combination with prepositions used

adverbially or with cases] To t.

after (= be or turn out like),.
: — his father,-,-. To t. AWAY, (,

and mid , (by

force) : to t. athg away fm aby,

or .
or : to

t. away by stealth,,. To t. BACK,-,-.
and . To
t. down,,.: to t down a building,

see Pull down, Demolish : to

t. down in writing, see to Write.
To t. for, see to Account, to

Hold : to t. for granted, Vid.

To t. from,, seq. gen.' . -
and (-) or . See

to Remove, Withdraw, De-
duct. To t. IN, '-,-, or simply, see

(579)

to Receive : to t. in passengers,

(into a ship) : to

t. in goods, '. To t. in (intellectually),

see to Comprehend,. To t. in (physically), see to

Comprise. To t. in (= impose
upon) aby, -,-,-, see to Cheat,
Deceive. To t. in sail,-, -, -, or--, or ,. To t. INTO,' :

to t. into consideration, see to

Consider : to t. athg into one's

HEAD (vid.), -. To t. OFF,,
(e. g. ,

burden, or) : to t. off the helmet,
one's hat, &c,-,- : to t. off one's dress or
clothes, -,-,-
. See to Put off, Remove,
Abate ; also to Imitate, to

Mimic. To t. on, see to Grieve.
To t. OUT,. -,-.. To t.

= ] Betake oneself to,

Vid.: (] set about athg), -,-,. -
: ] to t. to aby, see to Like :

to t. to drink,'. To t. UP (fm the

ground),' ].
: to t. up the

dead on the field of battle, -
: to t.

up the discourse or a speaker,

: to t. up the
thread of one's narrative, &c, see

to Resume: to t. up arms,-
or' or', also (to

gird or arm oneself) : to t. up
room or space, see to Occupy :

to t. up aby's time,

or .-
c. infin.

To t. up, = ARREST, Vid. To
t. up money by way of loan, -, see to BORROW and
Loan. To t. upon one, see As-
sume, Undertake.
TAKE-IN, s. See Deception.
TAKER and TAKING, s.

Verbal subst., or Orel, with verbs

to Take.
TAKING, adj. See Attract-

ive, Winning.
TALE, il Prop.] See Story.

il Fig.] To tell a t. or t.'s, see

Falsehood.
TALE-BEARER, -,, 6 (susurro), or,

b. (if with wicked and
malicious intent),, , b

(delator). A malicious or spite-

ful t.,, , b : to be
a t.,.
TALEBEARING,-, b.,,, .
TALENT. IT certain weight

of money], . Worth
or weighing a t.,, 3.

if Intellectual gift],-

, , . A poetical t.,-
: a great t., -, ', : he

undoubtedly displayed great t.,: a man of t.,( ), : to have a natu-
ral t. for athg,

: to have no t. for athg,: not with-
out t., , 2.

(, ) .
TALENTED. See preceding

-Art

TALISMAN,,
(amulet),-,-,

(agst athg,),-, .
TALK, s., 6, and -, .,, .., .

confidential or friendly t.,. See CONVERSA-
TION. To have a t. with aby,

or .
: to have

a long t. together, -, or, :

there is a t., (-
),. :
the town's t., -, b : to become the town's t.,

and
(pass.): mere t.,, . -, : small t.,-, : idle t., -, -,, . , ,
.
TALK, .. SeeSPEAK,

and phrases under Talk, s. To
t. athg over,

or or.,
or :

to be t.-d deaf by aby,-
(1•).

TALKATIVE,, 2.-,, .,-, 2. See Loquacious, Gar-
rulous.
TALKATIVENESS, «,,,-, . See Loquacity, Gar-

rulity.
TALL,, 3.,-,. See HlGH, LOFTY.
TALLNESS. See Height.
TALLOW,' (contr.,

gen.),.,. To
make into tallow, :

made oft.,, 3: t. can-

dle, or,
b : like t.,-,-, .
TALLY, v. To carve] -..

match] Vid.
TALLY, S., .

T.'s (= tesserae hospitales), -, , and, .
TALON. See Claw.
TAMARISK-TREE,,

n
' TAMBOURINE. See Tim-

brel, and g. t. Drum.
TAME, adj., 2. -

or, 2. -2



TAS TAT
, . To serve up the flesh

of wild and t. beasts, -
: to make or render

t.,. or-
: to become t.,-. : made t.,

or, 3.

TT Fig. : spiritless] Vid. H Flat,

insipid] Vid.
TAME, V.,-. or.

To s. (= break in) a horse,-». T.-ing {the act of),,,,
V.

TAMER,, , ,
and Crcl. . of horses,-

(Horn.), and,
, .
TAMPER, f To meddle] Vid.

IT 7 practise secretly'] See to In-
trigue, eis Tit/a.

: to t. with
the words of a law, &c.,-.
TAN ( prepare leather), -,,.
TANGENT (geom. t), -.

' TANGLE, v. and s. See En-
tangle, -ment, and Confu-
sion.

TANK. See Cistern, Re-
servoir.
TANKARD. See Cup and

TANNER,, ,
6. To be a t., : a
t.'s yard,, : a
t.'s business or trade,-, •
TANTALIZE, Crcl, e. g.- -. -. Also-

or (cheat

with idle hopes')^

TANTAMOUNT. See Equal.
TAP, v.

or.. To t. at a door,-
(Aristoph.). See to Rap.

TT To tap a cash, <^c]-.'(.).
Surg. t. :for the dropsy]-. The operation of t.-ing,, .
TAP, S. , .

See Rap, s.

TAPER, s.,, 6
(wax-light). Wax-t.'s,, oi

(Heliod.).

TAPER, v. See to Light up.

TAPER, s. ^, 3 (slim,

slender, esply of human body or
its parts), or, 3. - or--, .
TAPER, v. or.
TAPESTRY, , ,

, and -ts, , ., ., (a kind of t., Aris-
toph.). To cover or hang with
t.,,,

(580)

or :

the walls were hung with t. of

(or tapestried with) purple and
gold, oi -

(A then.).

TAPIS (French), in the phrase

to bring upon the t., or, or sim-

ply.
TAR, s. or, .

See Pitch. IT Improp. : a sailor]

VlD.
TAR, v.,-. See to Pitch.
TARDY, -INESS. See Slow,

-NESS, , , . -,, .
TARE (plant, Lat. vicia), -',., . See VETCH.

i$gt The, , of the pa-
rable in the . . (which ivord

occurs only there), is Heb. zunin,

Gr., , Lat. lolium temu-
lentum, Fr. ivraie, Germ, toll-

korn, not a species, but a degene-

rated wheat.

TARGET, 7»7, h.,. See Buckler, Shield. TT

As mark for archers, Qc] -, 6.

TARGETEER,,, 6 (with adj. -, 3).

TARIFF,, .
To make a t., :

— of prices, -.
TARNISH. See to Sully, to

Soil. TT To make not bright] See
to DlM...
To t. aby's reputation,',,. (INTRANS.)
lose its brightness]..
TARRY. See to Delay, to

Linger.
A RT, adj. See Acid, Sharp,

Sour.
TART, s., 6 (g. t)., (tartlet).

TARTAR,, (late,fm
Lat. fsecula, fsex vini nota).

TARTNESS. See Acidity,
Sharpness, Sourness.
TASK, S.,.,
(g. tt. work). A t. imposed,

or,-. A t. for solution,-, ., . -, (for answering or work-
ing it out)., (for
reflexion). See Problem, and
Lesson, Exercise. , 6 (a

labour). To set aby a t.,-
: it is an arduous

or difficult t., : it is

aby's t., : the
hardest t. remains still to be per-

formed by aby, 6

: to

be equal to a t., or ol-... To t. aby to t.,

(bring to account),-
(censure).

TASK, V.'-. -orpo-v
'.
TASSEL,, 6.

TASSELLED,, 3.

TASTE, s. IT Savour,flavour
(=: sapor)],., b.

Without t.,, 2 : of
sharp t.,,, . TT Sense

of taste (gustatus)], .
or'.,.

To t. a taste of athg,-
: to give aby a t. of

atbg, : not to have
had a t. of athg,

: organs of t.,, . A fresh t. of
calamity, ,
(poet.). TT Fig. : (Esthetic percep-
tion of good and bad],, . A man of (good or
fine) t., or -.,, , also, 3, and, 6, : to possess t.

in athg, ','. . Good t. (:=

grace, elegance),,,, , . . ^
Relish or inclination for athg\, . , 6. To have
a t. for athg, .
(pass.) . .7 . -

: to have no t. for athg,, -, : this

is not to my t.
5.

TASTE, v.
f
t (Trans.)]-, ,-
(as king^s taster,

.). To cause to t.,: to t. slightly," :

to give to be tasted beforehand,. TT (INTRANS
)]

E.g. to t. of onions,.
See to Smack, to Relish.
TASTEFUL. See Taste, s.,

and Graceful, Elegant.
TASTELESS. 11 Prop.]-, 2. , 3 (of things).

See Insipid. *j| Fig. : devoid of
good taste],2.•,, 2 (of persons)., ., 2. -
, (of things).

TATTER. See Rag.
TATTLE,. »»-.. See to GOSSIP.
TATTLER,, ,

and,-,--,,, . An
intolerable t.,, 6., , and,

(fern.).

Tattling,,-
-,-,,
.
TATTOO, s. (of the drum),

(sc.), .
To beat the .,.



TAT
TATTOO, v.. T.-d,, 3: not t.-d,,

2. If To beat time] Vid.
TAUNT, v. (poet.),. See Reproach, Re-

vile.

TAUNT, s. -, and-, (poet.),,.
TAUTOLOGY,,

i\. See Repetition.
TAVERN. See Inn.
TAWDRY, e. g. t. dress or

apparel, , :

in t. attire, -. /os, 3.

TAWNY, -,
(Trag.), 3., 2 (.).
TAX, S. , n (g.t.)., (esply of natural

products),, 6 (esply of toll

and tribute),, 6.,
(esply property t),,

(esply for carrying on a war),, esply plur., ,
(paid into the public treasury).

To pay t., or-
Xtlv/,,-

: to pay extraor-

dinary or voluntary t.'s,-
: to receive or ga-

ther t.'s,..
or»...

: to lay or put a t. on athg,

or .
: that pays t.'s,, ., 2 :

that does not pay t.'s,,
. , (of
persons). ',2 (ofextra-

ordinary taxation) : an exemption
from paying t.'s,', . -, : to grant or vote
for a t., : the
receiving, or gathering of t.'s,,, . -
>, : a receiver of t.'s, see

next Art.
TAX-GATHERER, -,-,-,

(.), and-, (Dem.), 6.. -, , 6.

TAX, . or-
'.-

(on aby),- or-
(on athg). Taxed,-, 2 (of things), -, (of persons).

TAXATION, and
(ofaperson)., (of a thing), -,, . See Tax,

s. To he assessed for t., -
(Dem).

TEACH,
(aby athg). (to educate,

train) or ' (aby in

or to athg), also (e. g. the

fable t.'s, b ), and
(shoiv),-
(to serve as exam-

ple of athg). -,.' (absol.).

have aby taught athg,-
(581)

TEA
: to t. aby accurately,: to t. the first

elements, .-
: to t. thoroughly, -
(tutor) : to t. beforehand,-,- : to t.

besides, : to t. a
fresh or some new lesson,-. See Learn, Instruct.
To t. athg publicly, profess to t.,

: the act of
t.-ing,,,, . Taught,
and (of persons),, 3 (of things) : that

must be taught, (per-

son), (thing), 3 : self-

taught,, 2 : a self-

taught philosopher,

(.) : anything
taught,,,,
see Lesson.
TEACHABLE,, .,. To be t.,. See DOCILE.
TEACHABLENESS. See Do-

cility.

TEACHING,, -, ., (school-

ing). Early t.,, :

one that has had early t.,-, 2. See Instructor. A
t. of the first elements,-, : skilful in t.,-, 3: art of t., -,-, : previous t.,-, . "[[ Doctrine'] Vid.
TEACHER,, 6.

An experienced t., -, : a t. of children,-,, , 6 :

to have aby for one's t,.
: one that never had a t., «is-.

TEAL, prps and-,, and,, .
TEAM,, .,, . A t. of thi'ee, four horses,-,-,: a wretched

t.,,, (Aristoph.).

TEAR, v. 1 (Trans.) Rend]., -,-,-.,. (esply

one's cheeks in token of grief
and mid. absol.). (pluck

the hair, and as a bird its j>rey)., (poet., as

a wild beast a dead body),-
(poet, and Hdt.).

(Hdt.). iv (t. in two, as

the wind a sail),,-
(garments). To t. open a

wound, (PI.) :

to t. up the ground,
(lies., as a lion ivith its paws).
A t.-ing,, .-, , and, (poet.),, r\ (Dem.)., 6,

and, (poet.). I have
aby torn or order him to be torn

to pieces by horses, -" or -
or . Torn,

ptcpp. pass., and,

TEA
2., 3 : death by being
torn to pieces, ,
(Luc.) : athg torn,,
(pi. tatters),,,

(poet., by beasts) : torn all into
holes or tatters,, 2 :

to wear clothes all torn into holes,. %
Snatch away forcibly] iv,,,( ). See to Pull,
to Pluck, to Seize,.'. To t. down,-

: — from a horse,': to t. from aby
or athg, . -, *, --

: to t. up,•
(as a flood trees). A t.-

ing or being torn away, -, b : that wch is torn off,, and dim.-,
(rag, shred), and,, (esply of a vine-branch,

<§•<?.) : easy to be torn off, 7'-, 2. % (lNTRANS.) To
rush] Vid.
TEAR, s. and,. To shed t.'s,.-,-, see to

Weep : to drop a 1, or
: aby drops a t.

or gives way to t.'s, -
: to fall to t.'s, -

(Hdt.) : t.'s roll

down aby's cheeks, -. ~: t.'s rush from
my eyes,

or : to draw
forth, excite, or elicit t.'s,

'. to move to

t.'s, :

a burst or torrent of t.'s,

or, : to be dis-

solved in t.'s, to shed a flood

of t.'s, or-. (poet., also

feo distil tears of gum, &c, Theo-

phr.) : aby's eyes are or become
filled with t.'s, the t.'s stand in

one's eyes,

or ''' : with t.'s in one's eyes,, , 6, : bathed in

tears,, 3 (Soph.) :

with many t.'s, -. ,,
: to cost aby many t.'s,

: without
t.'s, (adverbially) : t.'s

of joy, , : to

shed t.'s of joy, or

: bitter t.'s, -: t.'s mixt with
smiles, a smiling through t.'s,, 6 (X.) : to smile

through t.'s,

(Horn.). Shedding forced t.'s,, 6, (jEschyl.).

For other combinations see Gr.
Enq. Lex. under-,
TEARFUL, and,2. ,2.,, (Horn.).

TEASE. See to Annoy, Vex.
To t. by raillery or quizzing,



TEA TEM TEN/ (PL, but Bekk. -).
TEAT,' or}, ),»,

. t:t6os, and dim.,.
-os, . In the shape of or

like a t., 6»jXo8ioVjs, 2.

TECHNICAL, »'*, 3., 2., . A t.

term, /t/s, , ? - -//, '.
TEDIOUS,, 3. 9,

7»;, (e. _^. it would he

t. to tell, or av
or ). Also -, 3., 2 (of things).

To he t., : a t. illness,-, : a t. harangue,-
o'yos, . See "Wearisome.

TEDIOUSNESS, , h
(wearisomeness) .,.
77, or, , (long conti-

nuance).

TEEM, f Pro/>r.] -See he
Pregnant ?2? ' Bring forth.'

.'.] Oct it#A Abound.
TEETHING,, .
TELESCOPE,»,
(of modern coinage).

TELL. Tl 7b k«bt, ^Jeafe, say]

and (fut., aor., perf. ). :

also. (as

a message), (signify, in-

form). To t. the truth,, : — a false-

hood or lie, ,-
: I was or have heen told,. . -' : let me t.

you,, : to t. dis-

tinctly,. -,-' : to t. beforehand,-,- (and FORE-
TELL, vid.). To t. upon aby, see
' Inform agst.' I can't t. '(= I
do?i't know), . Easy to

t.,, 2. % To num-
ber, count] Vid.
TELL-TALE. See Tale-

bearer.
TEMERITY, or-,,,,

., , . -,. See Rash-
ness.

TEMPER, s. f Disposition

of mind],, . -, , 6. See Humour. Good
t.,, : of good or easy
t.,,, , :

evenness of t.,,-, . '^, ?jtos,-, . or, : to be of or in good
t., or or,)-
tempered : cheerful or serene
t.,, : playful t., -, : of or in bad t.,, 2, see Ill-tempered :

bad t.,,, : to be
in a bad t.,- (pass.),- : to be out of t.,: violent t.,, :

to be in a violent t.,

: of hasty or hot t.,-, 2., 3.

(582)

^.,, 2.

To keep one's t.,.. -, or e. g., -. See TEMPERAMENT.
TEMPER, v. U To mix, to

mingle] or

(e. g.). .
(e.g.-) : also

(poet.). A t.-ing (of metals by

immersion),, . \\ To mo-
derate] VlD. .,.
TEMPERAMENT. 1 Of

body] 77 . See

Habit, Constitution. * Of
mind], . Good t.,-', : irascible t.,,
h. See Temper and Disposi-
tion.
TEMPERANCE,,

(moderation),

(self-co7itrol), and,, . .
in drinking,, in eat-

ing,-,-, .
TEMPERATE, *, 3., ., 2. -, . . in drinking,-, , : t. in eating

and drinking,

: to be t.,. . -. -, . -. '. .
t. climate, ,
77. Temperately,, -. : to

live t., -. or -.
TEMPERATURE, (e.

g. ), . Good t., -( ), .
TEMPEST,,, .

See Storm.
TEMPESTUOUS,

2 and 3., . . wea-
ther or season,,, 6.

See Stormy.
TEMPLE,,. , ,, . The territory or space

round a t.,, : the over-

seer of a t. ,, : a pre-

sent or donation made to a t.,, : one that plunders
a t.,, 6, see Sacri-
lege. U Plur. : temples of the

head], .,
(Horn.).

TEMPORAL. See Earthly,
Secular,,,
3., 2. , ,

or or

(. to). . goods,, : t.

affairs, ,. Anatom.] -, 3. , , ^.
TEMPORALITIES (eccl. t),

ai .

TEMPORARY,,
2. , , ,-, 3 and 2.

TEMPORISE. 1 To delay,

procrastinate] Vid. ^f To trim
according to the times]-

(pass.) .-,-.-
(= teinpori servire).

TEMP RISER. Orel, by

partepp., e. g. to be a t., act the
part of a t.,

(Plut.). -/ (Aristoph.). See
to Temporise.
TEMPT,,

(to evil), also

(aor. pass.), -, -
(in the general sense, to

try, to prove aby). See to Prove., (with a bait

or lure), -, -,-,
and-.. See
Entice, Allure. To he t.-d by
athg (:= have a strong inclination

to it), , *"'
: — to do athg,,,. T.-ing, -,-, 2.

TEMPTATION,, ., 6. -,-,
., . To lead into t.,

: to give way or

yield to t.,' (pass.). (pass.).
TEMPTER, 7/75, ,

6. .
TEN, (its numeral sign,

'). Number t. or a number of
t.,,, : by t.'s, t. to-

gether, : of t. feet (in

length),,, gen.-
(and that has t. feet) : of t.

cubits,, 2 : t. fingers

broad,, 2 : a space

of t. years,, : t. years

old, &.C.,-, ,-,
2. or
or ,,:
of t. months,, 3.

: t. times, :

one set over t., a ruler overt,-, , (with subst.-, ) : that has t. oars,-, 2: t. per cent, interest, one
in t., : t. THOU-
SAND, Vid.

TENABLE,,,
3., 2 (of a place).

Not t.,, 3 (ofan argument),, 2 : this place is not 1,.
TENACIOUS,, 3

(adhesive). H Pig.]-,, 2. ,
. See Pertinacious. A t.

memory, , : that

has one,, 3. See Re-
ten tive.
TENACITY, TENACIOUS-

NESS, 7/'7)5, 7/TOS, 77. T.

of purpose,, ,
see Pertinacity, -



TEN
, see Firmness. . of me-
mory, ,.
TENANCY. Crcl. with Te-

nant, Le-ase.

TENANT,, od, b,

and partcpp. of. The
t. of a house or dwelling, '

or :

to he a t., or' or : to

he joint t., (pass.)

: to become a

(
— aby's) t.,. : to be

occupied by a t.,.
TENANTABLE. See Habi-

table.
TENCH (Lot. tinea), ^» the

g. t., , Lot. gobio, in-

cludes t. and gudgeon ; some sup-
pose the or,,
6, of Hdt., v. 16, to be this fish.

TEND, (Trans.) To at-

tend] Vid. To t. the siCK,Vid.,
and to Nurse. U (Intrans.)
To tend to or towai-ds],, or or

: also and
(conduce to).

Whither does this t.?

;

i

TENDENCY,", , also-,-, (inclination,

propensity) . Having a t. to athg,

partcpp. of the verb.

TENDER, v., see

Proffer: also (e.g. '-
v).

TENDER, s. ,
. , .
TENDER, adj., ,
(poet.), ,,, 3 : also, 3 (e.g., Plut.)., 3

(delicate). . age or infancy,, . See DELICATE
and Soft. To bring up too ten-

derly, . U Affec-
tionate], 2. -,, 3. -, 2. A t. glance,

: the t. passion, see Love.
To love aby tenderly,,,: tenderly loved,,
3 : loving tenderly,-, 2.

TENDON,,.,, .
TENDRIL,, .-,, (g. .) .

. of a vine, ,.,, and -, .,,
(Theophr.). To cut off the young
t.'s, : to pluck off

the young t.'s,.
TENEMENT. See Abode,

Dwelling.
TENET,,., .

See Doctrine.
TENFOLD, -,-, 3.

TENNIS. Seeg.t. Ball. T.
court,,.
TENOR or TENOUR. %

(583)

TER
Course, continuity] Vid., .
•f[ Purport, contents] Vid. ^[ In
sinqing] .
TENSE, s. , , e. g.,

present t., . -
. : the imperfect t.,-, ., : the fut. t., -. : the second or perfect

future t.,

(— Lat. fut. exactumorpaulo-post
fut.).

TENSE, adj., 2. -, 3. See Stretched
OT)d

TENSENESS. See Tension.
TENSION,, .,

-, -,-, -,--, . . Violent t.,, .
TENT,, . A small t.,',: to pitch a t.,-. :

to pitch one's t.,-. , :

the pitching of a t.,-, : to strike t.'s,

or :

the inhabitant of, or he that

dwells in, a t., -- , :

a t. fellow, , (e. g. -, also, to be abys t. compa-
nion) : a t. maker,-,-, . H Roll of lint put
into a sore] See Lint, Pledget.
To apply it, to t. a sore,,.
TENTATIVE,,

3. Crcl. with verbs Try. See
Experiment.
TENTH,, 3. One t.,, : on the t. day,, 3: the t. (= TITHE,

vid.),,, , also, (Andoc. .) : in-

terest of one t., -, 3 : one and one t. or eleven
t.'s,, 2.

TENUITY. See Thinness.
TENURE. Crcl. with verbs

to Hold (property). Comp. Feu-
dal.
TEPID. See Warm, Luke-

warm.
TERGIVERSATION, -

-,-, . See SHUF-
FLING, Evasion, Prevarica-
tion.
TERM, s. 1 Limit],.,, .,,. | In logic or math.] ',

. Set time] (sc.), . To fix a t.,-. TJ Word, expres-

sion],,. Informal
or precise t.'s,.
Terms= conditions] Vid. On
the following t.'s, :

to come to t.'s, see to Agree. [J

Footing] E. g. on what t.'s do
you stand with him? -; to be on
good t.'s with aby,

: we do

not stand upon equal t.'s,

TES' : to be on t.'s of
equality with aby,

or .
TERM, v. See to Call, to

Name.
TERMAGANT. See Scold:

ISP" add, to be a scold or t.,-
: a t.'s abuse or scolding,, .

TERMINAL, TERMLY
(that takes place at a given period)

,

e. g. to make t. payments,-. Also Crcl., -?.
TERMINATE, f To set a

bound or limit] See to Limit. TJ

To end (trans.)] -. See ' put an End to.'

U ' To come to an end'] Vid.
TERMINATION. See End,

ENDING, ?,. ?},
., (of a word).

TERNARY. Crcl. with
Three.
TERRACE,, -,-(), . A t.

with a colonnade (in Roma7i fa-
shion),, .
TERRENE. See Earthy.
TERRESTRIAL. See under

Earthly.
TERRIBLE, TERRIFIC,, 3. See DREADFUL,

Fearful, and str. t. Horrible,
Tremendous.
TERRIFY. See Frighten,

and str. t. Horrify.
TERRITORIAL, , ,

or .
TERRITORY. See Land,

Country, Dominion, District.
TERROR. See Fear, Dread,

and Fearful or Dreadful
thing.

TERSE, ,,^,, 2 (con-

TERSENESS. Crcl. withAdj.

TERTIAN (fever),, . To have a t. fever,.
TESSELLATED,,

3. A t. pavement, xl/, : to

make one (Lat. tessellare), -- : a maker —,-,, (tessellator) : a stone or

tile for t. work,, , and, .
TEST, s., . -, (touch-stone), -,. To bring to the t., see

the Verb : to stand the t.,-
(pass.), -

or (pass.).

TEST, V.,,-
,, . -
. To t., or-

or-
(with the touchstone). See Proof,
Prove. The art of t.-ing things,, : one that t.'s,, , : the act of

t.-ing,, .
TESTACEOUS (of animals),, .-,.



TES A THA
TESTAMENT,, al,

also-, -?, and -, . To make one's last

will and t.,- or--
: to write in one's last

will and t.,»/ tcus-() : to publish —

,

is

or tis

: without a will

or t., see Intestate : to leave

to aby by —,/-
, see Bequeath :

to revoke or annul a t. made, av-

or : to

forge a t., . H
Fig. : the Old, tlie New Testament']

h, h .
TESTAMENTARY, -, 3, and Crcl. ,.
TESTATOR, ptcpp. of [-)-, --, or.
TESTIFY, and/ (athg). .

(sts ' or, before aby).,. To t. to aby that—
, ,. See

'to bear Witness,' and to Af-
firm.
TESTIMONIAL,--.
TESTIMONY,,., ., '.

See Witness.
TESTINESS,, .

See Pevishness.
TESTY,, 2. To be

t.,. See PEEVISH,
Morose.
TETRACHORD,-, .
TETRAMETER,-, 2.

TETRARCH,,,
: to be t.,.

^
TETRARCHY,,

fi.

TEXT (of an author),

tow, ' (and t.

of an expository discourse). T.
of a sermon, , -, .
THAN, .] , after compara-

tives and ivords implying compa-
rison or opposition, as ,,, <$[C.: e.g. more
than the rest, -

: more t. before,-
:

whom should I trust rather t.

thee? -
rj ; son of a man more

powerful t. I (am),

(sc. ).
$* Sometimes the preceding case
is retained by attraction, you
would have given the horse to
a richer t. I (am),, ,
(.). Other t, : none
other t., in the sense But or Ex-
cept (vid.), also

: and after a negation (ex-

(584)

press or virtual),, <f-c. . . .' ($^F Madvig makes the

form in all cases = , not

v. See Synt. 91, Rem. 2,

and App. 281). Rather t.,-
n, ^* and when the principal

sentence is negative, actually or
virtually, or expressive of censure,

often (see Madv. 89,

R. 2) : rather good t. rich,-
: but of-

ten the double comparative, e. g.

they think him rather good t.

rich,

: I had
rather— than, often with omission

of the comparative, —
fj. More t., less t.,followed by a
magnitude expressed in numbers,,,, ,
adverbially used, e. g. a property

of more t. five talents,

(Lys.)

:

in more t. two hundred years,

rj .
II.] When the first member of

a comparison is nom. or ace, or

sts dot., r\ may be omitted, and the

second member goes into the geni-

tive : more beautiful t. Alcibia-

des, (-, -)-
: to live better t. the

rest, :

and by comparatio compendiaria,
I have a larger house t. you
(have),

(= ) : the Peloponne-
sians were there with more ships

t. the Athenians (were present

with),

(Thuc.) : it is more miserable t.

an unhealthy body to have an un-
healthy soul,

]
(.) '. he has

become braver t. ever he was in

all his life,. greater t. could,

&c. be hoped or told, -, : more red t. in

reality or t. nature,

: further t. need was,. Also
other t., e.g. what is right,

(for ) :

many times greater t.,-
—. More, less t.,

followed by a number, may also be

expressed by, Q-c, adver-
bially tvithout , followed by the

genit., e. g. the plunder was sold

for not less t. forty talents, r)' : he has
been living with his wife now
more t. eight years, }
or ' or (Isa?.)

: one must sail with
not less t. 100 triremes, but with
hoplites not less t. 5000 in all,,

(Thuc.) : less t.

thirty years old, -

(JC.) and
().

III.] The notion more than may
also be expressed by prepositions,

e. g. more t. (= over or above)

fifty, : more
t. (= beyond) the rest,

: earlier t. (= before) the

rest, .
THANK, ,-/ (by words)./. or -

(be grateful).

. heaven, heaven be t.-d,, — : no, t. you=
much obliged (polite form of de-

clining an offer, Lat. gratia est,

benigne),, .,, -
(Aristoph.) : to t.

aby for his invitation (begging to

be excused),

(X.), see to Decline. To have
to t. aby for athg, e. g. for one's

life, .
See to be Indebted, to Owe, to

be Obliged. I don't t. him for

doing this,

:

he may t. himself for that,?.
THANKFUL. 'See Grate-

ful.
THANKFULNESS. See

Gratitude.
THANKLESS, f Actively]

See Ungrateful. H Passively :

not thanked],-, 2. ^'' : also by'
or '
(to meet with no return).

THANKLESSNESS. See In-
gratitude.
THANKS, , , v

(freq. in pi.). Great t.,

: to earn or deserve aby's

t., or, and sts

or: to owe t.,

: I owe you a thousand
t., '. See
Gratitude, and Favour, Obli-
gation.
THANKSGIVING,-, . , .

Sacrifice of t., »},
(thank-offering) : t. for deliverance
from any danger,,.
THAT (pron.demonstr.),-, , '. . man,

and -. My danger and t. of my
friend, 6 too. Those in the town,

: those calling (= who
call), : this (person)

and t., os (one and an-

other), also ,, fyc. (ipp* only the cases be-

ginning with .) This —, t. —
(partitively), 6 —

,
—

.

At t. time, , see Then.
Before t. (time),. At t.

place, , see There : to t.

place,, see Thither. T.
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is (id est), : for all t.,

see Nevertheless : and t.,

c. ptcp., see Although :

so much for t. (or this),

: for the

matter of t., : in t. case,

/OlS.

THAT (as pron. relat.), ?, ,
, and by ptcp. with article, e. g.

he t. is, b .
THAT, conjunction. A) In

object-sentences (= substantive sen-

tences) as sentence- article (Beckei*)]

1) By conjunctions: ', , also

(propr. because, occurs in

Hdt. and Dem. = , freq. in

later writers), and,-
a (poet.). The mood of the

dpi verb after an historical tense

is usu. optat., but often the indie,

is retainedfm oratio recta : I said

t. I hoped,»
(or). ipjT stands af-

ter verba declarandi when it is

implied that the thing said is un-

true, uncertain, pretext, evasion,

&c, also when the verb of the lead-

ing sentence is negatived : e. g. he
will say (= want to mahe out) t.

—
, or, — : I don't say

t. — , — After
verbs of opinion is sts (hut

rarely) used, scarcely ever

(except in later writers), and in

there is apt to be the accom-
panying notion ofa false opinion:

e. g. to want to make people be-

lieve t.

—

,
—. For

us after a negatived verb of utter-

ance or opinion, sts : can

any man say t. this man does not

deserve death?; (X.—Madv. §159,
.. 3, and for,. § 310
h•) $§* " and are very

rare after verbs denoting a purely

subjective or uncertain view, e. g.',, = to de-

clare one's own opinion ; but we
find , PL Gorq. 487;, Dem. 4, 48, Xen. Hell. 6,

3, 7 ; , Xen. Mem.
3, 3, 14. In later writers, -. Polyb. ; ,
Arr. ; cf Thuc. 8, 54., Thuc. 3, 88. But after -, = to tell (with ref. to the

substance of the narrative), and
(with ref. to the expression)

and are not uncommon.'''

Kruger. The object-sentence to a
verb or phrase, to endeavour (take

care, make it one's concern, work
upon others) that something shall

(may) be done, is annexed by( ), and if the leading

verb be pres. or fut., the dpt verb

is fut., or someivhat less freq.

subj. of pres. and aor. 2 (very

rarely aor. 1, act. and mid.), sts

with subj. ; if historical,

optative (unless the mood of or.

recta is retained. Such verbs are,,-,,-
(585)

,,, ,, &c.).

He must take care t. the sheep

shall be safe, ()-
() (originally an
indirect question, how they shall

be—), (how they may
be : , nearly, so

shall they be. See under B, 2).

Elliptically, (see) that ye be men,
: it cannot

be t. —,
' c. indie,

(propr., there is not a way in

ivch — ) : it cannot but be t.,' (non fieri potest

quin). To verbs of fearing, tak-

ing heed, S[C., the that or lest

(usu. omitted in English) is an-
nexed by . %" Many sen-

tences wch in English are intro-

duced with that (denoting cause,

= for or in or by reason that),

or in some other forms, are put
conditionally with , esply when
the governing verb or phrase de-

notes approbation and joy (pride),

or disapprobation and surprise

(shame) : thus, to wonder, think
it strange t., , : I

don't praise it t. he has done this

(him for doing this), ,: don't think it any
loss t. they have deserted us,,

: Demosthenes
doesn't think himself well off t.

he has not (not to have) been
brought to punishment, ., .
That — such a, §c, is often ex-

pressed by,, , e. g. he
pitied the woman t. she had lost

so good a husband,, ' -
(.) : he seemed a happy

man t. he died so nobly,-, -
(.), gij* Sentences with

that forming the subj. (or predi-

cate) to the verb to be (or an ap-

position to a pronoun being such)

sts assume the relative form : ac-

count t. to rule well is this, t. a

man should do all the good he
can to his country,,-

(Thuc).

2) By construction of ace. c.

infin., a) dpt on verbs and phrases

of utterance and opinion, inter-

changeable with on after affirma-

tive verba declarandi, cos after

verbs of opinion and as above.

&Sjp• If the subject of the infin.

clause is identical with that of the

leading verb, usu. the ace. is not

expressed (except for prominence,

opposition, fyc), and the construc-

tion becomes nom. c. infin. : I con-

fess t. I am in the wrong, -
: he said t. his fa-

ther lent (the money), and t. he
did not receive it himself,

. . .,

(Dem.): Cleon
said t. not he but the other (Ni-
cias) was the general,' -

(Time.) : I think t. shall

be filled by you with wisdom,

(PL). Instead

of the impersonal passive form
folloived by ace. c. infin., as e. g.
it is said, thought, &c. that aby
is,' , the per-
sonal form in nom. c. infin. is

often used as in English, he is

said, thought, &c, to be,-' : it is said t. Cyrus
was most beautiful, -

: it

is confessed t. the physician is

ruler of bodies, 6

(PL). Similarly,, videor :

e. g. it seemed to me t. I heard
(= / seemed to myself to hear),

: it seemed to

Xenophon t. a thunderbolt fell,-
v. b) The ace. c. infin. is also

used after verbs and phrases de-

noting command, permission and
prohibition, prayer, wish, resolve,

agreement, taking measures for

;

likewise effecting, bringing about,

contending, and endeavouring,
and with the phrases it falls out,

comes to pass that —. It was
resolved t. A. should sail,' . : I moved t. the
ambassadors should set off,-

(also\\,-, ^fC.): it is settled t.

the king shall be master,-: Tissapher-

nes said t. he was there from the
king, having carried his point t.

it should be given him to bring

the Greeks home in safety, T., ,"
(.) : it is owing to me t. you
did not answer rightly, -, -: it fell out t. the Athenians
were thrown into confusion,--. ^p After verbs of effecting,

coming to pass, fyc, the ace. c.

infin. often takes (= so to

arrange t.) : I will endeavour to

bring it about t. you shall con-

sider — , — . Verbs de-

noting endeavour, take care,,
also take, see under A : with

some, as,-, the ace. c. infin. is rare.

On condition t. — , c. infin.

or' c. infin. orfut. indie,

c) As the olject ofa mentaljudge-
ment expressed impersonally: it

is good t. brothers help one an-

other, »-
: it is NECES-

SARY, R%HT, FIT, t., &c, Vid.

An object sentence with that attri-
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butively dependent on another subst. I

is expressed by the ace. c. infin.
j

with the article: e. g. this benefit,

t owing to us the Peloponnesians
did not succour them, ' ', -

:

tbe struggle t. this should not
take place,

(Dem.). It

seems wonderful to me, t. any
;

were got to believe t. — ,-/
\— (-)•
j

substantive sentence ivith ihutform-
j

ing the predicate to expressed

or understood in certain phrases

is put in the form of an indepen-
j

dent sentence connected by
j

(namely) : and the proof of it is,

t. the Athenians —,' or ' . — :

and what is greatest is (the cir-

cumstance) t. — , ,— yaP —

•

3) By construction of the par-
ticiple, a) esply after verbs of
seeing, observing, knowing or per-

ceiving, remembering, showing,
bringing word, finding, and tlie

like : I show t. aby does athg,/ : I

show t. I have done athg, <5-
{object identi-

cal ivith subject of leading verb) :

tlie Greeks knew not t. Cyrus
was dead,', : when they
know t. they are distrusted,-: I see

t. you will have need of these,

: he
learns t. I am arrived,
' : — t. he is imposed
upon, .: I re-

member t. I (= to have) heard,

: he made it

plain t. he despised the laws,-
:

it will be shown t. I did (= /
shall be shown to have done) athg,

: word
is brought t. he is arrived, -. $§§*Ma7iy
of these verbs, esply those decla-

randi et ostendendi, also take '
(or , see above under 1), very
freq. : with al-

most always . Also verbs to

remark, learn, hear, bring word,
have often ace. c. infin. (rarely

verbs to know) : has
it (not partcp.) in the sense per-

ceive, assume, consider, and to

give sentence: also

and mid., when = declare, not
prove.

b) With (-) the partcp., if belonging to

the subject, may be either nom. or
dut. : if to a different object, dat.
or (sts) ace. : I am conscious t. I
have done well,

or? : — t.

he has done well, —
or.

c) Likewise with

(586)

partcp. = not to be perceived that
'

— , and () ^
it is plain that — (both also icith

), and = it seems t.,

aby would think that —. They
j

did not perceive t. they had be-

come slaves, -
: has it escaped

your notice t. you don't know
this? ,; (.)
it is plain t. you have never seen
a sophist,

: it was evident t.

the enemy would attack, oi --
(.) : it seems (=.plain-

ly appears) t. you are pleased,, but, it seems
!

likely t. you are pleased,

: similarly, it was mani-
fest t. he wept, ,
but, it appeared t. (= as if) he
wept, —.

d) And after verbs denoting to

be pleased, sorry, angry, repent,

to have done well or ill, it hap-
pens that( c. partcp.),

where in English the dependent
sentence is often abbreviated into

a participial subst. or infinitive :

I am glad t. you came,'/ : I am vext t. I am
to die, -

: the Ath. repented t.

they had given up, .-; it was well

done t. you came,
: it chanced t. he

had been sacrificing,. For that dependent
on a wish expressed or understood
see ' that,' ' Would that.'

e) In interrogative phrases like,

what ailed you t. you did this?

(ivith what design),

(upon ivhat impulse, how
Juippened it that —) 7-

; what had you seen him
doing t. you accused him of this?

; (.)

) In adverbial sentences. 1)

In sentences of consecution and
effect, so t., so (great, &c.) t., see

So and Such.
2) hi final sentences. (dgsP" To

verbs o/endeavouring, taking care,

the sentence denoting the thing en-

deavoured, Qc, is rather an object

[substa?itive] sentence ; see under
.) ', (, poet.),,
and negat. ', , , or
simply (= that — not, lest).

After a pres. or fut. the mood is

suhj., or, more independently, fut.

indie, as a thing that will occur ;

after an historical tense, optative,

unless it is to be marked that the

representation does not form part

of the past, in wch case subj. or

indie, fut.: I say, said (in order)

t. you may, might know,() tv (<§'C.),' :

I purposely forbore to awake you,
(my intention then and now be-

ing) t. you may spend your time
as pleasantly as may be,, '-. To denote an unattained

result, the verb stands in the past

indicative: why didn't you kill

me, t. I might never have shown
a- ** • > * « *s r— . ,

—
;

(in which I should
never have sAow.72.) £§=•,, with subj., denotes that the

thing intended will ensue : take
and hold this umbrella over me,
t. the gods may not (and so shall

they not) see me, -, '
(Aristoph.). Purpose is also sts

expressed especially in negation by

the genitive (dependent on)
of the ace. c. infin. or of tlie sim-

ple infin. : it was fortified, t. pi-

rates might not infest —, --' — : they seized them, that

the news of their approach might
not spread, —.

(Th.).

^1 Miscellaneous combinations]

But t. — , , see Unless :

seeing t. —, ,, see

Because, Since. Also Pro-
vided t. — , on Condition or
the Understanding t., in Case
t., the Reason t., see those tvords.

For all t. —, see Although.
THATCH, s. -' or ,

. , .
THATCH, v. Crcl. ivith the

subst. and verbs in to Cover, to

Roof.
THAW, v. 1 (Trans.)] -, -,-. ^f (-

trs.)] Pass., see Subst.

THAW, s. -. -. There is a
t., or -,--

or ().
THE. II As gram, article] b,

, . §Ot For the rules of in-

sertion and omission see the Gram-
mars. *\\ Used in a comparative

p?-oposilio?i] The— the, —. In the second mem-
ber is sts omitted ; and
sts the members are inverted,-

—. The more — the

more (= in proportion as, Lot.

quo — eo icith comparative, or
ut quisque with superlative), e. g.

the more the pleasures of sense

decay, the more does the love of

intellectual gratification increase,' ' ,-
' -

(PI.) : the more
the better, ,

: the sooner the better,

: so much the more,. §§$* Sts by tivo

comparat. or superlat., e. g. the

more needy they are, the weaker
they think to find them, -



THE THE THI? ?-?' (.) : the
more promising the disposition,

the greater the need of educa-

tion,? ?-.
THEATRE,», .

seat in the t.,, there is a
play performed in the t.,

: the lessee of a t., -?, , 6 : money allowed
hy the (Athenian) treasury for the

support of the t., or price of ad-

mission to the t.,, ,.
THEATRICAL,?, 3.

, , or.?, 3. -?, 3 {like an actor), also

or -.
THEFT,,,-', [as act),,-, (the thing stolen). To

commit t., see Thieve, Steal.
THEIR. See He, His.
THEME,?, . ,

: also, . See Subject.
THEN. Temporal]..,,-
(esply icith article'),-. : and poet, ,

{esply with art.), ?
(only of the past) ..-

(Soph.), '
(Horn.). %^* ( ),

(in apodosis), likewise

\\ (at that point, thereafter), e.g.

could you recover your sight, t.

you would avoid rogues, -?,? ?? (Aristoph.). Also-, . ,. Then—
, when —,

—
, ().

Now and t., ' . .
And t. is often expressed by a
partcp., e.g. he drew up his sol-

diers, and t. he said, ??,-? : ^*
but here, is often in-

serted with the partcp»., in wch
case it is usu. necessary in English
to resolve the participial coiistruc-

tion, e. g. first compare your be-

haviour to me with mine to you,

and t. blame me, '?7 (.) :

how can you go and conclude a

separate peace and t. look me in

the face? ? ?-?,? '»; (Aris-

toph.) : and t. (with ironical bit-

terness), ,,,.
First Socrates, and t. the rest,?. H
Of place] c. ace, c.

dat. First he drew up the hop-

lites, t. the peltasts, t. the jave-

lin men,? '? ?, '??, -
(587)

? ??. U As
inferential particle] (accord-

ingly, such being the case, icithout

more ado ; also frequent in re-

sumption). gfjT For and, see the Gram, and Lidd.
Sc.— (subjective consequence ;

so t. — , ivhy t., it appears or
turns out that — / mly icith a
feeling of surprise, offinding one-

self mistaken and agreeably or
disagreeably undeceived), e.g. this

t. is he — ! ' (= he

was so all along as it now turns

out).— (igitur, jam, vero), e.g.

t. do not dishonour the gods,?? : in poet,

enclitic, .—' (t., to pro-
ceed ; t., in brief; well t., ivhy t.,

esply in lively reply), e.g. well t.,

I'm going,^ '.—-
yap (in expressions of assent and
inference), e. g. why t., I'll do it,

Toiyap : why t., such
being the case, wThy t., for that

very reason,.—-,
e. g. but t. surely you don't say—

, ? : well t., we
will' cry, -: what t.? (= what of that?)

;
—, e.g. come t.,

: well t., hear, : fm
this t. it follows, :

they're dead t., suppose it,.— (? lively interro-

gations icith wonder, indignation,

c|*c.), ; ? .—\
(esply in quick, abrupt reply),

(both may be used for').
THENCE,.,.. See HENCE.

. it follows, .
THENCEFORTH, -FOR-

WARD. See ' from that Time.'

THEOLOGIAN,?,
(Aristot.). -
?.
THEOLOGICAL,-

?, 3 (Aristot.).

THEOLOGIZE,
(Aristot.).

THEOLOGY,,
(PL, Aristot.). , .
THEOREM,, .
THEORETICAL,-

?, 3. ?, 3. . and prac-

tical, see Theory.
THEORY,?,, ., . Both in t. and

practice, -.
THERE. 1 As adverb of

place], (poet.), -.. and poet,

(yonder, illic). and (poet.,

hie, illic, and ibi : t., take it,, Horn. ; now here, now
t., —

, , Eur.) : and
with the same generality,-, (poet., here and t.,', Horn.),.
(and poet,) and adjectively?, ?. . it is,

: see t., !

! ! t. we have it,

! you t. ! ()? ! -? ! (). Of-
ten expressed only by the verb, e. g.
to be t. (= p?-esent) ,.. . &$• As
representative of the inverted sub-

ject, there belongs only to the struc-

ture of the English sentence, e. g.
t. was a man, ?? :

t. is no need, .
THERE, in composition, =

that, this, it, see the several

prepositions. Thereabout (ofplace
and of quantity), see Near. T.-

after (oftime), see Accordingly.
Thereat, e. g. to marvel, be of-

fended t., see the Verb. Thereby,,, ?, or
by partcp. of' : we thereby
incurred the greatest dangers,??? : the
dwellers thereby, see Near. T.-

for (obsol.), , see 'in

Return for this :' as illative

conjunction, see Therefore. T.-

from, see Thence. There -in,

-into, -of, -out, -over, -to, -unto,

-under, all expressed by preposi-

tions icith the proper case of-
?, ?. Thereupon, see also
' in Consequence of that,' and
Then, Immediately. There-
with, also rr Immediately :

-withal, see Over and above,
' at the same Time.'
THEREFORE,eo»;.,,

(always after tlie first word
of the sentence; see under Then).

and (poet.),

(PI.),..
c. infin. , also. , ?
(= this being so, Hdt. and

Trag.)., ,'
(for this reason).

THERMOMETER,-, (word of modern coin-

age).

THESIS, ?, v.

THEY. See He (and His),

Himself.
THICK, ?, 3 (g. t.).?, 3 (compact, of animals

and plants), ?, 3. ?
a?id ?,, , 3 (close, com-
pressed),? and -
?, 3 (offluids, e. g. t. milk,). ?, ?
(with sediment), ?, ?
(Hipp., of urine), ?,
? (sluggish, as water, Hipp.),?, , (poet., of arrows,
hair, $c). Thickly planted with
trees,? or :

three cubits t.,? : to make, to become
t., see Thicken. T., thickly (=
frequent, in crowds, vid.),? (pi., poet.), arid?,?, 3., (adv.)

:

to rush upon the t. of the enemy,
into the t. of the fight,-

'???-
?. For compounds, as thick-

skinned, see (Hr. Eng. Lex. under-. .-head,,-
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tos,,,,
b.

THICKEN,,,, and intrans. pass. if

Fig.\ The fight t.'s,, -,- -.
THIEF,,, 6.,, , and,-,, (/em.), and ptcpp.

of verbs to Steal,,
6 (propr. housebreaker).

THIEVE. See to Steal.
THIEVERY,,-,-, .
THIEVISH,,-,,, 3., 2.

>

THIEVISHNESS,*^, . .
THIGH,, 6. * -' and, (= either thigh-

bones according to the old Gramm.,
or, the flesh or ham cut from the

thighs, viz. for sacrifice). Belong-
ing to or on the t.,. 3

(ichence , the thigh, X.)

:

outer side of t,,, (opp. to ,
Aristot.). See Leg.

THIMBLE,, t)

(mod. Gr.; anc, finger-sheath).

THIN, ",, 3 (ofsmall

size),, 3., 3. -, 3 (rare),, 3 (slight).

Also, 3 (of liquids). That
has t. legs,, : that

has t. hair,,
6, : that has a t. skin,, 2. See Fine and Lean
THIN, v. (to make

t. or fine ; thinning,,
7]), and. (e.g.— the ranks of the enemy, a.). To
t. trees, (subst.-'
) : — the hair,. To sow thinly,-.
THINE, fe Thy.
THING. See Affair, Mat-

ter, , (in the most
vague sense),, (affair),,, [event.

occurrence), ', (actio?i).

Things (pi. = property),-,,,,
: and when zcithout precise sig-

nification, expressed only by neuter

of the adj. or partcp. belonging

to it: a beautiful t., :

t.'s (— objects) which strike or
fall under the senses,,

: that is a sad t. (= affair),

:

in all t.'s, .
: before every

t. or all t.'s, ,
: frivolous or

trifling t.'s,, .,
al: to pack up one's t.'s,-

: it is a difficult t. to—
, or

seq. infin.j that is (quite) a diffe-

rent t., or

: the present state of t.'s,

(588;

: as t. s now are,.
THINK, v. If Absol: have

thoughts, exercise the faculty of
thought]..-

(to reaso?i). To reflect,

<|*e.] or-. -.'
(calculate), (consi-

der), or -
(PL). To t. athg over with

oneself,

(PL), -
(Dem.).

(Lys.). U To muse, meditate]

Vid. if To opine, deem, judge].. (to

fancy). Also. ,
and,, with ace. c.

infin. (PL, to suppose that), if

To intend] Vid. Tf Miscellaneous

examples] To t., say, and do, -, : to t.

(intend) ill to aby,

: to t. (too) highly of one-

self, (). -
: to t.

with (be of same mind as) aby,

: to t. one
thing and say another, -, '' or -

: to t. soberly, -. : to t. how to

do athg,

or () c.fut. indie:

do you then t. of it as I? ap'-
;
(PL) to t. of (be t.-ing of)

something else,, :

to t. of athg (= represent it to

one's mind),' .-
1 -, also :

never thought to shed a tear,

:

thought I was flying,, see Seem, Fancy :

what t. you about it ?

; I t. it is thus,'
:

I don't know what to t. of it,' :
as I* t. (= m my opinion),. ' ,

: I can't

t. that of you ! -' (.) :

to t. much of athg, Vid. : to t.

fit, right, Vid. : to t. of aby
= bear in mind, Vid., and Re-
member : to t. of one's own ad-

vantage, -
: to t. ill, badly of aby,.

: to t. slightly of

aby, , see to

Slight. Methought I saw.'
: methinks I shall do athg.' : you can't

t. (imayi7ie) how much, (-) ; (parenthet.) : they
are indignant as t.-ing themselves
deceived, -

: to t. how ignorant

we are! "
you are not ashamed— to t. how
you have destroyed? '-

—
,

;

THINKER,, , .
or, .

THINKING (act of),,, . See THOUGHT. To
my t. = opinion, Vid. : way of
t.,, . , ,.,
),, . if As adj.] -,, 3, and by
partepp.

^
THINNESS,- -,-,-,, ).

THIRD,, 3. For the
t. time, : the t. part,, : constituting

the t. part or portion, one t.,-, 3 : one and one t.,

four t.'s,, 2 (sesquiter-

tius) : a loan of which one t. (=
33| per cent.) is annually paid as

interest, (),, and the interest, to'kos-, : the t. rank,,
: (on) the t. day,, 3:

a number less than another by
one t. of itself (or in ratio of 2 to

3j,, 2 (inverse of-) : to diminish or reduce
to one t.,.
THIRDLY, , -,.
THIRST, s., .,
(also fig. of great longing or

desire). T. of or after athg,

: to have t., see the

Verb : to cause or provoke t., -, -
or : provoking

t.,, 2., 3: to

quench the t., -
or : to quench

aby's t., :

quenching the t.,, 2 : to

endure t , .
THIRST, v. , -, (metaph.,

to have an ardent longing or desire

after athg).

THIRSTY,, , .,, 3.

THIRTEEN, (as

numeral sign, '). . times,

: that lasts t.

years,, 6,-,
V.

THIRTEENTH, ^-, 3. , -' . On the t. day,, 3.

THIRTIETH,, 3.

On the t. day,, 3
(also =: thirty days old) : the t.

part or portion,-, .
THIRTY, (as nu-

meral sign, '). . feet long or
high,,, b, :
t. times, : t. years

old,, 2.-, b, : t. thousand,-, 3.

THIS,, ,
(mly the latter of two objects, but

often edso = the folloiving, asfol-



THI THR
lows), , ', {more point-

edly emphatic, and very often =
the following). T. here,,,, and (but rarely) ', &c.

{both of common life) : t. — mat
{in C07itradistinction), b - 6

: t. and that, , see

That : of t. year, -. -, 2. : t.

time, . . -: on t. side, \.
: in t. part of the coun-

try, : on that side

and on t., '.
THISTLE,, ., (g. t. for thorn and t.)., b {and dim.,,

a variety ; nith verb, to be like

or to bear such,, and
adj., 3, all Theophr.).

Also, ) [Theophr.). -, b {Lat. cnecus, a variety, the

juice of tech teas used as rennet),, b {edible t. or arti-

choke), and -, (carduus crispus). To
bear t.'s, {Diosc.) :

the down (ggp* add to that arti-

cle) of t.'s, (au),
, and , [the

downy seeds of tSs, Sec).

THITHER, .., and -... Hither and t,.
THONG,,, b. hv'ia,

{used for a shoe-latchet), -, , b, and, (for
leading a horse),,,
b (for bearing a shield, <|"C.). A
small t.,,,, : to whip with a
t.,.
THORN,, r).,

b (Aristoph.). Of or made of t.,, 3 (e. g a crown of t.'s,, b) : scratch-

ed by a t.,,, b,

v : that bears t.'s,,
2 : in the shape of a t , full of
t.'s,, 2. Thorn-bush,, ,,.,,
h : a thicket of such,,,, b : a hedge of t.'s, al-. . See BRAMBLE, BRIAR.
THORNY,, 2

(propr.)., 3 (fig.) T.
questions,

(Cic, = spina? disserendi).

THOROUGH,, 3 and
2. ,2. -,-,
ts. , 3. See Complete,
Entire. Thoroughly,,, and-.
THOROUGH -BRED, -, 3. ", 3. ,. .
THOROUGHFARE, *,

.,-, . See Pas-
sage.
THOU {nominative), (if

emphatic by antithesis, S[c: other-

wise the personal flexion of the

verb sufficiently expresses it; so
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the plur. nom.). . at least,

for thy part, : t. there !. Thou (ye) is aho omitted

when followed by a relative, e. g.
t. who pretendest to be so friend-

ly, os ' -.
THOUGH, ' c. indie

{poet, ), and simple
(in connexion with a partcp.,

^» rarily, if ever, with the finite

mood) : e. g. 1 wish to remind
you, t. you are fully aware of it,

': they attacked the enemy,
t. superior (to them) in number,

: t. you are

brave, (Horn.).

Also (enclit.), ' — ,
and : what am I saying
t. ? '

; and more
strongly {' and that

too,'' c. partcp.). Likeicise,'
after the word it qualifies. See
Although and However. It

may also be expressed by opposi-

tion of {icch may be omitted)

and : I marvel that, though
you conquer those with ease, you
fancy there is no attacking these,, ti,' -.
THOUGHT,,,,,. -,-,,,,

., . See Idea, Con-
ception, Notion, and Conside-
ration, Reflexion. Also-

or (owe's t.'s).

Quick as t., : deep
or rapt in t.,, 2 : second
t.'s are best,

(Eur.) ;

to take t. for athg, -,
(Hdt.). ,

see Care, Heed : the t. enters

my head or a t. occurs to me, -
or-

: to have one's t.'s elsewhere,: to give
athg a t., ().

. .
THOUGHTFUL,

{or .), 2. -,-, 3.,.
have a t. and careworn look,-. See Con-
siderate.
THOUGHTFULNESS^oi/-, Zoos, . . -, .
THOUGHTLESS,,,, 2.. Also,

2 (flighty),,,
2., 3 and 2. See Incon-
siderate.
THOUGHTLESSNESS, -,,,,, and,, r).

THOUSAND,, ,

{as numeral sign, a). The num-
ber of one t.,,, r) : one
t.,, , r) : a leader
or captain of a t., and, , b : a body of ca-

valry of a t. horse or a t. horse,', ) {Xenoph.). .,
t.'s, indefinitely,,,
3 (see note beloiv) : a t. times, -

: t. fold,^,
3: and indefinite, = t.'s of times,

numberless times, or infinitely

more than,-, 3,

and-, 2 : that has a t.

feet, ~\,, gen. -
: a t. years old or of age,,, 2. Two, three,

&c. t., -,-, Sec.

Ten t.,, 3 : — times,-
: in 10,000 places,-. gf^• According to thegramm.

the indefinite — ' count-

less^ definite = 10,000,
are distinguished by the accent.

See compounds under- and-,
THOUSANDTH,*,

3. A t. part,, , ) :

ten t.,, 3 : — part,, .
THRALDOM. See Bondage,

Servitude.
THRASH. See to Beat. To

give aby a sound t.-ing,-. : to

get a t.-ing,. See to

Thresh.
THREAD, s. ^ Propr. : fi-

lum)] , (g. t.).

and, (for sewing), -, b, a?id,, b (of
woof or web), also, ., (when spun). To put
the t.'s (as on a loom),. To
hang by a mere t. (fig.),

--. TJ Metaph. : the con-

text of a relation or tale]-, ),, r). To lose the
t. of the narration or discourse,

'.

to resume it,.
THREAD, . % To put

thread through a needle]-
or ().

^1 To wind oneself through] -() .
THREADBARE, e.g. a dress

that is t.,,.
THREAT,, ), -

»)/«, . Also -
and, (pi.).

To use many t.'s. -,,.
THREATEN,, -,- or c. infin.

To t. with a weapon, &c, ava-- and- : to t. aby
with the hand or by lifting up
one's hand agst him,

or /.
T.-ing, and,
3. '. -

(great danger) : to present

athg to aby in a t.-ing manner,
tiih ti.



THR TOR THR
THREE, -77ms, (as nu-

meral sign, '). In t. parts or
divisions, ), : to di-

vide into t. parts or portions,~, .
' the army

forms or is composed of t. divi-

sions, -
: fin t. places or spots,-

: t. and t. together or joined,, 3 {and of t. different

sorts or kinds) : t. times,, see

Thrice : he and t. others, -
: t. talents and a

half, ,,
see Half : t. palms wide, -, 2 : t. feet long,-, 2 : that has t. legs, -

{newt,, gen.-
),, 2 : that has t.

leaves,?, 2, and nume-
rous other compounds, for wck see

Gr. Eng. Lex. under pi-. T.

hundred,, 3 {as num.
sign, ): t. hundred times,-., 3 {t.

hundredth). . thousand,-, 3 {as num. sign,
ty) : the

t. thousandth,, 3.

THREEFOLD,TptTi^oi}s (tri-

plex, consisting of three parts of
same kind), (triplus,

three times as much), 3.

THREESCORE. See Sixty.
THRESH, {Att. .)', also.

Fig., see Thrash. T.-ing,-,. ;05,: t.-ing FLAIL
(vid.),, : t.-ing ma-
chine, : t.-ing time,, 6 : t.-ing floor,, .
THRESHOLD, ,

{Ion.), 6., {Epic), -, 6 {poet.). To pass aby's t.,.
or .

: at the t. of old

age, {Lye).
THRICE,, , and.. If = for

the third time, . .
{three times as great), -,,, and more poet.

., 3., 3, also

simply , 3, e. g. if t. as

much as you now have were to

come to you, hi -, {.).
Freq. in compounds with -,
-, e. g. t.-cooked,,
2: t. -dead,, : t.-

turned,, 2 : t.-happy,-,-,-,.
THRIFT. See Frugality.

% Plant] prps, .
THRIFTY. See Frugal.
THRILL, V.,

{of sound, e. g. xais or, athg t.'s

in my ears, my ears t. with athg),
see Ring, and comp. Shrill,
Sharp,^ Piercing {of sound).
Also {to go through
one, e. g. ,
I feel a t. of pain, it i.'s through
me), iv {to feel a t. of
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atce). T.-ing,, 3. -, 3., 2 {of sound),

also, 2, and .
{a t. offear).
THRILL, s. See under the

Verb. A t. of awe,, .
THRIVE. See to Prosper,

to Grow, -,-.
T.-ing,, 2.

THROAT,,,-, 6 {g. t.). , {poet.).

See Neck, , {the part
common to neck and chest, esply of
animals, with ref. to the spot where
they are pierced when slaughtered)., 6. and-, 6 {the gullet),, -, .,, (wind-
pipe). To cut the (= aby's) t.,,. -

: to cut one's t.,-
: a sore t.,-, 6 : to have it,.

THROB,..().. See to

Beat, Palpitate.
THROBBING. See Palpita-

tion.
THROE,, , (esply

plur., of Hie t?s or pangs (vid.)

of travail). To be in the t.'s of
labour,.
THRONE, (-

), 6. To place upon or elevate

to the t.,' ..
: the accession of or

coming to the t.,

: on his coming to

the t., or
: to be on the t.,-,.-: the heir to the t., 6
or -

or. 6-
THRONG, s

Pressure.
THRONG, v.

to Press.
THROTTLE,. -. . See

to Choke, to Suffocate.
THROUGH, prep. ^De-

noting motionfm end to end of a
space] c. gen. : the spear went
t. the shoulder,

: but usu. this sense is

expressed by compounds (for wch
see the several verbs), e. g. to cut,

break t. the ranks of the enemy,, . §§§*

in this sense with ace. is confined
to the poets, mly non-Attic, to walk
t. the deep,

(Find.). *{[ Denoting extension

over space and time] and
c. ace: t. all the land,

(up t.) : t. the

city, or (doam t.)

: t. (the course of) this

war,

(in prose usu. c. ace). Also
c. acc, e. g. t. life,. U By means

or the medium of] c. gen. :

See Crowd,

See to Crowd,

to send news or make inquiries

t. a messenger, ' -, : to endeavour to

attain athg t. others, ' -
: to attain or ob-

tain t. considerable exertions,,
By reason of, through, of the

cause and the author] or, also , or sts c. gen.,

and c. gen., or by the dative.

See By, Out of. T. fear,, , (and
also by partepp. of the verb to

Fear) : to be thrown into con-
fusion t. a total want of proper
heed, -" : to be
cast out of his country t. (in con-

sequence of) factions, -
'. t. you (oiving

to you) we prosper, -
: it is t. those who

correct what is amiss, that states

make progress, --
(Isocr.). Also

c. acc. — through, by means
of, our colloq. ' along of (of that

wch turns the scale, and on which
the result critically depends) : it

isn't t. one or two (faults) that

things are come to this pass,'
(Dem.) : it

is generally allowed to have been
t. him that the besieged were
saved, -, .

Adverbially] . g. right t., t.

and t., (sts with gen.),, (all t.) :

but usu. by compounds ivith -,
e.g. wet t,,, . See
Thorough.
THROUGHOUT. 1 Prepo-

sition] ,,, with,: e. g. t. life, ,() : t. the
land, . ^[

Adverb] See Thorough.
THROW, v.. -

v. , at. See to

Cast, Hurl, Fling. To throw
stones at aby, -, see to Pelt and Stone :

to t. (=hurl) a spear, javelin,
quoit, dice, Vid. : to t. to the
ground, : to t. an
antagonist (bytivisting legs),KaTa-

: to t. open,., see Open, v. and
adj. To be thrown on shore (of
a ship), (Hdt.) : to t.

his rider (of a horse),--- (mid.), -,
•. 1] In combina-

tion ivith prepositions, used ad-

verbially or with substt.] To t.

ABOUT,-,-
(hither and thither) : to t. a cloak

about one, -. To t. athg after aby, pi-. -.



THR U TID
. To throw ASIDE,

see Cast, Fling aside. To t.

at aby, . (e. g. -
?,).,-. To t. AWAY,-,-., -,--. (and fig.,
e. g. o?ie's pains) : a t.-ing away,, 7?, : thrown
away,?, 2 : apt to t.

away,??('8-
toph.). See Reject. To t. back,-,- : —
to or at aby,

: to t. back one's cloak,

:

to t. one's head back (e. g. in

sleep), : to t. back, =.

RETARD, HINDER, Vid. To t.

BEFORE, ' ?.
To t. BEYOND,
(or, aby). To t. down,-,-. -,5 OVERTHROW,-,- (beat down)

:

to t. oneself down (on the ground),: to t. oneself down
at the foot of the altar,-

: to t. oneself at

aby's feet, :

to t. down (in wrestling),-
: to t. down (in

ruins), : to t. aby
down a precipice,

: to t. down from a rock,

: able to

t. down,?, 3. To
t. IN or INTO, '-,-.
kviivai () : to t. oneself into

a place,,,, f is

: to t. aby into any state,» '? : — into

confusion, .
: to t. into a panic,. To t. OFF,-,- (and), -, --

: to t. off the hounds,-? ?. To t. ON,
see t. upon. To t. out,--,-, : to

t. out the legs, : a
t.-ing out, and athg thrown out

(from a ship),, : to t.

out (as scum in boiling), -,-,-: to t. out (or

let fall) a word, hint, &c,
(PI.) : to be thrown

out (e.g. fm one's course),-. To t. OVER, ?,, Qc. : to t. over-

board, or-
? , -

: to t. a cloak
over one, see t. about. To t.

UP,.
(from the depth),,

(e. g. a mound of earth, a
hillock, or a grave,,,
or),,-

(the earth on the

sides of a trench). To t. up, =
vomit, spit, Vid. : to t. up foam,
&c, see t. out : to be thrown up
on shore (as a ship),

(Hdt.) : to t. up an office, &c , see
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Resign. To t. upon or on, fari-,- : to t. athg upon the
table, '

: to t. the blame upon
aby,,' ? : they t. the

blame one upon another,?.
THROW, s., 17. ?,

b., . To make or have a
t., (with a missile or at

dice) : to have a successful t., -?. -
or -

(with a weapon), -. (at dice) : a lucky
t.,, ) : a t. (with ref. to

distance),''?-
: a stone's t., , .

See Cast, s., and phrases under
Dice, Hazard, Risk.
THRUSH (a bird), or, . ?, b.

THRUST, v. (g. t, to

PUSH, vid.), also, -
(e. g. with a horn, a spear,, ). To t. aby

(through), see to Pierce, Stab :

to t. athg into athg, -,--, '? : to t.

aby into athg, or-, '?
: to t. aby out of athg, -,- or or-? or ? : to t.

athg away or from oneself, -,- .
THRUST, s. ?, b. ?,
(push),, (icith a wea-

pon).

THUMB,, ?, b.? b ?.
THUMP, v.... See Knock, Beat,

Strike.
THUMP, s.,,., . See Blow and

Knock.
THUNDER, s. , ,

also (poet). The t.

peals, , -
: like t.,?, ?,

: t. and lightning,' ? : to strike

with t.,,-, see Thunder-struck :

stage-t., machine for imitating t.,,,.
' THUNDERBOLT,?,

b. To hurl or kill with a t., -. .
THUNDER-STORM, -' , -

ku'i' (rain

and t.).

THUNDER-STRUCK, -?, ?, , , and me-
taph.?, ? (infatuated),?, 2. ?,, . ?, ,
(astonished).

THUNDER, v., e.g. it t.'s,, '.
THURSDA, ??. ?.
THUS, (?). . ,

(Horn.), , (.). See So.

THWART. See to Cross,
Frustrate.
THY, THINE, ?, at,,

or by the genitive. . slave,? ?. b? b ?.?. ? : a
a slave of thine,? ?. ^g=
When not emphatic, it need not be

expressed, if the reference is suffi-

ciently clear fm the context, e. g.
thy father loves thee, b. Thine own (either em-
phat. = tuus ipsius, or reflex.

tuus),, ?, or (b) ?— (very rare in prose).

^" In the best classical writers

the genitive of the pers. pronoun is

very rarely reflexive of the nearest

subject, e. g. thou lovest thy fa-

ther,? ().
§UP Instead of the genu, the da-

tivus commodi is freq. in poetry,

and in Attic prose chiefly with?, ?,?, -? : e.g. he will become thy
friend,? .
THYSELF, as nom.,?

() : in the oblique cases,-, , £$C. (with sts ?, ,
nom.forgreater emphasis). Know
t., : in Att. not

seldom, Qc, but morefre-
quent in the plur.

THYME, ?, b.

TIARA,, . See Lidd.
Scott, s. v., and,-
pL?.

TICK. 1 A kind of vermin], ? (and paroxyt.), b.?, , b (Horn.). 1\

A covering of a bed]-?, b. % Vulg. : credit]

Vid.
TICKET,*,,.
TICKET, V., -,.?-
.

TICKLE,. -, , '. To t.

inside the mouth with a feather,). Athg
t.'s my fancy (fig.),.
TICKLING,?,-?,?, .-, .
TICKLISH,?, 2.

It is a t. affair (fig.),,?.
TIDE,

( ), also -
(ebb and floio), h, and?, b (poet., Eur.),, and-

or?, ?, and
(Hdt.) (flood-tide), .
-,-, and?,
?, (ebb). Rise and fall of

the t.,?, (Strab.) :

the t. is rising, falling,-, ?.
(?) : to be at

high t., the t. is up,:
any part of the sea where the t.

ebbs and flows with remarkable
violence,?, b. If Metaph.

:

= time] Vid. U Course] Vid.



TID TIM TIM
TIDINGS. See News, In- I

TELLIGENCE.
TIDY. See Decent, Neat.
TIE, v., //-, -,-.,. See

Fasten, Bind, Knit, and Knot.
ToNGUE-tied, Vid.

TIE, s. . See Knot,
Fastening, and Band. The
ties of kindred {fig.),, -

[Lot. necessi-

tudo).

TIER. See Row, Rank.
TIERCE. H Third part of

a pipe (of nine), Qc. z= 42 gal-
lons, or sixth part of a tun]
Vid. il I?i music] T. major, -, : t. minor,,,
TO.
TIERCET (Terzetto, Ital).

See Triplet.
TIGER,, , >j. -, (plur.).,
. . cat., -, , .
TIGHT,, 2, partcpp.

pass, of',., 3., 2., 2 {compact),-, 3 (close). Water-!, Vid.

.-fitting, -,--
3, see Close and Compact :

that wch is bound t.,, :

to keep a t. rein, hold, Vid. :

too t.,, (e. g.,
TIGHTEN,, -'. , -, -. (Dem.). A t.-

ing,,, .-, . To t. the rein, Vid.

TIGHTNESS,, ,
a?id by the adjj. Tight.
TIGRESS. See Tiger.

TILE, S., . -, 6., , . See

g. t. Brick. Roof-t.,-
and-,, b : coping-

t.'s, ol.
TILE, V.. T.-d,, 3 : a t.-d roof, t.-ing,

or, .
TILER, 6 -.
TILING. See Tile and

TlLED. to.
TILL, prep. See Until.
TILL, s. See Drawer.
TILL, v..-. See CULTIVATE,

Plough. T.-d land,,., .
TILLAGE,, , .,, .. See Cultivation, Agri-

culture.
-TILLER,, b. 6. TJ Of a rud-

der] Vid.
TILT (a vaulted covering),-,, .
TIMBER, ), ., .,, . See Wood.
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Kne.3• t., crooked t. for ship-build-

ing,, (Theophr.).

TIMBREL,,-
ov,, . To beat the t.,

: one that —,-, , , and-,
{/'em.) : a beating — , -, 6.

TIME, s. il In general]-, 6 (e. g. t. makes beauty fade,,
Isocr.). To look back to the re-

motest t., \ -
{Time.) : t. present, future,

b, ,,. : t. past,,-?, . : to our

t.'s, Is 6, : the wars of

our t., ' : at

or in our t.'s, ' ,, ': the t. of aby, -
: the present t. (= genera-

tion), () (Hdt.,

Dem.) : in the t. of Alexander,
when A. was king, ''-

: to the present t.,: to my, our t., ,
: from the, this, that t.

forth, ..
: from the

t. that —, or : from
this t., : at that t.,

: the best speaker of his t.,

: for

a t., / or : (at)

some t., 7 (enclit.) : another

t. (= hereafter), {opp. to) : from t. to t., ' ,, also by -
: for a t., see ' for a While,'

and Temporary: at thet. being,

with partcp., e. g. whoever is

ruler at the t. being,

: the emergencies of the t.,: in t. (= sooner

or kiter), () : of a long,

very long t., ,
: a long t. after-

wards, : at

the same t., (simul), see Si-

multaneous and Contempo-
rary: in a moment's t., -

: in no t.,

(= this very MOM NT, vid. )

.

To help aby pass the t.,. See

Pass, Spend, and, Pastime. ^J

Time, as requiredfor doing athg], b. , See Lei-
sure. I have t. to do it,

Tt : I have not—
, : there

is no t. to lose, -
: athg takes a long t.,-

: athg takes up
my t., '

: I will find or make t. to

hear you,

: we must take

t. to deliberate, -
(Thuc). U The fit season], b. , . It is t. to go,() : it was not

the t. for that,

: 'tis high t.,

or , :

when the t. (for so doing) came,, sc.

(Thuc.) : 'tis the t. for ac-

tion, (poet.) : it is

still t., ,
: you are come in the nick

of t., or -, , : to

die before his t.,: t. presses,,/07 or .
See Season and Opportunity.
Without loss of t,.
^j As including the changes it

Lri?igs] E. g. to accommodate
oneself to the t.,, see Time-server, £[c. :

to turn the t.'s to good account,

: a sad,

hard t.,? : in

good, bad t.'s, , -
: (a history) of

Alexander and his t.'s,' ' -
: spirit or cha-

racter of the t.'s, see ' Spirit of
the age.' Tj With ref to the pro-
gress of the day, year, S[c.] E. g.
what t. (of day) is it ?; to-morrow at this t.,

this t. to-morrow, -
: (he thought) that should

he come at this t., he would find

nobody at home,

(Lys.) : in summer t.,: a set t ,,
f), see Term. % Implying re-

petition or recurrence (French
fois, German mal)] E. g. at one
t. — , at another t. —,—

, — .—
,

—
, see under Now

and Sometimes: for this t. (this

once), () : another
t. (= anon, hereafter), :

first, second, &c. t., ,, . : for the last

t., , : to-

day is the first t. I ever saw him,-. Three t.'s (= thrice), :

four, five, &c, t.'s, -,-,. : many t.'s, innume-
rable t.'s, -, -,-

: four t.'s, many t.'s our
number, -, 7- -. One, two, &c. at a t.,' ', ,. ^f In
?nusic], b. In or keeping
t.,, 2. ., e. g. to dance, march in

t., ,-
: to keep t., .

: to

keep t. in beating (on athg) with
a hammer, -

: out of t., -, --, 2: to be or get out t.,

: to set

the t., : to beat the t.,, and poet.

(Horn.), : — with the

foot,: to beat t. (tat-

too), {Luc.).

TIME-HONOURED^pxaio-, ., 2
(with ref. to wealth, both poet.).



TIM
TIME, v. Crcl., e.g.. "Well-, ill-t.-d, see

Seasonable, Unseasonable.
TIMELY,, 3. -, 2. To offer t. assistance, -.

See Seasonable. IT Adverbial-
ly] or. See Be-
times.
TIME-PIECE. See Clock.
TIME-SERVER (to be a), &-(.).

atl/ (Aris-

toph.).,-. .
TIME-SERVING.' Crcl. ivith

examples in preceding Art.
TIMID, TIMOROUS,-,,, 3.-

?, 2., , and str. tt., 3. -,-, 2,

and partcpp. of,-
[cower). See Fear-

ful, Shy.
TIMIDITY,,, 6.,,, ., '. See Fearfulness,

Cowardice.
TIN",, 6. A tin

mine, , :

made of t. (t., as adj.),-
,3. (as gen. ma-
teria^) : to cover with t. (to t., as
verb), (Diosc.) : one
that makes t. vessels or utensils,

tinman,, .
TINCTURE, s. m Colour], . See Tinge, s. \

Infusion or extract] Vid. TT Fig.

:

superficial knoivledye] -. See Tinge.
TINCTURE, s. IT To colour]

Vid. IT To imbue] Vid.
TINDER. 33» The substances

used for the purpose by the an-
cients were to ayapiKov [fun-
gus), '" [fungus growing
on trees), , (bits of
tvood rubbed together to produce
light).

TINE [of a horn),,, .
TINGE, v./ '

[athg ivith athg).

, also" [mid.).

Just t.-d with opinions,-•> (PL).

TINGE, s. Crcl. with the Verb.

TINGLE. IT Of sound]-
^ *• Aby's ears t.,-

ui, ,
or. See to Ring. A

t.-ing, '.,, 6.

Of pain] See Smart.
TINKER, prps 6 -. As ve?'b]. [cobble).

TINKLE,..
T.-ing,, 2 (adj)., 6 (subst.). See JlN-
GLE.
TINSEL,,,

Qc.-, (spangles),-,, [ivith

contemptuous epitlvct, ,-). . -footed (in a
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TIT
good sense, Milton),,
2 (poet.).

TINT. See Colour, Hue.
TIP, s. See Point. The t.

of the finger,,.,
6 : the t. of the nose,. .
TIP- TOE,.

walk on t.,-, -/3-
(fm adj. -, 2). '

:

traces of one walking on t.,', (Plut.). On the t.

with expectation (fig.),,
2., 3., 2 (poet.).

TIP, v. See Point, -
(with iron). T.-d with

iron,, 2.

TIPPLE. See to Drink. T.-
ing,, .
TIPPLER,, , 6.

TIPSY,, 6, (Aris-

toph.). See Drunk.
TIRE, v.,.,,-. See to Fatigue,

to "Weary. To be t.-d,,-, -.-
(pass.), (pass.).

T.-d of, partcpp. pass., and see

Sated : very, rather t.-d, -,-,2. TT To attire] VlD.,

and to Dress, Adorn.
TIRE, s. 1 Row, rank] Vid.

TT Attire of the head] See Head-
dress. TJ Of a wheel]•. .
TIRESOME,, 3. See

Fatiguing, "Wearisome, Te-
dious.
TIRO. See Beginner.
TISSUE,'(-), . , . vrjua, .

It is a t. of lies (fig.),
-, -,.

TIT-(or TID-)BIT, ',,, .. See DAINTY.
TITHE, S.,,

and, , also-, . To receive or collect

t.'s, : the receiving of

t.'s,, : to impose or

levy t.'s, : to pay
t.'s, : a place

where t.'s are received,-, : a collector of t.'s,,, : one that con-

tracts for t.'s,, , .
TITHE, v. (to levy Vs). See

preceding Art.
TITHEABLE. Crcl. with-.
TITLE. IT Appellation] -,

or- ( tim>jv -, t. of honour),-, . (-),. See Appellation. .
of a book,, . TT

Right or privilege], .,, (claim).

.-deeds, at: I have
a (legal) t. to athg,

. ' -.

TIT -MOUSE,* or, 6 (or ).
TITTER. See Giggle and

Laugh,.
TITTLE,, . -,, ., (in writ-

ing, e.g. accentual mark, apex).

TITTLE-TATTLE. See Gos-
sip, Chatter.
TO, prep. A. Local, denoting

the goal or direction of a motion,

or of an action conceived as such]

a) In answer to the question, whi-
ther? by the ancient locative in

or formed from names of
cities, e. g. to go out to Eleusis,

to Olympia, to Athens,,,-
: more freq. in epic, as to

the sea, : to his own home,, and, for
wch in prose only' : to the

ground, earth,,
(also and so') : fm
pronouns -, as to that place,

(thither) : to another place,

(elsewhither). ^* In
Att. poetry an accusative is sts

found in place of this locative with

verbs of motion : I go to my
house,

(Soph.) : I am come to the streams

of Dirce, -
(Eur.).

b) By prepositions : 1 . c.

ace. (towards, persons and things)

:

to go to aby,

: to retreat to a hill, ava-
: to look

(turn one's regard) to God,-
: to have

an eye or regard to athg,,
: to say (= ad-

dress oneself, direct one's speech)

to aby,, ;

and generally in expressions de-

noting reference or relation, e. g.

our relation, duties, &c, to the

gods, : in re-

ference to the matter,: 'tis nothing (in reference)

to me, ; to sing

(addressing the voice) to the flute,: they are poor

to (= compared ivitk) us,.—2) C. ace. (to

the side of; mly persons) : to lead,

be brought, to go in, to aby,,,', .
—3) c. acc. (mly with a pur-

pose implied, as to fetch some-

thing, Qc.) : to sail to Egypt,' (icith the

genitive z= for, in the direction

to —) : to go to the rich men's
doors, -: to flee (for refuge)

to a hill, -
: to fly to a place,'

: to betake oneself to an
inquiry, ,.
— 4) «is (into, of a place that

would be entered ; among, of an
assembly, Qc.) : to sail to Athens,' : to be con-

veyed to a city,

: to speak to (=
Qq



TO TO TO
among) the people,? irot-

: ellipt.,

c. gen., e. g. to (the house of)

Hades, «is" : to go to the

teachers' (schools), is-. Also [of amount),

up to or to the number of 10,000,

zh : and (as general ex-

pression of reference or relation),

as to this, (quod

attinet ad hoc), (gu* in Attic

is never (in Ionic rarely) applied

to individual persons, because the

notion of entering does not apply
to such. To persons in the plur.

it is applied when these are repre-

sented as an assembly, e. g. (to

go) to (= into tlie assembly of)
the dicasts, ,
or, as local notions (as land and
people, fyc), e. g. they marched
to the (country of among the peo-
ple of tJie) Taochi,

(.) : to go to one
another, .
But in speaking of behaviour and
disposition towards aby, may
be applied to individuals, e. g.
good will to aby, :

to accuse aby to aby,' (to convey an ill

report of aby into aby's mind).—5) (only of persons or per-

sonified objects, denoting direction

toivards them), e.g. to go, send
to the king,,

: — to Miletus (= to

the Milesians), — -.— 6), ' c. gen., up
to, Lat. usque ad, see Until.—
7) Other prepositio7is occur in par-
ticular combinations : thus, up to,

e.g. the mountain, :

according to aby or athg,, : according (^.conform-
ably) to, Ik c. gen. : even to, ',

c.gen.: to the best of one's

ability, : to the
sound of (as accompaniment),
c.gen. : next to (= after),

c. ace. : to the right,

(=. on) : with reference to,

c. ace, as unjust to aby,, and c. gen., what re-

lates to virtue, -
or : to suspend

to, (==/}«, by).—8) Phrases. From — to, e. g.
to be driven from land to land,' : from
city to city, , -

: from
year to year, is : from day
to day, : from morn-
ing to (== till) night, -

From
five to six (five or six) horsemen,. (All) to a
MAN,,,. To a hair, ,
also.

^
. As exponent of dative rela-

tion (i. e. ofan object personal, or
conceived as such, participant in
the action, or, the remoter object
in wch, as its goal, the action
rests), to is expressed by the da-
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tive case, if the Greek verb or

expression is one which admits of
that case; see the Grammars. To
give, say, promise athg to aby

|

(aby athg),,, -
I' : to charge,

impute athg to ahy,'\'
: to recommend aby to

aby, : to

cast up athg as hlame to aby,

|

': to send suc-

I cour to aby (aby succour), -
: to yield,

i give in to misfortunes, '. ^p• To some verbs

the relation may be expressed with

|

a slight difference of meaning by

J

a preposition : thus, to speak, dis-

i course (addressing oneself) to aby,

:, .
; Friendly to the Athenians, hos-

|

tile to the Lacedaemonians,, -
: akin to aby,

: neighbour to (bordering

upon) the Armenians,''. gu* Friend, enemy,
neighbour to aby,,,,, used substan-

tively, require the genitive (in

English also the to stands only in

the predicate, therefore ivhen the

subst. is virtually adjective, e. g.

he is a friend (—friendly) to aby,

: you will find

him (to be) an enemy to you,. Sts the

dat. stands after a verbal subst.,

concerning the god's gift to you,

(PL) : the enslavement of Greece
to Athens, . But
from , ,
the siibst., henevolence or good
will to aby, , and '

/s, . pS* Those ad-
jectives of comparative significa-

tion wch in English take to, are
constructed with the gen. in Greek,

e. g. superior, prior, posterior to

anything,,,. Generally, for
the rendering of the dative to,

when not to be expressed by the

dat. case, see the governing word

:

e. g. to do good to ahy, -
: EQUAL to aby or athg,

PRONE, PRONENESS to athg, IN-

SOLENT, INSOLENCE to aby, LIA-
BLE, LIABILITY to athg, PREFER
athg to athg, give ear, listen,
HEARKEN to aby or athg, <£c.

C. Infactitive relations, to (=
into, vid.) after verbs and ex-

pressions of changing, transform-
ing, S[C, is expressed by , e. g.
to turn (intrs.) to stone,-, or by a causa-
tive verb, as (pass.):

to burn athg to ashes, take any-
thing to pieces, &c, Vid. : — of
choosing, taking, appointing, fyc,
by the accusative, e. g. to take aby
to wife, : to

take aby to witness,

: — of compul-

sion, persuasion, instigation, by

, , and other

phrases, for which see the given
verb or expression : — ofredound-
ing, issuing, turning out, c.

dat., e. g. to your good, to aby's

advantage, disadvantage,. ",-: to your honour,
: or

CrcL, as e. g. it redounds to my
honour, or. To put to shame, -

: to put to FLIGHT,
to the ROUT, to RIGHTS, to

shifts, bring to poverty, to go
to WAR, to SLEEP, to SCHOOL,
&c, see those words. To your
sorrow you shall do this,

(at your peril) :

he died to the great grief of his

fellow-citizens, -
(Dem.) : it comes to

fighting, : also

by CrcL in expressions in wch the

intensity of an action is measured
by its effect, e. g. to laugh to death,', see under
Laugh.

TO, forming the infinitive, 1)

objectively joined to verbs, parti-

ciples, adjectives, and substantives,

or forming the subject of a sen-

tence, is rendered, a) by the Gr.

infinitive, wch occurs for the most
part after verbs, &c of the same
classes as in English. For the

particular rules relating to the use

of the infinitive, without and with
the article, and also the ace. c.

infin., see the Grammars. I am
willing, desire, resolve, am able,

learn to do athg,,-,,,
: I promise, hope to do

athg,, -
(fit.) : he hegged (of)

me to do athg, -
: I own (myself) to be in

the wrong, :

the fight is reported to have been
severe,

: you are suspected to

have fled, :
I order aby (give aby orders) to

do, (., give orders for aby
to do, that aby shall do) : the de-
sire or eagerness to drink, -

: the hope to

conquer,

(without article) : to study to be,: to neg-
lect to be, () :

easy to do, : a man
hard to live with, avhp

: a very pleasant house to

live in, -
: beautiful to behold, -, : the horses will

be troublesome to attend to,'-
: it is not plea-

sant to have many enemies,

: it



TO TO TO
is not so pleasant to have wealth
as it is painful to lose it (not so

pleasant is the possession —, as

the loss is painful),, -/ . Sts

may be used : e. g. I study, con-

trive to get away,,
ottojs : it is

forbidden me to speak aught of

what I think, ,.
Sts the infin. has, when the

notion of consequence or intention

is to be expressed : they made a
decree (the object of which was)
to help — ,

: I have taken great

pains (in order) to know,-'.
b) By the partcp. as comple-

ment of the predicate in the form
of an apposition to the subject,

viz., after verbs denoting conti-

nuance and persistence, weariness
and desisting, satisfaction and
dissatisfaction (shame), superiori-

ty and its opposite, being early

or late, doing well or ill, being
right or wrong (see Madv. § 177).
We rejoice to be (= in being)

praised,, -
: he has continued,

ceased to do athg,-, : I am
ashamed to say it (= while say-

ing),' (but ai.

— I am ashamed and
therefore forbear) : I am sorry to

have so acted,^ : it did us no
good to be annoyed,

: you do
wrong to break the treaty, -. Also
after, (not

be seen to — ),, and-, : they chanced
to be sleeping, -

: I show myself, am seen to

have done athg, (,) (but

. , / appear or seem
to be doing athg). Also (Madv.
§ 178) as complement of the object

(=: ace. c. infin. after verba de-

clarandi) or of the subj. if the

verb is passive, after verbs to see,

mark, know, experience, remem-
ber, show, prove, find (oneself),

signify : they did not know
him to be dead, -

: when people
know themselves to be dis-

trusted, -
: let us not tamely

(look on and) suffer Lacedaemon
to be insulted,

(but also

= ) : I remember to have
heard, . For
the unabbreviated construction, to

see, mark, remember, <^c. that,

see under That, conj.

2) In expi-essions of possibility

and necessity (with am, have) :

(59.5)

there is something to see, to be
seen, : I have
yet much to write,, :

the gods are to be worshipped,* : what is to

be done, what is one to do?
; see Must, Should

(under Shall), and Ought.
What am I to do ? whither am I

to turn ? ; -
: I have nothing to do,

: I had —,.
3) In the abbreviation of a de-

pendent question, after who, what,
which, where, or some other inter-

rogative word expressed or un-
derstood : he shows them a way
(how) to escape punishment,', -

(Dem.) : we are contriving,

deliberating, &c. how to effect

athg,,,,. -
or- or- ,

or ottojs ivith

ellipsis of : I don't

know which way to turn,

: I knew not —

,

: to

be at a loss what (how) to do,, ,
(,) , -,,, or

(hoiv to — ) : they were at a
loss how to dispose of the matter
in hand, ' (—) .

4) The infin. of purpose after

verbs of choosing, appointing,

giving, offering, committing, Qc,
sending, leaving any where, ex-

pressed in Lat. by at, or the rela-

tive with the subjunctive, is ex-

pressed partly by the infin., partly
by the fut. partcp. , or by a rela-

tive clause: appointed to be pilot,

: he gave
me the books to read, uoi

: wives
must be chosen to live with, -

(or') : they elect

generals to carry on the war agst

Philip, ',
:

they sent forward ships to sail

and reconnoitre, va us--
or -. ggr The partcp.

is esply frequent after verbs of
motion, ",,,-,, , and some
others, as.

5) The infill,forming an abbre-

viated final sentence, e. g. we eat

to live — that we may live, is

expressed in the unabbreviated

form, for wch see That,' ", or sts by the gen. of
the infin. with' or

c. infin., . ,' : after

verbs of coming, sending, Qc. (as

above), by the fut. partcp., e. g. I

am come to visit you,

: to cut the mat-
ter short (to express my meaning
in few words), I was obliged —

,

' (rarely ) ,.
6) The infin. preceded by so as

(relation of manner expressed as
effect or consequence), or by So
with adj., e. g. so great as to —
(relation of equal intensity mea-
sured by effect or consequence),, c. infin., or if equi-

valent to so that something is &c,
ou'tojs c. indie. See under
So and Such. The disease did

not take the same person twice
so as to be fatal, -

(Thuc.) : so dull

as not to be able,

(but .— -, — that he is not able).

I
So as) to, denoting condition, is

also expressed by c. infin.

:

what would you give me to have
(on condition of having, so as to

have) your wife back?,; (.) ' there

is nothing they would not do to

become our allies,7/ --
(.). Also by '

c. infin., e.g. he made a treaty,

neither he to injure — , nor they

to burn — ,, '» —
,— : or with fut.

indie, they agreed with them, to

leave the Peloponnese, and never

set foot on it again,, '
., -

(Th.).

7) Too (great, &c.) to —, the

comparat. followed by fj or

c. infin., e. g. human nature

is too weak to bear this, -
: or by the

simple infin., the disease was too

great to bear,. See.
Miscellaneous phrases] What

ailed (induced) you — , how came
you —, to do this ?() ; I am
not the man to do athg,' (non is sum, qui

—) : it was not the season to ir-

rigate the plain, '
(•)• So to

say, >5 ('--),
: to speak generally,. It is great folly

to imagine —,'. I am naturally

qualified, it is my nature, to do

athg, : the

best thing is to hear what he has

to say, ().: do you know
what to do ?' wis :

I was glad to see you,

/uas \ To think of this

man's insulting us ! this fellow

to insult us ! , !

Qq2



TO
the folly ! for a man of his age

to believe in a Zeus! -
?, , -

(Aristoph.). You are

a most wretched creature to wish
that, .
think you lucky to have done,.
He thinks himself well off to

have escaped punishment,, or with

partcp. To see him, one would
say, :

to hear him speak, one would
think him very clever, -, '-

-.
TO, adv., e.g. the door is shut

to, :

to and fro, : to go
to and fro, : — to aby,(), or
TTyOOS.
TOAD,, and (Ba-

brius.). , . ,
(doubtful),, 6 (a sup-

posed venomous kind of t. which

puffs itself up, Luc.). T. -catch-

ing,, 2 : like a t.,, .
TOAD-EATER,,,,, 6, also

by, 2., 3.

To be a t.,- and-.
TOAST, .. -

(Diphil.). See Roast. ^
To drink aby's health] See the

Subst.

TOAST, s. H Toasted bread]

. In drinking health] -, . A filling of cups
for a t.,, : to drink a
t. (to t. aby), (-) (esply of lovers'

1

t.'s),

and
or. (or

-) -
(Athen.): the reign-

ing t., -
.

TO-DAY,,.
See Day.
TOE. ,

e. g. to have one's toes frozen
off, -

:

on his toes, see Tip-toe : from
top to t.,.
TOGETHER,, (of

place and time), tie (mo-
tion, e.g. to flow t., '), (rest, e.g. to

dwell t., —). In the sense,

in common,. If— with
one another, case's of,
e. g. to agree t. (— with one an-
other),' : to
agree t. upon athg,

: to confer t,

or. Xo-yco-. . It

(596)

is also eccpressed by compounds
with -, e. g. tie, bind, fasten

t.,,,-
yvuvai : hold t.,. See
under the several verbs.

TOIL, v. See to Labour.
TOIL, s. See Labour, Trou-

ble, Fatigue, s.

TOILETTE,-,-,-, (adornment,

attire). -,-,-, (dressing). To make
one's t.,". See to

Dress, Attire, Adorn.
TOILS, (Att. &.),, h

(usu. pi.), -', , and-, (a line of nets), also- (fm-, 2,

surrounded icith Vs). See Net.
OlL§OM.,,paya-,-,-,-, .--,-, 2., 3.

Very t.,, 3.-, 3. See LABORIOUS, WEA
RISOME.
TOISE,, v. See Fa

THOM, S.

TOKEN,,,, . See SlGN,
Signal.
TOLERABLE,,,, 3 (endura-

ble). Also, , 3, (passable, moderate),

I am tolerably well, in t. health,.
TOLERANCE,,

, also,,
. See Indulgence.
TOLERANT,, ., 2.

TOLERATE, c. infin., or
c. partcp., e. g. he did

not t. them in the town,
or -. Also

or (to leave unmolested).

TOLERATION,, v., (Cicer.).

., .
TOLL, s.,. SeeTAX,

Impost. . at a gate or turn-
pike,, .
TOLL-BOOTH,,.
TOLL GATHERER,-, , .
TOLL, v. (of a bell),.. (trs.,

to pull the bell).

TOMB,, 6. , ., ., .,-,,
(Hdt.), . A family t., -, .
TOMB-STONE, , ., .. See Volume.
TO-MORROW,. See

Morrow. . morning,: the day after t., ... ' ^» According to the

proportion in Pound, the Hun-
dred-weight (^Omitted in its

place) is about 119T5 minae, i. e.

TON
nearly two Attic talents,-, 2 : hence the t. = 20 cwt.,

may be expressed roundly by-, more ex-

actly = 2383 minae, or 17 minae

short of 4$ talents.

TON (French). See Fashion,
Mode.
TONE,, 6 (esply of in-

struments),, . ,, . See g. t. Sound, s.

Through all tones (= notes) of

the scale, (sc. -) : an equal t., neither high
nor low,, (PL) : to

speak in a milder or more quiet

t. (of voice), -
: to speak in

or assume a different t. (fig.),. -: in a threat-

ening t. (of voice), :

one ought to answer in a more
gentle t.,

: to give or sound
the t. (in music), or. .
To fall into a dictatorial t., --
TONGS,, , r, (of

small size, see Forceps), -, 6, and, (pL, of
larger size),, ,
and, (blacksmith's),

also and,, .
TONGUE, f Propr. : of the

animal body] and-, . In the shape of a t.,, : the tip of the

t., : the root of
the t., •»;, .
To hold one's t.,.:
to govern or bridle one's t.,-.-.
(to accustom it, e. g. to silence) : to

have an unbridled t,

(PL) : that

can't keep a quiet t. in his head,, 6 (with verb -,
and subst. -, ) : to talk till

one's t. aches, (adj.

or -, 2, and
subst. -) : to ply or wag the t.,. *fl Pig. : lan-

guage, speech] Vid. % Anything
shaped like a tongue] E. g. a t.

of leather,, : the t. of
a buckle,, ., :

— of a balance,, -, , and, : at.
of land, , . -, .
TONGUE-TIED (to be),

(Plut.) : also

prov. (-[ , Menand.],

of one kept silent by some weighty

reason).

TO-NIGHT, '. (in

the coming night).

TONNAGE (of a vessel),-, . See Capacity and
Freight.



TON TOP TOR
TONSILS,, ., ., . The

t.'s are swollen,.
TONSURE,, .
TOO. Also, moreover] .
. ,

{adverbially). And that t. —,— : besides, it isn't easy

to pass without a guide, and with
weapons t., -' ,

(Thuc.). ^[

Denoting excess],. $§
But usually rendered by the com-
parative degree, sts with addition

of (Lat. justo). T.

great, , see

Excessive : I know but t. well,

: it is

but t. certain,. . great for man, -
7

: to have
suffered (afflictions) too great for

tears, fj -
: and followed by infin.

(Lat. major quam ut or qui, $<?.)

the comparative with c. infin.,

without or with : t. young
to know what brave fathers they
have lost, ) '-

:

t. weak to bear,

: too great to bear (be

borne), . gif* TL•
sense may sts be expressed under a
different form by the positive fol-
lowed by the infin., with or without, e.g. your spirits are t. low
to persevere, may be expressed in

the form, your spirits are poorly

qualified to persevere,

(Thuc.) : t. soft to bear up agst

athg,

(PL, = soft, and ill qualified

to —) : t. few to repulse them,() (— ill

qualified in point of numbers to

—) : so, the time is t. short to re-

late —, 6

(= not long enough
to) : it was too far to take them
from the rear,

(., = it was
a long way to — ) : the water was
too cold for bathing,

(.,
= not of the temperature to —)

:

life is t. short for learning many
things,

(short, if the question be

about learning).

TOOL,, (worlc-

ing-t.).,. T.'s,,, . See IMPLEMENT.
TOOTH,,,

;
The

front teeth,,,
: an eye-t.,

canine-t.,, b : the wise

teeth, ,-: molar or grinding teeth,

back teeth, :

milk-t., first cut t.,

: prominent teeth,-
: to hold athg with

one's t., : to
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show one's teeth,, (as a dog) : to

chatter one's teeth,

: to grind one's t.,

or or

: to have the teeth

set on EDGE (vid.), or

: to get hollow teeth,

: to

cut (his or her) teeth,-. (and the pain of
it) : teeth become loose,-

: teeth fall out,

— : a t. comes up,

. : injurious to the

teeth,, 2 : to lose

a t., : to want
to have a t. drawn,

: to brush,

clean, or polish one's teeth,-
(with sufjst.-, ) : a decaying of aby's t.,

: the

socket or hole of a t.,,
6: without a t. or teeth, with
only one tooth, with teeth that

meet, -, -, -, ov-, 6, : the fangs of a t.,, ai : a gap between
the teeth, -,. '-

: an instru-

ment for drawing teeth (= for-
ceps),-, ,-,

: the teeth wch show a horse's

age, : to take the

bit between his teeth (of a run-

away horse),

(PL): fit for the t.,,
3 : like a t.,, :

having teeth = toothed, Vid.

:

a sweet t., Vid.

^
TOOTH-ACHE,,

. To have the t.,..
TOOTH-BRUSH,-, , 6.

TOOTHED,, 3
(prop, andfig., e.g. -, a comb, Luc), and by par-
tcpp. of (= tofurnish
with teeth as a saiv). One-, white-,

sharp- 1., -, -,-,, , .
TOOTHLESS,, -, , .
TOOTH-PICK,,,
(fm the context). g#* In later

writers also,,
.,.
TOOTH-POWDER,--,-,., (Luc).
TOP, S., . , .,, ., -, , and poet,, and

oblique cases of,,
The t. of the mountain,

: t. of the shoulder,, 6. From t. to TOE, Vid.

:

from t. to bottom, '.
See Summit, Head, Height.
On the top, see Surface, and
Atop, Above.
TOP, v.. See Ex-

cel,. To cut off the top]-
(X.). See to Lop, Prune.

TOP, s. (plaything),,, ., 6.,
6 (with ref to shape), ,
6 (Horn.),, 6. To spin
like a t., : to whirl
(athg) round like a t.,.
TOPMOST,,-, 3. See Highest.
TOP-SAIL,,, .,.
TOPAZ,,.-", and (poet.),

b, and prps- (chryso-

lite),- (chrysoprase), 6.

TOPE, TOPER. See Drink,
Drinker, and Drunkard.
TOPIC,, 6.,
(Aristot., both in the original

sense — a common-place ,• for the

modern sense, see Subject).
TOPICAL,, 3 (e. g.

., , a t. or local

remedy, med. t.).

TOPOGRAPHICAL,-, 3.

TOPOGRAPHY,-, . To make, describe the

t., (e. g.).
TOPSY-TURVY,&.
TORCH,, , .,, h. , 6.

make t.'s, : to carry

t.'s,, : a
t.-bearer,,,

: a procession with t.'s, -, : a t. race,-, .
or, : also,,
, e. g. there is a t. race, . -, and to have a t. race,.
TORMENT, s., -,,,,

h.

TORMENT, . '. -. . See to Pain, to

TOR.TT7RT?

TORMENTOR,,, 6 (propr.). Self-t.,,.,
'TORNADO. See Whirl-
wind.
TORPEDO,, .
TORPID,, . To

be t.,, -,-.., also

: — all the winter,-.
TORPIDNESS, TORPOR,,, .
TORRENT,, (of

rain or a mountain stream) .,, 6 (of lava). To flow or pour

itself in a t., (also fig.

of an orator) : a t. of tears, -
: to be swayed or

borne along by the t. of public

vice or corruption,-.
TORRID. See Burning and

Hot.
TORTOISE,, .-, , .,, . Sea-

t.,, , : t.-shell,-,, ., .



TOR TOW TRA
TORTURE, s. U Pain, tor-

ment] Vid. 1J For exacting a
confession] ?, .-
?, b., . -, a). To question aby by ap-

plying the t.,?-
vs.iv. .-
\tiv. -.' ?-.? or-

(to put to the rack).»/ and
: to be put to the t.,( )

(pass.), (pass.)./.-
: to confess under t.,. U Instrument

of torture], ., .,.
TORTURE, . See phrases

in Torture, s.

TOSS, v. See Push, Throw.
TOSS, s.,'.' : also. To t.

things about at random,-. : lying t.-d

about, : to t. (= be

t.-d) about (as a ship),..' : — in

sickness or sleep,

(poet.),.-
: a t.-ing,?, 6 :— of the sea,, b : — of

the sick,?, 6 (Hipp., with
adj. -, ?) : to t. the head
(haughtily), (AristopJi).

(X., of a horse).

TOSS-PENNY (game),-?, 6. To play at t., -'.
L. See Entire,Whole,

and Sum.
TOTALITY,, 7,tos,

. See Whole.
TOTALLY. See Entirely,

Wholly, Altogether.
TOTTER. See to Stagger.

T.-ing, partcpp., and,
.
TOUCH, s.,,-,, . ', (g. t.).

A t. with a pencil or pen,-, . ?, 6, see Stroke, s. :

a t. on an instrument,.
. (= style of an artist), ,,, .
TOUCH, V., -,-, and- ?., , -, ? : also

joined, .
That may be t.-d,, 3:
— not— ,?, 2., :

without being t.-d,,
2. To t. lightly upon athg in a
speech (fig.),-,-, ? .?.
t. up, see to Mend. If To touch
at a port, <£c] -, --?. -,--? . | To be contiguous], ,. That
t.'s, see Contiguous. ^ To touch
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an instrument],'.
: — the lyre,.

% To affect ivith pity,]-, .-
(poet.) or? (usu.

prose). Athg t.'s (concerns) me
nearly, . T.-ing,

-,- (ptcp.). -, 3 (pathetic), -,--, 3 (persuasive),,?, 3 (pitiable).

TOUCHING, or '?
or . See Concerning.
. the matter, ? or

or ,.̂
TOUCH -STONE,,

. , . To try on a

t., or..
TOUGH,, 3. -
-, -, -,-, .

Fig. : difficult, hard] Vid.
TOUGHNESS,,. . '. H Fig.:

difficulty] Vid.
TOUR, TOURIST. See Jour-

ney, Traveller.
TOURNAMENT, prps-?, 6.

TOW,s.,.-, ., . Made of t.,, 3.

TOW, v. (take in t.),-, ,. To t. a prize,-
: to be t.-d,.—. -line, pdua,.

TOWARDS, m' Wherever
To may be su!>stituted, see that

preposition. % Local, with notion

of direction wch is not always ex-

pressed in the Greek] To sail t.

or in the direction for Egypt, '
: t. the east,

south, west, north,

or , -,?? or-, ?. Of time

(denoting approximation)] . mid-
day, : t. the
break of day, '. t.

evening, ' : t. mid-
nignt,

TOÔWEL,, -, .
TOWER, s. ?, 6. -,,. A wooden

t.,?, 6., ., ?, : the

greater part of the houses had
t.'s to them, ?' : to he
furnished by or flanked with a

t.,. :

made or constructed in the shape
of a t.,, 3 : fortified

or flanked with t.'s,?,
2: like a t.,,.-?, .
TOWER, v. See 'to Rise

high.' To t. above,.
TOWN, s., ?, (as

place and its inhabitants), -
and , , (as

place). See City. Town-clerk,

, , b. . -crier,, b. . -hall,-, . T.'s-man, -woman,,,,. ?,
., . b, h or. .-talk,-, . -

: to become the

t.-talk,,-
(pass.), As adj. : relating

to or customary in a town]-
?, 3. , , .
TOY, s: plaything] Yid.

If A trifle] Vid.
TOY, v. See to Play, Dal-

ly.

TRACE, s.,,
(propr. and fig.), ", ,., b. See Track. Also,, (fig.).
There is no longer a t. left or
existing of athg," "?-, -

: not a t. is to be seen,

no t. of athg shows itself or can
be found, :

lessons wch leave a deep t. upon
the mind, or' (Basil).

Ofharness] Vid.,,
' TRACE, v. H To track] Vid.
To t. up to its source,:
to t. one's pedigree up to—,-

or- ()
(Ildt.).

: to t. up = INVES-
TIGATE, Vid. : to t. back (— re-

peatfm the beginning, altius repe-

tere), (Isoc). ^[

To draw tlie lines of a plan, ^c]
-,-. or.-.
TRACK, s. ' or'ixvia.. . of wheels,,(_, . The dog loses

the t.,. . of athg dragged,-
?,?, ., .
TRACK, .,-, .'. To t. wild beasts,

: the dog is t.-

ing, b : the act

of t.-ing,?,, -,-,,, :

one that t.'s, -,-,, -,-, , .

t

TRACKLESS (e.g. ofa road),,?, ?,, 2.

TRACT (of land),, .
See Region. % Tractate, a small

treatise] Vid.
TRACTABLE,,, (propr. of

a horse, but also metaph.), 2. Also, .,-
and -?. 2.

TRACTABLENESS,iuayo)-, . ,.
TRADE, s. Commerce] Vid.

Craft or profession, or mecha-

nical occupation],-,,,, . A mechanical t.,, : sedentary
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t. or profession, -

: to carry on a t.,-. -». §^/" Also metaph., e. g. to

carry on a thief's t. or profession,-
: to make a t. of athg, -' .

: to set up a t. in

opposition to aby, -
: of or relating to a t.,-,-, 3.

TRADE, v. TT To carry on
trade or commerce]-

(wholesale),

(retail), (and mid.).
T. with aby, . . See
Deal, also phrases in Business,
Commerce.
TRADER, TRADESMAN.

U As person]', 6.-, 6.-,--, , 6. See MER-
CHANT. % A small trading ves-

sel] See Ship.
TRADE - WINDS,(), , .
TRADITION,,
(a handing on, and the thing

handed on),,., . ,
V (e. g. to know athg by t., aKorj' -).
TRADITIONAL, Crcl, e. g.

t. account, . -.
TRADUCE, TRADUCER.

See to Calumniate, Calum-
niator.
TRAFFIC, s. and v. See

Trade, s. and v.. Commerce.
TRAGEDIAN,, 6., 6.

TRAGEDY,, 17., . To write t.,.
TRAGICAL, 3., . A t. actor,-, : a t. per-

formance,, : to

speak or act in a t. vein,-
: to represent in a t.

manner,.
TRAIL, v.,.. See to Drag.
TRAIL, s. See Track, s.

TRAIN, s. 1 Retinue, pro-
cession] Vid. [[ Row, series]

Vid. H Ofa dress], '-,.
TRAIN, ., -. . To t. a

horse, see Break in : a dog well

t.-d to chase or catch animals,.
TRAINING,, -

0£5, . See Education.
TRAIT. See Feature.
TRAITOR,, , 6., , , and partcpp.

of'(>.
TRAITOROUS,,

3.

TRAITRESS,,,
h.

TRAMMEL, s. and v. See
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TRA
Fetter, s. and v., Hinder, Hin-
drance.
TRAMP, , 6., 6 (Horn.).

TRAMPER (or Tramp, on
the Tramp). See Vagabond.
TRAMPLE,,-, or-. /. -

(ride over). To t.

in the dust, .
TRANCE,, r,

(mens sevocata a corpore, Cic).
See Ecstasy.
TRANQUIL. See Calm,

Quiet.
TRANQUILLITY. See

Calmness, Quietness, Com-
posure.
TRANQUILLIZE. See to

Calm, Quiet.
TRANSACT. See Manage,

Conduct, v., Negotiate, Per-
form, Do.
TRANSACTION. See Ma-

nagement, Negotiation, and
Doing, Occurrence. To re-

ceive an account of the t.'s,

or -.
TRANSCEND, -. See

Surpass, -ing, and Superemi-
NENT.
TRANSCENDENTAL. See

Supereminent. In the modern
sense — that surpasses the senses,

Crcl. with phrases in Sense :' , or '-
(= Lot.

quod sub sensus non cadit, quod
sensibus non subjectum est, Cic).

A t. philosopher (with derision),, , b (Aris-

toph.) : to affect a t. vein,--\,- (PL, Aris-
toph.).

TRANSCRIBE, -,-..-
or. See Copy, v.

TRANSCRIBER,,, b. ,-, b. See Copyist and
ftpR TRF
TRANSCRIPT, -,-, . See Copy, s.

TRANSFER, v.-,-..-
(in writing). To be

t.-d to aby, '. To t. a property, see ' to

Make over.'

TRANSFER, s.,, , and Crcl.

TRANSFERABLE. Crcl.

with the Verb.

TRANSFIGURE, -ATION.
See to Transform, -ation.

TRANSFIX. See ' to Pierce
through.'

TRANSFORM, -, -. -, --,-,-,-. To become t.-d,-
(pass.),-.

TRANSFORMATION, -

TRA
-,-,--, ,-, .
TRANSFUSE,.-,-, -.
TRANSGRESS (trs.),-,- .. -, -. See

Break, Violate, Sin, v.

TRANSGRESSION, -,, . See VIO-
LATION, Sin, s., Offence.
TRANSGRESSOR, partcpp.

of the verb
t, , and, .

TRANSIENT. See Passing,
Fleeting.
TRANSIT (of goods),-,, . Merchan-

dise in t., : t.-

duty,-,-, : to

demand t.-duty,.
TRANSITION,,,, . See

Passage.
TRANSITIVE^ETa/SaTi/co'?,

3., (gram. t).

TRANSITORINESS, -.,, .., .
TRANSITORY,',2.,, 3. See FLEET-

ING.

TRANSLATE. H To trans-

fer] Vid. *U Render into another

language],-.-,-'.
See Render, Interpret.
TRANSLATION,-, . See VERSION.
TRANSLATOR,-, ov, b.

TRANSLUCENT,,, .
TRANSMARINE, -, 2.

TRANSMIGRATE, -GRA-. See Migrate, -ation.

TRANSMISSION,-, ., -,-,, and-, v. Crcl. by the verbs.

TRANSMIT,, -,-. -,--. -,-. -. See to Pass, Hand on.

TRANSMUTE, -ATION.
See Transform, -ation.

TRANSPARENCY,-,, and -, .
TRANSPARENT,,-,-, ., 3

(of woven textures). To be t.,.- and

"TRANSPIRE, m Prop.] See

Perspire. H Fig. = to become

divulged] -,-. -..
TRANSPLANT,M£Ta-,aTro-,

-,-.-. . -ing,,-, h. To t. the inhabitants

to another part,, or. -
or «'.
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TRANSPORT, *>. .See Car-

ry, Convey over or across, -,- . % To convey into

exile]

(g. t. = BANISH, EXILE,
vid.). ' -,--. ] To delight, ravish]

VlD.

_
TRANSPORT, s. 1 As act],, -, -,-, .,, ., {as

a means of transporting). ^J A
vessel employed for conveying
troops, S[C.] or,. -, - T.-ships or t.'s,

: horse-t, -,, (),
. Metaph. : delight, rapture]
Vid.

t

TRANSPORTATION^^),,. See TRANSPORT, S.

T. to exile,, 6.,
v {OSS' but in the Gr. the notion is

that of sending, not taking, into

exile), }(,
for life).
TRANSPOSE,.. That can be t.-d,, 2.

TRANSPOSITION,-, .
TRANSUBSTANTIATION

(theol. t.),, (mud.
Gr.).

TRANSVERSE,,
-, -,, 3 and 2. See
Cross, Across, and Slanting
TRAP, s. See Snare. A

mouse-t.,, »; : to lay or
set a t., see under to Entrap,
Ensnare. T. -spring,-. ., (the bit

of wood which strikes the mouse,
g^c), also,, or
sts 6. Clap-t. (in oratory), -, (to use it, -).

(tawdry ornaments).
TRAP, v. See to Entrap.

U To adorn] Vid., and Bedizen.

_
TRAP-DOOR, --,,, .,), , .
TRAPPINGS. 1 Ornament]

VlD. TJ Horse-trappings] -
or '.

RASH,, . -', .
TRASHY, ,-, 3.

TRAVAIL, s. and v. See
Labour, s. and v., and Child-
birth.
TRAVEL, s. See Journey.^,,.^

aor.pass. andfid. mid.),.. -,-
(in foreign lands). -
(pass.), and -
(of large parties). To t.

on horseback, in a vehicle, &c,'','-
or, -. ,, also

: to t. in or to a place,. Uvui
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. or -: to t.

(in a carriage) with aby,-'. T.-ing,, :

a t.-ing carriage,,. , :

a t.-ing adventure,

: t.-ing ap-

paratus or effects, Trpos..,: t.-ing mo-
ney,, , and,.,: t.-ing dress,

or, :

t.-ing cap,, : a t.-ing

companion,, .-, . -,, : to be aby's

t.-ing companion,. '.-,'.-: t.-ing suite, -
: t.-ing

expense, ,-., .: fond of t.-

ing,,: a fondness
of t.-ing, .
TRAVELLER,,', , ., (on bu-

siness). Fellow-t., see ' travelling-

companion ' wider the verb.

TRAVERSE. See to Cross
(propr. and fig.), and Thwart,
Oppose.
TRAVESTY,, .

To make a t. of athg, to t. athg,.
TRAY,,,.
TREACHEROUS,,

2., 3., 2., . See
Traitor, -ous.

TREACHERY,,-,,, -, . Exposed to t.,-, 2 : slaying by t., -, 2 (with verb -, subst.

-, ). See TREASON.
TREAD, v. (,

upon aby). (, athg).

(set foot). To t. a nail

into one's foot, : to

t. under foot, . -, see Trample. To
t. out grapes, ,
also (Horn.). Trodden,, 3.

TREAD, s., .,
(step),, (trace).

TREASON,,. High
t., 17 . : to com-
mit t.,.
TREASONABLE,-, 3.

TREASURE,, (t

and treasury), -
or. The pub-

lic t.,TO,
: filled with t.,-, : such a friend is a t„,.

TREASURE, ..
See Store, Lay up.

TREASURER,-,, .
or.

TREASURY,, .,.',.
TREAT, . % (Trans.)

use in a certain manner] -' (aby).,-, .
(pass.).. (,) .

See Behave. Often with its ad-
verb to be eocpressed by a deno-
minative verb, e. g. to t. aby in-

solently, : to t.

affectionately,

: to t. aby with violence," and-
'. To be t.-d, (e. g. ,) .

allow oneself to be treated like

a brute,

:

do not deserve to be thus t.-d,. To
t. a patient, -. % To occupy oneself with
athg] and mid.
(to handle), -,-
and (take athg
in hand). To t. a written subject

or t. athg in writing,,
: to t.

of athg, :
— fully

—

, —.-
or :

to t. superficially or in an off-

hand manner,. fj To
negotiate] Vid. 1} To entertain

(as a guest)] and mid.,.,-,. To t. aby in

a very magnificent manner, -.
TREAT, s., . -, . To give a t.,.(, of athg). See

Entertainment.
TREATISE,,-, ., .
TREATMENT (usage, beha-

viour towards aby),,
V, and . Often
ivith its adj. expressed by a single

subst., e. g. respectful t.,-, : disgraceful t., ', ., : I do not

deserve such t.,

: I meet with such t. at

your hands,(. . of a subject,-,., : medical t.,

see Cure, s. See also Handling,
ADMINISTRATION,attd MANAGE-
MENT.
TREATY,,

(both usu.plur.),,-, . , (Horn, and
Hdt.). See Compact and Al-
liance. According to the t., ,
, . -,-, 2 : contrary to

the t., , , -. -, -, 2 :

included, not — , in a t., -, -
: secured by, under t.,, 2 : to conclude or
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make a t., ()-

and (poet.),-...
:

to make a fresh t.,-
: to make a t. of peace,' : to act

contrary to the t.,..
: to wish to make a

t.,.
TREBLE {thrice as much),, 3. See THREE. %

In music] , ., , or prps .. To sing t.,

prps ,, (,).
TREE,, (dot. plur.

and). Alittlet.,, (Theophr.),

: of a t., [e.g.-, Theophr.) : a grove of t.'s,,, . -, : full of t.'s,-, -, 2, see Wooded : with-
out t.'s,, 2 : to grow to

a t., (Theophr.): to

cut down t.'s,, -
: to chop or prune

t.'s,: like a t.,-, ., .
TREFOIL, .
TRELLIS. See Lattice-

work.
TREMBLE. 1 To vibrate

with a tremulous motion] -
and (pass.). See

Shake, Quiver, Quake. %
Withfear], and,

(poet.),

or, or-
(). To t. before

aby,, : —
at athg, . -

and : to t.

about athg, :

I t. for aby or athg,

or : I t. for my son,

:

to t. all over,-,--. T.-ing,, 3. -, ., 2 : t.-ing

all over,, 2 : not t.-

ing, without t.-ing, see Intre-
pid : a t.-ing,,,
.
TREMBLER,,, .

See Coward.
TREMENDOUS. See Ter-

rible, Dreadful, Awful.

t

TREMULOUS,,], .
TRENCH, s. See Ditch.
TRENCH (upon), v. See to

Encroach.
TRENCHER,, . -, (Aristoph.).

TREPAN, Subst. : surgi-

cal instrument] and, . U Verb] ava-. The act or operation

of t.-ing,, . ^f Tra-
pan] See Inveigle, Ensnare.
TREPIDATION, *,, . See Fear and Hur-

ry.
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TRESPASS, V..
See to Transgress. And subst.,

see Transgression.
TRESS, = Lock o/hair, see

both ivords.

TRESTLE,,,
(Aristoph.).

TRIAD,,, .
TRIAL. 1 Attempt] Vid., rj. U Experiment] Vid.,

and Proof, -,-, ., , also, . To
make a t. of aby or athg,, :

to have made no t. of athg,-. *[J Judicial]-,, , also,, .
To bring to t., '

or : a t. is taking

place, : to stand a t.,'. -, -: a fair t.,, : a

new t., , r) : to grant
one, . -

(both

Dem.).
TRIANGLE,,

(as figure),, (both in

the abstract as figure, and in the

concrete as instrument).

TRIANGULAR,,
2., : also -, 3.

TRIBE,,., :
and more generally — race, -,., . Of the same
t., -, -, 2 (and as
subst., , , tribesman;
with adj., 3) : to adopt
into a t. (make a tribesman of),: divided into or of
four, ten t.'s, -, --, 2.

TRIBULATION,-, . , . -,-, . See Grief, Afflic-
tion, Trouble.
TRIBUNAL,,.-, ., . See

' Court of justice.'

TRIBUNE (Roman magis-
trate),,, .
The office or dignity of a t., tri-

buneship,, : to be a
t., : whilst aby was
tribune, :

of or belonging to a t., tribunitial,, 3 (e. g. tribunitia

potestas [under the Ccesars], -, ).
TRIBUTARY, -, ., 2, and

partcpp. of , -
or

or.'.
make or render oneself t.,-.
TRIBUTE,, .,

. To levy a t., to impose a t.

upon aby,£ or-
: — on oneself,

: to pay t., see

verbs in Tributary : to collect

t.,: to be in arrears

with (the payment of) one's t,

or. To pay the t. of

nature (fig.), }.
TRICE (in a), . -.
TRICK, s. 1 Fraud]-,, ., V., ., ), -, . -, ,

and-,,-,, and
(.),. T.'s, trickery,-, : vile t.'s,,
r) : to use such,.. accomplish by such,. See Fraud, Ar-
tifice. A juggler's t.,,
, see Juggler, Juggling. Free
from t.'s of trade,,
2. T[ A habit, manner, or prac-
tice] Vid.
TRICK, . f To defraud,

cheat] Vid. Tf Fig. : to bedizen]...'.
TRICKERY. See under

Trick, s.

TRICKISH. See Artful,
Knavish, Fraudulent.
TRICKLE. See Drip, Drop,

Distil.
TRIDENT,, , v., , .
(), .
TRIENNIAL,^»/

A t. duration or period,,
h : a t. feast,,, :

to be t.,.
TRIFLE, S.,,, also, . »-,., (foolery),, . It is no t.,', as though it

were a mere t.,

: to consider athg or take it

to be a t.,' .
or-

: to buy athg for a t.,-
or

: one that troubles himself
about t.'s,,-, (with verb-,
and subst.-, ) : making a
wonder of t.'s,,
2 : a pertinacity about t.'s,-, .
TRIFLE, v. '. -. See phrases under the Sub-

TR1FLER,, . -
-,-, , also -(), , and ptcpp.

of the verb.

TRIFLING, s., ,
and, . -,-,-, , also

or. Mere
t., .
TRIFLING, adj. or

or , -,, 3., 3. -, . , 3 (silly,

foolish),,, .,
3. . and petty (questions),-. See INSIGNIFI-
CANT, Frivolous.
TRILATERAL,,

2. A t. figure, see Triangle.
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TRILL, s. and v. (in music).

See Shake, Quaver.
TRIM, adj., -,,, 3., 3.

TRIM, v. See to Adorn, to

Clip, and Adjust. To t. a
lamp,. Fig.] To t.,

be a trimmer, see Timeserver.
To give aby a t.-ing, to t. aby's

jacket, .
TRINITY,,, r,.

TRINKET,, (g.

t.). Female t.'s, -
or .

TRIP, v. *|f To stumble]-. (pass.). -
(totter). Ready

to t.,, . TJ To
trip up] ., .
A t.-ing up,, (in

wrestling), also, .
To move along lightly].

To t. or hop off,-
aQui : t.-ing (as verse),-,, 3.

TRIP, s., v. To take
a t.,. See Journey.
TRIPARTITE. See 'in

Three parts.'

TRIPE, ,
(prepared asfood).
TRIPLE. See Treble, f

As verb]-,-.
TRIPOD,,, 6.

TRIREME,,, .
TRISYLLABLE,-

*, 2.

TRITE,, 3.-, 3., 2 (stale),-, 3 (old-world).

TRIUMPH, s., b., fj. ', . To ce-

lebrate a t.,.,,. -
: to carry or lead aby

about in t., .
tl (athg). -

: to sbare in

aby's t.,

(Dem.) : one that celebrates a t.,, , 6.

TRIUMPH, v.. .. To t. over a con-
quered enemy,.
TRIUMPHAL,,

3, e. g. t. dress, or, ., : t. arch,-, : t. hymn or song,, b : t. chariot,, : t. proces-
sion,, b.

TRIUMPHANT,-, , . See Victorious.
TRIVET,. . yu-,, .
TRIVIAL, , , ., 2., 3. -, , . See

Trifling.
TRIVIALITY. See Trifle,

Pettiness.
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TRO
TROCHAIC, or, 3.

TROCHEE,, b.

t

TROOP, s.,.,
.,. , .,
., b. (See Crowd. UP/.:
troops] , . ,, . Light t.'s,, ., ol : heavy-armed t.'s,, : light and heavy
t.'s, :

aby'e t.'s (of a general),,
or .:

by t.'s, .
TROOP, v. See ' to Flock

together,' Congregate.
TROOPER. See Horseman.
TROPE. See Metaphor.
TROPHY,, (g.

t.). (erected

in memory of a naval victory).

To erect a t., or-
(in memory of aby

or athg, or ).
TROPIC, ai -, or simply ai..
TROPICAL,,-, 3.

TROT. Tf Verb]

(or prps galhp) ..-
(.,[] ., to have natural

paces, Id. ; ^* add to art. Pace,
s.). -

(pass.), As subsi.] -, (or gallop). Crcl. with the

Verb.

TROTH. See Faith.
TROUBLE, s. Disturbance]

VlD., b.,-, h., b. Full of t., -
-,-, . ^J Per-
turbation] VlD. , -,, . See Per-
PLEXITY,UNEASINESS,a«fli VEX-
ATION. Tl Affliction, calamity]
Vid., and Distress. U Moles-
tation, inconvenience] ', .,., .,,,,
. See Labour.,
. and, . See
Pains. Full of t., see Trouble-
some. To take t. about athg,' or -

or .
or or-

: to take all

possible t. about athg, -: taking t.,-, 2: not —,,
2 : taking needless t.,,
2 (with verb) :

to take the t. (= be so good as)

to do athg,

: to give or cause t.,' -
(of things), -

(of things and persons) : to

bring into t., -.
TROUBLE, v. Putin com-

motion] . oov(make
turbid). Disturb, perturb, per-

plex] Vid. TJ To cause vexation,

TRU
disquiet, labour], , >,. .

(. ), ., . See ANNOY,
Harass, Molest. To t. one-

self, see 'to take Trouble,' or
' the Trouble.' To be t.-d about
athg, or ., ,. T.-d times,' (Hdt.).

TROUBLESOME,-jrpayMaT-,-, -,-, .--,-, 2. -,-,-, 3., 3. -, .,, .-, 3., .,
3. To find athg t.,

(pass.) . :

to be or become t. to aby,,, '
or . Seethe Verb.

Not t.,,, 2., 2.

TROUBLESOMENESS,-,, , and, .,,,
: and by neut. adjj. e. g. to,,.
TROUGH,, f, (any hol-

low vessel),, (for wash-
ing andfeeding cattle),

and, (for kneading),, b, (vat),, , and, (Eur., for cattle to

drinkfm).
TROUT,,

(mod. Gr.).

TROWEL,, ., b.

TROWSERS, prps
or, , .,

(loose drawers of the Persians),

and- or -,,
and, ai (an eastern

word,Antiph.,Strab. ,andLXX.).
TRUANT,,-, , b (g. t., run-away). To

play t. from school, prps() .
TRUCE,,,

ai.,, (ar-

mistice). To make a truce with
anybody, or

or. .
: to take up the dead under

t., or.
TRUCK, . and s. See Bar-

ter and Car.
TRUCKLE,-,-.

(byfawning).
TRUCULENT,, 3. See

Savage, Cruel.
TRUDGE. See ' to Go' and

' Slowly,' ' to Plod on.'

TRUE,, (g.t., ofper-
sonsand things), ,3 (chief-

ly of persons),, , also, 3, also, , .,, 3., (e.g.

a t. friend, ) : also

, , »; or -



TRU
, e. g. t. virtue,

a(OfT>j : a t. follower of virtue,

b or cos a\»/t)uis

/s . The
t. sign of nobility, '

: to be a t. wo-
man, a t. slave,, -

: to speak
t., . .

it t. ? '• ;
it is t., but —, , -,, : as t. as I am
alive, , . True

( Germ, zvvar) —, but —, see In-
deed.
TRUFFLE,, 6.,

and ', and, .
TRUMP UP (. g. an accusa-

tion agst aby), see to Fabricate,
Invent.

f

TRUMPERY. See Frippery., 3. . 1J

As subst.],, 6.

TRUMPET, s.,-, ., {Lot. buccina,

Polyb.). The t. sounds, -
: to give the

signal with the t.,..-
%nv and -: the t. sounds,-,
(sc. ) : a flourish or blast of
t.,7. -,,.-, 6 : the sounding of
the t.,, 6. ^.
TRUMPET, v. See 'to blow

the Trumpet,' s.

TRUMPETER,,, 6., , .
TRUNK. Ofa tree]-, . ', (crown of

the root). *|j Of the human body], . U Of an elephant],,, also,, . If Chest]-, .,., ., .
TRUSS. U Bandage] Vid. If

Bundle] Vid.
TRUST, s. See Confidence,

RELIANCE, ',, . -
or, . ,,

. To have t., to put or place

one's t. in aby, see the Verb. If

Credit] Vid. if Deposit (e. g. to

give in t., $c.)] Vid.
TRUST, v. If To confide,

place confidence in],
'.

or . . -
(mid.). Not to

t.,-, see to Dis-, Mis-
trust. To t. to or in athg,-

or.. See to Confide, to Rely.
If To entrust] Vid.
' /. If To give credit] Vid.
TRUSTEE, .
TRUSTWORTHY, TRUS-

TY. See Faithful, '*,
3., 3 and 2. - and-, (of
actions, S^c, X.), 2.,
.
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TUF
TRUTH,, . -, . , . The

exact t.,, : to say or
speak the t., (),, , -,.: to

speak the t. of aby,

or: according to t.,'-, '. (-, ) : in t., -, .,'-. ,,: in very t.,-
(Aristot.) : a friend or lover

of t.,, , .
kui : love of

t., ,..
TRUTHFUL. See 'lover of

Truth.'
TRUTHFULNESS. See Ve-

racity, 'love of Ttuth.'
TRY, -,-

(attempt), (at-

tempt and prove), ,
and or-
(attempt, endeavour athg,

or to do athg). ti —

,

— (make trial, prove whe-
ther, t. if—). To t. their strength
agst each other, -. Also

or

(), and -, -, -,-. To t. every ex-
pedient, . -., (to

leave no stone unturned),,. See
to Attempt, Endeavour, and
Prove, Test, Examine. "If

Judicially] ',-,-,. See TRIAL.
TUB,, ,,

.,,.,

. See Trough. Like a t.,-, .
TUBE,-,,,, ., iyyos,

. See Pipe.
TUBER,, (bulb),

prps, .
^ TUBERCLE, (tumor),

(excrescence),.
TUBERCULOUS,-, , and partcpp. of-.
TUBEROUS,-^,,, (bulbous), prps-, .
TUBULAR,, 2.

TUCK (up). See to Gather
up. To t. up one's dress,-. -

(by laying bare or exposing

a part of the body) : also-
: t.-d up and all ready,,, .

TUESDAY, h -, or "
(mod. Gr.).

TUFA, TUFF-STONE (Lat.

tophus),, ,
. Like t.,, .
TUFT (of hair), -

TUR, ., .-, ., .,
(pi.). To cut the hair so as

to leave only a t. on the crown,. . of fea-
thers, see Crest.
TUG. See to Drag, Pull.
TUITION. See Instruction,

Education.
TUMBLE, v. 1J (Intrans.)]

See to Fall, (as a
tumbler). If (Trans.)] See ' to

Throw down.' *[f Fig. : to dis-

order] Vid.
TUMBLE, s. See Fall, s.

TUMBLER,,, . If A drinking glass]
See Cup.
TUMID. -See Inflated (prop.,

and also fig. of style), Swelling,
Swollen.
TUMOUR, or,, . See Swelling, s.

TUMULT,, . -,,, . See
Commotion, Insurrection.
TUMULTUOUS,-,--, .
TUN. See Barrel, Cask.

As definite measure = 252 gal-
lons (vid.), = nearly -

(or), or
(the Attic metretes

reckoned at 864 imp. gall.).

TUNE, s.,. See Am
and Harmony. In t., ,, . --, 2
(with verb -, subst. -, ). See
to Harmonize, Harmonious.
Out of t., , -, (ivith verb-, to make
afalse note), also,-,, -,-, 2., (of an in-

strument) : to be out of t., avap-
(7T(>os ),.. : to put (an

instrument) out of t., or.
TUNE, v. and -

(a musical instrument).

TUNEFUL. See Musical,
Harmonious, Melodious.
TUNIC,,, (with

dim.-,,-, ).
TUNNEL, , .
TUNNY (Thunny),,

, also,, . ,, , and -, , ),, .,, and, , . , ,, , ., (esply

young). To spear t.'s,,-/ : of or belonging to t.,,, 3 : like a t.,, : belonging to fish-

ing for t.'s,// /cos, 3 : that

watches t.'s,- (with

verb -, subst. -, , and -,, place to watchfm).
TURBAN,, . In the

form of a t.,, .
TURBID,, 3. -, . See MuDDY.
TURBOT,, h (g.t.for

t., plaice, sole ;, , as the



TUR TUR TUR
namefor this species offish is pro-
bably Italian, Lot. rhombus).
TURBULENCE,, .?, 6, or by neut. of the

Adj.
TURBULENT, -, --, ., 3. A t.

person or citizen,,
: to be t.,

(pass.).

TURF,, 6. ,,
(grass). A piece of t. cut out,-, 77,-, TO,

or simply, .
TURGID,, . See

Inflated (propr. and fig.).
TURGIDITY,, b. -,,, . if

Fig. : of a speech or style] -. 6.
TURMOIL. See Commotion,

Perturbation.
TURN, v. if (Trans., and by

ellipsis of reflex, pron. intrans.)

In general, to give a different

direction] ,,. To t. athg to-

wards aby or athg,

or : to turn (or go)

to work, , ,
: whither shall I t.

(me)? ,-
; to t. one's back,-

(mid.) : — upon aby,. -. — (in

aversion or contempt) : t.-d to-

wards the south, -
: to t. to flight,-
(oneself): to t. to (— direct one's

attention to) athg,

(e.g., dinner, fyc.) :

to t. and twist (or shuffle),-() : to

t. (oneself) to right, to left,,,-
: to t. one's eyes towards

athg, . -.
: — in all directions,

: all eyes
are turned upon thee, 7rpos

: to t.

one's steps towards a place,-. ', -' , :— one's thoughts towards athg,, see DI-
RECT. To t. a position,-

: to t. the
enemy's flank,

: to t. the head
of a country, and so invade by a

down-hill route,

— (Thuc). The
question, discourse, &c.,t.'s upon
athg, :

to t. on any point, = to hinge,
depend, Vid. : to t. upon a PI-

VOT, axle, &c, Vid. : to t. in
athg as a socket, &c.,-' . To t. the SCALE,
Vid. A t.-ing,, fj, see

TURN, s. : a t.-ing of a road,, h : without turning,
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,,.-
(adv.). My head t.'s,-, see Giddy, Dizzy : to t.

aby's head, : my
brain is t.-d, :
to t. one's stomach, one's stomach
t.'s,

(Thuc). ,
\

see under Gorge, s. To t. on one
j

side, .
: to t. athg to or towards, «i-: to t. towards athg,. To t. athg

to account, to one's use or advan-
tage, .. "-

: to t. (intrans.) to

aby's honour, ,
see Redound, Result. To t.

one's capital,. if With stronger no-

tion ofchange] To t. (=. change),, : for-

tune having turned,

: to t. the other

way, : to t. into

money, -,- (or

-) : to t. athg into athg,-
(ititrs.-) , see to CONVERT,

Change, Make (into) : to t.

into stone, : to t.

into Greek, see to Translate,
Render: to t. into ridicule, -

or ^
: to t. fm one party to another,

-,-.-,. To t. poet, traitor, &c, see

to Become. To t. in colour (of
ripening fruit), : to t.

(= become sour, of wine),-
(pass.; adj.,) : (of milk),

(adj., 2). To t. PALE,
white, red, Vid. (usu. by a de-

nominative verb from those adjj.,,, .). if

To turn upon a lathe],. Turned,,. if To fashion, form,
give a certain turn to, esply with

ref. to a thought or expression]. ". A well-
t.-d verse, or,. if In
combination with prepositions used

adverbially:—To turn about or
ROUND]-, -,- , also, -,

(e. g. , Hdt.).

Int?s., mid. ()-, also (intrs.), see to

REVOLVE, (bend).

That t.'s about with every wind,-, -,-,, 2, see

Fickle. A t.-ing about,--,-, . if To turn

ASIDE] -,- ,apa-,-,-'.
See to Divert and to Seduce.
Intrs.,-,-, and-, (intrs.)

and (mid.), -
(so as to avoid). A t.-ing

aside,, . i] To turn

AWAY]-,-/
Tt (e. g., the face).' (e. g., tL•

cheek), see Avert : — a servant,

see to Dismiss. Intrs.,-,
or (sts act. intrs., in aver-

sion), (by desertion). A t.-

ing away,, . if To
turn BACK] -,-() . :— one's cloak,. Intrs.,-

and-. -
and- (and sts

act. intrs.). See to Return, Re-
vert. A t.-ing back,-, . if To turn down] e. g.
a leaf in a book, -, -, see to Fold : to t.

down (=zdismiss, in schoolphrase)

,

-
: to t. upside down,

() or-,, seeToP-
sy-turvv and Overturn. if

To turn IN] -,-
(bend) : having the knees t.-d

in,, 3, see Bandy. To
t. in to lodge with aby,-, .
To turn off] See t. away, and
Avert, Divert. To t. off (e. g.
a servant), see to Dismiss : to t.

off (fm the way),,-, -'. if To
turn ON] Tt. if

To kirn OUT]-,--.,. . -
(out of doors) : to

t. out the guard,. To turn out of bed,,. To t.

out (well, ill, &c), -, -,-, and simple'....
(exire). -

tts : also with notion of
reverse,-, --. To t. out so and so,-

(e. g., a
writer, instead of something else,) : athg t.'s out well, bad-

ly for me, ,,,, see to CoiviE

off. if To turn over] e. g. the

leaves of a book,,
: — a new leaf

(fig.), see to 'Amend one's life:'

to t. over in one's mind,, (e. g. -), see to Revolve, Cogi-
tate : to t. over to aby, -,- , see

Transfer, if To turn round]
See to t. about. My head t.'s

round,,, see

Dizzy, Giddy. To t. round upon
aby, — retort, Vid. if To turn

TO] . if To
turn UP] -, --

: — the soil,,--,- .
t. up (of the NOSE, vid.),,. To t. up by chance,

see to Happen : to t. up (of athg



TUR
lost or mislaid), Orel, with-» .

(to light upon).

TURN, s. Circular motion],, fj. ^[

Winding, deviation fm its course,

turning round],-, .,,-, ., h (turn of a
road). To take a t., -,-. -. [ Change],-,, (prop, in-

clination of the balance),-, h- To take at.,.-. (as the scale of
the balance) : to take another or
a different t, or, -. (pass.) :

to take a favourable or a bad t.,,. , -
: to take such or such a t.,.. ^J Disposition (=

turn of 7ni?id)~], b. H
Mode of expj-ession] ,, tws, t). T. of a verse,. ^J Or-
der (of successive vicissitude )] E.
g. in t., by t.'s,,,, , , ,, ., -, -, --.. And adjective-

ly,, 2.,-, (PL). It is my t., -
or- : it is my
t. to speak, its b

: a speaking in t.,-
(PL), U Of-

fice (good or bad)] A good t.,,, . , :

to do aby a good t.,

Ttvi... See phrases in Service.
TURN-COAT,,, b, and partepp. of-.
TURNER,, , b.

A t.'s chisel,, b, and-,: t.'s chips or shav-

ings,, .
TURN- KEY,,, b. or, b.

TURNING (the act of),-,, -, -, -,-,-,-,
(of a road),,, . . on a lathe,, : fit for t.,-, 3.

TURNING-LATHE,-, , and, b (the

chisel).

TURNING-POST,,,, V-,, .
TURNIP,, , .- and-,, . . tops,-,.
TURPENTINE,

(with or without), . .-
tree,- or-, : t.-

oil, or-, .
(605)

TWE
TURPITUDE,,, . See DEFORMITY, BaSE-

TURQUOISE, some suppose
or, b (adj.-,

3, wch others make the topaz or
chrysolite), , b
(mod.).

TURRET,,-,, . -, .
TURTLE,, . -,, . Shell of the t.,-,, .,
TURTLE-DOVE,,, .
TUSH,. See Psha !

Pooh !

TUSK,,, b., oi (plur.).

A boar's t.,,, .
TUSKED,,,

' TUTELAGE. See Guardian-
ship, Minority.
TUTELARY,',

3., b, . -,-, 2. See Guardian, Pro-
tecting.
TUTOR, s., b., b. See TEACHER,

Instructor.
TUTOR, v. See to Teach,

Instruct.
TUTORSHIP, -, . -, . , .

Also, (., instruction).

TWADDLE, ..,,,.. T.-ing,,
2. See ' to Talk idly,' Prate.
TWADDLE, s., .,, . -, .,,-, .
TWAIN. See Two.
TWANG, v. (trs.).

(intrs.). To t. like a
harp-string, : the
bow t.-d,' (Horn.).

TWANG, s., h. T.
of a harp-string,, .
TWEAK, v. See Pinch, v.

TWELFTH,, 3.

The t. part or portion,-,: on the t. day,-, 3.

TWELVE, (Us num.
sign, '). The number or a

number of t.,,, t):

t. times, : t. years old

or of age,, . -. ,,. ,, : of or relating to t.

months,, 2 : of or
lasting t. hours, .: relating to or last-

ing t. days,, 2. -. . hundred,-.
TWELVEMONTH (substan-

tively), = Year, Vid.

TWENTIETH,, 3.

The t. part,, h (half-

TWI
tithe) : on the t. day,?,
'TWENTY, {its num.

sign, ). The number of t., ti-,, ) : t. times,-
: t. years of age or old, -^, . .,, . -,,: a period

of t. years,, : that
has t. oars,, . '-, 2. . thousand,, 3 (its num. sign, ).
TWICE, . . as much,,,. -, 3: t. as big,

(, ) .
TWIG,,, .-, . , .,, .,, ., (sprout, scion).

TWILIGHT,,,.,, .,, (in the evening),, ., b (morning). He came
at t.,, .
TWIN,, b. To bear

t.'s, .-' (with adj., 2,
and subst., ).
TWINE, v. (Trs.)]-,..

The act of t.-ing,, :

to t. around athg,.-,-: a t.-

ing around,, •
(INTRANS.)] (pass.). See ENTWINE.
TWINGE. See Pain.
TWINKLE,-,--.. See SPARKLE,

Flash, and Quiver. To t.

with the eyes,. See
Wink. T.-ing (subst.), -,-, V., .
Also, : in the t.-ing of

an eye, .
TWIRL, . ... ...

See to Whirl.
TWIST, and-

(a thread, <$£C.). -. To t. round, -,-
: to t. together (shrivel

up as hair, intrs.),

(X.) : to throw in wrestling by
t.-ing the legs,-
(see the subst.). T.-d,,, 3 : well-t.-d,-, .
TWIST, s., -,-, , and Crcl. by theVerb.

Subtle t.'s (or dodges, fig.), -, at (Horn. hymn.).

To throw in wrestling by a t. of
the legs, -, . A t.

(=zt.-d cake), (),
' TWITCH, (twang

string, fyc). See to Pluck.
TWITTER,.-
. (Aristoph.). T.-

ing (adj.),, 3.-, 2 : (subst.),, b (Aristot.).



TWO UNA UNA
TWO, (its num. sign, ').

Number t.,,, : t. and
t., by t.'s,, see Pair, Cou-
ple : in t. ways, in t. parts, /,
^,.: int. places,

: t. years old or of age,, . .,, .,, : a space of time
or duration of t. years, pis,, ., : t. years since,

(year before last), as

adj., 2 : of two
months,, 2. :

t. talents in weight,,
2 : t.-oared,, . -, 3 : with t. heads, t.-headed,, 2: with t. bodies, -,: t.-edged,- and-, 2. For other compounds
see the Greek English Lexicon
under -. . hundred,-, , a (as num. sign, ') : t.

hundred times, : t.-

]lu^de{o\,aoovo,or
better, (Strab.)

:

the t.-hundredth,,
3. . thousand,, ,
(its num. sign, ) : the t. thou-
sandth,, 3.

TWOFOLD,, ,., 3., 3. -. See Double.,, 6. See Model.
TYPICAL,, 3.. See Exemplary and

Emblematic.
TYPIFY,- or-.
TYPOGRAPHER.TUTroypa-, 2 : typographical, --, 3 : typography, -,

(with verb - : all of modern
coinage). See Printer, 8rc.

TYRANNICAL^i/pa^/cos,
3. T. rule or government, -,, ., ..
TYRANNIZE,

and or ., -.
(

TYRANNY,, ,
V-, . .
To savour or smell of t.,-.
TYRANT,, b. -, . To turn t.,

: to side

with a t. or t.'s, : to

be ruled or governed by a t.,-
pavvtiadai : free from the rule

of t.'s,, 2: making
t.'s,, 2.

u

UDDER, -o's, . )], rj.

UGLINESS, , ,

V.,, and ,
also, , (all of
body or mind),, -,-,, (only

of body).

UGLY,, 3, and-
(606)

, 3 (ofbody and mind),-,, 2., ,
and', 2 (only of
body). Very u.,, 2:
an extremely u. face,. See FOUL.
ULCER,, . ,. See Sore. To have u.'s,

be ulcerated,,-.
ULCERATION, ', fj,

and -, . To produce u.,.
ULTIMATE. See Last.
ULTRA (in composition). See

Extreme, Extremely.
UMBEL (hot. L),, 6

(with adj., umbellated,-, ,
both Theophr.).

UMBILICAL, e. g. u. cord,, 6: to cut it., -
: u. ligature

or bandage, -,. U. hernia,,
(but icithout ancient authority),, 6.

UMBRAGE. 1 Propr.) See
Shade. f[ Fig.: offence, indig-

nation] Vid.
UMBRAGEOUS. See Shady.
UMBRELLA. 1 For shade]

See Parasol. % For rain],. -, (mod. Gr.).

UMPIRE. See Arbiter and
Arbitration, and Judge. U.
(in the games to award the prizes,

and generally),, ,, , (to be such,),80,,
6, and poet,, ,",, 6. (PL)
and (Soph.).

UN. ^* This privative par-
ticle, which may be prefixed al-

most at ivill to adjj. and ad-
verbs, is represented by the Greek
-, av- before a vowel, and sts

-. In the following selection

those words are omitted ichich are

represented only by. negation with

, .
UNABASHED,,, 2.

UNABLE,, 2, c. in-

fin. or . See INCAPABLE,
'Incompetent.
UNACCEPTABLE,-

and-, 2., .
See Disagreeable, Unplea-
sant.
UNACCOMPANIED,,

3. , 2.

UNACCOMPLISHED,-, 2. , . -,, and poet,,,-, 2.

UNACCOUNTABLE. See
Inexplicable, Strange, and
Irresponsible.
UNACCUSTOMED, - and-, (both = unused to

athg, Ttfo's, and unusual, e. g., ), (2)

(of persons),

(unversed). To be u. to

athg,, and
(Horn.; to athg, tij/os). Unac-
customedness, a- and-,
, and (a being u.

to athg).

UNACQUAINTED,,, , , and, 2, or

c. gen. (e. g. -, with each other),

(2) , (not having learned
atlig). (without

experience of athg).

UNADORNED, and, 2. ,
2., (simple),,

' UNADULTERATED, -,,, 2. -,.,-, 2. See Pure, Genuine.
UNADVISABLE, -,, 2. , 3.

UNADVISED. See Impru-
dent,, 2 (that will

not be warned, Dem.).
UNAFFECTED,,,,-,, 2.,
, and, ,.
UNAIDED,*, 2.

UNALLOTTED,,, 2.

f

UNALLOYED,,2.
(), (2)

or . (2)-, (3).
UNALTERED, -ABLE. See

Unchanged, Immutable.
UNAMBIGUOUS,-, 2., .
UNAMBITIOUS,-, 2 (with subst. -, ).
UNANIMITY,,--, -,, .
UNANIMOUS,,, (.), '-

(PL), and -, -- (poet.), all 2. To be u.,,-, --
: by u. consent, unanimously,, ,

ttj ,-
: they agreed unanimous-

ly, .
UNANSWERABLE,-,,-,,-, 2., 3. -, .
UNANSWERED,-, 2.

UNAPPEASABLE. See Im-
placable.
UNAPPROACHABLE. See

Inaccessible.
UNARMED,, 2. -

(, )'.
UNASKED, ,, . or

(icithout being ques-

tioned or asfad).,-, 2. -. () ' (=: of
one's own accord, vid.).

UNASSISTED,,
2.



UNA
UNASSUAGED, -ABLE,',,-

\»}TOS, 2.

UNAS SU G. See Mo-
dest.
UNATONED,*, 2.

UNATTAINABLE, -,/»);,-, 2. -. , -
(2).

UNATTEMPTED,-,, 2. (Stee UN-
TRIED.
UNATTESTED,

and, 2.

UNAUTHENTICATED,-,, 2.

UNAVAILING. SeeUsELEss.
UNAVENGED,,,2. (ad-

verb).

UNAVOIDABLE,,, 2. See Inevita-
ble,, 3.-, 2 (not caused by one's own
fault).

UNAWARES,
/

-,, . -, : and Crcl.

by e. partcp., he fell

u., . And by per-

sonal construction of adj., e. g. to

fall upon us u.,?,'-.
UNBEARABLE,-

tos,,,-,, 2. See
Intolerable.

f

UNBECOMING,,
. -,, . -,, . U. conduct or be-

haviour,,,
UNBEFRIENDED,,,,
UNBELIEF,, .
UNBELIEVER, -ING, -, 2., 3.

UNBEND. See 'to make
Straight,' and to Relax. -,., -. U.-ing (subst.), see Re-
laxation; (adj.), see Inflexi-
ble. U.-ingness, see Inflexi-
bility.
UNBIASSED. See Impar-

tial.
UNBID, UNBIDDEN,-,, -, 2. -'.
UNBIND, . See to

Loose.
UNBLAMABLE,,,,-,2.,. See BLAME-

LESS.
UNBLEMISHED. See Spot-

less, Chaste.
UNBLEST. See Fatal.
U BO LT, or-.
UNBORN,, 2, or

by .
(607)

UNC
UNBOUGHT,', 2.

UNBOUNDED. See Bound-
less, Infinite, Immense.
UNBRIDLED,,, 2., 3. See

Inordinate.
UNBROKEN,a0pauffTos,-,, 2.

UNBROTHERLY,,, 2
(without natural affection).

UNBURDEN,-,,-,
(propr.)

(fig.). See Relieve.
UNBURIED,, -, 2.

UNCALLED (fig.),-, 2. See Unasked. Your
trouble or the pains you took in

pleading the cause -was (quite) u.

for, -. See Gratuitous.
UNCEASING. See Inces-

sant.

j

UNCERTAIN,, 2.,., 3 (in-

secure),, 2 (not to be re-

lied upon),,,
(not clear). ], 2. To be u.,. -

(ofthings),...
(ofpersons). See Doubtful,Wa-
vering.

^
UNCERTAINTY,,, . , or-, , or. Also,, .
UNCHAIN, -. -, or-
or.

UNCHANGEABLE, -NESS.
See Immutable, -bility.

UNCHANGED and -ING,-,-, 2., , . See
Constant, Fixed.
UNCHARITABLE,-,, 2. -, .
UNCHARITABLENESS,^-, .
UNCHASTE,, ,, 2., , and, (lewd, lascivious), -,-, 2 (impure).

UNCHASTITY,,, (lewdness),-, -.

UNCHECKED, -, -,, 2.

UNCHEWED,, 2.

UNCIRCUMCISED,-, 2.

UNCIVIL. See Rude, Ill-
mannered.
UNCIVILIZED,,2., 3., 2.

UNCLE,, 6. 6 -
or ,, , , ,-,-, -,-, b. An u. by

marriage,. : great-

UNC
., ,.
UNCLEAN, , 3., 2 (physically and mo-

rally),, 3 (str. t., filthy),, 3., 2 (morally
impure),,,
2. See Dirty, Impure.
UNCLEANLY, -LINESS,

neg. of, 3,-,,
' UNCLEANNESS (as state or

condition),,,
. . .
See Impurity.
UNCLEANSED,,

2.

UNCLOSE. See to Disclose,
Open (propr. and fig.).

UNCLOTHE. See to Un-
dress.
UNCLOUDED,, 2., 2. See CLOUDLESS, SE-

RENE.
UNCOIL,. See

Unfold.
UNCOINED,, 2.

UNCOLOURED (propr.),,, and,, 2.

UNCOMBED,,2.
UNCOMELINESS,-, (disposition or

quality),',, (ug-

liness).

UNCOMELY,, is

(of things), ,,., 2., 3.

UNCOMFORTABLE,-, 3. See Hard, Incommo-
dious.
UNCOMMON, ,, os. , . ?,

2.-,-,,, 3., , ., . Uncommonly, see

Exceedingly : u.-ly large, &c,, 3, or,
(tvith or without, 3).

UNCOMMONNESS, -,, .
UNCOMPELLED,a/3iaaTos,

2.

UNCOMPOUNDED. See
Simple^
UNCONCERN. See Indif-

ference,, , and by

the following—
UNCONCERNED,,
.,,,, 2.

To be u., '.

— about anything, -, or

. , -, : to view
unconcernedly ?• with unconcern,

(e. g. -
).
UNCONDEMNED, - and- or-, 2.

UNCONDITIONAL,*^»^,
3., 3, and,
2 (absohde).

UNCONNECTED,-,-, 2.



UNC UND UND
UNCONQUERABLE. See

Invincible.
UNCONQUERED, ^,,-

tos,,?,?,-?,--?, 2.

UNCONSCIOUS. See Un-
awares, Ignorant.
UNCONSECRATED,?,

3. ?, 2.

UNCONSIDERED, &- and-?, 2.

UNCONSTITUTIONAL,?? ?,?, 2. To bring forward
u. measures,
(Th.).

UNCONSTRAINED, -?, ?, 2. ,, . ?, 3. In an u.

manner,,, also?, 2, and?, ,
{natural, unaffected).

UNCONTA ATED, aV-?,?, and?,
2. See Pure, Spotless.
UNCONTROLLABLE, -?, 2.

UNCONTESTED,-?,?,2.-?, 3. See UNDISPUTED.
UNCOOKED, ?,?,?, 2.

UNCORRECTED,-
?, 2.

UNCOUTH,-COUTHNESS.
See Clumsy, Odd, and their

suhstt.

UNCOVER, -, -,-. To u. oneself (=
take off one's hat),. U.-d,? (with-

out roof), a- and--?, 2. ?, ?, 3. See
to Bare, Strip.
UNCREATED, ?,?,2. ?,, .
UNCTION. See Anointing.

Extreme u.,, (mod.
Gr.). *ff Fix).: in preaching , S[C.],-,-. , ?. With
u.,?.?: there
is much u. in the discourse, 6 -
yo? .
UNCTUOUS. See Oily.
UNCULTIVATED,?, 2.,,.?,

2. ?, 3. Fig. : uncivi-

lized] Vid.
UNCURBED. See Unbri-

dled.
UNCUT,? (of

wood),? (of stone), 2.

UNDAUNTED. See Fear-
less, Intrepid.
UNDEBILITATED,-

?,?, 2.?, ?.
UNDECAYED. See Sound,

Whole.
UNDECEIVE,? . -.

and pass,.
UNDECIDED, - and-?, 2. ?, ? (of

(608)

battle, Hdt.). Also?,- and-?, ?,?, 2. ?, ?.
UNDEFENDED,-?. 2 (with words),

or or ]-
?, 2.?, 2 (ungarri-

soned).

UNDEFILED,?,-?, 3. ?, ?, 3.

See Pure, Spotless.
UNDEFINED,?, a-?,?,?,?, 2. ?, ?.
UNDENIABLE,-

?, 3. ?, ?.-
?, 2.

UNDER, prep. . . a)

c. ace, mly implying motion in an-
swer to the question whither ? To
go u. the earth (=. to die),

: to lead the army u.

(= to beneath) the very walls,'
: and fig. to bring

aby u. the laws, ? -? : they will en-

deavour to bring u. (in subjection

to) them, ?
(Thuc, also c. dat.'?): to come u. (the power

of) the king,

(Thuc). Sts in an-
swer to the question where ? The
villages u. (= as you come to the

parts u.) the mountain,? (.) : the barba-

rians (who have been brought) u.

(the power of) the king, oi

(. ).

) c. dat., of place and situation:

to dwell U. iEtna, '' : to have athg u. his cloak,

: to

have u. him many cities,?? () '
: to be brought up u. (a

man of) such a character,?
(Isocr.). $%$* All the signif. of

c. dat. may also be expressed

with the gen., but not vice versa.

) c. gen., prop, fm under, often,

esply Attic, simply under : the

fountain flows most beautifully

(from) u. the plane-tree,?
(PI.) : the places of correc-

tion u. the earth, ?
: to carry u. one's

arm, ? ?.
Also, to suffer, die, under aby's

hands (as t/ie agent),,? : to work u.

the lash (compelled by it),^.
II. By other prepositions or

phrases. U. in the sense down
into is expressed by c.

gen., e. g. to sink u. (= into and
beneath) the earth, the water,

?,?. U. (= in and be-

neath) the open sky, ' :

to be u. arms, '?.
U. = in subjection to, also

c. dat., (or)/ :

u. pretext of,

(on pretence), also-
vo?,?, . U.
= less than, short of, e. g. u.

twenty years,? :
u. fifty years old,, or-

, -? : u. 3000 strong,-? . To be
under aby or athg,,-

: to die u. the lash,

: to

trample U. foot, :

to labour u. a mistake,.. : u. (=
in the reign of ) Cyrus, -

or ? : to

be u. medical treatment,? : u. the guidance, di-

rection of, ? : to

speak u. correction, -
pov. For otherphrases

see the accompanying subst., e. g.
u. lock and key, u. the sanc-
tion of, u. full sail, u. sen-
tence, u. pain of death, u.

OATH, U. SANCTION, &C
UNDER AGE. See Minor

and Non-age.
UNDERBRED,?,

2. See Ill-bred, Rude.
UNDERDONE, ?,

2.

UNDER-GARMENT,,?, 6. ?, , (under
the cuirass).

UNDERGO (to suffer, endure),

(g. t.)... - or -. . -, and,
(with notion ofpatience

and submission). See to Bear,
to Endure. To u. trouble, &c,,.-

: to u. a change, see to

Change (intrs.).

UNDERGROUND. See Sub-
terraneous.
UNDERHAND. See Pri-

vately, Secretly. To seek
to gain aby by u. tricks,-

(Dem.).

UNDERLINE,?
(to rule lines, in

general).

UNDER -MASTER,-?, 6.

UNDERMINE, -,--., also -
(to u. and so make to

fall, Dem.). To u. the walls,: they u.-d

the mound, estimating its dis-

tance from the town,? ?? -
(Th.).

U.-d,?, 2. -,--?, 3 : the act of u.-ing,.
UNDERMOST. See Lowest.
UNDERNEATH,?. See Below, Under.
UNDERPART, -, .
UNDERRATE. See Depre-



UND
UNDER-SECRETARY,u7ro-, , 6 [with subst.-, , office; and verb-,

to hold it).

UNDERSELL, -.
UNDERSTAND,

(e. g. a speech, the meaning of
athg, an art,) : also, ,
(e. g. ),

(e. g., an art), or c.

infin. <— how to do athg, .. ,, -, ,. See to Know,
to Comprehend. I u. [in a
reply), : I u. (= am
informed),, :

to u. athg (to be so and so), -
(PL) : to

give aby to u.,,-, ', see to

Intimate : to u. athg thorough-
ly,, .

: you don't

u. one word each of what the
other is saying,

: what am I to u.

by this that you say ? ()
; To u. (athg

not expressed, Lat. subaudire),..- and-. Hard to u., -, . -, -•,, 2.

UNDERSTANDING, s. H
As menial faculty] ,-, ., . See Mind.
"fl Insight],,,, ., (str. t).

Devoid of u.,,,
2 : to act without u.,,-. See INTEL-
ligence,Knowledge,Compre-
hension. U Intelligence, terms of
communication],-,, (conspi-

racy). To have an u. with aby,.
: to

have a good u. with aby, 6--,-.
: bad U.,

see Misunderstanding.
UNDERSTANDING, adj.

See Intelligent.
UNDERTAKE, - -,

(e. g.' or-). , -, . (e. g., a journey).
u. for hire, &c, and

: to u. a campaign,. ^| To un-
dertake the care or charge of]
avu-,-.-. (), and . (engage to

do athg). ..'. To u. the command,
:

to u. an employment or office,

: to u. a busi-
ness, :

(609)

UND
to u. a work, -. See also to Engage,
Pledge oneself, Promise.
UNDERTAKER. Orel, with

the Verb. U. of a funeral,-,, 6 (Horn., one attend-

ing to the dead),, . 6.
UNDERTAKING,,', , (as act),

-,-, (as thing),

also, .,,. See Enterprise.
UNDERVALUE,. See Depreciate.
UNDERWOOD,,

(usu. pi.), and, '.,, , and, , .,. Covered with u.,,, : to cut down
u.,. See BRUSHWOOD
and Bush, Thicket.
UNDERWRITE. See to Sub-

scribe.

UNDESERVED,, 2.

In an u. manner, u.-ly,.' or .; to suffer u.-ly,

u. wrongs, &c,'..
UNDESERVING. See Un-

worthy.
UNDESIGNED. See Unin-

tentional.
UNDETERMINED. See Ir-

resolute and Indeterminate.
UNDIGESTED,, 2., 3. See Crude.
UNDIMINISHED,aMeio.T s,

2. , 2.,
2., .
UNDISCERNIBLE, -,,, -, 2., .
UNDISCIPLINED^TaKTos,., -

(ill-bred),, 2.

To be u., : a being u.,, .
UNDISCOVERABLE, -,-, 2.

t

UNDISGUISED,,,,-, 2., ,.
UNDISMAYED. See Fear-

less, Intrepid.
UNDISPUTED,--,-,-, 2., 3. U.

at law,, 2 (Dem.).
UNDISTURBED,-

and,,,, 2. U.
happiness, or, .

>

UNDIVIDED,, 2., .,-,, 2.

j

UNDO, f Propr.] ,-, -,-. -
or ..

To u. one's own work,' (PL), ^f To ruin]

Vid. I am undone!,-. '. ^J Undone =
not done] e. g. what did I leave

UNE
' undone in the way of sending—

?

— ; to
make done undone,' (Pind., infectum
reddere) : what is done cannot be
made u., -

(PL),
also poet.,,, 2.

Done or undone, ,, ., .
UNDOUBTED,- -,-,,*!.

See Indubitable. Undoubtedly,
= Certainly, Vid. : in reply,.., -. or . ,
., ..
UNDRESS, . -,-.. To u. (oneself), -,- (-<5/). See to

Strip.
UNDRESS, s. '.
UNDUE. See Improper, Il-

legal, and Immoderate.
UNDULATE,,-

(ji?ass.). See to Wave.
UNDULATION. Crcl. with

Verb.

UNDULATORY,,
UNDUTIFUL. See Disobe-

dient.
UNEASINESS. See Trou-

ble. Disquiet, Perplexity.
UNEASY. See Disturbed,

Painful, Anxious.
UNEDIFYING,, 3., 2., 3.

UNEDUCATED,-,,,, 2. -, ., 2. An u. State,,,,, .
UNEMPLOYED,, 2.,2.,3.-,, . To be U.,,". -. . See

at Leisure.
UNENCUMBERED, -, 2., 3 and 2

(of property). See Free.
UNENDOWED, (2), ().
UNENLIGHTENED,-,, 2.

UNENVIED, -ABLE, -
or,,,, 2.

UNEQUAL,,,, (uneven),

2. An . conflict, -, if Not equal to a task] Ne-
gat. with ' Equal to athg.' See
Inferior.
UNEQUALLED. See Incom-

parable.
UNEQUIVOCAL,-,,-, 2., .
UNERRING,,

2. See Infallible.
UNESSENTIAL,,

3.

UNEVEN, «ft Not level] -
Ri



UNE UNF UNG, 2., 3.-
tttjs, ?. Ofnumbers] See Odd.
UNEVENNESS, //-

-rjs, ?)tos, . «See Inequality
cmof Roughness.
UNEXAMINED,-,,,,,-, 2.

UNEXAMPLED,-, 2. , 3 : and Crcl.

with (, ) iy-, -, , . An u. fa-

vour,, '.
UNEXCEPTIONABLE, -,, -, 2.

UNEXECUTED,,
2., .,-, 2.

UNEXERCISED,-,,, 2.

UNEXPECTED,-,,,
2. U.-ly, .,-..,. '

: athg occurs to me u.-ly,

.
UNEXPLORED,-, -, -,-,
UNFADING,,,, C/en. ,, 2.

UNFAILING,,
2., .
UNFAIR,, . See

Unjust, Disingenuous, Dis-
honest.
UNFAIRNESS, ,

v. See Injustice, Dishonesty.
UNFAITHFUL,, 2.

See Faithless, and sir. t. Per-
fidious.

UNFAITHFULNESS, -, h- See ' bad Faith,' and
str. tt. Perfidy, Treachery.
UNFATHOMABLE,-,, -, -, (of

things and circumstances), 2.

UNFAVORABLE. H Of
persons] i. e. u.-ly disposed, -,-, 6, v. See UNFRIEND-
LY, Of circumstances],,, 3.,,, 2. -, 3 (of an omen of presen-
timent). U. time or opportunity,, : u. time for naviga-
tion,, n • to turn out u.-ly
to one's wishes, ().
UNFED,,,, , 2.

t

UNFEELING,,-
(Soph.),, 2., 3. See Hard (fig.),

Pitiless
UNFEIGNED,,,, 2.

UNFETTER. See Unchain.
U.-d,, 2, also, 2
(let loose, free).

(610)

UNFINISHED, *, .,, 2. See
Incomplete, Imperfect.
UNFIT, (

),,,,
2. ,,.-, ., 2. To be

U.,.
^
UNFITNESS,,, , -,, . U. of time,, .
UNFIX. See g. t. Loose.

U.-d,, 2. See Un-
settled.
UNFLEDGED,, 2.

UNFOLD, -, --...
-,-. - and-. See Develop. U.-ing
(act of),, .

>

UNFORESEEN^irpoopoToe,,, 2.

UNFORGIVING,-, 2.

UNFORGOTTEN, -, 2.

UNFORMED,, -, 2. a- and--, 2. See Shapeless, Crude.
UNFORTIFIED,aT-it'x£ CTTos,, 2.

UNFORTUNATE, - and-, ., 2
(ill-fated). See Wretched and
under Misfortune. To be u.,.
or .. : to

be u. in athg,

or . or

, see to Fail : an u. case

or occurrence, a- and--, , see Misfortune, Mis-
hap.
UNFOUNDED,,2,

also, 3.', 3.-, 2.

UNFREQUENT. See Rare.

>

UNFREQUENTED,,, 3 and Att. usu.,
2., .
t

UNFRIENDLINESS, ,
r\., .,,, fi.

UNFRIENDLY,,-, 2., and, .
UNFRUITFUL,, 2

(of plants and the soil), ,
2 (of the soil),, 3 (of liv-

ing creatures),, 2 (of liv-

ing creatures, plants, and fig. of
mental production), , 2,

and, h (only of the fe-

male). See Barren and Un-
profitable.
UNFRUITFULNESS,-,,, . See In-

fertility, Barrenness.
UNFULFILLED,,., 2., 3., 3. An u. wish, desire,

hope, . or
: to remain u., -. (pss.)

:

to leave a promise u., -
: to leave a

clause or condition u.,.
UNFURL (the sails), -, - or-. To u. the banner or co-

lours,' , -. -.
UNFURNISH,

(mly pass., Dem.). U.-d, neg. of
Furnished.
UNGAINLY. See Clumsy.
UNGENEROUS,-, 2. U. feelings or disposition,,, rj. See Illiberal and neg.

o/"Generous.
UNGENTLE, ,,

. , ., 2
(poet.). See Harsh, Rude, and
Rough.
UNGENTEEL, -GENTLE-

MANLY,, 2. See
Ill-bred, Ill-mannered.
UNGlRD, .'.
UNGODLY, -GODLINESS.

See Impious, Impiety.
UNGOVERNABLE, -

and-, 2. - and-,, .,, (unbri-

dled, prop, and fig.),
(not disciplined)^. Also,
, and, 2. U.-ness,

an u. disposition,,,, jj. .,,,
'UNGRACEFUL,, ,

gen.. -,-, 2.-,-, .-,,2. Also-
(.). See Awk-

ward, Clumsy.
UNGRACEFULNESS,, and other neut.,,,-, ).

UNGRACIOUS,,, 2. See Unfriendly,
Harsh.
UNGRACIOUSNESS,: or .
UNf- "GRAMMATICAL,, 3 (of a person not

skilled in grammar),,
2 (provincial),, 2
(not fitly put together).

UNGRATEFUL,( ),, 2. To
be u.,. -

: to be u. towards aby,

or

: u. beha-
viour or conduct,,, : I am ungrate-

fully treated by aby,

(.).
UNGROUNDED. See Un-

founded.
UNGUARDED,,,, 2. 1J

Fig.] See Heedless, Inconsi-
derate.
UNGUENT,,. See

Ointment,



UNH UNI UNK
UNHALLOWED,,2.

See Profane, Impious.
UNHAND (= let go),--.
UNHANDY, UNHANDI-

NESS. See Awkward, -ness,
and Maladroit.
UNHANDSOME,-, 2.

UNHAPPINESS. See Mis-
fortune, Misery.
UNHAPPY,, .,, .,-,,,-, 2. See Miserable, Un-

fortunate, Ill-fated, Sor-
rowful. To make aby u., see

to Grieve, Sadden.
UNHARMED. See Unin-

jured.
UNHARMONIOUS. See In-

harmonious.
UNHARNESS,--
or -",,

(to take the horses out), -
(to take offilie bridle), --,- (to take off

the saddle).

UNHEALTHINESS. See
III -health, Infirmity, to

(a state of things inju-

rious to health). See Unwhole-
SOMENESS
UNHEALTHY. See Sickly,

Infirm, and under.,. An
u. place or spot, or vo-

or : an u.

State of body,,-, .
UNHEARD,,-

(and u. of), 2., 2
(wiihout trial). A fining or sen-

tencing aby u., ,,, . U.
of (of whom or which are no ti-

dings),, (Horn.),, 2 (Soph.) : U. of, =
Unexampled, Vid.

UNHEATED,, 2,

and neq. of Heated.
UNHEEDED,,

3. See Uncared for, and Heed.
UNHEEDFUL, -LY. See

Heedless, Inattentive.
UNHESITATING, ,,,2. See

Prompt. V.-,,-,.
UNHEWN, (of

wood), (of stone), 2.

UNHINDERED, d- and --,, 2.

UNHINGE, -, -
or ., . See ' to break

off the Hinges.' U Fig.] -, / (in

mind).
UNHIRED,, 2. -

(adv.).

UNHOLY,,,
2. See Impious.
UNHOOK. See g. t. Loose..
UNHOPED (FOR),-, 2. See Unexpected.

(Gil)

UNHORSE, '- or-. See
to Throw.
UNHURT. See Uninjured.
UNICORN,,,

6.

UNIFORM, adj.,
(ofonly oneform), ' or
", 3. 6, ,

{keeping the same tenour)., 3 (EVEN, vid.). Of u.

size,, .,
2 : of u. velocity,, .
See Equal, Even, Like, Inva-
riable.
UNIFORM, s.

or (Thuc.), h.

UNIFORMITY, .,, . '.. U. of motion,
6 .
UNIMAGINABLE,-, 2. See Inconceivable.
UNIMPAIRED,?,

2., . , 3. See
Uninjured, Sound, Entire.
An u. state or condition,-,,, .
UNIMPASSIONED, -, .,2. See Calm

(and as censure, Tame) and Dis-
passionate.
UNIMPEDED. See Unhin-

dered.
UNIMPORTANT. See In-

significant.
UNINFORMED,»™^ utos,, 2., .

t

UNINHABITABLE, - and-, 2. An u. state,.
UNINITIATED,

(2), (), (c.

gen.), also, 2.

UNINJURED,,-, 2. -,-?,
-?,-, ., 3, and
Att., 6. .,
2., 2., 2 (poet.).

UNINSPIRED,-, 2.

UNINSTRUCTED. See Un-
informed.
UNINTELLIGENT,-,,,,, 2., 3.,

2.

UNINTELLIGIBLE, -,, 2. -,-, .-,--, -, --,-, 2.

UNINTELLIGIBILITY, -,, . -.
UNINTENTIONAL,-, 2. (mly of

the deed), 2.,,
(mly ofthe doer). See Involun-
tary.
UNINTERESTING, -

7TTjs,, . xf/, 3. See
Dry.
UNINTERRUPTED, --,-, 2.-,,, . See

Continual, Perpetual.

UNINVESTIGATED,-,,,-
and-, 2.

UNINVITED,, -^. SeeUnasked, Un-
bidden.
UNION,,,,,,-, (act ofjoining or blend-

ing two or more things), -, or,-,, (a being together,

communion). U. in wedlock,-, (PL) : a point
or place of u.,, .

: after

their u. or an u. having been
brought about among or between
them, or ,

: to form an u.,-().
UNIQUE. See Singular.
UNISON,, f,.

UNIT,,,, -.

UNITE. IT (Trans.)] -, (Aristot., to make
one),-,-,--,-,-.-, (mix, blend).

(INTRANS.)] or -, -,-.
(as a wound).

unite (oneself) with aby,

or, or.-' or .-
'. KOivrj

(for a common cause or end).

UNITY,,, (one-

ness),,, (an ex-

isting only once, unicity or ' one-

liness''). Or Crcl. with the verb

Unite or adj. One.
UNIVERSAL,,(), 3. , , -. Universal history,

(Polyb). Or Orel, by or, , or by-,, £[C., e. g. to

draw upon oneself u. admiration,

to be u.-ly admired, or,.. See
General. It is u.-ly acknow-
ledged, known, -, .
UNIVERSE, or.

or.
UNIVERSITY, or, . -

(mod. Gr.).

UNJUST,, 2 {of'per-

sons and actions), , 3.,, 2 (of ac-

tions). U. towards aby,,
: to be u. — ,. '. -

: an u. pro-

ceeding,, . See INJUS-
TICE.

UNJUSTIFIABLE,-
(or, .), (in-

excusable), (unpar-

donable), 2.

UNKIND, *,,
R r 2



UNK UNN UNP
£S.,, 2.?,, . Also
or

(u.-ly disposed).

?

UNKINDNESS,,, , and Crcl.

UNKNOWING. See Igno-
rant and Unconscious.
UNKNOWN,,

3.,, ,).,, 2. U. to fame,?,
2. a'cpai/?js, : an u. quantity,'. U. to

myself,, ?• s£>\»-, see Unawares.
UNLABOURED,-,', 2., 3., .
UNLADE. See to Unload.
UNLAMENTED,-., 2.

UNLAWFUL, -?-,,
or or ,, , 3. It is

u., . See Illegal.
UNLAWFULNESS,-

and-, . .
See Illegality.
UNLEARN, '--,--. -.
UNLEARNED,*,,, 2. -

6, ., 2. Also, (mid verb,
Sllbsf., ,. to-), 6. See Ignorant.
To be u. in athg, '

(1*1.). .
UNLEAVENED,, 2.

UNLESS, {if not),

c. subj., e.g. we will not make
peace, u. the enemy quit the coun-
try, ',, ' .

'. Also C. partcp.

after a negation expressed or im-
plied.

LTNLIKE,,,
2., . To be u...
t

UNLIKELY,, 2., , . To be u.,. See IMPROBABLE.
UNLIKENESS,,. . avouoiov.
UNLIMITED,,-,, - and-,,-

[with refl to power), 2.

UNLOAD, and mid.- and-
(ofgoods),,- and-. The act of u.-ing,

or -. U.-d (= not loaded, of
gims, <|-c.), prps , 3.

UNLOOSE. See to Loosen,
Untie.
UNLOVELY,, , gen.. ,, .-, 2.

UNLUCKY. See Unfortu-
nate.
UNMADE,.
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, 2 : also,
(uncreated), 2.

UNMAN. See to Effemi-
nate, to Unnerve, to Subdue.
UNMANAGEABLE. SeeUN-

GOVERNABLE, INTRACTABLE.
UNMANLINESS;,

.,, .
UNMANLY,, 2.-,, 3.

UNMANNERLY,-,,,-,, (, .), 2. U. conduct,-,,-, .
UNMARRIED,, 2

(chiefly of a man),, 2., 2 (of a woman),-, 2 (of both sexes). An u.

daughter, , :
she intends to remain u.,-

: an u.

life,, . or
-, (o7ily of maidens).

UN AS,
(propr.).,,,-, and-

(fio. of deceit).

UNMATCHED. See Un-
equalled.
UNMEANING, e.g. u. words,, . -

: this is u. talk, ol. 6

UNMEET. See Unfit.
UNMELODIOUS. See In-

harmonious.
UNMERCIFUL,-

or-, 2.,-, . ,, 3. U. disposi-

tion, see the subst.

UNMERCIFULNESS, -, ., ., ,,.
UNMERITED,, 2.

An u. recompense,. See Undeserved.
UNMINDFUL,, 2.

To be.,...
UNMINGLED, UNMIXED,

(of lujuids, especially of
wine),, 2. U. with athg,

(),
or . , -

(3).
^
UNMOLESTED,oVapaKTos,, 2.

UNMOOR, .
^
UNMOURNED,,', 2.

UNMOVED,, 2.,, . -
and, 2.

remain u., .($.).' .. See IMMOVEABLE.
UNMUSICAL,, 2.

See Inharmonious.
UNMUTILATED,.,, 2. See

Whole, Entire.
UNNATURAL, , «, «

or -., (super- or
preter-natural). U. (= without
natural affection),, 2.

U. (= AFFECTED, vid.),-,, 2. See FORCED,
Laboured.
UNNAVIGABLE,,. .
UNNECESSARY, -, 3., 3. -. 2. See Needless.
UNNERVE,. -.. The act of

U.-insr,,, .
UNNOTICED, *, .,, 2. To do athg

U., or<
: they approached

u., .
UNOBJECTIONABLE. See

Unexceptionable.
UNOBSERVED. See Unno-

ticed.

UNOBSTRUCTED. See Un-
impeded. Unhindered.
UNOCCUPIED,

t

, 3
(empty),,,, 2 (of a place orfortress).

TI At leisure], 2.-, 3. ,,. To be u.,. -., .
UNOFFENDING. SeeHarm-

less.

UNOPENED, -., 3.

UNORGANIZED. Crcl. with
Organized, and negat.

UNOWNED, ,-, ., 2.

UNPACK, (g. t.) -, (to take out from
the package, ^fc).
UNPAID,,-, 2 (of debts), -
(, ) or

(of persons).

f

UNPALATABLE,, 3., 2. To be u.,-
(88.). See Insipid, Dis-
agreeable.
UNPARALLELED. &e In-

comparable.
UNPARDONABLE, -, 2
UNPERCEIVED. See Un-

noticed.
UNPERFORMED,-,,, 2.

)

UNPHILOSOPHICAL,,2. ,.
or , 2.

UNPLEASANT. See Dis-
agreeable.
UNPLOUGHED,,
UNPOETICAL, -,,, 3.

UNPOLISHED,,,, 2. ^[ Me-
taph. : uncivilized'] Vid.
UNPOLLUTED. See Unde-

F1LED.
UNPOPULAR, , ,

gen. ., 2 (not

liked), or neg. with Popular.



UNP UNR UNS
With a view to make aby u.,

(Thuc).

;
UNPOPULARITY, *,

6, and .
UNPRACTISED, ,,, -, 2 {in athg,). Also

(, ) or .
UNPRECEDENTED. See

Unexampled, Unheard of.

UNPREJUDICED. See Im-
partial.
UNPREMEDITATED,, 2. See EXTEM-

PORE and Unintentional.
UNPREPARED,-,, -, 2.

UNPRETENDING. See Un-
assuming.
UNPRINCIPLED {e. g. to

be), 7/ -
Xy. See Immoral, and sir. t.

Profligate.
UNPRODUCTIVE. See

Fruitless, Sterile.
UNPROFITABLE,-, 2.,,
. (poet, and .)., 2. <See USELESS.
UNPROLIFIC. ^Sterile,

Barren.
UNPROMISING. See Hope-

less, Unfavorable.
UNPROPITIOUS. See Un-

favorable.
UNPROTECTED^/oaKTOs,

2. or or-, 2.,
2. <&>e Defenceless.
UNPROVED,?,,, -, 2. If i» argument],, 2., 3 7

2.

UNPROVIDED, t £7«/-«r-

jn's/iea'] Vid. Tf Unprovidedfor], 2. /c/ -. or -
(of per-

sons),, 2 (of daugh-
ters)., (of tilings).

UNPROVOKED,. See WlLFUL and
Uncalled.

^
UNPUNISHED,,,, -,, 2. -

(adverbially). To leave u.,

: to go u.,"
: to come off u.,

or . See
' with Impunity.'
UNQUALIFIED. SeeUNFiT.

>

UNQUENCHED, a- and-, 2.

UNQUESTIONABLE, -,.-
and-, 2. U.-ly,-
UNQUESTIONED, -,, . -

or.
UNQUIET,, 2.--,.-, 3.

UNRAVEL,-,-
,
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. ^[ Fig.] --,-. See to DE-
VELOP, to Explain.
UNREAD, adj.

or , 2 (a per-
son who has not read). To leave

ath? u., =: not to Read, Vid.

UNREASONABLE,,
2., ., 2
(with sziirf.,-, - : and verb, to act u.-ly,).
UNRECLAIMED,-, 2. -.
UNREBUKED, -ABLE, dv-,,-, 2.

UNRECONCILED,-, 2.

UNREGARDED, -, 2 {.}.
UNRELENTING,-,,, 2.

To be u., .
UNREMITTING, -,- and-,

2., See INCESSANT.
UNREMOVED, a- and-,, 2.

UNREPENTED,--.-. 2.

UNREQUITED,-,, 2., 2
(unrevenged). To leave a benefit

U., -
or or-, see Unrewarded :—

a

urong — ,. See next Art. and Un-
punished, Unrevenged.
UNRESENTED,-, 2., 2. To allow

athg to pass .,. .
UNRESERVED, -,,..

To speak u.-ly, -.
UNRESTRAINED,-

?,, 2 (unbridled).

See Loose.
UNREVENGED,-,, 2.-

(as adv.).

UNREWARDED,-
?,, 2. See Unre-
quited.
UNRIG,'.
UNRIGHTEOUS, -,-, 2. See Unjust, Sinful.
UNRIGHTEOUSNESS, -,, . See INJUSTICE,

Iniquity.
UNRIPE, (of fruit,

<JfC.),, 2.,,
, 77 (offruit only).

UNRIPENESS,, ),. .
UNRIVALLED. See Incom-

parable.
UNROLL, //,-..
UNROOF, -, . -".
UNRUFFLED. See Calm.

UNRULINESS,, -, . .
UNRULY,, 2.- and -, ., . To be very u.,-.
UNSADDLE,-,-". U.-d,, 2.

UNSAFE,, 3. -, , . -, 2., 2. See INSE-
CURE. The roads are u.,--. -.
m
UNSALEABLE (e.^.athg is),

..
w
UNSALTED,* and, 2.

UNSALUTED,-, 2. He was left u.,.
UNSATISFACTORY,, 3. , .-7, 2. The victims are u.,.
UNSATISFIED,-, 2. Also Crcl. with. -

or .
See Dissatisfied.

^
UNSAVOURY, , 3., 2. To be u.,-

(pass.). Sir. t., see Noi-
some.
UNSAY. See to Retract,

Recant. To leave athg unsaid,. See UNTOLD.
UNSCREW, -.
UNSEAL,..-

(to open and counter-

feit a seal, Aristoph.). The act

of u.-ing, ,
V.

UNSEALED, - and-,, 2.

UNSEARCHABLE,-,-, -,--, 2.

UNSEASONABLE,,,, 2. , ,.
UNSEASONABLENE S,,, .
UNSEASONED,,, 2.

UNSEEMLY. See Unbe-
coming.
UNSEEN,'?,,, 2., .
UNSERVICEABLE,-,, 2.,, .
UNSETTLE. If To render

doubtful] Vid. if disturb

the mind, to bring into disorder]

See to Disturb, Put out.

UNSETTLED. See Dis-
turbed, Put out.

UNSHAKEN,,-,,,
\
., 2.

UNSHAVED. See Unshorn.
UNSHEATHE,



UNS UNT UNT
or ,.
UNSHIP,. See to

Unload.
UNSHOD,, 2.

UNSHORN,, 2.-, , and, 2.

UNSIFTED,, 2.

UNSIGHTLY,-LINESS. See
Ugly, Ugliness.
UNSKILFUL,UNSKILLED,, 2,,, ,, 2, in athg, /os,

see Unpractised. Str. t., see

Aavkward.
UNSLAKED {of lime),', .

j

UNSOCIABLE, aWi- arcd- or-,-,, - and-,,-, 2. /, 2 (UN-
FRIENDLY, <).
UNSOCIABLENESS,-

and-,,..,,
[unfriendliness).

UxWSOLICITED. See Un-
asked.
UNSOLVED, - and d-, 2.

UNSOPHISTICATED. See
Sincere, Simple.
UNSOUGHT,, av-, 2. To do athg u., see

Unasked.
UNSOUND. See Unheal-

thy, Insane, Corrupt, False.
UNSOWN, - and-, 2.

^
UNSPARED, ,. To leave no one u.,

or.
UNSPARING,, .

See Liberal.

>

UNSPEAKABLE,,,, --, , 2.

UNSPOTTED. SeeSpoTLEss,
Unstained, Undefiled.
UNSTABLE,, 3.

£7»/5,, .-,- or-,, , 2. See
Changeable, Irresolute.
UNSTAINED. See Spotless,

Undefiled.

j

UNSTEADINESS, a-
_
and-,, ... See Instability,

Inconstancy.

j

UNSTEADY,, .,,-,, 2. See Un-
stable, Inconstant, Fickle.
UNSTRING, (e. g.

a how), iv.

UNSUBDUED,,., 2.

UNSUBSTANTIAL, ,
3., 3 and 2.

UNSUCCESSFUL,-?, 2 (without success, e. g., re infecta
abire). Also, 3 and 2., 2., (of

(614)

things). To be u.,., ,. See to

Fail, not Succeed. U.-ly, d-, (Tliuc.).

_
UNSUCCESSFLLNESS,, .
UNSUITABLE, -NESS. See

Unbecoming, Unfit, -ness.
UNSUITED, see Unfit, to

icch add : ^p often u. for athg is

expressed by the neg. adj. derived

from the name of tlie object, e. g.

unfit to ride in, or unsuited for

horses,, 2.

UNSULLIED. See Spotless,
Pure, Bright.
UNSUPPORTED,-, 2 (unaided),, 3 (ofan

assertion, PL, Dem.).
UNSURE,, 3. -, 2 (not to be relied on, of

persons).

UNSUSPECTED,-, (both also

active),, 2.

UNSUSPECTING, UNSUS-
PICIOUS,,-

/Tos, 2 (both also pass.).

UNSWERVING, d- and-, 2. ?, 3.

See Constant, Steady.
UNSWORN,, 2.

UNTAINTED,, 2.

UNTAKEN, (as a
city, £[C.), (in tL• chase),

UNTAMED,, and
poet,,,-, or '-, 2. (wild), (sa-

vage), 3.

UNTANNED,,, 2. Of u. ox-hide,-, 2, and -, -, 3.

UNTASTED,, 2
(a?id active c. gen.).

UNTAUGHT, ,',, .,,-,,,
2. (un-

informed about athg), 2.

UNTAXED,,
2. See Tax.
UNTEACH, ava- and-

(both n: Lat. dedocere),

also. Comp. to Unlearn.
UNTENABLE,, 2., 3.

UNTENANTED, - and-, 2 (uninhabited), -, 2 (not let).

^
UNTERRIFIED,,,,- and-., 2.

UNTHANKFUL. See Un-
grateful, Thankless.
UNTHANKFULNESS. See

Ingratitude.
UNTHINKING. See under

Thoughtless.
UNTHRIFTY. See Prodigal.
UNTIE, (g. t. to loose).,..
UNTIL. "[[ As preposition of

time] c. gen. U. sunset,

'. from one
morning u. (= to) the next,

: U. the
end, ^ : u.

death, : until

now or u. this (very) day, -, also ,
and
: u. ten days ago, -

: u. to-morrow, ? :

u. the morn, : u. our
time (= the present age),. % As temp, conjunction
with a sentence] ',, ,

or simply c. indie,

and opt. (seethe Grammars). Not
—, until —, or—

, (with tlve proper
mood).

UNTILE. See Unroof.
UNTILLED. See Unculti-

vated.
UNTIMELY, a- and-:,

2. As adv., c. gen., e. g.
at an u. hour of the night,

(Antipho), or also

(Aristoph.) : an u.

hour of night,, (also =
u. fate) : an u. summer, -

(Plut.) : to come at u. hour
(= too late), (Aris-
toph.): u. bom,, 2: a
child u. born (abortion),-,. U.-ness, - and-,', .
UNTlNGED, and,, 2.

UNTIRED, -ING,,,,-,,, 2.

UNTO. See .
UNTOLD,,-, 2. To leave athg u.,,. "| Uncounted]-

and-, 2.

UNTOUCHED, ,^ ,
and,,-

(ofbodily contact),,
(entire, sound), 2. -

(e.g., u. by ill, Eur.),
2. To leave u., (in

speech and writing),

(in writing), -
(to make no mention of).

UNTOWARD,, .
U.-ness., .
UNTRAINED,,

(as horse or dog), 2.

UNTRIED,, 2 (not

tasted), -,-, 2
(not attempted or undeHahen).,, -^ (not tested), -,,2 (by legal trial).

To leave nothing u.,

or
: I have

left nothing u., '. See 'to leave no Stone
unturned.'

UN TRIMMED. See Un-
adorned, Uncombed, and Un-
shorn.
UNTRODDEN,,, ., 2.



UNT
UNTROUBLED,

and, 2.,
.,,-

(freefm care), 2. An u.

happiness, or, ft.

UNTRUE, UNTRUTH. See

Falsehood, Lie,s., and False,
Faithless, -ness.

UNTUNED,, 2.

See ' out of Tune,' and Inhar-
monious.
UNTURNED, -,-, 2., .

-,-, 2., .
To leave no Stone u., Vid.

UNTUTORED. See Un-
taught.
UNTWINE, UNTWIST,-, (g.t. loose),-.
UNUSUAL,, . ti-, , . See STRANGE,

Extraordinary.
UNUSED. See Unaccus-

tomed.
UNUSUALNESS,,, »;.,,

. See Strangeness.
UNUTTERABLE,,,, -, , 2.

UNVARNISHED,-,,,
2 {fig.).

<

UNVARYING, 6,, .-, 2., 2. U. in mind,, 2.. See CONSTANT, IN-
VARIABLE.
UNVEIL, -, --. Presents to the bride at

her u.-ing, and-, . U. -d,-, 2., (Soph.).

UNWALLED,, 2.

UNWARINESS. See Incau-
TIOUSNESS.
UNWARLIKE, -, 3., 2 (poet, and

Plat).
UNWARNED,,

2.

UNWARRANTABLE. See

Unjustifiable, and Crel. with

phrases ' to have no Right.'

^
UNWARRANTED, - and-, 2.

UNWARY. See Incautious.
UNWASHED,, a-,

and-,, 2.

An u. state or condition,-,', , and neut. adj.

UNWAVERING,,.
See Constant, Steady, Firm.
UNWEARI ED. SeeUNTiRED.
UNWEAVE, and

(q. t. loose, undo).

UNWEDDED, see Unmar-
ried : add,-,, 2 (poet.).

UNWELCOME,,
2., . Athg is u. to

me, ..
: to have come as an u

(615)

UNY
guest,

(Thuc). See Unacceptable.
^
UNWELL,, . -, 2. To he u.,.. or. See III, Indisposed.
UNWEPT,,-,, 2.,

(adverbially).

UNWHOLESOME, -, 2. and -, also

sts, 3., . Also

g. t., 3.,
(injurious).

UNWHOLESOMENESS, by
neut. of Adjj.
UNWIELDY, -DINESS. See

Clumsy, Clumsiness.
UNWILLING,,,

ov, and sts, 2 (propr.,

involuntary, not wished), air-, 2 (not ready or disposed

for athg)., 2 (invo-

luntary). To he u., .
(PL). See Disinclined,

Reluctant. U.-ly,,.
UNWILLINGNESS,-, , or Orel, by the adj.

See DisinclinationJ Reluc-
tance.
UNWIND, -, -,-'-.
UNWISE,,,, 2.

UNWISHED FOR,-, 2 (Hdt).
UNWITNESSED,-, 2.

UNWITTING. See Uncon-
scious.

UNWOMANLY,,- -.
UNWONTED. See Un-

usual, Unaccustomed.
UNWORTHINESS, -,-, . .],, .
UNWORTHY,-,-,

2. To think u., .
(reject athg as u.) :

to consider ahy u. of athg, -,
c. gen. or ( ) c. inf.

(Trag.) : u. treatment,-, .
UNWOUNDED,-

or-, 2 (poet.), as adv. -.

See Sound, Whole.
UNWRAP,,-.
UNWRITTEN,-

and-, 2.

UNWROUGHT,-,-,-, also

(of wood and stone, un-
hewn), (of metals), all 2.

See Raav, Crude, Plain.

f
UNYIELDING,,
., 2. U. cha-

racter or disposition,,
V.

UNYOKE,,,-
tiv,. U. and put to

another chariot,,
(Horn.).

UPP
UP, adv. and prep., c. ace,

e. g. up the river, ,
and, upwai'ds, e.g. up and
down, : up (by)

the stairs, : u.

the mountain, ,. In combination
ivith verbs, e. g. go up, run up,

bring up, Qc, see the several

verbs. Up to, e. g. to come up to

aby, : with num-
bers, e. g. up to (the amount of)

twenty measures, '-
: up to the age of fifty,

: of extent,

e. g. up to the neck,

: up to the river,. See ' as Far as,'

and Until. Up to athg (fig.),
see Equal to, Competent, a
Match, (3),

(2) : up to the mark (=
approved),, 2 : to be up
to aby's designs,, -, or -

c. partcp. To act up
to an agreement,. To come up with,

see to Overtake. Up the coun-
try, see Inland. The sun is up,

b : I am up, see

to Rise : the time is up, see

Ended : it is all up with me,

.. Up! for-
(Horn.). (). .

or " (). Up hill

(e. g. to go), or -. , also

(.),- and Horn,- : as adj., 3 and
2., . , 3 (.).
See Steep. Up stream,

or (e.g.).
Up stairs, Vid. Up and down,

: ups and downs

{fig.), ().
See Vicissitude.
UPBRAID,

(ivith athg) or or. ',,, .
UPHOLD, See to Support.
UPHOLSTERER, K\ii/-oTroi-

, -, 6 (a couch-maker),- and-, 6 (esply

of stage properties, theatrical u.)., , (g. t. seller of).
UPHOLSTERY. See Fur-

niture.
UPLAND. See Highland

and Higher ground.
UPLIFT. See to Elevate,

to Elate.
UPON, in most of its significa-

tions now usu. contracted into On,
vid. U. my honour, .. . :

to be or bear hard u. aby,oraX':
close u. 10,000, , -
ptoi. U. this (here-

upon),., -, or,
or.

UPPER. H Locally] -



UPP USE USE,, 3. 6, ,
or or()-

(). With re/ to rank] See
Higher, Superior,,, ., 2.—An upper
tooth, 6 : u. room or
apartment (or u. story or floor),, : the u. town,

: u. seat,, :

the u. lip, ,,, h, more usu. in

this sense ,,, b : u.

LEATHER (of a SHOE, ^» a<fo?

to those words), 6 -
(or simply,

fin the context) : the u. parts of
the body (i. e. back as compared
with belly), : u.

house (0/ parliament), n. To have or get the
u. hand (§* add to that article),..•. :

to keep the u. hand,-. ,..
t

UPPERMOST,,. 6, , .
See Highest, and Top, First,
Foremost, Supreme. A shield

with its hollow part u.,, (Thuc).
UPRIGHT. IT Propr.] -,, 3. To place in an

u. position,, -, or simply :

an u. position,, : to

stand u., (pass.) : to

have an u. walk, or. :

an u. gait, : to sit

u ,. ^j Fig- : in a
moral sense'] See Honest, Just,

UPRIGHTNESS,, n
(propr.).,,, ., h (moral). See
Honesty, Integrity.
UPROAR. See Disturbance,

Tumult.
UPROOT. See to Root up

or out.

UPSET,-, --
. See Overturn. To be

u. (in driving, to have an upset,
s.), (pass.).
UPSHOT. See Event, Issue.
UPSIDE, , h, . See

Upper, Uppermost. To turn u.

down, ,-,. See
Topsy-turvy.
UPSTART, a vi] -. A vulgar u.,

(''par-

venu ').

_
UPWARDS (denoting direc-

tion or local position), ,. Bent u.,, 3. U.
of {= more, above, over),
c. ace. n : u. of a hun-
dred, or, the raven lives u. of two
hundred years,' ): men u , f fifty
years of age,

(61 6)

. AbsoL, e.g. seventy years
and upwards,' rj

URBANITY. See Polite-
ness, Civility.
URCHIN. See Hedgehog.

Sea.-u. (variety), and-, (Aristot.), and-, (Aristoph.). ^j As name
0/ slight anger or derision to a
child], .-, 6., 6.

URGE,,-. - and. -. or' or c. infin. Also-,. (tourgeon).

See to Incite, Press on, Insti-
gate. To U. (= IMPORTUNE
aby, vid.), - and.,
C ptcp. (e.g. -).
URGENT,, 3. -',, . To be

u., : u.-ly,-. : to make u.

request, to request u.-ly,

or-
ptiv : u. necessity, -. See Pressing, Importu-
nate.
URINE,,, .

To pass u., : a passing of
u.,, (to— , -: to wish to —,

and-) : to pass with the u.,

(Luc, with subst. -, ) : to promote the pass-

ing of u., : promoting
it (diuretic), -,-,
3 : retention of u., -, ; a vessel or utensil for

U., urinal,, . -, . ,.,, fj : the passage of
the u. (tirethra),, : the
urinary ducts (from kidneys to

bladder), ol : the uri-

nary bladder,,, .
URN,, (cinerary and

/or the ballot), , , .
and,, also -,, and,, 6.

USAGE. See Custom, Ha-
bit.

USE, s. -As action, using,

employing] and, -.., (with

re/ to the advantage derived). To
make u. of athg, to have athg in

u., , see to Use : to

make the best, a prudent, a wrong,
&c. u. of athg, or-, or,, . :

am making any u. I please of
athg or any u. I think proper,: to

be in u , .
or . To have
the free use of athg,

(/ a material ob-

ject), (/
any physical or mental capacity) :

not having the free use of athg,

(e. g. -, , ,
.). Custom, habit] Vid. ^
Profit or advantage derived]-, ., ., 6.,. , ., . That may be put to

good u., see Useful : of no u.,

see Useless, Unprofitable :

aby is of no u., <>
: aby who is of ever

so little u.,.
USE, . (Trans.) To em-

ploy /or any purpose]
(' or ), -,-. What will you

u. the thing for?

;
(to ivhat u. will you

put it ?) : to u. coercive measures,
', see to

Employ, Apply, Resort to.

To u. up, u. to the uttermost,

(also c. dat. and
sts c. ace,= to abuse, misuse). To
u. a great deal or very frequent-

ly, (Ildt.).

To use customarily, e. g. to u. a
language, : to

u. neither shield nor spear,. also

c. dat. like, e. g. to u.

(= make common u. of) speech,

(Hdt.) : — games
and sacrifices, v. -

(to practise them, Thuc):
among the Byzantians they u. an
iron currency, -

(Plat. coin.).

(Trans.) To accustom, habi-

tuate] , -, --..
or -

or .
u. oneself, (pass.), -

(wilfully or with in-

tent) : to u. aby to live mode-
rately, to u. him to temperance,

: I

am using myself to athg,

. -
: I am used to athg,

.'
uoi .' : the

Egyptians are not used to hero-

worship (do not practise it), oi-
(Hdt.). t (Intrans.)

be in the habit of]
(pass.,beusedto)... (see exx. above).

(a contracted habit, fm
inclination). Aby used to do so

and so, expressed by imperf. of
the verb ; see to be Wont. % To
treat aby] Vid. .
USEFUL,, 2. -, 3.,,

2., . Very useful,, 2.,
(.), : U. in all

things,, 2 (.) : u.

ever so little,. See Advantageous,
Beneficial, Serviceable.



USE VAC VAL
USEFULNESS, ?, b.

|))')5,?, .?,., ?. -
/. Great u.,, .
See Use.
USELESS,? and?, 2. ?, 2. -?, 2. , ?,. -

?. See Unprofitable. It is

u. to do athg, &c, see Vain, in

Vain, 'to no Purpose.' No-
thing u. (prov.),

(no thistles, Aristoph.).

USHER, S.?,6.-?, 6 (escorting). U. in the
courts of law (Fr. h'uissier), \-, opo?,, ?,, 6 : u. at court,

prps ?, 6 (door-keeper) :

u. in a school,?, 6
(tinder-teacher).

USHER (in), v. See to In-
troduce and to Present, -

'.
(go before as escort).

USUAL, '?, 3. -?,, ?. ?, -?, 3. -
?, 3. ?, ?, ?, 3
and 2 (established practice), and?,, ?. ?, 3
(gramatically of words), ?,?, , (ordinary). U.-ly,, ? .
? ,: it

is u. for aby — , or aby u.-ly —

,

see Custom, to he Wont, Com-
mon, -ly.

USUFRUCT,?, -?,,,
V. To have the u. of athg,-,- and-' .
USURER, ?,-?, , 6: partcpp. of''

and . An
extortionate u.,?, b.

USURIOUS,?, 3,

and Crcl. with suhst. To ruin by
U. loans, .
USURP, , and by

the phrases in Usurper. To u.

another's goods,

(Strabo).

USURPATION. Crcl. with
the Verb.

USURPER,?, 6 (in a
democratical state). 6-? . 6 -? (in

monarchical state).

USURY, ?,,
v. See Interest, ?,
(a taking of u.). To ruin by u.,

see Usurious. Trade of u.,-, .
UTENSIL, ?, (usu.

in pi., ). -,-, h. ', {household
uSs). See Implement and Fur-
NTTUFtK
UTILITY. See Use, Use-

fulness.
UTMOST,?,?, 3.,, . See LAST,

Extreme, and 'All possible.'
To the u. degree,?. ?

(«17)

,?.
? . ? ' :

to proceed with the u. caution,-
: to do one's u.,'() :

with the u. despatch, ?, ,() : it is of the u.

importance, ??. : it is

to me of the u. importance,-.
UTTER, adj. See Extreme,

and Entire, Total, '?, 3.

To be in u. despair, ,? or.
U.-ly, see Quite, Entirely.?.?.?.-
?.. Uttermost, see Ut-
most.
UTTER, V.. -,-. ? ,(, ), a'sc,. -. -

(u. a sound, Qc.) : also -,,
(declare, make known). To

u. a curse or a malediction,-?, : to u.

a sigh or groan,..
UTTERANCE,, . See

Expression, Pronunciation.
To give u. to one's thoughts,-. See to

Utter.

V.

VACANCY. See Emptiness.?,?,, , or Orel,

with the Adj.
VACANT. See Empty, -

?, 3. ?, 3, and Att. usu.

'?, 2. To be v., .
(pass.).:

to let athg remain v.,. .
A v. house, see Unoccupied :

while the office was v.,??? or ? : a v.

chair (in a university, ?.),-' (Julian).

VACATE,,.. See EVACUATE. To v.

an office, .
VACATION, m Act of va-

cating] ?, , and Orel, with

Verb. Tf Holidays'] Vid. Law
v.,, . -.
VACCINE, inmod. Gr.-

'?, ?, (cow-pox; according

to Cora'i,, ). -, (the v. matter). Vac-
cinate,'.

(to inno-

culate a child ivith coiv-pox). Vac-
cination,,.
VACILLATE,-, -. and

pass,. V.-ing,-

?, ?. ?,?, 2.?, 3. See to Waver.
VACILLATION,-

?,, . ?, . See
Indecision.
VACUITY,?, ?, -.

>

VAGABOND, VAGRANT,?, ,?, ?,-
?, 6. ?, , 6 (as beg-

gar), and, .-
?, 3, and -?, ? (adjj.).?, 6, and ptepp. of verbs

= to be a v., -, -,-- (pass.), -. - and-
(Horn.).

VAGARY. See Freak, Ca-
price.

VAGRANCY,, ,).?? or?,
6.

VAGUE, a- and-?
(indefinite). )?, 2. ?,
? (obscure), ?, 2 (am-
biguous).?,2 (without

proper foundation), ?, 2
(not to be relied upon). To be
v.,-,-: v. words,

(Soph.) : a v. re-

port, ? -? (Dion. Hal.) : v. talk,?,
(Luc.) : to indicate vaguely, -

: a v. and obscure oracle,?? ?.
V. ( =r such as one cannot explain)

,?, 3 : a v. feeling or sensa-

tion,, .
VAIN. 1 Of things']-

?, ?, 3. ?, 3 (silly),?, 2 (Soph.), ?,-?, 2 (Horn.). V. hope,-
or ?: v. talk,-, for other compds

see Gr. Eng. Lex under-
and -. See Idle, Worth-
less, Useless. In v. (adv.),

or ?. . -?. ?. ?.-
?. ?. '?,? : not in v., ? (Aris-

toph. and Plat.) : to be in v.,-
or : and as

proverb,?. ? -.. Ofpersons] ?, 3
and 2 (conceited, vid., and silly).

VAIN-GLORIOUS,,
6, .?, 3. ?,

' VAIN-GLORY,,, .
VALE. See Valley.
VALERIAN (plant),?,

h-

VALET. See Servant.
VALETUDINARIAN,,vo-?, ?,?, 3. -?, 2.?, 3. To be

a v.,,.
VALIANT. SeeBrave, Cou-

rageous.
VALID,?, 3.?, 3

and 2. ?, 3. ?, '-

?, 2 (of legal validity). Also?, ?, ?, and -



VAL VAR VEG, 3.,, 3. V.
argument, grounds, or reason,

or,
: to be v.,. /,..
VALIDITY,,. Of-

ten by a Orel., e. g. to admit the

v. of an adoption,

(Isceus). That
has legal v.,, 3.,, 2: that has not v.,-, 2 : to give v. to athg,.,.
VALLEY,, : dim., (Aristot.). , ., . (ivith or ivith-

out ) and (poet.),.,,, 6. -, 6 (poet.). Belonging to v.'s,, 2 : with beautiful v.'s,, : with many v.'s,-, 2: with deep v.'s,-, 3., (all

poet.).

VALOUR. See Bravery,
Courage.
VALUABLE,, 3 and

2. , 3.,
. -,-, 2.-

(), , 2.

Str. tt., Costly, Precious. [ As
subst.: valuables] -

or or,.7],.,.
VALUATION,, (the

fixing ofa value). To make a v.,. See Estimate.
VALUE, s., (real or in-

trinsic v.). , V- ],
(v. attached), , , ),

(with ref. to the im-
pression on coins stating their v.,

e. g. 6 -)., h (money-
value, exchange). Of great, very
great, v.,, -, 3, see Precious : of no v.,,, 3 : of
equal v.,,, 2:
to have a v., or

: to be in high v., to have a
great v.,- or-

: to fix the v. of athg,-,. See Price.
VALUE, v.,.. -

(pass.) .' and. See to Prize, to Esteem,
and to Appraise.
VALVE, prps, .
VAMP, s. See ' upper-leather,'

under Upper.
VAMP, v.. See to

Mend, Botch, Cobble.
VAMPIRE, or,
(Aritloph.).

VAN. •[[ Front of an army]
V ,, .,,,
*». (),,,-,-,. U A kind
of light vehicle] See Carriage,
Wagon.
VANE,,.
VANISH, (pss.).

(618)

'. or or,(). To cause
to v.,. :
to be v.-d,. or. .
VANITY. % Objectively]-,-,, . ,. U Subjectively: ofper-

sons],, . -, (vain-qlory).

VANQUISH. See Conquer,
Overcome.
VANTAGE. See Advan-

tage. V.-ground, -, 6.

VAPID. See Insipid, Taste-
less. TI Fig.], 3 (life-

less), ', 2 (stale).

VAPOUR,, .,, .. 6. See Smoke,8, a?zd Mist, Exhalation.

TJ Vapours = hypochondriac af-
fections] ,.
To have the v.'s, to be v.-d, see

Hypochondriac.
VAPOURING and subst. VA-

PORER. See Bragging, Brag-
gart.

f

VAPOURISH, -,-, .
VARIABLE,-,-, 2., 3. -- or-, 2. -, 3., 2 (of taste and

inclination). See Changeable.
VARIABLENESS, -.,.

See Changeableness, Incon-
stancy.
VARIANCE. See Discord,

Disagreement.
VARIATION,,-,,,, ., .

See Change, Deviation.
VARICOSE,,

and, , fin varicocele

(Lot. varix),, Att. -, 6. See Vein.
VARIEGATE,.

V.-d,,, 3.,, 6, . -, 3., 3 (poet.). See
Spotted, Striped, and Gay,
Diversified.
VARIETY, -, --

and -,-,,, . See
Difference, Variation, and
Change. To give v. to his dis-

course, :

v. of form, sound, colour,-
and-, -, -, . A v. (=. different

sort of athg), (/), :

a v. of things, many (different)

things,7(), or
by,, 3.

V.'s, (miscellanea).

VARIOUS,, 3. -, 2. 6,, . , 3., ., -, 3., . -
and, 3 (of all

sorts)., : also-

,, 2. See VARIE-
GATED, Changeable, and Se-
veral, Diverse, Manifold.
VAR LET,,,

(page).

VARNISH, s.,.
VARNISH, v. . H

Fig. = to cover over with a pre-
text] See to Cloak, Colour.
VARY. «tf (Trans.)] -, (diversify),. »/. See

to Alter. % (Intrs.)]-, (pass.),. See to CHANGE
(intrans.).

VASE,,, 6. -,, . See VESSEL.
VASSAL, ,, , and, , »;,

or (g. t. subject). 0$*
Somewhat similar relations among
the ancients to that of the feudal
vassalage, are those of the Laced.,

and (see

Thuc. v. 34, Arnold) : to the re-

lation of client (vid.) Plutarch
applies, , . -, (clientela).

VAST, -NESS. See Great,
-ness, Immense, -ity.

VAT,,, .
VAULT, s., -, . , , \}/,, . A . (= vaulted cham-

ber),, ., (<*

crypt). The v. of heaven, -
(PI.), -, . ,

(Eur.). See Firmament.
VAULT, v. (to give

a vaidted form),. A
v.-ing, -,-, . U
To vault (on a horse)]-. See to Leap.
VAUNT, v. and s. See to

Boast, Brag, -ing.

VEAL, ,.
VEER,. See

' to Turn about,' to Change
(intrs.).

VEGETABLE. «U Adjective-

ly] , h, , or

} -, 3. V. life,, : v. kingdom,,. (-
). ^[ As plur. subst.],., . tj;: and,,

(in a culinary sense). The v.

market, : belonging
to or of the nature of v.'s,--,-, 3,-, : foraging

for v.'s,, : gather-

ing v.'s,, 2: to

grow v.'s,: the grow-
ing of v.'s,, : a place

where v.'s are grown,,
: the selling of v.'s,-, : to carry on that trade,

: seller of v.'s,, , and-, : a V. dish, -, .
VEGETATE, -.
VEGETATION,,



VEH VEN VER
{act ofvegetating), -, .
VEHEMENCE,,,

n. See Violence.
VEHEMENT,, , .,, 3. See

Violent.
VEHICLE. See Carriage.
VEIL, s. TT Propr.]-, and-,-, -.,., .,. -, (Horn.),,
(Aristot.). ($,,

6, usu. translated veil, not exactly

a veil after our notions, but larger

and less diaphanous, similar to

the oriental shawl.) To cover
with a v.,.:
to throw a kind of v. over athg,

(e.

g. ), and-
(the cover) (the

thing covered) : to take off the v.,»
or. See to Unveil.
f[ Fig. : cover] Vid. To confide

athg to aby under the v. of se-

crecy,.
VEIL,.,/-,-,-

(athg athg).

(see the subst). V.-d,
: the act of v.-ing,,, :

to v. oneself in athg,-
or-,-

: to v. one's face,-
: to V.

one's meaning,
(mid.). ^ Fig.] See to Cloak,
to Screen.
VEIN. IT Prop.],-, (in tJie animal body, and

also of metal =, ),-, (dim.), , (in

metal, stone, wood ; see Grain)., (streak), ,
(on a leaf). Like a v.,-, (and large-veined) : with-
out v.'s,, 2 : of or be-

longing to the v.'s,, 3 :

to open a v., or-.,-,- : with large, with
swollen or projecting v.'s,-
-,-, 2 : to have the
v.'s swollen (tvith exertion) y-

: the rupture of a
v.,, : varicose v.,

(Att.) or, (esply

of hips, legs, and belly), also,
V and- or -, . •|| Fig., e.g. vein of
writing], .
VELLUM. See Parchment.
VELOCITY. See Speed and

Swiftness.
VELVET,,-, (all silk),

(mod. Gr.).,2, and-, 3 (as adj.). V. like,

velvety, prps, .
Fig. : like the skin of the peach], ., 2.

VENAL. 1J Pertaining to the

veins], 3. ^J That may
(619)

be bought], 2 and 3. -, 3. "f[ Of persons]-, 2. .
VENALITY,, h.

VEND. See to Sell.
^
Vendi-

ble,, 2., 3.

VENEER. See g. t. Inlay.
VENERABLE,, -,', 3.-, .,,2.
VENERATE, and. '. See to RE-

VERE, ' regard with Awe.'

t

VENERATION,,
6. , (nom. and ace.).

An object of v.,, .
See Reverence, Awe.
VENGEANCE,, h( or or), also,.,

. Divine v., (, ace.

-), : to take v.,-.' .
or

: to have taken dire v.,-
: to thirst after v.,,. See REVENGE,

Punishment, and to Avenge.
VENIAL. See Pardonable,

Excusable, and (obsol.) Per-
mitted, Allowed.
VENISON, ,. See g. i.

VENOM, -OUS. See Poison,
-ous.

VENT, s. , h (aperture),, (passage),-, (spiracle). To give
v., : to give v. to one's

anger, passion, &c, -
: '. See ' to let Loose,' ' to

give a Loose to.' Not to give v.

to, see to Restrain.
VENT, v. See ' to give Vent

to—.'
VENTILATE,-7- .'. Ven-

tilation, Crcl. Ventilator,-,.
VENTRICLE,,.-, (g. t. for cavity). Having

large v.'s,, 2 (Aris-

tot.).

VENTRILOQUIST,-- and-,-,, . ^gr" The ancient

v. was conceived as a possessed

person, having the spirit of pro-
phecy. Hence later (in Plut?s
time),, .-, . From Eurycles, ivho was
veryfamous as a v., the name-,, , came to be used

as appellative of any person pos-

sessing the faculty (Schol. Plat.

Sophist. 372): also,
, . Ventriloquism, -.
VENTURE, . or,.-.-.'
. See Risk, s., and Dare.
VENTURE, S.,-,., , and

, . See Risk, s. At a
v., ,, or by, ,' (as it chanced, indefinite-

ly),. -
or (casually).

VENTURESOME,VENTU-
ROUS,,()-, 3., 2.

f

,,., 3. See True and

VERACITY, ,.,,.. -, . See Truth, Truth-
fulness.
VERB,, . A transi-

tive or active v., -
or- : a passive v.,: an intransitive
v., or-

or : a reflexive

v., or -.
VERBAL, , ,

(oral),', 3, also ()., 2 (unwritten),-, 3 (as gram. t.). 'Proces
verbal,' -, : to form one, -' 'iv -.
VERBATIM. See <Word for

word.'

VERBIAGE (French),,-,-, and--, . , b. See
Verbosity.
VERBOSE,, 2., , also,, (word-monger), , 2.

To be v.,-,-,--.. Seethe
Subst.

VERBOSITY,,, . ,
. , , or-,. -, , or, (hubbub

of ivords). -, , or, (idle

display).

VERDANTa«dVERDURE.
See Green.
VERDICT,, fi (jury-

man's vote). See Sentence.
VERDIGRIS,) , .
VERGE, s. (propr. and fig.).

See Brink.
VERGE, v. See to Border

upon,' Incline.
VERGER. See Lictor.
VERIFY,,-

,,, and.
See Prove, ' make Good.'
VERILY, (neg. )... .
VERISIMILAR, -LITUDE.

See Likely, Probable, and
Likelihood, Probability.
VERJUICE (juice of sour

crabs), imitate by or-, , (sc., juice of un-
ripe grapes). Also-,
3 or -, 2. To have a v. look,



VER VEX VIC
or -

TTtLV.

VERMICULAR,-
VERMICELLI, or-, .
VERMILION. See g. t. Red., {red-ochre and red-

lead). To" paint v., :

painted v., partcpp. pass., and, 3. As applied to the

lips or complexion, see Rosy.
VERMIN, -. " ', -,.
VERNACULAR, e. g. the v.

tongue, or, fj.

VERNAL,, 3. See
Spring (season). V. equi ox,, .
>

VERSATILE,,, 2. See CHANGE-
ABLE, Fickle, and Shifty, Wi-
ly, -, 2 {Horn., ver-
satus, versatilis).

VERSATILITY, by the

substt. of the above adjj.

VERSE,, 6., .
To write v.'s,. -

: to write in v.,

: to put into v., -
: composed in v.,,

3., : to speak in v.,

: conversation or
discourse in v.,, .
VERSED (in athg),',,. , -'. Not v.,-, 2., , 6. See UN-

PRACTISED. Well v. in athg,, '. See Experienced, Prac-
tised.

VERSIFICATION, -
TTOitrt, f).

VERSIFIER. See Poet.
VERSIFY. See ' to make or

write verses' in Verse.
VERSION. See Transla-

tion, Rendering,-, . According to their v.

of the story, ,.
VERTEBRA,. and-

(and dim.,
),, , 6. -,, .—Vertehral, 6,

, . V. co-

lumn,, ,, .—
Vertehrated, ',, .
VERTEX. See Sum it,

Top.
VERTICAL,, 3.

or or -, 3. See UPRIGHT,
Perpendicular.
VERTIGO. See Dizziness.—Vertiginous, see Dizzy.
VERY, adj. See True, Real.

The v. same, see Just, Exact-
ly.

^ if As adv.]. .,.... Also Crcl. with
j

or, e.g. much afraid,-
\

(620)

, 2., . V. sad

or sorry,, 2 : v. beau-
tiful,: v. hard or

heavy,, 2 : or by

the superlative, e. g. v. much,, 3 : v. great or big,, 3: v. much (indeed),. ,..
VESICLE,,,

. See g. t. Bladder.
VESSEL,,,-, (also asanatom. t. blood-

vessel),, . A gold v.,, (see Plate) : a
brass or bronze v.,,

: an earthen v.,, 6., , . A blood-v.,,, . See Vein.

if A ship] Vid.
VEST, v. See to Invest.

V.-d rights,.
VEST, s. See Garment,

Waistcoat.
VESTAL, (), . ) -
VESTIBULE,,,, ., 6.,-, ,. See Porch.
VESTIGE, ',,.

See Trace, Track.
VESTMENT, VESTURE.

See Garment.
^
VETCH,, (vicia)., (tare), and dim. -,, (vicia amphi-

carpa). Kidney v., (dios-

pyros ebenum) : milk v.,-, (astragalus creticus or
ari status, Willd.).

VETCHLING, -, 6 (lathyrus cicera). -, (lathyrus amphicarpus).

Yellow v.,, (lathyrus

aphaca).

VETERAN, or, -
(Dion Cass.).

VETERINARY Surgeon,, 6. V. surgery, -, .
VEX (aby), .. See ANNOY, Har-

rass, Grieve. To be or feel

V.-d, ,. (pass.) or

or c. partcp., e.g. -
(at an offence, ).

or c. partcp., e. g., .
or . -, and-

, or , or. .
or or c.

partcp. Also , ,.
feel v.-d that— , (pass.). ?' —

.

VEXATION,,,,,-,-, v. To cause v. to aby,

see to Vex, Annoy.
VEXATIOUS,, .

, , .,-,, 3.

VIAL. See Flask, Bottle.
VIAND. See Food, Meat.
VIBRATE,. See

to Quiver, Tremble.
VIBRATION,, 6.

VICAR, -.
VICE,,,-,, , . -

(as thing). To fall

into vice, .
KaKiuv. sunk

in v., or, 3 : free from v.,,
2. ?7, 2: hater
of v.,,,
2 : hatred of v.,,

' VICE-ADMIRAL,-,, (both

VICEGERENT, -. See VlCAR.
VICE-PRESIDENT, 6.
VICEROY, -, -,, 6.

VICEROYALTY, -, .
VICINITY,, . See

Neighbourhood.
VICIOUS,,

and, 3, str. tt.,
(profligate, of pe?sons) and, 3 (mly ofpersons). A v.

(horse),,, 6 (Soph.)

and,, v. tricks of

horses,, (X., not

in Lidd. Sc.) : the horse has
some v. tricks, -

b'. In the milder
sense, Faulty, Incorrect, Vid.

V. expression,, fj

(Plut.) : v. pronunciation,-, .
VICIOUSNESS,,, . - and-,, . See Vice.
VICISSITUDE,,, . V. of fortune,,

(Procop.) :

the v.'s of life, at or

: in the life

of man all is v., .
See Mutability.
VICTIM,, . See

Sacrifice, s. To become a v.

of athg, or-
: to be the v.

of his patriotism, -
or-

: — of his temerity,-.
VICTIMIZE,.
VICTOR. See Conqueror.
VICTORIOUS,,,.,, .,

3. V. in athg, (2)-
: to contend with v. arms,

: to be

v., see to Conquer.



VIC VIL VIO
VICTORY,, -.

V. over one's enemies,
or -

: to gain the v.,,' or-
or.

: I gain a brilliant victory

over the enemy, -' . See to

Conquer. To lose the victory

already obtained,

: to pursue
one's v., (pass.)

: to give or procure

(for aby) the v. (= turn the battle

in his favour), or

: worthy of v.,,
2 : a festival on the occasion of a

v., or [],. , : to ce-

lebrate a v., . -: games, &c. for

commemorating a v.,

or: a hymn or
song of v., ?, 6., V-, :

a companion or one who shares

in a v., 6,.
VICTUAL. See to Provi-

sion, Supply.
VICTUALLER. See Pur-

veyor.
VICTUALS. See Food, Pro-

vision.

VIDETTE,, , b.

To act as v.,. See
Scout and Reconnoitre.
VIE WITH, ' or,

or or . -
(to set some-

thing of o?ie
,

s own against aby's,

e. g. =to v. with
the bird in one's wailings, Eur.),
and absol. v.-g with one another
(certatim),,
(Eur.). See phrases in Emulate
and Rivalry.
VIEW. «U Propr.: Sight]

VlD. <\\ Survey] Vid. TJ Pros-
pect] VlD. -, -, .
To have or command a v. of
athg, bpav, ' or

: the house commands a v. of

the sea,

(Plut.) : one has a v.

of athg from a given point, atbg
commands a v. of athg,

: to intercept

or stop aby's v. of athg, -. '
(Plat.) : to take a v. of

athg,, -, --.. -, -
: point of v. (prop, and

fig.),/: under asingle—

,

'
: to present under

different points of v.,

(Isoc.).

If Fig. : mental view, opinion],,, . Dif-
ferent or contrary v.-'s,. -

: to have or take different

v.-'s,.
or : to have,

take, or entertain (such or such)

(621)

a v. respecting athg,

or

: to take a right,

wrong v. of athg, -, , -: of profound v. 's,-, 2 (with subst.-,
). * Design, intention] VlD.
To have athg in v.,

. c. inf. See Pur-
pose, Intend, ^f With a view

of] See in Order to. With a v.

of enriching himself, -
: to learn or study athg

with a v. of making a profession,

trade, &c. of (or a living by) it,: with
a v. of assuming the command,
7rpos .
VIEW. See to Look (at),

Survey, Examine. V.-d in one
single regard, ' :

v.-d as

—

, , e.g.

as an enemy, ..
VIGIL. See Watch, s. As

eccl. t., , ..
keep the v.,.
VIGILANCE,, .

(wakefulness).

(ivatchfulness)

.

To possess, have or act with
v.,..
Seephrases in Vigilant,Watch-
ful.
VIGILANT,, 3,

and, 2 (ivakefid). -, 3 (watchful). To be
v.,. :

to be v. in or about athg,-
: to keep a v. eye upon

athg, , -.
VIGOROUS. See Forcible,

Strong, Robust. To be v.,

iv...-
VI G OUR. See Force,

Strength, Energy.
VILENESS. See Low, Ab-

ject, and substt.

VILIFY. See to Defame.
VILLA. See Country-

House.
VILLAGE,, 77. The

bailiff of a v., and, 6 : belonging to a v.

or V.'s,, 3.

VILLAGER,, , b,

and fern,, , . b, ,
or .

VILLAIN. «II Propr.: in

feudal language],-, ., . % A worth-
less person], ., ., kuk-, (.),,,, b, and sir. t. -, b. Also-, b (poet.). To act like a
v., : unless you like

better to call him.,'
(a My-

sian prov., PL).
VILLANOUS,,-, 3., 2. See

Base, Wicked, Worthless.

VILLAN,-,-,,, (as

character or quality), -,,,
(as deed).

VINDICATE. 1 To avenge]
Vid. If To justify] Vid.

«fl To
defend], -

or, -.
VINDICATION,,

, and Crcl. with the verb. See
Defence.
VINDICTIVE,,

2 (ivith verb,). See
Revengeful.
VINE,,,

(dim.), . ,
(dim.), , and',
', (poet.). Wild v.,orX,,

: of or belonging to a v., -, 3., 3 and 2., 2: to cultivate v.'s,

: v.-dresser, -, b (ivith adj. -, 3,

and subst. -, -, ),-, , and -,, : a
v.-dresser's knife,,

: to plant v.'s,-
: planted with v.'s,-, 2: a v. country,- or-, : to

dig about the v.,: soil good for v.'s,

() , . '-,2 (Horn.) : blossom of the

v.,, : v.-leaf, -,-, o'ivupov, : to strip off

v.-leaves,. See Grape.
VINEGAR, , , .

Belonging to v.,, 3 : to

taste like v.,^ : v.-cruet,, , . ,, (v. saucer, aceta-

bulum) : one that sells v., -, , b : sauce of v. and
oil,: mixture of v. and
honey,-,-
and- or- : a
v.-tempered fellow,, , 6
(Aristoph.) : to have a v. look,

see Verjuice and Sour.
VINEYARD,,,, ., . -, .
VINTAGE, (with or

without), .
or, b. To gather in

the v., : of or belonging
to the v.,, 3.

VINTNER,, ,, b.

VIOLATE. To infringe

upon] -,-
(e. g. =-). (e.g.). See to Break.
If To dishonour ( ?)] -,..
VIOLATION. H Trans-

gression],-, . As act,,. V. of treaties,--



VIS voc, , and-, ., . See Breach. V.
of an oath, see Perjury, f 0/
a woman], 6.

VIOLATOR,,,
6, and fern,-,, h. See
Transgressor, and by ptcpp. of
the verb, e.g. b ?'. or-(). V. of the

law, b?, ,- :

v. of treaties,,, 6, andfern,-', '•

v. of an oath, see Perjurer.
VIOLENCE,^, -,-, -, -,-, t»)tos, (rush), ',

(insolence), , , .
The v. of the storm, -

: v. of temper,

) or-. To treat with v., -
': to act with v.,.

VIOLENT,, 3 and 2.,,, 3. -, . ,,
and,,. V.
pain, , -, : a v. blow,

or, : v. rain,, : v. storm, <5-
or , : v. wind,

or : .
temper, or. To put to a V.

death, .
VIOLET, /, (gir dis-

tinctively , Theophr.
= viola odorata, the being

g. t. including wallflower, gilli-

flower, and snowdrop). V. like,, ts : V. colour,,
: v. coloured,, 3., . , .,

: a wreath of v.'s,, 6 : v. crowned,-, 2 (poet.).

VIPER,, , r/. ,, 6. Of or belonging to a v.,, 3 : bit by a v.,-, 2 : the bite of a v.,

or .,.
t

VIPERINE, VIPEROUS,, 3.

VIRAGO,
or, .
VIRGIN,, r,. To

remain a v.,. See
Maid. Like a v., see the adj.

Pleasure or occupation fit for v.'s,, .
VIRGIN, VIRGINAL, adj., 3 and 2, and-, 2., 3. -, . Of v. air,-, 3.

.
VIRGINITY,, and, , . , .

State or life of v.,,
VIRILITY,, v.
VIRTUAL, -LY,

(Anstot.). See Efficient, Ef-
fectual.
VIRTUE. 1 Power, efficacy]

(622)

,,,, rj, and
j, . Medicinal v., -

or,
v. H In a moral sense],

j

. ,, -
\', . To apply oneself

to v.,, or !

or .
or -: the path of v.,. Tf Chastity] Vid.

VIRTUOUS,,, !,, 3.
|

To be v., . -..
VIRULENCE, neut. of the

adj.

VIRULENT,, [ve-

nomous), ,, 3,

and, (of language).

Also, 3.

VIRUS, , b.

VISAGE. See Counte-
nance, Face.
VIS-A-VIS (French), hav-, -,-,-, -, -, -, ., all c. gen. See

Opposite, Over against.

VISCERA. See Intestines.

VISCID, VISCOUS. See
Sticky, Tough.
VISIBILITY, ., ., .

Crcl. with the Adj.

VISIBLE,,, 3.

To become v.,., : athg be-

comes v. to aby, -' '. Evident] ViD.

VISION.
_
! Sight] Vid. «fl

An apparition] , -, . , . , .
V.'s and spectres,, : a v. in

a dream, (),
or, . -. -,,. To have a v. in one's sleep,. .
VISIONARY, -, --, 3.,

.,, 3.

VISIT, S., .-
arid, b (visit

ofcourtesy). To pay a v., -.. and.
or [].

VISIT, .,
(a friend, a patient, S[c)..' and (aby, e.g.

in order to ask afavour),, , ,. ' or ',..
orapavat , e.g. to

v. the theatre,

or : to .
aby frequently, -

, :

to v. a place repeatedly,

: a place much
v.-d, -

: a v.-g,, , .
Pig. : to visit ivith= to inflict]() .

To v. with punishment,.
(Hdt.) : to be v. by athg,-. biro-,' '.
VISITATION (the act of vi-

siting). See Visit. ^J Infliction]. A v. of calamity,, b.

VISITOR, with pres. ptcp. of
the verb. We have v.-'s with
US, -.' : to re-

ceive v.'s, -
or.

VISOR,, . See
Mask.
VISUAL,, 3. See

Sight.
VITAL, «ft Propr. : of or

pertaining to life], "-,,, 3. V.
breath,, : v. power or
spirit,,, , . But
usu. Crcl. with tlie substt. in Life,
Vid., and the compounds, ibid.

U Metaph. : Essential] Vid.

t
VITALITY,, v.,, .
VITALS. See Entrails, In-

testines.
VITIATE. See to Mar,

Spoil.
VITREOUS. See Glass.
VITRIOL, , b., .,,

V (Diosc.)., , and, (copperas-water).

Also, , . Vi-
triolic earth,, (earth con-

taining copperas).

VITUPERATE. See to

Blame, Censure.
VIVACIOUS. See Lively.
VIVACITY. See Liveli-

ness.
VIVID. See Lively, ' to the

Life.'

VIVIFY,,.. See to ENLIVEN,
Quicken, Animate.
VIVIPAROUS,,-, 2, with verb -,-.
VIXEN. ^ Propr.: she-fox],, . (),

(jEL). II Fig. : a quarrelsome

woman] Crcl. with Quarrel-
some. See Scold, Termagant.
VIZIER,, , b (mod.

Gr.), with siibst., .
VOCABULARY, -

or. -, . See Dictionary,
Lexicon.
VOCAL,,,

(having voice),, 3.

(2), e.g. v. music, .-, also , :



voc VOR VOU
v. concert or harmony, -, .
-VOCATION. See Calling,

Call.
VOCATIVE, {with

or without?), .
VOCIFERATE,.. See Shout.
VOCIFERATION,-?, 6. See Crying, Shout-

ing.

VOCIFEROUS. See Loud,
Clamorous.
VOGUE. See Fashion. To

be in v.,, ,
(with subst. -?, 6, and adj.-?, 2),..?. come

in v.,.
VOICE,, (sound and

one's voice), , , and?, 6 (sound). To raise

one's voice,.
or .

or
: to lower one's v.,. A strong

or loud v., or -,-,-,
: a thin or soft v., or' : to have a deep v.,: that

has a strong, a weak, v.,-,-, and-?, 2 : the
sound of aby's v.,?-?. *i\ Vote] VlD.
VOICELESS,a-0o>i/os,--
?, 2.

VOID, s. U Propr. : empty]
Vid. if Fig. : without legal or
other validity], 2. To de-

clare null and v., ...
VOID, v. See to Empty and

to Evacuate, to Discharge.
VOIDNESS. See Emptiness,

Vacancy
VOLATILE, ?

(PL),? (Aristot.), 3. -?, 2, and Crcl. with

?,.
[ Pig.], 2. See Light,
Light-minded.
VOLATILITY, -. See Levity.
VOLATILIZE, ...
VOLCANIC,? (,) (, ) -?? (Strab.).

VOLCANO, ??, , or by the phrase
in Volcanic. There is an erup-
tion of the v.,? ?.
VOLITION,, h. See

VOLLEY. See Flight. A
v. of arrows, musketry, &c,-?, .
To give a v., .
VOLUBILITY (of speech),, .,, --,-,, .

(623)

VOLUBLE, ?, -?,?, 2.-
and-?, ?., 2.

See Fluent, Glib.
VOLUME. 11 Bulk, size] Vid.

^T Of a book] ?, b. -, .
VOLUMINOUS. TI Bulky,

large] Vid. U Ofmany volumes]?, 2.

VOLUNTARY, ?, 3
and 2. ?, 3.-
?,?,-
?,?, 2. Voluntary la-

bour,??, 6.-, : v. exile,?
(or) ' v. slavery,

or , (with adj.?, 2, verb- or-?) : v. motion,-, -?, . See SPON-
TANEOUS, Self-imposed, $c.
V.-ly, ,, -
?. ,,

(Hdt.). ','-. To do or perform athg v.-ly,... See ' of one's own
Accord.'
VOLUNTEER,?,,

and -, ?, 6. A v. soldier,?,
3. I am going as a v.,? ?
(Time.) : who without being either
general or captain or private
soldier served as a v., ?? ??
(Jr.).

VOLUNTEER, .. See to Offer
(oneself) and the subst. To v.

into the ranks of the slingers,-
(.).

VOLUPTUARY, 6 -/. 6? ???, ?, 2.

f

VOLUPTUOUS, ?,
?. ?,?,?,
3. ?, ?,?, 2. To be v., -???. -

and- : to lead a v.

life,? Xfiv..
Trj, ??

.. -,-. ?? a'^a.
(

VOLUPTUOUSNESS,,,, .,.
VOLUTE,- or-
)?, ., h (of
a column),,. To de-
scribe a v.,.
VOMIT, ,,

also,-, (to SPURT [add to that art.]

from the mouth, in the game of?). V.-g,?, 6. -
?, : medicine to produce v.-g,, () : to

give it,.
VORACIOUS, -, -?, -, -?,

?, 2. ?,3. -
?, 3.

VORACIOUSNESS, VORA-
CITY, 7-,-', -,-, .
VORTEX,, . ?, 6.?, 6. -, ., ?, .
VOTARY. See One Dedi-

cated ' or ' Devoted to,' and
Worshipper.
VOTE,S.?, .,
(the thing voted), ? and, (sentence or opinion, by

ivord of mouth),,
(by show ofhands). To give one's
v.,. -

(propr. and metaph.), for

aby, .. (for aby,) and
(only propr.). (by

holding up the hand : for aby, .), (only me-
taph. : for athg, . ) : to ap-
point to office by v.,-

: to give one's v. in

public, -. to put to the v.,-
and? (the voters) or

'? ?, ,-,, ' —.-. Also-
: to put to the v.

again, ',
(Dem.) :

the v.'s are all in favour of aby,

: giving a v., ,,?, -, : electing by vote
(show of hands),,

: diversity of v.'s,,
(Thuc.) : Majority of v.'s,

Vid.

VOTE, v. (rarely

active), . -. .-.. .
for aby, athg, see ' to give one's

Vote,' also,-
: v. agst athg, vote that

—

not, , or
C inf. C.

inf.-" and --? (in condemnation

of aby) : to v. with aby, 6-? : to

join in v.-g for,:
to V. succours, -

(Dem.) : to have right to

v., : not having it,?, 2 : having an equal right

to v.,?, 2 : to allow the

people to v., -
(/Eschin.).

VOTER. Crcl. ivith the Verb.

VOTIVE,?, 3.

VOUCH. See to Confirm,
Witness.
VOUCHER,, ?,?, , 6. 6, 6 -

(as person),, .?, ?,,?,
., (as thing or

document).

VOUCHSAFE, m To accord,



vow WAI WAL
granf] Vid. ^j To condescend,

please] Vid.
VOW, S. ,, .

To make or offer a v.,,
: he made a v.

to consecrate a temple,

{Pint.) : to make
a v. of chastity,

() : under a v.,

bound by v.'s,, 3.

(2) ] ?;: to pay for

one's v., -,-
YOW, v. See ' to make a

Vow,' also, -
(g. t. promise, en-

gage).

\ OAA EL•, (),.
VOYAGE, s. h -/., , . -, , also, 6, and g. t.,, . To make v.'s,

: a fair v.,, :

a v. across, round, a coasting v.,

-, -,-, .
VOYAGE, v. See to Sail,

and g. tt. to Journey, to Tra-
vel.
YO YAGER. See Sailor, and

ptcpp. of to Sail.
VULGAR, -,-, . . opinion,. See Common and

Popular,, 2 (coarse).

V. language, ., : to

make v., : to become
v., : in v. language., : to speak
the v. language, :

a v. (base or mechanical) trade,, : a v. upstart,

(3)

(Plut.) : v. claptrap,

or (PL) :

the v. herd, (2) -, : v. jests, ^-, : the v. (as subst.),, '..
VULGAR1T, neut. adjj. and-,-, , jj., 6. . of expression,. .
YULNERABLE,, 3.

VULNERARY,-, 3. ^1 Relating to a wowid]
Vid.
VULTURE,,, 6.

Of a v.,, 3: v. like, -, : a vulture - haunted
crag, (), ?;

(jEschyl.).

w.

(

WAD, WADDING,.
V (g. t. stuffing),,
(lining).

WADDLE, -
(roll in one's walk).

" A D ,, e. g.
through a river, .. Also
ciavtiv.

(624)

WAFER,,.
WAFT. See to Float: as

a breeze,,
(poet.).

WAG, v. To sJtake (Trs.
oWIntrs.)] Vid. To w. its

tail (of a dog),

or , also aiid

: to keep
W.-g, (.).
WAG, s.75 or-,,
(Arisioph.), . See Jester,

Jocose.
WAGE, v.- and-,

and . See
War.
WAGE, s. See Wages.
WAGER, lay a WAGER, s.

mid. c. gen. of the.

thing wagered (Horn.), or c.

gen. (Aristoph.) See Stake, v.

To w. with aby or lay aby a w.,

: a w.,-, .
WAGES,, . -

and -, .,., ., ,
e. g, w. of impiety, -

(Soph.). Fixed w., -
Tugis, : to give or pay w., -/ or or-

or or.
: to take, get or re-

ceive W., or
or<-...

or .
See Hire, Pay, and Merce-
nary.
WAGGERY. See Fun,

Drollery.
WAGGISH. See Funny, Jo-

cose.
WAGON, or, i}. See g. t. CAR-

RIAGE. A w. road, -, : a w. load,, 3,

e.g. (AT),,
(Eur.) : of or belonging to a

w.,, 3 : to go with a

w., : to be traversed

by w.'s, (Hdt.) :

traversed by w.'s,,
2 : to build w.'s,

and subst. -, ) : dwelling in a

w., and, 2
(Strab.).

WAGONER, or-.,, 6. To be a W.,.
WAGTAIL,,-

and-, .,, .
WAIL. See Lament.
WAILING. See Lamenta-

tion.
WAIN. SeeWagon. Charles's

w. (the constellation),, ,
b (the driver). '/, (the

wain).

WAINSCOT, -,-, ., . W.-d,-,-, and-, 3.

Y'AIST,, , (small of
the back, loins), also" (girdle)

and, (both Horn.).

To pinch in at the w., :

pinched —
, -, ,-, (wasp-like) : long w.-d,'. 2 (poet.).

NYAISTBAND. See Girdle.
WAISTCOAT, pips -, . 6., ., -, -,-,- (to stay or re-

main at a place), (not to

proceed icith attigfortlncith). To
w. for aby, ,/. : to w.
for athg, .. or

(to waitfor athg to take place),. . See
to Watch for. W. a little, w.
awhile,^ -
vov (don" t go away), -

: to w. for the future,' (Thuc.) : what
are you w.-g for?

;

the favorable moment does not
w., (Thuc.) :

to w. upon, see to Attend.
WAIT, s. To lay w., to lie in

w. for abv, see Ambush.
WAITER. See Attendant.
WAITING,, -, -,-,-, .,

. ^ Serving as a icaiter] -,, . % Waiting
upon] See Attendance and
Call, Visit, s.

WAKE, WAKEN, v. 1
TRANS.], -, -, -. To w. aby out of bis

sleep, ', -^, '- *\\ -
TRANS.], -, -

(pass.). See AWAKE.
WAKEFUL. % Sleepless]

Vid. % Watchful] .
WALK,», Tomoveo?ione''s

legs'] ", (propr.

to step ; opp. to ride and run),

(to resort, frequent), -
(to walk about). See

g. t to Go, to Come. To w. one's

toes off,

(Aristoph.) : w.-g (as adj.), -
(onfoot), (opp. to

flying, creeping, Qc., Aristot.) and, 3. As adv.

and (at afoofs pace). An
subst.,, ,, b, see the subst. Good
at w.-g,,-. 3.

WALK, s. If Act oficalking

for air or exercise],
and, b. To take a

w., go for a w., go w.-ing,-
7/. .

:

with aby, ..
Place to walk i?i],, b, a?id g. t. Way. Tj

Space walked over as measure of
distance] E.g. a day's walk, -•^, v. ^1 Gait]

Vid. % Sphere, region] Vid.

AVALL, s.,



WAL WAR WAR
{ofafortress),, (dim.).

W. of a house or room,,
6 (paries) : common or middle
w., w. of partition, -,, 6 (paries in-

terserinus) : to erect, build, or
raise a w.,. or
or' or -

: the building or raising of a

W.,, ., 6 '.

to provide with a w.,, :

to surround with a w.,-" . »
: to separate or partition by

a w.,.-.
WALL, v. a) To build or

raise a wall: ) To fortify by

or surround with a wall. See
phrases in Wall, s. W.-d,-,.,. See

to Fortify.
WALLET. See Scrip, Bag.
WALLFLOWER, ,

(g. t.for violet, snow-drop, stock,

and wallflower), and,.
WALLOW,.

See to Roll oneself.

WALNUT, -
or or, ,

or simply, . W.-tree,

or, .
WAN. See Pale.
WAND. &e Staff. A ma-

gician's w., , :

herald's w.,, .
WANDER. See Roam,

Stray, go Astray. Also-., and poet.' (pss.).,-
ff0at(/)ass.). (asvagabond)
and. To cause to w.,. ': to w. from
the right course,-

(PL) : w.-g, as adj.,,, ., ,
6., 3, and by ptcpp.

Also poet,, 3.,
3 and 2. As subst., fj,

and, 6., ., (also fig. of the mind, PL),
and Orel. Also poet.-',- and us, , rj.

WANDERER,,.- and, , , and
by ptcpp. of verb. See Rover,
Rambler."
WANE, s. (of the moon), -,

or. -
or. The moon is on the w.,.

WANE, v.'.-, and spec, of the moon,.
AVANT,v. f To Iqpk], , also,

-,- , and',, . W.-g =r

in w. of, -, -, -,-
{). Str.t.,see Des-

titute. lj To fail, be deficient]', -,-. To
w. but little of— (—to be within

a little of— , or in he all hut — ),

'

(625)

c. inf., e. g. of cry-

ing, : there w.'s little

(= all but), . See
under Little and Short of,

Far from. To w. three fingers

of being four cubits high,-
(Hdt.) :

W.-g (= deficient),, :
to be w.-g in athg (subjectively),- or- : I am
not w.-g in good will or intention,

or. "ft To ivish, to de-

sire, to long] VlD.
WANT, s. ,,, , (scarcity), -, (privation ofathg).,

h (need), , , . En-
tire W., , : W.
of sustenance, : W.
of money, : W.
of friends, : and
subjectively, w.'s (=: needs) of the
body, ! (.).
^* In many instances Crcl. with
a privat. or otherwise by com-
pounds, e. g. w. of due considera-

tion or discernment,, ., : w. of under-
standing,, : w. of advice
orgood counsel,,-, : w. of water,, h '.

want of corn or food,,
(and verb,) : to

suffer w. of athg, see to Want.
To remove or supply the w.'s of
aby, or -

: out of w., for w. of
athg, or ,

or ,(). For str.

tt.,see Poverty, Distress, Des-
titution.
WANTON, S., 2., , ., ., , ., 3., 2 (mischievous, and

also lecherous, Pint.),,
3 (voluptuous). W. treatment or
proceeding,, . ,, : to be W.,-. : to play the w.,

deal w.-ly with aby,

(jEsch.) : w. tricks, -, . See LASCIVIOUS
and Wilful.
WANTON, v.

(wanton in athg)..
(revel in luxury, X.). Also poet,

(of the wind, JEschyl.).

See to Play.

>

WANTONNESS,,, ',, . From
sheer w., or

(Luc). See Las-
civiousness and Wilfulness.
WAR, s., (agst or

with aby, ). ",
and, (poet.),,
(military service). Civil w.,

or :

foreign w.,

•) : an open w.,

: of or be-

longing to w.,, 3. ,

, : to

carry on w., (-
).. -

: to wage or go to war
against aby,,-

or : to go
to w. (oftiuo parties), : to

make w. upon aby, -. . :
to begin, engage in, aw.,

or or-. or.
or ,

: to cause,

give rise to, or bring on a w.,

or,-
or- (between

persons),

: to incite to w., set at

w., : to declare w.,() or
: to

make w. without declaring it,

: w.
not proclaimed, .,
(and without regard to overtures

of truce, internecine) : to change
the seat of war or carry the

w. into another country, -
or or-
. : to be

involved in a w., be in a state of
w., . or -

: a war is breaking
out, ,
. or-, . or-

(beticeen people) : it

comes to an open w., -
6: on the out-

break of a W., -
: to put the army on a

war footing, :
— the navy — ,.. PRISONER of

war, Vid., and Captive. The
history of a w.,

or -
: the fortune

of w.j , . ai

or -
: a man of w., see War-

rior and Ship. Minister of w.,,, . -
: w. ministry, -, : a

w. department,. ,
: council of w.,> or, >-, . -

: to hold a council of w.,-. >. W.-cry,,
: to raise a w.-cry, /'.

@lsP, , (a song or
warlike hymn) : to sing it,-,. W. -horse,'-, 6. W.-tax, ,} , and ,.

Ss



WAR WAR
WAR, v. See phrases tinder

AVAR, S.

WARBLE, and. See to Quaver, and
g. t. Sing.
WARBLER. See Singer.
WARD, f In fencing]-, . To make a w.,-

(pass.) . *|{

Custody] VlD. ^1 A district of
a town], . See District.

il A person under guardians]?..
WARD OFF, ',-. ? or

nvos.,
(by protection or resistance), -

and (to shut

out), {to defend). To
w. (in fencing), - or -

or (pass.).
WARDEN. See Guard,

Keeper, and Overseer.
WARDER. See Keeper,

Guard.
WARDROBE,--, , -, (as place),, , , ?, ,?, ?, (the garments).

WARDSHIP. See Guardian-
ship.

WARE. See Merchandize.
WAREHOUSE,, v.

or, . See
Store.
WARFARE, .

See War.
WARINESS. See Caution.
WARLIKE,?, 3.?, 3 and 2. W. expedition,, : w. enterprizes,, -

: matters assume a w. aspect,? . See
under War and Military.
WARM, s. ?, 3 (or hot,

prop, andfig.). \?, 3 (e.g. a
w. coat, ., ). Also?
(poet.) and. (Hdt.), ?,
3 (PL), and ?, 2 (poet., of
iveather) : rather w.,?,
2: veryw.,?, 2. Luke-
warm, Vid., and Tepid. To
make, to become w., see the Verb.

The dress keeps aby w.,. T[ Fig.] There is

w. work (in fighting),?
6 . % Metaph. : ardent,
zealous]. W. tempered, see

Hot, Hasty.
WARM, v., -,-. , -,-..-. To w. oneself,-

(pass.), (pass.,

to be or become warm) or -,- : W.-ing, -?, 3: W.-d,?,?, 3 : to W. up,-, -,-. to W. up
(a dish),

: to w. at,

'.
WARMING,?,-, . A means of w-, -, : w.-pan or bottle,?, (Hippoer.).

(626)

WARMTH,,?,?,', .
(Plat.). A pleasant w. (esply of
the sim),, : excessive w.,?,. See Heat. Exer-
cise or motion produces w.,.
See to Warm. ^ Fig.] See Ar-
dour, Heat, Zeal.
WARN,.-. -
(of personal subjects). Tow.

agst, (?),
and :

a token or appearance w.'s me
not

—

, or-' ' : to be

(= allow oneself to be) w.-d, -
(pass.). -

(2iass.) : to be w.-d by aby
(take his learning),

and (pass.) . -
and -?? : one that will not

be w.-d,?, 2. W.-g,
as adj. (= calculated or proper
for a warning, of a learning

effect),-? and -?,
3 : a w.-g example,. See
to Admonish, Exhort. W.-
ing, as subst.,?,-
?,).,. -, ?';. To take w.-g, to listen

to or take aby's w.-g, see under the

Verb. My w.-g is of no avail or
in vain, ?: to be a w.-g,

. . .

WARP, S., ?, ., . Also,
(PL, opposed to, woof),, (Callim.). W.-like,
like the threads of the w., -?, ? (PL).
WARP, v. U Intrans.] -

and (as wood,
<^"C, by bending, contracting, or
shrivelling: see those verbs), ^f

TRANS.]. -.
WARRANT, v. 1 To autho-

rize] ?.' .. am w.-d
to do athg,?. or

or :

to consider oneself w.-d... ^j To guarantee athg,

e. g. the genuineness or correct-

ness] (also mid.), -
(to take upon one-

self),' .?. He will

do it, I w. you (= take my word
for it), .
WARRANT, s. Authority],,, and phrases

under the verb. % A zcarrant of
captio?i] . To issue a
w. agst aby, or-.
WARRANTABLE. See Jus-

tifiable.

WARRANTY. be* A
rity and Guarantee.
WARREN,,.
WARRIOR,, oZv-

to?,?, ,-
?, , . A brave or valiant

w.,?, .? -. See Hero.
WART,, -?,

(a wart with a neck to it; with
adj., full of such w.'s,-?, ?),, , and,

(on palm of haiid and sole of
foot, and growing directly out of
the skin, not with a neck : Lat.
formicationes) : to have such w.'s,

{with subst. -?,
) : full of such, ))?,
? : W.-like,?, ?.?, (e.g. ?, a stone

with wart-like lumps on it).

WARY. See Cautious.
WASH, v. and,

(chiefly of parts of the human
body). ,
(esply linen). See to Bathe. To
w. or w. oneself (one's hands),. (?-
?), (poet., with
holy water) : to w. out athg fm
oneself,'' .-. To w. a blackamoor
white, : to w.
off,-,-. -, -,-., : tow.
(as the sea, <|"C.), -, -,-': w.-d all round,?, 2 (poet.) : of or
belonging to w.-g, ?,?, 3 : water for w.-g in,, ?, 77, and poet, -vi-, : a w.-g of the hands,, : a vessel for it,, .
WASH, s. Washing]-

?, . ?, (of linen),?, (of the body), and inf.

of verb. To be in the w. (of
linen), (pass.) : to

send to the W.,. *\l Lotion] YlD.,, (for cleansing the

body), -, (cosmetic), ^j For rinsing

or in which athg has been rinsed],, -, . ^\ A marsh] YlD.
WASH -BALL,?, . See SOAP.
WASH-HAND -BASIN,. ijpo?, .,.
WASH-TUB, ?, ., .
WASHERWOMAN, h-. (JEsdn.l.)

and?, ? (Aristoph.),

-
WASP,, ?, -, . Of or belonging to a

w.,?, 3: like aw.,-? and,?, 2 : a w.'s

nest,, (a?id metaph.,

e. g. . : a cell in one,, , as, of bees),

also, : to destroy a

W.'s nest, ? :



WAS WAT WAT
Stir up a w/e nest,"-

: to make like a w.,-
(e. g. by tight lacing).

WASPISH, WASP- LIKE,, 3., ,
and-, . See Irritable,
Morose.
WASSAIL, ?, 6. See

Revelry.
WASTE, v. 1 Trans.] -,.,. -, --..,-., -,-

(ofgrief, Sec). To w. by degrees,

: to w. by extravagance,

-,-, see to LA-
VISH. Also.... % -
trs.] See to Dwindle, to Con-
sume (ifitrs.)..... To
"W. away slowly,

{pass., Hipp.).
'

AVAST E, adj. Tf Destroyed,
desolate] VlD. To lay w.,... -. See Devas-
tate, Ravage. U Refuse {adj.)]

Vid., and Worthless. W.
land, see the Subst.

WASTE, s. TI Lavish or
wanton consumption],, .,. W.
of time, {), .
M^Decay] Vid. % Waste land]

{devastated) or- {unfilled), .
WASTEFUL. See Extra-

vagant, Lavish.
WATCH, s. II The act of

watching or guarding],
h {as act, and as time, e. g. the
w.'s of tbe night,),, {of
post). To keep w., to have the
W.,.
or or or-. .
{with or ivithout),

: in the day time,^polv (r= to be-
and-,, 6, day-

watcher) : at night,-
(=to be,,

6, night-watcher) : a n. w., -, {Eur.). ^[ The person
watching, a watch {man)],, , .,,. -

(of athg),Ti.

and (scoid),o. SeeGvAKT),
Sentinel. * Collectively, a body

of men],, oi.

oi' (at

the towns gate). To send out or
post a w., or

or.
The captain of the w. or that has
the w. (= is on guard),-, , and, 6.

*Ii Watch house] Vid. H A time-

piece]--,. &° For the ancient method,

see Dm.. The w. goes (too fast,

too slow),(, --) : w.-maker, »;?
(627)

' .
6 (mod. Gr.).

WATCH, v. H Not to sleep

or be asleep]. -. See to Wake. ^]. To
be vigilant or attentive] See the

Adjj. To w. over aby's safety,-. "\\

be on the look out, to watch for]..,
e7ri-, irapa-,-. -

(with hostile design). To
W. carefully,,-. [with expecta-

tion), il To observe closely and
attentively] ,,
-, KuTa- . -. .,,

(Thuc, to give good heed to

athg). To w. the enemy's move-
ments, &C,-,

: to w. or blockade
an enemy (with ships),

(also to lie by and w., and

fig., see beloio). TJ To watch athg
(with a via• of deriving beiiefit or

profit by it}], -,-.. To w. the
right time, period, or opportunity,

or -
(Eur.) , -

(Dem.).-,-,- :

he w.'s his opportunity agst our
city, -

(Dem.). Also
(to watch so as to provide for).

T[ To keep watch],,. -,. To w. by
night, by day, see tinder Watch,
s. : to w. from a watch-toaver,
Vid. : w.-g, ptcpp. : w.-g by, over,

alone, -, -,-,
2 (poet).

WATCH-FIRE,, .
To light or kindle the w.,-.. See FlRE
and Beacon.
WATCH-HOUSE, h

or, -, .
WATCH-MAKER. See

under Watch, s.

WATCH-TOWER,
and,, . To
watch from a w., -\,-. See LOOK out.

WATCHMAN,,,
., 6. See under Watch,
s., a?id Guard, s.. Sentinel.
WATCHWORD,,, . -,

. To give the w.,-,- or-
: the w. is

passing along, ] --
: thew. has gone round,---

: the giving out of the

W..--,-, .
WATER,*, ',',.

River-, sea-, spring-, well-w., .

,,,: salt W., -
and : standing w.,. (ivithadj. --, 2, and verb-,

= to have it), see Stagnant : w.
for washing the hands,,, (esply holy .) : to draw
W., .
(with subst.', ) and-

(also to take in w., of a
ship,). : to fetch or carry

w., .. (subst.-, ). : w.-
carrier, . -man,, 6 :

to drink W., . -
(stibst.-, ), -

: to have or be in

want of w., (tcith subst./, ), 2 : well off for w.,

-,-, (subst. - and-, ) : having little w.,, 2 : to attract w. (as

the sun), . and-
: to cut off the w.,-.'

: to go into or take tc

the w., .

the w. comes up to my knees,

(pass.) (), :

to pour w. on (athg), -
: by land and w.,

: to

go by or on the w.,...
: that lives or grows in

the w.,, 3 (by w., on w.,

opp. to ), ', 2., 3 (w. animals, ., , PL) : under w., -, 2 (Thcophr.).

(PL), and, 2. -
(as adv.) : to lay under w.,: w. side, 7rpos

(or )
: to surround with

W., (Thuc.) : to

be surrounded by w.,-
: surrounded — ,-,, 2. W.-fall, see

Cataract. To hold w., be w.
tight,' : w.- tight or
w.-proof,, . -

and, 3. W. on the

chest, see Drops : w. in the head,,, and -, b : that

has it,- and-,
b. W. basin or urn, ewer, bucket,,, 6. -,. , .,, ., ., . -
>,.,, ., b (JEsch.).

W. flask or bottle, -, . W. fowl, -,, -, oi. W. hen, ', ., , . W. serpent,, , and, . W. plant,

or or, . W\ lily,-, . W. -works,

and,. See AQUE-
DUCT, Conduit. W. mill,-, ., 6. -, , 6, and ^

Ss2



WAT WAY
also, (and Hesych.
-). W. organ,, sws,

jj : one that understands to play

on it,,, 6. W. wheel,
6 '-. W. spout,-, [from the roof). W. pipe,, b. W. course
or channel,,-,, {conduitfor let-

ting off water, Dem). W. drain,, . W. clock,-, .,.-, , 6. W. prophet or
diviner by w.,, ,
b : divination by w., -, : art of seeking for w.,- and-,

: that practises it,-,, 6, and-, , ,-, , 6 : to get a supply
of water, {Luc.) :

scooped out by the action of w.,, 2 : water-green,- and -, 2.

See other compounds in Gr. Eng.
Lex. under- und -.
WATER, v. {land and

cattle), {Hdt.). -" {plants), -,-. {Eur.),. To w. a
horse, {Strab., to

walk him in a porid) : well w.-d,
-, -,- : scantily

w -d, : half w.-d,, : w.-g, and, and,
., (of a horse by
walking in a pond) : w.-g place

{for cattle),, 6 (Horn.),

and, (place

where water is draivn, well) : =
bathing place, see Bath. To go
to or visit a w.-ing-place,-

or dip-.
WATERY. 11 Propr.] -, 3. -, -, and-, . , (e. g. of

wine), and (subst. -,, ), also, 3. -
7/3 os, 2 (full of water),-
and -, 3 (poet.),,-,, , and,
. To be W.,

(pass., Aristot.) : to make w.,: of w. consistency,-, (Galen, opp. to-) : with w. eyes, -, 2 (opp. to-). ^[ Abounding in water\
See under Water, v.

WAYE, s.,.,, 6 (a short breaking wave
ichich curls back and dashes over).

To rise in W.'s,. -
(pass.) : full of w.'s., 3., ., , 6.

WAVE, v. «fl Intrs. : To
move as a ivave]

(pass.), (pass.),-
(pass.). W.-g,-, , ., 3., , 6. ^| Trs.] -...-
(628)

(poet.), and' (Horn.). To W. one's

hand (in making a sign),-
. *H To move to and fro]

See to MOVE, , '-. See to Float, Hover.
TI To wave or waives omit, (wil-

lingly) foreqo, pass over~\ Vid.
WAVED, WAVY,-, . A w. motion,,, (Aristot.).

WAVER, (pass.)

and.
and-( ,pss.).. (pass.), -/.. -',..-

?;,. W.-g,
see Inconstant, Unsettled.
W.-g r= flickering (tgtjp add to

that art.,, 3, poet.) : w.-g
in mind,, 3 (poet.).

WAX, s., 6. Made of

w.,, 3 (and pliable as w.,

nose of w.) : to do over with w.,, : done over
with w.,, 3 : like w.,

w. coloured,,2.-, , 6, >). ,
: moulded in w.,--

tos,-, 2 : a modeller in w.,-, -, , 6 :

his art,-, ) : to mould
of w.,-,- :

a torch of w.,,, 6 :

w. tapers,, oi : formation
of w. and materials of w., -, ) (Aristot.) : dealer in w.,

w. chandler,, , 6:
making cakes of w.,-,
2 : a painter on w.,,
6, ?'; (but, 2, painted

in w.) : the art of painting on w.,, ?'j : white, bleached

w.,, : to bleach like

w.,: sticking-plaster

of white w.,, : w.
salve or unguent, see the verb and
Cerate, also of w. and pitch,-,, (used
in later times by ivrestlers. Plut.).

WAX, v. *If (Trs.) To cover

or besmear with wax\,-. Waxed,, 3 :

W.-d floor, ))),,
(and = w. salve, cerate). ^ (In-

trans.) To groiv] Vid.
WAXEN,, 3 (and see

under the subst.).

WAY,, 6. , , and
poet,, (to athg, -,
', its : and fig. , in

order to). oTuos, (PL). See

Road, Path. Trodden, beaten

W., ',,,-
(Aristoph.), 6 : foot-w. ,

-, , and poet,,- and -,
(Horn.) : the shortest w. or cut,

>) : to take
the short w., :

the straight w., Vid. To take

one's W., ^,
: to take a different w., -

: to go one's W.,

or : a

high-w., , r\ .

show aby the w., .
: to bring

aby into the w., : to

bring aby on his w., see Escort :

out of the w., : to put
one in the w., .

t?s : to make one's
w. (advance), (mid),' (pass.) :

to stop the w. agst aby, -.-
: opening the w., paving or

preparing the w., -%, 2,

-TroitjTi/co's, 3 : on the w.,'. . Also-, 3 (inter eundurn). See
Route, Journey. To stand in

aby's W., ,-
and (PI.) -

: sis,,-
— : see Hinder,

Obstruct, Thwart (gu* to

which add -
). To stand out of aby's

w., : to

make w. for, give w. to,-
or' ,-', : to give w. to,' '. (give

loose to, e.g. a feeling, Eur.). See
Yield. To get out of athg's w.,, : go
your w. ! . -

: (get) out of the
way,. To put aby out
of the W., ,
avaiptlv : to come in one's

w., Crcl. with ,
see to Happen, Meet with,

Light upon. To be in luck's

w., see Lucky : out of harm's w.,

: to do athg by
the w. , or -

: to mention by
the w.,, tee ' by
the Bye,' and Cursory, Pass-
ing. To depart from the w. of
virtue, :

to leave the right w.,. W.'s and means, -,, : in this W.,. : to

try one's luck (in) this w., «is' (pass.):

to get or attain athg in an honest
w., in the w. of honesty, -

:

what w. shall I best be able to

bring athg about? ; in

a friendly w., : that

is the (right) w. to it,

h , e. g. to attain, ac-

complish, bring about, or arrive

at athg, ,
or simply c. infin. : by w. of apo-

logy,,-, also

('=, for

the sake of). In what w. ?

; ; See
How. It is their w.,. -. . -

: 'tis woman's w.,

: after aby's (pe-

culiar) w., or .



WAY WEA WEE
WAYFARER, -PARING,, 6, . See TRAVEL-

LER.
WAYLAY, '.

(poet, and lute prose),

(Th.). See phrases
in Ambush.
WAYLAYER, -,-,,-, , .
WAYWARD,-,

2, -, 3 (to be —

,

-). Also- and-, 2. See Perverse, Fan-
ciful, Petulant, and Self-
willed.
WAYWARDNESS,-, . See PERVERSITY,

Petulance, Self-will.
WE, : 0§» but unless

emphatic not separately rendered,

being expressed by the personal
flexion. The use of\ p. plur.for
1 p. sing, is even morefrequent in

Greek than in English.

WEAK,, . -,, 2., 3
(iveak in character and will). Also
sts, 3, and,,
(slight, small)., 3 (e.g. of
the voice)., , (dull,

of sight, intellect, S^c).

and, 3 (dim, obscure)., 3 (of voice), and
(of liquids)., 3

and 2., 2 (of a for-
tress), , 3 (decayed, un-

sound). The w. side of aby or
athg, : w. of under-
standing or intellect,. :

to be W.,..
: to render or make

w., see to Weaken. Aby's eyes
or sight grows w.,

: the cattle are in a

\V. State, .
See Infirm, Feeble, and sir. t.

Impotent, also Slight, Faint,
Dim, &c.
WEAKEN,, -. or-. and. (dim.), du-

(dull), and
(impair), and

(consume, waste).

and- (unstring). See
Enfeeble, Debilitate.
WEAKLING, ,, (Aristoph.), -, , . See EFFEMINATE.
WEAKLY, adj. See Weak,

Feebi V

WEAKNESS, and, . ',-,, ./8-,-
-,-,-,,
.,, , and by veut.

adjj., e.g. ,.
W. of intellect, -. -. .
See Infirmity, Feebleness,
Debility, and str. t. Impo-
tence.
WEAL. «ff Welfare] Vid.

f} Mark of a stripe or bloiv]

(629)

,,.,,
6. Full of w.'s,, 3 :

good for w.'s,, 3 (Hip-
pocr.).

WEALTH. Riches]-, 6.,.,<,,,)\,,, . The W. of a
country, :

to accumulate/.,-
or,'-
or : to acquire w.

by athg, ,
or

or .
WEALTHY,, 3.,, 2. -

(a?id),,., 2., 3. -, 2. To be W.,.., or
iKuva or. --,-,-.
WEAN,a7roya\a^Ti^£(i/.-. Weaned,, 2. Also fig.-,. -,- : to

have w.-d oneself from athg,-.
: to be w.-ing —, ct7ro-

or .
WEAPON,, . W.'s,,. , , : w.'s

for close fight, :

with w.'s,. '., 2 : with w.'s in one's

hands,. .,
3. See Arms and phrases.

WEAR, v. 1 As clothes, $c]. C. dut. .
To w. a black dress, -.

: to w. rings, or

: to w. (such

or such) clothes, -
or,. See to Put on and to

be Clad. *ft To waste or con-

sume with use and time],-,-.,.... Also -,--,. To be worn
away, (.). -

(Hdt.) : to be worn
out (by fatigue, <Jfc.), see to Fa-
tigue, Exhaust. A worn-out
coat,>,.
WEAR (substantively),,, ., , and Orel,

with the Verb. *fl For fish] -, 6.

WEARINESS,,-, 6. See Fatigue.
WEARISOME. See Fa-

tiguing, Toilsome.
WEARY, v. and adj. See

Fatigue, Tire.
WEASEL,, . ",, .' and,

6, . A w.'s skin,, ., .
WEATHER, s.,. ,.

Fine W.,,,,

?7 : in fine W., ; dull

W., , : bad,
stormy w.,, , 6 :

changeable w.,-, , and-,. W.-COck,-, . W. -glass, prps-, . W.-wise,-,,, 6: W.-WIS-
dom,, .
WEATHER, v. See to En-

dure, Overcome.
WEAVE,.-.. and tl-

(of garlands). To weave
entirely and to finish weaving,- : to weave in, - : to weave
together,-, and-
aud-,
(PL) : woven,,-, 3 : athg woven,,: finely woven,, 2
(PI.): well woven,,
(Sojih.) : woven in,,
2. The (act of) w.-ing,, .,, .-, (PL),,

(Aristot.), and, -, n : of or belonging to

W.-ing,,,
WEAVER,, , 6., ., .

be a w.,: a w.'s reed
(to strike the threads),, :

the using of it,,, .
WEB,, . , .

Also (poet.), and
(by platting), .,
(fig., of intrigue, $£c). A spi-

der's web,, . See
Tissue. "[} A membra?ioits tis-

sue beticeen the toes of certain ani-

mals], , . W.-
footed,,, ,

(Aristot.,. to').
WED. See to Marry. Wed-

ded to athg (fig.), see Devoted.
WEDDING-DAY,, oi

(the feast or celebration).

WEDGE,,, 6., ., (esply

fig., as milit. t.). To cleave by a
w., : a small w.,-, 6., : w.-
shaped,, .-, 2 : w.-shaped order of battle,, 6.

WEDLOCK. See Marriage.
^WEDNESDAY, ,',,

(mod. Gr.).

WEED, or, ., .
WEEK, (),, .
WEEK-DAY, -, (a day of the iveek)., (a work-

day).

WEEKLY,' -. W. wages, ' -.
WEEP. II (INTRANS.)] -,. or

(, at athg). To w. for

one's misfortunes,



WEI WEL. (of
young children ; comp. to Cry).
Without w.-ing (as adv.),-, : [as adj.)-, 2., , , r), and, 2 : to be about to

w., feel inclined to w., feel as

though one could w.,.. Weeping
(subst.), or.., . See
Tear, s., and Cry, Mourn,
Bewail. To w. aloud,-

(PL, a euphemistic antiphra-
sis).

WEIGH. H (Trs.)] -. (), , also

(to. off or out,//,/,-/, «?3?-',» L4?'is-

ioph.), and> , which
last is also weigh with the hand,
— ,

(Eur.),
and simply arid-

(poet.). To weigh out
to aby,

: to have anything weighed
out to oneself,

(Dem.) : to w. over again (for
correctness),,-

. To w. down,
(esply fig.), ,

(poet.), see to Out-
weigh and to Oppress. To w.
(= heave, raise) anchor, avu-- or- or' or
(poet.) . -

(put to sea). To w. atlig

over in one's mind,,,, see to Ponder, Deliberate,
Balance, and Consider, Ex-
amine. To w. well his words,. To
w. one thing agst another,-,,.
% (Intrs.)] (c. gen.
or c. ace. appos. of the weight, e.

g. to w. ten minas, . .
or ). and
(c. ace. of the weight, e. g.

. or . ). Things that

w. more are considered heavier,
and things that w. less, lighter,, -

(PL). That weighs so

much, adj. in -aloi, e. g. that

w.'s a pound,, 3. To
w. more, see to Outweigh and
Preponderate. Athg weighs
with me (fig.), Crcl. by phrases
under Weight, Importance.
Weighing (subst.)., ., . W.-d,-
TOS, 3.

WEIGHER (one who weighs).
Crcl. with the Verb.

WEIGHT, m In the abstract], . ^, 6. ., . Also, . Of
equal or the same w.,--, -, 2. , ./,,. -, -, -

(630)

-,, : equality of

W., -, -, --, ?'/ : of unequal w., -, : without weight,, . So much in w.,

of the w. of so much, adj. in-, e. g. a pound— , :

a talent — ,- and- : a mina —
,

and, 3 : also by partepp. of
Weigh (intrs.). Of' full w., 6Xo-
te/\?;s, : worth his w. in gold,, ,. ^f In
the concrete: the thing iceigled

icith], .,
(to. in the balance). Lawful

or standard w.,, :

by w., or: to sell

by w., .
: to give

false w., (Dem.) :

inspectors of w.'s and measures,, oi. *ff Metaph.: im-
portance], . , -, , and, h, and, [influence, considera-

tion). Of W.,, ', .-, 2 : of no W.,,,
. ,'., :
to attach w. to athg, Xoyov -, :

— too much w. —,

: — great or particular w.—
, . -

.
: to have w.,

be of w.,. -
: to be of great or considera-

ble w., : to

possess w. (ofpersons),,/, (with aby,

). See Importance,
Influence.
WEIGHTINESS. See under

Weight, Heaviness, Import-
ance, Cogency.
WEIGHTY,, , ., . See HEAVY. Fig.

usu., -, a (e. g. w.
proofs, , ).
See Important, Cogent.
WELCOME, ',,,, 3. ,

', ., 2.,, . Welcome ! !

to bid aby w., see the Verb : athg
is quite W. to me,' -,.. .
WELCOME, s., ., ., r). He

will give you a pretty w.,

(iro-

nical).

WELCOME, V. ',. -
: to w. each other,

and-
: after w.-ing each other

they entered into a deliberation,.
WELFARE,,.-,-,-,--, -, and poet, -,, . See Good, s., Prospe-

rity.

WELL, s., u., (X.). Belonging iv.

a w.,, 3 (e. g. w. wa-
ter, ) : to di? a
w., : one that digs

it,,, ,
6 : the digging of aw.,-

: to draw water fm a w.,,
Att. : w.-rope,, .
WELL, adv. ,. Also

(pleasantly), (right-

ly). Athg agrees w. with me,,, see ' to do Good :' I am do-

ing w., or ,-
: one does w. to —,

or c. partcp.

nom., or conversely, e. g. he does

w. not to be silent,

: and w. that you did so!

: it is w.
that you are coming, or. ,

: it would be
w. for you, if

—

, , —

:

athg goes W.,

: w. off for athg, , -
: it suits him w.,

: I know w.,. : I am W.
aware, , -

or : to have deserved

w. of aby, -. #* Very often ex-

pressed by compounds with ,
e. g. w.-armed,, 2 : w.-

made (of shape or grozcth), -
?, « : w. put together, w.-
arranged,,-,, 2. See the folloic-

ing compounds, and usu. the second

member of Hie compound, e. g.

w.-vebsed, w. -informed, Qgl

% In combination u-ith to be, =
in good health, Vid. : to get

w., see to Recover. U Denoting
approbation, ^-c] W. done !

: w., very w. ! . -. (in reply) : w. then—
, . • .. . ' . .. As w. — as,,.. ,.
WELL-AFFECTED, -DIS-

POSED, -INCLINED, -, 3., . To be w.
towards aby, /
or .
WELL-BEHAVED, -BRED,, ., 2.,

3., 2. -, 3., 2.?, (polite).

WELL-BEING. See Wel-
fare,,, (poet.).

WELL-BORN,*, .
WELL-DREST, .*,
WELL - FAVOURED. See

Beautiful, Handsome.
WELL-FED, -,--, 2.

WELL-FORMED,,
2. or -.
WELL-GROWN, </>'/9(«;).



WEL WHA WHE
WELL-KNOWN,,, 2.

WELL-MEANING,WELL-
MEANT,', 2., 3.

Well-meant advice,

(Luc). : he gave W.-
meant advice, -
ye.

WELL-ORDERED. See Or-
derly, , 2 (with subst.

-, , verb -).
WELL-READ. See Learn-

ed.

WELL-SPOKEN,-,-, . See Eloquent.
WELL-WISHER,, 2.

See Friend, Benevolent.
WELTER. See 'to Roll

(oneself) about,' to Wallow.
To w. in one's blood,' .

(pass., Soph.).

WEN, ,,,,, .
WENCH, s. See Girl.
WENCH, ...
WEST, ( )\)., . Towards the W.,. ,-

: from the W., .
WESTERLY, WESTERN,

WESTWARD, ., 3., 2 and 3.

and, 3. The
w. parts of a country, -.
WEST-WIND,, 6.

WET, adj.,, 3.-, -,, 2. -, 3 and 2 (of iveather), poet,, 3., (Hipp.).

To he w.,-, -,-.
A w. year or season,, : w. weather,,, , see Rainy : to

make w., see the Verb : a little w.,; w. through,
and, 2 : SOAKING w.,

Vid.

WET, s., WETNESS,,. , . and -is,, .
WET, V., -,-., -, -.. See MOIST-

EN and sir. t. Soak.
WET-NURSE,,],, .
WETHER, or, .
WHALE,, .,. Of the size of a w.,-, : w. fishery, jj -. Whaler,.
WHAT. « Interrog.] ti's,,

and indirect' : as subst.

and . Also (qualis),

(quantus), and indirect,, 3. But the direct

interrog. is often retained in the

dpt question. W. say you?
; I know not w. you say,

(631)

: you sir,

w. are you doing ? w. am I doing

(ask you) ? ;; w. means this? w. mean
you by this? ';
or ; w.'s the

matter? ; w. then?

; ; ; do you
see ? (I do, and) w. then, w. of

that ? — ; ; we must
not heed w. people in general,

but w. the intelligent say,-, ' (.) :

I know not with w. courage or

in w. words I shall speak, -
(PL). 4^°

Note the construction of the inter-

rog. with participial and dpt
clauses, e. g. w. ailed (possessed,

induced) you not to keep quiet ?

(dpt b ) or
(or)

; see Why? W. ails you
to twist and shuffle so? '

; w. had he done
wrong that the thing did not turn
out so ?

;

w. must take place before you
will act ? ,; if you were to ask me,
w. there must be in aby's body
to make it warm,, -, (si cui

quidnam in corpore insit, PL) :

do you know w. they do (for

doing w. it is) that people call

them ungrateful ? -
; ^$° Note also the construc-

tion with a demonstr. attached as
apposition, I bring sad news. W.
may that be?.

;
(PL) : what are these

(matters) yon speak of?; (PL) Tow.
purpose ? ;

' (-) ; for w. reason ? ' and; seeWHY,WHEREFORE:
of w. country? 7roia7ro's ; 3 : at

w. time ? see When ? w. o'clock

is it? W. o'clock?; ;

(Aristoph.) : in wbat place? see

Where? of what age or size?; 3: what (in point of
number or reckoning, quotus)?; 3. What's-his-name,
what-do-you-callhim, , ,

(her, it). In w. way shall

we contend and for w.? (dou-

ble interrogation), '
; w. imitations

they are, and of w. life (they are

imitations), I cannot say, 7
' ,

(PL). ^ For the

rules of construction of dpt ques-

tions ivith what and other inter-

rogat. pronominal words, see the

Grammars. I asked w. he said,

(or b ) or

(the direct question being

;). — (fin -
; . did you say, e. g. yester-

day) : I don't know w. to do
with the money, ,() -

: I am at a loss w. to do,, , see un-
der To, infill. : they did not know
w. they were doing, w. they had
done, b ,-

($W ambiguous; both, also

= w. to do). TI In eocclama-

tioiis : what a —, &c] oTos (qua-

lis), ' (quantus), 3, and by, see How. W. a length the
nights are ! -' (Aristoph.) : w. a plea-

sure ! W. joy ! u>s.' :

w. trouble you have in your sup-
per ! '

(.) : and indirect,

Socrates appeared to me a happy
man (when I reflected) w. a noble
end he made, .— -

(.) : Cyrus departed,

commiserating the woman (when
he thought) w. a husband she
had lost, Kupos -, ' -

(.) : do you see

w. a number there are of us ?, ' ; [fin the

exclamation, ' ' !). 0$*
Sts the relative form is used for
the indirect interrogative, esply

tenth tell, say, §c. : he tells the

shipmaster who he is, and for w.
causes (= the causes for icch) he
is fleeing,

oVtis ,
(Time).

Relative : = that (those)

which] As adj. ', , b,,
', b , also (qualis),' (quantus), 3 : as subst. b, a,

b ,, , . To do
W. he will, b -

: to say w. he is thinking
of, . At-
traction is frequent, e. g. from w.
you confess, it appears plainly—

,

, ov — : W.
money (=so much as) they found,. i^-Porthe
co7istruction of relative sentences

connected by what and other rela-

tive pronouns see the Grammars.
W. you now ask is no trifling

or simple matter,'
(.) : w. I say is true,'. " W. with —, W.
with —,

—
, .

—
, . —

,. —
, , all c. ptepp.

WHATEVER, -SOEVER.
See under Ever and Whoever.
WHEAT,, b, and -, oi (pi., as store or supply),, (as food). Made of w.,

wheaten,, 3 (e. g. w.
bread, ., ) : the finest

sort of w. bread, (), : beer made of w.,-, : a field of w.,

: bran of



WHE WHE Wh.
W., , : w. I

flour,, : the finest sort

of it,, ttos, : w. straw,

ai : to

sell w.,. W. har-

vest, 6 . -, .
WHEATEN, e. g. w. bread,

w. flour, see the Subst.

WHEEDLE. See to Cajole.
WHEEL, s., 6. -, b. A carriage w.,-, 6 : the w. turns

round, :

like a w., in the shape of a w.,, : a SPINNING w.,

Viol.: w. drag,, :
w. rut or track, , ??., : w.-wright,-, 6 : w.-barrow,,. ,
: w.-barrow trundler,-, , b (Plut.). *fl As
instrument of torture],
. To break on the w.,-
,..
' WHEEL. * (Trans.)] -. (doum).

(on or forward).
See to Turn. TJ (Intrans.) To
wheel ronnd~\ and..

(all puss.).

WHEEZE. See Pant.
WHELP. See Cub.
WHEN ? ;, and

;
(at what moment

or time of the day ?) W. will

you act ? ; in in-

direct questions sts and
: since they could not

tell w. some invader would come
and deprive them —, ,

(Thuc.) : as there
was no saying w. they might
break out in conflict with each
other, bv '

(Thuc): no-
thing being settled as to w. they
should set out,

(Thuc.).

See also 'What time?' For
the construction see the Grammars.
WHEN, temp, conjunc., ,

(indefi, whenever, in re

saepius facta), and sts (as),

(at the moment or time of
day in well), and
(esply with notion of causality),

also sts ' and (prop?:
where, as Lot. ubi), and (hoiv,

as), and' (as, so soon as,

prop. how), , (poet.).

(1) With indie, when the thing
spoken of is put as actual fact

:

w. you are in prosperity be not
high-minded, ,

: w. we returned
fm succouring the Eubceans, bd'

(Dem.) : w. the ambassadors came
fm Philip, '

(Dem.) : W.
they had conquered in the fight,

(Thuc.)

:

(632)

w. the generals perceived this,-
(.) : w. I came, he was

not there, ,
(PL).

(2) With (,,,) and the suhj. (to

denote the indef. point of time and
contingency in present or future) :

w. we go, these will follow us,, ,-
(viz., supposing ice do go) : I

advise you when(ever) you see

(supposing you do see) any beau-
tiful woman, to flee,, ,

(.) : w. I (shall) have
carried my point, I will be here

to take you back to Greece, -, ,' -
(.).

(3) After a preterite, in oratio

obliqua : he said he would send

w. he should be able, -
(fm }/) or ,

otuv] (mood of orat. recta

retained) : he said he did not

know this w. he sent the messen-
ger,, (not opta-

tive) ,''/ (from —
,) : Hippocrates in-

tended, w. it should be the fit

time, to invade Bceotia,-, ',-
(Thuc, from . or

,) : they

vowed to sacrifice w. (propr.

where) they should first reach a

friendly land,

(.) : he passed the

word to halt when (ever) the ene-

my pressed on them,-, -
(., from-—

,).
Optat. of indefinite repetition (tfoe

principal verb usu. imperf. indi-

cat. or otherwise expressive offre-
quency) : w. (== whenever) he was
compelled he used to conquer
them all, ,

: it was (ever)

his wont w. he came hither —

,

', '-
— (.) : I used to (or would)

say, w. aby asked me, ,
: the wild-

asses, when(ever) one pursued

them, would run forward and
then stop, and again w. the horse

got near, they did the same,,, ,?; ' '-
(.). 1§§* When the subject

is the same in the dpt and in the

principal clause, and the temporal

clause precedes, the subject is usu.

prefixed to both, as in the fol-

lowing : w. Xerxes retreated fm
Greece, he built, it is said, the

citadel of Celsenae,,

**,*
(.).

(4) TL• when of the principal

action is freq. (as in English) ex-

pressed by the partcp., in concord
with the subject, when there is but

one subject, and by the gen. absol.

when the subject of the temp, clause

is not the subject of the principal

action : w. they had heard this

(— having heard it) they departed,

: w.

people's bodies are becoming effe-

minate, their souls also become
much more feeble, -

ai'
(.).

Other usages] Hardly or
scarcely had 1 done this, I had
just done this, when — , -, — : the

sun was not yet down, w. they
came, ', kui. And (colloq.) = and
then, e. g. I hope to come —, w.
I will visit you, ,.
WHENEVER, -SOEVER,,. SeeWHEN,a?id

under Ever; also 'as Often as,'

' as Soon as,
1
Src.

WHENCE. H Interrog.]-
; and in indirect questions,-
(both ofplace and cause),

or ; ; and
indirect,\ ' (of cause).

Whence (= of what country) ?; 3: w. comes it?.; ;
;

*\ Relative]

and, also (Trag.
and .), ' or or.

or . W.-soever,-
(PL), : W.-

soever it may be,

(PL). ^W The construc-

tion follows the same rules as that

of When, and generally Who,
S[c, in dpt interrog. and in rela-

tive sentences.

WHERE. *& Interrog.] oZ;

and indirect,. Where (=
at wch of two places) ?

;

and indir.. W. in

the world ? ()
(ubi gentium or terrarum?).

Also after verbs of motion ex-

pressed by whence and whither,; ;,: e.g.

w. did the disturbance take its

rise?
;

you know w. the sun rises and w.
it sets,, -, (.). H
Relative] and . .' (mly poet.), (just

w.), also and or

(propr., which way) : and with

verbs of motion,,,-
(whence), and ol, (whi-

ther).—Wherever, wheresoever,.. -. $* For the construction see

the general rules for dpt interrog.

and relative sentences.



WHI WHI
, jiEREABOUT, , and

direct .
WHEREAS, or.

See Since. W. {on the contrary),

, — , ' uv {opp. to

expressed or understood). Also

, e.g. that we may not fancy

we are learning, w. it may be

just the reverse, ' )-,
{PL).

And or but w. (== as regards

this, that —),o or , e. g. and

w. you threatened, that —,?)(, —

.

WHERE- AT, -by, -from,
-IN, -INTO, -OF, -ON and -UPON,
-out,- and -unto, express by

the interrog. or relative pronoun,

with the corresponding preposition.

WHEREFORE. See Why.
TJ Interrog.'] and indir.; or {)
or'; ,;

Relative] ', ' ., and ...
WHERRY, -MAN. See

Boat, -man.
WHET,Uj5y£ii/.a/coi/<ii/.W.-d,, 3. W.-ing,, v.

WHETSTONE,, .
6", ., .
WHETHER, as adj. {which

of two), joos, and indir.-. 3.

WHETHER, conj. with in-

die, or optat. {see the rules of dpt

interrog. in the Grammars). I

know (knew) not w. he ought to

be forgiven, {()
{')-: I know (knew) not w.

he will (would) be —,{) (')
—. ^r Our w. — not is also

rendered by without the nega-

tive : consider w. the Grecian
practice is not better,

b'\)
(.) : neither can the general

know for certain w. it is good for

him to be general, nor he that

has married a beautiful woman
w. he shall not have sorrow thro'

her, ,,,
{.) :

§• but, he asks w. 1 am not

ashamed, ' '-
nai {the question being emphatic,;). Also more emph.
by {indirect in form of direct

question) : my mind was ever
blooding over the thought w. it

would ever be (— will it then ever

be ?) in my power to take ven-

geance ? ",
; Sts , viz. af-

ter look, consider, ?. : let us see

w. Nicias thinks — ,?' {PL, implying the

question, He does not think, does

he ?) : and after the same verbs

more with ref. to a single

paint wch we wish to have ascer-

(683)

tained : consider w. this does not
please you better,. Whether
may also be expressed by
{ichen), e. g. as there was no say-

ing w. some invader would not
come in and deprive them,-
, -(/.). W. perchance,. W. — or — {disjunctive

question), {) —
. —

, , and with more promi-
nence to the speaker's indecision

between the two possibilities,—
,. —

,.—
, : each land, w. great or

small, ",
{Thuc.) : W. a

great state or a small, -
{Devi.).

In poetry also ' — , —, and — with the first' omitted. In Att. or ap'

or is often added: w. new,
or old, ' , -

(= His all one to me) : w.
true or false, ' ,
'' {PL). '', '
{Soph., — or,for aught I care—).

W. — or not, e. g. before it was
clear w. they would follow Cyrus
or not, -

(=) : attend to this, w. what
I say is j list or not, -,
WHEY, or, 6.

turn into w.,,
: to become w., :

to drink w., : drink-

ing of w.,-, : like w., op-, .
WHICH. 1 Interrog.]

;

; W. (== ofzvch kind),
;

3 : and indirect, tis, 5}tis,

:,, 3. {Sts

; =r
; and

;)

W. of two, ; 3 : an-

swer like a man, w. of the two is

your opinion, 7/</'-
: W.

way,, : — of two,-, : on, from
w. side (of two),,-.
i^§* For the construction, see the

Grammars, on dpt questions. The
Barbarians looked on, wondering
w. way the Greeks would turn,'-" {., mood and tense of
direct question retained) : I see

you at a loss w. road to take,

{., deliberative subjunc-

tive, . ;). "[[ Re-
lative] , , , and oios,, 3 (qualis) : (« only in

the usages stated under Who.)
Just or even w.,, ,. Also by the art. with ptcp.

or adj., e. g. that w. is becoming,
: that w. is beautiful,, animals w. live in the

water, ' ".

Concord with antecedent or with
predicat. noun in the relat. stce

:

not with reference to piety, nor to

justice, nor to prudonce, (being the
things) w. you enumerated,, .,, (Isocr.,

neut. relative referring to not-
neut. antecedents when inanimate) :

the (two) hands w. God made,
b

{., plur. relative to dual antece-

dent) : that greatest of maladies
w. is called faction,, -

: a friend, w. they say is

the greatest good,, -
{re-

lat. conforming itself to the accom-
panying predicate noun, when the

antcdt is complete in itselfwithout
the relat. clause) : we had the same
enemies, w. is the most sure

guarantee, oi,
7£5 {Thuc, neut. relative to an
entire proposition as antcdt) : it

has been ever my principle to do
no wrong, w. (= and this) I take
to be the best practice for defend-
ing one's character,, -

{., relative to an
entire proposition as antecedent

conforming itself to the accompa-
nying predicate - nouti) .—A ttrac-

tion: of the letters w. you see,

with the letters w. you wrote,

(>,
: fm

the gifts w. they receive,, :

with the manners w. Evagoras
had,?'' -

: it is just to do
the opposite of that w. {what)

you say,

n {PL).
For other examples of attraction

and transposition see the Gram-
mars. There are {or were) w.,

or , ', ,. See
Some.—That w., see What {re-

lat.). They assaulted the wall on
the opposite side to that by w.
their men were getting over it,

{or n y)
{Thuc.) : on

the day after that on w. —, ;
rj or {for r) y or r)

). Of all the good things w.
we have not from the gods but
w. have come to us through our
relations one to another,, {accus.){
nom. to be supplied from the pre-
ceding clause)^^.). ^'For the con-
struction of relative sentences with
which {and other relatives) see the

Grammars and examples under
What, Who, When, §c W.-
ever, see Whoever.



WHI WHI WHO
WHILE, s., 6. A long

w., a good w., or, . See phrases under
Long (diu). A short w.,,

: after a w.,

or : be
came after a w.,

: (for) a W., <>-. .. See Time and phrases ibid.

Worth while (opera pretium),

{e.g. to be worth one's

w., serviceable,.),() c. infin. Mean while,

Vid.

WHILE, WHILST, conj. 1
Dum] . . kv . gif Fre-
quently abridged with pres. ptcp.

and or, or by the

gen. absol., or by c. infin.,

e.g. w. he was speaking,

or or
: w. he was absent,

or : they
sang w. marching, w. on their

march, ij&ov.

II Quamdiu] '. '. W
there is time, ' :

w. the Athenians had the com-
mand, -

: w. (= so long as) things may
be altered yet, -. See 'as Long
as.' tgig* For the construction of
temporal sentences with while, see

the Grammars.
WHILE away (one's time),().-.
WHIM. See Fancy.
WHIMPER,-

and- {ofyoung children) . -
{as a dog). Whimpering,,, ,

and,.
WHIMSICAL. See Fanci-

ful.
WHINE. See Whimper.
WHINNY,. See

Neigh. Also {of over-

fed horses).

WHIP, S., , .,, . See Lash and
Scourge. Also,,

(Aristoph., for slaves).

WHIP, v..-
%. W.-ing,, ft :

one that deserves a w.-ing,-, , ., 6.

WHIRL, s. , , and -, .,,
{poet.), ', {dizziness).

Every thing appeared to me to go
round in a w.,. ^j Whirlpool']

ViD.
WHIRL, v. TJ (Trans.)] -

vtlv,. If (INTRANS)]
(pass.), -
(pass.),-

(poet.), (to spin
like a top). See to Spin and
Dizzy. To w. round athg,-. W.-ing (adj.),,, , (poet.), -, 3.,, : w.-
ing motion, see the subst. : also,
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the w.-ing of the splinters,

(Aristoph.).

WHIRLPOOL,, . ,,, .
WHIRLWIND,, .,-, ., ,-,,, .
WHIRR,,.

w.-ing, : with w.-ing
wings,

(Aristoph.).

WHISK, . (e.g. with the tail),

?7 (Aris-

toph.).-,-
(to jump about).

WHISKERS, prps.,-
(poet., Horn.).

WHISPER, .:
also (to speak 'sotto

voce'), (Aristoph.).

WHISPER, s.,., .
WHISPERER. Orel, with the

Verb.

WHIST. See Hush, Silent.
WHISTLE, v. (of persons),

or '. -
(Soph.),. Also

(as the tvi?id). To w. as

accompaniment,'.
W.-ing (szito.),,. -, ., . W.-
ing (as adj.),, 3.-, 2.

WHISTLE, s. (as instrument),, . To play on a w.,. A w. (= w.-ing),

see the Verb.

WHIT, e. g. not a w., ','.
WHITE,, 3. The w.

of an egg, and-, : the w. of the eye,

., also-, ' (pi.), and, :

he knows black from w., .
: hair w. as snow, -

or : dressed

in W.,; 2. -',,: to be dressed

in w., : to make
w.,. (also to

w.-wask) : that has w. feet, -, (gen.) : that

has w. feathers,, 2:

a w. horse,' . or-, : w.-haired,,, , , and-,-, 2 : w.-coloured or -com-
plexioned or -skinned,-, 2, and-,, , :

w. complexion,, :

to be of —, : w.-

cheeked or faced,,
2: w.-spotted,\if/coaTti»Tos.-, 2 : marked with w.,, 2 : w.-edged, -, 2: to be w. on the sur-

face, : w. lead, w.
paint,, .,

: to coat with or give a coating

of w. lead,,-

(mid., one's ownface) : to p. white,, see to Whiten.
W. thorn,, . -, : w.-wash,,
(fm verb, to w.-wash,) :

w.-washed,, 3: w.-
washing,, rj.

WHITEN, v. and
-. See 'to paint white

1 and
' to white-wash,' under the adj.

W.-ing, and-, .
WHITENESS,,.
»/,,, .

W. of the skin,, .
WHITHER. ^ Interrog.];
(; Horn.) : sts (propr.,

qua, which way?) : w. of two
places, ; and indirect,, (§§ usu. with preg-
nant notion ofmotion to, and then

rest in a place) . (, Horn
.

)

,07. (§ ' only in
exclamations.) W. in all the
world, TToI ; or

; ^j Relative] ol, sts rj.

{poet.). Just w., the same u-ith. ^» For the construction, see

the Grammars on interrog. and
relative sentences.

WHITHERSOEVER, ',, with (subj.). ,
with.
t

WHITING (fish), g. t.,
, and ,, . (§§?*, , is rather w. MUL-
LET ; add to that Art.)

WHITISH,-,-,-,, 2 (w.grey).

To look w.,.
WHITLOW,7/3/- and

-,, .
WHIZ, ., ',

(to w. through). A
w.-ing,, .,
. ' and, : with
w.-ing sound,. W.-ing
(adj.),,, . "-, : a rapid w.-ing motion,

(Phd.).

WHO. Interrog. pron.: a)

in direct question]
;

(pi. -
; always retains its accent on

the ) : also sts ; 3 (qua-

lis?). W. of two ?; w.
has dared? ; w.
comes there? w.'s there?; (. knocks at

the doorl).
;

(w. is it?),

; (plur.) : w. is so

foolish or infatuated as not to see

or be convinced, &c. ? ti's,
;

whom shall we find under greater

obligations, and to whom, than
children to parents ? (double in-

terrog.), '-'
fj ; (•).
) In indirect questions] :

(sts, 3). W. of two? 07-? ; 3 : I do not know who he
is, ' . 4W
In indirect questions u'ith who,
and the other interrogative prono-

nominal words, which, what, whe-
ther, where, whither, whence,

when, how, $c, the direct form



WHO WHO
, . often retained in place

., me indirect, <$£C. I know
not w. they are,. $^For the construction, see

in the Grammars, the syntax ofdpt
questions. I asked w. they were,

{the mood
and tense of the direct question£ ; retained) : the wo-
men asked them who they were,
til ,-

(.) : I am at a loss

to whom to turn,

(or )-
(suhj. deliberativus) : I was

at a loss — ,
—-

(or). &f In the

Grammars it is stated, that occa-

sionally, though very seldom, the

relative forms themselves are used

in dpt questions. But in this usage
the pronoun, in good authors, is

in fact still relative : e. g. you
know whom (= tlie persons ichom)

you have served, -
: he tells him who he is

and for what (= he tells him the

causes for which) he is fleeing,' , '
(Thuc.) : mayest thou

never come to know w. thou
art (= knoio [thyself to be] the

man that thou art), -
(Soph) :

know full well, from what these

are telling me, w. (= the man
that) the suppliant is, '' ' 6-

(Soph.) : so relat. ',,
seeminglyfor,, do
you see then, said he, how many
we are (= the number that we
are)? ,,',
(PL) : do ye hear what sort of

things (=z the sort of things that)

he utters?' ola-
tui

;
(Soph.).

iJ Relat. pron.] (1) , , .
Comp.Which. The brothers and
sisters whom they had, -: this

is the man whom you saw, b

ov , or by trans-

position of antecedent,, or, .—Attrac-

tion : Cyrus begs you to drink
this wine with those whom you
most love, -

(.) : the very

person W.,, ,.
(2) , ,, and,. (rzsome, any, everyone
who, whoever [siquis], one or a
person who [quippe qui and qui

quidem in restrictions]). "We will

ask Cyrus for a guide who shall

lead us back,,' (.,= to lead us) : there is none to

whom I can leave my house,,
(., = for me to leave it,

to) : is there any other to whom
you trust more — ?

—
;

(G35)

(.) : so in the phrase,, <$£C.,z=some; ?, — nemo non, everybody;—
,,= ivho so mad as

to —. And don't you richly de-

serve it, you w. (or a fellow w.)

won't praise Euripides (for not
praising — ) ?

;

(Aristqph.). gig» The passages

wliere seems = os are ei-

ther doubtful or admit of expla-

nation. For the construction of
relative sentences generally, see the

Grammars. All are willing to

aid those whom they see prepared

and willing to do their part,--
(whom they ac-

tually see ; , = if
they see them, whomsoever they

see, such as they see)--
: he said that he was

willing to aid those whom he
saw — , — (obliqueform
of the preceding) : he said he
would aid whom he should see—

, -
(or .)

(fin .) or -
(.) — (mood

and tense of orat. recta retained).

I asked if there were witnesses

in whose presence they paid, 7700-,
(fm -,

;). Relative sentence in

ace. c. infin.: (he said) there were
other Greeks who were willing

to bear their part in the tribute,,
(jEschin.). In place

of a relative clause the Greek
(more extensively than the English)

employs the article with a partcp.

or adjective : e. g. he w. or who-
ever will, : those

w. are willing, : he
w. took the fortress,

: he that shall help (= any
to help), b : to those

of the Arcadians w. were their

allies,

: so ivith omis-

sion of the partcp. , ., those

(w. are) at the head of affairs,. See
Which, g|g* More rarely the

partcp. without the article : we
sail against men w. possess (pos-

sessing) many ships,

(.).
WHOEVER, -SO, -SOEVER

(= any or every one who, Lat.

quisque, quicunque), os av c.

sul>j. '. $iy=' does not

express a doubt of there being any,

but is nearly r=, e. g. you
will choose Thesetetus or whomso-
ever of the rest you fancy,-' -. Also,

c. subj. Esply in con-
cessive sentences such as, whoever
he may be or be who he may,

alone or strengthened by, ,, and, for ex-
pression of indifference, - (=
/ care not, or it is all one to me
who or what, Qc.) : how say you?
can there be athg whatever, in

which to any person, be who he
may, and in whatever circum-
stances, ignorance is better than
knowledge ? ;, (PL). The Lat.
quivis, whom (what) you will,='-ts and also : ten
or whatever other number (you
choose),

(PL) : concern-
ing Polygnotus or whom else you
please of the painters, -

(PL) : such works
as who-you-will (= aby whom
[relative] you choose to name) has
wrought, '' (PL). Who-
ever will,.
WHOLE,, 3 (. g. the

w. day, : the

W. night long, -) : also, 2 (e. g. w.
and sound or unhurt,.

or : in a w. skin,) : and-, (e. g. joints served up
w., ,) : and-, (a?id= relating to the

w., important) :,
(complete) : likewise = all, ,
-, -, and poet,-. See

All and Entire. % As subst.],,. The w.
of athg, the adj., and see All : a

W., : grown as a w.,, : the w. together,, 2 and 3 : on the w.,. ' and-. Also,, and. See in General,
Generally.
_
WHOLENESS,,,, .
WHOLESOME. See under

Healthy, Salutary, and Sa-
lubrious.
WHOLESOMENESS. See

Healthiness and Salubrity.
WHOLLY, .-,,,,. }. See ENTIRELY,

Utterly.
WHOOP, s. See Hoopoe. To

cry w. like the hoopoe,

(its cry,, Aristoph.). See

g. t. Cry, s.

WHOOP, v.& (like the

hoopoe). To w. to or after aby,.
WHORE,, . To make

a W.,. See. DEBAUCH,
v. To be or play the w., -

(pass.). See HARLOT,
Prostitute.
WHOREDOM,, h.



WHO WID WIL
WHOREMONGER,*

and, {rare poet.), 6.

WHORL {of a plant, Lat.
verticillus),, 6.

WHOSO, -EVER. See Who-
ever.
WHY (as interrog. particle),; ; ;

or '- or -tv ;; ; ; ;
Also ' {sc.) ;

'
and »; {sc.) ;; ; -,, ; Also in expres-

sions of surprise and vexation :

xv. in the world — ? (= what
j

ailed or induced— ?), ;
{roith ref. to external affection,

what came to him that he — ?), !

and
; (= what notion

had he taken into his head that

he — ?) : pray tell me, w. in the
\

world, if they are really clouds,
\

do they look like mortal women?, , '-
\

'
\' ; {Aris-

toph.) : similarly,

— ; •— ; In
indirect questions, the correspond-

J

ingforms of'; viz. ,
j

kuW' , and simply , also \

or, >', '

<|~c. §§§* Esply note the loose con-
j

iiexion of and
in the se?ise because, heaven knows

!

why —, or the like, after the ex-
\

pression of vexation : what do I

deserve to suffer or to pay for not
keeping quiet—heaven knows w.,

I

Tt <; ' q-, )-
;
{PL) : I should

much more justly beat your fa-

ther, forbegetting—heaven knows
w. or wherefore—such wise sons,, , -,

{PL). When why= for which (relat.) it may be

expressed by the proper case of
os, i'j, b, e. g. the reason w., ?';

{but , ', ., more usu.= wherefore,
forwch reason, and,for that— , =
because) . ^jpFor the construction,

see the Grammars on dpi questions
and relative sentences. Comp.
Which, What.—W. not?
yap

; : ; and; yap; {esply in affir-
mative answers). That (this) is

W. —, or.
Why, used as a hind of interjec-

tion, yap, esply with interog., e.g.

xv., what evil has he done ?

yap ; w. how— ? yap — ; Also,
e. g. whom shall I call up ? my
father ? w., he's dead, ava-; ;.
WICK,, , »;., 6 {prop, mullein, ofwch

the thick woolly stalks were used
for lamp-wicks, whence
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[i<$os], ). Also-, {Hdt. and late tvriters).

That has two w.'s,, 2 :

to put a w. into,

c. ace. : to have a w.,-
{pass.) : to pull or push up the

W., ..
WICKED, {bad, per-

sons and things) and, 3.

and,,
3 {mly persons) .,. -,-, 2 {only of persons)., {impious, irreligious,

inly actions),, 2 (break-

ing the divine or natural laws).

Thoroughly w.,,
{poet.), 2: w. in great,

in small things,-,-, 2 {Aristot.) : a w. act,-,-,,. ,. See Bad. be w.,-, : to do a w.
deed,.
WICKEDNESS,,,- and-, -,
-,-, --, . A piece of w.,-, {knavish trick) : love of w.,, .
WICKER, adj., 3.' and, 3 {made of

ivillow). W.-work,,-
and -,. Also-, b {any frame of w.-zvork).

and {esply large

tv. basket), {ivillow) and-
{both esply w. shield), . W.

basket,, b {g. t. atlig

platted), amd dimm.,., , , and-, .,-,-,
, with cognate forms, b., . See Basket and
Willow.
WICKET, W.-GATE, -
and,, .

WIDE, and,,
., 2, and,
. A w. place or space,-,. See Broad, Spacious. So
much w. (= in width), -

or {e. g. the opening is

sixty feet w., -, and'. ). Open your
gullet W., -

{Eur.) : to be . of the
mark, or-.
WIDEN, -, -, and-. {e. g., to char out and enlarge

a trench).

WIDGEON. See; wild Duck.',, b.

WIDOW,, . To make
a woman aw.,, :

to be a w., : a w.'s por-

tion,

: property

settled on a w.,.
WIDOWER,, .
WIDOWHOOD,,-, , and Orel.

WIDTH,,,,
and -,-, , ).

Of a certain w., so much in w.,

of the w. of so much, see under
Wide.
WIELD, and

{e. g. ), also

(brandish), - and--/ {handle).

WIFE, {also with addi-

tion of or ), ., ., . A young
w., : man and w.,

: to give to w.,..
: to take to

XV. or take a w.,

or. {) :

to take a second w.,'.
See Marry.
WIG, , .

and, ., ?'? {Aristoph.).-, . W.-maker,'.
WIGHT, {)-,.
WILD,, 3 {g. t.).-, , {as a plant), and, 3 {. to domestic, Aris-

tot.). Also, 3 {propr. un-

cooked, then fig. crude, unculti-

vated, uncivilized, cruel). Fig.,, 2 {unrestrained in

manners, xcanton), also,
2 {profligate), .
A w\ boar, us, b.,

: a w. horse,',
b : a w. beast or animal,

{luilh or without ), :

like a w. beast,, : a

wild look or countenance, to
: to

look w., : to

make or turn xv., -,-
and -. : to

turn w., -,-,
{pass.) : athg {as a

plant) grows w., -
. :

growing w. or in aw. state, -, ., 2 {un-

sown, Horn.) : xv. olive, Vid. :

a w. country, , .
See Waste, Uncultivated.

^ WILDERNESS,, v., . To turn into

a w.,.. See
Dttskr
WILDNESS, -,-,, .
WILE, s., ),, .

See Guile, Cunning.
WILE, V.,.,-. See Deceive, Beguile.
WILFUL. % (Done) on pur-

pose] Vid., and Purposely,
Deliberate, and Prepense.
TI Perverse'] Vid., and Way-
ward, Self-willed,,
., 3 {Aristoph.). -, 2 {poet.). To be xv.,.
WILFULNESS,, .
W1LINESS,, ).

See Cunning, Craftiness.
WILL, s. If Faculty of will-



WIN WIN
...,-, »7. TO

.cfftlai,. Free w.,

and sts, : of free w., see Vo-
luntary. The object of the w.,. *[ Act or expres-

sion of thisfaculty] yi/, \-,, : also -, -
(design, purpose) , and,

(counsel, determination, Lot.
consilium, Horn. and Trag.).-, (preference, purpose).

To act according to aby's w.,, see

Pleasure and Option : to work
one's w. with aby,-

tivl : against the w. of aby,. W. = WILLING-
NESS, Vid. Good, ill-w., Vid.

TI Last will and testament]
Vid.
WILL, v., pret. Would,-

(denoting inclination, will-

ingness, %^ except in speaking of
the gods, Horn., with ivhom to will

is to effect, e. g. Zeus w.-d vic-

tory to the Trojans, -).,
(choice, purpose). If you

W., : who youw.,
and (PL, see Who-
ever) : be who, what, &c. it w.,,,, and
tvith, see Who-, What-
ever : the law w. have it so,

: w. or would
you have me tell you?

; I would not (= do not

wish), am unwilling that, -oaor: he w., would have
it that, see to Persist, Insist.
—Would, would to heaven, &c.
that—, and yap c. optat.,

or with past tense of indie, of
things impossible: cos,
e. g. would God that I were dead !. Would
FAIN, RATHER, Vid.

*\[ As auxiliary: 1) Will is

rendered by the fid., and as mo-
dest expression by optat. c. .
For the construction in dpi propo-
sitions see Shall. I will depart,

: I will not depart,

: he will be
glad to see, :

consider how they will travel,-
: he says he will come,. W. you not

run off directly? (= command,
run off, w. you ? quin statim),

;

(PI. ) : hence in reply, I'll do it

directly, (PI.) :

and in peremptory assertion, he
w. certainly die, he w. be sure to

be killed, -
(comp. Buttmann, Gr.

§ 150, and Lidd. Sc. s. v.-
).

2) Would, see should under
Shall. He would like to see

this,

(virtual apodosis) : should you
say this, you would be wrong,,
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(apodosis to a condition) : were I

able (as I am not), I would do it,, : he said

he would give what he should be

able, ( -) . Would de-

noting indefinite frequency, e. g.

the wild asses when pursued
would run forward, and then stop,

and again on the horses' approach-
ing, they would do the same, oi, ,-, ,

oi',-: Socrates would (=
used to) say, see Use, v.

WILLING, partepp. of /3-,., (rea-

dy), and, 2.-, 2., 3, and,, . W. to work,-,, 2 : to be w.
to work, : to be w.,,, : to

be w. and ready or forward,-
(pass.), -. .' or-. Willingly,.
(poet.). ,. (PL)..

W.-ly at least, . See
' with Pleasure,' and ' to Like
to —.'

t

WILLINGNESS,,,, . -. W. to work,,, .
WILLOW,,, ,

. or ', . ',
(osier). , (withy, vitex, sa-

lix). , 6 (. twig, vimen)., (its name in Arcadia,
Theuphr.). Made of w. twigs,

w. (as adj.), -, '-, 3: a
place planted with w.'s, osier-bed,,, 6.

WILLOW-HERB, - or,, , and-,,
and, .
WILY,, 3. See Cun-

ning, Crafty.
WIN. See to Gain. To w.

a prize, or' : to w. a battle,. -: who has won ? is

; to w. the law-suit, ai-

ptlv or .-: to w. the hearts

of persons, or -
: friends

must be won (= gained over) not

by force but, by kindness,

, -.
WINCE. See Flinch •, and,

ofa horse, to Kick, Strike out.

WIND, s., .,. A fresh W., -, b : a violent w., .-
or, or-,, , .

See Breeze, Gale. Good, fair,

favorable w,, or

, . , 6., 6., : contrary, un-
favorable w., or

: a w. blowing on shore,

(), : a rainy w.,(), 6 (Aristot.) :

a cloud betokening w. (not rain),, (Theuphr.) : pe-

riodical w.'s, (),
oi: flaw's of W.,, ai :

the W^ blows,

or : the w. is against (us,

&c), 6 :

the w. is contrary, 6 -
: to sail with half a w.,

: to have a
fair W., ^.

: if one
has always a fair w., '

6 :

against the w., ttoos :

with it, : a squall of
w. having come on, -

(Thuc.) : the w. being in

the north,

6 . (Thuc.) : the w. is abating
or going down, or-

6 : to be, stand ex-
posed to tire W., '

or -
: to expose to the w.,

: to be blown upon,
moved, or shaken by the w.,-

(pass.) : with hair float-

ing to the w.,

(Callistr.) : to give the
tresses to the w.,

(Anthol.) : carried away by the
w.,, 2 (Luc). See
the Gr. Eng. Lex. under-
and-. Exposed to the
w.,, 2 : towards the

w., w.-ward,, 2 (X.) :

to w.-ward,

(JC.) : under the w., leeward, -, 2 (opp. to,
whence to leeward, -, X.). To talk to the w.,. -

: to try and catch the w. in

a net, -
: to give, cast to the w. (ven-

ds tradere), .
^f Breathing, respiration']-,. Of short w., short-w.-d,

: also ., and subst.-,, : long-

winded (fig.), see Prolix, Te-
dious : to be broken -winded,. and -'-

(to pant ; adj.,
3). Wind (in the intestines), see

Flatulence: to break w.,-.. W. == SCENT,
Vid. : to get w.,.
WIND-EGG (ovum subven-

tanum), ,-
ulov, or. . §^=•

Those laid in spring are -, in autumn ,
(Aristot.).

WIND-INSTRUMENTS,-, .
WINDMILL,

yov. g;>F Alod.



WIN WIN WIN
Gr., 6. Sail of a

W.,, .
WIND -PIPE,, 6.,, ., ,

and , '
(Eur.). W. of birds,,, .
WIND, v. 1{ (Trs.) To blow

(e.g. a horn)] VlD. ^J To TURN,
twist, fold athg round athg]

See those verbs,,-.,, and
Tift,.. To w. off carded wool,, arid fig. also-

(a labour or
task) : to help in w.-ing ,-

: to w. (thread, <|-c.)

off a reel, (to w.
out like a ball of thread), -.' : to w. or
twist athg out of aby (fig.),

-
(fut. mid.)

(Aristoph.) : to w. up by mecha-
nical force,.- or- -: to w. up a clock ?• watch,' or»
(mod. Gr.) : — the strings of an
instrument,.

(PL) : wound up (= on
the stretch, rid.),,
3 (prop?: and fig.). Winding-
sheet,, [Horn.),

see Shroud. ^J (Intrs.)J-< (as snake or river) and
(pass.), ?

and . Wind-
ing (as adj.),,,,, 3, and poet,- and-,
3., , and-
6, (full of bays, as a coast).

A w.-ing stair, ,
(Athen.), and, , 6

(spiral stair). W.-ing (as subst.),,, ., 6.,. (bend ofa river).

WINDLASS,,., , and,. or>, .,., .-
(or roller for moving heavy

weights, Aristot.) and,
(esply as used by fishermen

for drawing heavy ?iets to land,

JEL, Lat. scutulae), .,, 6 (kind of capstan, Lat. er-

gata, Yitruv.). , . To lift

up by a W., (Time.), av-: to twist or strain with
w.'s,

(Hdt.).

WINDOW, , t'ios, ., , 6 (late icord).

(sc.), (Luc.),,, . To look out
of the w., iv '-, W. -glass,, ?; : w.-
shutters or blinds,, ,

: to close the w.-shutter,-.
WINDY,- and-, ., 2 and 3

(prop, and fig.),,,
(poet.), -, -, arid-

(638)

, 2 (exposed to tlie wind).

See (fig.) Empty, Vain, and In-
flated.
WINE, oti/os, . White w.,

oL : red w., . or
: clear w., ol. :

good w., or:
producing good w.,, 2
(with verb —, and subst., , =
a good year for wine, }}-, ) : to be rich in w.
(as owner of a vineyard),-

: strong, unmixt w.,, , : a poor w.,, (Dem.) : sour w.,, (vinegar) : boiled w.,

aipuiov, (Antipho) : over (a

glass of) W.,'. :

to drink w., (to take

a draught), and oi-

( denoting habit of drink-

ing it) : fond of w.,, 2
(PL) : to be fond of w.,-

: excess in w.,-, : to be full of w.,-
(PL) : staggering with w.,', : w.-bibber,-, ,,, -, , 6, : to pour out

the w.,. :

to intoxicate with w., :

containing w.,', 3, and =
like w.,', : of the co-

lour of W..,, , ,
and ', 2 and 3 : to taste

or have a smack of w.,' :

made of w.,, 3 : a store

or warehouse of w., -, 6.', .,, : W.-growing,-, ?;, see under Vine : w. -

growing country or lands, -- or- or,
: to RACK off W.,

(<m§* add to that Art). W.- cel-

lar,,, b.,,
: w.-cask, , 6. ol-

and', .,: w.-bottle,, - : w. -dealer, ol-, , 6 (with verb --) : w. -glass or cup,,
6, and, : w.-cooler,, , - (Anthol.) : w.-

press,, 6 and .-, .
WING, s., , ,

and dim., . -
and,. (SW-
:= ala, icith ref. to the wing-

joint ; = penna, with

ref. to the w.-featheis.)

(of insects). The long quill

feathers of the w.,,
(Aristot.) : to flap or beat the

w.'s, and-. a flapping with the w.'s,, : like or in the

shape of a w.,, ., .,
3 : with two, four, parted, undi-

vided, many, long, short, &c.

W.'s, it-, -, ,-, -,
7-, -,-
(all Aristot.). "Wing- shell or

-sheath (of insects),, ., 6 (hence w.-sheathed 0?•

sheath-winged, -^?, 2).

Fig. : of an army], ,. Also (border) and
(side), (both X.).

The man posted at the extreme
of the W.,, , .

Of a building or edifice] -, , and, .
WING, v. % (Trans.)]-. U (Intrs.)] See to Fly.
WINGED,, -, 3, and poet,,, ., 2. -, 3. Long-, short-w., &c, see

under Wing, s. ^J Fig. : quick]

VlD.
WINK, V. ,.( or), -. To w. in assent,-( ). To w. with one

eye, (Aristoph.).

Also (= to move the eyelids quick-

ly) .." (twinkle

with the eye, Galen). Without
W.-ing, or-., 2 (as

adj) : apt to w.,-, 3 : the act of w.-ing,,, ., 6: to w.
at athg,. see to.
WINK, s., e. g. to get a w. of

sleep, -
: he doesn't get a w. of sleep

all night, ' -
(A ristoph.)

:

if he dose but one w., -
(Aristoph.).

Winner. Crd. with the

Verb.

WINNING. II Prop?:] Orel,

with pres. partcp. of to Win. Tj

Fig. : with ref. to manners, $c],, , .,
3. See Engaging, Pleasing,
Prepossessing.
WINNOW,, -,

and(). Also
(Hdt.).

(Theophr.). (PL). W.-
ing,, : fit for or be-

longing to W.-ing,-,-, 3 : w.-ing-fan or shovel,,., , and -as,

aios, , and-,. and-, , .,
(dim.). A winnower,,, and -, ,, ,
.

V»
TINTER,, ,

(g. t. stormy iceather, and esply

opp. to ), and poet, ',. In w., (oi>tos).

: of or belonging to w.,, 3 (esply= in w. time,

e. g. a w.'s evening,, ), also", 3 and
2 (= wintry, coM). To pass the

W., get over the w., :

expose to the w., : to

pass or endure the w.,-
(pass.) : to stay in w., see

the Vert>: to practise during the
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.«£/. W. season,.? .?

.i/os, . ?, ?, awer?

(Dion. .), i). TV. sol-

stice, ai-. TV. campaign, »
or .
TV. crops (= sown in winter),-? ?, (corn), -, (wlieat). Trees

that have stood or lived through
the W., ,
(Theopkr.). Winter-dress,-, , and ?, ?
(?), 17., (poet.,

a dread-nought). TV. -dwelling,

w.-quarters,, , usu.

pi.,, also,
v (Hdt.) : to take up one's w.-

quarters at Lemnos,
(Dem.) : to fix

one's w.-quarters, -
(Pint.) : to bring and

(i?it?'s.) to go into —
,

(the latter also pass.) : also later- and- : to re-

move the troops into w.-quarters.

?-.
WINTER, . and

pass, (to pass the w.).-. Also- and later- and-. W.-ing,

and, :

place for w.-ing, see w.-quarters

under Winter, s. Good to w.
in,?, 2 (Aristot.).

WINTRY, WINTERLY,?, 3 and 2, and sts -, 3.

WIPE, ,. To
w. off, away, -,-
and-, and-.-
yj/,, also

(.) : to w. one's hand on a nap-
kin,

? : to w. with
a sponge,7',-: to w. one's hands or athg

fm oneself,- (e.g.),-,--
(mid.): to w. out athg writ-

ten, : to w. out or off

a disgrace,. W.-
ing., . ?, .
WIRE, /, . Brass

W., ':
iron w , ,.
WISDOM,,-
,?, . To aspire after

w.,,'. : one
who teaches W.,?-
?, .?, , : conceit

of w., -,-, :
over-w.,, h (Thuc.).

WISE, adj. ?, 3. -, 2.?, 2 {practically

w.). ?, 2 (well-advised).

To he w., act wisely,:
a W. advice, ', . -,: aw. man, -
?, ., ?, : a w.

rule or saying,? ?, :

in a w. manner,, -
?, . See Prudent, Cle-
ver, Sage. TV. in one's own

(G39)

conceit, -,-?, 2 :

a being such,, (PI.) :

exceedingly wise, ?, 2
(PI.) : w. in evil,?,
2 (Thuc.) : to be wiser than —

,

- or- : 1

am\viser than the physician,-
(Aris-

toph.)

WISE, s. See Mode, Man-
ner.
WISH, V.,-

(to express or utter, also to

ente?iain, a to.), and
(to feel a strong

inclination), (to feel
inclined, disposed), , -

(be willing and desire ; see

under Will, v.). Poet, words,, or,-
uaa, ?,,-,. To wish very
much or ardently,-. .-. ? : to w. for in

return, : to w. for

athg, ?. or

. ?.?. and
c. infin.: I w. I was

dead, or -. How I W. — ! ?-. c. infin. ' c. opt. (or

past indie, of things tliat cannot
be), see Oh that. To w. that—

, c. infin. : to w. that

athg may not— or to w. athg not
to happen, --

: he w.'s to have a con-
versation with you,

: to w. aby well, '--
to w. aby ill,

or,? : to w. aby bad luck,? -? :

to turn out as one w.'s or w.-d,

or -
: to w. aby joy, see Con-

gratulate. W.-iiig (zzzthe act

of), . , . -?, ., .
WISH, s., and

(eager desire), . ?,
6 (all subjectively), or ?, or ?
(objectively, the thing wished). Also
Horn.,, , and, .
An ardent w., -, ?? : I have no
more ardent w.,

C. infill,

: to express a w.,,.
: to have or entertain

a w.,. : some
say, that he had entertained the

W. of —, ? -, ? : to see

one's w. accomplished or realized,

i/s ? }??. :
to assist one in accomplishing his

W. ,
-

: my w. is granted,-? ?.

: every or any w. of yours
shall be granted,,, ' : athg goes
quite after my w.,.

or or-. -' , -
: to act according to aby's

W.,

: contrary to one's w.,

: to return aby's

good w.'s, (.).
WISHER. Crcl. with Verb.

Well-W., , ?, 6,
V.
WISHY-WASHY, ?,

?. See Watery, Weak
[fig.).

WISP, (') ?, ,
or), .
WIST, pret. obsol. of Wot,= Know, Vid.

WIT, s. ?,,
(cleverness,aready .).?,?,-?, ?, and -',', (quickness offancy),
also and,
, and (as shown in words) -

or A wit
(= witty person),?,? , 6. Fond of w.,?. 2 (Aristot.) : of
a ready w., quick witted,-
?, ?, 2. *[[ Wits, =z
se?ises] E. g. to be out of, to have
lost, one's w.'s, a- and-

: to lose one's w.'s,. -
(pass.),

{to be beside oneself) :

to have one's w.'s about one, -,, -. .
WIT. v. n., in the phrase to

wit, see Namely.
WITCH,,-?, ?, ?, . To be

a w., to act the w.,...
WITCHCRAFT,, h., . There is no w.

in the affair (fig. = it is not be-

yond ordinary human powe)•),

or -
(PL).

WITH, prep. The prepositions

most nearly correspo?idi?ig are,
older Att. , c. dat. (denoting

rather an otiticard and camtd
being together), c. gen. (de-

noting coexistence with community
and participation, a being with

and doing or being as —). Sts

with may be rendered by

and ?. and other prepositions

by wch the relation is cupressed

under a different form ; sts by

cases ; sts by participial construc-

tion.

(1) As exponent of coexistence

in place, society (of persons) in

action, and connexion of things :

To be w. aby, ()
(generally, in company

u-ith aby, and spec, on his side),

also — ? (together with

and sharing with him in what he
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does or is, and likeivise spec. =r

on his side ; see Side) : he was
drinking w. the servants,

(Horn., = he was
with them and did as they were
doing). Together, along w.,' I

and [adv. prep. c. dat.) : to

lead, go, follow (along) w. aby,,, -
: w. the winds, and

{Horn., =
in company w. them and as swift

as they) : together w. the gods,? (Soph.) : along with
the lake, (Hdt.).

Other prepositions : to have guards
w. (= about) him,?: w. us (= among
us, at our house, in our country),' : to be in good repute

w. all men, -
: to leave the memory of

himself with aby,

(Hdt.). gig- With
verbs of beginning, tJie point of
departure is denoted by, :

to begin w. aby or athg,-
or (but also,

the laws of the Persians seem to

begin w. the care for the common
good, -, .) : and with verbs

of ending, tJie point of rest is de-

noted by dat., ace. : to end
with aby or atbg,, ets : to put up w. aby (at

his house), (•) or
or ets, see Lodge : to stay

or dwell w. aby,

or . To eat

cooked meat w. (= to) his bread,

€7 : to

have money w. his wife,-
;7 .

Athg will rest w. you (penes te),

: as far as it

rests w. me, ' (quod ad
me attinet) : it rests w. us,': w. him rested (= on
him as the turning-point depended)
the deliverance of the besieged,-. Often
hy compounds : to dine with aby,

: to die w. aby,

: brought
up w. aby, .—
Phrases: (taken) one with an-

other (= altogether), -,,.
(2) As exponent of dative re-

gions, with aby or athg, consi-

dered as personal object, is ex-

pressed by the dative case : e. g.

to be angry w. aby,,.: to quarrel w. aby, »/
: at variance w. aby,-: to find fault w. aby for

athg, (or W.
athg in aby) : to trust athg w.
aby, {or aby
w. athg) : to reconcile aby w. aby,

and
: to be reconciled w. abv,

(640)
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and : to associate, keep
company w. the good,

: to go to war vv.

(against) the Lacedaemonians,-
(or

.) : to discourse, dis-

cuss with aby,

and . I have the like,

the same mind w. (= as) you,,
: to receive the same num-

ber of stripes w. aby,

: of the

same craft or trade w. aby,-, and numerous other

compounds with -, -, a?id

the like. What is there (in com-
mon) to me (= what have I to

do) with thee ? '
;

friendly w. (= to) aby,

: inconsistent w. himself,: agreeably w.
what has been said,. Prepositions :

= against, as above,-
: = to or toivards,

as and
Trpo's, and so, to consider w.

oneself, ,,: to be
intimate w. aby, -

: in comparison
w. other animals,

: in conformity w. aby's man-
ner, : it

is in keeping w. (the character

of) woman, 7rpos ,
opp. to at variance w., not in

keeping w., e. g. the manner of
man, -.

(3) As eocponent of the manner
or accompanying circumstance, e.g.

to go away w. a smile, to come
w. (= having) a fleet, to observe

w. regret, to dance w. grace (=
gracefully), with £s expressed sts

by the dative case (ablative), or by

prepositions ; but oftener by par-
ticiples or other constructions, as

adverbs. Thus, to acquire athg
w. injustice,

(igf^* c. gen., esply

in moral relations, sts poet, ,
e. a. w. truth, >, JEs-
chyl.) : w. joy (—joyfully),

and, : w.

pleasure, . .
and^: w. speed,, ,

: w. earnestness, and,, .,
: w. all one's might,

: W. zeal,

and (PL).,, and partepp. of-, :

to come on w. much shouting,

(X., also

.) : they removed w. the

victory incomplete, & ttj

(Thuc.) : with
impunity,,: not —

,

, : the king of Per-

sia is coming on w. a great army,

b

W
(.). &f

TJie military or naval force with
wch a movement is conducted often

stands in dat. without preposition,

e. g. to arrive with twenty ships,

: to

encamp w. the infantry,-
:

to march w. 2000 hoplites, '-.
Also in phrases like they took the
ship together w. its crew (= crew
and all), -

() : so, w. its

root, , and as adj.-,-, 2. Nate
also the phrases like he (e. g. was
general) w. nine others, (-) : they ex-
pelled all the inhabitants, and w.
them (together w\) their king,--

: they slew the women w.
the children, --'/// -

or -. Esply
with aby or athg, in the sense

having, taking, bringing, and also

showing or exercising athg, $c,
is inly rendered by the correspond-
ing partepp. : he came with 700
men, -

: — w. the boy,.
: the messen-

ger came w. letters,

: he de-

parted w. his property, 7;
: he addressed

me w. much kindness,--
: he forced his way in

w. violence, () '-
: w. tears, w. a smile (e.g.

he addressed me),,,,,,,-, : w. pleasure,,, : to observe w.
regret or pain, -

and '-
: to lead out w.

(or in) solemn procession,

(Hdt.) :

w. good reason,

and e. g. ,
see Well : w. good right,,-, : w. God's help
(= if God help or will),

and : w. your
permission (= if you permit),. '. W. your prudence
(= being so prudent) you cannot
fail to perceive,

: with all his

wickedness (= although so wicked)

he got great glory, --
: w. all his cunning he

can do nothing to the purpose,< //.What
w. — , what w. — , see under
What. speak w. refe-
rence to athg. :

w. a VIEW to, Vid., and. the lead-

ing word in other like plivases.
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(4) In attributive relation, with

athg (== kavi?ig, S[C athg) may be

expressed either by tlie partcp. and
ease or by an attrib. compound
adj., e. g. w. two wings, -,, ov, or?,
,

(5) As exponent of relation of
time : e. g. w. the dawn, ' :

w. the spring, and? ? : to

learn athg {simultaneously) w. the

first rudiments, ?-
: w. that (=

this said) he departed, -.
(6) With forming with the in-

strument a relation of manner,
and also the active cause, is ex-

pressed by the dative (ablative) :

e. g. to pelt w. stones,?
: to slay w. a sword,: furnished w.

brazen utensils,-
vo? : adorned with
Parian marble,? : to honour, adorn w.
crowns,?, -

: to be diseased w. in-

curable wickedness, av--.: to die W. (of)
hunger, : to

be elated w. (by) wealth,

: to be satisfied or
content w. athg, .
But often with (esply of the

material instrument or means) or
other prepositions : to kill w. the
club, or

: to soothe w. the lyre,

} or } : to

see w. eyes, to hear w. ears, bpav?, : to see

w. one's eyes, ?
(before —), ' (by,

through) bpav : which is the more
correct answer, Eyes are that w.
which or that by which we see??,?,'

;
(PI.) : to col-

lect a force w. (by means of) the
money,

(.) : to

maintain a fleet w. certain reve-

nues,

(Tkuc.) : tobuild
houses w. the saw,?? : wrought w. the
axe, ? '-
vo? : to write w. ink, -?: to split one's sides,

to die, w. laughing,-
vui ? or

or : to be oc-

cupied w. athg, /at,? (e. g. business, ?) and :

to be content w. athg (vid.),

: (big or PREGNANT,
vid.) w. child, ?, 2: made
w. hands,?, 2.

(7) With some verbs with de-

notes relations ivch may with little

difference be expressed by of (ge-

nitive relation) : to fill w. athg,?: filled with

(641)
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athg,??: sparing w.
athg,?,? -
?. See the several verbs.

(8) In certain phrases, with
athg after a verb with a personal
object is rendered by the accus. :

thus, to tax or reproach aby w.
athg, ' : to en-

trust, charge —,,-' : to invest aby
with athg, :

to acquaint aby w. athg,

: to threaten aby w. athg,: but these and
the like phrases admit of other

renderings,for wch see the several

verbs.

>

WITHDRAW. «U (Trans.)]
-, -,-.
(esply to draw off'aby 's attention).

To w. one's foot,.: to w. one's

hand, (prop.):

to w. one's hand fm aby (= w.
any support, <$fc),. (leave him to him-
self), .? : to w. one's

action (at law),,-. if (INTRS.)] -
and- (sc.),-

(with or ivithout ?-
or ), -,-. To w. from public life,.. See

to Retire, Desist.
WITHER. (TRS.)]-,,,-, also (epic).

U (Intrs.)] See to Fade, -,'.-
(JEschyl.).-

(Dem.). W. -ing (adj.),?,? 3 : (as

SZiftsi),?, (poet.),-?, . ?,?,
. W.-,?,?,-?, and Att.?, 3.

WITHERS (ofahorse),-, (.).
WITHHOLD,-, -,-. To w. athg,

and (keep back, con-

ceal). To w. aby from any act,..-? : to

w. athg from aby,.,?. or.
WITHIN. H As prep.] '

c. gen. (of place), e. dot. and
c. gen. (of time),? c. gen.

(of place and time). W. reach,
SHOT, COMPASS, BOUNDS, Vid.

W. a little, : to be

w. a little of — ,

: he was w. a
little of being stoned, --. See NARROWLY. U
As adv.] ' (of motion),

(of rest, = indoors, at home, -
): not w., (abroad, out of
doors) : from w.,..

WIT
WITHOUT. H Adv. and

prep., opp. to within],?.
From w., (e. g.,
fm w. the house),: things
within and things w., -, ?. % Prep., opp.
to with] , ?, and poet,,(),(),,, all c. gen. : often also by
compounds with privative, e. g.
w. danger, ,-?, 2.? : w. reason,?, : w. consideration,

thought, &c, see Inconsiderate,
Unthinking, Sec. : w. trees, -?, 2, see Treeless : a city

w. inhabitants,?? -, see Uninhabited : w.
doubt, question, see Undoubted,
Unquestionable : without aby's

knowing it,,, -
/os, and by constr. of
c. partcp. or c. verb, see

Unperceived. Often also by ne-

gation of,,,, 8cc.
y
see With: and when

followed by participial subst. by

() c. ptcp., e.g. w. knowing
it, '? (supposing him not to

know it), '? (actually not

knowing) : I will speak the truth

w. fearing—
,

'
?}»;, ? — :

I should not deserve credit w.
first letting it appear what sort of
person I am,? ??? ' (implying also,

do not imagine that I shall not

let it appear; see App. to Madv.,
§ 296). He could not speak three

words w. stumbling,' ?
(Aristoph.). W. any

right, / .
Without (colloq.), = except, un-
less, Vid.

WITHSTAND. See to Re-
sist.

WITLESS. See Unreason-
able, Foolish.
WITLING,?, ov,

'WITNESS, s. % Evidence],., . To
give or bear w

, , -* ('?, ?, be-

fore aby). (,
to, and before aby) : to bear addi-

tional w., : to

bear w. with, -,--
: the bearing of w.,-,, : false w.

or the bearing of false w.,-, : to bear false w.,: — against aby,?: pro-

secution for false w.,-, . II Person untness-

ing], ?, 6 (he who af-

firms athg by his evidence), -
?, , and ?, ?,, ?, 6 (cognizant of,

privy to). To be a w. of athg,.-.?. ? :

Tt
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aby 19 my witness in a matter,.

: heaven is my w.,

(Thuc, God
htoics) : to call on aby as aw.,. -, -, --: also {sum-
mon), {cause to stand
up) : to produce w.'s,-,, and-: to come forward
or appear as a w., :

a false w., ,, 6:

to be a false w.,-
: the hearing or examining

of W.'s, -
: there is a hearing or an

examination of w.'s,-
: a joint w.,

{PI.).

WITNESS, v. and. To w. in aby's

favour or for him,
TiVL : to w. for or respecting the

truth, &c. of athg,

or {of persons and
things),

and {of Hangs and cir-

cumstances) : tow. falsely,/-': to w. agst aby,«•: to establish by
w., (Isjb., rare):

to w. respecting or about athg.,. .-: to call aby to w.,-
{e.g. heaven, -) : to call gods and men to w.,, to PROTEST.

Witness the following considera-

tion

—

, ,,, , followed by yap.
WITTED, in composition, e.g.

sharp-w., quick-w.,?, ,
, see Quick, Clever: slow-w.,, . , see Dull.
WITTICISM. See Wit.

_
WITTINESS,,, ,,, .
WITTINGLY. See Design-

edly, Knowingly.
WITTY,. 3.-, 2 {of persons and things),, 3., , ., , gen. itos., 3

(of things). A w. idea,

or : to say w.
things,.
WIYE (to take a wife). See

Wife.
WIZARD,, . -,, ., . \,], .
WOAD, ?,, v. Of

the colour of w.,, .
WOE,, , ., ., ). See GRIEF,

Sorrow. Woes, . al, see Calamity. Ex-
clamation of w.,, (la-

mentation), and poet,, ,

(JEschyl., Eur.) : to break out
in loud exclamations of w., ava-'..

(642)

WOM'.. See LA-
MENTATION. W. is me ! '.''. , . ,. , at (poet.). See Alas !

Also (Alexandr. and la-

ter, = Lat. Y8e !). Woe to thee !

\ \ w. be to

him if he do this, -.
WOE-BEGONE, iv,., 2

and 3. //, 2.

WOEFUL. See Sorrowful.,, 3.-,, 2.,-, 3. A w. cry,, .
See under Woe.
WOEFULNESS,to,

and other newt. adjj.-, .
WOLF,, . A she-w.,, : a w. whelp, -,, : of or belonging to

a w.,, 3: w.'s skin,,
. , : of the co-

lour of a w.,, 2 : w.-

like, wolfish,, , and, , and as adv.-
(JEschyl.) : w. -shaped,-, 2: w.-minded,-, 2 (Plut.) : w.-eyed,-

: w.-mouthed,-, 2: eaten, chased by w.'s,,, 2 :

slaying w.'s,, 2, and
verb : javelins for

killing w.'s, -
(Hdt.) : w. hunter,-, , : to tear like a w.,

: sheep torn or worried
by w.'s,

(.) : howling of a w. or of w.'s,,', and,
(Suid., as). Prov.,

a w.'s friendship,, fi

{Ep. Plat, and M. Antoyiin.) : of
or like w.'s friendship,-, 2(.) : to shear the

wool off a w.'s back, prps. To be as hungry as a
w., (subst. -, ),
see Ravenous. W.-man (were-

w., Fr. loupe-garou),-, , : the disease so called,, . Wolf's -bane
{plant),, (aconitum,
Linn.; mojik"s-hood) . W.'s-milk
(plant, Euphorbia esula, Linn),
see Spurge. W.-fish,-, (anarrichus lupus,

Linn). % An eating sore or ul-

cer], (to cause it,)., .
WOLFISH, WOLYISH. See

under Wolf.
WOMAN,,,

(esply married w., see Wife)., (female). Little w.,,,,
: young w.,, (mar-

ried),., (girl),-, (maid) : old w.,,, : little old w. (and old

hag),,: old w.'s talk,

old wive's fables,, :

women, woman-kind,,, al.

WON
or : a w. (in a
contemptuous sense),,
(a wench) : after the nature of w.,, 2 : like a w. or
women, w.-like,, 3., . -

: w.'s way or custom,-, : 'tis w.'s way,
: w.'s apart-

ment,, :-
-, , -, , , and-,, ij : w.'s rule or go-
vernment,, : to

be under it,

(pass.). Speaking small like a
W.,, 2.-. W.'s love,, . -

: w.'s hatred,

: a lover of

women, -, ,
: to be one,- : w.

loving,, , but

the more approved word is-, also, -, : w.-hater,,, : to be one, :

w.-hating,, 2: love,

hatred for w.,-,-,
: insane passion for w.,-, : having it,-

and-, . For other

compounds denoting woman's or
women's— , or woman- withptcp.,

see the Gr. Eng. Lex. under --.
WOMANHOOD,, . Age of W., , ., , see MAR-

RIAGEABLE.
WOMANISH,-,
,- and-, ,-, -, 3. Also,
2 (Soph.),, 3, and -
,'2., 3. «SfeeWEAK,
Effeminate. act in a w.
manner, and --
",.. Also-

(e.g. in the pre-
sence of danger). W. temper,-, h : to have it, -

: of w. mind, •- and -, 2 : a
poor w. creature,, ,
and,, (weakling).

WOMANLINESS. See Wo-
manhood.
WOMANLY, , ,,, 3.,

3, and with and. Of w. appearance,--, -, and-, : w. disposition, ways,
or manner, .
WOMB,,, -,,.-,., .,

(usu.pl.).,, . Of or

belonging to the w.,,
3 : to bear in the w.,

or or

(poet.) : from the very w.,,, ,, .
WONDER, . *.^ 1

w. whetber or that — ,( or



WON, )
tl — (wlien the thing conceived is

uncertain)^ ' (when as a matter

offact, but . or is rare in Att.):

to w. at athg, . and ,
at aby, and : sts fol-

lowed by or ', e.g. I w. at

their supposing, . or
(Isocr.) : or ace. c.

infln., I w. that you are sad, .
(Eur.) : also ace. fol-

lowed by ',, ?., as, I w.
that he says such things, .

and . —
(Isocr.). I w. at your greediness,.

:

could not enough w., -
: it is not to

be w.-d at, :

people w. that I am not present,

(Soph.).

Colloq., in the sense, 1 know not,

I should like to know whether—
,
' —

.

WONDER, s. 1 Asfeeling}

and str. t. (stu-

por),. To feel w.,, : — at athg,

: a feeling of
w. comes upon me, ',,: wor-
thy of w., , 3,

see the Verb and Wonderful.
% A marvel],.-. ,, (por-
tent), .
w. to behold, &c, ,,,,. :

to be reckoned among or num-
bered with the seven w.'s of the
World,. -

: to make a w. of athg,-
: I look upon

it as a w., see above and the Verb:
it is no w., . -, , or

seq. infin. : what
w. ? ; aw. of a—

,

see Wonderful. A w.-worker,-,- and -ovp-, 6 (with verb-, --, and subst.-,-,
). See Miracle.
WONDERFUL,'?,, 3., 2, and, (uncommon),,

and, 3 (supernatural).

To relate w. things,: that is w. (indeed),-/ : of a
w. size, :

the w. nature or character of athg,.,, : a w. appearance, see

Wonder, s. : w. to behold,-
: of w. beauty,-

or -. &$* Note the construction

with tL• relative pronouns : w. how
great (= w.-ly great),() () =' »/ -() : with w.
Labour, -
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WOO
tos (PI.) : si-

milarly (2) and-
() followed by ,

: w. damage,
(PL): W.-ly

miserable,

(PI.) : w.-ly much, in a w. de-

gree,

(PL), so , S[C. : it

is w. that,/ or
(see the verb) : — that you—

,

— : aw.
creature (monster, fyc.) of a hog,

(Hdt), see

Monster.
WONDERFULNESS,.,,
WONDERSTRUCK. See

Amazed, Astonished.
WONDROUS. See Wonder-

ful, Amazing.
WONT, v. and s. See Accus-

tomed, Used, and Custom, Ha-
bit.

WOO,.
and mid. ().
WOOD,, (as gen. t.)., (timber, logs, §"c). ,
(timber and a wood). To turn

into w., : to become w.,

: to run to w. (as the

vine),.:
running to w.,, : dry
W.,- and -,
(Theophr.) : there is old w. yet
in store, :
of w., see Wooden : like w., -, ., 3. -, , : all of w.,,
2 : made of one solid piece of w.,, 2 : to cut w.,-. or :

W.-cutter, -, -,--,, (w.-cleav-

er), 6 : also,, (and
timber-merchant) : cutting or fell-

ing w.,£-,- (e.g., , .), 2.,
2 (but, cut in the w.,

e. g. a simple) : the cutting or
felling of w.,, : to

carry or gather w.,.
(lignari), also -

(with adj. -,
subst.-, ) : a felling and
carrying of w.,, . -, 6., (ligna-

tio) : to get or fetch w.,-
(Hesych.) : one who gets or

fetches w.,, , : -, : to work in w.,-
: a worker in w., --, : working in w.,-, : relative to it,-,

3: art of

—

,-, : a place

for w., w.-house,,, 6.-,, -, : dealer

in w., timber -merchant,-, , and,, 6 :

w.-market, .,
(timber-yard, Strab.) : scarcity

of w., , :

carving w.,, 2 : w.-
engraving, -, : built of w., -
7»;, ': w.-work,

WOO
and -, (of ships),,

(of houses, , Thuc).
DRiFT-wood, Vid. Wood-worm,,, , (He-
sych.),,, 6. -,, : to be infested by—

,. W.- louse,, and , .
W.-pecker,,, and
-, , (), ,, , and varieties -

and ?;, (all Aristot.).

Forest] ', ., . Co-
vered with w.'s, see Woody. To
fight or defend oneself in w.'s,

(Appian). Compds,
mly poet, in Gr. Eng. Lex., see

-, W.-man, w.-cutter, -,-, 6 : his trade,-
(PL). W.-nymph,,, . W.-cock,, a

(Aristoph.), and -,, also, , and-, , 6 (all Aristot). W.-
pigeon,,, and,. W.-lark,,, : songstress of the w.'s,
' singing her native w.-notes wild,', (Aristoph., of
the nightingale). U As second

member in names ofplants] E. g.
dog-wood= cornel, Vid., to well

add, . Southern-
wood ($$* omitted in its place)), , and prps*, .
WOODEN,, 3.

(gen. mat), also, 3. -, , . W. shoes,-,. U Fig.], 3.,/, 2.

WOODY, WOODED,-,., 2 (abounding

in wood), or,, . or-, 3. -, -,-, ., 2.

WOOER,, , .
See Suitor.
WOOF,, . - and- (PL), (poet), .
WOOL, (usu. in pi.,

), poet, ', or /,
and, ,.,

(flock for stuffing cushions,

Sfc), and, , 6. Un-
dressed w.,, 6, and,, (fleece) : carded w., -, : greasy, undressed w.,

•»;, (propr., the dirt and
grease), and, ',
(lana sucida or sordida) : to fur-

nish or yield w., -
or : of or made of w.,

seeWoollen: short-woolled,-, 3 (Aristot.) : with thick,

with curly w., -,-, 2 (poet.) : to work in w.,

: to spin w.,-: w.-spinner,-, 6, , and-,: w.-spinning,-,, . Wool-
merchant, /7},, (with

verb-). W.-market,-, . W. -basket,-, 6., . Collo-

Tt2
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quially, aby's wits are gone w. -ga-

thering, or, also

: Gr. pi'ov., to seek

w. off an ass's back, els -
(Jit., to an ass-shearing, a

place where nothing is to be got,

Aristoph.) : Eng. prov., aby went
out for w. and came home shorn,

prps -
or -.

WOOLLEN,, /,. (gen. mat.). To
have w. clothes or to wear a w.

dress.. one that wears
a w dress,, 2.

WOOLLY,, . W.
hair., ?'; (adj., 3).

WORD, s.,, (e.g.

speech is composed of w.'s, 6 -).,, . , (as

name or appellation), ,
(as audible sound, uttered). The
w. 'man,' to avvp : the w. ' speak.': obsolete or antiquated

w.,, q (needing to be ex-

plained by a known vocable, =, ) : w. by or for

w.,. .
Words (= speech), Xoyoi, oi., (more poet.) : also-, 6 : to have w.'s (altercation)

with aby, .-
tivl : sis

(to have high w.'s) : idle w.'s,

Xoyoi, oi., :

to speak such,, see
• idle Talk :' to make many w.'s,

: these

Were his own W.'s,

: these were his last w.'s,

: with (?• saying) these

W.'s, ,., : in a w., in one w.,

kvi .
: in a w., '

(verbo dicere), see in Short: to

say (athg) in plain w.'s,-
or . w.'s be-

come closer in signification,-
(PL) : to

speak a good w. for aby, see to

Intercede : no one else could
?ut in a w., :

have a w. (or two) to say to

you, Xoy :

by w. of mouth, -, . ,, -; word of command,-., : to send
word (= TIDINGS, vid.), -.-,'-

: a play upon w.'s,,',
: w. -hunter, -,-, ,,, : to

hunt after w.'s,,,
: a feast of w.'s, Xo-, : a twisting or

wresting of w.'s, prps-
yia, KiiKovpy'ia -, : to twist or wrest or per-
vert people's w.'s,

(644)

(PL) : one that

does so, p?ps-, ,
: setting w.-traps,'

(Aristoph.) : having
command of w.'s,,
, (subst. -Xoyia, ' verb -Xo-, to invent or multiply w.'s ,

icithout reason, PL), see Fluent :

a hubbub of w.'s,

(Aristoph.)., 6., (Luc.) : in w. ("pp.

to in deed),, poet,,
: as far as w.'s go,

(Thuc.) :

a w. and a deed, au , '. If Promise] ',,
., . To give aby
one's w.,7/ .. See Pro-
mise and ' word of Honour.' A
man of his w., as good as his w.,, |/-. Upon my w., q -.
WORD, v. (to couch in words),..-, see to Compose,. The w.-ing of athg, 17

or

(«. e. arranqement of words).
WORDIN ESS,; or-

or,-,, - See Verbosity.
WORDY,-, --. 2. See Verbose.
WORK, s., (in all

the significations of the English
word), , (business,

affair, thing done),,,
and, [the thing made or
created),, (result of
w., e. g., and =
booh), also. 6. A good, a

bad w., or,, -,--, : a great, arduous w., -
or : to finish

a w.,,
or : to undertake

a w., ,-., : to go to w.,, -. .
: one must set to

w. at, . ^^* 06-

serve that in Gr. t/ie specific term
is very often used where we use

the gen. t. work, e.g. w. (= build-

ing), : w. of author-

ship,, ih-, : prose w.'s, -
: w. (of

art),, : of SCULP-
TURE, painting, &c, Vid.: a
beautiful w.,,: han-
diwork,, . %
Labour] Vid. , b. Hard
w.,, 6 : athg is hard w.,

: to be
fond of w., (ivith adj., 2) : averse to w.,-,-, 2. % Em-
ployment] VlD., rj. Out
of W.,. 3 (subst. -, ,
verb -) : to let out or apportion

w., (ivith subst.

-, , 6, .) : to contract

for the doing of w.,

(subst.-, b, contractor; --
and -, v, contract) : at w.,, 2 (active) : to be at w.,

see the Verb, (to be ac-

tive). Tf Works] E. g. of a clock,

or,
: water-w.'s, -- or- : w.'s of a siege,

&c, see Fortification : public

w.'s, or, :

superintendant of w.'s,-?, , b (with verb --, and s?iisi.-, ).
WORK, v. H (Intrs.) To

do work, to labour],. . To
w. hard, and :

to be willing or to like to w.,

: to w. without he-

sitation or grumbling,-
: to w. for aby,

: to w. for athg,-" . -, : to w. (be at

w.) at or about athg,. .. -, (be active).

To w. in athg, e. g. wood, -. (be active

in athg) : — in metal,-, see tL• defining substt. %
To operate] Vid. E. g. the me-
dicine W.'s, ,
see also to Act, to be Effective :

to w. upon aby, see to Influ-
ence, . %
To make way or progress] E. g.

to w. well, : the mat-
ter w.'s, '
(it goes on, Aristoph.). % To
ferment, be agitated] VlD. ',
-/. The wine w.'s,

b (Theophr?). TI (Trans.)
To produce or bring into any state

by working or action] "-
. .-. (esply of

raw materials). To w. in the

hand (so as to soften),.
: to w. stones,-
(Aristot.) : to w. a

ship, , see Navi-
gate : to be w.-d, that can be
w.-d,, 2 (esply of
land) : easy, hard to w., -,-, 2. % To produce,

effect, cause] . -. Also -
(e.g. calamities,-, Soph. ; regret to aby,-, Dem.). To w. athg

into or in athg or aby,',
: also •, (by platting

or weaving), (by

embroidering) : to w. gold

thread into athg,

: to w. one's way into

athg,() :

— into aby's good graces, see to

Insinuate: the shoe-straps w.-d

(i?rf?-s.) into their feet,-
to oi

(.) : to w. one's way through,



WOR WOR WOR- or-.() -,-? : to w. out atlig,-. -,-:— careful, . -. (earn
by w.-ing, e. g. /) : to w. out
a debt, see to Liquidate with

or : to w. up (=
consume by working), -, -.: tow.
up aby's feelings,. -? : to

w. oneself up into a beat, -, (with do-
ing atbg, e. g., with
speaking). if Causative] '? 'ipya, .
(exercise). To w. aby to death,,- -

: — oneself, :

w.-d excessively, -,-?, 2. W.-ing (act of), -
and other infinn. -, (labour, and w.-ing of

mines, ?) : also by siibstt. from
the several verbs, e. g. a w.-ing in

metal,, : a w.-ing
upon aby, see Influence : the
w.-ing of atbg, see Operation,
Effect : quick at w.-ing,-
tpyos, 2, and?, ? :

quickness in w.-ing,',
V (X.) : w.-ing day,?, . Working (adj.), by
partepp., e.g.: a
w.-ing man, woman,?,,
and -?, ?, : the w.-ing
people or class, ',

(Polyb.), kp-
(Appian). See Work-

man. W.-ing bees, ai-? (Aristot.).

WORKMAN, -?, ,-,? (.), , and -?
(fern.), ico?, . See Labour-
er. A good w.,?, 3

:

W. as ARTIFICER, HANDICRAFTS-
MAN, or MECHANIC (vid.),-
?, , ?,,
?.?,, 6: fellow-

W., -,-?, , : poor
w., -, -oopyo?, , :

w.-like,?, 3.

WO R S ,,-,., n. Of
delicate w.,?, ?.

t

WORK-HOUSE or -SHOP,, ,
(or by the specific term, e. g. of a
8addler,, , <§"c).

WORKER,/rfcp/?. o/toWoRK,
and?, , . See Work-
man.
WORLD, t The universe]?, (ichence, of the w.,?, 3: before the w.,-?, 2 : origin of the w., de-

scription of the w., see Cosmo-
gony, Cosmography). AIsotu, . bXa. Fm the
beginning of the w., ', -
?- % The whole earth] }, ?,
h. To sail round the w.,-. the end of thew.,? ?. ^| State of

(645)

existence"] This w., -? : from this w. into another,
'?

: in the other w.
or invisible w., . Later Gr.

(N. T.), the present w.,? : w. without end, see ' for

Ever,' Everlasting, Eter-
nity. Tf All mankind and its

concerns] ol, and ()?,-, ?,, .
All the people or men in the w.,? ? : no-
thing in the w., -

: the most skilful artist in

the W., -
tos : to know better than any
one in this w.,

: to know
the w., '-,'

: a man of the w.,

that knows the w.,?, 3

:

a citizen of the w.,-? or ?, , :

the w. now-a-days, ?,
' , 7? :

a man of the old w., -?, : to come into

the w. (= existence),,
ti? ? -? : to bring into the w.,-., : to

be in the w. for a given purpose,
'? seq. plcp.

fut. : to go out or leave or depart

from this w., or-
(pass.) -.7 (pass.)

: history of the w.,, .? : the way
of the w., ? -? : such is the way of the w.,-? : the polite w., -?,, ?-

: the learned w., -, ', "ff Phrases] To be well
off in the w., to be beforehand in

the w.,.. -. \
: to be badly off or be-

hindhand in the w.,.?. See phrases in Cir-
cumstance. Who, what, how
in the w., ?,,?, and
with , : he is for all

the w. like you,: not for all the w., not
for w.'s — ! fully by'? (Qc), ?? : as emphat. negation or
protestation, see by no Means:'
a w. of — , see Multitude, In-
numerable.
WORLDLINESS,-
,).? -, .
\VORLDLY,? and?, ?, 3, and -?, 2 (. to sacred),-

?, 2 (transitory), ?, 3,

and, 2 (idle, vain), =
w.-minded, worldling,?

(in a bad sense) -
?, ?. In. .,-
?, , . W. vanities,-? , (eecl.). See
Earthly, Human, Secular.
WORM, s., ?,

(in animal body, wood, and grain).
Like —,-?, ?, and
-?, ? : to be like —,-
(= to move sloicly, of the pulse) :

to be infested with —,-
and- : a being —, -?, :

to breed —, :

breeding — , -tokos, 2, as suhst.-, . Also?, ?, t;

{in dot. plur., esply tape-

and maiv-ivorm).,
(dim.), and adj. w. like,-?, ? : to have them,-. WoOD-W., Vid. ,
(maggot in the decomposing body).

To become infested with w.'s or
maggots, see above (fm-),
also (of wood) :

wounds become — ,,
: the corn —

,

and? : w. -eaten,?
(of ivood),?, 2
(Theophr., and — eaten of w.'s) :

she swarmed alive with w.'s,

(Ildt.): free from
w.'s, ?,?, 2. To crawl
like a w.,': w.-like
motion,, .
WORM, v. e. g. to w. oneself

into aby's favour, see Insinuate :

to w. out aby's secret, -
(or mid.)? (to tvind out).

WORMWOOD,,,
and?, (JV. .), -

and,. ?,
, and, , also called

(varieties in Diosc.)

:

also prps, (or south-

ern-wood ? [see at end of Wood],
Diosc). Wine prepared with w.,? /os, .
WORRY, v. and s. See An-

noy, Annoyance, and Trou-
ble.
WORSE, comparat. of Bad,

Vid. So much the w.,. From bad tow. (prov.),

'? (Hdt.) :

to go from bad to w.,

or , .
'? (.) : to eay nothing

W.,

(Aristid.) : and what is w., —

,

(or )
or or-, seq. c. indicat. : to

make bad w.,

or (Hein-

dorf on Plat. Euthyd.,% 24) : to

be w. off than, and?: to be w. off

for athg, and
(Dem.) : a being w. off,, .

WORSHIP, s. ?,
(veneration, vid.; usu in nonu
and ace. only). Tt/u»';, »;. -, , and,, and
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-,,?-,.,., ). Also, - (eccl. t.). Form
of w.,, ?j,

WORSHIP, v. H To venerate]

Vid. II To pay divine honour], . -.
(metaph. of persons also). Also

(to sa-

crifice and pray). W.-d, to be
W.-d,, 3.

WORSHIPPER, partcpp. of
verb, e. g.,,
and,, b. -

(PL, with or without),-? (iV. .), ,
' WORSHIPFUL. See Vene-

rable.
WORST, superlat. of Bad,

Vid. To be in the (very) w. si-

tuation or position, -
: the w. that can hap-

pen to me, is — ,, sea. in-

fill. : that is not the w. how-
ever bad it may be or the w. is

yet to come, we have not seen
the w. vet, ,: and what is w.,, see WORSE :

at the w., 7, and, or
or (happen

what will) : to have the w. of
it, (Thuc.): to put
the w. construction upon athg,

or.
n
WORSTED (to be),

(Thuc.).. -
(Thuc).

WORSTED, s.,., (woollen thread).

WORT. See Herb.'
WORTH, s. TJ Value] Tid.

H Price] Yid., and Desert,
Merit.

^
WORTH, adj., 3. -, 2 (c. gen.). Also (c.

gen.). To be w. (= equivalent

to) so much, : w.
a great deal, , 3., 2 : w. speaking, -, 3 : w. mentioning,, 2..
2 : w. knowing, (, )

or. For si-

milar combinations, such as w.
seeing(, 3, or-), w. hearing(.
3, or), §[€., see the

respective Verbs. It is w. one's

while, ., : it is not w.
troubling oneself about, ': W. his weight
in gold, . 3.

WORTHINESS. SeeWorth,
Dignity.
W ORTHLESS,^?,

3., 3. ?75, .
consider w.,
(Soph.).

WORTHLESSNESS, -,, .
(646)

WORTHY,, 3 (of athg,

: at aby's hands, ). Sts, 2 (Dem.). - and-, 3 (poet.),, 3.

To be w. of athg, see to Deserve,
Merit : to consider aby w. of

athg, ., see to Deign :

w. of trust or confidence,-, 2 : to act in a w. man-
ner, ' .

: w. of
note,- and-, 2.

A w. man, (2,

trushvorthy) or (3, good).

W. of praise, , 3., 2., . 0^•
For similar combinations see the

respective substt.

WOULD. See Will, v.

WOUND, s., (of or
for w.'s, 3, Diosc).', (an angry suppurating
w., and dim., a slight w.,-, )., (produced
by a cut, by stabbing, or any mis-

sile weapon), ?'; and -, h (poet.), and prps,
(fm Hdt. 3, 35). ,

(produced by a bite). A slight w.,

: a deep w.,

: a mortal w.,
' to die of the

w., -
and .-

(Hdt.) : a w. in front,-
or : a

w. on the back, -
: to receive and to inflict a

w., see the Verb : covered with
W.'s, .., 3: w. upon w.,: the w. is

yet bleeding,.
WOUND, v. .. ....

To w. aby mortally,,, or .. :

to be or get W.-d,-..() () :

I am or become w.-d in any part,: W.-d,-,,, .-
',, : a w.-d man,-?, , 6 : not w.-d,-
tos,?,/., 2. 2. H Me-
taph.: to hurt, injure],

{esply by ivords)..
WRANGLE. See to Con-

tend.
WRAP,.-. To wrap up.,.. -,-...
WRAPPER,,-,,',.
WRATH,, . , ., •,, and,

(poet.). See Anger, Rage.
WRATHFUL, ,

'.,.,
3., . See Angry;.
WREAK, e. g. one's ven-

geance, Vid., and Revenge :— one's rage— , or-
I' ..
WREATH,, 6, and, .,,
(poet.). See Garland, Chap-

let. A w. of snakes,-
(JEschyl.) : — of smoke,. (Aristoph.).

WREATHE,
or . (pfoit, e. g.). or. See to Crown and Gar-
land. Also and
-av (to twine into wreaths or
braids) : w.-d with snakes, -

(JEs-
chyl.).

W RECK, S., ,
and, (ship-w.). -, (w. of a ship, or remains

ofany other rui?i).

t

WRECK, v. (Horn.),. * Fig.]-. See to Ruin. W.-d,, 6, »'; : to be W.-d, vav-, ...
WREN (a kind of bird),-

and', 6.-, .
WRENCH, . 1 To twist

forcibly round]. -".. 5eeto TwiST.
To dislocate] and

-..... Thew.-ing
of a limb,, . -, .
WRENCH, s.,( , Dem., frac-

ture or w.). See Strain and
Sprain.
WREST, - or-

or-,- '
(to take with violence),,

(tivist, distort). To
w. (= pervert the laws),-

(Dinarch.) :

to w. justice,.
WRESTLE, and, and. % •] To w.

for or after athg, to w. with a
view of attaining an object,-

and -, ' .. See Struggle.
WRESTLER,,,,

. Of or belonging to a w.,-, 3: aw.'s trick or feat,, : aw. and pugi-

list,»}?, , .
WRESTLING, s. , v.

To overcome, carry the prize in

w., : to overcome
or throw aby in w.,-

: — by a twist of the

leg, , see to

Trip : a trick in w.,,.,, -,
: clever or skilful in w.,-, 3 : a w.-place, -



WRE, : the art of w., -, .
WRETCH, s. See 'Wretch-

ed person :' as = wicked,-,, 3: a detestable w.,,, 6.

WRETCHED, adj. U Bad,
not well furnished\,-,, 3. ^[ Poor, mise-

rable] . , 3.-, 2, and, 3. -
and-,,. -, , and-, -, , ., 3 {piti-

able). To lead a w. life or ex-
istence,, .
WRETCHEDNESS. See Mi-

sery.
WRETCHLESS. See Reck-

less.
WRIGGLE {as a worm), -. W.-

ing motion,',. W.-
ing, adj.,', 3 : —
subst.,, 6. To w. one's

rump in walking affectedly, -.
WRIGHT, in compounds, e. g.

Ship-, WHEEL-wright, see those

words.

WRING. See to Wrench,
Twist. To w. the neck {of a
bird), iv.

^
WRINKLE, s.,, .,. Also,,
(Soph.).

WRINKLE, ..-
{mly pass.),.

w. one's brows, -. .
See to KNIT. W.-d,, -,, 3.,
, see Shrivel : athg w.-d,-, : w.-d-looking,-, : with a w.-d brow,-, , 6, : W.-d of the
hrows, also, 3 {Leon.

Tar.). W.-ing {the act of), -
-, , .
WRIST,, 6. W. joint,.
WRIT,,,

{a summons). To send aby or serve

upon aby aw.,,',
(oftL•judge),-. '.

and mid. {of the plaintiff and the

officer). W. of arrest, see War-
rant. Holy Writ, see Scrip-
ture.
WRITE, (on athg,

and ). A pillar that

has something written on it,-
{)., :

to read and w. (= to be able

to do so, to have been taught it),

:

it ha9 heen written, it stands

written, or '-
: there is written over or on

it, -,- {i. e. it

bears or has a superscription) : it

is written (as it were) on his fore-

head that—, or

c. partcp. 11 To make
known in writing],-

(647)

WRO.-,-:
— in prose, : —
in verse, : to w. in a florid

style, : to w.
well, KaXfj : to

w. to aby,/ .
or . -

' : to w.
in answer to aby,-

: one that w.'s a good
deal,, 2. To write

DOWN, -, -,-,-. {to

take down by wnting). To w.
OUT, a) to copy,: )
to w. atfull length,:
written out at full length,-

and, 2.

To w. under or beneath, and
over, see Sub- and Super-
scribe.
WRITER,, also-,, 6 {both= AUTHOR

[vid.] and he that writes or copies

out),,, 6 {a pub-
lic w. or scribe, vid., and no-
tary). The w. of a letter,.
WRITING, .-, V., {the thing

put down in w.), but alsoorpa,.,,
and byptcpp. pass, ofthe verb : the

w. subjoined, -, see Subscribe: the title in

w., Vid., and Superscription :

the mode or style of w.,,
., . 6 -

: a mistake in w.,,. -
: the art of

W., {sc. ), : a
set copy for w.,, ., 6. Writing-master,, b. -, 6. W.-paper,, . ',. W. - desk,. W. tablet,,
.,, 6., -, , ., .
W.-materials, ,.
WRITHE, {pass.,

to twist oneself [vid.] so as to

avoid a blow, PL), {to

w. or struggle with pain). '-
{wriggle as a worm).

WRONG, adj. and adv., 3 {not right), , 2
{unjust),, {incor-

rect), ,,
{not true), 6,,
or, -, -.
(, ) ,,. {not

the proper or requisite). See
Right ; where the phrases, by tL•

addition of or will express

wrong. At the w. time,

or or : to

meet with thew. man,-, . '.

the letter was delivered to the w.

person, ' : to

hear or understand w.,-: to iudgev;.,- or- : to relate athg w.,

YAR
or -

: to be w., .
(pass.), see to be

Mistaken. To be w. (= act

wrongly), : I am w. in
doing athg, :

right or w.,' ()
: both right and w.,.

WRONG, S., . -,. ,.. See Injury, Injustice.
To commit, be guilty of a w., see

to Wrong: to be in the w., see

to be Mistaken, to Err.-. , -
: to go W.,

: I own myself in the

W., or-.
WRONG, . ,. To be w.-d,-

(pass.). See to Injure, to

Harm.
WRONGFUL,, -,,, 2., 3 and 2. See Unjust.
WRONGNESS. Orel, by neut.

adjj.

WROTH (to be),.
(Horn.). See ANGR and

Wd ATTT FT7T

WROUGHT, partcp. pass, of
verbs to Work, and,

(woven, opp., 3,

plain, , Thuc),
(embroidered), 3. W.-

iron, (3) or

(2), 6.

WRY(crooW),,-, and, 2. -
and (), 3. -, 3, and-, 2. See Crooked. To make

w. faces,

(UL• one who is eating savory,

Aristoph.). :

w.-nosed,, 6, n : w.-

necked, -.—Wry-neck (bird), '
(),", (Lot. iynx tor-

quilla).

YACHT, or-
or, .,, 6.,.

YARD,, . A farmer's

y. or farm-y.,,.
YARD (as measure), very near-

ly , : adj.,
w, fu* of the lesser or common
cubit, weh is nearly 18 inches;

whence also FOOT Eng. = (near-

ly) third part of two (common)
cubits, this being the exact value of
the Olympic foot, ivhich is very

nearly == ^ Eng. feet. TL• Ro-
man foot = f| of the Olympic

foot. The proportion of tL• Eng.

foot to the longer cubit is nearly

as 4 to 7. H Of a ship] Sail-y.,



YAR YES, (its end, yard-arm),
also,, jj. -, (Horn.).

YARN, i/quaTa,.-, (Horn.),,., .
YARROW (or millfoil, herb),, (Oiosc).

YAWN,, and in best

authors pres. and imperf. mly., but usu. as

dep. mid.. Also-
(Aristoph.). See Gape.

Y.-ing,, : constantly y.-

ing,, : to be so,

: a constant y.-ing,, (all later). Assubst.,

a y. or gape,,. Fig.,

a y.-ing hollow,, , see

Chasm, Gap, ggp to which add
hiatus in verses,, h
to make verses that y. or have
hiatus,.
YE See You.
YEA. See Yes. To say yea

to athg, ,,, .
YEAR,, .,

(propr., cycle, revolution, or pe-
riod). Every y., yearly,, ,^, ', and

(PI.) : also

(quotannis) : y. by or after, y.,

£tos , and (poet.),, 2 and 3 :

also, 3, and, 2
and 3: bearing every v.,-, and verb- (Theophr.) :

every fifth y., -, and :

every other y., '
(tvJtence, bearing every other y.,, 2, Theophr.) :

twice every y., :

this y., of or in this y.,

(Att. ; esply in corned., ?^?) :

this y.'s, of this y., or, 3. and -, 2 (all Att. for the com.
\\-) : a y. ago or last y.,-
(), whence adj., 3,

e. g. last y.'s archons, -
: also or,

3, e. g. last y.'s fruit, .,
opp. to this y.'s, fresh, (Theo-
phr.) : last y.'s magistracies,

(J)em.) : in (the course
of) last y., }
(as we say, ' last season,' Dem.) ':

wine of last year's vintage, -' and , b
(Theophr., Galen) : it is a year
since — , ,— : two years ago, the year be-
fore last, and adj., 2, e. g. the fruit

of the y. before last, .
(Theophr.) : also

: now many y.'s ago, -
(PL) : he

has been three y.'s dead,

: next y., for
next y.,, : in
the following y.,

: in the future y.,
(Phit.): in or of the same y.,

(648)

, (Aristot), with adv.- (Theophr.) : within a y.,, : half

y., quarter of a y., ,
: to live through the y.,: to go into banish-

ment for a y., and-' (with subst.,
) : in his tenth y.,,: aged ten years,,, and,

: lasting ten y.'s,-,
, or-, , and-, 2 :

space of ten y.'s,- and-, , . ^* The adj.

from is -, , and also-, : the former mly refer-

ring to age, the latter to duration,

e. g. a ten y.'s war,

: a period of forty y.'s,

: but

the distinction is not always ob-

served ; the corresponding fern, is-, . Lasting a y., -
and- (poet.), 2

and 3, also, , and
and, 2 and 3. -, 3 : new y., 6

: y.'s end, 6. Seasons of the y.,

(§§** for the names of the

seasons see Lidd. Sc. s. v. ).
Just ten y.'s having passed,-

(Thuc.)

:

fruitful, abundant y.,,:
to be in one's best y.'s,. ^" For the ar-

rangement of the Attic year see

under Month.
YEARLING, and-, , .
YEARLY. See' every Year,'

and Annual.
YEARN,,. (poet.). See

Long for.

YELL, v...
YELL, s., .
YELLOW,, 3 (gold-

coloured, Lot. flavus), and-, 3 (approaching to red, fire-
coloured, Lot. fulvus)., 3
(intermediate, ace. to Athen., be-

tween the two preceding), -, 3 (bright yellow, like quinces),, 3 (pale whitish y.). To
dye, paint, or colour y.,-

: y. colour,, .
Yellowhammer (bird),,, , and,, .
YELLOWISH,- and-, 2., .
YELP,.. Y.-

ing, partcp. and (),
(poet. . Plat.). A y.-ing,, 6., .
YEOMAN,. To do y.'s

service, .
YERK (ofahorse),,. See to KlCK.

YES, . (I say yes).

(it is so) : and sir.

(yes, certainly, to be sure),

(of course), -, , , and

by simple connected with some
leading word of the answer: Am
I to say atbg else? Yes, as much
as you please, ,'; (Soph.).

$fjp• Very often the uffirmat. ansiver

is conveyed by repetition of the verb

or another emphatic word, thus,

You allow it? Yes (I do), '-
; : often with, Wouldn't it be great

folly to be afraid ? Yes (great),' -; : or with, Did you say it? Yes (I

did),"? ; : or, Do we grant this? Yes,
beyond all question,-

;
': or by with the

verb understood, Do you say so?
do you think so? Yes,',. ;.
YESTERDAY,,.

The day before y., : till

y. or the day before (= till very

lately),

(Hdt.) : . or the day before

(=:the other day),() ()orpv.
: of or relating to y.,, ,, 3 (Ion. and

poet. ; whence -, the other day, Horn.), , ,
(substantively) : the feast

of y., .
YET, conj. See Neverthe-

less,Notwithstanding, How-
ever,.'.,'. . ... .( or sts ) . [
Adv.] (Lat. adhuc, prseterea,

insuper). (up to this time; ^*
always with neg. or with interrog.

equivalent to a neg., not yet, never
yet,,, []-, [] and, fyc. : did any ever yet

attempt this?-
; . more, -. See Besides, Still.

YEW (a tree),,,
and poet,, . Of the y.

tree, of y. (wood),, 3.

YIELD, v. TI (Trans.) To
produce (in returnfor cultivation)]-,-..
1 To concede, resign, give up,

surrender] Vid. -,-
, also •,-

: whence, by om. of object, ^J

(Intrans.) to give way]-. ', -,-. -. To y. to aby's will or

opinion,-,- :

to y. to aby's wishes,

: to yield to aby's remon-
strances or exhortation,-

(pass.) : to y. (be or

feel inferior) to aby,'. ijTTO) ,-
(make room) : not to

y. (= be inferior) to any body in

athg, ' .
: to y.

(one's place) to aby,



YOK
, also .

Yielding,, 3. -(>,3. See Pliable.
YOKE, s. 1 Propr.],
(propr. and fig., e. g. .-). To put in or to the y.,.-,. Yoke-strap,, . ^J The beasts,

$c, yoked togeUier or to athg],.
YOKE, v.., -, -,-,-. Yoking

(act of),, . IT Fig., =
to subjugate] Vid.
YOLK,, . 6.
YON, YONDER, (adv.).'. 3. See That, There.
YORE (of). See Formerly,

of Old.
YOU. See Thou.
YOUNG,,, 3. A

y. man,,,,, (^S?* both up to the age of
30 or 40 ; Kruger, Vit. Xen.
p. 12), and as stripling,-, . -,, : a y.

girl,,,,,
(poet.), : a y. wife, -, : ay. bird, a y.

chicken,. 6 : a y. horse,, 6: ay. lion,, 6:

the y. shoots of the vine (^=•

add to that article),,
(Geopon.) : always or lastingly

y.,,, 2 : to be-

come or grow y. again,.
The young (substantively)]-,.,.

(pi.; g. tt.) : the y. of birds, &c,
see above.

^
YOUNGSTER,,,

6.,,-
(Epictet.),TO.,

.
YOUR,, 3, and poet.,, 3. Of two,-, 3 : of one, see Thy ; and

by gen. of pronoun.
YOUTH. IT In the abstract:

the time of youth],,
(g. t.). ', (the beginning of

youthful age, prpsfrom the seven-

teenth to the twentieth year), -, , and ,
(manly age ; see the remark under
'Young man'),, (child-

hood),, (fewness of
years). Lasting y., :
from one's y., , -, , : from
one's early y., :

in one's y., during the time of
one's y., : to be in one's

y., (dep. mid.,

X.) : the flower or prime of y.,, ., . , : in the flower,

prime, or spring-time of y.,-, 3 ( ).,, . () :

the fire or zeal of y.,, : a friend or companion of

one's y.,,, , 6:
the freshness of y., :

the passion or heat of y.,, : he never felt, even
in his age, any falling off of the

power and energy of y.,. 'WThe
youth (as person)],,, , 6., .,, 6, seeYOUNGSTER.
To be a y. (and act like one),. % In a collective

sense : young men or young per-

sons] .,, (the

latter also = the age ofy.). The
education or bringing up of y.,.
YOUTHFUL,,-, and (poet.), 3. vto-, (also like,

— extravagant, wild) : to make
such y. promises, -

(Dem.) : a y. (wanton)
freak, and-,: . age,, .,,, -, : to be of y. age,..

.

ZANY,, , 6. See
Jester, Buffoon.
ZEAL, and-, ,, , and,, . -, . With ., or or, ,. : to carry

on, transact, or set about athg

with ., .
or -: full of ., see Zealous:

his . cools, abates,.
() ..
ZEALOT,,, 6 (.

ZOU
., but classic = a zealous imita-
tor or follower of aby, .,
PL).,\],,3.-, 2. •7»5, .-, 3. Very .,, 2

:

to be a . adherent or follower
of aby,, -

: to be
., .

or .-. or-
or or

or or -. :— for aby's interests,

or .
ZEBRA, 6 -.
ZENITH, (with or with-

out ), 6. •. At the .,,
2 : to be at —

,. ^j'

Fig. = highest point, summit]
Vid.
ZEPHYR,, 6.,-,-,.-, . See NOUGHT,

Cypher, s.

ZEST,,,. See Relish, s. To give a
z. to athg, .
ZINK,, b (Stra-

bo).

ZODIAC, 6 -, , 6. -
(sc.), . Signs of

the ., . (^» In MSS.,, and their deriva-
tives, often occurwith iota subscript,, 8[C, retained by Dindorf
and some edd.)

ZONE, f Propr.] See Gir-
dle. ^J Fig. (geogr. t.)] ,
.,. The Z.'s,-, (Aristot.). Torrid,

temperate, frigid ., .,,.
ZOOPHYTE,,.
ZOOGRAPHER,-, 6. Zoography,,
( ).

Also zoology,, . Zoo-
logist,, 6 (all ofmodern
coinage). The first and last Crcl.

by 6
and '-. -

logical,, 3 (mod.) :

zoological-garden,-,, and, .
ZOUNDS! -

!, ! -
!

(619)





ADDENDA ET CORRIGENDA.

ACTION (in tvar) : he is said

to have killed in this a. about
eighty horse, --

(-3.).

ADMIT, add: to a. of being
otherwise, :

{Aristot.).

ALKANET(,,
V (Hipp.).

ALL, add: 'tis all one, all the

same, (Eur.),

(sc.) : 'tis all one to me, if

I do not get you to believe these

things: for why? that which is

to be, will be, '
' ' yap ;.
ALSO, add: not only — , but

also, is often expressed by
in the second member, with the

first meml)er affirmative, see un-
der Only (addenda).

ARBITER, add :,, 6 (umpire cftosen by two liti-

gants to decide their cause),-, , 6 (one who reconciles

parties: umpire ivlietlier inprivate
or political causes). Poet,-

(). To be arbiter be-
tween parties, or

/as : — in a cause, -, .
Dele and, wch
are not a. and office of a., but ad-

vocate, -acy, though -, h, = a dispute submitted to

or decided by arbitration, prop.
judged beforehand.

ASKANCE, add : to look a.

at aby, -/>, --.
ASPARAGUS,; wild a.,

prps, b, and -, ,
-ov, .
AUTHORITY, add: to fol-

low the a. of others, Crcl., e. g.
fj ,-.
BANDY-LEGGED, add:

and, 3, ace. to Buttmann,
Horn. II. 2, 217, see Squinting,
in addenda.
BAWL, add : ',

and . (to out-b. aby, Aris-
toph.) : b.-ing,, b

(Flut.).

BAWLER,?, , b.

(651)

BAY, s. : to stand at b.,

(Polyb.).

BEGIN, add : to b. at the be-

ginning (and go through with a
thing), '
(prov., Aristoph. Vesp. 846) : but

see Home, addenda.
BEST, add: it is b. to hear

often, -
(PI.) : the b. thing is, to hear

what he says,.
BINDWEED,,

(great b., convolvulus sepium,
al.,sheepsbit)., (scam-

mony).
BLOW, v., add: to b. one's

nose, Vid.

BOH ! !

BOLT, s., add:,
(cross-bar of a door). B. or nail

used in ship-building,,
(Aristoph., Polyb.).

BRAKE (plant),,,,, .
BROOM-RAPE (plant),-, (seemingly ace. toDiosc,

but see under Dodder, addenda),
prps,.
BROTHER, add: to adopt as

a brother (or sister), call b. or
sister, (fraternize).

BROTHERHOOD, add: &-, r) (Hipp., and = close

resemblance, fm,
pass., = to be like, Id.).

BUNGLE, BUNGLER : by
Gr. prov.()(.^.
187, de iis qui neglectis artium
primordiis statim difficiliora ag-

grediuntur) or .
BUTCHER'S-BROOM : for, (f-#* wch is proba-

bly wild asparagus), substitute

prps (Theophr.)

and (Diosc), : also

prps (ruscus

hypophyllum).

CAMPION (plant), ,, .
CARE, v., add: I don't c. (in

replies), sts (PL,
= ', Schol.).

CAT'S-TAIL (plant),,
(typha).

CELANDINE (plant),-, (swallow -wort, two
kinds, . or
and .).
CENTAURY (plant),-,.
CHANCE, s., add: to try

one's last c,
or' (prov.

fm game of draughts, prop, to

move one's man from the middle
line, , of tlie board,

Alcce. Theocr.).

CHANNEL, s., add: to be
connected by openings or c.'s,

(pass.), e.g. .
(PI.) : the organ of

smell passes by a c. into the

mouth, -
(Aristot.).

COLLAR-BONE, substitute:,, ace. and
'. and at end, I broke my

c, (An-
doc): having broken his c,

(Don.). Also

often pi., : dim.-, (clavicle).

CONJUROR, add: it needs

no c. to —, rj -
' (prov., PI. Phce-

do, 108 D.).
CONTEND, add: to c. in do-

ing athg may also be expressed by

the verb compounded with ,
e. g. to c. in singing,: —
in* shouting with aby,-

(Aristoph.).

CONTINGENT, add: c.

events, , opp. to

(Aristot.).

COO (like a dove), add : -
(Valck. Ammon., p. 231).

CORK (tree), add: or, (Theophr., but according

to others = ivy).

CRAB (fish), add:^
(Diphil.).^,-,, , see under Lob-

ster.
CROOKED (ofthelegs),-, 3 (Geopon., bent asunder,

Lat. varus, opp. to).
CUD -WEED (plant), prps- or-, b (a creep-

ing plant with yellow flower or

fruit, Alcman. Theocr.).



DEA
DEAD, add : the d. [euphe-

mistically), ? (Aristoph.

Eccl. 1073.??, ,-, Eustath.).

DEGENERATE, v., line 1,

after orfrf: -? ?• '? or—. Line 3,

q/"ter /, ac?Gi

(?/ floOs).-> (tf/iese imply the passing into

another genus by deterioration).

(agrestem fieri, of
plants, opp. to, Theo-
phr.). - and-
(both Theophr.). At end of art.,

add: every tree d.'s by becoming
wild,

tois? Tpov.
DENOUNCE, add: to d. aby,? : to d.

athg as unlawful,
(ivliere may be sup-

plied).

DIBS {boys'
1 game; Fr. jeu des

omelets; Span, juega de tahas)

:

to play at d.,? -" or (played by

women with five,
pebbles, potsherds, &c, Poll. 9.

126).

DISAFFECTED, add: to

render aby d. towards aby,-' ? (to detach

allies, soldiers, S^c, from the side

they have hitherto belonged to).

DISH, v. (slatig)

(Aristoph.),

DISPUTE, v., add : the dis-

puted property (under litigation),

(Dem.).

DITTANY (plant), -, , and -?, , also-
and -?. Flavoured with d.,? (e. g. ojvo?).

DODDER, and-, h (Theophr., euscuta
;

but ace. to Diosc. this seems to be

rather broom-rape). Oftlie same
hind are, (T/ieo-

phr.).,?, 6 (Geo-
pon.).? 7,, , and?, 6.

DOG-BRIAR, after-
?, , add : somewhat different

fm or,
(Theophr.).

DOUBLE, addj d. -speaking
or d.-tongued,?, 2, e.g.

.,
(Slo?),aXv(tospeak
ambiguously, Eur.).

DOWN.s. (of thistles and other

seeds),?, (also^ lanugo,

the first d. on the clieek). Seeds
crowned with light d.,-, (Theophr.) : hence,

downy,? , ? (Theophr.).

DRAW-BRIDGE, prps-, .
DUMB (to be struck), add

:

prov. (propr. to see

a wolf, said of one of whom the

wolfgot thefirst look, PL, Theocr.,
Mcerim lupi videre priores, Virg.).

DUMB-BELLS (to give an

(652)

FEA
impetus in leaping),, ol.

See Lidd. Sc, s. v.

EARN, add: (mly

poet-, but sts PL, e.g.- -
=).

ELDER {tree) : add before, (Hipp., sambucus
nigra), contr., and at the end of
article, dwarf-elder,,

(Theophr., sambucus ebulus,

Linn.).

ELUDE, add:-
or (Plut.).

EYE, s., add: to cast the eyes

down (be sad), (Aris-

tot.), poet. (),
(Plut.) : with downcast

eyes, ?, ?, with subst.. (poet., but also later

prose, as Plut.).

EXCHANGE, v.

(with aby,?). To e. athg

for any other, ?
or ?.-

(sts act., but usu. mid.)? or ? or? (Isocr.), or-? (e.g.-?, PL). Also
simply (usu. mid., but sts act.)? or? (e. g.? -
?, PL). To e. (z=give in ex-

change) toil for toil, 7'
(Soph.): to exchange

thoughts, :
you will e. corpse for corpses

(poet.),? (Soph.). See to

Change, Interchange, and to

Barter.
EXCUSE, s., add: athg gives

aby an e. for not doing athg,-
)

(PL) : to have or use as an e.,

(.) : to keep
making e.'s,?
(Hdt.) : no e., no e.'s !

(Aristoph.). -?.
EXPERIMENT, s.,add: The

Lat. prov. experimentum facere

in corpore vili may be expressed

by JLupl ?, PL
Euthyd. 284, . -?, Schol. PL Lack.

187, . -, Eur. CycL 650.

FACTOR: the f. entering into

a product,, (side, viz.

of a rectangle, Nemes.).
FAR, under as f. as, towards

end of art., add: as f. as con-

cerns, oflen, e. g. without

the sun it would always be dark
as f. as the other stars are con-

cerned, ,
: as f. as money will do it,.

FEAST, s. : to come at the

first of a feast, &c. (prov.), see

Fray, addenda.

GIL
FENCE, ._ (with the sword),

(Plut.).

FETLOCKS (ofa horse), prps?, (.) : fetlock joint,, ?, : a horse with a
fault in the f."s,?,, .
FIG. A f. for his courage

!

? ! (Aristoph.)

FISHERY, add: right of f.,?, (Oioq. L).
FISHING-NKT, add:?

and ?, (or basket made
of rushes).

FIST, add : ?, (lute

ivord)

.

FLEA-BANE (plant),-, and contr. kv(iX,u, (inula,

of two kinds, and).
Like f.,?,, : fla-

voured with f.,? (e. g.?, ).
FLICKER, add:

(of leaves, poet.).

FLUTE, add : single f.,-? (?), : playing a
solo on the f.,'9, , : to

play it,: the solo,-
uvkia, : fingering the f,-, .
FOLD, s. (and byre or stable

for cattle), add:, (Soph,
and Plut.).

FOMENTATION, add: -, .
FOR, add to p. 254, col. 3,

line 31 : Also in phrases like for

aught aby or athg can or could
do, often, e.g. for aught the
other heavenly bodies could do,

without the sun it would be al-

ways night, ,
.
FRAIL, add: ?, 3

(Polyb., easily broken).

FRATERNIZE,/
(call aby brother), '-

(puss., be us brothers, be

like, Hipp.).
FRAY, s., add: to come at

the first of a feast and the last of

a fray (Eng. prov.), the corresp.

Gr. prov. in PL Gorg. init., -?' (sc.-) .' , ,?, ,
FRENCH and ENGLISH

(game), sim. and? (tivo par-
ties pulling one another across a
line, see Heindorf on Plat. The-
cetet. 181 a).

FRIPPERY, add:,
(and the market where it is sold),, (=, Themist.,

whence- or--
?, Luc., Lexiph.).

GET, add: As = Lat. acci-

pere, in speaking of loss, wounds,

Sfc, get or receive may be ren-

dered by (e. g.,
), (e. g.,
X.).
GILL, last line,for three read

six.



GUL
GULLET, substitute: fin Horn. I

to Aristot., 6 {from
\

Aristot. downwards, = orifice of
STOMACH, vid.).,,
77 (later-, , prop, the joint

opening of g. and windpipe, but

Aristot. makes it the windpipe it-

self), , (rarely), 77, is prop, upper part of
tlie windpipe, but is loosely used
to denote the swallow or g. {Eur.,
Aristoph.)., 6 (Aris-

tot.). , 6 (throat and g.,

Horn., only of men, later also of
animals, rare in prose), -, (g. and windpipe, Hipp.).

HARLOT, add:,
(Aristoph.).

HEAR, add: I h. or have h.

(= Lot. accepi), and also

(' ): also, ,-) (Thuc.).

HEM, s., add:,,, (esply coloured h. of a
garment).

HOARSE, add:,
ts (Hipp., of tlie voice, esply =
uttering a tone that risesfrom fiat
to sharp as in voi7iiting).

HOLD, in last paragraph of
the verb, for see the Gr. Lex.,
read see in the Gr. Lex. the de-

rivatives of the several verbs
above-given.

HOME, add: to begin at h.,' (prov.,

PL Cratyl. 401, ., -,
r\v ', SchoL).

HUM (or buzz as gnats),-.
IF, add : if it be nothing else,

if it only depends on that, if that

be all, : if all

depended on psephisms,. See Heindorf ad
PL Charmid. 14.

INUNDATE, -TION. See
Flood and Overflow.

LANGUISHING,,
3 (late}•) : with swimming, 1. eye,, 2 (= languenti
fractus ocello, Pers.).

LEER, v. add: to 1. upon aby,

(Philem.).

LEG, add : with the legs up
(== lying on a couch),

(Aristoph. Plat. 1123, but Toup
ad 1., " upstairs, in the garret ").

LOBSTER, add: -, (JElian).

MAKE, v., add: to m. it one's

endeavour, business, object, aim
(Lat. id agere ut), -

c. infin., or with c.

fut. indie. : sts c.

infin. or-
with c. fut. indie. :

and str. t. c. infin.

Also C infin., -
(653)

PAS
c. infin. or.

c..
MANDRAKE (plant), -, , or -a, 6 (Atropa

mandragora) : to be sent to sleep

by it, or

() : made of m.,-, 3 : flavoured with
m.,, , 6 (e.g.

>).
MARK, s., add: it does not

even come near the m., '\ or (prov.,

PL Rep. ix. 575, C) : to over-

leap the m.,
(Plat., ivith ref. to tlie

trench marked as the limit of the

leap of the).
MASTER, s., add: like m.,

like man (prov.), ai' -
(PL Pep. viii.

563, C, '', ,
SchoL)

.

MEAL, add: no mill, no m.
(prov.), see Mill, addenda.
MEERSCHAUM, perhaps', (Diosc. and

Plin.).

MELT, v. »., add:
(Aristot.).

MENTION, v., add: not to

ni. other evils,

(besides—).

MILL, add : no m., no meal,

(prov., Lat. qui vitat molam, vi-

tat farinam).

MINE, s., add in line 12 : to

run out a gallery into one's neigh-

bours
1

m.,

(Dem.).

MONASTERY,,, and, (eccl.).

MONASTIC,,-, 3 (eccl.). See Solitary.
MONK,,,, (eccl.).

MONK'S-HOOD (plant),-. (a variety).

MORE : to the m., — the m.
—

, p. 401, col. 1, line 22, add,
see under The.
MULLEIN (plants,
(verbascum).

NIGHT-SHADE, add: also, =
(Diosc).

ONLY, add: not only— , but
also —, is often expressed by-

in the second member, e. g.

not o. by the citizens but also by
foreigners, .
OVER (= in excess), to p. 431,

col. 1, line 7, add: to overdo the

thing, : to

be over-busy, !> : to

be over-wise, .
PARSLEY, add: bur-p.,-, , : marsh-p.,-, (Theophr.).

PASTERN (ofa horse),-

QUI, . See Fetlocks in

addenda.
PELLITORY (plant), prps, (Theophr., Pint.),

also, (Diosc).

PENKNIFE,,, ,
and, .
PEOPLE, add : the people of

Athens, the Athenian p., 6 <5?}nos

or '-, ^» in. to any
otherpeople ; but ivith implied opp.

of other parties or indiviauals of
the Ath. to the general body,

or. .
PHANTOM, add: a fleeting,

airy p.,, (jEschi/L).

PHLEGM, add:,' (pi-

tuita) : full of p.,

(DiphiL).

PIC-NIC, add: to have a p.,

(Di-
phil.).

PIG, add: a little p. or porker,, or better, (Ar-
cad., Anecd. Bekker), and dim.,, .
PIGEON, add: pigeon's milk,

prov. of things tliat are not, imi-

tate by Gr. prov.,

(a wolfs icings).

PLAGUE, add: p. take him !

(Luc D. Me-
retr. 10), and ellipt. lapuai, Demostratus, p.

take him! or that plaguey Demos-
tratus (Aristoph. Lysist. 391).

PLEASE, add: also-
mid. c ace : nothing p.-d

him, ' (Hdt.)

:

one thing p.'s me not, '
.

PLEASURE, add at end of
art. : also sts, , rj,

e. g. they altered the customary
meaning of words at their own
will and p., ''-
) (Thuc).

'PLEDGE, s., add: don't be
in a hurry to give p.'s,,

' (Gr. prov., PL
Charmid. 165, B.).

PORT-CULLIS, prps -,.
POWER (as math, t.), add:

a number raised to the seventh

p.,, (Math. vett.).

PRICKLY, add: to take a p.

business in hand, -
(prov.).

PRIVET, prps, b
(ligustrum).

PROSE, add: humble p.,

(opp. to poetry, PL) : in p.,

(opp. to -, PL).
PURBLIND, add:,, 3 (AnthoL).

QUARTER, s., add: I ask no

q., (PL).

QUIBBLE, add:-, (word-trap): quibbling,, and verb-
(straw-splitting, squabbling about

trifles, Philo.).



REA
REAL : in line 2 dele-

o*s, 3.

REAR, v. (as a horse), add :

(from adj. -,, Aristoph.).

REST-HARROW (plant) ,

prps (),, , and,.,,• -,, and-,, jj.

RUDIMENT, add : to want
to practise an art without having
learnt the first r.'s,' (to at-

tempt to learn the potter's art in

making a pitcher, Gr. prov., PL
Gorg. 515).

RUN out : to run out athg,

e. g. a passage into athg,-
(as) .

SAIL, s., add: to hoist all s.,

(and .)
(— Lot. suppara summis velis an-
nectere, Arr.).

SCOLD, v. and-
: s.-ing, adj.,, b :

svbst., (all fin Et.

M. and Hesych.).

SCUM, add: s. of the people,, ol [promis-

cuous croivd, colluvies homiuuni,
Thuc., PL).
SCURF, add:,.
SECOND, add : a s. scheme

or expedient, to be tried when
the first fails, 7r\ous,

(prov., PL, Aristot.).

SELVAGE or SKIRT (of a
garment), add : , .
SLEEP, v., add: it (the tree)

will be growing while you're
sleeping (Scotch prov.),'

THR
(Plut. Syll. 6, while

the fislierman sleeps, his net catches

for him).

SPECULATION, add: to fail

in any tempting s.,

(prov., PL Rep. v. 450, B., as
the Athenians failed in their at-

tempts to extract gold from their

silver ores).

SPURGE, add :-
i/05, i7 (earth-nut, Oiosc).
SQUINTING, add :,

3 (with distorted eyes, ace. to the

usual rendg of the .. epi-

thet of Thersites in Horn. II. 2,

217; but Buttmann Leant, s. v.

makes it more prob. = Lat. val-

gus, bandy-legged).

SURE, adj., add : aby will be
sure to —, see under Will, v.

THIS, add: in consequence of

t., for these reasons,

(but = hereupon) : be-

sides t., added to this (= more-
over, praiterea), ,
rarely (Hdt.) : this

being so (rr therefore), tuu-
to.

THISTLE, add: prps ovoyv-, 6.

THROAT, add:,, (the original form and
gender retained in good Att., but

from Aristot. downwards often-, ), is prop, the joint-

opening of gullet and windpipe,

, Galen,= Lat. fauces, like

wch it often stands fur throat ge-

nerally, and even the outer throat,

WRO
neck ; but Aristot. makes it the

windpipe, =,,
opp. to the gullet, =.
TONGUE, add: to give t. (as

hounds),,
(Xen.), and -.
(Theocr.). A double t., double-
t.-d, see Double (addenda).

TURN up, add: to regulate
one's affairs according to what
turns up,

(prov.,fm dice, PL Rep. . 604,

.).

UMBRELLA (against rain),

add:, (mod.Gr.).

WAGES (to receive, &c.),add:
also , and sts .

(PL).
WELL, adv., add : it is w. or

it is best to hear often,

(PL).
WENCH, v., add:

(Aristoph.) : tt^ewce wencher,Aeu-, , 6 (Id.).

WILL, s., add: arbitrary w.
and pleasure, sts, .
See Pleasure (addenda).

WILLOW, add: prps-
or, 6 (vitex ag-

nus castus or salix viminalis?
Theophr.).

WINDPIPE. See Addenda to

Throat and Gullet.
WOLF : to the prov. add, -

(PL Rep. i. 341, C).
WRONG, add: it would be

very w. to —, Orel., e. g.'', —

.

THE END.
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ACTS of the APOSTLES. IQs. 6d.

XVII.

The Second Edition of the FIRST HEBREW BOOK;
on the Plan of Henry's First Latin Book. By the Rev. THOMAS
KERCHEVER ARNOLD, M.A., late Rector of Lyndon, and
formerly Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge. In 12mo. 7s. 6d.

(Now ready.)

XVIII.

The ANNUAL REGISTER: or, a VIEW of the HISTORY
and POLITICS of the YEAR 1857. 8vo. 185. (Just published.)

XIX.

A NEW METRICAL TRANSLATION of the PSALMS,
from the Original Hebrew, compared with the Ancient Versions.

Second Edition. In small 8vo. 8*. (Now ready.)

Also, by the same Author,

A METRICAL TRANSLATION of the SONG of SOLOMON,
from the Original Hebrew. Crown 8vo. 1*. 6c?.

XX.

The HISTORY of ENGLAND, from the EARLIEST
TIMES to the PEACE of PARIS, 1856. By CHARLES DUKE
YONGE. Inpost8vo. 12s.

XXI,

SERMONS, preached in a COUNTRY VILLAGE, By the

Rev. THOMAS KERCHEVER ARNOLD, M.A., late Rector of

Lyndon, and formerly Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge. In

post 8vo. 5*. 6d.
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XXII,

SIVAN the SLEEPER ; a Tale of all Time. By the Rev. H.
C. ADAMS, M.A., late Fellow of Magdalen College, Oxford ; Author
of " The First of June." In small 8vo. 5s. 6c?.

XXIII.

QUEBEC CHAPEL SERMONS, VOL. VII. CON-
CLUDING SERMONS. By HENRY ALFORD, B.D., Dean of

Canterbury; late Minister of the Chapel. In small 8vo. 6s.

Lately published, VOL. VI. On the PERSON and OFFICE of

CHRIST. 5s.

XXIV.

A Second Edition of The FIRST of JUNE ; or, SCHOOL-
BOY RIVALRY; a Second Tale of Charlton School. By the Rev.
H. C. ADAMS, M.A., late Fellow of Magdalen College, Oxford;
Editor of " The Cherry Stone?." In small 8vo. 3s. 6d.

XXV.

The MARTYR of the PONGAS ; a Memoir of the Rev.
HAMBLE JAMES LEACOCK, first West Indian Missionary to

WESTERN AFRICA. By the Rev. HENRY CASWALL, D.D.,
Vicar of Figheldean, Author of "America and the American Church,"
&c. &c. In small Svo. With Portrait. 5s. 6d.

XXVI.

The ACTS for Promoting the BUILDING and ENDOWING
of CHURCHES and CHAPELS in Populous Parishes and Places,

and forming New Parishes and Districts. Edited by JAMES
THOMAS LAW, A.M., Chancellor of the Diocese of Lichfield.

Fourth Edition. In Six Parts. 8vo. 9s.

The object of this Work is to bring together into one view, under separate

heads, for the convenience of the Clergy, all that relates to each branch of

this important subject.

XXVH.

OCCASIONAL SERMONS, preached inWestminster Abbey,
VOL. VI. Contents: On the Immaculate Conception.—The Chris-

tian Sunday.—The Soldier's Return.—The Acts of the Apostles as

applicable to the Present Times.—On Marriage with a Person
Divorced. By CHR. WORDSWORTH, D.D., Canon of West-
minster. In 8vo. 7s.

XXVIII.

The INSPIRATION of HOLY SCRIPTURE, its Nature and
Proof; Eight Discourses preached before the University of Dublin.
By WILLIAM LEE, D.D., Fellow and Tutor of Trinity College, and
Professor of Ecclesiastical History in the University of Dublin. Second
Edition, revised, with Index. In 8vo. 14*.
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XXIX.

ADDRESSES, chiefly to YOUNG MEN. Contents:—
On the Profitable Employment of Hours gained from Business.

2. Dr. Johnson. 3. Columbus. 4. Sir Walter Raleigh. 5. England
and her Colonies. By the Rev. JAMES S. M. ANDERSON, M.A.,
Chaplain in Ordinary to the Queen, Rector of Tormarton, and
Honorary Canon of Bristol Cathedral. Second Edition. In small 8vo.

45. 6d. (Now ready.)

XXX.

SERMONS preached before the QUEEN. By SAMUEL
WILBERFORCE, D.D., Lord Bishop of Oxford. Sixth Edition.

In 12mo. 6s.

XXXI.

DISCOURSES and ESSAYS on the UNITY of GOD'S
WILL as revealed in SCRIPTURE. By JOHN WILLIAMS, A.M.,
Archdeacon of Cardigan. In 8vo. 10s. 6d.

XXXII.

CATECHESIS; or, CHRISTIAN INSTRUCTION pre-
paratory to CONFIRMATION*, and FIRST COMMUNION. By
the Right Rev. CHARLES WORDSWORTH, D.C L., Bishop of St.

Andrew's, Dunkeld, and Dunblane. Third Edition. In small 8vo. 3$. 6d.

XXXIII.

ECHOES from EGYPT; or, the Type of Antichrist.
Concluding with the Number of the Beast (Rev. xiii. 18). By the
Rev. W. J. GROVES, M.A., sometime Vicar of Chewton Mendip,
Somerset. In 8vo. 10s, 6d.

XXXIV.

The PARABLES of OUR LORD Explained and Exemplified,
in Sunday School Dialogues. By TWO SISTERS. Edited by a
Clergyman of the Church of England. In small 8vo. 3s.

XXXV.

The Fourth Edition of PARISH MUSINGS; or, Devo-
tional Poems. By JOHN J. B. MONSELL, Vicar of Egham,
Surrey, and Rural Dean. In 18mo. 2s. (Now ready.)

XXXVI.

The INSPIRATION of the HOLY SCRIPTURES. By
EDWARD MEYRICK GOULBURN, D.C.L., D.D., Head Master
of Rugby School, and Chaplain to the Lord Bishop of Oxford. In
small 8vo. 3s. 6d.

XXXVII.

ESSAYS. By GELDART J. RIADORE, B.A., Do-
mestic Chpalain to the Duke of Bucckugh. In 12mo. 3s.

XXXVIII.

ECHOES from MANY MINDS ; a Collection of SACRED
POETRY. Edited by LADY CHARLOTTE MARIA PEPYS.
In 18mo. 2s. 6d.
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XXXTX.
SERMONS on Texts from the GOSPELS and EPISTLES

for Particular Sundays. By JOHN HAMPDEN GURNEY, M.A.,
Rector of St. Mary's, Marylebone. In small 8vo. 6s.

XL.
The FOUR GOSPELS and ACTS of the APOSTLES. With

EXPLANATORY NOTES by LORD LYTTELTON. In post 8vo.

85. 6d.

XLI.

THEOPHILUS ANGLICANUS; or, INSTRUCTION con-
cerning the CHURCH, and the Anglican Branch of it. For the Use
of Schools, Colleges, and Candidates for Holy Orders. By CHR.
WORDSWORTH, D.D., Canon of Westminster. Eighth Edition.

In post Svo. 85. 6d.

XLII.

The WARNINGS of the HOLY WEEK ; being a COURSE
of PAROCHIAL LECTURES for the WEEK before EASTER,
and the EASTER FESTIVALS. By the Rev. WILLIAM ADAMS,
M.A., late Fellow of Merton College; Author of "The Old Man's
Home," and otherWT

orks. Fifth Edition. In small 8 vo. 45.6c?.

XLIII.

A MANUAL of ANCIENT HISTORY, from the remotest
Times to the Overthrow of the Western Empire, a.d. 476. This
Work, for the convenience of Schools, may be had in Two Parts
(sold separately), viz.

:

VOL. I., containing, besides the History of India and the other Asiatic

nations, a complete HISTORY of GREECE. 4s.

VOL. II., containing a complete HISTORY of ROME. 4s.

By Dr. LEONHARD SCHMITZ, F.R.S.E., Rector of the High School
of Edinburgh. Third Edition. In post 8vo. 7s. 6d.

XLIV.

A MANUAL of ANCIENT GEOGRAPHY. By the SAME
AUTHOR. In post 8vo. 6s.

XLV.

HYMNS and POEMS for the SICK and SUFFERING.
In connexion with the Service for the VISITATION of the SICK.
Selected from various Authors. Edited by the Rev. T. V. FOSBERY,
M.A., Perpetual Curate of Sunningdale. Fourth Edition. In small 8vo.
6s. 6d.

This Volume contains 233 separate pieces ; of which about 90 are by
writers who lived prior to the 18th Century : the rest are modern, and some
of these original. Amongst the names of the writers (between 70 and 80 in

number) occur those of Sir J. Beaumont—Sir T. Browne—F. Davison

—

Elizabeth of Bohemia—P. Fletcher—G. Herbert—Dean Hickes—Bp. Ken
—Norris—Quarles—Sandys—Bp. J. Taylor—Henry Vaughan—and Sir H.
Wotton. And of modern writers:—Miss . B. Barrett—The Bishop of
Oxford—S. T. Coleridge—Sir R. Grant—Miss E. Taylor—W. Wordsworth
—Rev. Messrs. Chandler—Keble—Lyte

—

onsell—Moultrie—and Trench.



XLVI.

The COLONIAL CHURCH CHRONICLE and MIS-
SIONARY JOURNAL for the YEAR 1857. In 8vo. 7s.

*** This Journal contains numerous Original Articles, Correspondence,
and Documents relating to the CHURCH in the COLONIES, Reviews
and Notices of New Publications, and a Monthly Summary of Colonial,

Foreign, and Home News.

Continued in Monthly Numbers, price 6d. each.

2LVII.

SERMONS and ADDRESSES delivered on Various Occasions.
By JOHN KAYE, D.D., late Lord Bishop of Lincoln. Edited by his

Son. In 8vo. 16*.

XLV1II

ESTHER, an Illustration of the Doctrine of a PARTICULAR
PROVIDENCE; TWELVE LECTURES delivered at the BAR-
NARD-HYDE LECTURE. To which are added SIX DIS-
COURSES on the GENERAL DOCTRINE of PROVIDENCE.
By the Rev. J. C. CROSTHWA1TE, M.A., Rector of St. Mary-
at-Hill, London. In 12mo. 8*.

XLIX.

The Fourth Edition of the BISHOPRIC of SOULS. By
the Ven. ROBERT WILSON EVANS, B.D., Archdeacon of West-
moreland, formerly Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge ; Author of
the " Rectory of Valehead." In small 8vo. 5s.

LETTERS from CANTERBURY, NEW ZEALAND. By
ROBERT BATEMAN PAUL, M.A., Archdeacon of Waimea;
formerly Fellow of Exeter College, Oxford. With a Map of the
Province, including a considerable part of the Province of Nelson,
by Edward Jollie, C.E. In small 8vo. 4s. 6d.

LI.

AGONISTES; or, PHILOSOPHICAL STRICTURES, sug-
gested by Opinions, chiefly, of contemporary Waiters. By ALFRED
LYALL, B.A., Rector of Harbledown, Kent.

In this work the opinions of the following Authors (amongst others)

are discussed, viz. Abp. Whately—Whewell— Chalmers— Grote— Lord
Brougham—Sydney Smith— Jeffrey—Mill—Brown— Paley— Macaulay

—

Baden Powell—J. H. Newman—Mackintosh—and Sir W. Hamilton. In post

8vo. 7s. 6d.

LII.

GATHERED LIGHTS; illustrating the Meaning and Struc-
ture of the LORD'S PRAYER : selected from Theological Writers.

By the Rev. C. HOPE ROBERTSON, B.A., late Curate of St.

John's Church, Bradford. In small 8vo. 4s. 6c?.
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LIII.

SERIES of SERMONS on the EPISTLE and GOSPEL
for each SUNDAY in the YEAR, and the HOLY DAYS of the

CHURCH. By the Rev. ISAAC WILLIAMS, B.D., late Fellow
of Trinity College, Oxford; Author of a " Harmony of the Gospels,

with Reflections, in 8 vols." Second Edition. In 3 vols, small 8vo.

16s. 6d.

*
#* The Third Volume (on the SAINTS' DAYS and other HOLY

DAYS) may be had separately. 5s. 6d.

LIV.

A Second Edition of the HISTORY of the CHURCH of
ENGLAND in the COLONIES and FOREIGN DEPENDENCIES
of the BRITISH EMPIRE. By the Rev. JAMES S. M. ANDER-
SON, M.A., Preacher of Lincoln's Inn, and Rector of Tormarton.
In 3 vols, small 8vo. £1 4s.

LV.

The WAY of HOLINESS in MARRIED LIFE; a
Course of SERMONS preached in Lent in the Parish Church
of New Windsor. By HENRY J. ELLISON, A.M., Vicar of

Windsor, Prebendary of Lichfield, and Reader to the Queen at

Windsor Castle. In small 8vo. 3s.

LVI.

EVANGELICAL LIFE? as seen in the EXAMPLE of our
LORD JESUS CHRIST. By JOHN JAMES, D.D., Canon of

Peterborough, Author of a "Comment on the Collects," and other

Works. Second Edition. In 12mo. 7s. 6d.

LVII.

The Fifth Edition of a MANUAL of the RUDIMENTS
of THEOLOGY ; containing an Abridgment of Bp. Tomline's
Elements ; an Analysis of Paley's Evidences ; a Summary of Pearson
on the Creed ; and a Brief Exposition of the Thirty-nine Articles,

chiefly from Burnet; Notices of Jewish Rites and Ceremonies, &c.

By the Rev. J. B. SMITH, D.D., formerly of Christ's College,

Cambridge; late Head Master of Horncastle Grammar School. In
L2mo. 7s. 6d.

LVIII.

COMFORT for the AFFLICTED. Selected from various
Authors. Edited by the Rev. C. E. KENNAWAY. With a Preface

by S. WILBERFORCE, D.D., Lord Bishop of Oxford. Eighth
Edition. In small 8vo. 55.

LX.

The CHERRY-STONES; or, the FORCE of CON-
SCIENCE: a Tale for Youth. Partly from the MSS. of the Rev.
WILLIAM ADAMS, Author of "The Shadow of the Cross," &c.
Edited by the Rev. H. C. ADAMS. Fifth Edition. In small 8vo.

3«. 6c?.
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RECENT PAMPHLETS AND TRACTS.

A CHARGE delivered in November, 1858, to the Clergy of the Diocese of

London, at his Primary Visitation, by ARCHIBALD CAMPBELL,
LORD BISHOP of LONDON. Seventh Edition. In 8vo. 2s.

II.

The CHARGE of the RIGHT HON. the LORD BISHOP of BATH
and WELLS, at his Second Visitation, in April, 1858. In 8vo. Is.

III.

The CHARGE of JOHN THOMAS, LORD BISHOP of NORWICH,
to the Clergy and Churchwardens of the Diocese at his Primary Visitation,

1858. In 8vo. Second Edition. Is.

IV.

The LAW of CHURCH RATE, and the VOLUNTARY PRINCIPLE

;

a CHARGE, delivered to the Clergy of the Archdeaconry of Maidstone,

at the Ordinary Visitation, in May, 1858. By BENJAMIN HARRISON,
M.A., Archdeacon of Maidstone. In 8vo. Is.

v.

A CHARGE delivered at his Third Visitation of the Archdeaconry
of BUCKINGHAM, in June, 1858. By EDWARD BICKERSTETH,
M.A., Archdeacon of Buckingham, and Vicar of Aylesbury. In 8vo. Is.

VI.

A CHARGE delivered to the Clergy of the Archdeaconry of BARN-
STAPLE, at his Visitation, in June, 1858. By JOHN BARTHOLOMEW,
M.A., Archdeacon of Barnstaple. In 8vo. Is.

VII.

GUIDE to the CHURCH SERVICES in LONDON. In 8vo. Is.

VIII.

TWO SERMONS on CONFESSION, preached in Quebec Chapel. By
EDWARD MEYRICK GOULBURN, D.D., Prebendary of St. Paul's,

and Chaplain in Ordinary to the Queen In small 8vo. Is.

IX.

A BRIEF INQUIRY into the LAW of the CHURCH of ENGLAND with
respect to PRIVATE CONFESSION. By BENJAMIN SHAW, M.A.,
late Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge. Second Edition. In 8vo. Is.

X.

THEORY and PRACTICE of ABSOLUTION. By E. W. ATTWOOD,
B.A., late Curate of St. Leonard's, Shoreditch. In 8vo. Is.

XI.

The BOOK of CANTICLES ; or, the SONG of SOLOMON, according
to the English Version. Revised and explained from the Original Hebrew.
In Royal 8vo. Is.

XII.

SOCRATES. A LECTURE delivered to the Young Men's Christian
Association, in Exeter Hall, on Tuesday, November 30, 1858. By
EDWARD MEYRICK GOULBURN, D.D. Chaplain in Ordinary to the
Queen, and one of the Prebendaries of St. Paul's. In small 8vo. Is. 6d.

XIII.

SUBSTANCE of a SPEECH respecting EPISCOPAL PATRONAGE in
the DIOCESE of DURHAM, delivered in the House of Lords on the
Report of the Ecclesiastical Commission Bill. By LORD RAVENS-
WORTH. In 8vo. 6d.

[Continued,
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RECENT PAMPHLETS AND TRACTS (Continued).

XIV.

CHURCH-RATE REPEAL; a Letter to an Abolitionist. By AGRI-
COLA. In 12mo. 6d.

xv.

THOUGHTS on the CONTROVERSY as to a PLURALITY of
WORLDS. By F. W. CRONHELM. In 8vo. Is.

XVI.

HYMNS and HYMN-BOOKS, with a few words on Anthems : a Letter to

the Rev. WILLIAM UPTON RICHARDS, M.A. from WILLIAM
JOHN BLEW. In8vo. 3s. 6d.

XVII.

SHORT PRAYERS for PAROCHIAL SCHOOLS. Compiled for the
Practising Schools of the Hockerill Training College. In 12mo. 2d.

xviii.

PAROCHIAL TAXATION of the CLERGY : the Tithe-Owner's Practical

Remedy under the existing Law, corrected to the recent important judg-
ment of the Court of Queen's Bench. By J. W. SHERINGHAM, M.A.,
Vicar of Strood, Rochester. Fourth Edition. In 8vo. Is.

XIX.

On the ADDITIONAL EVENING SERVICE at WESTMINSTER
ABBEY ; being No. LI I. of OCCASIONAL SERMONS, preached on
Sunday Evening, March 14, 1858. By CHR. WORDSWORTH, D.D.,
Canon of Westminster. In 8vo. Is.

XX.

EDUCATION : a SERMON, Preached at St. Andrew's Church, Rochford,
Essex, August 15, 1858. By the Rev. . E. BAYLEE SALISBURY,
Curate of Thundersley. In 8vo. Is.

XXI.

THREE SERMONS preached at the SPECIAL EVENING SERVICES,
at St. Margaret's, Westminster, by the Rev. WILLIAM CURETON,
D.D., Rector of St. Margaret's ; the Rev. WILLIAM SCOTT, M.A.,
Incumbent of Christ's Church, Hoxton ; and the Rev. FREDERICK
MAURICE,.., Chaplain of the Hon. Society of Lincoln's Inn. In 12mo. Is.

XXII.

TWO SERMONS:— I. The Church of our Fathers ordinarily the Place
where Men ought to Worship, after the Example of the Lord Christ,

who, as his custom was, went into the Synagogue on the Sabbath Day.
II. How Christians ought to Receive Christ Jesus the Lord, and to Walk
in Him. By JOHN WOOD WARTER, B.D., Christ Church, Oxford;
Vicar of West Tarring, Peculiar of Canterbury, in the Diocese of Chichester.

In 12mo. 8d.

XXIII.

The PRESENCE of CHRIST, as manifested in the GOSPELS, the ACTS
of the APOSTLES, the EPISTLES, and the REVELATION; FOUR
SERMONS, preached before the University of Oxford. By the Rev. G. A.
JACOB, D.D., Upper Grammar Master of Christ's Hospital. In 12mo. 3s.

XXIV.

The WORD, the WORK, and the PROMISE : a SERMON, preached in

Westminster Abbey, on Ascension Day, at the Consecration of the Bishop
of Calcutta. By CHARLES JOHN VAUGHAN, D.D., Head Master of

Harrow School, and Chaplain in Ordinary to the Queen. In 8vo. Is.
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TRACTS
ON CONFIRMATION, THE SACRAMENTS, THE CHURCH

CATECHISM, AND OTHER SUBJECTS.

The RITE of CONFIRMATION EX-
PLAINED. By the Rev. D. J. EYRE, M.A.,
Sub-Dean of Sarum.
or 3s. Gd. per dozen.

Fourth Edition. Price 4d.

II.

QUESTIONS and ANSWERS on CON-
FIRVIATION. By W. F. HOOK, D.D., Vicar
of Leeds. Seventh Edition. Price 2d., or 15s. per
100.

III.

A PLAJN CATECHISM before CON-
FIRMATION. By the Rev. CHARLES DODG-
SON, M.A. Price 2d.

IV.

On the SACRAMENT of the LORD'S
SUPPER. By the PLAIN MAN'S FRIEND.
Eighth Edition. Price \d.

V.

A COMPANION to the LORD'S
SUPPER. By the PLATN MAN'S FRIEND.
New Edition. Price Sd. bound.

VI.

The HAPPY COMMUNICANT. By
the Rev. JOHN JAMES, D.D., Author of a
•' Comment on the Collects." Price 3d.

VII.

The BENEFIT of the SACRAMENT
of the LORD'S SUPPER EXPLAINED. By ED-
WARD BURTON, D.D., late Regius Professor of
Divinity in the University of Oxford. New Edition.
Price 2d., or 15s. per 100.

VIII.

An ORDER of PREPARATION for
the HOLY COMMUNION. By the Rev. . . B.
GRANVILLE, M.A. InlSmo. Price 6 d.

IX.

INFANT BAPTISM, and the MODE
of ADMINISTERING IT. By R. TWOPENY,
B.D. Price 6d.

X.

PLAIN REMARKS on INFANT BAP-
TISM and CONFIRMATION. By W. J. EDGE,
M.A. Fourth Edition. Price 3d.

XI.

The INFANT CHRISTIAN'S FIRST
CATECHISM. By Mrs. PARRY, of Barbados.
Sixth Edition. Price 3d., or 2s. Gd. per dozen.

XII.

IT IS WRITTEN; or, the CATE-
CHISM TEACHING from SCRIPTURE; a Ma-
nual in Question and Answer. By the Rev. C. J.

HEATHCOTE, M.A., Incumbent of St. Thomas's,
Stamford Hill. Third Edition Price (id., or 5s. per
dozen.

XIII.

QUESTIONS and ANSWERS on
CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE and DUTY. By a
PARENT. Price 4d., or 3s. Gd. per dozen.

XIV.

HELP and COMFORT for the SICK
POOR. By the Author of "Sickness: its Trials

and Blessings." Second Edition. Price Is.

XV.
PRAYERS for the SICK and DYING.

By the SAME AUTHOR. Price 2s. 6d.

XVI.

INSTRUCTIONS for the RELIEF of
the SICK POOR in DISEASES of FREQUENT
OCCURRENCE. By the late R. PEARSON, M.D.
Third Edition. In 18mo. Price Is. Gd.

XVII.

The COTTAGER'S PRAYER BOOK.
By the late Rev. JAMES BEAN, M.A., Author of
" Family Worship." Price Gd.

XVIII.

The COTTAGE BEE-HIVE. Second
Edition. Price 3d., or 2s. Gd. per dozen.

XIX.

An EXHORTATION to the LORD'S
DAY. By the Rev. R. W. EVANS, M.A., Author
of '

' The Rectory of Valehead." Price Is. Gd.

XX.
DAILY PRAYERS for VILLAGE

SCHOOLS. In 18mo. Price Gd., or 5s. per dozen.

XXI.

The FORM of SOLEMNIZATION
ofMATRIMONY ILLUSTRATED. By SAMUEL
WTX, M.A., F.R.S., Vicar of St. Bartholomew-the-
Less. In 18mo. Price Is. Gd.

XXII.

ADVICE to a PUBLIC SCHOOL BOY.
By the Rev. F. POYNDER, M.A. Third Edition.
In 18mo. Price Gd.

XXIII.

The HOLY BIBLE the ONE DE-
SIGN of ONE ETERNAL MIND. By the Rev.
DAVID LAING, M.A., Incumbent of Trinity, St.

Pancras. Third Edition. Price Is.

XXIV.
BRIEF HISTORY of the BOOK of

COMMON PRAYER. By the SAME AUTHOR.
Price Is.

XXV.

An EXPLANATION of DR. WATTS'
HYMNS, in Question and Answer. Fourth Edi-
tion. Price 8d., or 7s. per dozen.

XXVI.
SIXTY GEMS from THOMAS A KEM-

PIS. Price Gd.
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Becently published, in Eight Volumes, 8vo, price £4 4s., a New and
Complete Edition of

WORKS AND CORRESPONDENCE
OF THE RIGHT HON.

EDMUND BURKE.

THIS EDITION CONTAINS

1. Mr. BUEKE'S COEBESPONDENCE between the year 1744 and
his Decease in 1797, first published from the original MSS. in 1844, edited

by Earl Fitzwilliam and Sir Eichard Bourke ; containing numerous Histo-
rical and Biographical Notes, and several Original Letters from the leading

Statesmen of the period, and forming an Autobiography of this celebrated

"Writer. The most interesting portion of the Letters of Mr. Burke to Dr.
French Laurence, published from the original MSS. by the late Archbishop
of Cashel in 1827, is now incorporated in the COEEESPONDENCE :

2. The WOBKS of Mr. BTJEKE, as edited by his Literary Executors,

and completed, by the publication of the 15th and 16th Volumes, in 1826,
under the superintendence of the late Bishop of Eochester, Dr. Walker King.

"The Writings of that eminent Man, whom posterity will regard as the most eloquent of
Orators, and the most profound of the philosophic statesmen of modern times."

The late Sir ROBERT PEEL.
" The Speeches he made will be the subject of admiration for all succeeding generations."

Lord JOHN RUSSELL.
" Burke was one of the first thinkers, as well as one of the greatest Orators, of his time.

He is without any parallel in any age or country, except perhaps Lord Bacon and Cicero, and
his Works contain an ampler store of political and moral wisdom than can be found in any
other writer whatever." Sir J. MACKINTOSH.

" That great Master of Eloquence, Edmund Burke."
Lord MACAULAY.

" The compositions of Burke are master-pieces. Who can withstand the fascination and
magic of his eloquence ? His imperial fancy has laid all nature under tribute, and has col-

lected riches from every scene of the creation and every walk of art. He who can read his

Works without pleasure must resign all pretensions to taste and sensibility."

ROBERT HALL.
" No one can doubt that enlightened men in all ages will hang over the Works of Mr.

Burke.—He was a writer of the first class, and excelled in almost every kind of prose com-
position. Mr. Fox might well avow, without a compliment, that he had learnt more from
him than from all other men and authors." Lord BROUGHAM.

*
#
# This, the only complete Edition now in circulation, includes the whole

of the Contents of the former, 'published in 20 Vols. 8vo, at the

price of£9 5s.
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CLASSICAL AND EDUCATIONAL WORKS,
BY THE

REV. T. KERCHEVER ARNOLD, M.A.

LATE RECTOR OF LYNDON. AND FORMERLY FELLOW OF TRINITY COLLEGE, CAMBRIDGE.

The Works under the several numbers may be studied at or about the same stage of a

pupil's progress.

KEYS {supplied to Tutors only) are published to those Works to which f is prefixed.

LATIN.
1.

f HENRY'S FIRST LATIN BOOK. Thirteenth Edition. 12mo. 3s.

The object of this Work (which is founded on the principles of imitation and frequent repetition)

is to enable the pupil to do exercises from the first day of his beginning his Accidence. It is

recommended by the Oxford Diocesan Board of Education, as a useful work for Middle or Com-
mercial Schools; and adopted at the National Society's Training College at Chelsea.

2.

f A SECOND LATIN BOOK, and PRACTICAL GRAMMAR. Intended as a
Sequel to Henry's First Latin Book. Seventh Edition. 12mo. 4s.

f A FIRST VERSE BOOK, Part I.; intended as an easy Introduction to the Latin
Hexameter and Pentameter. Sixth Edition. 12rao. 2s.

A FIRST VERSE BOOK, Part II. ; containing additional Exercises. Is.

3.

HISTORIC ANTIQUE EPITOME, from Cornelius Nepos, Justin, &c. With English
Notes, Rulesfor Construing, Questions, Geographical Lists, &c. Sixth Edition. As.

A FIRST CLASSICAL AT LAS, containing fifteen Maps, coloured in outline ; intended
as a Companion to the Historian Antiquce Epitome. 8vo. Js. 6d.

"These Maps are executed with great accuracy, and apparently quite free from that indistinctness
and disproportion which are the great fault of all our small maps. We think Mr. Arnold suc-
cessful here as always; and he has done his part to render geography, as it should be, an
additional inducement for work."

—

Guardian.

OVID.—ECLOGUE OVIDIANvE, with English Notes ; Part I. (from the Elegiac
Poems.) Eighth Edition. 12mo. 2s. 6d.

Part II. (from the Metamorphoses.) 5s.

A PRACTICAL INTRODUCTION to LATJN PROSE COMPOSITION. Part I.

Tenth Edition. 8vo. 6s. 6d.
This Work is founded on the principles of imitation and frequent repetition. It is at once a

Syntax, a Vocabulary, and an Exercise Book ; and considerable attention has been paid to the
subject of Synonymes. It is now used at all, or nearly all, the public schools.

4-

f CORNELIUS NEPOS, Part I. ; with Critical Questions and Answers, and an imi-
tative Exercise on each Chapter. Third Edition. 12mo. 4s.

VIRGIL.—The ^ENEID of VIRGIL, with English Notes from Dubner. 12mo. 6s.

VIRGIL.-VIRGILII ^ENEIDOS Libri I.—VI. ; Addita est Interpretatio ex Adno-
tationibus Heynii,Wunderlichii, Wagneri, Forb'geri,aliorum excerpta. 8vo. 12s.

HORACE.—ECLOGUE HORATIAN^E, Pars I. ; CARMINA prope Omnia Continens.
Addita est Familiaris Interpretatio ex Adnotationibus Mitscherlichii, Doeringii,
Orellii, aliorum excerpta. Second Edition. 12mo. 5s.

*** All the objectionable passages are omittedfrom this Edition.
HORACE.—The Works of" HORACE, followed by English Introductions and Notes,

abridged and adapted for School use, from the Edition of Fr. Dubner. In
one Volume, 12mo. 7s.

f A PRACTICAL INTRODUCTION to LATIN VERSE COMPOSITION.
Contents:— 1. " Ideas" for Hexameter and Elegiac Verses. 2. Alcaics. 3. Sap-

phics. 4. The other Horatian Metres. 5. Appendix of Poetical Phraseology,
and Hints on Versification. 8vo. Third Edition. 5s. 6d.

GRADUS AD PARNASSUM NOVUS ANTICLEPTICUS ; founded on.Quicherat's
Thesaurus 'oeticus Lingua? Latince. 8vo. 12s. half-bound.

"This Work is so superior to an ordinary Gradus as scarcely to come under the same category.
The epithets and phrases are equally well chosen and well arranged."— Alherccum.

ELLISIAN EXERCISES ; adapted to the " Practical Introduction to Latin Prose
Composition." 3s. Gd. The KEY, 3s.
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5.

ECLOGUE HISTORIC^ ; or, Selections from the Roman Historians (Sallust, Livy,
Curtius, Tacitus), with Latin Notes. 12mo. 4s.

CICERO.—Selections from his ORATIONS, with English Notes, from the best and
most recent sources. Contents :—The Fourth Book of the Impeachment of
Verres, the Four Speeches against Catiline, and the Speech for the Poet
Archias. 12mo. Second Edition. 4s.

CICERO, Part II. ; containing Selections from his EPISTLES, arranged in the
order of time, with accounts of the Consuls, events of each year, &c. With
English Notes from the best Commentators, especially Matthiee. 12mo. 5s.

CICERO, Part III. ; containing the TUSCULAN DISPUTATIONS (entire). With
English Notes from Tischer, by the Rev. R. B. Paul, M.A. 5s. 6d.

CICERO, Part IV. ; containing De FINIBUS MALORUM et BONORUM. (On
the Supreme Good.) With a Preface, English Notes, &c, partly from Maclvig
and others, by the Rev. James Beaven, D.D., late Professor of Theology in

King's College, Toronto. 12mo. 5s. 6d.

CICERO, Part V.; containing CATO MAJOR, sive De Senectute Dialogus;
with English Notes from Sommerbrodt, by the Rev. Henry Browne, M.A.,
Canon of Chichester. 12mo. 2s. 6d.

TACITUS, Part I. The first Six Books of the ANNALES of TACITUS, ab Excessu
Divi Augusti. With English Notes, translated from the German of Dr. Karl
Nipperdey, by the Rev. Henry Browne, M.A. 12mo. 6s. Part II. (Books
XL—XVI.) 5s.

SALLUST.—The HISTORY of the JUGURTHINE WAR, explained by Rudolf
Jacobs. The Notes translated by the Rev. Henry Browne, M.A. 12mo. 3s. 6d.

+ A PRACTICAL INTRODUCTION to LATIN PROSE COMPOSITION, Part II.;

containing the Doctrine of LATIN PARTICLES, with Vocabulary, an Antibar-

barus, &c. Third Edition. 8vo. 8s.

6.

LATIN WORD-BUILDING, with an Etymological Vocabulary; designed for the
Third Latin Book ; to which are added, Outlines of Form-Building, and an
Appendix of Questions. 12mo. 4s. 6d.

f LONGER LATIN EXERCISES, Part I. Second Edition. 8vo. 4s.

The object of this Work is to supply boys with an easy collection of short passages, as an
Exercise-book for those who have gone once, at least, through the First Part of the Editor's
" Practical Introduction to Latin Prose Composition."

f LONGER LATIN EXERCISES, Part II. ; containing a Selection of Passages of

greater length, in genuine idiomatic English, for Translation into Latin. 8vo. 4s.

f MATERIALS for TRANSLATION into LATIN : selected and arranged by
Augustus Grotefend. Translated from the German by the Rev. . H. Arnold,
B.A., with Notes and Excursuses. Third Edition. 8vo. 7s. 6d.

A COPIOUS and CRITICAL ENGLISH-LATIN LEXICON, by the Rev. . K.
Arnold and the Rev. J, E. Riddle. Fourth Edition. \l. 5s.

An ABRIDGMENT of the above Work, for the Use of Schools. By the Rev.
J. C. Ebden, late Fellow and Tutor of Trinity Hall, Cambridge. Square 12mo.
10s. 6d. bound.

GKEEK.

t The FIRST GREEK BOOK ; on the Plan of " Henry's First Latin Book." Third
Edition. 12mo. 5s.

fThe SECOND GREEK BOOK (on the same Plan) ; containingan Elementary Treatise

on the Greek Particles and the Formation of Greek Derivatives. 12mo. 5s. 6d.

The THIRD GREEK BOOK, containing Selections from Xenophon's Cyropsedia,

with English Notes, and a Vocabulary. 12mo. 3s. Gd.

The FOURTH GREEK BOOK, containing Xenophon's Anabasis, Books IV. to

VII. , with English Notes. 12mo. 4s.

A PRACTICAL INTRODUCTION to GREEK ACCIDENCE. With Easy Exer-
cises and Vocabular}'. Sixth Edition. 8vo. 5s. 6d.

f A PRACTICAL INTRODUCTION to GREEK PROSE COMPOSITION, Part I.

Eighth Edition (reprintedfrom the Sixth). 8vo. 5s. 6d.
*** The object of this Work is to enable the Student, as soon as he can decline and conjugate

with tolerable facility, to translate simple sentences after given examples, and with given
words; the principles trusted to being principally those of imitation and very frequent repeti-

tion. It is at once a Syntax, a Vocabulary, and an Exercise Book.

COMPANION to the above.—A PRACTICAL INTRODUCTION to GREEK CON-
STRUING. 8vo. 6s. 6d.
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f A PRACTICAL INTRODUCTION to GREEK PROSE COMPOSITION, Part II.

(On the PARTICLES.) 8vo. 6s. 6d.

A GREEK GRAMMAR ; intended as a sufficient Grammar of Reference for Schools

and Colleges. Second Edition. 8vo, half-bound. 10s. 6d.

PROFESSOR MADVIG'S SYNTAX of the GREEK LANGUAGE, especially of

the Attic Dialect ; Translated by the Rev. Henry Browne, M.A. Together with

an Appendix on the Greek Particles, by the Translator. Square 8vo. 8s. 6d.

An ELEMENTARY GREEK GRAMMAR. 12mo. 5s. ; or, with Dialects, 6s.

Some Account of the GREEK DIALECTS, for the Use of Beginners ; being an Ap-
pendix to "An Elementary Greek Grammar." 12mo. Is. 6d.

An ELEMENTARY GREEK READER, from the ODYSSEY of HOMER. With
Grammatical Introduction, Notes, and Glossary. From the German of Dr.

Ahrens, Director of the Lyceum at Hanover. 12mo. 3s.

HOMER for Beginners.—The First Three Books of the ILIAD, with English Notes

;

forming a sufficient Commentary for young Students. Second Edit. 12mo. 3s. 6d.

HOMER.—The ILIAD COMPLETE, with English Notes and Grammatical Refer-
ences. In one thick volume, 12mo., half-bound. 12s.

In this Edition, the Argument of each Book is divided into short Sections, which are prefixed to

those portions of the Text, respectively, which they describe. The Notes (principally from
Duhner) are at the foot of each page. At the end of the volume are useful Appendices.

HOMER.—The ILIAD, Books I. to IV. ; with a Critical Introduction, and copious
English Notes. Second Edition. 12mo. 7s. 6d.

HOMER.—A Complete GREEK and ENGLISH LEXICON for the POEMS of

HOMER, and the HOMERID^. Translated from the German of Crusius,
by Professor Smith. New and Revised Edition. 9s. halfbound.

XENOPHON'S ANABASIS, explained by Dr. F. K. Hertlein. In Two Parts.

(Part II. forming the "Fourth Greek Book.") Translated from the German,
with additional Notes and Grammatical References, by the Rev. Henry
Browne, M.A. 12mo. 6s. 6d.

HERODOTUS.—ECLOGUE HERODOTE^E, Part I. ; from the Text of Schweighseu-
ser. With English Notes. 12mo. 3s. 6d.

THUCYDIDES, with copious English Notes, especially from Poppo and Kriiger, and
Grammatical References. Book the First. 12mo. 5s. 6d. Book the Se-
cond. 4s. 6d.

DEMOSTHENES, with English Notes from the best and most recent sources, Sauppe,
Doberenz, Jacobs, Dissen, Westermann, &c.

The OLYNTHIAC ORATIONS. 12mo. Second Edition. 3s.

The ORATION on the CROWN. 12mo. 4s. 6d.
The PHILIPPIC ORATIONS. 12mo. 4s.

.ESCHINES.—SPEECH AGAINST CTESIPHON. 12mo. 4s.
The Text is that of Baiter and Sauppe; the Notes are by Professor Champlin, with additional

Notes by President Woolsey and the Editor.

SOPHOCLES, with English Notes, from Schneidewin.
Part I. The AJAX. 3s. "1 „ „_ „
Part II. The PHILOCTETES. 3s./

By theRev
•
R. B. Paul, m.a.

Part III. The CEDIPUS TYRANNUS. 4s.

PART IV. The CEDIPUS COLONEUS. 4s. By the Rev. Henry Browne, M.A.
Part V. The ANTIGONE. 4s. J

EURIPIDES, with English Notes, from Hartung, Dubner, Witzschrl Schone &c
The HECUBA. 3s. The HIPPOLYTUS. 3s.
TheBACCH^E. 3s. The MEDEA. 3s.
The IPHIGEN1A IN TAURIS. 3s.

ARISTOPHANES.—ECLOGUE ARISTOPHANIC^E, with English Notes, by Professor
Felton. Part I. (The CLOUDS). 12mo. 3s. 6d. Part II. (The BIRDS).
3s. 6d.

'

*# * In this Edition the objectionable passages are omitted.

CLASSICAL EXAMINATION PAPERS. A Series of 93 Extracts from Greek,
Roman, and English Classics, for Translation, with occasional Questions and
Notes; each extract on a separate leaf. Price of the whole in a specimen
packet, 4s., or 6 copies of any Separate Paper may be had for 3d.

A COPIOUS PHRASEOLOGICAL ENGLISH-GREEK LEXICON, founded on a
Work prepared by J. W. FRADERSDORFF, Ph. Dr. of the Taylor-Institu-
tion, Oxford : revised, enlarged, and improved by HENRY BROWNE A
Vicar of Pevensey, and Prebendary of Chichester. 8vo. 21s.

*** This work was projected, and a considerable portion of it prepared for the
press, by the late Rev. . K. ARNOLD.
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HEBREW.
The FIRST HEBREW BOOK; on the Plan of "Henry's First Latin Boole." 12mo.

Second Edition. 7s. 6d.
" The arrangement is excellent. The addition of English characters is very well calculated to

assist the learner, and to incite those who, from the difficulty of reading fluently, are disinclined
to become learners."

—

English Churchman.
A KEY to the FIRST HEBREW BOOK. Edited by the Rev. Henry Browne,

M.A. 3s. 6d.

The SECOND HEBREW BOOK, containing the Book of Genesis ; together with a He-
brew Syntax, and a Vocabulary and Grammatical Commentary. 9s.

GERMAN.
The FIRST GERMAN BOOK ; on the Plan of " Henry's First Latin Book." By the

Rev. . K. Arnold and Dr. Fradersdorff. Fourth Edition. 12mo. 5s. 6d.
A KEY to the EXERCISES, by Dr. Fradersdorff. 2s. 6d.

A READING COMPANION to the FIRST GERMAN BOOK ; containing Extracts
from the best Authors, with a Vocabulary and Notes. 12mo. Second Edition. 4s.

A HANDBOOK of GERMAN VOCABULARY. 4s.

The SECOND GERMAN BOOK ; a Syntax, and Etymological Vocabulary, with
copious Reading- Lessons and Exercises. Edited by Dr. Fradersdorff. 6s. Gd.

A KEY to the ENGLISH EXERCISES in the above. Is.

FRENCH.
The FIRST FRENCH BOOK ; on the Plan of " Henry's First Latin Book." Fourth

Edition. l2mo. 5s. Gd.

A KEY to the EXERCISES, by M. Deltlle. 2s. 6d.

A HANDBOOK of FRENCH VOCABULARYr
. 4s. Gd.

ENGLISH.
HENRY'S ENGLISH GRAMMAR; a Manual for Beginners. 12mo. 3s.Gd.

SPELLING turned ETYMOLOGY. 12mo. 2*. Gd.

The PUPIL'S BOOK, (a Companion to the above.) Is. 3d.

LATIN via ENGLISH ; being the Second Part of the above Work. 12mo. 4s. Gd.

An ENGLISH GRAMMAR for CLASSICAL SCHOOLS; being a Practical Intro-

duction to " English Prose Composition." Fifth Edition. 12mo. 4s. Gd.

HANDBOOKS FOR THE CLASSICAL STUDENT (WITH QUESTIONS), under the
General Superintendence and Editorship of the Rev. . K. ARNOLD.

"The leading characteristic of these Handbooks is their exceeding simplicity, the excellent order
with which they are arranged, the completeness of their details, and the remarkable accuracy
and elaborate erudition which they exhibit in every page."

—

Dublin Review.

I. HANDBOOKS of HISTORY and GEOGRAPHY. From the German of Putz.
Translated by the Rev. R. B. Paul.

1. ANCIENT HISTORY. Second Edition. Gs.Gd.} These Works have been already

2. MEDIAEVAL HISTORY. 4s. Gd. ) translated into the Swedish and

3. xMODERN HISTORY. 5s. Gd. )
J>utch languages.

II. The ATHENIAN STAGE, from the German of Witzschkl. Translated by the Rev.

R. B. Paul. 4i.

III. 1. GRECIAN ANTIQUITIES.^
Second Edition. 3s. 6d. \ From the Swedish of Bojesen. Translated from

2. ROMAN ANTIQUITIES. (
Dr• Hoffa's German version by the Rev. R. B. Paul.

Second Edition. 3s. 6d.

The pupil will receive from these works a correct and tolerably complete picture of Grecian and

Roman life: the political portions (the account of the national institutions and their effects)

appear to be of great value; while the very moderate extent of each admits of its being tho-

roughly mastered—of its being got up and retained.

3. HEBREW ANTIQUITIES. By the Rev. Henry Browne, M.A. 4s.

This Work describes the manners and customs of the ancient Hebrews which were common to

them with other nations, and the rites and ordinances which distinguished them as the chosen

people Israel.

IV. HANDBOOKS of SYNONYMES :

1. GREEK SYNONYMES. From the French of Pillon. 6s. Gd.

2. LATIN SYNONYMES, from the German of Doderlein. Translated by the

Rev. . H. Arnold. Second Edition, is.

V. HANDBOOK of GRECIAN MYTHOLOGY. From the German of Professor

Stoil by the Rev R B.Paul. (With Outline Engravings of Ancient Statues.) 5s.

VI. HANDBOOK of CHRONOLOGY.—ANNALES Veterum REGNORUM et

POPULORUM, imprimis Romanorum, confecti a C. T. Zumptio. 5s.

The BOY'S ARITHMETIC. By the Rev. CHARLES ARNOLD, M.A., Rector

of Tinwell, and late Fellow of Caius College, Cambridge. Part I. Second Edition. 12mo.

3s. 6d. PART II. 3s. Qd.
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